Stable 4 Rows P & Q 1-6
On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone (As Agent)

Lot 1

BROWN Filly
(Branded Mvl nr sh. 26 off sh. Foaled 28th September 2014)

(Sire) Indian Charlie ................ by Siberian Express ..........

UNCLE MO (USA) ........

Soviet Sojourn ........ by Leo Castelli ........

Playa Maya ................ by Dixieland Band ........

(Dam) Danehill (USA) ........ by Northern Dancer ....

PEARL ARDANE .......... 2002

Danzig ................ by Northern Dancer ....

Uncle Mo (Bay 2008 - Stud U.S.A 2012, Aust. 2012). Champion 2YO Colt in USA in 2010. 5 wins-3 at 2-from 6f to 8½f, US$1,606,000, Breeders' Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1, Belmont Champagne S., Gr.1, Kelso H., Gr.2, 2d Saratoga King's Bishop S., Gr.1, 3d Aqueduct Wood Memorial S., Gr.1. Out of SP Playa Maya. Grandson of a half-sister to SW Woods of Windsor (Pimlico Federico Tesio S., Gr.3). His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

PEARL ARDANE, by Danehill (USA). Winner at 1580m, STC Penfolds H. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 winners-

Harada Pearl (f by Haradasun). Winner at 1700m in 2013-14, 3d ATC Membership on Sale Now H.

Dream Alibi (f by Galileo (Ire)). Winner at 1850m, 2d ATC TAB Sportsbet H., 3d ATC Wentworthville District RLC H.

Chalina (f by Dehere (USA)). Winner at 1000m.

Geradarus (g by Haradasun). Placed at 3 in 2014-15 in NZ.

2nd Dam

SEA ALMOND (USA), by Nureyev. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Half-sister to Besitos, Clever Dorothy. Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Chieftain Jack. 5 wins 1600 to 2027m, $197,462, to 2013-14, SAJC Adelaide Galvanising H., Medallion Homes H., 2d MRC Eastern Bridge P.

Dane Almond - California Bishop (H.K.). 5 wins 1300 to 1800m, $433,801, MRC Master Avenel H., HKJC Lung Fu Shan H., New Zealand H.

Winning Sunshine. 4 wins at 1400, 1650m, $601,420, HKJC Qingdao H.

Hailbellà. Started twice. Dam of-

Stars in the Sky. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 900, 955m, MVRC Essendon Mazda 55 Second Challenge Heat H., 2d MVRC City Jeep Don’t Hold Back 2YO H.

3rd Dam

DEAR DOROTHY, by Riverman. Unraced. Blood-sister to TRIPTYCH, BARGER (dam of NARRATIVE, BAYA), half-sister to SABONA, Alinaab, Teibun Angel (dam of CARNEGIE DAIAN), Hail the Dancer (dam of HASH BROWN). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Clever Dorothy (f Clever Trick). 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, 2d Grand Criterium de Bordeaux, L, Nantes Prix des Sablonnets, L, 3d Craon Criterium de l'Ouest, L, Vichy Prix des Jouveneaux et Jouvencelles, L.

Besitos (f Greatness). 2 wins at 1m, 8½f, 2d Arlington Park Hatooft S., L.

4th Dam

HAIL MAGGIE, by Hail to Reason. Started once. Sister to TRILLION (dam of TRIPTYCH, BARGER, MARGRAVINE, half-sister to Dunkirk, Noble Chick (dam of NORDAVANO), Doff the Derby (dam of GENEROUS, IMAGINE, WEDDING BOUQUET, OSUMI TYCOON, STRAWBERRY ROAN, WINDY TRIPLE K.). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-


Flood. Winner at 6f in U.S.A. Grandam of-

LANDSEER (c Danehill (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2–1207 to 1609m, Keeneland Turf Mile S., Gr 1, Longchamp Poule d'Essai des Poulains, Gr 1.
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Lot 2

**BAY FILLY**

(Branded C nr sh. 63 off sh. Foaled 16th October 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Size)</th>
<th>Sadler's Wells</th>
<th>Fairy Bridge</th>
<th>Darshaan</th>
<th>Kozana</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH CHAPARRAL</td>
<td>by Nearctic</td>
<td>by Bold Reason</td>
<td>by Shirley Heights</td>
<td>by Kris</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PECTORALIS MAJOR (USA) 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbridled's Song (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prospector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oscillate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(sire)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**1st Dam**

PECTORALIS MAJOR (USA), by Unbridled's Song. 2 wins at 1m, 8½f, $115,641 in U.S.A. Half-sister to Settlement, Amonistar (dam of PLAYWRIGHT). This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Her third foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, 1 winner- King's Ballet (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Winner at 1350m in 2013-14. Inlet (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Placed in 2014-15.

**2nd Dam**

PROSPECTORA, by Mr. Prospector. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to RHYTHM, GET LUCKY (dam of GIROLAMO, DAYDREAMING, ACCELERATOR, HARBORAGE), MUTAKDDIM, Not for Love, Quaestio (dam of KAVANAGH), Takesmybreathaway (dam of FROST GIANT, BREATHELESS STORM), Oregon Trail (dam of OREGON LADY), half-sister to Smooth Charmer (dam of SEA CHANTER), Miss Salsa (dam of PACIFIC OCEAN). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

**Settlement** (c Kris S). Winner at 2, $143,000, 2d Saratoga Hopeful S., Gr 1, 3d Saratoga Special S., Gr 2, 4th Gulfstream Florida Derby, Gr 1. Sire.

Amonistar. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

**PLAYWRIGHT** (g Fantastic Light (USA)). 8 wins 1200 to 2046m, $802,067, VRC CS Hayes S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Blamey S., Gr 2, MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, VRC TAB Quaddie H., L, 3d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, MRC TS Carlyon Cup, Gr 3, VRC Sofitel S., L, 4th VRC TAB 50th Birthday S., L.

**3rd Dam**

OSCILLATE, by Seattle Slew. Winner at 5½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to RHYTHM, GET LUCKY (dam of GIROLAMO, DAYDREAMING, ACCELERATOR, HARBORAGE). Dam of 14 named foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**MUTAKDDIM** (c Seeking the Gold). 5 wins-1 at 2–5½f to 7f, Haydock John of Gaunt S., L, 2d Goodwood Supreme S., Gr 3, 3d Sandown Mile, Gr 2.

**Smooth Charmer** (f Easy Goer). 4 wins, 2d Belmont Shuvee H., Gr 1. Dam of-

**SEA CHANTER** (f War Chant). 6 wins-3 at 2, Hollywood Miesque S., Gr 3. Winner at 2 at 6f in Great Britain. Dam of 7 winners-

**KAVANAGH** (g Tiger Ridge). 8 wins-1 at 2–1160 to 1450m, £323,016, Turffontein Hawaii S., Gr 2, 2d Clairwood Golden Horseshoe S., Gr 1.

Takesmybreathaway. Started twice. Dam of 8 winners-

**FROST GIANT** (c Giant's Causeway). 4 wins-1 at 2–7f to 1¼m, £240,165, Belmont Suburban H., Gr 1, Leopardstown Killavullan S., Gr 3. Sire.

Miss Salsa. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-


Oregon Trail. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

**OREGON LADY** (f Shamardal (USA)). 5 wins to 9f, Calder My Charmer H., Gr 3.
Stable 1 Rows C 5-12 & G 4,5

On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 3

(Branded WE nr sh. 22

4 off sh. Foaled 3rd September 2014)

(Bred by)

Dubawi (Ire) .............. Dubai Millennium....... by Seeking the Gold........
Zomaradah.............. by Deploy................

Bright Tiara .............. Chief's Crown (USA)........ by Danzig................
Expressive Dance......... by Riva Ridge.............

(Pentelikon)

Vettori (Ire) .............. Machiavellian........ by Mr. Prospector........
Air Distingue............. by Sir Ivor.................

(POET'S VOICE (GB))

PENTELIKON.............. Polish Patriot (USA)....... by Danzig................

2000

Loyal Servant............ by Metal Precieux...........

POET'S VOICE (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud GB 2012, Aust. 2012). 4 wins-2 at 2-at 7f, 1m, Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr1, Doncaster Champagne S., Gr2, Goodwood Celebration Mile, Gr2, 2d Meydan Jebel Hatta S., Gr2, Salisbury Sovereign S., Gr3, 3d Newmarket Joel S., Gr2, York Acomb S., Gr3, 4th Newmarket Middle Park S., Gr1. Half-brother to SW Gold Tiara and SW Queen's Park. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam


2nd Dam

LOYAL SERVANT, by Polish Patriot (USA). Unraced. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Pentelikon (f by Vettori (Ire)). 5 wins. See above.
Jaguar Night. 5 wins at 1100, 1200m, QTC Spotless Group H. By My Side. 3 wins 1200 to 1465m, SAJC Castle Tavern H.
Coablo. 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, AJC Zora Cross H. Dam of 4 winners-

Roussos Destiny. 5 wins 1600 to 2200m to 2014-15, BRC CFMEU & BLF Amalgamation H., Wilston Grange AFC H., TTC Jackson Motor Company H.
Juju. Placed at 3. Dam of-
Bonsai. 3 wins to 1300m, $112,715, to 2014-15, ATC Warwick Farm H.

3rd Dam

JOAN GWENDOLINE, by Metal Precieux (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to KING'S HIGH, REGAL ARTERY. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Night Driver. 3 wins 1100 to 1600m, 2d AJC Merlot Constructions H.

4th Dam

FLOWING, by Twig Moss (Fr). Winner at 1300m. Three-quarter-sister to FLAMING WONDER, GOLDEN TWIG. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

KING'S HIGH (c Full on Aces). 8 wins-1 at 2-1000 to 2500m, $1,464,920, Victoria Derby, Gr1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr1, VATC St George S., Gr2, SAJC Rain Lover P., Gr3, VATC Autumn S., Gr3, Autumn Classic, Gr3, MVRC Great Western Champagne S., L, 2d VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr1, 3d MVRC Manikato S., Gr1, VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr1. Sire.

REGAL ARTERY (c Kenmare (Fr)). Winner at 1815m, SAJC Port Adelaide Guineas, L, 4th Victoria Derby, Gr1.
Stable 1 Row K 6-8
On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa (As Agent)

Lot 4
GREY COLT
(Branded \text{nr sh.} \frac{1}{4} \text{off sh. Foaled 14th August 2014})

(Sire)
Exceed and Excel \text{................. by Danzig \text{.................}}
Patrona (USA) \text{................. by Lomond \text{..........}}

Instinction \text{................. by Fairy King (USA) \text{.................}}
In the Mist \text{................. by Southern Appeal \text{..........}}

(Dam)
Perugino (USA) \text{................. by Danzig \text{.................}}

De Lago Mist \text{................. by Instinction \text{.................}}

2003
Night Chaser \text{................. by Instinction (AUS) (Grey 2008-Stud 2013). 4 wins to 1500m, A$274,160, VRC Hilton Hotels S., L, MRC Zeditave S., L, Weekend Hussler S., L, 3d VRC CS Hayes S., Gr.3, MRC Regal Roller S., L, 4th ATC Bacardi World’s Number 1 Rum S., L. Out of SW De Lago Mist (VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.2). Grandson of SW In the Mist. Related to SW Wanted (VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1), etc. His oldest progeny are foals.}

1st Dam
PERINITE, \text{by Perugino (USA). Placed at 3. This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-}\nRight of Reply (g by Zizou). \text{5 wins} 1400 to 1700m in 2013-14.
Direct Response (f by Shinzig). \text{Winner} at 1175m in 2013-14.
Devil Tycoon (f by Written Tycoon). \text{Winner} at 1000m.

2nd Dam
Night Chaser, \text{by Encosta de Lago. 3 wins} 1200 to 1600m, $158,150, MRC Ungar H., Whisked H., 2d Queensland Oaks, \text{Gr 1}, VRC Great Western H., L, Australian Lamb Company H., 4th VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L. Half-sister to LIGHTNING BEND. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Fiercely Defiant. \text{Winner} at 1200m in 2013-14, 2d ATC Instagram at ATC Races H.
Sir Excellence. \text{2 wins} at 1170, 1200m in Aust, 3d Singapore TC Progress H.
Elude and Avoid. \text{2 wins}–1 at 2–at 1200m in South Africa. Dam of-

3rd Dam
Irish Belle (NZ), \text{by Matins (GB). 3 wins} at 2000, 2400m, STC George Greenwood H., 2d ACT RC Canberra Cup, L, STC Eveleigh H. Dam of 12 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
LIGHTNING BEND (g Cosmic Planet). \text{13 wins} 1000 to 1400m, $605,200, MVRC William Reid S., \text{Gr 1}, AJC Challenge S., \text{Gr 2}, NSW Tatt’s RC Carrington S., L, Clarence River JC Ramornie H., L, Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L, BATC Liner Trains H., QTC Thai International S., 2d VRC Newmarket H., \text{Gr 1}, VATC Futurity S., \text{Gr 1}, AJC Challenge S., \text{Gr 2}, BATC Robins Kitchen Cup, \text{Gr 2}, STC Tooheys Concorde S., 3d VRC Lightning S., \text{Gr 1}.

Night Chaser (f Encosta de Lago). \text{3 wins}. \text{See above.}
Hi Barney. \text{9 wins} 1000 to 1400m, QTC Guinness Australia H.
Tahlee. \text{3 wins} 1200 to 1900m, AJC Phillips Fox H., STC Public Trustee H., 2d STC Port Hacking Fillies H., Wattawa Heights School H. Producer.
Key Message. \text{2 wins} at 1500, 1600m. Dam of 3 winners-
Sage Moon (f Marooned (GB)). \text{Winner} at 1800m, WATC Terrace Restaurant at Belmont H., 2d WATC Wool Zone H., 3d WATC Belmont Oaks, L, 4th Western Australian Oaks, \text{Gr 2}. Gradam of-Theodora. \text{Winner} at 1600m in 2013-14, 2d MRC Mistable H., WATC Perth Ice Works H., 3d VRC Murray Cox 2YO H.
Continuing. \text{6 wins}–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, WATC Budget Truck Rental H.
Kerry Dance. \text{Winner} at 2100m. Dam of 2 winners-
Keelrow. \text{Winner} at 2 at 1100m, 2d QTC Brisbane Bloodstock 2YO H.
Thaisa. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Runon. \text{5 wins} 1600 to 2040m, MVRC Mitty’s H., Karibu Graphics H., 2d MRC Bronzetti H., MVRC Waterford Crystal H., 4th MVRC JRA Cup, L.
Lot 5 (With 50% GST)  BAY FILLY

(Branded BF5 nr sh. 21 off sh. Foaled 29th October 2014)

(Sire)  Fastnet Rock ........................................ Piccadilly Circus ............... by Royal Academy (USA)  
FOXWEDGE .................................................. Forest Wildcat ................. by Storm Cat  
(Dam)  Forest Native (USA) .............................. Miss Timebank ................ by Water Bank  
PILGET’S GOLD .......................... by Mr. Prospector  
1993  Gold Carat (USA) ............................... Gaite ................................. by Tom Rolfe  
FOXWEDGE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 5 wins-2 at 2-at 1100m, 1200m, A$952,450, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1, ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2, San Domenico S., Gr.3, Clarry Conners 2YO P., 2d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, 4th ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Brother to SW She’s a Fox (ATC Rosebud H., L). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam  PILGET’S GOLD, by Gold Carat (USA). 3 wins 1100 to 1500m, SAJC Glennon Johnson H., 2d SAJC SA TAB H., VATC Dual Choice H. This is her twelfth living foal. Her eleventh foal is a yearling. Her tenth foal is a 2YO. Her ninth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 8 foals to race, 6 winners, inc:-


SNORT (g by Happy Giggle). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1410m, $437,275, VRC Poseidon S., L, Williamstown H., MRC BMW Melbourne Classic H., 2d MRC Debutant S., L, Blue Diamond Preview (c8g), L, VRC Zouki H., MRC Corps of Commissionaires H., Le Pine Funerals Cup H., VRC Heat 7 Winter Championship, MVRC Customers ATM H., Essendon Hyundai Santa Fe H., 3d MRC Bletchingly S., Gr 3, QTc Queensland Day 3YO P., L, 4th VRC Danenhil S., Gr 3, MVRC St Albans S., L, QTc Brisbane P., L.

Live in sin (f by Noverre (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1518m, $170,823, MRC New Litho H., Magic Flute H., SAJC Helen Hill Smith H., 2d MRC BMW Melbourne H., MVRC Dominion Group H., Big 6 H., 3d VRC Let’s Elope S., Gr 2, AJC Angst S., L.

Intensive (c by Danzig Connection (USA)). 5 wins 1100 to 1450m, 3d SAJC Hitide H.

Tenita Mimani (f by Tayasu Tsuyoshi (JPN)). 3 wins 1400 to 1600m, 2d MRC But Beautiful H. Dam of 2 winners-

Live in Doubt. 5 wins at 1400, 1600m to 2013-14.


The Golden Pig (c by Bernardini (USA)). Winner at 2060m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam PILGET, by Cool Ted. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 3 foals, all winners-

Gold Foil. 4 wins 1100 to 1405m, VRC Flemington Upmarket H., VATC Hyland Sportswear H., Winter H., 2d MRC Cannys Lass H. Producer. Bob’s Gold. Winner at 1200m, 2d TTC Johnny Walker H.

3rd Dam PIGALLE (NZ), by Rangong (GB). 9 wins 1200 to 2400m, STC Canterbury Cup, VATC Herbert Power H., Mornington Cup, VRC Riverside Welter H., MVRC Belmont Park H., STC Wilkes S., VATC Gladstone H., Royal Show H., 2d AJC Chairman’s H. Dam of 1 foal, 1 winner.
On Account of ROTHWELL PARK THOROUGHBREDS, Blandford (As Agent)

Lot 6

BROWN COLT

(Branded LJI nr sh. 11 4 off sh. Foaled 13th August 2014)

(Sire) LONHRO

Octagonal (NZ)....... Zabeel (NZ)................. by Sir Tristram (Ire).......

Shadea (NZ)........ Straight Strike (USA)....... by Mr. Prospector.......... 

(Dam) PILBARA SAND

Encosta de Lago........ by Fairy King (USA)........

2008

Modellista................ by Redoute's Choice........


1st Dam PILBARA SAND, by Encosta de Lago. Winner at 1300m, 3d MRC Ian Miller H. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam MODELLISTA, by Redoute’s Choice. 2 wins at 1400, 1900m, STC Theraces.com.au H., 2d STC Cathay Pacific H., 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-


3rd Dam ATTIRE (USA), by Wild Again. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Half-sister to Intuit (dam of RUNWAY STAR), Twist My Heart. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

- FASHIONS AFIELD (f Redoute’s Choice). Champion 2YO filly in Australia in 2004-05. 6 wins—4 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $1,974,110, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, Gold Coast Guineas, L, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Champagne S., Gr 1, Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 1, Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, STC Expressway S., Gr 2, Tea Rose S., Gr 2, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions 3YO Trophy, RL, 3d STC Premiere S., Gr 2. Dam of-

- Paris Match (f Street Cry (Ire)). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, $148,810, to 2014-15, ATC Hyland Race Colours H., 2d Gold Coast Bracelet, L.

- Reef Beach (g Danzino). 8 wins—1 at 2–1512 to 2100m, $300,054, VRC Shamrock Travel H., MRC Le Pine Funeral Services P.H., Singapore TC Zurich S., MRC Paris H., 2d VRC Auckland Racing Club H., L.

4th Dam WRAP AROUND, by Bletchingly. 9 wins—1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $632,413, MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1, VRC Linlithgow S., Gr 2, Hilton on the Park S., Gr 3, VATC G3 Coles S.H., Gr 3, VRC Red Roses S., L, VATC Bounding Away H., L, Meadowlands Witches’ Brew S., L, 2d MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, Rubiton S., L, 3d VRC Lightning S., Gr 1, VATC Futurity S., Gr 1, MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 2, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3. Half-sister to ROSE OF DANEHILL (dam of KAZANLUK, NOZOMI). Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

- Intuit (f Commands). 2 wins—1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, STC Telstra Premiership Final H., 2d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, 4th AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Dam of-

Lot 7

(Branded nr sh. 4 off sh. Foaled 4th August 2014)

**STABLE CRY (IRE) .....
Machiavellian ................ Mr. Prospector.......... by Raise a Native........
Coup de Folie ................ by Halo........................
Helen Street................ Troy....................... by Petingo....................
Waterway..................... by Riverman................

**PRAIRIE STAR (NZ)....
High Chaparral (Ire) ....... Sadler's Wells........... by Northern Dancer........
Kasora....................... by Darshaan................

**STREET CRY (IRE) (Bay or Brown 1998-Stud 2003). 5 wins-1 at 2, Dubai World Cup, Gr.1. Champion USA Sire (AEI) 2010. Sire of 1072 rnrs, 713 wnrs, 89 SW, inc. Zenyatta (Breeders' Cup Ladies Classic S., Gr.1), Street Sense, Shocking, Whobegotyou, Tomcito, Street Boss, Seventh Street, Long John, Lyric of Light, Victor's Cry, Majestic Roi, Pride of Dubai, New Year's Day, Here Comes Ben, Street Hero, Cry and Catch Me, Princess Highway, Desert Party, etc.

1st Dam

Prairie Star (NZ), by High Chaparral (Ire). 5 wins 1600 to 2100m, AuRC Dunstan Fees Qualifier, Waikato RC Vision Forest Lake H., Legacy Lodge H., Counties RC Franklin Long Roofing H., 2d Waikato RC Sensortronic Scales H., 3d Manawatu Breeders' S., L, Waikato RC New Zealand Bloodstock H., 4th Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, Counties Cup, Gr 2. Half-sister to MARIANNE, Our Miss Jones. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam

Maryann Jones, by Fasliyev (USA). Winner at 1200m in NZ. Half-sister to DYLAN'S PROMISE. Dam of 5 named foals, all winners-MARIANNE (f Darci Brahma). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, $308,100, in 2013-14, MVRC Alexandra S., L, MRC LURCF Jockeys Trust H., 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, Thousand Guineas Prelude, Gr 2, VRC Schweppervescence Trophy, Gr 3, MRC Kevin Hayes S., Gr 3. Our Miss Jones (f Darci Brahma). Winner at 1200m, $170,150, MVRC Dr Sheahan P., 2d SAJC Schweppes Oaks, Gr 1, 3d Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2, MVRC Typhoon Tracy S., L, 4th MRC William Crockett S., L. Prairie Star (f High Chaparral (Ire)). 5 wins. See above.

Real Delight. 2 wins at 1213, 1250m to 2013-14, SAJC Sportingbet H., 3d SAJC Con Yamas H.
Black Rain. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, $152,893, to 2014, Singapore TC Class 4 H.-twice, 2d Singapore TC Hello Australia S., Canadian Chamber S.

3rd Dam

Madonna, by Rigoletto. 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, $132,000, VRC Ron Taylor Welter H., MVRC Qantas The Australian H., SAJC Holidays H., 2d Gosford Guineas, L, 3d VRC Winter Championship H., L, Balaklava Cup, L. Sire.

4th Dam

Darkadina (IRE), by Nonoalco. Unraced. Half-sister to Dark Lomond, South Atlantic, Forlaine (dam of Gloria's Dancer, Sages Wells), Encyclopedia, Outsider, First Act (dam of Heavenly Romance), Gold and Purple (dam of Julie La Rousse), Salvatio (dam of Miraflora). Dam of 6 named foals, all winners, inc:-

Maamur (c Bletchingly). 6 wins 1200 to 1614m, $132,000, VRC Ron Taylor Welter H., MVRC Qantas The Australian H., SAJC Holidays H., 2d Gosford Guineas, L, 3d VRC Winter Championship H., L, Balaklava Cup, L. Sire.
Stable 3 Rows C 2-8 & D 1-4

On Account of BOWNESS STUD, Young (As Agent)

Lot 8

BAY FILLY

(Branded \(\text{\textregistered}\) nr sh. 101\(\frac{4}{4}\) off sh. Foaled 16th September 2014)

(Sire) Sadler's Wells

Northern Dancer

BULLET TRAIN (GB) ...

Fairy Bridge by Bold Reason

Kind

Rainbow Lake by Rainbow Quest

(Dam) PRETTY SPECIAL (NZ) 1998

Zabeel (NZ) by Sir Tristram (Ire)

Octagonal (NZ) Eight Carat (GB) by Pieces of Eight

198 by Nearctic

Snap (NZ) by Otehi Bay

BULLET TRAIN (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud 2013). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1m, 1\(\frac{1}{2}\)f.

\(£\)114,822, Lingfield Derby Trial S., Gr.3, 2d Newbury Dubai Duty Free Golf World Cup S., 4th Goodwood Sussex S., Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1), SW Noble Mission (Goodwood Gordon S., Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S., L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam PRETTY SPECIAL (NZ), by Octagonal. Started twice. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-

KONTIKI PARK (g by Thorn Park). 8 wins 1400 to 1800m, \(\£\)577,725, BRC Bernborough H., L, GCTC Magic Millions Stayers Cup, ATC Clubnsnw Spring Preview H., Warwick Farm 100 Club H., AJC Centennial Park H., TAB Quaddie Jackpot H., 2d ATC Villiers S., Gr.2, NSW Tatt's RC Tramway H., Gr.3, City Tattersalls Club Cup, L, AJC Clovelly H., ATC Marsdens Law Group H., Wilson Asset Management H., Woodford Reserve H., STC Theraces.com.au H., 3d ATC De Bortoli Wines H., STC Kidney Kar Rally H. Wow (g by Montjeu (Ire)). 3 wins 1600 to 2219m, 2d Waikato RC Jorja's Birthday H., Markwood Lodge H.

Hot Wheels (g by Danasinga). 3 wins 1400 to 1700m in Malaysia.

2nd Dam SNAP, by Kingdom Bay. Joint Champion 3YO & NZ Filly of the Year. 11 wins-4 at 2-970 to 2400m, \(\£\)482,111, New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, New Zealand Oaks, Gr.1, Waikato Draught Sprint, Gr.1, Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, Hawke's Bay Eulogy S., Gr.3, Gold Trail S., Gr.3, Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr.3, MVRC Diamond Jubilee S., Gr.3, 2d Hawke's Bay Eulogy S., Gr.2, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr.3, 3d WRC Telegraph H., Gr.1, Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr.1, MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr.3. Sister to Repetition. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:- Monte Flash. 4 wins 1600 to 2100m.

Snapshot. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m in 2014-15 in NZ.

Times Remembered. Placed in NZ. Dam of-

Eden Park. Winner at 1600m in 2014, Singapore TC Initiation P.

3rd Dam CRACKLE (NZ), by Schweppeshire Lad (GB). Unraced. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

SNAP (f Kingdom Bay). 11 wins. See above.

Repetition (f Kingdom Bay). 3 wins-1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, Manawatu RC Fairdale Stud 2YO H., Waikato RC The Commander H., 2d AuRC Ellerslie Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, Welcome S., L, 3d Matamata Breeders' S., Gr.2, WRC Magic Millions Classic S., RL. Dam of 6 winners-

Eleda (f Deputy Governor (USA)). 8 wins-1 at 2–800 to 1500m, \(\£\)221,591, QTC Lyndhurst Stud H., 2d QTCA Members' H., L, 4th WRC Wellesley S., L.

Step to Win. 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, \(\£\)375,591, HKJC Kau to Shan H., Sunny Bay H., Tai Mo Shan H., Jardine's Lookout H.

Merry Star. 3 wins at 1600, 1800m, \(\£\)415,875, HKJC Las Vegas H., Detroit H., Queen's Road Central H., 2d HKJC International Jockeys' Championship.

Choose Me. Unraced. Dam of-

Voluntary. 7 wins 1000 to 1250m to 2013-14, 2d BRC Sky Racing P., Sky Racing H., Terrace Rugby H., 3d BRC Mullins Lawyers Provincial Cup.
On Account of FINCH’S CROSSING, Gunderman

**Lot 9**

**BAY FILLY**

(Branded ♂, nr sh. 3 by Bold Reasoning)

3 off sh. Foaled 17th September 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.P. Indy (USA)</td>
<td>Cara Rafaela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Seattle Slew</td>
<td>by Quiet American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Weekend Surprise</td>
<td>by Fappiano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Fitnah (USA)</td>
<td>by Oil Fable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(by Spectacular Bid)</td>
<td>(by Specullocke)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quality Time**

Elusive Quality (USA)......

2004 Fantail (USA)...........

| 1st Dam | Legal
|---------|-------------------|

**Quality Time, by Elusive Quality (USA).** Started once. Half-sister to **EXCELLENTASTIC.** This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, inc:- Lochte (g by Kaphero). Placed in 2014-15.

**2nd Dam**

**Fantail (USA), by Lear Fan.** Placed at 2 & 3, 3d Longchamp Prix de Croissy, Saint-Cloud Prix Lougsor. Half-sister to DREAMS GLARE, ABSENT FRIEND, FATEFUL DREAM, Giant Chieftan. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-


Pouter. 2 wins at 1350, 1600m, ATC Bowermans Office Furniture H.

Miyomiro. **Winner** at 1200m.

Ruukin. **Winner** at 1900m.

**3rd Dam**

**Fitnah, by Fit to Fight.** 3 wins 1m to 9f, Aqueduct Allowance-twice. Half-sister to MRS WEST, Jalanpur, Plume Poppy, Witch's Hat (dam of HALLEY'S COMET). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-


**Absent Friend (g Runaway Groom).** 8 wins at 1m, 8½f, $369,161, Oaklawn Essex H., Gr 3, 3d Lone Star Park H., Gr 3, Oaklawn Razorback H., Gr 3, Fifth Season S., Gr 3, Prairie Meadows Iowa Derby, L, 4th Evangeline Mile H., L, Arlington Park Round Table S., L, Remington Park Sprint Championship H., L, Fair Grounds Tenacious H., L.

**Fateful Dream (c Distant View).** 5 wins at 2–4m to 8½f in France and U.S.A., Hollywood Inglewood H., Gr 3, Santa Anita Sir Beaufort S., L, 2d Bay Meadows Breeders' Cup H., Gr 3, Del Mar Harry F Brubaker H., L, 3d Hollywood American H., Gr 2, Del Mar Wickert H., L, Harry F Brubaker H., L, 4th Del Mar Eddie Read H., Gr 1, Fair Grounds Breeders’ Cup H., L.

**Giant Chieftan (g Giant's Causeway).** 4 wins at 2–at 1m, 8½f, $208,817, Gulfstream Allowance, 2d Meadowlands John Henry S., L, 3d Belmont Pilgrim S., L, Aqueduct Gallant Fox H., L, Coyote Lakes S., L.
Lot 10

BAY COLT

(Branded ♛ nr sh. 8 4 off sh. Foaled 2nd September 2014)

(Sire) Snippets ........................................ Lunchtime (GB) ................ by Silly Season.............
SNIPPETSON ........................................ Easy Date ................................ by Grand Chaudiere........
Snowdrift (Fr) ........................................ Polish Precedent ............... by Danzig ..................

(Dam) Red Ransom (USA) ............. Snowtop ........................ by Thatching .............
QUEEN ROSSO ............. 2005 ....................................

SNIPPETSON (AUS) (Bay 2001-Stud 2006). 4 wins to 1400m, STC Eskimo Prince H., L. Sire of 399 rnrs, 252 wnrs, inc. SW Fast Clip (ATC Tulloch S., Gr.2), That’s the One, Rebelson, Nobby Snip - Fun Tapestry (H.K.), Snippets Land, Miss Upstart, Mister Milton, SP Fuerza, Snipzy, Hot Snippetty, Admiral Rous, Dansonate, Kenjorwood, Anythingthatmoves, Kid Kobe, Right Time, Electronic Motion, Ideal Position, Snip ‘n’ Duck and of Pierrette, Diamond Fund, etc.

1st Dam
QUEEN ROSSO, by Red Ransom (USA). **Winner** at 1350m. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a 2YO. Her second foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, **1 winner**-
Stutzen (g by Astronomer Royal (USA)). **Winner** at 1400m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
AUGUST QUEEN (USA), by Sovereign Dancer. **5 wins** at 6f, $283,015, Bay Meadows Charles H Russell H., L, 2d Bay Meadows Lord Avie H., L, 3d Bay Meadows Dash H., L, Solano Vacaville H., L, Bay Meadows Menlo Park S., L, Golden Gate Powder Room H., L, Luisant H., L, Santa Rosa Elie Destruel H., L. Half-sister to FOR REALLY, RETURN TO QUARTERS, SASKYA, Angel Kate (dam of JUST FOR KEEPS). Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, **all winners**, inc:-
Nip It. **4 wins** at 1200, 1300m. World of Pain. **Winner** at 1000m in 2014-15. Heavenly Insight. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Famechon (g Haradasun). **Winner** at 1300m in 2013-14, 3d VRC UCI S., L. Akamas. **6 wins** at 1500, 1600m, $123,075, to 2013-14, Muswellbrook Gold Cup, 2d ATC Cellarbrations Tamworth Superstore H. East Glory. **3 wins** 1200 to 1700m, $182,889, in 2014 in Korea.

3rd Dam
AUGUST DAYS, by In Reality. **3 wins**, Hialeah My Dear Girl S., L. Half-sister to DUE DILIGENCE, SPECIALMENTE, Saratoga Night, Real Special (dam of LAUS’ CAUSE). Dam of 15 foals, 12 to race, **all winners**, inc:-
FOR REALLY (c Buckaroo). **7 wins**–1 at 2, $481,681, Belmont Roseben H., Gr 3, Saratoga A Phenomenon S., Gr 3, Aqueduct Best Turn S., Gr 3, 2d Aqueduct Bay Shore S., Gr 2, Swift S., L, Quadratic S., L, Saratoga Alydar H., L, 3d Belmont Fall Highweight H., Gr 2, Saratoga Sanford S., Gr 2, Belmont Boojum H., Gr 3, Finger Lakes breeders’ Cup H., L. Sire.
SASKYA (f Maria’s Mon). **5 wins** 6f to 7f, $190,377, Aqueduct Safely Kept S., L, Allowance-3 times, 4th Aqueduct Correction H., L.
AUGUST QUEEN (f Sovereign Dancer). **5 wins**. See above.
RETURN TO QUARTERS (g Fit to Fight). **4 wins**–3 at 2–at 6f, $103,638, Gulfstream Spectacular Bid S., L, Hialeah Joseph M O’Farrell S., L. Leah’s Gold. **4 wins** in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-
Campfire Girl (f Forest Camp). **2 wins**–1 at 2–at 6f, $107,051, 3d Presque Isle Debutante S., L.
Angel Kate. **2 wins** in U.S.A. Dam of 7 winners-
JUST FOR KEEPS (f Broken Vow). **7 wins**–1 at 2–5f to 7f, $289,622, Churchill Downs Mamzelle S., L, Turfway Queen S., L, 2d Turfway Wishing Well S., L, 3d Presque Isle Downs Satin and Lace S., L.
Lot 11

BAY COLT

(Branded © nr sh. 10 4 off sh. Foaled 13th October 2014)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA) Roberto .................. by Hail to Reason

CHARGE FORWARD ....

Sydney's Dream .................. Bletchingly .................. by Biscay

(Dam) RAQUIA Flying Spur .................. by Damascus

RAQUIA .................. 2005

St. Therese .................. Moon Scent .................. by Aloe (Ire)


1st Dam RAQUIA, by Flying Spur. Winner at 1200m, MVRC Omega Corporate Security H., 2d MVRC Become a Member H., 4th TRC Strutt S., L. Half-sister to MIRRASALO, Little Flower (dam of HUSSY BY CHOICE). This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners-Karraar (c by Reaan). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m in 2014-15, Vaal Soccer 13 Your Biggest Payday for the Lowest Outlay H.

Markazy (f by Reaan). 4 wins 1400 to 1600m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam ST. THERESE, by Dehere (USA). 5 wins-1 at 2-1300 to 1600m, $235,528, AuRC Soliloquy S., L, CJ C Canterburry Breeders' S.H., L, AuRC Sunday Star-Times Fashions in the Field H, 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, VATC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, CJ Churchill S.H., Gr 3, BOP RC Thames Valley S., Gr 3, Whangarei RC Northland Breeders' S., L, 3d AuRC Easter H., Gr 1, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr 1, Taranaki RC Mason Appliances 4YO H., L, 4th Moonee Valley Oaks, Gr 2, WRC Wellington S., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to ANDRELLA, half-sister to PLANET RULER, AROMA (dam of PLEASANT AIR). Dam of 7 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

MIRRASALO (f Redoute's Choice). 3 wins-1 at 2-1400 to 2200m, $230,245, Qld Tatt's RC Tattersalls' Cup, Gr 3, STC Cool Ridge H., AJC Premiership 2YO P., 2d Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, Gr 3, 4th AJC Dulcify H., L.

Little Flower. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-HUSSY BY CHOICE (f Hussonet (USA)). 6 wins 1000 to 1400m, $254,550, to 2013-14, WATC Miss Andretti S., L, 2d WATC Belmont Guineas, L, 3d WATC Colonel Reeves S., Gr 3, 4th WATC Cyril Flower S., L.

3rd Dam MOON SCENT, by Aloe (Ire). 4 wins-2 at 2-1000 to 1400m, STC Kogarah H., 2d AJC Camp Grove H. Dam of 15 named foals, 13 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

PLANET RULER (c Kaoru Star). 17 wins 1200 to 1632m, $1,445,135, AJC George Main S., Gr 1, VRC Honda S.H., Gr 1, Gadsden S., Gr 1-twice, VATC Elders Mile H., Gr 1, Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, VATC CF Orr S., Gr 2, 2d BATC Doomben Ten Thousand H., Gr 1, VATC Futurity S., Gr 1.

ST. THERESE (f Dehere (USA)). 5 wins. See above.

AROMA (f Turf Ruler (NZ)). Winner at 2 at 1600m, VRC Gibson-Carmichael S., L, 4th VRC Bloodhorse Breeders P., Gr 2. Dam of 9 winners-

PLEASANT AIR (c Danehill (USA)). 4 wins-2 at 2-at 1000, 1200m in Aust and China, BTC Golden S., L, 3d Newcastle JC Coca-Cola Classic S., Gr 3.

Moon Vision. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

ANDRELLA (f Dehere (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, WRC Anniversary H., L, AuRC Dunstan Stayers Championship Qualifier. Producer.
On Account of RHEINWOOD PASTORAL CO.,
Mittagong
(As Agent for Jacob Park Thoroughbreds)

Lot 12

BROWN COLT (NZ)
(Branded □nr sh. 4 off sh. Foaled 2nd October 2014)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock ....................... Danehill (USA) .... by Danzig ....................
FOXWEDGE .......................... Piccadilly Circus ........ by Royal Academy (USA)
Forest Native (USA) ............... Forest Wildcat .......... by Storm Cat ................

(Dam) More Than Ready (USA). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $242,750, VRC Flemington on Boxing Day H., MRC Blue Diamond Stakes Acceptances H., VRC Midsummer H., 2d VRC Matron S., Gr 3, MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3, VRC Red Roses S., L, Two Thousand & Six H., Curragh Racecourse H., MRC Wiggle H., 3d AJC James HB Carr S., L, 4th VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, AJC PJ Bell H., L, MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine S., L. Dam of 2 named foals, both winners-

EMPEROR MAX (g Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). 9 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $810,867, to 2014, Singapore TC Stewards' Cup, Sgp-2, Saas Fee S., Sgp-3, SAJC Australia Day Races H., Singapore TC Macau Jockey Club Trophy, Kranji A S., 2d Singapore TC Krisflyer International Sprint, Gr 1, Lion City Cup, Sgp-1, Garden City Trophy, Sgp-3, Kranji Sprint, Sgp-3.

3rd Dam

Lady Ruby, by Rubiton. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, VATC Heath H., Snippets 2YO H., 2d VATC Sandown Sprint H., 3d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders' S., Gr 4, 4th VRC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Half-sister to SOLITAIRE LOVE. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Maxerelle (f Strategic). 4 wins. See above.

Chachi. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $145,475, WATC Westspeed H., Magic Millions Perth's Group One Performer H., Wild Side H., Tabform Fast Facts H. Royal Ruby. Winner at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Australian Navy 2YO H. Dam of 2 winners-Royal Miswaki. 10 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2360m, $150,110, to 2013-14, TTC Shaw Contracting Alfa Bowl 2YO S., Tasmanian St Leger. Miswaki Call. 5 wins 1100 to 1400m, TRC Access Hardware H., TTC Toll Tasmania H., TA Bricknell H., Launceston Mitsubishi H. Gato Negro. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $211,171, to 2014, Singapore TC Kranji C S., Class 3 H., Class 4 H., Graduation S., 2d Singapore TC Benchmark 74 H.

4th Dam

SWEET LADY LOVE, by Biscay. 2 wins at 1200m, STC Delville Wood H., AJC Manager's H., 3d AJC Beach S. Half-sister to Always Best, Border Dream (dam of GOOSE LANE). Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

SOLITAIRE LOVE (c Baguette). 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, VRC WJT Clarke S., L, SAJC Escort S., L, VRC Princess H., VATC Gothic H. Rubimanor. Started twice. Dam of 3 winners-

Marbiton - Hop Shing Lucky (Mac.) (g Marwina). 2 wins at 1000m, $114,797, VATC Beau Sovereign H., 2d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L.
Stable 4 Row O 2-6
On Account of BERKELEY PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)
Lot 13
(Branded Br5 nr sh. 25 of sh. Foaled 6th November 2014)

BAY COLT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Size)</th>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HIGH CHAPARRAL</td>
<td>RHYTHM IN PARIS</td>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
<td>1st Dam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(IRE)</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Fairy Bridge</td>
<td>RHYTHM IN PARIS, by Bianconi (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kasora</td>
<td>4 wins 1100 to 1400m, $137,730, MRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Darshaan</td>
<td>WW Cockram S., Gr 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kozana</td>
<td>VRC Durbridge H., 2d MRC Glasshouse Cafe H., 3d MRC Gladsome H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td>This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RHYTHM IN PARIS</td>
<td></td>
<td>Fall Aspen</td>
<td>2nd Dam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Golden Rhythm (NZ)</td>
<td>Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RHYTHM IN PARIS (f Bianconi (USA)). 4 wins. See above.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Richoman. 8 wins 1223 to 2100m, $166,922, TTC Tasmanian St Leger, TRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wakeful Club H., Trendy Cut Meats H., It's All About the Shoes H., 2d MRC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EJ Whitten Race Night H., SAJC Schweppes H.-twice, TTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Examiner.com.au H., 3d MRC Betfair H., SAJC Anna Oljnyk H.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Magnatune. 3 wins 1524 to 1900m to 2014-15.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3rd Dam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GOLDEN HARP (NZ), by Grosvenor. Placed. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Cash Stash (f Dash for Cash). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100m, TRC Guildford Young</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>College H., 2d TRC Elwick S., L, 3d TTC Gold Sovereign S., L. Dam of-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Keep the Cash (g Keep the Faith). 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2100m,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$117,200, to 2013-14, TTC Carlton Draught Night Cup, TRC Peta Sorell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H., 2d Tasmanian Derby, L, 4th TRC Hobart Guineas, L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Jakeo. 4 wins 1400 to 2100m. Producer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Love to Town. 4 wins at 900, 1200m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fitzroy Girl. 3 wins 1000 to 1300m.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4th Dam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GOLDEN SWALLOW, by Star Way (GB). Started once. Half-sister to</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MAGNIFICENT, SOME REASON (dam of SO CASUAL). Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5th Dam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SOME SWALLOW (GB), by My Swallow. Unraced. Half-sister to Noble Duty (dam of FEALTY). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SOME REASON (f Sound Reason (Can)). 7 wins at 1400, 1600m, CJC Challenge S.H., Gr 3, Merivale H. Dam of 6 winners-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SO CASUAL (g Casual Lies (USA)). 9 wins 1000 to 2400m, $386,137, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, 2d New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fanny Black. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1400m in NZ. Dam of 7 winners-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>KAAPTAN (g Kaapstad). 5 wins–1 at 2–1050 to 1400m, $294,688 in NZ and Macau, AuRC Diamond S., Gr 1, Macau Guineas Prelude, L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Long Swallow. 2 wins to 1250m, 2d VATC Maroona H. Grandam of-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ZOLA (f Volksraad (GB)). 5 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $215,228, AuRC Ellerslie Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, 2d STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2. Producer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Lot 14
BAY FILLY
(Branded MVL nr sh. 21/4 off sh. Foaled 21st October 2014)

(Sire) Indian Charlie .......................... Soviet Sojourner ...................... Arch................................. Dixie Slippers ..............................
UNCLE MO (USA) ............ by Leo Castelli............. by Kris S........................... by Dixieland Band ............
(Dam) Playa Maya............................... Rock of Gibraltar (Ire).......... by Danzig.............................
RIHANNA........................................ by Be My Guest..................
2005 Inviting (USA) .......................... by Storm Cat...................... Raging Apalachee...................... by Apalachee.............

UNCLE MO (USA) (Bay 2008-Stud U.S.A 2012, Aust. 2012). Champion 2YO Colt in USA in 2010. 5 wins-3 at 2-from 6f to 8½f, US$1,606,000, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1, Belmont Champagne S., Gr.1, Kelso H., Gr.2, 2d Saratoga King’s Bishop S., Gr.1, 3d Aqueduct Wood Memorial S., Gr.1. Out of SP Playa Maya. Grandson of a half-sister to SW Woods of Windsor (Pimlico Federico Tesio S., Gr.3). His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam RIHANNA, by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire). Unraced. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Her second foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race- Halle Cat (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Placed in 2014-15.

2nd Dam INVITING (USA), by Exploit. Started once. Half-sister to ARTAX. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:- Seeyouinthetown. 6 wins 5f to 6f, $202,217. to 2014 in U.S.A. Inviting Roman. 2 wins at 1m in 2014 in U.S.A. Wendy and Her Cats. 2 wins at 5½f, 6f in 2014 in U.S.A.

3rd Dam RAGING APALACHEE, by Apalachee. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Appaluce (dam of SWEEPING STELLA, half-sister to FAGERS CHARM (dam of CHARM A GENDARMAR, CHARMONNIER). Dam of 16 foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

ARTAX (c Marquetry). Champion sprinter in USA in 1999. Top of The 1999 International 4YO+ Classification (sprint). 7 wins–1 at 2–6f to 8½f, $1,685,840, Breeders’ Cup Sprint S., Gr.1, Belmont Vosburgh S., Gr.1, Aqueduct Carter H., Gr.1, Belmont Forest Hills H., Gr.2, Santa Anita San Felice S., Gr.2, Santa Catalina S., Gr.3, 2d Hollywood Futurity, Gr.1, Santa Anita Malibu S., Gr.1, Saratoga A Phenomenon H., Gr.2, Belmont True North H., Gr.2, Aqueduct Bold Ruler H., Gr.3, Philadelphia Park Breeders’ Cup H., Gr.3, 3d Santa Anita Derby, Gr.1, Belmont Tom Fool H., Gr.2.


4th Dam FAGERS CHARISMA, by Dr Fager. 2 wins in U.S.A. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

FAGERS CHARM (f Sham). 7 wins, $112,705, Pleasanton Alameda County Fillies & Mares H., L, 2d Santa Rosa Luther Burbank H., L. Dam of-

CHARM A GENDARMAR (f Batonnier). 5 wins–2 at 2, $224,305, Hollywood Senorita S., Gr.3, Bay Meadows The Curragh S., L. Dam of 11 winners-

TOUT CHARMANT (f Slewyscent). 9 wins–1 at 2–1m to 9½f, $1,817,138, Hollywood Matriarch S., Gr.1, Del Mar Oaks, Gr.1, Hollywood Dahlia H., Gr.2, Santa Anita San Gorgonio H., Gr.2.

FOREST GROVE (c Forestry). 5 wins 6f to 8½f, $281,130, Hollywood Los Angeles H., Gr.3, Monmouth Ocean Place Resort S., L. Sire.

CHARMONNIER (g Batonnier). 6 wins, $508,590, Santa Anita California Cup Classic H., L, 2d Santa Anita Malibu S., Gr.2, San Bernardino H., Gr.2.
Lot 15 (No GST)  BAY FILLY
(Branded 'J' nr sh. 73 4 off sh. Foaled 17th October 2014)

(Sire) Invincible Spirit (Ire)...... Green Desert............... by Danzig.................
I AM INVINCIBLE ......
Rafha...................... by Kris...................
Canny Lad ................ by Bletchingly........
Countess Pedrille......... by Zoffany (USA)......

(Dam) Royal Academy (USA)....
ROYAL WIT .................
Nijinsky.................... by Northern Dancer......
Crimson Saint............... by Crimson Satan......
Rafha........................ by Kris...................
Cannarelle................... by Danzig.................


1st Dam ROYAL WIT, by Royal Academy (USA). 6 wins 1000 to 1400m. This is her seventh living foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:- Regents Folly (f by Magic Albert). 2 wins at 1400, 1450m. Luck Alot (g by Lion Heart (USA)). Placed to 2015 in Malaysia. Funny Music - Riffs of Joy (Sing.) (g by Brahms (USA)). Placed in Singapore.

2nd Dam COMIC DAME, by Rory's Jester. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, VRC Talindert H., L, MVRC Grosby Slipper H., 2d MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, Hollymount 2YO H., Vobis 2YO H. Half-sister to Game Ginty, Infrared (dam of CEDARBERG). Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:- Captancollo. 5 wins 1000 to 1210m, 3d MRC Stargazer H.

3rd Dam RED DAME (IRE), by Gorytus. Placed at 2 & 3 in GB. Half-sister to OPEN DAY, RIVER KNIGHT, School Bell (dam of TAJ BELL), Sea Venture (dam of SAILOR'S MATE). Dam of 13 named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:- COMIC DAME (f Rory's Jester). 2 wins. See above. Game Ginty (c McGinty). 4 wins 1463 to 2250m, 2d SAJC Port Adelaide Cup, Gr 3, Balaklava Cup, L, 3d SAJC Spring S., Gr 3. Seqoya. Started once. Dam of 3 winners- Successfilly. Winner at 1000m in NZ. Dam of 4 winners- SWEET AS BRO (g High Chaparral (Ire)). 4 wins 1309 to 1600m, $227,690, to 2013-14, Kilmore Cup, L, 4th VRC Blamey S., Gr 2. Infrared. Unraced. Dam of- CEDARBERG (g Helenus). 4 wins 1520 to 2400m, $1,506,917, ATC BMW S., Gr 1, 2d MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2, Mornington Cup, L.

4th Dam KNIGHTON HOUSE, by Pall Mall. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1207, 1600m, Deauville Prix de la Calonne, 2d Royal Ascot Coral Coronation S., Newbury Fred Darling S., 3d Newmarket Sun Chariot S. Sister to REFORM, CLUB HOUSE, half-sister to Langley Park. Dam of 13 named foals, 12 to race, 6 winners, inc:- School Bell (f Baldric). Winner at 1m, 2d Newbury Kingsclere S., L, Grandam of HELLENIC (f Darshaan). 3 wins at 1¼m, 1¼m, Yorkshire Oaks, Gr 1, Royal Ascot Ribblesdale S., Gr 2, 2d The St Leger, Gr 1. Dam of 9 winners- ISLINGTON (f Sadler's Wells). 6 wins 1¼m to 1½m, Yorkshire Oaks, Gr 1-twice, Breeders' Cup Filly & Mare Turf S., Gr 1. Producer. MOUNTAIN HIGH (c Danehill (USA)). 4 wins 2000 to 2400m, Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud, Gr 1, Ascot Buckhounds S., L. Sire. GREEK DANCE (c Sadler's Wells). 4 wins 7f to 10½f, Munich Bayerisches Zuchtpreis, Gr 1, 2d York International S., Gr 1.
Lyphard by Unbridled

Lot 16

BROWN COLT

(Branded ♀ nr sh. \(\frac{1}{4}\) off sh. Foaled 31st July 2014)

(Sire) Casino Prince .................. 
ALL TOO HARD ................. 
Helsingé .................. 

(Dam) RUNNING ROYALTY (USA) 2009

TURK O WITZ, 3rd Dam, QUEENS COURT QUEEN, 2nd Dam, RUNNING ROYALTY (USA), 1st Dam

ALL TOO HARD (AUS) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Champion 3YO Colt in Australia in 2012-13. 7 wins-3 at 2-from 1100m to 1600m, A$2,288,200, ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, CF Orr S., Gr.1, Futurity S., Gr.1, ATC Pago Pago S., Gr.2, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.2, Tallindert S., L, 2d MVRC WS Cox P., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Black Caviar (Horse of the Year in Australia 3 times. ATC TJ Smith S., Gr.1-twice). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam

RUNNING ROYALTY (USA), by Songandapray. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to AWESOME ASHLEY, half-sister to The Underling. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

QUEENS COURT QUEEN, by Lyphard. 10 wins–1 at 2–1m to 9f, $808,050, Santa Anita Santa Margarita Invitational H., Gr 1, Santa Maria H., Gr 1, San Gorgonio H., Gr 2, Bay Meadows Oaks, Gr 3, Bay Meadows California Jockey Club H., Gr 3, Hollywood Ack’s Secret H., L. Sister to Zanferrier, half-sister to MR PURPLE, SISTER QUEEN, TURKARO, Taint (dam of PRIVATE TALE). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-


The Underling (f Malibu Moon). 3 wins at 5½f, 6f, $146,138, Saratoga Allowance, 3d Belmont Heatherten S., L.

Bananas. 3 wins 6½f to 1m, Keeneland Allowance, 4th Turfway Marfa S., L.

3rd Dam

TURK O WITZ, by Stop the Music. 2 wins at 7f in Great Britain. Half-sister to HENBIT, Henbane, Chateaubaby (dam of FANTASTIC FELLOW), Creeksider (dam of DRYFLY). Dam of 16 foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

QUEENS COURT QUEEN (f Lyphard). 10 wins. See above.


TURKARO (c Caro). 4 wins, Garden State Persimmon S., L, Philadelphia Sentinel S., L, Atlantic City Kelly-Olympic S., L, 2d Pimlico Sir Ivor S., L.


Taint (f Private Account). 4 wins, $112,354, 3d Ellis HBPA H., L. Dam of-

PRIVATE TALE (g Tale of the Cat (USA)). 6 wins 5½f to 8½f, $260,012, Laurel Native Dancer S., L, 3d Delaware Nick Shuk Memorial S., L.

Minny Gunn. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

Mercenac (g Irish River). 4 wins, 3d Maisons-Laffitte Prix Montenica, L.

Fast Mover. Unraced. Grandam of-

PROUD AZTECA (c Kitton’s Joy). 3 wins at 7½f, 8½f, $141,111, in 2014, Gulfstream English Channel S., L, Indiana Grand AJ Foyt S., L.
Stable 4 Row H
On Account of THREE BRIDGES THOROUGHBREDS,
Eddington, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 17

BAY FILLY
(Braded \(2\) nr sh. \(\frac{29}{4}\) off sh. Foaled 23rd September 2014)

(Sire)
Starcraft (NZ).......................... by Nureyev ..........................

STAR WITNESS..............
Leone Chiara..............................................

(Dam)
SANTA AURELIA.........
Salisopra (NZ)..................


STAR WITNESS (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2011). 4 wins-3 at 2-1200m, £107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King's Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of Mella Maria, St Remy and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging, Sanasana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam
SANTA AURELIA, by Canny Lad. Placed at 2 & 3. Sister to Cannyopra. This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-

She's Streetsahead (f by Street Sense (USA)). 3 wins 1130 to 1423m to 2013-14.

2nd Dam
Salisopra (NZ), by Three Legs (GB). Winner at 2 at 1200m, $117,810, 2d VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 3, STC Royal Standard H., VATC ACI Stubby H., 3d AJC Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, STC Storm Queen S., Gr 2, AJC Kia-Ora H. Half-sister to Right and Reason - Key On (H.K.).

Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc: -


Genioso. 5 wins 1500 to 2000m, TRC KR Pearce H., 3d AJC Arthur McGill H., Adam Lindsay Gordon H., 4th NSW Tatt’s RC Tattersalls’ P., L.

Seto Harbour. 3 wins 1000 to 1800m in Japan.

Salismas. 3 wins 920 to 1425m.

Sonaran. Winner at 2100m.

Sali’s Success. Unplaced. Dam of-

Chinese Lady. 2 wins at 1100m in 2013-14.

3rd Dam
SAREE, by Taipan II (USA). Winner at 2 at 1200m in NZ. Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

Right and Reason - Key On (H.K.) (g Chem (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 1800m, RHJC Equipage H., 2d SAJC Port Adelaide Guineas, Gr 3, Penny Edition H., Poker H., VATC City of Altona H., Carnegie H., 3d SAJC Hill-Smith S., L.

Salisopra (f Three Legs (GB)). Winner. See above.

Diamond Claim. 6 wins 1350 to 1600m, STC Punchbowl H., Railway H., 2d STC Cranbrook H., Picnic Point H., 3d STC Belfield H. Producer.

Dynamical. Winner at 1920m.

Fantastic Drums. Winner at 2 at 1200m.

Saree’s Grove. Started 3 times. Dam of 2 winners- Tra Cee. 3 wins 900 to 1800m, CJC Carlton Bar & Restaurant H.

4th Dam
SARELLA, by Battle-Waggon (GB). Placed at 2 in NZ. Half-sister to SOLITAIRE (dam of EMERALD CUT). Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

Beau Voir. 2 wins at 2200m, Manawatu RC Thornton Park Stud H. Diplomatic Express. 2 wins at 1280, 1900m, STC Riding for Disabled H.
Stable 4 Row N

On Account of ROSEMONT STUD, Gnarwarre, Vic

Lot 18

CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded GA nr sh. 92
4 off sh. Foaled 28th August 2014)

(Sire)

Choisir............................

Danehill Dancer (Ire)...... by Danehill (USA).............

Great Selection............. by Lunchtime (GB)..........

Made of Gold (USA) ...... by Green Forest..............

National Song............... by Vain.....................

(STARSPELDBANNER)

(STARSPELDBANNER (AUS)) (Chestnut 2006-Stud Ire. 2011, Aust. 2011). 7 wins-1 at 2-from 5f to 1m, Royal Ascot Golden Jubilee S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 26 mrs, 14 wnrs, inc. SW The Wow Signal (Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1), Anthem Alexander, SP Home of the Brave, Moonraker and of Last Gift, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 2YOs and inc SW Of the Brave (MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr.3) and of Surfin' Safari, etc.

(Dam)

Awesome Again............. by Vice Regent..............

Primal Force................. by Blushing Groom.........

Diggorys...................... by Sealette Slew...........

Real Precious................. by Torsion....................

(SASSY MINX (USA))....

2007

Folly Dollar....................

(STARSPELDBANNER)

FOLLY DOLLAR, by Digression. 11 wins 5½f to 7f, $319,373, Finger Lakes Proud Puppy H., L, Aqueduct Allowance-twice, 2d Aqueduct Distaff H., Gr 2, Suffolk Miss Indy Anna S., L, 4th Aqueduct Bed o' Roses H., Gr 3, Interborough H., L. Half-sister to He's for Real, Corwyns Special (dam of WHISPER'S SISTER), Now My Precious (dam of WARREN'S KNOCKOUT). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

SPRINGSIDE (f Awesome Again). 3 wins at 2 7f to 9f, $190,163, Aqueduct Demoiselle S., Gr 2, Woodbine Allowance.

3rd Dam

REAL PRECIOUS, by Torsion. Unraced. Half-sister to REAL CASH, Dawn of Promise (dam of NIKKI'SGOLDENSTEED), Grey Dawn Grey (dam of NOBLE COURT). Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

FOLLY DOLLAR (f Digression). 11 wins. See above.

He's for Real (g Corwyn Bay). 3 wins at 5½f, 6f, 2d Bay Meadows California Sires S. (c&g), L.

Now My Precious. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Dam of-

WARREN'S KNOCKOUT (c Stormed). 10 wins 5½f to 7f, $428,877, to 2014, Sunland Bill Thomas Memorial S., L, 2d Zia Park Premier Cup, L, Sunland Bill Thomas Memorial S., L, 4th Zia Park Premier Cup, L-twice. Corwyns Special. Placed at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of 3 winners-

WHISPER'S SISTER (f Ghostly Moves). 2 wins at 2 at 5½f, 1m, Sunland Enchantress S., L.

4th Dam

MAGNIFICENT DAWN, by Grey Dawn. 2 wins in U.S.A, Agua Caliente Pan Zareta H., L, Sister to BEAUTIFUL DAWN. Dam of 11 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

REAL CASH (c Tank's Prospect). 4 wins–1 at 2, $597,425, Santa Anita San Felipe H., Gr 2, American Derby, Gr 2, 2d Arkansas Derby, Gr 2. Sire. Dawn of Promise. Winner in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-

NIKKI'SGOLDENSTEED (c Formal Gold). 5 wins 6f to 8½f, $324,328, Turf Paradise Derby S., L, 3d Del Mar Pat O'Brien S., Gr 1.

Promising Dawn. Winner in U.S.A. Grandam of-

Promising Dancer (g A Fleets Dancer). 5 wins–1 at 2–5f to 8½f, $121,010, to 2015, 3d Woodbine Kingarvie S., L.

Grey Dawn Grey. Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners-

NIKII'SGOLDENSTEED (c Formal Gold). 5 wins 6f to 8½f, $324,328, Turf Paradise Derby S., L, 3d Del Mar Pat O'Brien S., Gr 1.

Grey Dawn Grey. Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners-
Lot 19

BROWN COLT

(Branded S2P nr sh. 15/4 off sh. Foaled 15th September 2014)

(Sire) Danzigh .................................................. by Northern Dancer ........

AL MAHER.................................

Razayia........................................ by His Majesty ........

Show Dancing (NZ) ............

Don't Say Halo (USA) ....... by Halo ......................

(Dam) Dancing Show (USA)........ by Nijinsky ................

SENTIMENTAL STAR........

Southern Halo ................................ by Halo ..............

2006 Woodman's Girl ................ by Woodman (USA) ....

Lady Ashford....................... by Snippets ................


1st Dam SENTIMENTAL STAR, by More Than Ready (USA). Winner at 1600m, 2d WATC Calophylla H., 3d WATC Tabtouch.mobi H. Sister to Favourite Star, half-sister to STAR ENCOUNTER. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam LADY ASHFORD, by Royal Academy (USA). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, WATC Muette H., Celestial Show H. Sister to SPRING WARRIOR, half-sister to Test Fire. Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

STAR ENCOUNTER (f Jeune (GB)). 8 wins 1800 to 2300m, $563,090, Pinjarra Cup, L, WATC Diggers' Cup H., Italian Festival H., Swell Baby H., Rogan Josh H., Helena Vale H., Penang Turf Club Trophy H., 2d Western Australian Oaks, Gr 3, WATC Westspeed Stayers’ Bonus H., Schweppeservence H., 3d WATC Derby, Gr 1, WATC Strickland S., Gr 3, Bunbury Cup, L, WATC Support Your Local TAB H.

Favourite Star (f More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 1016, 1200m, 3d WATC Challenge S., L.


Galaxy Queen. 5 wins at 1400, 2200m, $168,400, WATC Pink’s Clean Getaway H., St Claire Liquor Store H., Westspeed Stayers’ Bonus H.

3rd Dam SPRINGFIRE, by Snippets. 5 wins-2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, MVRC VBBA P.H., Tristalove H., VATC With Me H., MVRC Mitsubishi BVS 2YO H. Sister to VALOURINA (dam of MEDIA, TIMBOURINA, CARDINAL VIRTUE), half-sister to BRAVE PRINCE, Brave and Bold (dam of ARMED FOR ACTION). Dam of 8 foals, all winners, inc:-

SPRING WARRIOR (g Royal Academy (USA)). 5 wins-1 at 2–900 to 1528m, $264,600, VATC Debutant S., L, VRC Toohey's Pils H., TTC Mitsubishi Motors H., MVRC Tabaret H., 4th SAJC National S., Gr 3, TTC Mowbray S., L.

Test Fire (c Testa Rossa). 6 wins-1 at 2–1100 to 1700m, $186,750, VRC Comic Court H., Bendigo JC Golden Mile, MVRC Essendon Nissan H., 2d MRC Lord S., L, SAJC Classic Mile, L, 3d MVRC Chess Moving H.

4th Dam BRAVERY, by Zephyr Zip (NZ). Joint top filly on The 1987-88 Australasian 3YO Classification. 6 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 2400m, $359,865, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, BATC Labour Day Cup, L, AJC Dorothea Mackellar H., Classic Mission H., BATC Sixty Minutes S., 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, 4th AJC Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, Newcastle JC Spring S., L. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, all winners.
Stable 2 Row C 9,10
On Account of ELIZA PARK INTERNATIONAL, Kerrie, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 20
BAY COLT
(Branded +61 nr sh. 2/4 off sh. Foaled 3rd November 2014)

(Sire) Indian Charlie ................. by Siberian Express ..............
UNCLE MO (USA) .................
Soviet Sojourn ................... by Leo Castelli .................
Playa Maya ....................... by Kris S .................
Arch ................................ by Dixieland Band ..............

(Dam) SHE’S CAPTIVATING ..
Regal Classic (Can) ................. Vice Regent ................. by Northern Dancer ..............
1997 No Class ..................... by Nodouble .................
Repeat After Me ................... The Judge .................... by Showdown (GB) ..............
Johnnie’s Smile ................... by Atilla (GB) .................

UNCLE MO (USA) (Bay 2008-Stud U.S.A 2012, Aust. 2012). Champion 2YO Colt in USA in 2010. 5 wins -3 at 2-from 6f to 8½f, US$1,606,000, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1, Belmont Champagne S., Gr.1, Kelso H., Gr.2, 2d Saratoga King’s Bishop S., Gr.1, 3d Aqueduct Wood Memorial S., Gr.1. Out of SP Playa Maya. Grandson of a half-sister to SW Woods of Windsor (Pimlico Federico Tesio S., Gr.3). His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam SHE’S CAPTIVATING, by Regal Classic (Can). 8 wins 1000 to 1650m, $159,717, WATC Vatilla H., Show Ego H., Hillian H., Star Agreement H., Rosemount Traditional Trophy H., Seminole Brave Welter H., Rome H., 2d WATC Gay Epic H., Original Sin H., Readersmart Auto Liftout H., Midland Kalamunda Reporter Community H., Peter’s Frosty Fruit H., Bellavega H., Wavenet International H., Grey Towers H., North Beach RLFC 50th Anniversary H., Turfmaster H., Sorcery Welter H., Emporium Welter H., 3d WATC Queen of Pop H., Lady Wild H., Aurum Queen H., Shuzohra H., Bookies.com.au H. Three-quarter-sister to Quantum Leap (dam of OUTLANDISH LAD, HE’SFANTASTIC), half-sister to SOVEREIGN APPEAL, Repeat Me Not (dam of NAVY SHAKER). This is her seventh living foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-
King of Duketon (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, 3d WATC Trinity Auxiliary H.
The Chorister (g by Ad Valorem (USA)). Placed at 2 in 2013-14.

2nd Dam REPEAT AFTER ME, by The Judge. Winner at 1100m. Half-sister to On Our Selection. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

SOVEREIGN APPEAL (f Southern Appeal (USA)). 3 wins 1003 to 1400m, VATIC Inglis Premier Sale S., Gr 3, SAJC George Fiacchi P.H., Johnsons Fabrics H., 2d SAJC Travel House H., 3d SAJC Holden Apollo H. Dam of 6 winners-
Rainbird Blue (f Bluebird (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, VATIC Corps of Commissionaires H., Impulsive H., SAJC Mount Barker P., 3d SAJC HC Nitschke S., L, 4th SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L. Dam of 3 winners-
LA FANTASTIQUE (f Fantastic Light (USA)). 2 wins at 1600, 2100m, $115,175, Tasmanian Oaks, L.
Comic Echo. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, MVRC Hollylodge Thoroughbreds H.
Repeat Me Not. 4 wins 1000 to 1200m, SAJC Delville H. Dam of 8 winners-

NAVY SHAKER (g Polish Navy (USA)). 7 wins 1200 to 1258m, $211,250, SAJC City of Marion S., L, Allan Scott Oam Flying H., Scott Group of Companies Flying H., Marsh H., Hot Latin Nights H., Spring Racing at Morphettville H., 3d SAJC Durbridge S., L, 4th MRC Christmas S., L.
Miss Razzle Dazzle. 7 wins 1100 to 1600m, SAJC Barely a Moment H., Distinctive Homes H., Oakbank RC Mistral H., 2d SAJC Distinctive Homes H.
Mr Mercurial. 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $154,925, SAJC KPMG Tax H.
Quantum Leap. 2 wins at 1000m, SAJC Distinctive Lifestyle H. Dam of-
OUTLANDISH LAD (g Fantastic Light (USA)). 11 wins 1000 to 1550m, SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3, MVRC Trojan Hand Tools Night H., L, 2d SAJC City of Marion S., L, Christmas H., L-twice, 3d MVRC Australia S., Gr 2.
HE’SFANTASTIC (g Fantastic Light (USA)). 2 wins at 1314, 1400m, $111,989, VRC Hilton S., L, 3d WATC Westspeed 2YO P.
Stable 4 Row H
On Account of THREE BRIDGES THOROUGHBREDS,
Eddington, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 21
CHESTNUT FILLY
(Branded \( \frac{2}{4} \) nr sh. \( \frac{3}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 14th August 2014)

(Sire) Exceed and Excel
HELMET

(Dam) Flying Spur
SHOW BLING

HELMET (AUS) (Chestnut 2008-Stud 2012). 6 wins-4 at 2-from 1200m to 1600m, A$1,607,300, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, ATC Champagne S., Gr.1, Sires Produce S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr.3, ATC Australian Brewery 2YO H., 3d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, Run to the Rose H., Gr.3. Half-brother to SW Epaulette (ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1) and SW Bullbars (VRC CS Hayes S., Gr.3). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam
SHOW BLING, by Flying Spur. 4 wins at 1100, 1200m, $111,515, MVRC Sportingbet H., SAJC Betfair.com P., 2d SAJC BMW Magic Millions Adelaide 2YO Classic, Adelaide Cup in March H., MVRC Swift Signs H., 3d SAJC Davison Earth Movers 2YO P., Unity Group 2YO H., MVRC Legends After the Last H., 4th SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to Peek (dam of YIELD CURVE), half-sister to FOREST SPY, Danish Spy. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-
Jest for the Road (g by Choisir). Winner at 2 at 1050m in 2014-15, 2d SAJC Darley 2YO H.

2nd Dam
SUPER SNOOPER, by Zeditave. 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $112,210, MVRC Crown Lager S., L, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Graduates’ H., VATC Windsor 2YO H. Half-sister to WATCH (dam of OVERCLOCK), AGENT PROVOCATIVE, Adcaris. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-
FOREST SPY (c Shinko Forest (Ire)). 8 wins 1200 to 1410m, $328,775, MRC Barton S., L, VRC True Version H., MRC Rawdon H., Amounis H., Runaway Kid H., St Sidwells H., 4th VRC Chester Manifold S., L.
Danish Spy (f Dane Shadow). 5 wins 1209 to 2000m, $143,620, to 2014-15, SAJC Happy 101st Stan Coyle H., 2d SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr 2, 4th SAJC RA Lee S., Gr 3, Spring S., Gr 3, Balaklava Cup, L.
Duchess of Oz. Winner at 1200m in South Africa. Dam of 2 winners-
Mister Gone (f Mogok). 4 wins at 1400, 1600m to 2013-14, 2d Arlington St Francis Links H., 3d Fairview East Cape Guineas, L.
Ngala. Unraced. Dam of-
Trudy Tee (f Chief Bearhart (Can)). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, AuRC NZ Bloodstock Insurance Triple Crown P., 3d Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr 2.

3rd Dam
PEEPING, by Todman. 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, VRC Maribyrnong P., AJC Widden S., 2d STC Silver Slipper S., AJC Gimcrack S. Half-sister to Vincenzo, Miss Exec (dam of SNOOPING). Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-
WATCH (f Marauding (NZ)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Gimcrack S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Highclere H., 4th VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2. Dam of 5 winners-
OVERCLOCK (f Xaar (GB)). 4 wins 1800 to 2040m, $127,850, SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3, MVRC Chatham H., 4th SAJC Australasian Oaks, Gr 1.
Peek. Started 3 times. Dam of 2 winners-
YIELD CURVE (g High Yield (USA)). 16 wins 1350 to 2200m, $442,650, Tooowoomba Cup, L, BRC Coca Cola Amatil H.
AGENT PROVOCATIVE (c Imperial Prince (Ire)). 6 wins 1600 to 2600m, $136,015, Werribee Cup, L, 3d AJC Derby, Gr 1, AJC St Leger, Gr 2.
SUPER SNOOPER (f Zeditave). 4 wins. See above.
On Account of ELIZA PARK INTERNATIONAL,
Kerrie, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 22

**BAY OR BROWN COLT**

(Branded +61 nr sh. 1/4 off sh. Foaled 21st August 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire or Dam</th>
<th>Horse</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>STATUE OF LIBERTY</strong> (USA)</td>
<td>Storm Cat</td>
<td>2000-2004</td>
<td>Bay or Brown</td>
<td>Sire of 713 rnrs, 398 wns, 17 SW, inc. Hay List (MVRC Manikato S., Gr.1), Mic Mac, Spirits Dance, Liberty’s Gem, Active Minoru, Miss Steele, Dan Baroness, Golden Star, Black Mambazo, Miss Liberty, Dawn Approach, Liberty Leader, Anadolu, Broadway Harmony, Kolokol, Elysees, Tempest Tost, SP Kashino Pikachu, Lion of Belfort, Octane Flyer, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CULT FIGURE</strong> (NZ)</td>
<td>Cult Figure (NZ)</td>
<td>2003-2004</td>
<td>Bay or Brown</td>
<td>Sire of 13 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc. Cargo Cult (g Spectrum (Ire)). 6 wins—1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $555,650, MRC John Dillon S., L, VRC Emirates Airline Welter H., MVRC Winning Edge Presentations H., VRC Rails Car Park H., Bendigo JC Richmond Sinnott &amp; Delahuntly H., 2d MRC Futurity S., Gr 1, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, MVRC Waterford Crystal Mile H., Gr 2, MRC Kevin Heffernan S., L, 3d MRC Sandown S., Gr 3, MVRC Ian McEwen Trophy, Gr 3, 4th VRC Bobbie Lewis H., Gr 3, Chester Manifold S., L, MRC Sir John Monash S., L. Cult of Isis. 5 wins at 1200, 1310m, $128,885, to 2013-14, MVRC Tour of Victoria Sprint Final H.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 **(SIRE)****

Terlingua (USA) by Secretariat
Seattle Slew by Bold Reasoning
Lassie (USA) by Buckpasser

5 **(DAM)****

Danehill (USA) by Danzig
Sabaah by Nureyev

6 **(3rd DAM)****

Sabaah by Nureyev
On Account of ROSEMONT STUD, Gnarwarre, Vic

Lot 23

CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded GA nr sh. 79 4 off sh. Foaled 12th September 2014)

(Sire) STARSPLGDBANNER
Choisir.................. by Danehill (USA).....
Gold Anthem............. by Great Selection (GB).....

(Dam) SKY RUBI............
Testa Rossa................ by Perugino (USA)........
Mother Flame (NZ)........ by Bo Dapper............

2007

STARSPLGDBANNER (AUS) (Chestnut 2006-Stud Ire. 2011, Aust. 2011). 7 wins-1 at 2-from 5f to 1m, Royal Ascot Golden Jubilee S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 26 mrs, 14 wins, inc. SW The Wow Signal (Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1), Anthem Alexander, SP Home of the Brave, Moonraker and of Last Gift, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 2YOs and inc SW Of the Brave (MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr.3) and of Surfin' Safari, etc.

1st Dam
SKY RUBI, by Testa Rossa. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
MOTHER FLAME (NZ), by Testa Rossa. Unraced. Sister to Lady Viola (dam of PURPLE), three-quarter-sister to Sinjani (dam of FOORAM), half-sister to ESTIMABLE. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Harden Up. 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, Penang TC Malaysia 3YO Championship Heat 1, 4th Penang TC Malaysian Magic Millions Classic, L.
Yoobabe. 3 wins at 1100, 1400m, VRC Light Fingers H.
Fiamette. Winner at 1600m in 2014-15 in NZ.

3rd Dam
SCARLET ROBIN, by First Consul (USA). Started twice. Half-sister to SOVEREIGN RED, GURNER'S LANE, TRICHELLE, QUEEN'S CHOICE, Dancer’s Glory (dam of FUJI DANCER), Delia’s Choice (dam of FOXWOOD, CELTIC TIGER - OPPOSING FORCE (MAL.)). Dam of 11 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
ESTIMABLE (c Balmerino). 7 wins 1550 to 2400m, $156,746, STC Canterbury Cup, Gr 3, Lord Mayor’s Cup, L, Wiel Vanelter H.
Lady Viola. 3 wins 1600 to 2040m, AJC Alexander Gray H. Dam of 2 winners-
PURPLE (f Commands). 6 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2400m, $137,113, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, STC Storm Queen S., Gr 1, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 2, 2d VRC Matriarch S., Gr 2, MRC Sandown Classic, Gr 2, AJC Craven P., Gr 3, MRC Coongy H., Gr 3, 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, STC Hill S., Gr 2, BTC Doomben Roses, Gr 3.

Sinjani. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
FOORAM (g Maroof (USA)). 7 wins 1200 to 2600m, $476,622, AJC Chairman’s H., Gr 2, STC NE Manion Cup, L, Murrumbidgee TC Wagga Gold Cup, L, 3d AJC Randwick City S., Gr 3, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 3, 4th AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, 3d AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1.

Estimation. Unraced. Grandam of-
Powerful Ruler (g Viking Ruler). 8 wins 1200 to 1800m, $754,667, 2d Singapore TC 3YO Challenge (2nd Leg), Sgp-2, Magic Millions Orchid Trophy, Sgp-3, Singapore 3YO Sprint, Sgp-3, Stewards’ Cup, Sgp-3.

4th Dam
TAIONA, by Sovereign Edition (Ire). Winner at 1220m, 2d VATC Sweet Neill H. Half-sister to TRISTRAM’S GOLD. Dam of 12 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-
 SOVEREIGN RED (c Sir Tristram (Ire)). 10 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2500m, $566,350, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, BATC Doomben Hundred Thousand, Gr 1.
 GURNER’S LANE (g Sir Tristram (Ire)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 3200m, $541,600, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, VATC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1.
 TRICHELLE (f Sir Tristram (Ire)). 6 wins 1200 to 2200m, $134,190, VATC Marlboro Cup, Gr 1, SAEJ Spring S., Gr 2, Geelong RC Oaks Trial S., L.
Stable 3 Row H 4-14
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)
Lot 24
BAY FILLY
(Branded 'F' nr sh. 4 off sh. Foaled 30th July 2014)

(Sire) Casino Prince...........................Lady Capel..............................Desert Sun (GB)........................Scandinavia.........................
ALL TOO HARD..............................ALL TOO HARD..............Casino Prince.........................Flying Spur..............Lady Capel..............Green Desert............Snippets.......................
Helsinge.................................ALL TOO HARD..............Flying Spur......................Casino Prince..............Danehill (USA).........

(Dam) Super Jet (USA)......................Dayjur.............................Amelia Bearhart.............Bellotto (USA)..............Belaura (NZ)..............
SKYERUSH..............................SKYERUSH...............Super Jet (USA)..............Bellotto (USA)..............Mr. Prospector...........
ALL TOO HARD (AUS) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Champion 3YO Colt in Australia in 2012-13. 7 wins-3 at 2-from 1100m to 1600m, $2,288,200, ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, CF Orr S., Gr.1, Futurity S., Gr.1, ATC Pago Pago S., Gr.2, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.2 Tailtindert S., L, 2d MVRC WS Cox P., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Black Caviar (Horse of the Year in Australia 3 times. ATC TJ Smith S., Gr.1-twice). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam
SKYERUSH, by Super Jet (USA). 11 wins 1200 to 2400m, $966,810, ATC Emancipation S., Gr.2-twice, Liverpool City Cup, Gr.3, Doncaster Mile Prelude, Gr.3, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, AJC Little Bay H., Bass Hill H., Sydney City Toyota H., STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., 2d Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Tiara, Gr.1, ATC Emancipation S., Gr.2, Golden Pendant, Gr.3, MRC Summoned S., L, Newcastle JC Tibbie S., L, AJC Waterloo H., ATC Keystone Group H., 3d VRC Matriarch S., Gr.2, ATC WJ McKell Cup, L, Winter Cup, L, Angst S., L-twice, Goldnors Horse Transport H., 4th VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1-twice, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Tiara, Gr.1, MVRC Trojan Hand Tools S., Gr.3. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
BALLY AURA, by Bellotto (USA). Unraced. Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
SKYERUSH (f Super Jet (USA)). 11 wins. See above.

3rd Dam
BELLAURA (NZ), by Balmerino. 4 wins 1400 to 2100m, 2d AJC Shading H. Sister to FINE CATCH, half-sister to FINE RECIPE, FINE SPY. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Touch the Line. 6 wins 1200 to 1900m, $203,595, Singapore TC Share and Care S., Class 4 H.-twice, Benchmark 53 H., Class 5 H.-twice. Impressario. Placed at 2 & 3, 2d WATC Ever Ready H. Dam of 3 winners-Great’n’grey. 7 wins 1300 to 2100m, $196,995, WATC Devil’s Dance H., Konica Minolta H., La Belle Russe H., Burswood Opening Day H., Support Industry Bet Local H., Geraldton Cup.
Winning Scene. 5 wins 1500 to 1800m, $125,075, WATC Cheeky Jan H., Hegney Property Group H., Orange Royale H., Sheer Kingston H.
King of Eternity. Winner at 1400m, 3d WATC Support Your Local TAB H.

4th Dam
LADY LUSTRE (NZ), by Imposing. 3 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, BATC O’Brien Glass P.H., L, QTC CE McDougall S., L. Blood-sister to EXCITABLE LADY, half-sister to Trim Girl (dam of MIDNIGHT FEVER, STARTLING LASS). Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-
FINE RECIPE (f Grosvenor). Winner at 2 at 1400m, VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ P., Gr.2, 3d VRC Wakeful S., Gr.2, VATC Tranquil Star S., L, 4th VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr.2. Dam of 3 winners-Crixia (f Danzero). 5 wins 1000 to 1212m, $147,050, VATC Cendrillon H., CD O’Halloran H., 3d SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr.2. Producer.
FINE SPY (c Grosvenor). 7 wins 1300 to 2150m, $192,820, Ipswich Cup, Gr.3, QTC Luskin Star Welter H., Defence Force Cup, Sir Wisp H.
FINE CATCH (c Balmerino). 5 wins 1600 to 2400m, AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr.3.
Lot 25

BAY OR BROWN COLT

(Branded \(\text{nr sh. } 152_4\) off sh. Foaled 31st August 2014)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA).......... Roberto ......................... by Hail to Reason ............

ALL AMERICAN .......... Arabia ......................... by Damascus .................

Milva (USA) ................. Strawberry Road ................. by Whiskey Road (USA) ...

(Tam) Danzero ..................... Tersa ......................... by Mr. Prospector ...........

SLEIGHT OF HAND ...... Danzelo ..................... Danehill (USA) ............. by Danzig ......................

2006 Lodore Magic (NZ) ........ Kingdom Bay (NZ) ........ by Otehi Bay ..............


1st Dam SLEIGHT OF HAND, by Danzelo. Placed at 2. Half-sister to SONIC QUEST, Illusional (dam of CHASE THE RAINBOW, MS FUNOVITS). This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam LODORE MAGIC (NZ), by Kingdom Bay. Joint Head of The 1995-96 2YO Free H. 4 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, $162,167, Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2, WRC Magic Millions Classic S., RL, 2d STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2. Sister to MORGAN MILLAY, half-sister to Morgan Glory (dam of BELMONT CAT). Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

SONIC QUEST (g Quest for Fame (GB)). 6 wins 1200 to 1700m, $367,250, MVRC Crystal Mile H., Gr 2, MRC Barton S., L, VRC Shaftsby Avenue H., MRC Jayco H., Rollo Roylance H., 4th MVRC Australia S., Gr 1.

Lodore Falls. 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1203m, MVRC Members Equity Bank P., Ready Workforce H., 4th MVRC St Albans S., L. Dam of Groomed for Glory (g All American). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, SCTC Wimmers Premium Soft Drink H.

Illusional. Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Dual Quest 2YO P. Dam of 5 winners-

CHASE THE RAINBOW (c Dash for Cash). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $439,638, to 2013-14, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, MRC TS Carlyon Cup, Gr 3, 2d VRC Henry Bucks S., L, 3d MRC John Dillon S., L.

MS FUNOVITS (f Reset). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $389,750, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 2, VRC Better Beyond 2YO P.

You Rock. 3 wins 1309 to 1800m, $104,695, to 2014-15, VRC Swisse Wellness Trophy H., MRC Sportius International Events P. Illusinary. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, MRC Shizu 2YO H. Dam of Invisible (c All American). Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14, ATC TAB Ipad App 2YO P.

Hadfa. Started twice. Dam of Zigurat. 5 wins 1250 to 1900m to 2013-14, 2d BRC Sky Racing H., Drumbeats at Lyndhurst Stud P., 3d BRC Bundaberg Rum P.

3rd Dam MORGAN PAGE, by Balmerino. 4 wins at 1200m, Timaru RC Robinsons Auto Dismantlers H., 4th CJC Canterbury Breeders' S.H., L. Half-sister to Sandeeno. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

LODORE MAGIC (f Kingdom Bay). 4 wins. See above.

MORGAN BAY (c Kingdom Bay). 10 wins at 1200m, CJC Stewards' S., Gr 3.

Morgan Glory (f Justice Prevails). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, WRC Trax Bar and Cafe 3YO S., 2d Otago Breeders' S., L. Dam of 2 winners-

BELMONT CAT (f Felix the Cat (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 2000m, $158,433, Santa Anita Santa Ana H., Gr 2, CJC Warstep S., L.
Stable 2 Row G 3-8

On Account of RHEINWOOD PASTORAL CO.,
Mittagong
(As Agent for Jacob Park Thoroughbreds)

Lot 26

BAY FILLY

(Branded ☐ nr sh. 7 off sh. Foaled 16th October 2014)

(Sire)

Redoute’s Choice.............. Redoute’s Choice.............. by Danzig

Danehill (USA).............. by Canny Lad

Shantha’s Choice............... by Kaoru Star

Luskin Star............... by Vain

Brave New World..............

Bourgeois..............

Brave New World..............

Storm Cat.................... by Storm Bird

Tacha.................... by Mr. Prospector

Danzer.................... by Danehill (USA)

Volte.................... by Marauding (NZ)

(Dam)

One Cool Cat (USA)........

So Detached.............

2007

So Detached............. by One Cool Cat (USA).

2 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1400m, STC Schweppes Sparkling Water H., AJC Warwick Farm 100 Club H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, Widden S., L. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her first foal is a 2YO.

So Detached, by One Cool Cat (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1400m, STC Schweppes Sparkling Water H., AJC Warwick Farm 100 Club H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, Widden S., L. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her first foal is a 2YO.

Good Child. Winner at 1100m in 2015, Singapore TC Class 5 H., 2d Singapore TC Class 5 H.

So Detached (f One Cool Cat (USA)). 2 wins. See above.

So Detached (f One Cool Cat (USA)). 2 wins. See above.

3rd Dam

Voltdanze, by Danzero. Winner at 1600m, 3d AJC Zephyr Bay H. Three-quarter-sister to Resistor, half-sister to DEALER PRINCIPAL. Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-

So Detached (f One Cool Cat (USA)). 2 wins. See above.

Resistor (c Danehill (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1300m, $198,530, STC Harvey Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Members H., 2d STC Hill S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3.

Optimizer. 12 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $140,840, WATC Miss Italy WA H.

Recoup de Fortune. 4 wins 1200 to 1550m, $146,380, AJC Octagonal H., Little Bay H., STC Thereaces.com.au H., 4th AJC Doncaster Mile Prelude, L.

4th Dam

Voltage, by Whiskey Road (USA). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, $100,880, VRC Battle of Britain Welter H., 2d SAJC John D Lee S., L, VATC Tristarc S., L, 3d SAJC Lelia S., L. Half-sister to ROANOKE BOY, Stalusk, Beauty Belle (dam of GENIUS AND EVIL - ABSOLUTE CHAMPION (H.K.), WYLIE HALL). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Dealing Principal (g Flying Spur). 4 wins 1300 to 2000m, $596,100, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Members H., 2d STC Hill S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3.

Resistor (c Danehill (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1300m, $198,530, STC Harvey Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Members H., 2d STC Hill S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3.

Optimizer. 12 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $140,840, WATC Miss Italy WA H.

Recoup de Fortune. 4 wins 1200 to 1550m, $146,380, AJC Octagonal H., Little Bay H., STC Thereaces.com.au H., 4th AJC Doncaster Mile Prelude, L.

4th Dam

Voltage, by Whiskey Road (USA). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, $100,880, VRC Battle of Britain Welter H., 2d SAJC John D Lee S., L, VATC Tristarc S., L, 3d SAJC Lelia S., L. Half-sister to ROANOKE BOY, Stalusk, Beauty Belle (dam of GENIUS AND EVIL - ABSOLUTE CHAMPION (H.K.), WYLIE HALL). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Dealing Principal (g Flying Spur). 4 wins 1300 to 2000m, $596,100, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Members H., 2d STC Hill S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3.

Resistor (c Danehill (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1300m, $198,530, STC Harvey Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Members H., 2d STC Hill S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3.

Optimizer. 12 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $140,840, WATC Miss Italy WA H.

Recoup de Fortune. 4 wins 1200 to 1550m, $146,380, AJC Octagonal H., Little Bay H., STC Thereaces.com.au H., 4th AJC Doncaster Mile Prelude, L.

4th Dam

Voltage, by Whiskey Road (USA). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, $100,880, VRC Battle of Britain Welter H., 2d SAJC John D Lee S., L, VATC Tristarc S., L, 3d SAJC Lelia S., L. Half-sister to ROANOKE BOY, Stalusk, Beauty Belle (dam of GENIUS AND EVIL - ABSOLUTE CHAMPION (H.K.), WYLIE HALL). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Dealing Principal (g Flying Spur). 4 wins 1300 to 2000m, $596,100, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Members H., 2d STC Hill S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3.

Resistor (c Danehill (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1300m, $198,530, STC Harvey Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Members H., 2d STC Hill S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3.

Optimizer. 12 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $140,840, WATC Miss Italy WA H.

Recoup de Fortune. 4 wins 1200 to 1550m, $146,380, AJC Octagonal H., Little Bay H., STC Thereaces.com.au H., 4th AJC Doncaster Mile Prelude, L.
Stable 1 Row L 7-12

On Account of BELL VIEW PARK STUD,
Meroo Meadow

Lot 27
(Branded ½ nr sh. 2/4 off sh. Foaled 10th August 2014)

**(Sire)**

SO YOU THINK (NZ) ... High Chaparral (Ire) ........ Sadler's Wells ............. by Northern Dancer ........
Kasora .................................................. by Darshaan ..................
Triassic.............................. Tights (USA)..................... by Nijinsky ..............
Astral Row..................... Astral Row.......................... by Long Row (GB) ........

**(Dam)**

Al Maher .................................. Danehill (USA)................ by Danzig...................
Show Dancing (NZ)........... by Don't Say Halo........
Biscay Bird ....................... Bluebird (USA)................ by Storm Bird........


1st Dam

SOFT LANDING, by Al Maher. Started once. Half-sister to UNIVERSAL PRINCE, UNIVERSAL QUEEN. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Her first foal is an unraced 3YO.

2nd Dam

BISCAY BIRD, by Bluebird (USA). Winner at 1600m. Half-sister to BLEVIC, Cymric. Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

**UNIVERSAL PRINCE** (c Scenic (Ire)). Joint Champion 3YO Colt in Australia in 2000-01. Joint Head of The 2000-01 Australasian 3YO Classification. 7 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $2,976,076, Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, STC Canterbury Guineas, Gr 1, Ranvet S., Gr 1, Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3, 2d Victoria Derby, Gr 1, STC BMW S., Gr 1, VCAT Underwood S., Gr 1, VRC Turnbull S., Gr 2, MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr 2, STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, VRC Craiglee S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt's RC Tramway H., Gr 3, 4th HKJC Audemars Piguet Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr 1. Sire.

**UNIVERSAL QUEEN** (f Scenic (Ire)). 5 wins–2 at 2–1000, 1200m, $605,150, SAJC Robert Sangster S., Gr 1, Yallambie Classic, Gr 2, AJC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, VRC Vanity S., Gr 3, 2d MRC WW Cockram S., Gr 3, STC Rosebud H., 3d STC Escape to the Races 2YO H. Producer.

O'Perfect One. 2 wins at 1400, 1550m, AJC Dashing Eagle H., CVD Cricket Club H., 4th Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L. Producer.


Merayaat. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-AVERAU (f Stratum). 7 wins 1400 to 2800m, $270,400, to 2014-15, VRC Bagot H., L, Doriemus H., MVRC Adapt Australia H., 2d Werribee Cup, L. Reigning. 5 wins 1400 to 2000m, $230,540, to 2013-14, ATC Castaway H.


Failed Approach. 4 wins 1300 to 1400m to 2014-15, 3d ATC TAB Rewards H., Instagram H.

3rd Dam

BLOOMS, by Biscay. Winner at 2 at 1200m, 3d STC Petersham H. Half-sister to ZEPHYR ISLE. Dam of 3 foals, all winners, inc:-

**BLEVIC** (c Scenic (Ire)). 8 wins–4 at 2–1200 to 2500m, $1,340,900, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2. Sire.
Stable 2 Row S 8-11
On Account of CROWNINGSTONE, Scone (As Agent)
Lot 28

BAY FILLY
(Branded (♀) nr sh. 10 off sh. Foaled 16th October 2014)

(Sire) Galileo (Ire).................................................. Sadler's Wells ................. by Northern Dancer ..............
TEOFILO (IRE).......................................................... Urban Sea ......................... by Mishwaki .........................
Speirbehan.......................................................... Danehill (USA) ............... by Danzig ..........................
(Dam) Canny Lad.................................................. Saviour ......................... by Majestic Light ............
SOPHIELICIOUS.............. 2007
Anything But Love .......... by Biscay ..........................


1st Dam
SOPHIELICIOUS, by Canny Lad. Winner at 1109m. Three-quarter-sister to PRISONER OF LOVE. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam
ANYTHING BUT LOVE, by Flying Spur. Unraced. Half-sister to PRISONER OF LOVE, SPORTSMAN, HOYSTAR, KING OF PRUSSIA, Lucky Angel. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:- Lucy's Look. Winner at 1300m in 2014-15, ATC Pro-Ride H., 2d ATC Toyota H. Envious. Winner at 1200m, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), L.

3rd Dam
PROFESSIONELLE (NZ), by Centaine. Winner at 1400m. Sister to STARCENT, Night Star (dam of PLAUDITS). Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:-
SPORTSMAN (g Supreme (USA)). 10 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1500m, $782,100, AJC Expressway S., Gr 2, STC Shannon H., Gr 2, Peter Pan S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt's RC Tramway H., Gr 3, 2d Queensland Guineas, Gr 2.
PRISONER OF LOVE (f Canny Lad). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1500m, $221,470, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt's RC Furius S., Gr 3, AJC Ad Alta 2YO H., 2d AJC Wiggle H., L, STC Triscay S., L. Producer.
HOYSTAR (g Danzero). 6 wins at 1100, 1200m, $376,875, AJC Frederick Clissold S., Gr 3, STC Star Kingdom S., Gr 3, 1200m-in track record time.
KING OF PRUSSIA (c Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, VRC Peters Drumstick S., L, 2d VATC Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, Sire.
Lucky Angel (f Redoute's Choice). 4 wins 1213 to 2500m, $237,327, VRC Jezabeel H., 2d TTC Launceston Cup, Gr 3, 4th TRC Hobart Cup, Gr 3.

4th Dam
STAR OF THE KNIGHT, by Sir Tristram (Ire). 7 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1623m, QTC Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, Queensland Guineas, Gr 3, 3d BATC Great Western H., Gr 3. Dam of 7 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-
STARCENT (f Centaine). 5 wins–2 at 2–970 to 1600m, Hawke's Bay Gold Trail S., Gr 3, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3. Producer. Night Star. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-
PLAUDITS (f Danasinga). 4 wins 1000 to 3000m, QTC Eagle Farm S., L.
Irish Nova (f O'Reilly). Placed at 2, 3d WRC Wakefield Challenge S., Gr 2. Dam of-
SACRED STAR (g Flying Spur). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1900m, $595,531, to 2014-15, Waikato Sprint, Gr 1, WRC Telegraph H., Gr 1, BRC QTc Cup, Gr 2, 2d Waikato Sprint, Gr 1.
Bling. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
DIADEME (f Savabeel). 6 wins at 1400, 1600m, $253,275, to 2014-15, Waikato RC Cal Isuzu S., Gr 2, AuRC Westbury Classic, Gr 3-twice.
FOXWEDGE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 5 wins at 2-1100m, 1200m, AS$952,450, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1, ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2, San Domenico S., Gr.3, Clairey Conners 2YO P., 2d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, 4th ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Brother to SW She's a Fox (ATC Rosebud H., L). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

**Spinner's Magic (NZ), by O'Reilly (NZ).** 5 wins at 1100 to 1300m, $169,590, AJC Sydney UD Truck Sales H., Schweppes Tonic H., Canon Finance H., STC MTA Drive Power P., Grosvenor H., 2d AJC Breeders Classic, Gr.3, 3d STC Millie Fox S., Gr.3. This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-

- Tiger by the Tale (g by Tale of the Cat (USA)). **Winner** at 1335m in 2014-15, BRC PFD Food Services H., 2d BRC Sky International 2YO P.
- Caravel (g by Henrythenavigator (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

**Anne of Tudor,** by Try My Best. Dam of 8 winners-

- Very Amusing. Unplaced. Dam of 8 winners-
  - Tudor Lad (g Canny Lad). **7 wins** 1200 to 1650m, $259,600, 2d Bunbury S., L, 3d Kalgoorlie Boulder RC Hannan's H., L.
- Flyem. Unplaced. Dam of 8 winners-
  - Fantasia (f Canny Lad). **3 wins** at 1400, 1600m, $221,680, AJC Emancipation S., Gr.2, 2d STC Epona S., L, Newcastle JC Tibbie S., L.
- Gay Finale. Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners-
  - Enze덱 Eagle (g High Yield (USA)). **6 wins** 1600 to 2400m, STC NE Manion Cup, L, 2d AJC Randwick City S., Gr.3, 3d Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr.3.

3rd Dam

**Gay Nineties,** by Wilkes (Fr). 4 wins–3 at 2–at 1200m, AJC Lakes H., Orangeville H., Darley H., 3d AJC Flight S. Half-sister to Imperial Reign. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

- HERMOD (c Planet Kingdom). **5 wins** 1200 to 2400m, STC Tulloch S., Gr.2, AJC Anniversary H., L, 2d AJC Villiers S., Gr.3, 3d STC Phar Lap S., Gr.2, Sire.
- ORSAY (f Red Anchor (NZ)). **3 wins** at 1500, 1600m, $121,495, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr.2, 3d STC Ansett Australia S., Gr.1, SAJC Dequetteville S., L. Charter. **3 wins**–2 at–at 1100m, AJC When Harry Met Sally H. Dam of-
  - HIRE (g Canny Lad). **5 wins** 1200 to 1400m, $852,895, AJC Royal Sovereign S., Gr.2, STC Theo Marks H., Gr.2, 2d VRC Salinger S., Gr.1.
  - LEASE (g Quest for Fame (GB)). **2 wins**–1 at–at 1400, 2000m, $532,250, STC Tulloch S., Gr.2, AJC Belmont Lad 2YO H., 2d AJC Doncaster H., Gr.1, QTC Queensland Classic, Gr.1, 3d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1.

Gay Tudor. Placed at 3. Dam of 7 winners-

- Tudor Lad (g Canny Lad). **7 wins** 1200 to 1650m, $259,600, 2d Bunbury S., L, 3d Kalgoorlie Boulder RC Hannan's H., L.
Lot 30

BAY COLT
(Branded (✓) nr sh. 1/4 off sh. Foaled 3rd September 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Galileo (IRE)</th>
<th>Sadler's Wells by Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TEOFILO (IRE)</td>
<td>Urban Sea by Mswaki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speirbhean</td>
<td>Danehill (USA) by Danzig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Saviour by Majestic Light</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Elusive Quality (USA)</th>
<th>Gone West by Mr. Prospector</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Touch of Greatness by Hero's Honor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Strategic by Zeditave</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Daisy Bates (IRE) by Danehill</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam
SWEET LITTLE LIES, by Elusive Quality (USA). Winner at 2 at 1100m, MRC Thomas North 2YO P., 2d MVRC Essendon Mazda 55 Second Challenge Heat H., 3d MVRC City Jeep Don't Hold Back 2YO H., ATC Canterbury Park H., Diocesan H., 4th MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L. Three-quarter-sister to NOCTURNELLE, half-sister to Harrier Jet. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
BOROBODUR, by Strategic. Started 3 times. Half-sister to DAMA DE NOCHE (dam of NOCTURNELLE). Dam of 4 named foals, all winners-
Harrier Jet (g Dane Shadow). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1550m, $201,955, to 2014-15, ATC Mossman at Vinery H., De Bortoli Wines H., TAB Early Quaddie H., 2d ATC De Bortoli Wines Hs., 3d ATC Eskimo Prince S., Gr 3. Java Jack. 2 wins at 1400m, MRC Rokk Ebony H.
Kartini. 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, 2d ATC Twin Lakes Air Pty Ltd H.

3rd Dam
DAISY BATES (IRE), by Danehill (USA). Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-
DAMA DE NOCHE (f Snippets). 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $215,100, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, Kensington S., L, Waltzing Lilly H., L, 3d SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 2. Dam of 4 winners-
NOCTURNELLE (f Elusive Quality (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, $395,630, ATC Angst S., L, Newcastle JC Tibbie S., L, ATC Fairfield RSL H., Ashcroft H., City Tattersalls A Friends Place H., 4th ATC Triscay S., L, 3d SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3.
Seduced (f Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., 2d MRC No Fuss Solutions P., MVRC Legends After the Last H., SAJC Sloan Sands H., 3d ATC Triscay S., L, 3d ATC Triscay S., L.
Catch Your Eyes (g Encosta de Lago). 6 wins 1100 to 1200m, $179,655, to 2014-15, ATC APN Outdoor H., Drummond Golf H., Hunter Valley Horse Capital H., Irish Echo H., 3d ATC Starlight S., L, 3d ATC Starlight S., L, 3d ATC Starlight S., L.
Tornadoes. 13 wins 860 to 1200m, $221,300, to 2014-15, AJC Waterloo H., BRC Australian Special Metals H., 2d AJC Caterer Of The Year H, Choice and Chance. 8 wins 1000 to 1400m, $791,267, HKJC Pottinger Peak H., Guilin H., Oi Man H., Shenzhen H., Pak Wo H., Hyderabad H., Waterloo H.
File Rapid. Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Anonyme P., 3d AJC Bimbadgen H.

4th Dam
MARTHA STEVENS, by Super Concorde. 2 wins at 6f, 7f, Newmarket Nell Gwyn S., Gr 3, 2d Kempton Stubbs S., 3d Royal Ascot Coronation S., Gr 2. Sister to Temporary Lull (dam of WAIT TILL MONDAY, TOKEN GESTURE, RARE HOLIDAY), half-sister to Excitable Gal (dam of EDGY DIPLOMAT).
Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Sound of Cheers. 7 wins 2m to 22½f in Great Britain.
Hester Stanhope. 3 wins at 7f, 11f in Great Britain and Canada.
On Account of BERKELEY PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 31 (No GST)  
CHESTNUT FILLY  
(Branded BF5 nr sh. 9/4 sh. Foaled 26th September 2014)

(Sire)  
Dynaformer....................... by Hail to Reason............................

(Dam)  
America......................... by Green Rosy.........................

SWINGING FEELING (NZ) 2004........................................

Dance on Fire ..........................

Echostatic ............................. by Prince Echo (Ire).............

**AMERICAIN (USA)** (Bay or Brown 2005-Stud U.S.A. 2013, Aust. 2013). Head of the 2011 World Thoroughbred Rankings (Extended). Champion Stayer in Europe, Australia & France in 2010. Champion Stayer in France in 2011. 11 wins-1 at 2-from 1400m to 3200m, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr.1, MRC Zipping Classic, Gr.2, MVRC Drake International Cup, Gr.2. Half-brother to SP Spycrawler and SP Last Born. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam  
SWINGING FEELING (NZ), by Danasinga. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to SINGALONG (dam of ZACROONA - TURQUOISE FOREVER (MAC.)), half-sister to FIRE SONG. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners-Jazzy Feeling (g by Show a Heart). 3 wins 1200 to 1650m, $500,568, to 2014-15, HKJC Police Cup, Garden Road H., North Point H., 2d HKJC Green Lane H., Carnation H., Chater H., Rotary Centenary Challenge Cup, Jardine H. Harmonized Feeling (f by Show a Heart). 2 wins at 1200, 1300m in 2013-14, BRC Canadian Club H., Racing Retro H., 2d BRC Glenlogan Park Stud H.

2nd Dam  
DANCE ON FIRE, by Volksraad (GB). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, 2d Hawke's Bay Ernst & Young H., 3d WRC Keith Taylor Memorial H. Half-sister to COUP RAY, SINGALONG (dam of ZACROONA - TURQUOISE FOREVER (MAC.)), PENNY ARCADE (dam of AL STRADA - TWIN DELIGHT (H.K.)), Electrostatic. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

FIRE SONG (f by Senor Pete (USA)). 5 wins-1 at 2–at 1150, 1200m, $205,471, AJC Sapphire S., Gr 2, Waikato RC Highview Stud H., Rotorua RC Lake Plaza Hotel H., 3d STC Sheraco S., L, 4th STC Birthday Card S., Gr 3. Dam of Olympic Anthem. 4 wins to 1350m, $135,211, to 2015, BRC LED Superscreens H., 4th Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, BRC Gunsynd Classic, Gr 3. Dancing Song. 7 wins 990 to 1485m, Hawke's Bay Just Commercials Partsworld H., Avondale JC Jan's TAB Ponsonby H. Producer.

3rd Dam  
Echostatic, by Prince Echo (Ire). 3 wins-1 at 2–at 880, 1200m, 2d Avondale JC Classic S., Gr 3, 3d HBJC Gold Trail S., Gr 3, AuRC Fletcher Insulation H., Avondale JC National Mutual H. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, all winners, inc:-

COUP RAY (g Exploding Prospect (USA)). 11 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $261,071, Avondale JC Concorde H., Gr 2, WRC Wellington S., Gr 3, Otago RC Champagne S., L, James Hazlett S.H., L, 2d WRC Wakefield Challenge S., Gr 3, 3d Hawke's Bay GR Kelt Memorial H., L.

SINGALONG (f by Danasinga). 4 wins 1200 to 2000m, $180,137, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, Hawke's Bay Guineas, Gr 3, 2d New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of-

ZACROONA - TURQUOISE FOREVER (Mac.) (g Zabeel). 6 wins 1100 to 2100m, $284,425 in Aust and Macau, VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3.

PENNY ARCADE (f Straussbrook). 2 wins at 2, Levin RC Ryder S., L. Dam of-


Electrostatic (f Elnadim (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, 2d Cambridge Breeders' S., Gr 3, Rotorua S., L, Levin RC Ryder S., L.

Stable 4 Row O 2-6
Lot 32

**BAY COLT**

(Branded ° nr sh. 3 off sh. Foaled 13th August 2014)

(Sire) Redoute’s Choice ............ by Danzig......................

**SNITZEL**.....................

Snippets’ Lass ................. by Lunchtime (GB)...........

(Dam) TANGERINE DREAM (FR) 1999

Sadler’s Wells ................ by Northern Dancer ............


1st Dam

TANGERINE DREAM (FR), by Sadler’s Wells. Placed at 2, 3d Deauville Prix d’Hotot en Auge. Sister to SENSIBLE, three-quarter-blood-sister to SPECIAL GALLERY, half-sister to Ciel Rouge. This is her tenth foal. Her ninth foal is a yearling. Her eighth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 6 foals to race, 3 winners-

PEAR TART (f by Dehere (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1400m, $639,900, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersalls’ Tiara, Gr 1, BRC Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, GOA Billboards P., Skyracing.tv H., Goa Get Noticed P., Brc.com.au H., 2d MRC Tristarc S., Gr 2, 3d ATC Wiggle S., L.

Billson (c by Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, 2d MVRC Hoyts Herbs & Spices H., 3d MRC Saint Warden H.

Mawby (g by Purrealist). Winner at 2400m in 2014-15.


Froese (g by Redoute’s Choice). Placed to 2013-14.

Isn’t She Fabulous (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Placed at 2, 2d SAJC Broadspectrum 2YO H.

2nd Dam

RAISONNABLE, by Common Grounds. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1600m, Evry Prix Ronde de Nuit, L, Deauville Prix d’Avranches, 2d Longchamp Prix de la Grotte, Gr 3, Prix des Reservoirs, Gr 3, 3d Longchamp Prix d’Aumale, Gr 3. Sister to Spenderella (dam of COMMON WORLD, SPECIALE), half-sister to AUBE INDIENNE, MARIE NOSTRUM (dam of MARIE DE MEDICI), SPECIAL GALLERY. Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

SENSIBLE (c Sadler’s Wells). 3 wins at 2011m, Longchamp Prix de Suresnes, L, Prix de Ferrieres, Deauville Prix de Bernay, 2d La Coupe de Longchamp, Gr 3, Deauville Prix Ridgway, L, 3d Longchamp Prix Ganay, Gr 1, 4th Longchamp Prix d’Harcourt, Gr 2, Saint-Cloud Prix Jean de Chaudenay, Gr 2.

Ciel Rouge (f Red Ransom (USA)). 2 wins at 2 to 1600m, Deauville Prix de la Ville de Deauville, 2d Deauville Prix des Reservoirs, Gr 3, 3d Toulouse Prix Aymeri de Mauleon, L, 4th Chantilly Prix de Sandringham, Gr 2.

3rd Dam

SALVORA, by Spectacular Bid. Winner at 2000m, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Bridaine, 2d Longchamp Prix de la Sorbonne. Half-sister to SMACKOVER CREEK, Lode, Islands (dam of FIT TO LEAD), Nice Dancing (dam of MUSIDORA), Rolls (dam of FLYING SPUR). Dam of 15 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

AUBE INDIENNE (f Bluebird (USA)). 5 wins 8½f to 1¼m, Santa Anita Yellow Ribbon S., Gr 1, Las Palmas H., Gr 2, Longchamp Prix de la Seine, L.

MARE NOSTRUM (f Caerleon). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1810m, Longchamp Prix Vanteaux, Gr 3, 2d Longchamp Prix Saint-Alary, Gr 1. Grandam of-

LOCAL TIME (f Invincible Spirit (Ire)). 6 wins at 2–1400 to 1900m to 2014-15, Newmarket Oh So Sharp S., Gr 3, Meydan UAE Oaks, Gr 3.
Stable 4 Row O 2-6
On Account of BERKELEY PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)
Lot 33 (No GST) BLACK OR BROWN FILLY
\[\text{Branded } \text{BF}5 \text{ nr } sh. \frac{18}{4} \text{ off sh. Foaled 15th October 2014}\]

**(Sire)**
Fastnet Rock............................ by Danzig.....................
Piccadilly Circus......................... by Royal Academy (USA)
Woodman (USA)........................... by Mr. Prospector..........
Planet Hollywood......................... by Star Watch...............

**(Dam)**
Laetitia.....................................
Sunday Silence......................... by Halo..........................
Magaro.................................... by Caro.........................
Piccadilly Circus......................... by Royal Academy (USA)
Woodman (USA)......................... by Mr. Prospector..........
Tayasu Tsuyoshi (JPN).................

**TENITA MIMANI**
2002
- Piglet's Gold .......................... by Cool Ted.................
- Gold Carat (USA)....................... by Mr. Prospector..........

**STRYKER (AUS) (Bay 2006-Stud 2011).**
2 wins at 1200m, 1350m, A$373,325, BTC Classic, Gr.3, STC Heritage S., L, 3d AJC Galaxy H., Gr.1, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, AJC Challenge S., Gr.2, STC Pago Pago S., Gr.2. Half-brother to SP Exceed and Exalt, SP Puerto Banus and SP Seeking Attention. Sire of SP Miss Loren, She is Stryking and of Sonesta, Andrioli, Lightning Striker and of the placegetters Stryking Love, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

**1st Dam**
TENITA MIMANI, by Tayasu Tsuyoshi (JPN). 3 wins 1400 to 1600m, 2d MRC But Beautiful H. Half-sister to LIVE IN VAIN, SNORT, Live in Sin. This is her fourth living foal. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners-
- Live in Doubt (g by Undoubtedly). **5 wins** at 1400, 1600m to 2013-14.

**2nd Dam**
PIGLET’S GOLD, by Gold Carat (USA). **3 wins** 1100 to 1500m, SAJC Glennon Johnson H., 2d SAJC SA TAB H., VATC Dual Choice H., 3d SAJC ABCOS H. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, **6 winners**, inc:-

**LIVE IN VAIN (g Kenvain).** **10 wins** 1000 to 1410m, $516,075, MRC TS Carlyon Cup, Gr 3, VRC PFD Food Services H., Screens Australasia Winter H., MRC Holding Redlich P, 40th Anniversary H., VRC Bulban H., John Deere Winter Championship Heat 3, SAJC Smokefree H., Scaprac Metals H., 2d MRC Moonga S., Gr 3, VRC Kensington S., L, MRC Sir John Monash S., L, 3d VRC Helvetica S., Gr 3, MRC Rubiton S., Gr 3, VRC Winter Championship H., L, Geoffrey Levett H., 4th VRC Paris Lane S., L.

**SNORT (g Happy Giggle).** **4 wins**-1 at 2-1200 to 1410m, $437,275, VRC Poseidon S., L, Williamstown H., MRC BMW Melbourne Classic H., 2d MRC Debutant S., L, Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), L, VRC Zouki H., MRC Corps of Commissionaires H., Le Pine Funerals Cup H., 3d MRC Bletchingly S., Gr 3, QTC Queensland Day 3YO P., L, VRC Williamstown H., MRC Rock Ebony H., Clamms Seafood H., MVRC Geoff Torney Cup, 4th VRC Danehill S., Gr 3, MVRC St Albans S., L, QTC Brisbane P., L.

**Live in Sin (f Noverre (USA)).** **6 wins**-1 at 2-1000 to 1518m, $170,823, MRC New Litho H., Magic Flute H., SAJC Helen Hill Smith H., 2d MRC BMW Melbourne H., 3d VRC Let’s Elope S., Gr 2, AJC Angst S., L.

- Intensive. **5 wins** 1100 to 1450m, 3d SAJC Hitide H.
- Tenita Mimani. **3 wins**. See above.
- The Golden Pig. **Winner** at 2060m in 2014-15.

**3rd Dam**
PIGLET, by Cool Ted. **Winner** at 1200m. Dam of 3 foals, all winners-
- Bob’s Gold. **Winner** at 1200m, 2d TTC Johnny Walker H.

**4th Dam**
PIGALLE (NZ), by Rangong (GB). **9 wins** 1200 to 2400m, STC Canterbury Cup, VATC Herbert Power H., Mornington Cup, VRC Riverside Welter H., MVRC Belmont Park H., STC Wilkes S., VATC Gladsome H., Royal Show H., 2d AJC Chairman’s H. Dam of 1 foal, **1 winner**.
Stable 2 Row L 1-10
On Account of ROTHWELL PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Blandford (As Agent)

Lot 34
(Branded LJI nr sh. 23
4 off sh. Foaled 3rd September 2014)

BAY COLT

(Sire) A.P. Indy.......................... Seattle Slew..................... by Bold Reasoning..............
Bernardini (USA)...........................
Weekend Surprise....................... by Secretariat......................
Cara Rafaela ...................... Quiet American............. by Fappiano........................
............................... Oil Fable................................. by Spectacular Bid..............

(Dam) Palace Music (USA)............. The Minstrel ...................... by Northern Dancer............
Tennis................................. Come My Prince................ by Prince John.....................
1992 Starlit Queen (NZ) ............... Sir Tristram (Ire)............ by Sir Ivor............................
.................................. Star Lot............................... by Imperialist (USA).............

BERNARDINI (USA) (Bay 2003-Stud 2007). 6 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Pimlico
Preakness S., Gr.1. Leading NZ Sire of 2YOs 2012-13. Sire of 652 rnrs, 347
wnrs, 36 SW, inc. Ruud Awakening (ARC Diamond S., Gr.1), Boban, To Honor
and Serve, Alpha, Stay Thirsty, Go Indy Go, Angela Renee, A.Z. Warrior,
Biondetti, Toydini, Gamilati, Wilburn, Cavorting, Impetuous, Spellbound,
Thyskens' Theory, Romansh, Dame Dorothy, Edison, Gala Award, etc.

1st Dam
Tennis, by Palace Music (USA). Unraced. Sister to Palace Glow (dam of
NEDIYM’S GLOW, RED COLOSSUS). This is her twelfth living foal. Dam
of 10 foals to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Majestic Feeling (g by Unbridled’s Song (USA)). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m,
$234,443, STC Essence Restaurant H., HKJC Carpenter H., Good Tenison
H., 2d AJC Carrington S., L, 4th STC Satellite S., L.

Imperial Thunder (g by Thunder Gulch (USA)). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, AJC
First Fleet P, 2d STC Blacktown Workers Club Group H.

Tennisitci Belle (f by Citidancer (Ire)). 2 wins at 1360, 1400m, WRC NZTBA
Famis Bonus 3YO Fillies H. Dam of 3 winners-

Peach Cove (f Buffalo Man (Can)). Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 2d CJC Welcome
S., L.

Ten Belles. 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, BOP RC Stewart Browne Group H., GPS
IT Land Mapping H., Te Aroha JC First Credit Union H.

What a Racquet (f by Street Sense (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m to

Racquetor (g by Bernardini (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 4000m to 2014-15 in NZ.

Boomsta (c by Choisir). Winner at 1200m.

Tournament (f by Commands). Winner at 1400m. Dam off-
Game Set ‘n’ Match. Winner at 1600m.

Taepungcheoreom (c by Refuse to Bend (Ire)). Placed at 3 in Korea.

Lim’s Xaar (f by Xaar (GB)). Unplaced. Dam of-
Bassagel. Winner at 1400m in NZ.

2nd Dam
Starlit Queen (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). Placed at 2. Sister to Starline
(dam of STARLY WAY), half-sister to Acumen, Lottery Prize. Dam of 11
named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Palace Glow (f Palace Music (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1100m,
$128,500, VRC II Globo Rete Italia H., VATC Hurricane Sky 2YO H., 3d
VRC Red Roses S., L, VATC Gwyn Nursery S., L. Dam of 4 winners-

Red CoLOSSUS (g Testa Rossa). 7 wins 1200 to 2014m, $451,250, MRC
Victoria H., Gr 3, SAJC Port Adelaide Guineas, L, Chairman’s S., L, MRC
Betfair H., 2d South Australian Derby, Gr 1, VRC 7mate H., Bairnsdale
Cup, 3d MRC Memsie S., Gr 2, SAJC RA Lee S., Gr 3, Seymour Cup, L.

NEDIYM’S GLOW (f General Nediym). 4 wins–3 at 2–at 1100, 1200m,
$401,400, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, MRC Blue Diamond
Prelude (f), Gr 3, 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, MRC Quezette S., L, 3d
MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, SAJC Yallambee Classic, Gr 2. Producer.

Royal Glow. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Royal Haunt - Miragia (H.K.) (g Hard Spun (USA)). 4 wins 1009 to
1400m, $343,168, to 2013-14, MRC Manfred S., L, HKJC Lion City H.
Stable 1 Row K 10-12
On Account of GLENFERRIE FARM, Roslyn
Lot 35
CHESTNUT FILLY
(Branded 2/4 yr sh. 2/4 off sh. Foaled 8th October 2014)

(Sire) Redoute's Choice .......... by Danzig .................
         Stratum ...................... by Canny Lad .............
Bourgeois ........................ by Kaoru Star .............

(Dam) Testa Rossa ........................
         Testy ...................... by Sir Dapper .............
         Musical d'Accord (USA) ....

2005


1st Dam

Testy, by Testa Rossa. **2 wins** at 2 at 1000, 1050m, SAJC AV Jennings 2YO P., Excel Rent a Car 2YO P., 2d SAJC Breeders' S., **Gr 3**, Schweppes H., Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., 3d MRC Griffiths Coffee Cup, SAJC Parmalat H. This is her third living foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race- Harbour Beau (g by Flying Spur). Placed at 3 in 2014-15 in NZ.

2nd Dam

MUSICAL D’ACCORD (USA), by D’Accord. Unraced. Half-sister to CADILLAC WOMEN, Majestic Dame (dam of EMPOWER). Dam of 6 foals, 3 to race,

**all winners**, inc:-

Testy (f Testa Rossa). **2 wins**. See above.
Western Harmony. **2 wins**–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m. Dam of-
Believe in Harmony. **Winner** at 1300m in 2013-14.
Dr. Jack K. **2 wins** at 6f in U.S.A.

3rd Dam

SHY DAME, by Damascus. Unraced. Half-sister to STONE CRAB. Dam of 11 foals,

8 to race, **5 winners**, inc:-

CADILLAC WOMEN (f Carr de Naskra). **4 wins**–3 at 2–5½f to 7f, $319,270, Belmont Hyde Park H., **L**, Keeneland Indian Summer S., **L**, Arlington Park Palatine S., **L**, 2d Arlington-Washington Lassie S., **Gr 2**, 3d Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies S., **Gr 1**, Del Mar Sandy Blue S., **L**. Grandam of-
Dawn Of War (c Catienus). **3 wins** at 2 5½f to 8½f, $409,489, Keeneland Breeder's Futurity, **Gr 1**, Canterbury Brian Barescheer juveniles S., **L**, 2d River Downs Cradle S., **L**, Prairie Meadows Prairie Gold Juvenile S., **L**, 4th Churchill Downs Derby Trial S., **L**.

SPEEDINTHRUTHECITY (f City Zip). **7 wins**–1 at 2–5f to 7f, $402,751, to 2014, Oaklawn Carousel S., **L**, Churchill Downs Roxelana S., **L**, Dream Supreme S., **L**, 2d Del Mar Sorrento S., **Gr 3**, Hollywood Landaluce S., **L**, 3d Calder Azalea S., **Gr 3**, 4th Keeneland Thoroughbred Club of America S., **Gr 2**, Saratoga Honorable Miss H., **Gr 2**.

SOUTHWEST LADY (f Sightseeing). **3 wins** at 2 4½f to 1m, Delaware Irish Sonnet S., **L**, 3d Delaware White Clay Creek S., **L**.

Majestic Dame. **Winner** at 5½f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-

EMPOWER (f Marauding (NZ)). **2 wins**–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, AJC Widden S., **L**, STC Veilmon H., 2d STC Magic Night S., **Gr 2**, 4th BTC Coca-Cola Classic, **Gr 3**, VRC Red Roses S., **L**. Producer.

Fire in the Hole. **6 wins** at 1400, 1600m, AJC Ashbury H.
Vital Asset. **6 wins** 1000 to 1600m, QTC Young Members Cup.
Enchant. **Winner** at 2 at 1250m, STC New Canterbury Park 2YO H.
Grand Geisha. Started twice. Dam of 3 winners-

Ten to Zero. **8 wins**–1 at 2–to 2014-15, ATC Sydney Markets Foundation H.
Wallflower. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-Invisible City. **4 wins** 1200 to 1600m, STC Gow-Gates Financial Services H.
On Account of ROTHWELL PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Blandford (As Agent)

Lot 36

BAY FILLY

(Branded LJI nr sh. 31 off sh. Foaled 10th September 2014)

(Sire) DREAM AHEAD (USA)
Diktat ........................................... by Known Fact............................
Land of Dreams ................................ by Sadler’s Wells...........................

(Dam) THEN AGAIN ..........................
Arvola ........................................... by Young Generation.....
Sahara Star ..................................... by Green Desert......................

2000 Western Rumour (NZ)....

Champion Sprinter in Europe in 2011. Champion 3YO Miler in France & GB in
2011. Joint Champion 2YO Colt in Europe & GB in 2010. 6 wins-3 at 2-at
1200m, 1400m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1, Middle Park S., Gr.1, Deauville Prix
Morny, Gr.1, Longchamp Prix de la Foret, Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Into the
Dark. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam
THEN AGAIN, by Armidale. 8 wins 1000 to 1550m, $129,930, AJC Bigpond
Movies H., STC Mascot RSL H., 2d AJC Hula Flight H., 3d STC Harvey
Norman H. Half-sister to TO BE FAIR, Cullemour. This is her fourth live
foal. Her third foal is an unraced 3YO. Her first two foals are unraced.

2nd Dam
WESTERN RUMOUR (NZ), by Western Symphony (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at
1200m, STC Wenona Girl H., Mona 2YO H., 2d AJC Denis Rowe H., STC
Western Earthmoving WJ Friend H., Ripa H., 3d AJC Turf Monthly H. Half-
sister to Winning Spirit. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

TO BE FAIR (g Kaaptive Edition (NZ)). 7 wins 1100 to 1500m, $243,915,
VRC Yallambee Stud S., Gr 3, STC Outback Orange Juice H., Darwin TC
Palmerston Sprint H., AJC Safilo H., Avondale JC Frank Sing Solicitors H.

Cullemour (c Cullen). 4 wins–1 at 2–1000, 1100m, CJC Perfect Packaging
H., 2d Manawatu RC Newmarket Lodge 2YO H., WRC Construction Ltd
3YO H., BOP RC Gartshore Interiors H., 3d CJC Pegasus S., L.

Then Again. 8 wins. See above.

Another Chance. 3 wins at 1300, 1600m, AJC Rising Prince H., 2d AJC
Balmoral 2YO H., 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Randwick Betting Auditorium H.

Fortelo. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, 4th AuRC Great Northern Foal S., L. Dam of-

Tuscan Spirit (g Chianti (Ire)). 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m,
$1,036,212, HKJC Cheung Hong H., Super Fit H., BOP RC Gartshore
Interior Fitouts 2YO H., HKJC Electronic Unicorn H., Lok Fu H., Skol Cup,
3d Mercedes-Benz Hong Kong Classic Mile, HK-1, HKJC Premier Bowl H.,
HK-3, 4th HKJC Sha Tin Sprint Trophy, HK-3, Premier P., HK-3.

Dilly. 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, $109,450, to 2014-15, Taranaki RC Hermes
Syndication H., HKJC Police Cup.

Barolo - My Target (Mac.). 2 wins at 1500m to 2014-15 in Macau.

Tindaroo Star. Winner at 1200m.

3rd Dam
GOSSIPER (USA), by Miswaki. 2 wins at 2 in Great Britain. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to
race, 2 winners, inc:-

Winning Spirit (g Westminster). 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $606,804,
RHKJC Tung Wah Centenary Challenge Cup, Queen’s Silver Jubilee H.,
American Club Challenge Cup, Straight Six P., Sandberg Gold Cup, Lamma
Island H., 2d RHKJC Sha Tin Vase, HK-2, Kukri Trophy, Hysan H.

4th Dam
EAVESDROP, by Rock Talk. 6 wins–2 at 2, Penn National Blue Mountain
Futurity, L, 3d River Downs Rambling Rose H., L. Dam of 9 named foals, 8
to race, 6 winners, inc:-

In the Navy. 14 wins, $121,996 in U.S.A.
Stable 3 Row E 4-10
On Account of SLEDMERE STUD, Scone
(As Agent for Cynright Pty Ltd Reduction Sale)
Lot 37
(Branded $A nr sh. 23 4 off sh. Foaled 11th October 2014)

BAY COLT

(Sire) Fastnet Rock...............  Danehill (USA)................. by Danzig..........................
YOUR SONG ..................... Piccadilly Circus .................. by Royal Academy (USA)
Y.......... Fuji Kiseki (JPN)........... by Sunday Silence..............

(Dam) Zembu ......................... Wanice (USA)................. by Mr. Prospector..............
TRADING HALT .................... Pins................................... by Snippets.........................
2008 Econsul (NZ)................... Gypsy Soul ...................... by Centaine.........................
SALIAH, by Salieri (USA) ....  Piccadilly Circus .......... by Royal Academy (USA)
YOUR SONG (AUS) (Brown 2009-Stud 2013). 3 wins-2 at 2-1000m,
A$447,180, BRC BTC Cup, Gr.1, ATC JDC Flooring 2YO H., Pluck at Vinery 2YO H.,
2d ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2. Grandson of a
three-quarter-sister to SW Golden Attraction, SW Cape Canaveral and SW Red Carnival; a half-sister to SW Fantastic Light (Breeders’ Cup Turf, Gr.1) and
SW Hi Dubai. His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam TRADING HALT, by Econsul (NZ). Winner at 1400m, MRC Ahern’s at Highways
After the Last H., 2d MRC Coates Hire H. Half-sister to BANK ROBBER,
Kwassa Kwassa. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam SALIAH, by Salieri (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m. Half-sister to
PONTON FLYER (dam of MINNESOTA SHARK), Peta’s Potion. Dam of
8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
BANK ROBBER (g Dash for Cash). 5 wins 1150 to 1400m, $554,050, AJC
Tramway H., Gr 3, Show County H., L, Centennial Park P., Cadbury Dairy
Milk H., Randwick Betting Auditorium H., 2d AJC Epsom H., Gr 1, BTC
Cup, Gr 1, 3d VRC Patinack Classic, Gr 1, MVRC Schweppes S., Gr 2, 4th
VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, Gilgai S., Gr 2, STC Canterbury Classic, L.

Kwassa Kwassa (g Distant Music (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, $209,525,
VRC Inglis Series 2YO H., MVRC Junior Jocks Xmas Party 2YO P., 2d VRC
Moomba P., L, Cromwell H., MRC WJ (Bill) Adams 2YO H.

Tycoon Sal. Winner at 1310m, 3d TDC Silver Ingot 2YO H. Dam of 2 winners-
Conviction. Winner at 1200m, 2d TRC Fuji Xerox Printers 2YO H., TTC AAMI
Launceston Cup in February H., New Years Day at Longford H.

Liberty Tycoon. 9 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2014-15.

3rd Dam CURRABAHAH, by Northern Spring (Ire). 12 wins 1000 to 1228m, VRC Matron S.,
Furious H., SAJC Lindsay Park Stud H., VATC Lowland H., Swell Time H., John
Payne H. Sister to NORTHERN COPY, half-sister to SHIPWRECK, Coaltar,
Green Action. Dam of 15 named foals, 14 to race, all winners, inc:-
PONTON FLYER (f Flying Spur). 4 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1600m, $803,700,
VRC Av Kewney S., Gr 2, VATC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3, 2d VRC
Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, VATC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Dam of 5 winners-
MINNESOTA SHARK (g Lonhro). Winner at 1200m, $174,405, MVRC
Mitchell McKenzie S., L, 3d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, 4th
VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2.

Miss Octopussy (f Lonhro). 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $379,590, VRC Mrs Mac’s
Beef Pie H., 2d MRC Christmas S., L, 3d SAJC Robert Sangster S., Gr 1.

Peta’s Potion (f Noalcoholic (Fr)). 3 wins at 1350, 1400m, VATC Moonga H.,
VRC Hi-Jinx H., 2d VRC Av Kewney S., Gr 2, Vanity S., L.

Miss Octopussy (f Lonhro). 6 wins at 1350, 1400m, VATC Moonga H.,
VRC Hi-Jinx H., 2d VRC Av Kewney S., Gr 2, Vanity S., L.

Miss Octopussy (f Lonhro). 6 wins at 1350, 1400m, VATC Moonga H.,
VRC Hi-Jinx H., 2d VRC Av Kewney S., Gr 2, Vanity S., L.

Currah’s Class. 13 wins–1 at 2–to 1400m, QTC Mighty Keys H.

Captain Zero. 5 wins, WATC Rotary International Provincial Championship Final.

Dux of the Class. 2 wins at 2, VRC Tooheys Extra Dry 2YO H. Dam of 6 winners-

Indiana Junior – Blasting Torpedo (Sing.). Winner at 1600m, MVRC Members
Equity Bank P., 2d Singapore TC Class 4 H., 3d Singapore TC Chevron H.
On Account of SLEDMERE STUD, Scone
(As Agent for Cynright Pty Ltd Reduction Sale)

Lot 38

CHESTNUT COLT

(Branded TTE nr sh. 1/4 off sh. Foaled 2nd September 2014)

(Sire) FOXWEDGE

Fastnet Rock.......................... Piccadilly Circus..................
Danehill (USA) .................... by Danzig .........................

Forest Native (USA)............. Forest Wildcat ..................... Miss Timebank .............
Danehill (USA) ....................... by Storm Cat .................. by Water Bank ............

(Dam) TRUE MALT

Elusive Quality (USA)....... Gone West ....................... Touch of Greatness........
2008................................... by Mr. Prospector .......... by Hero's Honor ...........

FOXWEDGE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 5 wins-2 at 2-at 1100m, 1200m,
A$952,450, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1, ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2, San
Domenico S., Gr.3. Clary Conners 2YO P., 2d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, ATC
Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, 4th
ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, VRC Lightning S., Gr.3, Brother to SW She's a Fox
(ATC Rosebud H., L). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam TRUE MALT, by Elusive Quality (USA). Winner at 1050m. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam STRAWBERRY MALT, by Lion Hunter. 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $285,700,
QTC Bright Shadow H., L, Golden Garter H., L, Hahn Premium Light H., BTC
Metropolitan Funerals H., Qld Tatt's RC Hardy Bros Jewellers H., QTCP Thurlow
2YO H., 2d QTC Juanmo H., L, Young Carbinier H., 3d QTC J Cadell Garrick H.,
L, Skyb Blue H. Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
True Malt. Winner. See above.

3rd Dam ROYAL MALT, by Black Zephyr (NZ). 6 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1800m, Toowoomba
TC Fillies Heat Mini Nugget S., 2d BATC Pandour H., 3d BATC Koala
Corporation H., QTC Leasepac H. Half-sister to Romanino. Dam of 12 foals,
10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
STRAWBERRY MALT (f Lion Hunter). 6 wins. See above.
Aloha Baby. Winner at 1000m, 3d QTC Ascot Bar H. Producer.
Philanderer. 4 wins at 1400, 1600m.
Royal Aby. 3 wins at 1000, 1100m. Producer.
New Regime. 3 wins 1200 to 1630m.

4th Dam YOUNG MALTY, by Young Brolga. 2 wins at 2 at 5f, BATC 2YO H. Half-sister to
TANDAWANNA, Maltdear (dam of RAYLOE), Maltray (dam of KULALI).
Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
Romanino (c Claudius (Ire)). 15 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1400m, BATC Flying
H., Qantas Flying H., Qld Tatt's RC WD Ross S., QTCP Open H., Playground
& Recreation Welter H., Welter H., Flying H., BATC 2YO H., Novice H., QTCP
2YO H., 2d QTC Ascot H., L, 3d BATC XXXX S.H., Gr 3, HJ Murphy H. Sire.
Upside Down. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
Illustrator (f Semipalatinsk (USA)). 3 wins at 1800, 2400m, 2d SCTC
Corbould Park Anniversary Cup, L, BATC Foster's Special Bitter H., QTCP
Southern Cross H., 3d QTCP St Leger. Producer.
This Way Up. Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d BATC Tristram H. Dam of 5 winners-
MAKE MINE MAGIC (g Canadian Silver (Can)). 14 wins 1000 to 2200m,
QTC Grand Prix S., Gr 2, Sir Byrne Hart S., Gr 2, BTC Summer S., Gr 3,
Bernborough H., L-twice, QTCP Dr John Power H., L, GCTC Surfers
Paradise Bowl, L, 2d BTC Cup, Gr 2, QTCP PJ O'Shea S., Gr 2, BTC Sprint
H., Gr 3, BTC Courier-Mail Classic S., 4th QTCP Stradbroke H., Gr 1-twice.
Magic Star. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-
MISS UPSTART (f Snippetson). 3 wins–2 at 2–880 to 1400m,
Counties Challenge S., L, 3d ATC South Pacific Classic, L.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Foaled</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Race Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1st Dam, by Redoute’s Choice. Placed at 2. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 winners- Kingdom of Dreams (g by Fastnet Rock). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, $124,470, to 2014-15, MVRC Wedrive.com.au H., 2d MVRC Anne Marie Classic 54 H. Crafty Choice (g by Starcraft (NZ)). 2 wins at 1000, 1080m. Quantum Dot (g by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1875m in 2014-15. Zigzag Street (g by Fastnet Rock). Placed in 2013-14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2nd Dam, by Marauding (NZ). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1920m, STC Ryde Police SC H., 2d VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Oaks, Gr 1. Half-sister to VICTORY DASH, Victory Command (dam of MASTERKOVA), Demanding (dam of PHENOMENONS, SPACECRAFT). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:– Command the Wind. 4 wins 1200 to 2200m, $104,430, VRC Emerald Isle Welter H., MRC Vengeance H., QTC Terry Hendle Bursary H. Call Me Maybe. 3 wins 1200 to 2000m to 2013-14, Taranaki RC Waterfront Hotel H., 2d Hawke’s Bay Waikato Stud S.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>3rd Dam, by Charmande (USA). 6 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, AJC Analie H., L, Lachie Melville H., Super Grasse H., STC USS Midway SC Series H. Half-sister to TIERCE. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:– VICTORY DASH (c Victory Prince). 9 wins–2 at 2–800 to 1600m, $323,820 in Aust and Malaysia, WATC Ascot S., L, Fairetha S., L, 2d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, WATC Sir Ernest Lee Steere Classic S., Gr 3, Selangor Gold Cup, L, Selangor TC Piala Emas Selangor Selangor, L. Tempest Command (f Marauding (NZ)). 2 wins. See above. Victory Command (f Victory Prince). Winner at 1200m, VATC API H., 2d AJC Kogarah RSL H., 3d MVRC Laurent Perrier S., Gr 2. Dam of- MASTERKOVA (f Fairy King (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1420, 2100m, Tasmanian Oaks, L, VATC Cambria H. Producer. Demanding. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, WATC Forehand H. Dam of 5 winners- SPACECRAFT (g Galileo (Ire)). 7 wins 1400 to 1600m, $638,413, to 2013-14, SAJC Penny Edition S., L, 2d MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr 2, Dato’ Tan Chin Nam S., Gr 2, 3d MRC St George S., Gr 2, Sandown S., Gr 3, Zeditave S., L, 4th VRC Tab.com.au S., Gr 3, MRC Easter Cup, Gr 3. PHENOMENONS (c Giant’s Causeway (USA)). 5 wins 1100 to 2200m, $272,600, WATC Melvista S., L, JC Roberts S., L, 2d WATC Cyril Flower S., L, 3d Western Australian Derby, Gr 1, 4th WATC TJ Smith Trophy, L. Washington Heights (c Commands). Placed at 2 &amp; 3 to 2014-15, 2d ATC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, San Domenico S., Gr 3.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stable 2 Row G 3-8
On Account of RHEINWOOD PASTORAL CO.,
Mittagong
(As Agent for Jacob Park Thoroughbreds)
Lot 40
BAY COLT
(Branded nr sh. 2 4 off sh. Foaled 16th September 2014)

(Sire) Exceed and Excel Danehill (USA).................... by Danzig....................
EXCELEBRATION (IRE) Patrona (USA) ....................... by Lomond....................
Sun Shower Indian Ridge......................... by Ahonoora (GB)....................

(Dam) Miss Kemble (GB) ....................... by Warning....................
UP STATE (GB)................................. Northern Dancer ................. by Nearctic....................
1999 Sadler's Wells............................. Fairy Bridge....................... by Bold Reason....................

EXCELEBRATION (IRE) (Bay 2008-Stud Ire. 2013, Aust. 2013). Champion Older Male Miler in France & GB in 2012. 8 wins-2 at 2-from 1200m to 1610m, Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1, Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, Gr.1, Deauville Prix Jacques Le Marois, Gr.1, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.2, Cologne Mehl-Mulhens Rennen, Gr.2, 2d Royal Ascot Queen Anne S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Mull of Killough (Newmarket Darley S., Gr.3). His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam
UP STATE (GB), by Sadler’s Wells. Winner at 3118m, Maisons-Laffitte Prix de Bois Barbot, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix Mongolie, Prix Gladiator, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Flossie, 4th Saint-Cloud Prix Denisy, L. Half-sister to LORD OF MEN, HER LADYSHIP (dam of DIGNIFY), Be Mine (dam of POLISH PATRIOT). This is her ninth foal. Her eighth foal is a 2YO. Her seventh foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Westchester (f by Reset). 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1550m, $154,705, ATC Big Sports Breakfast H.-twice, 2d ATC Spotless H., Become an ATC Sponsor H., MRC Hilton Manufacturing H., 3d Hawkesbury RC Blake’s Marine H.
Wassaic (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). 6 wins 1400 to 1600m, $213,882, Singapore TC Benevolent S., Good Deeds S., Gardens by the Bay S., Class 4 H., 2d MRC St Covet H., Bettfair H., Singapore TC New Paper Trophy, Always Certain H., Kranji D S., Class 4 H.-3 times.
Adirondack (g by Lonhro). 2 wins at 1207, 1450m in 2013-14, 3d MVRC Chandler Macleod S., VRC Primacy H., Straight Draw H.
Dubai to Dublin (c by Dubai Destination (USA)). Winner at 2015m.

2nd Dam
UPPER STRATA, by Shirley Heights. 3 wins–2 at 2–9f to 2m, Newmarket George Stubbs S., L, Zetland S., L, 3d Chester S., L, Kempton Heron S., L, 4th Irish St Leger, Gr 1, Newmarket Princess of Wales’s S., Gr 2, Fred Archer S., L. Half-sister to Habitancy. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
LORD OF MEN (c Groom Dancer (USA)). 10 wins–3 at 2–1400 to 2100m, £182,502 in Great Britain, France and U.A.E, Longchamp Prix de la Salamandre, Gr 1, La Coupe de Maisons-Laffitte, Gr 3. Sire.
HER LADYSHIP (f Polish Precedent). 2 wins at 2100m, Saint-Cloud Prix de la Seine, L, 2d Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr 1. Dam of 8 winners-
DIGNIFY (f Rainbow Quest). 2 wins at 2 at 1400, 1600m, Chantilly Prix d’Auamale, Gr 3, 3d Newmarket Sweet Solera S., L, 4th Oaks d’Italia, Gr 1.
Lady Bountiful (f Spectrum (Ire)). 3 wins at 2000m, 3d Le Lion-d’Angers Prix Urban Sea, L. Producer.

3rd Dam
BRIGHT LANDING, by Sun Prince. 3 wins, Deauville Prix de Franceville. Sister to Eastern Shore (dam of CARMITA), half-sister to EASY LANDING, LIFTING (dam of ARNEB, FRANKENSTEIN). Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 4 winners, inc-
Habitancy (f Habitat). Placed at 3, 3d Newmarket Bentinck S., L. Producer. Stratospheric. Unplaced. Dam of-
Coup Acclaim (g Acclamation). 5 wins, 3d WATC Detonator S., L.
Radiancy. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Chicken Soup (g Dansili). 5 wins 7¼f to 9¾f, 2d Lingfield Doncaster Mile, L.
Stable 2 Row L 1-10
On Account of ROTHWELL PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Blandford (As Agent)

Lot 41

BAY COLT
(Branded LII nr sh. 12 4 off sh. Foaled 7th September 2014)

(Sire) Lonhro ......................... Octagonal (NZ) .............
PIERRO ........................... by Zabeel (NZ) ............
Miss Right Note (Ire) ...... Shadae (NZ) ................ by Straight Strike ........

(Dam) Encosta de Lago ........ Fairy King (USA) ..........
WITTENOOM WAY ......... by Northern Dancer ....
2008 Petta Gaye ...................... Shoal Creek ............
 ........ by Star Way (GB) ........
 ........ by Danzig .............
 ........ by Doyoun .............
 ........ by Doyoun .............
 ........ by Sadler's Wells ....
 ........ by Doyoun .............

PIERRO (AUS) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Leading 3YO Male on the 2013 WTR (Sprint). Champion 2YO in Australia in 2011-12. 11 wins-6 at 2-from 1000m to 1600m, A$4,536,650, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, Champagne S., Gr.1, Canterbury S., Gr.1, George Ryder S., Gr.1, Silver Slipper S., Gr.2. Out of a half-sister to SW Laverock (Longchamp Prix d'Ispahan, Gr.1). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam

WITTENOOM WAY, by Encosta de Lago. Winner at 2300m, 2d ATC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre 2YO H., 3d ATC Australian Turf Club P. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam

PETTA GAYE, by Danehill (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to HORLICKS (dam of BREW, BUBBLE, Hit the Mark, Scotch and Water (dam of THE EMBASSY - MR AMBASSADOR (MAL.))). Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Champagne Days. 3 wins 1400 to 1800m, $424,291, HKJC Garden Road H., Hoi Lai H., Greater China Over the Top H., 2d HKJC Russian Pearl H.
It's Wine O'clock - Green Super (H.K.). 3 wins –1 at 2–at 1200m, Waikato RC Hinuera Lodge 2YO H.
Chula Vista. 2 wins –1 at 2–at 1100, 1250m, ATC James Boag H., STC Ruse Tavern Tipsters 2YO P., 3d ATC Tamarama H., 4th AJC Fernhill H., L.

3rd Dam

MALT (NZ), by Moss Trooper (USA). Unraced. Sister to FLUTED, half-sister to INTERSTELLAR, Fine Design. Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

HORLICKS (f Three Legs (GB)). Top filly on The 1989-90 Australasian 4YO+ Classification. 17 wins 1200 to 2400m, $3,192,551, AuRC DB Draught Classic, Gr 1-twice, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1, AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1-twice, Manawatu RC Awapuni Gold Cup, Gr 2. Dam of-

BREW (g Sir Tristram (Ire)). Champion Stayer in Australia in 2000-01. 7 wins 1600 to 3200m, $2,384,470, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, Saab H., Gr 2, Japan Trophy Race, L, 2d Moonee Valley Gold Cup, Gr 2.

BUBBLE (f Sir Tristram (Ire)). 4 wins 1200 to 2000m, $171,256, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, 2d AuRC Japan Racing Association Classic, Gr 1.
Fly the Flag. 2 wins at 1400, 2200m in NZ. Dam of-

SOLO FLYER (c Belong to Me (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–to 1500m, STC Ajax S., Gr 2, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, 2d AJC Champagne S., Gr 1.
Latte. Placed at 3 in NZ. Dam of 5 winners-

FIUMICINO (g Zabeel). 7 wins 1600 to 2400m, $3,100,885, Australian Derby, Gr 1, STC BMW S., Gr 1, Hill S., Gr 2, ATC Frank Underwood Cup, L, 3d AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, 1st Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1.
Tipple. Unraced. Dam of-

TREMEC (g Zabeel). 6 wins 1900 to 2600m, $352,390, ATC Chairman's H., Gr 2, Randwick City S., L, 2d ATC Chairman's H., Gr 2.
Stella Artois. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-

MY TUSKER (f Volksraad (GB)). 6 wins 1600 to 2100m, $262,427, AuRC Championship S., Gr 2, Manawatu RC Awapuni Gold Cup, Gr 2.

Hit the Mark (c Straight Strike (USA)). 4 wins 1700 to 2600m, 2d Sapporo Kinen, Jpn-3. Sire.
Lot 42  
**BAY COLT**  
(Branded B by sh. 88 4 off sh. Foaled 1st September 2014)

**Foal Details:**  
(Stallion): Fastnet Rock (USA) by Danzig by Royal Academy (USA)

**Damsire:** Forest Native (USA) by Storm Cat by Water Bank by Royal Academy (USA)

**Sire:** FOXWEDGE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 5 wins-2 at 2-at 1100m, 1200m, A$952,450, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1, ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2, San Domenico S., Gr.3, Clancy Connors 2YO P., 2d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, 4th ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Brother to SW She’s a Fox (ATC Rosebud H., L). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam  
WOODLAND NYMPH (NZ) 1998 by Fastnet Rock (USA) by Danzig by Royal Academy (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to TOIL, Skylock. This is her eighth live foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Her sixth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-


Nymphette (f by Untouchable). 3 wins 900 to 1200m.

Watch Out (g by Exceed and Excel). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam  
OPERATING COST (USA) by Northjet by Star Way (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to TOIL, Skylock. This is her eighth live foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Her sixth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-

**TOIL** (c Star Way (GB)). 13 wins 1400 to 2000m, $584,960, VATC TS Carlyon Cup, Gr 2, MVRC John F Freehan S., Gr 2, Seymour Cup, L, 2d VATC St George S., Gr 2, JJ Liston S., Gr 2, Easter Cup, Gr 3-twice, VRC Auckland Racing Club H., L, Mornington Cup, L, 3d VATC Coongy H., Gr 3, MVRC JRA Trophy, L, Bendigo Cup, L, Ballarat Cup, L, Werribee Cup, L.

**Skylock** (c Star Way (GB)). 6 wins 1400 to 1600m, $131,230, STC Bookmakers H., Gosford RC Carlton Spring Cup, AJC Cordare H., 2d QTC Owners Association Cup, 3d STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1.

3rd Dam  
MIRALLA, by Allangrange. 3 wins at 7f, 1m, Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Curragh Athasi S., Gr 3. Half-sister to WOLVERLIFE, Batioushka (dam of NEW TARGET, BYLAW). Dam of 11 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

**GOLD FOREVER** (f Gold and Ivory (USA)). Winner at 1400m, Gore RC Prince Elliodor S., L. Producer.

Solea. Winner at 2400m in South Africa. Dam of 6 winners-


**IVY GREEN** (g Elliodor). 5 wins 1800 to 2400m, Kenilworth Woolavington H., L, 2d Kenilworth Cape of Good Hope Derby, Gr 2.

Whispering Jet. 3 wins 1200 to 1500m in South Africa. Dam of 3 winners-

**OMATICAYA** (f Silvano (GER)). 4 wins-1 at 2-1400 to 1700m to 2013-14, Kenilworth Jamaica H., L, 2d Kenilworth Jamaica H., L.

Zatsalady. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

**MONTAHLIA** (f Montjeu (Ire)). 6 wins 2000 to 3000m, $237,051, Werribee Cup, L, MVRC Arrow Training Services H.

Milly Molly. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

**YOU THINK SO** (g Golan (Ire)). 8 wins 1400 to 3000m, $407,074, to 2014-15, MVRC Moonee Valley Night Cup, L, VRC Rain Lover H.
On Account of FINCH'S CROSSING, Gunderman

Lot 43

CHESTNUT COLT

(Branded Yn nr sh. 2off sh. Foaled 7th September 2014)

(Sire) AMERICAIN (USA)...... Dynaformer .......................... Roberto .................. by Hail to Reason ..........
America .................................. Andover Way ...................... by His Majesty ......

(Dam) ZADIAMOND (NZ)...... Zabeel (NZ) ...................... Sir Tristram (Ire) ................ by Sir Ivor ..........
1999 Argyle (Ire) ...................... Lady Giselle (Fr) .................. by Nureyev ..........

Pu Yi (IRE) .................. Royal Academy (USA) ......... by Nijinsky ..........
3rd Dam ZADIAMOND (NZ) .................. 1st Dam ZADIAMOND (NZ) ............

AMERICAIN (USA) (Bay or Brown 2005-Stud U.S.A. 2013, Aust. 2013). Head of the 2011 World Thoroughbred Rankings (Extended). Champion Stayer in Europe, Australia & France in 2010. Champion Stayer in France in 2011. 11 wins-1 at 2-from 1400m to 3200m, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr.1. MRC Zipping Classic, Gr.2. MVRC Drake International Cup, Gr.2. Half-brother to SP Amerak, SP Spycrawler and SP Last Born. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam ZADIAMOND (NZ), by Zabeel. 2 wins at 1850, 2000m, 2d STC Australian Ladies Variety Association H., Winning Edge Presentations H. This is her fourth living foal. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners-Randiki (g by Falvelon). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m to 2014-15, 2d ATC Vinery H. Sampoing Nalo (g by Commands). 3 wins 1200 to 1800m in Malaysia.

2nd Dam ARGYLE (IRE), by Royal Academy (USA). Placed at 3 in Ireland. Half-sister to Mandarin Princess. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-Murphy's Creek. 3 wins at 1350, 1469m, BTC Game on Fitness H. Stop the Traffic. 12 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 3600m, STC Mad About the Hat H. Pheebles. Started once. Dam of- Gallinari. 3 wins at 1200, 1350m, $117,830, to 2013-14, BRC Sky Racing H.

3rd Dam PU YI (IRE), by Habitat. Started once. Sister to HABIBTI, half-sister to KNESSET, Great Klaire (dam of ST. KLAIRE). Eight Carat (dam of OCTAGONAL, DIAMOND LOVER, KAAPSTAD, MARQUISE, MOUAWAD). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-Mandarin Princess (f Danehill (USA)). 3 wins to 1200m, 3d AJC PJ Bell H., L. Alute. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Grandam of- Montgomery (g Montjeu (Ire)). 7 wins 2000 to 3300m, $389,549, to 2013-14, MRC Aldgate Lawyers H., 2d MRC Victoria Cup, L, 3d Moonee Valley Night Cup, L, 4th MRC Mornington Cup Prelude, L.
Where’s the Dance. Placed at 2, 2d Sandown Sha Tin S. Grandam of- WONDER SMILE (f Lend a Hand). 9 wins 1200 to 2400m, Bangalore Oaks, L, Bangalore One Thousand Guineas, L. Dam of 2 winners-Modern Sniper (g Noverre (USA)). 6 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2015 in India, 3d Hyderabad Golconda Juvenile Million, L.
Colombiana (c Noverre (USA)). Winner at 1200m in 2015 in India, 2d Mumbai Gool S Poonawalla Million, L, Breeders' Multi-Million, L.
Sun Control (f Ontario). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, 2d Bangalore Oaks, L.

4th Dam KLAIRESSA, by Klairon. Winner at 6f in Great Britain. Sister to D'URBERVILLE.

Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-HABIBTI (f Habitat). 9 wins–3 at 2–at 5f, 6f, Royal Ascot King’s Stand S., Gr 1.
MARQUISE (f Gold and Ivory (USA)). 9 wins, WRC Captain Cook S., Gr 1. DIAMOND LOVER (f Sticks and Stones). 8 wins, AuRC Railway H., Gr 1.
MOUAWAD (c Zabeel). 7 wins to 1600m, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1.
KAAPSTAD (c Sir Tristram (Ire)). 7 wins, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1.
Stable 4 Row H
On Account of THREE BRIDGES THOROUGHBREDS,
Eddington, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 44
BAY FILLY
(Branded ♀ nr sh. 16 4 off sh. Foaled 26th August 2014)

(Sire) Royal Academy (USA)..... Nijsny......................... by Northern Dancer .......
BEL ESPRIT ....................
Bespoken ........................ by Star Approach (GB)........

(Dam) ZUMBARINA..............
Zabee (NZ)...................... by Star Approach (GB)........
2007 Carmina Burana (NZ)..... by Star Approach (GB)........


1st Dam
ZUMBARINA, by Zabeel. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to MIGHT AND POWER. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam
CARMINA BURANA (NZ), by Star Way (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to MIGHT AND POWER, MATTER OF HONOUR, BASTET (dam of BEAUTY PARLOUR, BAROCCI), Buenos Aires (dam of BUENOS DIAS), Miss Priority (dam of LUCKY OWNERS, MISS POWER BIRD). Dam of 12 foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Muteki. Winner at 1000m. Producer.

3rd Dam
Benediction (GB), by Day is Done. Winner at 7f, 3d Phoenix Park Fasig-Tipton S., L. 1998 & 1999 NZ Broodmare of the Year. Half-sister to TANTUM ERGO, Starry Typhoon. Dam of 14 foals, 11 to race, all winners, incl:-
MIGHT AND POWER (g Zabeel). Twice Aust. Horse of the Year. Twice Champion older horse in Australasia. 15 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 3200m, $5,220,890, MVRC WS Cox P., Gr 1, STC Mercedes Classic, Gr 1, AJC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1.

MATTERT OF HONOUR (g Casual Lies (USA)). 7 wins 1100 to 1400m, $404,695, VRC Yallambee Stud S., Gr 3, Chester Manifold S., L.

BASTET (f Giant's Causeway (USA)). 2 wins at 2000, 2100m, Saint-Cloud Prix de la Padjonire, L, 2d Chantilly Prix Allez France, Gr 3. Dam of-


Buenos Aires (f Rainbow Quest). Winner at 2000m, 3d Longchamp Prix de la Seine, L, Saint-Cloud Prix Joubert, L. Dam of 4 winners-

BUENOS DIAS (c Peintre Celebre (USA)). 3 wins at 2200, 2400m, €217,588, Grand Prix de Clairefontaine, L, 3d Hollywood Turf Cup, Gr 1.

Miss Priority. Winner at 1550m, STC Otaki H. Dam of 7 winners-

LUCKY OWNERS (c Danehill (USA)). Champion Miler in Hong Kong in 2003-04. 8 wins 1400 to 2000m, $4,156,545, Hong Kong Mile, Gr 1.

MISS POWER BIRD (f Mukaddamah (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $211,000, VATC Dairy Farmers' Milk S., L. Grandam of-

TIME FOR WAR (c Snitzel). 3 wins at 2 1100 to 1350m, $410,950, in 2013-14, ATC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, BRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 2.

Sumehra. Winner at 1580m, STC Winning Edge H. Dam of 2 winners-

MOSHEEN (f Fastnet Rock). 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2500m, $2,780,350, ATC Randwick Guineas, Gr 1, Vinery Stud S., Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, Edward Manifold S., Gr 2.
Stable 3 Row E 4-10
On Account of SLEDMERE STUD, Scone
(As Agent for Cynright Pty Ltd Reduction Sale)
Lot 45
BROWN FILLY
(Branded $38 nr sh. 18 4 off sh. Foaled 21st October 2014)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock.......................... by Danzig..........................
HINCHINBROOK..........
Snippets’ Lass ............................. by Lunchtime (GB).........

(Dam) Quest for Fame (GB) ......
ALRIGHT .............................
2003 Dinna Fash .............................

HINCHINBROOK (AUS) (Bay 2007-Stud 2011). 2 wins at 2, AJC Skyline S.,
Gr.3, Canonbury S., L, 2d ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, 3d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1,
MRC Oakleigh P., Gr.1, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Snitzel
and SW Viennese. Sire of SP Brooklyn, Old Trieste and of Carriages, Moment of
Music, Thorsborne, Flippant and of the placegetters Brazen, Danglissa Girl,
Edge Away, Talk is Cheap, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam
ALRIGHT, by Quest for Fame (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to CELTS. This is her
fourth living foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam
of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam
DINNA FASH, by Canny Lad. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 900, 1400m, AJC Veilmond H., 2d
STC Allen’s Soothers H., 4th AJC Reginald Allen H., L. Half-sister to
APPOINT. Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-

CELTS (f Lonhro). 4 wins at 1100, 1200m, $337,835, ATC Birthday Card S.,
Gr 3, City Tatt’s RC Governor Macquarie Cup, L, MVRC Mitchelton Wines
Premium H., AJC Sadleir P., 2d ATC Fireball H., L, Eskimo Prince S., L,
MRC Sportingbet Sprint Series Final S., L, 3d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2,
Gosford Guineas, L, 4th ATC Sheraco S., L.
Euripides. 3 wins 1800 to 2000m, STC Colonel Crawford Lifestyle Cars H.,
Giddy-Up Day H.
Gramercy. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, AJC Gough Whitlam H., Woodbine H., 2d
BTC Paddock Tavern H., 3d AJC McGrath Estate Agents H.
Kenna. Winner at 1000m in 2014-15, WATC Westspeed H., 2d WATC
Westspeed H., 3d WATC Westspeed H.
Termination - Mainland Shuttle (H.K.). Winner at 1400m, $214,709, AJC CVD
Ladies Auxiliary H., 2d STC Pages Event Equipment H., HKJC Kowloon City H.
Kraftwerk. Winner at 1118m in 2013-14, 2d Ballarat TC Magic Millions Ballarat
3YO Classic, VRC RSL P., AR Creswick Series Heat H.

3rd Dam
LEETRELA, by Alert (GB). Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC HRC Design Services H., 2d
AJC Ted McManamin H., STC Garden Island H., Marine H. Sister to WARNED,
half-sister to SHOW COUNTY. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

APPOINT (c Alquoz (USA)). 11 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $494,858, VATC
Rubiton S., Gr 3, STC Moet & Chandon H., L-twice, 2d MVRC Schweppes S.,
Gr 2, AJC Shorts H., Gr 3, 3d MVRC Schweppes S., Gr 2, VATC Schillaci S.,
Gr 2, SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3-twice, 4th SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1.

4th Dam
SHOWRICA, by Dorica Star. 6 wins–2 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, AJC Austral H., STC
Kogarah H., 2d AJC Birdcage Welter H., STC Museum H. Dam of 10 foals, 8
to race, 5 winners, inc:-

WARNED (c Alert (GB)). 10 wins 1200 to 1600m, $348,206, VRC Ampol S.H.,
Gr 1, Carbine Club S., L, AR Creswick S.H., L, 2d Kilmore Cup, L, 3d
WATC Railway S., Gr 1, VRC Great Western H., Gr 3.
SHOW COUNTY (c County). 12 wins–6 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $1,046,450, AJC
San Domenico S., Gr 2, Challenge S., Gr 2, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, STC
Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, Canterbury S., Gr 2, AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 3.
Stable 4 Newmarket 1-10

On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 46

(Branded \( \_ \) nr sh. \( \frac{45}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 6th September 2014)

BROWN FILLY

(Pierro - Shadja, by Storm Bird)

**PIERRO** (AUS) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Leading 3YO Male on the 2013 WTR (Sprint). Champion 2YO in Australia in 2011-12. 11 wins-6 at 2-from 1000m to 1600m, A$4,536,650, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, Champagne S., Gr.1, Canterbury S., Gr.1, George Ryder S., Gr.1, Silver Slipper S., Gr.2. Out of a half-sister to SW Laverock (Longchamp Prix d'Ispahan, Gr.1). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam

AMAZING TALE (USA), by Tale of the Cat. 2 wins at 2 at 4½f, 5f, Prairie Meadows Prairie Gold Lassie S., L, 2d Prairie Meadows Goldfinch S., L. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Dam of 2 foals to race, 1 winner-

King Victor (g by Medaglia d'Oro (USA)). **Winner** at 1215m in 2014-15. Foxyness (f by Fastnet Rock). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2nd Dam

SVEA DAHL, by Honor Grades. 10 wins 6f to 9f, $433,500, Aqueduct Turnback the Alarm H., Gr 3, Laurel Carousel S., L, Belmont Allowance, Hollywood Allowance, 4th Santa Anita Sunshine Millions Distaff S., L. Half-sister to VUELO COLORIDO, Masquerade, Wave the Colors (dam of PRIVATE PROMISE). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

AMAZING TALE (f Tale of the Cat). 2 wins. See above.

Robbos Courage. 7 wins 6f to 1m in U.S.A.

Hard Nine. 4 wins–1 at 2–5½f to 1m to 2015 in U.S.A.

Bluegrass Kopp. 2 wins at 6f, 7f in U.S.A.

Don't Blame Teddy. 2 wins at 6f, 7½f in U.S.A.

3rd Dam

PRESENT COLORS, by Prized. Unraced. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, all winners-

SVEA DAHL (f Honor Grades). 10 wins. See above.

VUELO COLORIDO (c Meadow Flight). 21 wins 5½f to 7f, $222,230 in Puerto Rico, El Comandante Clasico Rafael Martinez Nadal, L, 4th El Comandante Clasico Battle Morn, L.

Masquerade (f Silent Name). 5 wins 6f to 8½f, $189,003, to 2015, 2d Fair Grounds Marie G Krantz Memorial H., L, 3d Fair Grounds Louisiana Futurity (f), L, 4th Fair Grounds Azalea S., L.

Flying Tiger. 4 wins at 4½f, 5½f in U.S.A.

Belong Midway. 3 wins at 1000, 1200m in Argentina.

Wave the Colors. Unraced. Dam of-


4th Dam

Blue and Green (USA), by Miswaki. 5 wins, 2d Turf Paradise Genuine Risk H., L. Half-sister to Super Actor, Kaydanna (dam of KAYDEE CLASSIC). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Stella Reine. 4 wins 900 to 1100m.

Wild Green Zone. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 4½f, 5f in U.S.A.

Deacon Blue. 3 wins in U.S.A.
BAY FILLY

Lot 47

On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney

BULLET TRAIN (GB) ... (Branded \(\checkmark\) nr sh. \(\frac{23}{4}\) off sh. Foaled 24th October 2014)

(Sire) Sadler's Wells ............... by Nearctic........................
Fairy Bridge..................... by Bold Reason..................
Kind............................... by Danzig.......................
Rainbow Lake.................... by Rainbow Quest.......... 

(Dam) ANGORA....................... Barathea (Ire) 1998

Sadler's Wells ............... by Northern Dancer........
Brocade.......................... by Habitat....................
Kampala (GB)..................... by Kalamoun...........
Allez Sauvage................... by Best Western.......... 

BULLET TRAIN (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud 2013). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1m, 11½f,
£114,822, Lingfield Derby Trial S., Gr.3, 2d Newbury Dubai Duty Free Golf
World Cup S., 4th Goodwood Sussex S., Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr.1. Half-
brother to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1), SW Noble Mission
(Goodwood Gordon S., Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S., L). Out
of SW Kind. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam
Angora, by Barathea (Ire). Winner at 2 at 1500m, STC Fruit & Vegetables 2YO
H., 2d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Kensington War Memorial Club 2YO H., 3d
STC De Bortoli H., AJC Cabra-Vale Diggers Club H., 4th Illawarra 2YO Classic,
Gr 3, VRC Great Western H., L. This is her ninth living foal. Her eighth foal
is a yearling. Her seventh foal is a 2YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 winners-

CANALI (g by Exceed and Excel). 9 wins at 1000, 1100m, $537,840, to 2013-
14, WATC Summer Scorcher H., L, MRC 65 Roses Victoria Cup, MVRC
1print.com.au H., Thinkbigstud.com.au H., Cranbourne TC Apache Cat
Classic, AJC Peter Sawrey H., Boag's Draught H., 2d MRC Caulfield Sprint
H., Gr 2, VRC Swisse Vitamins S., L, MRC WJ Adams S., L, 3d AJC
Merimbula Bay 2YO H., 4th VRc Standish H., Gr 3, MRC WJ Adams S., L

Vilayet (g by Fantastic Light (USA)). Winner at 1850m, 2d AJC Bondi H., 3d
AJC Dulcify H., L, Ryan Wilks Pty Ltd H., BTC Canterbury Hawkes Racing H.
Bold Sari (f by Al Maher). 4 wins 1600 to 2000m, ATC E Group Security H.
God's Aura (g by God's Own). 2 wins at 1200m in 2014-15, 2d SAJC
Melbourne Cup Live at Morphettville P.
Dreamcoat (f by God's Own). Placed at 2, 3d AJC Kurnell 2YO P.

2nd Dam
ALLEZ, by Kampala (GB). Winner at 1600m, AJC AHA Appreciation H. Dam of 13
foals, 12 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Angora (f Barathea (Ire)). Winner. See above.
Presto Vite. 5 wins at 1000, 1100m, $150,230, AJC Members ANZAC Memorial
H., Fresh Flowers H., Keeping the Dream Alive H., STC Parramatta
Leagues Club H., 4th City Tatt's RC Lightning H., L
Avec Trois. 5 wins 1010 to 1460m, 3d STC Wolf Blass H. Dam of-
Linville. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m to 2013-14.
El Greco. 3 wins–1 at 2–1122 to 1400m, 2d BTC Doomben Summer Carnival H.
Intellecot. 2 wins at 1350, 1600m, 2d AJC Dalray H., QTC Aragen H.
Gregarious. 3 wins at 1200, 1600m. Dam of-
Easily Done. 6 wins 1119 to 1700m, QTC CPX Printing & Logistics H.
Eva. 2 wins at 1400, 1800m.

Baby Lite. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
Windbeneathmywings. 21 wins–1 at 2–850 to 1500m to 2014 in
Philippines, 2d Philippine RC Inquirer Bandera Cup.
Money King, 14 wins 1200 to 1500m to 2014 in Philippines, 2d Manila JC
Bagatsing Cup, 3d Philippine RC Philtobo 3YO Colts Cup.
Partas. 4 wins 1300 to 1500m in 2014 in Philippines.

3rd Dam
Allez Sauvage, by Best Western. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, AJC Wright Heaton
H., STC Picnic Point H., 2d STC Scotties Welter H., 3d AJC Analie H., L
Reginald Allen H., L. Half-sister to Bella Senorina (dam of SI SENOR,
BELLO SIGNOR). Dam of 1 foal, 1 winner.
On Account of CROWNINGSTONE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 48

BAY FILLY

(2 off sh. Foaled 7th October 2014)

(Sire) A.P. Indy .......... Seattle Slew .......... by Bold Reasoning ..........
BERNARDINI (USA) Cara Rafaela .......... Quiet American .......... by Fappiano ..........

(Dam) Flying Spur .......... Danehill (USA) .......... by Danzig ..........
ANYTHING BUT LOVE Professionelle (NZ) .......... Centaine .......... by Century ..........
2002

BERNARDINI (USA) (Bay 2003 - Stud 2007). 6 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr.1. Leading NZ Sire of 2YOs 2012-13. Sire of 652 rnrs, 347 wnr, 36 SW, inc. Ruud Awakening (ARC Diamond S., Gr.1), Boban, To Honor and Serve, Alpha, Stay Thirsty, Go Indy Go, Angela Renee, A.Z. Warrior, Biondetti, Toydini, Gamilati, Wilburn, Cavorting, Imperative, Spellbound, Theyskens’ Theory, Romansh, Dame Dorothy, Edison, Gala Award, etc.

1st Dam

ANYTHING BUT LOVE, by Flying Spur. Unraced. Half-sister to PRISONER OF LOVE, SPORTSMAN, HOYSTAR, KING OF PRUSSIA, Lucky Angel. This is her eighth foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Lucy’s Look (f by Lonhro). Winner at 1300m in 2014-15, ATC Pro-Ride H., 2d ATC Sydney City Toyota H.

Envious (c by Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 1200m, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), L.

Sophielicious (f by Canny Lad). Winner at 1109m.

2nd Dam

PROFESSIONELLE (NZ), by Centaine. Winner at 1400m. Sister to STARCENT, Night Star (dam of PLAUDITS). Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:-

SPORTSMAN (g Supremo (USA)). 10 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1500m, $782,100, AJC Expressway S., Gr 2, STC Shannon H., Gr 2, Peter Pan S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Tamram H., Gr 3, 2d Queensland Guineas, Gr 2.

PRISONER OF LOVE (f Canny Lad). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1500m, $221,470, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Furius S., Gr 3, AJC Ad Alta 2YO H., 2d AJC Wiggie H., L, STC Triscay S., L. Producer.

HOYSTAR (g Danzaro). 6 wins at 1100, 1200m, $376,875, AJC Frederick Clissold S., Gr 3, STC Star Kingdom S., Gr 3, 1200m-in track record time, Maurice McCarten S., L, 2d AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, Show County H., L.

KING OF PRUSSIA (c Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, VRC Peters Drumstick S., L, 2d VATC Guineas Prelude, Gr 3. Sire.

Lucky Angel (f Redoute’s Choice). 4 wins 1213 to 2500m, $237,327, VRC Jezabeel H., 2d TTC Launceston Cup, Gr 3, 4th TRC Hobart Cup, Gr 3.

3rd Dam

STAR OF THE KNIGHT, by Sir Tristram (Ire). 7 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1623m, QTC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2, Queensland Guineas, Gr 3, 3d BATC Great Western H., Gr 3. Dam of 7 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

STARCENT (f Centaine). 5 wins–2 at 2–970 to 1600m, Hawke’s Bay Gold Trail S., Gr 3, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3. Producer.

Night Star. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

PLAUDITS (f Danasinga). 4 wins 1000 to 3000m, QTC Eagle Farm S., L.

Irish Nova (f O’Reilly). Placed at 2, 3d WRC Wakefield Challenge S., Gr 2. Dam of-

SACRED STAR (g Flying Spur). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1900m, $595,531, to 2014-15, Waikato Sprint, Gr 1, WRC Telegraph H., Gr 1, BRC QTC Cup, Gr 2, 2d Waikato Sprint, Gr 1.

Bling. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Stable 4 Newmarket 1-10
On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 49
BAY OR BROWN FILLY

(Branded □ nr sh. 57 4 off sh. Foaled 26th September 2014)

(Sire) High Chaparral (Ire) ....... Sadler's Wells ............... by Northern Dancer....
SO YOU THINK (NZ) ... Kasora .................................. by Darshaan ..................
Triassic ...................................... Tights (USA) ...................... by Nijinsky ............... 

(Dam) Encosta de Lago .......... Fairy King (USA) ................. by Northern Dancer ...
ASTOUNDED ................. Shoal Creek ......................... by Star Way (GB) .............
2003 Startle .............................. Flying Spur ....................... by Danehill (USA) ............


1st Dam ASTOUNDED, by Encosta de Lago. 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, QTC Sir
Douglas Wadley H., L, AJC Ash 2YO H., 3d AJC San Domenico S., Gr 3, 4th AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3. This is her fifth living foal. Her fourth foal is a
yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 2 foals to race-
Bettorock (f by Fastnet Rock). Placed at 3 in 2014-15 in NZ.

2nd Dam STARTLE, by Flying Spur. Winner at 2 at 1100m. Half-sister to Geronimo
Meadow. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
ASTOUNDED (f Encosta de Lago). 3 wins. See above.
Caught Unaware. 3 wins at 1200m.
Advertencia. Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2013-14.
Miss Camalach. Winner at 975m.

3rd Dam GREYKOO, by Marscay. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, AJC Flag International H.,
STC Pacific Rim Race Day 2YO H. Half-sister to Betrille (dam of TURBAN).
Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Geronimo Meadow (g Esperero (USA)). 4 wins 1100 to 1500m, $357,651 in
Aust and Macau, Macau Amritsar H., 2d Macau Guineas, L, Macau Derby, L,
Lady Marilyn. 2 wins at 1000m, MRC Danzero P. Dam of 2 winners-
Imintji. 2 wins at 1430, 1550m, 3d SAJC Sportingbet H.
Crushed Ice. 9 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, 2d QTC Scomeld H.
Speedy Clouds. 2 wins at 1000, 1100m in Malaysia.
Island Heart. 2 wins at 1200m.

4th Dam GREY FILLE (NZ), by Khairpour (Ire). 4 wins at 2 1000 to 1400m, $113,350,
VRC Bloodhorse Breeders' P., Gr 2, QTC Love Bandit H., L, MVRC Sceptre H.,
3d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, Reginald Allen H., L, NSW Tatt's RC Furious
S., L, 4th MVRC Crown Lager S.H.), L. Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 6
winners, inc:-
Betrille (f Don't Say Halo (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $159,095, AJC
Festival of Sydney Flying Welter H., Illawarra TC Eliza Park Classic, AJC
Fairfield Fish Market H., QTC Rough Habit H., 2d QTC Sir Douglas Wadley
H., L, STC Clipsal H., 3d AJC Widden S., L. Dam of 3 winners-
TURBAN (g Desert Prince (Ire)). 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $147,160,
BTC Golden S., L, City Tatt's RC Marriott Hotel Australia 2YO P., 4th STC
Phar Lap S., Gr 2, AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3.
Fly Higher (f Lonhro). 2 wins at 1213, 1509m, MVRC Veolia Environmental
Services H., 3d MVRC Alexandra S., L, 4th SAJC Breeders' S., Gr 3.
ALL TOO HARD (AUS) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Champion 3YO Colt in Australia in 2012-13. 7 wins–3 at 2–from 1100m to 1600m, A$2,288,200, ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, CF Orr S., Gr.1, Futurity S., Gr.1, ATC Pago Pago S., Gr.2, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.2, Talindert S., L, 2d MVRC WS Cox P., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Black Caviar (Horse of the Year in Australia 3 times. ATC TJ Smith S., Gr.1-twine). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam
ATTUNGA ROSE, by Springsteen. Unraced. Half-sister to FIGHTING WARRIOR, ROYAL ZULU WARRIOR. This is her fourth living foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Her first foal is unraced.

2nd Dam
DARK BLUE (NZ), by Wallenda (USA). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Charles Turner H., STC De Bortoli Noble One H. Half-sister to PRUSSIAN BLUE, Grace and Favour. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

FIGHTING WARRIOR (g Magic Albert). 2 wins at 2 at 1300, 1400m, Greyville Golden Horseshoe S., Gr.1, 2d Clairwood Zee TV Gatescrasher S., Koko’s Margate Nightclub P., 4th Greyville Premier’s Champion S., Gr.1.

ROYAL ZULU WARRIOR (g Mossman). 8 wins 1000 to 1600m, $110,709, to 2014-15, Turffontein Emperors Palace Charity Mile, Gr.2, Lebelo Sprint, Gr.3, 4th Turffontein Summer Cup, Gr.1, Tommy Hotspur H., Gr.3.

3rd Dam
ROYAL CIPHER, by Imperial Seal (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to ENSIGN EWART, Ms Magenta (dam of DUCKWORTH LEWIS), Libre (dam of LUCHA LIBRE). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

PRUSSIAN BLUE (c Kreisler (Ire)). 4 wins 1200 to 2200m, $103,125, Levin RC Bayer Classic, Gr.1, Avondale JC Andrews Housemovers H., Counties RC Waitomo Petroleum H., 4th Waikato Guineas, Gr.3, AuRC Welcome S., L.

Grace and Favour (g Generous (Ire)). 5 wins at 1600, 2000m, 3d QTC Metropolitan H., L, 4th Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Cup, Gr.3.

Bold Zapher. 8 wins 1400 to 1900m, $175,735, STC Russian Friendship Welter H., AJC Materials Handling Specialists H., STC Truscott’s Toyota H. Jacobite (Prince).

4th Dam
THE WAITRESS, by Vain Prince. Placed at 3. Half-sister to Pardon’s Pride. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

ENSIGN EWART (c Famous Star (GB)). 8 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $126,914, AuRC Railway H., Gr.1, QTC Crown Lager H., L, 2d Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr.1, Avondale JC Concorde H., Gr.2, 3d AuRC Railway H., Gr.1, QTC Thai Airways International H., L.

Ms Magenta. Winner at 1200m in NZ. Dam of 3 winners-

DUCKWORTH LEWIS (g Postponed (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2100m to 2013-14, AuRC Te Hana Sparkling S., Gr.3, Champion Stakes Prelude, L, 2d CJC Champagne S., L, 3d Wellington Guineas, Gr.2.

Libre. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

LUCHA LIBRE (f Pins). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, ATC South Pacific H., L.

Jetfire Lass. Winner at 1400m. Dam of 2 winners-

TUSCAN FIRE (g Tuscanos). 11 wins 1410 to 3200m, $695,508, to 2013-14, Mornington Cup, L, 2d MRC Mornington Cup Prelude, L.
On Account of CROWNINGSTONE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 51
CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded \(\checkmark\) nr sh. \(\frac{5}{4}\) off sh. Foaled 24th August 2014)

(Sire) CHOSIR .......................... Danehill Dancer (Ire) .......... by Danehill (USA)................. Mira Adonde .................. Lunchtime (GB) ................ by Silly Season............... Great Selection .................. Pensive Mood .................. by Biscay..................

(Dam) AURUM VALLEY .......... Made of Gold (USA) ........ by Green Forest ................ by Shecky Greene........ 1998 Windswept Valley .......... Avon Valley (GB) ........... by Galvanter ..........


1st Dam AURUM VALLEY, by Made of Gold (USA). Winner at 2 at 1100m. Half-sister to Rumours (dam of LUCKY STREET). This is her sixth foal. Dam of 4 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:-

GIVEN VISION (g by Belong to Me (USA)). Champion 3YO Miler in Singapore in 2009. 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $835,873, Singapore TC 3YO Challenge (3rd Leg), Sgp-2, 3YO Challenge (2nd Leg), Sgp-2, Class 4 H.-twice, 2d Singapore Gold Cup, Sgp-1, 3d Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1. Theitalianstallion (g by Royal Academy (USA)). 2 wins at 900, 1150m.

2nd Dam WINDSWEPT VALLEY, by Avon Valley (GB). Placed at 2, 3d STC Camden View Club H. Half-sister to TSUNAMI, Castalia. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Rumours. 6 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, WATC Eastern Temple Sprint H., Botany Bay H., Tabtouch.mobi H., Pink Batts H., Jarrah H. Dam of 4 winners-

LUCKY STREET (c Oratorio). 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, $303,200, in 2014-15, WATC Magic Millions Perth 2YO Classic, RL, Perth S., L, Seacorp 2YO P.

Secret Enigma. 8 wins 1000 to 1300m, $299,830, WATC Brooklyn Bridge H., Denise Taviera 26 Years H., Western Suburbs Weekly H., Importune H., Baileys Irish Cream H., Tabtouch.mobi H., Golden River Developments H., Marilyn Bergersen 22 Years H., 2d WATC EO Norton Memorial H.

Rumoured. 2 wins at 1200m, WATC Tristanagh H., 2d WATC Summer Silence H., Paragon of Virtue H., 4th WATC All Stars S., L. Dam of-

Silza. 5 wins 1200 to 1305m to 2014-15, 2d WATC Crown Perth H. Kelldale. 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2400m, WATC South Fremantle H., Asian Beauty H., Ashburton H., 2d AJC Elders Real Estate H., STC Riverstone H., Campbellfield H., WATC Shaggy Ridge H., Western Pago H.

Blackavar. Winner at 1100m. Dam of 2 winners-

Sea Knight. 2 wins at 1000, 1350m, 3d SAJC Hanshin 2YO P.

3rd Dam SWEPT AWAY, by Todman. Placed at 2 & 3, 3d MVRC Parkville H. Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

TSUNAMI (g Gunsynd). 11 wins 1200 to 1450m, WATC Hyperion S., Australia Day S., L-twice, Coventry Welter H., Foundation Graduation S., Graduation S., Hennessy Graduation S., Prospects Graduation S., Riverview Graduation S., 2d WATC Railway S., 4th WATC Birthday Quality S.

Castalia (c Century). 9 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1250m, MVRC Niddrie H., Somerton H., VATC La Trobe H., Gwyn Nursery, 2d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., 3d VRC Flemington S., 4th MVRC St Albans H., L. Sire.

Torrid Weather. 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, SAJC Wolf Bloss H., Zambari H.
Stable 3 Row E 4-10

On Account of SLEDMERE STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 52

BAY FILLY

(Branded Zus nr sh. 6 off sh. Foaled 14th September 2014)

(Sire) Elusive Quality (USA)............. by Mr. Prospector ............
SEPOY ........................................ Touch of Greatness............. by Hero's Honor .............
Watchful .......................... Danehill (USA) ............. by Danzig .............

(Dam) BAY CORN ............. by Danzig .............
BABY CORN ............. by Danzig .............
2006 Sweet Corn .............

SEPOY (AUS) (Chestnut 2008-Stud 2012). Leading 3YO Male on 2011-12 WTR (Sprint). Champion 2YO & 3YO Colt in Australia in 2010-11 & 2011-12. 10 wins-5 at 2-from 1000m to 1200m, A$3,880,000, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, MVRC Manikato S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr.2. Half-brother to SW Mulaazem (MRC Autumn S., Gr.2). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam BAY CORN, by Exceed and Excel. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1050m, $164,425, SAJC Pewsey Vale S., L, MVRC Strathmore Flowers 2YO P., 2d SAJC Aquis 3YO Classic, L, MVRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr.2, Half-brother to SW Mulaazem (MRC Autumn S., Gr.2). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

2nd Dam SWEET CORN, by Scenic (Ire). 7 wins 1500 to 2000m, $347,850, VRC Matriarch S., Gr.3, MRC Indulgence Marquee P., Reveille H., Matrice H., 2d MRC Mannerism S., Gr.3, Easter Cup, Gr.3, MVRC Tesio S., Gr.3, 3d VRC Matron S., L. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-


3rd Dam CORN MAIZCAY, by Maizcay. 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, WATC Perth S., L, Seltrice 2YO H., Telephone 2YO H., 3d WATC City of Opportunity Quality 2YO S.H. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

SWEET CORN (f Scenic (Ire)). 7 wins. See above. Endless Blaze. 2 wins at 1200, 1430m. Dam of 2 winners. Endless Shadow. 7 wins 1100 to 1660m, $278,395, to 2014-15, GCTC Magic Millions Quality H., BRC Corporate Membership P., Poolwerx H., Channel Seven H., 3d WATC Sir Ernest Lee-Steere Classic, Gr.3, Perth S., L, Carbine Club of WA S., L, 4th WATC Asian Beau S., Gr.3, Aquanita S., L, Kalgoorlie Cup, L.

Corn Fields. Winner at 1400m. Dam of 2 winners.


Campos di Grano. 5 wins-1 at 2–1000m, WATC Todmaston H., Tsunami H.

4th Dam UNMISTAKABLE (IRE), by Hello Gorgeous. 3 wins at 1400, 1500m in Great Britain and Italy, Epsom Banstead S., 4th Newmarket Bahrain Trophy, L. Half-sister to MELODY (dam of GUEST PERFORMER, SOJOURN), POLISHED SILVER, Castlemaine. Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

CORN MAIZCAY (f Maizcay). 3 wins. See above.
Lot 53

**BAY COLT**

(Branded ♂ nr sh. 39 off sh. Foaled 11th October 2014)

**(Sire)**

POET'S VOICE (GB) ....

Dubawi (Ire) ................. Dubai Millennium ............ by Seeking the Gold ....

Zoramaradah .................. by Deploy ....

Bright Tiara .................. Chief's Crown (USA) ............ by Danzig ............

Expressive Dance ............ by Riva Ridge ..........

**(Dam)**

BE THAT AS IT MAY ....

Halo Homewrecker (USA) ....

2006

Maidanz ......................

POET'S VOICE (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud GB 2012, Aust. 2012). 4 wins-2 at 2-at 7f, 1m, Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr1, Doncaster Champagne S., Gr2, Goodwood Celebration Mile, Gr2, 2d Meydan Jebel Hatta S., Gr2, Salisbury Sovereign S., Gr3, 3d Newmarket Joel S., Gr2, York Acomb S., Gr3, 4th Newmarket Middle Park S., Gr1. Half-brother to SW Gold Tiara and SW Queen's Park. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

BE THAT AS IT MAY, by Halo Homewrecker (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, MRC Blue Diamond 2nd Acceptances 2YO P., SAJC Coffee Club P., 2d SAJC Last Day Cheltenham Park 2YO P., 3d VRC Beachside 2YO P., SAJC Irish Day August 22nd H. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam

MAIDANZ, by Danzero. Winner at 2 at 1000m, 2d SAJC Distinctive Homes H. Sister to PERMAISCUOUS. Dam of 2 foals, both raced, 1 winner, inc:- Be That as it May. 2 wins. See above.

3rd Dam


4th Dam

Stable 4 Row H
On Account of THREE BRIDGES THOROUGHBREDS,
Eddington, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 54
CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded \( \text{nr sh. } \frac{38}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 12th October 2014)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock........................ by Danzil........................
WANTED ........................................
Piccadilly Circus .................. by Royal Academy (USA)
Snippets ............................... by Lunchtime (GB)........
Southern Sprinter .................. by Southern Appeal.....

(Dam) BELLA JEWEL ....................
Rory's Jester ..................... by Baguette.....................
2003
Shiny ................................. by Green Forest...........
Polished ............................. by Vain.........................

WANTED (AUS) (Bay 2006-Stud 2010). 3 wins-2 at 2-at 1100m, 1200m, VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Shrapnel. Sire of SP War Point, Surf Seeker and of Kalabek, Rough Justice, Winemash, Commissar, Shaf, Celtic Rush, Crinklecut, Fantasy Art, Massacre, Wantabetheone and of the place-getters Mr Jagger, Defar, Dragon Bobo, Francesco, Life of Pi, 'M Ladie Hallowell, Muvuka, Open All Hours, Real Desire, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam
BELLA JEWEL, by Rory's Jester. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, SAJC Its Our Buy in June & July 2YO H., 2d SAJC Its Our Buy H., Schweppervescence 2YO Fillies H. Sister to Jestajewel (dam of PAMPELONNE), half-sister to MARVEEN, Stoneblack. This is her sixth living foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:-

ROCKSHAFT - OCEAN FORTUNE (Mal.) (g by Choisir). 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $147,427, to 2014 in Aust and Malaysia, SAJC Breeders' S., Gr 3, 3d MRC TMB Printing H. Glittering - Mystic Vision (Mal.) (f by Danzero). 2 wins at 1800, 2000m in Aust and Malaysia.

2nd Dam
SHINY, by Forest Glow (USA). 4 wins–1 at 2–1313 to 1463m, SAJC Monde Bleu H., 2d SAJC Ericsson Communications H. Half-sister to Lord Sheraton, Smooth - Cosmoife (H.K.). Polishing (dam of DANZIPO), Vreeland (dam of DANGLISSA). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

MARVEEN (f Orientate (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1800m, $663,845, VRC Desirable S., L, MRC Merson Cooper S., L, Gold Coast Bracelet, L, 2d Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, VRC Matron S., Gr 3, Ottawa S., L, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, 3d VRC Chubb S., L, MRC (Mornington) Hareeba S., L, 4th VRC Matron S., Gr 3.

Stoneblack (g Danzero). 10 wins–2 at 2–1500 to 3221m, $530,076, MVRC Tattsbe.com H., MRC Chortle 2YO H., The Cove Hotel H., 2d VRC Anzac Day S., L, 3d VRC Henry Bucks S., L, Gibson Carmichael S., L.

Jestajewel (f Rory's Jester). 2 wins–1 at 2–900, 1000m, 3d VRC Ottawa S., L, 4th MRC Merson Cooper S., L. Dam of 4 winners-

PAMPELONNE (g Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 5 wins 1100 to 1400m, $822,660, ATC Shorts H., Gr 2, Gosford Guineas, L, Scone RC Inglis Guineas, ATC Free Entry Today H., APN Spirit of Outdoor H., 3d ATC Razor Sharp H., L, 4th MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, VRC Straight Six H., L.

3rd Dam
POLISHED, by Vain. Winner at 2 at 1200m, AJC Ionian H., 2d STC Rosehill H. Three-quarter-sister to Diamond Day, half-sister to Diamond Cutter. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Polishing. Winner at 2 at 1200m, AJC Zephyr Bay 2YO H. Dam of 8 winners-

DANZIPO (g Danzero). 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $274,400, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, 3d AJC Warwick S., Gr 2.

Vreeland. Placed at 3. Dam of 7 winners-

DANGLISSA (f Danzero). 6 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1600m, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, Queen of the Surf S., Gr 2. Grandam of-

EURYALE (f Lonhro). 5 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1900m, $382,363, VRC Gibson Carmichael S., L, 3d VRC Fashion S., L.
Lot 55

BAY FILLY

(Branded 🍃 nr sh. 1 4 off sh. Foaled 11th September 2014)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock.......................... by Danehill (USA)..............
SMART MISSILE...........
Comical Smile (USA)........... by Red Ransom (USA)....

(Dam) Grand Lodge (USA)..............
BEZZERA...............................
2001
She's God's Gift......................

SMART MISSILE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins-2 at 2-at 1000m, 1200m, A$541,150, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, AJC Breeders' P., L, 2d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Kiss From a Rose (ATC Triscay S., L). Out of a half-sister to SW Northern Meteor (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1), SW Queen of the Hill (MRC How Now S., Gr.3), SW Rabbuka and SP Justlikedawg. His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam
BEZZERA, by Grand Lodge (USA). Winner at 1400m. Half-sister to IMMORTALITY, Megadeal, Lamiraqui (dam of PRESSING). This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Her fourth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners-
Non Stop Rock (f by Fastnet Rock). 3 wins 1300 to 1750m to 2013-14.
Warden Ben (g by Falvelon). Winner at 1050m.

2nd Dam
SHE'S GOD'S GIFT, by Keltrice. 3 wins-1 at 2-at 1200m, WATC Poplar H., Verterinary Surgeons H., Wyllie Group 2YO H., 2d WATC Hestia 2YO H., Champs Eatery 2YO H., Frank Treeen Memorial H., Swift Wind H., 3d WATC Coco 2YO H. Half-sister to CULT FIGURE (dam of CARGO CULT), Evangelical (dam of GEEGEES CLASSICBOY), Laddi (dam of CHOICE BRO). Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-
IMMORTALITY (g Lion Hunter). 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, $285,675, VRC Bob Hoysted H., L, MRC Redelva H., SAJC Distinctive Lifestyle H., Distinctive Homes H., Parmalat H., Star Cruises H., One Solution H., 2d MRC Kensington S., L, MRC Turk Ruler H., SAJC Adelaide Bank H., 3d MRC CFV Partnership P., VRC Colorbond Steel Sprint H., MRC Palphar H.
Lamiraqui. Winner at 1100m. Dam of 2 winners-
PRESSING (c Sebring). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, $143,500, in 2013-14, MRC Sky High Mount Dandenong S., L, Mindy Green 2YO P., 4th BRC JJ Atkins S., Gr 1.

3rd Dam
IDOL WORSHIP, by Godswalk (USA). 3 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, SAJC Oaklands P., L, 3d SAJC Morphettville P.H., L. Sister to Sisterhood (dam of LIVELIHOOD), three-quarter-sister to PURE OF HEART, half-sister to Rossignol (dam of SCHUBERT). Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
CULT FIGURE (f Ahonoora (GB)). 2 wins at 1600, 1800m, SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L, Grove H., 2d SAJC Sheraco H. Dam of 6 winners-
CARGO CULT (g Spectrum (Ire)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $555,650, MRC John Dillon S., L, 2d MRC Futurity S., Gr 1.
Evangelical. Placed at 2 & 3, 3d VATC Kenneth McLean H. Dam of 4 winners-
GEEGEES CLASSICBOY (g Wordsmith). 3 wins 1350 to 2200m in 2014-15, Tasmanian Derby, L, TRC Cambridge Moto P.
Ladidi. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
CHOICE BRO (g Choisir). 5 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1600m, Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Taranaki 2YO Classic, Gr 3, AuRC Karaka Mile, RL, 2d BRC Strawberry Road H., L, 3d ATC Bill Ritchie H., Gr 3.
On Account of SLEDMORE STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 56 (No GST)  BAY COLT
(Braden $4a nr sh. 2 4 off sh. Foaled 27th August 2014)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock................. by Danehill (USA)..............
HINCINBROOK..................... by Piccadilly Circus ........... by Royal Academy (USA)
Snippets' Lass................... by Snippets ................ by Lunchtime (GB)........

(Dam) O'Reilly (NZ)................ by Snow Finch (Ire) ........... by Storm Bird..............
BISCUIT BITER (NZ).............. by Last Tycoon (Ire) ......... by Try My Best.............
2004 Night Star.................... by Courtza (NZ).............. by Pompeii Court (USA)....

STAR OF THE KNIGHT
3rd Dam
NIGHT STAR.................. by Centaine.................. by Century................
BISCUIT BITER (NZ)............. by Star of the Knight (NZ).... by Sir Tristram (Ire)......

HINCINBROOK (AUS) (Bay 2007-Stud 2011). 2 wins at 2, AJC Skyline S.,
Gr.3, Canonbury S., L, 2d ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, 3d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1,
MRC Oakleigh P., Gr.1, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Snitzel
and SW Viennese. Sire of SP Brooklyn, Old Trieste and of Carriages, Moment of
Music, Thorsborne, Flippant and of the placegetters Brazen, Danglissa Girl,
Edge Away, Talk is Cheap, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam BISCUIT BITER (NZ), by O'Reilly. Unraced. Sister to Irish Nova (dam of
SACRED STAR), Bling (dam of DIADEME), blood-sister to Patrick, half-
sister to PLAUDITS. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Her third
foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-
Le Jardin (f by Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 1000m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam NIGHT STAR, by Centaine. Unraced. Sister to STARCENT, Professionelle (dam of
PRISONER OF LOVE, SPORTSMAN, HOYSTAR, KING OF PRUSSIA).
Dam of 12 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
PLAUDITS (f Danasinga). 4 wins 1000 to 3000m, QTC Eagle Farm S., L,
MVRC Jayco Bay Classic H., 3d MRC Monemeth H.
Irish Nova (f O'Reilly). Placed at 2, 3d WRC Wakefield Challenge S., Gr.2.
Dam of-
SACRED STAR (g Flying Spur). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1900m, $595,531,
to 2014-15, Waikato Sprint, Gr.1, WRC Telegraph H., Gr.1, BRC QTC
Cup, Gr.2, 2d Waikato Sprint, Gr.1, 3d WRC Thorndon Mile, Gr.1.
Bling. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
DIADEME (f Savabeel). 6 wins 1400, 1600m, $253,275, to 2014-15,
Waikato RC Cal Isuzu S., Gr.2, AuRC Westbury Classic, Gr.3-twice, 2d
Waikato RC Cal Isuzu S., Gr.2, Manawatu Challenge S., Gr.3, 3d Waikato
Sprint, Gr.1, Te Ahroa JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr.1.

Roop All (f Pins). Placed at 3 in 2013-14, 2d VRC Lexus Hybrid P., L.

3rd Dam STAR OF THE KNIGHT, by Sir Tristram (Ire). 7 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1623m,
QTC Sires' Produce S., Gr.2, Queensland Guineas, Gr.3, 2d QTC CE
McDougall S., L, STC Queen of the Turf S., L, 3d BATC Great Western H.,
Gr.3. Dam of 7 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-
STARCENT (f Centaine). 5 wins–2 at 2–970 to 1600m, Hawke's Bay Gold
Trail S., Gr.3, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr.3, 2d New Zealand One
Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, Levin RC Bayer Classic, Gr.1. Grandam of-
STRIKE THE STARS (g Savabeel). 2 wins at 1400, 1800m, $542,150, to
2013-14, ATC Gloomewing S., Gr.3, 2d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1.

Professionelle. Winner at 1400m. Dam of 10 winners-
SPORTSMAN (g Supremo (USA)). 10 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1500m,
$782,100, AJC Expressway S., Gr.2, STC Shannon H., Gr.2, Peter Pan
S., Gr.2, NSW Tatts' RC Tramway H., Gr.3, AJC Show County H., L,
2d Queensland Guineas, Gr.2, STC Phar Lap S., Gr.2, AJC South Pacific
Classic, Gr.3, 3d AJC Warwick S., Gr.2, STC Gloomewing S., Gr.2.
PRISONER OF LOVE (f Canny Lad). 3 wins–1 at 2–to 1500m, $221,470,
STC Tea Rose S., Gr.2, NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr.3, Producer.
HOYSTAR (g Danzero). 6 wins to 1200m, $376,875, AJC Frederick Clissold
S., Gr.3, STC Star Kingdom S., Gr.3, 2d AJC Challenge S., Gr.2.
Stable 3 Row G 9-14
On Account of SEGENHOE STUD AUSTRALIA PTY LTD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 57
(Branded S S nr sh. 26 4 off sh. Foaled 30th August 2014)

BROWN FILLY

(Sire)

HINCHINBROOK

Fastnet Rock (USA) by Danzig

(Dam)

BRAVE SOUL

Snippets’ Lass

More Than Ready (USA)

2009

Soul Singer (USA) by Danzig

HINCHINBROOK (AUS) (Bay 2007-Stud 2011). 2 wins at 2, AJC Skyline S., Gr.3, Canonbury S., L, 2d ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, 3d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr.1, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Snitzel and SW Viennese. Sire of SP Brooklyn, Old Trieste and of the placegetters Brazen, Danglissa Girl, Edge Away, Talk is Cheap, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam

Brave Soul, by More Than Ready (USA). Winner at 900m, $137,780, 2d ATC Reginald Allen H., L, Darby Munro S., L, VRC Gucci Icons of Heritage S., L, 3d ATC PJ Bell S., L, Brian Crowley S., L, Canberra Guineas, L, ATC Blackwoods Sidchrome 2YO H., Australian Turf Club 2YO H., 4th ATC Widden S., L. Half-sister to SOLAR CHARGED, CAUSEWAY QUEEN. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

SOUL SINGER, by Danehill (USA). 3 wins at 1100, 1400m, AJC Cuddle H. Sister to Soul Queen, half-sister to SIR LINFORD, Our Axeman. Dam of 8 named foals, all winners-

SOLAR CHARGED (f Charge Forward). 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $378,500, AJC Kindergarten S., Gr.3, MRC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr.3, AJC Jim Beam 2YO H., 2d AJC San Domenico S., L, Silver Shadow S., Gr.3, 3d ATC Challenge S., Gr.2, STC Reisling S., Gr.2, MRC Rubiton S., Gr.3.

CAUSEWAY QUEEN (f Giant’s Causeway (USA)). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2100m, $310,930, Tasmanian Oaks, L, TRC Strutt S., L, 2d MRC Routley’s 2YO P., Slickpix 2YO H. Winner at 1000, 1200m in 2014-15. Hit by a Hurricane.

3rd Dam

ARETHA, by Sir Dapper. 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, MVR Crown Lager S., L, AJC Ivanion H., Newcastle JC Tibbie H., 2d AJC Dual Quest H., 3d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr.3, Reginald Allen H., L, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, AJC Rajah Sahib H. Half-sister to Power Symbol, The American, Nun’s Chorus. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

SIR LINFORD (g Last Tycoon (Ire)). 10 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $293,270, QTC Sunstate Airlines S., L, VATC Bramerton H., Chubb Security P., BTC Pandour H., VATC Highland H., Liberal H., Sale Cup, 3d VATC Lord S., L.

Soul Queen (f Danehill (USA)). Winner at 1250m, 2d MVRC TROA William Inglis Trophy H.

Our Axeman (g Timber Country (USA)). 7 wins 1100 to 2005m, SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., AJC Villawood H., 3d SAJC Thomas Elder H., L.

4th Dam

Soul Power, by Le Cordonnier (GB). 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, AJC Hi-Jinx S., Greenacre H., Queen’s Park H., STC Questing H., 2d AJC Georges Hall H., 3d AJC Reginald Allen H. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

ARETHA (f Sir Dapper). 3 wins. See above.
Lot 58

(Branded nr sh. 21/4 off sh. Foaled 2nd October 2014)

**BAY FILLY**

(Sire) Fastnet Rock (USA) .......... by Danzig .........................

**SMART MISSILE** .................

(Sire) Piccadilly Circus ........... by Royal Academy (USA)

(Dam) Comical Smile (USA) ...... by Red Ransom (USA) ....

**EXPLOSIVE** ...................... by Fappiano ....................

**BRAZEN HUSSEY** .................

(Lot 58) Mr. Prospector ............. by Raise a Native ............

2004 Sacahuista........................ by Raja Baba ................

**DANEHILL (USA)** .......... by Danzig .........................

Brazen Hussey, by Hussonet (USA). 6 wins–1 at 2–1008 to 1300m, $175,631, MRC Sapphire H., MVRC CFMEU & FFTS H., MRC May H., Betfair H., 2d SAJC Dequetteville S., L, VRC Michael & Goldie Mazur H., MRC Pernod H., Volley H., 3d MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine H. Half-sister to JUST A KISEKI, MR. TRICKSTER. This is her fourth living foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam

**LADY DANETTE**, by Danehill (USA). Placed at 3. Three-quarter-sister to MARECHAL. Dam of 14 named foals, 13 to race, **11 winners**, inc:-

JUST A KISEKI (f Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 6 wins 1600 to 2400m, $115,999, WATC ATA S., L, Todtona H., Saratov H., Silver Meadow H., Summer Carnival H., 2d WATC Just Fantastic H., Dual Cidium H., Concrete Crusier H. Producer.

MR. TRICKSTER (c Brocco (USA)). 5 wins–2 at 2–1418 to 2020m, $280,600, VRC Four 'n Twenty S., L, MRC Victoria Gold Cup, L, 3d MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, VATC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2.

Brazen Hussey (f Hussonet (USA)). 6 wins. See above.

Lady Kiseki. 3 wins 1600 to 2400m, WATC Dual Cidium H. Dam of–Lady Trader. 3 wins 1400 to 2200m to 2013-14, WATC Tabtouch.mobi H., 3d WATC Westspeed Nursery H.

Statton. **Winner** at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14, ATC Big Sports Breakfast H., 3d ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO P., TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H.

Doctor Wu. **3 wins** at 1100, 2015, 3d Singapore TC Class 5 H. Musashi. **3 wins** at 1100, 1200m, $136,001, Singapore TC Class 4 H.-twice.

Fortrus Dancer. **Winner** at 1350m in 2014-15.

3rd Dam

**GOURETTE (FR)**, by R.B. Chesne. Placed at 3, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Tertulien. Half-sister to Pougatchof, Lady of Camelot (dam of KNIGHTHOOD), Soeur d’Arthur. Dam of 9 foals, all raced, **5 winners**, inc:-

MARECHAL (c Danzero). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1300m, $131,215, STC Heritage S., L, 2d NSW Tatt’s RC Roman Consul S., Gr 3. Sire.

Brigadier Forever. **7 wins**–2 at 2–1200 to 1400m, BTC Treasury Casino 2YO H., Showdown H., QTC Ericsson H., 4th Tamworth JC Prime Television H., L.

4th Dam

**IGRAINE**, by Round Table. Unraced. Half-sister to ETHNARCH, REALTY (dam of REALLY LUCKY), SAVINGS, Breakfast Bell (dam of BELIEVE IT, IT’S TRUE), Sir Gaylord’s Lady. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, **5 winners**, inc:-

Lady of Camelot (f Bolkonski). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, Saint-Cloud de la Vastine, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Le Roi Soleil, L. Dam of 4 winners-

KNIGHTHOOD (c Vitiges). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1800m in France and U.S.A.

Sirs,

Your attention is invited to the following:

1st Dam

Brazen Hussey, by Hussonet (USA). 6 wins–1 at 2–1008 to 1300m, $175,631, MRC Sapphire H., MVRC CFMEU & FFTS H., MRC May H., Betfair H., 2d SAJC Dequetteville S., L, VRC Michael & Goldie Mazur H., MRC Pernod H., Volley H., 3d MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine H. Half-sister to JUST A KISEKI, MR. TRICKSTER. This is her fourth living foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam

LADY DANETTE, by Danehill (USA). Placed at 3. Three-quarter-sister to MARECHAL. Dam of 14 named foals, 13 to race, **11 winners**, inc:-

JUST A KISEKI (f Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 6 wins 1600 to 2400m, $115,999, WATC ATA S., L, Todtona H., Saratov H., Silver Meadow H., Summer Carnival H., 2d WATC Just Fantastic H., Dual Cidium H., Concrete Crusier H. Producer.

MR. TRICKSTER (c Brocco (USA)). 5 wins–2 at 2–1418 to 2020m, $280,600, VRC Four 'n Twenty S., L, MRC Victoria Gold Cup, L, 3d MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, VATC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2.

Brazen Hussey (f Hussonet (USA)). 6 wins. See above.

Lady Kiseki. 3 wins 1600 to 2400m, WATC Dual Cidium H. Dam of–Lady Trader. 3 wins 1400 to 2200m to 2013-14, WATC Tabtouch.mobi H., 3d WATC Westspeed Nursery H.

Statton. **Winner** at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14, ATC Big Sports Breakfast H., 3d ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO P., TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H.

Doctor Wu. **3 wins** at 1100, 2015, 3d Singapore TC Class 5 H. Musashi. **3 wins** at 1100, 1200m, $136,001, Singapore TC Class 4 H.-twice.

Fortrus Dancer. **Winner** at 1350m in 2014-15.

3rd Dam

GOURETTE (FR), by R.B. Chesne. Placed at 3, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Tertulien. Half-sister to Pougatchof, Lady of Camelot (dam of KNIGHTHOOD), Soeur d’Arthur. Dam of 9 foals, all raced, **5 winners**, inc:-

MARECHAL (c Danzero). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1300m, $131,215, STC Heritage S., L, 2d NSW Tatt’s RC Roman Consul S., Gr 3. Sire.

Brigadier Forever. **7 wins**–2 at 2–1200 to 1400m, BTC Treasury Casino 2YO H., Showdown H., QTC Ericsson H., 4th Tamworth JC Prime Television H., L.

4th Dam

IGRAINE, by Round Table. Unraced. Half-sister to ETHNARCH, REALTY (dam of REALLY LUCKY), SAVINGS, Breakfast Bell (dam of BELIEVE IT, IT’S TRUE), Sir Gaylord’s Lady. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, **5 winners**, inc:-

Lady of Camelot (f Bolkonski). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, Saint-Cloud de la Vastine, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Le Roi Soleil, L. Dam of 4 winners-

KNIGHTHOOD (c Vitiges). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1800m in France and U.S.A.

Sirs,
Stable 3 Row G 9-14
On Account of SEGENHOE STUD AUSTRALIA PTY LTD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 59
(Branded SS nr sh. 4 4 off sh. Foaled 30th September 2014)

BAY FILLY

(Sire) Fastnet Rock .................. by Danzig .................
HINCHINBROOK ..........
Snippets’ Lass .................. by Lunchtime (GB) ........

(Dam) Redoute’s Choice .......... by Danzig .................
BUTTERFLY CLUB ........
2009 Riddle Me (JPN) .......... by Ahonoora (GB) ........

HINCHINBROOK (AUS) (Bay 2007-Stud 2011). 2 wins at 2, AJC Skyline S., Gr.3, Canonbury S., L, 2d ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, 3d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr.1, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Snitzel and SW Viennese. Sire of SP Brooklyn, Old Trieste and of Carriages, Moment of Music, Thorsborne, Flippant and of the placegetters Brazen, Danglissa Girl, Edge Away, Talk is Cheap, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam
BUTTERFLY CLUB, by Redoute’s Choice. Placed at 3. Half-sister to ADMIRE HOKUTO. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
RIDDLE ME (JPN), by Carnegie (Ire). Winner at 1200m in Japan. Half-sister to SHALFORD, BLETCHLEY PARK, THE PUZZLER, Corn Circle (dam of KRISMAN). Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

ADMIRE HOKUTO (c Sakura Bakushin O). 4 wins–3 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, Chukyo Chunichi Sports Sho Falcon S., L, Nakayama Christmas Rose S.
Flying Riddle. 8 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1100m, $194,650, to 2014-15, BRC Austack Produce & Mitavite H., TH Cock Electrical & Communications H., Gallopers $1 Membership H., GCTC Schneider Electric H.
Little Player. 2 wins at 1300m in Japan.
Arcadian. Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14.

3rd Dam
ENIGMA, by Ahonoora (GB). Placed at 2 & 3 in Great Britain. Sister to PRINCESS TRACY (dam of DANASINGA, TRACY’S ELEMENT, TOPASANNAH, CULLEN, TOWKAY), half-sister to TRASI GIRL (dam of TRASI’S SON), Game Lord. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-


Fusaichi Beam. 2 wins at 2000m, Hanshin Azarea Sho, 3d Tokyo Komakusa Sho, 4th Nakayama RF Radio Nippon Sho St Lite Kinen, Jpn-2.
Fernandina. 3 wins at 1200, 1700m, 2d Hanshin Tsurumi Tokubetsu. Dam of Floreana. Started once. Dam of 2 winners-

Floreal (f Snitzel). Winner at 2 at 1200m, 3d Monbetsu Edelweiss Sho, L.
Corn Circle. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-

KRISMAN (c Kris). 13 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1207m, Milan Premio Omenoni, Gr 3, Premio Cancelli, L, Premio Certosa, L-twice, 2d Milan Premio Omenoni, Gr 3-twice, Rome Premio Tudini, Gr 3-twice, Milan Premio Bersaglio, L, Premio Cancelli, L, 3d Milan Premio Certosa, L, Premio Eupili, L, Premio Cancelli, L, Pisa Premio FIA Breeders’ Cup, L. Sire.
Stable 1 Row K 6-8
On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)

Lot 60
CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 3/4 off sh. Foaled 22nd October 2014)

(Sire) Golden Archer
Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)..... Danehill (USA)......... by Danzig......................
Offshore Boom............. by Be My Guest................
Viennetta (NZ)............. Pins....................... by Snippets..................
Bali Sugar (NZ)............. by Christmas Tree..........

(Dam) Calendar Lass
Stratum........................ Redoute's Choice........ by Danehill (USA)........
Februarytwelve............. Bourgeois............. by Luskin Star............
Snippets..................... by Lunchtime (GB)........
Watch........................ by Marauding (NZ)........


1st Dam
Calendar Lass, by Stratum. 4 wins-1 at 2–at 900, 1000m, 2d STC TJ’s Champagne Bar H. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
Februarytwelve, by Snippets. Winner at 2 at 1300m, MRC Cardinia 2YO H. Half-sister to OVERCLOCK, Peek (dam of YIELD CURVE). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-
Summer Gem. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, $180,822, MRC Tip Top Butchers P., VRC New Year H., 2d MRC Whitehouse Institute of Design 2YO H.
She’s Ellie. 2 wins at 1000m, MVRC Quest Moonee Valley P., 2d MVRC Essendon Mazda H., 3d MVRC Jeep Don’t Hold Back H.
Calendar Lad. Winner at 1411m in 2013-14, 2d MVRC Kane Constructions H., 4th MRC Gallilee Series Final H., L.

3rd Dam
Watch, by Marauding (NZ). Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Gimcrack S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Highclere H., 4th VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2. Three-quarter-sister to Miss Exec (dam of SNOOPING), half-sister to AGENT PROVOCATIVE, SUPER SNOOPER (dam of FOREST SPY), Adcaris. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Overclock (f Xaar (GB)). 4 wins 1800 to 2040m, $127,850, SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3, MVRC Citywide Services P.H., Chatham H., 4th SAJC Australasian Oaks, Gr 1.
Cigarillo. 2 wins at 1400, 1447m, VATC Perfect Bliss H., 2d VRC Healthy H., 3d VATC TR Trevaskis H., 4th VATC Schweppes Cup, L. Producer.
Februarytwelve. Winner. See above.
Raging Storm. Winner at 2040m, MVRC Final on Big Screen H.
Peek. Started 3 times. Dam of 2 winners-
Yield Curve (g High Yield (USA)). 16 wins 1350 to 2200m, $442,650, Toowoomba Cup, L, BRC Coca Cola Amatil H., Macdonald Johnston H., BTC Vermeer Equipment H., Ipswich TC Queensland Times Provincial Cup, QTC Brisbane Racing Club H., Ipswich TC Queensland Times Provincial Cup, 2d BRC Champion Liquor H., NCA Insurance Service Pty Ltd H.
Hour. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Mel (g Show a Heart). 4 wins–2 at–at 1000m, Qld Tatt's RC Hamilton Hotel 2YO H., 2d QTC JF Meynink S., L, 3d BTC Tommy Smith Slipper S., L.

4th Dam
Peeping, by Todman. 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, VRC Maribyrnong P., AJC Widden S., 2d STC Silver Slipper S., AJC Gimcrack S., VRC Byron Moore S. Half-sister to Vincenzo, Miss Exec (dam of SNOOPING). Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-
Watch (f Marauding (NZ)). Winner. See above.
Stable 3 Row H 4-14
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 61
CHESTNUT FILLY
(Branded ‘F’ nr sh. 9/4 off sh. Foaled 7th August 2014)

(Sire) DREAM AHEAD (USA)  Diktat................................. Warning......................... by Known Fact.........................
Land of Dreams ........................................... Arvola................................. by Sadler's Wells.........................
......................................................... Cadeaux Genereux..................... by Young Generation......
......................................................... Sahara Star........................ by Green Desert.................

(Dam) CANGINO (USA)  Perugino (USA).................. Danzig................................. by Northern Generation......
2003 .......................................................... Fairy Bridge......................... by Bold Reason.................. by Known Fact..................
......................................................... Canny Lad........................ by Bletchingly..................
......................................................... Countess Pedrille........ by Zoffany (USA)........

1200m, 1400m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1, Middle Park S., Gr.1, Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1, Longchamp Prix de la Foret, Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Into the Dark. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam CANGINO, by Perugino (USA). Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC Wild Wild West Marquee 2YO H., 3d AJC Rockdale 2YO H. Half-sister to I AM INVINCIBLE. This is her sixth living foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, all winners-
Tamaanee (f by Teofilo (Ire)). 2 wins at 1450, 1600m in 2014-15, Turffontein Racing It's a Rush P., 3d Turffontein Emperors Palace Ready to Run Cup, 4th Turffontein Gauteng Fillies Guineas, Gr 2, Fillies Mile, Gr 3.

2nd Dam CANNARELLE, by Canny Lad. Unraced. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
I AM INVINCIBLE (c Invincible Spirit (Ire)). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $270,050, SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3, MRC Sir John Monash S., L, The Age H., AJC Hoxton Park H., Octagonal 2YO H., 2d SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, 3d AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, Sire.
Omnibus Christus. Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, Ipswich TC Optus P.

3rd Dam COUNTESS PEDRILLE, by Zoffany (USA). Unraced. Sister to MAMZELLE PEDRILLE (dam of O'LONHRO), Damzelle Pedrille (dam of DIAMOND DRILLE, M'LAY PEDRILLE, MADAME PEDRILLE). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Canon Law. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 5 winners.-
Law of the Land. 3 wins at 1400, 1600m to 2014-15.

4th Dam SISTER PEDRILLE, by Cardinal. 5 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1290m, STC Camperdown H., Royal Alexandra H. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:- MAMZELLE PEDRILLE (f Zoffany (USA)). 11 wins 1200 to 1500m, $566,455, STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, VATC Sandown S., Gr 3, Vo Rogue S., Gr 3, AJC Bill Ritchie H., L, Reginald Allen H., L. Dam of 10 winners-
O'LONHRO (c Lonhro). 3 wins 1250 to 1600m, $222,650, AJC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, STC Madura Pure Assam Tea H., 2d AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, Sire.
Damzelle Pedrille. Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Petersham RSL Club H. Dam of DIAMOND DRILLE (f Al Maher). 5 wins 1100 to 1600m, $975,180, to 2013-14, ATC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, Aspiration H., Gr 3, 3d ATC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, 4th ATC Emancipation S., Gr 2.
MADAME PEDRILLE (f Secret Savings (USA)). 5 wins to 1200m, $289,000, AJC Nivison H., L, STC Sheraco S., L, Triscay S., L, 2d STC Research S.,
Gr 3, 3d AJC Breeders Classic, Gr 2, 4th AJC Sapphire S., Gr 2.
M'LAY PEDRILLE (f Al Maher). 2 wins to 1400m, AJC Reginald Allen H., L.
Stable 1 Row L 7-12

On Account of BELL VIEW PARK STUD,
Meroo Meadow

Lot 62

CHESTNUT FILLY

(Branded ♦ nr sh. 7/4 off sh. Foaled 7th September 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SEBRING</td>
<td>Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kim Angel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam

CATALAN BAY, by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire). 3 wins – 1 at 2 – 1200 to 1600m, MRC Heathmont 2YO H., Brava Jeannie H., MVRC Hambros & Cahill Lawyers H., 4th Moonee Valley Fillies Oaks Classic, Gr 2, SAJC Schweppervescence S., L. Half-sister to KIM CLASSIC, Kim China. This is her second living foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam

KIM ANGEL, by Serheed (USA). 14 wins – 2 at 2 – 1100 to 2600m, $1,543,766, WATC Derby, Gr 1, WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3, Singapore Gold Cup, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Jumbo Jet Trophy, Sgp-3, WATC GA Towton Cup, L, Burgess Queen S., L, Dayana S., L, Belmont Oaks, L, Belmont Classic, L, St Leger, L, Parliamentarians H., Sunspeed-Harridan H., Singapore TC Paltiti Gold Trophy, WATC Pure Air H., 2d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, Singapore TC Silver Cup, Sgp-2, WATC Belmont Guineas, L, Melvista S., L, Lindsay Rosenthal S., L, All Stars S., L, Belgravia S., L, 3d WATC CB Cox S., Gr 2, Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, Silver Cup, Sgp-2, Jumbo Jet Trophy, Sgp-3, 4th Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1. Three-quarter-sister to RAISE A CALL. Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners - KIM CLASSIC (f Encosta de Lago). 4 wins 1200 to 1500m, $141,825, WATC Raconteur S., L, Westspeed 3YO H., Call TAB to Bet 132 369 H., Danmar Homes H., 2d WATC My Atacanta Stallion H., Thomas Arthur Saunt H., Brad Rolph H., 3d WATC Westspeed 3YO H.-twice, Episerver H.

Kim China (f Dylan Thomas (Ire)). Placed at 3, 2d WATC Facebook.com Pertracing H., 3d WATC Ascot One Thousand Guineas, L, Crown Perth H.

3rd Dam

CHANCERY STAR, by Chanteclair. 6 wins 1100 to 1800m, $123,015, WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 2, WATC Derby, H., 2d WATC My Atacanta Stallion H., Thomas Arthur Saunt H., Brad Rolph H., 3d WATC Westspeed 3YO H.-twice, Episerver H.

KIM ANGEL (f Serheed (USA)). 14 wins. See above. Our Emma. 2 wins at 1200m, WATC Ardross H., Wayne Neville H., 2d WATC Budget Perfect Drive H., Secret Harbour H., Malayan Racing Association Trophy. Fruit 'n' Vegetable Eat It H., 3d WATC Fruit 'n' Vegetable H. Dam of - RAISE A CALL (g Serheed (USA)). 2 wins at 1400m, $131,470, WATC Challenge S., L, 2d WATC Derby, Gr 1, MRC Trakmats Australia H.

4th Dam

NORTH ROSE, by Star of the North (USA). Winner at 1200m. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:- CHANCERY STAR (f Chanteclair). 6 wins. See above. Muchea Magic. 3 wins 1400 to 1800m, WATC Stan Braybrook H., 3d WATC Mt Franklin Still Water H. Producer.
On Account of RHEINWOOD PASTORAL CO.,
Mittagong
(As Agent for Jacob Park Thoroughbreds)

Lot 63
CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded ☑ nr sh. 3 4 off sh. Foaled 28th September 2014)

(Sire) Starcraft (NZ)............ Soviet Star (USA) .......... by Nureyev .................

STAR WITNESS..................... Flying Floozie............ by Pompeii Court (USA)...

Leone Chiara..................... Lion Hunter ............... by Danehill (USA).......... 

(Dam) CAUSE TO DREAM (USA) 2004............ Danzig’s Dreamer ........ Danzig’s Beauty ........ by Danzig.................

GIANT’S CAUSEWAY (USA). Storm Cat............ by Storm Bird...........

Soviet Star (USA).......... by Last Tycoon (Ire)......

STAR WITNESS (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2011). 4 wins-3 at 2-1200m, £107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King’s Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of Mella Maria, St Remy and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging, Sanasana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam
CAUSE TO DREAM (USA), by Giant’s Causeway. Unraced. Half-sister to LIAM’S DREAM, Holdontoyourdream. This is her fourth living foal. Dam of 2 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Ramsden Street (g by Street Sense (USA)). Winner at 2050m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
DANZIG’S DREAMER, by Rubiano. Winner at 6½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to DISTORTED HUMOR, DANCING GULCH. Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-


Holdontoyourdream (f Proud Citizen). 2 wins–1 at 2–6f, $108,675, 3d Aqueduct Comely S., Gr 2, 4th Belmont Decelt S., L.

Moon Dreamer. 2 wins at 6f, 1m in 2014 in U.S.A.
Don Elias. 2 wins at 1000, 1600m in 2014-15 in Peru.

3rd Dam
DANZIG’S BEAUTY, by Danzig. 3 wins at 2, $205,806, Meadowlands Gardenia S., Gr 2, 2d Belmont Acorn S., Gr 1. Half-sister to Miss Importance, Chanting Sweetly (dam of ALY’S VOW). Dam of 14 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

DISTORTED HUMOR (c Forty Niner). 8 wins 6f to 1m, $769,964, Churchill Downs H., Gr 2, Keeneland Commonwealth H., Gr 2, Churchill Downs Ack Ack H., Gr 3, Monmouth Salvator Mile H., Gr 3. Champion sire.

DANCING GULCH (f Gulch). 7 wins 6f to 9f, $215,783, Calder Shocker T H., L, Cut the Charm H., L, Hialeah Coconut Grove S., L.

4th Dam
SWEETEST CHANT, by Mr Leader. 12 wins, $414,410, Gulfstream Orchid H., Gr 2, Arlington Matron H., Gr 2, Gulfstream Rampart H., L, Arlington Oaks, L, Arlington Park Smart Deb H., L, Misty Isle S., L. Half-sister to Lisieux (dam of NEVER RETREAT), Special Charm (dam of CASSALERIA), Pretty Sonnet (dam of PLENTY CHILLY). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

DANZIG’S BEAUTY (f Danzig). 3 wins. See above.

Miss Importance (f Forty Niner). 4 wins–1 at 2, $127,153, 2d Woodbine Seaway S., Can–2, George C Hendrie H., Can–3, Laurel Toes Knows S., L.

Chanting Sweetly. 2 wins in U.S.A. Dam of 4 winners-AlY’S VOW (f Broken Vow). 4 wins at 1m, 8½f, Lone Star Oaks, L. Dam of PROMISE ME MORE (f More Than Ready). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7½f, 8¼f, $171,866, Louisiana Donnie Wilhite Memorial S., L.

Silent Classic. 2 wins–1 at 2–in U.S.A. Grandam of
ALL Special Judge (g Judge T.C.). 15 wins–3 at 2, Tampa Bay Pasco S., L.
Lot 64 (No GST)  
**BAY FILLY**  
(3 4) 3 off sh. Foaled 9th September 2014)  

**Stable 2 Row G 1,2**  
On Account of DAVALI THOROUGHBREDS,  
Luskintyre (As Agent)  

**1st Dam**  
**CELEBRITY ROSE**  
by Peintre Celebre (USA). 5 wins at 1150, 1200m, AJC Redcap H., STC Nivea Visage H., 2d STC Max Krilich H., 3d AJC Choisir H. Half-sister to **SOWETO SLEW**. This is her fifth live foal. Her fourth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-  

**Let Go Lenni** (g by Stratum). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $148,567, to 2014, Singapore TC Why Be S., Class 4 H., 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, Singapore TC Class 4 H., 3d MRC Dream Thoroughbreds 2YO H., Catanach's Jewellers H.  

Astral Flyer (g by Galileo (Ire)). Placed.  

---  

**2nd Dam**  
**ROSE A SLEW** (USA), by Slew City Slew. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to **DANCE THE SLEW**, Atlanticcitydancer, Killer Joe, half-sister to **CODEX**. Eyes (dam of ERSTWHILE). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-  

**SOWETO SLEW** (c Oratorio (Ire)). 6 wins–2 at 2–800 to 1600m in South Africa and Mauritius, Kenilworth Sophomore Sprint H., L, 2d Clairwood Godolphin Barb S., Gr 3, Kenilworth Summer Juvenile S., L. Mr Good Cat. 7 wins–1 at 2–1007 to 1200m, $225,360, to 2013-14, SAJC Programmed Property Services H., 4th SAJC Manihi Classic, L.  

King of Slew. 4 wins 1400 to 2000m, VRC Dalray H., 2d MRC Murray H., 3d MRC Brighton H.  

Able Marshall. 3 wins at 1650m, $512,968, HKJC Lantau Peak H., Wong Nai Chung Gap H., Link H., 2d HKJC Osaka H., Delhi H., Tai O H.  

---  

**3rd Dam**  
**ROUNDUP ROSE** , by Minnesota Mac. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Sister to **KATONKA** (dam of GIVE ME STRENGTH, TALAKENO, INCA CHIEF), half-sister to **EMINENCY, BARRERA, PHAEDRA**, Strength in Unity, Silken Ripples (dam of HIDDEN ASSETS, SMOOTH RUNNER), Minnekonda (dam of ELUSIVE HERO). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-  

**CODEX** (c Arts and Letters). 6 wins–2 at 2–6f to 9½f, $534,576, Santa Anita Derby, Gr 1, Hollywood Derby, Gr 1, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr 1. Sire.  

Eyes. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of 8 winners-  

**Wolf Trail** (f Superbity). 6 wins–2 at 2, $127,725, 2d Calder Convenience S., L, Sunset S., L, Bird of Paradise H., L. Grandam of-  

**CHANDTRUE** (c Yes It's True). 4 wins at 2 4½f to 6f, $215,041, Hollywood Juvenile Championship S., Gr 3, Hollywood Hagggin S., L. Crosseyed. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-  

**CROSSEYED DEVIL** (c Devil's Cry). 6 wins 5½f to 1m, Louisiana Rampart S., L, 2d Fair Grounds Louisiana Champions Day Turf H., L. Dance Awhile. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-  

**DANCE THE SLEW** (f Slew City Slew). 7 wins at 1m, 8½f, $204,970, Gulfstream Marshua's River S., L, 3d Monmouth Beach S., L. Producer.
Lot 65 (With 83% GST)  

BAY FILLY  
(Founded C nr sh. 52 4 off sh. Foaled 25th September 2014)

(Sire)  
DARCI BRAHMA (NZ)  
Danehill (USA)  
Razynig (by Northern Dancer)

(Dam)  
CHI (NZ)  
Zabeel (NZ)  
2002

PLANS AWRY (USA)  
Topsider (by Northern Dancer)


1st Dam  
CHI (NZ), by Zabeel. Unraced. Half-sister to WHAT CAN I SAY (dam of ONLY WORDS, GIBRALTAR CAMPION), WRY HERO, Flame of Atlanta (dam of FLAME OF SYDNEY). This is her fourth living foal. Her first three foals are unraced.

2nd Dam  
PLANS AWRY (USA), by Topsider. 7 wins-3 at 2-4½f to 6½f, Les Bois Park ITBA Sales S., L, 4th Golden Gate Sorority Invitational H., L. Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

**WHAT CAN I SAY (f Khozaam (USA)).** 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $225,449, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, Waikato RC Mapperley Stud S., Gr 3, AJC Sapphire S., L, Waikato RC Foxbridge P., L, Rotorua S., L-twice, AuRC Bridgecorp H., 2d Waikato RC Instrument Supplies S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Craiglee S., Gr 2, Wanganui L, Gr 2. Dam of 9 winners-

**ONLY WORDS (f End Sweep (USA)).** 6 wins 1100 to 1500m, $585,025, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, QTC Sir Byrne Hart S., Gr 2, STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, AJC South Pacific Classic, Gr 3, STC Spring Valley Fruitation P., 2d AJC All Aged S., Gr 1, 3d AJC TJ Smith S., Gr 1. Producer.

**GIBRALTAR CAMPION (f Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)).** 3 wins-2 at 2-at 1000, 1200m, $181,365, MRC Kevin Heffernan S., L, Chairman's S., L, VRC New Function Centre 2YO P., 2d MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L. You Can't Say That. Winner at 1350m, 3d Waikato RC Riv Bars H. Dam of-

**DARCI BE GOOD (g Darci Brahama).** 6 wins-1 at 2-1400 to 2040m, $592,550, to 2014-15, Hawkesbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, NewcasselJC Spring S., Gr 3, ATC Farnhill H., L, 2d ATC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, Tattersalls Club Cup, L, 3d ATC Villiers S., Gr 2, Hawkesbury Gold Cup, L, 3d NSW Tatt's RC Ming Dynasty H., L, Qld Tatt's RC Recognition S., L.  


**Flame of Atlanta (f Clay Hero).** 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1000, 1200m, VATC Courtza H., 3d Waikato RC Sprint H., L, 4th SAJC Angas Brut S., Gr 2, KPMG S., L, Counties Challenge S., L. Dam of 7 winners-

**FLAME OF SYDNEY (f Encosta de Lago).** 4 wins-3 at 2-at 1000, 1400m, $315,020, VRC Desirable H., L, 2d MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, 3d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, MRC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3, VRC Talindert S., L, 4th MVRC Champagne S., Gr 3. Dam of 2 winners-

**NOT LISTENIN'TOME (g Dylan Thomas (Ire)).** 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $331,000, in 2013-14, MRC Zedtave S., Gr 3, 2d ATC Canterbury S., Gr 1, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1, MVRC Telstra Phonewords S., Gr 3.
Stable 4 Rows C 5-12 & D 1-5

On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry's Plains (As Agent)

Lot 66 (With 75% GST)  BROWN FILLY
(Branded $\text{F}$, nr sh. 2 off sh. Foaled 17th October 2014)

(Sire)  Lonhro .................................. Octagonal (NZ).......... by Zabeel (NZ).........
PIERRO .................................. Shadae (NZ) ............... by Straight Strike ....
Miss Right Note (Ire) ...... Daylami ...................... by Doyoun ................
Sky Song ......................... by Sadler's Wells ......

(Dam)  Danehill (USA) .................. Danzig ..................... by Northern Dancer ....
CHICKENS ......................... Razana ...................... by His Majesty ........
1999  C'Yaontheotherside (USA) .... Hermitage ............... by Storm Bird ........
...................... Copperama ................ by Comeram (Fr) ....

PIERRO (AUS) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Leading 3YO Male on the 2013 WTR (Sprint). Champion 2YO in Australia in 2011-12. 11 wins-6 at 2-from 1000m to 1600m, A$4,536,650, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, Champagne S., Gr.1, Canterbury S., Gr.1, George Ryder S., Gr.1, Silver Slipper S., Gr.2. Out of a half-sister to SW Laverock (Longchamp Prix d'Ispahan, Gr.1). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam  CHICKENS, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1350m, BTC Doomben Slipper S., L, AJC Leger 2YO H. Three-quarter-sister to DANENDRI (dam of ZINGAM, BANC DE FORTUNE), DANESTORM, Danesty. This is her eleventh foal. Her tenth foal is a yearling. Her ninth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 7 foals to race, 4 winners, inc:-

DO YOU THINK (g by Starcraft (NZ)). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1400m, $141,125, ATC TL Baillieu H., Gr 3, Sirecam 2YO H., 3d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr 2.

Encosta Rica (g by Encosta de Lago). 3 wins 1400 to 2200m to 2013-14, 3d MRC Crewman H.

Amarela (f by Pentire (GB)).  Winner at 1300m in 2014-15.

Don't Countya (f by Zabeel).  Winner at 1400m. Dam of :

Rofranoz. 3 wins 1560 to 1640m to 2014-15, BRC QCU Campaign H.

Mutual Delight (g by Hussonet (USA)). Placed at 3, 3d HKJC Tai Mong Tsai H.

2nd Dam  C'YAONTHEOTHERSIDE (USA), by Hermitage. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Stormy Exchange (dam of DANENDRI), half-sister to Shalbourne (dam of DANESTORM). Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

CHICKENS (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins. See above.

Causeyacan. 6 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1550m, $162,775, AJC Deloitte H., Planet Ruler H., STC Winter Racefest H., 4th AJC Villiers S., Gr 2.

3rd Dam  COPPERAMA, by Comeram (Fr). 6 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Sister to Counterfeit Coin, half-sister to POSTAGE DUE, Autumn Dew. Dam of 13 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Stormy Exchange (f Storm Bird). 2 wins at 7f, 1m, 3d Curragh Round Tower S., L. Dam of 4 winners-

DANENDRI (f Danehill (USA)). Top filly on The 1996-97 Australasian 3YO Classification. 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2400m, $1,109,540, AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, STC Ansett Australia S., Gr 1. Dam of 8 winners-

ZINGAM (g Zabeel). 7 wins 2000 to 2400m, BTC Chairman's H., Gr 3.

Zona. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-

FAINT PERFUME (f Shamardal (USA)). Champion 3YO Filly in Australia in 2009-10. 5 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2500m, $1,456,290, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, STC Vinery Stud S., Gr 3.

Steal My Love.  Winner at 1755m, 3d STC Forstaff Personnel H. Dam of:

AMORINO (g Snitzel). 9 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $687,850, to 2014-15, VRC TAB Rewards S., Gr 3, March S., L, Bunbury S., L.

Shalbourne.  Winner at 2 at 7½f in Great Britain. Dam of 8 winners-

DANESTORM (c Danehill (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 3200m, $493,700, QTC Brisbane Cup, Gr 1, MRC Brighton H., 2d SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1.
Lot 67

BAY COLT

(Branded 22 nr sh. off sh. Foaled 6th September 2014)

(Sire) Flying Spur ..................... by Danzig .....................
CASAION PRINCE .............
Lady Capel ..................... by Rolls (USA) ..................... by Mr. Prospector ....

(Dam) Hectors Protector (USA) 1998
COPA DE ORO ..................... by Last Tycoon (Ire) ..................... by Try My Best ........
COPA DE ORO ............. by Kew Gardens (Fr) ..................... by Kenmare (Fr) ........


1st Dam
COPA DE ORO, by Hector Protector (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to MISS MINDEN (dam of MISS DANEHILL, PENTASTIC, POINT MADE), Storm Fronts (dam of READYTOGORIGHTNOW). This is her eleventh foal. Her tenth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 9 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

PRIMUS (c by Flying Spur). 4 wins 1100 to 1400m, $524,780, City Tatt’s RC Tramway H., GR 3, AJC Show County H., L, City Tatt’s RC Ming Dynasty H., L, STC Tooheys New H., 2d AJC Stan Fox S., GR 2, 3d AJC Canterbury Guineas, GR 1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, GR 1, STC Rosehill Guineas, GR 1, Expressway S., GR 2, 4th Australian Derby, GR 1, STC Apollo S., GR 2. Sire. Battant Glory (g by Flying Spur). 2 wins at 1600, 2100m to 2014-15.
Shama de Oro (f by Shamardal (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15, 3d ATC TAB Betting Season P.
Speron d’Oro (g by Flying Spur). Placed at 3.
Viscose (g by Pentire (GB)). Placed at 2.
Conduce (f by Pentire (GB)). Unraced. Dam of- Pimpernel, Winner at 1400m in 2013-14, 2d Clairwood Jackpot Quickmix H. 
Illustre (f by Pentire (GB)). Unraced. Dam of- Missed. 2 wins at 1800, 2100m in 2014-15.
Chowder Bay (f by Strategic). Unraced. Dam of- Lavender Bay, Winner at 900m in 2013-14, 3d MVRC Sportingbet Plus H.

2nd Dam
CLIFTON GARDENS, by Mighty Kingdom. Placed at 3. Three-quarter-sister to JEWEL IN THE CROWN, half-sister to JOIE DENISE (dam of TUESDAY JOY, SUNDAY JOY), Joie de Vivre (dam of ARLINGTON ROAD, JOIE DE GRISE), Bolt of Lightning (dam of JOLLY, EASTERN STAR), Joy and Fun (dam of EUPHORIA, CHRISTMAS TREE). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

MISS MINDEN (f Bellotto (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, VATC Mona Nursery S., L. Dam of 4 winners-

MISS DANEHILL (f Danehill (USA)). 5 wins 1300 to 2400m, $362,330, Queensland Oaks, GR 1, MVRC Guerlain H., Berri Fruits H., Johnston H., 2d AJC Colin Stephen H., GR 3, 4th AJC Metropolitan H., GR 1.
PENTASTIC (c Pentire (GB)). 7 wins 1221 to 2400m, $1,991,800, VRC Craiglee S., GR 2, QTC PJ O’Shea S., GR 2, MRC Naturalism S., L, AJC Japan Racing Association P., L, 2d AJC Queen Elizabeth S., GR 3, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., GR 1, BTC Doomben Cup, GR 1, QTC Brisbane Cup, GR 1.
POINT MADE (g Red Ransom (USA)). 3 wins 1720 to 2100m, $175,275, QTC Peter Gallagher S., L, 4th MRC Norman Robinson S., GR 3.
Storm Fronts. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

READYTOGORIGHTNOW (g More Than Ready (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1800m to 2014-15, Kenilworth Winter Classic, GR 3, Winter Guineas, GR 3, 3d Kenilworth Cape Classic, GR 3, 4th Greyville Champions Cup, GR 1.

Stable 4 Row H
On Account of THREE BRIDGES THOROUGHBREDS, Eddington, Vic (As Agent)
Stable 4 Rows C 5-12 & D 1-5
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry’s Plains
(As Agent)
Lot 68 (No GST)
(Chestnut Colt)
(Branded C nr sh. 81 4 off sh. Foaled 8th September 2014)

(Sire)

Choisir

Danehill Dancer (Ire)...... by Danehill (USA)..............
Mira Adone................ by Mira Adone (USA)...........
Lunchtime (GB).......... by Lunchtime (GB)..............
Pensive Mood............. by Pensive Mood (IRE)........

(Dam)

Coral Reef

Galileo (Ire)............ by Galileo (Ire)..................

2007

Chevaleresse (Ire)..... by Chevaleresse (Ire).......... 4th Dam

Knights Beauty

by True Knight. 12 wins–1 at 2, $243,687, Churchill Downs
Kentucky Cardinal H., L, Hawthorne Indian Maid H., L, Gala Fete H., L, 2d
Fair Grounds Furl Sail H., L, Sportsmans Marion H Van Berg Memorial H., L,
Ak-Sar-Ben Quivira H., L, Fairmount Miss St Louis S., L, 3d Ak-Sar-Ben
Queen’s H., Gr 3, Churchill Downs Blue Delight S., L, Sportsmans Sixty Sails
H., L. Half-sister to Geisway, Broadway Forbes. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to
race, 1 winner, inc:-

Knights Baroness

by Rainbow Quest. 2 wins See above.
Stable 1 Row K 6-8
On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)

Lot 69
BROWN COLT
(Branded ¤ nr sh. $ off sh. Foaled 1st October 2014)

(Sire) Encosta de Lago .......... Fairy King (USA) .......... by Northern Dancer ....
Shoal Creek .......... by Star Way (GB) ..........
Flying Spur .......... by Danehill (USA) ..........
Staging .......... by Success Express ..........

(Dam) COSIMA’S DREAM ...... Nediym (Ire) .......... Shareef Dancer .......... by Northern Dancer ....
................................ Reticella (NZ) .......... by In the Purple (Fr) ........

DELAGO DELUXE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2013). Champion 2Y0 Colt in South Africa in 2010-11. 7 wins-4 at 2-from 1000m to 1200m, R1,498,525, Scottsville Golden Horse Casino Sprint, Gr.1, Gold Medallion, Gr.1, Turffontein South African Nursery P., Gr.2, Protea S., Gr.2, 2d Clairwood Mercury Sprint, Gr.1, 3d Kenilworth Merchants S., Gr.2. Out of a half-sister to SW Duporth (BTC Cup, Gr.1), SW Excites and SW Tickets. His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam
COSIMA’S DREAM, by Nediym (Ire). Started twice. Sister to GENERAL NEDIYM. This is her seventh living foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Bedtime Story (f by Snitzel). 3 wins 1000 to 1300m in Philippines.
Fantasising (f by Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1300m.

Takali (f by Falbrav (Ire)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-Prime Suspect. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1280m in 2013-14.

Grauman. Winner at 1300m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
MILITARY BELLE, by Without Fear (Fr). Unraced. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

GENERAL NEDIYM (c Nediym (Ire)). Joint Head of The 1997-98 Australasian 3YO Classification. 13 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $1,986,698, VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, Lightning S., Gr 1, AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2, Up and Coming S., Gr 2, Stan Fox S., Gr 2, BTC Carlton Cup, Gr 2, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL, STC Heritage S., L, GCTC Magic Millions Cup, QTQ Skipton 2YO H., 2d AJC Expressway S., Gr 2, Apollo S., Gr 2, 3d BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1, VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, 4th STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VRC Emirates Classic S., Gr 2. Successful sire.

FLUTED (f Moss Trooper (USA)). 4 wins 2000 to 2450m, Gosforth John Lindbergh Memorial H., L, Turffontein Regents Park H., Wild Coast Sun H. Malt. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

HORLICKS (f Three Legs (GB)). 17 wins 1200 to 2400m, AuRC DB Draught Classic, Gr 1-twice, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1. Dam of-

BREW (g Sir Tristram (Ire)). Champion Stayer in Australia in 2000-01. 7 wins 1600 to 3200m, $2,384,470, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1.
GOD’S GIRL, 3rd Dam

ALTERNATIVE EDGE, 2nd Dam

COUREDGE, 1st Dam

SMART MISSILE

Lot 70 (No GST)  BAY COLT

(Branded X nr sh. 2/4 off sh. Foaled 26th August 2014)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock................. by Danehill (USA)................. Piccadilly Circus................. by Royal Academy (USA)

SMART MISSILE

Comical Smile (USA)................. by Comic Strip................. by Red Ransom (USA).... Explosive......................... by Fappiano.................

(Dam) Show a Heart.................. by Brave Warrior............... Miss Sandman.................. by Regal Advice (NZ)......

COUREDGE................. 2009

Alternative Edge .................. by Rory's Jester............... God's Girl.................. by Godswalk (USA)......

SMART MISSILE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins–2 at–1000m, 1200m, A$541,150, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, AJC Breeders’ P., L, 2d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Kiss From a Rose (ATC Triscay S., L). Out of a half-sister to SW Northern Meteor (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1), SW Queen of the Hill (MRC How Now S., Gr.3), SW Rabbuka and SP Justlikedawg. His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

COUREDGE, by Show a Heart. Winner at 1600m, 2d ATC Cecil Booth Memorial H. Blood-sister to SATSANG, half-sister to VINTEDGE, YOUTHS EDGE. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

ALTERNATIVE EDGE, by Rory's Jester. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, VATC Nunkalowe 2YO H., SAJC Legacy Youth 2YO H. Sister to RACER’S EDGE, La Grange (dam of SATSANG), three-quarter-sister to SPECIAL JESTER, half-sister to SKEAPING, How Special (dam of TRUE STEEL), Miss Davinci (dam of PININCI). Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

VINTEDGE (f Flying Spur), 6 wins 1400 to 2000m, $610,210, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 2, Newcastle JC Tbbie S., L, AJC Miss Comanche H., Randwick Betting Auditorium H., Convention Centre H., STC Champs Cafe H., 2d AJC Toy Show H., L, 3d ATC Epona S., L, Japan Racing Association P., L, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L, 4th Gosford RC Belle of the Turf H., L.

YOUTHS EDGE (g Jeune (GB)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2500m, SAJC Rain Lover P., L, Scott Group of Companies H., VRC Longines P., SAJC Distinctive Hs., Stuart Crystal Distance H., Sky City Adelaide H., 2d SAJC Smart Choice S., L, 3d SAJC Birthday Cup, L, 4th SAJC Carlton Draught S., Gr 3.

Jeune’s Edge. 6 wins 1300 to 2040m, $140,520, VRC Blue Spec H., Jayco H., 6 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, VATC Luskintyre (As Agent), Miss Davinci.

Tee Jay Ar. 2 wins at 1160m to 2014-15, Turffontein Book a Table P., 3d Vaal

3rd Dam

GOD’S GIRL, by Godswalk (USA). 4 wins 1600 to 2600m, MVRC Fairfield H., VATC Sherbrooke H. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

RACER’S EDGE (c Rory’s Jester). 8 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1800m, $932,740, VATC CF Orr S., Gr 1, VRC Blamey S., Gr 2, Ascot Vale S., Gr 2, VATC St George S., Gr 2, VRC Rupert Steele S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, 3d ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, Sire.

SKEAPING (c Peintre Celebre (USA)). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, Kenilworth Sophomore Sprint H., L, 4th Kenilworth Cape Classic S., Gr 3.

La Grange. 2 wins at 1200, 1250m. Dam of 6 winners-

SATSANG (f Show a Heart). 4 wins 1200 to 1400m, $208,950, QTC J Cadell Garrick H., L, 2d QTC J Cadell Garrick H., L, Just Now H., L.

How Special. Winner at 1606m. Dam of 5 winners-

TRUE STEEL (g Jeune (GB)). 13 wins 1250 to 2400m, $561,920, VATC Fruit ‘n Veg S., Gr 1, Strickland S., Gr 3, Ascot Gold Cup, L.

SPECIAL JESTER (g Rory’s Jester). 19 wins, VATC Ascot Gold Cup, L.

Miss Davinci. Unraced. Dam of-

PININCI (g Pins). 6 wins at 1000, 1100m, $235,280, to 2013-14, VATC Beaufine S., L, Racingjobs.com.au H., GHD H., 3d VATC Miss Andreitti S., L.
Lot 71

BAY OR BROWN FILLY

(Branded Ss nr sh. 20 4 off sh. Foaled 12th October 2014)

(Sire) FOXWEDGE

Fastnet Rock .................. by Danehill (USA)..................
Piccadilly Circus .............. by Royal Academy (USA)
Forest Native (USA) ......... by Storm Cat..................

(Dam) CYCLONE STACEY

Encosta de Lago ............... by Fairy King (USA).........
Shoal Creek ........................ by Star Way (GB)
Forest Wildcat ................. by Royal Academy (USA)

FOXWEDGE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 5 wins-2 at 2-at 1100m, 1200m, A$952,450, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1, ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2, San Domenico S., Gr.3, Clarry Connors 2YO P., 2d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, 4th ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Brother to SW She's a Fox (ATC Rosebud H., L). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam CYCLONE STACEY, by Encosta de Lago. 2 wins at 1500, 1580m, ATC Randwick Equine Centre H., 3d STC Blackwoods 2YO H. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam PRINCESS STACEY, by End Sweep (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to MASTER OF DESIGN, SUNTAGONAL. Emanday (dam of ASSAIL). Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:- Supreme Winner. Winner at 1400m, $111,223, HKJC Carl F Bucherer H. Global Power. Winner at 1200m in 2013-14, 2d Vaal Women's Day H.

3rd Dam URGE TO MERGE, by Last Tycoon (Ire). Winner at 1300m. Sister to TRACY'S ELEMENT (dam of TYPHOON TRACY, RED ELEMENT), TOWKAY, half-sister to DANASINGA, TOPASANNAH, CULLEN, Humour (dam of FATAL ATTRACTION, HAPPY MORNING). Scribbing (dam of PERANA, PRINCE OF WAR, PRINCE ARTHUR). Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:- MASTER OF DESIGN (c Redoute's Choice). 7 wins 1009 to 1300m, $938,209, ATC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, Theo Marks H., Gr 2, Alpha Flight Services H., 3d MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr 1, ATC Sebring S., Gr 3.

SUNTAGONAL (g Octagonal (NZ)). 5 wins-3 at 2–1000 to 1400m, Greyville Premier's Champion S., Gr 1, Turffontein Protea S., Gr 2, 2d Scottville Gold Medallion S., Gr 1, 4th Turffontein South African Nursery P., Gr 1.

Assimilator. 9 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2013-14, BRC Alf Said H. Allied Force. 3 wins at 1000m, $108,148, MVRC Tatsslotto Flying H., Melbourne's GPO H., 2d VRC Edgewater Meats H., MRC ALH Group P.

Emanday. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners- ASSAIL (f Charge Forward). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, $213,750, Wyong Magic Millions 2YO S., RL, ATC Fonterra Foodservice 2YO H.

4th Dam PRINCESS TRACY (IRE). by Ahonoora (GB). 4 wins-1 at 2–5f to 7f, Phoenix Sprint S., Gr 3, Leopardstown Ballyogan S., Gr 3, Phoenix Park Sprint S., L, 3d Phoenix Park Oldtown Stud S., L, 4th Leopardstown Ballyogan S., Gr 3, Royal Ascot Cork & Orrery S., Gr 3. Sister to Enigma (dam of SHALFORD, BLETCHLEY PARK, THE PUZZLER), half-sister to TRASI GIRL (dam of TRASI'S SON), Game Lord. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:- TRACY'S ELEMENT (f Last Tycoon (Ire)). Champion 2YO Filly & Older Classic Mare in South Africa in 1992-93 & 1994-95. 11 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1400m, Gosforth Computaform Sprint, Gr 1. Dam of 9 winners-

TYPHOON TRACY (f Red Ransom (USA)). Aust. Horse of the Year in 2009-10. Champion Older Female in Australia in 2009-10 (Intermediate). 11 wins 1200 to 1600m, $2,438,600, VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, MRC CF Orr S., Gr 1-twice, Futurity S., Gr 1.
Lot 72 (No GST)

(Branded C nr sh. 73 4 off sh. Foaled 15th September 2014)

**BAY FILLY**

(Sire) High Chaparral (Ire) ...... Sadler's Wells.......... by Northern Dancer ....
Kasora .................................. by Darshaan .....................
Triassic ............................. Tights (USA)................. by Nijinsky ............
Astral Row .......................... by Long Row (GB) ..........

(Dam) Danehill (USA) ............... Danzig ........................ by Northern Dancer ....
Danehill Princess ................. Razyana........................ by His Majesty ........


1st Dam

Danehill Princess, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, AJC Citirecruit H., 3d SCTC Sunshine Coast Guineas, L, AJC Lest We Forget H., Randwick Betting Auditorium H., Seasons Greetings from Warwick Farm H., Chipping Norton Day H., 4th Gold Coast Bracelet, L. Three-quarter-sister to Rockfast, half-sister to IT’S CRUNCH TIME. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Lifeline Express (g by Zabeel). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14 in NZ.
Zuzichka (f by Zabeel). Winner at 1500m.

2nd Dam

GYPSY PRINCESS (IRE), by Sadler’s Wells. Placed at 3, 3d Deauville Prix Caprice. Sister to FRENCH BALLERINA, half-sister to SUNSPANGLED. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

IT’S CRUNCH TIME (g Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 6 wins 955 to 1200m, $250,861, TTC Newmarket H., L, MVRC Essendon Mazda Challenge Heat H., Companion Leisure P., 4th MRC John Dillon S., L.
Rockfast (c Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1200m, $126,935, in 2014-15, 2d New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, AuRC Great Northern Guineas, Gr 2, Karaka Mile, RL, Matamata RC Slipper S., L.
Danehill Princess (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins. See above.
Sadlers Rock. 5 wins at 1600, 2200m to 2013-14, WRC Direct Fish & Oysters H., 4th Hawke’s Bay Gold Cup, Gr 3.

3rd Dam

FILIA ARDROSS, by Ardross. Champion 3YO filly in Germany in 1989. 8 wins—2 at 2-1600 to 2200m in Great Britain and Germany, Hamburg IDEE Hansa Preis, Gr 2, Müllepreis der Diana, Gr 2, German One Thousand Guineas, Gr 2, Goodwood Select S., Gr 3, Windsor Winter Hill S., L, Düsseldorf Schloss Roland Stutenpreis, L, Frankfurt Alexander Rennen, L, 2d Düsseldorf Grosse Preis der Berliner Bank, Gr 1, Goodwood Select S., Gr 3, Newbury St Simon S., Gr 3, Baden-Baden Oettingen Rennen, Gr 3, Goodwood Oak Tree S., L, 3d Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr 2, Longchamp Prix de l’Opera, Gr 2, Epsom Diomed S., Gr 3, 4th Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr 2, Sandown Brigadier Gerard S., Gr 3. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

SUNSPANGLED (f Caerleon). Champion 2YO Filly in Ireland in 1998. 2 wins at 2 at 7f, 1m, £151,535, Ascot Fillies Mile, Gr 1, 2d Irish Oaks, Gr 1, Leopardstown Debutante S., L. Producer.

FRENCH BALLERINA (f Sadler’s Wells). Joint Champion Older Female Stayer in Ireland in 1997. 8 wins 1m to 2m, £117,783, Leopardstown Saval Beg S., L-twice, Curragh Diamond S., L, Naas Garnet S., L, 2d Gowran Victor McCalmont Memorial S., L.
BAY FILLY

On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 73

(Branded 2P nr sh. 1/4 off sh. Foaled 7th August 2014)

**ANIMAL KINGDOM (USA)** (Chestnut 2008-Stud Aust. 2013, U.S.A. 2014). Joint Head of the 2013 World Thoroughbred Rankings (Intermediate). Champion 3YO Colt in USA in 2011. 5 wins-1 from 1700m to 2000m, US$2,387,500, 22,020,000Dhs, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1, Meydan Dubai World Cup, Gr.1, Turfway Spiral S., Gr.3, 2d Breeders' Cup Mile, Gr.1, Gulfstream Park Turf H., Gr.1, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr.1. Out of SW Dalicia. His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam


2nd Dam

**Dark Amber**, by Marscay. Unraced. Half-sister to WESTERN SCOUT, Glossy (dam of GRAND CAVALIER), Jay’s Girl (dam of DI’S ANGEL). Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-


**Dark Miss (f More Than Ready (USA)). **5 wins. See above.

**Red Amber (f Dylan Thomas (Ire))**. **3 wins** 1400 to 2000m, $104,900, to 2014-15, WATC Special Harmony H., 2d WATC Premium Range H., Even Row H., 3d WATC Advanced Hotwater & Air H. Dam of:-

**Churchill Dancer (g Churchill Downs)**. **3 wins**–1 at 2–at 1200m, $442,280, to 2014-15, VRC Smithfield H., VOBIS Gold Ingot 2YO S., Fiesta Star H., 2d MRC Taralye-Deaf Kids Talking H., Geoff Murphy 2YO H., Harris Walker Gold Carat, 3d MRC Catanach's Jewellers S., L.

3rd Dam

**BEST DASTILLES (USA), by Storm Bird.** Unraced. Half-sister to WELL DECORATED, VICTORIOUS. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**WESTERN SCOUT (c Gone West)**. **14 wins** 4½f to 6½f, $217,730, Golden Gate Doonesbury H., L.

Glossy. **3 wins**–2 at 2–at 1000m, SAJC Adelaide Hilton H., WATC Hideyoshi H., HW Campbell H., 2d SAJC Booze Bros H., 3d SAJC SGIC H. Dam of:-

**GRAND CAVALIER (g Flying Spur)**. **5 wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 1300m, $137,085, WATC Ngawyni S., L, Genting Palace H., Venetian Princess Welter H., Scarlet Thread Welter H., 3d WATC Lindsay Rosenthal S., L.

Jay’s Girl. **Winner** at 1000m. Dam of-

**DI’S ANGEL (f Racer’s Edge)**. **4 wins**–1 at 2–1175 to 1600m, $178,732, Tasmanian Guineas, L, 2d TRC Hobart Cup, Gr 3, Cascade Classic, L.
Lot 74 (With 83% GST)  

**BAY FILLY**  
(Branded C nr sh. 131 4 off sh. Foaled 28th September 2014)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA) ................ by Hail to Reason........

DUPORTH ..........................
Staging..........................

(Dam) Delyara ..........................
Belong to Me (USA) ....
2004

Lady Fidelia .................

**DUPORTH (AUS) (Bay or Brown 2005-Stud 2010). 3 wins to 1400m, BTC Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 60 rns, 23 wnrs, inc. SP Comrow, Inking, Two Over One - Wingold (H.K.) and of Paceman, Dupe ‘em, Dashing Fellow, Mamaroochy, Mister Rockstar, Thelitterracketeer, Hermono Menor, Ruettiger, Backdrop, Shower of Hearts, Blame it on Rio, Stick With Me, Advertencia, Axanile, Blinkin’, Blood Red Moon, Due Date, Kenian, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.**

1st Dam  

**Delyara, by Belong to Me (USA). 4 wins 1000 to 1109m, $166,555, MRC City of Glen Eira H., 2d MRC Hyderabad Race Club S., Gr 3, Sportingbet H., MRVC Keilor Hotel H., VRC Magistrate H., 3d VRC Schweppervescence Trophy, Gr 3, MRC Visvanathan Memorial P.H., BWS H. Half-sister to Kimillsy. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a 2YO.**

2nd Dam  

**LADY FIDELIA, by Snippets. 6 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 2000m, $143,165, WATC All Stars S., L, Belmont Guineas, L, Belmont Oaks, L, Lindsay Rosenthal S., L, Swift Wind H., 3d WATC Raconteur S., L, 4th WATC Burgess Queen S., L. Half-sister to Delia (dam of NTINI). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-**

**Kimillsy (f Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 2 wins at 1200, 1500m, $251,940, STC Theraces.com.au H., Pacific Underwriting H., 2d ATC Sapphire S., Gr 2, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, Hawkesbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf H., L, 4th AJC Furious S., Gr 2, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, ATC Birthday Card S., Gr 3.**

**Delyara (f Belong to Me (USA)). 4 wins. See above.**

Layette. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1600m, MRC Clive Leonard H. Dam of:-

**Bright Heart (f Dane Shadow). Winner at 1400m, 3d Canberra RC Black Opal S., L.**

Shadowside. Winner at 2 at 1400m in 2013-14, BRC Powerade 2YO H. Midnight Dancer. **Winner at 1350m in 2014-15, BRC Turner Freeman Lawyers H.**

Miss Fidelity. **3 wins 1600 to 2000m in South Africa. Dam of-**

Man to Man. **7 wins 1400 to 2400m to 2014 in South Africa and Mauritius, Mauritius TC Supertote Golden Trophy, Mauritius Derby.**

3rd Dam  

**FIDELIA, by Biscay. Started twice. Three-quarter-sister to Somalia. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-**

**LADY FIDELIA (f Snippets). 6 wins. See above.**

Delia. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

**NTINI (g Johannesburg (USA)). 9 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $581,773, Singapore TC Paititi Gold Trophy, Sgp-3, Singapore 4YO Sprint, Sgp-3, Open H., Kranji A S., SAJC Myer Centre H., Singapore TC Emirates S., 3d Singapore TC Kranji Sprint, Sgp-3, Woodlands Trophy, Sgp-3.**

4th Dam  

**DISSOLUTION, by Bold Flip (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to DARLING TAKE CARE, Darling So Fair, Honey Take Care (dam of REGENT DIAMOND).**

Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

**Somalia (c Bletchingly). 6 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1500m, 2d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 1, Hobartville S., Gr 2, Squatters’ H., L, 3d STC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, 4th AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 3. Sire.**
Lot 75 (No GST)  BAY OR BROWN FILLY
(Branded C nr sh. 77 off sh. Foaled 12th August 2014)

(Sire)  Indian Charlie ......................... by Siberian Express.............

UNCLE MO (USA) ..............

Playa Maya............................. by Dixieland Band.............

(Dam)  Danehill Dancer (Ire).....

DERELIQUE ....................... by Danzig.........................

2007 Hides............................. by Machiavellian...............

UNCLE MO (USA) (Bay 2008-Stud U.S.A 2012, Aust. 2012). Champion 2YO Colt in USA in 2010. 5 wins–3 at 2–from 6f to 8½f, US$1,606,000, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1, Belmont Champagne S., Gr.1, Kelso H., Gr.2, 2d Saratoga King’s Bishop S., Gr.1, 3d Aqueduct Wood Memorial S., Gr.1. Out of SP Playa Maya. Grandson of a half-sister to SW Woods of Windsor (Pimlico Federico Tesio S., Gr.3). His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam DERELIQUE, by Danehill Dancer (Ire). Unraced. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.


3rd Dam SUBTERFUGE (GB), by Machiavellian. Winner at 2 at 7f, Newmarket Dexa’Tex S. Half-sister to SANDMASON, SARDEGNA (dam of SARDONIC), Spa (dam of PERSIAN MAJESTY). Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

SHANIA DANNE (f Danehill (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 1500m, $846,450, STC Premiere S., Gr.2, Phar Lap S., Gr.2, AJC South Pacific Classic, Gr.3, City Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr.3, 2d AJC George Main S., Gr.1, Surround S., Gr.2, 3d STC Expressway S., Gr.2, Apollo S., Gr.2, MRC Twilight Glow S., L., 3d AJC All-Aged S., Gr.1, VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1, Emirates S., Gr.1.

SCINTILLATION (g Danehill (USA)). 12 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $4,202,188, HKJC Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1, twice, Mercedes-Benz Hong Kong Classic Mile, HK-1, Chinese Club Challenge Cup, HK-3, Bauhinia Sprint Trophy, HK-3, Sha Tin Sprint Trophy, HK-3, 2d HKJC Chairman’s Sprint Prize, HK-1, GOME Sprint, HK-2.

RISK AVERSION (f Encosta de Lago). 5 wins 1030 to 1350m, $215,000, BRC Juanno S., L, Pink Ribbon Race for Research Quality H., Mount St Michael’s College P., 2d ATC Millie Fox S., Gr.3, 3d BRC Bright Shadow H., L.

LIATRIS (f Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 3 wins–1 at 2, 2d Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr.2, 4th Otago RC New Zealand Bloodstock Insurance S., L.

Danevade (f Danehill (USA)). 3 wins at 1400m, $161,090, MRC WJ (Bill) Adams H., 2d VRC Matron S., Gr.3, 3d VRC Matriarch S., Gr.2. Producer.

Puzzle Book (f Danehill (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $101,500, AJC Honda Accord 2YO P.H., 3d Gosford Classic, L.

Tuned In. 5 wins 1000 to 1350m to 2014-15, BRC Lifecare Furniture H., Ipswich TC City of Ipswich H., 3d BRC Girls Day Out H.

Sequin. Placed at 3. Dam of 5 winners-

ORDER OF THE SUN (g Encosta de Lago). 5 wins 1200 to 2800m, $262,665, to 2014-15, VRC St Leger, L, ATC Moetmoment H., Klink H., 3d Bendigo Cup, L, ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H.

GET TO WORK (f Snippets). Winner at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Cinderella S., L, 3d SAJC Jansz S., Gr.3, Walter Brown S.H., L, Producer.

Sequential. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

EXCITABLE BOY (g More Than Ready (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, $194,203, VRC Festival of Racing S., L, 2d HKJC Revlon H., 3d VRC Herald Sun Superracing S., L, MVRC St Albans S., L.
Lot 76

BAY COLT

(Branded LJI nr sh. 30 off sh. Foaled 13th September 2014)

(Sire) DREAM AHEAD (USA)

Land of Dreams

(Dam) DONNA SPUR

2001

Corn, 3rd Dam DONNA CARA (NZ), 2nd Dam DONNA SPUR, 1st Dam DONNA SPUR


1st Dam

DONNA SPUR, by Flying Spur. Placed, 2d MRC Regal Wench 2YO H., 3d MRC But Beautiful H. Half-sister to DONNA DIOR, YESTERDAY. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam

DONNA CARA (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 4 wins 1600 to 2100m, SAJC New Year's Gift, L, VATC Bramerton H., Out of Danger H., SAJC Australian Eagle H., 2d VRC Edith Widdis H., Begonia Belle H., 4th SAJC Southwark Premium Classic S., Gr 2. Half-sister to MAIZCAY, MZILIKAZI, FITTING (dam of CATBIRD, DANBIRD). Dam of 11 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

YESTERDAY (f Red Ransom (USA)), 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, $145,910, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 3d AJC James HB Carr S., L, VRC Cadbury Roses S., L, City Tatt’s RC Brian Crowley S., L, 4th Scone Cup, L.

DONNA DIOR (f Marscay). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $250,835, MVRC Alexandra S., L, STC Girls Night Out 2YO H., 2d ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, 4th AJC Gimcrack S., L. Dam of-

Galileo’s Daughter (f Galileo (Ire)). Winner at 1850m, $162,750, 2d STC Arrowfield Stud S., Gr 1, 3d AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1. Producer.

Sicilia. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Choice Snitzel (f Snitzel). 2 wins at 2 at 800, 1000m, CJC Barry & Brian 70th Birthday Juvenile S., 3d CJC Welcome S., L.

Donna Mia. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Pardino. 2 wins at 1500m in 2013-14, BRC Bundaberg Distilling Company H., Coke Zero P., 3d BRC Bollinger P.

3rd Dam

CORN, by Hotfoot. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, AJC Analight H. Half-sister to BEANS, COUNTY, DIEU D’OR, Fire Fighter, Singeing Lamp (dam of HALF HENNESSY), Mahenge (dam of BEAVER). Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

MAIZCAY (c Marscay). 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $178,700, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr 2, AJC Breeders’ P., Gr 3. Sire.

MZILIKAZI (c Marscay). 7 wins 1600 to 2000m, $217,293 in South Africa and Zimbabwe, Borrowdale OK Grand Challenge, Gr 3, FSI Tinto Guineas, Gr 3.

FITTING (f Marscay). 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $264,118, AJC Gimcrack S., L, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2. Dam of-

CATBIRD (c Danehill (USA)). Champion 2YO in Australia in 1998-99. 5 wins at 2 at 1200m, $1,755,670, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Sire.

DANBIRD (c Danehill (USA)). 6 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $369,059, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 2d AJC Up and Coming S., Gr 2. Sire.

Coat. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

PILLAR OF HERCULES (c Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 2 wins at 1509, 2000m, MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Toorak H., Gr 1.
Stable 4 Rows P & Q 1-6
On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone (As Agent)

Lot 77
(Branded \( \text{nr sh.} \frac{7}{4} \text{ off sh.} \text{ Foaled 18th August 2014} \))

SO YOU THINK (NZ) ..............................................
(Bred \( \text{by} \text{ Darshaan} \))
High Chaparral (Ire) ......................
Sadler's Wells .........................
Triassic .................................
Kasora .................................
Tights (USA) .............................
Astral Row .............................

(Dam) ...........................

DREAMALITTLIEDREAM (IRE) 2007
Belsay .................................
Belmez .................................


1st Dam
DREAMALITTLIEDREAM (IRE), by Danehill Dancer. Winner at 7f in Ireland. Half-sister to KILLYBEGS. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-

Mackdesi (c by Galileo (IRE)). Winner at 2 at 1600m in 2013-14, 2d Greyville School of Management Excellence Apprentice H.

2nd Dam
BELSAY, by Belmez. Unplaced. Three-quarter-sister to CRYSTAL GAZING (dam of CONROY). Dam of 12 foals, all raced, 11 winners, inc:-

KILLYBEGS (c Orpen (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–6f to 1m, €122,705, Newmarket Craven S., Gr 3, Limbrick Architects 2YO S., 2d Goodwood Celebration Mile, Gr 2, Newmarket Challenge S., Gr 2, Somerville Tattersall S., Gr 3, 3d Doncaster Champagne S., Gr 2, 4th Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr 1, Nad al Sheba Al Fahidi Fort S., Gr 2, Curragh International S., Gr 3.

Pyrenees - Gold Winner (H.K.). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, €136,571 in Ireland and Hong Kong, HKJC Man Yiu H., 2d HKJC Grayburn H.


Capabel. Winner at 1650m, $118,806, HKJC Harcourt H., 2d HKJC Pollock H., 3d HKJC Yiu Wa H., Kent H., Thrush H.

Belfilo. Winner at 1¼m in 2014, 3d Sandown Weatherbys Stallion Book H. Beaumont. Winner at 1900m, 3d Baden-Baden Preis Vom Karlsruher Sport-Club. Tsaroxo. 8 wins 1200 to 2018m in Great Britain, France and Czech Republic.

3rd Dam
CRYSTAL BRIGHT, by Bold Lad. Winner in U.S.A. Half-sister to Reamur (dam of BOREAS). Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

CRYSTAL GAZING (f El Gran Senor). 3 wins–2 at 2–6f, 7f, £115,862, Newmarket Nell Gwyn S., Gr 3, Rockfel S., Gr 3, Ascot Blue Seal 2YO S., 3d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Santa Anita Breeders’ Cup H., Gr 1, Santa Anita Monrovia H., Gr 3, Las Clenegas H., Gr 3. Dam of 6 winners-


Dark Veil. Winner at 1¼m in Ireland. Dam of 3 winners-

Lamentation (f Singspiel (Ire)). 2 wins at 1600, 2400m, €102,853, Milan Premio Cerro Al Lambro, 2d Gulfstream Orchid S., Gr 3.

Polish Legion. 6 wins–1 at 2–5f to 6f, Newbury Beckhampton 2YO S.

Wainwright. 5 wins at 1m, 1¼m, Ascot Ladbroke H., Newmarket Mayer Parry H. Annie Albright. Placed at 2 & 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 4 winners-

Shamanic (g Fairy King (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–5f, 6f, Chester Lily Agnes 2YO S., 2d Royal Ascot Norfolk S., Gr 3, Epsom Woodcote S., L.
Lot 78

BAY Filly

(Sire) Redoute’s Choice............. by Danehill (USA)..............

SNITZEL......................... by Shantha’s Choice.......... by Canny Lad

Snippets’ Lass............... by Snippets............... by Lunchtime (GB)

(Dam) Storm Cat................. by Storm Bird

DRIVEN SNOW (USA) 2006

Wandesta......................... by Driven Snow (USA)


1st Dam

DRIVEN SNOW (USA), by Storm Cat. Placed at 2 in U.S.A. This is her fourth foal.

Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-

Cloudburst (f by Manhattan Rain). Winner at 1450m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam

WANDESTA, by Nashwan. Champion Turf Female in USA in 1996. 7 wins 9f to 1½m, $1,254,051, Hollywood Matriarch S., Gr 1, Santa Anita Santa Barbara H., Gr 1, Santa Ana H., Gr 1, Las Palmas H., Gr 2, San Gorgonio H., Gr 2, Newmarket Aphrodite S., L, 2d Santa Anita San Luis Rey S., Gr 1, San Luis Obispo H., Gr 2, Deauville Prix de Pomone, Gr 2, 3d Hollywood Matriarch S., Gr 1-twice, Beverly Hills H., Gr 1, Vanity H., Gr 1, Santa Anita Santa Barbara H., Gr 2. Three-quarter-sister to FASHIONABLE (dam of JACK NAYLOR), half-sister to DE QUEST, SOURCE OF LIGHT, TURNERS HILL, Piano Star, Valencia (dam of DEPORTIVO, IRISH VALE). Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

- All Action. 2 wins at 1¼m, Ascot Mitie Total Security Management H., 2d Sandown Val & Ray Golden H., Newbury Racinguk.com S.

3rd Dam

DE STAEL, by Nijinsky. Placed at 2 in Great Britain. Sister to QUIET FLING, PEACETIME, Balabina (dam of BAL HARBOUR, BEQUEATH, BINARY), half-sister to ARMISTICE DAY, INTERMISSION (dam of INTERIM, INTERVAL, HOLD YOUR FIRE), PEACEFUL, Flaming Peace (dam of FLAMING TORCH), Quiet Harbour (dam of CUTTING REEF, JAZZ BALLET). Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

WANDESTA (f Nashwan). 7 wins. See above.

DE QUEST (c Rainbow Quest). 3 wins 1600 to 2500m, Longchamp Prix du Conseil de Paris, Gr 2, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix Jean de Chaudenay, Gr 2. Sire.

SOURCE OF LIGHT (c Rainbow Quest). 7 wins 1¼m to 1¾m, Chester S., L, 2d Windsor Winter Hill S., L, 3d Goodwood Glorious S., L-twice.

TURNERS HILL (c Top Ville). 4 wins 2000 to 3000m, Chantilly Prix La Moskowa, L, 2d Longchamp Prix du Conseil de Paris, Gr 2. Sire.

Fine Detail. Winner at 1½m, Newmarket Montana S. Dam of 7 winners-

FASHIONABLE (f Nashwan). 2 wins at 1m, 1¼m, Newmarket Pretty Polly S., L, Wood Ditton S. Dam of 4 winners-

JACK NAYLOR (f Champs Elysees). 3 wins at 2 at 7f, 1m, €117,000, in 2014, Leopardstown Silver Flash S., Gr 3, Curragh Flame of Tara S., L, 3d Longchamp Prix Marcel Boussac, Gr 1.

- Valencia. Placed at 2 in Great Britain. Dam of 7 winners-

DEPORTIVO (c Night Shift (USA)). 6 wins-3 at 2–at 5f, 6f, £148,183, Curragh Flying Five S., Gr 2, King of Beers S., L. Sire.
Lot 79

BAY OR BROWN COLT

(Branded C nr sh. 143 off sh. Foaled 25th October 2014)

**Sire:**
- ALL AMERICAN
- Red Ransom (USA)
- by Hail to Reason
- Arabia (USA)
- by Damascus
- Strawberry Road (USA)
- by Whiskey Road (USA)
- Tersa (USA)
- by Mr. Prospector

**Dam:**
- EGERSZEGI
- Danehill (USA)
- by Northern Dancer

**1st Dam:**
- EGERSZEGI, by Danehill (USA). Unraced. Sister to HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR, MILANOVA, half-sister to BIG VIKING, HEART OF OAK, Eishin Maysville (dam of ZELSNITZ). This is her eighth living foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Dam of 4 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-
  - Nitouche (f by Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.

**2nd Dam:**
- L'ON VITE (USA), by Secretariat. Unraced. Sister to MEDAILLE D'OR, D'ACCORD, half-sister to L'ENJOLEUR, LA VOYAGEUSE (dam of TIME BANDIT, INNOVATIVE), GRAND LUXE (dam of SMACKOVER CREEK), L'Extravagante (dam of MONTELIMAR, L'EXTRA HONOR), Slew and Easy (dam of CONSERVE). Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
  - HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR (c Danehill (USA)). Champion 2YO colt in France in 2006. 4 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, £414,505, Curragh Phoenix S., Gr 1, Longchamp Grand Criterium, Gr 1, Curragh Railway S., Gr 2, 2d Curragh National S., Gr 1, Newmarket Dewhurst S., Gr 1. Sire.
  - MILANOVA (f Danehill (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1266, 1600m, $237,650, SAJC Tokyo City Cup, Gr 3, Morphettville Guineas, L, 2d SAJC Australasian Oaks, Gr 1, WATC Fruit 'n' Veg S., Gr 1, 3d AJC Japan Racing Association P., L, 4th SAJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, VRC Anzac Day S., L. Producer.

**3rd Dam:**
- HEART OF OAK (c Woodman). 6 wins 1300 to 1600m in Ireland, Germany and Sweden, Jagersro Per-Erik Pramms Minnesloping, L, Hannover Toto Lotto Sprint Preis, L. Sire.
  - Chasing Mammon. Unplaced. Dam of-
    - ROYAL OCEAN (f Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1600m in 2014-15, SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L.

**4th Dam:**
- FANFRELUCHE, by Northern Dancer. Canadian Horse of the Year in 1970. 11 wins–4 at 2–6f to 1½m, Saratoga Alabama S., Woodbine Princess Elizabeth S. Sister to BARACHOIS, three-quarter-sister to COCO LA TERREUR, half-sister to Somfas. Dam of 18 foals, 16 to race, 14 winners.
Lot 80
(Branded SFA nr sh. 26 4 off sh. Foaled 11th September 2014)

**BROWN FILLY**

**MORE THAN READY**

(Sire) Southern Halo

(USA) Woodman's Girl

(Dam) Redoute's Choice

(2002) Katima

---


---

1st Dam

**EMAURISMO**, by Redoute's Choice. Unraced. This is her sixth living foal. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, **all winners**-

Lady Gazerra (f by Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, 3d AJC Forbes H., ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H., STC Stoddart Group H., Grosvenor H. Southern Girl (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 1000m to 2013-14, 2d ATC XXXX Gold H., Membership on Sale H., Lynne McLean H., 4th ATC Triscay S., Gr 3.

Happy Flying (f by Lonhro). 2 wins at 1100m to 2015 in Malaysia.

Venus's Dream (f by Viscount). 2 wins at 1150, 1200m.

---

2nd Dam

**KATIMA**, by Zeditave. 4 wins-2 at 2-at 1000, 1200m, $260,640, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, Gimcrack S., L, Keith Mackay H., L, Brian Crowley S., L, 3d NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr 3, 4th STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3. Half-sister to **Keeping Up**, Talent Time (dam of **DEFERENTIAL**). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, **2 winners**, inc:-

Island Speed. 8 wins at 1000, 1200m, $755,352, HKJC Ventris H., Hong Kong Rugby Football Union Cup, Sports Club Diamond Jubilee Challenge Cup.

Silent Predator. 6 wins 1200 to 1400m, 2d AJC Randwick 150th Anniversary H., 3d STC Grand Pavilion H., Freeway Hotel Super TAB H.

Schuckmannsburg. Placed at 3. Dam of- Essayez. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m in 2014-15, WATC Caroma 2YO P., Westspeed 2YO P.

---

3rd Dam

**KIBITKA**, by Luskin Star. Unplaced. Half-sister to Twisted Heart (dam of **SPEED BABY**), Secret Desire (dam of **SECRET liaison**). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, **8 winners**, inc:-

**KATIMA** (f Zeditave). 4 wins. See above.

**Keeping Up** (f Quest for Fame (GB)). **Winner** at 2 at 1100m, STC Garden Island 2YO H., 2d STC Bravery 2YO H., Group Raceday Packages H., 3d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 4th STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3. Producer.

Miss Portofino. 3 wins to 1400m, AJC CVD Golf Club H. Dam of 2 winners-

Anjaal (c Lonhro). **Winner** at 2 at 1600m in 2013-14, 3d Greyville Premier's Champion S., Gr 1, 4th Greyville Golden Horseshoe S., Gr 1.

Talent Time. 3 wins at 1400, 2000m. Dam of 3 winners-**DEFERENTIAL** (g Royal Academy (USA)). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1200m, $555,411, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, HKJC Privilege H., 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3.

La Camille. **Winner** at 1007m. Dam of 4 winners-

Goldstone (g Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins at 1150, 1200m, $246,188, to 2013-14, ATC Xiirus H., AJC Members' Terraces H., MVRC 130 H., 2d VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Standish H., Gr 3.
Lot 81

**BAY FILLY**

(Branded nr sh. 21/4 off sh. Foaled 9th November 2014)

**Stable 4 Row G 3,4**

On Account of FAIRHILL FARM, Mulbring (As Agent)

**PIERRO** (Stud 2013). Leading 3YO Male on the 2013 WTR (Sprint). Champion 2YO in Australia in 2011-12. 11 wins-6 at 2-from 1000m to 1600m, A$4,536,650, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, Champagne S., Gr.1, Canterbury S., Gr.1, George Ryder S., Gr.1, Silver Slipper S., Gr.2. Out of a half-sister to SW Laverton (Longchamp Prix d'Ispahan, Gr.1). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam

**EUCHRE**

by Final Card. Winner at 1400m. This is her tenth foal. Her ninth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 6 foals to race, all winners:


- **Alacarte** (g by Umatilla (NZ)). **11 wins** at 1200 to 1600m, $502,798, to 2015 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Better Than Ever H., Panasonic Broadcast Novice H., Class 3 H., Class 4 H., 2d Singapore 3YO Classic, Sgp-1, Penang TC Malaysian Magic Millions Classic, L, Selangor TC Barons有机会 H., 4th Singapore Guineas, Sgp-1.

- **Good Project** (g by Not a Single Doubt). **2 wins** at 2–at 1300, 1600m, $192,660, to 2014-15, ATC TAB Place Multi H., TAB Early Quaddie 2YO P., 2d ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H., Bill Gilmour Tennis Centre P. Anahita (f by Dangerous). **2 wins** at 1000, 1500m in Aust and Philippines. Diamondsaretrumps (f by With Class (Can)). **Winner** at 1400m.

2nd Dam

**FREE NOW** (f by Marooned (GB)). **5 wins** at 2–to 1400m, WATC Nicopolis H., Harwood H., BMW 8 Series H., Sprite H., Murray H., 2d WATC NEC H., Liquorland Quality S., Riverside H., Special Conditions H., Kleenheat AutoGas H., Eyer H., Better Health H., Mrs Dance H., 3d WATC Harwood H., Nanna Tale Quality Sprint H. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, **4 winners**, inc:- Rancher Vann. **3 wins** 1000 to 1400m, 2d WATC Jim Wright H., Hey Cabby H. Super Conqueror. **3 wins** at 1000m, $105,167, Singapore TC Emirates Milan S., Class 5 H., 2d Singapore TC Class 4 H.-twice.

Free Tirol. Started 3 times. Dam of-

- Empire West. **3 wins** 940 to 1100m, WATC Quaalup H., Celebrity Princess H., 2d WATC Beverley Hale 24 Years H., Steven Parnham H., Quadrant H.

3rd Dam

**FREE WISH** (f by Haulpak). **Winner** at 1400m, 2d WATC Caress H, Minchinbury Champagne H., Margeaux Graduation S., News of the North Graduation S., 3d WATC Dawdie Sprint H., Penfolds Grange Graduation S., Retravision Quality Graduation S., Sandford Graduation S. Sister to **I'm in Luck, Wishing Free** (dam of SIR TINKA). Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-

Free Now. **5 wins**. See above.
Stable 2 Row L 1-10

On Account of ROTHWELL PARK THOROUGHBREDS, Blandford (As Agent)

Lot 82

BAY FILLY

(Branded LJII nr sh. 1/4 off sh. Foaled 23rd September 2014)

(Sire) TOORAK TOFF

Brave Warrior by Cossack Warrior

TOORAK TOFF

Miss Sandman by Regal Advice (NZ)

Orong by Mighty Avalanche

(Dam) FAIRESSA

Grand Lodge (USA) by Chief's Crown (USA)

Encosta de Lago by Northern Dancer

1999

Shoal Creek by Star Way (GB)

Tonazip (NZ) by Vice Regal (NZ)

TOORAK TOFF (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2012). 6 wins-3 at 2-from 1100m to 1400m, $A1,293,520, MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr.1, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, SAJC Jansz S., Gr.3, MRC Vain S., L, Midnight Fever 2YO P., SAJC Adelaide Magic Millions 2YO Classic, 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr.3, 3d VRC Tab.com.au S., Gr.3, 4th MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1. Out of a sister to SW Avilde. His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam Fairessa, by Encosta de Lago. 3 wins at 1600m, $164,300, MVRC Frank Gibson H., MRC Lady Sybil H., 2d SAJC Penny Edition S., L, City of Adelaide S., L, MRC Le Pine Funeral Services P., Silvan Australia H., Copperama H., MRC Champions Australian Racing Museum H., MRC Reveille H., 3d SAJC Marsh Classic S., Gr 2, Stuart Crystal Laelia S., L, MRC Canny Lass H., Jim Conway H., Kapalaran H. Half-sister to GREY SONG, TONZ MORE FUN. This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 winners-

Bec Said No Credit (f by Flying Spur). 6 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, $183,514, to 2013-14, MRC Hocking Stuart H., 2d MRC Hyderabad Racing Club H., 3d MRC Whitehouse Institute of Design 2YO H., 4th Kilmore Cup, L. Little Miss Bourke (f by Flying Spur). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m to 2013-14, SAJC Burns Ceilings H., 2d SAJC Rob Hodge H., McMahon Services H.

Fair Choice (f by Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins 1100 to 1400m.


2nd Dam TONZAZIP (NZ), by Kaapstad. 2 wins at 1100, 1422m, VRC December H., 2d MVRC Super Vobis H. Sister to SLANCHYVAH (dam of DREAMWORKS), Bonfires, half-sister to My Ozone Friendly (dam of EL NINO). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

GREY SONG (g Unbridled's Song (USA)). 6 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 2800m, $1,951,500, VRC Blamey S., Gr 2, AJC Chairman's H., Gr 2, VRC St Leger, Gr 3, 2d MRC Underwood S., Gr 1, Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, Herbert Power S., Gr 2, Sandown Classic, Gr 2, VATC Norman Robinson S., Gr 2, MRC WJ Adams S., L, 3d AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, MRC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, Sandown Classic, Gr 2, QTQ PJ O'Shea S., Gr 2, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 3.

TONZ MORE FUN (g More Than Ready (USA)). 5 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $151,375, SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, MRC Stargazer 2YO H.

Fairessa (f Encosta de Lago). 3 wins. See above.

Ziprossa. 2 wins at 1550, 1600m, ATC Schweppes H., Flinders Lane Perfect Fit Shirt P., 2d ATC Bondi P., Daceyville H., STC Fred Peisah P.

Zeroza. Winner at 1600m. Dam of 4 winners-Roses in the Glen. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1223m, MVRC Adapt Australia Premium H., Cameron Boyd 21st H., 2d MRC Catanach's Jewellers H.

3rd Dam SIZZLES (NZ), by Vice Regal. Winner at 2 at 840m, AuRC Farmers Fertiliser Supergrow H., 3d WRC Parkdale H. Half-sister to Hokuto Dancer, Minori Express (dam of CAUTHEN), Flying Melody (dam of SHOW NO EMOTION, HARVARD). Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

SLANCHYVAH (f Kaapstad). 4 wins 1575 to 2000m, $120,490, BATC Doomben Classic, L, 2d AuRC Championship S., Gr 1. Producer.
On Account of RIVERSDALE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 83 (No GST)  
CHESTNUT COLT  
(Branded △ nr sh. 14 off sh. Foaled 1st August 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Giant's Causeway (USA)</th>
<th>Storm Cat</th>
<th>by Storm Cat</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LOPE DE VEGA (IRE)</td>
<td>Helsinki (IRE)</td>
<td>Machiavellian</td>
<td>by Machiavellian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Vettori</td>
<td>Vettori (IRE)</td>
<td>Machiavellian</td>
<td>by Machiavellian</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| (Dam) | Lady Golconda | Kendor (FR) | by Kendor (FR) |  |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FAMILY JEWELS</th>
<th>Secret Savings (USA)</th>
<th>Seeking the Gold</th>
<th>by Mr. Prospector</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>Seeking the Gold</td>
<td>Jurisdictional</td>
<td>by Damascus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damzelle Pedrille</td>
<td>Seeking the Gold</td>
<td>Zoffany (USA)</td>
<td>by Our Native</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Cardinal (NZ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


| 1st Dam | FAMILY JEWELS, by Secret Savings (USA). 2 wins at 1000m. Sister to MADAME PEDRILLE, half-sister to DIAMOND DRILLE, M’LADY PEDRILLE. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, 1 winner-Nomoretenmore (g by Onemorenomore). Winner at 1315m in 2014-15. Echuca Jewels (f by Lonhro). Placed in 2014-15. |
| 2nd Dam | DAMZELLE PEDRILLE, by Zoffany (USA). Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Petersham RSL Club H., 3d AJC Cuddle H. Sister to MAMZELLE PEDRILLE (dam of O’LONHRO). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:- DIAMOND DRILLE (f Al Maher). 5 wins 1100 to 1600m, $975,180, to 2013-14, ATC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, Aspiration H., Gr 3, Tab.com.au H., Onemorenore at Easter H., 2d ATC Eastern Creek Tavern H., 3d ATC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, 4th ATC Emancipation S., Gr 2. MADAME PEDRILLE (f Secret Savings (USA)). 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $289,000, AJC Nivison H., L, STC Sheraco S., L, Triscay S., L, AJC Yarra Bay H., 2d STC Research S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Breeders Classic, Gr 2, 4th AJC Sapphire S., Gr 2, SAJC RN Irwin S., Gr 3, AJC Wiggie H., L, Angst S., L. M’LADY PEDRILLE (f Al Maher). 2 wins at 1150, 1400m, $107,420, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Nash Rawiller H., 3d AJC Bosco Bulldogs H. Damashqui. 9 wins 1400 to 2000m, $110,825, to 2013-14, 2d QTQ Functions & Catering H., 3d BTC Mitty’s H. Petrossian. Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2014-15, 2d ATC Schweppes 2YO H. |
| 3rd Dam | SISTER PEDRILLE, by Cardinal. 5 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1290m, STC Camperdown H., Royal Alexandra H., 2d AJC Indian Summer H., 3d AJC Charles Sturt H., STC Hunting Horn H. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:- MAMZELLE PEDRILLE (f Zoffany (USA)). 11 wins 1200 to 1500m, $566,455, AJC Nivison H., L, STC Sheraco S., L, Triscay S., L, AJC Yarra Bay H., 2d STC Research S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Breeders Classic, Gr 2, 4th AJC Sapphire S., Gr 2, SAJC RN Irwin S., Gr 3, AJC Wiggie H., L, Angst S., L. O’LONHRO (c Lonhro). 3 wins 1250 to 1600m, $222,650, AJC Chelmsford S., L, STC Madura Pure Assam Tea H., 2d AJC Warwick S., Gr 2. Sire. Catrille. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners- Bubbleboll (g Bubble Gum Fellow (JPN)). 3 wins at 1400, 2000m, 3d AJC Fernhill H., Gr 3, Black Cat H. Danish Shadow (c Dane Shadow). Placed at 2, 3d MRC Merson Cooper S., L. Countess Pedrille. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners- Cannarelle. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners- I AM INVINCIBLE (c Invincible Spirit (Ire)). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $270,050, SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3, MRC Sir John Monash S., L, 2d SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, 3d AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3. Sire.
Stable 3 Row G 9-14
On Account of SEGENHOE STUD AUSTRALIA PTY LTD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 84
BROWN FILLY
(Branded \(\bigotimes\) nr sh. 24/4 off sh. Foaled 13th September 2014)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA)........ by Hail to Reason........
DUPORTH ..................
Arabia............................ by Damascus ..........................
Staging..........................
Success Express (USA).... by Hold Your Peace .........
(Fam) Fastnet Rock .............. by Royal Academy (USA)
FAST FOLK ..................
Piccadilly Circus .......... by Royal Academy (USA)
2009 Folk Music ................ by Western Chorus (NZ)......

DUPORTH (AUS) (Bay or Brown 2005-Stud 2010). 3 wins to 1400m, BTC Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 60 rnrs, 23 wnrs, inc. SP Comrow, Inking, Two Over One - Wingold (H.K.) and of Paceman, Dupe 'em, Dashing Fellow, Mamaroochy, Mister Rockstar, Thelitterracketeer, Hermano Menor, Ruettiger, Backdrop, Shower of Hearts, Blame it on Rio, Stick With Me, Advertencia, Axanile, Blinkin', Blood Red Moon, Due Date, Kenian, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam FAST FOLK, by Fastnet Rock. Winner at 2 at 1000m, 3d ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam FOLK MUSIC, by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA). Winner at 1600m. Half-sister to JEUNE KING PRAWN, CREATIVE PLAN. Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:- Folk Rock. 3 wins 1100 to 1450m.

3rd Dam WESTERN CHORUS (NZ), by Western Symphony (USA). 7 wins 1000 to 1600m, $156,550, SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3, VRC Honda Legend S., L, MVRC Tesio S., L, 2d VATC How Now S., 3d VRC True Course H. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

JEUNE KING PRAWN (c Danehill (USA)). 8 wins-2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $2,260,125, HKJC Champions Mile, HK-1, Sha Tin Futurity Trophy, HK-3, Sports Club Golden Jubilee H., National Day Cup, Aetna Shirazei Region P., Success Partners H., Chevalier Network Solutions H., Chuk Yuen H., 3d Hong Kong Classic Mile, HK-1, HKJC Stewards’ Cup, HK-1. Sire. CREATIVE PLAN (f Flying Spur). 5 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $267,475, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, MVRC Alexandra S., L, 2d VRC Desirable H., L, SAJC Redvelva S., L, 4th MRC Tranquil Star S., Gr 3. Dam of 2 winners-Inventive. 5 wins 1000 to 1100m, $173,755, to 2013-14 in Aust and Macau, ATC McGrath Estate Leichhardt H., 2d ATC Bowermans Furniture H. Neptune Raider. 4 wins 1000 to 2250m, SAJC Legacy Widows H., Marion H. Central Role. 2 wins at 1350, 1650m, $116,814, HKJC Yiu Tung H., 2d AJC Beau Zam H., HKJC Tsung Pak Long H., 3d STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H. Felicity. 2 wins at 1200m, $230,218, HKJC Engineering Alumni H., Nagoya H.

4th Dam EMBASADORA (NZ), by Diplomatic Agent (USA). 11 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $108,875, AJC Chipping Norton S., Apollo S., WATC Quality P.H., VRC Flemington International H., Tauto H., MVRC Primrose H., STC Rosehill Welter H., BA Mullanle Welter H., VATC Mitcham H., Maroona H., 2d VATC Chirnside S., WATC Lee Steere S., 4th MVRC AJ Moir S., VRC Moomba P. Sister to Royal Consul, half-sister to Colt Forty Five. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

WESTERN CHORUS (f Western Symphony (USA)). 7 wins. See above. Style and Grace. Winner at 1290m, STC Elizabethan H. Grandam of-
KOONOOMOO (f Dubleo (USA)). 5 wins 1005 to 1400m, $460,296, VRC Herald Sun S., Gr 3, 2d MRC Tristarc S., Gr 2, VRC March S., L.
BANTRY BAY (f Tale of the Cat (USA)). 3 wins at 2 1400 to 1600m, SAJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3, VRC Anzac Day 2YO H. Producer.
Stable 4 Rows C 5-12 & D 1-5
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry's Plains
(As Agent)
Lot 85
BAY COLT
(Branded C nr sh. 30 4 off sh. Foaled 20th August 2014)

(Sire)
FASTNET ROCK.............
Danehill (USA) ............... by Northern Dancer....
Razynara.................... by His Majesty ..............
Royal Academy (USA) ........ by Nijinsky ..............
Galata....................... by Marauding (NZ)........

(Dam)
FLAMINGO GUITAR (USA) 2003
Storm Cat.....................
Storm Bird................... by Northern Dancer....
Terlingua.................... by Secretariat..............
Alydar....................... by Raise a Native...........
Lotka....................... by Danzig....................


1st Dam
FLAMINGO GUITAR (USA), by Storm Cat. Winner at 7f in Ireland. Sister to
FANTASTICAT, half-sister to Shootforthestars (dam of CENTRALINTELIGENCE, NASA). This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners-
Jungle Beat (c by Galileo). Winner at 2 at 7f, Newbury Highclere Thoroughbred Racing 2YO S., 2d Ascot Tribeca Holdings H.
Soul Intent (c by Galileo). 3 wins 9½f to 1½m to 2014, 2d Newmarket Chassis Cab Daf H.

2nd Dam
LOTTA DANCING, by Alydar. 7 wins 7f to 9f, $358,201, Aqueduct Affectionately H., Gr 3, Belmont Allowance, Churchill Downs Allowance, 2d Aqueduct Ladies H., Gr 2, Keeneland Beaumont S., Gr 2, Aqueduct Turnback the Alarm H., L, 3d Aqueduct Top Flight H., Gr 1, Next Move H., Gr 3, Laurel Snow Goose H., Gr 3, Sportsmans Sixty Sails H., Gr 3, Aqueduct Woodhaven H., L. Half-sister to MAMBO TWIST, MOONEE PONDS, Esperence. Dam of 12 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
FANTASTICAT (c Storm Cat). 3 wins at 8½f, 9f, Louisiana Super Derby, Gr 2, 2d Arlington Park Round Table S., L, Louisiana Prelude S., L. Sire.
Rain God. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 1m, Leopardstown Bulmers Original Summer Music Night Apprentice H.
Shootforthestars. Unraced. Dam of 10 winners-
General Consensus (f Giant's Causeway). 4 wins at 1m, 8½f, $255,444, Santa Anita Allowance, 2d Santa Anita Santa Barbara H., Gr 2, Oak Tree Swingingtime S., L, 3d Santa Anita Santa Ana H., Gr 2.
Golden Rainbow (g Seeking the Gold). 8 wins–1 at 2–6f to 8½f, $298,940, 3d Remington Oklahoma Derby, L.
My Elusive Star (c Elusive Quality). 4 wins 6f to 8¼f, $153,764, 3d Penn National Capital City S., L.

3rd Dam
LOTKA, by Danzig. 10 wins–1 at 2–5½f to 1½m, $721,804, Belmont Acorn S., Gr 1, Hialeah Black Helen H., Gr 2, Keeneland Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S., Gr 3, Calder La Prevoyante H., Gr 3, Hialeah Columbiana H., Gr 3, 2d Oaklawn Fantasy S., Gr 1, Belmont Rare Perfume S., Gr 3, Coaching Club American Oaks, Gr 1. Sister to STEPHAN'S ODYSSEY, Walesa, three-quarter-sister to BUROOJ, Batzushka. Dam of 14 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners.
Stable 4 Rows P & Q 1-6
On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone (As Agent)

Lot 86

BAY COLT
(Branded H nr sh. 11/4 off sh. Foaled 3rd October 2014)

(Sire) I AM INVINCIBLE
Invincible Spirit (Ire)................ by Danzig....................
Green Desert................ by Danzig....................
Rafta................ by Kris....................
Cannarelle................ by Bletchingly....................
Countess Pedrille................ by Zoffany (USA)....................

(Dam) FLION FENENA
Lion Hunter................ by Crozer....................
Pure of Heart (Ire)........... by Godswalk (USA)....................
Danehill (USA)................ by Danzig....................
Crested Wave (USA)........... by Danzig....................
On the Wind (NZ)............. by Sea Anchor (Ire)....................


1st Dam

2nd Dam
FENENA (NZ), by Crested Wave (USA). 3 wins–at 2–1200 to 2019m, SAJC Razor Sharp H., Newstone H., 2d SAJC Airflow Fan Improvers’ H., 3d VATC Greenemadows H. Half-sister to MacWind, Kendall (dam of SILENT IMPACT). Dam of 14 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Flion Fenena (F Lion Hunter). 2 wins. See above.

Lil Elsa (F Lion Hunter). 5 wins–at 2–1300 to 1200m, $177,350, AJC Emirates P.H., STC Froggy Internet H., Port Macquarie RC Panthers Queen of the North H., 2d STC Millie Fox S., L, AJC Jingle Bells H., BTC Richmond Grove Coonawarra Cabernet H., 3d AJC Hyland Race Colours H., STC Schweppes Agrum H., Harris Farm H., 4th AJC Wiggles H., L. Dam of 3 winners–


Credo. 2 wins at 1400, 2100m to 2014-15, WATC Perth Ice Works H., Twitter.com/rwnn_THOR H., 2d WATC Tabtouch.mobi H.

Elsa’s Girl. 2 wins at 1200, 1410m, 2d WATC Westspeed Nominations H., 3d WATC Tabtouch.com.au H.-twice, Crown Perth H.

Vintage Club. Winner at 2 at 1400m, QTC Look Aloh 2YO H.

Mighty Hope. 6 wins 1666 to 2400m, 2d BTC Smartframe H., 3d BTC Danahill H., Qld Tatt’s RC Carlton Midstength H.

3rd Dam
ON THE WIND, by Sea Anchor (Ire). Started once. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

MacWind (c McGinty). Placed at 2, 2d NSW Tatt’s RC Lou Silk 2YO H., STC AWA Sydney to Hobart H., 3d VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, STC Mower City H.

Kendall. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners–

SILENT IMPACT (g Casual Lies (USA)). 9 wins–at 2–1200 to 2600m, $491,120, Gosford Gold Cup, Gr 3, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 3, STC Christmas Cup, L, WJ McKell Cup, L, 2d STC Lord Mayor’s Cup, L, 3d BTC Chairman’s H., Gr 3, NSW Tatt’s RC Tattersalls P., L, STC WJ McKell Cup, L, 4th QTC Metropolitan H., L.

It’s Rysek (c Desert Sun (GB)). 8 wins 1400 to 2560m, $127,325, VRC Gurner’s Lane H., MRC Captain Peri H., Violoncello H., 2d VRC Bagot H., L.
Lot 87

**BAY COLT**

(Branded S/A nr sh. 32/4, off sh. Foaled 19th October 2014)

**(Sire)**

BERNARDINI (USA) ............................................ A.P. Indy ........... by Bold Reasoning ............

BERNARDINI (USA) ............................................ Weekend Surprise ........... by Secretariat ............

Cara Rafaela .............................................. Quiet American ........... by Fappiano ............

**(Dam)**

FLITTER BYE .............................................. Oil Fable ........... by Spectacular Bid ............

FLITTER BYE .............................................. Danehill (USA) ........... by Danzig ............

2007 .............................................. Patrona (USA) ........... by Lomond ............

BERNARDINI (USA) (Bay 2003-Stud 2007). 6 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr.1. Leading NZ Sire of 2YOs 2012-13. Sire of 652 rnrs, 347 wnrs, inc. Ruud Awakening (ARC Diamond S., Gr.1), Boban, To Honor and Serve, Alpha, Stay Thirsty, Go Indy Go, Angela Renee, A.Z. Warrior, Biondetti, Toydini, Gamiliati, Wilburn, Cavorting, Imperative, Spellbound, Theyskens' Theory, Romansh, Dame Dorothy, Edison, Gala Award, etc.

1st Dam

FLITTER BYE, by Exceed and Excel. 3 wins at 900, 1100m, ATC Bowermans Furniture H., 2d AJC Canley Heights H., STC Computer Air P., 3d ATC Rotary Club of Liverpool H., STC Windy Peak P. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam

UPPER CRUST, by Octagonal (NZ). Started twice. Dam of 2 named foals, both winners-

Nevada Blue. Winner at 1812m in 2013-14.

3rd Dam

FLITTER (NZ), by Bluebird (USA). Champion 4YO+ mare in Australia in 1994. 9 wins – 3 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $792,280, STC Winfield Classic, Gr 1, BATC Doomben Ten Thousand H., Gr 1, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, James HB Carr S., L, MVRC Crown Lager S., L, Newcastle JC Cameron H., L, 2d AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 3, NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 3, STC Premiere S., Gr 3, 3d STC Winfield Classic, Gr 1, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, Light Fingers S., Gr 3, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 3, Premiere S., Gr 3. Half-sister to MY ROYAL CAPTAIN, Sakti. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Unconditional Love. Winner at 1100m, AJC Zibara Collection P. Dam of-

Jessy Belle. 5 wins 1212 to 1600m, $300,765, to 2014-15, MRC Sportingbet.com.au H., MVRC TM Design Inglis Bonus H., Emsley Lodge H. Artheena. Winner at 1000m, 2d AJC Rita Peterson H. Dam of 2 winners-

Conrod Straight (g Danzero). 4 wins – 1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $134,200, AJC Harrington Park H., 2d STC Eskimo Prince H., L, 3d VRC Moomba P., L.

Flittery. Started once. Dam of 6 winners-

Maybe I (f Red Ransom (USA)). 2 wins – 1 at 2, AJC Sky Chase 2YO H., 2d STC Run to the Rose H., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Tabbie S., L.

Fort Courage (g General Nediym). Winner at 2 at 1200m, WATC McKenna Hampton Insurance 2YO P., 3d WATC Fairetha S., L, Aquanita S., L.

4th Dam

Kiwi Magic (NZ), by Vice Regal. 3 wins 1100 to 1212m, MVRC Deep Creek H., SAJC How Now H., 2d SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L. Half-sister to Fearless Dancer (dam of DIPPING). Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

FLITTER (f Bluebird (USA)). 9 wins. See above.

MY ROYAL CAPTAIN (g Zabeel). 7 wins 1200 to 1600m, $514,597, Singapore TC Patrons’ Bowl, Sgp-1, 3d UAE Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 3.

Palace Bound. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m. Grandam of-

TRUMP (g Written Tycoon). 7 wins – 1 at 2–1110 to 1650m, $606,938, to 2014-15 in Aust and Hong Kong, BRC Gunsynd Classic, Gr 3.

Making Waves. Unraced. Grandam of-

MARHETA (f Al Maher). 3 wins 1400 to 2020m, $264,778, BRC Doomben Roses, Gr 3, 2d Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, Gold Coast Bracelet, L.
On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 88 (No GST)

BAY COLT

(Branded 1cm off sh. Foaled 2nd October 2014)

(Sire) Perugino (USA)................. by Northern Dancer............

TESTA ROSSA......................... by Vain....................

Bo Dapper............................. by Vain....................

(Dam) Flying Spur ....................... by Beaches.................

FLYING MISTRESS................. 1999 by Ballintoy..............


1st Dam

FLYING MISTRESS, by Flying Spur. Placed at 3. Half-sister to Zoffcoast. This is her sixth living foal. Dam of 4 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Leoncino (f by Lion Heart (USA)). **Winner** at 1200m, BRC Sequalo at Lyndhurst P.

Lion Mistress (f by Lion Heart (USA)). **Winner** at 1250m.


2nd Dam

BALLINTOY, by Beaches. **Winner** at 1300m, 2d STC R & J Motors H., 3d AJC RA Howell H. Half-sister to La Pelerin, Bagpipes, Niamara (dam of VALANCE). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Zoffcoast (c Zoffany (USA)). **2 wins**-1 at 2 at 1000, 1500m, 2d VRC Gibson Carmichael S., L, 3d VATC Autumn S., Gr 3, MVRC Leslie Froggatt S., L, VRC Snowhite Cleaning H.

Tomdooli. **4 wins** 1200 to 1415m, 3d WATC Movie Maker Maker H.

Power Toy. **7 wins** 1000 to 1600m, 3d VRC Anti-Cancer Council Country Cup.

Lucky Warning. **5 wins** 1200 to 1800m.

Leica Toy. **3 wins** 1100 to 1300m.

Lord Manor - Super Keen (Mal.). **3 wins** 800 to 1400m in Aust and Malaysia.

Winter Dreams. Placed. Dam of 3 winners-

Time to Excite. **2 wins** at 1100, 1200m, ATC Bondi Pipe Freezing H.

3rd Dam

BALLYLACHLAN, by Marazion (GB). **4 wins** at 2 4½f to 6f, VATC Debutante S., VRC Criterion H., VATC Dingley S., MVRC Pascoe H., 2d VRC Sires’ Produce S., MVRC Chandos H., 4th VRC Maribyrnong P., VATC Merson Cooper S., VRC Ottawa S. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

La Pelerin (f Pilgrims Journey (GB)). **2 wins** at 2 at 1000m, PARC Aamarco H., Nyroca Stud H., 3d SAJC Bloodhorse Breeders’ S. Grandam of-

MAIN VAIN (f Vain Papa). **7 wins**-4 at 2–1000 to 1400m, WATC Raconteur S., L, Gay Gipsy H., Zaicia H., La Trice Quality Sprint H., Czarovich Graduation S., 2d VATC Parade Quality Sprint H. Producer.

Star Bionde (c Vain Papa). **3 wins** at 2 at 900, 1000m, 2d SAJC Future H., 3d SAJC Da Costa P., L.

Bagpipes (c Vain). **13 wins**-2 at 2–800 to 1200m, VATC Granville S., 2d MVRC Helios H., 3d VRC Byron Moore S., L, VATC Juvenile S.

Niamara. Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners-

VALANCE (c Mighty Avalanche). **8 wins**-1 at 2–1200 to 2531m, $635,896, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 2, AJC Bhma H., Hyperno H., Chifley H., 2d QTG Grand Prix S., Gr 2, GCTC AD Hollindale Cup, Gr 2, STC Fiji Welter Cup, AJC Bondi Junction H., STC Doyle’s Seafood Restaurant Welter H., 3d STC Shannon H., Gr 3, Newhaven Park Stud Welter H., 4th AJC George Main S., Gr 1.
BAY COLT
(Branded \%^\%^ nr sh. \%^\%^ \%^\%^ by Northern Dancer \%^\%^)

AL MAHER
Danield (USA) 
Razynia
Don't Say Halo (USA)
Dancing Show (USA)

Show Dancing (NZ)
Sir Tristrum (Ire)
English Wonder
Bletchingly
Expulsion (GB)

FORTUNATA
Dr Grace (NZ)
Sir Ivor
English Wonder
Bicay
Infatuation

AL MAHER (AUS) (Bay 2001-Stud 2005). 5 wins-2 at 2, VRC Australian
Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 395 rnrs, 242 wnrs, 25 SW, inc. Fat Al (ATC Epsom H.,
Gr.1), Almalad, Diamond Drille, Majestic Music, Budriguez, All Legal, Pheidon,
Oasis Bloom, King Lionheart, Delicacy, Speedy Natalie, Madam Gangster,
Marheta, Unchain My Heart, Dance With Her, Buddy Bundy, River Delta, Terror
Force, Becerra, Bigelow, Epic Dragon, M'Lady Pedrille, Amaethon, etc.

1st Dam
Fortunata, by Dr Grace (NZ). 2 wins at 1200, 1250m, STC Golden Slipper
Festival March H., Rockdale H., 2d AJC James HB Carr S., L, Angst H., L.
Half-sister to TWIGLET (dam of EASY ROCKING, FAIRY KING PRAWN,
CREVETTE), FACILE. This is her eighth living foal. Her seventh foal is a
yearling. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners-

CHIC CHOICE (f by Redoute's Choice). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, SAJC
Waterford Crystal Laelia S., L. Dam of 2 winners-
In Plain Sight. 5 wins 1200 to 1600m to 2013-14, WATC Seacorp H.

Rock of Fortune (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1000m, 2d ATC TJ’s
Champagne Bar P., 3d MRC Chairman’s S., L.

Fast 'n' Fortunate (g by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1300m in 2013-14.

Alcatraz (f by Fastnet Rock). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

Aria Pura (f by Flying Spur). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Hugin. 7 wins 1000 to 1400m to 2014, Niigata Inazuma S., Iide Tokubetsu.

Munin. 3 wins at 1400, 1600m to 2014 in Japan.

2nd Dam
Extradite, by Bletchingly. 2 wins at 1200, 1250m, AJC Veue Clicquot S., STC
Parramatta H., 2d STC Birthday Card H., L, 3d AJC Analie H., L. Three-
quarter-sister to SELSEY. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

TWIGLET (f by Twig Moss (Fr)). 5 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $247,620, VRC
Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, NSW Tatt's RC Furious S.,
L, 4th AJC Hobartville S., Gr 2, 2001 Aust. Broodmare of the Year. Dam of-

FAIRY KING PRAWN (g by Danield (USA)). Horse of the Year in Hong
Kong in 1999-2000 & 2000-01. 12 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1600m,
$7,870,542, Tokyo Yasuda Kinen, Gr 1, HKJC Stewards' Cup, HK-1.

EASY ROCKING (c by Barathea (Ire)). 5 wins-1 to 1000 to 1200m,
$887,135, VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, STC

CREVETTE (f by Danield (USA)). 4 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1350m, $214,830,
VRC Red Roses S., L, SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L, Oaklands P., L, 2d
MVRC Champagne S., Gr 3, MRC Twilight Glow S., L. Dam of 3 winners-

COSMIC ENDEAVOUR (f by Northern Meteor). 7 wins-1 at 2–1100 to
1400m, $1,419,280, to 2014-15, ATC Canterbury S., Gr 1, Qld Tatt's
RC Tattersall's Tiara, Gr 1, ATC Sapphire S., Gr 2, BRC Dane Ripper S.,
Gr 2, Scone RC Inglis Guineas, RL, 2d ATC PJ Bell S., Gr 3. Sire.

Pimpinella. 2 wins at 1200, 1250m, STC Slipper Pavilion H., Spring Valley
Fruitsation H., 2d City Tatt's RC Mount Gay Rum H. Dam of 4 winners-

ANISE (f by General Nediym). 2 wins at 2 at 1100m, $325,220, ATC
Kindergarten S., Gr 3, 2d ATC San Domenico S., Gr 3.

FACILE (g by Godswalk (USA)). 7 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $347,620, QTC
Lightning H., Gr 3, BATC FAI S., L, 2d BATC Coca-Cola Classic, Gr 3.
Lot 90

**BAY FILLY**

(Branded LJI nr sh. 94 off sh. Foaled 14th September 2014)

**Sire:**
- Red Ransom (USA) by Hail to Reason
- Arabiamo by Damascus

**Dam:**
- Sydney's Dream by Bletchingary
- Dream Appeal (USA) by Valid Appeal

**1st Dam**
- French Deputy (USA) by Deputy Minister
  - Mitterandal by Vice Regent

**2nd Dam**
- FRANCOPHILE
  - 2d Headway (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1)
  - 3d Response, Shrapnel, London Lolly, Solar Charged, Slightly Sweet
  - Direct Charge, Cavalry Rose, Sabrage, Assail, Crack a Roadie, Road Trippin', Urban Groove, Fort Lincoln, Rush, SP Zaragoza - Ghost Cry (Mal.), Bradman, Simply Put, Fast Cash, Dream Forward, etc.

**3rd Dam**
- PHANTOM CREEK (GB) by Mr. Prospector

**Grand Dam**
- FRANCOPHILE
  - 3rd Dam
  - 2d Headway (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1), Response, Shrapnel, London Lolly
  - Solar Charged, Slightly Sweet, Direct Charge, Cavalry Rose, Sabrage, Assail, Crack a Roadie, Road Trippin', Urban Groove, Fort Lincoln, Rush, SP Zaragoza - Ghost Cry (Mal.), Bradman, Simply Put, Fast Cash, Dream Forward, etc.

**Price:** $240,000-

**Notes:**
- This is her fifth foal. Dam of 4 foals to race,
  - Fancy Clancy (dam of Fancy Fusaichi)
  - Fancypoint (dam of Meisho Qualia)
  - Minerve (dam of Fabuleux Dancer)
  - Fortrose (dam of Double Partner)

- Dam of 5 winners-
  - Eclat (by Beneteau), Winner at 2 at 1100m in 2014-15.

**1st Dam**
- FRANCOPHILE, by French Deputy (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Vril, Dubai Spirit (dam of Circle of Bliss), Unknown Waters (dam of Meisho Qualia).

- This is her fifth foal. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-
  - Moreau (f by Snitzel). Winner at 2 at 1400, 1600m, $113,675, MRC Herald Sun P., 3d Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2, VRC Visit Victoria P.
  - Snitzel Blitz (f by Snitzel). Winner at 2 at 1204m in 2013-14, 2d SAJC Pura Milk 2YO H.

**2nd Dam**
- PHANTOM CREEK (GB), by Mr. Prospector. Winner at 1200m in U.A.E. Three-quarter-sister to Fortrose, half-sister to ARAZI, NOVERRE, Prestigious (dam of PREMARDAL). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
  - Vril (c Sunday Silence). Winner at 1400 to 2850m, $1,638,575, Tokyo Hakushu S., Okutama S., Ireland Trophy, Sapporo Moiwayama Tokubetsu, 2d Nakayama Suisen Sho, 3d Chukyo TV Aichi Open, L, Tokyo Ireland Trophy. Sire.

**3rd Dam**

- Unknown Waters. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

- DANSEUR FABULEUX, by Northern Dancer. Placed in France and U.S.A, 2d Evry Prix Minerve, Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to AJDAL, JOYEUX DANSEUR, FABULEUX DANCER, Sakura Patrick, half-sister to DOUBLES PARTNER, Fancy Clancy (dam of FANCY FUSAICHI, FANCY POINT), Jane's the Name (dam of SILENT ROAR). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
  - ARAZI (c Blushing Groom). Head of The 1991 European 2YO Classification & USA 2YO Free H. Winner at 2-1000 to 1700m, Breeders' Cup Juvenile S., Gr 1, Longchamp Prix de la Salamandre, Gr 1, Grand Criterium, Gr 1, Deauville Prix Morny, Gr 1. Sire.
  - NOVERRE (c Rahy). Champion 3YO Male Miler in GB in 2001. 5 wins at 2-1005 to 1609m, Goodwood Sussex S., Gr 1, Doncaster Champagne S., Gr 2, Newmarket July S., Gr 3, 2d Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr 1. Sire.
Lot 91

BAY COLT

(Branded GA nr sh. 37/4 off sh. Foaled 12th August 2014)

(Sire) Choisir................ by Danehill Dancer (Ire)......
STARSPLAEGDBANNER
Great Selection........ by Lunchtime (GB)...........
Gold Anthem............ by Made of Gold (USA)......

(Dam) FUPEG MAGIC....... by National Song.........
2005
Darmala (NZ)............ by Vain....................

Mr. Prospector........ by Raise a Native...........
Angel Fever............. by Danzig..................
Danehill (USA)......... by Rosecay.................

Mr. Prospector........ by Marscay.................

STARSPLAEGDBANNER (AUS) (Chestnut 2006-Stud Ire. 2011, Aust. 2011). 7 winners-1 at 2-from 5f to 1m, Royal Ascot Golden Jubilee S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 26 mrs, 14 wins, inc. SW The Wow Signal (Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1). Anthem Alexander, SP Home of the Brave, Moonraker and of Last Gift, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 2YOs and inc SW Of the Brave (MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr.3) and of Surf'ın Safari, etc.

1st Dam
FUPEG MAGIC, by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Rose Darmore, Woodala. This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Her third foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Griffin (g by Sequalo). Winner at 1000m, Singapore TC Inglis Melbourne Juvenile S., 2d Singapore TC Kranji D S.

2nd Dam
Darmala (NZ), by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 1200m, STC Lone Star H., BTC Members' H., 2d QTC Sir Douglas Wadley H., L, 4th AJC James HB Carr S., L, Geeelong RC Oaks Trial S., L. Blood-sister to Satyrice (dam of AGISTER, READYOR), half-sister to MAJESTICALLY, Rose Beat, Triattica (dam of DEMERGER). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Rose Darmore (f More Than Ready (USA)). Winner at 1200m, SAJC Irish Day August 22nd H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, SAJC Laelia S., L, 4th SAJC Dequetteville S., L. Producer.
Woodala (f Woodman (USA)). 6 wins 1400 to 2400m, $186,800, Northam Cup, WATC Astralander H., Bold Conqueror H., Quanah Park Aflleetaffair H., 2d WATC Ascot Gold Cup, L, 4th WATC Farnley S., L. Producer.

3rd Dam
ROSECAVY, by Marscay. Started once. Sister to TRISCAY (dam of LA BARAKA, TSUIMAI), three-quarter-sister to Salimar, Lilande (dam of DEFIER), Timpani (dam of MR CHARLIE), half-sister to Dane Vintage (dam of VINTNER). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
MAJESTICALLY (g Maroof (USA)). 10 wins-2 at 2–1100 to 2400m, $677,593, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, STC Stayers' Cup, L, Frank Underwood Cup, L, Lord Mayor's Cup, L, 2d STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2.
Rose Beat (f Rhythm (USA)). 3 wins 1000 to 1400m, VATC Allan Wicks H., SAJC Jayco Caravans H., Christmas Twilight H., 3d VATC Lord S., L.
Darmala (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins. See above.
Triattica. 2 wins at 1000, 1450m. Dam of 7 winners-
DEMERGER (f Saithor (USA)). 8 wins-2 at 2–1400 to 3200m, $997,250, SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 3, Queen's Cup, Gr 3, 2d Moonee Valley Oaks, Gr 2, 3d MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2.
Trader (c Dehere (USA)). 3 wins 1100 to 1500m, $181,725, STC Top Cut Steaks H., 2d MVRC Crystal Mile H., Gr 2, 2t STC Première S., Gr 2.

Rash Promise (f More Than Ready (USA)). 5 wins 1100 to 1640m, $215,650, 2d Qld Tatt's RC Recognition S., L, Tattersall's Mile, L. Dam of-

IMPETUOUS (f Fastnet Rock). 3 wins at 1350m, $124,950, to 2013-14, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L, 4th Scone RC Inglis Guineas, RL.

Tribunal – Happy Boy (H.K.) (g Encosta de Lago). 3 wins 1413 to 1700m, $215,676, MRC New Litho H., 3d VRC Super Impose S., L.
Stable 1 Row L 7-12

On Account of BELL VIEW PARK STUD,
Meroo Meadow

Lot 92
(Branded 6 sh. 4 off sh. Foaled 13th August 2014)

**BAY FILLY**

**(Sire)**
Redoute’s Choice ............ by Danzig ......................
Shantha’s Choice............ by Canny Lad .................
Snippets .................. by Lunchtime (GB) .............
Snow Finch (Ire)........... by Storm Bird .................

**(Dam)**
Encosta de Lago ............ by Star Way (GB) .............
Ruby Dancer ................ by Century ......................
Receptora (CHI) ............ by Blue Dancer ...............


1st Dam
Game Serena, by Encosta de Lago. 7 wins 1000 to 2000m, $227,805, VRC Bounty Hawk H., MVRC Slater & Gordon H., Pages Event Equipment H., 2d MRC Flying Spur H., Savoir H, 3d MVR Tesio S., Gr 3, VIC Byron Moore H., MVRC Travis Harrison Apprentices Cup H., Westaflex H., Wimmera RC China Bowl. Half-sister to **BEAUJOLAIS PRINCE**. This is her second living foal. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam
RUBY DANCER, by Rubiton. 7 wins 1300 to 1600m, VATC Bianco Lady H., Kapalaran H., 2d VATC Corps Of Com 50th Anniversary H., 3d VATC Listowel H. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**BEAUJOLAIS PRINCE (g Jeune (GB)). 8 wins** 1400 to 2500m, $225,525, VRC Bagot H., L, MRC Ready to Run Sale H., 2d MRC John Ritchie H.

Game Serena (f Encosta de Lago). 7 wins. See above.

Decoupez. 3 wins at 1600, 1700m to 2013-14.

3rd Dam
RECEPTORA (CHI), by Blue Dancer. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1600m, Club Hipico Clasico Carlos Valdes Izquierdo, Gr 3, 2d Club Hipico Clasico Jorge Barona Puelma, L. Half-sister to **Remedios**. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-Snipora. 4 wins 1100 to 1300m, WATC Trichelle H.

Tea Dance. Winner at 1100m. Dam of 3 winners-

Teaken. 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, 2d WATC Sue Bailey 20 Years H., 3d WATC Seppelt H., Midweek Lunch Package H.

Zetoire. Started once. Dam of-

Release Me. 11 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $177,125, QTC Trentham H., John Murray OC H., BTC Tony Stephens Refrigeration 2YO H.

4th Dam
Receta, by Balconaje. 4 wins in Chile, 2d Valparaiso 45 Anos Teuporada Chica, L. Half-sister to **RECALADA** (dam of RASPUTIN), Requisado. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

**RECEPTORA (f Blue Dancer). 2 wins**. See above.

**Remedios (f Semenenko). 4 wins** in U.S.A. and Chile, 2d Hipodromo Chile Clasico Haras de Chile, Gr 1, Club Hipico Clasico Lisimaco Jaraquemada, L.

5th Dam
RECIDIVA, by Bokara. 4 wins in Chile. Half-sister to Rubirosa (dam of RUMBA TAI), Triumpha (dam of TURCOTTE). Dam of 7 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

**RECALADA (f Prince Medicis). 2 wins** in Chile, Gran Premio Polla de Potrancas, 3d Gran Premio Las Oaks. Dam of 3 winners-

**RASPUTIN (c Schleswig). 5 wins** in Brazil and Chile, Cidade Jardim G.P. Sao Paulo, Gr 1, Club Hipico Clasico Verano, Gr 2. Sire.
On Account of CROWNINGSTONE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 93

BAY COLT

(Branded \( \notin \) nr sh. \( \frac{2}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 7th September 2014)

(Sire)

YOUR SONG

Fastnet Rock .................. Danehill (USA).............. by Danzig.................
Picadilly Circus .............. by Royal Academy (USA)
Fuji Kiseki (JPN) ............. by Sunday Silence............

(Zembu) ..................

(Dam)

GLADTOBEHOME

Haradasun .................. Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)...... by Mr. Prospector........
Circles of Gold .............. by Marscay.....................
Naturalism (NZ).............. by Palace Music (USA)....
Singles Bar ................. by Roy's Jester............... 4

YOUR SONG (AUS) (Brown 2009-Stud 2013). 3 wins-2 at 2-to 1400m, A$447,180, BRC BTC Cup, Gr.1, ATC JDC Flooring 2YO H., Pluck at Vinery 2YO H., 2d ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2. Grandson of a three-quarter-sister to SW Golden Attraction, SW Cape Canaveral and SW Red Carnival; a half-sister to SW Fantastic Light (Breeders’ Cup Turf, Gr.1) and SW Hi Dubai. His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam

GLADTOBEHOME, by Haradasun. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to ZIZOU. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam

Natural is My Name, by Naturalism (NZ). 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1615m, $158,773, MVRC William Inglis & Son H., BTC Anthony's Fine Jewellery H., QTC Gordon Adnam Welter H., STC Castle Hill H., Hastings H., 2d AJC Nivison H., L, 3d AJC James HB Carr S., L, VRC Moomba P., L, 4th VRC Chivas Regal S., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to TRUE BLONDE (dam of REGROWTH), half-sister to NOT A SINGLE DOUBT, Hanky Panky (dam of COME HITHER, FUN IN FLIGHT). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

ZIZOU (c Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Champion 2YO in Aust/NZ in 2006-07. Winner at 2 at 1000m, $969,525, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3. Sire.

Hanky Panky (f Anabaa (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2. Dam of 4 winners-

COMÉ HITHER (f Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins–1 at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $142,000, VRC Talindert S., L, MRC Debutant S., L, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, MRC Quezette S., L. Producer.

FUN IN FLIGHT (f Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $116,450, VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L, 3d MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 4th VRC Red Roses S., L. Producer.

Natural is My Name (f Naturalism (NZ)). 5 wins. See above.

3rd Dam

Singles Bar, by Rory’s Jester. 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, VATC Cleanaway 2YO H., 3d SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L. Half-sister to SNIPPETS, QUICK SCORE, ASAWIR (dam of GHAREEB), TRUE BLONDE (dam of REGROWTH). Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

NOT A SINGLE DOUBT (c Redoute’s Choice). 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $392,000, AJC Canonbury S., L, MRC Zeditave S., L, STC Cabe-Vision Made Real 2YO H., 2d MRC Schweppervescence Cup, Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., Gr 4, 4th STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2. Sire.

Hanky Panky (f Anabaa (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2. Dam of 4 winners-

COMÉ HITHER (f Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins–1 at 2 at 1000, 1100m, $125,000, VRC Talindert S., L, MRC Debutant S., L, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, MRC Quezette S., L. Producer.

FUN IN FLIGHT (f Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $116,450, VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L, 3d MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 4th VRC Red Roses S., L. Producer.

Natural is My Name (f Naturalism (NZ)). 5 wins. See above.

Bella Sunday. 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, STC Tile Mega Mart H. Dam of-

Breakfast in Bed (f Hussonet (USA)). 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, $285,600, to 2014-15, ATC Australian Turf Club H., TAB Rewards H., 2d BRC Nudgee H., L, Just Now H., L, 3d Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L.

Flying Single. Started once. Grandam of-

LADY JIVAGO (f Beneteau). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $192,750, in 2014-15, ATC Inglis 2YO Classic, RL.
Stable 4 Newmarket 1-10

On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 94 (With 25% GST)  

**BAY FILLY**  

(Branded N nr sh. 36 4 off sh. Foaled 6th October 2014)

(Sire)  

**FOXWEDGE** .................

- Fastnet Rock ..................
- Piccadilly Circus.............
- Forest Native (USA) ...........
- Forest Wildcat...............  
- Miss Timebank ................
- by Water Bank ................

(Dam)  

**GOLDEN PEDIGREE** ....

- Gold Brose ......................
- Huntingdale (Ire) .............
- Cryptic Verse .................
- by Yeats (USA) ...............  
- by Double Form ..............
- Gold Trinket (Ire) ...........
- by Golden Fleece ............

**FOXWEDGE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012).**  

- 5 wins-2 at 2-at 1100m, 1200m, A$952,450, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1, ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2, San Domenico S., Gr.3, Clarry Connors 2YO P., 2d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, 4th ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, VRC Lightning S., Gr.3, Brother to SW She's a Fox (ATC Rosebud H., L). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam  

**GOLDEN PEDIGREE**, by Gold Brose.  

- 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, Pepsi Max 2YO P, 3d VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr.3, SAJC Mistral H.  
- Half-sister to **BIOLOGIST, Fraar Side** (dam of **THE VERMINATOR, Jeune's Fantasy, Old Friends Gold**), All That Sparkles (dam of **LIBERTY'S GEM**). This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Dam of 4 foals to race, **3 winners**-

- Infinite Energy (g by Flying Spur).  

- Buyback (f by Red Ransom (USA)).  
  - Winner at 2000m in 2013-14.

- Flying Bentley (g by Flying Spur).  
  - Winner at 1280m.

- Gone to Paris (f by Duporth). Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 3d ATC TAB Rewards H.

2nd Dam  

**NEW GOLD DREAM**, by Alzao (USA).  

- Winner at 2400m, SAJC Lane Print Group H.  
- Dam of 14 named foals, 11 to race, **10 winners**, inc:-

- **BIOLOGIST (g Danehill Dancer (Ire)).**  
  - 6 wins at 1600m to 2014-15, Counties RC Karaka Classic, L, AuRC Caci Mile, Ernst & Young H., Waikato RC Civics at Cambridge Thoroughbred Lodge H., 2d Waikato RC Seafood Bazaar H.

- **GOLDEN PEDIGREE (f Gold Brose).**  
  - 2 wins. See above.

- **Jeune's Fantasy (g Jeune (GB)).**  
  - 9 wins 1200 to 2200m, WATC Seaview Brut H., Muromoon H., 2d WATC Sweet Saqa H., 3d WATC Melvista S., L.

- **Fraar Side (f Fraar (USA)).**  
  - 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, MVRC You Can't Say No 2YO H., 2d VRC Anzac Day S., L.  
- Dam of 2 winners-

- **THE VERMINATOR (g Jeune (GB)).**  
  - 7 wins 1550 to 2400m, $608,350, ATC Metropolitan H., Gr.1, Wyong Gold Cup, L, AJC Royalrandwick.com h., 2d ATC Winter Cup, L, City Tattersalls Club Cup, L, 3d ATC Premier's Cup, L, 4th ATC Premier's Cup, L, Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, L.

- **Old Friends Gold (f Fraar (USA)).**  
  - Winner at 1300m, 2d MVRC Travis Harrison Cup, 3d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L.  
- Producer.

- All That Sparkles.  
  - 2 wins at 1415m. Dam of-  
  - **LIBERTY'S GEM (g Statue of Liberty (USA)).**  
    - 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, $199,100, in 2014-15, WATC Sir Ernest Lee-Steere Classic, Gr.3, Placid Ark S., L, Westspeed H., 2d WATC Westspeed H.

3rd Dam  

**GOLD TRINKET (IRE), by Golden Fleece.** Placed at 3, 2d Leopardstown Marley H.  

- Half-sister to **Joy.**  
- Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, **5 winners**, inc:-

- Asdaf.  
  - Winner at 2 at 1210m, 4th SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L.  
- Dam of-  
  - **Princess O'Lara (f Langfuhr (Can)).**  
    - 6 wins at 1000, 1200m, $183,350, WATC BMW Group Australia Sprint H., 2d WATC Matchmaker Classic, L.
BROWN COLT

Lot 95 (No GST)

(Branded 23 nr sh. 0 off sh. Foaled 14th October 2014)

(Sire) Sadler's Wells ................... by Neartic .................

BULLET TRAIN (GB) ...

Kind ...................

(Dam) GORGEOUS MISS ............

2006

Gorgeous Guru ............... by Danzig ........................

Proud Halo .............. by Don't Say Halo ..........

Proud Halo ..................

GORGEOUS MISS ........................

Northern Dancer .......... by Giant's Causeway (USA)...

FAIRY BRIDGE ........................

Fairy Bridge .......... by Storm Cat ..............

Danehill (USA) .......... by Machiavellian ........

Rainbow Lake .............. by Rainbow Quest ....

Bullet Train (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud 2013). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1m, 1½f, £114,822, Lingfield Derby Trial S, Gr.3, 2d Newbury Dubai Duty Free Golf World Cup S., 4th Goodwood Sussex S., Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1). SW Noble Mission (Goodwood Gordon S., Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S., L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam

GORGEOUS MISS, by Shamardal (USA). Started twice. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-

Kanguru (g by Casino Prince). 2 wins–1 at 2—at 1200m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam

GORGEOUS GURU, by Anabaa (USA). 2 wins at 1413, 1812m, SAJC Blackwell Funerals H., Lakewod Stud Bellotto H., 2d SAJC Alanbridge Stud Beautiful Crown H., 4th SAJC Auraria S., Gr.3. Half-sister to GOLD GURU, GALLANT GURU, Gazza Guru, Glitzy Guru, Glory Guru (dam of GAMBLIN' GURU). Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Siren. Winner at 1100m, 3d STC Solo Strong H.

3rd Dam

PROUD HALO, by Don't Say Halo (USA). 4 wins 1206 to 2200m, SAJC Dewar's H., Balthasar H., SA Hire Cars H., 2d SAJC Royal Shah H. Half-sister to FOLKSTONE HERO. Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

GOLD GURU (g Geiger Counter (USA)). Champion 3YO in Australia in 1997-98. Joint Head of The 1997-98 Australasian 3YO Classification. 8 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $2,433,900, Australian Derby, Gr.1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1, STC Ranvet S., Gr.1, MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr.2, SAJC Breeders' S., Gr.2, VATC Autumn Classic, Gr.2, 2d STC Mercedes Classic, Gr.1, VRC Turnbull S., Gr.2, SAJC Fulham Park P., L, 3d VATC Yalumba S., Gr.1, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 4th VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, JJ Liston S., Gr.2, MVRC HS Hayes S., Gr.3.

GALLANT GURU (c Montjeu (Ire)). 8 wins 1600 to 2520m, $677,240, MRC Sandown Classic, Gr.2, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr.3, SAJC Hill-Smith S., L, Geelong Classic, L, SAJC Ben Cousins H., Moe Cup, 2d SAJC Adelaide Guineas, Gr.3, Balcrest S., L, Matrice S., L, 3d SAJC Chairman's S., L, Sire.

Glitzy Guru (f Johann Quatz (Fr)). 5 wins 1200 to 2500m, $123,110, SAJC KPMG Tax Consulting H., Smoke Free H., Carlton Draught H., 2d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L, St Leger, L, 3d SAJC Australasian Oaks, Gr.1.

Gazza Guru (g Street Cry (Ire)). 9 wins 1600 to 2000m, $506,690, to 2013-14, SAJC Regency Shower Screen & Wardrobes H., AJC Waterloo H., Racingjobs.com.au H., 2d VRC Express S., L, Wyong Gold Cup, L, 3d ATC Craven P., Gr.3, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr.3-twice, ATC Randwick City S., L, Wyong Gold Cup, L-twice, 4th Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, L.

Glory Guru. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

GAMBLIN' GURU (g New Approach (Ire)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2200m, $363,135, to 2014-15, SAJC Chairman's S., Gr.3, Port Adelaide Guineas, L, Geelong Classic, L, 2d SAJC Hill Smith S., L, 3d SAJC CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L, 4th South Australian Derby, Gr.1.

Gossip Guru (f Reset). 5 wins 2050 to 2600m, $139,840, to 2013-14, SAJC Endeavour Homes Spring Stayers Series Final H., Blaze Magazine H., Toll Express H., 3d SAJC Lord Reims S., Gr.3.
Lot 96
BAY OR BROWN COLT
(88x501) Branded nr sh. 5 4 off sh. Foaled 19th September 2014

(Sire) Redoute's Choice .......... by Danzig .................
DECERTARE ........................... Shantha's Choice .......... by Canny Lad .................
Pettican ................................. Canny Lad .......... by Bletchingly .................

(Dam) Holy Roman Emperor (Ire) 2008
GUNHILDA .............................. La Snippette .......... by Snippets .................
 Foiled ................................. L'On Vite (USA) .......... by Secretariat .................

DECERTARE (AUS) (Black or Brown 2004-Stud 2010). 2 wins at 1200m, 1600m. Grandson of SP La Snippette (3d STC Magic Night S., Gr.2). Related to SW Via Maris (Santa Anita San Gorgonio S., L). SP Veronique and SP Vielle France. Family of SW Val de Loir (Chantilly Prix du Jockey Club, Gr.1). SW Valoris, SW Wise Dan, SW The Offer, SW Roi Lear, SW One Cool Cat, SW Dominant, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam GUNHILDA, by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire). Placed at 2, 2d ATC Zetland 2YO H., 3d ATC Grand Pavilion 2YO H. Half-sister to BELONG TO MANY. This is her first foal.


3rd Dam REGAL BLADE, by Steel Blade. 5 wins—1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m. Half-sister to Christer. Dam of 8 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:—SWORD (g Switch in Time (Ire)). 12 wins—4 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $558,287, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, Angas Brut Classic S., Gr 2, VATC Chirmside S., Gr 3, City Tatt's RC Lightning H., L, AJC Gallipoli Flying Welter H., SAJC KPMG Peat Marwick H., STC Lowest Quality H., AWA Gaming & Wagering Welter H., Christmas Giveaway Day 2YO H., Parramatta Leagues Club 2YO H., Rotary Community Service 2YO H., 2d VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, AJC Shorts H., Gr 3, Function Centre H., Bendigo JC Sandhurst Classic H., 3d AJC Brian Crowley S., L, STC Farnworth Welter H., Citius Welter H., 4th VRC Victoria Racing Club S., Gr 3, Hilton on the Park Sprint H., L. Somethin' Sharp. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, STC Glebe H., Regal Gauntlet H., Lakemba H. Time to Switch. 4 wins—2 at 2–900 to 1200m, QTC Balciano H. Grandam of—Queen of Asia. 4 wins—1 at 2–at 900, 1200m, BTC Clean Domain H., QTC Moreton Bar H., BTC Axis Air Brisbane Bloodstock 2YO H.

4th Dam CHRISJOVID, by Princely Son (GB). 4 wins at 2 800 to 1100m. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:—Christer (f Mister C (USA)). 4 wins—1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $103,020, AJC Grey Receiver H., STC Cumberooa 2YO H., 2d AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, 3d NSW Tatt's RC Carrington S., L, 4th QTQ Lightning H., Gr 3. Dam of—Dancrist. 7 wins 1400 to 1645m, WATC Kambalda Football Club H. Lyrical Dancer. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners—Kid Millions. 15 wins—2 at 2–1000 to 1450m, STC Become a Member H.
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry’s Plains
(As Agent)

Lot 97

BAY FILLY

(Branded nr sh. off sh. Foaled 25th October 2014)

(Sire) Zeditave

MAGIC ALBERT

Sally Lou

(Dam) Fuji Kiseki (JPN)

HAIRY

2003

Final Waltz

MAGIC ALBERT (AUS) (Chestnut 1998-Stud 2002). 7 wins-4 at 2, STC Peter Pan S., Gr.2. Sire of 595 mrs, 401 wins, 19 SW, inc. Albert the Fat (BRC BTC Cup, Gr.1), Ilovethiscity, Magic Cape, Fighting Warrior, Master Harry, Something Anything, Marchinski - Vital Flyer (H.K.), Za Magic, Orbit, Isopach, Straight Albert, Al be Nimble, Tweet, Bundle of Joy, Aldini, Ron’s Call, Tai Tai Tess, Plain Magic, Alberto, SP Lakers Bay, Roma Giaconda, etc.

1st Dam

HAIRY, by Fuji Kiseki (JPN). 7 wins 900 to 1400m, $327,785, NSW Tatt’s RC Carrington S., L, STC Sheraco S., L, AJC Run Property H, STC Masterton Homes H., 2d NSW Tatt’s RC Tattersalls Club Cup, L, Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, MRC Flying Spur at Arrowfield H., STC Cronulla Cinema H., 3d AJC Wiggle S., L, 4th STC Festival S., L. This is her third living foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam

FINAL WALTZ, by Danehill (USA). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to DANASURIA, half-sister to Yorick, Zeal (dam of WOWEE). Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

HAIRY (f Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 7 wins. See above.

Magic Waltz (g Magic Albert). 5 wins 1000 to 1600m to 2014-15.

Panama City. 3 wins at 1400, 1600m in 2014, Singapore TC Fairy Tale S., Class 4 H., Initiation P.


3rd Dam

NAMOUNA (IRE), by Sadler’s Wells. Started twice. Three-quarter-sister to Faint Heart, half-sister to PORT ST MARY (dam of DR. W, FRISKY THUNDER, SUPER COGNAC), Bold Citadel, Amarissa (dam of DANASURIA), Mount Holyoke (dam of WOOTTON RIVERS, MAGELLANO). Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Yorick (c Rory’s Jester). 6 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1400m, $353,828, Singapore TC Class 1 H., Glenmorgan Sprint Trophy, Tiger Beer Triple Challenge, Novice, Bukit Timah H., 3d Singapore TC Fischer S., Sgp-3.

Zeal. Winner at 1200m, 3d WRC Trax H. Dam of 3 winners-

WOWEE (f Choisir). 3 wins 1600 to 2500m, South Australia Fillies Classic, Gr 3.

4th Dam

AMARANDA, by Bold Lad. 4 wins–3 at 2–at 5f, Royal Ascot Queen Mary S., Gr 2, Newbury St Hugh’s S., L, Haydock Walnut S., 2d Doncaster Flying Childers S., Gr 1. Three-quarter-sister to Never So Fair (dam of CIRCLE OF GOLD, CRYSTAL CROSSING), half-sister to FAVORIDGE, Ash Ridge, Favourite Guest. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

PORT ST MARY (f Seattle Slew). 6 wins–1 at 2, River Downs White Swan S., L, Mount Holyoke. Winner at 1m, 2d Goodwood Ship’s Decanter S. Dam of-


Amaranthus. Unraced. Granddam of-

OLYMPIC GLORY (c Choisir). Equal Leading 3YO Male on the 2013 WTR (Medium). 8 wins–4 at 2–1207 to 1610m, £1,419,773, to 2014, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr 1, Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr 1.
Stable 1 Row L 7-12
On Account of BELL VIEW PARK STUD,
Meroo Meadow
Lot 98
(Branded & nr sh. 11 4 off sh. Foaled 28th September 2014)

**BAY FILLY**

*(Sire)*

YOUR SONG

Fastnet Rock... by Danzig

**YOUR SONG (AUS) (Brown 2009-Stud 2013). 3 wins-2 at 2-to 1400m, A$447,180, BRC BTC Cup, Gr.1, ATC JDC Flooring 2YO H., Pluck at Vinery 2YO H., 2d ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2. Grandson of a three-quarter-sister to SW Golden Attraction, SW Cape Canaveral and SW Red Carnival; a half-sister to SW Fantastic Light (Breeders’ Cup Turf, Gr.1) and SW Hi Dubai. His oldest progeny are foals.*

**1st Dam**


**2nd Dam**


**3rd Dam**

ALLAWAH, by In the Purple (Fr). Unplaced. Half-sister to COMMONSENSE, SIR SHOTGUN. 

Chimerical. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners- 

**Lady Janice. Started twice. Dam of 2 winners-**

**Guessing (f Keeper). 5 wins** at 1200, 1400m, AuRC Bunnings Warehouse H., 2d Egmont RC Taranaki Breeders S., Gr 3.
On Account of EVERGREEN STUD FARM,
Heatherbrae (As Agent)

Lot 99
CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded Sr nr sh. 15 off sh. Foaled 19th September 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>NICCONI (USA)</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>Nicola Lass</td>
<td>Scenic (Ire)</td>
<td>by Sadler's Wells</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>HEAVENLY NIGHT (USA)</th>
<th>Woodman (USA)</th>
<th>Out on the Town</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>Miss Shamardal (f by Shamardal (USA))</td>
<td>L'ENJOULEUR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam
HEAVENLY NIGHT (USA), by Woodman. 2 wins-1 at 2–at 8½f in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to HEART OF OAK, half-sister to Spinjive, Western Hour. This is her tenth foal. Her ninth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 7 foals to race, 5 winners-Miss Shamardal (f by Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins 1580 to 1800m, $163,130, ATC Bronte H., 2d AJC Newbridge H., 3d STC Rosehill Event Centre H., AAMI Golden Slipper Day 2YO H., Night of Champions H. Dam of-
M OONLIGHT HUSSLER (g Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2013-14, MRC Debutant S., L, 2d SAJC Marsh H. Pontoon Fender (g by Testa Rossa). 4 wins at 1400m. Summer Evening (g by Casino Prince). Winner at 1600m. Testabolt (g by Testa Rossa). Winner at 1600m. Cardio Miss (f by Flying Sour). Placed in 2014-15. Run Brony Run (f by Redoute's Choice). Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-Dream Run. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1600m to 2014-15, 4th Hawke's Bay Lowland S., Gr 3. Fionn's Kid. Winner at 1400m in 2014-15 in NZ.

2nd Dam
OUT ON THE TOWN (USA), by Spend a Buck. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to L'ENJOULEUR, LA VOYAGEUSE (dam of TIME BANDIT, INNOVATIVE), MEDAILLE D'OR, D'ACCORD, GRAND LUXE (dam of SMACKOVER CREEK), L'Extravagante (dam of MONTELMAR, L'EXTRA HONOR), Slew and Easy (dam of CONSERVE), La Pepite (dam of SOLDERA), L'On Vite (dam of HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR, MILANOVA, BIG VIKING, HEART OF OAK). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:- Western Hour (f Gone West). Winner at 1¼m, 3d Newbury Ballymacoll Stud S., L. Producer. Spinjive (f Cure the Blues). 4 wins–1 at 2, 3d Ellis Wilma C Kennedy S., L. Caught My Eye. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-Dazzling Deelite (f Afternoon Deelites). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 1m, 3d Calder Cool Air S., L, 4th Calder Aspidistra H., L. Dam of 3 winners-BEAR TOUGH TIGER (g Roar of the Tiger). 10 wins 5½f to 6½f, $500,079, to 2014, Woodbine Kennedy Road S., Gr 3, Allowance, 2d Woodbine Jacques Cartier S., L, 3d Woodbine Nearctic S., Gr 1, 4th Gulfstream Sunshine Millions Sprint S., L.
Lot 100

CHESTNUT FILLY

(Branded T nr sh. off sh. Foaled 8th September 2014)

(Sire)
Exceed and Excel
Danehill (USA) by Danzig
Patrona (USA) by Lomond
Singspiel (Ire) by In the Wings
Accessories (GB) by Mill Reef

(Dam)
Thorn Park
Spinning World (USA) by Nureyev
Joy by Bluebird (USA)

HELLA GOOD
2005
Myrh (NZ) by Nassipour (USA)
San Pauli Girl (NZ) by Western Symphony

HELMET (AUS) (Chestnut 2008-Stud 2012). 6 wins-4 at 2-from 1200m to 1600m, A$1,607,300, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, ATC Champagne S., Gr.1, Sires Produce S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr.3, ATC Australian Brewery 2YO H., 3d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, Run to the Rose H., Gr.3. Half-brother to SW Epaulette (ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1) and SW Bullbars (VRC CS Hayes S., Gr.3). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam
HELLA GOOD, by Thorn Park. Winner at 1300m. Half-sister to TRIPLE HONOUR. This is her fourth foal. Dam of 2 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Satellite Prince (g by Flying Spur). Winner at 1600m in 2014 in Singapore.

2nd Dam
MYRRH (NZ), by Nassipour (USA). Winner at 1600m, 3d VATC Silvermoo H. Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
TRIPLE HONOUR (g Honours List (Ire)). 7 wins-3 at 2–1100 to 2200m, $2,221,960, AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, BRC Eagle Farm Cup, Gr 2, STC Premiere S., Gr 2, AJC Sydney Childrens Hospital Foundation Sprint H., STC De Bortoli Wines 2YO H., Retirement Show 2YO H., 2d AJC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, Randwick Guineas, Gr 1, Warwick S., Gr 2, Chelmsford S., Gr 2, STC Hill S., Gr 2, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, BRC Members' H., L, 3d ATC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, BRC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, AJC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, AJC Craven P., Gr 3, 4th VRC Patinack Classic, Gr 1, BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, NSW Tatt's RC Chelmsford Classic, Gr 2, STC Golden Rose S., Gr 2, WATC CB Cox S., Gr 2.
Strong Gain. 6 wins 1200 to 1550m, $395,415, STC Jacob's Creek H., HKJC Kowloon City H., World Bar Conference Cup H., Chek Lap Kok H., 2d STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., HKJC Kwai Shing H., Songhua Jiang H.
Disciple. 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $345,745, ATC Blackwoods H., Catholic Trade Training Centres H., Turf Club H., Brad Tonks H., 2d ATC Pirtek Fluid Transfer Solutions H., Nova 969 Fitzy & Wippa H., Gaypak & United Fruit H., Membership on Sale H., Theraces.com.au H., 4th ATC Civic S., L.
Enormous Honour. 3 wins 1400 to 1580m, $137,770, to 2014-15, ATC Big Sports Breakfast H., Declaration of War at Coolmore H., Testa Rossa at Vinery P., 2d ATC Vinery Yearlings H., 3d ATC Membership on Sale P.
Tegula. Winner at 1200m. Dam of-
The Bronx. 4 wins at 1000m to 2014-15, 3d SAJC Toll Express H.

3rd Dam
SAN PAULI GIRL (NZ), by Western Symphony (USA). 4 wins 1004 to 1600m, SAJC Sedgwick Classic S., Gr 2, Lakes International H., Lullaby of Broadway H., Lockley's Tradition H., 2d SAJC Malaysia Airlines H., Euclase H., 3d Avondale JC Cambridge Stud Sir Tristram Juvenile H., SAJC Get a Piece of Action H., Gold Coast Seagulls S., Straight Up H. Half-sister to CAPADAN.
Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Absent Friend. Winner at 1350m, BTC Rose of Kingston H.
Lot 101  
CHESTNUT COLT  
(Branded nr sh. 15 4 off sh. Foaled 10th October 2014)

(Sire)  
CHOISIR  
Danehill Dancer (Ire)  
Great Selection  

(Dam)  
HIGH TUDOR (NZ)  
High Yield (USA)  


1st Dam  
HIGH TUDOR (NZ), by High Yield (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to ALLEZ WONDER, PRETTY PINS. This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam  
LUNA TUDOR, by Military Plume (NZ). 10 wins 1250 to 3200m, $401,095, WATC Perth Cup, Gr 2, York H., L, Healthy Choice Quality H., RA Rigg H., Ron Goddard Memorial H., Queen Inca H., 4th SAJC West End Draught S., Gr 3, WATC Winter Cup, Gr 3. Half-sister to Yasmin Tudor (dam of AMPHRITITE). Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

ALLEZ WONDER (f Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins at 1600, 2040m, $509,263, MRC Toorak H., Gr 1, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L, MVRC Pacific Communications Tour of Victoria Distance Final H.

PRETTY PINS (f Pins). 6 wins 1030 to 2020m, $329,900, to 2013-14, BRC Chairman’s H., Gr 3, T&J Whitehouse Investments H., Ascend Sales H., Sky Racing World H., 3d BRC Premier’s Cup, Gr 3, Qld Tattersall’s Cup, Gr 3, 4th Brisbane Cup, Gr 2, ATC Winter Challenge H., L. Perfect Match. Winner at 2000m, $116,324, HKJC Panasonic Viera H., 2d HKJC Grass Island H., Luard H.

Captain Scott. 4 wins 1200 to 1600m to 2013-14, 2d AuRC Barfoot & Thompson Trophy H., 3d AuRC Lindauer Mile H., Counties RC Flooring HQ H. Breccia. 2 wins at 2000m, 2d AJC Convention Centre H., Warwick Farm 100 Club H., STC Members H. Just Go With It. 4 wins at 1500, 1800m to 2014-15 in Macau.

3rd Dam  
MOON STORM, by Jungle Boy (GB). 2 wins at 1150, 1400m. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

LUNA TUDOR (f Military Plume (NZ)). 10 wins. See above.

Yasmin Tudor (f Polish Patriot (USA)). Placed at 3, 2d WATC Affirmed H., 3d Western Australian Oaks, Gr 2, WATC Belmont Oaks, L, Burgess Queen S., L. Dam of 5 winners-

AMPHRITITE (f Statobest (Ire)). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1100, 1400m, WATC Gimcrack S., L, 882 6PR Breakfast H., 2d WATC Burgess Queen S., L, Paklani 2YO H., 3d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2. Producer.

Step Forward (g Nothin’ Leica Dane). 9 wins-1 at 2-1200 to 2200m, $169,950, 2d Canberra Cup, L, AJC Soho Square H., STC Freeways Friday Lunch Show H., 3d AJC Copeland H., Bacardi Breezer H.
Lot 102
BAY FILLY
(Branded 15
off sh. Foaled 30th August 2014)

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .............. Danezig by Northern Dancer
Razyana (USA) .................. Razyana by His Majesty
Patrona (USA).................... Lomond by Northern Dancer

(Dam) Encosta de Lago................ Fairy King (USA) by Northern Dancer
Houston Benefactor 2008 ....... Fairy King (USA) by Northern Dancer


1st Dam
Houston Benefactor, by Encosta de Lago. 3 wins 1100 to 1600m, $113,285, ATC TJ's Champagne P., 2d ATC Grand Pavilion 2YO H., Hyland Race Colours H., 3d ATC Keith Mackay H., L, Australian Brewery 2YO H., Canterbury Park H., Nitto H. Three-quarter-sister to PRINCESS COUP, half-sister to Recoinage. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
SOVEREIGN DUCHESS, by Last Tycoon (Ire). Winner at 1400m. Half-sister to PRINCESS COUP. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-


Houston Benefactor (f Encosta de Lago). 3 wins. See above.

Sovereign Duke. Winner at 1000m in 2014-15, SAJC MAC Just Over? Don't Drive P., 3d SAJC Peter Elberg Funerals H.

Mosscedes. Winner at 1110m, BRC Specialist Air Network H.

Sovereign Debt. 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, 2d WATC Magic Millions Yearling Sale H., Tabtouch.com.au H., ATCO Gas Trophy H., Skyv Vodka H.

Tell the World. Placed in 2014-15 in NZ.

3rd Dam
STONEYFELL ROAD, by Sovereign Red (NZ). 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $228,978, AJC Angst H., L, Nivison H., L, STC Triscay S., L, AJC Ellesmere H., STC Petersham 2YO H., Victoria Park H., 2d STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, AJC PJ Bell H., L, DNA Jewel Quality H., 3d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2, Widden S., L, Dam of 4 foals, all winners-

PRINCESS COUP (f Encosta de Lago). Champion 3YO Filly in NZ in 2006-07. Champion Older Female & Stayer in NZ in 2007-08. 2007 NZ Bloodstock Filly of the Year. 12 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $3,687,391, Hawke's Bay Kelt Capital S., Gr 1-twice, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, Hawke's Bay Stoney Bridge S., Gr 1, MRC St George S., Gr 2, WRC Desert Gold S., Gr 3, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3, Ashburton RC Ray Coupland S., L, Banks Peninsula RC Canterbury S., L, 2d VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, STC BMW S., Gr 1, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1, New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, STC Ranvet S., Gr 1, AuRC Eight Carat Classic, Gr 2, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, 3d New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Hawke's Bay Stoney Bridge S., Gr 1, MRC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, 4th MRC CF Orr S., Gr 1. Dam of-

Vanilla Princess. 2 wins at 1200m in 2014-15, ATC McGrath Estate Agents H., 2d ATC TAB Iphone App P., TAB Ipad App P., 3d ATC TAB Ipad App H.

Fullarton Road. 11 wins–2 at 2–at 1300m, $108,540, SAJC Puntersbankbook.com.au H., 2d MRC Drawn H., SAJC Malaysia Airlines H.
Lot 103
BAY COLT
(Branded LJI nr sh. 14\4 off sh. Foaled 16th August 2014)

(Sire) Encosta de Lago .......... Fairy King (USA).......... by Northern Dancer....
DELAGO DELUXE ........
Shoal Creek ................ by Star Way (GB)........
Succeeding ................ by Flying Spur (USA) ........
Flying Spur ................ by Staging .............
Staging ................ by Success Express........

(Dam) Sadler’s Wells .......... Minnie Habit ................
Northern Dancer ......... by Nearctic................
Succeeding ............. by Bold Reason.............
Encosta de Lago .......... by Habitat..............
Staging ................ by Sir Gaylord .............
Succeeding ............. by Minnie Tudor.............
Flying Spur ............. by Tudor Melody .............

DELAGO DELUXE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2013). Champion 2YO Colt in South Africa in 2010-11. 7 wins-4 at 2-from 1000m to 1200m, R1,498,525, Scottville Golden Horse Casino Sprint, Gr.1, Gold Medallion, Gr.1, Tufftonfein South African Nursery P., Gr.2, Protea S., Gr.3, 2d Clairwood Mercury Sprint, Gr.1, 3d Kenilworth Merchants S., Gr.2. Out of a half-sister to SW Duporth (BTC Cup, Gr.1), SW Excites and SW Tickets. His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam
IN THE LIMELIGHT (IRE) 2000
Minnie Habit ............. by Northern Dancer .........
Minnie Tudor ............. by Tudor Melody .............

San Aurora (f by Oasis Dream). 2 wins at 1400, 1500m, Rome Premio Mukhalif, Premio Theodorica, 2d Rome Premio Single Empire.
Lucy Limelites (f by Medicean). Winner at 2 at 7f, Newmarket 2YO Fillies S.
Dalaway (f by Dalakhani). Placed at 3 in Great Britain.
Starshine (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Placed at 3 in Great Britain.

Mighty Elegant (f by Fasliyev (USA)). Started twice. Dam of 2 winners-
Candlelight Queen. Winner at 1000m in 2013-14 in South Africa.

2nd Dam
MINNIE HABIT, by Habitat. Winner at 9f, 3d Leopardstown Hawk Cliff 2YO S.
Three-quarter-sister to BERMUDA CLASSIC (dam of SHAKE THE YOKE, TROPICAL, KOURNAKOVA), half-sister to Ashbourne Lass (dam of SIR BASIL). Dam of 14 named foals, 11 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

KUTUB (c In the Wings). Champion Older Male in Germany & Italy in 2001 (Long). 6 wins–1 at 2-1800 to 2414m in France, Italy, Germany and Singapore, Milan Gran Premio del Jockey Club, Gr 1, Cologne Preis von Europa, Gr 1, Munich Grosser Preis Dallmayr Bayerisches Zuchtrennen, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Noailles, Gr 2, Singapore Gold Cup, Sgp-1, 2d Longchamp Prix Lupin, Gr 1, Rome Premio Presidente della Repubblica, Gr 1 Sire.

IN THE LIMELIGHT (f Sadler’s Wells). 2 wins. See above.

ON THE NILE (f Sadler’s Wells). Winner at 2 at 9f, Leopardstown Eyrefield S., L. Dam of 4 winners-
Pussycat Lips (f Holy Roman Emperor). Winner at 2 at 8½f in Ireland, 2d Hollywood Miesque S., Gr 3.

Child Prodigy (f Ballad Rock). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 1m in Great Britain and U.S.A, 2d Meadowlands Seton Hall S., L. Grandam of-

COSMO NEMO SHIN (f Zenno Rob Roy). 3 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2000m, $2,537,957 Niigata Kinen, Gr 3, Nakayama Fairy S., Gr 3, 2d Nakayama Flower Cup, Gr 3, Niigata Fukushima Himba S., Gr 3-twice. Maganda. Winner at 1¼m in Great Britain. Dam of 5 winners-

Rudolf Valentino (g Oasis Dream). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m in Ireland and Belgium, 3d Curragh Anglesey S., Gr 3.

Roses From Ridey. Started twice. Dam of 4 winners-

Armigerent (c In the Wings). Champion 3YO Colt in Austria in 2007. 4 wins 1650 to 2400m in France and Austria, 2d Newmarket July S., Gr 2.
Lot 104

BAY FILLY

(Branded ~, nr sh. 9/4, off sh. Foaled 13th September 2014)
ANIMAL KINGDOM (USA) (Chestnut 2008-Stud Aust. 2013, U.S.A. 2014). Joint Head of the 2013 World Thoroughbred Rankings (Intermediate). Champion 3YO Colt in USA in 2011. 5 wins—1 at 2—from 1700m to 2000m, US$2,387,500, 22,020,000Dhs, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1, Meydan Dubai World Cup, Gr.1, Turfway Spiral S., Gr.3, 2d Breeders’ Cup Mile, Gr.1, Gulfstream Park Turf H., Gr.1, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr.1. Out of SW Dalicia. His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam
JOHAN’S TOY, by Johan Cruyff (GB). 4 wins 1200 to 1400m, $820,700, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L, Eagles Plumbing Plus Classic, AJC Maytag P.H., 2d AJC Doncaster H., Gr.1, Epsom H., Gr.1, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, 3d STC Coolmore Classic, Gr.1, AJC Surround S., Gr.2, STC Premiere S., Gr.2, Millie Fox S., L, Newcastle JC Tbbie S., L, STC Stonequarry H., 4th STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr.1, VRC Matriarch S., Gr.2, AJC Breeders Classic, Gr.3, Liverpool City Cup, Gr.3. Half-sister to EXTRA ZERO, OPERETTA LASS. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 2 winners—

TOYDINI (g by Bernardini (USA)). 5 wins—1 at 2–1400 to 1600m, $688,200, to 2013-14, ATC Phar Lap S., Gr.2, MVRC Schweppes Crystal Mile, Gr.2, ATC Carbine Club S., Gr.3, Newcastle JC Cameron H., Gr.3, ATC Anzac Day H., 2d ATC Up and Coming S., Gr.3, Independent Gaming H., 3d ATC Epsom H., Gr.1, Tramway S., Gr.2, TAB Sportsbet 2YO H., 4th BRC TJ Smith S., Gr.1, Sires’ Produce S., Gr.2, 2d ATC Frank Packer P., Gr.3.

Craft Show (g by Starcraft (NZ)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m.

Expedience (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). Placed at 3, 2d HKJC Friendship Bridge H., 3d HKJC Shek Uk Shan H.

2nd Dam
EXTRA BUBBLY, by Bellotto (USA). 4 wins—1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, AJC Fair Summer H. Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-


OPERETTA LASS (f Singspiel (Ire)). 3 wins 1600 to 2000m, $154,280, AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr.3, STC De Bortoli Wines H., 3d AJC Princesses Welcome H., Sir Dapper H., 4th STC Frank Underwood Cup, L. Dam of 2 winners—Zero Tua Hundred. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14, Waikato RC Print House H., 3d Te Aroha JC Plumbing & Draining Ltd H.

JOHAN’S TOY (f Johan Cruyff (GB)). 4 wins. See above. Extraceed. 5 wins—2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $190,992, ATC Ingham Love ‘em 2YO H., Kingaroy Kitchen 2YO H., 3d ATC Champs Cafe 2YO H. Alkaraz. 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, ATC Central Coast Holden H.

Toy Ruler. 5 wins 1350 to 2200m, 2d BRC Carlton Mid H., 3d BRC Myer P., Game on International H., Winning Edge Racing Merchandise P.
On Account of ATTUNGA STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 106 (No GST)

BAY OR BROWN FILLY

(Branded \( \mathbb{A} \) nr sh. 18 \( \frac{3}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 2nd September 2014)

(Sire)

Machiavellian ................. by Raise a Native

STREET CRY (IRE) .......

Mr. Prospector ............... by Halo

Helen Street .................. by Pento

Street Sense ................ by Riverman

(Dam)

KAAPTIVE EMPRESS ..

Kapstad (NZ) .............. by Sir Tristram (Ire)

1995

Nile Empress (USA) ....... by Young Emperor

STREET CRY (IRE) (Bay or Brown 1998-Stud 2003). 5 wins-1 at 2, Dubai World Cup, Gr.1. Champion USA Sire (AEI) 2010. Sire of 1072 rnrs, 713 wnrs, 89 SW, inc. Zenyatta (Breeders’ Cup Ladies Classic S., Gr.1), Street Sense, Shocking, Whobegonyou, Tomcito, Street Boss, Seventh Street, Long John, Lyric of Light, Victor’s Cry, Majestic Rio, Pride of Dubai, New Year’s Day, Here Comes Ben, Street Hero, Cry and Catch Me, Princess Highway, Desert Party, etc.

1st Dam

KAAPTIVE EMPRESS, by Kaaptive Edition (NZ). 9 wins 1200 to 1600m, AJC Sledmere H., 3d STC Wentworthville Leagues Ladies Bowls H., Blackwoods Sutton Tools H., Bright Print H. Half-sister to Quaglino (dam of DINNER DATE), Maybe Yes (dam of THE MIGHTY LIONS). This is her ninth foal. Her eighth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 6 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-

PRESSDAY (c by Domesday). 5 wins-4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $879,348, BRC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1, Champagne Classic, Gr 2, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2, MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, AJC Preferred Seating 2YO H., 3d AJC Skyline S., Gr 3, Santa Anita Joe Hernandez H., L.

Will Impress (g by Beautiful Crown (USA)). 7 wins 1400 to 1800m to 2013-14, 2d BRC Facebook.com H., Kirks H.

Emperor Albert (g by Magic Albert). 3 wins 1210 to 1500m.

Presslist (f by Librettist (USA)). Placed at 3, 2d ATC Penrith Air Supply Brivis P., 3d ATC Broadmoad P., Landmark Hotel Eastwood P.

2nd Dam

NILE EMPRESS (USA), by Upper Nile. 6 wins-2 at 2–6f to 1¼m, Garden State Oaklyn S., L, York Brewery Centenary S., 2d Garden State Bellmawr S., L, 3d Keystone Poquessing H., L. Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Nikmat. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, MVRC Sunicrust Bakeries H.

Goin and Growin. 2 wins at 1½m, 2m, Haydock Hawthorn H.

Quaglino. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m. Dam of 3 winners-

DINNER DATE (f Mossman). Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Merson Cooper S., L, 3d VRC Ottawa S., L, SAJC Alan Sheppard H., MRC Hyland Race Colours H.

Maybe Yes. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 9 winners-

THE MIGHTY LIONS (f Grosvenor). 6 wins 1300 to 2255m, Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 1, 2d Avondale Cup, Gr 1, TRC Hobart Cup, Gr 3, 4th Auckland Cup, Gr 1-twice, South Australian Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 5 winners-

VAQUERA (f High Chaparral (Ire)). 3 wins 1400 to 1900m, $213,630, to 2013-14, Newcastle JC Tibbie S., Gr 3, 3d BRC Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, ATC Craven P., Gr 3, BRC Doomben Roses, Gr 3.

Promise Keeper (g Success Express (USA)). 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $546,296, Singapore TC Open H., 2d Singapore TC Kranji Mile, Sgp-2.

Grandissima (f Savabeel). 2 wins at 1950, 2000m, 2d CJC Warstep S., L.

3rd Dam

I ASSUME, by Young Emperor. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Sister to Irule (dam of SOOKERA, YOUNG SPIRIT), three-quarter-sister to SURELY ROYAL, half-sister to I’LL BE AROUND, I’m a Pleasure (dam of IS YOUR PLEASURE), Immediacy, I Encompass (dam of I ENCLOSE, I TAKE ALL), I’m Worldly (dam of LEROY S.). Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

NILE EMPRESS (f Upper Nile). 6 wins. See above.
Lot 107

BAY FILLY

(Branded C nr sh. 78 4 off sh. Foaled 4th September 2014)

(Sire) DENMAN ......................................................

Lonhro ......................................................

Shadae (NZ)......................................................

Peach ..............................................................

Vain ............................................................... Market Maid ......................................................

by Zabeel (NZ) ........................................

by Wilkes (Fr) ........................................

by Marscay ........................................

(Dam) KABUKI KISS ........................................

Johannesburg (USA)..................................

2007

Kabuki Doll ..................................................

Desert King (Ire) ........................................

Myth .............................................................

Kabuki Dancer ..........................................

by Sir Tristram (Ire) ......................................

DENMAN (AUS) (Brown 2006-Stud 2010). 9 wins-3 at 2 to 1400m, A$1,201,975, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1. Sire of SW Kuro (ATC Heritage S., L), Law, Pinch River, Shigeru Sendan, SP Igraine, Placenza and of Caro Kann, Secret Trail, Fitocracy, Grapevine, Our Vida, Viascon, Inkulu, Deitch, Breaking Story, Denman Flyer, Easy Flyer, Ionlythinkofyou, Jacoman, Melberrar Star, Shanghai Bund, Wingedeagles Glory, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam

KABUKI KISS, by Johannesburg (USA). 3 wins 1100 to 1400m, ATC One Club, One Membership H., 3d ATC Waverley H. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam

KABUKI DOLL, by Desert King (Ire). Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Schweppes H., STC Sandvick H., 3d AJC Percy Marks H., Arncliffe P. Half-sister to DELIRIOUS. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Kabuki Kiss. 3 wins. See above.


3rd Dam

KABUKI DANCER, by Sir Tristram (Ire). Winner at 1350m. Three-quarter-sister to Pine Lodge Lady (dam of DIEGO GARCIA - MY ETERNAL FLAME (MAC.)). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

DELIRIOUS (c Bellotto (USA)). 7 wins 1100 to 1800m, $330,850, VATC Lord S., L, VRC Rowland Sodexho Sprint H., VATC Safeway The Fresh Food People H., Robert Hunter H., New Gleam H., 2d VRC Hilton on the Park Sprint H., L, 3d VRC Bobbie Lewis H., Gr 3, Winter Championship H., L, 4th MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, VATC Autumn Classic, Gr 2.

Catcher. 7 wins 1100 to 1600m, 3d AJC Cabramatta Inn H.

4th Dam

BLAZING SILKS, by Blazing Saddles. 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Hi-Jinx H., Georges Hall H., Nearco Welter H., STC Green Door Bottle Shop Welter H., Lidcombe H., 2d AJC Divide and Rule H., Ellesmere H., Valicare H. Half-sister to Pine Lodge Lady (dam of DIEGO GARCIA - MY ETERNAL FLAME (MAC.)). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Cote Normandie. 5 wins 1000 to 1600m, SAJC Adelaide Casino H., Yalumba H., VATC Counsel Welter H., 4th Onkaparinga RC Adelaide Casino S., L.

Blazing Bob. 3 wins at 1400m, $311,289, HKJC Ninepin Group H.

Blazcay. 2 wins at 1200m, QTC Stan Schluter H. Sire.

5th Dam

BETTER SAL, by Better Boy (Ire). Started once. Sister to PTERYLAW, TOLERANCE, Cadet, Prujoy. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

BLAZING SILKS (f Blazing Saddles). 6 wins. See above.

Pine Lodge Lady. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, AJC Karandonis Shoes H. Dam of-

DIEGO GARCIA - MY ETERNAL FLAME (Mac.) (g Catbird). 12 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1650m to 2014-15, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2.

Damah Lady. 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m. Dam of 2 winners-

LUCKYGRAY (g Bradbury's Luck). 13 wins 1200 to 1800m, $2,580,425, to 2013-14, WATC Kingston Town Classic, Gr 1, Railway S., Gr 1.
Lot 108

BAY FILLY

(As Agent)

On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen

(Branded N nr sh. 484 off sh. Foaled 16th September 2014)

RED GIANT (USA) ...........

Giant’s Causeway (USA)............. by Storm Cat..................... Storm Cat.............. by Storm Bird..............

Mariah’s Storm.................. by Rahy......................

Beyond the Sun.................. by Mr. Prospector............

Carnet Soleaire.................. by Sharp Up.................

SILK LILLY, 3rd Dam

KALIKA (NZ) .................. (dam)

Anabaa (USA).................. by Danzig..................... by Northern Dancer.......... Danzig .................. by Gay Mecene......

Silk Ending (USA)............. by End Sweep (USA)............ by Forty Niner............. End Sweep (USA)............ by Never Bend..........

RED GIANT (USA) (Chestnut 2004-Stud U.S.A. 2009, NZ 2010), 6 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Oak Tree Clement L Hirsch Memorial Turf S., Gr.1. Sire of 77 rnrs, 37 wnrs, inc: SW Puddifoot, SP Quasi Folle and of Alma Gemela, Abbys Promise, Key for Success, Oxidienne, Ruby Heartstealer, etc. His oldest NZ-bred progeny are 3YOs and inc SP Red Striker and of De Kensington Oval, Platinum Command, A Red Prince, Beauty Giant, Elvera, Reina, Tip of Borneo, etc.

1st Dam

KALIKA (NZ), by Anabaa (USA). Placed at 3 in NZ. Half-sister to Silk Pins, Gypsy Tucker (dam of GYPSY DIAMOND). This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a 2YO. Her second foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam

SILK ENDING (USA), by End Sweep. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Sister to SILKY SWEEP, half-sister to Silken Moment (dam of BEAU GENTLEMAN, MAKE CONTACT), Cut Class Leanne (dam of CHAPEL ROYAL), Lilly’s Pleasure (dam of LILLYCUT), Crusading Lil (dam of MOTSPUR), Silky Pleasure (dam of GENIAL). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Silk Pins (f Pins). Winner at 2 at 880m, $185,581, AuRC New Zealand Bloodstock 2YO H., 2d AuRC Karaka Million, RL, Counties RC Murdoch Newell S., L, 3d AuRC Diamond S., Gr 1, Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr 2. Gypsy Tucker. Winner at 1350m, 2d AJC UD Trucks P. Dam of 2 winners-

GYPSY DIAMOND (f Not a Single Doubt). 3 wins – 1 at–1200, 1600m, $631,960, to 2013-14, Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2, ATC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, 2d ATC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, Light Fingers S., Gr 2, BRC The Phoenix S., L, 3d ATC Liverpool Cup, Gr 3, 4th VRC Oaks, Gr 1, ATC Surround S., Gr 2, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3.

3rd Dam

SILK LILLY, by Never Bend. Unraced. Half-sister to FANFRELUCHE (dam of L’ENJOLEUR, D’ACCORD, GRAND LUXE, LA VOYAGEUSE, MEDAILLE D’OR), BARACHOIS, COCO LA TERREUR, Somfas (dam of RUSSIAN BOND, SNAADEE, CRISTOFORI, CROSSOVER), American Legacy (dam of SOMETHING SOCIAL). Dam of 15 foals, 13 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

SILKY SWEEP (c End Sweep). 7 wins – 2 at 2-5½f to 7f, $325,309, Meadowlands Skip Trial S., L, 2d Saratoga AG Vanderbilt H., Gr 2. Sire.

Silken Moment (f Timeless Moment). Winner at 2 at 5f, 2d Woodbine My Dear S., Can-3. Dam of 4 winners-

MAKE CONTACT (f Time to Explode). 9 wins, Emerald Belle Roberts H., L.

BEAU GENTLEMAN (g Beau Genius). 5 wins to 8½f, Fort Erie Benburb S., L.

Cut Class Leanne. 9 wins – 1 at 2-5½f to 8½f, $108,385 in U.S.A. Dam of -

CHAPEL ROYAL (c Montbrook). 3 wins at 2 at 5f, 6f, $495,571, Saratoga Sanford S., Gr 2, Belmont Flash S., Gr 3, 2d Belmont Champagne S., Gr 1.

Lilly’s Pleasure. 2 wins – 1 at 2, 5f in U.S.A. Dam of 6 winners-

LILLYCUT (c Cutlass). 16 wins – 2 at 2-4½f to 6f, Suffolk Topsider S., L.

Crusading Lil. Winner at 7f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-

MOTSPUR (g Flying Spur). 12 wins – 1 at 2, BRC Falvelon H., L.

Silky Pleasure. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-

GENIAL (g Gate Dancer). 5 wins – 1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, Kenilworth Basil Starke S., Gr 3, 2d Greyville Summerveld S., Gr 3.
Stable 4 Newmarket 1-10
On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 109
(Branded ♂ in sh. 12 4 off sh. Foaled 13th September 2014)

BAY FILLY

(Stable 4 Newmarket 1-10)

**FOXWEDGE**

**KEZZABELLE**

(As Agent)

Lot 109
BAY FILLY

(As Agent)

**FOXWEDGE**

(Branded ♂ in sh. 12 4 off sh. Foaled 13th September 2014)

4 (IRE)

**FOREST Native (USA)**

2007

**Perfect Luck**

1st Dam
KEZZABELLE, by Zabeel. Winner at 1200m. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam
PERFECT LUCK, by Danehill (USA). Placed at 3, 2d AJC Southern Cross Broadcasting P. Three-quarter-sister to Peppie (dam of SEA BATTLE), half-sister to FINAL CARD, GOLD ACE, PEPITE D’OR, Chemin de Fer, Dharapani. Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:- Hostage to Fortune. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, 2d MRC But Beautiful H. Luck’s Elusive. 6 wins 1300 to 1435m to 2014-15.

3rd Dam
COUP DE CHANCE, by Coup de Feu (GB). Winner at 1250m, STC Monterey S. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**GOLD ACE** (c Dieu d’Or). 7 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $956,520, AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, Lightning S., Gr 1, Chivas Regal S., Gr 3, Andersen Consulting S., L, VATC HDF McNeil S., L, AJC Empire Link 2YO H., 2d VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr 2, BTC Sprint H., Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL, VATC 3D Donaldson S., L, 3d BRC Foster’s Cup, Gr 2, VATC Chirmside S., Gr 3, VRC WJT Clarke S., L, Sire.

**FINAL CARD** (c Elounda Bay (NZ)). 6 wins 1100 to 1300m, $424,408, VRC Gadsden S., Gr 1, STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, Concorde S., L, AJC Denis Rowe H., STC Beverley Park H., North Narrabeen H., 2d VRC Hilton on the Park S., Gr 3, AJC Hall Mark S., L, City Tatt’s RC Lightning H., L, 3d STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, Star Kingdom S., Gr 3, AJC Shorts H., L, Sire.

**PEPITE D’OR** (f Dieu d’Or). 3 wins–1 at 2–1000, 1100m, VRC Moomba P., L, VATC Sturt H., Ripponlea 2YO H. Grandam of:

SEA BATTLE (c Quest for Fame (GB)). 8 wins 1400 to 2000m, $688,820, MVRC Crystal Mile H., Gr 2, VRC Winter Championship, L, Peter Rowland at Flemington H., MRC Le Pine Funeral Services P., AJC Shane H., VRC Heat 7 Winter Championship, MRC Penny Edith H., 2d VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, 4th MRC Toorak H., Gr 1.

Poulter - Full of Joy (H.K.) (g Quest for Fame (GB)). 4 wins–1 at 2–800 to 1600m, $668,030, HKJC Chinese New Year Cup, Johannesburg H., Mr Vitality H., 2d Southland Guineas, L, 3d Hong Kong Macau Trophy, HK-3, Ashburton RC Ray Coupland S., L, North Canterbury RC Canterbury S., L, 4th Gore Guineas, L.

Chemin de Fer (g Plus Vite). 8 wins 1000 to 1400m, $183,300, MVRC Clean Up H., 3MP P.H., Qantas Club Invitation H., VATC Bill Williamson H., Ian Miller H., 2d VATC Myer S., Gr 3, 3d MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, VATC Moondah P.H., L, 4th VATC Vic Health Cup, Gr 1.

Dharapani (c One Pound Sterling (GB)). 9 wins 1000 to 1500m, 2d Mornington RC RM Ansett S.H., L, 3d Kilmore Cup, L.
On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone
(As Agent for Twin Creeks Thoroughbreds)

Lot 110

BAY COLT

(Branded nr sh. 1/4 off sh. Foaled 20th August 2014)

MEDAGLIA D'ORO (USA)..........................
Sadler's Wells .............................. by Northern Dancer....
Lady Capulet ................................ by Sir Ivor..................
Bailjumper ................................ by Damascus .................
Dubbed In .................................. by Silent Screen ..........

KISS THE SUN, (Branded nr sh.).............
Anabaa (USA)..........................
El Prado .......................... by Northern Dancer ....
Medaglia D'Oro (USA)..........................
Medaglia D'Oro (USA)..........................
El Prado .......................... by Northern Dancer ....
Bailjumper ................................ by Damascus .................
Don't Say Halo (USA)...... by Halo.............................
Matihhi Bay .......................... by Manhihi ..........................

MEDAGLIA D'ORO (USA) (Bay or Brown 1999-Stud U.S.A. 2005, Aust. 2010). 8 wins to 1 ½m, Gulfstream Donn H., Gr.1. Sire of 684 mrs, 416 wns, 67 SW, inc. Rachel Alexandra (Churchill Downs Kentucky Oaks, Gr.1), Passion for Gold, Marketing Mix, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 3YOs and inc SW Vancouver (ATC Todman S., Gr.2), Java, Nosraddamus Mina Salaam SP Matilija, Monteux, Shaumari, Thalia and of Alaska, Meursault, Alegria, etc.

1st Dam
KISS THE SUN, by Anabaa (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to UNDOUBTEDLY, REGAL KISS, TOORAK THUNDER. This is her second foal. Dam of 1 foal to race-

Kimberley Star (f by Star Witness). Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 2d ATC Inglis Nursery, RL.

2nd Dam
KISS A HALO, by Don't Say Halo (USA). 2 wins 1–2 at 1000, 1050m, VATC Midnight Fever H., 2d SAJC Barbatook H., Bellition H., Smiths Lites H., 3d SAJC Alsco Linen Services H., Boardwalk Angel H. Sister to SATELLITE BAY, Simunye, three-quarter-sister to Latin Halo, half-sister to RUNAWAY KNIGHT. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

UNDoubtedly (c Redoute's Choice). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $765,200, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 3d VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr 2, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, Sire.

REGAL KISS (f Royal Academy (USA)). 6 wins 4 at 2–900 to 1200m, $360,880, STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, SAJC RN Irwin S., Gr 3, Dequetteville S., L, Balcrest S., L, Flair 2YO H., 2d SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 2, Adelaide Guineas, Gr 3, RN Irwin S., Gr 3, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, SAJC Liz Davenport Classic, L. Dam of 3 winners-

Relaxed and Happy - Caga Force (H.K.). 5 wins 2 at 2–1200, 1400m, $358,688, ATC Canterbury BMW Inglis Bonus, Freshworld H.

Private Liaison. 5 wins 1000 to 1460m, SAJC Patricks & Dunes H., Chrysler Jeep P., 3d SAJC Renniks Events H.

Kissable. 4 wins at 1050, 1100m, $111,540, SAJC Boag's Draught H., Reliance Minlaton H., Boag's Draught P., Oakbank RC Coca-Cola H.

TOORAK THUNDER (g Real Cash (USA)). 3 wins 2 at 2–900, 1000m, $150,210, VATC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), Gr 3, SAJC Fulham Park P., L, Gold Guru Flying H., 2d VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L, SAJC Taos 2YO H., Waterford Wedgewood H., 4th SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L.

Rort. 7 wins 900 to 1200m, VATC Procol Harum H., 2d MVRC Gillies Pies H.

3rd Dam
MATIHI BAY, by Manhihi. 4 wins 2 at 2–1000, 1050m, SAJC Pooraka H. Sister to Show Rhaneau (dam of SHOWY GIFT), half-sister to Spicy Living (dam of PETA GAY). Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

RUNAWAY KNIGHT (c Always Welcome). 13 wins 1 at 2–900 to 1619m, $115,315, SAJC Fulham Park P., L, Keep The Change H., Woolstar Welter H., Ellerslie H., Cheong Sam Welter H., Saint-Cloud Welter H., Valerius H.

SATELLITE BAY (c Don't Say Halo (USA)). 7 wins 2 at 2–1000 to 1114m, $208,685, SAJC Fulham Park P., L, 2d SAJC Excel Adelaide Million S., 3d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3.
NIGHT AIR (IRE), 3rd Dam
TWIGAIR, 2nd Dam
KOHINOOR, 1st Dam

SMART MISSILE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins—2 at 2-1000m, 1200m, $541,150, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, 2d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Kiss From a Rose (ATC Triscay S., L), Out of a half-sister to SW Northern Meteor (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1), SW Queen of the Hill (MRC How Now S., Gr.3), SW Rabbuka and SP Justlikedawg. His oldest progeny are yearlings.

SW Queen of the Hill (MRC How Now S., Gr.3), SW Rabbuka and SP

SMART MISSILE

1st Dam
KOHINOOR, by Danzero. Winner at 1200m. Half-sister to CELESTIAL CHOIR. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, all winners—Brilliant Proposal (g by Nadeem). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, $300,760, to 2013-14 in Aust and Hong Kong, HKJC Europe H., 2d HKJC Lung Cheung H., Volunteers’ Challenge Cup, Houston H., Grayburn H., Dunbar H., Manawatu Racing Club Challenge Trophy H., 3d HKJC Police Cup.

Fine Rock (g by Teofilo (IRE)). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, WATC Network Aviation Sprint H., 3d WATC Westspeed H.

Babur (g by Wonderful World). 5 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15, 2d MRC Catanach’s Jewellers H.

Let Me Finish (g by Hussonet (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m.

Oh So Stunning (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1350m.

2nd Dam
TWIGAIR, by Twig Moss (Fr). Started 3 times. Sister to After Dawn (dam of ISLAND MORN, DAWN RAMPAGE), Mossie Bite, half-sister to Ace in Triumph, Moving Shadows (dam of FIVEOCLOCKSHADOW). Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-

CELESTIAL CHOIR (c Celestial Dancer (IRE)). 11 wins—2000 to 1400m, $643,785, QTC Cup, Gr 2, STC Civic H., L, 2d AJC Apollo S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, STC Premiere S., Gr 2, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, STC Festival H., L, 3d QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, STC Missile S., Gr 3, BTC AWA S., L, GCTC Goldmarket H., L, SCTC Glasshouse H., L, 4th AJC George Main S., Gr 1, SCTC Shannon H., Gr 2.

Jubilee Song. 4 wins—1 at 2—1100, 1200m, $110,950, AJC Staff of the Month H., STC Night Racing 2YO H., Club Hotel H., Farewell Bryan Guy H.

3rd Dam
NIGHT AIR (IRE), by Tudor Melody. Unplaced. Sister to Karo Dame (dam of RIVER BEAUTY), half-sister to Epona. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

After Dawn (f Twig Moss (Fr)). 6 wins—2 at 2—900 to 1500m, WATC Sanatate Quality S., 3d WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 2, Quality Cup, L. Dam of—

ISLAND MORN (c Marooned (GB)). 15 wins—1300 to 1800m, $648,730, WATC Railway S., Gr 1, Beat Diabetes 2 S., Gr 1, VATC Memsie S., Gr 2.

DAWN RAMPAGE (f Gielgud (USA)). 8 wins—1200 to 1800m, WATC December H., L, Emu Export H., 2d WATC Qantas Cup, L. Producer.

Is it Dawn. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners—

BUMBELINA (f Vain Rancher). 14 wins—1 at 2—1000 to 1600m, WATC Easter S., Gr 3, 3d SAJC Marsh Classic S., Gr 2. Dam of 3 winners—

BLACK GEORGE (g Blackfriars). 9 wins—1100 to 1400m, $250,310, Kalgoorlie Boulder RC Hannan’s H., L.

Moving Shadows. Winner at 1500m. Dam of 6 winners—

FIVEOCLOCKSHADOW (g Langfuhr (Can)). 2 wins—1 at 2—1350, 1410m, $167,500, VRC Springtime S., L, BTC Doomben Slipper S., L.
Stable 4 Row H
On Account of THREE BRIDGES THOROUGHBREDS,
Eddington, Vic (As Agent)
Lot 112
(Chestnut Colt)
(Branded on nr sh. 1/4 off sh. Foaled 6th August 2014)

(Sire)

| Starcraft (NZ) | by Nureyev
| Flying Floozie | by Pompeii Court (USA)
| Lions Hunter | by Danehill (USA)
| Chiaro | by Last Tycoon (Ire)

(Dam)

| Catbird | Starcraft (NZ)
| Soviet Star (USA) | by Nureyev
| Flying Floozie | by Pompeii Court (USA)
| Lions Hunter | by Danehill (USA)
| Chiaro | by Last Tycoon (Ire)

| LA BELLE CHATAIGNE | by Starcraft (NZ)
| Soviet Star (USA) | by Nureyev
| Flying Floozie | by Pompeii Court (USA)
| Lions Hunter | by Danehill (USA)
| Chiaro | by Last Tycoon (Ire)

| Bidden Time | by Mount Hagen (Fr)

STAR WITNESS (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2011). 4 wins-3 at 2-to 1200m,
£107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S.,
Gr.1, VRC Tallowdirt S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King’s Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone
Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of Mella Maria, St
Remy and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging,
Sanasana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam

La Belle Chataigne, by Catbird. 3 wins at 1600, 1800m, $151,160, AJC Bondi
H., STC Cool Ridge H., 2d STC Parramatta Cup, L, AJC Royalrandwick.com
H., STC Steel-Line Garage Doors H., BMW Efficient Dynamics H. 3d AJC Ray
Bourke H., NSW Tatt’s RC Royalrandwick.com H. Half-sister to Galileo,
Marcel. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam

CHEZ PAREE, by Sovereign Red (NZ). 7 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $165,000,
STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 3, AJC Ma Cherie H., Keith Dunbier H., Reveille
H., J Pellegrini Motors H., STC Frederick & Charlie H., Buckpasser Series H.,
4th STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, Winter H., L. Sister to Bye Bye Time (dam of
PROPHET’S KISS), half-sister to Biding Time (dam of JUGGLING TIME).

Galileo (g Luskin Star). 7 wins 1200 to 1500m, $197,775, AJC Jim Sweeney
H., STC Truscott’s Toyota Welter H., Carlton H., Stampede H., 2d AJC
Razor Sharp H., L, June S., L, 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Carrington S., L.

Marcel (c Rory’s Jester). 4 wins 1250 to 1500m, 2d SAJC Da Costa P., L,
VATC Entally Cup, WATC 13 Squadron RAAF H.

La Belle Chataigne (f Catbird). 3 wins. See above.

Tambourine. 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, AJC Noel Barker H., STC Maroubra
Women’s Auxiliary H., 2d AJC Electrical Trades Union H. Dam of 4 winners-
EL Figaro. Winner at 1550m, STC Jacob’s Creek Sparkling H.

3rd Dam

BIDDEN TIME, by Mount Hagen (Fr). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, STC Wiggle
H., Kurrajong H. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc-:

CHEZ PAREE (f Sovereign Red (NZ)). 7 wins. See above.

Pure Magic. Winner at 2 at 1400m, AJC Orangeville H. Dam of 2 winners-
A Bit of Magic (c Snippets). 9 wins at 1000, 1100m, $175,916, AJC
Edward Eyre H., STC Magic Flute H., 3d STC Satellite S., L.

Biding Time. Unplaced. Dam of 9 winners-

JUGGLING TIME (f Jugah (USA)). 15 wins 1000 to 1400m, $369,730, AJC
Hall Mark S., L, Clarence River JC Ramorine H., L, AJC Rydges Hotel H.,
Quay West Suites H., Kogarah RSL Club H., Matador Bull Bars Welter H.,
BTC Qld Group H., STC Masterton Homes Flying Welter H., 2d AJC June S.,
L, 3d Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L, 4th NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 3.

Bye Bye Time, Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

PROPHET’S KISS (f Nediyim (Ire)). 6 wins 1400 to 2400m, $354,195, AJC
Australia Day Cup, L, Fox & Lion Flying Welter H., STC Big Fresh H., AJC
De Bortoli Wines H., Sleep Doctor H., 2d AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, STC NE
Manion Cup, Gr 3, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 3, STC Parramatta Cup, L,
Premier’s Cup, L, 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Club Cup, L.
Stable 2 Row G 3-8
On Account of RHEINWOOD PASTORAL CO.,
Mittagong
(As Agent for Jacob Park Thoroughbreds)

Lot 113
BAY COLT
(Branded ⊙ nr sh. 1/4 off sh. Foaled 15th September 2014)

(Sire) Lonhro ............................
PIERRO ............................
Miss Right Note (Ire) ..... 

(Dam) LA FLUORESCENT (NZ) 2009
General Nediym .........................
Generous Nature ........................

PIERRO (AUS) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Leading 3YO Male on the 2013 WTR (Sprint). Champion 2YO in Australia in 2011-12. 11 wins-6 at 2-from 1000m to 1600m, A$4,536,650, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, Champagne S., Gr.1, Canterbury S., Gr.1, George Ryder S., Gr.1, Silver Slipper S., Gr.2. Out of a half-sister to SW Laverock (Longchamp Prix d'Ispahan, Gr.1). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam LA FLUORESCENT (NZ), by General Nediym. Started twice. Half-sister to SAVVY NATURE, Sir Ferrari - Hostwin Challenge (Mac.). This is her first foal.

2nd Dam GENEROUS NATURE, by Carnegie (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to Just Forget it - Wall Street Boy (Sing.). Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-
SAVVY NATURE (g Savabeel). 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2040m, $750,711, to 2014-15, MVRC Mittleton Wines Vase, Gr 2, Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3, HKJC Indian Challenge Cup, 2d ATC Gloaming S., Gr 3, Australian Turf Club 2YO H., 3d ATC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, Hobartville S., Gr 2, Rosehill Gardens H., 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, ATC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1.

Sir Ferrari - Hostwin Challenge (Mac.) (g Testa Rossa). 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, $221,567, to 2013-14 in NZ and Macau, Macau Race Horse Owners Association Cup, Manawatu RC Speight's Ale House H., Macau New Year Trophy H., 2d Macau 4YO Prelude, L, Duque de Caxias H., 3d Macau Sprint Trophy, L, WRC Konami H., Macau Ballymoss H.

3rd Dam LA LAGUNE, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–1000, 1200m, $351,850, VATC Quezette S., L, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, SAJC Breeders' S., Gr 2, VRC Pura Light Start Sprint H., 3d MVRC CS Hayes S., Gr 3, 4th VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Three-quarter-sister to MAKE ME A MIRACLE. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Just Forget it - Wall Street Boy (Sing.) (g Encosta de Lago). 4 wins 1400 to 2000m, $171,225, to 2014, Singapore TC Big Maverick S., Class 4 H.-twice, 2d Singapore TC Hong Kong S., 3d SAJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3.

Mycup Runneth Over. Winner at 1750m, 3d ATC Schweppes P.
De Lago Flash. Started 3 times. Dam of 3 winners-Pretty Face. 4 wins at 1200, 1350m in 2013-14, BRC City Property Services H., Skyracing.tv H., 2d BRC Aizer Electrical 2YO H.
Dubawi's Image. 3 wins–1 at 2–1050, 1200m to 2014-15.

4th Dam COMMERCIAL CHOICE (USA), by Knights Choice. 9 wins–3 at 2–6f, 8½f, $139,300, Golden Gate Blazing Skies H., L, Brazen H., L, 2d Bay Meadows Tanaka Family Farm H., L, Golden Gate A Kiss For Luck H., L, 3d Santa Rosa Elie Destruel H., L. Half-sister to Our Game Plan, Teal Top, Commercial Run (dam of DANISH DEAL, EMILY RING), Gold Tunic (dam of SOBER SUIT, TITANIC JACK). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

MAKE ME A MIRACLE (g Flying Spur). 7 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2020m, $370,035, ACT RC National Sprint H., L, 2d GCTC Prime Minister’s Cup, Gr 2.

LA LAGUNE (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins. See above.
Lot 114

**BAY OR BROWN COLT**

(Branded_IBH nr sh. 9/4 off sh. Foaled 17th August 2014)

(Sire) El Prado .................................. by Northern Dancer......

**ARTIE SCHILLER (USA)**

Hidden Light ................................ by Majestic Prince........

(Dam) Encosta de Lago .................. by Northern Dancer....

**LA VICTOIRE**..........................

2005 Sequenza (Ire) ................... by Mr. Prospector ........

LA VICTOIRE, by Encosta de Lago. 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, 3d CJC HSBC Salver. Half-sister to PLANET RULER, Amory Lane. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race-Victory Grand (f by O’Reilly). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2nd Dam

SEQUENZA (IRE), by Lycius (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to SUPREME LEADER, DANCING ZENA, OCEANUS, Lulworth Cove (dam of LYME BAY, REFERENCE LIGHT, SHOOT IN THE DARK). Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

PLANET RULER (g Danehill (USA)). 6 wins at 1000, 1400m, $3,305,662, HKJC Cathay Pacific International Sprint Trial, HK-2, Cornwall H., Panasonic Cup, Chevalier Logistics & Warehousing H., 2d Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Sprint, Gr 1, HKJC Chairman’s Sprint Prize, HK-1, Bauhinia Sprint Trophy, HK-3, Chinese Club Challenge Cup, HK-3, Sha Tin Sprint Trophy, HK-3-twice, 3d HKJC Bauhinia Sprint Trophy, HK-1, Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1-twice, Queen’s Silver Jubilee Cup, HK-2, Sha Tin Sprint Trophy, HK-3, 4th HKJC Bauhinia Sprint Trophy, HK-1-twice.

Amory Lane (f Galileo (Ire)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1300, 1600m, AJC Peachtree Hotel H., Panola 2YO H., 3d STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, 4th AJC Dulcify H., L. Dam of-


Lucky Fruit. **Winner** at 1000m, $328,895, HKJC Kut Cheong H.

3rd Dam

Princess Zena, by Habitat. Winner at 2, 3d Royal Ascot Queen Mary S., Gr 2. Half-sister to La Dolce (dam of PEBBLES), Port Ahoy (dam of PRETTY POL). Dam of 16 named foals, 13 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

SUPRÊME LEADER (c Bustino). 3 wins 1m to 1¼m, Sandown Westbury S., Gr 3, Newmarket Earl of Sefton S., Gr 3, 3d The Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr 2, Sandown Brigadier Gerard S., Gr 3. Sire.

DANCING ZENA (c Dancing Brave). 8 wins 1400 to 2200m in U.A.E, Abu Dhabi National Day Cup, L, Al Ajban S. Sire.

Lulworth Cove. **Winner** at 2 at 1200m, Deauville Prix de Gonneville. Dam of-


REFERENCE LIGHT (c Diesis). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1207m, £141,936, Rome Premio Aringo, L, 2d Rome Premio Melton, Gr 2. Sire.

LYME BAY (f Pharly). 5 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 1600m, Rome Premio Torricola, L, Milan Premio Bresso, 3d Rome Premio Regina Elena, Gr 2.
On Account of THREE BRIDGES THOROUGHBREDS, Eddington, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 115
BAY COLT
(Branded ⡲ nr sh. 12 4 off sh. Foaled 30th October 2014)

(Sire)
Fastnet Rock............................ Danehill (USA).................... by Danzig.........................
Piccadilly Circus.................... by Royal Academy (USA)
Woodman (USA).................... by Mr. Prospector ..................
Planet Hollywood.................... by Star Watch.....................

(Dam)
Laetitia................................ Viscount....................... Quest for Fame (GB)...... by Rainbow Quest ...........
Antwerp (NZ)........................ by Sir Tristram (Ire)........
Seattle Dancer (USA)............. by Nijinsky.........................
Golden Rhyme........................ by Dom Racin....................

LA VISCOMTESSA ............. Viscount.......................... LA FAVORITA (USA),
2004 La Favorita (USA).............. 3rd Dam

STRYKER (AUS) (Bay 2006-Stud 2011). 2 wins at 1200m, 1350m, A$373,325, BTC Classic, Gr.3, STC Heritage S., L, 3d AJC Galaxy H., Gr.1, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, AJC Challenge S., Gr.2, STC Pago Pago S., Gr.2. Half-brother to SP Exceed and Exalt, SP Puerto Banus and SP Seeking Attention. Sire of SP Miss Loren, She is Stryking and of Sonesta, Andrioli, Lightning Striker and of the placegetters Stryking Love, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YO's.

1st Dam
La Viscomtessa, by Viscount. Winner at 1450m, SAJC AV Jennings H., 2d SAJC Scott Group of Companies Quality H., 3d SAJC HC Nitschke S., L, Magic Millions 3YO Trophy. Half-sister to BIG ON BROADWAY, Wedgetail Eagle (dam of ASSERTIVE EAGLE, IMPRESSIVE EAGLE, SOARESSA). This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-

2nd Dam
La Favorita (USA), by Seattle Dancer. Winner at 1600m in France. Sister to SEATTLE RHYME, Seattle Ribbon (dam of SNOQUALMIE BOY, SNOQUALMIE GIRL). Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

Big on Broadway (f Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, Fairview Rugby 5 Try it H., 2d Scottsville Debutante S., Gr.2.

La Viscomtessa (f Viscount). Winner. See above.

Wedgetail Eagle. 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, MVRC Dulcie 2YO H. Dam of-

ASSERVÉE EAGLE (f Danevin). 4 wins 1200 to 1540m, $271,750, SAJC Proud Miss S., L, Perry Durdin H., Sportingbet H., 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr.2, MRC Sportingbet Series Final, Gr.3, Murray Bridge Gold Cup, L.

IMPRESSIVE EAGLE (f Rubiton). 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $305,675, SAJC Laelia S., L, Dequetteville S., L, 2d MRC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr.3, SAJC Manihi Classic, L, Proud Miss S., L, 3d SAJC Robert Sangster S., Gr.1, MVRC Champagne S., Gr.3, 4th SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr.2, VRC PFD Food Services S., Gr.3, SAJC Christmas H., L.

SOARESSA (f Twining (USA)). 4 wins at 1050, 1200m, $183,480, SAJC Proud Miss S., L, 2d VRC Straight Six H., L, SAJC WH Wylie H., L. Dam of-

THERMAL CURRENT (g Exceed and Excel). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, $248,300, 2013-14, MVRC Telstra Phonewords S., Gr.3, 2d SAJC Lightning S., L, VRC Better Beyond 2YO P., 3d MRC HDF McNeil S., Gr.3, Zeditave S., Gr.3, Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), L.

3rd Dam
Golden Rhyme, by Dom Racin. 2 wins at 7f, Newcastle Harry Peacock Challenge Cup, 2d Newmarket Duchess of Montrose H., L. Half-sister to Silius (dam of DAINRINE'S DELIGHT), Silly View (dam of KULACHI), Silly Tune (dam of KINGSINGER). Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

SEATTLE RHYME (c Seattle Dancer). 3 wins at 2, £221,735, Doncaster Racing Post Trophy, Gr.1, 3d York International S., Gr.1.

Seattle Ribbon. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 9 winners-

SNOQUALMIE GIRL (f Montjeu). 3 wins–2 at 2–7f to 12¼f, Chester Stand Cup, L, Salisbury Stonehenge S., L, 2d Doncaster May Hill S., Gr.2.

SNOQUALMIE BOY (g Montjeu (Ire)). 2 wins at 1¼m, Royal Ascot Hampton Court S., L, 3d York Dante S., Gr.2, 4th Ascot Paradise S., L.
On Account of VINERY STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 116 (No GST)  

**BROWN COLT**  
(Branded √ nr sh. 107 4 off sh. Foaled 25th August 2014)

**(Sire)**  
MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE)  
Danetime (IRE)---------- by Dansig----------  
Dulceata---------- by Danes Hill (USA)  

**(Dam)**  
LADY OF HELENA (NZ)  
Kaapstad (NZ)---------- by Sir Tristram (Ire)----------  
1999  
Lady Bronte---------- by Little Brown Jug (NZ)----------  


1st Dam  
LADY OF HELENA (NZ), by Kaapstad. Winner at 1550m. Half-sister to WESTERN RED. This is her seventh living foal. Dam of 6 foals to race, 4 winners, inc.-  
Ready for Sure (g by More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, WATC Westspeed H., 2d WATC Carpets by Design H., 3d WATC Tabtouch.com.au H.  
Holson (c by Shovhog). 7 wins at 1050, 1300m, $194,060 in Macau.  
Don’t Tell Linda (f by Myboycharlie (Ire)). 2 wins at 1600m in 2013-14.  
Lady Jinx (f by Dubleo (USA)). Winner at 1100m.  
Sacred Trust (g by Onemorenmore). Placed in 2014-15 in NZ.

2nd Dam  
LADY BRONTE, by Little Brown Jug. 4 wins 1200 to 1609m in NZ. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc.-  
Lady Franc. Placed. Dam of 2 winners-  
Bel Franc. Winner at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Spring Gully Fulham Park 2YO P.  
Lady Chatterley. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-  
Posh Lady. 3 wins at 1600, 2200m, Otago RC Bunker at Prebbleton Farm H.

3rd Dam  
LUCIANA, by Copenhagen II (GB). Placed at 3 in NZ. Sister to Loose Talk - Noble Action (Mal.), half-sister to Second Duty. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc.-  
Perculator - Ever Win (H.K.). 4 wins 1575 to 2000m in NZ and Hong Kong, RHKJC Pok Po Wan H., Deauville H.  
Allo Allo - Symphonic (H.K.). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1030, 1360m in NZ and Hong Kong, RHKJC North Point H., Admiralty H.

4th Dam  
SECOND STRING, by Empire Way (GB). Unplaced. Half-sister to Gold Stamp, Second Cast (dam of FORECAST - GREAT SUCCESS (H.K.), ROYAL ENCORE). Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc.-  
Second Duty (c Hermes (GB)). 8 wins 2000 to 2200m, Manawatu RC BBA & Partners Thormanby H., Manawatu Autumn H., Wairarapa RC President's H., Wanganui JC Alexander H., 2d Manawatu Cup, Gr 3.  
Loose Talk - Noble Action (Mal.) (c Copenhagen II (GB)). 7 wins–3 at 2–1006 to 1508m in Aust and Malaysia, PARC Glenacres Stud H., Adelaide RC Parklands H., 2d Singapore TC Lion City Cup.
Stable 4 Row H  
On Account of THREE BRIDGES THOROUGHBREDS,  
Eddington, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 117

BROWN COLT  
(Branded 23 nr sh. off sh. Foaled 7th September 2014)

(Sire)  
FOXWEDGE  
Fastnet Rock  
Danewill (USA)  
by Danzig

(Dam)  
LADY ZABEEL (NZ)  
Zabeel (NZ)  
by Zabeel

FOXWEDGE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 5 wins-2 at 2-at 1100m, 1200m,  
A$952,450, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1, ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2,  
San Domenico S., Gr.3, Clarry Conners 2YO P., 2d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1,  
ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.1, 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1, ATC Todman S., Gr.2,  
4th ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, VRC Lightning S., Gr.3, Brother to SW She's a Fox  
(ATC Rosebud H., L). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam  
LADY ZABEEL (NZ), by Zabeel. Unraced. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam  
Primera Dama, by Danzero. 5 wins 1200 to 2200m, WRC Gallipoli H., Avondale  
JC Anzac Day H., 2d Manawatu Breeders' S., L. Half-sister to ENJOY  
DANCING, Navy Blue. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-  
Koka. Winner at 1600m in 2013-14.

3rd Dam  
VELITA (NZ), by Balmerino. Unraced. Half-sister to GOLDEN KING. Dam of 10  
foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

ENJOY DANCING (c Take Your Partner). 6 wins-3 at 2–1100 to 1600m,  
$283,053, VRC Laurent Perrier S.H., L, Newcastle JC Spring S., L, AJC  
Royal Australian Navy H., STC Laing & Simmons H., Wild Turkey Bourbon  
H., Tumut H., 2d STC Peter Pan S., Gr 2, VATC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2,  
Mercedes-Benz H., L, AJC AW Thompson Welter H., Playboy H., Bayley  
Payten H., 3d STC Royal Parma S., L, Gosford Classic, L, AJC Kangarooos  
H., Markview H., 4th ATC Stan Fox S., Gr 3, Canonbury S., L.

Navy Blue (c Bluebird (USA)). 4 wins 1300 to 2400m, $211,520, QTC CEB  
Barnes P.H., AJC Panania H., Cracker Barrel H., 2d Queensland Cup, NSW  
Tatt's RC Club Transitional H., AJC Radio 2UE H., Serenity Cove Corporate  
Park H., Abercrombie & Kent Transitional H., 3d AJC Frank Packer P., Gr 3.

Primera Dama (f Danzero). 5 wins. See above.

Desert Sashay. 10 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1630m, $322,360, STC Hellenic  
Tribute H., AJC Emirates P., Newhaven Park Stud H., MCA Start Young  
Patrons 2YO H., BTC Wastewise H., STC Financial Planners H., Coastal  
Bloodstock H., Perfection Millik H., 2d AJC Cascades H., Sydney Lexus P.H.  
Reinforced. 5 wins 1400 to 1700m, $166,499 in Macau, Macau Let us Famous  
Challenge Cup.

Peppermill Palms. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Tin Tan Belle. 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1500m, VRC Cadbury Dairy Milk H.,  
MVRC Jimmy Barnes Concert H., 2d VATC Foster's Light Ice H.

4th Dam  
Kayenta, by My Heart (Ire). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, WRC October H.,  
Felding JC Mangaone H., Wairarapa RC Donald H., Wairoa RC GC Ormond  
Memorial H., 2d AuRC Royal S., WRC Desert Gold S., 3d New Zealand One  
Thousand Guineas, Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Pahiatua WFA S. Half-sister to  
Gone With the Wind (dam of ZONDA, MAGNOLIA HALL, MAN OF  
HONOUR V). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

GOLDEN KING (g Imposing). 7 wins at 1400, 1600m, $155,117, WRC Jarden  
Mile, Gr 1, Wellington S., Gr 3, Manawatu Challenge S., L, Levin RC Bayer  
Classic First Consolation S., 2d Waikato RC Lion Brown Sprint, Gr 1.
Lot 118

BAY OR BROWN COLT

(Branded C nr sh. 22/4 off sh. Foaled 28th September 2014)

(Sire) 
AD VALOREM (USA) ... 
Danzig.......................... Pas de Nom..............
Northern Dancer by Nearctic......................
Classy Women.......................... Relaunch by Admiral’s Voyage ......

(Dam) 
LAURELLING (USA) ....
Highest Honor ....
Dance of Leaves ....

2003

AD VALOREM (USA) (Bay 2002-Stud 2007). 4 wins-3 at 2, Newmarket Middle Park S., Gr.1. Sire of 333 mrs, 175 wns, 10 SW, inc. Free Wheeling (BRC Champagne Classic, Gr.2), Melissa, Pied a Terre, Detours, Uate, Montpelier, Red Baron, Taxmeifyoucan, Samaden, Julie’s Love, SP Traditional Chic, Rigelotto and of Ascot Hill, Storm God, Cash Advance, Chips are Down, Docs Legacy, Fantazia Mia, Nova Valorem, Sportsmaster, State of Wealth, etc.

1st Dam
LAURELLING (USA), by Highest Honor. Placed at 3 in France. Sister to MEDAALY, three-quarter-sister to POET LAUREATE, half-sister to CHARNWOOD FOREST, Danse d’Ecole, Dubai Fall, Autumn Melody (dam of GIOVANNI), Desired (dam of DESIDERATUM). This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Dam of 2 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Vysotsky (g by Teofilo (Ire)). 2 wins at 2000, 2449m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
DANCE OF LEAVES, by Sadler’s Wells. Unraced. Sister to FORT WOOD, three-quarter-sister to NORTHERN ASPEN (dam of CYPRIATA), Agenda, half-sister to HAMAS, TIMBER COUNTRY, BIANCONI, COLORADO DANCER (dam of DUBAI MILLENNIUM), ELLE SEULE (dam of ELMADIM, MEHTHAFF, KHULOOD, ASHRAAKAT), MAZZACANO, PRINCE OF THIEVES, Native Aspen, Sheroog (dam of KABOOL, SHARAF KABEER). Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

MEDAALY (c Highest Honor). 3 wins at 2 at 7f, 1m, £106,904, Doncaster Racing Post Trophy, Gr 1, Sandown Charterhouse 2YO S. Sire.

CHARNWOOD FOREST (c Warning). 4 wins at 7f, 1m, Newmarket Challenge S., Gr 2, Royal Ascot Queen Anne S., Gr 2, 2d Goodwood Sussex S., Gr 1.

Danse d’Ecole (f Daylami). 3 wins 2350 to 2500m, 2d Nantes Derby de l’Ouest, L. Producer.

Dubai Fall (f Mr. Prospector). Winner at 8½f, 2d Monmouth Serena’s Song S., L. Autumn Melody. Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners-

GIOVANNI (c Admire Moon). 6 wins 1400 to 1900m, $981,388, to 2014, Tokyo Shimotsuki S., L, Hanshin Auckland Racing Club Trophy.

Pixie Princess (f Deep Impact). 3 wins at 2000, 2400m, 3d Kyoto Queen Elizabeth II Commemorative Cup, Gr 1, 4th Hanshin Mermaid S., Gr 3.

Viase de Fleurs. Unraced. Grandam of-

Mr Gnocchi (g Hard Spun (USA)). 5 wins at 1400, 1600m, $805,622, to 2013-14, HKJC Fat Choi H., 2d HKJC Premier P., HK-3.

Desired. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-

DESIDERATUM (c Darshaan), 4 wins at 2000, 2400m, €215,300, Longchamp Prix du Lys, Gr 3, 2d Longchamp Grand Prix de Paris, Gr 1.

POET LAUREATE (g Highest Honor). 2 wins at 2000, 2500m, Deauville Prix de Reux, L, 2d Grand Prix de Deauville, Gr 2.

Status Symbol (g Polish Precedent). 2 wins at 8¼f, 1½m, Newmarket Burts Chips Made in Devon H., 3d Kempton Wild Flower S., L.

Belonging (f Raven’s Pass). Winner at 2100m, 2d Maisons-Laffitte Prix Melsisande, L, 4th Deauville Prix de Lieurey, Gr 3.

Heart’s Content. 2 wins at 2400m in France. Dam of-

HEARTILY (f Dubawi). 3 wins at 2200, 2400m in 2014, Hannover Grosser Preis Junghenrich Gabelstapler, L.
Stable 4 Rows P & Q 1-6

On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone
(As Agent for Twin Creeks Thoroughbreds)

Lot 119

BAY Filly

(Branded TCT nr sh. 7 off sh. Foaled 24th September 2014)

(Sire) Elusive Quality (USA)......
Gone West ................ by Mr. Prospector.......... Touch of Greatness........ by Hero's Honor............
SEPOY.........................

(Dam) Watchful ................
Canny Miss ............ by Marscay.........................
MADAM PROSECUTOR
2006

Verdict Declared ........
Miss Guilty ............... by Kinski (USA)..................

SEPOY (AUS) (Chestnut 2008-Stud 2012). Leading 3YO Male on 2011-12 WTR (Sprint). Champion 2YO & 3YO Colt in Australia in 2010-11 & 2011-12. 10 wins-5 at 2-from 1000m to 1200m, A$3,880,000, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, MVRC Manikato S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr.2. Half-brother to SW Mulaazem (MRC Autumn S., Gr.2). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

MADAM PROSECUTOR, by Choisir. Winner at 1200m, 2d MRC Betfair H., 3d MRC Betfair H. Half-sister to A COUNTRY GIRL. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-Madam Delponte (f by Stratum). Winner at 2 at 1100m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

VERDICT DECLARED, by Mr Henrysee (USA). 10 wins 900 to 1200m, $225,545, STC Birthday Card H., L, Millie Fox S., L, MVRC Lone Star Ribs H., STC Zadro Construction H., 2d MVRC Star Cossack H., Murrumbidgee TC Wagga Town P., AJC HMAS Vendetta H., STC Parkroyal at Darling Harbour H., ACT RC Duesbury Dash Quality H. Sister to MR INNOCENT, half-sister to

Judge Me Not. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

A COUNTRY GIRL (f Singspiel (Ire)). 5 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $232,725, STC Millie Fox S., GR 3, AJC Bacardi Breezer H., STC Woolworths Homeship P., 2d AJC CVD Easter H., STC Blue Mountains H., 3d AJC Angst S., L, Wenona Girl H., L, STC Royal Parma S., L, Giddy Up Club H., 4th AJC James HB Carr S., L.

Rock the System. 5 wins 1160 to 1400m to 2013-14, Fairview Racing Association H., Turffontein Knutton Consulting H., 2d Arlington Racing Association H., 3d Arlington Racing Association H.

Yat Ding Win. Winner at 1200m in 2013-14, HKJC Arbuthnot H., 3d HKJC Heron H.

3rd Dam


Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

MR INNOCENT (c Mr Henrysee (USA)). 14 wins-4 at 2–1000 to 1615m, $1,760,650, BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., GR 1, AJC Expressway S., GR 2, STC Premiere S., GR 2-twice, Phar Lap S., GR 2, BTC Courier-Mail Classic S., GR 3, NSW Tatt's RC Tramway H., GR 3, AJC Breeders' P., L, BTC Stakes, L, BTC Doomben S., L, Bernborough H., L, Hawkesbury Guineas, Ipswich TC Bundamba 2YO H., 2d AJC George Main S., GR 1, QTC Stradbroke H., GR 1, BTC Carlton Cup, GR 2, STC Heritage S., L, Festival H., L, Wallace 2YO H., 3d BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., GR 1, QTC Stradbroke H., GR 1, AJC Stan Fox S., GR 2, Clarence River JC Ramornie H., L, 4th AJC Apollo S., GR 2, NSW Tatt's RC Tramway H., GR 3, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, GR 3. Sire.

VERDICT DECLARED (f Mr Henrysee (USA)). 10 wins. See above.

Judge Me Not (g Lonhro). 3 wins at 1200m, BRC Subiaco H., BTC Jacob's Creek Sparkling P., 2d GCTC Heinrich Group Magic Millions 2YO P., STC Frantelle H., 3d AJC Stan Fox S., GR 2, BRC Carmichael Builders P.
Lot 120
BAY COLT
(Branded LJI nr sh. 8 off sh. Foaled 19th August 2014)

(Sire) A.P. Indy ................................... Seattle Slew...................... by Bold Reasoning ............
CONGRATS (USA) .......... Weekend Surprise ................... by Secretariat ..................
Praise ................................... Mr. Prospector ................... by Raise a Native ............

(Dam) Anabaa (USA) .................... Danzig .............................. by Northern Dancer ....
MAGICAL ANNA ............... Balbionella ........................ by Gay Mecene .............
2007 Magic Song ........................ Unbridled's Song (USA)...... by Unbridled ..........

CONGRATS (USA) (Bay 2000-Stud U.S.A. 2007, Aust. 2011). 7 wins-1 at 2, Santa Anita San Pasqual H., Gr.2. Sire of 355 mrs, 237 wns, 17 SW, inc. Turbulent Descent (Hollywood Starlet S., Gr.1), Emma's Encore, Wickedly Perfect, Jacaranda, Check My Cheeks, I'm Steppin' it Up, Nora's Cat, Portside, Temper Mint Patty, Cougarville, Flutterby, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 2YOs and inc the placegetters Shampers, Stop the Fight, Wide Acclaim, etc.

1st Dam
MAGICAL ANNA, by Anabaa (USA). 2 wins at 1200, 1300m, AJC Clovelly H., 1300m-in track record time, 3d STC Grand Pavilion H. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam
MAGIC SONG, by Unbridled's Song (USA). Placed at 3. Sister to BRIDAL HILL, half-sister to Adventurer. Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:- Another Storm. Winner at 1200m, 3d Turffontein Racing Express Fact File P.

3rd Dam
BRIDAL HILL (f Unbridled's Song (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1500m, $99,400, MRC Summoned S., L, QTC Sir Douglas Wadley H., L, 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L. Dam of 2 winners-Honeycomb. 2 wins at 1600m to 2013-14, Counties RC Vet Associates Equine & Farm H.

Adventurer (c Brocco (USA)). 7 wins 1600 to 2200m, $152,120, WATC 882 6PR Paul Murray H., Arctic Bid H., 882 6PR Drive H., Budget Mini Lease H., Lord Reims H., 2d WATC Sorcery Welter H., 3d WATC Dayana S., L. Winning Ahead. 2 wins at 1200m, $139,487, HKJC Southorn H., Yue Man H. Snowfall. Started once. Dam of 2 winners- Falls Creek. 9 wins 1000 to 1300m to 2013-14, 4th QTC JF Meynink S., L.

4th Dam
NOVEMBER RAIN, by Estaminet (GB). 6 wins 2000 to 2800m, $187,070, AJC Oaks, Gr 1, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, AJC St Leger, Gr 2, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, STC Wentworthville H., 2d AJC Apollo S., Gr 2. Half-sister to RACE MASTER, STAR STYLE GIRL (dam of SAN LUIS, EASTERN MUSIC - CHIEF EXECUTIVE (MAL)), Chagall, Come on Angel. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-
STORMY HILL (f Danehill (USA)). 8 wins. See above.

 Torrential Storm. Unraced. Dam of 10 winners-
STORMHILL (c Danehill (USA)). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $635,792, STC Shannon S., Gr 2, Kingston Town S., Gr 3, Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, Gr 3, 2d City Tatt's RC Tramway H., Gr 3.Sire.

Hurricane Storm (c Danehill (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 2275m, $170,120, 2d South Australian Derby, Gr 1, VATC Eclipse S., Gr 3.
Lot 121

BROWN COLT

(Branded Branded nr sh. 17 off sh. Foaled 22nd August 2014)

Stable 2 Row N 6-8

On Account of EVERGREEN STUD FARM,
Heatherbrae (As Agent)

(Sire) BERNARDINI (USA) ...
A.P. Indy ........................ Seattle Slew by Bold Reasoning
................................. Weekend Surprise by Secretariat
Cara Rafaela ...................... Quiet American by Fappiano

(Dam) MALBUN ........................ Commands
.............................. Danehill (USA) by Danzig
2007 ................................ Cotehele House (GB) by My Swaneee
................................ Lichenstein by Baguette
................................ Foreign Bank (NZ) by Sir Tristram (IRE)

BERNARDINI (USA) (Bay 2003-Stud 2007). 6 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Pimlico
Preakness S., Gr.1. Leading NZ Sire of 2YOs 2012-13. Sire of 652 rnrs, 347
wnrs, 36 SW, inc Ruud Awakening (ARC Diamond S., Gr.1). Boban, To Honor
and Serve, Alpha, Stay Thirsty, Go Indy Go, Angela Renee, A.Z. Warrior,
Biondetti, Toydini, Gamilati, Wilburn, Cavorting, Imperative, Spellbound,
Thyskens' Theory, Romansh, Dame Dorothy, Edison, Gala Award, etc.

1st Dam MALBUN, by Commands. Winner at 1100m, STC Winning Post Restaurant H.,
2d STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Freeway Hotel Artarmon 2YO H.,
3d VRC Nouvelle Star H., STC De Bortoli Wines 2YO H., AJC Embasadora 2YO H.
This is her second living foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam LICHENSTEIN, by Crown Jester. Unraced. Sister to GUINEAS, half-sister to
Takas. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Landamman. 4 wins 1207 to 1600m, ATC Warwick Farm 100 Club H., 2d SAJC
Portobello H., STC Theraces.com.au H., Members H., 3d AJC Narellan H.
Peruvian. 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1800m.

3rd Dam FOREIGN BANK (NZ), by Sir Tristram (IRE). Unplaced. Half-sister to ANCIENT
CITY, Cosignon, Lichen Lady (dam of MOSSMAN, MOSS ROCKET). Dam of 10
foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
GUINEAS (g Crown Jester). 10 wins–7 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $1,834,685,
STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Royal Sovereign S., Gr 2, STC Concorde
S., Gr 3, Missile S., Gr 3, Skyline S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1.
Takas (c Quest for Fame (GB)). 3 wins 1250 to 1600m, $193,275, AJC
Cascades H., 2d STC Peter Pan S., Gr 2, Hawkesbury Gold Cup, Gr 3.
Specie. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
The Bowler (g Testa Rossa). 6 wins–2 at 2–955 to 1400m, $273,845, to
2014-15, VRC Williamstown H., MRC Schweppes H., 2d MRC Blue
Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, VRC Taj Rossi Series Final H., L.

4th Dam Off Shore (GB), by Grundy. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 1½m, Newmarket Running
Gap S., 3d Cheshire Oaks, Gr 3. Half-sister to AMICUS - TIEN AN MUN
(MAL), WARBECK, Paski, Lonely Shore (dam of THE WHISTLING
TEAL). Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
ANCIENT CITY (c Pompeii Court (USA)). 9 wins 1200 to 2444m, $329,650,
QTC Eagle Farm S., L, Geelong Cup, L, 2d VATC Naturalism S., L.
Lichen Lady. 2 wins at 1900, 2000m, STC Crown Control H. Dam of 4 winners-
MOSSMAN (c Success Express (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2040m, QTC
Queensland Classic, Gr 1, MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr 2, VRC Debonair S., L,
2d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1. Sire.
MOSS ROCKET (g Rory's Jester). 8 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1200m, $712,340,
AJC Expressway S., Gr 2, Challenge S., Gr 2, VATC Chirnside S., Gr 2.
Stashed. Placed in NZ and Aust. Grandam of-
BALMONT GIRL (f Balmont (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2400m, to
2014-15, WATC Asian Beau S., Gr 3, WATC Western Australian Oaks, Gr 3,
2d WATC Railway S., Gr 1, 3d WATC Northerly S., Gr 3.
Stable 4 Rows P & Q 1-6

On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE, Scone (As Agent for Twin Creeks Thoroughbreds)

Lot 122

CHESTNUT FILLY

(Branded 18 off sh. Foaled 9th October 2014)

(Sire) Exceed and Excel.............. Danehill (USA).............. by Danzig......................
   Accessories (GB).................... Singspiel (Ire).............. by In the Wings

(Dam) Mam'selle Rouge .............. Red Ransom (USA).......... Roberto...................... by Hail to Reason
   2005 Miss Jugah...................... Jugah (USA)................ by Northern Dancer

HELMET (AUS) (Chestnut 2008-Stud 2012). 6 wins-4 at 2-from 1200m to 1600m, A$1,607,300, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, ATC Champagne S., Gr.1, Sires Produce S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr.3, ATC Australian Brewery 2YO H., 2d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, Run to the Rose H., Gr.3. Half-brother to SW Epaulette (ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1) and SW Bullbars (VRC CS Hayes S., Gr.3). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam Mam'selle Rouge, by Red Ransom (USA). 2 wins at 1600, 2044m, SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., MRC Brattle H., 2d MRC Special Dane H. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race.


Our Favorite Miss. Winner at 1200m, BTC City Pacific Finance P., 2d BTC OPI P., QTC Mercedes-Benz C-Class H.

Miss Elusive. Winner at 1100m, 2d VRC Miss Lockleys 2YO H., 3d VRC Carbine Club H., MRC Star Shower 2YO H., SAJC Any Given Saturday H. Dam of-Doubtless - Charity Joy (H.K.). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 880, 1000m, $666,999, to 2014-15 in NZ and Hong Kong, HKJC King Kwong H., Tai Shue Wan H., Tai Mo Shan H., Poplar H., 3d HKJC Shum Wan H., Crystal H.

Yocto. 6 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1200m to 2014-15.

Captivantinible. 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1375m to 2013-14.

Tides of Fortune. Winner at 1050m in 2014-15.

3rd Dam Exclusive Heiress, by Vain. 2 wins at 1100, 1600m, 2d SAJC Port Adelaide Guineas, Gr 3, 4th SAJC South Australian Oaks, Gr 1. Half-sister to Rich Moss. Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-EXCLUSIVE HALO (g Don't Say Halo (USA)). 5 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1419m, $153,130, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, Maribyrnong Trial S., L, MVRC Southern Cross Apartments S., L, 2d MVRC Accor Asia Pacific H.

MISS JUGAH (f Jugah (USA)). 10 wins. See above.

Jewel of Oakbank (f Alzao (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1050 to 1600m, SAJC Century H., Dewars H., 2d SAJC Morphettville P.H., L. Dam of 7 winners-Snippets' Jewel. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m. Grandam of-MIRACLES OF LIFE (f Not a Single Doubt). 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $1,322,270, to 2014-15, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, ATC Challenge S., Gr 2, MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr 2, SAJC Sportingbet S., Gr 2, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L., 3d ATC Galaxy H., Gr 1.
EIGHT CARAT (GB), 3rd Dam, MARQUISE (NZ) 2nd Dam, Markisa (NZ), 1st Dam. His oldest progeny are foals.

Markisa (NZ), by Danehill (USA). Winner at 1200m, 2d Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to DANEWIN, COMMANDS, COURT OF JEWELS, half-sister to SHOWER OF ROSES, Minqar Qaim. This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Her fourth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 12 foals, 7 to race,

2nd Dam
MARQUISE (NZ), by Gold and Ivory (USA). 9 wins 1200 to 2000m, $209,397, WRC Captain Cook S., Gr 1, SAJC Sedgwick Classic S., Gr 2, MVRC Tesio S., Gr 3, SAJC Veueve Clicquot S., L, 2d VRC Hardy Brothers Classic S., Gr 3, 3d Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr 3, Woodville-Pahiatua RC WFA Sprint S., L, 4th SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3. Half-sister to OCTAGONAL, DIAMOND LOVER (dam of DON EDUARDO, TRISTALOVE, PERUZZI, ANTWERP), KAAPSTAD, MOUAWAD, Nine Carat (dam of COURT OF JEWELS), Cotehele House (dam of DANEWIN, COMMANDS), La Brilliante (dam of PHILIDOR). Dam of 12 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

SHOWER OF ROSES (f Zabeel). 5 wins 1200 to 2000m, $621,010, STC Arrowfield Stud S., Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3, STC Neville Sellwood S., L, Sponsor at the Races H., Australian Ladies Variety Association H., 2d AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, 3d AJC Hobartville S., Gr 2.

Minqar Qaim (g Zabeel). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, Otago RC Dunedin Casino H., 2d Waikato Gold Cup, Gr 2, 4th Counties Cup, Gr 2.

Markisa (f Danehill (USA)). Winner. See above.

Mazarine. Unraced. Granddam of-


Nordic Duke (g Viking Ruler). 4 wins 1400 to 1717m, $121,990, to 2013-14, 2d VRC Anzac Day S., L.

3rd Dam
EIGHT CARAT (GB), by Pieces of Eight. Unplaced. Half-sister to HABIBTI, KNESSET, Great Klaire. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

OCTAGONAL (c Zabeel). 1996 Aust. Horse of the Year. 14 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 2400m, MVRC WS Cox P., Gr 1, VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1. Sire.

MARQUISE (f Gold and Ivory (USA)). 9 wins. See above.

DIAMOND LOVER (f Sticks and Stones). 8 wins 1150 to 1400m, AuRC Railway H., Gr 1, Counties RC Ramarama Country Inn Sprint H. Dam of-

DON EDUARDO (c Zabeel). 5 wins 1300 to 2400m, Australian Derby, Gr 1.

TRISTALOVE (f Sir Tristram (Ire)). 11 wins–4 at 2, Australasian Oaks, Gr 1.

MOUAWAD (c Zabeel). 7 wins to 1600m, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1. Sire.

KAAPSTAD (c Sir Tristram (Ire)), 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 2200m, $541,850, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Ascot Vale S., Gr 2. Successful sire.
Stable 2 Row B 7-12

On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 124

BAY COLT

(Branded S2P nr sh. \( \frac{12}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 9th September 2014)

(Sire) Casino Prince
ALL TOO HARD

Helsinge

(Dam) Zabeel (NZ)

2005

MIDNIGHT SPECIAL...

ALL TOO HARD (AUS) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Champion 3YO Colt in Australia in 2012-13. 7 wins-3 at 2-from 1100m to 1600m, A$2,288,200, ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, CF Orr S., Gr.1, Futurity S., Gr.1, ATC Pago Pago S., Gr.2, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr.2, Talindert S., L, 2d MVRC WS Cox P., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Black Caviar (Horse of the Year in Australia 3 times. ATC TJ Smith S., Gr.1-twice). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, by Zabeel. Winner at 1600m. Sister to RAINBOW STYLING, three-quarter-sister to Meine Pretender (dam of MEINER HOURGLASS, MEINE NOUVELLE, MEINER CHARLES), Silkie Lady (dam of NOTHING BUT SILK), half-sister to ZINGALING. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-

NEVERLAND (f by Big Brown (USA)). 3 wins at 1400, 1500m, $158,850, in 2014-15, WATC Challenge S., L, Westspeed H., 2d WATC Ascot One Thousand Guineas, L, 3d WATC Natasha S., L.

2nd Dam DONE THAT (NZ), by Centaine. 3 wins 1100 to 1250m, STC Startling Lass H., Kogarah H., 2d STC Love a Show H. Three-quarter-sister to WYNDAM SPECIAL, half-sister to DOUBLE REEF, STAR OF NOUVELLE, Giladane, Meine Pretender (dam of MEINER HOURGLASS, MEINE NOUVELLE, MEINER CHARLES), Lihir (dam of CIVIL), Silkie Lady (dam of NOTHING BUT SILK). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

RAINBOW STYLING (g Zabeel). 8 wins 1666 to 2250m, $550,855, MRC Naturalism S., Gr 3, NSW Tatt's RC Tattersalls Club Cup, L, AJC TAB Jackpot Quaddie Welter H., MRC Catanach's Jewellers H., AJC The Chandon H., Marwin Gold H., 2d MVR CJC Cup, Gr 3, AJC Australia Day Cup, L, 3d STC Christmas Cup, L, 4th Queensland Derby, Gr 1, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, Qld Tattersalls RC Tattersall's Cup, Gr 3, Gosford Cup, L.


Jon Ron. 7 wins 1–at 2–1200 to 1600m, $127,220, AJC Rick Damelian Honda Odyssey H., 2d AJC Electronic H., Spring H., 3d STC Sports Factory H.

3rd Dam GILADAH (IRE), by Mill Reef. Started twice. Half-sister to Juwwi, Mwaared (dam of WYNDAM SPECIAL). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

DOUBLE REEF (g Last Tycoon (Ire)). 11 wins 1400 to 3000m, $303,953, Clairwood Gold Circle Derby, Gr 2, Greyville Gold Vase, Gr 2.

STAR OF NOUVELLE (f Star Watch). 5 wins 4 at 2–1000 to 1300m, $145,550, STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, WATC Queen's P., L, Meine Pretender. Winner at 1800m in Japan. Dam of 4 winners-

MEINER HOURGLASS (c Brian's Time). 6 wins 1–at 2–1600 to 2100m, $2,699,589, Hanshin Sirius S., Gr 3, Nakayama Hokuso S.

Silkie Lady. Placed at 3. Dam of 4 winners-

NOTHING BUT SILK (f Belong to Me (USA)). 5 wins at 1000, 1200m, Kenilworth Sceptre S., Gr 2, Southern Cross S., Gr 3. Producer.
Stable 1 Row H 1,2

On Account of S. PARKINSON, Rutherford

Lot 125

GREY COLT

(Branded 3 nr sh. off sh. Foaled 18th August 2014)

(Sire)

Redoute's Choice

Danehill (USA) ........ by Danzig..........................

Shantha's Choice........ by Canny Lad..................

Urge to Merge........... Last Tycoon (Ire) ........ by Try My Best..............

(Dam)

Dash for Cash........... Secret Savings (USA) ..... by Seeking the Gold......

MIRACLE MAGIC........ by Danzig..........................

2007

2nd Dam

SPLIT ROCK, by Danehill (USA). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Dane Fever,

Darsini (dam of MAHISARA). Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Split the Faith. 4 wins 1100 to 1650m, WATC David Evans H., PR Midweek

Roast Package H., Westspeed H., 3d WATC Perth Racing TV H.

3rd Dam

STORM AT MIDNIGHT, by Thunder Gulch (USA). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1300, 1600m,

MVRC Camp Australia H., Zonda H. Half-sister to Campbell Fever (dam of

WOPPITT), Tosamba, Tirumani (dam of ASTRODAME), Midnight Ballet

(dam of ROCK CLASSIC). Dam of 8 foals, 4 to race.

4th Dam

MIDNIGHT FEVER, by Luskin Star. Top filly on The 1986-87 Australasian

2YO Classification. 8 wins–6 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $534,800, VATC Blue

Diamond S., Gr 1, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, MVRC Veuee Cliquot S.,

Gr 2, STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, VRC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3-
twice, VRC Myer Fashion S., L, VATC Matinee S.H., 2d VRC One Thousand

Guineas, Gr 1. Sister to STARTLING LASS (dam of SHOVHOG,

SHOVOFF). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Tosamba (c Woodman (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1410m, 3d VATC Blue

Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L.

Campbell Fever (f Bluebird (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2, 2d VRC Talindert H., L,

SAJC Cinderella S., L, 3d VRC Hilton on the Park S., Gr 3. Dam of

WOPPITT (f Danzero). 5 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1050m, $252,824, SAJC

South Australia S., L, 2d MRC Quezette S., L. Producer.

Tirumani. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, AJC Doherty Partners H. Dam of 6 winners-

ASTRODAME (f Flying Spur). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $515,925, MVRC WH

Stocks S., Gr 2, 2d MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, VRC Frances

Tressady S., Gr 3, MRC Autumn S., L, 3d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2,

Rose of Kingston S., L, 2d MRC Quezette S., Gr 3, MRC Queen Victoria S., Gr 3.

Darsini. Placed at 3. Dam of 5 winners-

MAHISARA (c More Than Ready (USA)). 7 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1500m,

$527,640, to 2013-14, MRC Sandown S., Gr 3-twice, Qld Tatt’s RC

Australia Post S., L, 2d BRC Sandown S., Gr 3, VRC Haddon Hall S., L.

Midnight Ballet. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

ROCK CLASSIC (g Fastnet Rock). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, $669,600, VRC

Australian Guineas, Gr 1, STC Canterbury BMW H., Theraces.com.au

H., 2d STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, 4th MVRC Australia S., Gr 2.
On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney

Lot 126

BAY COLT

(Branded \(\wedge\wedge\) nr sh. 77\(^{\text{off sh.}}\) of sh. Foaled 31st October 2014)

(Sire) Sadler's Wells................. Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic.................
Fairy Bridge................. by Bold Reason.................
Kind.................. Rainbow Lake................. by Rainbow Quest ...........

(Dam) MISPLACED................. Danehill (USA)........... by Danzig.................
Fastnet Rock................ Piccadilly Circus........ by Royal Academy (USA)
2007 Star's Delight.............. Zeditave................. by The Judge.................

BULLET TRAIN (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud 2013). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1m, 11½f, £114,822, Lingfield Derby Trial S., Gr.3, 2d Newbury Dubai Duty Free Gold World Cup S., 4th Goodwood Sussex S., Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1), SW Noble Mission (Goodwood Gordon S., Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S., L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam MISPLACED, by Fastnet Rock. Placed at 3. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race-

2nd Dam STAR'S DELIGHT, by Zeditave. Placed at 3. Half-sister to NEDIYM'S GLOW, RED COLOSSUS, Radiant Star, Royal Glow (dam of ROYAL HAUNT - MIRAGE (H.K.)). Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Kalabek. 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1000m to 2014-15, MRC JRA 2YO H., The Cove Hotel H.
Al's Delight. Winner at 1200m.

3rd Dam Palace Glow, by Palace Music (USA). 3 wins-2 at 2-at 1000, 1100m, $128,500, VRC Il Globo Rete Italia H., VCAT Hurricane Sky 2YO H., 2d VATC Swinburne Alumni H., 3d VRC Red Roses S., L, VATC Gwyn Nursery S., L. Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
RED COLOSSUS (g Testa Rossa). 7 wins 1200 to 2014m, $451,250, MRC Victoria H., Gr 3, SAJC Port Adelaide Guineas, L, Chairman's S., L, MRC Betfair H., 2d South Australian Derby, Gr 1, VRC 7mate H., Bairdsdale Cup, 3d MRC Memsie S., Gr 2, SAJC RA Lee S., Gr 3, Seymour Cup, L.
NEDIYM'S GLOW (f General Nediyym). 4 wins-3 at 2-at 1100, 1200m, $401,400, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, VRC Domain 2YO P., MRC Carsales.com.au H., 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, MRC Quezette S., L, 3d MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, SAJC Yallambee Classic, Gr 2, MRC Carlton Draught Sprint H. Dam of-
Mendivil. 5 wins 1200 to 2200m, $136,030, to 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club H., MRC Le Pine Funerals H., 3d MRC Stickpix H.
Radiant Star (f Success Express (USA)). 4 wins-1 at 2-1200 to 1600m, $178,330, MRC Platinum Class Package H., SAJC Coolmore Mile S., MVRC Tabaret After the Last H., 2d MRC Storm Queen H., 3d SAJC New Year's Tabaret, L, 4th SAJC CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L. Dam of 4 winners-
Scratch Me Lucky (c Snitzel). Winner at 2 at 1200m, $311,275, in 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club 2YO H., 2d ATC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Schweppervescence H., Gr 3, 4th ATC Champagne S., Gr 1.
Radiant Angel. 4 wins-1 at 2-at 1000m to 2013-14, BRC Sequalo at Lynhurst H., 3d ATC Australian Turf Club H.
Incandescence. 6 wins 1000 to 1500m to 2014-15, 2d SAJC Projection Graphics H., Fresh 92.7 H., 3d BRC Lyndhurst Stud P.
Royal Scandal. 4 wins 1000 to 1300m, $112,405, to 2013-14, MVRC Sportingbet H., 2d MVRC Boscastle H., SAJC Pro Paint'n Panel H.
Royal Glow. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
ROYAL HAUNT - MIRAGE (H.K.) (g Hard Spun (USA)). 4 wins 1009 to 1400m, $343,168, to 2013-14, MRC Manfred S., L, HKJC Lion City H.
Stable 4 Rows C 5-12 & D 1-5
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry’s Plains
(As Agent)

Lot 127
BAY FILLY
(Branded C nr sh. 147 off sh. Foaled 25th October 2014)

(Sire)
FASTNET ROCK
Danzig............................................. by Northern Dancer....
Danehill (USA)............................
Razanya............................................. by His Majesty 
Casesby............................................. by Royal Academy (USA)....
Piccadilly Circus................................. by Nijinsky 
Galana............................................. by Marauding (NZ)....

(Dam)
MISS CONCORDE (IRE)
Encosta de Lago ..................................... by Northern Dancer...
2009
L’On Vite (USA)....................................... by Fairy King (USA).......


1st Dam
MISS CONCORDE (IRE), by Encosta de Lago. Unraced. Half-sister to HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR, BIG VIKING, MILANOVA, HEART OF OAK, Eishin Maysville (dam of ZELSNITZ). This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam
L’ON VITE (USA), by Secretariat. Unraced. Sister to MEDAILLE D’OR, D'ACCORD, half-sister to L’ENJOLEUR, LA VOYAGEUSE (dam of TIME BANDIT, INNOVATIVE), GRAND LUXE (dam of SMACKOVER CREEK), L’Extravagante (dam of MONTELIMAR, L’EXTRA HONOR), Slew and Easy (dam of CONSERVE), La Pepite (dam of SOLDERA). Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR (c Danehill (USA)). Champion 2YO colt in France in 2006. 4 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, £414,505, Curragh Phoenix S., Gr 1, Longchamp Grand Criterium, Gr 1, Curragh Railway S., Gr 2, 2d Curragh National S., Gr 1, Newmarket Dewhurst S., Gr 1. Sire.

MILANOVA (f Danehill (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1266, 1600m, $237,650, SAJC Tokyo City Cup, Gr 3, Morphettville Guineas, L, 2d SAJC Australasian Oaks, Gr 1, WATC Fruit 'n' Veg S., Gr 1, 3d AJC Japan Racing Association P., L, 4th SAJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, VRC Anzac Day S., L. Producer.


HEART OF OAK (c Woodman). 6 wins 1300 to 1600m in Ireland, Germany and Sweden, Jagersro Per-Erik Pramms Minneslopnning, L, Hannover Toto Lotto Sprint Preis, L. Sire.

Eishin Maysville. Winner at 1200m in Japan. Dam of 6 winners-

ZELSNITZ (f Snitzel). 2 wins at 1207, 1400m, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 3d VRC Desirable S., L. Sire.

Chasing Mammon. Unplaced. Dam of-

ROYAL OCEAN (f Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1600m in 2014-15, SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L.

Amies. Unplaced. Dam of-

Princess Quality (f Elusive Quality (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $219,875, STC Bankstown Trotting Club H., 2d TTC Vamos S., L, 4th TRC Bow Mistress Trophy, L, Hawkesbury RC Darley Crown, L.

3rd Dam
FANFRELUCHE, by Northern Dancer. Canadian Horse of the Year& Champion 3YO filly in Canada in 1970. 11 wins–4 at 2–6f to 1½m, Saratoga Alabama S., Woodbine Princess Elizabeth S., Manitoba Derby. Sister to BARACHOIS, three-quarter-sister to COCO LA TERREUR, half-sister to Somfas. Dam of 18 foals, 16 to race, 14 winners.
Lot 128

CHESTNUT COLT

(Branded (s) nr sh. 1 4 off sh. Foaled 21st August 2014)

(SIRE) Darshaan ......................... Shirley Heights ............. by Mill Reef ......................

DALAKHANI (IRE) ...... Delsy ......................... by Abdos ......................

Daltawa ............................... Miswaki ........................... by Mr. Prospector ....

(DAM) Commands ........................... Danheill (USA) ................ by Danzig.............

MISS HOTTIE ............................ Cotehele House (GB) ...... by My Swanee.........

2007 Bon Fire ........................... Octagonal (NZ) ................ by Zabeel (NZ) ....


1st Dam
MISS HOTTIE, by Commands. Unraced. Half-sister to Heat of the Fire. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam
BON FIRE, by Octagonal (NZ). Winner at 1400m. Half-sister to CLOISTER (dam of MELITO), Our Webster, Summary (dam of SHIKOBA). Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Heat of the Fire (f Strategic). Winner at 2 at 1150m, AJC Ad Alta 2YO H., 2d AJC Keith Mackay H., L, 3d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3. Dam of 2 winners-

Furnaces (c Exceed and Excel). Winner at 2 at 1100m, $153,750, in 2014-15, ATC Primo Moraitis 2YO P., 2d ATC Todman S., Gr 2, Lonhro P., L. Super Galileo. Winner at 1650m, HKJC Sutherland H., 3d HKJC Un Chau H.

3rd Dam
PAMPAS FIRE, by Prince True (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1000m, VATC Debutante S., Gr 3, Bounding Away H., L, 2d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, 3d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2. Half-sister to ZEDITAVE, ALANNON, SQUARE DEAL, ZEDAGAL (dam of UNISON), Druid's Lodge, Great Verdict (dam of GREYS INN), True Verdict (dam of VEROCATIVE). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

CLOISTER (f Marauding (NZ)). Winner at 2 at 900m, VATC Debutante S., L, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L. Dam of 6 winners-

MELITO (f Redoute's Choice). 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $1,934,050, AJC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 1, AJC Furious S., Gr 2, ATC Apollo S., Gr 2, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, 2d AJC All Aged S., Gr 1, ATC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, BRC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, BTC Cup, Gr 1, MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, STC Reisling S., Gr 2, Tea Rose S., Gr 2, 3d ATC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, BRC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, STC Birthday Card S., Gr 3.

Across the Moon (f Stratium). Winner at 1000m, 3d SAJC Dequetteville S., L, 4th MRC Merson Cooper S., L, SAJC Cinderella S., L.

Sister Declan (f Quest for Fame (GB)). Winner at 1250m, SAJC Schwebbes H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, 4th Gosford Slipper, L. Producer. Lightning Spur. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 4 winners-

YOU'RE SO GOOD (f Savabeel). 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, $308,620, MVRC Alexandra S., L, 2d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, Vanity S., Gr 3, 3d MVRC Sunline S., Gr 2, Eliza Park International S., Gr 3.

Our Webster (g Encounter). 10 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $342,312 in Aust, Malaysia and Singapore, 2d VRC Talindert S., L.

Summary. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-

SHIKOBA (f Chief Bearhart (Can)). Champion 3YO filly in NZ in 2005-06. 7 wins 1200 to 2000m, AuRC Royal S., Gr 2, Eight Carat Classic, Gr 2, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, CJC Canterbury Belle S., L, 2d Levin Classic, Gr 1, 3d AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1. Producer.
Stable 2 Row L 1-10
On Account of ROTHWELL PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Blandford (As Agent)
Lot 129
CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded LJII nr sh. 4 off sh. Foaled 19th August 2014)

(Sire) Redoute’s Choice .......... Danehill (USA) .......... by Danzig ................
SNITZEL ........................
Shantha’s Choice .......... by Canny Lad ..........
Snippets ........................ by Lunctime (GB) ..........
Snow Finch (Ire) .......... by Storm Bird ..........

(Dam) MISS RAINMAKER ......
Hurricane Sky ........................ by Star Watch ..........
2001 Penniless ........................ by Green Line Express (USA) .......... by Green Forest ..........


1st Dam
MISS RAINMAKER, by Hurricane Sky. 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, AJC Kirkham Meadows H. This is her seventh living foal. Dam of 6 foals to race, all winners-
Centrepet (f by Snitzel). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1300m, $189,665, to 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club H., Testa Rossa at Vinery H., Egroupe Electronics H., 2d Scone RC Inglis 2YO Challenge, ATC Hakka Foods 2YO H.
Intertidal (g by Snitzel). 2 wins at 2 at 1100m, $145,730, STC Dooleys 2YO H., Theraces.com.au 2YO H., 4th NSW Tatt’s RC Ming Dynasty H., L.
Mr Rainmaker (g by Snitzel). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m to 2014-15.
Thwayya (f by Snitzel). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2014-15 in NZ.
Cloud Seeder (f by Snitzel). Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
PENNILESS, by Green Line Express (USA). Winner at 1200m, BTC Members H.
Half-sister to General Albert, Rondavel (dam of SABIE), Fashion Review (dam of MOET MAGIC). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, incl:- Miss Rainmaker. 2 wins. See above.
Conquista. Winner at 2 at 1200m, WATC Star System 2YO H., 2d WATC Original Sin 2YO H.

3rd Dam
LUSSO, by Prego (Ire). 5 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1400m, $152,125, VATC Deboutante S., Gr 3, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, BBA Arundel Stud Farm H., VATC Cressy Chemicals H., 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, VRC Plaget S., L.
Half-sister to LARANTO. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, incl:-
General Albert (g Magic Albert). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $262,361, to 2013-14, BTC XXXX Gold H., MVRC Rohan Smith H., WATC Myer Fashions on the Field H., 2d VRC Debonair S., Gr 3.
Rondavel. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, VATC Chaise H., MVRC Kez’s Kitchen 2YO H., 2d VRC Swamp King Sprint Final H. Dam of 8 winners-
SABIE (f Exceed and Excel). 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1050m, SJC Pewsey Vale S., L, MVRC Black Caviar at MV 27 January 2YO H., 2d SJC Adelaide Galvanising H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L.
Ankaret (g Desert Prince (Ire)). 5 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $190,100, AJC Leger 2YO H., MRC Harrolds Fashion P., Baryshnikov H., STC Cup Day at Rosehill Gardens Welter H., 2d VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L.
Graskop (f Manton). Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Premier Signs 2YO P., 2d VRC Better Beyond 2YO P., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L.
Fashion Review. Placed at 2 & 3, 2d VATC Australian Triple Crown Series H., Ripponlea 2YO H., 3d MVRC Australian Trainers’ Association H. Dam of-
MOET MAGIC (f Second Empire (Ire)). 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $140,640, VATC Raconteur S., L, 2d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3, Sir Ernest Lee Steere Classic S., Gr 3.
Stable 4 Rows D 7-12 & E 4-6
On Account of Vinery Stud, Scone (As Agent)
Lot 130
BAY COLT
(Branded \( \frac{G}{D} \) nr sh. \( \frac{17}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 15th October 2014)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock……………. Danehill (USA) by Danzig……………..
SMART MISSILE……… Piccadilly Circus……………. by Royal Academy (USA)……
Comical Smile (USA)…….. Comic Strip……………… by Red Ransom (USA)…
Explosive………………… by Fappiano………………

(Dam) Black Hawk (GB)………. Nureyev…………………… by Northern Dancer……
MISS SNOWHAWK ……. Silver Lane…………………… by Silver Hawk…………
2005 Snow Hero……………… True Hero (USA)……………. by The Minstrel……
…………… by Samoan Moon……………. by Haulpak………………

SMART MISSILE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins–2 at 2-at 1000m, 1200m, A$541,150, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, AJC Breeders’ P., L, 2d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Kiss From a Rose (ATC Triscay S., L). Out of a half-sister to SW Northern Meteor (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1), SW Queen of the Hill (MRC How Now S., Gr.3), SW Rabbuka and SP Justlikedawg. His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam MISS SNOWHAWK, by Black Hawk (GB). Winner at 1205m. Half-sister to HSVASSTAN. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Her first foal is an unraced 3YO.

HSVASSTAN (c Fastnet Rock). 4 wins 1700 to 2040m, $466,735, to 2013-14, MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 3, Le Pine Funerals H., MVRC Drummond Golf H., 2d VRC UCI S., L, MVRC Sportingbet H., Yarra Valley Cup, 4th Victoria Derby, Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, Sofitel H., L.
Her Diamond Rock. 2 wins at 1108, 1400m, $113,965, MRC Wafex Sovereign P., 2d MRC TMB Printing H., 3d MRC Sportingbet H.
Spirited Hero. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1210m.

3rd Dam SAMOAN MOON, by Haulpak. Started once. Three-quarter-sister to COAL PAK, Honey Wings (dam of COUNTRY BLAZER, SOUTH OF FRANCE III). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-
Snow Hero (f True Hero (USA)). 7 wins. See above.
Southerly Wind (c Zandastar (NZ)). 10 wins 1200 to 1600m, $138,853 in Malaysia, Penang TC Class 1 H., Singapore TC Cockpen S., Showgirl V S., Tiger Beer Triple Challenge-3 times, 3d Perak TC Coronation Cup, L.
Ms. Hayberry. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, 3d AJC Eastakes H. Dam of 4 winners–Best Weapon. 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, $222,181 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Mitsubishi Electric Cup, Kranji B S., Class 3 H., Class 4 H.

4th Dam PAGO MOON, by Pago Pago. 5 wins at 1100, 1200m, WATC Allegation H., Tusitala Quality S., 4th WATC Canberra Television Classic H., L. Three-quarter-sister to SOUTH OF FRANCE III, half-sister to COAL PAK, Honey Wings (dam of COUNTRY BLAZER). Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Heed the Moon - Maximillion (Mal.). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m in Malaysia.

5th Dam HONEYMOON, by Beau Sovereign (NZ). Placed at 2. Sister to I’M ON CLOVER. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
COAL PAK (g Haulpak). 21 wins to 1400m, $321,155, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, WATC Lee Steere S., Gr 2, Bunbury S., L, 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1.
Stable 3 Row F 13,14
On Account of AMARINA FARM, Denman (As Agent)
Lot 131
BAY COLT
(Branded fr nr sh. 35 4 off sh. Foaled 13th October 2014)

(Sire) Danehill Dancer (Ire) …… Danehill (USA) ………. by Danzig …………..
CHOISIR …………….. Mira Adonde ………….. by Sharpen Up …………..
Great Selection ………….. Lunchtime (GB) ………….. by Silly Season …………..
Pensive Mood ………….. by Biscay …………..

(Dam) MIZZEN LASS (USA) ……. Gone West ………….. by Mr. Prospector …………..
2001 Grand Slam ………….. Bright Candles ………….. by El Gran Senor …………..
Minstrelsy ………….. by Northern Dancer …………..
Mrs. Peterkin ………….. by Tom Fool …………..

CHOISIR (AUS) (Chestnut 1999-Stud 2003). 7 wins-3 at 2, VRC Lightning S.,
Gr.1. Sire of 1251 mrs, 785 wns, 64 SW, inc. Olympic Glory (Longchamp Prix
Jean-Luc Lagardere, Gr.1), Starspangledbanner, Obviously, Sacred Choice,
Historian, Choice Bro, Kushadasi, Sir Moments, Dreamscape, Hurried Choice,
Glory Awaits, Celtic Dancer, Stimulation, Chandlery, Champagne Harmony,
Gold Water, Incumbent, Eloping, Big Money, Diamond Earth, etc.

1st Dam
MIZZEN LASS (USA), by Grand Slam. Placed at 2 in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to
TAMAYAZ, half-sister to STAR STANDING, Mr. Minstrel, One Quick Bid
(dam of SEATTLE SURPRISE), Minstrel’s Dance (dam of OCEAN’S
MINSTREL). This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam
of 3 foals to race, 2 winners-
D’Oro Slam (c by Medaglia d’Oro). 7 wins 1100 to 1300m in Panama.
Danbaki (c by Songandaprayer). Winner at 1300m in Korea.
Rango (g by Eddington). Placed in U.S.A.

2nd Dam
MINSTRELSY, by The Minstrel. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to
Farouche (dam of LADY ROBERTA, TURSANAH, MANGAYAH, WOROOD),
Southern Mister, half-sister to DANCING CHAMP, SWEET ALLIANCE
(dam of SHAREEF DANCER, WAR DEPUTY, ZAFFARAN), WHYDIDU,
In the Offing (dam of HELENSKA), Miss Pete (dam of BRISTOL PISTOL), Kinema
(dam of MIZZEN MAST). Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
STAR STANDING (f Assert). 7 wins 8½f to 13f, $374,307, Gulfstream Orchid
H., Gr 2, Greenwood Maple Leaf S., Can-2, Tattling H., Can-3,
Gulfstream Little Bonny H., L, Keeneland Allowance-twice, 2d Gulfstream
The Very One H., L, 3d Belmont Sheephead Bay H., Gr 3, 4th Belmont
Long Island H., Gr 2. Dam of 3 winners-
Irish Prospector (c Miswaki). Placed at 2 & 3, 3d Colonial John D Marsh S., L
Star Capote. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of 3 winners-
R Smoken Star (g Smoke Glacken). 6 wins 5½f to 1m, 3d Tampa Bay
Ocala Breeders’ Sales Sophomore S., L.

Lissa. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-
CATALISSA (g Tale of the Cat). 14 wins – 2 at 2f to 1m, $354,285,
Hawthorne Hula Chief S., L, Houston Texas Heritage S., L, 1600m-in
record track time, Spring S., L Groovy S., L.
LISSA’S STAR (g Valid Expectations). 12 wins – 1 at 2½f to 7f,
Hawthorne Hula Chief S., L, Houston Citgo S., L, 2d Arlington Park
Timeless Native S., L, Lone Star Carter McGregor Jr Memorial S., L.
TAMAYAZ (c Gone West). 6 wins – 1 at 2–1408 to 2112m, Haydock Rose of
Lancaster S., Gr 3, Nad al Sheba HH Sheikh Maktoum al Maktoum
Challenge S. No.1, L, HH Sheikh Maktoum al Maktoum Challenge S. No.3,
L. Sire.
Mr. Minstrel (c Master Willie). 2 wins at 11f, 2m, 3d Leopardstown Hillcot S., L.
One Quick Bid. Winner at 6½f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-
SEATTLE SURPRISE (c Devongate). 6 wins – 1 at 2–at 6f, 1m, Suffolk
Rudy Baez S., L.
Minstrel’s Dance. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
OCEAN’S MINSTREL (c Pivotal). 3 wins – 1 at 2–7f to 1¼m, Epsom Surrey
S., L, Lingfield International Trial S., L, 4th Chester City Plate S., L.
Lot 132
BAY COLT
(Braded C nr sh. \(\frac{138}{4}\) off sh. Foaled 8th October 2014)

(Sire) STREET BOSS (USA)............................
Street Cry (Ire)................................. by Mr. Prospector
Machiavellian...................... by Mr. Prospector
Helen Street............................ by Troy
................................. by Damascus
Blushing Oygian...................... by Fruhlingshochzeit
................................. by Blushing Groom

(Dam) MOFAJAH (GB)............................
Sadler's Wells............................ by Northern Dancer
Barger............................ by Never Bend
Fairy Bridge............................ by Bold Reason
Trillion............................ by Trillion


1st Dam MOFAJAH (GB), by Sadler's Wells. Unraced. Sister to NARRATIVE, half-sister to BAYA (dam of BIRTHSTONE, SONGCRAFT), Caerless (dam of TAWQEET), Bareilly (dam of REVENUE). This is her tenth foal. Her ninth foal is a yearling.

Saddler's Story (g by Xaar (GB)). 8 wins 1500 to 3000m, VRC Comic Court H., Piping Lane H., MVRC Adapt Australia H., Haden H., SAJC Dirty Deeds Excavations H., 2d SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 2, Tooheys New S., Gr 3, 4th VRC Express S., L, Geelong Classic, L, Werribee Cup, L.

Dishdasha (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). 3 wins 1000 to 1400m, $150,924, Singapore TC Class 3 H., Class 4 H., Initiation P., 2d Singapore TC Kranji B S., Dubai Miss (f by Dubai Destination (USA)). Winner at 1200m.

Salvaged (g by Street Cry (Ire)). Placed at 3 in 2013–14.

Carmenes (f by Zabeel). Placed at 3.

2nd Dam BARGER, by Riverman. 2 wins at 1900, 2100m, Longchamp Prix Vanteaux, Gr 3, 3d Longchamp Prix Saint-Alary, Gr 1. Sister to TRIPYCH, three-quarter-sister to TREBLE. Dam of 10 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

NARRATIVE (c Sadler's Wells). Champion Older Male Stayer in Italy in 2002. 4 wins–1 at 2–1408 to 2816m, Rome Premio Carlo d'Alessio, Gr 2, Nad al Sheba Dubai City of Gold S., Gr 3, 2d Grand Premio di Milano, Gr 1.

BAYA (f Nurevy). 2 wins at 1600m, Longchamp Prix de la Grotte, Gr 3, 2d Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr 1, La Coupe de Maisons-Laffitte, Gr 3. Dam of–

BIRTHSTONE (f Machiavellian). 2 wins at 2 at 1600m, Chantilly Prix d'Aumale, Gr 3, Deauville Prix de Tanit. Producer.

SONGCRAFT (g Singspiel). 8 wins 1800 to 2836m, £386,567, to 2014–15 in Great Britain, France and U.A.E, York Grand Cup, L.

Bayberry (f Bering). Winner at 1900m, 2d Sandown Atalanta S., L. Grandam of–

NEW PROVIDENCE (f Bahamian Bounty). 3 wins at 2 at 5f, 6f, £110,450, in 2014, Salisbury Dick Poole S., Gr 3.

Kafhanee. Winner at 7f, Epsom Sherwood S. Dam of 3 winners–


Fursa. Unraced. Dam of 10 winners–

FURioso (c Brian's Time). 11 wins–3 at 2–1400 to 2400m, Kawasaki Zen-Nippon Nisai Yushun, Jpn-1, 2d Tokyo February S., Gr 1.

Caerless. Winner at 11½f in Great Britain. Dam of 6 winners–

TAWQEET (c Kingmambo). 5 wins–1 at 2–1650 to 2800m, MRC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, 3d VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1.

Bareilly. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners–

REVENUE (c Cadeaux Genereux). 3 wins–2 at 2–5f to 7f, £110,125, Goodwood Richmond S., Gr 2, 2d Doncaster Flying Childers S., Gr 2.
Stable 4 Newmarket 1-10
On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 133
CHESTNUT COLT
(Braded br. nr sh. 27 4 off sh. Foaled 25th September 2014)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock......................... by Danehill (USA)..................
WANTED ................................
Fragmentation ........................ by Piccadilly Circus (USA) ..........
Snippets ................................ by Royal Academy (USA)..........
Southern Sprinter ........................ by Lunchtime (GB)................

(Dam) Fusaichi Pegasus (USA) ..
2005
Allez France ......................... by Haras de Montebello (USA) ....

WANTED (AUS) (Bay 2006-Stud 2010). 3 wins-2 at 2-at 1100m, 1200m, VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Shrapnel. Sire of SP War Point, Surf Seeker and of Kalbek, Rough Justice, Winesense, Commissar, Shaf, Celtic Rush, Clinklecut, Fantasy Art, Massacre, Wantabetheone and of the place-getters Mr Jagger, Defar, Dragon Bobo, Francesco, Life of Pi, M’Lady Hallowell, Muvuka, Open All Hours, Real Desire, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam
Montelimar, by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA). Placed at 2, 2d SAJC AV Jenning 2YO P., 3d SAJC South Australia S., L. Half-sister to SUPERFLY. This is her fourth live foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-Loyalist (g by Myboycharlie (Ire)). 3 wins at 1350, 1400m to 2014-15, SCTX RCQ Construction H., 2d ATC Australian Turf Club 2YO H.

2nd Dam
ALLEZ FRANCE, by Hennessy (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, 2d BTC Doomben Slipper S., L, 3d SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3, AJC James HB Carr S., L, 4th SAJC Stuart Crystal S., L. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
SUPERFLY (f Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 1100m, $122,200, AJC Widden S., L, 2d VRC Long Tan H., QTC Winter Racing Carnival H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, MVRC St Albans S., L, BTC Tenterfield Saddler H., STC Scruffy Murphy’s Hotel H., 4th VRC Maribynong P., Gr 3.
Montelimar (Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Placed. See above.
Aneto. 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, MRC Le Pine Funerals H., 2d ATC Canterbury Park H., 3d Bendigo JC Catanach’s Jeweller’s Gold Bracelet, MRC Sportingbet H. Wildenstein. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1900m to 2014-15, ATC Bowermans Office Furniture H., 3d ATC TAB Place Multi H., TAB Rewards H. Tricolore. Winner at 1610m.

3rd Dam
BEST EFFORT, by Luskin Star. Winner at 1400m. Three-quarter-sister to WORTH, Unrest (dam of RESTIVE). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
ALLEZ FRANCE (f Hennessy (USA)). 2 wins. See above.
Shot at the Title. 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, VRC Hyland Sportswear H., 2d VRC Seven Nightclub H. Dam of 4 winners-
Longchamp (c Tavistock). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2013-14, Levin RC Courtesy Ford 2YO H., 3d Hawke’s Bay Guineas, Gr 2.
Shot of Glory. 5 wins 1400 to 2428m to 2013-14, 2d WATC Racing Radio 1206 AM H., Kingston Town Classic 8/12 H., 3d WATC PR Midweek Roast Package H.
Surfer Mak. 2 wins at 1720m in 2014-15.
Solid Effort. 4 wins 1600 to 2000m to 2013-14, 2d AJC Sadleir 2YO P., STC Tooheys New H.
Lot 134
BAY FILLY

(Branded AOP nr sh. 9 off sh. Foaled 22nd October 2014)

(Sire) FOXWEDGE
Fastnet Rock ....................... Danehill (USA) ................. by Danzig .........................
Piccadilly Circus .................. by Royal Academy (USA)
Forest Native (USA) ............. Forest Wildcat .................... by Storm Cat ....................
Miss Timebank .................... by Water Bank ....................

(Dam) MOONBOAT
Encosta de Lago .................. Fairy King (USA) ............... by Northern Dancer ...........
2004 Moon Cha Cha ............... Marscay ......................... by Biscay ......................
2004 (DAM) MOONBOAT

Divine Moon (g God's Own). 2 wins at 1400, 1900m to 2014-15, 3d ATC Stan Fox S., Gr 2.

Moonboat (f Encosta de Lago). Winner. See above.

One Small Step. 2 wins at 1207, 1226m, 4th STC Skyline S., Gr 3.

3rd Dam TAARECK, by Bluebird (USA). 2 wins at 1250m, SAJC Sheraco H., Red Tempo H., 4th VATC Tristarc S., L. Half-sister to CANNY LAD, CANNY LASS (dam of ASTUTE ANGEL, CAUSEWAY LASS), SISTER CANNY, Canny Miss (dam of CAMARENA). Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

TERRACE (g Zabeel). 10 wins 1500 to 2800m, $332,650, Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Mile, L, MRC Trudy Birchall H., 2d STC Civic S., L.

4th Dam JESMOND LASS, by Lunchtime (GB). 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1400m, VATC Zonda H. Half-sister to Canny Queen (dam of COOL TRENT), Dazzling Dreamer (dam of RICH DREAMS). Dam of 14 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-


CANNY LASS (f Bletchingly). 9 wins–1 at 2, VATC Marlboro Cup, Gr 1.

Canny Miss. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

CAMARENA (f Danehill (USA)). 9 wins–1 at 2, Queensland Derby, Gr 1. Dam of CAMARILLA (f Elusive Quality (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1400m, $494,975, AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Dam of 4 winners-


Watchful. Placed at 2, 3d AJC Sydney City Lexus 2YO P.H. Dam of 3 winners-

SEPOY (c Elusive Quality (USA)). 10 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $3,880,000, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1.
Lot 135

BAY COLT
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 9 4 off sh. Foaled 16th August 2014)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock .....................  Piccadilly Circus ................. by Royal Academy (USA)
STRYKER ........................................ Woodman (USA) ............... by Mr. Propector ........
Laetitia ....................................... Planet Hollywood .......... by Star Watch ........

(Dam) MORE THAN PRONTO (USA), 2009
Fullazz .................................  Southern Halo .................... by Halo ................
More Than Ready (USA) ........... Woodman's Girl .............. by Woodman (USA) ....

STRYKER (AUS) (Bay 2006-Stud 2011). 2 wins at 1200m, 1350m, A$373,325, BTC Classic, Gr.3, STC Heritage S., L, 3d AJC Galaxy H., Gr.1, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, AJC Challenge S., Gr.2, STC Pago Pago S., Gr.2. Half-brother to SP Exceed and Exalt, SP Puerto Banus and SP Seeking Attention. Sire of SP Miss Loren, She is Styrking and of Sonesta, Andrioli, Lightning Striker and of the placegetters Styrking Love, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam
MORE THAN PRONTO, by More Than Ready (USA). Unraced. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
FULLAZZ, by Redoute’s Choice. 4 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1533m, $218,750, MRC Debutante S., L, Tristanagh H., MVRC Timbcrorp H., Renault Megane H., 2d MRC Trunnion H., John Bourke P., Melbourne Signage Concepts P.H., MVRC Jayco H. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Quicksilver Lass. 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $115,545, to 2014-15, MRC Sportingbet Best Tote H., 2d VRC Spotless H. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

3rd Dam
BATTONAGE, by Kenmare (Fr). Started 3 times. Half-sister to LAUDEMIO, LOVING CUP, VINTAGE DANCE (dam of PITTANCE), Prunotto (dam of SHY HERO). Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
FULLAZZ (f Redoute’s Choice). 4 wins. See above. Flying Kenny. 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $600,530, HKJC Audemars Piguet Facettes H., Jat Ming H., 4th HKJC Juvenile Sprint Trophy, HK-3.

4th Dam
ESTATE LABEL, by Without Fear (Fr). 5 wins 1000 to 1450m, SAJC Always There H. Sister to Cellar Affair, Noble Vintage, Make a Pass (dam of MOUNTY), three-quarter-sister to Fine Label. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

LOVING CUP (f Bluebird (USA)). 5 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1400m, $431,560, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, 3d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Grandam of-

CELERIS (f Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 4 wins at 1200m, Levin S., L.
HOSS AMOR (f General Nedivym). 4 wins at 2, BRC Hampden S., L.
LAUDEMIO (f Alza (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $100,690, VRC Red Roses S., L, SAJC Lady Daly Hotel H. Grandam of-

SIZZLING (c Snitzel). 7 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $1,332,375, BRC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, Champagne Classic, Gr 2, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2.
WRITTEN DASH (f Written Tycoon). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $165,180, in 2014-15, MVRC Typhoon Tracy S., L, 3d STC Fredrick Clissold S., Gr 3, MRC Appelles H.

VINTAGE DANCE (f Salmon Leap (USA)). 3 wins at 2 1004 to 1200m, SAJC Morphettville P.H., L, 5DN H., 2d SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 3d STC Frederick Clissold S., Gr 3, MRC Appelles H.

PITTANCE (g Snippets). 14 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $514,335, QTC Lightning H., L-twice, 3d STC Frederick Clissold S., Gr 3.
Patagonia. Placed at 3, 3d VRC Eugene Gorman H. Grandam of-

BORN TO FLY (g Mossman). 8 wins 1200 to 1600m to 2014, Singapore TC EW Barker Trophy, Sgp-2, 2d Singapore TC Committee’s Prize, Sgp-3.
Prunotto. Unraced. Dam of 10 winners-

SHY HERO (g Last Tycoon (Ire)). 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, $441,190, AJC TJ Smith S., Gr 3, San Miguel Light H., AAP H., STC X-Site nightclub H.
Stable 4 Rows C 5-12 & D 1-5
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry's Plains
(As Agent)

Lot 136
CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded C nr sh.  34 4  off sh. Foaled 22nd August 2014)

(Nicconi) Bianco (USA) ....................... Danzig ....................... by Northern Dancer ........
Nicola Lass ................................. Fall Aspen ........................ by Pretense ........................
...... Scenic (Ire).............................. by Sadler's Wells ..........
Scenic (Ire), by Danzig 
Dubai Lass ................................. by Blemingly ..........

(Dam) Volkssraad (GB) ..................... Green Desert ....................... by Danzig ......................
...... Celtic Assembly ....................... by Secretariat ................
...... Star Way (GB)......................... by Star Appeal .............
...... Horlicks (NZ) ......................... by Three Legs (GB) .......

MY TUSKER (NZ) .........................


1st Dam
MY TUSKER (NZ), by Volksraad (GB). 6 wins 1600 to 2100m, $262,427, AuRC Championship S., Manawatu RC Awapuni Gold Cup, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, Seafood Bazaar H., AuRC Ellerslie.co.nz 3YO H., 2d Waikato RC International S., Gr 1, Cambridge JC Travis S., Gr 2, AuRC Peccadillo's Sports Bars Juvenile S., 3d WRC Wellington S., Gr 3, 4th AuRC Zabeel Classic, Gr 1, STC Arrowfield Stud S., Gr 1. Half-sister to Platinum Passion. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Her fifth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:- Special Favour (f by General Nediym). Winner at 2200m in 2013-14, WATC Yellowglen Cup Day at Ascot H. Total Secret (g by Canny Lad). Winner at 1600m in 2013-14, 3d WATC Westspeed 3YO H.

2nd Dam
STELLA ARTOIS (NZ), by Star Way (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to BREW, BUBBLE, Fly the Flag (dam of SOLO FLYER), Latte (dam of FIUMICINO), Tipple (dam of TREMEC). Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:- MY TUSKER (f Volksraad (GB)). 6 wins. See above. Platinum Passion (f Redoute's Choice). 4 wins 1200 to 2000m, $211,081, MRC Perri Cutten P., 2d VRC Matron S., Gr 3, SAJC Centaurea S., L, 3d MVRC Sunline S., Gr 2, 4th MRC David Jones Cup, Gr 3.

3rd Dam
HORLICKS, by Three Legs (GB). Top filly on The 1989-90 Australasian 4YO+ Classification. 17 wins 1200 to 2400m, $3,192,551, AuRC DB Draught Classic, Gr 1-twice, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1, AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1-twice, Manawatu RC Awapuni Gold Cup, Gr 2. Half-sister to Hit the Mark, Scotch and Water (dam of THE EMBASSY - MR AMBASSADOR (MAL.)). Dam of 13 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:- BREW (g Sir Tristram (Ire)). Champion Stayer in Australia in 2000-01. 7 wins 1600 to 3200m, $2,384,470, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, Saab H., Gr 2. BUBBLE (f Sir Tristram (Ire)). Champion Older Female Stayer in NZ in 1997-98. 4 wins 1200 to 2000m, $171,256, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2. Fly the Flag. 2 wins at 1400, 2200m in NZ. Dam of- SOLO FLYER (c Belong to Me (USA)). 4 wins-1 at 2-1100 to 1500m, $480,825, STC Ajax S., Gr 2, 2d AJC Champagne S., Gr 1. Latte. Placed at 3 in NZ. Dam of 5 winners- FIUMICINO (g Zabeel). 7 wins 1600 to 2400m, $3,100,885, Australian Derby, Gr 1, STC BMW S., Gr 1, Hill S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1. Tipple. Unraced. Dam of- TREMEC (g Zabeel). 6 wins 1900 to 2600m, $352,390, ATC Chairman's H., Gr 2, Randwick City S., L, 2d ATC Chairman's H., Gr 2.
On Account of AMARINA FARM, Denman (As Agent)

Lot 137

BAY COLT
(Branded A nr sh. 41 of 4, off sh. Foaled 21st October 2014)

(Sire) SEBRING

SEBRING (AUS) (Chestnut 2005-Stud 2009). 5 wins at 2, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, Sire of 221 rnrs, 117 wns, 11 SW, inc. Dissident (ATC Randwick Guineas, Gr.1), Criterion, Bring Me the Maid, Believe Yourself, Thurlow, Clifton Red, Kiss a Rose, Bring Some thing, Pressing, Bring a Ring, Interspersed, SP Tahni Dancer, Patricia Dawn, Rightoncue, Scratchy Bottom, Valdez, Australia Day, Frill Seeking, Kona Breeze, Le Mans, Longma, She’s Bella, etc.

(Dam) MYSTIC FLIGHT

MYSTIC FLIGHT, by Flying Spur. 2008

Mystic Flight, by Flying Spur. Started once. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam TANTRA

TANTRA, by Royal Academy (USA). Winner at 2 at 1200m, QTC CE McDougall S., L, 3d BTC Doomben Slipper S., L. Blood-sister to LIBERTY ROSE (dam of GRAND JARDIN), half-sister to Elusive Wonder, Dawnie Dancer (dam of OAK PARK). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Fields of Freedom. 2 wins at 1600, 1650m in 2013-14. Layo Layo. Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.

3rd Dam ABBOTSWOOD (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). Unplaced. Sister to Cherry Garden (dam of LIBERTY ROSE), three-quarter-sister to Liberty Hall, Portrait Collector (dam of TRANSPORTER). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

Elusive Wonder (f Elusive Quality (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1100m, MRC Snowing 2YO P., 3d MRC Chairman’s S., L, SAJC Hutt Street Centre H. Beaujolais. 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 2050m, $110,940, AJC Lexus ES300 2YO H. Chilli Trick, 3 wins at 1350, 1400m, AJC Arboagast H., 3d AJC Crossing H., STC New Years Eve at the Races H., Mad About the Hat Day H. Producer. Dawnie Dancer. Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d STC Aurora 2YO P. Dam of 5 winners-

OAK PARK (f More Than Ready (USA)). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, Rotorua S., L, AuRC Crombie Lockwood 3YO S., BOP RC Cronin Cullen Egan Accountants S., AuRC New Zealand Herald H., 2d Taranaki RC Energy City Ford H.

4th Dam FREEDOM FIELDS (NZ), by Bluebird (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, Gwyn Nursery S., L, 2d VRC Gibson-Carmichael S., L, 4th VRC Bloodhorse Breeders P., Gr 2. Half-sister to EQUAL RIGHTS, ADOPTED HERO, Portrait Collector (dam of TRANSPORTER), Taking Liberties (dam of ROMAN LEGEND, TROUBADOUR - STABLE MAIL (H.K.)). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Liberty Hall (g Zabeel). 3 wins 1500 to 2000m, AJC Euro Finance Home Loan H., 2d City Tattersall's Club Cup, L, 3d AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1.

Cherry Garden. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

LIBERTY ROSE (f Royal Academy (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–to 1600m, SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L, 2d MRC WH Stocks S., Gr 3. Dam of 5 winners- GRAND JARDIN (g Redoute's Choice). 5 wins at 1000, 1100m, $169,850, WATC RS Crawford S., L, 2d MRC Chairman's S., L.

Cherry Lodge. Winner at 1300m. Dam of 2 winners-

KANZAN (f Commands). 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1350m, BRC Glenlogan Park S., Gr 3, Hawkesbury RC Yalumba Cup, L, Darley Crown, L, 2d STC Darby Munro S., L, 3d MRC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3.
Stable 4 Rows P & Q 1-6

On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 138 (With 77.50% GST) BROWN COLT
(Branded on sh. 115 4 off sh. Foaled 11th October 2014)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA) .................. by Hail to Reason ..........
ALL AMERICAN ............... Roberto ..................................
Arabia .................................. by Damascus ............................
Strawberry Road ........................ by Whiskey Road (USA).
Tersa .................................. by Mr. Prospector ..................

(Dam) Fastnet Rock ........................ by Danzig ..........................
NON STOP ROCK ............... Piccadilly Circus................ by Royal Academy (USA)
2009 Bezzera .................................. Grand Lodge (USA) ........


1st Dam NON STOP ROCK, by Fastnet Rock. 3 wins 1300 to 1750m to 2013-14. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam BEZZERA, by Grand Lodge (USA). Winner at 1400m. Half-sister to IMMORTALITY, Megadeal, Lamiraqui (dam of PRESSING). Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-

Warden Ben. Winner at 1050m.

3rd Dam SHE’S GOD’S GIFT, by Keltrice. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, WATC Poplar H., Verterinary Surgeons H., Wyllie Group 2YO H., 2d WATC Hestia 2YO H., Champs Eatery 2YO H. Half-sister to CULT FIGURE (dam of CARGO CULT), Evangelical (dam of GEEGEEES CLASSICBOY), Ladidi (dam of CHOICE BRO). Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

IMMORTALITY (g Lion Hunter). 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, $285,675, VRC Bob Hoysted St., L, MRC Redvela H., 2d VRC Kensington S., L.
Lamiraqui. Winner at 1100m. Dam of 2 winners-
PRESSING (c Sebring). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, $143,500, in 2013-14, MRC Sky High Mount Dandenong S., L, 4th BRC JJ Atkins S., Gr 1.

4th Dam IDOL WORSHIP, by Godswalk (USA). 3 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, SAJC Oaklands P., L, 3d SAJC Morphettville P.H., L. Sister to Sisterhood (dam of LIVELIHOOD), three-quarter-sister to PURE OF HEART, half-sister to Rossignol (dam of SCHUBERT). Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

CULT FIGURE (f Ahonoora (GB)). 2 wins at 1600, 1800m, SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L, Grove H., 2d SAJC Sheraco H. Dam of 6 winners-
CARGO CULT (g Spectrum (Ire)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $555,650, MRC John Dillon S., L, 2d MRC Futurity S., Gr 1, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, MRC Waterford Crystal Mile H., Gr 2.
Evangelical. Placed at 2 & 3, 3d VATC Kenneth McLean H. Dam of 4 winners-
GEEGEEES CLASSICBOY (g Wordsmith). 3 wins 1350 to 2200m in 2014-15, Tasmanian Derby, L, TRC Cambridge Moto P, 2d TTC Helloworld H.
Brooke’s Express (f Snippets). Winner at 2 at 1000m, VATC Bill Adams H., 2d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ S., Gr 3. Producer.

Ladidi. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
CHOICE BRO (g Choisir). 5 wins–3 at 2–to 1600m, $331,890, Manawatu Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, Taranaki 2YO Classic, Gr 3, AuRC Karaka Mile, RL, 2d BRC Strawberry Road H., L, 3d ATC Bill Ritchie H., Gr 3.
Lot 139

BAY FILLY

(Branded ☑ nr sh. 8 off sh. Foaled 18th October 2014)

(Sire) Redoute's Choice ................. by Danehill (USA)
NOT A SINGLE DOUBT
Sire of 508 rnrs, 22 SW, inc. Miracles of Life (MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1) 5 wins 1200 to 1447m, $118,340, VATC Archie Yuille H., 2d VATC Vecci Members H., 3d VATC Grace Darling H., AJC Freshly Squeezed Water Company H., 3d VATC Cranbourne Auto Market Dalhatsu P. Half-sister to Lament (dam of JEREMIAD), Muffle (dam of SCARF). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

DYSPHONIA (f Lonhro). 8 wins 1300 to 1600m, $448,403, STC Festival S., L, Scone Cup, L, VRC KA Morrison H., MRC David Butterworth H., Hydrogen H., Betfair H., 2d VRC Rideability Victoria P.H., 3d VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, Blazer S., Gr 2, Lingfield Chartwell S., Gr 3, Hawkesbury RC Darley Crown, L, STC CFMEU Construction & General Division H.

Shearer. 3 wins 1726 to 2025m, SAJC Penna Michael Chartered Accountants H. Stammer. Winner at 1109m, 3d MVRC Dandenong Club H.

3rd Dam
MURMURS (NZ), by Zamazaan (Fr). Unraced. Half-sister to IVORY (dam of SIR KINLOCH, LIVE THE REALITY). Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

Lament (f Mighty Avalanche). 4 wins 2 at 2–at 1300, 1500m, $109,190, STC Grey Stars H., Aqueduct Series H., Castrol GTX-2 2YO H., 3d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Gosford Guineas, L. Dam of 2 winners-

JEREMIAD (c Octagonal (NZ)). 8 wins 1 at 2–at 1300 to 2000m, $407,375, AJC Japan Racing Association P., L, STC Neville Sellwood S., L, Shauna Pincombe H., Scone Cup, 3d AJC Villiers S., Gr 2, STC Royal Parma S., L. Muffle. Unplaced. Dam of 6 winners-

SCARF (g Lonhro). 9 wins 1200 to 1500m, $449,401, Newbury Dubai Duty Free Cup, L, ATC Winter S., L, Newbury Ufton Adventure S., ATC Blackwoods H., Ultimate Security H., 4th ATC Darby Munro H., L.

4th Dam
SOUPIR, by Karayar (GB). 4 wins 1200 to 2000m, Taranaki RC Alston H. Half-sister to Punkah (dam of JULIA, GLACIER PEAK), Usige (dam of CHIVAS REGAL - ALL-WINNERS (H.K.)), Alsigih (dam of SAKURA EIRYU). Dam of 6 foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

IVORY (f Gold and Ivory (USA)). 8 wins, Waipa RC Galilee S., L, 2d Waipa RC Galilee S., L, 3d Cambridge JC Dulcie S., Gr 2. Dam of 5 winners-

SIR KINLOCH (g Rhythm (USA)). 10 wins 1200 to 1600m, $207,323, WRC Thorndon Mile, Gr 1, 2d Waikato RC Ag & Surf Sprint H., L.
On Account of RIVERSDALE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 140 (No GST)  
(Chestnut Filly)  
(Branded  

(Sire) Exceed and Excel .......... Danehill (USA) .......... by Danzig ..........

Accessories (GB) .......... Patrona (USA) .......... by Lomond ..........

Singspiel (Ire) .......... by In the Wings ..........

Anna Matrushka .......... by Mill Reef ..........

(Dam) Oraia (USA) .......... Stravinsky (USA) .......... by Northern Dancer ..........

2003 Optimal Lass .......... by Fire the Groom ..........

Helmet .......... by Mr. Prospector .......... by Blushing Groom ..........

Mr. Prospector .......... by Raise a Native ..........

Helmet (AUS) (Chestnut 2008-Stud 2012). 6 wins-4 at 2-from 1200m to 1600m, A$1,607,300, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, ATC Champagne S., Gr.1, Sires Produce S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr.3, ATC Australian Brewery 2YO H., 3d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, Run to the Rose H., Gr.3. Half-brother to SW Epaulette (ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1) and SW Bullbars (VRC CS Brewery 2YO H., 3d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1). His oldest progeny are yearlings.  

1st Dam  
Oraia (USA), by Stravinsky. 2 wins at 1000m. Half-sister to GOLDEN OPINION, Tsar Maiden (dam of WILD EAGLE). This is her third foal. Her second foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner - Rochallor (g by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1600m in 2014-15.  

2nd Dam  
Optimistic Lass, by Mr. Prospector. 3 wins–1 at 2–6f to 10½f, £101,915, Goodwood Nassau S., Gr.2, York Musidora S., Gr.3, 3d Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr.2. Half-sister to DANGEROUS DIVA, INDIAN ROMANCE, Jammaayil. Dam of 16 named foals, 13 to race, 8 winners, inc:-  

GOLDEN OPINION (f Slew o’ Gold). Top filly on The 1989 European 3YO Classification. 4 wins at 1600m, Royal Ascot Coronation S., Gr.1, Chantilly Prix de Sandringham, Gr.3. Dam of 7 winners-Meiosis. Winner at 7f, Newmarket Portland Lodge S. Dam of 3 winners-  

Rahiyah (f Rahy). Winner at 2 at 6f, 2d Newmarket Rockfel S., Gr.2, 3d Longchamp Poule d’Essai des Pouliches, Gr.1. Dam of 2 winners-Decathlete (c Medaglia d’Oro). 2 wins–1 at 2–to 1600m to 2014, Longchamp Prix Machado, 2d Longchamp Prix La Rochette, Gr.3.  

Dareen. 2 wins at 1357, 1408m in France. Dam of 5 winners-  

Daksha (f Authorized (Ire)). 4 wins at 1850, 2000m, to 2014, Chantilly Prix Allez France, Gr.3, Baden-Baden Iffezheimer Diana Trial, L.  

Legal Opinion. Started twice. Dam of 4 winners-  

INNER TEMPLE (c Rahy). 3 wins at 2 905 to 1408m, Deauville Prix du Haras de la Huderie, L, Saint-Cloud Prix Saint Crespin.  

Tolzey (f Rahy). Winner at 2 at 6f, 2d Royal Ascot Albany S., L. Producer.  

Joyful. Winner at 7f in Great Britain. Dam of 5 winners-  

Rokker Park (g Chaosir). 6 wins–1 at 2–to 6f, 3d Beverley Bullet Sprint S., L, Cooden Beach. Winner at 1m in Great Britain. Dam of 4 winners-  

Shaweel (c Dansili). 2 wins at 2 at 6f, Newbury Gimcrack S., Gr.2, 2d Curragh National S., Gr.1, 3d Newmarket Superlative S., Gr.2. Sire.  

Aileen’s Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-  

Samitar (f Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 6 wins–2 at 2–6f to 9f, £730,723, Belmont Garden City S., Gr.1, Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1.  

Nijoom Dubai (f Noverre (USA)). Winner at 2 at 6f, Royal Ascot Albany S., Gr.3, 2d Newbury Bet at Ladbrokes Now 2YO S.  

Tsar Maiden. Placed at 3, 2d Evry Prix de la Bievre. Dam of 8 winners-  

Wild Eagle (g Don’t Forget Me (Ire)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m in India, Bombay Breeders’ Juvenile Colts’ Championship, L.  

Golden Coral. Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners-  

Aleagoundthelron (f Danehill Dancer). Winner at 8¾f, 2d Curragh Sweet Mimosa S., L. Dam of 2 winners-  

Criteria (f Galileo). Winner at 1½m in 2014, 2d Newmarket Newsells Park Stud S., L, 3d Doncaster Park Hill S., Gr.2.
On Account of A. CLARK, Gunderman

STABLE 1

LOt 141 (No GST)

GREY FILLY

(11)

(Branded nr sh. off sh. Foaled 25th October 2014)

(Sire) Invincible Spirit (Ire)...... Green Desert................. by Danzig.........................

I AM INVINCIBLE ......

Cannarelle................. Rafha...................................................... by Kris..............................

Countess Pedrille........... by Zoffany (USA)....................

(Dam) ORIENTAL BELLE ......

2003

Dr Fong (USA)................. Kris S.................................................. by Roberto......................

Spring Flight................ by Miswaki..........................

Zephyr Zip (NZ)............. by Zephyr Bay..................

Hollydroll Girl.............. by Sovereign Red (NZ)......


1st Dam ORIENTAL BELLE, by Dr Fong (USA). Winner at 1300m. This is her second foal. Her first foal is an unraced 3YO.

2nd Dam GIOIA MIA, by Zephyr Zip (NZ). Winner at 1600m. Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 3 winners

Radekzy March. 7 wins 1200 to 1400m, $192,600, STC Golden Slipper Festival Welter H., AJC Nautica P., STC Michael Hansell Signs H., Seaward Australia H., 2d STC Integra Welter H., 3d STC Luskin Star Welter H. White Horse Inn. 4 wins 1600 to 2400m, AJC Randwick Betting Auditorium H., 2d STC John Muir H., 3d Hawkesbury RC Richmond Club H.

3rd Dam HOLLYDOLL GIRL, by Sovereign Red (NZ). 3 wins at 2 1100 to 1600m, WATC All Stars S., L, Sheraton Perth S.H., L, Swan Premium Airship H., 2d WATC Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, 3d WATC Queen's P., Gr 3, Lindsay Rosenthal S., L. Half-sister to Avid Gift (dam of GIFTENARY), Diacon (dam of FULL OF RHYTHM). Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

Baywatch Babe. 6 wins 2000 to 2200m, Wairarapa Cup, Manawatu RC Ashhurst Business Houses H., Lion Red H., WRC Frank & Jane's Middle Age Spread H., 4th Hawke's Bay Cup, Gr 2. Producer.

Tailight. 5 wins at 1450, 1600m, SAJC R Beach H., 2d SAJC We're Smoke-Free H. Fight Back. 7 wins 1000 to 2000m, $317,117 in Korea. Class 1 winner. Dam of-

Sweet Spot. 2 wins at 1200, 1300m in 2014 in Korea. Queen of Sport. Winner at 1400m in NZ. Dam of-

Chatty Doll. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-

Silver Kate. 4 wins 1150 to 1600m, 2d AJC Brighton H., STC Alfalfa 2YO H.

4th Dam FOOL PROOF, by Town Crier. 2 wins at 1500, 1600m, MVRC High Peak H., 2d VATC Harvie Picken H., 3d Geelong RC Oaks Trial S., VATC 3UZ Cup. Half-sister to Jusrullah. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

FULL OF RHYTHM (g Voodoo Rhythm (USA)). 6 wins 2040 to 2600m, $164,900, TTC Launceston Cup, Gr 3, MVRC 150th Night Race H.
Lot 142 (No GST)  

(Branded 🍂 nr sh. 120 4 off sh. Foaled 24th August 2014)

*BAY COLT*

**Sire**: Fastnet Rock  
**Dam**: Elvstroem

**SMART MISSILE**

**Sire**: Danehill (USA)  
**Dam**: Circles of Gold  

**OVERBLIK**

**Sire**: Danehill (USA)  
**Dam**: Geiger Counter (USA)

---

**SMART MISSILE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012).** 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000m, 1200m, A$541,150, ATC Todman S., Gr.2, Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, AJC Breeders’ P., L, 2d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Kiss From a Rose (ATC Triscay S., L). Out of a half-sister to SW Northern Meteor (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1), SW Queen of the Hill (MRC How Now S., Gr.3), SW Rabbuka and SP Justlikedaugaw. His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam  
OVERBLIK, by Elvstroem. Winner at 1450m. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam  
SURVEY, by Geiger Counter (USA). 2 wins at 800, 1000m. Half-sister to TICKLE MY. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-  

3rd Dam  
MERE FANCY, by Noalcoholic (Fr). Placed at 2, 2d VATC Cendrillon H. Half-sister to OFFICIAL RECEIVER, BRASS (dam of PINCHBECK), Fair Fantasy (dam of MIGHTY WAY), Queen Fantasy (dam of PEARL PRINCE). Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-  
TICKLE MY (f Perugino (USA)). 11 wins 1200 to 2119m, $786,175, MVRC Sunline Diamond Jubilee S., Gr 2, VRC Rose of Kingston S., Gr 3, VATC Eclipse S., Gr 3, VRC Let’s Elope S., L, VATC WW Cockram S., L, 2d MVRC Sunline S., Gr 2, WH Stocks S., Gr 3, VRC Let’s Elope S., L, 3d SAJC Marsh Classic S., Gr 2, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 3-tc. Dam of 4 winners–Take All of Me. 3 wins 1000 to 1400m, $146,448, VRC AJS Corporation H., MRC Siren Song H., 2d MVRC Kyabram Club H., 3d VRC Long Tan H.

4th Dam  
GOLDEN FANTASY, by Golden Orange (GB). 8 wins–2 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, VATC Victoria H., 2d VATC Tranquil Star S., MVRC Diamond Jubilee S., 3d VATC Marlboro Cup, MVRC Chandos S. Half-sister to Twist of Lemon (dam of TWISTED LOGIC). Dam of 14 named foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-  
OFFICIAL RECEIVER (c Bold Flip (USA)). 10 wins 1000 to 1400m, $116,970, WATC Roma Cup, Gr 3, Belmont Newmarket H., L, Farnley S., L, 2d WATC Belmont Sprint H., Gr 3, Belgravia S., L. Sire.  
BRASS (f Prince True (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1200m, WATC Perth S., L, 2d WATC Sheila Gwynne S., L, Lloyd’s Gold H., 3d WATC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3, 4th WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 2. Dam of 3 winners–PINCHBECK (c Gilded Time (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $146,548, MVRC St Albans S., L, 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2. 
Fair Fantasy. 4th VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L. Dam of 5 winners–MIGHTY WAY (g Archway (Ire)). 12 wins 1000 to 1400m, $264,300, VATC Japan Racing Association S., L, 3d MVRC Waterford Crystal Mile H., Gr 2, VRC Bobbie Lewis H., Gr 3, Hilton on the Park Sprint H., L. 
Queen Fantasy. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners–PEARL PRINCE (g Rare Pearl (Fr)). 14 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1614m, $498,065, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, 2d MVRC John F Feehan S., Gr 2.
Stable 1 Rows D & E 3-6
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 143
BAY FILLY
(Branded \(\overline{\text{O}}\) nr sh. 11/4 off sh. Foaled 22nd September 2014)

(Sire) Casino Prince ....................... Flying Spur ....................... by Danehill (USA) ............
ALL TOO HARD ....................... Lady Capel ....................... by Last Tycoon (Ire) ....
........................................ Desert Sun (GB) ....................... by Green Desert ............
........................................ Scandinavia ....................... by Snippets .............

(Dam) WITH MY ....................... Luskin Star ....................... by Kaoru Star .............
1999 Spectacular Gift (USA) ....... Alleged ....................... by Hoist the Flag .............
........................................ Spectacular ....................... by Promised Land ...........

ALL TOO HARD (AUS) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Champion 3YO Colt in Australia in 2012-13. 7 wins-3 at 2-from 1100m to 1600m, A$2,288,200, ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, CF Orr S., Gr.1, Future S., Gr.1, ATC Pago Pago S., Gr.2, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr.2, Talindert S., L, 2d MVRC WS Cox P., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Black Caviar (Horse of the Year in Australia 3 times. ATC TJ Smith S., Gr.1-twice). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam With My, by Covetous. 8 wins 1200 to 1500m, $392,090, AJC Fox Studios P., BTC D&D Colour Printing H., STC APN Outdoor H., QTC J Cadell-Garrick Quality H., Rajah H., Rough Habit H., Champagne Kate H., 2d AJC Sapphire S., Gr.3, Qld Tatt's RC Winter S., Gr.3, QTC Dane Ripper H., L, BCT James Brockhurst The Good Guys H., 4th QTC Golden Garter H., L. Half-sister to Paestum, Spectacular Regent. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Avec Mon Ami (f by Savabeel). 3 wins 1300 to 1600m, WATC Tabozbet.com.au H., Perth Scorcher H.

Faith in My (f by Savabeel). 3 wins 1400 to 1750m, 3d ATC Blackwoods New 2012 Catalogue H.

Baylie Louise (f by Onemorenomore). Winner at 1300m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam SPECTACULAR GIFT (USA), by Alleged. Unraced. Half-sister to SPECTACULAR BID. Dam of 15 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

With My (f Covetous). 8 wins. See above.

Paestum (c Scenic (Ire)). 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $141,100, MRC Ellerslie H., 2d Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, Gr.3, STC Winter Cup, L, AJC Hotel Inter Continental Walter H., MRC Carlton Draught H., John Simpson H., Zambari H., 3d VRC Racing Rewards H., AJC Bhima H., MRC Grange H.

Spectacular Regent (c Deputy Minister). 3 wins 6½f to 1¼m, 3d Greenwood Display S., Can-3.

House of Love. 8 wins, $106,370 in U.S.A. Dam of 7 winners-Love Storm. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 2 winners-

Lucy Wiggles (f Western Fame). 5 wins at 5½f, 6f to 2014, 3d Fairplex Barretts Debutante S., L.

Cotija. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-Valcot. 8 wins to 1250m, $162,050, to 2014-15, ATC Drummond Golf H.

3rd Dam Spectacular, by Promised Land. 4 wins, 2d Bay Meadows My Fair Lady S., L. Sister to SPACE ODYSSEY, Go to Goal, half-sister to SWEET AS WINE.

Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

SPECTACULAR BID (c Bold Bidder). USA Horse of the Year & Champion 2YO, 3YO & 4YO. 26 wins-7 at 2–5½f to 1¼m, $2,781,608, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1, California S., Gr.1, Santa Anita H., Gr.1, Belmont Woodward S., Gr.1, Champagne S., Gr.1, Marboro Cup, Gr.1, Gulfstream Florida Derby, Gr.1, Keeneland Blue Grass S., Gr.1, Santa Anita Charles H Strub S., Gr.1, Laurel Futurity S., Gr.1, Hialeah Flamingo S., Gr.1, Monmouth Amory L Haskell H., Gr.1, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr.1, Sire.

Spectacular Belle. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 6 winners-

Beirne Station (c Mr. Prospector). 3 wins, 3d Oaklawn Fifth Season S., L.
Lot 144

BROWN COLT

(Sire) Fastnet Rock

SMART MISSILE

Comical Smile (USA)

(Dam) Lonhro

WITHOUTME (NZ)

Miz Nicholls

**SAVING (NZ)**, 4th Dam

SHINDIG (NZ), 3rd Dam

MIZ NICHOLLS, 2nd Dam

WITHOUTME (NZ)

**Danehill (USA)**

**Piccadilly Circus** by Royal Academy (USA)

**Comic Strip** by Red Ransom (USA)

**Explosive** by Fappiano

**Octagonal** (NZ) by Zabeel (NZ)

**Shadea** (NZ) by **Straight Strike**

2005

**Danehill (USA)** by **Straight Strike**

**Shindig** (NZ) by **Straight Strike**

SMART MISSILE (AUS) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins-2 at 2-1600m, 2000m, A$541,150, ATC Todman S., Gr.2. Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, AJC Breeders’ P., L, 2d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Kiss From a Rose (ATC Triscay S.). Out of a half-sister to SW Northern Meteor (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1), SW Queen of the Hill (MRC How Now S., Gr.3), SW Rabbuka and SP Justlikedawg. His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

WITHOUTME (NZ), by Lonhro. 3 wins 900 to 1300m, $104,240, STC Dalkia H., 2d AJC Meridan & Thomas Hotels 2YO H., Clovelly H., STC Elliott House Accountants H., 3d AJC Dr Grace H., STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Freeway Hotel 2YO H., Clubsnsw H. This is her fourth foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Her first foal is an unraced 3YO.

2nd Dam

MIZ NICHOLLS, by **Danehill (USA)**. 3 wins 900 to 1200m, AJC Kista H. Sister to SHIZNIG, STRADA, Fiammarosa. Dam of 5 named foals, all winners-Soonest. 4 wins 1300 to 1650m to 2013-14, WATC Horgan’s Heroes H., Playeronline.com.au H., 2d WATC Tabtouch.mobi H. Arsenal Power. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2013-14, 2d WATC Skyy Vodka H.

3rd Dam

SHINDIG (NZ), by **Straight Strike (USA)**. 8 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $449,758, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, Triscay S., L, 2d AJC Wiggle H., L, 3d AJC Emancipation S., Gr 3, Wiggle H., L, 4th BTC Chairman’s H., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3. Half-sister to COBBORA, BUSH HONEY, INTEREST ONLY, Mrs. Tendulkar. Dam of 7 foals, all winners, inc:- SHIZNIG (c **Danehill (USA)**). 5 wins to 1400m, $658,128, MRC CF Orr S., Gr 1, Schweppervescence Cup, Gr 3, 2d Walkato Draught Sprint, Gr 1, MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, Hawke’s Bay Mudgway Partsworld S., Gr 1, Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr 1, SJC Durbridge S., L, 4th VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, WRC Thornod Mile, Gr 1. Sire.

STRADA (c **Danehill (USA)**). 4 wins at 1100m, $190,075, AJC Eskimo Prince H., L, NSW Tatt’s RC Carrington S., L, 4th AJC Galaxy H., L, Gr 1. Sire.

Fiammarosa (f **Danehill (USA)**). 3 wins at 1400m, AJC Botany P., City Tatt’s RC Emirates H., 2d AJC James HB Carr S., L, Angst H., L. Producer.

4th Dam

SAVING (NZ), by **Pevero (Ire)**. Unraced. Half-sister to (OUR) **CACHE**, Save. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

SHINDIG (f **Straight Strike (USA)**). 8 wins. See above.

COBBORA (g **Crested Wave (USA)**). 8 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1900m, $458,855, AJC Villiers S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 3, QTC Thai Airways International H., L, STC Royal Parma S., L, Gosford Guineas, L, 2d AJC Epsom H., Gr 1, Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, 3d STC Tulloch S., Gr 2.

BUSH HONEY (f **Woodman (USA)**). 9 wins 1200 to 2400m, $513,750, Gosford Gold Cup, Gr 3, City Tatt’s RC City Tattersalls Club Cup, L, STC Premier’s Cup, L, Wyong Cup, L, 2d VRC Saab H., Gr 3. Producer.

INTEREST ONLY (f **Marscay**). 3 wins to 1600m, WATC Aquanita S., L. Producer.

Mrs. Tendulkar (f **Luskin Star**). 5 wins to 1400m, $288,850, 3d VRC Empire Rose S., Gr 2, Matriarch S., Gr 3, STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3. Producer.
Stable 1 Rows D & E 3-6
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 145
BROWN FILLY
(Branded W nr sh. 7 off sh. Foaled 5th September 2014)

(SEBRING) More Than Ready (USA). Southern Halo by Halo............... Woodman’s Girl by Woodman (USA)........
Purespeed Flying Spur by Danhell (USA)....... Lady Moulin by Luskin Star......................

(Dam) Danzero Danehill (USA) by Danzig........ Confidentially by Kaoru Star..................

BREAK CARD Fleur de Jazz by Northern Dancer...... Fairy King (USA) by Northern Dancer........

2006
Alaviya (Ire)............................................ by Kalaglow..........................


1st Dam
BREAK CARD, by Danzero. 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $313,980, ATC Premier’s Cup, L, AJC Book Your Spring Carnival Package H., Katoomba RSL Club 2YO H., ATC Canterbury Bankstown Express H., STC Family Fun Day on Saturday H., Harris Farm H., 2d AJC Farewell Takeover Target H., 4th ATC Winter S., L. This is her second foal. Dam of 1 foal to race-
My Colleague (c by Not a Single Doubt). Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 3d ATC TAB Place Multi 2YO P.

2nd Dam
FLEUR DE JAZZ, by Fairy King (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to ZELATOR. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-
BREAK CARD (f Danzero). 6 wins. See above.
Jackpot Jazz. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, QTC Mt Olivet H., Even Stevens H.

3rd Dam
ALAVIYA (IRE), by Kalaglow. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to ALIYOUN, half-sister to ALIANDI, ALIYFA), ALIYSA (dam of DESERT STORY), Altiyna, Altoutnash, Aleema (dam of ALTAYAN, ALTASHAR). Dam of 6 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
ZELATOR (c Alzao (USA)). 8 wins 1300 to 2400m, Greyville 1900, Gr 2, Newmarket TC South African DerbyTrial H., Gr 3, 2d Turffontein South African Derby, Gr 1, 3d Milnerton Settlers Trophy, L. Sire.
Talannya. Placed at 3. Grandam of-
Albonetti (f Ustinov). 4 wins 1511 to 2100m to 2014-15, SAJC Dalakhani H., 3d Balaklava Cup, L, 4th MRC Naturalism S., Gr 3.
Lilac Fairy. Unraced. Grandam of-
YOSEI (f Invincible Spirit (Ire)). 4 wins–2 at 2–1106 to 1600m, $1,271,075, AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Tiara, Gr 1, 2d SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr 3, 3d ATC Doncaster H., Gr 1, MRC Toorak H., Gr 1, SAJC Robert Sangster Classic, Gr 1, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2.

4th Dam
ALANNYA, by Relko. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1600m, Saint-Cloud Prix La Camargo, L, 3d Longchamp Prix de la Grotte, Gr 3, Saint-Cloud Prix Penelope, Gr 3. Half-sister to MISYAAF. Dam of 14 named foals, 13 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
ALIYA (f Darshaan). 2 wins at 1½m, Galway Oyster S., L. Dam of 5 winners-
ALANDI (c Galileo). 5 wins 2400 to 4000m, £381,359, Irish St Leger, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix du Cadran, Gr 1, 2d Curragh Cup, Gr 3.
ALIYSA (f Darshaan). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 9f, 1½m, Lingfield Oaks Trial S., L, 2d Irish Oaks, Gr 1. Grandam of-
ALAMSHAR (c Key of Luck). 5 wins 1m to 1½m, Irish Derby, Gr 1, Ascot King George VI & Queen Elizabeth Diamond S., Gr 1. Sire.
Lot 146

(Branded \(\overline{\text{W}}\) nr sh. 13/4 off sh. Foaled 6th October 2014)

**BAY FILLY**

(Sire) Royal Applause................ by Waajib (Ire) ................

(EQUIANO (FR)) Acclamation .................

(Dam) Princess Athena................. by Ahonoora (GB)..........

Entente Cordiale....................

El-A-Mana-Mou................. by Pitcairn..........................

Mirmande.......................... by Kris..........................

(HIDDEN CHARGES) Charge Forward..........................

2006 Ain't Seen Nothin'.............

**EQUIANO (FR)** (Bay 2005-Stud GB 2011, Aust. 2011). 7 wins-2 at 2-to 7f, Royal Ascot King's Stand S., Gr.1-twice. Sire of SW Dark Reckoning (Ayr Firth of Clyde S., Gr.3), SP Lola Beaux, Strath Burn and of Lacing, Son of Africa, Ventura Shadow, Somedaysrdiamonds, Desert Force, Equally Fast, Essaka, Ghost Cat, Jimmy's Girl, Lightning Stride, Luna Moon, Middle East Pearl, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 2YOs and inc Domanus, etc.

1st Dam

HIDDEN CHARGES, by Charge Forward. 3 wins 1200 to 1406m. Half-sister to

**STEPITUP, BACHMAN, AIN'TNOFALLENSTAR.** This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam

**AIN'T SEEN NOTHIN',** by Nothin' Leica Dane. 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $614,100, VRC Let's Elope S., L, Canberra RC National Sprint H., L, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L, 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Underwood S., Gr 1, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 2, AJC Craven P., Gr 3, MRC WW Cockram S., L, 4th AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1. Dam of 6 named foals, all winners-

**BACHMAN** (c All American). 2 wins at 2 at 1300, 1400m, $169,035, in 2013-14, ATC Schweppervescence H., Gr 3, TAB Ipad App H., 3d ATC Dulcify H., L, Australian Turf Club H., 4th ATC Stan Fox S., Gr 2, Canonbury S., L.

**STEPITUP** (g Hussonet (USA)). **Champion 3YO in Singapore in 2013.** 9 wins 1000 to 2000m, $1,141,970, to 2014, Singapore Guineas, Sgp-1, Singapore 3YO Classic, Sgp-2, Singapore 3YO Sprint, Sgp-3, Singapore TC Colonial Chief S., Sgp-3, Fortune Bowl, Sgp-3, Kranji C S., Canada Cup, Class 4 H., 2d Singapore Derby, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Patrons' Bowl, Sgp-1, Merlion Trophy, Sgp-3, Kranji C S., 3d Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, Chairman's Trophy, Sgp-2, Moonbeam Vase, Sgp-3, 4th Singapore TC Polytrack Mile Championship, Sgp-3.

**AIN'TNOFALLENSTAR** (f Starcraft (NZ)). 4 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $172,030, SAJC Laelia S., L, HC Nitschke S., L, Panasonic Viera 2YO H., 2d SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L.

Hammer Time. 3 wins 1300 to 1412m to 2013-14, 4th SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L.

3rd Dam

**ICECAPADE,** by Genghiz (USA). 3 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m, 2d STC Proud Miss H., 3d STC Kogarah H. Half-sister to **Patou** (dam of POLAR SUCCESS), Maid for Me (dam of **BRING ME THE MAID**). Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

**AIN'T SEEN NOTHIN'** (f Nothin' Leica Dane). 8 wins. See above.

Choisie. 4 wins 1350 to 1600m, AJC Randwick Betting Auditorium H., 2d STC Sydney Retirement & Lifestyle Expo H.

Commands Nothin'. 3 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, $366,850, AJC Inglis 2YO Classic, STC Parramatta 2YO H., 3d STC Fitzpatrick & Partners H.

Undercover. 3 wins-2 at 2–900 to 1200m, 2d AJC Margaret Berkmann 2YO H., 4th VRC Ottawa S., L. Dam of 6 winners-

Gibraltar Moon. 5 wins-4 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $154,239, VRC Hilton Nicholas 2YO H., MRC Biscay H., The Journal 2YO H., Cardinia 2YO H., SAJC Patricks Dunes 2YO H., 3d VRC Johnstaff Projects H.
Lot 147

BAY FILLY

(Branded \(\frac{1}{4}\) nr sh. \(\frac{5}{4}\) off sh. Foaled 4th September 2014)

(SEBRING)

More Than Ready (USA).  
Southern Halo ................ by Halo........................
Woodman's Girl ............... by Woodman (USA)........
Purespeed........................
Flying Spur ................... by Danehill (USA)........

(MARCHELLE BELLE)

Anabaa (USA) ................
Danzig ........................ by Northern Dancer ....
Balbonella ..................... by Gay Mecene ..........

2005

Life Goes on Oh .............
Night Shift (USA) .......... by Northern Dancer ....
Linesea (NZ) ................. by Sir Tristram (Ire).....


1st Dam

MARCHELLE BELLE, by Anabaa (USA). 6 wins 1100 to 2100m, $328,363, Tasmanian Oaks, L, VRC Maidstone H., MRC Yalumba Masters H., James Grice H., MVRC Arrow Training Places H., 2d SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr 2, MRC Chase Hotel H., WJ (Bill) Adams H., MVRC TBV Newmarket Insurance Brokers P., 3d MRC Blue Ribbon Day Cup H., Danelagh 2YO P., 4th MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 2. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner - Arabian Beauty (f by Shamardal (USA)). Winner at 1206m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam

LIFE GOES ON OH, by Night Shift (USA). 6 wins 1400 to 1700m, $158,840, VRC Singapore Challenge H., AJC Gallipoli H., STC Harvey Norman Series H., Luis Hupfau Memorial P., 2d AJC Andrew Kennedy H., Randwick Labor Club H., STC Coles Serving You Better H., 2d AJC Liquorland H. Half-sister to GLOBAL LEGEND, Rambutan. Dam of 2 foals, both winners - MARCHELLE BELLE (f Anabaa (USA)). 6 wins. See above.

Obladeci Obladah. Winner at 1200m, 3d MRC Bint Marscay 2YO H., TTC Caulfield Cup Day Luncheon H., Tasmanian Hotel & Club Supplies H., Bundaberg Red H., Tasbreeders H.

3rd Dam

Linesea (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 9 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2600m, VRC Lady Wallace H., Light Fingers H., City of Melbourne H., MVRC Ardoch H., Starwine H., VATC Rivette H., Lillimur H., 2d VRC Birthday H., VATC WP Mein H., 3d Werribee Cup, L, 4th VRC Headquarters H., L. Half-sister to Carradoc Jane (dam of NEJA). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

GLOBAL LEGEND (g Waajib (Ire)). Champion Older Male Stayer in South Africa in 2000-01. 8 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 3200m, $188,015, Turffontein Gold Bowl, Gr 2, Newmarket TC Gauteng Stayers H., L, 3d Newmarket TC South African Derby Trial H., Gr 3, South African St Leger, L, 4th Greyville Gold Vase, Gr 2, Turffontein John Skeaping Trophy S., Gr 2, Home Guard H., Gr 3.

Rambutan (g Rassendyll (USA)). 4 wins 1400 to 2000m, 2d Singapore Gold Cup, L, 3d Singapore Derby, L, 4th Selangor TC Tunku Gold Cup, L.

4th Dam

PRINCESS JANE, by Head Hunter (GB). Started 3 times. Dam of 14 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Linesa (f Sir Tristram (Ire)). 9 wins. See above.

Carradoc Jane. Winner at 1600m, BOP RC Carbine H. Dam of-

NEJA (c Straight Strike (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, SAJC Robert A Lee S., L, VRC Changi H., AuRC Improvers H., Avondale JC Auckland Owners Cup, 2d AuRC Bukit Turf Club Trophy, VRC Lou Robertson H.
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 148

BAY FILLY

(Branded W nr sh. 8/4 off sh. Foaled 10th September 2014)

(Sire) Casino Prince ................. Flying Spur ................ by Danehill (USA)........
ALL TOO HARD .................... Lady Capel................ by Last Tycoon (Ire)........
........................................ Desert Sun (GB) ............... by Green Desert.......... Scandinavia .............. by Snippets ..............

(Dam) Red Ransom (USA) ........... Roberto ................ by Hail to Reason ........ Arabioca ................ by Damascus ..........
MAYBE I ............................ Fort Courage ........ by General Nediym ........ Flittery ................ by Danehill (USA) .... Fitter ........ by Bluebird (USA) ....
2005

ALL TOO HARD (AUS) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Champion 3YO Colt in Australia in 2012-13. 7 wins-3 at 2-from 1100m to 1600m, A$2,288,200, ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, CF Orr S., Gr.1, Futurity S., Gr.1, ATC Pago Pago S., Gr.2, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr.2, Talindert S., L, 2d MVRC WS Cox P., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Black Caviar (Horse of the Year in Australia 3 times. ATC TJ Smith S., Gr.1-twice). His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam

Maybe I, by Red Ransom (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1300m, $135,650, AJC Sky Chase H., Hoxton Park H., 2d STC Run to the Rose H., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Tibbie S., L, STC Cadbury Bubbly H., 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L. Half-sister to Fort Courage. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Her first foal is an unraced 3YO.

2nd Dam

FLITTERY, by Danehill (USA). Started once. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Maybe I (f Red Ransom (USA)). 2 wins. See above.

Conrod Straight (g Danzero) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $134,200, AJC Harrington Park H., Stargames 2YO H., QTC XXXX Gold H., STC Nivea Visage H., 2d STC Eskimo Prince H., L, 3d VRC Moomba P., L.

3rd Dam


Artheena. Winner at 1000m, 2d AJC Rita Peterson H. Dam of 2 winners-

Conrod Straight (g Danzero) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $134,200, AJC Harrington Park H., Stargames 2YO H., QTC XXXX Gold H., STC Nivea Visage H., 2d STC Eskimo Prince H., L, 3d VRC Moomba P., L.

4th Dam

Kiwi Magic (NZ), by Vice Regal. 3 wins 1100 to 1212m, MVRC Deep Creek H., SAJC How Now H., 2d SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L. Half-sister to Fearless Dancer (dam of DINNING). Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

FLITTER (f Bluebird (USA)) 9 wins. See above.
MY ROYAL CAPTAIN (g Zabeel) 7 wins 1200 to 1600m, $514,597, Singapore TC Patrons' Bowl, Sgp-1.

Palace Bound. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m. Grandam of-

TRUMP (g Written Tycoon) 7 wins–1 at 2–1110 to 1650m, $606,938, to 2014-15, BRC Gunsynd Classic, Gr 3, 2d BRC Queensland Day P., L.

Making Waves. Unraced. Grandam of-

MARHETA (f Al Maher) 3 wins 1400 to 2020m, $264,778, BRC Doomben Roses, Gr 3, 2d Queensland Oaks, Gr 1.
**Lot 149**

BAY COLT

(Branded \( \overline{\text{nr sh. 10}} \) \( \overline{\text{off sh. Foaled 16th September 2014}} \))

**(Sire) Redoute’s Choice**

Danehill (USA).............. by Danzig......................
Shantha's Choice............. by Canny Lad..................
Luskin Star.................. by Kaoru Star..................
Bourgeois.................... by Brave New World............

**(Dam) Molly Singer**

Conquistador Cielo......... by Mr. Prospector.............
Raise the Standard........... by Hoist the Flag............
Musical Lover............. by Bletchingly..................

Stratum (AUS) (Bay 2002
Stud 2006). 2 wins at 2. STC Golden Slipper S.,
Gr.1. Leading Aust. Sire of 2YOs 2009-10. Sire of 478 rnrs, 326 wnrs, 28 SW,
inc. Crystal Lily (STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Streama, Southern Lord,
Unpretentious, Divine Calling, Running Tall, Enquere, Va Pensiero, Takedown,
I’m All the Talk, Battle Hero, Stratum Star, Misstrum, Divine Calling, Running Tall,
Enquere, Va Pensiero, Takedown.

**1st Dam**

Molly Singer, by El Moxie (USA). 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, BTC Yalumba Roger
Gould H., 2d AJC Bell Securities Mick Young H., QTC Bill McGovern H. Half-sister to
DANCE BEAT, Amberlene (dam of THRONE INN). This is her
eleventh foal. Her tenth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 8 foals to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Deep Pockets (g by Lucky Owners). 6 wins 1400 to 1800m, $581,035,
Singapore TC Open H., Initiation P., TD Securities Cup, Benchmark 74 H.,
Class 4 H., Benchmark 61, 2d Singapore Derby, Sgp-1, Singapore TC
Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, Kranji A S., Taurus S., 3d Singapore Gold Cup, Sgp-1,
4th Singapore TC Patrons’ Bowl, Sgp-1, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Sgp-2.

Major Canny (g by Canny Lad). 10 wins 1100 to 1400m, $168,745,
WATC Belele P., 2d WATC Placid Ark S., L, 3d WATC Belgravia S., L.
Knowing Me (g by Savabeel). 4 wins 1500 to 2100m to 2013-14.
Canny Royale (c by Canny Lad). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m in South Africa.
Toreador (g by Danzero). Placed.

**2nd Dam**

Musical Lover, by Opera Prince. 12 wins at 900, 1000m. Half-sister to
CHIPOLATA, Whimper (dam of PIPIWAR), All Downwind (dam of
PRINCESS MARENGO), Love of Words (dam of WORDS OF MAGIC).
Dam of 9 foals, all winners, inc:-

DANCE BEAT (g by Esperanto (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $360,405,
QTC Lightning H., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, SCTC Glasshouse H.,
L, 2d STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 3d MVRC Schweppes S., Gr 2.

Amberlene. Winner at 2 at 1100m. Dam of 5 winners-
THRONE INN (f King of Kings (Ire)). 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1300m,
$328,725, STC Birthday Card S., Gr 3, AJC Pagewood H. Producer.

Reverenza (f by Commands). 6 wins to 1350m, $172,250, 3d BTC Glenlogan
Park S., L, 4th Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L. Producer.

**3rd Dam**

All for Love, by My Heart (Ire). 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1480m, AJC Graduation
S., 2d AJC Princess H. Half-sister to AS YOU LIKE IT, GAY ROSALIND,
Naisko, Mandarin. Dam of 12 named foals, 9 to race, all winners, inc:-

CHIPOLATA (c Lunchtime (GB)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $183,670,
Western Australian Derby, Gr 1, 2d WATC St Leger, Gr 3. Sire.
Whimper. 5 wins–4 at 2–to 1600m, AJC Murrumbidgee H. Dam of 10 winners-
PIPIWAR (f Marscay). 5 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $180,500, STC

Royal Escapade. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-
All for Pleasure. 3 wins 1100 to 1400m. Grandam of-
ROYAL DRIVE (f Victory Drive (USA)). 3 wins 1400 to 2400m,
$212,237, Western Australian Oaks, Gr 2, 2d WATC Derby, Gr 1.

1st Dam SWATCHFIELD, by Carnegie (Ire). Started twice. Half-sister to October Son. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is an unplaced 3YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners—California Poppy (f by California Dane). 2 wins at 1200, 1250m, ATC Petersham RSL Club H., 2d STC Grand Pavillion 2YO H., 3d ATC Canterbury BMW 40 Years of M H.

Naturally Magic (g by Shaft). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam MONKANI (NZ), by Pompeii Court (USA). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, AJC Mahogany St Covet H., Cornucopia Committee Incorporated H. Three-quarter-sister to COURTZA, OUR POMPEII, HUNZA COURT, TISZAE, half-sister to CRITIC. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

October Son (g Octagonal (NZ)). 5 wins 1300 to 2000m, $159,500, Illawarra TC Kembla Grange Cup, AJC Striking Force H., 3d STC Sky High S., L.

3rd Dam BENAZIR, by Vice Regal. 3 wins to 1640m, BATC Racecourse H., QTC Blackhawk H. Half-sister to COURTZA (dam of O'REILLY), OUR POMPEII, FIXED FLUSH, LOST VALLEY, COURTZA, OUR POMPEII, HUNZA COURT, HUNZA’S ACE, MINIDECE (dam of TISZAE). Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

CRITIC (f Centaine). 9 wins–2 at 2–880 to 1600m, $195,127, Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr 1, Southland RC New Zealand Bloodstock Air Freight S., L, Otago RC South Island 3YO Championship Final, L, Rotorua S., L, 2d BOP RC Japan-New Zealand International Trophy, Gr 2, Cambridge JC Travis S., Gr 2, 3d Egmont RC Egmont Park S., Gr 3. Dam of-

Critical Angel (f O'Reilly). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14, 2d VRC Vanity S., Gr 3.

Eastern Princess. 6 wins 1600 to 2200m, VRC Magnifique H. Grandam of-

OCEAN PARK (c Thorn Park). Horse of the Year in NZ in 2012-13. 8 wins 1200 to 2040m, $2,799,524, MVRC WS Cox P., Gr 1, AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1, Hawke’s Bay Makfi Challenge S., Gr 1, MRC Underwood S., Gr 1, Caulfield S., Gr 1, Wellington S., Gr 3, 2d ATC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, 3d VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1.

PRINCE KAAPSTAD (g Kaapstad). 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2100m, $437,326, AuRC Easter H., Gr 1, Great Northern Guineas, Gr 2, 2d New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, 3d Hawke’s Bay Mudgway Partsword S., Gr 1, 3d BOP RC Tauranga S., Gr 3.

Srikandi. Placed at 3 in NZ. Grandam of-

SINGLE CURRENCY (g Bachelor Duke (USA)). 7 wins to 1600m, Waikato RC Sprint H., L, 4th Waikato RC Shaw’s Wire Ropes Sprint H., L.

Scally Wag. Started once. Dam of 2 winners-

Savannah Dancer (f Savabeel). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200m, $188,863, 3d Singapore TC Three Rings Trophy, Sgp-3.
Stable 1 Rows D & E 3-6
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 151

BROWN COLT

(Branded \[\square \] nr sh. 1\[\frac{1}{4}\] off sh. Foaled 23rd July 2014)

(Sire)
Lucky Owners (NZ)

Danehill (USA) ................. by Northern Dancer ..............
Razanya..................... by His Majesty ..................

(Dam)
Where’s Alice (NZ)

Bred nr sh. 1 off sh. Foaled 23rd July 2014)

Miss Priority (NZ) ............. by Sir Tristram (Ire) .........
Kaapstad (NZ) ................. by Day Is Done .................

LUCKY OWNERS (NZ) (Bay 1999-Stud 2004). 8 wins, Hong Kong Mile, Gr.1. Leading NZ Sire of 2YOs, 2008-09. Sire of 269 rnrs, 127 wnrs, inc. SW The Heckler (Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr.1), Thunder Fantasy, Masquerader, The Hombre, Alpha Miss, Lucky Tom, SP Lucky Lucky, Lucky Eighty Eight, Lucky Thunder, Deep Pockets, Banna Bolrche, Lucky Superstar, Lucky Kentucky and of Loaded Owners, One Lucky Lady, Soho Secret, etc.

1st Dam

Where’s Alice (NZ), by Savabeel. Unraced. Half-sister to Deep Pockets, Major Canny. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

Molly Singer, by El Moxie (USA). 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, BTC Yalumba Roger Gould H. Half-sister to Dance Beat, Amberlene (dam of Throne INN). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Deep Pockets (g Lucky Owners). 6 wins 1400 to 1800m, $581,035, Singapore TC Open H., TD Securities Cup, 2d Singapore Derby, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, 3d Singapore Gold Cup, Sgp-1, 4th Singapore TC Patrons' Bowl, Sgp-1, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Sgp-2.

Major Canny (g Canny Lad). 10 wins 1100 to 1400m, $168,745, WATC Belele P., 2d WATC Placid Ark S., L, Westspeed 3YO H., 3d WATC Belgravia S., L.

3rd Dam

MUSICAL LOVER, by Opera Prince. 12 wins at 900, 1000m. Half-sister to Chipolata, Whimper (dam of PIPiWAR), All Downwind (dam of WORDS OF MAGIC). Dam of 9 foals, all winners, inc:-

Dance Beat (g Esperanto (USA)). 6 wins to 1200m, $360,405, QTC Lightning H., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L, SCTC Glasshouse H., L, 2d STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L, 3d MVRC Schweppes S., Gr 2, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2.

Amberlene. Winner at 2 at 1100m. Dam of 5 winners-

Throne INN (f King of Kings (Ire)). 6 wins–3 at 2–to 1300m, $328,725, STC Birthday Card S., Gr 3, AJC Pagewood H. Producer.

Reverenza (f Commands). 6 wins to 1350m, $172,250, 3d BTC Glenlogan Park S., L, 4th Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L. Producer.

4th Dam

All for Love, by My Heart (Ire). 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m, AJC Graduation S., STC 2YO H., 2d AJC Princess H. Half-sister to AS YOU LIKE IT (dam of I LIKE DIAMONDS), Gay Rosalind (dam of MONOPOLIZE), Naisko, Mandarin. Dam of 12 named foals, 9 to race, all winners, inc:-

Chipolata (c Lunchtime (GB)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $183,670, Western Australian Derby, Gr 1, 2d WATC St Leger, Gr 3. Sire. Whimper. 5 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, AJC Appin H. Dam of 10 winners-


All for Pleasure. 3 wins 1100 to 1400m. Grandam of-

Royal Drive (f Victory Drive (USA)). 3 wins 1400 to 2400m, $212,237, Western Australian Oaks, Gr 2, 2d WATC Derby, Gr 1.
Stable 1 Rows D & E 3-6
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 152

**BAY FILLY**

(Branded \(\frac{2}{4}\) nr sh. 2 off sh. Foaled 1st August 2014)

**(Sire)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red Ransom (USA)</th>
<th>Roberto</th>
<th>by Hail to Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ONEMORENOMORE...</td>
<td>Arabian</td>
<td>by Damascus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palia</td>
<td>Last Tycoon (Ire)</td>
<td>by Try My Best</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kew Gardens (Fr)</td>
<td>by Kenmare (Fr)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**(Dam)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Canny Lad</th>
<th>Bletchingly</th>
<th>by Biscay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alerted by Me</td>
<td>Barking Orders (Fr)</td>
<td>by Lunchtime (GB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BARKING ORDERS.....**

2007

Alerted by Me


1st Dam

BARKING ORDERS, by Canny Lad. 3 wins at 1000m. Sister to QUARANTE LOVE, three-quarter-sister to ACCOMPLICE. This is her first live foal.

2nd Dam

ALERTED BY ME, by Whiskey Road (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to WITH ME (dam of ACCOMPLICE), Gypsy Alert (dam of ALERT ME, TECHNIQUES). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

**QUARANTE LOVE** (f Canny Lad). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, VRC AR Creswick S., L, Primo Smallgoods H., 2d VATC Scobie Breasley H., MVRC Chung On Restaurant H., 3d MVRC Arnotts Biscuits H. Dam of 6 winners-

**Hurl** (f Redoute's Choice). 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, QTC Even Stevens H., SAJC Distinctive Homes H., Myer Centre Adelaide P., 2d QTC Juanmo H., L, MRC Visit H., 4th SAJC New Year's Gift, L. Dam of-

**KISS A ROSE** (f Sebring). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $145,850, to 2013-14, MRC Quezette S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Danehill S., Gr 2.

Annunciare. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 2 winners-

Bella Sirena. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1350, 1400m, BRC Race-Tech Australia H., 3d GCTC Magic Millions 2YO P., 4th GCTC Ken Russell Memorial Classic, L.

3rd Dam

I'M ALERT, by Red Alert. 3 wins at 2 900 to 1200m, AJC Kindergarten H., STC Linley Point H. Dam of 15 foals, 14 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

**WITH ME** (f Covetous). 8 wins–3 at 2–to 1200m, $1,350,060, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 2-twice, Laurent Perrier S., Gr 2, SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, Theo Marks H., Gr 2, 3d AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1. Dam of-

**ACCOMPLICE** (c Canny Lad). 11 wins 1100 to 1350m, $957,588, AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1, Foster's Cup, Gr 2, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, Hollywood Dayjur H., L, 3d QTC Cup, Gr 2, 4th VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, Santa Anita San Simeon H., Gr 3.

**Gypsy Alert** (f Solitary Hall (USA)). 10 wins to 1290m, 2d SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3, STC Festival H., L, 3d AJC Analie H., L. Dam of 7 winners-

**ALERT ME** (c Genghiz (USA)). 9 wins to 1600m, $285,910, STC Frederick Clissold H., Gr 3, 2d STC Canterbury S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Hall Mark S., L.

**TECHNIQUES** (f Palace Music (USA)). 5 wins to 1400m, $221,810, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, 3d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2. Dam of-

**YOU'RE CANNY** (g Canny Lad). 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1206m, $221,785, Canberra RC Black Opal S., L.

Mad Desire. 2 wins at 1000, 1400m, VRC American H. Dam of 6 winners-

**GIVEN** (f Canny Lad). 5 wins at 1100, 1200m, MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine S., L, Zonda H., 2d MRC Summoned S., L. Dam of 5 winners-

**GREEN ROLLER** (f Flying Spur). 5 wins 1600 to 2400m, $200,330, to 2013-14, TRC Strutt S., L, 3d VRC Galilee Series Final H., L.
Lot 153

CHESTNUT FILLY

(Branded \textsuperscript{\textregistered} nr sh. \(\frac{9}{4}\) off sh. Foaled 11th September 2014)

**( sire)**

ZOFFANY (IRE)..............

(Dam)

CLOUDLESS...............

2010

CHESTNUT FILLY


**1st Dam**

CLOUDLESS, by Canny Lad. Started once. This is her first foal.

**2nd Dam**

CRESCENT MOON (GB), by Mr. Prospector. Placed at 3 in France. Three-quarter-sister to Gulf News. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:- Sickle - Big Rock (Mal.). 5 wins 1300 to 2200m, Singapore TC Arenti H. Carolina Moon. Unraced. Dam of-

Half Moon Hotel (c Alado). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14, 2d Kenilworth Somerset P., L, Sophomore Sprint H., L.

**3rd Dam**

BALANCHINE (USA), by Storm Bird. 4 wins–2 at 2–at 7f, 1½m, Irish Derby, Gr 1, The Oaks, Gr 1, 2d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Foy, Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to APRIL STARLIGHT, half-sister to RED SLIPPERS (dam of WEST WIND, REDBRIDGE). ROMANOV. First Night, Alleged Devotion (dam of HUMBLE EIGHT, ROYAL DEVOTION, THADY QUILL). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:

Gulf News (c Woodman). 5 wins 1650 to 2200m, 2d Longchamp Prix Niel, Gr 2.

**4th Dam**

Morning Devotion, by Affirmed. Winner at 2, 3d Ascot Fillies Mile, Gr 3, 4th Haydock Lancashire Oaks, Gr 3. Dam of 15 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

BALANCHINE (f Storm Bird). 4 wins. See above.

ROMANOV (c Nureyev). 4 wins 7f to 1½m, £308,872, Newmarket Jockey Club S., Gr 2, 2d Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud, Gr 1, 3d The Derby, Gr 1. Sire.

RED SLIPPERS (f Nureyev). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 1¼m, Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr 2, Newmarket Sun Chariot S., L. Dam of 11 winners-

WEST WIND (f Machiavellian). 2 wins at 2000, 2100m, Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr 1, 2d Longchamp Prix Vermeille, Gr 1. Producer.

Eastern Joy. Winner at 1800m in France. Dam of 2 winners-

IHTIMAL (f Shamardal (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2–1408 to 1900m, Doncaster May Hill S., Gr 2, 3d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Subtle Breeze. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 2 winners-

TRUST IN A GUST (c Keep the Faith). 10 wins 1600m, $1,109,650, to 2014-15, MRC Toorak H., Gr 1, Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr 1. Alleged Devotion. Unraced. Dam of 9 winners-

HUMBLE EIGHT (f Seattle Battle). 6 wins–1 at 2–5f to 8½f, $278,633, Oaklawn Honeybee S., Gr 3, 3d Oaklawn Fantasy S., Gr 2. Grandam of-

PHOLA (f Johannesburg). 5 wins–1 at 2–1m to 9f, $415,963, Churchill Distaff Turf Mile S., Gr 2, 2d Belmont Just a Game S., Gr 1. Luxury. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

SHONAN MIGHTY (c Manhattan Cafe). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1800, 2000m, Hanshin Sankei Osaka Hai, Gr 2, 2d Tokyo Yasuda Kinen, Gr 1.
Lot 154
CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded \(\frac{\text{\text{}}}{}\) nr sh. 16 \(\frac{\text{}}{}\) 4 off sh. Foaled 2nd November 2014)

(Sire)  
NICCONI  
Bianconi (USA)  
Nicola Lass  

(Dam)  
CRESCENT MOON (GB)  
Mr. Prospector  
Balanchine (USA)  


1st Dam  
CRESCENT MOON (GB), by Mr. Prospector. Placed at 3 in France. Three-quarter-sister to Gulf News. This is her ninth living foal. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

- Sickle - Big Rock (Mal.) (g by Cape Cross (Ire)). 5 wins 1300 to 2200m, $125,626 in Aust, Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Arenti H., Que Expresion H.
- La Chicaluna (f by Cadeaux Genereux). 2 wins 2 at 6f, 2d York HSS.com H. Street Crime (g by Street Sense (USA)). 2 wins 1100, 1600m to 2013-14.
- Moon Valley (f by Halling (USA)). Placed, 3d Ascot Owen Brown S.
- Carolina Moon (f by Cadeaux Genereux). Unraced. Dam of- Half Moon Hotel (c Alado). 4 wins-1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14, Durbanville Emerald Cup, Kenilworth Julie Killias H., Book Your Table H., 2d Kenilworth Somerset P., L, Sophomore Sprint H., L.

2nd Dam  
BALANCINE (USA), by Storm Bird. 4 wins–2 at 2–at 7f, 1½m, Irish Derby, Gr 1, The Oaks, Gr 1, 2d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Foy, Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to APRIL STARLIGHT, half-sister to RED SLIPPERS (dam of WEST WIND, REDBRIDGE), ROMANOV, First Night, Alleged Devotion (dam of HUMBLE EIGHT, ROYAL DEVOTION, THADY QUILL). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

- Gulf News (c Woodman). 5 wins 1650 to 2200m, 2d Longchamp Prix Niel, Gr 2.

3rd Dam  
Morning Devotion, by Affirmed. Winner at 2, 3d Ascot Fillies Mile, Gr 3, 4th Haydock Lancashire Oaks, Gr 3. Dam of 15 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

- BALANCINE (f Storm Bird). 4 wins. See above.
- ROMANOV (c Nureyev). 4 wins 7f to 1½m, £308,872, Newmarket Jockey Club S., Gr 2, 2d Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud, Gr 1, 3d The Derby, Gr 1. Sire.
- RED SLIPPERS (f Nureyev). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 1¼m, Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr 2, Newcastle Virginia S., L. Dam of 11 winners-
- WEST WIND (f Machiavellian). 2 wins at 2000, 2100m, Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr 1, 2d Longchamp Prix Vermeille, Gr 1. Producer.
- Eastern Joy. Winner at 1800m in France. Dam of 2 winners-
- IHTIMAL (f Shamardal (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2–1408 to 1900m, Doncaster May Hill S., Gr 2, 3d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1.
- Subtle Breeze. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 2 winners-
- TRUST IN A GUST (c Keep the Faith). 10 wins to 1600m, $1,109,650, to 2014-15, MRC Toorak H., Gr 1, Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr 1.
- Alleged Devotion. Unraced. Dam of 9 winners-
- HUMBLE EIGHT (f Seattle Battle). 6 wins–1 at 2–5f to 8½f, $278,633, Oaklawn Honeybee S., Gr 3, 3d Oaklawn Fantasy S., Gr 2. Grandam of-
- PHOLA (f Johannesburg). 5 wins–1 at 2–1m to 9f, $415,963, Churchill Distaff Turf Mile S., Gr 2, 2d Belmont Just a Game S., Gr 1.
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 155

BROWN FILLY

(Branded \( \text{Dr} \) nr sh. \( \frac{3}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 5th September 2014)

(Sire)
Red Ransom (USA) .................................. by Hail to Reason..........
ONEMORENOMORE ....
Roberto .................................................. by Damascus ..............

(Dam)
ELOPEMENT (IRE) ....
Machiavellian ........................................... by Mr. Prospector .........

2002
Melanzane ................................................ by Don Roberto ............


1st Dam
ELOPEMENT (IRE), by Machiavellian. 6 wins 10¼f to 1½m, Ascot Bollinger Champagne Challenge Series Final. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Her third foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race- GANAR (g by Choisir). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
MELANZANE, by Arazi (USA). Started once. Half-sister to ALBERTVILLE, Sopraffino. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:- Elopement. 6 winners. See above. Falonso. 2 wins at 2400m, Deauville Prix de Sainte-Adresse, 3d Longchamp Prix des Tilleuls, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Samourai. Sky King. 7 winners 1500 to 1800m to 2015, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix de Villiers Adam.

3rd Dam
SIERRA ROBERTA, by Don Roberto. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1500, 2000m, Longchamp Prix de la Nonette, Gr 3, 2d Breeders’ Cup Turf S., Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Vermeille, Gr 1, 3d Longchamp Prix d’Aumale, Gr 3, Deauville Prix de Psyche, Gr 3. Half-sister to MORESPEED, PORT ETIENNE, PORT Lyautey, Port Saigon. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:- ALBERTVILLE (f Polish Precedent). 2 wins at 2000m, Longchamp Prix Madame Jean Couturie, L, Chantilly Prix de Chaumontel, 4th Longchamp Prix des Tilleuls, L, Prix Charles Laffitte, L, Producer. Sopraffino (c Nureyev). 2 wins at 2000, 2100m, 3d Deauville Prix Guillaume d’Ornano, Gr 2, 4th Longchamp Prix du Prince d’Orange, Gr 3.

4th Dam

Port Saigon (c What a Pleasure). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 2000, 2100m, 3d Longchamp Prix de Suresnes, L, Deauville Prix de la Ville de Trouville, L.

1st Dam
ELOPEMENT (IRE), by Machiavellian. 6 wins 10¼f to 1½m, Ascot Bollinger Champagne Challenge Series Final. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Her third foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race- GANAR (g by Choisir). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.
**Lot 156**

**BAY FILLY**

(Branded \(\frac{\text{ng}}{\text{oo}}\) nr sh. 15\(\frac{\text{ng}}{\text{oo}}\) off sh. Foaled 1st November 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Snippets ..................................</th>
<th>Lunchtime (GB) ............... by Silly Season ...............</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNIPPETSON</td>
<td>Easy Date ..................................</td>
<td>by Grand Chaudieres ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polish Precedent ................................</td>
<td>by Danzig .....................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Snowtop ...................................</td>
<td>by Thatching ..................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Western Symphony (USA) 1995</th>
<th>Nijinsky ................................</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer ........</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Millicent ................................</td>
<td>by Cornish Prince .......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Kenmare (Fr) ................................</td>
<td>by Kalamoun ..............</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Zasu ...................................</td>
<td>by Kaoru Star ............</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SNIPPETSON (AUS) (Bay 2001-Stud 2006). 4 wins to 1400m, STC Eskimo Prince H., L. Sire of 399 mares, 252 winners, inc. SW Fast Clip (ATC Tulloch S., Gr.2), That’s the One, Rebellion, Nobby Snip - Fun Tapestry (H.K.), Snippets Land, Miss Upstart, Mister Milton, SP Fuerza, Snipzy, Hot Snippety, Admiral Rous, Dansonate, Kenjorwood, Anythingthatmoves, Kid Kobe, Right Time, Electronic Motion, Ideal Position, Snip n’ Duck and of Pierrette, Diamond Fund, etc.**

**1st Dam**

GIN SLING, *by Western Symphony (USA)*. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1600m, 2d MVRC Gillys Quality Cakes H., VRC Winning Post Enclosure H., VATC Tralee H. Sister to ANY RHYTHM, Blue Lady (dam of HUMMA), three-quarter-sister to GIN RHYTHM, half-sister to Foxtrot, Silverbeat (dam of UPBEAT, ALPHA BEAT). This is her eleventh foal. Her tenth foal is a 2YO. Her ninth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 8 foals to race, **5 winners**, inc:-

**SINGAPORE SLING (f by Starcraft (NZ)). 5 wins**–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, AuRC Soliloquy S., L, BOP RC Wilson Plumbing, Heating & Gas H., AuRC Swiss Deli H., Waikato RC Technical Welding Services H.

**Bombay Sling (g by Danzero). 4 wins**–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $297,692, TTC Shaw Magic Millions 2YO Classic, SAJC Fred Worthley Memorial H., Singapore TC Progress H., Class 3 H., 2d VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, TTC Gold Sovereign S., L, 3d STC Run to the Rose H., Gr 3, MRC Blue Diamond Preview, L, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3.

Top Hero (g by Johannesburg (USA)). **5 wins** to 1300m, $226,528 in Macau. Rickshawtoraffles (g by Danzero). **2 wins** at 1000, 1100m in 2014-15. The Propeller (g by Danzero). **2 wins** at 1300m, $105,591 in Macau. Danzing (g by Danzero). Placed at 2 & 3. Sly Rhythm (f by Marauding (NZ)). Placed at 3. Dam of 3 winners-Cearnach. **7 wins** 900 to 1200m to 2014-15, 3d BRC Panasonic Power Tools P.

**2nd Dam**

ZASU RHYTHM, *by Kenmare (Fr)*. **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, WATC Mitchell H.

Three-quarter-sister to **What a Budget**, half-sister to Pittsza, Gingold (dam of GIN RHYTHM). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, **7 winners**, inc:-

**ANY RHYTHM (g Western Symphony (USA)). 6 wins** 1000 to 1400m, $226,900, VATC Sandown S., Gr 3, VRC Maggi Coles H., VATC Beau Gem H., 2d SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, VATC Japan Racing Association S., L, Bounding Away H., L, Red Terror H., 3d VATC Kenvain H., Gardenvale 2YO H., Samuel Griffiths H., 4th VATC Blue Diamond Preview, Gr 3.

Foxtrot (f Rory’s Jester). **2 wins**–1 at 2–at 1000m, AJC Inglis Insurance 2YO H., 2d VRC Ottawa S., L, STC Masterton Homes 2YO H. Producer.

Silverbeat (f Distant Music (USA)). Placed at 2 & 3, 2d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L. Dam of 3 winners-

**UPBEAT (g Strategic). 5 wins**–1 at 2–1225 to 1800m, $326,535, to 2014-15, MRC Autumn Classic, Gr 2, ATC Ranvet H.

**ALPHA BEAT (g Magnus). 3 wins** at 1200, 1600m, $140,500, in 2013-14, SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L, MRC South Yarra F., 3d MRC Autumn Classic, Gr 2. Blue Lady. Unplaced. Dam of 6 winners-

**HUMMA (g Iglesia). 10 wins** 1400 to 2200m, $514,730, BRC Chairman’s H., Gr 3, Toowoomba Cup, L, 2d BRC Brisbane H., L, Qld Tatt’s RC Recognition S., L, 3d QTC Members’ H., L, 4th BTC Lord Mayor’s Cup, Gr 3.
CHESTNUT COLT
Lot 157
(Chestnut Colt, 12 f 4, off sh. Foaled 24th September 2014)

Polar Maid (NZ)............
by Canny Lad (dam of Patou (dam of POLAR SUCCESS), Maid for Me (dam of BRING ME THE MAID), Icecapade (dam of AIN'T SEEN NOTHIN')). This is her sixth living foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Her third foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 2 foals to race.

2nd Dam
POLAR MAID (NZ), by Khairpour (Ire). Started 3 times. Half-sister to BIT OF A SKITE, SHAGOLVIN (dam of YANKEE GOLD), GOOD SHOW - TAMAN SINGAPURA (MAL.), Olympic Aim (dam of CIRCLES OF GOLD, GOLD WELLS). Dam of 15 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
Patou (f Covetous). 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, $185,798, 2d AJC Angst H., L, 4th AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, STC Research S., L. Dam of 8 winners-
POLAR SUCCESS (f Success Express (USA)). 4 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, $2,171,505, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, 2d STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, 4th AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2. Dam of-
Lockroy (g More Than Ready (USA)). Winner at 1100m in 2014-15, ATC De Bortoli Wines H., 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3.
Polaway (f Giant's Causeway (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1400m, STC Myer Ladies 2YO H., AJC Tidal Light H., 2d AJC TL Baillieu H., L. 
Parfumier (g Belong to Me (USA)). 8 wins 1100 to 1900m, $168,624, MRC Joyce de Highden H., Snitzel H., 2d SAJC City of Adelaide H., L. 
Port Headland (c Woodman (USA)). 3 wins 1400 to 1600m, AJC Seppelt Wines H., SAJC Millicent Cup H., 2d Gosford Classic, L, Sire. 
Maid for Me. Winner at 2 at 1300m, AJC Peshams 2YO H. Dam of 3 winners-
Icecapade. 3 wins–1 at 2–to 1300m, 2d STC Proud Miss H. Dam of 8 winners-
AIN'T SEEN NOTHIN' (f Nothin' Leica Dane). 8 wins to 1600m, $614,100, VRC Let's Elope S., L, Canberra RC National Sprint H., L, 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Underwood S., Gr 1. Dam of 6 winners-
BACHMAN (c All American). 2 wins at 2 at 1300, 1400m, $169,035, in 2013-14, ATC Schweppervescence H., Gr 3, 3d AJC Dulcify H., L. 
STEPITUP (g Hussonet (USA)). 9 wins 1000 to 2000m, $1,141,970, to 2014, Singapore Guinees, Sgp-1, Singapore 3YO Classic, Sgp-2, Singapore 3YO Sprint, Sgp-3, Singapore TC Colonial Chief S., Sgp-3, Fortune Bowl, Sgp-3, 2d Singapore Derby, Sgp-1. 
AIN'T NOFALLENSTAR (f Starcraft (NZ)). 4 wins to 1600m, $172,030, SAJC Laelia S., L, HC Nitschke S., L, 2d SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L.
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 158  
BAY COLT
(Branded WG nr sh. 4 off sh. Foaled 30th August 2014)

(Sire)  
Red Ransom (USA)...........  
CHARGE FORWARD....  
Sydney's Dream.............  

(Dam)  
NOT BAD....................
2007  
Looking for Gold (USA)...  


1st Dam  
NOT BAD, by Danehill Dancer (Ire). Placed at 3. Half-sister to Good Gamble (dam of GAMBLE ME). This is her second foal. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam  
LOOKING FOR GOLD (USA), by Mr. Prospector. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Sister to SEEKING THE GOLD, Miner's Game (dam of SURVIVAlIST, POWER GAME), half-sister to FAST PLAY, STACKED PACK, Counterfeit Money, Gambling Fool (dam of ZAFOLIA), Tricky Game (dam of KING CUGAT). Dam of 15 foals, 14 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

- Good Gamble. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Dam of 4 winners-
GAMBLE ME (f Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 6 wins-1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $469,120, STC Magic Night S., Gr 3, MRC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3, VRC Red Roses S., L, Moomba P., L, 2d AJC Keith Mackay H., L, 3d MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, MRC Merson Cooper S., L, 4th STC Starlight S., L. Dam of 2 winners-
Major Conquest (f More Than Ready (USA)). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, 3d ATC Magic Night S., Gr 2, Keith Mackay H., L.

3rd Dam  
CON GAME, by Buckpasser. 2 wins in U.S.A. Half-sister to QUEEN OF THE STAGE, REVIEWER, GREAT WHITE WAY, WILL HAYS, Stage Director. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

- SEEKING THE GOLD (c Mr. Prospector). 8 wins 6f to 1¼m, $2,307,000, Belmont Dwyer S., Gr 1, MRC Super Derby, Gr 1. Champion sire.
- FAST PLAY (c Seattle Slew). 5 wins-4 at 2–6f to 9f, $594,545, Aqueduct Remsen S., Gr 1, Keeneland Breeders' Futurity S., Gr 2. Sire.

Miner's Game. 2 wins in U.S.A. Dam of 9 winners-
SURVIVAlIST (c Danzig). 5 wins-1 at 2–at 1m, 8½f, $478,920, Aqueduct Gotham S., Gr 3, 2d Aqueduct Wood Memorial S., Gr 1. Sire.

Looking Afar (f Broad Brush). 3 wins, 3d Turfway Fairway Fun S., L. Dam of-
NEFERTINI (f Empire Maker). 5 wins 7½f to 8¼f, $316,320, Aqueduct Go for Wand H., Gr 2, 3d Belmont Turnback the Alarm H., Gr 3.

Gambling Fool. Placed at 3, her only starts in U.S.A. Dam of 6 winners-
ZAFOLIA (c Gone West). 4 wins 1600 to 2300m, Mainichi Broadcasting Sho Kyoto Yonsai Tokubetsu, Jpn-3, 3d Ohi Teio Sho, Jpn-1. Sire.

Tricky Game. Started twice. Dam of 7 winners-
KING CUGAT (c Kingmambo). 7 wins-2 at 2–1m to 11f, $1,202,620, Belmont Bowling Green H., Gr 2, 2d Belmont Manhattan H., Gr 1. Sire.

Commodities. 2 wins at 6½f, 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of 4 winners-
On Account of ROSEMONT STUD, Gnarwarre, Vic

Lot 159

CHESTNUT FILLY

(Branded GA nr sh. 111 4 off sh. Foaled 9th October 2014)

(Sire) Show a Heart ...................... Brave Warrior ...................... by Cossack Warrior ......
      TOORAK TOFF ..................... Miss Sandman ...................... by Regal Advice (NZ) ......
      Ong ................................ Grand Lodge (USA) ................ by Chief's Crown (USA) ...
      (Dam) PENNY GEM (NZ) ............ Blixen ...................... by Mighty Avalanche ......
      1999 Pentire (GB) ..................... Be My Guest ...................... by Northern Dancer ......
      Gemscay .......................... Gull Nook ...................... by Mill Reef .....................
      .................................. Maizcay ...................... by Marscay .....................
      .................................. Jewel Box ...................... by Nassau .....................

TOORAK TOFF (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2012). 6 wins-3 at 2-from 1100m to
1400m, $A1,293,520, MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr.1, AJC Sires' Produce S.,
Magic Millions 2YO Classic, 2d SAJC Jansz S., Gr.3, MRC Vain S., L, Midnight Fever 2YO P.,
SAJC Adelaide 1400m, $A1,293,520, MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr.1, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1,
TOORAK TOFF (AUS) (Chestnut 2007)

1st Dam

PENNY GEM (NZ), by Pentire (GB). 4 wins 1400 to 2100m, $241,379, WRC
Captain Cook S., Gr.1, Counties Cup, Gr.2, AuRC Clarins H., BOP RC TRAC
Sports Rotorua 3YO H., 2d AuRC Zabeel Classic, Gr.1, Waikato RC
International S., Gr.1, AuRC Eight Carat Classic, Gr.2, 3d Queensland Oaks,
Gr.1, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr.1, 4th
Egmont RC Fayette Park S., Gr.3. Three-quarter-sister to ENTIRELY
PLATINUM, half-sister to FAIRYGEM. This is her seventh living foal. Her sixth
foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 1 winner-
Glory Run (f by Exceed and Excel). Winner at 1400m, 2d STC Club Mount
Lewis P.

Mega Rock (g by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Placed at 3.

2nd Dam

GEMSCAY, by Maizcay. 3 wins 1000 to 1500m. Half-sister to ASH BLOND,
Platinum Blond (dam of ENTIRELY PLATINUM, FOXY BLONDE), Trinket
Box (dam of ANALYST). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

PENNY GEM (f Pentire (GB)). 4 wins. See above.

FAIRYGEM (f Viscount). 5 wins 1800 to 2400m, $234,511, AJC Australia Day
Cup, L, MRC Bruce Patchell H., Hayai H., Carpet Call Cup H., 3d
Mornington Cup, L, 4th SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr.2.

3rd Dam

JEWEL BOX, by Nassau. 2 wins at 1200m. Sister to ALYnda (dam of
ALINSKY, ALTRISTA, CAPESTAD, ZALINDA), half-sister to Sealed Bid,
Good News (dam of HIT THE ROOF, WAR ENDS), Matrimonial (dam of
BIGAMY). Dam of 5 foals, all winners, inc:-

ASH BLOND (f Mighty Avalanche). 6 wins-4 at 2-990 to 1350m, AuRC
Welcome S., L, 2d AuRC Eclipse S., Gr.3, 3d Matamata Breeders' S., Gr.2.
Winner at 1600m in NZ. Dam of 7 winners-

ENTIRELY PLATINUM (g Pentire (GB)). 6 wins 1400 to 1900m, $425,760,
to 2014-15, ATC Sky High S., Gr.1, Canterbury Hurlstone RSL H., 2d
MRC CF Orr S., Gr.1, Naturalism S., Gr.3, 4th MRC Futurity S., Gr.1.

FOXY BLONDE (f Volksraad (GB)). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, Otago RC White
Robe Lodge H., Gr.3, James Hazlett S.H., L, 4th Counties RC Auckland
Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr.2, Otago RC White Robe Lodge H., Gr.3.

ROVING OWL (c Volksraad (GB)). 2 wins at 1100, 1550m, $108,860, AJC
Young Members H., 2d STC Tulloch S., Gr.2, 3d BTC Rough Habit P., L.

James Blond - Travel Leader (H.K.) (g Danske). 3 wins at 1800, 2000m,
$372,061, HKJC Elizabeth Arden H., 2d AuRC Guineas Trial, L.

Trinket Box. Winner at 1200m in NZ. Dam of 6 winners-

ANALYST (g Deputy Governor (USA)). 12 wins 1000 to 1800m, $1,195,432
in Macau, Macau Cup, L, Macau Chairman's Challenge Cup, L.
Lot 160

**BAY FILLY**

(Branded ‘J’ nr sh. 76 4 off sh. Foaled 27th September 2014)

**(Sire)**
AD VALOREM (USA) ...

**AD VALOREM (USA)** (Bay 2002-Stud 2007). 4 wins at 2, Newmarket Middle Park S., Gr.1. Sire of 333 rnrs, 175 wnrs, 10 SW, inc: Free Wheeling (BRC Champagne Classic, Gr.2), Meliora, Pied a Terre, Detours, Uate, Montpelier, Red Baron, Taxmeifyoucan, Samaden, Julie’s Love, SP Traditional Chic, Rigolleto and of Ascot Hill, Storm God, Cash Advance, Chips are Down, Docs Legacy, Fantazia Mia, Nova Valorem, Sportsmaster, State of Wealth, etc.

**1st Dam**
PERCUSSIVE, by Encosta de Lago. Winner at 1350m, 2d STC Edie’s Freeway 2YO H., 4th VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3. Half-sister to ROYAL COURTSHIP. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners-

**Berimbau** (f by Shamardal (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14, 2d ATC Drummond Golf 2YO P., 3d Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2.

Cabasa - Diamond King Kong (Mac.) (c by Commands). 2 wins at 1500m in 2013-14 in Macau.

**2nd Dam**
SO STRIKING, by Pre Empptive Strike (Can). 3 wins at 2–1200 to 2000m, AJC Paddy Prendergast H., Noel Murless H., STC Rozelle H., 2d STC Chester H., Gyprock Bradford Legacy H. Half-sister to PROUD PLAYER, Drumming, Outward Display (dam of POOR JUDGE). Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

**ROYAL COURTSHIP** (g Royal Academy (USA)). 4 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $271,250, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, STC Cordina Chickens 2YO H., Wests Illawarra 2YO H., 2d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1.

Glimpsing. Winner at 2 at 1300m, STC Bamford Associates 2YO H., 2d STC Matadord Bullbars H.


Early Promise. Winner at 2 at 1000m. Producer.

**3rd Dam**
Madayao, by Vain. Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC Rockdale H., 2d AJC Keith Mackay H., L, Mickerry H., STC Alwina H., 3d STC Monterey S., 4th STC Resilings Slipper Trial, Gr 3. Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-

**PROUD PLAYER** (g Squill (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, $131,955, BATC Courier-Mail Classic S., L, AJC Allan Potter H., NSW Tatt’s RC AJF Rohe H., STC Marrickville H., 3d STC Darby Munro S., L, 4th STC Moet & Chandon H., L.

**Drumming** (g Dash o’ Pleasure (USA)). 3 wins at 1500, 1600m, 2d VATC Schweppes Cup, Gr 3, Tasmanian Derby, Gr 3, VRC Laurent Perrier S.H., L.

Outward Display. 5 wins, STC M Nicks & A Schauble H. Dam of 6 winners-

**POOR JUDGE** (g Royal Academy (USA)). 16 wins at 2–900 to 1630m, $641,220, VRC AAMI Business Insurance S., Gr 3, BRC Bribie H., L, Toowoomba TC Weetwood H., L, 3d MRC Toorak H., Gr 1.

Vain Token. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

**Altahoud-Hero** (Mac.) (g Mukaddamah (USA)). 5 wins at 2–1000 to 1500m, $231,807 in Aust and Macau, Macau Sprint Trophy, VATC Billy Elliot 2YO H., 2d VRC Flemington Rose S., L, 3d MVRC City Ford H.
On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 161

BAY OR BROWN COLT
(Branded nr sh. 10 4 off sh. Foaled 15th September 2014)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA)................................. Roberto ............................................. by Hail to Reason..............
ALL AMERICAN ................................. Arabella ............................................. by Damascus .............................
................................. Strawberry Road ........................................ by Whiskey Road (USA).
................................. Tersa ............................................. by Mr. Prospector...................

(Dam) Canny Lad............................................. Bletchingly................................. by Biscay.................................
PLAY DATE................................. Jesmond Lass........................................ by Lunchtime (GB).............
2006 Svelta............................................. Zeditave........................................ by The Judge............................
......................... Glen Iris........................................ by Marscay.................................


1st Dam
PLAY DATE, by Canny Lad. Unraced. Half-sister to STAY SEATED. This is her fourth living foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Her first foal is an unraced 3YO.

2nd Dam
SVELTA, by Zeditave. Unraced. Half-sister to ZAZZMAN. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

STAY SEATED (g Langfuhr (Can)). 6 wins 1100 to 1400m, Tamworth JC Gainsborough S., L, 3d STC West Leagues Campbelltown H.
Alfalfa. 2 wins at 1600, 2025m.
Baby Gold. 2 wins at 1300, 1350m.

3rd Dam
GLEN IRIS, by Marscay. Unraced. Half-sister to TIMBER TRADER, Lord of the Pines, Blurrta (dam of BOUZY ROUGE). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

ZAZZMAN (g Distinctly North (USA)). 8 wins 2000 to 2800m, $879,900, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 2, MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, Geelong Cup, Gr 3, VRC Lavazza Long Black H., VATC Club H., VRC Vodafone H., 2d VRC Think Big H., 3d VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2, Sandown Classic, Gr 2, SAJC Redbrook-Invicta Carpets H., 4th Ballarat Cup, L.
Iris in the Glen. 5 wins 1950 to 2400m, $129,570, MRC The Journal H., VRC Midsummer H., 2d MVRC Melbourne’s GPO H., 4th VRC Bagot H., L. Dam of-
Anvil Green. 2 wins at 1408, 1700m to 2014-15.
Ziggy Beak. Unplaced. Dam of-
Avighna. 2 wins at 1525, 1625m in 2013-14.
Rory’s Wag. Started 3 times. Dam of 3 winners-
Rory’s Gold. 2 wins at 1770m in 2013-14.

4th Dam
GLENVIEW (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 5 wins 1200 to 1500m, $294,000, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, John Newell BMW Welter H., AJC Tellers H., 2d VATC Show Day Cup, Gr 1, Elders Mile H., Gr 1, NSW Tatt’s RC Furious S., L, 3d VRC Gadsden S., Gr 1, 4th VRC Oaks, Gr 1, VRC Honda S., Gr 1. Sister to Coach Maniac, half-sister to Zephyr Song (dam of WHISTLING DIXIE). Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

TIMBER TRADER (c Woodman (USA)). 3 wins at 1800, 2450m, $115,763, Turffontein South African Derby, Gr 1, 2d Newmarket TC Sea Cottage S. Sire.

Lord of the Pines (g Royal Academy (USA)). 6 wins at 1400, 1600m, VATC Adelaide FC H., 2d Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1.
Blurrta. Placed at 3. Dam of 2 winners-
Stable 3 Rows C 2-8 & D 1-4

On Account of BOWNESS STUD, Young (As Agent)

Lot 162

BAY FILLY

(Branded \[\text{nr sh. 215} / 4 \text{ off sh. Foaled 19th August 2014}\]

(Sire)

Sadler's Wells .........

Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic ..............

Fairy Bridge ............ by Bold Reason ..........

Danehill (USA) ......... by Danzig .................

Kind .....................

Rainbow Lake .......... by Rainbow Quest .......

(Broodmare)

POINTEDEU RANGE.......... Flying Spur

2000

Paklani Princess .........

Danehill (USA) ......... by Danzig .................

Rolls (USA) ............. by Mr. Prospector .......

Last Tycoon (Ire) ........ by Try My Best ...........

Paklani ...................... by Haulpak ................

BULLET TRAIN (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud 2013). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 11½f, £114,822, Lingfield Derby Trial S., Gr.3, 2d Newbury Dubai Duty Free Golf World Cup S., 4th Goodwood Sussex S., Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1), SW Noble Mission (Goodwood Gordon S., Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S., L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam

POINTEDEU RANGE, by Flying Spur. 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, 3d MVRC Tabaret After the Last H. Half-sister to TRUE VALOUR, Disect. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Her fifth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, all winners-

The Ringleader (g by Street Cry (Ire)). 7 wins 1200 to 1860m to 2013-14. Pointing to Gold (f by Niello). 6 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2014-15.

Will Conquer (g by Domesday). Winner at 2100m.

2nd Dam

PAKLANI PRINCESS, by Last Tycoon (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to REAL MAK, Filming (dam of OCTAVIA), Sweet Sheila (dam of STELLITE, ZIRCONEUM), Smytzer's Roylani (dam of JERSEY LILY). Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

TRUE VALOUR (g Honour and Glory (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, £116,180, Levin S., L, Manawatu RC Noel Eales Memorial H., Crombie Lockwood H., WRC Speights H., 2d WRC North Island Challenge S.

Disect (c Hennessy (USA)). Placed at 2 & 3, 2d VATC Debutant S., L, Dismo Australia 2YO P.

Bear Macho. 6 wins–2 at 2–at 1200m, $942,202, HKJC Cha Kwo Ling H., Juvenile Sprint Trophy, Delhi H., Hong Kong Exchanges Challenge Cup.

3rd Dam

PAKLANI, by Haulpak. 8 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $1,040,575, WATC Sir Ernest Lee Steere Classic S., Gr 3, STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, 2d VATIC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, WATC Queen's P., Gr 3, 3d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Sister to STAR SHOT. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

REAL MAK (g Brahms (USA)). 6 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $228,675, WATC Prince of Wales S., Gr 3, Beaufine S., L, 2d WATC RS Crawford S., L. Filming. 4 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1514m, MRC GT Donoghue H., MVRC Wayne Brittain 2YO H., Business Network Linechen H. Dam of 5 winners-

OCTAVIA (f Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). 5 wins at 1216m, $378,920, to 2013-14, MRC WW Cockram S., Gr 3, Kevin Hayes S., L.

Sweet Sheila. Unplaced. Dam of 6 winners-

STELLITE (g Fard). 9 wins 1000 to 1300m, $137,225, Turffontein Merchants H., Gr 1, 2d Newmarket TC Sentinel Sprint H., Gr 2.

ZIRCONEUM (f Jallad). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, $320,639, Greyville Woolavington S., Gr 1, Turffontein Gauteng Fillies Guineas, Gr 2.

Plutonium. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

KING NEPTUNE (g Cataloochee). 4 wins 1200 to 1900m to 2013-14, Greyville Michaelmas H., L, 3d Greyville Kings Cup, Gr 3.

Smytzer's Roylani. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-

JERSEY LILY (f Catbird). 4 wins 1250 to 1400m, $466,580, VRC Maybe Mahal S., L, 2d ATC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, MRC Tristarc S., Gr 2.


Lot 163

BAY FILLY
(Branded J± nrd sh. 84 of sh. Foaled 27th September 2014)

(Sire) Sadler's Wells ......................... Northern Dancer ...... by Nearctic ..............
BULLET TRAIN (GB) ... Fairy Bridge ....................... by Bold Reason .............
Kind .......................................................... Danziger ....................... 

(Dam) POLAR NORTH ......................... Distinctly North (USA) .......... 1999
Minshaanu Amad ................. by Northern Dancer ....
Distinctiveness ....................... by Distinctive ................
Best Western ....................... by Bletchingly ..........
Nepean Nellie ....................... by Gypsy Kingdom ....

BULLET TRAIN (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud 2013). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1m, 1½f, £114,822, Lingfield Derby Trial S., Gr.3, 2d Newbury Dubai Duty Free Golf World Cup S., 4th Goodwood Sussex S., Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1), SW Noble Mission (Goodwood Gordon S., Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S., L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam POLAR NORTH, by Distinctly North (USA). 5 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 1600m, AJC Te Poi H., 3d STC Merrylands RSL H., AJC Surveying & Mapping H., Convention Centre H. This is her seventh foal. Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 winners-All in Latin (f by Domesday). 3 wins 1570 to 1800m to 2013-14. Sybil Action (f by Clang). 2 wins at 1100, 1400m to 2014-15. Ashjata (f by Beautiful Crown (USA)). Winner at 1400m in 2014-15. 2nd Dam MAVIS EDITH, by Best Western. Started once. Sister to Hate to Lose (dam of LEGAL BRIEF). Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:– Voreeba. 6 wins 1090 to 1950m, 2d AJC Claymore 2YO H., Menai H., 3d STC Petersham 2YO H., Sans Souci 2YO H. Producer. Annunaki. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m. Dam of 4 winners- Pagan Princess (f Bite the Bullet (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, $148,860, AJC Rosebery H., Maroubra H., 2d AJC Aspiration H., L, STC Epona S., L, AJC John Vouris H., STC Family Fun Day on Saturday H., 3d AJC Friends of Royal Randwick H., 4th ATC Wiggle H., L. Druid. 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $176,800, to 2013-14, ATC Canterbury Park H., STC Rosehill Events Centre H., 2d AJC Freedom 2YO H., 3d AJC Randwick Betting Auditorium H., ATC Plasterboard Building Centre H. 3rd Dam NEPEAN NELLIE, by Gypsy Kingdom. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to GYPSY ROGUE, half-sister to MUDDY WATER, Roguessa (dam of VOGUESSA), Vow (dam of VO ROGUE). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 2 winners, inc:– Apache Kingdom. 12 wins 1000 to 1350m, QTC Apprentices’ Cup, Sprite H., BATC Broker’s Tip H., 3d QTC Gordon Williams H. Nellie de Air. 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, 3d BTC Gianniss H. Dam of 6 winners- Nellie Got There (g Brahms (USA)). 11 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1820m, $403,910, BTC Logan Chamber of Commerce H., 2d QTC Brisbane H., L, 3d QTC Peter Gallagher S., L, WATC Detonator S., L, 4th Qld Tatt’s RC Recognition S., L, Toowoomba Cup, L, Ipswich Cup, L. Rosekay Heart. 2 wins at 2 at 1110, 1350m, BTC Laser Antenna 2YO H., Roses Only 2YO H., 2d Sunshine Coast 2YO Classic. Dam of 2 winners- SALUTER (g Commands). 5 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $914,260, to 2014-15, GCTC Magic Millions Guineas, RL, BRC Robert Bax & Associates 2YO P., 3d BRC Gold Edition P., L, Qld Tatt’s RC Mercedes-Benz S., L, 4th BRC Vo Rogue P., Gr 3, Dalrello S., L. 13 wins 1100 to 2400m, $347,350, STC Stayers’ Cup, L, Mackay Cup, Townsville Cup, QTC Penfolds H., STC A Royal H., 2d QTC Country Race Clubs Welter H., Townsville Cup.
Lot 164

BAY COLT
(Branded V' nr sh. 130 off sh. Foaled 17th August 2014)

(Sire) BIG BROWN (USA) ....
Boundary ................................ by Northern Dancer....
Danzig ............................... by Northern Dancer....
Edge ................................. by Danzig ..............................
Nureyev ............................. by Danzig ..............................
Mien .................................. by Danzig ..............................
Miasma .............................. by Danzig ..............................

(Dam) PROCEDEN ............
Encosta de Lago ................ by Star Way (GB) ....
Flying Spur ........................ by Danzig ..............................
Shoal Creek ....................... by Star Way (GB) ....
Luvumor ........................... by Danzig ..............................

BIG BROWN (USA) (Bay 2005-Stud U.S.A. 2009, Aust. 2010). 7 wins-1 at 2, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1, Sire of 260 mrs. 151 winners, 13 SW, inc. Dortmund (Los Alamitos Futurity, Gr.1), Darwin, Big Wildcat, Nicky’s Brown Miss, Red Sashay, Kiss to Remember, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 3YO’s and inc SW Neverland (WATC Challenge S., L), SP Light Up the Sky, Muscovado, Wroclaw and of Big Clipper, Bomber Brown, Bella Venus, Frank Heavens, etc.

1st Dam PROCEDEN, by Encosta de Lago. Started once. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam LUVUMOR, by Flying Spur. Winner at 1514m, MVRC Top Cat Electrics P., 3d AJC Cabra-Vale Diggers Bright Print H. Half-sister to Belle Giselle (dam of MESSENE). Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc: Moorlur. Winner at 1550m in 2013-14, ATC Congrats at Vinery P.

3rd Dam MAM'SELLE GISELLE, by Kenmare (Fr). Unraced. Sister to BARYSHNIKOV, half-sister to ZABEEL, Break the Vault, Gizelle Royale, Charming Life (dam of KINGFISHER MILL, WELLBEING), Significant Moment (dam of CROWNED GLORY). Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:- Flying Gigi. Winner at 1412m, 2d MVRC Join the Winners Club H. Dam of:


- MESSENE (g Lonhro). 9 wins to 1600m, $461,823, to 2013-14, ATC Ajax S., Gr 2, Canberra RC National Sprint H., L, 2d ATC Missile S., Gr 2.

4th Dam LADY GISELE (FR), by Nureyev. Unraced. Half-sister to TRAVOLTA, Fame, River Derna. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc:- ZABEEL (c Sir Tristram (Ire)). 7 wins—1 at 2—1200 to 2040m, $1,138,400, Australian Guineas, Gr 1, VRC Craiglee S., Gr 2, Moonee Valley S., Gr 2, MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, VRC Debonair S., L, 3d STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, VATC Underwood S., Gr 1, STC Canterbury S., Gr 2. Champion sire.

BARYSHNIKOV (c Kenmare (Fr)). 4 wins at 1400, 1600m, $491,210, Australian Guineas, Gr 1, VATC JJ Liston S., Gr 2, Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, 2d MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, 3d VATC Underwood S., Gr 1. Sire. Charming Life. Winner at 1400m, AJC Veilmond H. Dam of 7 winners-

- KINGFISHER MILL (c Riverman). 3 wins at 1¼m, 1½m, £129,008, Royal Ascot King Edward VII S., Gr 2, Ascot Cumberland Lodge S., Gr 3. Sire.

- WELLBEING (g Sadler’s Wells). 9 wins 2011 to 3400m, £223,258, Newbury St Simon S., Gr 3, 2d Epsom Coronation Cup, Gr 1. Sire. Significant Moment. Placed at 3, 3d VATC Courtza H. Dam of 6 winners-

- CROWNED GLORY (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 2, VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ S., Gr 3, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Dam of 6 winners-

- HALLOWED CROWN (c Street Sense (USA)). 6 wins—2 at 2—1100 to 1600m, $1,398,475, to 2014-15, ATC Randwick Guineas, Gr 1, Golden Rose S., Gr 1, Hobartville S., Gr 2, Kindergarten S., Gr 3, Run to the Rose H., Gr 3, 3d ATC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1.

NEEDS FURTHER (c Encosta de Lago). 3 wins 1300 to 1600m, $126,050, ATC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, Woollahra H.
Lot 165  

**BAY FILLY**  
(Branded P8 nr sh. 2/4 off sh. Foaled 23rd September 2014)

**Sire**  
I AM INVINCIBLE  
Invincible Spirit (Ire)  
Cannarelle  
Green Desert  
Rafha  
Canny Lad  
Countess Pedrille  
Invincible Spirit (Ire)  
Green Desert  
Canny Lad  
Rafha  
Cannarelle  
Invincible Spirit (Ire)  
Green Desert  
Canny Lad  
Rafha  
Cannarelle

**Dam**  
QUEEN CLEO  
King of Kings (Ire)  
Patronella  
Zimmerudd  
Mister C (USA)  
All Sterling (NZ)  
Queensland Cup, Gr.3  
Green Descent  
Rafha  
Canny Lad  
Countess Pedrille  
Invincible Spirit (Ire)  
Green Desert  
Canny Lad  
Rafha  
Cannarelle  
Invincible Spirit (Ire)  
Green Desert  
Canny Lad  
Rafha  
Cannarelle


1st Dam  
QUEEN CLEO, by King of Kings (Ire). Unplaced. Half-sister to ALIYANA TILDE, SMYTZER'S TRISH (dam of SWISH TRISH), STELLA ARTOIS (dam of FREESTYLE), Xaarbarella (dam of ONE RAR). This is her ninth living foal. Her eighth foal is a yearling. Her seventh foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-  
Cleopatra's List (f by Honours List (Ire)). **Winner** at 1400m. Simply Honour (g by Honours List (Ire)). Placed in Malaysia. Lady Zahra (f by Zaha (Can)). Placed at 3.

2nd Dam  
PATRONELLA, by Mister C (USA). Unraced. Sister to GINZANO, Running Rich. Dam of 14 named foals, all raced, **10 winners**, inc:-  
ALIYANA TILDE (f Snitzel). **3 wins** at 2 to 1900m, $360,190, ATC Epona S., Gr 3, 2d ATC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, Schweppes H., 3d ATC Winx Stud S., Gr 1, Sydney Cup, Gr 1, Chairman's H., Gr 2, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, Gr 3, ATC Aspiration H., L.  
SMYTZER'S TRISH (f Redoute's Choice). **2 wins** at 2 at 1000, 1100m, $125,750, SAJC Smoke-Free SA S., Gr 3, VATC Rancher S., 2d VRC Schweppes H., AJC Coolmore Australia H. Dam of 7 winners-  
SWISH TRISH (f Redoute's Choice). **3 wins** at 1000, 1100m, $123,300, SAJC Redvela S., L, MVRC Elizapark.com.au H., MRC Chicziquita H., 3d SAJC Yallambie Classic, Gr 2. Dam of 3 winners-  
Silver Falls - Spring (Mac.) (g Bel Esprit). **7 wins** at 1000 to 1200m, $248,135, to 2013-14 in Aust and Macau, Macau Albion H., Broadmeadow H., 2d SAJC Ice Break H., Macau Bega H., 3d Macau Summer Trophy, L, 4th Macau Summer Trophy, L.  
STELLA ARTOIS (f Redoute's Choice). **7 wins** at 2 to 1200 to 1800m, $161,800, VATC Quezette S., L, MVRC William Crockett S., L, VATC Hickmans Racing Legends P.H., BTC B Glover 2YO H. Dam of-  
FREESTYLE (f Snippets). **4 wins** at 2 to 1200 to 1800m, $172,450, SAJC Breeders' S., Gr 2, MRC Merson Cooper S., L, SAJC Dequetteville S., L, Mistral Vision H., 3d MRC William Crockett S., L. Producer.  
Bawaardi (c Redoute's Choice). **9 wins** at 2 to 1850m, MRC Bert H., 2d VRC Poseidon S., L, SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., 3d MRC Gothic S., L, 4th VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, Carbine Club S., Gr 3.  
Enemy Fire. **8 wins** at 1200 to 1700m, $274,725 in Aust and Malaysia, Selangor TC Dato Ronald Khoo Teng Siew Trophy, Penang TC Equine Capital Cup, Wasabisabi. **2 wins** at 1000, 1200m, $260,382, HKJC Elizabeth Arden H., Chengdu H., 2d HKJC Landshut H., Luk Wu H., Cox's H., Kimberley H. Xaarbarella. **4 wins** at 1350 to 1907m, 3d MRC Cyril Beechey H. Dam of-  
ONE RAR (g Dane Shadow). **8 wins** at 1200 to 1900m, $397,157, to 2015, Singapore TC Causeway Classic S., Sgp-3, Kranji A S., Kranji C S.-3 times.
Lot 166

BAY COLT
(Branded B. nr sh. 7 off sh. Foaled 10th September 2014)

All American (USA)

Red Ransom (USA) by Hail to Reason

Sire

Teresa (USA) by Mr. Prospector

Dam

Siphon by Felicio

Terlingua by Kublai Khan

RANCHY (USA) 2005

1st Dam

RANCHY (USA), by Siphon. Winner at 2 at 2f, 4th Hollywood Cinderella S., L, Bay Meadows Princess S., L. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners-

Raunchy Rocker (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1400m in 2013-14, ATC Linga Longa Stud Olympics Aiding 4tracks4kids H., 2d ATC TAB Quaddie H.

Yancha Boy (g by Choisir). Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam


Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Coltraider. 7 wins 5f to 6½f, $147,632 in U.S.A.

3rd Dam

TERLINGUA, by Secretariat. 7 wins–4 at 2–5½f to 1m, $423,896, Hollywood Juvenile Championship S., Gr 2, Hollywood Lassie S., Gr 2, Del Mar Debutante S., Gr 2, Santa Anita Santa Ynez S., Gr 3, Hollywood Nursery S., L, Santa Anita Las Flores H., L, La Brea S., L, 2d Santa Anita Santa Susana S., Gr 1, Keeneland Alcibiades S., Gr 2, 3d Belmont Frizette S., Gr 1. Sister to PANCHO VILLA, Border Run, half-sister to ROYAL ACADEMY, AYLDARIEL, Encino. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

STORM CAT (c Storm Bird). 4 wins–3 at 2–at 6f, 8½f, Meadowlands Young America S., Gr 1, 2d Breeders’ Cup Juvenile S., Gr 1. Champion sire.

CHAPEL OF DREAMS (f Northern Dancer). 7 wins 1m to 9f, $643,912, Del Mar Palomar H., Gr 2, Hollywood Wilsire H., Gr 2. Grandam of-

CROWDED HOUSE (c Rainbow Quest). 2 wins at 2 at 1m, £566,896, Doncaster Racing Post Trophy, Gr 1, 2d Del Mar Pacific Classic S., Gr 1.

TALE OF A CHAMPION (c Tale of the Cat). 6 wins 5f to 1¼m, $269,958, Hollywood Charles Whittingham Memorial H., Gr 2.

JUNIPER PASS (g Lemon Drop Kid). 4 wins 9½f to 1¾m, $379,925, Santa Anita San Juan Capistrano H., Gr 2, San Luis Rey S., Gr 2.

POSTPONED (c Summer Squall). 4 wins–1 at 2–7f to 9f, $309,122, Belmont Peter Pan S., Gr 2, 4th Saratoga Jim Dandy S., Gr 2. Sire.

Argent du Bois. Placed at 2 in France. Dam of 6 winners-

TICKER TAPE (f Royal Applause). 8 wins–2 at 6½f to 1¾m, £817,027, Keeneland Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S., Gr 1. Producer.

Sant Elena (f Efisio). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 1m in Great Britain and Canada, 2d Woodbine Flaming Page S., L. Dam of 3 winners-

RECKLESS ABANDON (c Exchange Rate). Joint Champion 2YO Colt in France in 2012. Champion 3YO Sprinter in Europe & GB in 2013. 5 wins at 2 1006 to 1207m, £399,414, Newmarket Middle Park S., Gr 1, Deauville Prix Morny, Gr 1.
Lot 167

BAY Filly
(Branded \( F \)N nr sh. \( \frac{1}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 22nd August 2014)

(Sire) A.P. Indy ........................ by Bold Reasoning
BERNARDINI (USA) ...

Cara Rafaela ........................ by Secretariat
Secret Truth (Can)..............

(Dam) Not a Single Doubt ..........
REDOUTE'S SECRET...
2008

Secret Truth (Can)..............


1st Dam
REDOUTE'S SECRET, by Not a Single Doubt. Unraced. Half-sister to PLEASANT SECRET, Acacion Secret (dam of TESTA SECRET), Secret Cause (dam of ESCADO, SE SAUVER). This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
SECRET TRUTH (CAN), by Secretariat. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to HOUSEBOUND, half-sister to SHELL GINGER, YEOMAN'S POINT, Bounding Minister, Bound to Dance (dam of MOERE ADIMARL, SILK PRIMA DONNA). Dam of 14 named foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

PLEASANT SECRET (c Pleasant Tap). 15 wins–1 at 2–in Chile, Club Hipico Copa Reina Isabel II, Gr 2, Clasico La Copa, Gr 3, 2d Club Hipico Clasico Verano Arturo Cousino L, Gr 2-twice, Clasico Carreras del '20, L, 3d Club Hipico Clasico Primavera, Gr 2, Clasico Otono, Gr 2.

Secret Cause. 2 wins at 1469, 2100m. Dam of 2 winners-

ESCAIO (g Casino Prince). 3 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 2500m, $506,020, South Australian Derby, Gr 1, 3d Geelong Classic, L, 4th VRC Sofitel H., L.

SE SAUVER (f Bel Esprit). 2 wins at 1300, 1610m, $192,725, in 2013-14, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, 4th MRC Quezette S., Gr 3.

Acacion Secret. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 5f, 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 4 winners-


Sweet Memory. Started twice. Grandam of-

COMANDANTE DODGE (c Dodge). 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m to 2014-15 in Brazil, Gavea G.P. Joao Jose e Jose Carlos de Figueiredo, Gr 3.

3rd Dam
TRULY BOUND, by In Reality. 9 wins–3 at 2, $382,449, Keeneland Ashland S., Gr 2, Arlington-Washington Lassie S., Gr 2, Bowie Governor's Cup, Gr 3, 2d Keeneland Spinster S., Gr 1. Three-quarter-sister to REAL COURAGE, I REALLY WILL, half-sister to GREGORIAN, ARKADINA, BLOOD ROYAL, IVORY WAND. Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

SHELL GINGER (f Woodman (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 7f, Leopardstown Killavullan S., Gr 3, 4th Curragh Silver S., L. Producer.


YEOMAN'S POINT (g Sadler's Wells). 7 wins–1 at 2–1m to 2½m, £104,769, Leopardstown Challenge S., L, 2d Curragh Cup, Gr 3.

Bound to Dance. Unraced. Dam of 9 winners-

SILK PRIMA DONNA (f Brian's Time). 3 wins 1200 to 2400m, $3,051,658, Tokyo Yushun Himba, Jpn-1, 3d Nakayama Oka Sho, Jpn-1. Producer.

MOERE ADIMARL (c Brian's Time). 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1800m, $905,108, Mombetsu Hokkaido Nisai Yushun, Jpn-3.
Stable 3 Row H 4-14

On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 168

(Branded 'T' nr sh. 164 off sh. Foaled 12th August 2014)

(BROWN FILLY)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock.................. by Danzig.................
HINCHINBROOK........

Danehill (USA).......... by Royal Academy (USA)

(Piccadilly Circus ........ by Lunchtime (GB).........
Snippets' Lass .......... by Storm Bird................

(Dam) Anabaa (USA)........ by Danehill (USA)

DANREVE DE VICTOIRE......

2007 Velasco

HINCHINBROOK (AUS) (Bay 2007-Stud 2011). 2 wins at 2, AJC Skyline S., Gr.3, Canonbury S., L, 2d ATC All Aged S., Gr.1, 3d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr.1, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Snitzel and SW Viennese. Sire of SP Brooklyn, Old Trieste and of Carriages, Moment of Music, Thorsborne, Flippant and of the placegetters Brazen, Danglissa Girl, Edge Away, Talk is Cheap, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam REVE DE VICTOIRE, by Anabaa (USA). 2 wins at 1340, 1400m, 2d WRC KPR Catering 2YO H., Wanganui JC Tui Neck & Neck Since 1889 H. Half-sister to DEVOIRS. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam VELASCO, by Flying Spur. Winner at 2 at 1200m, Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2, 3d Avondale JC Poison Ivy Juvenile H., Waikato RC Wentwood Grange 3YO H., 2d Waikato RC Fairview Ford S., L. Half-sister to Bond. Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

DEVOIRS (f Dehere (USA)). Winner at 1600m, $106,020, BRC Princess S., L, 2d MVRC Alexandra S., L, AJC Rosebrook H., 3d STC Yarraman Park Stud P. Enjoy the Game. 2 wins at 1650, 1800m, $159,084, in 2014-15, HKJC Inverness H., High Island H., 2d HKJC Heung Yip H., 3d HKJC Wo Che H., Tong Fuk H., Citigold Private Client H.

3rd Dam Vital Curves (NZ), by McGinty. 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1619m, MVRC Suni-7-Grains H., VATC Chisholm H., Corinella H., 2d VRC Roms Stiletto H., VATC Samson H., Greenmeadows H., 3d VRC Foundation S.H., L. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

VELASCO (f Flying Spur). Winner. See above.

Bond (g Westminster). 3 wins at 1170m, $445,709, HKJC Kobe H., Happy Valley H., Inch Arran H., 2d HKJC Gloucester H., 3d AuRC Welcome S., L. Burdekin House. 2 wins at 1100, 1900m, 2d MRC Winfreux H. She's Curvaceous. Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Search for a Princess H. The Bod. Started 3 times. Dam of 2 winners-Listowel. 2 wins at 1400m in 2014-15, Manawatu RC Ricoh H. Kokoda. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1650m, $166,471, to 2014-15 in NZ and Hong Kong, HKJC Quarry Bay H., 2d HKJC Shum Wan H., Man Yiu H.

4th Dam Career Girl, by Gold Sovereign (GB). 10 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, Avondale JC Club H., Waikato RC Grandstand H. This is her third foal. Half-sister to Blazing Star, Tsajadyne, Ihumata (dam of REDACRE). Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-


Musical Career. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-

(Our) Superboy (g Kingdom Bay). 5 wins 1000 to 1400m, QTC Sunset Sue Welter H., VRC Glencoe H., VATC Tontonan H., 2d VRC Gallantic H., L, VATC Kelly Maitland H., 4th SCTC Glasshouse H., L.
Lot 169

CHESTNUT FILLY

(Branded J by Nureyev)

Lot 169

CHESTNUT FILLY

(Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14)

As Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley

(As Agent)

4

Soviet Star (USA) .......... by Nureyev ....................
Flying Floozie............... by Pompeii Court (USA)....
Lion Hunter ................. by Danehill (USA)........
Chiara........................ by Last Tycoon (Ire)....

Testa Rossa................. by Danzig

Star WITNESS (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2011). 4 wins-3 at 2-to 1200m, £107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King’s Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of Mella Maria, St Remy and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging, Sansana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam

Rosa Delago, by Testa Rossa. 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2112m, $100,030, WATC Energyhouse 2YO P., 2d WATC Nustar Syndications 2YO P., Bunbury TC South West Breeders Patrons P., 3d WATC Raconteur S., L, BRC AC Aire Conditioning H., WATC Titan Ford H. This is her second living foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam

TOLAGO, by Encosta de Lago. Placed. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Rosa Delago (f Testa Rossa). 3 wins. See above.
Lagobell. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, WATC Racingjobs.com.au H.
Glenthorn Avenue. 7 wins 1170 to 1850m to 2014-15.

3rd Dam

TOLOQUEEN, by Tolomeo (Ire). Unplaced. Half-sister to Madayao (dam of PROUD PLAYER). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Kabari Gem. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 800m.

4th Dam

VIRGIN WING, by Todman. 2 wins at 1200m, AJC Graduation S., 2d STC Clyde Graduation S., 3d AJC Stakes. Half-sister to SELSEY, Extradite (dam of TWIGLET, FACILE). Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Madayao (f Vain). Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC Rockdale H., 2d AJC Keith Mackay H., L, 4th STC Reisling Slipper Trial, Gr 3. Dam of 8 winners-

PROUD PLAYER (g Squill (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, $131,955, BATC Courier-Mail Classic S., L, 3d STC Darby Munro S., L.

Drumming (g Dash o’ Pleasure (USA)). 3 wins at 1500, 1600m, 2d VATC Schweppes Cup, Gr 3, 3d VATC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2.

Outward Display. 5 wins–2 at 2, AJC Liverpool City Council 2YO H. Dam of-

POOR JUDGE (g Royal Academy (USA)). 16 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1630m, $641,245, VRC AAMI Business Insurance S., Gr 3, BRC Bribie H., L, Toowoomba TC Weetwood H., L, 3d MRC Toorak H., Gr 1.

So Striking. 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, AJC Noel Murless H. Dam of-

ROYAL COURTSHIP (g Royal Academy (USA)). 4 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $271,250, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2.

Percussive. Winner at 1350m, 4th VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3. Dam of-

Berimbau (f Shamardai (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14, 2d ATC Drummond Golf 2YO P., 3d Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2.

Vain Token. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

Al tahoud-B est Hero (Mac.) (g Mukaddamah (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $231,807, 2d VRC Flemington Rose S., L.
Stable 4 Row M 9-12
On Account of AURORA LODGE THOROUGHBREDS,
Cobbitty

Lot 170
(Branded ŦAL nr sh. 6 4 off sh. Foaled 9th November 2014)

**BAY COLT**

**Sire:**
- **YOUR SONG**
- **BRANDED**
  - Fastnet Rock (IRE)........................................... by Danzig (USA)..........................
  - Piccadilly Circus (IRE).................................. by Royal Academy (USA)..........
  - Fuji Kiseki (JPN)........................................ by Sunday Silence..................
  - Wanice (IRE)................................................ by Mr. Prospector.................

**Dam:**
- **ROSE MANDARIN**
  - Encosta de Lago........................................ by Danehill (USA).....................
  - Fairy King (USA)......................................... by Northern Dancer..............
  - Shool Creek.............................................. by Star Way (GB)....................
  - Indian Ridge............................................. by Ahonoora (GB).................
  - Rose Red................................................ by Northern Dancer..............

**YOUR SONG (AUS) (Brown 2009-Stud 2013).** 3 wins-2 at 2-to 1400m, A$477,180, BRC BTC Cup, Gr.1, ATC JDC Flooring 2YO H., Pluck at Vinery 2YO H., 2d ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2. Grandson of a three-quarter-sister to SW Golden Attraction, SW Cape Canaveral and SW Red Carnival; a half-sister to SW Fantastic Light (Breeders’ Cup Turf, Gr.1) and SW Hi Dubai. His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam
**ROSE MANDARIN,** by Encosta de Lago. Unraced. Half-sister to Floridita. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race- Undiamo (f by Murtajill). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
**ROSE POMPADOUR (IRE),** by Indian Ridge. Started 3 times. Three-quarter-sister to Rain Flower (dam of DANCING RAIN, SUMORA), half-sister to ZIND - SUPREME (Mal.). Rose of Jericho (dam of DR DEVIOUS, ARCHWAY, ROYAL COURT, SHINKO KING). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
- Floridita (f Fasiyev (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, 2d CJC Canterbury Belle S., L, Emerald Lodge 3YO H. Producer.

3rd Dam
**ROSE RED,** by Northern Dancer. Winner at 2 at 6f in Ireland. Half-sister to CRITIQUE, Cambretta (dam of ONLY, PLURALISME, SINGLETTA, CLASSIC TALE). Dam of 14 foals, 11 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
- ZIND - SUPREME (Mal.) (c Law Society). 2 wins at 2000, 2615m in Great Britain and Malaysia, Singapore TC Queen Elizabeth II Cup, L.
- Excellent Gift. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Grandam of-

Rose of Jericho. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-
- DR DEVIOUS (c Ahonoora (GB)). 6 wins–4 at 2–5f to 1½m, The Derby, Gr 1, Irish Champion S., Gr 1, Newmarket Dewhurst S., Gr 1. Sire.
- ROYAL COURT (c Sadler's Wells). 3 wins at 1½m, 13¾f, Chester Ormonde S., Gr 3, Haydock July Trophy, L, 3d York Great Voltigeur S., Gr 2. Sire.
- SHINKO KING (c Fairy King (USA)). 8 wins 1200 to 1800m, $2,678,832, Chukyo Takamatsunomiya Hai, Jpn-1, Tokyo Fuji S., L. Sire.

Rain Flower. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
- SUMORA (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 5f, 5¼f, Newbury St Hugh’s S., L, 2d Bath Lansdown S., L. Dam of-
  - MAYBE (f Galileo). Champion 2YO Filly in Europe & Ireland in 2011. 5 wins at 2 6f to 7f, £272,751, Curragh Moyglare Stud S., Gr 1. Rose of Suzuka. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
- SUZUKA PHOENIX (c Sunday Silence). 8 wins 1200 to 2000m, Chukyo Takamatsunomiya Kinen, Gr 1, Tokyo Shimbun Hai, Gr 3. Sire.
Stable 2 Row M 2-6

On Account of TURANGGA FARM, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 171

BAY OR BROWN FILLY

(Branded ⑤ nr sh. 43 4 off sh. Foaled 14th October 2014)

(Sire) Tale of the Cat (USA)....... Storm Cat................. by Storm Bird.................

Yarn........................ by Mr. Prospector ........

Legible (NZ)................ by Sir Tristram (Ire)........

Zabeel (NZ)................ by Tights (USA)........

(Dam) Shawardal (USA)......... Giant's Causeway (USA)........ by Storm Cat ........

Helsinki........................ by Machiavellian........

TRUSTING ..........................

Tale of the Cat (USA)

by Storm Bird

Storm Cat

by Mr. Prospector

Sir Tristram (Ire)

Tights (USA)

Trusting

Legible (NZ)

by Mr. Prospector

Storm Bird

Legible

Mr. Prospector

Tights

Snowbird

Legible

Mr. Prospector

Tights

TRUSTING (AUS) (Bay 2006-Stud 2012). 4 wins-1 at 2-from 1200m to 2000m, A$935,600, ATC Hill S., Gr.2, AJC Warwick S., Gr.2, NSW Tatt's RC Chelmsford S., Gr.2, 2d AJC Epsom H., Gr.1, George Main S., Gr.1, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr.3, 3d ATC Chipping Norton S., Gr.1, WATC Kingston Town Classic, Gr.1, STC Concorde S., Gr.3. Out of SW Legible. His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

SAVE YOURSELF, by Shamardal (USA). Winner at 1200m, BRC Mimiki Foundation P, 2d BRC Racing Retro 3YO P., Bankwest Business H., 3d BRC Channel Seven H., Seqalo at Lyndhurst H. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam

DR KLAIRE, by Flying Spur. Placed at 2 & 3, 2d MVRC Kerrin McEvoy 2YO H. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Seraphee. 4 wins at 1400, 1600m to 2014-15.

Burst Through. 2 wins at 1400, 1800m in 2013-14.

3rd Dam

SISTER ST. KLAIRE, by Star Way (GB). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to

BONANOVA (dam of BONAICHI, PRIMA NOVA), FRATERNITY,

TELESTO, Chiu Shan Glory, half-sister to ST. KLAIRE, Eire. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Divine Klaire. 2 wins at 1150, 1350m.

Radical Bay. 2 wins at 1200m.

Terra Nova. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m. Producer.

4th Dam

Great Klaire (GB), by Great Nephew. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, STC Questing H.,

2d STC Rosemount Wines Classic. Half-sister to HABIBTI, KNESSSET, Eight

Carat (dam of OCTAGONAL, DIAMOND LOVER, KAAPSTAD,

MARQUISE, MOUAWAD). Dam of 12 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ST. KLAIRE (f Bletchingly). 3 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, 2d STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr.2. Dam of 7 winners-

BONANOVA (f Star Way (GB)). 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $1,048,335, VRC

Emirates S., Gr.1, Hardy Brothers Classic S., Gr.2. Producer.

FRATERNITY (c Star Way (GB)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 2000m,

$438,440, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr.1, Craven P., Gr.3.

TELESTO (c Star Way (GB)). 3 wins 1500 to 2000m, $741,838, AJC

Chipping Norton S., Gr.1, STC George Ryder S., Gr.1. Sire.

St. Katherine. Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners-

SAINT ENCOSTA (g Encosta de Lago). 5 wins 1500 to 2200m, $396,600, to 2013-14, ATC Randwick City S., Gr.3, 2d AJC Dulcify H., L.

SHEER TALENT (c Redoute's Choice). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1412m,

$200,125, VRC CS Hayes S., Gr.3, 2d MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr.3.

KITTENS (f Redoute's Choice). 2 wins at 1800, 2020m, $204,872, SAJC

Chairman's S., Gr.3, Hill Smith S., L, 4th VRC Oaks, Gr.1.

Come on Klaire. Started once. Grandam of-

SIDEREUS (c General Nediym). Winner at 2 at 1200m, $128,550, STC

Pago Pago S., Gr.2, 2d VRC Schweppervescence Sprint H., L.

VELROSSO (g General Nediym). 6 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $532,085,

to 2013-14, GCTC Magic Millions Cup, RL, 3d ATC Fireball H., L.
Lot 172

BAY OR BROWN FILLY
(2014, 2YO)

Sire: Fastnet Rock
Danehill (USA)

Your Song
Piccadilly Circus
Royal Academy (USA)

Zembu
Fuji Kiseki (JPN)
Sunday Silence

Search for Fame
Wanice
Mr. Prospector

YOUR SONG
Branded nr sh. 16
Off sh. Foaled 17th October 2014

Your Song
Fastnet Rock

Your Song (AUS) (Brown 2009-Stud 2013). 3 wins-2 at 2 to 1400m, A$447,180, BRC BTC Cup, Gr.1, ATC JDC Flooring 2YO H., Pluck at Vinery 2YO H., 2d ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2. Grandson of a three-quarter-sister to SW Golden Attraction, SW Cape Canaveral and SW Red Carnival; a half-sister to SW Fantastic Light (Breeders’ Cup Turf, Gr.1) and SW Hi Dubai. His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam
Search for Fame, by Quest for Fame (GB). Placed at 2. Three-quarter-sister to Impaler, half-sister to Stratcombe. This is her third living foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-Game of Fame (f by Stratum). Winner at 1800m in 2014-15, 2d BRC Heartkids 2YO H.

2nd Dam
Catecombe, by Papal Power (USA). Winner at 1000m, 3d STC Marrickville H. Sister to Villa Igea (dam of FAIR TRADE). Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Impaler (c Dracula). 11 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1600m, $830,450, AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, 1000m-in-track record time, Hobartville S., Gr 2, STC Canterbury Classic, L, Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L, 2d BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1, Doomben S., L, 3d AJC Royal Sovereign S., Gr 2, QTC Sir Byrne Hart S., Gr 2, City Tatt’s RC Lightning H., L, Tooowoomba TC Weetwood H., L.

Stratcombe (g Stratum). 7 wins 955 to 1213m, $300,874, to 2014-15, MRC Manfred Phillips H., Visvanathan Memorial P., 2d VRC Straight Six H., L, 3d VRC 50 Years Fashions on the Field S., L.

Mazzini. 2 wins at 1150, 1600m, $161,680, AJC Woollahra H., Lonhro P., 2d AJC Sharp H., Randwick Betting Auditorium H., STC Grand Pavilion H.

The Fangsta. 7 wins 1200 to 1600m, $148,160, 2d AJC Might and Power H., STC Mounties H., 3d AJC CVD Ladies Bowling Club H.

Ice Baa. 4 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2014-15.

Cadeem. Winner at 1200m in 2014-15.

Double O’Roc. Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners-Rockin Rapture. 3 wins 1400 to 2100m, 2d SAJC Schweppes H., 3d SAJC Chaircovers Over All H., 4th SAJC South Australia Fillies Classic, Gr 3.

Roc’ da Floor. 7 wins 900 to 1600m to 2014-15.


3rd Dam
Wycombe (NZ), by Imposing. Winner at 1200m, 2d STC Blythe Spirit H. Half-sister to DANEWIN, COMMANDS, Theme Song (dam of EMERALD DREAM, SPECIAL BOND), Abbaye (dam of TAIMANA). Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-

Jennings. 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $242,803, VRC Wyndhamvale 2YO H.

Danewick - Rich Hill (Mac.). 7 wins, AJC Australian Home Mortgage Corporation H.

Brokaw. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, MVRC Assessing & Training Services H.

Villa Igea. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1015, 1200m, STC Hartzhill H. Dam of 5 winners-

FAIR TRADE (g Danewin). 5 wins at 1410m, $853,682, to 2013-14, VRC CS Hayes S., Gr 3, Elms H., HKJC Chinese New Year Cup, 4th HKJC Cathay Pacific Jockey Club Mile, Gr 2, Sprint Cup, HK-2.
Stable 4 Row N

On Account of ROSEMONT STUD, Gnarwarre, Vic

Lot 173

BAY FILLY
(Branded GA nr sh. 45 off sh. Foaled 30th September 2014)

(Sire) TOORAK TOFF.............. Show a Heart............... Brave Warrior .............. by Cossack Warrior....... Miss Sandman............... by Regal Advice (NZ)...... Grand Lodge (USA)......... by Chief's Crown (USA)......

(Dam) SEEKING STATUS.............. Exceed and Excel......... Orong........................... by Mighty Avalanche......

TOORAK TOFF (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2012). 6 wins-3 at 2-from 1100m to 1400m, $A1,293,520, MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr.1, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, SAJC Janz S., Gr.3, MRC Vain S., L, Midnight Fever 2YO P., SAJC Adelaide Magic Millions 2YO Classic, 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr.3, 3d VRC Tab.com.au S., Gr.3, 4th MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1. Out of a sister to SW Avilde. His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam SEEKING STATUS, by Exceed and Excel. Unraced. Half-sister to VICTORY CHANT. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam CLASSIC STATUS, by Marscay. 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, SAJC Jeune H., Heggies Vineyard 3YO H. Half-sister to SERIOUS SPEED, Regal Flute (dam of MAJESTIC MUSIC). Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- VICTORY CHANT (g General Nedym). 4 wins-1 at 2–at 1000m, $133,520, SAJC Redvelva S., L, Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., Distinctive Homes 2YO P., Distinctive Homes H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr.3. Redlas. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, $112,040, to 2014-15, MRC Superior Food Services H., MVRCSitetech Solutions H., Sportingbet William Hill H. Lady Governor. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners- Puledra. Winner at 2 in 2014-15, SAJC Tattsbet Adelaide Cup Day 2YO P. Lady Bryce. Winner at 1020m in 2014-15, Ipswich TC Schweppes H.

3rd Dam TWITTER, by Kendor (Fr). Winner at 1463m, SAJC HC Nitschke S., L. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:- SERIOUS SPEED (f Royal Academy (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $956,790, MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, STC Hobartville S., Gr.2, SAJC Gerard Corporation S., Gr.3, 2d VRC Oaks, Gr.1, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr.2, 3d SAJC Robert Sangster S., Gr.1, Morphettville Guineas, L, CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L, 4th MRC Tristarc S., Gr.2. Producer. Chickadee. 3 wins 1500 to 2100m, MRC Hyperno H., 2d Qld Tatt’s RC Arcade H., 3d MRC Saxony H., 4th VRC Thr... Breeders S., Gr.3. Playzone. Winner at 1200m, SAJC Max Gummute Solutions P. Regal Flute. Winner at 1050m, 2d SAJC Tapestry Vineyards H. Dam of- MAJESTIC MUSIC (f Al Maher). 6 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $857,360, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr.2, SAJC Yallambie Classic, Gr.2, RA Lee S., Gr.3, Jansz S., Gr.3, L, VRC Desirable S., L, SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L, 2d MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr.2, SAJC RA Lee S., Gr.3, 3d SAJC Pewsey Vale S., L, 4th MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr.1, MVRCSunline S., Gr.2, SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr.2. Tobouggie Woogie. 7 wins-1 at 2–1050 to 1615m, $196,180, SAJC Toro 2YO H., BRC Caxton Hotel H., 4th TTC George Adams P., L. Ima Note. 2 wins at 1400, 1812m, SAJC Scott Group of Companies H.

4th Dam PALACE NEWS (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). Winner at 1800m, SAJC Hill-Smith S., L, 2d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L. Three-quarter-sister to Regal Heights (dam of QUEENSTOWN), half-sister to Te Akau Toy (dam of MARCH HARE). Dam of 10 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:- TWITTER (f Kendor (Fr)). Winner. See above.
Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14

On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 174

BAY FILLY

(Branded B. nr sh. 13 off sh. Foaled 7th October 2014)

(Sire)

Redoute's Choice ............... by Danzig .................

STRATUM ......................

Danehill (USA) ................ by Canny Lad .............

Bourgeois ........................

Luskin Star ..................... by Kaoru Star ...........

Brave New World .......... by Vain ............

(Dam)

Jet Spur ..........................

SHAMROCK SLIPPER 2009

Flying Spur ...................... by Danahill (USA) ....

Scattered ........................

Tale of the Cat (USA) ...... by Storm Cat ..............

Fragmentation ............... by Snippets ............


1st Dam

SHAMROCK SLIPPER, by Jet Spur. 4 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1000m, $254,000, GCTC Magic Millions Sprint H., 2d BRC Skyracing.tv 2YO H., Sirromet Love My Wine H., Cardno Shaping the Future H., 4th Scone RC Denise's Joy S., L. Half-sister to INTERSPERSED. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

SCATTERED, by Tale of the Cat (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to WANTED, SHRAPNEL. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:- INTERSPERSED (f Sebring). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, $133,050, in 2013-14, Canberra Guineas, L, 4th Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, Gr 3. Shamrock Slipper. 4 wins. See above. Any Destination. Winner at 1115m.

3rd Dam

FRAGMENTATION, by Snippets. 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1306m, $144,530, VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L, SAJC Broadway Butchers 2YO H., Easystiff H., 2d MVRC CS Hayes S., Gr 3, 3d SAJC Magic Millions Adelaide 2YO Classic, King Charlemagne H., Smoke-Free H., 4th MRC HDF McNeil S., Gr 3. Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- WANTED (c Fastnet Rock). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $1,216,000, VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Patinack Classic, Gr 1, Lightning S., Gr 1, MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1, VRC Danehill S., Gr 2, 3d MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, AJC Canonbury S., L, 4th AJC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, Sire. SHRAPNEL (c Charge Forward). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, $293,935, SAJC Yallambee Classic, Gr 2, Breeders' S., Gr 3, MVRC TEAC Audio Visual Spectacular P, 3d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L.

4th Dam

SOUTHERN SPRINTER, by Southern Appeal (USA). 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, VATC Silvermoor H. Sister to IN THE MIST (dam of DE LAGO MIST), half-sister to Danazar. Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:- FRAGMENTATION (f Snippets). 4 wins. See above. I'm Yours. 4 wins at 1200, 1350m, QTC Shall H., BTC QRU H. Dam of-General Trader. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, VRC Magistrate H.

5th Dam

**Lot 175**

**BAY FILLY**

(Branded \( \text{nr sh.} \ 39 \) \( \frac{4}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 17th September 2014)

(Sire) Sadler's Wells.......................... by Nearctic..............
BULLET TRAIN (GB)

Rainbow Lake.......................... by Rainbow Quest........
Kind..............................

(Dam) SHE LIKES TO PARTY. 2002

Quest for Fame (GB)....... by Blushing Groom........
Party Time.............................. by Biscay..............

*BULLET TRAIN (GB) (Bay 2007 - Stud 2013). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1m, 11\(\frac{1}{2}\)f, £114,822, Lingfield Derby Trial S., Gr.3, 2d Newbury Dubai Duty Free Golf World Cup S., 4th Goodwood Sussex S., Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1), SW Noble Mission (Goodwood Gordon S., Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S., L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.*

1st Dam

SHE LIKES TO PARTY, by Quest for Fame (GB). Winner at 1200m. Half-sister to Flash Bash, Mega Me. This is her sixth living foal. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, *all winners*- Zagami (*g* by Red Ransom (USA)). 3 wins at 1835, 2200m to 2013-14, BRC Mount Franklin H., 3d BRC Coalscan H.

Fun (*g* by Hidden Dragon). *Winner* at 1200m in 2014-15, 2d BRC Gallopers $1 Membership P.

Dos Mas (*f* by General Nediym). 2 wins at 1080, 1200m.

The Cat Can Dance (*g* by Catbird). *Winner* at 1350m.

2nd Dam

PARTY TIME, by Bletchingly. 3 wins 1000 to 1400m, VATC Inglis Premier Sale S., Gr.3, VRC Herald-Sun H., VATC With Me H., 2d VRC Maidstone H., VATC Tabaret at New Caufield H., 3d VATC Sturt H. Half-sister to Kalinka (dam of LANGBORGHINI). Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, *8 winners*, inc:-

Flash Bash (*f* Vettori (Ire)). 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, MRC Australia Day H., Burrabill H., 2d MRC Summer H., 3d VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3. Producer.

Mega Me (*f* Danewin). *Winner* at 1000m, VATC Island Morn H., 3d WATC Gimcrack S., L. Producer.

Bunfight. 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $179,300, VRC TEAC Digital H., VATC Harold Badger H., MRC Columnist H., MVRC E&S Trading Open Family 500 Club P.

Punta Norte. 3 wins 1200 to 1640m in 2014-15, BRC Weareco H.

Costsaver. 2 wins at 1600, 2500m, Vaal Sasascop Triple Crown Hospitality H.

Alluvium. *Winner* at 2 at 900m, 2d WATC Port Jackson H. Dam of 2 winners-Monaco Prince. 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $133,440, VATC Perth Racing on Twitter H., 2d VATC Pertheracing.com.au H., Fresh Liftout H.

Bono Dea. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Miss Mataya. 6 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1200m, BTC Free Finance Check-Up H., 2d QTC Lyndhurst Stud H., 3d BTC Macquarie Underwriting H.

3rd Dam

LANYARD (NZ), by Crested Wave (USA). 2 wins at 1250, 1400m, AJC James HB Carr S., L 2d AJC Surround S., Gr 2, STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 3. Dam of 4 named foals, *all winners*, inc:-

PARTY TIME (*f* Bletchingly). *3 wins*. See above.

Kalinka. *Winner* at 1000m. Dam of 4 winners-

LANGBORGHINI (*c* Langfuhr (Can)). *8 wins* 1150 to 1500m, $238,430, Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L, AJC Sydney City Lexus Welter H.

Marcia. *Winner* at 1200m, 3d AJC FC Griffiths 2YO H. Dam of 4 winners-

Soul Diva (*f* Grand Lodge (USA)). *11 wins* 2200 to 2100m, $371,275, VRC Ken Cox H., Jezabeel H.-twice, 3d MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 2.

Fire Kingdom. *6 wins* 1100 to 1700m, $197,153 in Malaysia, Selangor TC Gold Coast Turf Club Trophy, 4th Perak TC Sultan Gold Vase, L.
Lot 176

BAY FILLY

(Branded \( \sqrt{F} \) nr sh. 11\( \frac{3}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 3rd October 2014)

(Sire) Redoute's Choice .......... by Danehill (USA) .......... by Danzig

TICKETS

Shantha's Choice .......... by Canny Lad

Staging

Success Express (USA) .... by Hold Your Peace

(Dam) Shy Date (GB) ........... by Nijinsky

SHY DATE .............

2004

Wide Horizon .......... by Best Western

Green Dancer .......... by Riverman

2nd Dam

Durham Ranger (USA) .... by Noholme

3rd Dam

SCAMPERING .......... by Misty Day.

2 wins at 2 to 1500m, A$579,100, STC Phar Lap S., Gr.2, Pago Pago S., Gr.2, AJC Canonbury S., L, VRC Poseidon S., L, 2d AJC Sires Produce S., Gr.1, Champagne S., Gr.1, 4th VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, Half-brother to SW Excites (AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1) and SW Duporth (BTC Cup, Gr.1), Sire of Unsinkable and of the placegetters Backstage Pass, Speeding Ticket, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam

SHY DATE, by Dexter (GB). Unraced. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam

WIDE HORIZON, by Durham Ranger (USA). Started twice. Half-sister to Easy Date (dam of SCAMPERING, QUICK SCORE, ASAWIR, TRUE BLONDE). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Rice. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m.

3rd Dam

SCAMPERING, by Misty Day. Placed at 3. Half-sister to Evanesce (dam of DARING JON), Scampity (dam of WITH PLEASURE). Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Easy Date. Winner at 2 at 900m. Dam of 11 winners-

SNIPPETS (c Lunchtime (GB)). Champion 3YO Sprinter in Aust/NZ. 9 wins at 2 to 1000 to 1400m, $1,058,050, AJC Galaxy H., Gr.1, Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr.1, AJCChallenge S., Gr.2, Sire.

QUICK SCORE (c Pag-Asa). 8 wins at 2 to 1000 to 1400m, $377,670, AJC Apollo S., Gr.2, 2d AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr.1, All-Aged S., Gr.1, Sire.

ASAWIR (f Last Tycoon (Ire)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, MVRC William Crockett S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr.3. Dam of-

GHAREEB (c At Talaq (USA)). 2 wins to 1812m, SAJC Hill-Smith S., L. Alharir (f Jeune (GB)). 3 wins at 2 to 1100 to 1400m, VATC Rotary Bone Marrow P., 2d SAJC Dequetteville S., L. Dam of 6 winners-

ERTIJALAL (c Hard Spun (USA)). 4 wins 1400 to 2000m in 2014-15, Kenilworth Cape Derby, Gr.1, Turffontein Sea Cottage S., L.

MUSHREQ (g Flying Spur). 5 wins at 2 to 1200 to 2000m, Meydan Al Fahidi Fort S., Gr.2, 2d Greyville Golden Horseshoe S., Gr.1.

Nasmah (f At Talaq (USA)). 3 wins at 2 to 1000 to 1300m, 3d VRC Anzac Day S., L, Great Western H., L. Dam of 6 winners-

REWAAYA (f Singspiel (Ire)). 5 wins 1050 to 1400m, $728,030, MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr.1, VRC Let's Elope S., Gr.3, 2d MRC Toorak H., Gr.1, Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, MVRC Australia S., Gr.1.

TRUE BLONDE (f Naturalism (NZ)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, VRC Vichalhealth H., L, 4th VRC Flemington Rose S., L. Dam of 9 winners-

REGROWTH (f Unbridled's Song (USA)). 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, 3d SAJC Breeders' S., Gr.2. Dam of-

COLOUR (f More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, SAJC Breeders' S., Gr.3.

Prove It. Winner at 1150m. Dam of 2 winners-

FORENSICS (f Flying Spur). Champion 2YO filly in Aust/NZ in 2006-07. 7 wins at 2 to 1100 to 1600m, $3,525,500, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr.1, AJC Light Fingers S., Gr.2, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.2.
BLACK COLT
Lot 177  
(Of Account of TURANGGA FARM, Scone (As Agent)
Lot 177
(2014)

Black Colt (Branded nr sh. 52 4 of sh. Foaled 22nd October 2014)

MONACO CONSUL (NZ)
High Chaparral (Ire) Sadler's Wells by Northern Dancer
Argante Star Way (GB) by Star Appeal
Ultradureee by In the Purple (Fr)

SOJUSTREMEMBERTHIS
Flying Spur Danehill (USA) by Danzig
Rolls (USA) by Mr. Prospector

MONACO CONSUL (NZ) (Bay 2006-Stud 2011). Head of 2009-10 NZ 2YO Free H (1601+m). 3 wins from 1400m to 2500m, NZ$23,800, A$1,470,300, Victoria Derby, Gr.1, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr.1, 3d MRC Caulfield Cup, Gr.1, Australian Derby, Gr.1, AJC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr.1. Brother to SP So Divine (3d Manawatu Classic, Gr.3). Sire of Favoured Grace and of the placegetters Always Double, Monaco Playboy, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam
SOJUSTREMEMBERTHIS, by Flying Spur. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, $206,050, VRC Chubb S., L, MVRC Kerrin McEvoy H., TVB P., Jayco 30th Anniversary P., 2d VRC Moomba P., L, 3d VRC Tasman H., Heaven Sprint H., MRC Millefleurs H., Melbourne Racing Club Classic H., 4th SAJC Proud Miss S., L. Half-sister to FOUARDEE. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Kynam (g by Bernardini (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, $365,527, to 2014-15, HKJC Hyacinth H., Winning Partnership H., Wang Chau H., Severn P., 2d HKJC Carl F Bucherer Alacria H., Suisse Programme H., 3d HKJC Chevalier Senior Housing H.

2nd Dam
REMEMBER PRU, by Bletchingly. 2 wins at 1000, 1050m, SAJC Angas Brut Champagne H. Half-sister to GAMINE (dam of ROYAL VOYAGE), Smytzer’s Century (dam of MY VEGAS). Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
FOUARDEE (c Forest Glow (USA)). 8 wins–1 at 2–to 1400m, $534,540, AJC Bill Ritchie H., Gr 3, STC Concorde S., Gr 3, QTC Dr John Power H., L, STC Satellite S., L-twice, 2d STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2. Sire.

3rd Dam
REMEMBER CENTURY, by Bold Flip (USA). Placed at 3. Sister to Philippine Suite (dam of MOLOKAI PRINCE), half-sister to CENTURY, Creative, Ishkoodah. Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
GAMINE (f Keen (GB)). 9 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $383,905, South Australian Oaks, Gr 1, SAJC Laelia S., L, VATC Eclipse S., L, 2d VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Dalgety S., Gr 3. Dam of 3 winners-
ROYAL VOYAGE (c Danehill (USA)). 6 wins 1000 to 1800m, $358,050, VATC St George S., Gr 2, VRC Paris Lane S., L, 2d VRC Blamey S., Gr 2.

Elfenjer. Started once. Dam of-
SUN CLASSIQUE (f Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). Champion 3YO Filly in South Africa in 2006-07. Champion Older Mare in UAE in 2007-08. 9 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2400m, Greyville Woolavington S., Gr 1.

Loaheeb. Unraced. Dam of-
SHAMROCK SHORE (g Song of Tara (Ire)). 4 wins 1900 to 2400m, $264,420, City Tattersall’s Club Cup, L, 2d QTC Brisbane Cup, Gr 1.

Smytzer’s Century. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
MY VEGAS (c Royal Academy (USA)). 7 wins, STC Starlight S., L.
Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 178
(Branded Jfly nr sh. 41 4 off sh. Foaled 3rd August 2014)

BAY COLT

(Sire) Bianconi (USA)................. by Northern Dancer........
NICCONI.........................
Nicola Lass.....................

(Dam) Stratum.................. by Northern Dancer........
SPACE ODYSSEY.............
2009 Will Fly......................

NICCONI (AUS) (Bay 2005-Stud 2010). 6 wins-1 at 2, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Sire of 84 mrs, 35 wns, inc. SP Nicoscene, Chill Party and of Cherry Vain, Deanna Jean, Falconi, Festivity, Fidel Astro, Italian Storm, Loved Up, Zambesi, Diamond, Birds of Tokyo, Bulls 'n' Bears, Euchre Star, Tuscan Falls, East Glory, Nicof, Reckless Abandon, Sally's Mustang, Chase, Don't Nicme, Exclusive Lass, Ferrigno, Fusina, Hashtag Noidea, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam SPACE ODYSSEY, by Stratum. Unraced. Half-sister to SANZIRO, FLYING OBJECT, Church on Sunday (dam of HAPPY GLADIATOR). This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.


SANZIRO (g Danzero). 6 wins -2 at 2-at 1000, 1200m, $1,244,902, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), Gr 3, HKJC Fairy King Prawn H., Bowen H., Douglas-Home H., Beas River H., 2d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, HKJC Leighton H., Happy Valley Trophy, Fanling H., Big Wave Bay H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, Singapore TC Krisflyer International Sprint, Sgp-1, HKJC GOME Sprint, HK-2, London H., Cuckoo H., 4th VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr 2.

FLYING OBJECT (f Peintre Celebre (USA)). 4 wins 1050 to 1200m, $159,650, SAJC RN Irwin S., Gr 3, Skycity Adelaide H., Pope Packaging H., Harris Scarfe H., 2d SAJC CMA Recycling S., Gr 3, MVRC Veolia Environment Services Services H., 3d SAJC Robert Sangster S., Gr 1, MRC How Now S., Gr 3, SAJC BMW Flying H., 4th MRC Le Tan S., L. Dam of-One Step Beyond - Lang Tai Sing (H.K.). 3 wins 1100 to 1300m, $256,563, to 2014-15, ATC Johnny Ruffo & Daniel Geale Helping the Kids H., HKJC Girard Perregaux Excellent H., 2d HKJC Causeway Bay H.


Stoneyfly. 3 wins at 1300, 1400m.

Church on Sunday. Placed at 3, 2d AJC Provident Capital P. Dam of 3 winners-

HAPPY GLADIATOR (g Viscount). 10 wins-3 at 2-1000 to 1300m, $398,904 in Macau, Macau Chairman's Challenge Cup, L, New Zealand Bloodstock Ready to Run Sale Trophy, Ashburton H., Avondale H., Bacolod H., 2d Macau Guineas Prelude, L, Macau Summer Trophy, L.

Lot 179

BAY FILLY

(Branded B. nr sh. 11 4 off sh. Foaled 19th September 2014)

(Sire) MOSSMAN ........................ Success Express (USA) .... Hold Your Peace............... by Speak John .................

Au Printemps........................ by Dancing Champ ........

Lichen Lady ......................... Twigg Moss (Fr) ............... by Luthier ....................

Off Shore (GB) ....................... by Grundy ....................

(Dam) STRATUM ........................ Stratum ...................... Redoute's Choice......... by Danehill (USA) ......

Bourgeois ............................ by Luskin Star .............

Quest for Fame (GB) .......... by Rainbow Quest ..........

Hysterical (NZ) ................. by Wolverton (Ire) ........


1st Dam SPACE TRIP, by Stratum. Unraced. Half-sister to TRIPLE ELEGANCE. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam Mary Machree, by Quest for Fame (GB). 2 wins at 1200m, $143,028, AJC Ingham Love 'em H., STC MacQuarie Print Dubbo H., 2d AJC Emancipation S., Gr 2, Wiggle H., L, Sarina Prestige Smash Repairs H., STC Cathay Pacific P., 3d Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, 4th AJC Nivison H., L. Half-sister to HY FUJI (dam of KERMADEC), Supreme Echo, The Quarewan (dam of AT THE HEADS - HEAD START (SING.)), Teneales Pearl (dam of SHOREHAM). Dam of 9 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

TRIPLE ELEGANCE (g Mossman). 8 wins 1200 to 1550m, $789,730, ATC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions Cup, RL, AJC Al Mansour H., STC Rydges Parramatta H., Champs Cafe H., 2d Hawkesbury RC Ladies Day Cup, L, 3d ATC George Ryder S., Gr 1, George Main S., Gr 1.

Tessiebane. Winner at 1150m. Dam of- Black Burberry. 2 wins at 1300, 1400m to 2014-15, 3d WATC Playeronline.com.au H.

3rd Dam HYSTERICAL (NZ), by Wolverton (Ire). 8 wins 1100 to 1600m, $225,240, AJC Emancipation S., L, Triton H., Lawn H., Sadlier H., 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Emancipation S., L, BATC QBBS Breeders' S.H., L, 3d QTC Exhibition H., L. Half-sister to DON BELLOTTO, Eliza Dane (dam of COOLDINI, CORRECT AMOONDO). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

HY FUJI (f Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 4 wins 1400 to 2400m, NSW Tatt's RC Tattersalls P., L, 2d STC Gallagher Hotel Management H. Dam of-

KERMADEC (c Teofilo (Ire)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, $321,275, in 2014-15, VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, 3d ATC George Ryder S., Gr 1, Hobartville S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1.

Good Winning (g Al Maher). 5 wins 1400 to 1700m, $110,249 in Malaysia, 2d Perak Derby, L, 4th Selangor TC Piala Emas Sultan Selangor, L.

Mary Machree (f Quest for Fame (GB)). 2 wins. See above.

Supreme Echo (g Snippets). 10 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2000m, $500,706 in Aust, Singapore and 2d Perak Derby, L.

The Quarewan. Placed at 2. Dam of 5 winners-

AT THE HEADS - HEAD START (Sing.) (c Hussonet (USA)). 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $351,144, VRC Chester Manifold S., L, Singapore TC Vicgon S.

Teneales Pearl. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

SHOREHAM (g Reset). 3 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2500m, $447,935, to 2013-14, VRC Sofitel H., L, Galilee Series Final H., L, 2d MVRC Drake International Cup, Gr 2, 3d South Australian Derby, Gr 1.
BROWN COLT

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA)----------------- by Hail to Reason--------
ALL AMERICAN--------------------------- Arabia--------------------- by Damascus---------------------

(Dam) Milva (USA)------------------- by Whiskey Road (USA).
STORMY EMPRESS -------------------------- Strawberry Road--------- by Tersa---------------------

3rd Dam
STORMY EMPRESS, by King’s Best (USA). Placed at 3. Half-sister to Calm Before,
Pride of Pine (dam of LONE ROCK). This is her fourth living foal. Her third
foal is a 2YO. Her second foal is an unraced 3YO. Her first foal is unraced.

2nd Dam
STORM AT NIGHT, by Night Shift (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to GALAPAGOS
GIRL, PROCASTINATE (dam of LAISERFAIRE, A TIME FOR JULIA,
FOREPLAY, PERSONIFY, TIME THIEF), KAMPAIGN, Watercolours (dam
of BLAKE). Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Calm Before (f More Than Ready (USA)). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, BRC
Lyndhurst Stud H.-twice, 3d QTC Sir Douglas Wadley S., L.
Pride of Pine. 2 wins at 1004m. Dam of 3 winners-
LONE ROCK (f Fastnet Rock). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $597,178,
SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, VRC Bobbie Lewis H., Gr 3, MVRC Champagne

3rd Dam
REIGNTAINE, by Century. Unraced. Sister to CENTAINE. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to
race, 9 winners, inc:-
PROCASTINATE (f Jade Hunter (USA)). 6 wins to 1400m, VATC Tristarc S.,
Gr 3, 2d VATC Manerism S., Gr 3. Dam of 10 winners-
LAISERFAIRE (f Danehill (USA)). Champion Older Female Sprinter in
South Africa in 2000-01 & 2001-02. 12 wins–2 at 2–at 1000,
1200m, $254,135, Scottsville South African Fillies Sprint S.,
Gr 1-twine.
A TIME FOR JULIA (f Redoute’s Choice). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, $444,750,
to 2013-14, ATC Wenona Girl H., Gr 3, MRC Geoffroy Bellmaine S.,
Gr 3.
TIME THIEF (c Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, $369,738, MRC
Zeddtaive S., L, 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, VRC Danehill S., Gr 3, Sire.
FOREPLAY (c Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, $246,475, MRC JRA
Doveron S., L, 2d VRC Kensington S., L, 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, Sire.
PERSONIFY (f Galileo (Ire)). Winner at 2, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L.
Trephina. Winner at 1300m, 2d Waikato RC Ideal H. Dam of 8 winners-
CENTENNIAL PARK (g Thorn Park). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m,
STC Expressway S., Gr 2, VRC AAMI Business Insurance S., Gr 3.
BALLACK (g Montjeu (Ire)). 5 wins 2020 to 2200m, BTC Chairman’s H.,
Gr 3, Old Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Cup, Gr 3, 2d WATC Derby, Gr 1.
GALAPAGOS GIRL (f Dehere (USA)). 11 wins at 1000, $276,225, VRC
Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, MRC Manerism S., Gr 3, Producer.
KAMPAIGN (g Kampala (GB)). 11 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2100m, Manawatu
RC Sprint H., L, 2d Manawatu RC Higgins Mile H., L, Wanganui Cup, L.
Watercolours. 4 wins 1600 to 2000m, 2d VATC Twilight Glow H., 3d STC
Denistone H., 4th STC WJ McKell Cup, L. Dam of 7 winners-
BLAKE (g Dynasty). 9 wins 1800 to 2800m, $134,013, Kenilworth J&B
Reserve Stayers H., Gr 2, Greyville Lonsdale Stirrup Cup, Gr 3.
Stable 4 Rows P & Q 1-6

On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone (As Agent)

Lot 181

BAY FILLY

(Branded Mvl nr sh. 7 off sh. Foaled 18th August 2014)

(Sire)

MONACO CONSUL (NZ)

High Chaparral (Ire)........ Sadler's Wells ............... by Northern Dancer ........
Kasora........................ by Darshaan ................

Argante....................... Star Way (GB) ............... by Star Appeal ............
Ultraviolet........................ by In The Purple (Fr) .......

(Dam)

SWAN RIVER .................

Danehill Dancer (Ire)...... Danehill (USA) ............... by Danzig ................
Nira Adonde....................... by Sharpen Up ............

2007

Sovereign Countess .......... Sovereign Red (NZ)........ by Sir Tristram (Ire) ....
Italian Countess ............... by Cerreto (Ire) ........

MONACO CONSUL (NZ) (Bay 2006-Stud 2011). Head of 2009-10 NZ 3YO Free H (1601+m). 3 wins from 1400m to 2500m, NZ$23,800, A$1,470,300, Victoria Derby, Gr.1, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr.1, 3d MRC Caulfield Cup, Gr.1, Australian Derby, Gr.1, AJC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr.1. Brother to SP So Divine (3d Manawatu Classic, Gr.3). Sire of Favoured Grace and of the placegetters Always Double, Monaco Playboy, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam

SWAN RIVER, by Danehill Dancer (Ire). Started once. Sister to LIEUTENANT, half-sister to COUNT ENCOSTA, Jacquetta. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a 2YO. Her first foal is an unraced 3YO.

2nd Dam

SOVEREIGN COUNTESS, by Sovereign Red (NZ). 5 wins 1000 to 1400m, SAJC Clipsal C-Bus H., 2d SAJC Wilton H., Gliderol H., Tawriffic H., 3d BTC Treasury Casino H., SAJC Plympton H., Danzig Connection H., Rainey H., STC Punchbowl H. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

COUNT ENCOSTA (g Encosta de Lago). 6 wins 1400 to 2040m, $425,315, to 2014-15, STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, AJC Rosedale Park H., Bronte H., MVRC SAJ Fruit Supply H., 2d BRC Rice Naughton Buckley H., MVRC Craig Opie Cup, AJC Soho Square H., VRC Betty Moran & Gregory Nugent H., MVRC Advanced Mailing Solution H., 3d ATC Summer Cup, Gr 3, BRC Chairman’s H., Gr 3, ATC Christmas Cup, L, 4th AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, ATC Chairman’s H., Gr 2, BRC Queen's Cup, Gr 3, ATC Frank Underwood Cup, L, Cranbourne Cup, L.

LIEUTENANT (g Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 3 wins 1300 to 1600m, $416,250, MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, VRC Debonair S., Gr 3, STC Schweppes Agrum H., 2d VRC Paris Lane S., L, NSW Tatt's RC Meriton Serviced Apartments H., AJC IGA H., STC De Bortoli Yarra Valley Winery H., 3d STC Tooheys New 3YO Golden Rose.

Jacquetta (f Encosta de Lago). 5 wins at 1200m, $127,425, to 2013-14, BRC Magic Millions 2YO Sale Quality H., 2d Qld Tatt’s RC Travel Associates Classic, L, BRC Kirks H., Evergreen Turf H., Panales H.

Lighthouse Flame. Winner at 2025m.

Showeranasherry. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 2 winners-
Oloroso. Winner at 2 at 1200m, BRC Sky Racing H.

Showmore. Winner at 1300m in 2014-15.


3rd Dam

ITALIAN COUNTESS, by Cerreto (Ire). Unraced. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Sovereign Countess. 5 wins. See above.

Man Around Town. 2 wins at 1200m.

4th Dam

DEANNE, by Orgoglio (GB). Placed at 2 & 3, 2d STC Balmain Graduation S. Half-sister to MUST BE IT (dam of OCHILTREE), Airman. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

What a Find. 10 wins—2 at 2–960 to 1280m, STC Rhodes H., Invictus H., Quay Welter H., Petersham H., 2d AJC Cronulla H., Seabreeze H.
Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 182

BAY FILLY
(Branded \( \text{nr sh. ~} 81 \) \( \text{off sh. Foaled 18th October 2014} \))

**Sire**

HIGH CHAPARRAL (IRE)

- Sadler's Wells......... by Nearctic
- Fairy Bridge.......... by Bold Reason
- Kasora................ by Shirley Heights

**Dam**

TESSIE GIRL

- Fastnet Rock.......... by Danzig
- Keela................ by Mr. Prospector

**1st Dam**

TESSIE GIRL, by Fastnet Rock. Started twice. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her first foal is a 2YO.

**2nd Dam**

KEELA, by Woodman (USA). Started twice. Half-sister to FLUORO. Fluoro's Sister, Monterosso. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

Scarborough. 6 wins 1200 to 1800m, $124,350, to 2014-15, BRC Sky Racing H., Quest Breakfast Creek H., SITA Australia H., 3d ATC Qantas Frequent Flyer Spirit H., BRC Gill, Gilby & Mundey Memorial H.

Saleno. Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2014-15, ATC Victory Vein 2YO P.

**3rd Dam**

Spinnaker Bay, by Biscay. 7 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $124,730, AJC Mary Gilmore H., Feminist S.H., STC Far East Edition Band H., VATC Glen Eira H., 2d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, 3d MVRC Veuve Clicquot S., Gr 2. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

FLUORO (f Rory's Jester). Winner at 2 at 1000m, VATC Bounding Away H., L, 3d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L. Dam of 6 winners-Bagger Vance. 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, MVRC Calendar on Sale 2YO H. Sire.

Monterosso (f Dehere (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–to 1400m, $173,480, VRC Empire Rose H., MVRC Ascot 2YO H., Versace Classic, VATC Crewman H., GT Donoghue H., 2d VATC Quezette S., L, 3d VRC Let's Elope S., L, VATC WW Cockram S., L, 4th MVRC Champagne S., Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners-Sunshine Blaze (g Court Command). 2 wins at 1200m, $109,051, in 2013-14 in Macau, 2d Macau Lisboa Prelude, L.

Flouro's Sister (f Rory's Jester). 3 wins 1050 to 1422m, VRC Sandersea H., Begonia Belle H., 3d VATC Bounding Away H., L. Producer.

Ready About. Placed at 3. Dam of 2 winners-Agnes Dream. 8 wins–1 at 2–1010 to 2153m, $161,650, BRC Brisbane Racing Club H., Royal Selangor H., 4th BRC Peter Gallagher S., L.

At the Bay. Placed, 2d STC Darlington H., Leichhardt H. Grandam of-

I'm Cool (g Falvelon). 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $165,225, BRC Power-Comm Electrical H., Gold Class Cleaning H., 3d BRC Lightning H., L.

**4th Dam**

SINGER YACHT, by Royal Yacht (GB). 9 wins–1 at 2–to 1700m, AJC Tarren H., STC Model Farms H. Sister to La Balsa, half-sister to Just Looking Good (dam of ALL IN A NAME). Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Spinnaker Bay (f Biscay). 7 wins. See above.

Chimelle Devine. Placed at 3. Grandam of-

TOULOUSE LAUTREC (g Danewin). 12 wins 1300 to 3900m, $858,090, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, AJC Carbine Club S., L, MRC Neerim H., AJC Staging H., 2d Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, 3d MRC Victoria Gold Cup, L.
Lot 183

CHESTNUT COLT

(Branded Jij nr sh. 52 4 off sh. Foaled 31st October 2014)

(Sire) More Than Ready (USA), by Halo....................
PLUCK (USA)................................
Secret Heart....................................

(Dam) King of Danes ......................
TICKER........................................
2005

PLUCK (USA) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins at 2, US$727,290, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Turf S., Gr.2, Woodbine Summer S., Gr.3, 4th Monmouth Continental Mile S., L. Half-brother to SW Three Hearts (Del Mar Red Carpet H., Gr.3). Out of SW Secret Heart, a half-sister to SW Covenant (Kenilworth Majorca S., Gr.1) and SW Promisefrommyheart (Greyville South African Fillies’ Guineas, Gr.1). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam
TICKER, by King of Danes. Placed at 3. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-
Way Out (g by Way Off). Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
CALISTOGA, by Fuji Kiseki (JPN). Started twice. Half-sister to LITTER, Golden Oasis. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race.

3rd Dam
ALKIMIYA (USA), by Chromite. Started 3 times. Half-sister to Aseltine’s Angels (dam of BRANCASTER, ARATAMA INDY). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Golden Oasis (g Rahy). 3 wins at 1800, 2450m, 2d Vaal Goldfields H., L, 3d Newmarket TC Java H., L, 4th Turffontein Gold Bowl, Gr 2, Greyville Lonsdale Stirrup Cup, Gr 3.

4th Dam
HONOR TRICKS, by Bold Bidder. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to CANNONADE, CIRCLE HOME, DEL SARTO, REXSON, half-sister to HALO, TOSMAH (dam of LA GUIDECCA), MARIEBAU, FATHERS IMAGE, Queen Sucree (dam of WASSL TOUCH), Cosmiah (dam of MURIESK), La Dame du Lac (dam of LAKE COMO, MIZNAH, SINGLE COMBAT, HEEREMANDI, NAZOO), Royal Match (dam of MATCHLESS NATIVE). Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:- Aseltine’s Angels. Placed in U.S.A. Dam of 7 winners-
BRANCASTER (g Riverman). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 7f, 9f in Great Britain and U.S.A, Newbury Harris Hill S., Gr 3, 2d Newmarket Craven S., Gr 3, ARATAMA INDY (c A.P. Indy). 5 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2000m, $2,013,330, Kokura Kinen, Jpn-3, 2d Hanshin Asahi Challenge Cup, Jpn-3.
Wood Violet. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-
Viola Royale (f Royal Academy (USA)). 2 wins at 2, Curragh Premier 2YO Nursery H., 2d Leopardstown Debutante S., L. Dam of 7 winners-
ST ANDREWS (g Celtic Swing (GB)). 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 8¼f, Newmarket Ben Marshall S., L, 3d Newmarket Darley S., Gr 3.
MELEAGROS (c King’s Best (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2400m, to 2014, Grand Prix de Nantes, L, Nantes Derby de l'Ouest, L.
Sadler's Wood. Unraced. Grandam of-
SADLER'S ROAR (c Roar). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 900, 1200m in Argentina, Palermo G.P. Santiago Luro, Gr 1, 2d La Plata Clasico Luis Maria Doyhenard, Gr 3, 3d Palermo Clasico Guillermo Kemmis, Gr 2. Sire.
Lot 184

BAY COLT
(Branded V nr sh. 163/4 off sh. Foaled 12th September 2014)

(Sire) BIG BROWN (USA) ....... Boundary ................. by Danzig ................. by Northern Dancer .......

Mien ................................ by Edge ................................ by Damascus ................................

(Tom) TYRANI ........................ by Nureyev ........................ by Northern Dancer ....

Mia ................................ by Miasma ........................ by Lear Fan ........................

Last Tycoon (Ire) ............... Try My Best ....................... by Northern Dancer ....

2001 Mill Rani ....................... Mill Princess ..................... by Mill Reef .......................

Mill Rani .......................... Millionaire (Ire) ................ by Mill Reef ........................

MILL RANI, 2nd Dam ............. Sana Rani (NZ) ................. by Pakistan II (GB) ...............

TYRANI, 1st Dam ................. Try My Best ....................... by Northern Dancer ....

BIG BROWN (USA) (Bay 2005-

(br) Stud U.S.A. 2009, Aust. 2010). 7 wins-1 at 2,

KENTUCKY DERBY, Gr 1. Sire of 260 mrs, 151 winners, 13 SW, inc. Dortmund (Los

Alamitos Futurity, Gr 1), Darwin, Big Wildcat, Nicky’s Brown Miss, Red Sashay,

Kiss to Remember, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 3YO’s and inc SW

Neverland (WATC Challenge S., L), SP Light Up the Sky, Muscovado, Wroclaw

and of Big Clipper, Bomber Brown, Bella Venus, Frank Heavens, etc.

1st Dam

TYRANI, by Last Tycoon (Ire). Started twice. Half-sister to MILLRICH (dam of

DANERICH), Angel’s Wings, Natural Elegance, Rubimill (dam of EL

ROCA). This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Dam of 3 foals
to race, 1 winner

Ebbie’s Pride (f by Murtajill). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m in 2013-14, 3d VRC

Talindert S., L.


Fatherson (g by Rubiton). Placed, 2d SAJC The Dunes Port Hughes P.

2nd Dam

MILL RANI, by Millionaire (Ire). 3 wins at 1200m, SAJC Improvers’ H, 2d SAJC

5D H., Graduation S., 3d SAJC Sans Rival H. Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to
race, 8 winners, inc:-

MILLRICH (f Rubiton). 3 wins at 2 to 1200m, $340,350, STC Sweet Embrace

S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 3d STC

Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2. Dam of 7 winners-

DANERICH (c Danehill (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2-at 1000, 1100m, $279,950,

MRC HDF McNeil S., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, Balcopine 2YO


Angel’s Wings (f Don’t Say Halo (USA)). 4 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1300m,

$204,640, WATC Diet Coke H., 2d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ P, Gr 2,

MVRC Laurent Perrier S., Gr 2, William Crockett S., L, 4th VCAT Caulfield

Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L. Dam of-

Conspirator (g Marsay). 7 wins 1250 to 2200m, WATC Wellington H., 2d

WATC Derby, Gr 1, 4th WATC GA Towton Cup, L, Melvista S., L.

Natural Elegance (f Rubiton). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, 2d VRC Gallant H.,

L, 3d VRC Great Western H., L, 4th VRC Mercedes-Benz H., L. Producer.

Alaraj - Jacko (H.K.). 9 wins–1 at 2-to 1600m, $425,067, SAJC Sip’n Save Bells

H., RHJKC Gage H., Hornell Hall H., Lockhart H., SAJC Kings Helmet S.

Rubrani. 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1100m, VATC Sturt H., MVRC Koala Toys H.,

Ribbesdale Stud Bonhomie H., 4th VATC Caulfield Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L. Dam of-

Sparani (f Flying Spur). Placed at 2 & 3, 3d MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L. Dam of-

Heraklion - Power Turquoise (Mac). (g Lonrho). 2 wins–1 at 2–at

1300m, AJC North Bondi 2YO H., 3d STC Gloaming S., Gr 3.

Goldam (f Twining (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $203,190, 2d

AJC Widden S., L, 4th STC Canterbury Classic, L.

Willingani (f More Than Ready (USA)). 3 wins 1526 to 1800m, MRC

Orient H., 2d MRC Hialeah H., 3d SAJC Schweppervescence S., L.


EL ROCA (c Fastnet Rock). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, $414,466, in 2013-14,

ATC Eskimo Prince S., L, Whangarei RC Westbury Stud Challenge S., L,

2d ATC Randwick Guineas, Gr 1, Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, MRC

Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, 3d ATC George Ryder S., Gr 1.
Lot 185

CHESTNUT COLT

(Branded 28 off sh. Foaled 23rd September 2014)

(Sire) Bianconi (USA) .................. Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer ............

NICCONI .........................

Nicola Lass ...................... Dubai Lass ....................... by Bletchingly ..............

(Dam) General Nediym ......... Nediym (Ire) .................... by Shareef Dancer ............

VERY BRIGHT ..................

2007 Radiant Star ................... Palace Glow ..................... by Palace Music (USA) ......


1st Dam

VERY BRIGHT, by General Nediym. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to NEDIYM'S GLOW, half-sister to Scratch Me Lucky. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race-Hollywoodroosevelt (g by Magnus). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2nd Dam

Radiant Star, by Success Express (USA). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $178,330, MRC Platinum Class Package H., SAJC Coolmore Mile S., MVRC Tabaret After the Last H., 2d MR Storm Queen H., MVRC Super VOBIS 2YO Fillies H., 3d SAJC New Year's Gift, L, MRC Hialeah H., MRCHobson's Bay 2YO H., MRC Chicquila H., 4th SAJC CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L. Half-sister to NEDIYM'S GLOW, RED COLOSSUS, Royal Glow (dam of ROYAL HAUNT - MIRAGE (H.K.)). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

Scratch Me Lucky (c Snitzel). Winner at 2 at 1200m, $311,275, in 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club 2YO H., 2d ATC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Schweppervescence H., Gr 3, 4th ATC Champagne S., L. Radiant Angel. 4 wins–1 at 2–1000m to 2013-14, BRC Sequalo at Lyndhurst H., 3d ATC Australian Turf Club H. Incendescent. 6 wins 1000 to 1500m to 2014-15, 2d SAJC Projection Graphics H., Fresh 92.7 H., 3d BRC Lyndhurst Stud P., Game on International H. Abdaan. 2 wins at 1400, 1637m, 2d MRC Schweppes H., MVRC Sportingbet H., 3d SAJC Adelaide Galvanising H.

3rd Dam

Palace Glow, by Palace Music (USA). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $128,500, VRC Il Globo Rete Italia H., VATC Hurricane Sky 2YO H., 2d VATC Swinburne Alumni H., 3d VRC Red Roses S., L, VATC Gwyn Nursery S., L. Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

RED COLOSSUS (g Testa Rossa). 7 wins 1200 to 2014m, $451,250, MRC Victoria H., Gr 3, SAJC Port Adelaide Guineas, L, Chairman's S., L, 2d South Australian Derby, Gr 1, 3d MRC Memise S., Gr 2, SAJC RA Lee S., Gr 3.

NEDIYM'S GLOW (f General Nediym). 4 wins–3 at 2–1100, 1200m, $401,400, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2. Dam of 2 winners-Mendivil. 5 wins 1200 to 2200m, $136,030, to 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club H., MRC Le Pine Funerals H., 3d MRC Slickpix H.

Radiant Star (f Success Express (USA)). 4 wins. See above.


Royal Glow. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

ROYAL HAUNT - MIRAGE (H.K.) (g Hard Spun (USA)). 4 wins 1009 to 1400m, $343,168, to 2013-14, MRC Manfred S., L, HKJC Lion City H.
Lot 186

CHESTNUT COLT

(Branded M\V nr sh. 6\4 off sh. Foaled 17th September 2014)

(Sire) More Than Ready (USA)

PLUCK (USA) Secret Heart

(Dam) Giant's Causeway (USA) 2002

CHESNUT COLT

Southern Halo by Halo

Woodman's Girl by Woodman (USA)

Fort Wood by Sadler's Wells

Secret Pact by Bush Telegraph

Storm Cat by Storm Bird

Mariah's Storm by Rahy

Dancing Brave by Lyphard

Paris Royal by Mill Reef

PLUCK (USA) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins at 2, US$727,290, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Turf S., Gr.2, Woodbine Summer S., Gr.3, 4th Monmouth Continental Mile S., L. Half-brother to SW Three Hearts (Del Mar Red Carpet H., Gr.3). Out of SW Secret Heart, a half-sister to SW Covenant (Kenilworth Majorca S., Gr.1) and SW Promisefrommyheart (Greyville South African Fillies' Guineas, Gr.1). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

WILD ORCHID (IRE), by Giant's Causeway (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to GOLD ACADEMY. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, all winners-

Wild Ash (f by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). 3 wins 1800 to 2600m to 2014-15, Turffontein Sun Chariot H., Premier Hotels H., 2d Turffontein Book a Table H.

De Lago Bloom (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 2 at 1000m, BRC Queensland T-Shirt Company 2YO H., 2d BRC Magnitude 2YO P.

Braided (f by Elusive Quality (USA)). Winner at 1000m in 2013-14.

Happy is King (c by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Winner at 1050m in Macau.

2nd Dam

SOHA, by Dancing Brave. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Half-sister to Cafe de France (dam of TAGANO TEIO). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

GOLD ACADEMY (g Royal Academy (USA)). 2 wins at 1m, 9f, £133,679, York Strensall S., L, 2d Newmarket Feilden S., L, 3d Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr 1, Royal Ascot St James's Palace S., Gr 1, Goodwood Vintage S., Gr 3, Chester Huxley S., L, 4th Newmarket Champion S., Gr 1.

Consulate. 6 wins 13f to 20½f, Leopardstown Newton H.

Tara Gold. 2 wins at 9f, 10½f, Epsom Roughwood Mill House S., Gulfstream Allowance, 2d Newbury Tote Quick Pick Fillies' H. Dam of 3 winners-

Timoca. 3 wins at 10½f, 2m, 2d Down Royal Ulster Oaks.

Without Friends. 8 wins–3 at 2–5f to 1m in Great Britain.

Sky Bird. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Miss Boops. Winner at 2 at 6½f, Doncaster Sportingbet.com 2YO Fillies S.

Free Spirit. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

Arkholme. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 8½f, Ascot Sony S., Haydock Freephone Stanley 2YO S.

Freedom Flying. 3 wins 17f to 25½f to 2015 in Great Britain.

3rd Dam

PARIS ROYAL, by Mill Reef. 5 wins 1700 to 2200m, Oaks d'Italia, Gr 1, Milan Premio Mario Locatelli, L, Premio Alberto Zanoletti di Rozzano, L, Premio Baggio, L, 3d Rome Premio Lydia Tesio, Gr 1.

Half-sister to NORTHERN TREASURE, ETOILE DE PARIS, Polestar (dam of SOCIAL RETIREE, AURORAL), Marseillaise (dam of REGAL ARCHIVE). Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Royal Theatre. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 1½m, Curragh Crotanstown H.

Cafe de France. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

TAGANO TEIO (c Sunday Silence). 2 wins at 2 at 1800m, $1,114,284, Tokyo Sports Hai Sansai S., Jpn-3, 2d Nakayama Asahi Hai Sansai S., Jpn-1.

Tagano Tarquin. Winner at 2 at 1800m in Japan. Grandam of-

TAGANO GRANDPA (c King Kamehameha). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1400m, $1,507,862, to 2014, Chukyo Chunichi Sports Sho Falcon S., Gr 3.
Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 187

BAY Filly
(Branded B. nr sh. 17 4 off sh. Foaled 7th November 2014)

(Sire) NICCONI (USA).................Fianconni (USA)................. by Northern Dancer

Nicola Lass.........................Fall Aspen........................ by Pretense

(Dam) WORLD GUIDE (NZ)...........Scenic (Ire)....................... by Sadler's Wells

Lambert Miss (NZ).................Dubai Lass........................ by Bletchingly

4 SIRE SIRE

1st Dam
WORLD GUIDE (NZ), by Defensive Play (USA). Winner at 1200m. Half-sister to SUNRAY, ROCKING ON, Macau Warrior. This is her tenth living foal. Her ninth foal is a yearling. Her eighth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

SIRMIONE (g by Encosta de Lago). 4 wins-1 at 2-1400 to 2100m, $1,894,375, VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1, QTC Grand Prix S., Gr 3, Qld Tatt's RC Australia Post Tattersalls S., L, 2d VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, MRC St George S., Gr 2, Fat Quaddies H., 3d STC BMW S., Gr 1, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, MRC CF Orr S., Gr 1, BTC Doomen Classic, Gr 3, VRC Bulban 2YO H.


Victory Champion. Winner at 1400m in 2014-15 in NZ.

2nd Dam
Lambert Miss, by Danzatore (Can). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1400m, VATC Virginia H., SBS Radio H., 2d MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L. Three-quarter-sister to Exploit (dam of MILLWARD), half-sister to WOLVETTE (dam of HEADCUTTER), FORCE OF IMPACT, MR MERRIMAKER. Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

SUNRAY (c Zabeel). 6 wins 1900 to 2500m, New Zealand St Leger, Gr 3, Rotorua Challenge P.H., Gr 3, BOP RC Morton Estate Sparkling H. Sire.

ROCKING ON (g Zabeel). 6 wins 1600 to 2400m, $247,950, Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, L, AJC Bigpond H., Convention Centre H.

Macau Warrior (g Keeper). 7 wins 1000 to 1350m, $503,015, to 2013-14 in Macau, 2d Macau Sprint Trophy, L, 3d Macau Golden Group Fat Choy Bowl.

3rd Dam
BUZZETTE, by Atilla (GB). 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, SAJC City of Adelaide H., Breeders' Matchmaker S. Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

WOLVETTE (f Wolverton (Ire)). 3 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, VRC Bloodhorse Breeders' P., Gr 2, Waltzing Lily H., L. Dam of 2 winners-

HEADCUTTER (c Twig Moss (Fr)). 4 wins 1600 to 2800m, $129,945, VRC St Leger, Gr 3, 3d SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1.

Lady Isolde. Unplaced. Grandam of-

GREAT COMMAND (g Marscay). 7 wins 1400 to 2400m, $349,001, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, Waikato RC International S., Gr 1.

MILLWARD (c Defensive Play (USA)). 3 wins at 2 at 1100, 1400m, $660,260, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2.
Stable 2 Rows T 3-12 & U
On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi
Lot 188

BROWN COLT
(Branded \( \overline{\text{\textregistered}} \) nr sh. \( \frac{70}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 10th October 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>HARBOUR WATCH (IRE)</th>
<th>Royal Applause .................. by Waajib (IRE) ..................</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>ZUHOOR (IRE) 2005</td>
<td>Acclamation .......... Gorband .......... Woodman (USA) .......... by Mr. Prospector ..........</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi
Lot 188

BROWN COLT
(Branded \( \overline{\text{\textregistered}} \) nr sh. \( \frac{70}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 10th October 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>HARBOUR WATCH (IRE)</th>
<th>Royal Applause .................. by Waajib (IRE) ..................</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>ZUHOOR (IRE) 2005</td>
<td>Acclamation .......... Gorband .......... Woodman (USA) .......... by Mr. Prospector ..........</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>HARBOUR WATCH (IRE)</th>
<th>Royal Applause .................. by Waajib (IRE) ..................</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>ZUHOOR (IRE) 2005</td>
<td>Acclamation .......... Gorband .......... Woodman (USA) .......... by Mr. Prospector ..........</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HARBOUR WATCH (IRE) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Joint third top colt on The 2011 European 2YO Free H. 3 wins at 2, Goodwood Richmond S., Gr.2, Newmarket Earl of Euler 2YO S. Half-brother to SW Europa Point (Turrforteirn Champions Challenge, Gr.1). Out of a three-quarter-sister to SW Timber Country (Breeders’ Cup Juvenile, Gr.1), a half-sister to SW Kabool and SW Sharaf Kabeer. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam
ZUHOOR, by Lonhro. Winner at 1100m, 2d STC Green Day at the Gardens H. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Her first foal is an unraced 3YO.

2nd Dam
NESNAS, by Danewin. Winner at 2 at 1100m, AJC Darling Harbour 2YO P., 2d AJC Petersham 2YO H. Three-quarter-sister to Snow Beauty, half-sister to COURVOISIER, Ice King, Minnie Me (dam of CENT PER CENT). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

- Cantakitwithya. 3 wins 1000 to 1216m, SAJC Craniofacial Australia H., Morphet Arms Hotel P.
- Laduni. 7 wins at 1200, 1300m, 3d STC Ruse Tavern Tipsters H.
- Mrs Hadlee. 2 wins at 1200, 1300m, $106,205, to 2013-14, 2d VRC Beachside H., MRC Melbourne Legacy Xmas H., Martin Collins Australia H.
- Arctic Grey. 7 wins 1300 to 2046m to 2014-15.

3rd Dam
ARCTIC SCENE (CAN), by Arctic Tern. Started twice. Half-sister to TEXAS GEM, First Mirage (dam of CLASSY MIRAGE, MISSY’S MIRAGE, JOEY’S FIRST JOVE), Mountain Sunshine (dam of COUNTRY PINE), Nobiliare (dam of INDIAN SKIMMER). Dam of 14 foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

- COURVOISIER (c Hennessy (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1750m, $175,960, STC Gloaming S., Gr 2, Aristocrat H., 2d AJC Canterbury S., L, Tamarama 2YO H., 3d AJC George Main S., Gr 1, STC Peter Pan S., Gr 2, Sire.
- Snow Beauty (f Danehill (USA)). 3 wins 1200 to 1350m, $100,478, VRC Ansett Cup H., STC Rockdale H., JS McMillan Printing H., 2d BTC Moet & Chandon H., 3d STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Autumn S., Gr 3.
- Ice King (g Snaadee (USA)). 9 wins 1000 to 1500m in Aust and China, QT Rega Advice H., BTC Unequaled H., 3d Tamworth JC Prime Television H., L.
- Minnie Me. 4 wins 1000 to 1200m, $107,440, AJC Reavill Farm H., De Bortoli Yarra Valley H., STC Camden RSL H., 4th AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2. Dam of-
- CENT PER CENT (g Secret Savings (USA)). 8 wins–2 at 2–1170 to 1580m, $446,691, Gosford Guineas, L, Wyong RC Magic Millions S., AJC Gillette Fusion 2YO H., STC Crowne Plaza Terrigal 2YO H., Theraces.com.au H., Waikato RC United Cleaning Services H., Waipa RC Te Awamutu Cup, 4th QTC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1, GCTC Magic Millions 3YO Trophy, RL.
- Minnie Mah (f Al Maher). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, MRC Patinack Farm H., 2d MRC Michael Andrew Farewell H., 3d MVR Cyphon Tracy S., L.
- Tycoon Scene. Winner at 1200m, 2d WATC Little Sandown H., 3d WATC Swan Gold H. Dam of 5 winners-
- Hotel Casino (g Magic Albert). 6 wins 1200 to 1300m, $262,525, STC Summer Racing Welter H., AJC Thrifty H., Double Bay H., Filante H., 3d AJC Hall Mark S., L, Hawkesbury RC Yalumba Cup, L.
On Account of TURANGGA FARM, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 189

CHESTNUT FILLY

(Branded ♂ nr sh. 49 off sh. Foaled 22nd October 2014)

(Sire) Danewin .............. by Danzig ..............
EXCITES .................
Staging ................... by My Swannee ..............

(Dam) ACQUISITO .............
Zeditave ................... by Hold Your Peace .........

2002 Commercial Choice (USA)

EXCITES (AUS) (Bay 2003-Stud 2007). Winner at 2, AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1.
Sire of 162 mrs, 85 wns, inc. SW Excites Zelady (SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr.3),
Sistine Demon, Red Excitement, Flag Officer, Scream Machine and of Sweet Serendipity, Arousing Suspicion, Sir Kingwood, Amber’s Crown, Midnight Allure - Little Fantasy (H.K.), Elle Excite, Jimmy Says Yes, Madame Fly, Parraay, Stimulatte, Excited Prince, Time to Excite, Avadale, Black Jag, etc.

1st Dam
ACQUISITO, by Zeditave. Unraced. Half-sister to LA LAGUNE, MAKE ME A MIRACLE. This is her eighth living foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Dam of 5 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Hussonite (f by Hussonet (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1300m, 3d BRC Turner Freeman P.

2nd Dam
COMMERCIAL CHOICE (USA), by Knights Choice. 9 wins–3 at 2–at 6f, 8½f, $139,300, Golden Gate Blazing Skies H., L Brazen H., L, 2d Bay Meadows Tanaka Family Farm H., L, Golden Gate A Kiss For Luck H., L, 3d Santa Rosa Elie Destreuil H., L. Half-sister to Our Game Plan, Teal Top, Commercial Run (dam of DANISH DEAL, EMILY RING), Gold Tunic (dam of SOBER SUIT, TITANIC JACK). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

MAKE ME A MIRACLE (g Flying Spur). 7 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2020m, $370,035, ACT RC National Sprint H., L AJC De Bortoli Wines H., STC Members H., 2d GCTC Prime Minister’s Cup, Gr 2, STC Ajax S., Gr 3, 3d MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, QTC Brisbane H., L, 4th Queensland Guineas, Gr 2.

LA LAGUNE (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $351,850, VATC Quezette S., L, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr 2, 3d MVCSR CS Hayes S, Gr 3, 4th VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-

Just Forget it - Wall Street Boy (Sing.) (g Encosta de Lago). 4 wins 1400 to 2000m, $171,225, to 2014, 3d SAJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3.

Generous Nature. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

SAVVY NATURE (g Savabeel). 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2040m to 2014-15, MVRC Mitchelton Wines Vase, Gr 2, Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3, 2d ATC Gloaming S., Gr 3, 3d ATC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, Hobartville S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, ATC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1.

Sir Ferrari - Hostwin Challenge (Mac.) (g Testa Rossa). 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, $221,567, to 2013-14, Manawatu RC Speight's Ale House H., 2d Macau 4YO Prelude, L, 3d Macau Sprint Trophy, L.

3rd Dam
Commercial Venture, by T. V. Commercial. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 6f, 3d Portland Goldigger H., L. Half-sister to JOHNNY D, STARDUSK. Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

COMMERCIAL CHOICE (f Knights Choice). 9 wins. See above.

Gold Tunic. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-

TITANIC JACK (g Encosta de Lago). 8 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $1,288,950, VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2.

SOBER SUIT (c Noalcoholic (Fr)). 8 wins 1122 to 2000m, $335,710, VATC Toorak H., Gr 1, Easter Cup, Gr 3, 3d GCTC AD Hollindale Cup, Gr 2.
Lot 190
BROWN FILLY
(Branded 34

(Sire) El Prado ............................ Sadler's Wells ................ by Northern Dancer ....
ARTIE SCHILLER (USA) 
Hidden Light ........................... Lady Capulet ................ by Sir Ivor .............

(Dam) Danehill (USA) .................. Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer ....
AFRAAH ............................ Razyana ........................... by His Majesty ...........

1st Dam
AFRAAH, by Danehill (USA). 6 wins 1200 to 2000m, $198,200, AJC Frank Packer P., Gr 3, Seppelt Wines H., So Keen H., STC Seppelt H., 2d AJC Carbine Club S., L. Half-sister to Willow (dam of DURNFORD, ULUNDI). This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Happy Jones (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). 2 wins at 1460, 1630m. More Than Ameira (f by More Than Ready (USA)). Winner at 1728m in 2013-14. Winspiration (g by Lonhro). Placed.

2nd Dam
CRAZY FOR YOU (USA), by Pleasant Tap. Winner at 1900m in Brazil. Half-sister to MAIS OUI (dam of IMPERFECT WORLD, AWESOME OF COURSE, MONSIEUR CAT), Adored Slew (dam of DANGEROUS MIDGE), Petiteness (dam of SCORPION), Forever Young (dam of ENDYMION). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

AFRAAH (f Danehill (USA)). 6 wins. See above. Willow. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-
ULUNDI (g Helenus). 4 wins 1223 to 2013m, $194,038, MRC (Mornington) Lord S., L, 3d MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, 4th MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3.
DURNFORD (g Helenus). 2 wins at 1600, 2000m, MRC Mornington Cup Prelude, L, 2d Mornington Cup, L, MRC (Mornington) Lord S., L.

3rd Dam
AFFIRMATIVELY, by Affirmed. 2 wins in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to PERSEVERED, BELONGING, half-sister to DESIREE, REMINISCING. Dam of 13 foals, all raced, 12 winners, inc:-

MAIS OUI (f Lyphard). Winner at 1600m, Longchamp Prix de Bagatelle, L, 2d Chantilly Prix de Sandringham, Gr 3. Dam of 4 winners-

IMPERFECT WORLD (f Carson City). 5 wins–2 at 2–5f to 6½f, Belmont Genuine Risk H., Gr 2, Deauville Prix du Bois, Gr 3.


MONSIEUR CAT (c Tabasco Cat). 4 wins–1 at 2, Arlington Park Awad S., L. Adored Slew (f Seattle Slew). 2 wins at 1600, 2000m, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix Minerve, Gr 3, Longchamp Prix des Tuileries, L. Dam of 6 winners-

DANGEROUS MIDGE (c Lion Heart). 6 wins 1¼m to 1½m, £1,109,758, Breeders' Cup Turf S., Gr 1, Newbury Arc Trial S., Gr 3.

Petiteness (f Chief's Crown). 3 wins, 3d Belmont Tanya S., L. Dam of 6 winners-

SCORPION (c Seattle Slew). 4 wins–1 at 2–5f to 9f, $560,357, Saratoga Jim Dandy S., Gr 1, 2d Saratoga Special S., Gr 2. Sire.

Zakiyya. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Grandam of-
ALWAJEEHA (f Dixieland Band). 3 wins–1 at 2–1m, 9f, $486,927, Keeneland Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S., Gr 1. Producer.
On Account of FERNDALE FARM, Murrurundi
Lot 191

BAY OR BROWN FILLY
(Branded ☐ ☐ nr sh. 5 4 off sh. Foaled 7th September 2014)

**STAR WITNESS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Stallion</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Starcraft (NZ)</td>
<td>Soviet Star (USA)</td>
<td>Flying Floozie</td>
<td>by Nureyev</td>
<td>..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lion Hunter</td>
<td>by Pompeii Court (USA)</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chiara</td>
<td>by Last Tycoon (IRE)</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leone Chiara</td>
<td>Our Native</td>
<td>by Exclusive Native</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grey Dawn Girl</td>
<td>by Grey Dawn</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>War Hawk II (GB)</td>
<td>by Sea Hawk</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prairie Flower</td>
<td>by Princely Note (GB)</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**AIRLIE BIRD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Stallion</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Quarter</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zoffany (USA)</td>
<td>Star WITNESS</td>
<td>Soviet Star (USA)</td>
<td>by Nureyev</td>
<td>..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lion Hunter</td>
<td>by Pompeii Court (USA)</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chiara</td>
<td>by Last Tycoon (IRE)</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Our Native</td>
<td>by Exclusive Native</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grey Dawn Girl</td>
<td>by Grey Dawn</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>War Hawk II (GB)</td>
<td>by Sea Hawk</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prairie Flower</td>
<td>by Princely Note (GB)</td>
<td>..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STAR WITNESS (AUS)** (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2011). 4 wins-3 at 2 to 1200m, £107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King's Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging, Sanasana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YO's.

1st Dam

**AIRLIE BIRD**, by Zoffany (USA). 9 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $233,920, STC Epona S., L, Christmas Cup, L, Cabrarvale Diggers H., Night Racing H., Young Members Harbour Cruise H., 2d AJC Shading H., Newcastle JC Tibbie P., 3d STC Neville Sellwood S., L, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, AJC Trophy Flying Welter H. Sister to **Gourock**. This is her ninth foal. Her eighth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 winners, inc:-

- Aloha Spirit *(f by Stravinsky (USA))*. **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, WATC Westspeed Nursery H., 2d WATC Ernie Perkins Memorial H.
- Idle Situation *(g by Oratorio (IRE))*. 7 wins 1000 to 1800m to 2014-15, 2d BRC Novotel Brisbane Airport H.
- Lord Airlie *(g by Spinning World (USA))*. 5 wins 1300 to 1786m, 2d WATC Communications Australia H., Westspeed 3YO H.
- Who's Next *(g by Sharkbite)*. 3 wins 1350 to 1850m in 2014-15.
- Gals Gal *(f by Galileo (IRE))*. Unraced. Dam of-
  - Divalicious. **Winner** at 1300m in 2013-14, 3d WATC Budget 4WD H.

2nd Dam

**ALWAYS SUMMER** *(NZ)*, by War Hawk II (GB). 8 wins 1200 to 2000m, HBJC Ormond Memorial S., Gr 3, CJC Winter Cup, Gr 3, WRC Whyte H., L-twine, Wanganui JC Russell Grace H., 2d Wanganui JC Tim Rogers S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Craigslist S., Gr 2, VRC JJ Liston S., Gr 2, Wanganui JC Tim Rogers S., Gr 3, WRC Harcourt S., L. Sister to **Never Winter**, three-quarter-sister to **Chief Joseph**. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

- AIRLIE BIRD *(f Zoffany (USA))*. 9 wins. See above.
- **Gourock** *(g Zoffany (USA))*. 4 wins at 1600m, 3d VRC Assissi Centre H., L, Flag International H., VATC Ripponlea H., 4th VRC Andersen Consulting S., L.
- Always a Girl. Started once. Dam of 3 winners-Umatic. 6 wins 1200 to 2100m to 2013-14, 2d SAJC Medallion Homes H., Ballarat Spring Cup.
- Bratton. **Winner** at 2000m, 2d MRC Grey Boots H., 3d MRC Merman H.

3rd Dam

**PRAIRIE FLOWER**, by Princely Note (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to **Chief Joseph**. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

- **ALWAYS SUMMER** *(f War Hawk II (GB))*. 8 wins. See above.
- **Never Winter** *(f War Hawk II (GB))*. 2 wins at 1000, 1600m, 2d WRC Desert Gold S., Gr 2, AuRC Goodwood Breeders' H., 4th Masterton Lowland S., Gr 3. Producer.

Another Summer. Unraced. Dam of-
- Golden Memories. 9 wins 1000 to 1400m, CJC Robbie's Bar & Bistro Main North Rd H., Otago RC Beaumont Hotel H., East Taieri Supporters H., Otago Owners & Trainers Association H., 2d CJC South Island Trainers Bonus Day H., Greymouth JC Quality Kings Hotel H.
Stable 2 Row P 1-7
On Account of BLUE GUM FARM, Euroa, Vic
(As Agent)
Lot 192
BAY FILLY
(Braded 21 4 off sh. Foaled 20th September 2014)

(Sire) Exceed and Excel by Danzig
EXCELEBRATION (IRE)
Sun Shower by Lomond

(Dam) Umatilla (NZ) by Mr. Prospector
ALLAPATTAH

1st Dam
ALLAPATTAH, by Umatilla (NZ). 5 wins 1607 to 2400m, $138,292, MVRC Ready Workforce H., MRC Savoir H., Mornington RC Channel 7 Ron Casey Memorial H., 2d VRC Summer Fleur H., MRC Fraar H., MVRC Members Equity Bank H., PFD Food Services H. Half-sister to SPARGO, Add Tinsel (dam of CELESTIAL SHOW, FASHION VICTIM). This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-
Sagacious Miss (f by Real Saga). Winner at 1523m in 2014-15, MVRC CRT & Crop Care Nail 600 P., 2d MRC Dennis Hanrahan H.

2nd Dam
ADRAANITO, by Adraan (GB). 6 wins 1300 to 1600m, $139,955, SAJC Queen of the South S.H., Gr 2, WATC Arlington H., Quality S., Graduation S.-twice, 2d WATC Railway S., Gr 1, 3d WATC Dayana S., L, December H., L, Kalgoorlie Boulder RC Hannan's H., L, VRC Fosters H., 4th WATC Belmont Oaks, L, York H., L. Half-sister to WILLIAM'S GHOST - GREENMAIL (H.K.). Dam of 16 foals, 14 to race, 10 winners, inc:-
SPARGO (g Rory's Jester). 4 wins–2 at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $494,651 in Aust and Macau, VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr 2, SAJC National S., Gr 3, MVRC Schweppes S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Wellington Racing Club S., L. Shiuna. 7 wins 1000 to 1550m, $341,089 in Aust and Macau, STC Dual Choice H. Zaldaan. 4 wins 1200 to 1800m, WATC Melfort H. Base Note. 6 wins at 1100, 1200m, 2d WATC Fruit 'n' Veg H. Iron Storm. 3 wins 1400 to 2000m, 2d WATC The Lakes H., Yenton H. Snow Maker. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-
Flyingconi. 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, $287,212, to 2014-15, VRC Flying Doctor P., Williamstown H., MRC The Peak H., Mildura Cup. Add Tinsel. Started twice. Dam of 7 winners-
CELESTIAL SHOW (f Serheed (USA)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2200m, Bunbury Cup, Gr 3, VATC Naturalism S., L, Pinjarra Cup, L, 2d Western Australian Oaks, Gr 2, VATC Naturalism S., L, 3d VATC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, Werribee Cup, L, 4th WATC Derby, Gr 1. Producer.
FASHION VICTIM (f Rory's Jester). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1000m, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3. Dam of Fashion Gala. Placed at 2. Dam of-
Docking. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2014-15, MRC Sportingbet Best Tote H.
Lot 193

**BAY FILLY**

(Branded nr sh. 46 4 off sh. Foaled 10th November 2014)

**(Sire)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Red Ransom (USA)</th>
<th>Roberto</th>
<th>by Hail to Reason</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Charge Forward...</td>
<td>Arabia</td>
<td>by Damascus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bletchingly</td>
<td>by Biscay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney's Dream...</td>
<td>Dream Appeal (USA)</td>
<td>by Valid Appeal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**(Dam)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fastnet Rock</th>
<th>Danehill (USA)</th>
<th>by Danzig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Bay</td>
<td>Piccadilly Circus</td>
<td>by Royal Academy (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Bluebird (USA)</td>
<td>by Storm Bird</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Occasions</td>
<td>by Marscay</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam

**American Bay**, by Fastnet Rock. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to **NECHITA**. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, inc:-


2nd Dam


- My Toy Boy. Winner at 1350m.

3rd Dam

**Occasions**, by Marscay. 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, AJC Horlicks H., Richard Jones H., STC Georges River H., 2d STC Bremick H., Penshurst H., 3d AJC Mares H. Half-sister to **Star State**. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

- **Chiming Lass** (f Bellotto (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1350m, $200,540, AJC Toy Show H., L, BTC Glenlogan Park S., L, AJC Rosenblums' H., STC Hahn Premium H., Billabong Hotel Series H., 2d STC Westfield Foundation P.H., Miranda H., 3d AJC Veilmond H., STC Moraitis Group H. Producer.

**Winona** (f Bluebird (USA)). 5 wins. See above. Artiste.

- 4 wins 1200 to 1800m, $196,725, AJC Pop McGovern Welter H., STC De Bortoli Wines H., Solo Sub H., 4th MVRC Sunline S., Gr 2. Dam of-

- **Nechita** (f Fastnet Rock). 3 wins-1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $457,300, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1, ATC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, Ambassador Travel Services 2YO P.

- Art Thou Ready. 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $188,165, to 2014-15, ATC Dean Industrial H., Heathcote Newspower H., Newcastle Spring Carnival H. Thermogenic. Winner at 1618m in 2014-15, 3d SAJC Drink Driving? Grow Up H. Get Salty. 4 wins at 1400, 1500m, Qld Tatt's RC Sky Channel Tattersalls Arcade H., QTC Racetree H.

- Investiture. 7 wins 1200 to 1400m, 3d AJC De Bortoli Noble One 2YO H., QTC Sunset Sue Welter H.

- Fuji Star. 4 wins-1 at 2–at 1250, 1800m.

4th Dam

**Stateley Girl**, by Kaoru Star. 9 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, AJC Ex-Servicewomens' 40th Anniversary H. Half-sister to **Stately Image** (dam of **SOVEREIGN STATE**). Dam of 7 named foals, all winners, inc:-

- **Star State** (c Oenjay Star). 13 wins 1200 to 1400m, $170,165, WATC Retravision Welter H., 3d WATC HG Bolton Sprint H., L.
Lot 194
BAY FILLY
(As Agent)
Lot 194
BAY FILLY
(As Agent)

Stable 2 Row P 1-7
On Account of BLUE GUM FARM, Euroa, Vic

On Account of BLUE GUM FARM, Euroa, Vic

Lot 194
BAY FILLY
(As Agent)

(Branded Br nr sh. 3 off sh. Foaled 20th August 2014)

(CANFORD CLIFFS (IRE))

Tagula.............................................
Taufan.........................................
by Stop the Music ......................

Mrs Marsh........................................
Twin Island.................................
by Standaan (Fr) .........................

(CANFORD CLIFFS (IRE))

Elvstroem.....................................
Danehill (USA).........................
by Danzig ...............................

Amicable Agreement 2007

Prenuptial (NZ).................
Circles of Gold...................
by Marscay ............................

1st Dam
Amicable Agreement, by Elvstroem. Unraced. Sister to Crossley - Crown Indicator (Mac.). This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Her first foal is an unraced 3YO.

2nd Dam
Prenuptial (NZ), by Take Your Partner. 5 wins 1400 to 1600m, $184,685, AJC Angst H., L, City of Fairfield H., San Miguel Light H., NSW Tatt's RC Bella Vista Ball H., STC Cathay Pacific P., 2d AJC McGrath's Liverpool H., STC Freshest H., Hahn Premium Light H., 4th AJC Wiggles H., L. Sister to IN THE CARDS - WINNING PARTNERS (H.K.), half-sister to MOONAH BROOKE. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

Crossley - Crown Indicator (Mac.) (g Elvstroem). 6 wins 1400 to 1800m, $227,769 in Aust and Macau, 2d Macau Lisboa Challenge H., MVRC Essendon Chrysler H., 3d Macau Guineas Prelude, L, Macau Winter Trophy, L.

Valid Contract. 5 wins 1200 to 1300m, $154,790, to 2013-14, MVRC Ascend Sales H., MRC Guinot International H., 3d MRC Yarra Valley Farms P.

Vows. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, STC Tooheys New & Brown H. Dam of Polygraph. 4 wins at 900, 1100m in 2014 in Aust and Malaysia.

Floral Quest. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, BOP RC Paramount Hire H.

3rd Dam

In the Cards - Winning Partners (H.K.) (c Take Your Partner). 8 wins 1000 to 1400m, Hong Kong International Bowl, Gr 3, HKJC Happy Valley Trophy, HK-3, 2d RHKC Happy Valley Trophy, HK-3, 3d RHKC Chairman's Prize, HK-1, Centenary Cup, HK-2, Happy Valley Trophy, HK-3.

Moonah Brooke (c Kingdom Bay). 4 wins 1000 to 2400m, $174,075, Tasmanian Derby, Gr 3, VRC Bernie Quinlan H., Portland Player 3YO H.

Prenuptial (f Take Your Partner). 5 wins. See above.

Murph. 8 wins 1200 to 2000m, $163,170, Yarra Glen RC Yarra Glen Cup, AJC Bondi Junction H., STC Picnic Point H., Audley H., Mastercut Meats H.

House of Cards. 7 wins 1200 to 2000m, AJC Moet & Chandon H.

4th Dam

Top Avenger (c Kaoru Star). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $106,400, Newcastle JC Penfolds Classic S., Gr 3, AJC Stan Fox S., L. Sire.
Lot 195

**BAY FILLY**

(Branded J嘴□ nr sh. 161 14 off sh. Foaled 31st October 2014)

(Sire) Sadler's Wells ................. by Nearctic
BULLET TRAIN (GB) ...

Kind .......... by Fairy Bridge ................. by Bold Reason

(Dam) Zoffany (USA) ................. by Danzig

APHRODISIAC ................. by Rainbow Lake ................. by Rainbow Quest

1993

Food for Love ................. by Our Native ................. by Exclusive Native

BULLET TRAIN (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud 2013). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 11½f, £114,822, Lingfield Derby Trial S, Gr.3, 2d Newbury Dubai Duty Free Golf World Cup S, 4th Goodwood Sussex S, Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S, Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S, Gr.1). SW Noble Mission (Goodwood Gordon S, Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S, L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust. (Goodwood Gordon S, Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S, L). Half-sister to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S, Gr.1). SW Noble Mission (Goodwood Gordon S, Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S, L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam

APHRODISIAC, by Zoffany (USA). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, Qld Tatt’s RC City Rowers H, QTC SSL Education H, 2d BTC Carlton H, 3d BTC timber Merchants H, MVRC MV Functions H, 4th SAJC Cinderella S, L. Half-sister to LADY JAKEO (dam of RED ARROW, ABLE CHOICE). Triple Header, Twig Amour. This is her tenth live foal. Her ninth foal is a yearling. Her eighth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, all winners.

Hidden Assets (g by Secret Savings (USA)). 8 wins 1100 to 1600m, $127,385, AJC Apollo Eleven H, 2d AJC Merimbula Bay H, STC Country Growers P.

Ostras (g by Woodman (USA)). 7 wins 1400 to 1888m, $117,050, BTC Rankins on the Mall News H, 2d BTC Is Your Broker with FBAA H, 3d BTC Shred X Document Destruction H, Free Finance Check-Up H, QTC W Glasson P, Marry Me Ruth J Watkins H, SCTC Greg Hunt Consultancy H.

Don’t Go There (f by Langfuhr (Can)). 2 wins at 900m, 3d BTC Brookwater H. Dam of–

Thornly Beauty. **Winner** at 1300m, 3d WATC Twitter.com H.

Sydney Rock (g by Mossman). **Winner** at 1200m in 2013-14. Hot to Tango (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). **Winner** at 1000m.

2nd Dam

**FOOD FOR LOVE**, by Lunchtime (GB). 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1280m, STC Magic Night H, Gr.3, 2d STC Golden Slipper S, Gr.1, AFC Gimcrack S, Gr.3, 3d STC Reisling Slipper Trial S, Gr.3. Sister to BRAZEN EMPEROR, half-sister to As Time Goes By. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc–

LADY JAKEO (f Last Tycoon (Ire)). 5 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $578,000, MVRCA Australia S, Gr.1, VATC Blue Diamond S, Gr.1. Dam of 11 winners–

RED ARROW (c Red Ransom (USA)). 4 wins 1100 to 1300m, $238,519, Hollywood Los Angeles S, Gr.3, 2d MRC Sir John Monash S, L. Sire.

ABLE CHOICE (g Dehere (USA)). Champion Griffin in Hong Kong. 7 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $1,304,768, HKJC Juvenile Sprint Trophy, HK-3, 2d MVRCA Mitchell McKenzie S, L, 4th VRC Ascot Vale S, Gr.2. Miss Jakeo. **Winner** at 2 at 1010m, BTC Shell 2YO H. Dam of 6 winners–

MRS ONASSIS (g General Nediyam). 8 wins at 1000, 1100m, $516,680, MRC Oakleigh P, Gr.1, ATC Starlight H, L, MRC Alinghi S, L, 

MISS JUDGEMENT (f Strategic). 10 wins 1000 to 1200m, $375,295, MRC How Now S, Gr.3, VRC Century S, L. Producer.

FIFTH AVENUE LADY (f Encosta de Lago). 6 wins 1400 to 1600m, $295,000, VRC Matron S, Gr.3, 3d MVRCA Sunline S, Gr.2.

AUSSIES LOVE SPORT (g Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins at 1400m, in 2013-14, ATC Ming Dynasty H, Gr.3, 3d ATC Stan Fox S, Gr.2.

Twig Amour (f Twig Moss (Fr)). 2 wins at 1600, 1650m, TTC TROA P, 2d TRC One Thousand Guineas, L, Strutt S, L. Grandam of–

PEGGY JEAN (f Myboycarlie (Ire)). 2 wins at 2 to 1400m, $920,525, in 2013-14, ATC Sires’ Produce S, Gr.1, Inglis 2YO Classic, RL.
Lot 196
BLACK OR BROWN FILLY
(Branded nr sh. 17 off sh. Foaled 15th October 2014)

(Sire) More Than Ready (USA).
PLUCK (USA).................. Southern Halo ...................... by Halo......................
                           Woodman's Girl ............... by Woodman (USA)........
                           Fort Wood ................. by Sadler's Wells ........
                           Secret Pact ..................... by Bush Telegraph........

(Dam) BABY BELLE .................. Filante (NZ) .............. Star Way (GB) .............. by Star Appeal ............
     2004  Lac d’Or ..................... Eau d’Etoile (NZ) ........ by Sir Tristram (Ire)......
            .................................. Paulliac ...................... by Star Watch ............
            .................................. Calare Gold ................ by Ksar (GB) ..........

PLUCK (USA) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins at 2, US$727,290, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf S., Gr.2, Woodbine Summer S., Gr.3, 4th Monmouth Continental Mile S., L. Half-brother to SW Three Hearts (Del Mar Red Carpet H., Gr.3). Out of SW Secret Heart, a half-sister to SW Covenant (Kenilworth Majorca S., Gr.1) and SW Promisefrommyheart (Greyville South African Fillies’ Guineas, Gr.1). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam
BABY BELLE, by Filante (NZ). 2 wins at 1350, 1600m, 2d STC Theraces.com.au H. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is an un raced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner—Renesmee (f by Power of Destiny). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
LAC D’OR, by Paulliac. Unraced. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Klish Klash. 6 wins 1150 to 1500m, AJC Manawapoi H., 2d AJC Might and Power H., STC Landsdowne Hotel H., Jurox Pty Ltd H., 3d STC Great Food at The Freeway H.
Wise and Wary. 4 wins 1370 to 1412m, 3d AJC Shogun Lodge P.

3rd Dam
CALARE GOLD, by Ksar (GB). 9 wins 1000 to 1290m, STC Mosman H. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-
Alloy. 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, STC Magic Millions H.
Somewhat Black. 19 wins 1000 to 1800m.
Clockon. 5 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, 2d STC Shading 2YO H., 3d STC Canterbury Function Centre 2YO H.
Landview Lad. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m.
Profession. 5 wins 1600 to 2100m.
Magnific. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m.
Tacoma. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 4 winners-
Jefferson Park. 9 wins 1200 to 1440m, $149,175, to 2013-14, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Arcade H., 3d BRC Queensland X-Ray H., Coca Cola Amatil H.
Mt Rainier. 7 wins 1100 to 1900m.
Jendrick. 2 wins at 1600m.
Deedles. Winner at 1400m in 2014-15.

4th Dam
TABLE MANNERS, by Dignitas (USA). Unplaced. Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
Raffin Manor. 10 wins 1000 to 1200m, SAJC Jack Tar S., 2d SAJC RDA Riding Disabled S., 3d SAJC Woambara S., Jim Courtney H. Dam of 3 winners-
Raffinies. 4 wins 1200 to 1800m.
Evan’s Glen. 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, AJC Tegilla H.
Table Glen. 9 wins 1200 to 1710m.
Laugh and Be Merry. 4 wins 1100 to 1450m, 2d SAJC Storm Queen H.
Relate. 3 wins 800 to 1300m.
Sparkling Silver. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 900, 1100m, 3d STC Darlington H. Dam of-
By Invitation (f Carrasco). 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2300m, BATC Doomben Mini Nugget S., 2d BATC Orchid Beach H., Convalescent H., QTC Gainsborough H., 3d GCTC Golden Nugget Sales S., L. Producer.
On Account of FERNDALE FARM, Murrurundi

Lot 197

(Branded ♂ nr sh. 8 4 off sh. Foaled 2nd October 2014)

**BAY COLT**

(Sire)  
BIG BROWN (USA).....  
Boundary ...................................  
Danzig .................................... by Northern Dancer....

Edgeworth ...............................  
Nureyev ................................ by Northern Dancer....

Mien .......................................  
Miasma .................................. by Lear Fan..........

(Dam)  
BALBINA............................... 1998

Thunder Gulch (USA).......

Gulch ..................................... by Mr. Prospector........

Line of Thunder ..........................  
Storm Bird ............................... by Storm Bird..........

Mien ......................................  
Nureyev ................................ by Northern Dancer....

Miasma .................................. by Lear Fan..........

BIG BROWN (USA) (Bay 2005-Stud U.S.A. 2009, Aust. 2010). 7 wins-1 at 2, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1, Sire of 260 mrs, 151 wns, 13 SW, inc. Dortmund (Los Alamitos Futurity, Gr.1), Darwin, Big Wildcat, Nicky's Brown Miss, Red Sashay, Kiss to Remember, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 3YOs and inc SW Neverland (WATC Challenge S., L), SP Light Up the Sky, Muscovado, Wroclaw and of Big Clipper, Bomber Brown, Bella Venus, Frank Heavens, etc.

1st Dam  
BALBINA, by Thunder Gulch (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, MVRC Snap 2YO H. Half-sister to VITAL CONSENT (dam of RED HANNIGAN, VITAL AGREEMENT - ALL HAPPY (MAC.)). This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Her fifth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, all winners- Lavender Mist (f by Exceed and Excel). Winner at 1000m, ATC 198 FM P. Zare (g by Red Ransom (USA)). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m. Break of Dawn (g by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 1560, 1600m.

2nd Dam  
VITAL MOVE (USA), by Topsider. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 1m in U.S.A. Half-sister to VITAL ENVOY. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

**VITAL CONSENT** (f Pre Empptive Strike (Can)). 5 wins 1250 to 1600m, $166,775, AJC Emancipation S., Gr 3, STC Wattle H., AJC Accountants H., Tails H., STC ANZ Banking Womens Club H., 2d Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, AJC Parramatta Motor Auctions H., Stillwell Honda & Toyota H., STC Emu Plains H., 3d STC Florida H., Seppelt Corella Ridge H., 4th STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 3, Birthday Card H., L. Dam of 4 winners- 

**RED HANNIGAN** (g Dehere (USA)). 11 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 2200m, $688,960, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, Eskimo Prince H., L, AJC Bankstown Club 2YO H., MRC Ashleys Foresters Arms Hotel H., City of Greater Dandenong Cup, IGA Ninja H., Broome Cup, Sale TC Prestney Brothers H., AJC Bacardi Breeze P., STC LSW Group Lewisham Saw Works 2YO H., 2d VRC Williamstown Welter H., STC Tuesdays' Slave Millinery H., 3d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, MRC Victoria H., Gr 3, WATC Farnley S., L, AJC Adriatic 2YO H., 4th WATC Goodwood Sprint H., L. 

**VITAL AGREEMENT - ALL HAPPY** (Mac.) (g Belong to Me (USA)). 15 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1600m, $989,433 in Aust and Macau, Gosford Guineas, L, AJC Sydney City Lexus H., STC Hays Personnel H., Macau Clarion H., Gold Group Fat Choy Cup, Kalamoun H., STC Matador Bullbars H., Macau Always the Best H., 2d Hawkesbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, STC Future Warehouse H., Courtyard by Marriott Parramatta H., Macau Raith H., 3d Macau Ballymoss H., 4th AJC South Pacific Classic, Gr 3. 

Queens Move. Winner at 1600m. Dam of- 

**The Aftershock** (g Nadeem). Winner at 1400m, 3d CJC Welcome S., L, Midlands 2YO S.

BALBINA (f Thunder Gulch (USA)). 2 wins. See above. Daring Deed - Captain Smollett (Mal.). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m in Aust and Malaysia, STC Petersham 2YO H., 2d STC Annandale 2YO H. 

Nimitz. Winner at 2 at 1200m, MVRC Dunlop Sport H. 

Quest for Love. Winner at 1221m. Dam of 2 winners- 

So Symbolic. 6 wins 1200 to 1985m, $142,375, to 2014-15, ATC Schweppes H., WATC Tabtouch.mobi H., 2d ATC Mossman at Vinery H.
Lot 198

BAY FILLY

(Branded ü nr sh. 8 4 off sh. Foaled 4th October 2014)

(Sire) A.P. Indy .................................... by Bold Reasoning ............

BERNARDINI (USA) ...

Cara Rafaela ...................................... by Spectacular Bid .........

(Dam) Honour and Glory (USA).

BIG STEP ........................................... by In Reality ...............

2000 Silken Step .................................... by Lyphard .............

Bosk (USA) ........................................... by Damascus ...........

BERNARDINI (USA) (Bay 2003-Stud 2007). 6 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr.1. Leading NZ Sire of 2YOs 2012-13. Sire of 652 rnrs, 347 whns, 36 SW, inc. Ruud Awakening (ARC Diamond S., Gr.1), Boban, To Honor and Serve, Alpha, Stay Thirsty, Go Indy Go, Angela Renee, A.Z. Warrior, Biondetti, Toydini, Gamil and Serve, Alpha, Stay Thirsty, Go Indy Go, Angela Renee, A.Z. Warrior, Biondetti, Toydini, Gamil, Wilburn, Cavorting, Imperative, Spellbound, Thyeuskens' Theory, Romansh, Dame Dorothy, Edison, Gala Award, etc.

1st Dam

BIG STEP, by Honour and Glory (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to ACTRESS, High Heels (dam of DESERT WAR, LASER HAWK). This is her ninth living foal. Her eighth foal is a yearling. Her seventh foal is a 2YO. Her sixth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:-

GOBI RANGER (c by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $160,102, to 2014, AuRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, Singapore TC Benchmark 67 H., 2d AuRC Great Northern Guineas, Gr 2, Whangarei RC Westbury Stud Challenge S., L, 3d New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Singapore TC Kranji C S., 4th Waikato RC James & Annie Sarten Memorial S.,

Pillowin (g by Dehere (USA)). 2 wins at 1000m, $131,907, to 2013-14, HKJC Hakodate H., 2d HKJC Min Fat H., 3d HKJC Sha Tin H.

Diva Down Under (f by Exceed and Excel). Placed in NZ. Tesla (g by Fantastic Light (USA)). Placed at 3.

2nd Dam

SILKEN STEP, by Tolomeo (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to BROTO, Pay Back Time, Endless Wonder (dam of WONDERER), Spectacular Play (dam of JANFRANCO). Dam of 12 named foals, 6 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

ACTRESS (f by Snippets). 3 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $115,195, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Keith Mackay H., L, 4th AJC Flight S., Gr 1. Dam of-

Mr Bogart (g by Northern Meteor) 3 wins at 1000, 1250m in 2014-15, ATC Hyland Race Colours H., 2d ATC Skyline S., Gr 2, Canberra Guineas, L.

Above Perfection (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1400m, AJC Collimore Park H., 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L.

High Heels. 2 wins at 1400, 1550m, AJC Optus World H. Dam of 7 winners-

DESERT WAR (g by Desert King (Ire)). 2007 Champion Australian Middle-Distance Horse. 12 wins 1400 to 2000m, $3,046,610, AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1, AJC Epsom H., Gr 1-twice, STC Ranvet S., Gr 1, Hill S., Gr 2-twice, Apollo S., Gr 2, 2d AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, Epsom H., Gr 1, 3d AJC George Main S., Gr 1, STC Ranvet Rawson S., Gr 1-twice.

LASER HAWK (g by Artie Schiller (USA)). 5 wins 1400 to 2000m, $711,750, to 2014-15, ATC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, ATC Quakers Inn H., 2d Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, 3d Australian Derby, Gr 1, ATC Randwick Guineas, Gr 1, George Main S., Gr 1.

Our Desert Warrior (g by Desert King (Ire)). 3 wins 1500 to 1600m, $106,900, to 2013-14, 3d ATC Shannon S., Gr 2, 4th Geelong Classic, L.

Wookah (g by Encosta de Lago). 6 wins at 1400, 1450m, to 2014-15, 2d VRC Super Impose S., L, 3d SAJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3.

Dearness. 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1300m, AJC Kogarah 2YO H. Dam of-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 199</th>
<th>CHESTNUT COLT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Branded 18th off sh. 4th September 2017)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TURFFONTEIN**
- Johannesburg (USA)......
- Hennessy (USA).........
- Myth....................... by Storm Cat
- Dr Grace (NZ).........
- by Sir Tristram (IRE)
- News Box (NZ).........
- by Bassenthwaite (GB)...

**BLESSED ANNA**
- General Nediyim.....
- Nediyim (IRE).........
- by Shareef Dancer
- Saint's Review (IRE).....
- by Without Fear (FR)......
- Military Belle.........
- by Halo..................
- Smashing Review.......
- by Pleasant Tap.........

**TURFFONTEIN (AUS)** (Chesnut 2004-Stud 2010). 5 wins-1 at 2-from 1200m to 1600m, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1, MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr.1, Queensland Guineas, Gr.2, Sire of 34 rnrs, 13 wins, inc. SW Fontiton (MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr.2), Fontein Ruby, SP Turfane and of Hunters Grace, Turf Crusher, Day Two Miss, Bachelorette, Bleufontein, Blue Jangles, Gauteng Gal, Golden Tomahawk, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

**1st Dam**
- BLESSED ANNA, by General Nediyim. Unraced. Half-sister to Zebulon. This is her first foal.

**2nd Dam**
- SAINT'S REVIEW (IRE), by Saint Ballado. Placed. Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
  - Zebulon (g All American). Winner at 2 at 1410m, $108,150, in 2013-14, VRC Murray Cox 2YO H., 2d MRC Autumn S., Gr 2, 3d VRC Taj Rossi Series Final H., L, Living Legends S., L.

**3rd Dam**
- SMASHING REVIEW, by Pleasant Tap. 5 wins, $126,630, Delaware Nastique S., L, 3d Garden State Vineland H., L, Laurel Holly Beach S., L, 4th Aqueduct Rare Treat H., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to Pleasant Review (dam of SPARKLING REVIEW), Rap and Dance (dam of RAP TALE), half-sister to The Bull Hayes. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:- Nishino Vainqueur. 4 wins at 1800, 2100m, Tokyo Koremasa Tokubetsu. Nishinokagotsurube. Winner at 1400m in Japan. LAUGHTER. Winner at 2 at 7f in Great Britain.

**4th Dam**
- NO REVIEW, by Nodouble. 9 wins-2 at 2, $634,545, Santa Anita Santa Barbara H., Gr 1, San Gorgonio H., Gr 2, Del Mar Oaks, Gr 3, Atlantic City Oaks, L, Miss Delaware S., L, Philadelphia Freesia S., L, 2d Santa Anita Las Palmas H., Gr 2-twice, 3d Hollywood Beverly Hills H., Gr 1, Santa Anita Yellow Ribbon S., Gr 1. Half-sister to ANOTHER REVIEW, DANCE COLONY, Pleasant Review (dam of SPARKLING REVIEW), Rap and Dance (dam of RAP TALE), Promenade Colony (dam of PROMENAIDE GIRL, DATTS AWESOME). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
  - SMASHING REVIEW (f Pleasant Tap). 5 wins. See above.
  - The Bull Hayes (g Sadler's Wells). 5 wins 1½m to 17f, £103,393, 2d Galway Oyster S., L, Doncaster Shield, Curragh Sinndar 2YO S., 3d Curragh Gallinule S., Gr 3, 4th Leopardstown Eyrefield S., L.
  - Frost Flower. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners- 
  - Recipient (f Point Given). 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1m, 8½f, 3d Santa Anita Blue Norther S., L.

**5th Dam**
- DANCE REVIEW, by Northern Dancer. 2 wins in U.S.A. Half-sister to Diamond Spring (dam of DROITURE), Nick Blairs (dam of NIKKEY), Dumfries Pleasure (dam of URBANE). Dam of 15 foals, 13 to race, all winners, inc:-
  - ANOTHER REVIEW (c Buckaroo). 8 wins, $752,370, Hollywood Californian S., Gr 1, Mervyn LeRoy H., Gr 2, Santa Anita San Bernardino H., Gr 2.
On Account of BOWNESS STUD, Young (As Agent)

Lot 200

BAY FILLY

(Branded Jnr sh. 148 off sh. Foaled 11th October 2014)

(Sire) Sadler's Wells......... Northern Dancer .... by Nearctic..............
BULLET TRAIN (GB) ... Fairy Bridge................ by Bold Reason ..............
Kind......................... Danahill (USA) ......... by Danzig..................

(Dam) Kingmambo ............. Rainbow Lake........... by Rainbow Quest .........
BLUE ORCHID (USA) .. M'r. Prospector .......... by Raise a Native .........
2002 Yekaterina................ Cruella................ by Tyrant ..................

BULLET TRAIN (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud 2013). 2 wins-1 at 2- at 1m, 11½f, £114,822, Lingfield Derby Trial S., Gr.3, 2d Newbury Dubai Duty Free Golf World Cup S., 4th Goodwood Sussex S., Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1), SW Noble Mission (Goodwood Gordon S., Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S., L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam
BLUE ORCHID (USA), by Kingmambo. Winner at 7f in U.S.A. Half-sister to Whoopddoo, Simone’s Show, Slammin Kat (dam of PRINCESA VENECIA). This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners-
Violets are Blue (f by Statue of Liberty (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m to 2014-15, SAJC SAROA H., Angelakis Brothers P., 2d SAJC SARAH Group H., Schweppes P., 3d SAJC Jims Cleaning H.
Edit (g by Time Thief). Winner at 1100m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
YEKATERINA, by Strawberry Road. Unraced. Half-sister to DIAZO, MORT, Berga (dam of REAL DANDY, PREMEDICATION), Kalf (dam of PRESIDIO HEIGHTS), Merryland Monroe (dam of MERRY MEADOW). Dam of 7 foals, all winners, inc:-
Simone’s Show (f Theatrical). Winner at 1m, 3d Santa Anita Some Sensation S., L. Producer.
Slammin Kat. 2 wins at 6f, 1m in U.S.A. Dam of-
PRINCESA VENECIA (f Rock Hard Ten). 3 wins 1400 to 1900m in 2014 in Venezuela, La Rinconada Copa Miss Marena, L.
Kelly Mac. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 3 winners-
Castletown (c Orientate). 8 wins 5f to 6f, $264,161, to 2015, Turf Paradise Swift S., 2d Canterbury Honor the Hero S., L.
Kelly Rock (c Rock Hard Ten). 7 wins 6f to 8½f, $214,620, to 2015, 2d Presque Isle Downs Leemat S., L, 4th Presque Isle Downs Leemat S., L.

3rd Dam
Cruella, by Tyrant. 3 wins at 1700m in France and U.S.A, 2d Bay Meadows Children’s Hospital H., L, Turf Paradise Chris Evert H., L. Half-sister to Doo Dah Dolly. Dam of 14 named foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-
DIAZO (c Jade Hunter). 6 wins 7f to 1¼m, $581,400, Santa Anita Strub S., Gr 1, Meadowlands Pegasus H., Gr 1, Santa Anita Malibu S., Gr 2. Sire.
MORT (c Jade Hunter). 10 wins 1m to 1¼m, Mountaineer Fall H., L.
Berga. 5 wins in U.S.A. Dam of 9 winners-
PREMEDICATION (c Afternoon Deelites). 7 wins–3 at 2–5½f to 1m, $318,000, Lone Star Alysheba S., L, 3d Oaklawn Essex H., Gr 3. Sire.
Merryland Monroe. 3 wins at 5½f, 6f in U.S.A. Dam of 2 winners-
MERRY MEADOW (f Henny Hughes). 8 wins 6f to 7f, $695,550, to 2015, Gulfstream Sugar Swirl S., Gr 3, Hurricane Bertie S., Gr 3.
Kalf. 2 wins in U.S.A. Dam of 2 winners-
PRESIDIO HEIGHTS (c Allen’s Prospect). 7 wins, Fairplex Foothill S., L.
Lot 201

BAY COLT

(Branded n r sh. 26 off sh. Foaled 25th August 2014)

On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

**DREAM AHEAD (USA)**

(Sire)

Diktat......................... by Known Fact..................

Arvola......................... by Sadler's Wells...........

Cadeaux Genereux.......... by Young Generation......

Sahara Star.................... by Green Desert...........

(Dam)

BRYCE CANYON (USA)

1997

Gulch........................ by Octagonal (NZ).

Bineyah (Ire).................


1st Dam

BRYCE CANYON (USA), by Gulch. Unplaced. Half-sister to Beyond the Sunset (dam of TE AKAU COUP, DON GARCIA). This is her tenth foal. Her ninth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 7 foals to race, 5 winners-


Octagonal Canyon (g by Octagonal (NZ)). 2 wins at 1800, 2200m, $187,700, HKJC Special Cargo H., Wing Lok H., 2d HKJC Style Magazine H., Sutherland H., 3d HKJC Sir Cecil's Ride H., Tsam Chuk Wan H.

Utah Red (f by Red Ransom (USA)). 2 wins at 1300, 1700m, 3d MRC Clive Leonhard H. Dam of-


Strathspay (f by Al Maher). 2 wins at 1100, 1300m.

Gulf (g by Testa Rossa). 2 wins at 1600, 2400m.

Coopermax (g by Al Maher). Placed.

Sea Canyon (f by Marquetry (USA)). Placed.

2nd Dam

Bineyah (Ire), by Sadler's Wells. Winner at 11f, 2d Yorkshire Oaks, Gr 1, 4th Irish Oaks, Gr 1. Sister to DESERT SECRET, In Camera, Karasavina (dam of KRASNAYA). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Flying Trio - Noble Flier (H.K.). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, $107,468 in NZ and Hong Kong, HKJC Special Cargo H., 2d HKJC Style Magazine H., Sutherland H., 3d HKJC Sir Cecil's Ride H., Tsam Chuk Wan H.

Beyond the Sunset. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

**TE AKAU COUP** (f Thorn Park). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2. Producer.

**DON GARCIA** (g Danehill (USA)). 4 wins-2 at 2-800 to 1600m, WRC Wellesley S., L, Hawke's Bay Bay Ford Juvenile S.

3rd Dam

Clandestina, by Secretariat. Winner at 1¼m, 3d Curragh Giltown Stud S., L. Half-sister to SEATTLE SLEW, LOMOND, SEATTLE DANCER, ARGOSY, Charming Turn. Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

**DESERT SECRET** (c Sadler's Wells). Winner at 2 at 1m, Ascot Royal Lodge S., Gr 2, 4th Doncaster Racing Post Trophy, Gr 1. Sire.

Sand Pebbles. Started once. Grandam of-

**HAKASSAN** (c Sir Cat). Champion 3YO Dirt Colt in Chile in 2012-13. 5 wins-2 at 2-1300 to 2200m, $267,542, Hipodromo Chile Gran Criterium, Gr 1, Gran Premio St Leger, Gr 1, Clasico Dos Mil Guineas, Gr 1.
On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 202

BAY COLT

(Branded nr sh. 24 off sh. Foaled 14th November 2014)

(Sire)  SNIPPETSON

Lunchtime (GB) by Silly Season

Easy Date by Grand Chaudiere

Polish Precedent by Danzig

Snowtop by Thatching

(Dam)  BUTTERFLY THEORY

Fasliyev (USA) by Northern Dancer

Mr. P’s Princess by Mr. Prospector

Hula Dance by Riverton

1st Dam

BUTTERFLY THEORY, by Fasliyev (USA). Placed at 3. Half-sister to Global Dance (dam of SEE THE WORLD), Lobola (dam of RUSAMBO). This is her eighth foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Holly Blue (f by Henny Hughes (USA)). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.

Purple Emperor (g by Strada). Winner at 2060m.

2nd Dam

LOVE DANCE (NZ), by Kaapstad. 4 wins 2000 to 2200m, $368,146, Hawke’s Bay Kelt Capital S., Gr 1, Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 1, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, 2d AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, AuRC Championship S., Gr 2, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 2, AuRC Ladies Mile, Gr 3. Sister to Kape Dancer (dam of TIP THE WINK), three-quarter-sister to MORVEN WARRIOR, half-sister to Hula Song, Dancing Hula (dam of I’VE GOT RHYTHM). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Global Dance. Winner at 2 at 1000m, 2d MRC Shankhill Lass H. Dam of-

SEE THE WORLD (g by Danzero). 9 wins 1000 to 1300m, $547,900, ATC Maurice McCarten S., L, Gosford RC Takeover Target S., L, ATC Young Professionals in Racing July Sprint H., AJC Tie the Knot H., Convention Centre H., ATC Westend Mazda S., 2d ATC Winter S., L, 3d ATC Sebring S., Gr 3, Hall Mark S., L, Starlight H., L, 4th ATC June S., L.

Boys on Tour (g by General Nediym). 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $276,000, BRC Coca-Cola H., Gallopers Sports Club H., Burton & Ryan Property Agents H., 2d ATC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 3d BRC BTC Classic, Gr 3, 4th ATC Champagne S., Gr 1, BRC Tattersall’s Members' Cup, L.

Lobola. Placed at 2, 2d STC Hyland Race Colours 2YO H. Dam of 3 winners-

RUSAMBO (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). 2 wins at 1200m, $252,940, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, Sportingbet H., 2d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, Zeditave S., L, ATC City Tattersalls 2YO P., 3d VRC Danehill S., Gr 2, ATC Breeders’ P., L, 4th SAJC Centrebet Classic, Gr 2.

Engagement (f by Street Cry (Ire)). 3 wins at 1250, 1300m, $134,435, in 2013-14, ATC Lynch Contractors H., 3d ATC South Pacific Classic, L.

3rd Dam

HULA DANCE, by Riverton (Fr). Unraced. Half-sister to HULA CHIEF, HULA DRUM, HAWAIIAN SONG. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

LOVE DANCE (f by Kaapstad). 4 wins. See above.

MORVEN WARRIOR (c by Sir Tristram (Ire)). 6 wins 1800 to 2400m, WATC Winter Cup, Gr 3, Happy Valley H., 3d Geelong RC Derby Trial S., L.

Kape Dancer. Winner at 1300m. Dam of 7 winners-

TIP THE WINK (f by Stravinsky (USA)). 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, Manawatu RC Flying H., L, WRC Lightning H., L, 3d AuRC Railway H., Gr 1.

SNIPPETSON (AUS) (Bay 2001-Stud 2006). 4 wins to 1400m, STC Eskimo Prince H., L, Sire of 399 rnrs, 252 wnrs, inc. SW Fast Clip (ATC Tulloch S., Gr.2), That's the One, Rebelson, Nobby Snip - Fun Tapestry (H.K.), Snippets Land, Miss Upstart, Mister Milton, SP Fuerza, Snipzu, Hot Snippety, Admiral Rous, Dansonate, Kenjorwood, Anythingthatmoves, Kid Kobe, Right Time, Electronic Motion, Ideal Position, Snip 'n' Duck and of Pierrette, Diamond Fund, etc.

1st Dam

BUTTERFLY THEORY, by Fasliyev (USA). Placed at 3. Half-sister to Global Dance (dam of SEE THE WORLD), Lobola (dam of RUSAMBO). This is her eighth foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Stable 3 Rows C 2-8 & D 1-4
On Account of BOWNESS STUD, Young (As Agent)

Lot 203

BROWN COLT
(Branded 4 nr sh. 73/4 off sh. Foaled 16th October 2014)

(Sire) Indian Charlie ....................... In Excess.......................... by Siberian Express........
UNCLE MO (USA) ............................ Soviet Sojourn.............. by Leo Castelli............
............................. Arch.................................. by Kris S ......................
............................. Dixie Slippers................... by Dixieland Band ....
(Dam) Flying Maya............................ Danehill (USA). .......... by Danzig......................
CALVELLO................................. Rolls (USA).................. by Mr. Prospector ....
................... 2007 Bella Moxie.................... El Moxie (USA). .......... by Conquistador Cielo.....
............................. Home Going (NZ)........... by Kingdom Bay (NZ) ....

UNCLE MO (USA) (Bay 2008-Stud U.S.A 2012, Aust. 2012). Champion 2YO Colt in USA in 2010. 5 wins-3 at 2-from 6f to 8½f, US$1,606,000, Breeders' Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1, Belmont Champagne S., Gr.1, Kelso H., Gr.2, 2d Saratoga King's Bishop S., Gr.1, 3d Aqueduct Wood Memorial S., Gr.1. Out of SP Playa Maya. Grandson of a half-sister to SW Woods of Windsor (Pimlico Federico Tesio S., Gr.3). His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam
CALVELLO, by Flying Spur. Unplaced. Half-sister to Living Pegasus. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam
BELLA MOXIE, by El Moxie (USA). 5 wins 1000 to 1600m, $108,800, MRC Battle for Australia H., Leopardstown H., MVRC Tabaret H., 2d MRC Gardenvale H., 3d MRC Swell Time H. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-


3rd Dam
HOME GOING (NZ), by Kingdom Bay. Unraced. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Casa del Royale. 5 wins 1200 to 1800m, $107,105, AJC Mercury H., Sydney City Lexus H., 2d AJC Coast Banksia H., STC Theraces.com.au H.

4th Dam
ORONSAY, by Battle-Waggon (GB). Winner at 2000m in NZ. Half-sister to POLAR AIR, PERFECT JET, Deci Belle (dam of RETAINER - ETERNAL JOY (H.K.)). Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Ten Degrees West. Winner at 1200m in NZ.

5th Dam
AMERIJET (USA), by Amerigo. Winner at 1600m, Deauville Prix de Lessard. Half-sister to Return to Class. Dam of 8 named foals, all winners, inc:-


PERFECT JET (c Pevero (Ire)). 7 wins 1600 to 2400m, $137,350, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, Lester Piggott H., Sir John Austin H., STC Kumagai Superfecta H., 2d AJC Gallilee H., Geoff Mahoney H., 4th STC Christmas Cup, L. Deci Belle. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m. Dam of 2 winners-

RETAINER - ETERNAL JOY (H.K.) (g Motavato (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, VRC Mollison H., L, 4th VATC Debutant S., Gr 3. Babelle. Started 3 times. Dam of 8 winners-

MERLOT NOW (g Akhadan). 14 wins 1200 to 2040m, $458,750, SAJC Birthday Cup, L, City of Adelaide S., L, John D Lee S., L, Classic Mile, L, Malaysia Airlines S., L, Murray Bridge Gold Cup, L.
Lot 204

GREY COLT

(Branded ⚪ nr sh. 2/4 off sh. Foaled 24th August 2014)

(Sire) Starcraft (NZ)................. Soviet Star (USA) .............. by Nureyev ..........................

STAR WITNESS..................... Flying Floozie..................... by Pompeii Court (USA)..

(STAR WITNESS)................... Lion Hunter ...................... by Danehill (USA)............

Leone Chiara........................... Chiara.......................... by Last Tycoon (Ire)..........

(Dam) Octagonal (NZ)............... Zabeel (NZ) ....................... by Sir Tristram (Ire)..........

CAPTO .............................. Eight Carat (GB) ............... by Pieces of Eight ............

Starcraft (NZ)................. by Danehill (USA)............

Khaptivaan.......................... Captivation..................... by Vain..........................

Khaptivaan.......................... Captivation..................... by Vain..........................

STAR WITNESS (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2011). 4 wins-3 at 2-to 1200m,
£107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S.,
Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King’s Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone
Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of Mella Maria, St
Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King’s Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone
Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of Mella Maria, St

1st Dam

CAPTO, by Octagonal (NZ). Winner at 1500m, 3d BTC Network Ten H. Three-
quarter-sister to Khapkap (dam of SAIN KHAPITAL), half-sister to

KHAPTINGLY, KHAPTRIST. This is her ninth foal. Her eighth foal is a
yearling. Her seventh foal is a 2YO. Dam of 6 foals to race, all winners-

Rendzina (f by Testa Rossa). 5 wins 1250 to 1600m, $223,703, BOP RC
Gartshore Shopfitting H., AuRC Telecom H., NSW Tatt’s RC Bianco Lady H.,
STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Power Pays Coming Soon H., 2d
AJC Reginald Allen H., L, MRC Sky Blue P., Wyong RC Strawberry Hill
Slipper S., AJC Chipping Norton Day H., 3d AJC Gunsynd H., VRC
Ritzenhoff H., STC Rosehill Gardens Events H., 4th Rotorua S., L.

Gaston (g by Charge Forward). 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, AuRC Hallmark Stud H.,
BOP RC Morton Estate Sparkling H., AuRC McEwin Motor Group Family
Memorial H., Classic Hits H., 2d AuRC VRC Trophy, Waikato RC Beatson
Stables H., 3d Cambridge JC Maneline H., Waikato RC Figure of Speech H.

Captura (g by Red Ransom (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $113,185, MVRC
Late Starter Membership H., 3d VRC Saintly H., Slickpix Silver Bowl Final H.

Don Pellegrino (g by Testa Rossa). 2 wins at 1300m in 2014-15.

Aperta (g by Testa Rossa). 2 wins at 1300, 1350m to 2013-14.

Spy Catcher (f by Tobougg (Ire)). Winner at 1600m.

2nd Dam

KHAPTINGLY, by Adraan (GB). 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $117,050, AJC
Surround S., Gr 2, STC Sweet Embrace S., L, AJC Key H., Ita Buttrose H.,
MVRC Merri H., 2d Qld Tatt’s RC WJ Healy S., L, 4th AJC Light Fingers S.,
Gr 3, Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, NSW Tatt’s RC Roman Consul S., Gr 3. Half-
sister to STIMULUS, Charming (dam of SPITZ), Charming Charge (dam of

KHAPTRIST (f Sir Tristram (Ire)). 3 wins at 1100, 1500m, SAJC KPMG S.,
L, Australian Major Events P., 2d SAJC Lanes H. Grandam of

DORIAN GREY (g Postponed (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m to 2013-
14, Martindale JC Bell Booth H., 3d AuRC Mr Tiz Trophy, Gr 3.

Under a Spell. 9 wins 800 to 1250m, STC Winfield H., Ashfield Catholic Club H.

Khaptino. 5 wins 1100 to 1600m, VRC Sunsmart Save Skin H.

Khapkap. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

SAIN KHAPITAL (g Entrepreneur (GB)). 4 wins 1000 to 1200m, $147,030,
VRC Bob Houghton H., L, Seppelt Wines H., 2d SAJC Manihi Classic, L.
Stable 4 Rows D 7-12 & E 4-6

On Account of Vinery Stud, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 205 (No GST)

**BROWN FILLY**

(Branded V' nr sh. 64 off sh. Foaled 13th August 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>(Dam)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE)</td>
<td>CHA CHA CHESTNUT ..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danetime (Ire)</td>
<td>Elusive Quality (USA) ..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dulceta</td>
<td>2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam

CHA CHA CHESTNUT, by Elusive Quality (USA). Unraced. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam

DOROTHY’S SHOES (USA), by Rainbow Quest. Unraced. Half-sister to Gulf News. Dam of 6 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Jeram Future. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, $123,911 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Class 4 H., 2d Singapore TC South Africa Trophy, Class 5 H., Class 4 H.-twice, 3d Singapore TC Class 4 H.

Miss Mutola. Unraced. Dam of-

Miss Manage. 2 wins at 1350, 1600m in 2014-15.

3rd Dam

BALANCHINE (USA), by Storm Bird. Champion 3YO in Europe in 1994. Head of The 1994 European 3YO Classification. 4 wins–2 at 2–at 7f, 1½m, Irish Derby, Gr 1, The Oaks, Gr 1, 2d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Foy, Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to APRIL STARLIGHT, Stylish Storm (dam of MOST DISTINGUISHED), Subtle Breeze (dam of TRUST IN A GUST), half-sister to RED SLIPPERS (dam of WEST WIND, REDBRIDGE), ROMANOV, First Night, Alleged Devotion (dam of HUMBLE EIGHT, ROYAL DEVOTION, THADY QUILL). Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Gulf News (c Woodman). 5 wins 1650 to 2200m in France and U.S.A, Saint-Cloud Prix Bacchus, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Biram, 2d Longchamp Prix Niel, Gr 2, 3d Deauville Prix Ridgway, L.

Crescent Moon. Placed at 3 in France. Grandam of-

Half Moon Hotel (c Alado). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14, Durbanville Emerald Cup, Kenilworth Julie Killias H., 2d Kenilworth Somerset P., L, Sophomore Sprint H., L.

4th Dam

Morning Devotion, by Affirmed. Winner at 2, 3d Ascot Fillies Mile, Gr 3, 4th Haydock Lancashire Oaks, Gr 3. Half-sister to Purify (dam of RADU COOL), Out Too Late (dam of SAIORCE ABU), Pacheca (dam of INDY WILDCAT).

Dam of 15 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

BALANCHINE (f Storm Bird). 4 wins. See above.

ROMANOV (c Nureyev). 4 wins to 1½m, Newmarket Jockey Club S., Gr 2. Sire.

RED SLIPPERS (f Nureyev). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 1½m, Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr 2. Dam of 11 winners-

WEST WIND (f Machiavellian). 2 wins at 2000, 2100m, €575,151, Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr 1, 2d Longchamp Prix Vermeille, Gr 1.

Subtle Breeze. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 2 winners-

TRUST IN A GUST (c Keep the Faith). 10 wins 1009 to 1600m, $1,109,650, to 2014-15, MRC Toorak H., Gr 1, Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr 1.
BAY COLT
Lot 206
(Blended sh. nr sh. 99
4 off sh. Foaled 8th November 2014)

(Sire)
HARBOUR WATCH
(IRE)................. Acclamation
Royal Applause........ by Waajib (IRE) .........
Princess Athena........ by Ahonoora (GB) ......
Woodman (USA)......... by Mr. Prospector .......
Sheroog............... by Shareef Dancer .......

(Dam)
CLOUDY SKIES (IRE).
Sadler's Wells.............
It's in the Air............... by Sadler's Wells.

1st Dam
CLOUDY SKIES (IRE), by Sadler's Wells. Started once. Sister to Note Musicale (dam of MUSIC NOTE, MUSICAL CHIMES), three-quarter-sister to AIR DANCER, half-sister to BITOOH, MONAASSABAAT (dam of ECHO RIVER, PRINCE ALZAIN), Sous Entendu (dam of PORTE BONHEUR, SLIP STREAM, BANAFSÂJEJEE), Try to Catch Me (dam of STORMING HOME). This is her twelfth foal. Her eleventh foal is a yearling. Her tenth foal is a 2YO. Her ninth foal is an un raced 3YO. Dam of 7 foals to race, 5 winners, inc:-

KHATEER (c by Green Desert). 5 wins 1400 to 1950m, Greyville Michaelmas
H., L, 3d STC Invermein Pty Ltd H., Clairwood Nikkeibolt H.
Kanetoshi Soleil (c by French Deputy (USA)). 6 wins 1400 to 2200m,
$1,180,578, Nakayama Wangan S., Kokura Genkai Tokubetsu.
Botanical Art (c by Redoute's Choice). 3 wins 1200 to 1800m in Japan.
Al Manara (f by Al Maher). Winner at 1350m.
Saywinner (g by Al Maher). Winner at 1600m in Singapore.
Redoute's Fever (f by Redoute's Choice). Placed at 3. Dam of-
Almighty Charge. 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1350, 1400m, $238,255, to 2013-14,
ATC TAB Iphone App H., Nelune Foundation H., Lakes Podiatry H., 2d
ATC Inglis Australian Easter Yearling 2YO P., Bright Ideas Events H.

2nd Dam
Joint Champion 2YO filly USA in 1978. 16 wins–5 at 2, $892,339,
Belmont Ruffian H., Gr 1, Saratoga Alabama S., Gr 1, Hollywood Vanity H.,
Gr 1-twice, Delaware Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
BITOOH (f Seattle Slew). 4 wins–2 at 2, Criterium de Maisons-Laffitte, Gr 2.
AIR DANCER (f Northern Dancer). 4 wins, Atlantic City Honeymoon H., L.
MONAASSABAAT (f Zilzal). 3 wins–1 at 2–6f to 1¼m, Newcastle Virginia S., L.
Sous Entendu (f Shaded). Winner at 1700m, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Kefalin,
3d Longchamp Prix de la Grotte, Gr 3. Dam of 5 winners-

PORTE BONHEUR (f Hennessy). 6 wins, Belmont First Flight H., Gr 2.
SLIP STREAM (c Irish River). 3 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1609m, Hoppegarten
Berlin Brandenburg Trophy, Gr 2, Goodwood Thoroughbred S., L.
Grilse. Started once. Dam of 8 winners-

ALVERTA (f Flying Spur). Joint Champion Older Female Sprinter in
GB in 2010. 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1.
Try to Catch Me. Winner at 1600m in France. Dam of 7 winners-

STORMING HOME (c Machiavelian). 8 wins–1 at 2–7f to 1½m, Hollywood
Charles Whittingham H., Gr 1, Newmarket Champion S., Gr 1. Sire.
Note Musicale. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

MUSIC NOTE (f A.P. Indy). 7 wins–1 at 2–7f to 1¼m, $1,615,000,
Belmont Coaching Club American Oaks, Gr 1, Gazelle S., Gr 1.

MUSICAL CHIMES (f In Excess). 4 wins at 1600, 1800m, Del Mar John C
Mabee H., Gr 1, Longchamp Poule d’Essai des Pouliches, Gr 1.
On Account of SUPERHORSE TRUST, Sydney

Lot 207

CHESTNUT FILLY
(Branded \( \in \) nr sh. 10/4 off sh. Foaled 10th October 2014)

(Sire) LOPE DE VEGA (IRE)...
Shamardal (USA) .......... Giant's Causeway (USA) by Storm Cat.................
Lady Vettori ................. Helsinki by Machiavellian.............

(Dam) COUNT IN GOLD........
Secret Savings (USA)...... 2000
Take Flight..................


1st Dam COUNT IN GOLD, by Secret Savings (USA). Winner at 1200m. This is her fifth live foal. Dam of 2 foals to race, 1 winner-
Carry the Zeal (g by Danewin). 3 wins at 1200m, $227,106, HKJC Multwinning H., Community Chest Cup, Citigold Wealth Management H., 2d HKJC Queen's Road Central H., 3d HKJC Cox's H. Keymaster (g by Oratorio (Ire)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2nd Dam TAKE FLIGHT, by Bluebird (USA). Winner at 1200m, 2d VRC Bletchingly H., SAJC Red Cross Humanitarian S. Blood-sister to Taareck (dam of TERRACE). Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:
Al Ward. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 3 winners-
Aladin. 2 wins at 1400m in 2014, Singapore TC Class 4 H., Initiation P.

3rd Dam DREAMTIME GIRL, by Lunchtime (GB). 3 wins 1000 to 1600m, VATC Elders IXL Travel H., Fashion S., 2d VATC Heatherbrae H. Sister to Jesmond Lass (dam of CANNY LAD, CANNY LASS, SISTER CANNY), half-sister to Canny Queen (dam of COOL TRENT), Dazzling Dreamer (dam of RICH DREAMS). Dam of 12 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:
Magpies. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, AJC Biggest Morning Tea H. Dam of 7 winners-
Royal Pericles (g Stravinsky (USA)). 6 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1200m, $946,326, HKJC Chinese Recreation Club H., 2d Waikato RC New Zealand Bloodstock Classique, RL, 3d AuRC Eclipse S., Gr 3.
Flying Ace (g Rory's Jester). 5 wins at 1200m, $261,164 in Malaysia, Penang TC Malaysian Magic Millions Classic, 2d Penang Sprint Trophy, L.

4th Dam BEAUTIFUL DREAMER, by Coeur Volant II (GB). 3 wins at 5f, 6f. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:
Jesmond Lass. 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1400m, MVRC Nonga H. Dam of 7 winners-
CANNY LAD (c Bletchingly). 8 wins–6 at 2–900 to 1614m, $2,069,902, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Sire.
CANNY LASS (f Bletchingly). 9 wins–1 at 2, VATC Marlboro Cup, Gr 1. Canny Miss. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
CAMARENA (f Danehill (USA)). 9 wins–1 at 2–1030 to 2400m, $938,610, Queensland Derby, Gr 1. Sire.
Camarilla (f Elusive Quality (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1400m, $494,975, AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Dam of 4 winners-
GUELPH (f Exceed and Excel). Champion 3YO Filly in Australia in 2013-14. 7 wins–4 at 2 to 2013-14, ATC Champagne S., Gr 1. Watchful. Placed at 2, 3d AJC Sydney City Lexus P.H. Dam of 3 winners-
SEPOY (c Elusive Quality (USA)). 10 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1200m, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1.
Lot 208

BAY FILLY

(Branded \( \overline{\text{B}} \) nr sh. \( \overline{\text{F}} \) off sh. Foaled 3rd October 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>El Prado</th>
<th>Sadler’s Wells</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer......</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARTIE SCHILLER</td>
<td>Hidden Light</td>
<td>Lady Capulet</td>
<td>by Sir Ivor...............</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(USA)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Majestic Light</td>
<td>by Majestic Prince......</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Tallahto</td>
<td>by Nantalah.............</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| (Dam)           | Golden Voyager               | Mr. Prospector               | by Raise a Native........|
| CRYSTAL CLEAR   | Cristalline                  | La Voyageuse                 | by Tentam................|
| (CHI)           |                              | Northair                     | by Northern Dancer......|
| 1999            |                              | Calderina                    | by Carral.................|

ARTIE SCHILLER (USA) (Bay 2001-Stud 2007). 10 wins-2 at 2, Breeders’ Cup Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 451 mrs, 299 wns, 25 SW, inc: My Conquestador (Keeneland Alcibiades S., Gr.1), We Miss Artie, Laser Hawk, Blingo, Mr. Commons, Big Bane Theory, Anne’s Beauty, I Love It, Big Chill, Vain Queen, Lady Melksham, Hammers Terror, Secret Liaison, Lafontaine, Cakal Carlos, Mezery Miss, Moving Money, Touchdown Arkansas, Hop the Six, etc.

1st Dam

CRYSTAL CLEAR (CHI), by Golden Voyager. Joint Champion 3YO Filly in Chile in 2002-03. 4 wins—2 at 2–at 1600, 2400m in Chile, Gran Premio Las Oaks, Gr 1, Club Hipico Clasico Criadores Dorama, Gr 2, 2d Gran Premio Polla de Potrancas, Gr 1, 3d Club Hipico Clasico Nacional Ricardo Lyon, Gr 1, Clasico El Ensayo, Gr 1. Sister to CRYSTAL HOUSE, three-quarter-sister to SANTIAGO MATIAS, half-sister to POTOSINA (dam of PORTAL DEL ALTO), Costa Norte (dam of CANDY DOLL, CAUCOS, COSTA NORTEÑA), Cristal (dam of CEFALU, CRISANTEMO). This is her eighth foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Dam of 5 foals to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Another Al (g by Al Maher). Winner at 1600m in 2014-15, 2d ATC TAB Rewards H., 3d ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H. Charter Boy (g by Court Command). Winner at 1100m. Crystal City (f by Dushyantor). Winner at 1500m in Chile. Dam of-

Garaniftans. 2 wins—1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m to 2014-15 in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Club de Polo y Equitación San Cristobal.

Clear Water (f by Dushyantor). Winner at 1200m in Chile. Dam of 3 winners-

CALIFAT (c Until Sundown). 4 wins—1 at 2–1500 to 2000m to 2014-15 in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Nacional Ricardo Lyon, Gr 1, 3d Valparaíso Clasico Valparaiso Sporting, Gr 3, 4th Club Hipico Clasico Diario El Mercurio, L.

2nd Dam

CRISTALLINE, by Northair. Champion 3YO Filly in Chile in 1990. 2 wins—1 at 2–at 2000, 2400m in Chile, Gran Premio Las Oaks, Gr 1, 2d Gran Premio Polla de Potrancas, Gr 1, Club Hipico Grasco Coronacion, Gr 1, Clasico Nacional Ricardo Lyon, Gr 1, 3d Club Hipico Clasico El Ensayo, Gr 1. Broodmare of the Year in Chile in 1998-99. Half-sister to Maquivello, Wilhelmina (dam of OMAYAD). Dam of 12 named foals, all winners, inc:-

CRYSTAL CLEAR (f Golden Voyager). 4 wins. See above.

CRYSTAL HOUSE (f Golden Voyager). Horse of the Year & Champion 3YO Filly in Chile in 1998-99. 3 wins—1 at 2–1100 to 2400m in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico El Ensayo, Gr 1, Clasico Nacional Ricardo Lyon, Gr 1.

Costa Azul. 4 wins at 1300, 1400m in Chile. Dam of-

SANTIAGO MATIAS (c Golden Voyager). 4 wins—1 at 2–1600 to 1900m in Chile and Sweden, Gran Premio Polla de Potrillos, Gr 1.

Costa Norte. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m in Chile. Dam of 5 winners-

CANDY DOLL (f Dushyantor). 2 wins at 1500, 2000m in Chile, Club Hipico G.P. Las Oaks, Gr 1, 4th Club Hipico Clasico Lismaco Jaraquemada, L.

Cristal. Winner at 1600m in Chile. Dam of 3 winners-

CRISANTEMO (f Fappavalley). Champion 2YO Grass Colt & 3YO Colt in Chile in 2000-01 & 2001-02. 9 wins—3 at 2–1000 to 2400m in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Club Hipico de Santiago, Gr 1.

CEFALU (g Dushyantor). 6 wins—1 at 2–1509 to 2500m, $463,103 in Aust and Chile, Valparaiso G.P. El Derby, Gr 1, MVRC JRA Cup, L.
Lot 209
CHESTNUT FILLY

(Branded 7AL nr sh. 5 4 off sh. Foaled 13th October 2014)

(Sire) Exceed and Excel .............. by Danehill (USA) .............. by Danzig ..............

EXCELEBRATION (IRE) Patrona (USA) .............. by Lomond ..............

Sun Shower ........................ by Indian Ridge .............. by Ahonoora (GB) ..............

(Dam) CYCLONIC MISS .............. Miss Kemble (GB) .............. by Warning ..............

Hurricane Sky ...................... Star Watch .............. by Bletchingly ..............

2001 Dancing Show (USA) .............. by Nijinsky ..............

Top Polish ...................... High Polish .............. by Bright Finish (USA) ..............

EXCELEBRATION (IRE) (Bay 2008-Stud Ire. 2013, Aust. 2013). Champion Older Male Miller in France & GB in 2012. 8 wins-2 at 2-from 1200m to 1610m, Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1, Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, Gr.1, Deauville Prix Jacques Le Marois, Gr.1, Newbury Hungerford S., Gr.2, Cologne Mehlen-Mulhens Rennen, Gr.2, 2d Royal Ascot Queen Anne S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Mull of Killough (Newmarket Darley S., Gr.3). His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam
CYCLONIC MISS, by Hurricane Sky. Placed. Half-sister to RED LABELLE (dam of PELLIZOTTI, STRAWBERRY FIELD), Sciatrica. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Her fourth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 2 winners-

Yoyo (g by Bradbury’s Luck). 5 wins at 1000, 1100m, $123,764, to 2014 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Class 4 H.-3 times. Hidden Doubt (g by Not a Single Doubt). Winner at 1600m. Daehen Ganggun (c by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Placed to 2015 in Korea.

2nd Dam
TOP POLISH, by Top Post. 2 wins at 1004, 1250m, SAJC Woodville Hotel S., 4th SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L. Half-sister to ANGEL ON HIGH, High Glow (dam of SILVER GLADE). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

RED LABELLE (f Blevic). 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1404m, $231,660, VRC Red Roses S., L, SAJC Easychift 2YO H., Devara, H., Schewpperes H., 2d MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 3d VRC Gilgai S., Gr 3, MRC Boronia S., L, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 4th SAJC Dequetteville S., L. Dam of 2 winners-

STRAWBERRY FIELD (f Encosta de Lago). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $247,300, VRC Maybe Mahal S., L, STC Mobi Fridge Hire H., 2d AJC Keith Mackay H., L, Nivison H., L, 3d AJC Emancipation S., Gr 2, VRC Rose of Kingston S., Gr 2, 4th STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1.

PELLIZOTTI (c Stratum). 2 wins at 2 at 1030, 1200m, BRC Dalrello P., L, 3d VRC Maribyrong Trial S., L, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), L.

Sciatrica (g Blevic). 8 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1650m, $168,370, SAJC Better Loosen Up 2YO H., Lakes Resort Hotel 2YO H., Honda H., Grant Burge Wines H., 3d SAJC WH Wylie H., L, Balaklava Cup, L, 4th SAJC Penny Edition S., L.

Nurrung Gem. 4 wins 1500 to 1800m, SAJC Colgate H., Sunday H., Living Health H., Rostreover Colleges H., 2d SAJC Vanellus H. Producer. Grandway Champ. 3 wins at 1200, 1350m, BTC Triple M Party Week 3YO H. New Testament. 2 wins at 1050, 1600m, 2d SAJC Blue and White H.

3rd Dam
HIGH POLISH, by Bright Finish (USA). 5 wins at 1000, 1200m, SAJC Canterbury Jockey Club S., L, Heritage Week H., Gainsborough H., Eastern Court H., 2d SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3, 3d SAJC City of Adelaide H., L. Half-sister to FEAR NO REIGN (dam of NORTHSTAR COMMAND). Dam of 5 foals, all winners, inc:-

ANGEL ON HIGH (f Godswalk (USA)). 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, VRC Super Mild S.H., L, 3d STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2. Producer.

High Glow (f Delgado (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, 3d Geelong RC Oaks Trial S., L, VATC Kenneth McLean H., Forstaff-A1 Personnel H. Dam of-

SILVER GLADE (c Kenmare (Fr)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $213,750, VATC Autumn Classic, Gr 2, 2d VATC Schweppes Cup, L.
Lot 210

BAY FILLY

(Branded 🧴 nr sh. ¼ off sh. Foaled 21st October 2014)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA)......... Roberto ......................... by Hail to Reason

CHARGE FORWARD ....

Sydney's Dream................. Arabia ......................... by Damascus

Bletchingly .................. by Biscay

Dream Appeal (USA) .......... by Valid Appeal

(Dam) Danehill (USA) .......... Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer

DANEHILL LASS ..........

Raziana ...................... by His Majesty

Gone West .................. by Mr. Prospector

Out on the Town .............. by Spend a Buck


1st Dam DANEHILL LASS, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 1350, 1600m, AJC Abdul H., 2d AJC Safilo Eyewear H., Birmingham H., Princesses Approve H. This is her eighth foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Her sixth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 5 foals to race.

2nd Dam Western Hour (USA), by Gone West. Winner at 1¼m, 3d Newbury Ballymacoll Stud S., L. Half-sister to Spinjive. Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

Sonic de Lago. 2 wins at 1500, 1900m, 2d STC Bacardi Breezer & Beelgara H. Pink Princess. 2 wins at 1600, 1850m. Dam of-

Pink Snow. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14, 2d ATC Hyland Race Colours P.

3rd Dam OUT ON THE TOWN (USA), by Spend a Buck. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to L'ENJOULEUR, LA VOYAGEUSE (dam of TIME BANDIT, INNOVATIVE), MEDAILLE D'OR, D'ACCORD, GRAND LUXE (dam of SMACKOVER CREEK), L'Extravagante (dam of MONTELIMAR, L'EXTRA HONOR), Slew and Easy (dam of CONSERVE), La Pepite (dam of SOLDERA), L'On Vite (dam of HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR, MILANOVA, BIG VIKING, HEART OF OAK). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Western Hour (f Gone West). Winner. See above.

Spinjive (f Cure the Blues). 4 wins–1 at 2, 3d Ellis Wilma C Kennedy S., L. Heavenly Night. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-

Miss Shamardal (f Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins 1580 to 1800m, $163,130, ATC Bronte H., STC Rosehill Event Centre H., 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L. Moonlight Music. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Newbridge H. Dam of-

MOONLIGHT HUSSLER (g Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2013-14, MRC Debutant S., L. Caught My Eye. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-

Dazzling Deelite (f Afternoon Deelites). 3 wins–1 at 2–to 1m, 3d Calder Cool Air S., L, 4th Calder Aspidistra H., L, Delta Love S., L. Dam of-

BEAR TOUCH TIGER (g Roar of the Tiger). 10 wins 5½f to 6½f, $500,079, to 2014, Woodbine Kennedy Road S., Gr 3, Allowance, 2d Woodbine Jacques Cartier S., L, 3d Woodbine Nearctic S., Gr 1.

4th Dam FANFRELUCHE, by Northern Dancer. Canadian Horse of the Year & Champion 3YO filly in Canada in 1970. 11 wins–4 at 2–6f to 1½m, Saratoga Alabama S., Woodbine Princess Elizabeth S., Manitoba Derby, Woodbine Selene S., Natalma S., Benson & Hedges Invitational H., Fort Erie Bison City S., Quebec Derby, Blue Bonnets Fleur de Lys S., 2d Keeneland Spinster S. Sister to BARACHOIS, three-quarter-sister to COCO LA TERREUR, half-sister to Somfai. Dam of 18 foals, 16 to race, 14 winners.
Lot 211

BAY COLT

(Branded '§' nr sh. 76
4
off sh. Foaled 28th September 2014)

(Sire) Fastnet Rock................. by Danzig..................
WANTED .......................... Piccadilly Circus .......... by Royal Academy (USA)
                   Snippets .................................. by Lunchtime (GB)........
                   Southern Sprinter ........ by Southern Appeal .........

(Dam) Galileo (Ire).................. by Irish River.................
                Urban Sea .......................... by Miswaki ....................
                Irish River .......................... by Riverman ...............
                Shirley Valentine ................ by Shirley Heights.........

WANTED (AUS) (Bay 2006-Stud 2010). 3 wins-2 at 2-at 1100m, 1200m, VRC
Newmarket H., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Shrapnel. Sire of SP War Point, Surf
Seeker and of Kalabek, Rough Justice, Winemarch, Commissar, Shaf, Celtic
Rush, Crinklecut, Fantasy Art, Massacre, Wantabetheone and of the place-
getters Mr Jagger, Defar, Dragon Bobo, Francesco, Life of Pi, M’Lady Hallowell,
Muvuoka, Open All Hours, Real Desire, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam

DEFY THE ODDS, by Galileo (Ire). Placed at 2 in Great Britain. Half-sister to
INDEX LINKED, Fully Funded, Gainful. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

Fully Invested, by Irish River. 2 wins–1 at 2–7f, 8½f, Hollywood Allowance,
3d Newbury Fillies Trial S., L. Half-sister to MEMORISE, MULTIPLEX,
Sparkling Water, Picture Editor, Valentine Band (dam of AWAIT THE
DAWN, PUTNEY BRIDGE). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
INDEX LINKED (g Dansili). 9 wins 1500 to 2000m, $509,538, to 2014-15, MRC
Mornington Cup Prelude, L, VRC Piping Lane H., Yarra Valley Cup, ATC
Wilson Asset Management H., Bartier Perry H., Blacktown Workers Club H.,
VRC Comic Court H., MRC Le Pine Funerals H., 2d VRC Byron Moore H., ATC
Partnership with 4tracks4kids H., Cruise Guru & P&O Cruises HH.

Fully Funded (g Aptitude). 4 wins 2400 to 4000m, €125,315 in Ireland and
France, Chantilly Prix du Four a Chaux, 2d Longchamp Prix Lord Seymour,
L, 3d Chantilly Prix Scaramouche, L, Saint-Cloud Prix Denisy, L.

Gainful (f Gone West). Winner at 2 at 1600m, Saint-Cloud Prix Esmeralda, 3d
Chantilly Prix Volterra, L, Longchamp Prix Finlande, L, Fontainebleau Prix

Safe Investment. 4 wins–1 at 2–7f to 24¾f, Newmarket NSPCC 2YO S., 2d
Newmarket Strutt & Parker 2YO S.

3rd Dam

Shirley Valentine, by Shirley Heights. Winner at 11¾f, 3d York Galtres S., L, 4th
Doncaster Park Hill S., Gr 3, Haydock Lancashire Oaks, Gr 3. Sister to
Deploy, half-sister to COMMANDER IN CHIEF, WARNING, YASHMAK
(dam of FULL MAST, SOUND OF NATURE), DUSHYANTOR, JIBE, Return
(dam of TO SENDER). Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:-
MULTIPLEX (c Danehill (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1400, 1600m, €132,500,
Longchamp Prix la Rochette, Gr 3, Prix de Moncontout, L. Sire.

MEMORISE (c Lyphard). 4 wins 1¼m to 1¾m, Curragh Cup, Gr 3, Ascot
Tripleprint S., 2d Doncaster Troy S., L, Newmarket Godolphin S., L.

Valentine Band (f Dixieland Band). Winner at 1¼m, 2d York Middleton S., L,
3d Newcastle Hoppings S., L. Dam of 5 winners-AWAIT THE DAWN (c Giant’s Causeway). 6 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2414m,
Royal Ascot Hardwicke S., Gr 2, Leopardstown Kiltinan S., Gr 3.

PUTNEY BRIDGE (g Mizzen Mast). 7 wins–2 at 2–1600 to 2400m,
€189,223, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Jacques Laffitte, L.

Card Shop. Placed at 2 & 3, 3d Maisons-Laffitte Prix de Longueil. Dam of-
OLLI OLGA (f Stormy Atlantic). 3 wins at 2 6f to 7f, Goodwood
Prestige S., Gr 3, Newmarket Irish Stallion Farms 2YO S.

Dream Vision. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
AQLAAM VISION (f Aqlaam). 2 wins at 2, Newbury Radley S., L.
Stable 2 Row P 1-7

On Account of BLUE GUM FARM, Euroa, Vic
(As Agent)

Lot 212

(Branded by Sh. 7

Brown Filly

BROWN Filly

(Sire) Danehill (USA).............. by Northern Dancer......
COMMANDS............... Razyana.................. by His Majesty........
Cotehele House (GB)..... My Swanee.................. by Petition...........

(Dam) Century.................. by Better Boy (Ire)....
DUTCH HARBOR............. Ruby..................... by Seventh Hussar......
2004 At Talaq (USA)............ by Roberto..........

DUTCH HARBOR............... by Rubiton


1st Dam

DUTCH HARBOR, by Rubiton. Placed at 3. Sister to TRULY WICKED (dam of AMBER SKY, White Mist, three-quarter-sister to Great Manners (dam of GREAT GLEN - GREAT DELIGHT (H.K.)). This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race-Unalaska (g by Hard Spun (USA)). Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15, 3d MRC Grand Hotel Frankston P.

2nd Dam

DIZZY LASS, by At Talaq (USA). Winner at 1000m, SAJC Gold Kildare P.H., 2d SAJC Angas Brut Champagne H., Kokoda H., 3d SAJC Adelaide Crows H. Sister to TICKET TO ROME, half-sister to Great Manners (dam of GREAT GLEN - GREAT DELIGHT (H.K.)). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

TRULY WICKED (f Rubiton). 5 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $372,700, MVRC Champagne S., Gr 2, MRC Fire Band 2YO H. Weary Dunlop Research Foundation H., MVRCL Clams Seafood Trophy, MRC Chicquita H., 2d MRC Rubiton S., Gr 3, MVRC Ian McEwen Trophy, Gr 3, MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine S., L, 3d SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 1, MVRC Woodstock Mile Oaks, Gr 2, 4th MVRC Norman Carlony S., Gr 2. Dam of 2 winners-

AMBER SKY (g Exceed and Excel). Champion Griffin in Hong Kong in 2011-12. 7 wins-3 at 2–at 1000m, $1,714,240, to 2013-14 in Hong Kong and U.A.E, Meydan Al Quoz Sprint, Gr 1, HKJC Kent & Curwen Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1, 2d HKJC Bauhinia Sprint Trophy, HK-3. Crystal River. Winner at 2 at 1200m, MRC Jim Conway 2YO H.

White Mist (f Rubiton). 4 wins 1130 to 1600m, $116,300, MRC Auspower P., Richfield Lady H., Lady Sybil H., 2d VRC Rosteron Staff Rostering H., 3d MVRC Sunline Diamond Jubilee S., Gr 2, MRC Lord S., L. Producer

Adams Peak. 6 wins 1400 to 2000m, Oakbank RC Allan Scott Country Cup H. Dubai Dizzy. 2 wins at 2 at 1300m, Greyville Desert Links H.

3rd Dam

VAL CHIMENE, by Twig Moss (Fr). Placed at 3, 2d SAJC Star Style Girl H. Dam of 7, all winners, inc:-

TICKET TO ROME (f At Talaq (USA)). 7 wins 1000 to 1412m, $186,390, VRC Drumstick Gold P., Gr 3, SAJC Malaysia Airlines S., L, VRC Maybe Mahal H., SAJC Forextra H., Jaltour H., 3d SAJC Christmas H., Gr 3. Producer.

Great Manners. 5 wins 1000 to 1400m, VRC Kittyhawk H., SAJC Fair Patton P., VATC Aqua Caliente H., 2d SAJC Kingston Flying H. Dam of 5 winners-

GREAT GLEN - GREAT DELIGHT (H.K.) (g Regal Classic (Can)). 6 wins-2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, SAJC Breeders' S., Gr 2, MRC Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, 2d MRC Vain S., L, SAJC WH Wylie H., L, 4th MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1.

Midnight Mist. Winner at 1100m, 2d VRC Nouvelle Star H. Grandam of-

SHIGERU SENDAN (f Denman). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $110,675, in 2013-14, Scone RC Woodlands S., L, ATC TAB Quaddie H.
Lot 213

BAY FILLY

(Branded B. nr sh. 3/4 off sh. Foaled 28th August 2014)

(Dam) DENMAN
Lonhro .................................. by Zabeel (NZ)..............
Shadea (NZ)........................ by Straight Strike................
Peach.................................. by Wilkes (Fr)..............
Market Maid.......................... by Marscay....................

(Dam) ELECTRIC CURRENT... 2007
Redoute's Choice.............. by Danehill (USA)............
Shantha's Choice.............. by Canny Lad....................
Rory's Jester...................... by Crown Jester.............
Voltage............................. by Whiskey Road (USA)..

DENMAN (AUS) (Brown 2006-Stud 2010). 9 wins–3 at 2 to 1400m, A$1,201,975, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1. Sire of SW Kuro (ATC Heritage S., L), Law, Pinch River, Shigeru Sendan, SP Igraine, Placenza and of Caro Kann, Secret Trail, Fitocracy, Grapevine, Our Vidia, Viascon, Inukyu, Deitch, Breaking Story, Denman Flyer, Easy Flyer, Ionlythinkofyou, Jacoman, Melberra Star, Shanghai Bund, Winged eagles Glory, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam ELECTRIC CURRENT, by Redoute's Choice. Winner at 1280m. Three-quarter-sister to ANAMATO, MEARAS, Sindarin. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam VOLTED IN, by Rory's Jester. Placed at 2. Half-sister to ANAMATO, DRUM, PORT WATCH, Tambour (dam of GRAND ARMEE), Eldarin (dam of MEARAS), Volted In (dam of DEALER PRINCIPAL). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Electric Dreams. 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1200m, $152,350, AJC Matraville 2YO H., NSW Tatt's RC Bianco Lady H., STC Madura Tea H., 2d STC Simplot H., 4th AJC June S., L, STC Sheraco H., L.

Miss Zapper. 3 wins 1200 to 1875m, MRC Kapalaran H. Producer.

3rd Dam Voltage, by Whiskey Road (USA). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, $100,880, VRC Battle of Britain Welter H., MVRC BMW Australia S.H., Chandos H., SAJC Mapperley Heights H., 2d SAJC John D Lee S., L, VATC Tristarc S., L, MVRC WH Stocks H., VATC Dual Choice H., 3d SAJC Laelia S., L, VATC Boronia H. Half-sister to ROANOKE BOY, Stalusk, Beauty Belle (dam of GENIUS AND EVIL - ABSOLUTE CHAMPION (H.K.), WYLIE HALL). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

DRUM (c Marauding (NZ)). 6 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1350m, $314,100, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, VRC Scusa Mi Ristorante S., L, BATC Doomben Slipper S., L, 2d Qld Tatt's RC Mercedes-Benz S., L, 3d QTC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1.

ANAMATO (f Redoute's Choice). 4 wins–1 at 2–1500 to 2000m, $975,728, SAJC Australasian Oaks, Gr 1, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, Moonee Valley Fillies Oaks Classic, Gr 2, SAJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3.

PORT WATCH (c Star Watch). 10 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $252,915, VATC JD MacDonald S., L, 2d VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1.

Tambour (f Marauding (NZ)). Winner at 2 at 1550m, $139,140, AJC Grey Boots H., 2d QTC Queensland Classic, Gr 1. Dam of 4 winners-

GRAND ARMEE (g Hennessy (USA)). Champion older horse in Australia in 2005. 13 wins 1200 to 2000m, AJC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1–twice, George Main S., Gr 1, Chipping Norton S., Gr 1.

Eldarin. 3 wins 1100 to 1300m, VATC Molly's Robe H. Dam of 4 winners-

MEARAS (c Redoute's Choice). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, $154,875, Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3, City Tatt's RC Ming Dynasty H., L, Sire.

Volte. Placed at 2, 2d AJC Te Poi 2YO H., STC Ripa 2YO H. Dam of 7 winners-

DEALER PRINCIPAL (f Flying Spur). 4 wins 1300 to 2000m, $596,100, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, 2d STC Hill S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3.
On Account of ROSEMONT STUD, Gnarwarre, Vic

Lot 214

BAY COLT

(Branded GA nr sh. 117 off sh. Foaled 20th October 2014)

REAL SAGA

Tale of the Cat (USA)...... Storm Cat.................... by Storm Bird....................

REAL SAGA

Windy Kate ................ Windy Kate..................... by Storm Cat....................

(ENDS MEET (NZ))......

Anaba (USA)................ by Mr. Prospector ........

DONNA'S HABIT, 3rd Dam

2000

Lady Madonna .............. by Air Express (Ire)........

DONNA'S HABIT, 3rd Dam

2000

Kate be Good ............... by Air Express (Ire)........

DONNA'S HABIT, 3rd Dam

2000

Donna's Habit................ by Mr. Prospector ........

Stable 4 Row N

DONNA’S HABIT, by Ashabit (GB). 6 wins 1360 to 1410m in NZ. Three-quarter-sister to CHANCE FOR GOLD, half-sister to Tip of the iceberg, Miss Juliet. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

LADY MADONNA (NZ), by Kingdom Bay. 6 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $115,478, VRC Telegraph H., Gr 1, HBBC Hawke's Bay Guineas, L, Wanganui JC Trust Bank Central Summit H., 2d Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3, Levin RC Ryder S., L, Egmont RC Evergreen S., L, 3d HBBC Gold Trail S., Gr 3. Sister to DONNA'S GOLD, Tudor Bay, half-sister to RECURRING. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Magic Pins (g Pins). Placed, 3d Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's S., L. Spine Tingler. 2 wins to 1400m, 3d MRC Paul Kelly Concert H. Dam of:-

SATIN ROBES (f Ne Coupez Pas (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1000m, $331,000, VRC Kensington S., L, 2d VRC thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, VRC Red Roses S., L, Ottawa S., L, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 3d VRC Bob Hoysted H., L, MRC Heath S., L, Quezette S., L, 4th VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 2. Dam of:-


3rd Dam

DONNA’S HABIT, by Ashabit (GB). 6 wins 1360 to 1410m in NZ. Three-quarter-sister to CHANCE FOR GOLD, half-sister to Tip of the iceberg, Miss Juliet. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

LADY MADONNA (f Kingdom Bay). 6 wins. See above.

RECURRING (f Pentire (GB)). 5 wins at 1200, 1300m, $639,832, AuRC Railway H., Gr 1, AJC Sapphire S., Gr 3, QTC Dane Ripper H., L, 2d VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, SJC Goodwood H., Gr 1. Dam of 4 winners-

Time After Time (g Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 6 wins 1100 to 1400m, 2d HKJC Jockey Club Sprint, Gr 2, Queen’s Silver Jubilee Cup, HK-1.

DONNA’S GOLD (f Kingdom Bay). 6 wins–2 at 2–800 to 1360m, CJC Flying S.H., L, Woodville-Pahiatau RC WFA Sprint S., L. Dam of 6 winners-

Gold Terror (g Scaredee Cat). 2 wins at 2, 2d CJC Welcome S., L.

Tudor Bay (g Kingdom Bay). 4 wins–2 at 2–1200, 1600m, AuRC NZTBA Juvenile S., 3d Wellington Guineas, Gr 2.
BAY OR BROWN COLT
Lot 215
(Branded 'J' nr sh. 7/4 off sh. Foaled 3rd August 2014)

(Sire) AL MAHER............... Danehill (USA) ................. Razyana ....................... to Northern Dancer....

(Ram) FAMOUS LILLY (USA). 2008

Rahy .................................. Blushing Groom ................. to Red God .................

(Gr.1) FAMOUSLY, by Sadler’s Wells. 3 wins at 2916, 3118m, 3d Maisons-Laffitte Prix de Bois Barbot. Sister to MOON QUEEN (dam of BEAUTY PARLOR, THE BROTHERS WAR, ROSTROPOVICH, three-quarter-sister to BARAFAMY, half-sister to INNUENDO (dam of CRITICISM, PEACOAT). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-


1st Dam
FAMOUS LILLY (USA), by Rahy. Winner at 2400m, 2d Maisons-Laffitte Prix Banshee, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Nativa, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Rescousse. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
FAMOUSLY, by Sadler’s Wells. 3 wins at 2916, 3118m, 3d Maisons-Laffitte Prix de Bois Barbot. Sister to MOON QUEEN (dam of BEAUTY PARLOR, THE BROTHERS WAR, ROSTROPOVICH, three-quarter-sister to BARAFAMY, half-sister to INNUENDO (dam of CRITICISM, PEACOAT). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-


3rd Dam
INFAMY, by Shirley Heights. 7 wins 1¼m to 1½m, £406,548, Woodbine Rothmans International S., Gr 1, Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr 2, Sandown Gordon Richards S., Gr 3, 2d Epsom Coronation Cup, Gr 1, Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr 2, Royal Ascot Hardwicke S., Gr 2, 3d Newmarket Princess of Wales's S., Gr 2, Woodbine EP Taylor S., Gr 2. Sister to Shesadelight (dam of SHIELD), three-quarter-sister to HIGH HAWK (dam of IN THE WINGS, HUNTING HAWK, MOROZOV, HAWKER’S NEWS), High Spirited (dam of AMFORTAS, LEGEND MAKER), Dunoof (dam of SELITUDE), half-sister to Lady Regent, Sianema (dam of SERGESTO). Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

INNUENDO (f Caerleon). 7 wins 1¼m to 1½m, Gulfstream Orchid H., Gr 2, The Very One H., Gr 3, Newmarket Godolphin S., L. Dam of 4 winners-

CRITICISM (f Machiavellian). 9 wins 1800 to 2400m, €586,566, Belmont Sheepshead Bay S., Gr 2, Calder La Prevoyante H., Gr 2, Aqueduct Long Island H., Gr 3-twice, Gulfstream The Very One S., Gr 3.


MOON QUEEN (f Sadler’s Wells). 4 wins 2011 to 2514m, Longchamp Prix de Royallieu, Gr 2, Gulfstream The Very One H., Gr 3. Dam of 7 winners-

BEAUTY PARLOR (f Elusive Quality). 3 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2000m to 2014, Bordeaux-Le Bouscat Prix Occitanie, L.

THE BROTHERS WAR (c War Front). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, €114,306, Chantilly Prix Suy, L. 3d Saratoga Quick Call S., L.


ROSTROPOVICH (g Sadler’s Wells). 7 wins 1½m to 3m, Leopardstown Saval Beg S., L, 3d Longchamp Prix Hubert de Chaudenay, Gr 2.
On Account of CROWNINGSTONE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 216

BAY FILLY

(Branded \( \sqrt{7} \) nr sh. \( \frac{7}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 21st September 2014)

(Sire) I AM INVINCIBLE

Invincible Spirit (Ire).............. Green Desert.................. by Danzig....................
Rafha........................... by Kris........................
Canny Lad....................... by Countess Pedrille.............. by Zoffany (USA)..............

(Dam) FANTASY LADY

2004

Fasliyev (USA).................. by Mr. P's Princess............. by Mr. Prospector..............


1st Dam

FANTASY LADY, by Fasliyev (USA). Winner at 1100m. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Dam of 3 foals to race, all winners-Fairyland (f by Dubawi (Ire)). 2 wins at 1800, 1900m to 2014-15, ATC TAB Quaddie H., 3d ATC Australian Turf Club 2YO H., TAB Quaddie H. She's Invincible (f by I Am Invincible). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15. Monet Miss (f by Excellent Art (GB)). Winner at 1180m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

Spinjive (USA), by Cure the Blues. 4 wins-1 at 2, 3d Ellis Wilma C Kennedy S., L. Half-sister to Western Hour. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:- Spinjester. 5 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC MFS Group P., Bacardi Breezer H., 2d STC Carsguide H., 3d STC Shauna Pincombe H., Rooty Hill RSL Club H.

3rd Dam

OUT ON THE TOWN (USA), by Spend a Buck. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to L'ENJOLEUR, LA VOYAGEUSE (dam of TIME BANDIT, INNOVATIVE), MEDAILLE D'OR, D'ACCORD, GRAND LUXE (dam of SMACKOVER CREEK), L'Extravagante (dam of MONTELIMAR, L'EXTRA HONOR), Slew and Easy (dam of CONSERVE), La Pepite (dam of SOLDERA), L'On Vite (dam of HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR, MILANOVA, BIG VIKING, HEART OF OAK). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:- Western Hour (f Gone West). Winner at 1¼m, 3d Newbury Ballymacoll Stud S., L. Producer.

Spinjive (f Cure the Blues). 4 wins. See above.

Heavenly Night. 2 wins-1 at 2-2 at 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-Miss Shamardal (f Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins 2018 at 1800m, $163,000, 4th Calder Aspidistra H., 3d ATC Rosehill Event Centre H., 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L.

Moonlight Music. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Newbridge H. Dam of-MOONLIGHT HUSSLER (g Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2013-14, MRC Debutant S., L.


4th Dam

FANFRELUCHE, by Northern Dancer. Canadian Horse of the Year& Champion 3YO filly in Canada in 1970. 11 wins-4 at 2-6f to 1½m, Saratoga Alabama S., Woodbine Princess Elizabeth S., Manitoba Derby, Woodbine Selene S., Natalma S., Benson & Hedges Invitational H., Fort Erie Bison City S. Sister to BARACHOIS, three-quarter-sister to COCO LA TERREUR, half-sister to Somfas. Dam of 18 foals, 16 to race, 14 winners.
Stable 1 Rows C 5-12 & G 4,5
On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 217

(Chestnut Colt)

(Branded \( \text{nr sh.} \ \frac{21}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 31st October 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>STAR WITNESS</th>
<th>Starcraft (NZ)</th>
<th>Flying Floozie</th>
<th>by Nureyev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Starcraft (NZ)</td>
<td>by Pompeii Court (USA)</td>
<td>by Pompeii Court (USA)</td>
<td>by Last Tycoon (Ire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leon Chiara</td>
<td>Lion Hunter</td>
<td>by Danehill (USA)</td>
<td>by Danehill (USA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>GLOSS</th>
<th>by Strategic</th>
<th>by The Judge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>GLOSS</td>
<td>by Strategic</td>
<td>by The Judge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vicarious</td>
<td>Sudden Impulse</td>
<td>by Luskin Star</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>by Luskin Star</td>
<td>by Luskin Star</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STAR WITNESS (AUS)** (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2011). 4 wins–3 at 2- to 1200m, £107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King’s Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of Mella Maria, St Remy and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging, Sanasana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

**1st Dam**

GLOSS, by Strategic. Placed at 3. This is her fifth living foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Her second foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner–Roussos Power (g by Power of Destiny). 4 wins 1615 to 2102m.

**2nd Dam**

VICARIOUS, by Covetous. 3 wins at 2 at 1300, 1400m, AJC St Aubins 2YO H., STC Saratoga 2YO H., AJC Raine & Horne 2YO H., 3d AJC Glen Alpine H., STC Hawaii 2YO H. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:–Little Jerboa. 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $116,500, AJC Kista H., STC Inghams Love’em H., Holy Spirit College Lakemba H. Dam of 2 winners–Strada’s Diamond. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m to 2013-14, ATC Co-Wyn Building Group H., 3d ATC Gosford Memberships 2YO H.

Bohemian Spirit. 7 wins 1000 to 1150m, $152,445, to 2013-14, 2d STC Agrum Collection H., AJC Woollahra H., ATC Tab.com.au H. Producer. 4 wins 1400 to 1800m to 2014-15.

**3rd Dam**

DUCHESS PEGGY (GB), by Chief Singer. Placed. Half-sister to WAJJIB, CASTILLA (dam of CONILLON), COTE D’AZUR, Northshiel (dam of SPECIAL NASH, ASTERITA), Seeing Red (dam of SERIAL WINNER, SETTING TRENDS). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:–La Philharmmonic. 4 wins 1350 to 1600m, TRC Bravehearts Keep Safe H. Marlene Gaye. 4 wins 1800 to 2150m, BTC Carlton Draught H., 2d BTC Hardy Brothers Jewellers 3YO H. Producer. Duke of Braggart. Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC Faulconbridge 2YO H. Lizbeth. Winner at 1300m, 2d STC Forstaff Personnel 2YO H. Dam of 5 winners–Jeram Delight. 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, $190,181, Selangor TC Macau Jockey Club Goodwill Cup, 4th Penang TC Malaysian Magic Millions Classic, L.

**4th Dam**

Lot 218

BROWN FILLY

(Stabled on Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi)

Lot 218

BROWN FILLY

(nr sh. 97 off sh. Foaled 2nd November 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Acclamation</th>
<th>Royal Applause.............. by Waajib (Ire).............</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HARBOUR WATCH (IRE)</td>
<td>Princess Athena............. by Ahonoora (GB)..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorband</td>
<td>Woodman (USA)................. by Mr. Prospector .......</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>.........</td>
<td>Sherog......... by Shareef Dancer ..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Al Maher</th>
<th>Danehill (USA)................. by Danzig............</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HALO MISS MAHER</td>
<td>Show Dancing (NZ)............. by Don't Say Halo ........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Catrail (USA)................. by Storm Cat............</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm Miss</td>
<td>Bluegrass Miss (USA)...... by Raise a Native ..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

HARBOUR WATCH (IRE) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Joint third top colt on The 2011 European 2YO Free H. 3 wins at 2, Goodwood Richmond S., Gr.2, Newmarket Earl of Euston 2YO S. Half-brother to SW Europa Point (Turfoslet Champions Challenge, Gr.1). Out of a three-quarter-sister to SW Timber Country (Breeders’ Cup Juvenile, Gr.1), a half-sister to SW Kabool and SW Sharaf Kabeer. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam

HALO MISS MAHER, by Al Maher. 5 wins at 1200, 1300m, $102,365, MRC Ahern’s at the Highways After the Last H., 2d MRC Premier Signs H., VRC Hilton Nicholas H., MRC Ahern’s at Highways After the Last H., 3d MVRC Cleanaway H. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

STORM MISS, by Catrail (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Clippings (dam of DR NIPANDTUCK). Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners-

- Halo Miss Maher. 5 wins. See above.
- Storm in a Rainbow. 5 wins 1200 to 1300m in 2013-14.
- Fiord. Unraced. Dam of-
  - Ourmaher. 3 wins 1200 to 2400m to 2014-15, TRC Prime Thoroughbreds H., 2d TTC Carly-Mae Pye Memorial H., 3d TRC Young Members’ Enclosure H.

3rd Dam

BLUEGRASS MISS (USA), by Raise a Native. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m. Half-sister to Stormbow (dam of CITY TO CITY). Dam of 7 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

- De la Costa. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, Marton JC Rural Bulk Spreaders 3YO H.
- Clippings. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
  - DR NIPANDTUCK (g Dr Fong (USA)). 11 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1700m, $783,590, VRC Straight Six H., L, Dulcify H., Williamstown Hospital H., TROA Luxbet Winter Championship Series Heat H. 3d MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, MRC Ian McEwen Trophy, Gr 3, VRC Hong Kong Jockey Club S., L.
  - Dracs Back (g Dracula). 6 wins 1310 to 1800m, $256,895, MRC Sandown Country Cup, Beau Gem H., 2d MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2, GCTC AD Hollindale S., Gr 2, 3d Geelong Cup, Gr 3, 4th MRC Coongy H., Gr 3.
- Cliptilla. Unraced. Dam of-
  - Tilla Bell Rings. 4 wins at 1200, 1600m to 2013-14, MVRC Sweeney Can Do Agents H., 3d MRC Adam Meyer H., Sportingbet H.

4th Dam

RAINBOW TWO, by Halo. Unraced. Sister to RAINBOW CONNECTION (dam of COLOUR CHART, RAINBOWS FOR LIFE, ALWAYS A RAINBOW), half-sister to ARCHDEACON, HANGIN ON A STAR (dam of COMET SHINE, MISTY MISSION), MR. MACHO, Linda’s Laughin. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

- Western Halo. 14 wins–2 at 2–1m to 9f, $353,835 in U.S.A.
- Stormbow. Winner at 6f in U.S.A. Dam of 8 winners-
  - CITY TO CITY (f City Zip). 8 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 9f, $729,726, Del Mar Palomar H., Gr 2, John C Mabee S., Gr 2, Santa Anita Buena Vista H., Gr 2, Providencia S., Gr 2, China Doll S., L, 2d Del Mar San Clemente H., Gr 2, Yellow Ribbon H., Gr 2, Santa Anita Las Palmas S., Gr 2.
On Account of BLUE GUM FARM, Euroa, Vic
(As Agent)

Lot 219

BAY OR BROWN COLT
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 2 4 off sh. Foaled 23rd September 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Red Ransom (USA)</th>
<th>ALL AMERICAN</th>
<th>阿拉伯 (USA)</th>
<th>Strawberry Road</th>
<th>Terza</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dam</td>
<td>Milva (USA)</td>
<td>Desert King (Ire)</td>
<td>Holly Go Lightly, 2002</td>
<td>Danzi (USA)</td>
<td>Sabaah</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam

Holly Go Lightly, by Desert King (Ire). Placed, 2d SAJC Hill-Smith S., L, MRC Skyy Blue P.H. Half-sister to NICONERO, NICCONI, Recoperate. This is her sixth living foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 3 foals to race-

Nicoshine (g by Starcraft (NZ)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15 in NZ.
Huss Go Lightly (g by Hussonet (USA)). Placed to 2014-15.
Iridesse (f by Charge Forward). Placed at 3.

2nd Dam


ZIP ZIP ARAY, ZIPANESE. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

NICONERO (g Danzerno). 13 wins 1200 to 2000m, $3,457,709, VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, MRC Futurity S., Gr 1-twice, WATC Fruit 'n' Veg S., Gr 1-twine, MVRC Waterford Crystal Mile H., Gr 2, VRC Aurie's Star H., L, MRC Autumn S., L, Anniversary Vase, L, 2d AJC All-Aged S., Gr 1, VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr 1, Toorak H., Gr 1, CF Orr S., Gr 1, 3d MRC Toorak H., Gr 1, WATC Railway S., Gr 1, MRC TS Carlyon Cup, Gr 3, Victoria H., Gr 3, SAJC Spring S., Gr 3, 4th AJC George Main S., Gr 1, VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, MRC Toorak H., Gr 1, WATC Railway S., Gr 1.

NICCONI (c Bianconi (USA)). 6 wins – at 2–1000 to 1400m, $1,026,448, VRC Lightning S., Gr 1, AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, MVRC Ian McEwen S., Gr 3, MRC Wellington Racing Club S., L, 2d MRC D'Urban S., Gr 2, 3d MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, VRC Danehill S., Gr 3, STC Darby Munro H., L, 4th AJC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, Royal Ascot King's Stand S., Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1. Sire.

Recooperate (f General Nedlym). 3 wins at 1050, 1260m, SAJC Guinness H., Elected Members H., 2d MRC Debutant S., L, SAJC Distinctive Homes H.

Holly Go Lightly (f Desert King (Ire)). Placed. See above.

Nicola Lass (f Scenic (Ire)). 7 wins. See above.

Eastern Charm. Unplaced. Dam of 8 winners-

ZIP ZIP ARAY (g Bellotto (USA)). 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $333,340, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, 3d SAJC Yallambee Classic, Gr 2, Spring S., Gr 3.

3rd Dam

DUBAI LASS, by Bletchingly. Winner at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Bianco Lady H., 2d SAJC Galway Pipe H. Sister to WILD RAMPAGE, Dubai Centre, Miss Elliot (dam of FOR THE MOMENT). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Nicola Lass (f Scenic (Ire)). 7 wins. See above.
Lot 220

BAY FILLY
(Branded nr sh. 99 off sh. Foaled 25th October 2014)

(Sire)

STAR WITNESS

Flying Foosezierno sh. by Pompeii Court (USA).

Leone Chiara

by Last Tycoon (Ire).

(Dam)

KITTY CASH

by Secret Savings (USA).

2004

Couruse

by Tierce.

STAR WITNESS (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2011). 4 wins-3 at 2-to 1200m, £107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King's Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging, Sanasana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam

KITTY CASH, by Secret Savings (USA). Placed. Half-sister to HYPURR - SICHUAN SUCCESS (H.K.), Tom Couruese, Pirouettes, Yellow Diamond. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-

La Femme Fatale (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1400m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam

COUREUSE, by Tierce. Placed at 2, 3d AJC Sportsman Classic 2YO H. Half-sister to Shamrock Son - Absolutely Good (Sing.). Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-


Tom Couruese (g Beautifull Crown (USA)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1350m, $280,790, BTC QRSE Woolworths H., STC St John's Park Bowling Club H., Newk & Rosewall for Humpty 2YO H., 2d AJC Canonbury S., L, 3d VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), Gr 3, STC Heritage S., L, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3.

Yellow Diamond (g Commands). 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, $1,145,237, HKJC Duddell H., Hong Kong Jockey Club Community Trophy, Happy Valley Vase H., Amber H., Sinolink Real Estate Number Two H., Mr Vitality H., 2d HKJC Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1, 3d HKJC Chow Tai Fook Bauhinia Sprint Trophy, HK-3, 4th HKJC Sha Tin Sprint Trophy, HK-3, Premier Bowl H., HK-3.

Pirouettes (f Danhill Dancer (Ire)). 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $170,500, AJC Rugby.com 2YO H., VATC Harold Badger H., AJC St Vincents Campus 2YO H., STC IGA Independent Grocers of Australia H., 3d STC Millie Fox S., L, 4th VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L. Dam of 5 winners-

Chasse (g Octagonal (NZ)). 5 wins 1200 to 2000m, $349,235, VRC Spotless H., MRC BTB Australia Directional Drilling H., 2d MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, 4th ATC South Pacific H., L, Hawkesbury Guineas, L. Sway to Go. 5 wins at 1100, 1200m, $149,830, BRC Blackwoods H., Patinack Farm H., Hardy Brothers Jewellers H., Austcover H., STC Republic Beer H. Bella Couruse. 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1250m, AJC Paul Boucher Jr Memorial 2YO H., STC New South Wales RSL 2YO H., 4th AJC Gimcrack S., L. Crown of Couruse. Winner at 2 at 1000m, Toowoomba TC Hopeful 2YO P. Coco Roca - Double Bonanza (Sing.). Winner at 1300m, AJC Kookaburra H.

3rd Dam

DANCER'S JOY (NZ), by Danzatore (Can). 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $1,004,500, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Fillies S., RL, 2d BATC Coca-Cola Classic, Gr 3, GCTC FAI Classic H., L, 3d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, 4th VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 7 winners.
Stable 2 Row P 1-7
On Account of BLUE GUM FARM, Euroa, Vic
(As Agent)

Lot 221

BAY COLT

(Branded \( B \) nr sh. 34 \( 4 \) off sh. Foaled 16th October 2014)

(Sire)
Tagula................................. Taufan................................. by Stop the Music

CANFORD CLIFFS (IRE)
Mrs Marsh.............................. Marju (Ire).............................. by Last Tycoon (Ire)

(Dam)
Encosta de Lago...................... Fairy King (USA) ...................... by Northern Dancer

LA FACE............................... Shoa Creek (GB) .................. by Star Way (GB)

2005
Freckled Face....................... Polish Patriot (USA) ............... by Danzig

Ivory Maid (USA)........................ by Sir Ivor

CANFORD CLIFFS (IRE) (Bay 2007-Stud Ire. 2012, Aust. 2012). Leading Older Horse on 2011 WTR (Medium). Champion 3YO Male Miler in GB & Ireland in 2010. 7 wins-2 at 2-from 6f to 1m, Irish Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, Goodwood Sussex S. Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S. Gr.1, Royal Ascot Queen Anne S. Gr.1, St James’s Palace S. Gr.1. Out of a half-sister to SW Pina Colada. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

LA FACE, by Encosta de Lago. Unraced. Half-sister to FACE VALUE, Face of the Earth (dam of DIAMOND EARTH). This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners- Rhaego (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 2 wins at 1400m in 2014-15. The Lone Ranga (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Winner at 1350m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam

FRECKLED FACE, by Polish Patriot (USA). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $104,500, BATC Doomben Dollars H., QTC Yellow Cabs S., Brisbane Hilton H., Diet Coke S.H., 4th AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr.2. Half-sister to DON RAFFAEL, IVORY PRINCESS (dam of MISS MATCHED, BECKY IN PINK), Whivory, Wolf (dam of SAVUTE), Flaming Ivory (dam of GOLDEN IVORY). Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-

FACE VALUE (c Red Ransom (USA)). 4 wins–3 at 2–to 1200m, $427,863, VRC Bobbie Lewis H., Gr.3, BTC XXXX Bitter 2YO H., QTC River 94.9 Tile Wizards H., 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, STC Skyline S., Gr.3, 3d MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr.2, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr.2, 4th AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, BTC Classic, Gr.3. Sire.


Halle Rocks (f Fastnet Rock). 6 wins 1000 to 1100m, $227,858, to 2013-14, MRC Cath White Memorial H., MVRC Adapt Australia H., MRC Pura Light Start P, MVRC Boscastle H., SAJC Lexus H., 3d MRC Doveton S., L. Dam of GREYFILLY (f Ferocity). Winner at 2 at 1110m, BRC Mastec 2YO H., 2d BRC New Sky Racing Iphone App 2YO H., 3d ATC Sweet Embrace S., Gr.3.

Rock Face. 2 wins at 1000m in 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club H. Dam of- FRECKLE FACE. Winner at 1000m in 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club H.

3rd Dam

IVORY MAID (USA), by Sir Ivor. Unraced. Half-sister to Island Maid (dam of COUNTRY ISLE, ISLAND SKIPPER, MOT TELBIN). Dam of 18 foals, 17 to race, 14 winners, inc:-

DON RAFFAEL (c Bikala). 12 wins 1800 to 2400m, Gran Premio Citta di Napoli, Gr.3, 3d Italian St Leger, Gr.2, Milan Premio Boschetti, L.
Lot 222
BAY FILLY
(Branded v nr sh. 105/4 off sh. Foaled 10th September 2014)

**Stable 4 Rows D 7-12 & E 4-6**

On Account of VINERY STUD, Scone (As Agent)

**CASINO PRINCE**
Flying Spur .................................. Danehill (USA) ....................... by Danzig .......................
Lady Capel .................................... Rolls (USA) ......................... by Mr. Prospector ........

**LA STELLA D’ORO**
Desert Sun (GB) 2008 .................... Green Desert ..................... by Danzig ......................
Off the Shoulder .......................... Solar ................................. by Hotfoot ......................


**1st Dam**
LA STELLA D’ORO, by Desert Sun (GB). Unplaced. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

**2nd Dam**
OFF THE SHOULDER, by Durbridge. Unraced. Dam of 6 foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Western Pacific. 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, 3d BTC Proctor & Gamble H.

**3rd Dam**
STRAPLESS, by Without Fear (Fr). Winner at 1400m. Sister to BRAVE SHOW. Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Drop the Top. 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, SAJC IGT P.

**4th Dam**
GAY DISPLAY, by Wilkes (Fr). Placed at 3. Half-sister to GODFATHER, Dawn Parade (dam of ST. BRIDGET’S WELL). Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-
BRAVE SHOW (c Without Fear (Fr)). 6 wins at 2 900 to 1400m, $113,640, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, VATC Debutant S., Gr 3, SAJC Fulham Park P., L, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, L, VRC Mollison H., 3d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, VATC Pelham H. Sire.
Nijinsky Star. 5 wins 1000 to 2800m, SAJC Country S., 2d SAJC Improvers' H Heavenly Display. 2 wins at 1050, 1600m, SAJC Better Vain H., 3d SAJC Improvers H., Toy Show H.
Hit Parade. Placed at 3. Dam of-
Mannequin Parade. Winner at 1400m in NZ. Dam of 3 winners-
Rags No More (f Providence (Ire)). 3 wins at 1223m, MVRC Real Flame Gas Log Fires H., 2d VATC Chisholm H., 3d VATC Vanity S., L. Producer.
Our Offer. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Barter. Unplaced. Dam of 5 winners-
FINAL EXPRESS (c Final Card). 6 wins 1100 to 1410m, $204,350, VRC Paris Lane S., L, Tooheys Extra Dry H., MRC Boulevard H.
Determined Lady. Started twice. Dam of-
St. Helen. 10 wins–3 at 2–at 800, 1200m, $205,334 in U.S.A. and NZ, Avondale JC Avis Car Leasing H., Colin Jillings H. Producer.

**5th Dam**
AURORA PRINCESS (IRE), by Sovereign Path. Winner at 2 at 5f, Ascot Anne Boleyn S. Half-sister to NORTHERN DEAMON, PICCADILLY LIL, Dutch Treat, Sassabunda (dam of HABITASSA), Frozen Blonde (dam of ATHY ANGEL), Lady Tyrrel (dam of MORE HEATHER, BOLD CONNECTION). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
GODFATHER (c Acropolis). 3 wins at 2600, 2800m, VRC St Leger, AJC Malaya S., Graduation S., 3d STC Graduation S.
Stable 1 Rows C 5-12 & G 4,5
On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 223

(Branded Branded nr sh. 5 off sh. Foaled 4th September 2014)

**BAY COLT**

**(Sire)**

**MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE)**

- Danehill (USA).............. by Danzig
- Allegheny River............ by Lear Fan
- Roussillon................ by Riverman
- Snowtop.................... by Thatching

**(Dam)**

**LADY’S COUNSEL (NZ)**

- Volksraad (GB)............ by Danseigneur (IRE)
- Celtic Assembly.......... by Secretariat
- Snowtop.................... by Thatching


*1st Dam*

**LADY’S COUNSEL (NZ), by Volksraad (GB).** Winner at 1500m, 2d STC Caravan Camping & 4WD Supershow H. This is her third living foal. Dam of 2 foals to race, 1 winner, inc:-


*2nd Dam*

**GISELDA, by Marscay.** Placed. Half-sister to **STARRY WAY.** Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

- Nagoya Goodbye. **Winner** at 1700m, 3d SAJC Distinctive Homes P.

*3rd Dam*

**STARLINE (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire).** 5 wins - 1 at 2–1300 to 2400m, $104,562, New Zealand Oaks, **Gr 1**, 2d AuRC Alison S., **L**, 3d AJC Oaks, **Gr 1**, Manawatu Breeders’ S., **Gr 3**, AuRC Regency Duty Free H. Three-quarter-sister to Star Royal (dam of **PENTATHON**), half-sister to **Acumen, Lottery Prize.** Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:--

- **STARRY WAY (f Danehill (USA)).** 4 wins 1000 to 2000m, $273,015, AJC Adrian Knox S., **Gr 3**, Gosford Guineas, **L**, AJC Racing Specialist H., STC Golden Slipper Festival H., 2d AJC TL Baillieu H., **L**, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., **L**, 4th Queensland Oaks, **Gr 1**. Dam of 8 winners-

- **Butten Shaw (g Peintre Celebre (USA)).** 8 wins 1300 to 1630m, $200,400, VRC Flemington Summer H., **MRC Penny Edition H., Katandra H., MVRC VBA H., Bairnsdale Cup, 2d MRC Shannon H., 3d MRC Lord S., **L**. Clarret. 2 wins at 1600, 1670m, AuRC Bluebird Foods Qualifier H. Dam of-

- **Karadan (c Danehill (USA)).** 5 wins 1600 to 2562m, $120,689, VRC Gill Kane & Brophy H., SAJC Gallipoli Trophy H., 3d VRC Bagot H., **L**, 4th New Zealand Derby, **Gr 1**, 1 AuRC New Zealand Derby Trial S., **L**.

*4th Dam*

**STAR LOT, by Imperialist (USA).** 3 wins 2 at 1000, 1200m, Matamata Breeders’ S., **Gr 2**. Half-sister to Sky (dam of **BEECHCRAFT**), Moon Gold (dam of **GOLD ZAMA**). Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:--

- **STARLINE (f Sir Tristram (Ire)).** 5 wins. See above.

Star Royal. Placed, 3d Hawke’s Bay Be Happy Be Healthy H. Dam of 2 winners-

- **PENTATHON (g Pentire (GB)). Champion Stayer in NZ in 2006-07. 10 wins 1800 to 3200m, $809,441, QTC PJ O’Shea S., **Gr 2**, New Zealand Cup, **Gr 2**, CJC Metropolitan Trophy, **Gr 3**, 2d AJC Sydney Cup, **Gr 1**, QTC Queen’s Cup, **Gr 3**, 3d BRC Doomben Cup, **Gr 1**.

Starlit Queen. Placed at 2. Grandam of-

- **RED COLOSSUS (g Testa Rossa).** 7 wins 1200 to 2014m, $451,250, MRC Victoria H., **Gr 3**, 2d South Australian Derby, **Gr 1**, 3d MRC Memsie S., **Gr 2**.

- **NEDIYM’S GLOW (f General Nediy).** 4 wins - 3 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., **Gr 3**, 2d STC Magic Night S., **Gr 2**.
On Account of BLUE GUM FARM, Euroa, Vic  
(As Agent)

Lot 224 (No GST)  
BAY FILLY  
(Branded Br nr sh. 2 off sh. Foaled 14th August 2014)

(TURFFONTEIN)  
Johannesburg (USA)....  
Hennessy (USA)......... by Storm Cat..............
  Myth........................ by Ogygian...
  Dr Grace (NZ).......... by Sir Tristram (Ire)
  News Box (NZ)......... by Bassenthwaite (GB)...

(DAM)  
LASSETOILE  
Canny Lad..............
  Bletchingly.............. by Biscay
  Nesmond Lass.......... by Lunchtime (GB)
  Balmerino (NZ)........ by Trictrac (Fr)......
  Miss Etoile (NZ)...... by Danseur Etoile.....

TURFFONTEIN (AUS) (Chestnut 2004-Stud 2010). 5 wins-1 at 2-from 1200m to 1600m, MVRC William Reid S., Gr.1, MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr.1, Queensland Guineas, Gr.2. Sire of 34 rnrs, 13 wins, inc. SW Fontiton (MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr.2), Fontein Ruby, SP Turfane and of Hunters Grace, Turf Crusher, Day Two Miss, Bachelorette, Bleufontein, Blue Jangles, Gauteng Gal, Golden Tomahawk, Lordfontein, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam
LASSETOILE, by Canny Lad. Unraced. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner--Orange Peel (f by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)). 2 wins--1 at 2--at 1000, 1400m to 2014-15, 2d Matamata RC Waharoa Livestock S., Duncan & Ebbett H., 3d Waikato RC Waikato Carnival Racing H.

2nd Dam
ZETOILE (NZ), by Balmerino. 5 wins 1300 to 2400m, $184,395, Qld Tatt's RC Winter S., L, AJC HB Gage H., Tooheys Blue Label H., Bankstown Sports Club H., 2d Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Mile, L, GCTC Silk Stocking H., L, AJC El Taco Motor Inn H., L, STC CLM Excavations Welter H., 3d AJC Hyundai H., Shading H., 4th AJC Emancipation S., L-twice, VRC HongkongBank S., L, QTC Metropolitan H., L, L, STC Stayers' Cup, L, L, Murrumbidgee TC Wagga Gold Cup, L. Half-sister to Kapetoile (dam of KAPISTON), Pacific Gem (dam of PACIFIC DANCER). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Gandolfini. 3 wins 1300 to 1850m.
Jacque d'Arc. 3 wins 1200 to 1600m.
Success Etoile. Winner at 1500m. Dam of 5 winners-Royal Queen. 5 wins 1200 to 1400m, Hawke's Bay New Zealand Bloodstock Insurance H., Windsor Park Stud H., WRC Stella Artois H., Hawke's Bay Livamol H., 4th WRC Thompson H., Gr 3.
Set Me Free. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2014-15, Fairview Itsarush.co.za H.
Suki Lee. Winner at 2 at 1200m, 3d Marton JC Coombe Smith Rangitikei H.
Marsanne. Winner at 1400m in NZ. Dam of 2 winners-
King Kamada (g Shinko King (Ire)). 4 wins 1400 to 2400m, $215,272, to 2013-14, CJC NZ Tax Refunds H., WRC Virginia Turner Summer Cup, Hawke's Bay Stella Artois H., 2d Auckland Cup, Gr 1, AuRC Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 2, Champion Stakes Prelude, L, Feilding JC Anzac H., L, 3d Marton Cup, L, 4th Wellington Cup, Gr 2.
Serendipity. 2 wins at 1200m, $150,390, HKJC Wan Tsui H., Tsoi Lee H.

3rd Dam
MISS ETOILE, by Danseur Etoile (Fr). 7 wins--1 at 2--1150 to 1400m, HBJC Gold Trail S., Gr 3, Rotorua RC McGill WFA S., Gr 3, Waikato RC Foxbridge P., L, Rotorua S., L, WRC Woburn H., Wanganui JC Sir Douglas Clague H., 2d Rotorua RC McGill WFA S., Gr 3, AuRC Barbclays Bank H. Half-sister to Dancing Marlin. Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, both winners-
ZETOILE (f Balmerino). 5 wins. See above.
Kapetoile. 3 wins at 1400m, Counties RC DB Draught H. Dam of-
KAPISTON (f Lake Coniston (Ire)). 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, AuRC Ellerslie Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, 3d Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3. Producer.
Lot 225
(Branded brnr sh. 84 off sh. Foaled 13th September 2014)

**(Name) BAY FILLY**

**(Sire)** More Than Ready (USA).

**(PLUCK (USA))**

- Southern Halo by Halo............
- Woodman’s Girl by Woodman (USA).
- Fort Wood by Sadler's Wells........
- Secret Pact by Bush Telegraph........

**(Dam)**

**(MADAME ADMIRAL)**

- Danehill (USA) by Danzig............
- Cotehele House (GB) by My Swanee......
- Zabeel (NZ) by Sir Tristram (Ire)........
- Ma Chiquita (NZ) by Last Tango (Ire)........

**PLUCK (USA) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins at 2, US$727,290, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile Turf S., Gr.2, Woodbine Summer S., Gr.3, 4th Monmouth Continental Mile S., L. Half-brother to SW Three Hearts (Del Mar Red Carpet H., Gr.3). Out of SW Secret Heart, a half-sister to SW Covenant (Kenilworth Majorca S., Gr.1) and SW Promisefrommyheart (Greyville South African Fillies’ Guineas, Gr.1). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

MADAME ADMIRAL, by Commands. Winner at 1000m. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam

OCEAN ANGEL, by Zabeel. Placed. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

- Dive at Five. 3 wins at 1500, 1600m, QTC General Meeting P.
- Captain Oats. 2 wins at 1150, 1300m.
- Madame Admiral. Winner. See above.

Our Flossy. Winner at 1100m.

3rd Dam

MA CHIQUITA (NZ), by Last Tango (Ire). Top filly on The 1984-85 NZ 2YO Free H. 8 wins—4 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $339,756, AJC George Main S., Gr 1, Surround S., Gr 2, Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr 2, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, STC Magic Night S., Gr 3, AuRC King’s P., L, 2d AJC Epsom H., Gr 1, AuRC Flag Inns Trophy, Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 3, Te Aroha JC Thames Valley S., Gr 3, 4th VRC Ampol S., Gr 1, Gadsden S., Gr 1, STC Orlando Classic, Gr 1, MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 2. Half-sister to White Lip, Tarantia (dam of JURYS OUT). Dam of 9 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

- Latin Tango. 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, QTC Racetree P., 2d QTC King Jewellers H., Riccarton H., 3d BTC Collex H., QTC On the Beach H.
- Octama. 3 wins 1200 to 1615m, BTC Barry McColl H., STC Centurian Float H., Tip Top H., 2d AJC Lawman H., QTC Our Rosalee H.
- Red Marscay. 3 wins 1200 to 1400m in Aust and Malaysia, AJC Fred Shean H., STC Taren Point H., 2d AJC Peace Council H., STC Delville Wood H.

4th Dam

TARANTELLE, by Serenader II (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to Clap Trap (dam of DUSTY ANSWER). Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

MA CHIQUITA (f Last Tango (Ire)). 8 wins. See above.

White Lip (f Amalgam (USA)). 8 wins 1400 to 2000m, CJC Anthony Runacres & Associates H., Southland RC 100 Pipers Whisky H., 2d Otago Mannequin S., L, Otago RC James Hazlett S.H., L. Producer.

Tarantia. Started once. Dam of-

JURYS OUT (g Faitaat (USA)). 13 wins 1300 to 1600m, $331,569, WRC Captain Cook S., Gr 1, CJC Easter Cup, Gr 3, Hawke’s Bay GR Kelt Memorial H., L, Marton JC Savabeel 1600, L, 2d Manawatu Challenge S., Gr 3, Hawke’s Bay GR Kelt Memorial H., L, Waikato RC Ag & Turf Sprint H., L, 3d WRC Captain Cook S., Gr 1, Feilding JC Anzac H., L.

Whirling Star. Unraced. Grandam of-

REFLECTIVE STAR (g Tailtains (USA)). 9 wins 1100 to 1600m, $379,600, WATC Placid Ark S., L, Non Aqua Sprint H., Athol Gibson OBE Memorial H., Perth Racing Members Welter H., 3d WATC RS Crawford S., L.
Lot 226

BAY COLT

(3rd Row) K 11-14 & L 6-14

(Sire)

STAR WITNESS (Branded nr sh. 87 4 off sh. Foaled 18th September 2014)

Leone Chiara

STAR WITNESS (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2011). 4 wins at 2 to 1200m, £107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King’s Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging, Sanasana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam

MAJEED, by Fastnet Rock. Unraced. Half-sister to TOAST OF THE COAST. This is her second living foal. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam

SOLO SHOW (NZ), by Dahar (USA). 3 wins 1300 to 2400m, VATC Herbert Power S., Gr 2, VRC Kilsyth Bargain H., 2d MVRC Violoncello H., 4th QTC Metropolitan H., L. Half-sister to CLOUT, Concert Star (dam of BEYONCE’S STAR). Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-


3rd Dam

SOLO PERFORMANCE, by Without Fear (Fr). 3 wins at 2, VATC Merson Cooper S., Gr 3, VRC Myer S., L, SAJC Dequetteville S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1. Half-sister to ROCK SHOW. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

SOLO SHOW (f Dahar (USA)) 3 wins. See above.

CLOUT (g Justice Prevails) Winner at 2 at 1100m, WATC Ngawyni S., L. Concert Star. 11 wins–3 at 2–to 1200m, AJC George Patterson H. Dam of BEYONCE’S STAR (f Orientate (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1300m, $296,910, BRC Just Now H., L, 2d Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L. Marina Miss. Started once. Dam of 3 winners-

Regal Flame (c Not a Single Doubt) 10 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1400m, $305,820, to 2013-14, CJC Independent Meat Processors H., Minstrel Court 2YO H., 2d CJC Champagne S., L, 4th Levin RC Ryder S., L.

4th Dam

Star of the Show, by Showdown (GB). 3 wins at 1010m, 3d AJC Reginald Allen H. Half-sister to SUZANNE. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

ROCK SHOW (c Rock Roi (GB)) 16 wins 1600 to 2400m, $199,880, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersalls’ Cup, Gr 3, SAJC Port Adelaide Cup, Gr 3.
On Account of TANGLEWOOD FARM, Kootingal

CHESTNUT COLT

(Lot 227)

Stable 1 Row K 9

Lot 227

On Account of TANGLEWOOD FARM, Kootingal

CHESTNUT COLT

(1 off sh. 3rd September 2014)

Starcraft (NZ)............ by Nureyev

Leone Chiara............. by Last Tycoon (Ire)

Soviet Star (USA)........ by Nureyev

Flying Floozie.......... by Pompeii Court (USA)

Lion Hunter............. by Danehill (USA)

Chiara...................

Danehill (USA)........ by Danzig

Confidentially.......... by Kaoru Star

Coastal................... by Majestic Prince

Tiffany Tam............. by Tentam

MISHKI

(VB 2004)

Star Witness........... Starcraft (NZ)

Flying Floozie.......... by Pompeii Court (USA)

Lion Hunter............. by Danehill (USA)

Chiara...................

Danehill (USA)........ by Danzig

Confidentially.......... by Kaoru Star

Coastal................... by Majestic Prince

Tiffany Tam............. by Tentam

1st Dam

MISHKI, by Danzero. Placed. Half-sister to CLASSIC CUT - SEASONS TREASURE (H.K.), Sky and Sea. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam

DIAMOND COAST (CAN), by Coastal. 4 wins at 6½f, 7f, 3d Philadelphia Bayberry S. Half-sister to TIFFANY'S SECRET, CARRY THE CROWN, REGAL INTENTION, Sometimesadiamond (dam of DIXIELAND DIAMOND). Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

CLASSIC CUT - SEASONS TREASURE (H.K.) (c Sky Classic). 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1650m, £107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King's Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging, Sanasana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

3rd Dam

TIFFANY TAM, by Tentam. 8 wins, $134,270, Greenwood Whimsical S., Can-3, 2d Woodbine Ontario Damsel S., L, 3d Detroit Queen's S., L. Half-sister to TILT MY HALO, DANCING WITH WINGS (dam of SOARING FREE), NO LOUDER, RULING ANGEL (dam of ALL AN ANGEL), SLEW OF ANGELS. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-

REGAL INTENTION (c Vice Regent). Champion 3YO colt in Canada in 1988. 14 wins–3 at 2–6f to 1¼m, Woodbine Nearing American, Gr.3. Sire.

TIFFANY'S SECRET (f Secretariat). 3 wins–1 at 2–6f to 9f, $192,840, Canadian Oaks, Can-1, Woodbine Allowance, 4th Woodbine Mazarine S., Gr 3, Natalma S., Can-2, Greenwood Tattling H., Can-3. Grandam of-

LA DOLCE VITA (f Quiet American). 6 wins at 8½f, 9f, Gulfstream City of Hollywood S., L, Calder Hollywood Wildcat Breeders' Cup H., L.

JOYA REAL (f Eddington). 7 wins 5f to 1m, $277,149, to 2014, Monmouth Fort Monmouth S., L, 2d Parx Racing Turf Amazon H., L.


Jewel in My Crown. 5 wins, $100,048 in U.S.A. Grandam of-

ZENSATIONAL BUNNY (f Zensational). 3 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 7f, $205,988, to 2014, Woodbine Star Shoot S., L, Glorious Song S., L.

Sometimesadiamond. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

DIXIELAND DIAMOND (c Dixieland Band). 4 wins at 2, $289,452, Woodbine Coronation Futurity, L, Cup and Saucer S., L. Sire.

Skyshine. Winner in U.S.A. Grandam of-

SCORE CLASSY (f Even the Score). 10 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1700m, $142,685, to 2015, Camarero Clasico Eduardo Cautino Insua, L.
Stable 3 Row H 4-14
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)
Lot 228
(Branded ‘f’ nr sh. 29/4 off sh. Foaled 30th August 2014)

BAY COLT

(Sire) Invincible Spirit (Ire)....... Green Desert................ by Danzig....................
I AM INVINCIBLE .......
Cannarelle.............. by RAFH........................
(Dam) MISS ALBERTA ..........
2004 Balciano Miss .......... by Balciano (NZ)........

SW Brazen Beau (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1), Vinnie Eagle, Bassillique, Fuld’s Bet, Leeds, SP Convincible, Silent Whisper, Tetsuko, Uratta Belle, Band on the Run, Ideal Express and of Comprende, Invincible Jules, Invincible Man, Mine Two, I Am Snippety, I Am the General, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam
MISS ALBERTA, by Magic Albert. 9 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $119,340, AJC Boags Pure H. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam
BALCIANO MISS, by Balciano (NZ). 5 wins 1450 to 1600m, 3d AJC Lend Lease Property Services H., Marrickville RSL H. Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Miss Alberta. 9 wins. See above.
Toldyas. 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $132,790, AJC Fat Quaddies H., Cospak Group H., 2d AJC Convention Centre 2YO H., Pam & Petra Inspirational Gift H. Dam of-
Yasstar. 3 wins 1300 to 1600m in 2013-14.
Beautiful Tiara. 5 wins 1370 to 1750m.
Tellyas. Winner at 1100m.
Bonny Tiara. Winner at 1100m.

3rd Dam
TURTON, by Loosen Up (USA). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, 2d AJC Mediterranean H.
Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-
Balciano Miss. 5 wins. See above.
Albert’s Advice. 5 wins 1600 to 2000m.
Royal Turnon. 4 wins 1194 to 1300m.
Oatford Star. Winner at 1385m.

4th Dam
HOT AND BOTHERED (NZ), by Idomeneo (GB). 4 wins 1400 to 2000m. Sister to
IDUNNO. Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 5 winners-
Gold and White. 3 wins 1300 to 1600m, AJC Grandstand H., 2d AJC St Andrews H., STC Fresh H., Cronulla RSL H.
Active. 6 wins 1100 to 2050m.
Await. 3 wins 1300 to 1500m, 2d STC Lugaro S., Springwood S., 3d AJC Windbag H., Darling H. Dam of 5 winners-
Saracosi - John Win (Mac.). 15 wins 1000 to 1500m in Macau.
Pallanza. 3 wins at 1200, 1240m. Dam of-
Cosmic Action. 3 wins at 900, 1000m.
Lady Aspen. 2 wins at 1240, 1300m.
Shamoor. Winner at 1175m.
Sylvan Queen. Winner at 1400m.
Turnon. 2 wins. See above.
Big Annie. Winner at 1200m.
Indian Lady. Unplaced. Dam of-
Special Venture. 4 wins 980 to 1100m.
Stable 3 Row H 4-14
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 229

BAY FILLY
(Branded  

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA)........... by Hail to Reason.........
DUPORTH ................................

(Dam) MISS BEGOTTEN ...........
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On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 230 (No GST) CHESTNUT FILLY
(Branded [H] nr sh. 7 off sh. Foaled 14th September 2014)

(Sire) Dubawi (Ire) .......... Zomaradah (USA) ..............
                      POET'S VOICE (GB) ....  by Seeking the Gold.........
                      Bright Tiara ............. Chief's Crown (USA) ..............
                      by Seeking the Gold ........

(Dam) Twining (USA) ............. Forty Niner ................ by Mr. Prospector ....
                      MISS COURTLY.............. Courtly Dee  ................ by Never Bend ........
                      2003 Belle Salieri ............ Saliern (USA) ................ by Accipiter .........
                      by Deploy ............... Exclusive Empress ........ by Ideal Planet ......

POET'S VOICE (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud GB 2012, Aust. 2012). 4 wins-2 at 2-at 7f,
1m, Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr1, Doncaster Champagne S., Gr2,
Goodwood Celebration Mile, Gr2, 2d Meydan Jebel Hatta S., Gr2, Salisbury
Sovereign S., Gr3, 3d Newmarket Joel S., Gr2, York Acomb S., Gr3, 4th
Newmarket Middle Park S., Gr1. Half-brother to SW Gold Tiara and SW Queen's
Park. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam MISS COURTLY, by Twining (USA). Winner at 2 at 1110m, BTC Wally Lewis 2YO
Fillies H., 2d QTC Lovely Jubly H., CE Property Services H., 3d BTC Evermore
Live at Doomben H., Trade Air Australia H., Tenterfield Saddler H. Half-sister to
BELLTONE, ROMAN SQUIRE. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a
yearling. Her second foal is an unraced 3YO. Her first foal is unraced.

2nd Dam BELLE SALIERI, by Salieri (USA). 6 wins 1000 to 1300m, QTC Global Television
Quality S., John Lee H. Half-sister to Drama Amour. Dam of 9 named foals,
8 to race, 7 winners, inc:--
BELLTONE (g Brahms (USA)). 10 wins 1000 to 1400m, $579,550, to 2013-
14, BRC Sprint H., Gr3, Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L, SCTC Glasshouse H.,
L, BRC Brand & Slater H., Blackwater Quarrries & Concrete H., Johnston
Rorke Accountants H., Padua College P., Bollinger H., Skyracing.tv H.,
2d BRC QTC Cup, Gr2, BTC Bill Ritchie H., Gr3, 3d SCTC Glasshouse H., L.
ROMAN SQUIRE (g Desert King (Ire)). 7 wins 1200 to 1600m, $247,500,
Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Open Mile, L, QTC Lyndhurst Stud H., BTC Air
New Zealand H., Mitchell Media H., QTC Tiny Turfers H., 7 Brigade H.
Lanieri. 4 wins 1200 to 2014-15, BRC Glenlogan Park Stud H., Gallopers
Sports Club H., Mitavite H., Novotel Brisbane Airport P., 2d BRC Powerade P.
Miss Orielle. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, BRC Mittys H., Landfill Logistics H.,
Student Flights P., 3d BRC Hidden Dragon at Lyndhurst H.
Secret Donna. Winner at 1003m, BTC Carlton Draught P., 3d BTC City Pacific
Finance H., QTC Breakfast Creek Cricket Club P. Dam of 2 winners-
Stradon (g Strada). 2 wins at 1030, 1200m, $110,150, to 2013-14, BRC
Bellescay. 2 wins at 1100, 1350m. Producer.

Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:--
Drama Amour (f Tristram (NZ)). 7 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1350m, $191,400,
BTC Moet & Chandon H., QBB S QRS 2YO H., Western 4x4 H., Chief de
Beers Flying H., QTC Triscay H., 2d BTC Glenlogan Park S., L, GCTC Silk
Stocking H., L, 3d Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L. Producer.
More Drama. 4 wins 1012 to 1200m, BTC Treasury Casino H., QTC Lord
Dudley H., 2d BTC Kaoru Star H., Farewell ‘97 H., 3d BTC QBB H.

4th Dam SHARDONNA, by Wilkes (Fr). Placed at 2. Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3
winners, inc:--
Yallah Prince (c Yallah Native (USA)). 11 wins–1 at 2–800 to 1000m, 2d
NSW Tatt’s RC Carrington S., L, 3d AJC Challenge S., Gr2. Sire.
Stable 1 Row K 10-12

On Account of GLENFERRIE FARM, Roslyn

Lot 231

BAY FILLY

(Branded (Br) nr sh. 3 4 off sh. Foaled 19th October 2014)

(Sire) Snippets ...................... Lunchtime (GB) .......... by Silly Season ............
SNIPPETSON ...................... Easy Date ................. by Grand Chaudiere ........
Polish Precedent .......... by Danzig .................
Snowtop ......................... by Thatching ..............

(Dam) Mrs. Prospector ............ by Raise a Native .......... Snippets ..................
Sacahuista ....................... by Raja Baba .............. Easy Date ........................
by Grand Chaudiere ........
Snowdrift (Fr) ................. by Danzig ................. Snowtop ..................
Polish Precedent ............ by Danzig ................. Lunchtime (GB) ...........
by Silly Season ............

MISSONET .......... by Hussonet (USA). Winner at 1350m, 2d STC Madura Earl Grey Tea H., IRSA Daily Living Show 2YO H. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

1st Dam MISSONET, by Hussonet (USA). Winner at 1350m, 2d STC Madura Earl Grey Tea H., IRSA Daily Living Show 2YO H. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

2nd Dam MISS ANNA LOUISE, by Brocco (USA). 5 wins 1000 to 1600m, AJC Goose Boy H., QTC Austral Honda H., STC Mike Howlin Memorial H., 2d QTC Racehorse Owners’ Association H., STC DDF Bishops Cup, 3d AJC Fred Archer H. Half-sister to Touched by God. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Louisiana Flyer. 9 wins–2 at 2–1080 to 1460m, $123,600, STC Hyland Race Colours H., 2d STC Goodman Fielder Food Services H. Del Lirio. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1250m, STC Rosehill Gardens Events Centre H., Bridal Show 2YO H., 2d STC Camden Hire H., WATC Tabform H. Smashing Doubt. 5 wins 1000 to 1700m to 2014-15, 3d MVRC Founder of 8 Hour Day James Galloway H., Ballarat TC Redbank H.

3rd Dam SALLY KLAIRE, by Salieri (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to ST. KLAIRE (dam of BONANOVA, FRATERNITY, TELESTO), Eire. Dam of 4 foals, all winners, inc:-

Touched by God (f Sunday Silence). Winner at 2 at 1100m, AJC Reading 2YO H., 2d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, 3d Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L, 4th AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Canberra RC Black Opal S., Gr 3. Dam of-

Oceania Boss (c Red Ransom (USA)). 6 wins at 1400, 1600m, $3,012,314, 2d Nakayama Lord Derby Challenge Trophy, Gr 3, Hanshin Yonago S., L, Niigata Tanigawadake S., L, 3d Kyoto Mainichi Broadcasting System Sho Swan S., Gr 2, 4th Hanshin Cup, Gr 2, Hanshin Hankyu Hai, Gr 3, Nakayama Lord Derby Challenge Trophy, Gr 3, Keisei Hai Autumn H., Gr 3.

4th Dam Great Klaire (GB), by Great Nephew. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, STC Questing H., 2d STC Rosemount Wines Classic. Half-sister to HABIBTI, KNESSET, Eight Carat (dam of OCTAGONAL, DIAMOND LOVER, KAAPSTAD, MARQUISE, MOUAWAD). Dam of 12 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ST. KLAIRE (f Bletchingly). 3 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $118,745, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, 3d VRC Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 7 winners-

BONANOVA (f Star Way (GB)). 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $1,048,335, VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, Hardy Brothers Classic S., Gr 2. Producer.

FRATERNITY (c Star Way (GB)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 2000m, $438,440, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, Craven P., Gr 3.

TELESTO (c Star Way (GB)). 3 wins 1500 to 2000m, $741,838, AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, AJC Craven P., L.

Come on Klaire. Started once. Grandam of-

SIDEREUS (c General Nedym). Winner at 2 at 1200m, $128,550, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 2d VRC Schweppervescence Sprint H., L.
Lot 232

CHESTNUT COLT

(Stable 2 Rows T 3-12 & U)

On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

Lot 232

CHESTNUT COLT

(Branded 36th nr sh. 74th of sh. Foaled 13th October 2014)

(Sire) Acclamation ....................... Royal Applause ................. by Waajib (Ire) .................

HARBOUR WATCH (IRE) .................. Princess Athena ................ by Ahonoora (GB) ............

Gorband................................. Woodman (USA) ................ by Mr. Prospector ...........

Sheroog................................. by Shareef Dancer .............

(Dam) Johannesburg (USA)............. Hennesy (USA) ................. by Storm Cat .................

MUNYATE............................... Myth................................. by Ogygian ......................

2007 Hela Dubai......................... Danehill (USA) ................. by Danzig .........................

by Waajib (Ire)

HARBOUR WATCH (IRE) (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Joint third top colt on The 2011 European 2YO Free H. 3 wins at 2, Goodwood Richmond S., Gr.2, Newmarket Earl of Euston 2YO S. Half-brother to SW Europa Point (Turfontaine Champions Challenge, Gr.1). Out of a three-quarter-sister to SW Timber Country (Breeders’ Cup Juvenile, Gr.1), a half-sister to SW Kabool and SW Sharaf Kabeer. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam MUNYATE, by Johannesburg (USA). Winner at 1150m. This is her second living foal. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam Hela Dubai, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, STC Penrith Subaru H., Panasonic at Work 2YO H., 4th BTC Doomben Slipper S., L. Sister to AL MAHER, three-quarter-sister to PLATINUM SCISSORS, REDOUTE’S CHOICE, Superior Sateen, Monsoon Wedding (dam of PRECIOUS LORAINE, LUCKY RAQUIE), Twyla (dam of MURJANA), half-sister to SALAMEH (dam of BIG TIME). Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 1 winner, inc:- Munyate. Winner. See above.

3rd Dam SHOW DANCING (NZ), by Don’t Say Halo (USA). 2 wins at 1550, 1600m, AJC Grand Fils H., De Bortoli Windy Peak H. Half-sister to HURRICANE SKY, UMATILLA, Makarova, Twyla (dam of MURJANA), Shantha’s Choice (dam of MANHATTAN RAIN, PLATINUM SCISSORS, REDOUTE’S CHOICE, SLIDING CUBE, ECHOES OF HEAVEN). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

AL MAHER (c Danehill (USA)). 5 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $1,168,300, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, STC Gloaming S., Gr 2, VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, AJC Clipsal 2YO P., 2d STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, 3d MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, 4th AJC Clipsal 2YO P., Gr 1. Sire.

SALAMEH (f Secret Savings (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1600m, AJC Fernhill H., Gr 3, 2d AJC TL Baillieu H., L. Dam of 3 winners-

BIG TIME (g Danewin). 4 wins 1600 to 1900m, $149,625, to 2014-15, ATC Dulcify H., L, Trackside Markets H., 2d ATC Tab.cam.au H.

4th Dam DANCING SHOW (USA), by Nijinsky. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to GREAT REGENT, Diamond Syl, Ladies’ Day (dam of HE’S NO PIE EATER). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

UMATILLA (c Miswaki). 7 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $683,305, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 1, VRC Hilton on the Park S., Gr 3. Sire.

HURRICANE SKY (c Star Watch). 6 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1800m, $876,650, AJC Autumn Classic, Gr 2. Sire.

Umata. Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d VATC Kilshery H. Dam of-

REDOUTE’S CHOICE (c Danehill (USA)). Champion 3YO Miler in Australia in 1999-2000. 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $1,567,850, MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1. Champion sire.

PLATINUM SCISSORS (c Danehill (USA)). 5 wins 1400 to 2000m, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 2. Sire.

MANHATTAN RAIN (c Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, $1,311,200, AJC Sires Produce S., Gr 1, Skyline S., Gr 3.
Lot 233

BAY FILLY

(Branded J in nr sh. 175 off sh. Foaled 21st October 2014)

(Sire) Sadler's Wells ................. Northern Dancer ............... by Nearctic .................

BULLET TRAIN (GB) ...

Kind ......................... Fairy Bridge ................. by Bold Reason .................

Danzeval (USA) ................. by Danzig .................

Rainbow Lake ................. by Rainbow Quest ....

(Dam) Sir Dapper ................. Vain ................. by Wilkes (Fr) .................

MYAMBLE ......................... Sirkii (NZ) ................. by Golden Plume (GB) ....

Paris Miss ......................... Opera Prince ................. by Bletchingly .................

Diamonds ................. by Coney Island (Ire) ....

BULLET TRAIN (GB) (Bay 2007-Stud 2013). 2 wins-1 at 2-1st 1m, 1,1/2f, £114,822, Lingfield Derby Trial S., Gr.3, 2d Newbury Dubai Duty Free Golf World Cup S., 4th Goodwood Sussex S., Gr.1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Frankel (Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr.1). SW Noble Mission (Goodwood Gordon S., Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S., L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust. (Goodwood Gordon S., Gr.3) and SW Joyeuse (Salisbury Dick Poole S., L). Out of SW Kind. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam

MYAMBLE, by Sir Dapper. **Winner** at 1000m. Half-sister to RUFFLES, ATEATES, Lyricworks (dam of BOSS LANE), Torelgo (dam of TRUE GLO). This is her ninth living foal. Her eighth foal is a 2YO. Her seventh foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, **4 winners**-

Chow Meow (**by Tale of the Cat (USA)**). **5 wins** 1100 to 1300m, £115,325, to 2013-14, 3d Geelong RC Sportingbet Winter Challenge Series Final H.

Cuerdale (**by Danehill Dancer (Ire)**). **4 wins** 1000 to 1200m, 2d AJC Staging H., STC De Bortoli Emei Sparkling H., De Bortoli Hunter Valley H., Tooheys New H., Golden Slipper Festival March H., Theraces.com.au H., 3d AJC Shayanb H., Dark Marne 2YO H., Marouhra H., STC Proton Cars H.

Catawampus (**by Hotel Grand**). **2 wins** at 1300, 1907m to 2013-14.

Jollica (**by Dehere (USA)**). **2 wins** at 1400, 1500m.

Mandra (**by Canny Lad**). Placed at 2. Dam of-

2nd Dam

PARIS MISS, by Opera Prince. **3 wins**–1 at 2–at 1200m, AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 3, Leslie G Rouse H., 2d AJC Tooheys Old H., 4th STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2. Sister to Fionian (dam of OSCA WARRIOR), three-quarter-sister to CAMPAIGN WARRIOR. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, **9 winners**, inc:-

RUFFLES (**by Zedilate**). Champion Older Female Sprinter in Australia in 1999-97. **8 wins** 1100 to 1300m, $585,800, VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, VATC Schillaci S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Linlithgow S., Gr 2. Dam of 8 winners-

Rough Chance (**by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)**). **3 wins** 1000 to 1403m, $123,260, SAJC CBUS H., 2d SAJC City of Marion S., L, Lelia S., L.

Formal Attire (**by Danehill (USA)**). **3 wins** at 1000, 1230m, MRC Leopardstown H., Rajah Sahib H., 3d WATC Summer Scorcher, L.

Thunder Belle. **2 wins** to 1200m, 3d MRC Impose H. Dam of 6 winners-

Epic (**by Stratum**). **9 wins** 1200 to 1650m, $321,550, to 2014-15, BRC Courier Mail Queensland Taste H., 3d MRC Imposera H. Dam of 6 winners-

Mighty Maverick (**by Snitzel**). **Winner** at 1200m in 2014-15, 3d AuRC Mr Tiz Trophy, Gr 3.

ATEATES (**by Zedilate**). **6 wins**–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $644,745, AJC Expressway S., Gr 2, Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, 3d SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1. Lyricalworks. **Winner** at 2 at 1000m. Dam of 2 winners-

BOSS LANE (**by Dubawi (Ire)**). **4 wins**–1 at 2 at 1200, 1250m, $219,955, to 2014-15, ATC Brian Crowley S., L, 3d ATC Fireball S., L.

Allfores. **Winner** at 1000m. Dam of 4 winners-

Palmera Lad (**by Tale of the Cat (USA)**). **3 wins** 1200 to 1800m to 2014-15, BRC Austcover H., 3d Gold Coast Guineas, Gr 3.

Torelgo. Unplaced. Dam of 8 winners-

TRUE GLO (**by Brief Truce (USA)**). **9 wins**–2 at 2–1600m, Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, 2d VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1.
Lot 234

BAY COLT

(As Agent)

Lot 234

BAY COLT

(1/4 off sh. Foaled 19th September 2014)

(Sire) HINCHINBROOK

Fastnet Rock .................. by Danehill (USA) ..........
Piccadilly Circus ........... by Royal Academy (USA) ...
Snippets ..................... by Lunchtime (GB) ...........
Snow Finch (Ire) ............. by Storm Bird ..........

(Dam) NEW EDITION (USA) ...

Stormy Atlantic .......... by Storm Cat .................
Halt Atlantis ................ by Seattle Slew ...........
Sashay Away ............... by Farma Way ..........

1st Dam

NEW EDITION (USA), by Stormy Atlantic. 4 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 8½f, $269,029, Delaware Denise Rhudy Memorial S., L, 2d Saratoga Lake Placid S., Gr 2, Colonial Virginia Oaks, L, Delaware St Georges S., L, 3d Belmont Pebbles S., L, Presque Isle Downs HBPA S., L, Delaware Irish Sonnet S., L. Half-sister to RED SASHAY, Shamaal Nibras. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, both winners.

Final Try (c by Roman Ruler). 2 wins at 1900, 2100m in 2014 in Turkey.

Sweet on You (f by Candy Ride). Winner at 8½f in U.S.A.

2nd Dam

SASHAY AWAY, by Farma Way. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to Lovely Sage, Parlez (dam of INTERNATIONAL STAR, D C DANCER, FOOLS IN LOVE), Raven Quiver (dam of KARUN). Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

NEW EDITION (f Stormy Atlantic). 4 wins. See above.

RED SASHAY (f Big Brown). 2 wins at 2 at 1m in 2014, Gulfstream Our Dear Peggy S., L.


3rd Dam

Speak Halory, by Verbatim. 4 wins–2 at 2–6f to 1m, 3d Golden Gate Blazing Skies H., L. Half-sister to HALORY HUNTER, VAN NISTELROOY, BRUSHED HALORY (dam of SLY STORM), KEY LORY, PRORY, Sprucory, Miss Halory (dam of STORMALORY). Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

Parlez. 3 wins at 1m, 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-


FOOLS IN LOVE (f Not for Love). 5 wins–1 at 2–5f to 8½f, $240,746, Delta Downs Orleans S., L, 2d Monmouth Sorority S., L, Laurel Maryland Million Lassie S., L, 3d Laurel Maryland Million Distaff H., L.

D C DANCER (g Not for Love). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 5½f, 6f, to 2014, Laurel Maryland Million Sprint H., L, 4th Laurel Maryland Million Nursery S., L.

Raven Quiver. Started 3 times. Dam of-

KARUN (c Arch). 17 wins 1600 to 2800m to 2014 in Venezuela, Santa Rita Clasico Rafael Urdaneta, L, Clasico Nuestra Senora de la Chiquinquira, L-4 times, 4th La Rinconada Copa Tacone, L.
On Account of EDINGGLASSIE STUD, Muswellbrook
(As Agent)
Stable 4 Row L 7-11

Lot 235

(Branded \(\bigcirc\) nr sh. 30\(\frac{3}{4}\) off sh. Foaled 29th July 2014)

**BAY COLT**

**(Sire)**
Red Ransom (USA)..............
by Hail to Reason

**CHARGE FORWARD**

Sydney's Dream..............
by Damascus

**(Dam)**
Al Maher ..............
by Danzig

**NIGHT LIGHT**

2009
Saigon Moonlight (NZ)....
by Zabeel

---

**CHARGE FORWARD (AUS)** (Bay 2001-Stud 2005). 4 wins-2 at 2, AJC Galaxy H.,
Headway (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1), Response, Shrapnel, London Lolly,
Solar Charged, Slightly Sweet, Direct Charge, Cavalry Rose, Sabrage, Assail,
Crack a Roadie, Road Trippin', Urban Groove, Fort Lincoln, Rush, SP Zaragoza -
Ghost Cry (Mal.), Bradman, Simply Put, Fast Cash, Dream Forward, etc.

1st Dam
**NIGHT LIGHT**, by *Al Maher*. Placed at 3. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam

**SAIGON MOONLIGHT (NZ)**, by *Stravinsky (USA)*. Unraced. Sister to **ESTELLE COLLECTION** (dam of **LANKAN RUPEE**), blood-sister to **LA SIZERANNE** (dam of **ZA MOULIN ROUGE**), Napa Sky, half-sister to Hasten. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, **3 winners**, inc:-

Outraged. **2 wins** at 1200, 1690m in 2014-15, Ipswich TC Sirromet H.,
Brisbane Airport Short Farse H.

3rd Dam

**Ana Zeel**, by *Zabeel*. **3 wins** 1900 to 2170m, BOP RC Gartshore Group H., 2d
AuRC Queen Elizabeth H., **Gr 2**, 3d Taranaki Cup, **Gr 2**, AuRC Genesis Star
Belle Classic. Sister to Tricia Ann (dam of **LA SIZERANNE**), three-quarter-sister
to GROSVENOR, NATIONAL GALLERY, KYRIE ELEISON,
GARFUNKEL, Les Lilas (dam of REQUIEM, LAUREL GROVE), half-sister to MY MARSEAIIALE (dam of BON CHER, DE LISIBLE), Concia (dam of MAHAYA, SHADEA). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, **all winners**, inc:-

**ESTELLE COLLECTION** (f *Stravinsky (USA)*). **3 wins**--1 at 2--at 1200m,
$103,650, MVRC Champagne S., **Gr 3**, Seafood Store H. Dam of-

**LANKAN RUPEE** (g Redoute's Choice). Equal Head of the 2014 World
Thoroughbred Rankings (Sprint). Horse of the Year &
Champion Sprinter in Australia in 2013-14. **11 wins** 955 to
1200m, $3,995,510, to 2014-15, ATC TJ Smith S., **Gr 1**, VRG Lightning
S., **Gr 1**, Newmarket H., **Gr 1**, MRC Oakleigh P., **Gr 1**, MVRC Manikato
S., **Gr 1**, MRC Rubiton S., **Gr 2**, Keff Fairman S., **Gr 3**, 2d MVRC AJ
Moir S., **Gr 1**, Ian McEwen S., **Gr 2**, 3d VRC Darley Classic, **Gr 1**.

**Hastein** (g *Viking Ruler*). **9 wins** 1200 to 2050m, 2d SAJC Tokyo City Cup, **L**.

4th Dam

**MY TRICIA**, by *Hermes (GB)*. Unraced. Half-sister to **ANYTHING'S POSSIBLE**,
Tristino, Spring Delight (dam of **VERNAL**). Dam of 12 foals, all raced, **11
winners**, inc:-

GROSVENOR (c *Sir Tristram (Ire)*). **6 wins**--3 at 2--900 to 2500m, $465,350,
Victoria Derby, **Gr 1**, VRC Sires’ Produce S., **Gr 1**. Successful sire.

NATIONAL GALLERY (c *Sir Tristram (Ire)*). **3 wins**--1 at 2--1200 to 2400m,
$176,800, Western Australian Derby, **Gr 1**, SAJC Morphettville P.H., **L**.

KYRIE ELEISON (f *Sir Tristram (Ire)*). **3 wins** 1600 to 2000m, Manawatu
Breeders’ S., **Gr 3**, 2d Great Northern Oaks, **Gr 2**, AuRC Royal S., **Gr 2**.

GARFUNKEL (c *Sir Tristram (Ire)*). **3 wins** 2000 to 2400m, STC Parramatta
Cup, **L**, AJC Mulgoa H., Father and Son H., 2d AJC Anniversary H., **L**.

**MY MARSEAIIALE** (f *Marceau*). **3 wins**--1 at 2--1200, 1600m, VATC Heath
S.H., **L**, Sapphire H., 3d VRC Sterling S.H., **L**, VATC Catanach’s H., **L**. Producer.
Stable 1 Row H 3,4
On Account of MIDLANDS, Scone (As Agent)
Lot 236
BAY COLT
(Branded $ nr sh. 1 4 off sh. Foaled 30th August 2014)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA)............. Roberto ............................ by Hail to Reason ..........
ONEMORENOMORE .... Arabia ....................... by Damascus .................
Palia .............................. Last Tycoon (Ire) .................. by Try My Best ..........

(Dam) NO FEAR HERE ............. Kew Gardens (Fr) ............... by Kenmare (Fr) ..........
1997
Don't Say Halo (USA)......... Halo .................................... by Hail to Reason ..........
Show No Fear .................. Never Babble ........................... by Advocator ..........


1st Dam
NO FEAR HERE, by Don't Say Halo (USA). Placed at 3. This is her tenth foal. Her ninth foal is a 2YO. Her eighth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 6 foals to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Playful Miss (f by Foreplay). 4 wins 1200 to 1307m, STC Amy Smith Memorial H., 3d STC Night Racing Friday H.
Noforeplay (f by Foreplay). 3 wins 1300 to 1500m.
Fearless Lion (c by Lion Heart (USA)). 2 wins at 1600, 1800m in 2014-15 in South Africa.
Purrfectlyfearless (g by Catbird). 2 wins at 1000, 1400m.
Aim High (f by Success Express (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1250m.

2nd Dam
SHOW NO FEAR, by Northern Fred (USA). Winner at 1400m. Half-sister to BALL PARK, Tears for Tristram (dam of DANABAA). Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Adelariva. 3 wins at 1400m, 2d Otago RC Dunedin Casino Trophy.
Easy Come. 2 wins at 1000, 1300m, $105,831 in Macau.

3rd Dam
Tears for Fears, by Biscay. Winner at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Make Mine Roses H., 2d SAJC Morphettville P.H., L, Attard & Co H., 3d SAJC Oaklands P., L, Salamander H. Half-sister to STATER (dam of DEPOSITION, ACCUSE). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-
BALL PARK (c Ahonoora (GB)). 8 wins 1200 to 2200m, $248,004, AuRC Easter H., Gr 1, Avondale Cup, Gr 1, WRC Anniversary H., L, 2d Auckland Classic, Gr 1, WRC Captain Cook S., Gr 1, VATC Coongy H., Gr 3, AuRC King's P., L, 3d AuRC Bluebird Foods Trophy, Gr 2, Clifford P., Gr 3. Sire.
Tears for Tristram. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m. Dam of 9 winners-
DANABAA (f Anabaa (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1200m, SAJC Yallambee Classic, Gr 2, VRC Red Roses S., L, 3d SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1.
Sea Song. Placed at 3. Dam of 3 winners-
Anabaa's Legacy (f Anabaa (USA)). 3 wins 1100 to 1203m, $142,060, Mvrc.net.wu H., 2d VRC Isca H., 3d MRC WW Cockram S., Gr 3.

4th Dam
SEGAL (FR), by Northfields. Started 3 times. Half-sister to FOUNT OF YOUTH, Silent Spring, Terre Promise (dam of FAITES VITE). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-
STATER (f Kaoru Star). 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, 4th AJC Flight S., Gr 2, Reginald Allen H., L. Dam of 6 winners-
DEPOSITION (c Tolomeo (Ire)). 15 wins 1100 to 1600m, $621,980, STC Shannon H., Gr 3, 2d AJC George Main S., Gr 1, VATC Futurity S., Gr 1.
ACCUSE (g Bellotto (USA)). 11 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1420m, $326,636, VRC Scalzo Food Industries S., L, 3d VRC Chivas Regal S., Gr 3.
Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 237
(Branded △(1) nr sh. 10
4 off sh. Foaled 5th October 2014)

BAY COLT

(Sire) Redoute’s Choice ............. Danehill (USA) by Danzig .................
NOT A SINGLE DOUBT
Shantha’s Choice ............. by Canny Lad .................
Rory’s Jester ............. by Crown Jester .................
Easy Date ............. by Grand Chaudiere .................

(Dam) Testa Rossa ............. Perugino (USA) by Danzig .................
NO MISTAKING ............. Bo Dapper ............. by Sir Dapper .................
Seventh Avenue ............. Carnegie (Ire) ............. by Sadler’s Wells .................

2007
NOT A SINGLE DOUBT (AUS) (Bay 2001-Stud 2005). 4 wins-3 at 2, AJC
Canonbury S., L. Sire of 508 rnrs, 330 wns, 22 SW, inc. Miracles of Life (MRC
Blue Diamond S., Gr.1), Villa Verde, Gypsy Diamond, Karuta Queen, Doubtful
Jack, Castletophe, Squamosa, Petty Curly, My Ex Mate, Always Certain,
Tennessee Wills - Mystic Power (Mal.), Cavallo Pazzo, Risen From Doubt,
Cruden Bay, Every Faith, Into the Red, Cheyenne Warrior, Doubtfilly, etc.

1st Dam
NO MISTAKING, by Testa Rossa. 2 wins at 1300, 1400m. This is her first living foal.

2nd Dam
SEVENTH AVENUE, by Carnegie (Ire). Winner at 1600m. Sister to SIRCARN
DAMON. Dam of 2 foals, both raced, 1 winner-
Kisses for Me. Placed in 2014-15, 3d MVRC Melbourne Signage Concepts P.

3rd Dam
ONE MAGIC MOMENT (IRE), by Thatching. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f in Great Britain.
Half-sister to DON ORAZIO, LES BOYER, Miss Marisa (dam of MISTERO),
Gala Night (dam of AL AKBAR). Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-
SIRCARN DAMON (c Carnegie (Ire)). 3 wins–2 at 900 to 2200m, Geelong
RC Derby Trial S., L, 2d AJC Fernhill H., Gr 3, TL Baillieu H., L, 3d AJC
Dulcify H., L, 4th AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 1.
Chocolate Tycoon. 4 wins 1000 to 1800m, $476,192, HKJC River Tamar H.

4th Dam
DEBUTANTE, by Silly Season. Winner at 7f in Great Britain. Half-sister to
BOOMERANG, Hazard, Hornton Grange (dam of SWISS MAID), Petwood
(dam of GETTING CLOSER, INSTRUMENTAL). Dam of 13 foals, all raced,
11 winners, inc:-
DON ORAZIO (c Homing). 9 wins–3 at 2–1400 to 2400m, Derby Italiano,
Gr 1, Milan Premio Emanuele Filiberto, Gr 2, Premio d’Aprile, Gr 3,
Premio Boschetto, L, 2d Milan Gran Premio d’Italia, Gr 1, Premio del Dado,
LES BOYER (c Midyan). 10 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1600m, £103,659, Milan
Premio Emilio Turati, Gr 2, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Tantieme, L, Florence
Premio UNIRE, 2d Rome Premio Ribot, Gr 2, Milan Premio Bereguardo, L,
Ghassanah. 2 wins at 7f in Great Britain. Dam of 8 winners-
Alzianah (f Alzao (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 5f, 6f, Ascot Golden Gates
Nursery, 3d Deauville Prix de Meautry, Gr 3, Evry Prix Contessina, L.
Little Amin. 6 wins 7f to 11f, Epsom Vodafone Corporate H., Goodwood SIS H.
Miss Marisa. Winner at 1600m in Italy. Dam of 6 winners-
MISTERO (c Portrait Gallery). 3 wins at 2 at 1408, 1810m, Rome Premio
Guido Berardelli, Gr 2, 4th Rome Premio Rumon, L. Sire.
Gala Night. Started 3 times. Dam of 3 winners-
AL AKBAR (c Success Express (USA)). 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m,
$268,585, Levin RC Bayer Classic, Gr 1, STC Canterbury S., Gr 2,
Waikato Guineas, Gr 3, CJC Stewards’ S.H., Gr 3, Hawke’s Bay
Guineas, L, Waikato RC Windsor Park Sprint H., L, 2d Woodville-Pahiatua
RC WFA Sprint S., L, 3d Wellington Guineas, Gr 2, Te Aroha
On Account of CROWNINGSTONE, Scone

Lot 238

BAY COLT

(Branded 🌼 nr sh. 3  4 off sh. Foaled 8th September 2014)

(Sire) Redoute’s Choice ............... by Danehill (USA)..............
TIME THIEF ................
Jade Hunter (USA) ............... by Mr. Prospector ..........
Procrastinate ................
Reigntaine ................ by Century (USA) ............
(Dam) NOTE D’AMOUR (IRE) .............
2002
Rainbow Quest ................ by Blushing Groom ..........
Loving Claim ................ by Hansel ..............

TIME THIEF (AUS) (Bay 2005-Stud 2010). 2 wins to 1200m, MRC Zeditave S.,
L. Half-brother to SW Laisserfaire and SW Foreplay. Sire of 39 rnrs, 14 wnrs,
inc. SW Rom Baro (Canberra Guineas, L), SP Copy Watch - High Five (H.K.) and
of Temps Voleur, Star Stealer, Volkoff, Annatime, Out Late, Dream Habit, Mixed Blossom, Edit, Ferris, Lost Thief, Rugged Angel and of the
placegetters Time Stripper, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam
NOTE D’AMOUR (IRE), by Rainbow Quest. Placed in U.S.A. Half-sister to Mizzle
(dam of SOFT SAND). This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling.
Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Mitford Girl (f by Flying Spur). 3 wins 906 to 1400m to 2013-14, SAJC Thomas
Farms H., 2d Oakbank RC Just Over Just Don’t Drive H.
Retaliate (g by Shamardal (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1350m in Aust and Macau.
Aerogramme (g by Flying Spur). Winner at 1750m.

2nd Dam
LOVING CLAIM, by Hansel. Champion 2YO Filly in France in 1997. 2 wins
at 2 at 1600m, Longchamp Prix Marcel Boussac, Gr 1, Prix de la Cascade,
2d Longchamp Prix Saint-Alary, Gr 1. Half-sister to CITY ON A HILL,
Aslaaf. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
First Celebration. Winner at 1¼m in Great Britain. Dam of 3 winners-
Zafaaf. 4 wins at 2000, 2200m, 2d STC William Roberts Lawyers H., 3d STC
Rosehill Event Centre H., McGrath Foundation Lunch H.
Colourful Past. Placed at 2 in Great Britain.
Mizzle. Placed at 2 & 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 3 winners-
SOFT SAND (f Dansili). 4 wins–1 to 2–1000 to 1200m, $306,875, MRC
Kevin Hayes S., L, ALH Group P., Ladies in Racing Magazine H., 2d VRC
Myer Classic, Gr 1, MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2.
Italian Storm. 2 wins at 1200m in 2014-15, Ipswich TC Schweppes P.

3rd Dam
VILLE D’AMORE, by Irish River. 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, Longchamp Prix de
Liancourt, L, Prix des Tuileries, L, 4th Laurel All Along S., Gr 2, Maisons-
Laffitte Prix Messidor, Gr 3. Half-sister to Golden Hanoof (dam of TAKEN
AT THE FLOOD). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-
LOVING CLAIM (f Hansel). 2 wins. See above.
CITY ON A HILL (c Rahy). 3 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, Newmarket July S.,
Gr 3, Chantilly Prix La Fleche, L, Prix de Mont l’Eveque. Sire.
Aslaaf (c Quiet American). 5 wins 1600 to 1900m, $221,062 in U.A.E and
U.A.E, Nad al Sheba Park Avenue H., Dubai Racing Club Conditions H.,
Keeneland Allowance, 2d Hawthorne Robert F Carey Memorial H., Gr 3.
Vanishing Act. 4 wins at 1800, 2200m in U.A.E, Jebel Ali Emirates
International Apprentice Jockeys S., 4th Abu Dhabi Championship S., L.
Diplomatic Count. Winner at 2 at 1600m, Saint-Cloud Prix Victrix.
Boomtown. 7 wins 8¼f to 22¾f to 2014 in Great Britain.

4th Dam
HANOOF, by Northern Dancer. Winner at 11f in Great Britain. Three-quarter-
sister to Le Corsaire, half-sister to Risky Bride (dam of SERIAL BRIDE).
Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
VILLE D’AMORE (f Irish River). 3 wins. See above.
Lot 239  

BAY COLT  

(Branched nr sh. 78/4 off sh. Foaled 16th October 2014)  

**HARBOUR WATCH (IRE)**  

Acclamation  

Royal Appliance  

(by Waajib (Ire))  

Princess Athena  

(by Ahonoora (GB))  

Woodman (USA)  

(by Mr. Prospector)  

Sherog  

(by Shareef Dancer)  

Danehill (USA)  

(by Danzig)  

Confidentially  

(by Kaoru Star)  

Don’t Say Halo (USA)  

(by Halo)  

Olympic Aim (NZ)  

(by Zamazaan (Fr))  

**OLYMPIC HALO**  

Danzero  

2000  

Halo Gold  

(by Zamazaan (Fr))  

**HARBOUR WATCH (IRE)** (Bay 2009-Stud 2013). Joint third top colt on The 2011 European 2YO Free H. 3 wins at 2, Goldwood Richmond S., Gr.2, Newmarket Earl of Euston 2YO S. Half-brother to SW Europa Point (Turffontein Champions Challenge, Gr.1). Out of a three-quarter-sister to SW Timber Country (Breeders’ Cup Juvenile, Gr.1), a half-sister to SW Kabool and SW Sharaf Kabeer. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

**1st Dam**  

OLYMPIC HALO, by Danzero. Started twice. This is her eighth live foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Dam of 5 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Onpicalo (g by Hussonet (USA)).  


El Poderoso (g by Tobougg (Ire)).  

3 wins–1 at 2–1006 to 1300m, 2d MRC New Gleam H., MVR Specto Security H., 3d MRC Galleon H.

Olympic Gold (f by Zeditave). **Winner** at 1300m.

Al Jaamih (g by Secret Savings (USA)). Placed, 3d BRC Sky Racing World P.

**2nd Dam**  

HALO GOLD, by Don’t Say Halo (USA). **Winner** at 1100m. Half-sister to **CIRCLES OF GOLD** (dam of ELVSTROEM, HARADASUN), **GOLD WELLS**, Modern Era, Rings of Gold. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Palco. **Winner** at 2050m.

**3rd Dam**  

OLYMPIC AIM (NZ), by Zamazaan (Fr). 4 wins 1850 to 2100m. Half-sister to **BIT OF A SKITE, SHAGOLVIN** (dam of YANKEE GOLD), **GOOD SHOW - TAMAN SINGAPURA** (MAL.). Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

**CIRCLES OF GOLD** (f Marscay). 6 wins 1200 to 2400m, $936,835, AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, VATEC Coongy H., Gr 3, 2d Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, VATEC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1. Dam of 8 winners-

**ELVSTROEM** (c Danehill (USA)). Champion older horse in Australia in 2005. Champion Older Miler in UAE in 2005. 10 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 2500m, $5,802,362 in Aust and U.A.E, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, MRC Underwood S., Gr 1, Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, CF Orr S., Gr 1. Sire.

**HARADASUN** (c Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Champion Australian 3YO Colt in 2007. Champion Older Male Miler in GB & Ireland in 2008. 7 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $2,766,697, Royal Ascot Queen Anne S., Gr 1, AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1. Sire.

**GOLD WELLS** (g Barathea (Ire)). 7 wins 1100 to 2000m, $539,750, VRC Blamey S., Gr 2, Kensington S., L, 2d VRC Standish H., Gr 3.

National Song. Started once. Dam of 7 winners-

**Gold Anthem** (f Made of Gold (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1050m, SAJC Yalumba Wines 2YO Dash H., 2d SAJC Balcrest S., L. Dam of 6 winners-

**STARPANGLED BANNER** (c Choisir). Champion Sprinter in Europe, GB & Ireland in 2010. 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $2,322,594, Newmarket July Cup, Gr 1, Royal Ascot Golden Jubilee S., Gr 1. Sire.

**Gold Chant** (f El Moxie (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $129,520, MRC Kenmark H., 3d SAJC Derby S., L. Dam of-

Stable 4 Rows D 7-12 & E 4-6

On Account of VINERY STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 240

GREY COLT

(Branded ⧫ nr sh. 122 4 off sh. Foaled 14th November 2014)

| (Sire) | More Than Ready (USA). | Southern Halo by Halo.................................
|--------|------------------------|--------------------------------------------------
| PLUCK (USA) | Secret Heart | Woodman's Girl by Woodman (USA)........................
| (Dam) | Secret Pact by Bush Telegraph.................
| ON COSMOS | Fasliyev (USA) | Nureyev by Northern Dancer.........................
| 2001 | Majestic Dawn | Mr. P's Princess by Mr. Prospector...................

PLUCK (USA) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins at 2, US$727,290, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Turf S., Gr.2, Woodbine Summer S., Gr.3, 4th Monmouth Continental Mile S., L. Half-brother to SW Three Hearts (Del Mar Red Carpet H., Gr.3). Out of SW Secret Heart, a half-sister to SW Covenant (Kenilworth Majorca S., Gr.1) and SW Promisefrommyheart (Greyville South African Fillies’ Guineas, Gr.1).

PLUCK (USA) (Bay 2008-Stud 2012). 3 wins at 2, US$727,290, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Turf S., Gr.2, Woodbine Summer S., Gr.3, 4th Monmouth Continental Mile S., L. Half-brother to SW Three Hearts (Del Mar Red Carpet H., Gr.3). Out of SW Secret Heart, a half-sister to SW Covenant (Kenilworth Majorca S., Gr.1) and SW Promisefrommyheart (Greyville South African Fillies’ Guineas, Gr.1). His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam
ON COSMOS, by Fasliyev (USA). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to GOOD CONTROL, half-sister to Extagonal. This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 winners - Testanova (f by Testa Rossa). 6 wins 920 to 1100m, $102,455, to 2013-14, 2d MRC KS Environmental H., 3d SAJC Christmas Twilight H.

Kaptain Kosmos (g by Viscount). 3 wins 1100 to 1350m.

Pyxis (f by Dubleo (USA)). Winner at 1006m in 2014-15.

Bert’s Boy Tom (g by Benicio). Placed.

2nd Dam
MAJESTIC DAWN, by Scenic (Ire). 4 wins–1 at 2–1053 to 1400m, VATC Tranquil Star S., L, Harding's Hardware H., Tralee H., 2d VRC Cornwall H., 4th VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr.2. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Extagonal (c Octagonal (NZ)). 3 wins to 1500m, 3d Gosford Guineas, L.

Change of Control. 3 wins at 1100, 1400m, 2d MVRC MV Tabaret H. Dam of-

GOOD CONTROL (g Fasliyev (USA)). Horse of the Year in Macau in 2008-09. 12 wins 1050 to 1300m, $664,531 in Macau, Macau Summer Trophy, L, Lisboa Prelude, L, 3d Macau Lisboa Challenge, L.

3rd Dam
Majace, by Without Fear (Fr). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, VATC Carnegie S.H., 2d WATC Sunspeed Champion S., L. Sister to Haunting (dam of PHANTASMAL), half-sister to HASTY DEPARTURE (dam of ROYALE EXIT), INDIA’S DREAM. Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

MAJESTIC DAWN (f Scenic (Ire)). 4 wins. See above.

4th Dam
HASTEN LASS, by Jungle Boy (GB). 10 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 2100m, WATC Breeders' Champion S., Kaiser Stuhl S., Queen's P. Half-sister to Great Haste (dam of GREAT TROOPER). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

INDIA'S DREAM (f Western Symphony (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $198,020, Western Australian Oaks, Gr.1, 2d VRC Oaks, Gr.1. Grandam of-

XANADU (f Elusive City (USA)). 6 wins to 1600m, Hawke's Bay Windsor Park P., Gr.1, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr.1.

HASTY DEPARTURE (f Red Anchor). 2 wins at 1200, 2400m, Western Australian Oaks, Gr.1, 3d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders P., Gr.2. Dam of-

ROYALE EXIT (c Chief's Crown (USA)). Winner at 2000m, $165,700, VATC Norman Robinson S., Gr.2, 2d VATC Schweppes Cup, L.

Hasty Bird. Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners-

LIM’S OBJECTIVE (g O'Reilly). 8 wins 1200 to 1800m, $769,680, Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, 3YO Challenge (3rd Leg), Sgp-2.

Diorama. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

BRORAMA STAR (g Brocco (USA)). 13 wins 1200 to 2400m, $277,215, TRC Hobart Cup, Gr.3, 2d Mornington Cup, L.
Lot 241

BROWN FILLY

(Money OR THE GUN..)

(Sire) Octagonal (NZ).............. Zabeel (NZ).............. by Sir Tristram (Ire)..............
Sister Canny.............. Eight Carat (GB).............. by Pieces of Eight..............

(Dam) PORIZKOVA.................. Bletchingly.............. by Biscay..............
Canny Lad.................. Jesmond Lass.............. by Lunchtime (GB)..............
1993 Fashion Fever (Ire).............. Bletchingly.............. by Biscay..............

MONEY OR THE GUN (AUS) (Bay or Brown 2007-Stud 2011). Winner at 1200m.
Out of SW Sister Canny (VRC Waltzing Lily H., L), a sister to SW Canny Lad.
(STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1) and SW Canny Lass (VATC Marlboro Cup, Gr.1).
Closely related to SW Sepoy (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), SW Guelph (ATC
Champagne S., Gr.1), SW Camarena (Queensland Derby, Gr.1), SW Camarilla,
etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam

PORIZKOVA, by Canny Lad. Winner at 2 at 1290m, STC Sans Souci 2YO H., 2d
STC Arnccliffe H., Punchbowl H., 3d STC Very Merry H. Half-sister to All the
Rage. This is her ninth living foal. Her eighth foal is a 2YO. Her seventh foal
is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 6 foals to race, 4 winners-

Migoto (g by Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 7 wins 1350 to 1600m, SAJC Neil Sachse
Foundation H., 2d SAJC Distinctive Lifestyle H., 3d SAJC Cleanevent H.

Miss Moss Rose (f by Filante (NZ)). 3 wins 1300 to 2040m, MVRC Rosemount
Estate P.H. Dam of-
Madaba Flyer. 3 wins at 2000, 2040m, MRC Harrolds H., MVRC Harrolds P,
2d MRC Cove Hotel H.

Tempura (g by Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, STC Proton Wests
Tigers H., 2d AJC Smeaton Grange H., FC Griffiths H., 3d AJC D MacKellar H.
Red Star Raider (g by Filante (NZ)). Winner at 1500m.

Master Mitchell (g by Viscount). Placed at 3.

2nd Dam

FASHION FEVER (Ire), by Golden Fleece. Unraced. Half-sister to SHIRLEY HEIGHTS,
In Perpetuity (dam of BARON FERDINAND, LOVE EVERLASTING), Bempton
(dam of GULL NOOK, BANKET, MR PINTIPS), Millieme (dam of MYTH TO
REALITY). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

All the Rage (c Marauding (NZ)). 7 wins 1200 to 1500m, STC Ashbury H.,
Balmain H., 2d STC Clyde H., 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Chairman’s H., L.
Hara Hara. 3 wins at 1600, 1650m, $179,941, HKJC Mong Kok H., Waterloo H.
South Seas - Green Eagle (Sing.). Winner at 1400m, WATC Healthway H.

3rd Dam

HARDIEMMA, by Hardicanute. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 7f. Half-sister to Village Cross,
Quits (dam of TORRENT). Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

SHIRLEY HEIGHTS (c Mill Reef). 6 wins–2 at 2–7f to 1½m, £206,624, The
Derby, Gr 1, Irish Derby, Gr 1, Ascot Royal Lodge S., Gr 2. Champion sire.

Hardihostess (f Be My Guest). 2 wins at 2, York Knavesmire H., 3d Lingfield
Oaks Trial S., Gr 3, Goodwood Lupe S., L. Grandam of-
MARKHAM (c Salieri (USA)). 4 wins 1600 to 2500m, $452,180, South
Australian Derby, Gr 1, 3d VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1.
Averami. Winner at 7f in Great Britain. Dam of 5 winners-
SIDE GLANCE (g Passing Glance). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2000m,
$2,872,516, to 2013-14, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1.
Millieme. Placed at 3, 2d Longchamp Prix de la Cascade. Grandam of-
DIVINE PROPORTIONS (f Kingmambo). 9 wins, Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr 1.
WHIPPER (c Miesque’s Son). 6 wins, Deauville Prix Jacques Le Marois, Gr 1.
Bempton. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Grandam of-
PENTIRE (c Be My Guest). 8 wins–1 at 2–6f to 1½m, £911,037, Ascot
King George VI & Queen Elizabeth Diamond S., Gr 1. Successful sire.
On Account of GOLDEN GROVE, Denman (As Agent)

Lot 242 (No GST)  BLACK OR BROWN COLT
(Branded ã 29 off sh. Foaled 1st September 2014)

(Sire) ASTRONOMER ROYAL (USA) ................. Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic.................
Danzig............................... by Admiral's Voyage ..........
Sheepsfoot.......................... by Alydar.................

(Dam) ROSEEN (NZ) ........................................ Fork Tongue ................. by El Gran Senor ..........
1998 Kaapstad (NZ)............................... by Sir Tristram (Ire) ..........
Sir Tristram (Ire) ................. by Sir Ivor....................
Eight Carat (GB) ................. by Pieces of Eight ..........
Tigress (USA) ....................... by Luther.....................
Teton............................... by Matrice....................

Royal Style, Tiger, Iteration, Plaisanciere, Royal Sun and of Alicenora, Demoiselledavignon, Miss Mars, Orage Noir, Waltzing Cosmos, Astro Miss, Auxilia, Cassini, Docking, Marmala, Neptune Palace, Kloud Gate, etc.

1st Dam ROSEEN (NZ), by Kaapstad. Unraced. Half-sister to Storm of Words (dam of STORM SIGNAL). This is her sixth living foal. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, inc:-
Jeune Affair (g by Jeune (GB)). Placed.

2nd Dam FORK TONGUE, by Twig Moss (Fr). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, VATC Catanach's H.,
L, VRC Kilbride H., 3d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, VRC Tranquil Star S., Gr 3.
Sister to Teton Moss (dam of GOLD CITY, SIOUX CHIEF), half-sister to
Pretty Plume. Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Storm of Words. 2 wins at 1400, 2194m, VATC Leica Show H. Dam of STORM SIGNAL (f Keltrice). 8 wins 1000 to 1400m, $475,375, MRC WW
Cockram S., Gr 3, VRC Maybe Mahal P., L, BTC Glenlogan Park S., L,
MRC Le Tan S., L, Jack Elliott H., Tristanagh H., MVRC Members Equity
Bank H., 3d QTQ Dane Ripper P., Gr 3, MRC Northwood Plume S., L,
GCTC Silk Stocking H., L, Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L. Dam of 2 winners-
DESTRUCTION (g Fastnet Rock). 3 wins-2 at 2–at 1200m, $138,250, to
Outburst. Winner at 1600m in NZ. Dam of 4 winners-
Outrage (f Zerpour (Ire)). 4 wins 1400 to 2000m, CJC Speight's H.,
David Emerson H., 3d CJC Spring Classic H., L.

3rd Dam TETON, by Matrice. 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, SAJC Modbury H. Half-sister to
KAYSIBOY. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
FORK TONGUE (f Twig Moss (Fr)). 4 wins. See above.
Teton Moss. 2 wins at 1300, 1400m. Dam of 5 winners-
GOLD CITY (f Gold and Ivory (USA)). Champion Older Female Miler in
NZ in 1996-97. 8 wins 1200 to 2128m, $481,166, VATC Eclipse S., Gr 3,
SIOUX CHIEF (c Noalcoholic (Fr)). 10 wins-1 at 2, STC Darby Munro H., L.
Jovian. 2 wins at 1600m, AJC Jimmy Munro H., Selene H. Dam of 9 winners-
NEUSTRAEL SHEILA (f Keltrice). 3 wins-2 at 2–900, 1000m,
$187,700, VATC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3. Dam of 5 winners-
JACQUELINE ROUGE (f Ne Coupez Pas (USA)). 6 wins-1 at 2–1000
to 1600m, $423,000, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Mile, L. Producer.
KABLAMMO (g Maurauding (NZ)). 10 wins 1200 to 2100m, $331,550,
VRC HKJC Melbourne Cup Day P., L, 3d AJC Hall Mark S., L.
DASHING GRANADA (f Keltrice). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m,
$135,100, VRC Shamrock Travel H., L, 3d VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2.
CELEBRITY GIRL (f Starcraft (NZ)). 3 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1100m,
VRC Cap d’Antibes S., L, 3d VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2.
Albaicin (f Redoute's Choice). 2 wins at 1200m, AJC Lyrebird H., STC
Vodka Cruiser H., 3d AJC Eskimo Prince H., L. Dam of 3 winners-
GENERAL LIFE (g Lonhro). 8 wins-1 at 2–to 2013-14, ATC Civic S., L.
Lot 243  
BAY FILLY  
(Branded 7AL nr sh. 4 4 off sh. Foaled 5th October 2014)

(Sire)  
STAR WITNESS.............  
Leone Chiara.............  

(Dam)  
SCARLET SPUR.............  
2001  
Scarlet Bisque.............

STAR WITNESS (AUS) (Chestnut 2007-Stud 2011). 4 wins-3 at 2-to 1200m, £107,640, A$1,202,200, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King's Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberly Star, Pearl Star and of Mella Maria, St Remy and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging, Sanasana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam  
SCARLET SPUR, by Flying Spur. 2 wins at 1000m, 2d MRC Boardwalk Angel H., 3d MRC Alan Currie H., MVRC Kenvain H. Half-sister to JOKER'S GIRL (dam of ABSOLUTELYFABULOUS). This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam  
SCARLET BISQUE, by Biscay. 8 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1100m, $554,250, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, MRC AJ Moir S., Gr 2, VATC Chirnside S., Gr 2, Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, Australian Airlines Flying H., L, MVRC Pascoe S., Kardinia Park H., 2d VRC Brian Courtney H., L, 3d VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, 4th VRC Lightning S., Gr 1, MRC AJ Moir S., Gr 2, STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, VATC Rubiton S., L. Half-sister to SCARLET CROWN. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:–

JOKER'S GIRL (f Rory's Jester). 3 wins at 2 to 1000m, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, SAJC Cinderella S., L, VATC Debutante S., L. Dam of 6 winners-ABSOLUTELYFABULOUS (f Langfuhr (Can)). 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $883,625, Newcastle JC Cameron H., Gr 3, AJC Eskimo Prince S., L, Reginald Allen H., L, STC Inglis 2YO Classic, Escape to the Races 2YO H., 2d VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, STC Birthday Card S., Gr 3, Millie Fox S., Gr 3, AJC Wiggle H., L, MRC Summoned S., L, 3d VRC Seppelt Salinger S., Gr 2, MRC Tristarc S., Gr 2, VRC Desirable H., L, STC Triscay S., L, 4th Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, MRC Le Tan S., L. Day Procedure. 5 wins–2 at 2–955, 1000m, $186,018, to 2013-14, MRC Sportingbet H., City Jeep Don't Hold Back 2YO H., Essendon Mazda H. Prince Charge. 2 wins to 1200m, BTC Padua College Supporters Club H. Jeune Girl. Winner at 1400m, 2d VATC Avon H. Dam of 3 winners-

GRIFFON (g Flying Spur). 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $268,380, BRC Lightning H., L, AJC Festival of Sydney H., 2d BRC Ascot H., L, 3d BRC QT Cup, Gr 2, Qld Tatt's RC WJ Healy S., Gr 3, Hawkesbury RC Yalumba Cup, L, 4th BRC Chief de Beers H., L. Impaired Volatility. 5 wins 1200 to 1800m, $333,248, HKJC Tsuen Wan H., Wai Yip H., CUHK Alumni Cup, Pearce Memorial Challenge Cup. Swift Scarlet. Started once. Dam of 3 winners-

Scarlaglow (g Jeune (GB)). Winner at 1200m, 3d VRC Peters Drumstick S., L.

3rd Dam  
SCARLET PEARL, by Scarlet Man. 5 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, WATC Queen's P., L, Supremacy S., L. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

SCARLET BISQUE (f Biscay). 8 wins. See above.  
SCARLET CROWN (f Rory's Jester). 3 wins at 2, VATC Merson Cooper S., Gr 3, VRC Talindert H., L, 2d VRC Beck's Bier S., L.
BAY OR BROWN FILLY  
(Branded \[\text{nr sh. } 5\] \[\text{off sh. } 5/4\] off. 2nd November 2014)

**(Sire)**
ONEMORENOMORE .......... 
Red Ransom (USA) .......... 
Roberto ........................
by Hail to Reason ..........

**Ewe Str.**

**(Dam)**

STAR OF DESTINY ........ 
Palia ........................
Arabia ....................... 
by Damascus .................


1st Dam
STAR OF DESTINY, by Power of Destiny. Unplaced. Half-sister to BEYONE'S STAR. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
CONCERT STAR (NZ), by Pompeii Court (USA). **11 wins**–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $180,950, AJC George Patterson H., Fairy Walk H., Ellesmere H., Medical Research Welter H., STC Truscott's Toyota Welter H., AJC Cuddle H., National Rail Red Cross H., STC Half Price Drinks H., 3d AJC Trend Lithographics H., STC Man O'War H., AJC Gilbeys Gin H., AJC Cuddle H., STC Rosehill WBC 2YO H., 2d AJC Tom Street H., National Rail Red Cross H., STC Half Price Drinks H., 3d AJC Trend Lithographics H., STC Man O'War H., AJC Gilbeys Gin H., JV Comans H. Half-sister to SOLO SHOW (dam of TOAST OF THE COAST), CLOUT. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**BEYONE'S STAR (f Orientate (USA)).** **5 wins**–1 at 2–1100 to 1300m, $296,910, BRC Just Now H., L, STC Golden Slipper Day 2YO P., Ruse Tavern H., Lynch Flowers H., 2d Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L, BRC Plough Inn Tavern H., Ormiston College Quality H., Bollinger H., STC XXXX H., STC Hyland Race Colours H., Golden Slipper Festival on Sale H., Power Factor - Fighting Boy (H.K.). **4 wins** 1400 to 1800m, $223,959, to 2014-15 in Aust and Hong Kong, HKJC Better Future H., My Choice H., Shy Stranger. **Winner** at 1600m, 3d STC Mascot RSL P. Roussos. **Winner** at 1000m, 3d STC Cuervo Margaritas 2YO H. Marina Miss. Started once. Dam of 3 winners-

**Regal Flame (c Not a Single Doubt).** **10 wins**–3 at 2–800 to 1400m, $305,820, to 2013-14 in NZ and Macau, CJC Independent Meat Processors H., Minstrel Court 2YO H., Wanganui JC Ford 2YO S., Macau Good Fortune H., 2d CJC Champagne S., L, Macau Star River Windsor Arch Turf H., 4th Levin RC Ryder S., L.

Arenzano. **8 wins** 1000 to 1200m, $156,075, to 2013-14, TRC Tony Carrick Vase, James Boag H., 4th Tasmanian Guineas, L, TTC Tattsbet.com S., L.

3rd Dam
SOLO PERFORMANCE, by Without Fear (Fr.). **3 wins** at 2 at 900, 1000m, VATC Merson Cooper S., Gr 3, VRC Myer S., L, SAJC Dequetteville S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, L. Half-sister to ROCK SHOW. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, **all winners**, inc:-

**SOLO SHOW (f Dahar (USA)).** **3 wins** 1300 to 2400m, VATC Herbert Power S., Gr 2, VRC Kilshy Bargain H., 2d MVRC Violoncello H., 4th QTC Metropolitan H., L. Dam of 5 winners-

**TOAST OF THE COAST (f Rory's Jester).** **5 wins** at 1000, 1200m, SAJC Yallambee Classic, Gr 2, STC Birthday Card H., L, 2d MRC Tranquil Star S., Gr 3, VATC Debutante S., L, 3d MRC Tournament Club S., Gr 3. CLOUT (g Justice Prevails). **Winner** at 2 at 1100m, WATC Ngawyni S., L, 3d WATC Leading Owners H., Euphrates H.

1st Dam
SYSTEMS, by Collate. 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, 2d ATC Investment & Planning Services P., 3d ATC Patinack Farm P. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
PAINT THE STAGE, by Perugino (USA). Winner at 2 at 1000m. Half-sister to MARWELL LADY (dam of JESTARELLA BOY), Illusionist. Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
- Acrylic. 2 wins at 800, 900m. Winner at 900m.
- Paintball. Winner at 2 at 825m.

3rd Dam
MORNMOOT LADY, by Century. Unraced. Sister to INDIAN RAJ, STAGE HIT (dam of ENCORES, IRRADIATE, SIR LAURENCE), Miami Vice, half-sister to Trading Post. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-
- MARWELL LADY (f Lord Seymour (Ire)). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, VATC Gwyn Nursery S., L, Rotary Club Caulfield Rosstown 2YO H. Dam of:-
- JESTARELLA BOY (g Rory’s Jester). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, VRC Peters Drumstick S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), Gr.3.
- Jolly’s Folly (f Bluebird (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, MVRC Wilson Street 2YO H., 3d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, MVRC Scobie Breasley Club H.
- Illusionist (f Favorite Trick (USA)). 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $164,900, MVRC Sunshine Coach P., 3d MRC Sir John Monash S., L, Producer.
- Wine and Roses. Winner at 2 at 1013m, MVRC Tackle Diabetes 2YO H. Dam of:-
- Saeta Rose (f Fraar (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1812m, SAJC Owen Stanley Rangers H., 2d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L.

4th Dam
OH CALCUTTA, by Streetfighter (GB). 5 wins–4 at 2–at 5f, 6f, TRC 2YO H., TTC Thirkell S. Dam of 15 named foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-
- STAGE HIT (f Century). 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $164,455, VRC Edward Manifold S., STC Canterbury S., Rosemont Wines Classic. Dam of:-
- ENCORES (c Marsay). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1500m, $531,076, STC Phar Lap S., Gr.2, 2d BATC Doomben Ten Thousand H., Gr.1, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr.1, STC George Ryder S., Gr.1, AJC Stan Fox S., Gr.3, Sire.
- IRRADIATE (f Rassendyll (USA)). 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ P., Gr.2, 4th STC Magic Night H., Gr.3, Producer.
- SIR LAURENCE (c Bletchingly). 3 wins at 1200m, STC Eskimo Prince H., L, Preview (f Kenmare (Fr)). Winner at 1600m, 3d AJC Dulcify H., L, Dam of (HELENE) PILLAGING (g Marauding (NZ)). 9 wins–4 at 2–900 to 1500m, $2,380,143 in Aust, Hong Kong and Macau, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1, 3d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1.

INDIAN RAJ (c Century). 6 wins–2 at 2, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr.2, Sire.
Stable 2 Rows T 3-12 & U
On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi
Lot 246
(Branded & nr sh. 35 off sh. Foaled 30th August 2014)

**BAY COLT**

(Sire) El Prado ............................ Sadler's Wells ................. by Northern Dancer ............
Majestic Light .......................... by Majestic Prince ............
Hidden Light ............................ by Nantallah .................

(Dam) Danewin .................................. by Danzig ..........
Cotehele House (GB).... by My Swanee ............
Lady Capulet ............................. by High Hat .................
Canny Queen ......................... Beautiful Dreamer .......... by Coeur Volant II ............

**ARTIE SCHILLER (USA)** (Bay 2001-Stud 2007). 10 wins-2 at 2, Breeders’ Cup Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 451 rnrs, 299 wnrs, 25 SW, inc. My Conquestadory (Keeneland Alcibiades S., Gr.1), We Miss Artie, Laser Hawk, Blingo, Mr. Commons, Big Bane Theory, Anne's Beauty, I Love It, Big Chill, Vain Queen, Lady Melksham, Hammers Terror, Secret Liaison, Lafontaine, Cakal Carlos, Mezery Miss, Moving Money, Touchdown Arkansas, Hop the Six, etc.

**1st Dam**
THIKRA, by Danewin. Unraced. Half-sister to COOL TRENT, Najar (dam of MR CHARD). This is her fifth foal. Dam of 3 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:- Cansave (g by Secret Savings (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1350m, BRC Mullins Lawyers H., 2d BRC Lindsay Australia H.
At the Tapas (g by Mutawaaqid). 2 wins at 1200, 1350m to 2014-15.

**2nd Dam**
CANNY QUEEN, by Cardinal. Started twice. Half-sister to Jesmond Lass (dam of CANNY LAD, CANNY LASS, SISTER CANNY), Dazzling Dreamer (dam of RICH DREAMS). Dam of 8 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
COOL TRENT (g Nediyam (Ire)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1900m, $474,300, VRC Peters Drumstick S., L, MRC Bramerton H., 2d VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr 2, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, 3d GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL, Mornington Cup, L, 4th MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2.
Cossack Queen. 6 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2100m, AJC Kellyville H., 2d AJC Caribbean H., 4th STC Winter Cup, L, Producer.
Blonde Ambition. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, STC Ripa 2YO H. Producer.
Najar. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

**3rd Dam**
BEAUTIFUL DREAMER, by Coeur Volant II (GB). 3 wins at 5f, 6f. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
Jesmond Lass. 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1400m, VATC Zonda H., MVRC Nonga H., 2d VRC Edith Cavell H., 3d VRC Lone Pine H. Dam of 7 winners-
CANNY LASS (f Bletchingly). 9 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $552,725, VATC Marlboro Cup, Gr 1, Elders Mile H., Gr 1. Producer.
Canny Miss. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
CAMARENA (f Danehill (USA)). 9 wins–1 at 2–1030 to 2400m, $938,610, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, Queensland Guineas, Gr 2. Dam of-
CAMARILLA (f Elusive Quality (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1400m, AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3. Dam of-
GUELPH (f Exceed and Excel). Champion 3YO Filly in Australia in 2013-14. 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $1,628,325, to 2013-14, ATC Champagne S., Gr 1, Flight S., Gr 1. Watchful. Placed at 2, 3d AJC Sydney City Lexus 2YO P.H. Dam of-
SEPOY (c Elusive Quality (USA)). Leading 3YO Male on 2011-12
WTR (Sprint). 10 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $3,880,000, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1.
Lot 247

BAY COLT

(Branded ☑ nr sh. 51 4 off sh. Foaled 18th November 2014)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA)........... Roberto ......................... by Hail to Reason

CHARGE FORWARD ....

Sydney's Dream..................... Bletchingly ..................... by Biscay

(Dam) Royal Academy (USA)..... Nijinsky ......................... by Northern Dancer

TRANSFORM .................

2004 The Collaborator ............... Military Plume (NZ) ...... by Sir Tristram (Ire)


1st Dam

TRANSFORM, by Royal Academy (USA). 3 wins at 1200, 1411m, 3d MRC Cyril Beechy H. Half-sister to YVONNE, Ripe Plum (dam of SAVOUREUX). This is her third living foal. Her second foal is a yearling. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam

THE COLLABORATOR, by Military Plume (NZ). Started twice. Half-sister to LORD REIMS, INSTANT POLICY. Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

YVONNE (f Last Tycoon (Ire)). 8 wins-1 at 2–1100 to 1200m, $277,970, SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3, John D Lee S., L, HC Nitschke S., L, MRC Promenade Tiered Dining Sprint H., SAJC We're Smoke-Free H., Wingate Properties & Prodec P., Grenfell Hi-Fi H., 3d Qld Tatt's RC Winter S., Gr 3. Dam of-

Miss O'Brien (f Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1200m, 3d VRC Talindert S., L.

Revolves. 3 wins 1600 to 2400m, AJC Dairy House H.

Contract. 4 wins 900 to 1100m.

Ripe Plum. Winner at 1550m. Dam of 3 winners-

SAVOUREUX (f Nadeem). 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1200m, $110,300, to 2014-15, BRC Mode P., L, 2d ATC Shop With the TAB App H., Cal Rei H. Slivovitz. 5 wins 1600 to 2400m, $139,790, to 2014-15, ATC Schweppes H.

Switmoa. 4 wins 1000 to 1560m, 2d ATC Foundation Membership on Sale H.

3rd Dam

RIGHT ON (NZ), by Ward Drill (Ire). Placed at 2 in NZ. Half-sister to BELLOTA (dam of ROCKET RACER, STARZAAN, CHIMING KNIGHT), CAVALLO, FANCY MISS (dam of MISS MARGARET). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

LORD REIMS (g Zamazaan (Fr)). 13 wins 1200 to 3200m, $1,036,179, VATC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1-3 times.

INSTANT POLICY (c Grosvenor). 18 wins 1200 to 2000m, $228,795, SAJC Tattersall's Cup, L, Darwin Cup, L, 2d SAJC Tattersall's Cup, L.

4th Dam

RADIANT ANN, by Resurgent (Ire). Winner at 6f in NZ. Sister to OLWYN ANN (dam of ANALIGHT), three-quarter-sister to ROSINA ANN, half-sister to Arrivederci. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

BELLOTA (f Oakville (GB)). 10 wins 1200 to 2200m, Avondale Gold Cup, VATC Coongy H., AuRC Ladies Mile, Waikato RC Foxbridge P. Dam of-

ROCKET RACER (c Balmerino). 7 wins 1200 to 3200m, WATC Perth Cup, Gr 1.

STARZAAN (f Zamazaan (Fr)). 3 wins 1400 to 2400m, AJC Oaks, Gr 1.

Gypsy Reward (f Zamazaan (Fr)). 7 wins 1400 to 2000m, AJC Ellesmere H., 3d STC Christmas Cup, L. Grandam of-

LOTTERIA (f Redoute's Choice). 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $1,491,560, VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, Surround S., Gr 2, STC Shannon S., Gr 2, 2d MVRC WS Cox P., Gr 1, STC Arrowfield Stud S., Gr 1.

Stable 4 Row L 7-11

On Account of EDINGLASSIE STUD, Muswellbrook

(As Agent)
Stable 2 Rows T 3-12 & U

On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

Lot 248

BAY COLT

(Stud nr sh. 47 off sh. Foaled 14th September 2014)

(Sire)

DREAM AHEAD (USA)

Diktat ................................ Warning................................ by Known Fact.............

Arvola ................................ by Sadler’s Wells ..............

Land of Dreams ................. Cadeaux Genereux......... by Young Generation......

Sahara Star ........................ by Green Desert..........

(Dam)

VIOGNIER......................... Fantastical Light (USA).....

2003

Fantastic Light (USA)...... Rahy............................... by Blushing Groom ......

Jood................................ by Nijinsky ..............................

Fall From Grace (GB)...... Machiavellian................ by Mr. Prospector ........

DANCE OF LEAVES, by Sadler’s Wells ..............


Champion Sprinter in Europe in 2011. Champion 3YO Miler in France & GB in 2011. Joint Champion 2YO Colt in Europe & GB in 2010. 6 wins-3 at 2-at 1200m, 1400m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1, Middle Park S., Gr.1, Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1, Longchamp Prix de la Foret, Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Into the Dark. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

VIOGNIER, by Fantastic Light (USA). 3 wins 2100 to 2215m, 3d MRC Palfresco H. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race, 1 winner-

Vinarre (g by Stratum). Winner at 1400m in 2013-14, 3d WATC Westspeed H.

2nd Dam

FALL FROM GRACE (GB), by Machiavellian. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to SHARAF KABEER, Dubai Fall, Hob Alwahtan, half-sister to MEDAALY, CHARNWOOD FOREST, Danse d’Ecole, Autumn Melody (dam of GIOVANNI), Desired (dam of DESIDERATUM, POET LAUREATE). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Guahanani. 2 wins at 1200, 1350m, BRC Bert Cips P. Pillory. Winner at 2 at 1200m, ATC Casula H.

3rd Dam

DANCE OF LEAVES, by Sadler’s Wells. Unraced. Sister to FORT WOOD, three-quarter-sister to NORTHERN ASPEN (dam of CYPRIATA), Agenda, half-sister to HAMAS, TIMBER COUNTRY, BIANCONI, COLORADO DANCER (dam of DUBAI MILLENNIUM), ÉLLE SEULE (dam of ELNADIM, MEHTHAFF, KHULOOD, ASHRAAKAT), MAZZACANO, PRINCE OF THIEVES, Native Aspen, Sheroog (dam of KABOOL, SHARAF KABEER). Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

MEDAALY (c Highest Honor). 3 wins at 2 at 7f, 1m, £106,904, Doncaster Racing Post Trophy, Gr 1, Sandown Charterhouse 2YO S. Sire.

CHARNWOLD FOREST (c Warning). 4 wins at 7f, 1m, Newmarket Challenge S., Gr 2, Royal Ascot Queen Anne S., Gr 2, 2d Goodwood Sussex S., Gr 1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr 1, Royal Ascot St James’s Palace S., Gr 1. Sire.

Danse d’Ecole (f Daylami). 3 wins 2350 to 2500m, 2d Nantes Derby de l’Ouest, L. Producer.

Dubai Fall (f Mr. Prospector). Winner at 8½f, 2d Monmouth Serena’s Song S., L. Autumn Melody. Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners-

GIOVANNI (c Admire Moon). 6 wins 1400 to 1900m, $981,388, to 2014, Tokyo Shimotsuki S., L, Hanshin Auckland Racing Club Trophy.

Pixie Princess (f Deep Impact). 3 wins at 2000, 2400m, 2d Kyoto Karasuma S., 3d Kyoto Queen Elizabeth II Commemorative Cup, Gr 1. Desired. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-


POET LAUREATE (g Highest Honor). 2 wins at 2000, 2500m, Deauville Prix de Reux, L, 2d Grand Prix de Deauville, Gr 2. Heart’s Content. 2 wins at 2400m in France. Dam of-

HEARTILY (f Dubawi). 3 wins at 2200, 2400m in 2014 in France and Germany, Hannover Grosser Preis Junghedinrich Gabelstapler, L.
Stable 4 Row L 7-11
On Account of EDINGLASSIE STUD, Muswellbrook
(As Agent)

Lot 249
BAY COLT
(Stable 4 Row L 7-11)
(Branded nr sh. 52 4
off sh. Foaled 4th November 2014)

(Sire) Galileo (Ire) Sadler's Wells .......... by Northern Dancer ........
   Urban Sea .......... by Miswaki ............
   Danehill (USA) .......... by Danzig ..........
   Saviour .......... by Majestic Light .........
   Danefield .......... by Northern Dancer .....
   Urban Sea .......... by Miswaki ..........
   Teofilo (IRE) .......... by Danzig ..........
   Speirbhean .......... by Majestic Light ........
   Sadler's Wells .......... by Northern Dancer ........

(Dam) Ziva ..................................
   Zabeel (NZ) .......... by Zabeel ..........
   Speirbhean .......... by Majestic Light ........
   Faith Hill .......... by Majestic Light ........
   Ziva ..................................
   Zabeel (NZ) .......... by Zabeel ..........
   Ziva ..................................
   Zabeel (NZ) .......... by Zabeel ..........

2006

EOFILO (IRE) (Bay 2004-Stud 2009). 5 wins at 2, Newmarket Dewhurst S.,
Gr.1. Sire of 441 rnrs, 251 wnrs, 33 SW, inc. Trading Leather (Irish Derby,
Gr.1). Voleuse de Coeurs, Parish Hall, Havana Gold, Sonntag, Loch Garman,
Tarafsha, Amira's Prince, Light Heavy, Samba Brazil, Amralah, Royal Empire,
Kermadec, Tobann, Fate, Remember Alexander, Simba, Black Arrow - Beauty
Sharp (H.K.), Paene Magnus, Bocaiuva, Crystal Diamond, Inyordreams, etc.

1st Dam
Ziva, by Zabeel. Placed, 2d AJC Convention Centre H. Half-sister to BLACK
MINX, More Than Faith. This is her second living foal. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam
FAITH HILL, by Danehill (USA). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, $323,975, AJC
Emancipation S., Gr 2, Reginald Allen H., L, Leilani H., Sadler H., Ozinvest
H., STC Stargames H., 2d Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, Illawarra TC TF
Nolan 3YO Fillies Classic, ACJ Alexandria H., STC Grant Constructions H., 3d
STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 2, MRC Tristarc S., Gr 3, Hawkesbury RC
Princess S., 4th VRC Rose of Kingston S., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to Mr
Make Believe. Dam of 7 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
BLACK MINX (f Lonhro). 5 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, $293,140, QTC Sir
Douglas Wadley S., L, CE McDougall S., L, BTC Gianni Restaurant 2YO
Fillies P., 4BC's Sports Talk Today 2YO H., Rockhampton JC Magic Millions
2YO P., 4th GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL, QTC J Cadell Garrick
H., L.

More Than Faith (f More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 1200m in 2013-14,
ATC Ranvet H., 2d ATC Reginald Allen H., L.
Princess Anna. Winner at 1284m.

3rd Dam
SIMPLY BELIEVE, by Kenmare (Fr). 3 wins-2 at 2--at 1200, 1600m, $102,250,
SAJC West End Export SA S., Gr 3, MVRC Great Western S., L, VATC La
Trobe 2YO H., 2d VATC Bletchingly S., Gr 3, 3d VATC Tranquil Star S., L.
Sister to Truly Believe. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

FAITH HILL (f Danehill (USA)). 6 wins. See above.

Mr Make Believe (g Commands). 10 wins 1000 to 1514m, $364,334, MRC
Bib Stillwell BMW H., ALH Group H, 2d MRC Heath S., L, Doveton S., L.

Timely Moment. Started once. Dam of 2 winners-

Chosen Moment (g Choisir). 3 wins-1 at 2--at 1000, 1200m, to 2014-15,
MVRC Sportingbet William Hill H., Spotless H, 2d SAJC Sires' Produce
S., Gr 3, Oaklands P., L, 3d MVRC Telstra Phonewords S., Gr 3.

Madame Grange. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Shiraz Attack. 4 wins 1200 to 1400m, $135,550, to 2014-15, BRC Quest
Breakfast Creek H, Paynter Dixon H., 4th BRC Vo Rogue P., Gr 3.

Fresh Light. 3 wins 1700 to 2200m, MVRC 1print.com.au H.

4th Dam
CONVENT (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to Glowing Tribute,
Lion Hunter. Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

SIMPLY BELIEVE (f Kenmare (Fr)). 3 wins. See above.

Truly Believe (f Kenmare (Fr)). Winner, 3d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L.
Lot 250  
BAY COLT  
(Branded ﬁ nr sh. 32 ofﬁ sh. Foaled 29th August 2014)

(Sire)  
ARTIE SCHILLER (USA)  
El Prado ........................................ Sadler's Wells .................. by Northern Dancer .........  
Hidden Light ............................... Lady Capelet ..................... by Sir Ivor .......................  
  Majestic Light ......................... by Majestic Prince ...........  
  Tallahsto ................................. by Nantallah ...................  

(Dam)  
AJAWEED ................................. Hennessy (USA)  
2002  
Damasta (USA) ............................. Storm Cat ......................... by Storm Bird ...............  
  Island Kitty ............................. by Hawaii ....................... ....  
  Ogygian ................................. by Damascus .....................  
  Tallahsto ................................. by Nantallah ................... ....


1st Dam  
AJAWEED, by Hennessy (USA). Placed at 2 & 3. Half-sister to ANY HUMOUR.  
This is her eighth foal. Her seventh foal is a yearling. Her sixth foal is a 2YO.  
Dam of 5 foals to race, all winners-
  
Sunshine Full Life (g by Al Samer). Winner at 1050m, $189,313 in Macau, 2d Macau Guineas, L, Macau 4YO Prelude, L, 3d Macau Lisboa Sand Challenge.  
Dig a Pony (f by Mutawaajid). 4 wins at 1400, 1600m, $183,150, in 2013-14, VRC Rivette Series Final H., Ken Cox H., 4th MRC Ladies Day Vase, Gr 3.  
Mazumah (g by Secret Savings (USA)). 2 wins at 1030, 1350m, BRC Subiaco H. Truson (g by Al Maher). 3 wins at 1200, 1300m to 2015 in Malaysia.  
Soft Dollar (f by Secret Savings (USA)). Winner at 1400m.  

2nd Dam  
DAMASTA (USA), by Ogygian. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to HIDDEN LIGHT (dam of ARTIE SCHILLER, OUR TABLE MOUNTAIN, PRINCE TRUE, Le Duc de Bar, Dark Jewel (dam of MARCAVELLY), Gem Treck (dam of BUDDY GOT EVEN). Dam of 15 foals, 14 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
  
ANY HUMOUR (g Danewin). 7 wins 1200 to 1900m, $630,739, Singapore TC EW Barker Trophy, Sgp-2, Chairman's Trophy, Sgp-3, Kranji A S., AJC Sydney.com H., STC Bacardi Breezer H., 2d Singapore TC Chairman's Trophy, Sgp-2, Jumbo Jet Trophy, Sgp-3, 3d Singapore TC Committee's Prize, Sgp-3, 4th Singapore TC Kranji Mile, Sgp-1.  
Bashaash. 3 wins 1100 to 1250m, STC Members H., De Bortoli Wines P.  

3rd Dam  
Dam of 14 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
  
HIDDEN LIGHT (f Majestic Light). 6 wins–1 at 2–6f to 9f, $414,900, Hollywood Oaks, Gr 1, Santa Anita Oaks, Gr 1, Del Mar Oaks, Gr 2, Santa Anita La Habra S., L, 2d Hollywood Princess S., Gr 3. Dam of-
  
ARTIE SCHILLER (c El Prado). 10 wins–2 at 2–6f to 9f, $2,088,853, Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr 1, Belmont Jamaica H., Gr 2, Keeneland Maker's Mark Mile S., Gr 2, Saratoga Bernard Baruch H., Gr 2. Sire of-
  
PRINCE TRUE (c Majestic Light). 6 wins–1 at 2, $619,250, Santa Anita San Luis Rey S., Gr 1, San Juan Capistrano H., Gr 1, Hollywood Cinema H., Gr 2, 2d Hollywood Swaps S., Gr 1, Del Mar Derby, Gr 2. Sire.
Stable 4 Row M 9-12
On Account of AURORA LODGE THOROUGHBREDS,
Cobbtitty
Lot 251
CHESTNUT COLT
(Branded 7AL nr sh. 1/4 off sh. Foaled 26th August 2014)

(Sire)  
Danzili ..................................  Danehill (USA) ........... by Danzig .................
Tyranny .................................. Machiavellian .............. by Mr. Prospector ........

(Dam)  
ALLABOUT GLORY ...... 2005
Beautiful Crown (USA) ....... by Chief's Crown (USA) .... by Danzig .................
Endless Wonder ...................... Beautiful Glass ............. by Pass the Glass ...........


1st Dam
ALLOUBT GLORY, by Beautiful Crown (USA). 5 wins 1000 to 1400m, $132,080, ATC Villiers at the Farm H., Royal Randwick TV on Youtube H., STC Melbourne Cup at Rosehill Gardens H., 2d AJC Convention Centre H., STC Eneri Sparkling H., 3d AJC $25 Family Membership H., 4th AJC James HB Carr S., L. Half-sister to WONDERER. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
ENDLESS WONDER, by Danehill (USA). Placed at 2, 2d STC Hastings 2YO H. Sister to Pay Back Time, three-quarter-sister to BROTO, half-sister to Silken Step (dam of ACTRESS), Spectacular Play (dam of JANFRANCO). Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

WONDERER (f End Sweep (USA)). 6 wins 1100 to 1550m, $188,000, AJC Wenona Girl H., L, STC Giddy Up Club Thursday Night H. Producer. Yonderstar. 3 wins at 1600, 1800m, ATC Pride of Accountability H. Spectograph. 3 wins 1300 to 2100m, TTC O'Keefe's Hotel H., Breeders Incentive H., 3d TRC Shirley Bailey H., Cascade Premium H. War Thunder. Winner at 1600m in 2014-15, SAJC Happy 90th Laurel Williams P. Spiral Starway. Unplaced. Dam of-

Urquidez - Imperial Champion (H.K.) (g Street Sense (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1100m, $250,343, ATC Nissan Micra Sprint 2YO H., 2d ATC Royal Sovereign S., Gr.2, Rosebud H., L, HKJC Chopard H., Amber H. In a Whisper. Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners-

Silent Whisper (g I Am Invincible). 4 wins 1050 to 1400m, $113,700, in 2014-15, SAJC Carrington Financial 3d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr.3.

3rd Dam
BOSK (USA), by Damascus. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to DECIDEDLY D, PRINCESS DOUBLEDAY, Spark (dam of ON ACK), Woody Rambler. Dam of 13 foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

BROTO (c Danzig). 5 wins 1m to 9f, $155,227, Hawthorne Derby, Gr.3. Sire. Silken Step. Unraced. Grandam of-

DESSERT WAR (g Desert King (Ire)). 2007 Champion Australian Middle-Distance Horse. 12 wins 1400 to 2000m, $3,046,610, AJC Chipping Norton S., Queen Elizabeth S., Gr.1, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr.1, L.

LASER HAWK (g Artie Schiller (USA)). 5 wins 1400 to 2000m, $711,750, to 2014-15, ATC Rosehill Guineas, Gr.1, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr.3. Dearness. 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1300m, $102,630, ATC Kogarah 2YO H., STC Spring Valley Vibe H. Dam of 3 winners-

ROMANTIC TOUCH (g Northern Meteor). 4 wins 3 at 2–1400 to 1650m, $982,459, to 2014-15, BRC JJ Atkins S., Gr.1. Spectacular Play. Unraced. Dam of-

Lot 252  

**BAY FILLY**  
(Branded R nr sh. 1/4 off sh. Foaled 29th October 2014)

**CHARGE FORWARD**  
(Sire) Red Ransom (USA) .......... Roberto (IRE) ............... by Hail to Reason ..............  
Arabia (USA) ................. by Damascus (IRE) ..............

Sydney’s Dream ................... Bletchingly (GB) .......... by Biscay (IRE) ..............
Dream Appeal (USA) .......... by Valid Appeal (USA) ..............

**ANTEMUM**  
(Dam) Filante (NZ) ............... Star Way (GB) .......... by Star Appeal (IRE) ..............
Eau d’Etoile (NZ) .......... by Sir Tristram (IRE) ..............

2007  
Supamum ....................... Marscay (IRE) .......... by Biscay (IRE) ..............
Another ....................... by Success Express (USA) ..............


1st Dam  
ANTEMUM, by Filante (NZ). Started twice. This is her third foal. Her second foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam  
SUPAMUM, by Marscay. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to MAIZCAY, MZILIKazi, DONNA DIOR, FITTING (dam of CATBIRD, DANBIRD). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 3 winners, incl:- Mumslad. 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, $174,110, to 2014-15, AJC Start of Summer Raceday H., Grand Armee H., STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H.
Aplenty. 2 wins at 1200m, STC Toronto RSL H., 3d STC Total Age Care Expo P.
Supasun. 6 wins at 1000m.

3rd Dam  
ANOTHER, by Success Express (USA). Winner at 1600m. Half-sister to MAIZCAY, MZILIKazi, DONNA CARA (dam of DONNA DIOR, YESTERDAY), FITTING (dam of CATBIRD, DANBIRD). Dam of 7 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, incl:- Vandermeer. 3 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15, TTC Star Bar Cafe & Hotel H.

4th Dam  
CORN, by Hotfoot. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m. Half-sister to BEANS, COUNTY, DIEU D’OR, Fire Fighter, Singeing Lamp (dam of HALF HENNESSY), Mahenge (dam of BEAVER). Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, incl:-
MAIZCAY (c Marscay). 4 wins-3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $178,700, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr 2, AJC Breeders’ P., Gr 3 Sire.
MZILIKazi (c Marscay). 7 wins 1600 to 2000m, $217,293 in South Africa and Zimbabwe, Borrowdale OK Grand Challenge, Gr 3, FSI Tinto Guineas, Gr 3, Republic Cup, L, Turf Club Mile, L, 2d Borrowdale Castle Tankard, Gr 2.
FITTING (f Marscay). 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $264,118, AJC Gimcrack S., L, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2. Dam of CATBIRD (c Danehill (USA)). Champion 2YO in Australia in 1998-99. 5 wins at 2 at 1200m, $1,755,670, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1 Sire.
DANBIRD (c Danehill (USA)). 6 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $369,059, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, AuRC Newmarket H., L, Counties Bowl Classic, L, 2d AJC Up and Coming S., Gr 2, Rotorua RC Lion Red P., Gr 3 Sire. Coat. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners–
PILLAR OF HERCULES (c Rock of Gibraltar (IRE)). 2 wins at 1509, 2000m, $251,775, MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Toorak H., Gr 1 Sire.
DONNA CARA (f Sir Tristram (IRE)). 4 wins, SAJC New Year’s Gift, L. Dam of-
YESTERDAY (f Red Ransom (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, $145,910, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 3d AJC James HB Carr S., L.
DONNA DIOR (f Marscay). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $250,835, MVRC Alexandra S., L, 2d ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr 3 Producer.
Stable 1 Rows C 5-12 & G 4,5
On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 253

BAY FILLY
(Branded \( \text{nr sh. } \frac{22}{4} \) off sh. Foaled 5th November 2014)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA) ............................................ by Hail to Reason ...............

ONEMORENOMORE .....................................................

Palia ................................................................. by Damascus ..........................

(Dam) Stravinsky (USA) ............................................... by Northern Dancer .........

BIG BUTTONS (NZ) ...................................................

Fiddle de De .......................................................... by Blushing Groom ..........


1st Dam

BIG BUTTONS (NZ), by Stravinsky (USA). Winner at 1200m, 3d STC Spasa Trade Show H. Half-sister to SCARLET VANHARA. This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is a 2YO. Her third foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 2 foals to race, inc:-

Sapphire Storm (g by Strada). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

FIDDLE DE DE (NZ), by Palace Music (USA). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, WRC K9 Security Welter H. Half-sister to ZONDA, MAGNOLIA HALL, MAN OF HONOUR V, Tiggy Touchwood, Impossible Dream (dam of SURPRIZE SURPRIZE, UPRIZE). Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

SCARLET VANHARA (f Van Nistelrooy (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, CJC New Zealand Bloodstock Air Freight S., L, 2d AuRC Telecom H., 3d Counties RC Auckland Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 2.

Carnegie Minstrel. Started twice. Dam of 3 winners- Wonderful Jester. 4 wins 1350 to 1650m to 2014-15, BRC Mount St Michaels College H., Vittoria P., Ipswich TC Sacred Heart Primary H.

3rd Dam

GONE WITH THE WIND, by Light Wind (Fr). 3 wins 1207 to 2085m in NZ. Three-quarter-sister to SOU’WESTER, half-sister to Kayenta (dam of GOLDEN KING). Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-

ZONDA (g Zabeel). Champion Older Male Miler/Intermediate in NZ in 2001-02. Joint Head of The 1997-98 NZ 3YO Free H. 7 wins 1600 to 2400m, $918,199, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, AuRC The Oaks Stud Classic, Gr 1, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, AuRC King’s P., Gr 3, 2d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1.

MAGNOLIA HALL (c Noble Bijou (USA)). 6 wins 1600 to 2600m, $473,420, QTC PJ O’Shea S., Gr 2, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, 2d AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, 3d VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1.

MAN OF HONOUR V (c Noble Bijou (USA)). 9 wins 1700 to 2400m in Malaysia, Singapore TC Queen Elizabeth II Cup, L, Singapore Derby, L.

Tiggy Touchwood (f Touching Wood (USA)). 3 wins 1600 to 2000m, STC Cronulla RSL 55 & Over H., Pioneer H., 2d AJC Australia Day Cup, L.

Proteaceae. Unraced. Grandam of- ABLE GREEN - EXCEL (Mac.) (g Falbrav (Ire)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1500m in Aust and Macau, Macau 4YO Prelude, L.

Impossible Dream. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners- SURPRIZE SURPRIZE (f Prized (USA)). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $181,120, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 1, 2d Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 1.

UPRIZE (f Prized (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $218,067, CJC New Zealand Bloodstock Air Freight S., L, 2d AJC Emancipation S., Gr 2.
Stable 2 Row F 1-3

On Account of FERNDALE FARM, Murrurundi

Lot 254

BAY FILLY

(Branded ♂ ♂ nr sh. 2/4 off sh. Foaled 14th September 2014)

(Sire)

FOREPLAY ........................

Danehill (USA) ................

Razyana ............................

Jade Hunter (USA) .........

by Mr. Prospector.........

Procrastinate ........................

Danzig ............................

by Northern Dancer .........

(C dam)

CABINDA ......................

Timber Country (USA) ....

Woodman (USA) .............

by Mr. Prospector.........

1999

Whimper ........................

Imperial Prince (Ire).....

by Sir Ivor ........................

FOREPLAY (AUS) (Bay 2001-Stud 2006). 2 wins to 1100m, MRC Doveton S., L. Sire of 132 rnrs, 88 wnrs, inc. SW Decision Time (AJC Stan Fox S., Gr.2), Playcium Mint, That's Not It, SP Final Crescendo, Playtime, Havatryst, Playflatlight and of Just for Starters, Faith'n'courage, Sea Tryst, Shiny and New, Believe'n'receive, Rad, Tigerish, Wine 'n' Dine, Grab the Jewels, Pillow Talk, Lady la Douce, Let's Misbehave, Playful Miss, Preparation, etc.

1st Dam

CABINDA, by Timber Country (USA). Winner at 1600m, 3d AJC William H Ogilvie 2YO H., STC Aurora 2YO P. Half-sister to PIPIWAR, Marcede. This is her seventh living foal. Dam of 4 foals to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Tims Image (g by Shovhog). 3 wins at 1400, 1800m, 2d BRC Happy 50th Sturgo H., BTC Stoddart Group P, QTC Lyndhurst Stud H., Cleandomain H.

2nd Dam

WHIMPER, by Imperial Prince (Ire). 5 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, AJC Murrumbidgee H., Dunfermline H., Appin H., STC Parqueau Association H. Half-sister to CHIPOLATA, All Downwind (dam of PRINCESS MARENGO), Musical Lover (dam of DANCE BEAT), Love of Words (dam of WORDS OF MAGIC). Dam of 12 foals, all raced, 10 winners, inc:-


Marcede (c Marscaiy). 4 wins 1000 to 1250m, AJC Rajah H., STC Engadine H., Always Welcome H., 2d STC Penshurst H., 3d STC Star Kingdom S., Gr 3, AJC Show County H., L, Toi Port H. Sire.

Kenneth. 9 wins 1250 to 1470m, STC Guildford H., 3d STC Petersham 2YO H. Just Beat it - King Confident (H K ). 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, $320,768, AJC Grand Fils H., HKJC Denver H., Dallas H., 2d HKJC Shanghai H.

Kapalua Beach. 2 wins at 1400, 1500m, STC Flotilla H. Dam of 3 winners-

Written by Xaar (f Xaar (GB)). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, BTC XXXX Gold H., STC SGE Credit Union H., 3d STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, 4th MVRC Champagne S., Gr 2, STC Eskimo Prince H., L. Dam of-

Carved in Stone (g Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 4 wins 1250 to 1500m, ATC Ascot Club H., 3d STC Todman S., Gr 2, ATC Condell Park P. Ruready. Winner at 1900m, STC March Boot Party H., 2d AJC Sappers in Peacekeeping H., STC Australian Dreamer's H., WATC Buckshot Bandit H.

3rd Dam

All for Love, by My Heart (Ire). 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1480m, AJC Graduation S., STC 2YO H., Encourage H., 2d AJC Princess H., NSW Tatt's RC Gladstone H. Half-sister to AS YOU LIKE IT (dam of I LIKE DIAMONDS), GAY ROSALIND (dam of MONOPOLIZE), Naisko, Mandarin. Dam of 12 named foals, 9 to race, all winners, inc:-

CHIPOLATA (c Lunchtime (GB)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $183,670, Western Australian Derby, Gr 1, 2d WATC St Leger, Gr 3. Sire.

Musical Lover. 12 wins at 900, 1000m. Dam of 9 winners-

DANCE BEAT (g Esperanto (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $360,405, QTC Lightning H., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L.
Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 255 (With 75% GST)  
BAY COLT  
(Branded B. nr sh. 6 4 off sh. Foaled 14th September 2014)

**YOUR SONG**
Fastnet Rock.......................... by Danzig..........................
Piccadilly Circus..................... by Royal Academy (USA)
Fuji Kiseki (JPN) ..................... by Sunday Silence..............
Wance (USA) .......................... by Mr. Prospector ..........

**CATHIE’S LANE**
Tertian (USA) .......................... by Danzig..........................
Tertiary................................. by Vaguely Noble..........
Lord Seymour (Ire) ................. by Habitat..........................
Scarlet Ribbons....................... by Century.....................

**YOUR SONG (AUS)** (Brown 2009-Stud 2013). 3 wins-2 at 2-to 1400m, A$447,180, BRC BTC Cup, Gr.1, ATC JDC Flooring 2YO H., Pluck at Vinery 2YO H., 2d ATC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, 3d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2. Grandson of a three-quarter-sister to SW Golden Attraction, SW Cape Canaveral and SW Red Carnival; a half-sister to SW Fantastic Light (Breeders’ Cup Turf, Gr.1) and SW Hi Dubai. His oldest progeny are foals.

1st Dam  
CATHIE’S LANE, by Tertian (USA). Started once. Half-sister to FIRENZA, Beauty World (dam of LOVEYAMADLY). This is her eighth living foal. Her seventh foal is an untrained 3YO. Dam of 5 foals to race, all winners-
  
Kadena Lane (g by Black Hawk (GB)). 8 wins 975 to 1500m, $116,443, 3d MRC Merson Cooper S., L, MVRC Rohan Smith H.
  
Destined to Be (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 5 wins at 1200, 1400m, Clairwood Open H., 2d Turffontein Secretariat S., L, Davona Race (Pty) Ltd H., Vaal Computaform H., 4th Newmarket TC Senor Santa H., Gr 2.
  
Princess Layla (f by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 1200m, $118,515, ATC Sydney Roosters H., 2d ATC Mick Rolfe H., Warwick Farm H., Michael Hansell Signs H., Bar Coluzzi H., 3d ATC 2GB H., 4th VRC Lexus Hybrid P., L.
  
Danzare (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Winner at 1309m, 3d MRC Le Pine Funerals H.

The Fast Lane (c by Wonderful World). Winner at 1000m.

2nd Dam  
Zippast, by Lord Seymour (Ire). Unraced. Blood-sister to MARWELL LADY (dam of JESTARELLA BOY), Stage Beau, half-sister to Brielle (dam of MONDANO). Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 10 winners, inc:-
  
FIRENA (f by Kenny’s Best Pal). Winner at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L, 4th SAJC Oaklands P., L. Dam of 5 winners-
  
Arrival (f by Choisisir). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, 2d SAJC Pewsey Vale S. L, Totally Sure. Winner at 2 at 1110m in 2013-14, BRC Men of League 2YO H., 2d BRC Carlton Draught 2YO P., 4th BRC Calaway Gal S., L.
  
Beauty World. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, 2d MRC Winlake H. Dam of 5 winners-
  
LOVEYAMADLY (f by Bel Esprit). 6 wins to 1200m, $319,338, MVRC Adapt Australia Abell S., L, 2d MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine S., Gr 3, Doveton S., L.
  
American Crew (g by Stratum). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1300m, $172,800, STC Calmsley Hill City Farm 2YO H., 3d BRC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1.

3rd Dam  
Scarlet Ribbons, by Century. Winner at 1600m. Sister to INDIAN RAJ, STAGE HIT (dam of ENCORES, IRRADIATE, SIR LAURENCE), Miami Vice, Mormmoot Lady (dam of MARWELL LADY), half-sister to Trading Post. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
  
Red Baroness. 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, 2d AJC Mildura H.
  
Brielle. Unplaced. Dam of 4 winners-
  
MONDANO (g by Spartacus). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, 2d VRC Moomba P., L, 3d VRC Debonair S., Gr 3.
  
Ocran. 10 wins 1000 to 1250m. Dam of 3 winners-
  
HONEY FLOWER (f by Bel Esprit). 4 wins 1000 to 1209m, $215,375, VRC GH Mumm S., L, 3d SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3.
Stable 4 Row L 7-11
On Account of EDINGLASSIE STUD, Muswellbrook
(As Agent)

Lot 256

BAY COLT
(Branded 10 nr sh. 264 off sh. Foaled 1st September 2014)

(Sire) Redoute's Choice .............. Danehill (USA).............. by Danzig......................
TIME THIEF ................. Shantha's Choice.............. by Canny Lad......................
Procrastinate ................... Jade Hunter (USA) .............. by Mr. Prospector..............

(Dam) Dehere (USA) .............. Deputy Minister .............. by Vice Regent......................
CHAMMELLE ................. Sister Dot...................... by Secretariat......................
2009 Explosive Love .............. Rubiton ...................... by Century ......................

TIME THIEF (AUS) (Bay 2005-Stud 2010). 2 wins to 1200m, MRC Zeditave S., L. Half-brother to SW Laisserfaire and SW Foreplay. Sire of 39 rnrs, 14 wnrs, inc. SW Rom Baro (Canberra Guineas, L), SP Copy Watch - High Five (H.K.) and of Temps Voleur, Star Stealer, Volkoff, Annatime, Conarchie, Out Late, Dream Habit, Mixed Blossom, Edit, Ferris, Lost Thief, Rugged Angel and of the placegetters Time Stripper, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam CHAMMELLE, by Dehere (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Love's Great. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam EXPLOSIVE LOVE, by Rubiton. 4 wins 1100 to 1250m, STC Triple M Sportsquy's Bar H., Tooheys New Night Racing H., 2d STC Gary Fyvie Airconditioning H., 3d AJC Canon Image Runner S., SAJC Spirit Stallion of the Cimarron H. Sister to MONOPOLIZE, half-sister to Fiometta, Gay Antoinette (dam of MARNIES MAGIC, ROCK YOU). Dam of 8 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Love's Great (f Choisir). Winner at 2 at 1000m, MVRC Asofia 2YO H., 2d MVRC SIAG 2YO H., 3d VRC Ottawa S., L, MRC Luskin Star 2YO H., MVRC Members Equity Bank 2YO P. Dam of 2 winners-


Miss Explosive. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1050m, SAJC Angelakis Bros H., Hindmarsh Plumbing H., Cleanevent 2YO P., 2d SAJC Reliance Athol Park 2YO H.

3rd Dam GAY ROSALIND, by Dignitas (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, AJC Keith Mackay H., Minoru H., 2d STC Magic Night H., 3d AJC San Domenico S., L, Reginald Allen H., L. Sister to AS YOU LIKE IT (dam of I LIKE DIAMONDS), half-sister to Naisko, All for Love (dam of CHIPOLATA), Mandarin. Dam of 15 foals, 13 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

MONOPOLIZE (g Rubiton). 10 wins 1000 to 1600m, $1,791,135, Hong Kong International Bowl, Gr 2-twice, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, Bill Ritchie H., L, QTC Thai Airways International H., L, 2d QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, VRC Emirates Classic S., Gr 2, BATC Foster's Cup, Gr 2, VRC Hong Kong Jockey Club P.H., Gr 3, 3d BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1.

Fiometta (f Biscay). Winner at 2 at 1200m, 3d AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Gay Antoinette. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

ROCK YOU (g Oregon (USA)). 7 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $459,650, VRC Rupert Steele S., Gr 3, Kensington S., L, 2d VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1-twice, MVRC Norman Carlyon S., Gr 2.

MARNIES MAGIC (f Grosvenor). 2 wins–1 at 2, AuRC Royal S., Gr 3. Our Celerity. 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, CJJ Xerox H. Grandam of-

WHATEVERWHENEVER (f Choisir). 8 wins 1100 to 1400m, $275,690, MRC Moonga S., Gr 3, 2d BRC Nudgee H., L.

Fairdale Lass. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

HOWMUCHYACHARGING (f Howbaddouwantit (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2, Hawke's Bay Highview S., Gr 3, 3d Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr 1.
On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

Lot 257

BAY COLT

(2014) 15th August

(Stallion)

Sadler's Wells by Northern Dancer

Lady Capulet by Sir Ivor

Majestic Light by Majestic Prince

Tailtahto by Nantallah

Sadler's Wells by Northern Dancer

Urban Sea by Miswaki

King's Best (USA) by Kingmambo

Twilight Serenade (GB) by Rainbow Quest

ARTIE SCHILLER (USA) (Bay 2001 - Stud 2007). 10 wins-2 at 2, Breeders' Cup Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 451 rnrs, 299 wns, 25 SW, inc. My Conquestadory (Keeneland Alcibiades S., Gr.1), We Miss Artie, Laser Hawk, Blingo, Mr. Common, Big Bane Theory, Annie's Beauty, I Love It, Big Chill, Vair Queen, Lady Melksham, Hammers Terror, Secret Liaison, Lafontaine, Cal Carlos, Mezery Miss, Moving Money, Touchdown Arkansas, Hop the Six, etc.

1st Dam

DALAL, by Galileo (Ire). Started 3 times. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race-Orchybobba (g by Eavesdropper (USA)). Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15.

2nd Dam

PRODUCE, by King's Best (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Young Knight. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-Woodrow. 3 wins—1 at 2–1000 to 1300m, 2d Hawkesbury RC Reavill Farm Inglis Series 2YO H. Star Maher. 3 wins at 1000, 1150m.

3rd Dam


4th Dam

WILAYIF, by Danzig. Winner at 7f, York Petergate S. Three-quarter-sister to SHEER REASON, Scipio (dam of SECRET SIP), half-sister to GORGEOUS (dam of STUNNING), SEASIDE ATTRACTION (dam of CAPE TOWN, GOLDEN ATTRACTION, CAPE CANAVERAL, RED CARNIVAL), HIAAM (dam of MALL QUEEN, MUNNAYA), KEY TO THE MOON, Jood (dam of FANTASTIC LIGHT, HI DUBAI), Forlis Key (dam of CLEVER RETURN).

Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

MORNING PRIDE (f Machiavellian). 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, Deauville Prix du Bois, Gr 3, Chantilly Prix Caravelle. Dam of 4 winners-FLASHING (f A.P. Indy). 6 wins—1 at 2–6½f to 9f, Aqueduct Gazelle S., Gr 1, Saratoga Test S., Gr 1, Belmont Nassau County S., Gr 3, 3d Belmont Mother Goose S., Gr 1, Presque Isle Downs Masters S., L, Producer.

Wilawander (c Nashwan). Winner at 13¼f, 2d Ascot Sagaro S., Gr 3, 4th Royal Ascot Queen's Vase, Gr 3.

Whaleef (g Darshaan). 8 wins 1m to 18½f, Goodwood Weald & Downland Museum S., 3d Lingfield Churchill S., L, Billys Dream. Winner at 2 at 1m, Curragh Vintage Crop 2YO S. Shell Seeker. Unplaced. Dam of-

Hemingway (c Neo Universe). Winner at 2 at 1600m, 2d Kyoto Nikkan Sports Sho Shinzan Kinen, Gr 3, 3d Hanshin Motomachi S., Kyoto Asuka S.
Stable 2 Rows T 3-12 & U

On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi
Lot 258
BROWN COLT
(Branded 3 nr sh. 82 4 off sh. Foaled 18th October 2014)

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ................ Danzig ............................. by Northern Dancer....
AL MAHER ........................... Razyana........................... by His Majesty ............................
Show Dancing (NZ) .............. Don't Say Halo (USA) ............................. by Halo........................... 

(Dam) Royal Academy (USA)..... Nijinsky ................................ by Northern Dancer ....
FAWAYEZ .................................. 1999


1st Dam  
FAWAYEZ, by Royal Academy (USA). Winner at 1350m, 3d AJC Clispsal H. Half-sister to FAIZA. This is her eighth foal. Her seventh foal is a 2YO. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, all winners-
  Miss Piggy Bank (f by Secret Savings (USA)). 2 wins at 1500, 1600m, SAJC Allan Scott Park Chairmans S., L to 2014-15, 2d ATC Lawler Chartered Accountants H. 
  Hyami (f by Al Samer). Winner at 2 at 1100m, STC Members H., 2d STC Amy Smith Memorial H. 
  Al Ahmar (g by Al Maher). 13 wins 1100 to 2000m, $210,150, to 2014-15, 2d ATC Mount St Michaels College H., Sky Racing P. 
  Mas'ud (f by Mutawaajid). Winner at 1120m in 2014-15. 
  Prize Winner (f by Tabkir (USA)). Unraced. Dam of- 

2nd Dam  
EXCELLENT PROSPECT (USA), by Mr. Prospector. Unraced. Half-sister to HAWAJISS (dam of KHOZAAM, Canadian Mill). Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:- 
  FAIZA (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1100m, $248,900, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, 2d STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, VATC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3, AJC James HB Carr S., L, BTC Doomben Roses S., L, 3d QTC Sir Byrne Hart S., Gr 2. Producer. 
  Excellent Al (g Al Maher). 4 wins 1600 to 2200m to 2013-14, BRC Glenlogan Park Stud H., 2d BRC Mount St Michaels College H., Sky Racing P. 

3rd Dam  
  Canadian Mill (f Mill Reef). Winner at 2 at 6f, Newmarket Cecil Boyd-Rochfort 2YO S., 2d Newmarket Cheveley Park S., Gr 1. Dam of- 
  HAWAJISS (f Kris). 4 wins–2 at 2–7f to 8¼f, Goodwood Nassau S., Gr 2, Doncaster May Hill S., Gr 3, York Musidora S., Gr 3. Grandam of- 
  NASHVILLE (g Darci Brahma). 9 wins 1200 to 2000m, to 2013-14, Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr 1-twice, CJC Coupland's Bakeries Mile, Gr 2.
Stable 1 Rows C 5-12 & G 4,5
On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 259

BAY OR BROWN FILLY
(Branded nr sh. 12 4 off sh. Foaled 26th September 2014)

(Sire) Boundary ......................... Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer ....
BIG BROWN (USA) .......
Mien ......................... Nureyev ......................... by Northern Dancer ....

(Dam) Carnegie (Ire) ................... Sadler's Wells .................. by Northern Dancer ....
FORMERMISSUNIVERSE 2006 Vicarious ......................... Covetous ......................... by Luskin Star .................

BIG BROWN (USA) (Bay 2005-Stud U.S.A. 2009, Aust. 2010). 7 wins-1 at 2, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 260 rnrs, 151 wns, 13 SW, inc. Dortmund (Los Alamitos Futurity, Gr.1), Darwin, Big Wildcat, Nicky's Brown Miss, Red Sashay, Kiss to Remember, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 3YOs and inc SW Neverland (WATC Challenge S., L), SP Light Up the Sky, Muscovado, Wroclaw and of Big Clipper, Bomber Brown, Bella Venus, Frank Heavens, etc.

1st Dam
FORMERMISSUNIVERSE, by Carnegie (Ire). Unplaced. This is her fourth foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Her first foal is an unraced 3YO.

2nd Dam
VICARIOUS, by Covetous. 3 wins at 2 at 1300, 1400m, AJC St Aubins 2YO H., STC Saratoga 2YO H., AJC Raine & Horne 2YO H., 3d AJC Glen Alpine H., STC Hawaii 2YO H. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Little Jerbo. 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $116,500, AJC Kista H., STC Inghams Love'em H., Holy Spirit College Lakemba H. Dam of 2 winners-Strada's Diamond. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m to 2013-14, ATC Co-Wyn Building Group H., 3d ATC Gosford Memberships 2YO H.
Littleleonhro. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, 3d ATC Alexandria P.
Bohemian Spirit. 7 wins 1000 to 1150m, $152,445, to 2013-14, 2d STC Agrum Collection H., AJC Woollahra H., ATC Tab.com.au H.
Destiny’s Future. 4 wins 1400 to 1800m to 2014-15.
Prince Rexy. 3 wins 1300 to 2000m, $117,830 in U.S.A. and Aust, Del Mar Allowance.

3rd Dam
DUCHESS PEGGY (GB), by Chief Singer. Placed. Half-sister to WAAJIB, CASTILLA (dam of CONILON), COTE D'AZUR, Northshiel (dam of SPECIAL NASH, ASTERITA), Seeing Red (dam of SERIAL WINNER, SETTING TRENDS). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
La Philharmisonic. 4 wins 1350 to 1600m, TRC Bravehearts Keep Safe H.
Marlene Gaye. 4 wins 1800 to 2150m, BTC Carlton Draught H., 2d BTC Hardy Brothers Jewellers 3YO H. Producer.
Duke of Braggart. Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC Faulconbridge 2YO H.
Lizbeth. Winner at 1300m, 2d STC Forstaff Personnel H. Dam of 5 winners-Jeram Delight. 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, $190,181, Selangor TC Macau Jockey Club Goodwill Cup, 4th Penang TC Malaysian Magic Millions Classic, L.

4th Dam
CORYANA, by Sassafras. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 1¼m, Phoenix Park Azalea S., L, Ranks Pegus H., 2d Curragh Brownstown S., Gr 3, 3d Leopardstown Silken Glider S., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to COROT, Hill of Howth (dam of RECINA), half-sister to ROBA FINA, Modica, Anthis (dam of Plicck). Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
WAAJIB (c Try My Best). 7 wins at 1m, 8½f, £187,732, Royal Ascot Queen Anne S., Gr 2, Epsom Diomed S., Gr 3, Longchamp Prix du Rond-Point, Gr 3, 2d Goodwood Waterford Crystal Mile, Gr 2. Sire.
On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi
Lot 260

BAY COLT

(Branded Brnr sh. 7 off sh. Foaled 9th August 2014)

(Sire) DREAM AHEAD (USA) ................................................. Warning......................................... by Known Fact.........................................

Arvoa ................................................. by Sadler's Wells.........................................

Land of Dreams ................................................. Cadeaux Genereux............................. by Young Generation......

(Sire) Land of Dreams ................................................. Sahara Star ................................................. by Green Desert.........................................

(Dam) GENERAL CHLOE, 2005 ................................................. Nediyam (Ir)................................................. by Shareef Dancer..............

Military Belle ................................................. by Without Fear (Fr)..............

Chloe Gold (USA) ................................................. Slew o' Gold ................................................. by Seattle Slew..............

General Nediym..............

Land of Dreams..............

Cadeaux Genereux..............

Diktat..............................

Warning..............................

by Known Fact..............................


Champion Sprinter in Europe in 2011. Champion 3YO Miler in France & GB in 2011. Joint Champion 2YO Colt in Europe & GB in 2010. 6 wins-3 at 2-at 1200m, 1400m, Newmarket July Cup. Gr.1, Middle Park S., Gr.1, Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1, Longchamp Prix de la Foret, Gr.1. Half-brother to SW Into the Dark. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam

GENERAL CHLOE, by General Nediym. Unraced. This is her fifth foal. Her fourth foal is a yearling. Her third foal is a 2YO. Her second foal is an unraced 3YO. Her first foal is unraced.

2nd Dam

CHLOE GOLD (USA), by Slew o' Gold. Unplaced. Half-sister to Aspen Falls (dam of IRISH LIGHTS), Capote Crossing (dam of LA ITALIA), Deputy's Mistress (dam of SHADOWBDANCING, BACKATEM). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Purple of Cassius. 2 wins at 1800, 2180m.

Gabriel's Way. 2 wins at 1000m in South Africa.

Guilder. Winner at 1175m in 2013-14.

3rd Dam

RIVER CROSSING, by Affirmed. Unplaced. Half-sister to FALL ASPEN (dam of FORT WOOD, HAMAS, NORTHERN ASPEN, TIMBER COUNTRY, BIANCONI, COLORADO DANCER, ELLE SEULE, MAZZACANO, PRINCE OF THIEVES), McCracken, Paintbrush, Brackish (dam of MERZOUK, PACIFIC WEST, VALSES POUR MOI), Existentialist (dam of YOBETTERBELIEVEIT), Sweet Cielo (dam of TSURUMARU TSUYOSHI). Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Aspen Falls. Winner at 5½f in U.S.A. Dam of 2 winners-

IRISH LIGHTS (f Fastnet Rock). 3 wins 1100 to 1600m, $492,950, MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Thousand Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, 2d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, 3d MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2.

Capote Crossing. Started 3 times. Dam of 3 winners-

LA ITALIA (f Stravinsky (USA)). 3 wins at 2 at 800, 1200m, $329,736, WRC Wakefield Challenge S., Gr 2, Waikato RC New Zealand Bloodstock Classique, RL, 3d AuRC Diamond S., Gr 1. Producer.

Deputy's Mistress. Unraced. Dam of 9 winners-

SHADOWBDANCING (c Montbrook). 15 wins-1 at 2–6f to 1¼m, $1,003,530, Prairie Meadows Cornhusker H., Gr 2, Prairie Meadows Derby, L, Mountaineer Mile S., L, Prairie Meadows H., L.

BACKATEM (f Notebook). 2 wins at 2 at 7f, 8½f, Calder Three Ring S., L, 3d Calder Judy's Red Shoes S., L. Dam of 6 winners-

RUNNING BOBCATS (f Running Stag). 9 wins-4 at 2–5f to 7f, $377,494, Calder Distaff Turf Sprint H., L, Tampa Bay South Sophomore Fillies S., L, Calder Cassidy S., L, Ema Bovary S., L. Dam of-

ASIA EXPRESS (c Henny Hughes). Champion 2YO Colt in Japan in 2013. 4 wins-3 at 2–1400 to 1800m, $1,630,189, to 2014, Nakayama Asahi Hai Futurity S., Gr 1, Niigata Leopard S., Gr 3.

TAKE IT LIKE A MAN (c Run Away and Hide). 7 wins-1 at 2–5½f to 7f, $395,373, to 2014, Charles Town Researcher S., L.
Stable 4 Row O 1

On Account of FEHU THOROUGHBREDS,
Heatherbrae

Lot 261 (No GST)

**GREY FILLY**

(Branded ♂ nr sh.  4 4 off sh. Foaled 11th October 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Boundary ...............</th>
<th>Danzig ............... by Northern Dancer ....</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIG BROWN (USA) .......</td>
<td>Edge ..................</td>
<td>by Damascus ...........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mien ..................</td>
<td>Nureyev ............... by Northern Dancer ....</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miasma ............... by Lear Fan ..............</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Royal Academy (USA) ....</th>
<th>Nijinsky ............... by Northern Dancer ....</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IMANACTRESS ...........</td>
<td>Snoozette ...............</td>
<td>Northern Spring (Ire) .... by My Swallow ..............</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td></td>
<td>Beautiful Dreamer ........ by Coeur Volant II ....</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**BIG BROWN (USA)** (Bay 2005-Stud U.S.A. 2009, Aust. 2010). 7 wins-1 at 2, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 260 rnrs, 151 wns, 13 SW, inc. Dortmund (Los Alamitos Futurity, Gr.1), Darwin, Big Wildcat, Nicky’s Brown Miss, Red Sashay, Kiss to Remember, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 3YOs and inc SW Neverland (WATC Challenge S., L), SP Light Up the Sky, Muscovado, Wroclaw and of Big Clipper, Bomber Brown, Bella Venus, Frank Heavens, etc.

1st Dam

IMANACTRESS, by Royal Academy (USA). Started 3 times. This is her seventh foal. Her sixth foal is a yearling. Her fifth foal is a 2YO. Dam of 4 foals to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Minacta *(g by Minardi (USA)). Winner* at 1300m in 2014-15.

Exotic Boy *(g by Minardi (USA)). Winner* at 1000m.

Significant Act *(g by Significant Hill). Winner* at 1200m.

2nd Dam

SNOOZETTE, by Northern Spring (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to Jesmond Lass (dam of CANNY LAD, CANNY LASS, SISTER CANNY), Canny Queen (dam of COOL TRENT), Dazzling Dreamer (dam of RICH DREAMS). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race.

3rd Dam

BEAUTIFUL DREAMER, by Coeur Volant II (GB). 3 wins at 5f, 6f. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Jesmond Lass. 7 wins–4 at 2–to 1400m, VATC Zonda H. Dam of 7 winners-


CANNY LASS *(f Bletchingly). 9 wins–1 at 2–to 1600m, $552,725, VATC Marlboro Cup, Gr 1, Elders Mile H., Gr 1. Producer.*

SISTER CANNY *(f Bletchingly). 2 wins–1 at 2, VRC Wailing Lily H., L.*

Canny Miss. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

CAMARENA *(f Danehill (USA)). 9 wins–1 at 2–1030 to 2400m, $938,610, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, Queensland Guineas, Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners–

CAMARILLA *(f Elusive Quality (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1400m, AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1. Dam of 4 winners–

GUELPH *(f Exceed and Excel). Champion 3YO Filly in Australia in 2013-14. 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $1,628,325, to 2013-14, ATC Champagne S., Gr 1, Flight S., Gr 1.*

GHIBELLINES *(c Shamardal (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1200m, $272,700, in 2013-14, ATC Todman S., Gr 2, 3d VRC Danehill S., Gr 2. Watchful. Placed at 2, 3d AJC Sydney City Lexus P.H. Dam of 3 winners–

SEPOY *(c Elusive Quality (USA)). Leading 3YO Male on 2011-12 WTR (Sprint). 10 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $3,880,000, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1.*

Canny Queen. Started twice. Dam of 4 winners-

COOL TRENT *(g Nediyam (Ire)). 7 wins to 1900m, VRC Peters Drumstick S., L. Najar. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners–

MR CHARD *(c Al Samer). 4 wins–1 at 2–to 1600m, $499,442, to 2014-15, VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, MRC Gothic S., L.

Dazzling Dreamer. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners–

RICH DREAMS *(f Anyone Home). 12 wins 1400 to 3664m, $339,575, TTC Launceston Cup, Gr 3, VRC Duke of Norfolk S., L. Producer.*
CHESTNUT COLT  
(Branded V' nr sh. 99 off sh. Foaled 2nd September 2014)

**Sire:**  Danewin  
Danehill (USA)  
Cotehele House (GB)  
Success Express (USA)  
Cinerama  
Staging  
Southern Halo  
Woodman's Girl  
Stravinsky (USA)

**Dam:**  More Than Ready (USA)  
Faze (NZ)  
INMOTION  
INMOTION (NZ), by Stravinsky (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to CHEVAL DE TROY. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, **2 winners**, inc:-  
Butcher Boy.  **3 wins** at 1400, 1650m to 2014-15.  
Never Fazed - Gem Soldier (Mac.).  **2 wins** at 1200m to 2014-15.  

**1st Dam: INMOTION**, by More Than Ready (USA). Unplaced. This is her first living foal.

**2nd Dam: FAZE (NZ), by Stravinsky (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to CHEVAL DE TROY. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, **4 winners**, inc:-  
CHEVAL DE TROY (c Zabeel).  **4 wins** at 2–1200 to 2100m, $342,875, AuRC New Zealand Derby Trial S., L, Derby Prelude, HKJC Sa Sa Ladies' Purse H., AuRC Peccadillo's Sports Bars Juvenile S., 3d STC Canterbury Guineas, **Gr 1**, Wellington Guineas, **Gr 2**, Hawke's Bay AON Risk Services H., 4th New Zealand Derby, **Gr 1**, Waikato Guineas, **Gr 3** Sire.  
Game Over.  **5 wins** 1000 to 1200m, 2d SAJC Brimco Crane Service H.

**3rd Dam: BETTER SUCCEED, by Success Express (USA). **3 wins** at 1200m, STC Canterbury League Club H., 3d STC Ryderes Parramatta H., Alfafa 2YO H. Half-sister to EXCHEQUER. LE DESTINA. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, **4 winners**, inc:-  
CHEVAL DE TROY (c Zabeel).  **4 wins** at 2–1200 to 2100m, $342,875, AuRC New Zealand Derby Trial S., L, Derby Prelude, HKJC Sa Sa Ladies' Purse H., AuRC Peccadillo's Sports Bars Juvenile S., 3d STC Canterbury Guineas, **Gr 1**, Wellington Guineas, **Gr 2**, Hawke's Bay AON Risk Services H., 4th New Zealand Derby, **Gr 1**, Waikato Guineas, **Gr 3** Sire.  
Game Over.  **5 wins** 1000 to 1200m, 2d SAJC Brimco Crane Service H.

EXCHEQUER (g Marauding (NZ)).  **7 wins** 1000 to 2000m, $181,030, WATC Strickland S., Gr 3, Welcome Knight Welter H., Ableson H., Genting Place H., Marooned by Flood H., No. 13 Squadron RAAF H., 2d WATC York S., L.  
Treble Your Bet.  **2 wins** at 1000, 1200m. Dam of 3 winners-Dublin Me Bet. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-  
FULD'S BET (f I Am Invincible).  **3 wins** at 2–1000 to 1200m, $151,300, to 2014-15, WATC Gimcrack S., L, Ascot's Superheroes & Villains Day H., 2d WATC Belgravia S., L, 3d WATC Placid Ark S., L.
On Account of A. SKINNER, Sydney

Lot 263

BAY COLT

(5\(\frac{3}{4}\)) of sh. Foaled 23rd October 2014

(Sire) Dynaformer

(AMERICAIN (USA)......

America

(Dam) JOHAANA............

2004 Shaana Rose (NZ) ......

On the 2011 World Thoroughbred Rankings (Extended). Champion Stayer in Europe, Australia & France in 2010. Champion Stayer in France in 2011. 11 wins-1 at 2-from 1400m to 3200m, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr.1. MRC Zipping Classic, Gr.2. MVRC Drake International Cup, Gr.2. Half-brother to SP Amaral, SP Spycrawler and SP Last Born. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are foals.

1st Dam

JOHAANA, by Johan Cruyff (GB). Winner at 1600m. This is her third foal. Her second foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam

SHAANA ROSE (NZ), by Conquistarose (USA). 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, AJC Gay Satin H., 2d AJC Ionian H., STC Fuji H., 3d AJC Tooheys H. Half-sister to Crystal Century (dam of CRYSTAL FINALE, CRYSTAL HAWK), White Farthing (dam of WHITE NAV). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:- Cadaques. 4 wins at 1400, 1600m. Ensign Express. 2 wins at 1090, 1150m.

3rd Dam

WHITE FLAKES, by Vain. 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, AJC Yowie Bay H., STC Ashbury Graduation S., Elouera Graduation S., Chippendale H. Sister to SNOWING. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:- Snow Gypsy. 14 wins 1400 to 3200m, $183,190, SAJC Yowie Bay H., $2,695,000, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, Chairman’s S., L, 2d VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1, AJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, MVRC Ian McEwen S., Gr 3. Died at 3.

CRYSTAL FINALE (c Hurricane Sky). 4 wins at 1100, 1400m, $309,850, VATC Tupperware Cup, L, 2d VATC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr 2. Sire. Crystal Snip. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 11 winners-

CRYSTAL LILY (f Stratum). Champion 2YO in Australia in 2009-10. 4 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, $2,695,000, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, Chairman’s S., L, 2d VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, MVRC Ian McEwen S., Gr 3.

AMAETHON (g Al Maher). 6 wins 1000 to 1600m, $474,183, to 2013-14, MRC Testa Rossa H., L, SRC Testa Rossa H., L, SRC Comedy King H., 2d MRC Pin & Win For Epilepsy S., L, 4th MRC Betsafe S., Gr 3, Sandown S., Gr 3.

CRYSTAL WEB - SICHIUAN VIGOUR (H.K.) (g Hard Spun (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, to 2013-14, VRC MSS Security S., L, MRC Dream Thoroughbreds 2YO H., 2d MRC D’Urban Gothic S., L.

CRYSTAL WIT (f Distorted Humor (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1410m, $199,450, SAJC Dequetteville S., L, Producer. Crystal Sprite. 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, MRC Herald Sun Australia Day H., 2d MVRC Mirvac Moonee Ponds Central H. Dam of 2 winners-

CARRARA (c Elsvstroem). 5 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $822,325, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, SRC Henry Bucks S., L, BTC Doomben Slipper, L, 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, 3d QTC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2.

WHITE NÁV (c Guns of Navarone (Ire)). 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, VRC Criterion H., L, SAJC Out of Danger H., VATC Carnegie H.
Lot 264

CHESTNUT COLT

(1/4 off sh. Foaled 13th October 2014)

(Sire)       Starcraft (NZ).............. by Nureyev ..............
             Leone Chiara................ by Last Tycoon (Ire) ....

(STAR WITNESS)       Flying Floozie.............. by Pompeii Court (USA)..
                      Lion Hunter............... by Danehill (USA)......
                      Chiara................................

(Dam) LA RAMBLA.............. by Nureyev ..............
                      Starcraft (NZ)..................
                      Starcraft (NZ)..................
                      Soviestic Star (USA)............
                      by Nureyev
                      by Nureyev
                      Leona Chiara................ by Nureyev
                      by Nureyev
                      by Nureyev
                      by Nureyev
                      by Nureyev
                      by Nureyev
                      by Nureyev
                      by Nureyev

LA RAMBLA, by Spinning World (USA). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, 2d QTC Lyndhurst Stud H. This is her fourth living foal. Her third foal is a yearling. Her second foal is a 2YO. Dam of 1 foal to race.

2nd Dam

STYLISH CHANEL (NZ), by Stylish Century. 3 wins at 1800, 2200m, 3d AJC Bondi Hotel & Cock & Bull Hotel H., BTC TAA Club H. Half-sister to YACQUINA BAY. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-
La Rambla. 2 wins. See above.
Dehereafter. 2 wins at 1200m.
Designers Choice. Winner at 1000m.

3rd Dam

BUZZ, by Dedicated Rullah (USA). Placed in NZ. Three-quarter-sister to Dedicated Angel (dam of BULL'S EYE), half-sister to JOLLY JAKE, SWEET GEM, Our Secret Weapon. Dam of 13 named foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-
YACQUINA BAY (c Oregon (USA)). 8 wins 1100 to 2020m, $243,431, BTC Chairman's H., Gr 3, AJC St Simon Welter H., STC Lingfield Park Welter H., Lakemba H., John Macarthur H., 2d STC Royal Parma S., L, AJC Country Cup, STC Glebe H., Valais H., 3d Hawkesbury RC Merrylands RSL Cup, Illawarra TC Kembla Grange Cup, 4th AJC Villiers S., Gr 2, Hawkesbury Cup, Gr 3.

4th Dam

HONEYPOT, by Sucaryl (GB). Unraced. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-
JOLLY JAKE (c Three Legs (GB)). Head of The 1984-85 NZ 3YO Free H. 9 wins 1200 to 3620m in U.S.A. and NZ, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, AuRC Blandford H., Westminster H., 2d Counties RC Auckland Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr 3, AuRC Guineas Trial, L. Sire.
SWEET GEM (f In the Purple (Fr)). 9 wins 1050 to 1450m, VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, SAJC Eagle Farm S., Advanced H., Graduation S.-twice, 2d SAJC Warren Jones H., 4th VRC Frances Tressady S.H., Gr 3.
Lady Beebee. 5 wins 1200 to 2130m, Timaru RC Gateway Rentals H. Grandam of-
BULL'S EYE (g Rivetous (USA)). 9 wins 1000 to 1800m, $1,565,743, HKJC Happy Valley Trophy, HK-3, Washington DC H., January Cup H., Audemars Piguet Royal Oaks H., 3d STC Darby Munro S., L.
ECSTATIC - AFRICAN FOREST (H.K.) (c Sandtrap (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, $139,881, Foxton RC Castletown S., L, 2d Hawke's Bay Speights Juvenile S., HKJC Keen Winner H., 4th AuRC Great Northern Foal S., L.
Stable 2 Rows T 3-12 & U
On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi
Lot 265
(Branded \(2\) nr sh. \(16\) off sh. Foaled 16th August 2014)

(Sire)
ARTIE SCHILLER (USA)
El Prado .......................... Sadler's Wells by Northern Dancer..............
Hidden Light ...................... Lady Capulet by Sir Ivor ..........................
Majestic Light ................... Majestic Prince by Nantallah ........................
Tailtahito ........................... Danzil (USA).........................................

(Dam)
LAIBA.................................. Danehill Dancer (Ire) ...............................
2009 Jump 'n' Move .................. Danehill (USA)........................................

ARTIE SCHILLER (USA) (Bay 2001 - Stud 2007). 10 wins - 2 at 2, Breeders' Cup Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 451 rnrs, 299 wns, 25 SW, inc. My Conquestadory (Keeneland Alcibiades S., Gr.1), We Miss Artie, Laser Hawk, Blingo, Mr. Commons, Big Bane Theory, Anne's Beauty, I Love It, Big Chill, Vain Queen, Lady Melksham, Hammers Terror, Secret Liaison, Lafontaine, Calak Carlos, Mezeray Miss, Moving Money, Touchdown Arkansas, Hop the Six, etc.

1st Dam
LAIBA, by Danehill Dancer (Ire). Winner at 1310m. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
JUMP 'N' MOVE, by Catrail (USA). Unplaced. Half-sister to AL MAHER, SALAMEH (dam of BIG TIME). Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:- Merwaan. 6 wins 1200 to 2200m.

3rd Dam
SHOW DANCING (NZ), by Don't Say Halo (USA). 2 wins at 1550, 1600m, AJC Grand Fils H., De Bortoli Windy Peak H. Half-sister to HURRICANE SKY, UMATILLA, Makarova, Twyla (dam of MURJANA), Shantha's Choice (dam of MANHATTAN RAIN, PLATINUM SCISSORS, REDOUTE'S CHOICE, SLIDING CUBE, ECHOES OF HEAVEN). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

AL MAHER (c Danehill (USA)). 5 wins-2 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $1,168,300, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, STC Gloaming S., Gr 2, VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, AJC Clipsal 2YO P, 2d 2d STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2. Sire.

SALAMEH (f Secret Savings (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1600m, AJC Fernhill H., Gr 3, 2d AJC TL Baillieu H., L. Dam of 3 winners-


4th Dam
DANCING SHOW (NZ), by Nijinsky. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to Russian Ballet (dam of DR JOHNSON), Nijinsky's Best (dam of YAGLI), half-sister to GREAT REGENCY, Diamond Syl, Ladies' Day (dam of HE'S NO PIE EATER). Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

UMATILLA (c Miswaki). 7 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $683,305, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 1, VRC Hilton on the Park S., Gr 3. Sire.

HURRICANE SKY (c Star Watch). 6 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1800m, AJC All Aged S., Gr 1, VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, Autumn Classic, Gr 2. Sire.

Twyla. Winner at 1250m, STC Mark Davis' Farewell H. Grandam of-

GATHERING (g Tale of the Cat (USA)). 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, $995,775, WATC Railway S., Gr 1, 2d AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1.

Shantha's Choice. Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d VATC Kilshery H. Dam of-

REDOUTE'S CHOICE (c Danehill (USA)). Champion 3YO Miler in Australia in 1999-2000. 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $1,567,850, MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1. Champion sire.

PLATINUM SCISSORS (c Danehill (USA)). 5 wins 1400 to 2000m, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 2. Sire.

MANHATTAN RAIN (c Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, $1,311,200, AJC Sires Produce S., Gr 1, Skyline S., Gr 3. Sire.
Stable 2 Rows T 3-12 & U

On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

Lot 266

BAY FILLY

(Barred 2 Rows nr sh. 90 4 off sh. Foaled 25th October 2014)

(Sire) EAVESDROPPER (USA)

Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native
Miesque by Nureyev
Secretariat by Bold Ruler
Lassie Dear by Buckpasser

(Dam) LATIN

Domesday

2007

Sibylline by Domesday

1st Dam

LATIN, by Domesday. Unraced. Half-sister to Gergis. This is her second living foal. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam

SIBYLLINE, by Chief’s Crown (USA). Winner at 1200m, 2d STC Girls Night Out 2YO H. Half-sister to LONHRO, NIELLO, SHANNARA, Miss Trump (dam of DIAMOND DECK), O'Giselle (dam of ALBRECHT). Dam of 8 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Gergis (g Viscount). 7 wins–2 at 2–1300 to 1600m, $422,800, AJC Equal 2YO H., Moorebank Welter H., Waterloo H., Arrowfield Stud H., Bigpond Sport 2YO H., STC Rosehill Gardens Events H., 3d Hawkesbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, 4th STC Civic S., L, Premier's Cup, L, Hawkesbury Guineas, L.

Hexameter. 4 wins 1400 to 1800m, $106,150, AJC Sunset Sessions H., QTC Kaoru Star H., STC Lucky’s Freeway Hotel H., 2d AJC UD Trucks H.

3rd Dam

SHADEA (NZ), by Straight Strike (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, $226,266, STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, Capital Parkroyal Canberra H., 2d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 1, 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Roman Consul S., Gr 3, STC Winter H., L, 4th AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, MVRC Laurent Perrier S., Gr 2, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Fillies Classic S., RL.

Half-sister to MAHAYA. Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-


NIELLO (c Octagonal (NZ)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2000m, $977,370, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, STC Canterbury Guineas, Gr 1, Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, 2d Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3. Sire.

SHANNARA (f Octagonal (NZ)). 4 wins 1300 to 1500m, $423,580, Hawkesbury RC Ladies Day Cup, L, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L.

O’Giselle. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

ALBRECHT (c Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1250, 1300m, $442,350, ATC Up and Coming S., Gr 3, 2d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr 1.

Miss Trump. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

DIAMOND DECK (f Octagonal). Winner at 1200m, $115,738, Hawke’s Bay Highview S., Gr 3, 2d QTC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2. Producer.

Doneze Girl. Placed. Dam of 3. Dam of 2 winners-

ZURELLA (f Zabeel). 5 wins 1400 to 2000m, $380,675, VRC Let’s Elope S., Gr 2, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2.

Miss Stari. Placed. Dam of-

KING LIONHEART (g Al Maher). 6 wins 1350 to 2200m, $320,930, ATC Shannon S., Gr 2, Alconex Fire H., 3d ATC Villiers S., Gr 2.
Stable 3 Rows C 2-8 & D 1-4
On Account of BOWNESS STUD, Young (As Agent)
Lot 267
BROWN FILLY
(Branded J 186 off sh. Foaled 1st September 2014)

(Sire)
SHRAPNEL
Charge Forward
Red Ransom (USA)....... by Roberto
Sydney's Dream........ by Bletchingly
Snippets ................ by Lunchtime (GB)
Southern Sprinter ...... by Southern Appeal

(Dam)
LIFT ALL BOATS
Commands.............
Danehill (USA)........ by Danzig
Cotehele House (GB)... by My Swanee
Shantung................
Canny Lad............. by Bletchingly
Triviality............. by Vain

SHRAPNEL (AUS) (Brown 2007-Stud 2012). 3 wins-1 at 2-at 1200m, A$293,935, SAJC Yallambee Classic, Gr.2, Breeders' S., Gr.3, MVRC TEAC Audio Visual Spectacular P., 3d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L. Half-brother to SW Wanted (VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1, 2d VRC Patinack Classic, Gr.1). Out of SW Fragmentation. Related to SW De Lago Mist, In the Mist, etc. His oldest progeny are yearlings.

1st Dam
LIFT ALL BOATS, by Commands. Unraced. Three-quarter-blood-sister to Fashion Street. This is her first foal.

2nd Dam
SHANTUNG, by Canny Lad. Winner at 1000m, 2d Wellington Boot. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Shantung Boxer. 2 wins at 1200m to 2014-15, 2d BRC Kidron-Wavell Services Club 2YO H., 3d BRC Quest Breakfast Creek H.

3rd Dam
TRIVIALITY, by Vain. Placed. Sister to COUNTY, three-quarter-sister to Mrs. Kahn (dam of IKE'S DREAM), half-sister to BEANS, DIEU D'OR, Fire Fighter, Singeing Lamp (dam of HALF HENNESSY). Corn (dam of MAIZCAY, MZILIKAZI, DONNA CARA, FITTING), Mahenge (dam of BEAVER). Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Petty. 7 wins 1200 to 1400m, BTC Star Alliance H. Dam of 2 winners-
Petty Lane. 10 wins 1200 to 1600m to 2013-14, Otago RC Publicans Cup. Peel. 3 wins-1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $133,365, AJC Stardust Hotel Welter H. Pinprick. Started once. Dam of 3 winners-
Fashion Street (f Danewin). 7 wins–2 at 2–1007 to 1500m, $230,360, AJC Electronic H., 3d Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L, 4th AJC Angst S., L.

4th Dam
DONNA NOOK (GB), by Relko. 2 wins at 1¾m, Newmarket Dawson S. Half-sister to Triona: Dam of 17 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-
COUNTY (c Vain). 7 wins–5 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 3, VATC Mercedes-Benz H., L, 2d VRC Black Douglas S., L. Sire.
BEANS (f Blazing Saddles). 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr 3, 2d STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 3. Grandam of-
IKE'S DREAM (f King of Kings (Ire)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $1,051,475, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr 2. Sire.
DIEU D'OR (c Biscay). 4 wins 1100 to 1400m, $132,050, AJC Hall Mark S., L. Corn. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, AJC Analight H. Dam of 9 winners-
MAIZCAY (c Marsay). 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $178,700, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr 2. Sire.
MZILIKAZI (c Marsay). 7 wins 1600 to 2000m, $217,293, Borrowdale OK Grand Challenge, Gr 3, FSI Tinto Guineas, Gr 3.
FITTING (f Marsay). 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $264,118, AJC Gimcrack S., L, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1. Dam of 9 winners-
CATBIRD (c Danehill (USA)). Champion 2YO in Australia. 5 wins at 2 at 1200m, $1,755,670, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Sire.
Singeing Lamp. 2 wins at 2 to 1200m, STC Botanical H. Dam of 4 winners-
HALF HENNESSY (c Hennessy (USA)). 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 2400m, $901,650, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, QTC Grand Prix S., Gr 2. Sire.
On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

Lot 268

BAY FILLY

(Branded \c\ nr sh. 9\4 off sh. Foaled 10th August 2014)

(Sire) EAVESDROPPER (USA) Kingmambo by Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native

Weekend Surprise by Miesque by Nureyev

(Dam) MARIAH (IRE) Danzig by Secretariat by Bold Ruler

2001

Race the Wild Wind by Lassie Dear by Buckpasser

EAVESDROPPER (USA) (Bay 2000) by Nearctic

9 winners

Lot 268

BAY FILLY

RACE THE WILD WIND, 2nd Dam

MARIAH (IRE), 1st Dam

EAVESDROPPER (USA) 2001

Robbinette, Favor, Predictable, Unhinchd, Wire Tap, Daddy’s Miracle, etc.

Shawqeeny, Anasheed, Downton Abbey, Drop Kick, Red Eye Express, Charger, Got the Goss, Maysoon, Vivi

McKenney, Hear No Angel, SP I Am Spyng, Tapaline and of Bold Eavey, Another

Harvey Arneault Memorial H., L. Sire of 184 rnrs, 116 wnrs, inc. SW Page

EAVESDROPPER (USA) (Bay 2000)

Chasetheragingwind. One Sweet Day

Chasetheravigwind.

Elusive Dancer (c Nureyev)

KING CHARLEMAGNE (c Nureyev)

LEMON, Anita Santa Maria H., L.

Call Mariah. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

HERE COMES BEN (c Street Cry (Ire))

HERE COMES BEN

3rd Dam

HERE COMES BEN

by Danzig

Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Chasetheragingwind (dam of HERE COMES BEN), half-sister to KING CHARLEMAGNE, MESHAAHER, Chasethewildwind (dam of ALBERTUS MAXIMUS, DAREDEVIL). This is her sixth living foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is an unraced 3YO. Dam of 3 foals to race, 2 winners-

One Sweet Day (f by Elusive Quality (USA)). 3 wins 1100 to 1250m, STC

Tbnsw.com.au H.

Imperfect Angel (f by Lion Heart (USA)). Winner at 1007m.

Elusive Dancer (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). Placed.

2nd Dam

RACE THE WILD WIND, by Sunny's Halo. 5 wins 6f to 8½f, $458,250, Santa

Anita Santa Maria H., Gr 1, Hollywood Princess S., Gr 2, Oaklawn Fantasy S., Gr 2, 2d Hollywood Oaks, Gr 1, Del Mar Oaks, Gr 2, Hollywood Railbird S., Gr 2, Santa Anita La Brea S., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to MOUNT LEMON, half-sister to Garden Grove (dam of MATAJI). Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-


Chasethewildwind. 3 wins at 6f, 6½f in U.S.A. Dam of 6 winners-

ALBERTUS MAXIMUS (c Albert the Great). 6 wins 1m to 9f, $1,308,591, Gulfstream Donn H, Gr 1, Del Mar Windy Sands H, L. Breeders’ Cup


DAREDEVIL (c More Than Ready). 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 1m, $384,600, in

2014, Belmont Champagne S, Gr 1, 2d Gulfstream Swale S, Gr 2.

Chasethegold (f Touch Gold). 3 wins 6½f to 8½f, $154,945, Hollywood

Allowance, Santa Anita Allowance, 2d Santa Anita Senator Ken Maddy H, Gr 3, 4th Santa Anita Las Cienegas H, Gr 3. Dam of 3 winners-

Goldrush Girl (f Political Force). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 8½f, 9f, $136,822, 2d

Churchill Downs Golden Rod S, Gr 2.

Call Mariah. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Califante (f Kyllachy). Winner at 2 at 6f, 2d Salisbury Stonehenge S, L, 3d Fairyhouse Brownstown S, Gr 3, 4th Killarney Cairn Rouge S, L.

Chasetheragingwind. Winner at 6½f in U.S.A. Dam of 4 winners-

HERE COMES BEN (c Street Cry (Ire)). 7 wins 7f to 8½f, $410,764,

Saratoga Forego S, Gr 1, Churchill Downs Kelly’s Landing S, L-twice.
BROWN COLT
(Lot 269)
(Stud nr sh. 18 4 off sh. Foaled 17th August 2014)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>El Prado</td>
<td>Secret Savings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARTIE SCHILLER (USA)</td>
<td>MISS MADOFF (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden Light</td>
<td>Danemarie</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Birth Year</th>
<th>Matronym</th>
<th>1st Dam</th>
<th>2nd Dam</th>
<th>3rd Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>MISS MADOFF</td>
<td>Danewin</td>
<td>Danemarie</td>
<td>Danewin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ARTIE SCHILLER (USA)** (Bay 2001-Stud 2007), 10 wins-2 at 2, Breeders’ Cup Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 451 mrs, 299 wns, 25 SW, inc. My Conquestadory

**1st Dam**
MISS MADOFF, by Secret Savings (USA). Winner at 1100m. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a yearling.

**2nd Dam**
DANEMARIE, by Danewin. Placed at 2 & 3, 2d AJC Liverpool Catholic Club H. Sister to Catchadane, half-sister to CATCHFIRE, I LOVE SYDNEY, RIDE THE RAPIDS (dam of RIVER DOVE). Dam of 4 named foals, all winners, inc:-

- Hussana. 6 wins 1000 to 1300m.
- Secret Dane. 3 wins at 1000, 1400m.
- Futures. Winner at 1100m in 2013-14.

**3rd Dam**
KILMARIE, by Bletchingly. 2 wins at 1200m, VRC Gallant H., L, VATC Herald & Weekly Times H., 2d VATC Waratah H., 3d VRC Herbs and Spices H., Kellow Falkiner S. Half-sister to LAURIAT, Zone Rullah, Tipped to Top (dam of WINNING HAND). Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

- CATCHFIRE (f Century). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1000m, $130,000, VRC Maribyrnong P., G2, VATC Debutante S., Gr3. Producer.
- RIDE THE RAPIDS (f River Rough (NZ)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, AJC James HB Carr S., L, 3d MVRC Laurent Perrier S., Gr2. Dam of-
  - RIVER DOVE (f Hurricane Sky). 8 wins at 1000, 1100m, $513,950, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr1, 2d VRC Kensington S., L. Dam of-
  - HEADWATER (c Exceed and Excel). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, $229,700, in 2014-15, ATC Silver Sliver S., Gr2, 3d ATC Todman S., Gr2.
- River Crossing (f Beliotto (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, $124,550, VRC Eat Well-Live Well H., VATC Ascot H., 2d VRC Kensington S., L. Dam of-
  - KULGRINDA (f Exceed and Excel). 9 wins 955 to 1100m, $553,684, SAJC RN Irwin S., Gr3, 2d SAJC DC McKay S., Gr3.
- RIVER DELTA (f Al Maher). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, $247,250, to 2014-15, Geelong RC Black Pearl Classic, L, VRC Prudential P.
- River Express. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1600m, VRC Cleanevent 2YO H. Dam of-
  - CROSS CURRENT (g Keltrice). 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $293,000, VRC PFD Food Services S., L, MRC JRA Doveton S., L.
- River Tribe. Winner at 1412m, 3d SAJC Property Investments H. Dam of-
  - WILLOW CREEK (f Tale of the Cat (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, STC Magic Night S., Gr2, 2d VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr2.
- River Serenade. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 6 winners-
  - FIRST COMMAND (g Commands). 12 wins 1000 to 1200m, $970,476, MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr2, 2d WRC Telegraph H., Gr1.
  - ONEWORLD (c Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 8 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $2,263,161, HKJC Cathay Pacific Jockey Club Sprint, Gr2.
  - Catchadane (g Danewin). 5 wins 1200 to 1350m, 3d AJC Hall Mark S., L.
On Account of RIVERSDALE, Scone (As Agent)

CHESTNUT COLT

Lot 270 (No GST)  
(Stable 2 Row O 1-4)

(Hussonet (USA)  
Sacahuista  
Roy  
Weekend Dancer  
Mr. Prospector  
Hussonet (USA)  
Crimson Saint  
Danzero  
Villa Elisa  
Sacahuista  
Raja Baba  
Fappiano  
Raja Bab  
Fappiano  

HUSSON (ARG) (Chestnut 2003-Stud 2007). 5 wins to 1600m. San Isidro G.P.  
Raul y Raul E Chevalier, Gr.1. Sire of 204 rnrs, 120 wnrs, inc. SW Russon  
(Monterrico Clasico Miguel A Checa Eguiguren, Gr.3). Lucky Hussler, Sabat  
Husson, Lady Hussy, The Huntress, Affable, Hussousa, Peron, SP Looks Like the  
Cat, Miss Husson, Sister Souss, Ferment, Hi Son, Lake Husson, Dane Hussler,  
Husson Eagle, Little Miss Smiley, Pop 'n' Scotch, Star of Husson, etc.

1st Dam  
OH SO STUNNING, by Royal Academy (USA). 2 wins at 1200, 1350m. This is her  
first foal.

2nd Dam  
KOHINOOR, by Danzero. Winner at 1200m. Half-sister to CELESTIAL CHOIR.  
Brilliant Proposal. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, $300,760, to 2013-14 in Aust and  
Hong Kong, HKJC Europe H., 2d HKJC Lung Cheung H., Volunteers'  
Challenge Cup, Houston H., Grayburn H., Dunbar H., Manawatu Racing  
Club Challenge Trophy H., 3d HKJC Police Cup, Deauville Yearling Sales H.  
Fine Rock. Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, WATC Network Aviation Sprint H., 3d  
WATC Westspeed H.

3rd Dam  
TWIGAIR, by Twig Moss (Fr). Started 3 times. Sister to After Dawn (dam of  
ISLAND MORN, DAWN RAMPAGE). Mossie Bite, half-sister to Ace in  
Triumph, Moving Shadows (dam of FIVEO CLOCKSHADOW). Dam of 10  
foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-

CELESTIAL CHOIR (c Celestial Dancer (Ire)). 11 wins 1200 to 1400m,  
$643,785, QTC Cup, Gr 2, STC Civic H., L, 2d AJC Apollo S., Gr 2, NSW  
Tatt's RC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, STC Premiere S., Gr 2, AJC Liverpool City  
Cup, Gr 3, STC Festival H., L, 3d QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, AJC Warwick  
S., Gr 2, STC Missile S., Gr 3, BTC AWA S., L, GCTC Goldmarket H., L, SUCT  
Glasshouse H., L, 4th AJC George Main S., Gr 1, STC Shannon H., Gr 2.

4th Dam  
NIGHT AIR (IRE), by Tudor Melody. Unplaced. Sister to Karo Dame (dam of RIVER  
BEAUTY), half-sister to Epona. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

After Dawn (f Twig Moss (Fr)). 6 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1500m, WATC Sanatate  
Quality S., 3d WATC Champion Fillies Cup, Gr 2, Quality Cup, L. Dam of  
ISLAND MORN (c Marooned (GB)). 15 wins 1300 to 1800m, $648,730,  
WATC Railway S., Gr 1, Beat Diabetes 2 S., Gr 1, VATC Memsie S., Gr 2.  
DAWN RAMPAGE (f Gielgud (USA)). 8 wins 1200 to 1800m, WATC  
December H., L, Emu Export H., 2d WATC Qantas Cup, L. Producer.

Is it Dawn. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners–  
BUMBELINA (f Vain Rancher). 14 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, WATC  
Easter S., Gr 3, 3d SAJC Marsh Classic S., Gr 2. Dam of 3 winners-  
BLACK GEORGE (g Blackfriars). 9 wins 1100 to 1400m, $250,310,  
Kalgoorlie Boulder RC Hannan's H., L.

Moving Shadows. Winner at 1500m. Dam of 6 winners-  
FIVEO CLOCKSHADOW (g Langfuhr (Can)). 2 wins–1 at 2–1350,  
1410m, $167,500, VRC Springtime S., L, BTC Doomben Slipper S., L.
Lot 271

BAY FILLY

(Branded R nr sh. 6 off sh. Foaled 26th October 2014)

(IAM INVINCIBLE)  
Invincible Spirit (Ire)..... Green Desert............... by Danzig.................
Invisible Spirit (Ire)..... by Elvstroem........................
I AM INVINCIBLE .......  
Cannarelle................ by Nijinsky  
Mr. Prospector........... by Raise a Native
Canny Lad................ by Bletchingly.............
Countess Pedrille........ by Zoffany (USA)

(DAM)  
OPALINE, by Jade Robbery (USA).....
Orwhina..................... by Vain
Vain........................ by Wilkes (Fr)
Orwhina..................... by Danzig
Number..................... by Nakamura
Orana Miss............... by Dignitas (USA)


1st Dam

OPALINE, by Jade Robbery (USA). Unplaced. Half-sister to JETBALL, 
MARWINA, Audimco, New Maize - Whinscay (Mal.), Prince of Marscay, Marshaw (dam of INTO THE NIGHT). This is her sixth living foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Dam 4 foals to race, 2 winners-

JETBALL (c Marscay). Joint top of The 1993-94 Australasian 3YO Classification (1000m - 1400m). 7 wins-3 at 2-1000 to 1200m, $466,608, AJC Galaxy S., Gr.1, STC Pago Pago S., Gr.2, NSW Tatt’s RC Roman Consul S., Gr.3, STC Star Kingdom S., Gr.3, AJC Canonbury S., L, STC Macro Go Welter H., Pacific Rim Race Day 2YO H., 2d AJC Brian Crowley S., L, Gosford Slipper, L, STC AWA Club Keno Quality H., 3d AJC Up and Coming S., Gr.3, L, STC Heritage S., L, Eskimo Prince H., L, Sire.

MARWINA (c Marscay). 5 wins-2 at 2-1000 to 1400m, $389,760, AJC Stan Fox S., Gr.3, NSW Tatt’s RC Roman Consul S., Gr.3, AJC Breeders’ P., L, Triton H., Noholme 2YO H, 2d VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, VRC Carbine Club S., L, 3d AJC Hobartville S., Gr.2, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr.2, Skyline S., Gr.3, Sire.


Audimco (f Marscay). 3 wins-2 at 2-1000, 1200m, AJC Rex White 2YO H., STC Veilmond H., Oatlands 2YO H, 2d STC Birthday Card H., L, Grandam of-

RUSSIAN CONQUEST (g St. Petersbur). 4 wins-3 at 2-1200 to 1400m, AurC Great Northern Foal S., L.

New Maize - Whinscay (Mal.) (c Maizcay). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m in Malaysia, Singapore TC Class 4 H., 2d SAJC Fulham Park P., L, Queen Adelaide S., L, HMAS Encounter H., 4th SAJC Balcrest S., L.

Orison. 5 wins 1000 to 1250m, AJC Ming Dynasty Welter H., Morrie Anderson H. Marshaw. Started 3 times. Dam of 9 winners-

INTO THE NIGHT (g Rhythm (USA)). 9 wins 1000 to 1200m, $804,200, QTC Cup, Gr.2, VRC Century S., L-twice, STC Starlight S., L, AJC National Telecoms Group H., Country Cash Championship Final H., 2d VRC Salinger S., Gr.1, STC Premiere S., Gr.2, Missile S., Gr.3, Star Kingdom S., Gr.3, Concorde S., Gr.3, 3d QTC Stradbroke H., Gr.1.
**FAIRESSA**

Bay mare
(Branded \( \text{nr sh.} \) \( \text{27} \) \( \text{off sh.} \))

Foaled 1999

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) .......... Northern Dancer ........... by Nearctic ......................
ENCOSTA DE LAGO .......... Fairy Bridge ...................... by Bold Reason ...........
Shoal Creek.................... Star Way (GB) .......... by Star Appeal ..............

(Dam) Rolls (USA) ................ by Mr. Prospector ...........
TONZAZIP (NZ) ............... by Kaapstad (NZ) ........... Sir Tristram (Ire) .......... by Sir Ivor ......................

1993
Sizzles ....................... by Pieces of Eight ...........

**ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993).** 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wnrs, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wnrs, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philippo, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listening'tome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillyodelphi, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam
TONZAZIP (NZ), by Kaapstad. 2 wins at 1100, 1422m, VRC December H., 2d MVRC Super Vobis H. Sister to SLANCHYVAH (dam of DREAMWORKS), Bonfires, half-sister to My Ozone Friendly (dam of EL NINO). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

GREY SONG (g by Unbridled’s Song (USA)). 6 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 2800m, $1,951,500, VRC Blamey S., AJC Chairman’s H., Gr 2, VRC St Leger, Gr 3, 2d MRC Underwood S., Gr 1, Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, Herbert Power S., Gr 2, Sandown Classic, Gr 2, VATC Norman Robinson S., Gr 2, MRC WJ Adams S., L, 3d AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, MRC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, Sandown Classic, Gr 2, QTC PJ O’Shea S., Gr 2, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 3.

TONZ MORE FUN (g by More Than Ready (USA)). 5 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $151,375, SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, MRC Stargazer 2YO H.

Fairess (f by Encosta de Lago). 3 wins. See below.

Ziprossa (g by Testa Rossa). 2 wins at 1550, 1600m, ATC Schweppes H., Flinders Lane Perfect Fit Shirt P., 2d ATC Bondi P., Daceyville H.

Tonza Rossa (f by Testa Rossa). Winner at 1109m in 2013-14.

Zeroza (f by Danzero). Winner at 1600m. Dam of 4 winners-

Roses in the Glen. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1223m, MVRC Adapt Australia Premium H., Cameron Boyd 21st H., 2d MRC Catanach’s Jewellers H.

Northroza. 2 wins at 1300, 1400m in 2014-15, MRC Steve Wilby Transport H.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 3 wins at 1600m, $164,300, MVRC Frank Gibson H., MRC Lady Sybil H., 2d SAJC Penny Edition S., L, City of Adelaide S., L, MRC Le Pine Funeral Services P., Silvan Australia H., Copperama H., MVRC Champions Australian Racing Museum H., MRC Revelle H., 3d SAJC Marsh Classic S., Gr 2, Stuart Crystal Lelia S., L, MRC Cann Lass H., Jim Conway H., Kapalaran H., Desirable H., Toltrice H.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners.

2006 Fair Choice (f by Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins 1100 to 1400m.

2007 Missed to Fastnet Rock.

2008 Little Miss Bourke (f by Flying Spur). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m to 2013-14, SAJC Burns Ceilings H., 2d SAJC Rob Hodge H., McMahon Services H.

2009 Bec Said No Credit (f by Flying Spur). 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, $183,514, to 2013-14, MRC Hocking Stuart H., 4th Kilmore Cup, L.


2011 Missed to Starcraft (NZ).

2012 Staresse (c by Starcraft (NZ)). Unraced.

2013 Not served previous season.

2014 (f by Toorak Toff).

Served by UNENCUMBERED. Date of last service, 17 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 273

FAIRYTALE DANCER

Chestnut mare (Branded 58

58

2

off sh.)

Danehill (USA) ........................................ Razyana ........................................

by Northern Dancer .......... by His Majesty ..........

Mira Adonde ........................................ Lettre d'Amour ........................................

by Atan ........................................ by Caro ........................................

TRUE WODEN ............................

1988

Woden ........................................ Bletchingly ........................................

by Biscay ........................................ by Kaoru Star ........................................

Lettre d'Amour ........................................ by Grey Sovereign ........................................

DANEHILL DANCER (IRE) (1993). 4 wins-3 at 2, Curragh National S., Gr.1. Sire of 2031 rnrs, 1342 wns, 159 SW, inc. Mastercraftsman (Curragh Phoenix S., Gr.1), Private Steer, Choisir, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Be My Gal, Vinnie Eagle, Infinite Magic, Mince, Quest for Peace, The Bogberry, Liscanna, Gee Gees Top Notch, Fanouplifer, Indian Maharaja, Lady Tiana, Lotion, Boss Lane, Seolan, Sushi Tuna, Air Born, Athenian, It is Written, Loveyamadly, etc.

TRUE WODEN, by True Version. 2 wins-1 at 2–at 900, 1000m. Half-sister to LORD WODEN, Viking Goddess (dam of DUAL TREASURES). Dam of 8 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Nemov (c by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 7 wins 800 to 1060m.

WODEN, by Raimondo (Fr). 14 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1200m, STC Bexley Graduation S., Sylvania Graduation S., 2d AJC Sledmere H., 3d AJC Caringbah H., Lepton H. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

LORD WODEN (c Gold Brick) 12 wins 1180 to 2400m, Toowoomba Cup, L, 2d Rockhampton Cup, L, 3d QTQ Exhibition H., L, Metropolitan H., L.

Viking Goddess (f Biscay) 2 wins at 1250, 1600m, AJC Evening Peal H., 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, 4th Newcastle JC Penfolds Classic, Gr 3. Dam of-

DUAL TREASURES (f Dalmacia (NZ)) 3 wins at 1500, 2000m, $232,660, AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Craven P., L, 2d VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, 3d STC Orlando Wines Classic, Gr 1, AJC Surround S., Gr 2.

Elder Time. Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC Rozelle Hospital H. Grandam of-

BLACKROCK COLLEGE (f Volksraad (GB)) 5 wins–1 at 2–to 1600m, WRC Desert Gold S., Gr 3, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3, WRC Anniversary H., L, 2d New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Producer.

Cashcade. Winner at 1100m, 2d Waikato RC Jardine Bloodstock H. Dam of-

EKSTREME (f Ekraar (USA)) 7 wins 1200 to 2100m, $327,512, WRC Captain Cook S., Gr 1, Waikato RC Cal Isuzu S., Gr 2, Cambridge JC Travis S., Gr 2, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Placed at 2 & 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners.

2007 Paparazzi Princess (f by Fantastic Light (USA)). 4 wins 1400 to 1608m, MRC Ladies in Racing Magazine H., 2d MRC Ahern’s at Highways After the Last H., MVRC Autocentre 2YO P.

2008 Destiny’s Dance (g by Power of Destiny). Winner at 1800m, 3d ATC EBP RSL Club H.

2009 Missed to Snowland.

2010 Meteoros (g by Northern Meteor). 2 wins at 1100, 1400m in 2013-14, ATC Congrats at Winery P., 2d ATC Share Care Congrats Chris Waller 2YO H., TAB Ipad App 2YO H., 3d ATC TAB Rewards H.

2011 Eleni Whirl (f by Street Sense (USA)). Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15.


2013 (c by Northern Meteor).

2014 (f by Stratum).

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 2 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows J 4-12 & K 1-6

On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 274
FAIRYTALE ENDING
Bay mare
(Branded \[74\] 0

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .......... Danzig ................. by Northern Dancer ........
REDOUTE'S CHOICE
Shantha's Choice ........ Canny Lad ................... by Bletchingly ...........

(Dam) Testa Rossa .......... Perugino (USA)......... by Danzig ................
VORMISTA 2003
Truly ......................... Bo Dapper ................. by Sir Dapper ............


1st Dam VORMISTA, by Testa Rossa. 4 wins 1050 to 1410m, $468,110, VRC Rose of Kingston S., Gr 2, SAJC Zena Winser H., Consolidated Plant & Quarries H., 2d BTC Cup, Gr 1, MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, Australia S., Gr 1, SAJC WH Wylie H., L, 3d MRC How Now S., Gr 3, 4th Qld Tatt's RC Winter S., Gr 1, MRC Sir John Monash S., L. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

2nd Dam TRULY, by Bellotto (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Something Stunning, Beautiful Century (dam of NATURAL TYCOON), Italian Century (dam of ASHKALETA). Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-
VORMISTA (f Testa Rossa) 4 wins. See above.

Triple Tee. 7 wins 1100 to 1600m, $128,680, MRC Sportingbet H.

3rd Dam NATURAL BEAUTY, by Vain. 5 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, SAJC Lightning S., MVRC Windarra H., 3d SAJC Lightning S. Half-sister to SENTIMENTAL LADY. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Something Stunning (c Jukebox (GB)) 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, VRC Hickenbotham H., MVRC Somerton H., 3d Mornington RC RM Ansett S., L.
Beautiful Century. Winner at 1100m. Dam of 8 winners-
NATURAL TYCOON (f Monde Bleu (GB)) 7 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $193,200, VRC Kensington S., L, Sidney Myer Centenary Sprint H., VATC Allan Wicks H., Scobie Breasley Club H.
Turbulent Force (g Flying Spur) 12 wins 1080 to 1600m, $125,562, TRC Cascade Premium H., AHA H., Schweppes H., 3d TTC Mowbray S., L.
Djibouti (f Marauding (NZ)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1300m, WATC Rentokil Commercial H., Ming Dynasty H., 2d WATC Melvista S., L. Producer.
Italian Century. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
ASHKALETA (f Ashkalani (Ire)) Winner at 2 at 1000m, $153,250, VATC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3. Producer.
Count the Kisses (f Mukaddamah (USA)) Winner at 1100m, 2d SAJC Cinderella S., L. Dam of 4 winners-
SOCKS (g Keep the Faith) 6 wins–4 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $216,375, Tasmanian Guineas, L, TTC Sires' Produce S., 2d TTC Newmarket H., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record:
2014 (c by Duporth). Destroyed.
Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 31 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows L 1-5 & M

On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 275

**FANCYFREE (NZ)**

Brown mare
(Branded WS nr sh. 87 2 off sh.)

Foaled 2002

**rowth**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Danehill (USA)</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Razanya</td>
<td>by His Majesty</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ahonoora (GB)</td>
<td>by Lorenzaccio (Ire)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Princess Ru</td>
<td>by Princely Gift</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DANASINGA**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Princess Tracy (Ire)</th>
<th>Ahonoora (GB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by Lorensaccio (Ire)</td>
<td>by Lorenzaccio (Ire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by Princely Gift</td>
<td>by Princely Gift</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**GIRLS TALK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Festal</th>
<th>Vain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by Wilkes (Fr)</td>
<td>by Wilkes (Fr)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Party</td>
<td>by Lunchtime (GB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Standaan (Fr)</td>
<td>by Zeddaan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bilyarra</td>
<td>by War Hawk II (GB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DANASINGA (AUS) (1991).** 6 wins to 1600m, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr.1. Sire of 758 mrs, 430 wns, 33 SW, inc. Metal Bender, etc. Sire of the dams of 478 mrs, 267 wns, 16 SW, inc. Habibi, Altered Image, Amexed, Miss Selby, Whistling Dixie, Danaupair Starlet, Flemingston, Zacroona, Rocanto, Champagne Needed, Cizen World, Lawspeaker, Crystal Duke, Vesper, Delta Girl, Miss Millbrook, SP Pinstripe Lane, Jubilate, Pinzaara, etc.

1st Dam

**GIRLS TALK,** by Festal. **5 wins** at 1200, 1400m, AuRC Bridgecorp H., Avondale JC Prestige Carpets Ltd H., WRC Daniel le Brun Sprint H., 2d BOP RC J Swap Contractors Ltd H., Matamata RC GN Hill Grain & Seed H., 4th AuRC Newmarket H., L. Dam of 4 named foals, all winners-

**Fancyfree** (f by Danasinga). **5 wins.** See below.

Chit Chat (f by O'Reilly). **3 wins** at 1100, 1200m, 2d Otago RC Champions Sports Bar & Grill H., 3d CJC Unichem Barringtons H., Laffey's Tyre Services H.

Retail Therapy (f by Sudurka). **Winner** at 1200m in NZ.

Small Talk (f by O'Reilly). **Winner** at 1200m in NZ.

2nd Dam

**BILLANTE,** by Standaan (Fr). **4 wins** at 1200, 1360m, 3d Avondale JC Scott H.

Half-sister to **Rio Lodo.** Dam of 3 foals, all raced, **2 winners,** inc:-

**Girls Talk.** **5 wins.** See above.

Heimaey. **Winner** at 1600m, 3d WRC The Old Bailey H., Wanganui JC CR Grace Ltd Juvenile H.

3rd Dam

**BILYARRA,** by War Hawk II (GB). **Winner** at 1200m in NZ. Three-quarter-sister to **High Ratio,** half-sister to **ATTILEE.** Dam of 6 foals, all raced, **4 winners,** inc:-

**Rio Lodo (c Wolverton (Ire))** 4 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1500m, 2d VRC Spring Classics Preview H., L, VATC Lilydale H., 3d South Australian S., Gr 3. Mundurra. **3 wins** at 1200, 1600m, 2d WRC Battalion H. Dam of 7 winners-Saint Romain. **5 wins** 1400 to 2000m, WRC Curtis McLean Ho Ho Ho H., CJC DJ Hewitt Builders H., 3d CJC Avon City Ford H.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. **5 wins** 1200 to 1580m, $114,668, AJC Campbelltown Welter H., Someset Fair H., Barnsley H., STC Centenary Institute Raceday H., 2d Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, AJC Aspiration H., L, 3d AJC Ashfields Farm H., 4th AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race.

2009 Carefree (f by Husson (ARG)). Placed at 3.
2010 Not a Care (f by Wonderful World). Unraced.
2012 (f by Husson (ARG)).
2013 Missed to Monaco Consul (NZ).
2014 (c by Wanted).

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 21 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Row F 4-12

Lot 276

Bay mare (Branded \( \text{r} \) nr sh. \( \frac{3}{2} \) off sh.) Foaled 2002

On Account of AMARINA FARM, Denman (As Agent)

FANFARES

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................................. Danzig .................................................. by Northern Dancer ....

REDOUTE'S CHOICE ... Razyana............................................... by His Majesty ..................

Shantha's Choice .................................................. Canny Lad ........................................ by Bletchingly ....................

(Dam) Dancing Show (USA)................................. by Nijinsky ....................

HIT AND GIGGLE .............. Sir Tristram (Ire) .................................. by Sir Ivor ....................

1994 Biscalowe ............................................. by Biscay..........................


1st Dam HIT AND GIGGLE, by Marauding (NZ). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 1450m, VATC Cardinia 2YO H. Half-sister to FATAL ATTRACTION, HAPPY MORNING, Seton Hall - Banker (Mac.). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Jovial - Global Win (H.K.) (g by Redoute's Choice). 7 wins 1200 to 1650m, $643,915, AJC Castrol Australia Winter Challenge Heat, STC Rydges Parramatta H., AJC Smith & Nephew Synergy H., 2d STC Darby Munro S., L. Diamondrocker (g by Fastnet Rock). 3 wins at 1300, 1400m in 2014-15, NSW Tatt's RC Drummond Golf H., 2d ATC Tab.com.au H.

2nd Dam HUMOUR (IRE), by Sadler's Wells. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Half-sister to DANASINGA, TRACY'S ELEMENT (dam of TYPHOON TRACY, RED ELEMENT), TOPASANNAH, CULLEN, TOWKAY, Urge to Merge (dam of MASTER OF DESIGN, SUNTAGONAL), Scribbling (dam of PERANA, PRINCE OF WAR, PRINCE ARTHUR). Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

HAPPY MORNING (g Danehill (USA)) 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $648,661 in Aust and Macau, SAJC Breeders' S., Gr 2, MVRC Merry Christmas H., 3d VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, 4th MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2.

FATAL ATTRACTION (f Zabeel) Winner at 2400m, $159,350, Western Australian Oaks, Gr 2, 2d WATC Derby, Gr 1, 4th WATC Sheila Gwynne S., L. Seton Hall - Banker (Mac.) (g Dehere (USA)) 7 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, Singapore TC Open H., 3d Singapore TC EW Barker Trophy, Sgp-2.

3rd Dam PRINCESS TRACY (IRE), by Ahonoora (GB). 4 wins–1 at 2–5f to 7f, Phoenix Sprint S., Gr 3. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

TRACY'S ELEMENT (f Last Tycoon (Ire)) 11 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $388,612, Scottsville Smirnoff Bloodline Sprint, Gr 1. Dam of 9 winners-

TYPHOON TRACY (f Red Ransom (USA)) Aust. Horse of the Year in 2009-10. 11 wins to 1600m, $2,438,600, VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1.

DANASINGA (c Danehill (USA)) 6 wins to 1600m, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1.

Race Record: 3 wins at 1215, 1300m, MRC Vicurban Cup H., Imposera H.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 2 winners.

2008 RAFFLES PEGASUS (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1700m, $127,345, to 2014 in Aust and Malaysia, VRC Anzac Day S., L, 3d Penang TC Moonee Valley Racing Club Trophy.

2009 Chosen Son (g by Haradasun). 3 wins at 1100, 1600m to 2014-15.

2010 Missed to Haradasun.

2011 (c by High Chaparral (Ire)).

2012 Gungastruck (f by Encosta de Lago). Started once.

2013 (c by So You Think (NZ)).

2014 (c by Street Cry (Ire)).

Not served
On Account of GOLDEN GROVE, Denman (As Agent)

Lot 277  
FASHION VICTIM
Brown mare  
(Branded \[\text{\textcircled{0}}\] nr sh. \[\text{\textcircled{0}}\] off sh.) Foaled 2000

(Sire)  
Crown Jester ................... Baguette ....................... by Rego (Ire) .......  
RORY’S JESTER .............. An judy ....................... by Wilkes (Fr) ..........  
Rory’s Rocket (GB).......... Roan Rocket ................. by Buisson Ardent ......  
( DAM)  
Christmas Rocket ............. Cantadora .................. by Matador .............  
ADD TINSEL (NZ)............. Bis cay ....................... by Star Kingdom (Ire) ....
1990  
Adraanito ..................... Joy and Fun ................ by Showdown (GB) ....


1st Dam
ADD TINSEL (NZ), by Christmas Tree. Started twice. Half-sister to SPARGO. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

CELESTIAL SHOW (f by Serheed (USA)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2200m, $559,200, Bunbury Cup, Gr 3, VATC Naturalism S., L, Pinjarra Cup, L, WATC Budget Truck Rental 2YO H., Auto Classic H., Carovitch H., Eurythmic H., 2d Western Australian Oaks, Gr 2, VATC Naturalism S., L, 3d VATC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, Werribee Cup, L, 4th WATC Derby, Gr 1, Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, WATC Burgess Queen S., L. Dam of 3 winners–Major Showdown. 2 wins at 1400, 1615m in 2013-14, BRC Mittys P.

FASHION VICTIM (f by Rory’s Jester). 2 wins. See below.

Dance Partner (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 2 wins at 1406, 1800m, MRC Betfair H. Emerald Shoes - Speedy Dot-Com (Sing.) (f by Kala Dancer (GB)). 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, $101,316, Singapore TC Class 3 H., Class 4 H. Dam of Lira. 8 wins 1100 to 1600m, $177,664, to 2014 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Class 4 H., Class 5 H.-twice, Initiation P.

Add Silk (f by Sillery (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–1100, 1200m. Dam of 4 winners–Zip Express. 3 wins at 1200, 1350m, 3d Oakbank RC The Advertiser H. Gunner. 11 wins 1000 to 2000m, $123,575, to 2014-15. Steel Tiger. 3 wins 1100 to 1200m to 2013-14.

Iditarod (f by Carry a Smile). Placed at 2. Dam of–Crown Glass. 12 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1300m, 2d STC Schweppes Agrum H., 3d STC Bookmakers Rewards Raceday H.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1000m, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, AJC Bimbagen Estate 2YO H., 4th MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners.

2004 Fashion Gala (f by Encosta de Lago). Placed at 2. Dam of-


Eklands. 5 wins 1175 to 1420m in 2013-14.

2005 (c by Redoute’s Choice).
2006 Missed to Testa Rossa.
2007 Speedy Bullet (g by Starcraft (NZ)). 3 wins 1000 to 1112m to 2013-14.
2008 Ervbefel (f by Stravinsky (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–800 to 1010m to 2013-14, BRC Sunlinc for Solar H.

2010 (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Died.
2011 Missed to Undoubtedly.
2012 Missed to Star Witness.
2013 (f by Hard Spun (USA)).
2014 (c by King Cugat (USA)).

Not served
Lot 278 (With 50% GST)  
FAST GRASS  
Bay mare  
(Branded 8 nr sh. 10 off sh.)  
Foaled 2010  

(Sire)  
Redoute's Choice  
Danehill (USA)  
by Danzig  
Shantha's Choice  
Canny Lad  
Luskin Star  
Kaoru Star  
Brave New World  
Vain  

(Dam)  
Zabeel (NZ)  
Decibel Dan  
by Danzero  
Lady Giselle (Fr)  
Nureyev  
Success Express (USA)  
Hold Your Peace  
Kasimova (USA)  
Nijinsky  

STRATUM (AUS) (2002). 2 wins at 2, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1. Sire of 478 rnrs, 326 wns, 28 SW, inc. Crystal Lily (STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Streama, Southern Lord, Unpretentious, Divine Calling, Running Tall, Enquere, Va Pensiero, Takedown, I'm All the Talk, Hero, Stratum Star, Misstrum, Texan, Tawteen, Averau, Bush Aviator, Darlington Abbey, Love Rocks, Queenstown, Anlon, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Stoker and of The Big Rig, etc.  

1st Dam  
DECIBEEL (NZ), by Zabeel. 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1615m, $117,700, BTC Right Commercial Loan Right Now H., QTC Champagne Lanshun H., Jenny Pascoe Memorial H., BTC Lyndhurst Stud H., 3d BTC City Pacific Finance H., Qld Tatt's RC Hardy Bros Jewellers H. Sister to THOUSAND VEILS. Dam of 5 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-  
Fast Grass (f by Stratum). 2 wins. See below.  
Decibel Dan (g by Danzero). Placed to 2014-15, 3d Ipswich TC Col Bayliss Memorial H.  

2nd Dam  
Forever Dancing (NZ), by Success Express (USA). 2 wins at 1400, 2100m, Matamata RC Trackside Video Welter H., 3d AuRC Ladies Mile, Gr 3, Avondale JC Ra Ora Juvenile H., Waikato RC Te Rapa Electrical Wholesalers H. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-  
THOUSAND VEILS (f Zabeel) 3 wins to 2400m, SAJC St Leger, L. Dam of-Shihabi. 4 wins 1300 to 1600m, MRC Jimjoca Cup.  
Dancing Forever. 4 wins 1400 to 2000m, Waikato RC James Te Rapa TAB H. The Lions Rule. 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, AuRC Property Press H.  
Dance Forever. 3 wins at 1300, 1400m. Dam of 2 winners-  
Cullever. 4 wins at 1400 to 2000m, Waikato RC James Te Rapa TAB H.  

3rd Dam  
KASIMOVA (USA), by Nijinsky. Winner at 9f in U.S.A. Half-sister to LEAD KINDLY LIGHT (dam of GOLD FEVER, EMANATING), OUT OF PLACE, Frolic (dam of JACKPOT), Rub Al Khali (dam of GALLANT TALENT, RESOUNDER). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
Forever Dancing (f Success Express (USA)) 2 wins. See above.  
Excitant. Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC WF Gordon 2YO H. Dam of 5 winners-  
Gladwell (f Anabaa (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, MRC Volley 2YO H., 3d MVRC Champagne S., Gr 3.  
Yes Sir Yes Sir. 2 wins at 1200m, SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H.  
Princess Delight. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-  
Awakened (g Barely a Moment) 5 wins at 1200, 1400m, $209,826, 3d Singapore TC Aushorse Golden Horseshoe, Sgp-2.  
Tiggerific. Unraced. Grandam of-  
Joan's Rose. 3 wins at 6f, $161,968 in U.S.A. Dam of 2 winners-  
Secured Position (c Patriot Act) Winner at 2 at 5½f in 2014, 2d Monmouth Tyro S., L.  
Social Rebellion (c Patriot Act) Winner at 2 at 7f, 3d Belmont New York Stallion Spectacular Bid S., L.  

Race Record: 2 wins at 1300, 1500m to 2014-15.  
Has not been to stud
Stable 4 Rows E 1-3, 7-12 & F
On Account of VINERY STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 279

**FATAL ATTRACTION**
Bay mare
(Branded √ nr sh. 73 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2000

(Sire) Sir Tristram (Ire)................ by Sir Gaylord .................
ZABEEL (NZ)........................ by Round Table..............
Lady Giselle (Fr)..................... by Valdiera......................

(Dam) Sadler's Wells.................. by Northern Dancer........
HUMOUR (IRE)...................... 1989

FATAL ATTRACTION (f by Zabeel)

1st Dam

HUMOUR (IRE), by Sadler's Wells. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Half-sister to
DANASINGA, TRACY'S ELEMENT, TOPASANNAH, CULLEN, TOWKAY.

Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

HAPPY MORNING (g by Danehill (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1500m,
$648,661 in Aust and Macau, SAJC Breeders' S., Gr 2, MVRC Merry Christmas
H., 3d VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, 4th MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2.

FATAL ATTRACTION (f by Zabeel). Winner. See below.

Seton Hall - Banker (Mac.) (g by Dehere (USA)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1100 to
1600m, $521,295, 3d Singapore TC EW Barker Trophy, Sgp-2.
Hit and Giggle (f by Marauding (NZ)). 2 wins, VATC Cardinia 2YO H.

Jovial - Global Win (H.K.) (g Redoute's Choice) 7 wins 1200 to 1650m,
$643,915, AJC Smith & Nephew Synergy H., 2d STC Darby Munro S., L.
Fanfares. 3 wins at 1215, 1300m, MRC Vicurban Cup H., Imposera H.

RAFFLES PEGASUS (g Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to
1700m, $127,345, to 2014, VRC Anzac Day S., Gr 1.

2nd Dam

PRINCESS TRACY (IRE). by Ahonoora (GB). 4 wins–1 at 2–5f to 7f, Phoenix
Sprint S., Gr 3, Leopardstown Ballyogan S., Gr 3, Phoenix Park Sprint S., L.

Half-sister to TRASI GIRL. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

TRACY'S ELEMENT (f Last Tycoon (Ire)) 11 wins to 1400m, Gosforth Computa-
form Sprint, Gr 1, Scottsville South African Fillies Sprint S., Gr 1.

TYPHOON TRACY (f Red Ransom (USA)) 11 wins to 1600m, $2,438,600, MRC
CF Orr S., Gr 1-twice, Futurity S., Gr 1, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1.

DANASINGA (c Danehill (USA)) 6 wins to 1600m, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1,
2d AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, BATC Doomben Cup, Gr 1. Successful sire.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. Winner at 2400m, $159,350, Western Australian
Oaks, Gr 2, 2d WATC Derby, Gr 1, 4th WATC Sheila Gwynne S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner.

2005 Slipped by Flying Spur.
2006 Mystic Hour (f by Redoute's Choice). 4 wins 1300 to 2200m, $103,112,
WATC BMW Group Australia H., 4th WATC Belmont Classic, L.
2008 (c by Redoute's Choice). Died.
2009 (foal by Excellent Art (GB)). Dead.
2010 Not served previous season.
2011 Kejika (f by More Than Ready (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15 in NZ.
2012 (c by More Than Ready (USA)).
2013 (f by Domesday).
2014 Not served previous season.

Served by MANHATTAN RAIN. Date of last service, 25 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 280

FATES

Bay mare (Branded 7
6 nr sh. off sh.)

Foaled 2006

(Sire)
Danehill (USA) by Northern Dancer
Razanaya by His Majesty

KEMPINSKY

Tristalove (NZ) by Sir Tristram (Ire) by Sir Ivor
Diamond Lover by Sticks and Stones

(Dam)
Saltgrass (USA) by Mr. Prospector
Woodman (USA) by Apalachee

TYCHE

Envoi by Bold Ruler
Spicy Reason by Hall to Reason

KEMPINSKY (AUS) (2000). 2 wins at 1500m, 2050m, MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr.2. Sire of 230 mares, 99 winners, inc. SW Rialya (SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr.2), Chateau Fort, SP The Rude Warrior and of Snow Cover, Seatlleite, Serena, Kinksy, Tiger Jack, Always Well, Bobby Benzine, Circle the Globe, Jack’s Song, No Vacancy, Permskny, Road to Roam, Zidansky, Samapinsona, Tampere, Overrule, Hot Power, It’s Home, Fates, Miss Kempinsky, Motto’s Gem, etc.

1st Dam

Tyche, by Saltgrass (USA). 5 wins 1000 to 1300m, QTC Trilbymisso.co.au H., 2d AJC PJ Bell H., L, STC Matador Bullbars & Towbars H., QTC Personalised Plates H., 3d QTC Istevia H. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

-Aegean Sea (f by Beneteau). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2014-15, ATC Surf Meets the Turf 2YO P.
Fates (f by Kempinsky). Winner. See below.
Tail Risk (f by Kempinsky). 3 wins 1000 to 1300m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

RAMONITA (USA), by Envoy. Winner at 1500m in France. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

-Tyche (f by Saltgrass (USA)) 5 wins. See above.
Spicy Bounty. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m. Dam of 3 winners-

-Jeram Fatt Choy (g by Intergaze) 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, $168,160 in Malaysia, Selangor TC Class 1 H., 2d Penang TC Malaysian Magic Millions Classic, L, 3d Selangor TC Tunku Gold Cup, L.

3rd Dam

SPICY REASON, by Hail to Reason. Unraced. Half-sister to Danceable (dam of COZZY GREY), Spicy Life (dam of LITTLE BRIANNE). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

-More Thyme. Unraced. Grandam of-

-TOTOTA (f by Mamaison) 9 wins-1 at 2-in Peru, Monterrico Clasico Hipodromo de Santa Beatriz, Gr 3, 2d Monterrico Clasico Cesar A del Rio, L.
-TESTIMONY (g by Never Tabled) 12 wins-1 at 2, $400,425, Santa Anita California Cup Sprint H., L, 2d Santa Anita California Cup Juvenile S., L.
-COME SEPTEMBER (f by Stars n’ Stripes) 10 wins 5½f to 6½f, $484,165, Arlington Park Isaac Murphy H., L, Hawthorne Regal Rumor S., L.
-Doy la Paz. 2 wins at 2 in Peru. Dam of 6 winners-

-DON P. (c by Combosway) 10 wins-1 at 2–1300 to 3000m in Peru, Monterrico Clasico Santorin, Gr 2, Clasico Baldomero Aspillaga, Gr 3.
-Doña Melanie. Winner at 2 in Peru. Dam of 5 winners-

-MERLIN (c by Play the Gold) 7 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1600m in Peru, Monterrico Clasico Gustavo Prado Heudebert, Gr 2. Sire.

Race Record: Winner at 1100m, 2d STC Canterbury BMW & Bebe Fashion H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2012 Missed to Beneteau.
2013 (c by Beneteau).
2014 (f by Shrapnel).

Served by SIZZLING. Date of last service, 11 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Chiltern 1-11
On Account of WILD OAKS FARM, The Oaks
(As Agent)

Lot 281  
FEDERICA
Bay mare (Branded ♂ nr sh. 76 off sh.)  
Foaled 2010

(Sire)  FLYING SPUR
Danehill (USA)  
Danzig ................................ by Northern Dancer ..............

(Dam)  MILANDE
Rolls (USA)  
Razayana........................ by His Majesty ....................

2004

2nd Dam  LILANDE, by Marscay. Started 3 times. Sister to Salimar, three-quarter-sister to TRISCAY (dam of LA BARAKA, TSUIMAI), Rosecay (dam of MAJESTICALLY). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

DEFIER (g Dehere (USA)) 10 wins  
1000 to 2200m, $2,976,450, AJC George Main S., Gr 1, Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, Canterbury S., Gr 2, 2d MVRC WS Cox P., Gr 1-twice, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, 3d AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, George Main S., Gr 1, All Aged S., Gr 1, MRC Yalumba S., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, QTC Sir Byrne Hart S., Gr 2.

Lilymay. Unraced. Dam of- 
Miss Cutie. 2 wins at 1500m, $105,250, BRC Herston Smash Repair H., Hybrid Camry P., 2d STC Sydney City Toyota 2YO H., AJC Daceyville H.

3rd Dam  LADYERI, by Salieri (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to TRISCAY (dam of LA BARAKA, TSUIMAI), Rosecay (dam of MAJESTICALLY), Timpani (dam of MR CHARLIE), Dane Vintage (dam of VINTER). Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Salimar (f Marscay) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 1550m, AJC Commissionaire H., STC Petersham H., 2d STC GJC Moore 2YO H., AJC Ruling Ways 2YO H., Claymore 2YO H., STC Rosie Sun H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L. Grandam of- 
STARCHEEKA (g Starcraft (NZ)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2000m, Manawatu Classic, Gr 3, WRC Pacific Jewellers 3YO H., 3d AuRC Beach Beats BBQ Boxing Day H., Waikato RC Print House H., Counties RC Karaka 2012 H.

Race Record: Winner at 1300m in 2013-14, ATC Warwick Farm H., 2d ATC TAB Quaddie H.

First season at stud
Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 12 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
FEMININE WILES (USA)  
Bay mare  
(Branded Br nr sh. 64 off sh.)  
Foaled 1999

(Sire)  
Mr. Prospector  
Raise a Native  by Native Dancer  
Gold Digger  by Nashua  
Nureyev  by Northern Dancer  

(Dam)  
Miesque  
Pasadoble  by Prove Out  

1st Dam  
DEMURE, by Dr Fager. 2 wins at 2 in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to DR. PATCHES, Consequential (dam of SHE'S SCRUMPTIOUS), Killaloe (dam of FAPPIANO, TORRENTIAL, PORTROE, JEDINA, ROYAL TRONA), Wanga (dam of BANBURY CROSS), half-sister to VIRILIFY, AGACERIE, Partygoer (dam of DARE AND GO, GO DEPUTY), Charming Smile (dam of NO MECOURTNEY). Dam of 16 foals, 13 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

QUIET AMERICAN (c by Fappiano). 4 wins 1m to 9f, $754,650, Aqueduct NYRA Mile H., Gr 1, Del Mar San Diego H., Gr 3, 2d Belmont Woodward H., Gr 1, Santa Anita Charles H Strub S., Gr 1. Sire.

KAPALUA (g by Caro). 6 wins, Assiniboia Downs RJ Speers H., L. Unbridled Delight (f by Unbridled). Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Grandam of-

LIGHT CAT (f Indygo Shiner) 5 wins 1 at 2–6½f to 9½f to 2014 in U.S.A. and Puerto Rico, Camarero Clasico Ano Nuevo, L.

Intriguing (f by Deputy Minister). Placed in U.S.A. Grandam of-

ASHALANDA (f Linamix) 3 wins at 1800, 2400m, £237,057, Newmarket Pride S., Gr 2, Saint-Cloud Prix de Malleret, Gr 2. Producer.

RICURA (f Wheaton) Champion 3YO Filly & Older Female in Panama in 2010 & 2011. 6 wins 1 at 2–1000 to 1700m in Panama, Panama Clasico Louis, Rosita Martinez y Alejandro Posse, L.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, all winners.

2004 Beyond the End (f by Belong to Me (USA)). Unraced.

2005 Las Ventas (f by Redoute's Choice). Winner at 1000m, 3d STC Madura Green Tea P.


2007 World Monster (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Winner at 1200m in Macau.


2010 My Chum Charlie (g by Myboycharlie (Ire)). Winner at 1500m in 2013-14.

2011 Missed to ASTRONOMER ROYAL (USA). 

2012 Lady Guissel (f by Myboycharlie (Ire)). Unraced.

2013 Slipped by Snippetson.

Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 22 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows R 6-12 & S
On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 283  
FERNANDE  
Bay mare  
(Branded nr sh. 55 off sh.)  
Foaled 2007  

(Sire)  
GALILEO (IRE)  
Sadler's Wells............... Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic.........................  
Fairy Bridge............... by Bold Reason..................  
Urban Sea................ by Mr. Prospector..............  
Allegretta................ by Lombard.......................  

(Dam)  
FIRST LAND (NZ)  
Generous (Ire)........... Caerleon............... by Nijinsky..............  
True Devotion............. by My Devotion (USA).........  
2001


1st Dam  
FIRST LAND (NZ), by Generous (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to CENTROFOLD, SMART KID, Marildo, Olympic Star, Mathematical (dam of CASSINI). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-  
Family Crest (f by Fastnet Rock). 4 wins 1212 to 1600m, $151,316, MVRC Mitchelton Wines H., Sportingbet H., 2d MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Dover H., MRC Guinot Skincare H.

Meanjin (g by Pins). Winner at 1050m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam  
TRUE DEVOTION, by Beau Sovereign (NZ). 4 wins 1600 to 2400m, $106,090, Western Australian Oaks, Gr 1, WATC Dayana S., L, Belmont Oaks, L, 2d WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 2, 3d WATC St Leger, Gr 3, Helena Vale Cup, Gr 3, Burgess Queen S., L. Three-quarter-sister to STRIKE RATE, half-sister to L’Amourette. Dam of 14 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-  
CENTROFOLD (f Centro) 4 wins 1600 to 2100m, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, AuRC Lancombe H., Counties RC Keven’s Carpet Court H., 4th Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 1. Producer.  
SMART KID (g Kaapstad) 6 wins at 1400, 1600m, $963,642, Hong Kong Classic Trial, HK-3, HKJC Co-Tack H., Kwangtung H. Cup, Chevalier Itech Holdings H., RHJKC Bowling Alley H., 4th Hong Kong Derby, HK-1.  
Marildo (f Centaine) 5 wins 1400 to 1600m, AJC Red Jester H., STC Wattle H., AJC Bernbrook H., Mediterranean H., 2d AJC Westmead H., STC Wong H., 3d Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L. Dam of 5 winners-Whipper Snipper. Winner at 1350m, 3d STC Lifestyle H. Dam of 3 winners-Little Tycoon. 4 wins 1400 to 1900m, $127,918, MRC Pin & Win for Epilepsy H., Ahern’s at Highways After the Last H.  
Olympic Star (g Vice Regal) 3 wins 1600 to 1850m i, Singapore TC Class 1 H.-twice, 2d STC King Brian H., 3d Selangor TC Tunku Gold Cup, L. Mathematical. Placed at 3. Dam of 4 winners-  
CASSINI (f Reset) 6 wins 1400 to 2300m, $194,339, Manawatu Cup, Gr 3, Wanganui Cup, L-twice, 2d AuRC City of Auckland Cup, Gr 2, 3d AuRC Royal S., Gr 2, 4th Taranaki Cup, Gr 3.  
Prestigious Miss (f Written Tycoon) Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d Hawke’s Bay Guineas, Gr 2, 3d Hawke’s Bay Gold Trail S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Unraced.  
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.  
2012 Ronsky (f by Beneteau). Unraced.  
2013 (c by Starcraft (NZ)).  
2014 (f by Starcraft (NZ)).

Served by STARSCRAFT (NZ). Date of last service, 23 October 2014. 
Believed to be in foal
Lot 284 (No GST)  
FETES ALFRESCO  
Bay mare (Branded C nr sh. 5 off sh.)  
Foaled 2005

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. by Northern Dancer .......  
ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (IRE) .................. Offshore Boom ................. Be My Guest .......... by Northern Dancer .......  
( Dam) Brave Warrior .................. by Cossack Warrior ................. by His Majesty ...............  
FETES GALANTES .............. 1997  
Scenic Bay  


1st Dam  
Fetes Galantes, by Brave Warrior. 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1818m, $263,450, BTC Hamilton Hotel H., QTC Campaign King H., CE McDougall S., Commerce Queensland Cup, BTC Stargames H., Queensland Trading Post H., 2d STC Resiling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, Qld Tatt’s RC Recognition S., L. Half-sister to Momentous Ride (dam of SARA’S CHOICE).  
Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
Fetes Alfresco (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 4 wins. See below.  
Travertine (g by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $174,455, to 2014 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Prosperity S., Class 4 H.-twice, Hanoi S., 2d Singapore TC Initiation P., 3d Singapore TC Class 3 H.  
Pugnare (g by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam  
SCENIC BAY, by Semipalatinsk (USA). Winner at 1200m. Sister to Give to Thee, Palmyra Bay (dam of LITTLE PATTIE), blood-sister to Fans, three-quarter-sister to JUST NOW, TELLTINA (dam of TELLSON, TELLEM), Handsome Warrior, Hutt Star (dam of LOLITA STAR, BEREZNY), Just for Luck (dam of SCENIC WARRIOR, STANZAIC), Auvergne Miss (dam of FOR THE GOOD TIMES). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-  
Fetes Galantes (f Brave Warrior) 8 wins. See above.  
Momentous Ride. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1085m, 3d QTC Singh Group Pharmacies 2YO H. Dam of 4 winners-  
SARA’S CHOICE (f Choisir) Winner at 1400m, $100,130, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, 2d STC Love Vintage 2YO H., Telstra Premiership Final H., 3d AJC Analie H., 4th AJC Flight S., Gr 1. Producer.

3rd Dam  
LUANDA BAY, by Emerilo (Fr). Unraced. Half-sister to JUST NOW, BERNALLA (dam of STARTELL, TELLTINA), Handsome Warrior, Mineral Man, Just for Luck (dam of SCENIC WARRIOR, STANZAIC), Auvergne Miss (dam of FOR THE GOOD TIMES), How About Now (dam of SHIVA’S REVENGE, NOW’S GOOD). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners.

Race Record: 4 wins 1600 to 2800m, $109,325, to 2013-14, 2d AJC Shankhill Lass H., Milperra H., Claymore H., STC Freeway’s Great Steaks H., Theraces.com.au P., 3d AJC Hart Park P., Waterloo H., Little Bay H., STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Freeway Hotel Artarmon H.

Produce Record:  
2012 Missed to Zizou.  
2013 Not served previous season.  
2014 Not served previous season.  
Served by UNCLE MO (USA). Date of last service, 20 October 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row N 1

On Account of MANE LODGE, Sutton (As Agent)

Lot 285 (No GST)

FIAAFY (USA)

Bay mare (Branded 11 nr sh. 33 9 off sh.) Foaled 2000

(Sire) Mr. Prospector ................ by Native Dancer ............
GONE WEST.................. Gold Digger ................ by Nashua ..............
Secretariat ................. by Bold Ruler ............
Tamerett .................. by Tim Tam .............

(Dam) Danzig........................ by Nearctic ................
YOUSEFIA ........................ 1989

GONE WEST (USA) (1984). 6 wins-1 at 2, Belmont Dwyer S., Gr.1. Sire of 1035 rnrs, 708 wns, 95 SW, inc. Da Hoss (Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Johar, Zafonic, Came Home, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Motivator, Leading Light, Violence, King David, Union Rags, Awesome Feather, Brilliant Speed, Que Fenômeno, African Story, Announce, Ocean Quest, Bonny and Clyde, Game Face, Frost Giant, Healthy Addiction, Kuroshio, Ocavango, Discretedancer, etc.

1st Dam

YOUSEFIA, by Danzig. 4 wins–1 at 2–at 5½f, 6f, Hollywood Great Lady M H, L, Newmarket Travis Perkins 2YO S., 2d Santa Anita Morvich H., L, 3d Santa Anita Autumn Days H., L. Sister to GREEN DESERT, three-quarter-sister to YAMANIN PARADISE (dam of YAMANIN SERAPHIM), BERTOLINI, AURORA (dam of ACOMA, ARCH, FESTIVAL OF LIGHT, ALISIOS), BALWA (dam of PLACE IN LINE), TRUCKEE, Aurelia (dam of AURIELA'S BELLE), Messenger Miss (dam of WERD), half-sister to True Joy (dam of ETON FOREVER, NANS JOY). Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

MYTHICAL GIRL (f by Gone West). 3 wins–2 at 2–6f, 1m, Ascot Princess Margaret S., Gr 3, Goodwood Shergar Cup Distaff H. Dam of winners-
TORUK MACTO (c Authorized) Champion Imported 3YO Colt & Stayer in Turkey in 2012. 6 wins–2 at 2–in Turkey, Istanbul Mimar Sinan, L. Direhorse (f Bushranger) 4 wins 1400 to 1600m in 2014 in Turkey, 3d Istanbul Zuhtu Erisen, L. Miss Avalon. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-

(OUR) VESPA (c Elusive City (USA)) Champion 2YO in NZ in 2013-14. 6 wins–4 at 2–800 to 1400m, $738,965, to 2014-15, AuRC Diamond S., Gr 1, Wellington Guineas, Gr 2, AuRC Karaka Million, RL. Matikanehatusimada (f by Private Account). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m in Japan. Dam of 10 winners-

DARK SHADOW (c Dance in the Dark) 5 wins at 1800, 2000m, $4,545,956, Tokyo Mainichi Okan, Gr 2, Epsom Cup, Gr 3. Choiwaru Grandpa (c Manhattan Café) 6 wins 1400 to 2910m, $904,119, to 2014, Nakayama Alexandrite S., 3d Hanshin Sirius S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Placed at 2 & 3 in Great Britain, U.S.A. and U.A.E.

Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners.

2005 Fairmont (f by Kingmambo). Started once. Dam of- Fair Ranger. 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 7¼f in Great Britain. Emperatriz. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 1m in Great Britain.
2006 Ortia (f by King's Best (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m in Slovakia.
2008 Repudiate (g by Nadeem). 4 wins 1100 to 1900m to 2013-14.
2009 Marsa (f by Strategic). Winner at 1000m in 2013-14, 2d BRC Glenlogan Park Stud 2YO P., 3d BRC XXXX Gold 2YO H.
2011 Raiw Kwa Sang (f by Authorized (Ire)). Unraced.
2012 Callithyia (f by Henrythenavigator (USA)). Unraced. 2013 (c by Equiano (Fr)).
2014 Not served previous season.

Served by UNCLE MO (USA). Date of last service, 9 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Stable 4 Rows R 6-12 & S
On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone
(As Agent)
Lot 286

**FLAME OF SYDNEY**

Chestnut mare  
(Barred BM nr sh. 42/3 off sh.)  
Foaled 2003

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) .......... Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic
ENCOSTA DE LAGO ...... by Bold Reason
Shoal Creek .......... Star Way (GB) .......... by Star Appeal

(Dam) Clay Hero ............ Proud Knight .......... by Vain
FLAME OF ATLANTA (NZ) 1995 Cameo Belle .......... by Bletchingly
Plans Awry (USA) .......... Topsider .......... by Northern Dancer

**ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993).** 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wnrs, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wnrs, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philippi, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moorfeed, Not Listenin'tome, Killua Castle, Praisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam
Flame of Atlanta (NZ), by Clay Hero. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, VATC Courtza H., 3d Waikato RC Sprint H., L, 4th SAJC Angas Brut S., Gr 2, KPMG S., L, Counties Challenge S., L. Sister to WRY HERO, half-sister to WHAT CAN I SAY (dam of ONLY WORDS, GIBRALTAR CAMPION). Dam of 7 named foals, all winners-

**FLAME OF SYDNEY** (f by Encosta de Lago). 4 wins. See below.
Atlanta Falcon (g by Fastnet Rock). 4 wins at 1200m, SAJC Reliance Kadina H. Rojo Grande (g by Northern Meteor). 2 wins in 2013-14, BRC Mittys H. Vader (g by Lonhro). 2 wins at 1610, 1900m, to 2013-14, ATC Rosehill Gardens H. Waikiki Gold (g by Encosta de Lago). 5 wins 1000 to 1400m to 2014-15, 3d ATC Wilson Asset Management H.

Lady Atlanta (f by Align). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m. Dam of 3 winners-Atlanta Dream. 3 wins 1000 to 1536m to 2014-15, SAJC David Loy H.

2nd Dam
PLANS AWRY (USA), by Topsider. 7 wins–3 at 2–41/2f to 61/2f, Les Bois Park ITBA Sales S., L. Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

WHAT CAN I SAY (f Khozaam (USA)) 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, Waikato RC Mapperley Stud S., Gr 3. Dam of 9 winners-

ONLY WORDS (f End Sweep (USA)) 6 wins 1100 to 1500m, $585,025, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, QTC Sir Byrne Hart S., Gr 2, STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2. You Can't Say That. Winner at 1350m, 3d Waikato RC Riv Bars & Café H. Dam of 3 winners-

 DARCI BE GOOD (g Darci Brahma) 6 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2040m, to 2014-15, Hawkesbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3.


Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.
2009 Quick Spur (g by Flying Spur). 3 wins 1200 to 1900m in 2013-14.
2010 NOT LISTENIN’TOME (g by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $331,000, in 2013-14, MRC Zeditave S., L, 2d ATC Canterbury S., Gr 1, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1, MVRC Telstra Phonewords S., Gr 3.

2011 Star of Sydney (f by Starcraft (NZ)). Unraced.
2013 (f by Redoute’s Choice).
2014 (c by Snitzel).

Served by SNITZEL. Date of last service, 26 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Chiltern 12-14
On Account of VINCENT & FIELD BLOODSTOCK,
Mount Fairy (As Agent)

Lot 287

FLAMINGO LAKE
Bay mare
(Branded nr sh. 52 off sh.)
Foaled 2010

(Sire) DUBAWI (IRE)
Dubai Millennium ............
Seeking the Gold ............ by Mr. Prospector ........
Colorado Dancer ............ by Shareef Dancer ........
Zomaradah ..................
Deploy .................... by Shirley Heights ........

(Dam) HISPANIOLA (USA) ....
Danzig .....................
Norther Dancer ............. by Nearctic ................
Deploy .................... by Shirley Heights ........

1st Dam HISPANIOLA (USA), by Danzig. Placed at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-
Arawak (g by Reset). 4 wins 1000 to 1500m to 2014-15, BRC Captain Morgan H.

2nd Dam UNCLAIMED TREASURE, by Forty Niner. Placed in U.S.A. Half-sister to WAVERING MONARCH, Florenza (dam of ALL CANADIAN), Ruby Green (dam of GERVAZY, WESTERN BORDERS), Chellingoua (dam of OUT WEST), Pretty in Green (dam of ANTRIM RD.). Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Samson's Treasure. 2 wins at 5f, 6f in U.S.A.

3rd Dam UNCOMMITTED, by Buckpasser. Unplaced. Three-quarter-sister to SQUANDER (dam of SERIOUS SPENDER, ALL GONE, RUSSIAN ROUBLES), I Pass (dam of MINING), Past Example (dam of POLISH PRECEDENT, JASMINA), half-sister to DISCIPLINE (dam of DUTY DANCE), DISCIPLINARIAN, IN HUR PURSUIT (dam of POSSE, HOT RODDER, LATE AS USUAL), FULL OF HOPE (dam of FREEDOM’S CHOICE), Bold Example (dam of FRENCH CHARMER, HIGHEST REGARD), Bold Sultan, Impish (dam of LAY DOWN, KARLY’S HARLEY), In Fine Fettle (dam of SECRET EDGE, THE REAL VASLAV), Foresight Princess (dam of OKA REVOLT, PLEASANT PROSPER, PREMIER PRINCESS). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

WAVERING MONARCH (c Majestic Light) 6 wins, $466,773, Santa Anita San Fernando S., Gr 1. Sire.

Florenza (f Wajima) Winner, 3d Chantilly Prix de Sandringham, Gr 3. Dam of ALL CANADIAN (c Alleged) 13 wins, Greenwood Valedictory H., Can-3. Hot n’ Foxy. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

KAHYASIN (c Jarran) 8 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 2200m in Brazil, Taruma G.P. ANPC-Derby Paranaense, Gr 2, 3d Taruma G.P. Parana, Gr 1. Sire. Chellingoua. Placed at 2 & 3 in France and U.S.A. Dam of 4 winners-

OUT WEST (f Gone West) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7½f, 1m, Goodwood Conqueror S., L. Broodmare of the Year in GB in 2005. Dam of-

MOTIVATOR (c Montjeu (Ire)) Champion 3YO in GB in 2005 (Long). 4 wins–2 at 2–1m to 1½m, £1,192,467, The Derby, Gr 1. Sire.

MACARTHUR (g Montjeu (Ire)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1m to 2½m, £203,635, to 2014, Royal Ascot Hardwicke S., Gr 2, 3d Epsom Coronation Cup, Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 800m in 2013-14.
First season at stud
Served by WAR. Date of last service, 17 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 288

FLASHY HALO

Bay mare
(Branded V nr sh. 75 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2010

(Sire) Danetime (Ire)................. by Danehill (USA)........................
MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE) Allegheny River ........ by Lear Fan....................
Dulceata................................ Rousillon.............................

(Dam) Zabeel (NZ)..................... by Sir Tristram (Ire)............
DIAMOND HAILEY (NZ)............
2000 Crystal Hailey (USA).........

MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE) (2005). 4 wins-3 at 2, Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1. Sire of
184 rnrs, 86 wnrs, inc. SW Euro Charline (Arlington Park Beverly D S., Gr.1),
Peggy Jean, Jameka, Charlie Boy, Salai - Skyrockets (H.K.), SP Charlestown,
Baio, Dowdstown Charlie and of Blueberry Hill, Old Town Boy, Charlie in
Charge, Sprinting Queen, Charlie's Angel, Chu Chu Charlie, Myboypaul, All
Great Friends, Artistic Lass, Butterfly Kiss, Charlie Victor, etc.

1st Dam DIAMOND HAILEY (NZ), by Zabeel. 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1450m, $137,300,
SAJC John D Lee S., L, MRC Joan Mallett H. Half-sister to VERONICA
FRANCO, WATERFORD. Dam of 5 foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-
Mossailey (g by Mossman). 6 wins 1200 to 2000m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam CRYSTAL HAILEY (USA), by Greinton. Winner at 6f in U.S.A. Half-sister to BOLD
SECOND, Alydar's Groom. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-
VERONICA FRANCO (f Johar (USA)) 5 wins at 1600, 2000m, Manawatu RC
Eulogy S., Gr 3, 4th Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2.
DIAMOND HAILEY (f Zabeel) 5 wins. See above.
WATERFORD (f Darci Brahma) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $152,308, to
2013-14, Counties Bowl H., L, 2d AuRC Railway S., Gr 1, New Zealand
One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, 3d Hawke's Bay Gold Trail S., Gr 3.

3rd Dam LITTLE HAILEY, by Blushing Groom. 4 wins–1 at 2, Santa Anita La Habra S., L.
Half-sister to BOLDER THAN BOLD, FICTION, Heiress (dam of IGREJA,
TAIMAZOV). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
BOLD SECOND (c Bold Tropic) 4 wins at 2, Santa Anita Sunny Slope S., L, 2d
Del Mar Futurity, Gr 1, 3d Santa Anita Norfolk S., Gr 1. Sire.
Alydar's Groom (c Alydar) 4 wins, 2d G.P. Ciudad de La Plata, Gr 1. Sire.
Northern Haily. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Fluctuoso (c Ibero) Winner at 1100m in Argentina, 3d La Plata Clasico
Jockey Club de Azul, L.

4th Dam FACT, by Dancing Moss. 4 wins, Del Mar Osunitas S., L, 2d Palermo G.P.
Seleccion, Gr 1, 3d Del Mar Palomar H., L. Sister to FARMER, FAIRLY,
FAZENDA, FAR, blood-sister to FAIN, FATLY, FLAMIGERA, three-
quarter-sister to FACTORIAL, half-sister to FARM, FIZZ, FACTORY,
Factible,Feat. Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-
BOLDER THAN BOLD (c Plum Bold) 6 wins–1 at 2, $397,807, Santa Anita
Heiress. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-
TAIMAZOV (c Southern Halo) 8 wins at 1000, 1200m, $135,430 in
IGREJÁ (f Southern Halo) 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, Kenilworth Cape
Fillies Guineas, Gr 1. Producer.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record:
Served by PLUCK (USA). Date of last service, 12 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 289  
**FLOOR SHOW**  
Lot 289  
Bay mare  
(Branded C nr sh. 988 off sh.)  
Foaled 2008  

**(Sire)**  

**STRAVINSKY (USA)**  
Nureyev  
Northern Dancer  
by Nearctic  
Special  
by Forli  
Blushing Groom  
by Red God  
Prospector's Fire  
by Mr. Prospector  

**(Dam)**  

**CELTIC QUEEN (IRE)**  
Sadler's Wells  
Northern Dancer  
by Nearctic  
Fairy Bridge  
by Bold Reason  
Shirley Heights  
by Mill Reef  
Honeybeta  
by Habitat  


1st Dam  
**CELTIC QUEEN (IRE), by Sadler’s Wells.** Unraced. Sister to ALBERTO GIACOMETTI.  

Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-  

Queen Mira (*f* by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 3 wins 1000 to 1600m, Vaal Racing Association H., 2d Turffontein Johannesburg Spring Fillies & Mares Challenge, *Gr 3*, Vaal Racing Association H., Macsteel Tube and Pipe H., 3d Turffontein 1pi Tombe Challenge, *Gr 2*, Anonymous Overseer’s P.  


Nandi (*f* by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). *Winner* at 2 at 1200m, 3d Vaal Rugby 5 H.

2nd Dam  
**SWEETEN UP, by Shirley Heights.** Placed at 2 in Great Britain. Sister to SHARAN.  

Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-  


3rd Dam  
**Honeybeta, by Habitat.** 3 wins 9f to 1½m, 3d Ascot Princess Royal S., *Gr 3*. Half-sister to MARATHON GOLD. Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-  


Orthorhombus. 4 wins–1 at 2–at 5f, 6f, York William Hill Golden Spurs Trophy, Newbury Winchester H.

4th Dam  

**Race Record:** 3 wins 1400 to 1800m, ATC Super Saver H., 2d ATC Green Valley TAB H.  

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 foal. 2014 (*c* by Pierro).  

Not served
FLY ME HOME
Bay mare
(Branded \(\text{\textit{V}}\) nr sh. \(\frac{82}{1}\) off sh.)
Foaled 2001

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. Danzig.......................... by Northern Dancer ....
FLYING SPUR ..................
Razzayana.......................... by His Majesty ........

(Dam) \(\text{\textit{R}}\)yza.......................... by Raise a Native ....
 Rolls (USA) ..................
Mr. Prospector.................. by Grand Luxe..................

MARCENA ..........................
(1993) Biscay.......................... by Sir IvoR ..................

1st Dam
MARCENA, by Marscay. Unraced. Blood-sister to Hayden Clan (dam of NEVER BLUE), half-sister to CAROLINGIAN, CHILIAD, NIGHT SKY. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Fly Me Home (f by Flying Spur). 3 wins. See below.
Diamond n Ace (g by Torrential (USA)). 6 wins at 1100, 1200m, $159,182, Singapore TC Class 4 H.-twice, Class 5 H.-3 times.

2nd Dam
Cena, by Century. 2 wins at 1200, 1290m, STC Tooheys 2.2 H., MVRC Cumberland H., 3d AJC Surround S., Gr 2. Sister to CENTAUREA, INTERIORS, half-sister to MAGARI, Vooaura. Dam of 15 named foals, 13 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
CHILIAD (g Bletchingly) 12 wins–1 at 2–804 to 1207m, $178,721 in U.S.A. and Aust, AJC Shorts H., L, VATC City of Caulfield H., AJC Tralee H., STC AWA Gaming & Wagering H., Engadine Hotel H.
CAROLINGIAN (c Bletchingly) 7 wins 1000 to 1500m, $188,140, VRC AR Creswick S.H., L-twice, 2d VATC Victoria H., Gr 3, Sandown S., Gr 3, SAJC Da Costa P., L, Ansett Australia Sprint H., L, 3d SAJC Malaysia Airlines S., L, 4th VRC Great Western H., Gr 3, SAJC Christmas H., Gr 3, Sire.
NIGHT SKY (f Last Tycoon (Ire)) 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, SAJC Lord Mayor's Mile H., L, Primacy 3YO H., Honda Australia Mile H., All States Taos H.

Race Record: 3 wins–1 at 2–1300, 1600m, MRC Delina H., 2d MVRC Variety Raceday H.
Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners.
2006 Flying Face (f by Face Value). 3 wins at 1300, 1600m, 3d SAJC Coffee Club P.
2007 Dream Face (f by Face Value). 12 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $291,693, MRC Pin & Win for Starlight Children's Foundation H., Sportingbet H., Alice Springs TC Pioneer Sprint H., 2d SAJC Boag's Draught H., Holdfast Insurance H., 3d Darwin TC Palmerston Sprint H.
2008 Heza Bargain (g by Face Value). 4 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1400m to 2014-15, SAJC Evright.com 2YO H., Kathy Seiffert (Brown) H., 3d MVRC Tuscan Mechanical H., MRC MiStable H., Grand Hotel Frankston H.
2009 Missed to Dehere (USA).
2010 Fly Me Here (f by Dehere (USA)). Unplaced.
2011 Lady Harriet (f by Henrythenavigator (USA)). Started twice.
2012 Martial Art (c by Excellent Art (GB)). Unraced.
2013 (f by Uncle Mo (USA)).
2014 Missed to Encosta de Lago.

Served by UNCLE MO (USA). Date of last service, 1 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Chiltern 1-11
On Account of WILD OAKS FARM, The Oaks
(As Agent)

Lot 291  

FLYING AQUILA
Chesnut mare   (Branded nr sh. 21/8 off sh.)  
Foaled 2008

(Sire)  
Danehill (USA) ....................................  
FLYING SPUR  
Danzig ...........................................  by Northern Dancer ........
Razynaya.........................................  by His Majesty ............

(Dam)  
Rolls (USA)....................................  
ACQUISITO  
Mr. Prospector  
Grand Luxe ......................................  by Sir Ivor ................
The Judge ......................................  by Showdown (GB) ........

2002  
Commercial Choice (USA)  

1st Dam  
ACQUISITO, by Zeditave. Unraced. Half-sister to LA LAGUNE, MAKE ME A MIRACLE. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:- Hussonite (f by Hussonet (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1300m, 3d BRC Turner Freeman P. Sebring Magic (f by Sebring). Winner at 2122m in 2014-15. Flying Aquila (f by Flying Spur). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam  
COMMERCIAL CHOICE (USA), by Knights Choice. 9 wins-3 at 2–at 6f, 8½f, $139,300, Golden Gate Blazing Skies H., L, Brazen H., L, 2d Bay Meadows Tanaka Family Farm H., L, Golden Gate A Kiss For Luck H., L, 3d Santa Rosa Elie Destruel H., L. Half-sister to Our Game Plan, Teal Top, Commercial Run (dam of DANISH DEAL, EMILY RING), Gold Tunic (dam of SOBER SUIT, TITANIC JACK). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:- MAKE ME A MIRACLE (g Flying Spur). 7 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2020m, $370,035, ACT RC National Sprint H., L, 2d GTC Prime Minister’s Cup, GR 2, STC Ajax S., GR 3, 3d MVRC Bill Stutt S., GR 2, QTC Brisbane H., L. LA LAGUNE (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $351,850, VATC Quezette S., L, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond S., GR 1, SAJC Breeders’ S., GR 2, 3d MVRC CS Hayes S., GR 3. Dam of- Just Forget it - Wall Street Boy (Sing.) (g Encosta de Lago). 4 wins 1400 to 2000m, $171,225, to 2014, 3d SAJC Sires’ Produce S., GR 3. Generous Nature. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners- SAVVY NATURE (g Savabeel). 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2040m to 2014-15, MVRC Mitchelton Wines Vase, GR 2, Newcastle JC Spring S., GR 3, 2d ATC Gloaming S., GR 3, 3d ATC Spring Champion S., GR 1. Sir Ferrari - Hostwin Challenge (Mac.) (g Testa Rossa). 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, $221,567, to 2013-14, Manawatu RC Speight’s Ale House H., 2d Macau 4YO Prelude, L, 3d Macau Sprint Trophy, L.

3rd Dam  
Commercial Venture, by T. V. Commercial. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 6f, 3d Portland Goldigger H., L. Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:- COMMERCIAL CHOICE (f Knights Choice). 9 wins. See above. Gold Tunic. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners- TITANIC JACK (g Encosta de Lago). 8 wins–3 at 2, VRC Emirates S., GR 1. SOBER SUIT (c Noalcoholic (Fr)). 8 wins to 2000m, VATC Toorak H., GR 1.

Race Record: Winner at 2000m in 2013-14. First season at stud Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 18 September 2014. Believed to be in foal.
Stable 3 Rows B & C 11-14
On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney

Lot 292

**FLYING ATTITUDE**
Bay mare (Branded 9 nr sh. 31 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

**(Sire)**

ONE COOL CAT (USA).

Storm Cat........................... by Northern Dancer....
Storm Bird......................... by Northern Dancer....
Terlingua............................ by Secretariat........

**(Dam)**

FLYHIGH

Tacha................................ by Mr. Prospector......
Savannah Dancer................. by Northern Dancer....

Lot 292 FLYHIGH

Bay mare

1998

Bay mare

One Cool Cat (USA) (Branded nr sh. 31 off sh.) Foaled 2006

Sire of 752 rtrs, 448 wns, 21 SW, inc. Neo (Wellington Guineas, Gr.2), Catcall, Kya One, One Clever Cat, Winning Glory, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Kiwi Karma, Simba, SP Pivotal Rio, Cool Bahamian and of Smoothtalkinrascal, Super Ale, Imperioso, Eternal Light, Sadak, Prince of Paris, Decide, Rivendel, Hussavi, Secrets Safe, Oak Harbour, Pouline, Lola, etc.

1st Dam

FLYHIGH, by Flying Spur. 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2100m. Half-sister to CANNY FLY. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Cool Spur (g by One Cool Cat (USA)). 2 wins at 1400m, 2d Marton JC Rural Bulk Spreaders H., Taranaki RC Seaton Park H.

Thorny Issue (g by Thorn Park). Winner at 1800m in NZ.

Windbeneathmywings (f by Black Minnaloushe (USA)). Winner at 1200m.

2nd Dam

BALDEEN, by Balmerino. 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $105,805, STC Birthday Card H., L, 2WS Welter H., AJC Marrickville Anzac Memorial H., Landsdowne Motor Inn H., 2d AJC Fred Allsop H., Hail Blanket Company H., Riding for the Disabled P. H., STC ADT Security H., Three-quarter-sister to Balciano, Faveaux. Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

CANNY FLY (g Canny Lad) 6 wins 1100 to 1300m, $222,735 in U.S.A. and Aust, AJC Hall Mark S., L, STC Night Racing H., 2d STC Star Kingdom S., Gr 3, NRL Club Fan Days H., 3d NSW Tatt's RC Ming Dynasty H., Gr 3. Receding. 6 wins 1000 to 2200m, AJC Convention Centre H.

Kamadiva. 5 wins 1200 to 1350m, BTC Mitty’s H. Rejected. 6 wins 1000 to 1300m.

3rd Dam

AUDEENA (NZ), by Taipan II (USA). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Jade Maria, half-sister to Balciano. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

BALDEEN (f Balmerino) 8 wins. See above.

Respected. 6 wins at 1600, 1700m.

Trophy Hunter. 5 wins 1850 to 2200m, 2d VRC Think Big H.

4th Dam

DECIANA, by Decies (GB). Unplaced. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Balciano (c Balmerino) 7 wins 1200 to 2600m, AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, 2600m-in track record time, Craven P., L, 2d AJC George Main S., Gr 1, STC Hill S., Gr 2, Rosehill Cup, L, 3d AJC St Leger, Gr 2, Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, Services’ Memorial Cup, L, 4th VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1. Sire.

Pretty Hot. Unplaced. Dam of-

Faveaux (g Balmerino) 6 wins 1200 to 2370m, TTC Rain Lover H., 3d TTC Launceston Cup, Gr 3, TRC Queens Head Hotel H.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1200, 1400m.

 Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2012 With Attitude (c by Walking or Dancing (NZ)). Unraced.

2013 (c by Walking or Dancing (NZ)).

2014 (f by Walking or Dancing (NZ)).

Served by BULLET TRAIN (GB). Date of last service, 29 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
On Account of E. BOAS, Sydney

Lot 293 (No GST)

FLYING BAY
Bay or Brown mare
(Branded 00 nr sh. 54 8 off sh.)
Foaled 2008

(Sire)
Redoute's Choice
Danehill (USA)............ by Danzig
Shantha's Choice........ by Canny Lad
Snippets' Choice........ by Lunchtime (GB)
Snow Finch (Ire)......... by Storm Bird

(Dam)
Hula Town
Hula Flight (Ire)........ by Sir Tristram (Ire)
Hula Dance.............. by Riverton (Fr)
The Expatriate (Ire)..... by Exbury
Quiet Jeannie........... by Marceau


1st Dam
HULA FLIGHT (NZ)......
1992

2nd Dam
HULA FLIGHT (NZ), by Hula Town. Joint top filly on The 1996-97 Australasian 4YO+ Classification. 6 wins 1200 to 2600m, $543,278, AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, STC Canterbury Cup, Gr 3, AJC Deen de Borotli H., STC Padstow H., 2d STC Ranvet S., Gr 1, 4th AJC Wiggie L., Gr 1. Half-sister to SOLITARY SOLDIER. Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 8 winners-

FLYING SNITZEL (f by Snitzel). 3 wins-2 at 2—at 1200, 1400m, $340,950, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, ATC Schweppervescence H., Gr 3, Australian Turf Club 2YO H., 3d ATC Magic Night S., Gr 2, Inglis Nursery, 4th ATC Champagne S., Gr 1, NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr 2.

Flying Bay (f by Snitzel). 8 wins. See below.

Scarlett Rose (f by Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 1950m, SAJC Kokoda P., 2d SAJC Jordan Plumbing 2YO H., Wolf Blass and Associates 2YO H., Holdfast Insurance H., 3d SAJC Escape Travel P.

Kongo Tiger (c by Snitzel). 3 wins at 1200, 1300m in Japan.

Yoshi Lord Flight (c by Helissio (Fr)). 3 wins at 1330m in Japan.

Kids Pocket (c by Jungle Pocket). 2 wins at 1500, 1700m in Japan.

Kids Angel (f by Stay Gold). Winner at 2000m in Japan.

Kids Flight (f by Carnegie (Ire)). Winner at 1200m in Japan.

3rd Dam
SOLITARY FLIGHT (NZ), by The Expatriate (Ire). Winner at 2000m in NZ. Sister to Rustic Flight. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners-

HULA FLIGHT (f Hula Town) 6 wins. See above.

SOLITARY SOLDIER (g Hector Protector (USA)) 6 wins—1 at 2—1200 to 1600m, $147,150, Tamworth JC Smorgon 3YO H., L, STC Konica Baguette H., AJC Eddie Saddler H., STC Christmas Fun Day H., 4th STC Festival H., L. Timely Flight. Unraced. Dam of-

Kamakura. 3 wins 1200 to 2220m, BRC Mittys H., 2d BRC Montrose Access H.

3rd Dam
QUIET JEANNIE, by Marceau. Unraced. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Rustic Flight (f The Expatriate (Ire)) 5 wins at 1400, 1600m, AuRC Waste Management P., 3d Wairarapa Thoroughbred Breeders' S., L. Dam of-

Sahara Flight (f Towkay) Winner at 2170m, 3d New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-

Perfect Pecs (c Anabaa (USA)) 3 wins 1850 to 2200m, 2d Geelong Classic, L, 3d VRC Australian Lamb Company Pty Ltd H.

Race Record: 8 wins—2 at 2—1000 to 1900m, $204,846, to 2013-14, ATC The Dam Hotel H., Michael Seach H., Theraces.com.au H., Windy Peak H., 2d ATC Big Sports Breakfast H., 3d ATC NSW Female Jockey Calendar H., Membership On Sale H., Australian Turf Club H.

Has not been to stud
Lot 294
FLYING DANSINO (NZ)
Bay mare
(127 off sh.)

On Account of BYLONG PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Martindale

FLYING DANSINO (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)) (1997). 6 wins, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 1522

1st Dam
DANSINO, by Danehill (USA). 4 wins–1 at 2 to 1000 to 1400m, $122,400, VRC

2nd Dam
LEICA WESTERN, by Best Western. 7 wins–2 at 2 to 1000 to 1200m, $184,995, SAJC RN Irwin S., L, Cleo Magazine H., VATE Soutline H., Campbell Cash & Carry H. Three-quarter-sister to MOON DRAGON, Dane Tryst, Free Ranger, half-sister to LEICA SMILE (dam of ECLAIR MYSTIC), Leica Vista (dam of NIBLECK). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ZAGREB (g by Zabeel). 4 wins 1200 to 2000m, $427,685, MRC Naturalism S., L, SAJC Birthday Cup, L, Chairman's S., L, SkyCity P., 2d South Australian Derby, Gr 1, MRC Heatherlie H., L, 3d VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1.

Flying Dansino (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Winner. See below.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. Winner at 1100m, STC Franklins H., 2d AJC Kokoda 2YO H., Kokoda Memorial H., STC Ranvet H., De Bortoli Yarra Valley H., Members Winter Bonus 2YO H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, STC Schweppes Agrum H., MTA Drive Horse Power P.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners.

2007 Enchanted Melody (f by Encosta de Lago). Started 3 times.
2008 Pegasina (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Winner at 975m.
2009 Crookhaven (g by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, VRC

Served by DUNDEEL (NZ). Date of last service, 4 December 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 295 (With 50% GST) FLYING EMPRESS

Chestnut mare (Branded ♀ nr sh. 16 7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) FUSAICHI PEGASUS (USA) Mr. Prospector Raise a Native ................ by Native Dancer..............

Gold Digger ................ by Nashua..................

Angel Fever................. Danzig ................ by Northern Dancer........

Rowdy Angel................ by Halo...................

(Dam) BELLEVUE LADY (NZ). Zabeel (NZ).................. Sir Tristram (Ire) ........ by Sir Ivor....................

Lady Giselle (Fr).......... Lady Giselle (Fr) by Nureyev ..................

Audencia (Ire)............. Araz (USA)............. by Blushing Groom .........

Celtic Assembly .......... Celtic Assembly .......... by Secretariat........................


1st Dam BELLEVUE LADY (NZ), by Zabeel. Placed. Half-sister to Mango Daiquiri. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:- Flying Empress (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 4 wins. See below.

Vero Beach (g by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, 4th MVRC St Albans S., L.

2nd Dam AUDENCIA (IRE), by Araz (USA). Started once. Half-sister to CHEROKEE ROSE (dam of BOWMAN), KELTOI, Volksraad, Congress (dam of ROYAL INTRIGUE - ON SHAN BRAVE (H.K.)), In Unison (dam of SIRINGAS, CASTLE QUEST). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Mango Daiquiri (f Cape Cross (Ire)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2000m, $193,600, MRC Skyy Blue P., MVRC Champions Australian Racing Museum H., 3d VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of–

Upon (g Reset) 5 wins 1850 to 2200m, $104,676, MVRC 2040club.com.au H., Sportingbet H., 2d Werribee Cup, L.

3rd Dam Celtic Assembly, by Secretariat. Winner at 10½f, 2d Goodwood Lupe S., L. Sister to SUBJECTIVE, half-sister to MOLESNES, CELTIC HEIR, Bio Master, Be Yourself (dam of SPIN AROUND - BETTER BOY (H.K.)), Gardd (dam of SCOUTING WIDE). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

CHEROKEE ROSE (f Dancing Brave) 5 wins–1 at 2–1207 to 1400m in Great Britain and France, Haydock Sprint Cup, Gr 1. Grandam of–

KIRKLEES (g Jade Robbery (USA)) Champion 2YO Colt in Italy in 2006. 8 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 2400m, Milan Gran Criterium, Gr 1.

MASTERY (c Sulamani) Champion 3YO Stayer in Great Britain in 2009. 5 wins–1 at 2–1700 to 2950m, £1,768,175, The St Leger, Gr 1. Magic Tree. Started once. Dam of 3 winners–

MUKHADRAM (c Shamardal (USA)) 5 wins 1m to 10½f to 2014, Sandown Eclipse S., Gr 1, 2d Royal Ascot Prince of Wales's S., Gr 1. Congress. Winner at 2 in Great Britain. Grandam of–

NOORDHOEK FLYER (c Pivotal (GB)) 4 wins at 1600, 1800m, $192,066, Kenilworth Cape Guineas, Gr 1.

Race Record: 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $130,190, ATC Warwick Farm 100 Club H., Sydney Childrens Hospital H., STC Freeway Hotel Artarmon 2YO H., Grand Pavilion H., 2d ATC Rosehill Gardens Girls Day Out H.

Produce Record: 2014 Missed to Pierro.

Served by DECLARATION OF WAR (USA). Date of last service, 7 Nov 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
FLYING FLITTER
Brown mare (Branded H nr sh. 18 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006
(Sire)
FLYING SPUR
Danehill (USA) ........................ by Northern Dancer ....
Razanya................................. by His Majesty ...........

(Dam)
FLITTER (NZ) 1989
Bluebird (USA) ....................... by Storm Bird ..........
Kiwi Magic (NZ) .................... by Outward Bound .......


1st Dam
FLITTER (NZ), by Bluebird (USA). Champion 4YO+ mare in Australia in 1994. 9 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $792,280, STC Winfield Classic, Gr 1, BATC Doomben Ten Thousand H., Gr 1, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, James HB Carr S., L, MVRC Crown Lager S., L, Newcastle JC Cameron H., L, 2d AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 3, NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 1, AJC Premire S., Gr 3, 3d STC Winfield Classic, Gr 1, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, Light Fingers S., Gr 3, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 3, Premiure S., Gr 3, NSW Tatt’s RC Furious S., L, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L. Half-sister to MY ROYAL CAPTAIN, Sakti. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Ferruccio (c by Zabeel). 4 wins 1600 to 1900m, STC Spring Racing H. Flighty (f by Zabeel). 3 wins at 1600, 1900m, AJC Dashing Eagle H. Dam of-

Skytastic. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15, 4th BRC Dalrello S., L. Unconditional Love (f by Elusive Quality (USA)). Winner at 1100m, AJC Zibara Collection P., 3d STC Motori Italiani Expo H., Myer Ladies Day H. Dam of-

Jessy Belle. 5 wins 1212 to 1600m, $300,765, to 2014-15, MRC Sportingbet.com.au H., MVRC TM Design Inglis Bonus H. Artheena (f by Marscay). Winner at 1000m, 2d AJC Rita Peterson H. Dam of-

Conrod Straight (g Danzero) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, AJC Harrington Park H., 2d STC Eskimo Prince H., L, 3d VRC Moomba P., L. Flillery (f by Danehill (USA)). Started once. Dam of 6 winners-

Maybe I (f Red Ransom (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 1200, 1300m, $135,650, AJC Sky Chase 2YO H., 2d STC Run to the Rose H., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Tivbie S., L, 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L. Fort Courage (g General Nediym) Winner at 7 at 1200m, $143,675, WATC McKenna Hampton 2YO P., 3d WATC Fairetha S., L, Aquanita S., L.

2nd Dam
Kiwi Magic (NZ), by Vice Regal. 3 wins 1100 to 1212m, MVRC Deep Creek H., SAJC How Now H., 2d SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L. Half-sister to Fearless Dancer (dam of DIPPING). Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

FLITTER (f Bluebird (USA)) 9 wins. See above.

MY ROYAL CAPTAIN (g Zabeel) 7 wins 1200 to 1600m, Singapore TC Patrons’ Bowl, Sgp-1, 3d UAE Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 3.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals.
2011 Royal Reggie (g by Astronomer Royal (USA)). Unraced.
2013 (f by Wanted).
2014 Missed to Foxwedge.
Served by THE FACTOR (USA). Date of last service, 12 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 297

FLYING GIGI
Bay mare
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 80 0 off sh.) Foaled 2000
(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer....
FLYING SPUR.................. Razyana............................. by His Majesty
(Dam) Rolls (USA)........................ Mr. Prospector................... by Raise a Native
MAM’SELLE GISELLE .. Kalamoun.......................... by Zeddaan
1996 Belle of Ireland.................. by Milesian
Lady Giselle (Fr)........................ Nureyev.......................... by Northern Dancer....


1st Dam MAM’SELLE GISELLE, by Kenmare (Fr). Unraced. Sister to BARYSHNIKOV, half-sister to ZABEEL, Break the Vault, Gizelle Royale, Charming Life (dam of KINGFISHER MILL, WELLBEING), Significant Moment (dam of CROWNED GLORY). Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:- Belle Giselle (f by Redoute’s Choice). Started twice. Dam of 2 winners-

MESSENE (g Lonhro) 9 wins to 1600m, $461,823, to 2013-14, ATC Ajax S., Gr 2, Canberra RC National Sprint H., L, 2d ATC Missile S., Gr 2.

2nd Dam LADY GISELLE (FR), by Nureyev. Unraced. Half-sister to TRAVOLTA, Fame, River Derna. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

ZABEEL (c Sir Tristram (Ire)) 7 wins 1200 to 2040m, Australian Guineas, Gr 1, VRC Craiglee S., Gr 2, MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, 3d STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, VATC Underwood S., Gr 1. Champion sire.

BARYSHNIKOV (c Kenmare (Fr)) 4 wins at 1400, 1600m, $491,210, Australian Guineas, Gr 1, VATC JJ Liston S., Gr 2, Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, 2d MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, 3d VATC Underwood S., Gr 1. Sire. Charming Life. Winner at 1400m, AJC Veilmond H. Dam of 7 winners-

KINGFISHER MILL (c Riverman) 3 wins at 1½m, 1½m, £129,008, Royal Ascot King Edward VII S., Gr 2, Ascot Cumberland Lodge S., Gr 3. Sire. Significant Moment. Placed at 3, 3d VATC Courtza H. Dam of 6 winners-

CROWNED GLORY (f Danehill (USA)) 2 wins at 2 to 1200m, $603,750, VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ S., Gr 3, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Dam of-

HALLOWED CROWN (c Street Sense (USA)) 6 wins–2 at 2–to 1600m, $1,398,475, to 2014-15, ATC Randwick Guineas, Gr 1, Golden Rose S., Gr 1, Hobartville S., Gr 2, 3d ATC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1412m, 2d MVRC Join the Winners Club H.
Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 4 winners.
2006 Bella’s Delight (f by Lago Delight). Winner at 1200m.
2007 Skimalong - Do Me a Favour (Sing.) (g by Niello). 4 wins 1500 to 2019m to 2014 in Aust and Malaysia, 2d Singapore TC Class 4 H.
2008 Criminal Mind (g by Bel Esprit). 6 wins 1200 to 1400m to 2013-14.
2009 (f by Reset). Died.
2011 Mister Browns Girl (f by Big Brown (USA)). Started 3 times.
2012 Slipped by Testa Rossa.
2013 Missed to Myboycharlie (Ire).
2014 (f by All Too Hard).

Served by PLUCK (USA). Date of last service, 1 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows B & C 11-14
On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney

Lot 298

FLYING PINS (NZ)
Bay mare
(6 mnr sh. 40 off sh.)
Foaled 2006

(Sire)
PNNS ........................................
Snippets ....................................
Lunchtime (GB) ................. by Silly Season ............
Easy Date ........................... by Grand Chaudiere ....
Kaoru Star ......................... by Star Kingdom (Ire) ....
No Finer ............................... Humour ...................... by Pirate King (GB) .........

(Dam)
FLYING FEATURES ......
1997

Danehill (USA) ................. by Danzig ..................
Rolls (USA) ........................... by Mr. Prospector .......
Famous Star (GB) .............. by Sharpen Up .............
Happy Features (NZ) ......
Dancing Maid (NZ) ........... by Sovereign Edition ....

rns, 572 wrns, 64 SW, inc. El Segundo (MVRC WS Cox P., Gr.1), Legs, etc. Sire
of the dams of 218 rns, 136 wrns, 14 SW, inc. Brambles, Sports Illustrated,
Kelly O’Reilly, High Fashion, Golden Archer, Jacquetta, Stratum Star, Dugan,
Marseille Roulette, Tomorrowland, Wolfwhistle, Asavan, Dowager Queen,
Lopov, SP Touche, Intencion, Serenade, Timy Tyler, Our Kingpin, etc.

1st Dam
FLYING FEATURES, by Flying Spur. Unraced. Half-sister to Funny Features (dam
of CLASSIC CLARE). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
The Green Magic - Little Magic (Mac.) (g by Align). 8 wins 1000 to 1200m,
$458,679 in Macau.

2nd Dam
HAPPY FEATURES (NZ), by Famous Star (GB). Winner at 2 at 1200m, MVRC
Silver Jubilee S., L. Half-sister to WAIKIKI, Morlin Maid (dam of LOVE OF
MARY). Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Jimson the Best. 4 wins at 1600, 1650m, $635,191, HKJC Macau-Taipa Bridge
H., Ta Kung Pao 110th Anniversary Cup, Ascot H., Lily H.
Lynisky. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, AUFC Golf Today H. Producer.
Thunder Czar. Winner at 1000m, AJC Energy Australia H.
Happy and Famous. Started twice. Dam of 2 winners-
Conflience. 8 wins at 1200, 1400m, in Malaysia, Selangor TC Chairman
Guineas Trophy, 4th Penang TC Malaysian Magic Millions Classic, L.
Funny Features. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-
CLASSIC CLARE (f Gold Brose) 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, Otago RC
New Zealand Bloodstock Insurance S., L, CJC Canterbury Belle S., L, 2d
Manawatu RC Eulyog S., Gr 3, Otago RC Dunedin Guineas, L.
Pintaka (f Pins) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, MRC Shankhill Lass H., 2d
VRC Eugene Gorman H., 4th SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L.

3rd Dam
DANCING MAID, by Sovereign Edition (Ire). Winner at 1600m, MVRC Melba H.,
2d VATC Surround S. Half-sister to Tambarria (dam of SURE WIN KING).
Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
WAIKIKI (f Crested Wave (USA)) 9 wins at 1600, 2000m, $199,072, Te
Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 2-twice. Producer.
Morlin Maid. 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1200m, BATC Reckless 2YO H. Grandam of-
SACRED KINGDOM (g Encosta de Lago) Horse of the Year in Hong
Kong in 2010. Champion Sprinter in Hong Kong in 2008, 2009,
2010 & 2011. 17 wins at 1000, 1200m, £3,435,972 in Singapore and
Hong Kong, Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Sprint, Gr 1-twice.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.
2011 (f by Dane Shadow).
2012 She’s Impossible (f by Oratorio (Ire)). Unraced.
2013 Slipped by Bel Esprit.
2014 (f by Bullet Train (GB)).

Served by BULLET TRAIN (GB). Date of last service, 12 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Lot 299

**FOLK MUSIC**

Bay mare

Branded C nr sh. 43 off sh. 3

Foaled 2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Mr. Prospector</th>
<th>Raise a Native</th>
<th>by Native Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gold Digger</td>
<td>by Nashua</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td>by Northern Dancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rowdy Angel</td>
<td>by Halo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Western Symphony (USA)</th>
<th>Nijinsky</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Millicent</td>
<td>by Cornish Prince</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Diplomatic Agent (USA)</td>
<td>Liana</td>
<td>by Lionhearted (GB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FUSAICHI PEGASUS (USA) (1997).** 6 wins, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 1522
rnrs, 1040 wnr., 73 SW, inc. Haradasun (STC George Ryder S., Gr.1), Roman Ruler, Bronzo, Champ Pegasus, etc. Sire of the dams of SW We Miss Artie, Estrela Monarchos, Albany Reunion, Hakassan, Always Allison, Pick of the Litter, Doña Sarita, Niagara, Win Malerei, Gamblin' Guru, Ausus, Darci be Good, Free Judgement, Naval Command, Annulment, Dysprosium, Fast Dragon, etc.

1st Dam

**WESTERN CHORUS (NZ),** by Western Symphony (USA). 7 wns 1000 to 1600m, $156,550, SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3, VRC Honda Legend S., L, MVRC Tesio S., L. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, all winners-

**JEUNE KING PRAWN (c by Danehill (USA)).** 8 wns–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $2,260,125, HKJC Champions Mile, HK-1, Sha Tin Futurity Trophy, HK-3, Sports Club Golden Jubilee H., National Day Cup, Aetna Shirazee Region P., Success Partners H., Chevalier Network Solutions H., Chuk Yuen H., 3d Hong Kong Classic Mile, HK-1, HKJC Stewards’ Cup, HK-1. Sire.

**CREATIVE PLAN (f by Flying Spur).** 5 wns–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $267,475, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, MVRC Alexandra S., L, Rich Charlton 2YO H., 2d VRC Desirable H., L, SAJC Redelva S., L, 4th MRC Tranquil Star S., Gr 3. Producer.

Neptune Raider (c by Marauding (NZ)). 4 wns 1000 to 2250m, SAJC Legacy Widows H., Marion H., 2d SAJC Brunnhilde H.

Folk Music (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam

**EMBASADORA (NZ),** by Diplomatic Agent (USA). 11 wns–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $108,875, AJC Chipping Norton S., Apollo S., WATC Quality P.H., VRC Flemington International H., 2d VATC Chirnside S. Sister to Royal Consul, half-sister to Colt Forty Five. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

**WESTERN CHORUS (f Western Symphony (USA)) 7 wns.** See above.

Style and Grace. Winner at 1290m, STC Elizabethan H. Grandam of-

**KOONOOMO (f Dubleo (USA)) 5 wns 1005 to 1400m, $460,296, VRC Herald Sun S., Gr 3, MRC Le Pine Funerals H., 2d MRC Tristarc S., Gr 2, VRC March S., L, MRC Sportingbet Series Final S., L, 3d VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine S., Gr 3.**

**BANTRY BAY (f Tale of the Cat (USA)) 3 wns at 2 1400 to 1600m, $222,000, SAJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, VRC Anzac Day H. Producer.**

**Race Record:** Winner at 1600m.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.

2008 Folk Rock (f by Fastnet Rock). 3 wns 1100 to 1450m.

2009 Fast Folk (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 2 at 1000m, 3d ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H.

2010 Citrus (g by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)). Unraced.

2011 (c by Choisir). Died.

2012 Average Out (f by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)). Unraced.

2013 (f by Choisir).

2014 (c by Choisir).

Served by HIGH CHAPARRAL (IRE). Date of last service, 27 September 2014. Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row K 3-5

On Account of SUPERHORSE TRUST, Sydney

Lot 300

Bay mare  
(Branded \( \) nr sh. 42 off sh.)  
Foaled 1999

(Sire)  
Sir Tristram (Ire) \( \) by Sir Gaylord \( \)
Marauding (NZ) \( \)

(Dam)  
Kris \( \) by Atan \( \)
Smoo (IRE) \( \)

1985


1st Dam

Smoo (IRE), \( \) by Kris. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Three-quarter-sister to Nibbs Point (dam of Border Arrow, Baldaquin), half-sister to Foundation Spirit, Prince Ibrahim, Mamara Reef (dam of Storm Dream). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Forcibly \( \) (f by Marauding (NZ)). 4 wins. See below.

Nuit d'Irlande \( \) (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–975 to 2700m, 2d Maisons-Laffitte Prix de Gagny. Producer.

Barik \( \) (g by Be My Guest). 3 wins–1 at 2–6f, 8¼f in Great Britain and U.A.E.

Silky Smooth \( \) (f by Thatching). Started twice. Dam of-

The Cayterers. 12 wins 5½f to 2m, Goodwood Portsmouth News S.

Amandari \( \) (f by Be My Guest). Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-

A Volte Capita. 8 wins–5 at 2–1200 to 1700m in Italy.

Angelica Demon. 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1810m in Italy.

Bumpy \( \) (f by Lure (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

Laogan. 7 wins 1400 to 1700m, $126,500, VRC Northland Trophy H.

Droopy - Loyal Knight (H.K.). 5 wins–2 at 2–1600 to 2000m, $112,250, VRC Comedy King H., Skipton H., MRC July 2YO H., MVRC NSD Homes H.

2nd Dam

Fanny's Cove, \( \) by Mill Reef. Winner at 1¼m in Great Britain. Half-sister to

Hymettus \( \) (c Hernando) 3 wins 2011 to 2514m, Cagnes-sur-Mer Grand Prix du Consell General des Alpes-Maritimes, L.

Nibbs Point \( \) (f Sure Blade) 2 wins at 1¼m, 1½m, York Galtres S., L. Dam of-

Border Arrow \( \) (g Selkirk) 5 wins–1 at 2–1m to 1¼m, Sandown Brigadier Gerard S., Gr 3, 2d Premio Roma, Gr 1, 3d The Derby, Gr 1.

Race Record: 4 wins at 1100, 1200m, BTC Forest Place Albany Creek H., GCTC Carlton Draught H.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 living foals, all raced, 3 winners.

2005 Mightemouse \( \) (g by Catbird). Unplaced.

2006 \( \) (foal by Catbird). Died.

2007 Starlene \( \) (f by Choisir). Winner at 1200m, STC Grand Pavilion H., 2d AJC Sydney City Toyota H., STC Jim Beam Shed H.

2008 Stormborough \( \) (g by Canny Lad). Unplaced.

2009 Skyway \( \) (g by Choisir). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1500m, ATC Yellowglen H.

2010 Magnator \( \) (g by Choisir). Winner at 1500m in 2014-15.

2011 Missed to Oratorio (Ire).

2012 Missed to Choisir.

2013 Missed to Choisir.

2014 Not served previous season.

Served by Uncle Mo (USA). Date of last service, 24 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows A,B & C 1-4
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry’s Plains
(As Agent)

Lot 301
FOREVER CRAZY
Bay mare
(Branded C nr sh. 119 9 off sh.)
Foaled 2009

(Sire)    Fairy King (USA) ............ Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic
ENCOSTA DE LAGO.....  by Bold Reason
Fairy Bridge (GB)........ by Star Appeal
Shol Creek.................. by Mr. Prospector

(Dam)     Shindig (NZ).............. Saving
FIAMMAROSA............. by Pevero (Ire)
1999
Danehill (USA) ............ Razyana (by His Majesty)
ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wnrs, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wnrs, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philippa, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenn’to me, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam
FIAMMAROSA, by Danehill (USA). 3 wins at 1400m, $134,450, AJC Botany P., City Tatt’s RC Emirates H., Marriott Hotels Australia P. H., 2d AJC James HB Carr S., L, Angst H., L, Winooka H., STC Evan Evans H. Sister to SHINZIG, STRADA. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Forever Crazy (f by Encosta de Lago). 6 wins. See below.
Parachute Man (c by High Chaparral (Ire)). 2 wins at 1300, 1600m in 2014-15, 3d Kenilworth Ken Truter Racing H.

4th Dam
SHINDIG (NZ), by Straight Strike (USA). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $449,758, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, Triscay S., L, 2d AJC Wiggle H., L, 3d AJC Emancipation S., Gr 3, Wiggle H., L, 4th BTC Chairman’s H., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3. Half-sister to COBBORA, BUSH HONEY, INTEREST ONLY, Mrs. Tendulkar. Dam of 7 foals, all winners, inc:-

SHINZIG (f Danehill (USA)) 5 wins to 1400m, $658,128, MRC CF Orr S., Gr 1, Schweppervescence Cup, Gr 3, 2d Waikato Draught Sprint, Gr 1, MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, Hawke’s Bay Mudgway Partsworld S., Gr 1, Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr 1, SAJC Durbridge S., L, 4th VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, WRC Thorndon Mile, Gr 1, Sire.

STRADA (f Danehill (USA)) 4 wins at 1100m, $190,075, AJC Eskimo Prince H., L, NSW Tatt’s RC Carrington S., L, 4th AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1. Sire.

Fiammarosa (f Danehill (USA)) 3 wins. See above.

3rd Dam
SAVING (NZ), by Pevero (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to (OUR) CACHE, Save. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

SHINDIG (f Straight Strike (USA)) 8 wins. See above.

COBBORA (g Crested Wave (USA)) 8 wins 1400 to 1900m, $458,855, AJC Villiers S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 3, 2d AJC Epsom H., Gr 1.

BUSH HONEY (f Woodman (USA)) 9 wins 1200 to 2400m, $513,750, Gosford Gold Cup, Gr 3, City Tatt’s RC City Tattersalls Club Cup, L, Producer.

INTEREST ONLY (f Marscay) 3 wins to 1600m, WATC Aquanita S., L, Producer. Mrs. Tendulkar (f Luskin Star) 5 wins to 1400m, $288,850, 3d VRC Empire Rose S., Gr 2, Matriarch S., Gr 3, STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3. Producer.


Has not been to stud
Lot 302  FOXBURY
Chestnut mare  (Branded Θ nr sh. 107 off sh.)  Foaled 2010

(Sire)  Mr. Prospector  | Gold Digger  | Raja Baba  | Nalees Flying Flag  
Raisa a Native  | by Native Dancer  | by Nashua  | by Bold Ruler  | by Hoist the Flag  
HUSSONET (USA)  | Sacahuista  |  |  

(Dam)  Nureyev  | Special  | Comeram (Fr)  | Old Penny (Ire)  
SHALBOURNE (USA) ..  |  |  |  
1991  |  |  |  


1st Dam
SHALBOURNE (USA), by Nureyev. Winner at 2 at 7½f in Great Britain. Half-sister to Stormy Exchange (dam of DANENDRI), CYaontheotherside (dam of CHICKENS). Dam of 13 named foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc.-
DANESTORM (c by Danehill (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 3200m, $493,700, QTC Brisbane Cup, Gr 1, MRC Brighton H., 2d SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1, MRC Hillside Track Launch H., 4th QTJC P.J O'Shea S., Gr 2, MRC Heatherlie H. L.

Danesty (f by Danehill (USA)). 5 wins at 1000, 1100m, $100,430, STC Rohan Trading Company H., AJC Veiled Threat H., 2d STC Triscay S., L, 3d NSW Tatt's RC Carrington S., L. Dam of 4 winners-
Fun Rider. 6 wins at 1650m, $862,943, HKJC Tan Shan River H., Beijing Clubhouse Anniversary Cup, Cheung Hong H., Fakei Cup.
Lovenelotime. 5 wins at 1000m to 2014-15, MRC Le Pine Funerals H. Here Comes the Sun. 2 wins at 1350, 1500m in 2013-14, 2d ATC Pluck at Vinery 2YO H.

Green Mile (f by Thunder Gulch (USA)). Winner at 1200m. Producer.
Arising (f by Marauding (NZ)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, 2d STC Ripa 2YO H., Round Table 2YO H. Dam of 8 winners-
SHANZERO (f Danzero) 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $149,920, Wellington S., Gr 3, AuRC New Zealand Herald 3YO H., Counties RC South Auckland Motors H., 2d Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 1, AuRC Eight Carat Classic, Gr 2, 3d Waikato RC Soliloquy Lodge Juvenile S. Dam of 2 winners-

Hill Spy (g O'Reilly) Winner at 2 at 1050m, SAJC Hindmarsh Plumbing 2YO H., 3d MRC Vain S., Gr 3.

WHAT'S THE MAIL (g Flying Spur) 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $191,225, MRC JRA Doveton S., L, Silenus H., Vitalic H., Hussonet at Arrowfield H., 2d MRC Rubiton S., Gr 3, Dual Choice H., 3d MRC Le Pine Funerals Cup, 4th MVRC Ian McEwen Trophy, Gr 3.

Emerging Star - Good Trio (H.K.) (g Anabaa (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, $408,733, AJC Qantas Nathan Grey 2YO H., HKJC Miami H., Sunflower H., 2d STC Skyline S., Gr 3.

Lucky Meteor. 9 wins 1000 to 1200m, $145,877, to 2014-15, SCTC Coastline BMW H., BRC Programmed Property Services H., Coke Zero H.
Ana's Mail. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 900, 1000m, VRC Sturt 2YO P., Hoppers Crossing 2YO H., 2d AJC Schillaci H.

Mansoor (f by Giant's Causeway (USA)). Placed at 3 in South Africa. Dam of-
Mensora (f Jet Master) 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, $101,357 in South Africa, 2d UAE One Thousand Guineas, L, 3d UAE Oaks, Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 800m in 2014-15.
First season at stud
Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 31 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 303
FRENCH ELLE
Bay mare
(Branded 31 11 nr sh. 19 off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire) HONOUR AND GLORY
(USA) In Reality ......................... by Intentionally .....................
Foggy Note ......................... by The Axe ..............................
Fair to All ........................... by Lyphard ...........................

(Dam) COTE NORMANDE (FR)
1977 Caro .............................. by Grey Sovereign ............
Civette .............................. by Relic ..............................


1st Dam COTE NORMANDE (FR), by Caro. Winner at 1600m in France. Half-sister to CLUB ROYALE - MASTERMIND (H.K.), Citingo. Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

GREAT NORMAND (c by Monteverdi). 8 wins. 1m to 9f, $553,099, Meadowlands Cup, Gr 1, Monmouth Longfellow H., Gr 3, Bet Twice S., L, 2d Monmouth Red Bank H., Gr 3, Oceanport H., Gr 3, Hialeah Ocala H., L, Monmouth Battlefield S., L, 3d Meadowlands Rutgers H., Gr 2, Cliff Hanger H., Gr 3, Hialeah Dolphin H., L. Sire.

2nd Dam CIVETTE, by Mincio. 4 wins – 3 at 2–at 1000, 1600m, Varesre Premio Virgino Curti, 3d Milan Premio dell’Avvenire. Sister to CITHERON, Brave Mimi (dam of ISLAY), Cybale (dam of CONTENANCE). Dam of 18 foals, 14 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

CLUB ROYALE - MASTERMIND (H.K.) (c Garde Royale) 5 wins at 1600m, RHKJC Stewards’ Cup, HK-1, Saint-Cloud Prix Phebe, 2d Hong Kong Invitation Bowl, HK-1, 4th RHKJC Queen Elizabeth II Cup, HK-2. Sire.

Citingo (c Satingo) 4 wins – 2 at 2–800 to 2100m, Saint-Cloud Prix du Debut, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Fast Fox, 3d Evry Prix Herod, L.


Race Record: 3 wins at 1300, 1600m, SAJC Mitsubishi Lancer VRX H., Alannan H., MRC Orient H., 2d SAJC Bookmakers League H., 3d SAJC Carlton Draught H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.

2005 OCEAN CHALLENGER (f by Rubiton). 8 wins. 1200 to 1600m, $393,095, MVRC Trojan Hand Tools S., Gr 3, MRC Bonanova H., WJ (Bill) Adams H., Congratulations Peter Moody H., SAJC Elysees From Tori Park H., Thiess Kentz H., M Collins & Sons Contractors H., 2d SAJC Penny Edition S., L, MVRC Epworth Doctors & Staff H., TEAC Flashback H., 3d SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr 2, HC Nitschke S., L.

2006 Not served previous season.
2007 (foal by Denon (USA)). Died.
2008 Not served previous season.
2009 (f by Heeby Reiby). Destroyed.
2010 Not served previous season.
2011 Heeby Frenly (c by Heeby Reiby). Unraced.
2012 Not served previous season.
2013 (f by Choisir).
2014 (c by Choisir).

Not served
Lot 304

FUJISAWA (GB)
Bay mare (Branded BSn nr sh. 71 off sh.) Foaled 2001

(Green Desert) Danzig........................................ Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic .................
(Green Desert) Pas de Nom........................ by Admiral's Voyage ......
(Fusara) Sir Ivor ....................................... by Sir Gaylord................
(Fusara) Courtly Dee ................................ by Never Bend ...............

1st Dam FURSA, by Mr. Prospector. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to BIRTHSTONE,
Kafhanee (dam of SILVESTRIS), half-sister to SONGCRAFT,
Bayberry. Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 10 winners-
FURIOUSO (c by Brian's Time). 11 wins–3 at 2–1400 to 2400m, $10,061,290,
Kawasaki Zen-Nippon Nisai Yushun, Jpn-1, Kawasaki Kinen, L, Funabashi
Dolite Kinren, L-twice, Kashiwa Kinren, L, 2d Tokyo February S., Gr 1.
Tosen Luce (c by Marienbard (Ire)). 9 wins 1600 to 2600m, $1,727,937, Ohi
Kim Pai, Ohi Kinen, 3d Funabashi Dolite Kinren, L.
Luna Fontana (f by Admire Moon). 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, $1,116,167, to
2014, Kyoto Kurama S., 3d Kyoto Yukan Fuji Hai Opal S., L.

2nd Dam BAYA, by Nureyev. 2 wins at 1600m, Longchamp Prix de la Grotte, Gr 3,
Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr 1, La Coupe de Maisons-Laffitte, Gr 3, Deauville Prix
de la Nonette, Gr 3. Half-sister to NARRATIVE, Caerless (dam of TAWQEEF),
Bareilly (dam of REVENUCE). Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
BIRTHSTONE (f by Machiavellian) 2 wins at 2 at 1600m, Chantilly Prix
d'Aumale, Gr 3, Deauville Prix de Tanit. Producer:
SONG学会 (g by Singspiel) 8 wins 1800 to 2836m, £386,567, to 2014-15 in
Great Britain, France and U.A.E, York Grand Cup, L.
Bayberry (f by Bering) Winner at 1900m, 2d Sandown Atalanta S., L. Grandam of-
NEW PROVIDENCE (f by Bahamian Bounty) 3 wins at 2 at 5f, 6f, £110,450,
in 2014, Salisbury Dick Poole S., Gr 3.
Kafhanee. Winner at 7f, Epsom Sherwood S. Dam of 3 winners-
SILVESTRIS (f Forest Wildcat) 3 wins–1 at 2, Aqueduct Ruthless S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1200m in NZ.
Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.
2006 O'Dellini (g by French Deputy (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1300m.
2007 Machida (g by Falbrav (Ire)). Unraced.
2008 Missed to Redoute's Choice.
2009 Plays Until Dark (g by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). Placed to 2013-14 in NZ.
2010 Lupin (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1600m in 2013-14,
Fairview Algoa H., Kenilworth Golden Bulls Cricket Society H., 2d
Fairview Lady's Bracelet, L, Kenilworth Joburg's Prawn Festival Day
H., Mr James Drew H., 3d Fairview Racing Association H.
2011 Missed to Choisisir.
2012 (c by Domesday).
2013 (f by Dream Ahead (USA)).
2014 (c by Big Brown (USA)).

Served by CHOISISIR. Date of last service, 29 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 305

**FUN FLIGHT**

Bay or Brown mare (Branded LF0 nr sh. 1/8 off sh.)

** foaled 2008**

(Sire) Danzig..................................... Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic..........................

ANABAA (USA)................................ Pas de Nom. .. by Admiral's Voyage .........

Balbonella .................................... Gay Mecene ........ by Vaguely Noble ..........

(Dam) WILLY FLY .................................. Barimieres ........ by Riverman..........

**WILLY FLY** (by Will Dancer (Fr))

1993

Flying Aureole.......................... Don't Say Halo (USA) .. by Halo..............

**ANABAA (USA) (1992). 8 wins to 1600m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1151 rnrs, 824 wnrs, 88 SW, inc. Goldikova (Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Anabaa Blue, Headturner, Yell, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Treve, Harry's Son, Dissident, Dalkala, Buffering, Rostova, Silver Frost, Lush Lashes, English, Queens Ring, Spiritjim, Tango's Daughter, Caymans, Ameenah, Hartnell, Havana, Mobaco, Ballybacka Lady, Sandy's Charm, Girouette, Dixie Belle, etc.**

1st Dam

WILL FLY, by Will Dancer (Fr).

**9 wins**–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $432,640, VRC Hardy Brothers Prelude S., Gr.3, SAJC Spring S., Gr.3, National S., Gr.3, Adelaide Guineas, Gr.3, VATC Tristarc S., Gr.3, SAJC Oaklands P., L, Bonnetts Saddlery H., Panamint 2YO H., 2d MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr.3, SAJC RN Irwin S., Gr.3, Sabetlenham Stud S., Gr.3, WH Wuyle H., L, Dr LeWinn's Private Formula S., L, VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L, 3d SAJC Sedgwick Classic S., Gr.2, West End Export SA S., Gr.3, Auraria S., Gr.3, VRC Great Western H., L, SAJC Port Adelaide Guineas, L, 4th VATC Futurity S., Gr.1, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr.2, SAJC Sedgwick Classic S., Gr.2, RN Irwin S., Gr.3. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

SANZIRO (g by Danzero). **6 wins**–2 at 2–1000, 1200m, $1,244,902, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr.2, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), Gr.3, HKJC Fairy King Prawn S., Bowen H., Douglas-Home H., Beas River H., 2d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, HKJC Leighton H., Happy Valley Trophy, 3d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr.3, Singapore TC Krisflyer International Sprint, Sgp-1, HKJC GOME Sprint, HK-2, 4th VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr.2.

FLYING OBJECT (f by Peintre Celebre (USA)). **4 wins** 1050 to 1200m, $159,650, SAJC RN Irwin S., Gr.3, Sky City Adelaide H., Pope Packaging H., Harris Scarfe H., 2d SAJC CMA Recycling S., Gr.3, 3d SAJC Robert Sangster S., Gr.1, MRC How Now S., Gr.3, 4th MRC Le Tan S., L, Dam of-One Step Beyond - Lang Tai Sing (H.K.). **3 wins** 1100 to 1300m, $256,563, to 2014-15, ATC Johnny Ruffo & Daniel Geale Helping the Kids H., HKJC Girard Perregaux Excellent H., 2d HKJC Causeway Bay H.

Khrysler - Funny Buddies (H.K.) (g by Sebring). **Winner** at 1100m in 2014-15, 3d ATC Sharp 2YO P., 4th ATC Schweppervescence H., Gr.3.

Stonefly (g by Giant's Causeway (USA)). **3 wins** at 1300, 1400m. Church on Sunday (f by Bubble Gum Fellow (JPN)). Placed at 3, 2d ATC Provident Capital P., STC Cleo Ladies Day P. Dam of 3 winners-

HAPPY GLADIATOR (g Viscount) **10 wins** 3 at 2–1000 to 1300m, $398,904 in Macau, Macau Chairman's Challenge Cup, L, New Zealand Bloodstock H., 2d Macau Guineas Prelude, L, Macau Summer Trophy, L. Halo Halo. **Winner** at 900m. Dam of-Leavesden. **Winner** at 2 at 1000m in 2013-14.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.


2013 (f by Northern Meteor).

2014 (f by Your Song).

Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 23 November 2014.

Not in foal
Stable 2 Row Q 1-5
On Account of MARQUEE STUD, Willow Tree
(As Agent)

Lot 306
FURBA LASS
Brown mare
(Branded ♀ nr sh. 16 ♀ 6 ♂ 6 off sh.)
Foaled 2006

CANNY LAD ........................................ Biscay ................................................ by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
(CAN) Coogee (GB) ........................................ by Relic ........................
Jesmond Lass ........................................ Lunchtime (GB) ...................... by Silly Season .........................
(DAM) Beautiful Dreamer ...................... by Coeur Volant II ............

IVORY SLEW (USA) ....
Slew City Slew .............................. Seattle Slew...................... by Bold Reasoning ...........
1993 Jesmond Lass .............................. Weber City Miss .............. by Berkley Prince ................
Lake Ivor ........................................ Sir Ivor .................. by Sir Gaylord ..................

rnrs, 772 wnrs, 54 SW, inc. He’s No Pie Eater, etc. Sire of the dams of 1284
rnrs, 845 wnrs, 32 GW, inc. SW Gimmethegreenlight, Laser Hawk, River Lad,
Manhattan Rain, Ofcourseican, Neroli, Mnemosyne, Desert War, Kusi, Platinum
Scissors, Redoute’s Choice, Gengers, Sessions, Dances on Waves, Renaissance,
El Cambio, Fritz’s Princess, Street Smart, etc.

1st Dam
IVORY SLEW (USA), by Slew City Slew. 5 wins 1000 to 2000m in Brazil, Gavea
Classico Presidente Joao Goulart, 2d Gavea G.P. 11 de Julho, Gr 2, G.P.
Oswaldo Aranha, Gr 3, 3d Gavea G.P. Duque de Caxias, Gr 2. Half-sister to
Miss Cross (dam of VOY SI NO), Lovely Nedra (dam of LAURA’S
PISTOLETTE). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Tidy Sum (g by Snitzel). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m.
Larry’s Blackhoney (f by Hennessy). Winner at 6f in U.S.A. Producer.

2nd Dam
LAKE IVOR, by Sir Ivor. Unraced. Half-sister to LAKE COMO, MIZNAH (dam of
ZINDABAD), SINGLE COMBAT, HEEREMANDI, NAZOO (dam of
NADIA), Magloire, La Confidence (dam of FLAWLESSLY, PERFECT).
Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

Ivory Slew (f Slew City Slew) 5 wins. See above.
Miss Cross. 2 wins at 6½f in U.S.A. Dam of 6 winners-
VOY SI NO (f White Mischief) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 7½f, 8½f, Calder Frances
A Center H., L, 3d Calder Convenience S., L. Producer.

LAURA’S PISTOLETTE (f Big Pistol) 10 wins–2 at 2–6f to 9f, $545,711,
Churchill Downs Humana Distaff H., Gr 3, Ellis Gardenia H., Gr 3;
Turfway Fairway Fun S., L, 2d Turfway My Charmer S., L, 3d Saratoga
Ballerina H., Gr 1, Churchill Downs Breeders’ Cup H., Gr 2.

Wayward Ways (c Wild Again) Winner at 2 at 7f, 2d Calder What a
Pleasure S., Gr 3.

Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 19 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
GAME SERENA
Bay mare (Branded \( \frac{29}{3} \)nr sh. \( \frac{29}{3} \) off sh.) Foaled 2003

((Sire) Fairy King (USA) ................. Northern Dancer ................ by Nearctic
ENCOSTA DE LAGO..... Fairy Bridge ................ by Bold Reason
Shoal Creek....................... Star Way (GB)................ by Star Appeal

((Dam) Rolls (USA) ................ by Mr. Prospector
RUBY DANCER............. Century........................ by Better Boy (Ire)
1992.......................... Rubber........................ by Seventh Hussar

ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wnrs, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wnrs, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philipp, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stokehouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenin'tome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam
RUBY DANCER, by Rubiton. 7 wins 1300 to 1600m, VATC Bianco Lady H., Kapalaran H., 2d VATC Corps Of Com 50th Anniversary H., 3d VATC Listowel H. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

BEAUJOLAIS PRINCE (g by Jeune (GB)). 8 wins 1400 to 2500m, $225,525, VRC Bagot H., L, MVRC Ready to Run Sale H., 2d MVRC Here for Life Foundation H., MRC John Ritchie H., 3d VRC Comic Court H.

Game Serena (f by Encosta de Lago). 7 wins. See below.
Decoupez (g by Ne Coupez Pas (USA)). 3 wins at 1600, 1700m to 2013-14.
Ruby Road (f by Good Journey (USA)). Winner at 1700m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
RECEPTORA (CHI), by Blue Dancer. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1600m in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Carlos Valdes Izquierdo, Gr 3, 2d Club Hipico Clasico Jorge Baraona Puelma, L. Half-sister to Remedios. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Snipora. 4 wins 1100 to 1300m, WATC Trichelle H. Kampala Classic. 2 wins at 2400, 2850m, 4th Fairview Port Elizabeth Gold Cup, L. Tea Dance. Winner at 1100m. Dam of 3 winners- Teaken. 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, 2d WATC Sue Bailey 20 Years H., 3d WATC Seppelt H., Midweek Lunch Package H. Zetoire. Started once. Dam of-
Release Me. 11 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $177,125, QTC Trentham H., John Murray OC H., BTC Tony Stephens Refrigeration 2YO H.

3rd Dam
Receta, by Balconaje. 4 wins in Chile, 2d Valparaiso 45 Anos Teuporada Chica, L. Half-sister to RECALADA (dam of RASPUTIN), Requisado. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

RECEPTORA (f Blue Dancer) 2 wins. See above.
Remedios (f Semenenko) 4 wins, 2d Hipodromo Chile Clasico Haras de Chile, Gr 1, Club Hipico Clasico Lisimaco Jaraquemada, L. Producer.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 7 wins 1000 to 2000m, $227,805, VRC Bounty Hawk H., MVRC Slater & Gordon H., Pages Event Equipment H., 2d MVRC Flying Spur H., Savoir H., 3d MVRC Tesio S., Gr 3, VRC Byron Moore H., MVRC Travis Harrison Apprentices Cup H., Westaflex H., Wimmera RC China Bowl.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.
2011 Match Day (c by Domesday). Started once.
2012 (c by Bernardini (USA)). Destroyed.
2013 Slipped by Snitzel.
2014 (f by Snitzel).

Served by BERNARDINI (USA). Date of last service, 9 September 2014. Believed to be in foal

1st Dam
HALIBERY, by Red Ransom (USA). 4 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $507,300, MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3, 2d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1. Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Award of Merit (c by Medaglia d’Oro (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1055m in 2013-14. Giacinta (f by Flying Spur). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam
BROWN EYED GIRL, by Sir Tristram (Ire). Winner at 1400m. Three-quarter-sister to DOMINO (dam of (KIWI) HERO), GIMMICK (dam of LINKY DINK), Don Tristram, Perdido, half-sister to SUPER NATURAL. Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 4 winners, inc:- HALIBERY (f Red Ransom (USA)) 4 wins. See above. Blowin' Your Mind. 4 wins 1560 to 2000m, $106,180, to 2014-15, ATC TAB Iphone App H., 2d ATC Longines Hong Kong International Races H.

3rd Dam
TUPELO HONEY (NZ), by Vice Regal. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to TOP OF THE POPS (dam of TAKE A WALK, VELOSO, GANSER MACHER, CODEWORD), Missile Launcher, Pasadena (dam of PETERSBURG), Regal Mary (dam of BAYREMEN), Apple Blossom (dam of WESTMINSTER), half-sister to Roll of Honour, Belle of the Ball (dam of MARSCAY BOY). Dam of 16 named foals, all raced, 12 winners, inc:- DOMINO (f Grosvenor) 4 wins 1200 to 2400m, AJC Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of-(KIWI) HERO (g Deputy Governor (USA)) 15 wins 1200 to 1600m, New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr 1. Desert Wine. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-LA ETOILE (f Thorn Park) 5 wins to 1600m, AuRC Rich Hill Mile, Gr 2. SUPER NATURAL (f Bakharoff (USA)) Top filly on The 1990-91 NZ 2YO Free H. 4 wins–2 at 2, Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr 2. Producer. Court. Winner at 2 at 800m, HBHC Okawa Stud H. Dam of 7 winners-GIMMICK (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, 2d BTC Doomben Classic, Gr 3. Dam of 4 winners-LINKY DINK (f Keeper) Winner at 2, QTC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1. Triol. Placed. Dam of 8 winners- SALE OF CENTURY (g Prized (USA)) 5 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 3200m, $601,790, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, 3d VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.
First season at stud
Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 1 September 2014. Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows E 1-3 & F 1-3

On Account of ATTUNGA STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 309 (No GST)  GIOVANNA BELLA (NZ)
Bay mare (Branded T nr sh. 47 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire)  IFFRAAJ (GB)..................
Zafonic (USA).....................  Gone West  by Mr. Prospector ........
Zaiasonf  by The Minstrel........
Pastorale  by Northern Dancer.....
Park Appeal  by Ahonoora ........

(Dam)  HULA LEI.....................
Sir Tristram (Ire)..............  Sir Ivor  by Sir Gaylord ..........
Isolt  by Round Table ..........
Riverton (Fr)  by Luther..........  Hula Bend (USA)  by Never Bend ........

IFFRAAJ (GB) (2001). 7 wins-1 at 2, Goodwood Lennox S., Gr.2. Sire of 568 mrs, 323 wnr, 28 SW, inc. Rizeena (Curragh Moglylare Stud S., Gr.1), Chriselliam, Wootton Bassett, Turn Me Loose, Benvenue, Fix, Hot Streak, Serena Miss, Dibajj, Forjatt, Magic Artist, So Wotif, Espirita, Stay Alive, Belle Miraaj, Dogma Noir, Kisses, Plenipotent, Biraaj, Peace Society, Prince of All, Riding Shotgun, Iffwedance, Virgin Queen, If I Can I Can, Rafeej, etc.

1st Dam
HULA LEI, by Sir Tristram (Ire). Unraced. Sister to MORVEN WARRIOR, three-quarter-sister to LOVE DANCE, SIR MIDAS, Kape Dancer (dam of TIP THE WINK). Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-
  Twopaddocks (g by Chief Bearhart (Can)). 5 wins 1600 to 2100m, AuRC Byerley Park H, Radio Network H, Hawke's Bay Veterinary Associates H. Giovanna Bella (f by Iffraaj (GB)). 3 wins. See below.
  Moonloushe (g by Black Minnaloushe (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $107,150, VRC VES Collex 2YO H., MVRC Omega Smeg H.
  Coup Nelson (g by Spinning World (USA)). 3 wins 800 to 1200m, Otago RC Southern Sports Bar & Grill H.

2nd Dam
HULA DANCE, by Riverton (Fr). Unraced. Half-sister to HULA CHIEF, HULA DRUM, HAWAIIAN SONG, Hula Gold (dam of SIR MIDAS). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race. 6 winners, inc:-
  LOVE DANCE (f Kaapstad) 4 wins 2000 to 2200m, $368,146, Hawke's Bay Kelt Capital S., Gr 1, Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 1, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, 2d AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, AuRC Championship S., Gr 2, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr 2, AuRC Ladies Mile, Gr 3, 4th AuRC Easter H., Gr 1. Grandam of-
  SEE THE WORLD (g Danzero) 9 wins 1000 to 1300m, $547,900, ATC Maurice McCarten S., L, Gosford RC Takeover Target S., L, 2d ATC Winter S., L, 3d ATC Sebring S., Gr 3, Hall Mark S., L, Starlight H., L.
  RUSAMBO (g Elusive Quality (USA)) 2 wins at 1200m, $252,940, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, 2d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, Zeditave S., L, 3d VRC Danehill S., Gr 2, ATC Breeders' P., L.
  MORVEN WARRIOR (c Sir Tristram (Ire)) 6 wins 1800 to 2400m, WATC Winter Cup, Gr 3, Happy Valley H., 3d Geelong RC Derby Trial S., L.
  Hula Song (f Sackford (USA)) Winner at 1300m, 3d VATC Mona Nursery S., L, Gwyn Nursery S., L, 4th VRC Beck's Bier S., L. Producer.
  Kape Dancer. Winner at 1300m. Dam of 7 winners- 
  TIP THE WINK (f Stravinsky (USA)) 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, $132,565, Manawatu RC Flying H., L, WRC Lightning H., L, 3d AuRC Railway H., Gr 1.
  Dancing Hula. Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners- 
  I'VE GOT RHYTHM (g Rhythm (USA)) 4 wins 1800 to 2000m, Greyville Darley Arabian H., L.

Race Record: 3 wins 1200 to 1600m to 2013-14, BRC Mullins Lawyers H., Gallopers $1 Membership H., 3d BRC Landfill Logistics Pty Ltd.

First season at stud
Served by DUNDEEL (NZ). Date of last service, 5 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 310

GIRONA

Chesnut mare (Branded \( \text{FO} \) nr sh. \( \frac{10}{3} \) off sh.)

Foaled 2003

(Sire) Storm Cat

(GIANT'S CAUSEWAY (USA))

Storm Bird by Northern Dancer

Terlingua by Secretariat

Mariah’s Storm by Rahy

Immensa by Roberto

(Ram) The Judge

1992

Zeditave by Showdown (GB)

1st Dam

RUFFLES, by Zeditave. Champion Older Female Sprinter in Australia in 1996-97. 8 wins. 1100 to 1300m, $585,800, VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, VATC Schillaci S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Linlithgow S., Gr 2. Sister to ATEATES, Torelgo (dam of TRUE GLO), blood-sister to OSCA WARRIOR, half-sister to Lyricalworks (dam of BOSS LANE). Dam of 8 foals, all winners, inc:-

Rough Chance (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 3 wins at 1400m, AJC CBUS City of Marion S., L, 2d AJC Light Fingers S., L, TRC Bow Mistress S., L.

Formal Attire (c by Danehill (USA)). 3 wins at 1000, 1230m, MRC Leopardstown H., Rajah Sahib H., 3d VATC Summer Scorcher, L.

Thunder Belle (f by Thunder Gulch (USA)). 2 wins at 2–at 900, 1200m, 3d MRC Imposea H. Dam of 6 winners-

Epic (g Stratum). 9 wins at 1200m, 1650m, $321,550, to 2014-15, BRC Courier Mail Queensland Taste H., 3d BRC Lord Mayor’s Cup, Gr 3.

Mighty Maverick (g Snitzel). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, 3d AuRC Mr Tiz Trophy, Gr 3.

2nd Dam

PARIS MISS, by Opera Prince. 3 wins at 2–at 1200m, AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 3. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

RUFFLES (f Zeditave) 8 wins. See above.

ATEATES (f Zeditave) 6 wins at 2–1000 to 1200m, $644,745, AJC Expressway S., Gr 2, Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, MVRC Champagne S., Gr 2. Dam of 2 winners-

BOSS LANE (g Dubawi (Ire)). 4 wins at 2–at 1200, 1250m, $219,955, to 2014-15, ATC Brian Crowley S., L, 3d ATC Fireball S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, AJC Souls Private Equity H., Legends of League H., 2d STC Escape to the Races H., 3d AJC Kinglock H., STC Mercure Hotel Parramatta 2YO P.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2008 State of Wealth (g by Ad Valorem (USA)). 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $148,800, to 2014-15, BRC ROHRIG Group H., Timeform H., 2d GCTC Magic Millions P., 3d GCTC Magic Millions P., BRC Racing Retro H., Skyracing.tv H.

2009 Diamonds of Dubawi (f by Dubawi (Ire)). 4 wins at 1200m.

2010 Encoronada (g by Street Cry (Ire)). Unplaced.

2011 Not served previous season.

2012 La Caridad (f by Street Sense (USA)). Unraced.

2013 (c by Commands). Died.

2014 (c by Animal Kingdom (USA)).

Served by ANIMAL KINGDOM (USA). Date of last service, 13 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows Q 7-11 & R 1-5
On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone (As Agent)

Lot 311
GO HOME CECILIA
Bay mare
(Branded MVn nr sh. 39 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2010

(Sire)
STARCRAFT (NZ)............... Nureyev ......................... by Northern Dancer ........

Flying Floozie.................. Venuschka ...................... by Venture ......................

(Pompeii Court (USA) ...... by Tel .........................

(Dam)
Lucky Heiress .................. by Battle-Waggon (GB)...

BENVENUTA (NZ) ............ 1999

Sir Tristram (Ire) .......... by Sir Ivor ......................

Zabeel (NZ) .................... by Zabeel ......................

Lady Giselle (Fr) .......... by Nureyev ......................

Deputy Governor (USA) .. by Master Willie ............

Sawatdee ....................... by Chanson d’Amour ...........

Chanson d’Amour ............. by Serenader II (Ire) ..... STARCAST (NZ) (2000). 11 wins, Australian Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 357 mrs, 190 wns, 15 SW, inc: Star Witness (MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1), We Can Say it Now, Hallowell Belle, Crafty Irma, Havana, Lunar Rise, Do You Think, Starcheeka, Celebrity Girl, Ain’t no fallenstar, Perfect Punch, Baschar, Don’t Tell Mary, Mr Vadim, Singapore Sleng, SP Choose, Stella Lante, etc. Sire of the dams of Star Stealer, Wonderful Wally, etc.

1st Dam
BENVENUTA (NZ), by Zabeel. Winner at 2000m. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

MIDNIGHT MARTINI (f by Street Cry (Ire)). 7 wins 1300 to 2025m, $517,098, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 2, Cranbourne Cup, L, MRC Betfair H., VRC Rod Johnson H., MRC Programmed Property Services H., Wilson Security Patrols Cup, 2d MVRC Drummond Golf H., 3d MRC David Jones Cup, Gr 3, Programmed Property Services H., 4th MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2. Glam Girl (f by Galileo (Ire)). Winner at 1600m.

2nd Dam
SAWATDEE (NZ), by Deputy Governor (USA). 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 2400m, $153,894, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, Hawke’s Bay Russley Hotel & Villas Juvenile H., 2d Wanganui JC Sovereign Lodge T.V. Heart Throb S., L, 3d WRC Desert Gold S., Gr 3. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-
Sailor Salute. 3 wins 1200 to 2211m, MVRC Members Equity Bank H., 3d MRC Neerim H., Terang Cup.
Kawatiri. 2 wins at 1500, 2200m, 2d AuRC Winning Post TAB H., WATC Peter Morley H., Counties RC Franklin Trotting Club H., Rotorua RC Motorsports Car Sales H., 3d WATC Guinness Cup H., 4th Kalgoorlie Cup, L.

3rd Dam
Chanson d’Amour, by Serenader II (Ire). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1360, 1400m, WRC Colenso Communications H., 2d CJC Stonyhurst H., 3d Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3, Otaki Maori RC Lion Brown H., 4th Pahiatua RC Central Breeders’ S., L. Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner–
SAWATDEE (f Deputy Governor (USA)) 3 wins. See above.

4th Dam
SEA CHORUS, by Blue Yonder (GB). Winner at 1200m in NZ. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Chanson d’Amour (f Serenader II (Ire)) 2 wins. See above.

5th Dam
BELLE LA MER, by Grey Ghost (GB). Placed at 3. Sister to Royal Storm, Silver Spray (dam of MR MAKO), half-sister to GALA CREST. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
Blue View - Euromark II (Mal.). 2 wins at 1200m in Malaysia, 2d SAJC Bower H., 3d Singapore TC Class 1 H.

Race Record: Placed at 3 in 2013-14.
First season at stud
Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 28 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Rows A & B 1-6  
On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone  
(As Agent)  
Lot 312  
GOLD GLOW  
Chestnut mare  
(Branded C)  
Foaled 2010  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Danehill (USA)</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>Rolls (USA)</td>
<td>Razyana</td>
<td>by His Majesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
<td>by Raise a Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Luxe</td>
<td>by Sir Ivor</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>FLYING SPUR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>Lake Coniston (IRE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kapetoile (NZ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam  
KAPISTON | by Lake Coniston (IRE).  
2 wins | at 2 at 1200, 1400m, AuRC Ellerslie Sires' Produce S., |  
Gr 1 | Masterton RC Lowland S., |  
Gr 3 | AuRC Mercedes Super Bonus Fillies Juvenile Prelude. Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:- |  

2nd Dam  
KAPETOILE (NZ). by Kaapstad. 3 wins | at 1400m, Counties RC DB Draught H., 3d Hawke's Bay Ubix S. Sister to PACIFIC DANCER, half-sister to ZETOILE. Dam of 2 foals, 1 to race, 1 winner |  
KAPISTON (f Lake Coniston (IRE)) 2 wins. See above. |  
Conistar. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners- |  
Shira | (f Kilimanjaro (GB)). 2 wins | at 1400, 2100m, AuRC Ellerslie Oaks, 3d WRC Desert Gold S., |  
Gr 3 | 4th New Zealand Oaks, |  
Gr 1 | Producer. |  

3rd Dam  
MISS ETOILE, by Danseur Etoile (Fr). 7 wins-1 at 2–1150 to 1400m, HBJC Gold Trail S., |  
Gr 3 | Rotorua RC McGill WFA S., |  
Gr 3 | Waikato RC Foxbridge P., |  
L | Rotorua S., |  
L | WRC Woburn H., Wanganui JC Sir Douglas Clague H., 2d Rotorua RC McGill WFA S., |  
Gr 3 | AuRC Barclays Bank H. Half-sister to Dancing Marlin. Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, both winners- |  
ZETOILE (f Balmerino) 5 wins | 1300 to 2400m, $184,395, Qld Tatt's RC Winter S., |  
L | AJC HB Gage H., Tooheys Blue Label H., Bankstown Sports Club H., 2d Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Mile, |  
L | GCTC Silk Stocking H., |  
L | 4th AJC Emancipation S., |  
L-twine, VRC HongkongBank S., |  
L | QTC Metropolitan H., |  
L | STC Stayers' Cup, |  
L | Murrambidgee TC Wagga Gold Cup, |  
L | Dam of- |  
Success Etoile. Winner at 1500m. Grandam of- |  
King Kamada | (g Shinko King (IRE)). 4 wins | 1400 to 2400m, $215,272, to 2013-14, CJC NZ Tax Refunds H., 2d Auckland Cup, |  
Gr 1 | AuRC Avondale Gold Cup, |  
Gr 2 | Champion Stakes Prelude, |  
L | Pacific Gem. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners- |  
PACIFIC DANCER (c Groom Dancer (USA)). 5 wins | 1520 to 2400m, $373,659, Geelong Cup, |  
Gr 3 | Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, |  
Gr 3 | QTC Café 21 H., 2d MRC Memsie S., |  
Gr 2 | WRC Anniversary H., |  
L |  

Race Record: 2 wins at 1200m in 2013-14, 2d WATC Skyy Vodka H. Has not been to stud.
Stable 4 Newmarket 11-18

On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 313 (With 25% GST) GOLDEN PEDIGREE

Chestnut mare (Branded 991 nr sh. 48 off sh.) Foaled 2001

(Sire) Huntingdale (Ire)................. by Habitat .................
GOLD BROSE......................... Abbeystead .......... by Huntercombe ...........
Cryptic Verse......................... Yeats (USA) .......... by Nijinsky .............

(Dam) Alzao (USA) ..................... by Northern Dancer ....
NEW GOLD DREAM .........
1991 Gold Trinket (Ire) .......... by Northern Dancer ....

GOLD BROSE (AUS) (1990). 5 wins, VRC Linlithgow S., Gr.2. Sire of 242 mrs, 167 wins, 16 SW, inc. (Go) Buzz Lightyear, etc. Sire of the dams of 273 mrs, 166 wins, 20 SW, inc. Terravista, Tiger Tees, Little Bridge, Il Quello Veloce, Miss Raggedy Ann, Arlingtextonbo, Shezhardtocatch, Intimate Moment, Mosse, Zonza, Ball of Muscle, Donna Cattiva, Europe to Africa, Someday, Super Easy, Bonnie Mac, Chase Me, etc.

1st Dam NEW GOLD DREAM, by Alzao (USA). Winner at 2400m, SAJC Lane Print Group H. Dam of 14 named foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

BIOLOGIST (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 6 wins at 1600m to 2014-15, Counties RC Karaka Classic, L, AuRC Caci Mile, Ernst & Young H., Waikato RC Civics at Cambridge Thoroughbred Lodge H.

GOLDEN PEDIGREE (f by Gold Brose). 2 wins. See below.

Jeune's Fantasy (g by Jeune (GB)). 9 wins 1200 to 2000m, WATC Seaview Brut H., Muromoon H., 2d WATC Sweet Saga H., 3d WATC Melvista S., L.

Fraar Side (f by Fraar (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, MVRC You Can't Say No 2YO H., 2d VRC Anzac Day S., L. Dam of 2 winners-

THE VERMINATOR (g Jeune (GB)) 7 wins 1550 to 2400m, $608,350, ATC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, Wyong Gold Cup, L, AJC Royalrandwick.com H., ATC JR Turk H., Ribs and Roast H., STC Pubmart P., Red Angus Pilsener H., 2d ATC Winter Cup, L, City Tattersalls Club Cup, L, 3d ATC Premier's Cup, L, 4th ATC Premier's Cup, L, Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, L.

Old Friends Gold (f by Fraar (USA)). Winner at 1300m, 2d MVRC Travis Harrison Cup, SAJC Top Cut H., 3d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L. Phantasmic (f by Jeune (GB)). 2 wins at 1408m, 2d SAJC Malaysia Airlines H. All That Sparkles (f by Rubiton). 2 wins at 1415m. Dam of-

LIBERTY'S GEM (g Statue of Liberty (USA)) 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, $199,100, in 2014-15, WATC Sir Ernest Lee-Steere Classic, Gr 3, Placid Ark S., L, Westspeed H., 2d WATC Westspeed H.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, Pepsi Max 2YO P., 3d VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, SAJC Mistral H.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners.

2006 Missed to Exceed and Excel.
2007 Flying Bentley (g by Flying Spur). Winner at 1280m.
2009 Buyback (f by Red Ransom (USA)). Winner at 2000m in 2013-14.
2010 Not served previous season.
2011 Wingate (g by Northern Meteor). Unraced.
2012 Gone to Paris (f by Duporth). Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 3d ATC TAB Rewards H.
2013 (f by Northern Meteor).
2014 (f by Foxwedge).

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 31 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
### Stable 1 Rows A,B & C 1-4

**On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley**

**Lot 314**

**GRASKOP**

Bay mare  
(Branded △ 8 rl sh. 206 8 off sh.)  
Foaled 2008

**(Sire)**  
Danehill (USA) ................ Danzig ............................... by Northern Dancer........
Razyno (NZ) ........................... Razyana........................... by His Majesty ................
Grovenor (NZ) ..................... Grosvenor (NZ) ............... by Sir Tristram (Ire)......
Tilly Foster ........................... Tilly Foster....................... by Vice Regal (NZ).........

**(Dam)**  
Snippets ............................ Lunchtime (GB) ............... by Silly Season.............
Easy Date ............................ Easy Date........................... by Grand Chaudiere......
Prego (Ire) ........................... Prego (Ire)........................... by Be My Guest.......... Pariemony ........................... by Beau Sovereign......

**MANTON (AUS) (2002). 2 wins at 1200m, 2000m, STC Tulloch S., Gr.2. Sire of 35 mrs, 21 wnr.s, inc. SW Disputes (ATC Reginald Allen H., L), SP Graskop and of Allgraceful, Miss Construe, The Gallows, Fireweed, Mantanton, Mick's Mantle, Manalute, McFerrin, Oakfield Barron, Danish Lace, Zamidget, Beneluix, Bizarre Clarice, Glory Man, Intaglio, Karvelas, Mini Series, Monitor, Zerenity Now and of the placegetters Jovatico, Jegovui Chukje, etc.**

**1st Dam**

**RONDAVEL**, by Snippets. 3 wins—2 at 2—1000, 1200m, VATC Chaise H., MVRC Kez’s Kitchen 2YO H., 2d VRC Swamp King Sprint Final H., Primo Smallgoods H., MVRC Burt Bacharach H., Swamp King H., VATC Nui Dat H., 3d MVRC Gary McMillian H. Half-sister to **General Albert**, Fashion Review (dam of **MOET MAGIC**). Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

**SABIE** (f by Exceed and Excel). 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1050m, SARC Pewsey Vale S., l, MVRC Black Caviar at MV 27 January 2YO H., 2d SAJC Adelaide Galvanising H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L.

**Ankaret** (g by Desert Prince (Ire)). 5 wins—2 at 2—1200 to 1400m, $190,100, AJC Leger 2YO H., MRC Harrolds Fashion P., 2d VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L, 4th VRC Anzac Day S., L, Qld Tatts’RC Tattersall’s S., L,.

**Graskop** (f by Manton). **Winner**. See below.

**Beehives** (g by Octagonal (NZ)). 4 wins 1250 to 1550m, STC Bradley Photographers H., Golden Rose Day H., 2d AJC Filante H., Malabar H.

**Quartzite** (g by Exceed and Excel). 4 wins at 900, 1000m to 2014-15, 2d ATC Mitsubishi Heavy Industries H.

**Mokhoro** (g by Desert Prince (Ire)). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, 3d STC Grey Gums Hotel Penrith H.

Catch the Magic (f by Strategic). 4 wins 900 to 1600m.

**Countess Nan** (f by Viscount). **Winner** at 1200m.

**Duhallow** (f by Denman). Placed at 2 in 2014-15.

**2nd Dam**

**LUSSO**, by Prego (Ire). 5 wins—2 at 2—900 to 1400m, VATC Debutante S., Gr 3, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, VRC Piaget S., L.

Half-sister to **LARANTO**. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

**General Albert** (g Magic Albert) 6 wins—1 at 2—1000 to 1500m, $262,361, to 2013-14, BTC XXXX Gold H., MVRC Rohan Smith H., WATC Myer Fashions on the Field H., MRC Cardinia 2YO H., 2d VRC Debonair S., Gr 3.

Fashion Review. Placed at 2 & 3, 2d VRC Ripponlea 2YO H. Dam of 5 winners-


---

**Race Record:** Stakes-placed. **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, MRC Premier Signs 2YO P., 2d VRC Better Beyond 2YO P., MRC Champagne Pommery P., ATC Warwick Farm H., Wollongong Dental Ceramics H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, VRC Ken Cox 2YO H., MVRC Echuca Workers & Services Club 2YO H.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 foal.

2014  
(c by Animal Kingdom (USA)).

**Served by DOMESDAY.** Date of last service, 13 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 315 (No GST)  

**GRENADA**  
Bay mare  
(Branded ▼ nr sh. 10 5 off sh.)  
Foaled 2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Storm Bird</th>
<th>to Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bluebird (USA)</td>
<td>Ivy Dawn</td>
<td>by Sir Ivor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Storm Bird</td>
<td>Irish River</td>
<td>by Riverman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Or Vision</td>
<td>Luv Livin'</td>
<td>by Raise a Native</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Royal Academy (USA)</th>
<th>to Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nijinsky</td>
<td>Snippets</td>
<td>by Crimson Satan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spinning Hill</td>
<td>Deep Show</td>
<td>by Deep Diver (Ire)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOLPHIN STREET (FR) (1990).** 5 wins, Longchamp Prix de la Foret, Gr.1. Sire of 892 rnrs, 485 wnrs, 13 SW, inc. Miss Potential (Wanganui JC Mudgway Partsworld S., Gr.1), Spinning Hill, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Mirjulisa Lass, Longport, Captain Marvelous, Chateau Fort, Govinda, Carmagnola, Run for Wilson, Sirono, Spinning Lucy, Midris, Reflective Star, SP Press Report, Nobilis, Dance of the Ocean, Drill Sergeant, Fidemus, Youthful High, etc.

1st Dam  
UFFIZI, by Royal Academy (USA). 3 wins at 1400, 1464m, 2d MRC Chaise H., 3d MRC Patrobas Welter H. Blood-sister to ACADEMY DANCER, Royal Snip (dam of ROYAL BABE). Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race.

2nd Dam  
CHEVAL PLACE, by Snippets. 7 wins 1112 to 1800m, $250,495, VATC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 3, Charles Kerville H., VRC Hilton Nicholas H., VATC Safeway Fresh Food H., 2d MVRC Diamond Jubilee S., Gr 2, SAJC Tokyo City Cup, Gr 3, VATC Mannerism S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Vanity S., L, 4th VRC Chester Manifold S., L, VATC Hopetoun H., L. Sister to SNIPPET’S GIRL (dam of ACADEMY DANCER), SNIPPETS' SHOW, Deep Snip, Our Side Show (dam of OMNITRADER, STOCKADE), half-sister to Show ‘em Sadie, Makena (dam of ROUQUIN). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:- Channel Crossing. 5 wins 1400 to 1850m, 3d BRC SITA Environmental H.

3rd Dam  
DEEP SHOW, by Deep Diver (Ire). Placed at 2. Half-sister to SHOWMERAN, Spending Spree (dam of LOOKATMELADS). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

CHEVAL PLACE (f Snippets) 7 wins. See above.

SNIPPET’S GIRL (f Snippets) 8 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1350m, $258,315, AJC Analie H., L, 2d WATC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3, Producer.

SNIPPETS’ SHOW (f Snippets) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1500m, WATC Supremacy S., L, Grandam of FULLY FLEDGED (c Align) 3 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $211,819, AuRC Diamond S., Gr 1. sire.

Makena. Unraced. Grandam of PATPONG (f Royal Academy (USA)) 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $255,850, MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, 2d QTC Cup, Gr 2. Producer.

**Race Record:** Started once.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.

2010 (c by Written Tycoon).


2012 Sports Report (g by Street Boss (USA)). Unraced.

2013 (c by Snippetson).

2014 (f by Olympus).

Served by MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE). Date of last service, 22 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10

On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 316 (With 25% GST)

GREAT'S YARN
Bay mare
(Branded hr sh. 19 1 off sh.)
Foaled 2001

(Sire)
Danehill (USA) ................. by Northern Dancer....
Razanya........................ by His Majesty ............
Canny Lad........................ by Bletchingly.........
Dancing Show (USA)...... by Nijinsky ...............

(Dam)
Bluebird (USA)................ by Northern Dancer ....
Storm Bird........................ by Sir Ivor ..............
Lunchtime (GB).............. by Silly Season ..........
Beautiful Dreamer........ by Coeur Volant II .......


1st Dam
MAGPIES, by Bluebird (USA). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, AJC Biggest Morning Tea H., STC Richmond H., 2d AJC Ted McNemnain H. Blood-sister to Taareck (dam of TERRACE). Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
Royal Periccles (g by Stravinsky (USA)). 6 wins--2 at 2-900 to 1200m, $946,326, AuRC New Zealand Herald H., HKJC Choi Hung H., 2d Waikato RC New Zealand Bloodstock Classique, RL, 3d AuRC Eclipse S., Gr 3.
Flying Ace (g by Rory's Jester). 5 wins at 1200m, 2d Penang Sprint Trophy, L. Impulse (f by Flying Spur). Winner at 1400m in NZ. Dam of-Strubeli. 4 wins at 1200m, $170,806, to 2014, Singapore TC Graduation S.
Pica Pica (f by Stravinsky (USA)). Unraced. Dam of- Signify. 2 wins at 1200m in 2014-15, CJC Karaka Starts Monday S.

2nd Dam
DREAMTIME GIRL, by Lunchtime (GB). 3 wins 1000 to 1600m, VATC Elders IXL Travel H., Fashion S., 2d VATC Heatherbrae H. Sister to Jesmond Lass (dam of CANNY LAD, CANNY LASS, SISTER CANNY), half-sister to Canny Queen (dam of COOL TRENT), Dazzling Dreamer (dam of RICH DREAMS). Dam of 12 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-Salieri's Son. 15 wins 1600 to 3800m, VRC Dulcify H., Sandringham H.
Lord Zamazaan. 6 wins 1850 to 2419m, VATC Flinders H., 4th VRC St Leger, Gr 2.

3rd Dam
BEAUTIFUL DREAMER, by Coeur Volant II (GB). 3 wins at 5f, 6f. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
Jesmond Lass. 7 wins--4 at 2–to 1400m, MVRC Nonga H. Dam of 7 winners–
CANNY LAD (c Bletchingly) Champion 2YO in Aust/NZ. 8 wins-6 at 2–900 to 1614m, $2,069,900, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Sire.
CANNY LASS (f Bletchingly) 9 wins–1 at 2, MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m.
Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.
2007 Miss Cheeky Jaz (f by Falbrav (Ire)). Started twice.
2008 (c by Starcraft (NZ)).
2009 (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Died.
2010 Skein (f by Dubawi (Ire)). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club P., 3d ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H.
2011 Slipped by Haradasun.
2013 (f by I Am Invincible).
2014 (c by I Am Invincible).

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 30 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Stable 1 Row L 1-6

On Account of BELL VIEW PARK STUD,
Meroo Meadow

Lot 317

GUELDER (NZ)

Bay mare (Branded 5 nr sh. 4 0 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) O'REILLY (NZ) .......... Try My Best............... by Northern Dancer ......

Mill Princess............... by Mill Reef .................

Pompeii Court (USA)...... by Tel.........................

Hunza (NZ)............... by Pakistan II (GB) .......

(Dam) VOLKROSE ................. Green Desert........ by Danzig..................

Celtic Assembly........ by Secretariat.........

Grosvenor (NZ)....... by Sir Tristram (Ire)......

Rose World ............... Geraniums Red (GB) ...... by Brigadier Gerard........


1st Dam

VOLKROSE (NZ), by Volksraad (GB). Unplaced. Half-sister to O'REILLY ROSE.

Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

SHAMEXPRESS (c by O'Reilly). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000. 1200m, $1,150,475, VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, Summer Heroes Raceday 2YO P, MVRC Chandler Macleod Premium H., 2d VRC Sprint Classic, Gr 1, Lightning S., Gr 1, MRC Schweppes H., 3d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1, MRC HDF McNeil S., Gr 3, 4th ATC All Aged S., Gr 1, VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1.

2nd Dam


Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

O'REILLY ROSE (f O'Reilly) 9 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2000m, $252,451, Otago RC White Robe Lodge H., Gr 3, Dunedin Guineas, L, Southland Guineas, L, Matamata RC Stanley Group S., L, 2d WRC Trentham S., Gr 3, 3d AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1, Avondale Cup, Gr 2, Canterbury Gold Cup, Gr 3 twice, 4th Waikato RC International S., Gr 1, Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr 1.

Ayers Rock. 2 wins at 2000m, 2d CJC McCrory Thomas Travel H., 3d CJC Racecourse Hotel Motor Lodge H., Otago RC Daily Times H.

Jay Gee. 2 wins at 1600, 2000m.

3rd Dam


Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

AFFINITY (g Zamazaan (Fr)) 5 wins 1500 to 2500m, $283,000, VATC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, VRC Roman Leathergoods H., 2d SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1, VATC Herbert Power H., Gr 2, TS Carlyon Cup, Gr 2.

Red Chase (g Zamazaan (Fr)) 2 wins at 1900, 2433m, VATC Neerim H., STC Waterfall H., 2d VATC So Called H., 3d South Australian Derby, Gr 1.

Tai Rouge. 5 wins at 1200, 1600m, VATC Millers Guide H., 2d STC Tooheys Draught H., 3d AJC Imperial Peking Restaurant H.

Delphiniums Blue. Winner at 2080m, 2d CJC Trial H. Dam of 2 winners–Violets are Too. Winner at 1200m in NZ. Dam of 2 winners–Bounty Rose. 4 wins at 1200m, CJC Fitzgerald Arms Tavern H., 2d CJC Racecourse Hotel Motor Lodge H., 3d CJC Christchurch Casino H.

Perfumery. Started twice. Dam of 5 winners–Suspense. 7 wins 1200 to 3136m, MVRC James Hird H., 2d MRC Kiwi Can H., 3d MVRC Vote for Scobie H.

Race Record: Started once.
First season at stud
Served by SNITZEL. Date of last service, 6 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
**Lot 318**

**GUESSED**

Bay mare  
(Branded \text{R} nr sh. 7 off sh.)  

Foaled 2007

- **(Sire)** Snippets.......................... Lunchtime (GB)............... by Silly Season................
- **SNIPPETSON** Easy Date............... by Grand Chaudiere........
- **Snowdrift (Fr)** Polish Precedent..... by Danzig........................
- **Snowtop**.................................. by Thatching....................

- **(Dam)** Capote.......................... Seattle Slew................. by Bold Reasoning........
- **BRILLIANTDEDUCTION (USA) 1989**
  - **My Dear Plum**..................... Too Bald........................ by Bald Eagle..................
  - **(USA)**......................... Royal Intent.................. by Intentionally........

**SNIPPETSON (AUS) (2001).** 4 wins to 1400m, STC Eskimo Prince H., L. Sire of 399 rnrs, 252 wnrs, inc. **SW Fast Clip (ATC Tulloch S., Gr.2), That's the One, Rebelson, Nobby Snip - Fun Tapestry (H.K.), Snippets Land, Miss Upstart, Mister Milton, SP Fuerza, Snizpu, Hot Snippety, Admiral Rous, Dansanote, Kenjorwood, Anythingthatsmoves, Kid Kobe, Right Time, Electronic Motion, Ideal Position, Snip 'n' Duck and of Pierrette, Diamond Fund, etc.

1st Dam

**BRILLIANTDEDUCTION (USA), by Capote.** 5 wins–2 at 2–4½f to 6f, Detroit Tomboy S., L. Half-sister to **THUMBSUCKER, PRETTY PLUM, First Dimension, Gat's Girl (dam of GAT'S ERA, MATTSANICE, WHAT A ROSE), Plumcake, Thum's Lil Sister (dam of HANCOCK PARK, CLEVER ZOE, PLAYFUL FINGERS).** Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 4 winners, incl:-

- **COUNTRESS CHRISTIE** (f by Marscay). 4 wins at 2 1000 to 1300m, $272,840, STC Magic Night S., **Gr 2**, Sweet Embrace S., **Gr 3**, AJC Widden S., L, De Bortoli Wines H., 2d STC Glade Manufacturing 2YO H. Dam of-
  - **I HAVE NO FEAR** (f Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)) **Winner** at 2 at 1200m, $104,500, GCTC Ken Russell Memorial Classic, **L**, 2d AJC Octagonal 2YO H., 4th AJC Sweet Embrace S., **Gr 3**. 
  
  Come Undone - Danplus (Mac.). 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $152,288 in Aust and Macau, STC Hotel Care 2YO H., 3d SAJC Distinctive Homes H. Marples (f by Marscay). **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, 3d AJC St Vincents Campus H. Diplome (f by End Sweep (USA)). Placed at 2, 2d AJC Dual Quest H. Dam of-Drafted. 7 wins 1200 to 1800m, $114,375, to 2014-15, 2d SAJC Schweppes Tonic P., Morphett Arms Hotel H., Centrebet H., Adelaide Casino H. 
  
  St Agatha (f by Marscay). Placed at 2, 4th STC Sweet Embrace S., **Gr 3**.

2nd Dam

**MY DEAR PLUM, by Royal Intent.** 9 wins–4 at 2–6f to 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, all winners, incl:-

- **THUMBSUCKER** (c Great Sun) 16 wins–4 at 2–5f to 9f, $525,553, Arlington Park Washington Park H., **Gr 2**, 3d Saratoga Whitney H., **Gr 1**. Sire. 
  
  **PRETTY PLUM** (f Wajima) 6 wins–1 at 2, Fairmount Curley Reeves H., **L**. 
  
  **BRILLIANTDEDUCTION (Capote)** 5 wins. See above. 
  
  Gat's Girl (f Lurullah) 6 wins to 6½f, 2d Detroit Larkspur H., **L**, Grandam of-
  
  **FRISK ME NOW** (c Mister Frisky) 12 wins–1 at 2–6f to 1¼m, $1,727,707, Gulfstream Park Sprint Championship H., **Gr 2**. Sire. 
  
  Thum's Lil Sister. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-
  
  **HANCOCK PARK** (f Pompeii Court (USA)) 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $102,088, Greyville JB McIntosh Fillies Classic, **Gr 3**. Dam of 9 winners-
  
  **PARK LANE** (f Ellidor) 6 wins 1000 to 1400m, Kenilworth Fillies Championship S., **Gr 2**, 3d Scottsville South African Fillies Sprint, **Gr 1**.

**Race Record:** Placed at 3. 

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 foals. 

2012 (f by Beneteau). 

2013 (f by Northern Meteor). 

2014 Missed to Star Witness.

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 4 September 2014. 

Believed to be in foal
Lot 319

**HALSEY**

Bay mare (Branded C nr sh. 52 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) ............. Northern Dancer ............. by Nearctic
ENCOSTA DE LAGO ....... Fairy Bridge ............. by Bold Reason
Shoal Creek ............. Star Way (GB) ............. by Star Appeal

(Dam) Rolls (USA) ............. by Mr. Prospector

**ANNIE LA VIE**

2000

Flying Spur ............. by Danzig
Miss Prospect ............. by Mr. Prospector

**ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993).** 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wnrs, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wnrs, 106 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Phideon, Neo, Philip, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertarius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenin’ tome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

**1st Dam**

**ANNIE LA VIE,** by Flying Spur. 5 wins—2 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $152,600, MVRC Seppelt Salinger H., Gold Bake Pies H., 2d MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 3, MRC Regal Peace H., BTC Bendigo Bank 2YO H., 3d Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s S., L, 4th MRC Quezette S., L, MVRC Alexandra S., L, SAJC HC Nitschke S., L. Half-sister to REWARD FOR EFFORT, CONSULAR, Bahia (dam of OVERREACH). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Island Spring (g by Dehere (USA)). 3 wins at 1000, 1400m, $210,621, to 2013-14, HKJC Wong Leng H., Wo Che H., Franck Muller Giga Excellent H. Dawn Prospect (g by Haradasun). 4 wins 1000 to 1600m, $106,126, to 2015 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Kranji D S., Initiation P.

**2nd Dam**

**MISS PROSPECT,** by Rory’s Jester. 6 wins—4 at 2–1000 to 1209m, $183,040, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, MVRC Great Western Champagne S., L, Silver Jubilee S., L. Three-quarter-sister to CATNIPPED, Clowning (dam of CHUCKLE), Live Comedy (dam of BLEVEEKA), half-sister to LIFE’S A BOUNTY, Magic Harmony. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:- REWARD FOR EFFORT (c Exceed and Excel) 4 wins—2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $937,200, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, STC Concorde S., Gr 3, MRC Sir John Monash S., L, Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), L, 2d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, 3d MVRC Ian McEwen S., Gr 3. Sire.

CONSULAR (g Royal Academy (USA)) 16 wins 1030 to 1700m, $1,020,450, QTC Ascot H., L-twice, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Mile, L, GCTC Goldmarket H., L, 2d QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, QTC Cup, Gr 2, 3d VRC Blamey S., Gr 2.

**Annie la Vie** (f Flying Spur) 5 wins. See above.

Bahia. 4 wins—2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $106,600, STC Lemnos 2YO H., Young Members H., Giddy Up Club H., Tooheys New 2YO H. Dam of 2 winners-

OVERREACH (f Exceed and Excel) Champion 2YO Filly in Australia in 2012-13. 3 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $2,360,800, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, Reisling S., Gr 2, Widden S., L, 2d MRC Debutant S., L, 3d ATC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2.

Outreach (c Exceed and Excel) Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 2d ATC Canonbury S., Gr 3.

**Race Record:** Unplaced.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 living foal.

2011 (foal by Stratum). Dead.

2012 (f by Stratum). Died.

2013 Missed to Stratum.

2014 (f by High Chaparral (Ire)).

Served by DECLARATION OF WAR (USA). Date of last service, 28 Sept 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 320  

HA'PENNY  
Brown mare  
(Branded \( \overline{\text{nr sh.}} \) \( \frac{2}{8} \) off sh.)  
Foaled 2008  

(Sire)  
Elnadim (USA)  
Elle Seule  
(Exclusive Native)  
Grosvenor (NZ)  
Sir Tristram (Ire)  
Daybreak Express  
(Duke Ellington)  

(PENDRAGON (NZ))  

(Dam)  
Fuji Kiseki (JPN)  
Sunday Silence  
Le Fabuleux  

FUJI RIVA  
2003  

Freja  
Danehill (USA)  
Halo  

PENDRAGON (NZ) (2002). 2 wins at 1800m, 2000m, STC Gloaming S., Gr.3. Sire of 69 mrs, 36 wns, inc. SP Abba, The Peak and of Miss Gunpowder, Colour of Money, Dragon Wheel - Glorious Sunday (H.K.), Killarney Kid, Kurrajong Dragon, Tale of the Dragon, Blazing Dragon, Dark Brown Sugar, Dragonzone, Megathink, Military Manor, That's Karma, Beaudragon, Gig Up Strop, Step Lightly, Dragon Flyer, Yurrapendi, Dragon Affair, Budderoo Dragon, etc.  

1st Dam  
FUJI RIVA, by Fuji Kiseki (JPN). Winner at 1110m. Half-sister to SIDERIA. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race.  

2nd Dam  
FREJA, by Danehill (USA). Winner at 2000m. Sister to DIAMOND HILL (dam of RANSOM EXPRESS - FAIR COMMENT (MAC.)). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-  
SIDERA (f Galileo (Ire)) 3 wins 1400 to 1600m, Turffontein Fillies Mile, Gr 3, Starling S., L.  
Footbridge. 3 wins at 1200m in Malaysia.  
Shakuhachi. 2 wins at 1200, 1600m.  

3rd Dam  
ROYAL TIARA (NZ), by Blanco (USA). 5 wins 2000 to 3200m, $299,150, Auckland Cup, Gr 1, Avondale JC Intermediate H., 2d Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, AJC St Leger, Gr 2, Waikato Gold Cup, Gr 2, New Zealand St Leger, Gr 3, 4th STC BMW S., Gr 1, AuRC Championship S., Gr 1. Half-sister to ELBIO, Magaling. Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-  
DIAMOND HILL (f Danehill (USA)) 4 wins at 1600, 2200m, AuRC Dunstan Stayers’ Championship Final, WRC Hardy Trade Super Series H., 2d New Zealand St Leger, Gr 3, 3d QTC Eagle Farm S., L. Dam of 4 winners-  
RANSOM EXPRESS - FAIR COMMENT (Mc.) (c Red Ransom (USA)) 9 wins–2 at 2–1150 to 1800m, $228,843, to 2013-14 in NZ and Macau, Taranaki 2YO Classic, Gr 3, Waikato RC Wentwood Grange 3YO H.  
Continental Flyer (q Testa Rossa) 2 wins at 1400, 2215m, Singapore TC Alfredo Crabbia Initiation S., 2d ATC Prospect Creek H., Valhalla Village H., 3d ATC Fernhill H., L, XXXX H., Singapore TC Initiation P., Novice H.  
Orthie’s Gem. 3 wins, 1300 to 1800m, $125,325, ATC Foundation Membership Offer H., GWF Foodservice H., 2d AJC Bass Hill H.  
Royal Feeling. Winner at 1800m, ATC Free Entry Today P., 2d AJC Royalandwick.com H., STC Chifley Financial Services P.  
Royal Lady. 5 wins at 2000, 2070m, CJC McDuffs World of Golf H. Dam of 2 winners- Stick On. 3 wins at 1000, 1100m, MRC Polytrack H., 3d VRC Coolalinga H. Tiara. 2 wins at 1600m to 2014-15, Waikato RC Christmas at the Races H., 3d AuRC Dunstan Feeds Championship Qualifer.  
Royal Excess. Winner at 2100m, MRC Wynette H., 3d MRC BMW Melbourne H.  

Race Record: Unraced.  
Produce Record:  
2014 Slipped by Prince Arthur.  
Served by ROMAN EMPEROR (NZ). Date of last service, 19 September 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows G 6-10
On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 321  
HAPPY CAT
Grey mare (Branded ♂️ nr sh. 12 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire)  
Danehill (USA) .............................................. by Northern Dancer ....
Razayan.............................................. by His Majesty .................
Patrona (USA).............................................. by Northern Dancer ....
Gladiolus.............................................. by Watch Your Step .......

(Dam)  
PENTELIKON .............................................. by Mr. Prospector ...........
Vettori (Ire) ............................ by His Majesty  ................
Lomond.............................................. by Northern Dancer ....
Machiavellian.............................................. by Sir Ivor ....................
Patrona (USA)................. by Danzig .........................
Joan Gwendoline............. by Metal Precieux ...........

1st Dam
PENTELIKON, by Vettori (Ire). 5 wins 1300 to 1600m, $217,350, AJC Meriton Serviced Apartments P., Steve Costi Seafoods H., Bernbrook H., Maytag H., 2d AJC Breeders' Classic, L, BTC Glenlogan Park S., L, AJC W O'Brien Life Member H., 4th STC Millie Fox S., Gr 3. Sister to Coablo (dam of ARABIAN GOLD). Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 1 winner, inc:-

2nd Dam
LOYAL SERVANT, by Polish Patriot (USA). Unraced. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-
Pentelikon (f Vettori [Ire]). 5 wins. See above.
Jaguar Night. 5 wins at 1100, 1200m, QTC Spotless Group H.
By My Side. 3 wins 1200 to 1465m, SAJC Castle Tavern H.
Coablo. 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, AJC Zora Cross H. Dam of 4 winners-
Juju. Placed at 3. Dam of-
Bonsai. 3 wins to 1300m, $112,715, to 2014-15, ATC Warwick Farm H.

3rd Dam
JOAN GWENDOLINE, by Metal Precieux (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to KING'S HIGH, REGAL ARTERY. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Night Driver. 3 wins 1100 to 1600m, 2d AJC Merlot Constructions H.

4th Dam
FLOWING, by Twig Moss (Fr). Winner at 1300m. Three-quarter-sister to FLAMING WONDER, GOLDEN TWIG. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
KING'S HIGH (c Full on Aces) 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2500m, $1,464,920, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: Placed at 2 & 3.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (f by Love Conquers All).
Served by HUSSON (ARG). Date of last service, 14 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Has been seen to windsuck
Lot 322 (No GST)  

**HAUNIAN HEART**  
Brown mare (Branded V nr sh. 3/9 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009  

**(Sire)** Tale of the Cat (USA)...... Storm Cat........................ by Storm Bird.................  
LION HEART (USA)..... Yam....................................... by Mr. Prospector...........  
(Sire) Satin Sunrise........................ by Mr. Prospector...........  
(Dam) Chimes Band....................... by Chimes Band  
HAUNIAN CHIMES (USA) 1997  
Hawaiian Rain (USA) ...... Vaguely Noble ............... by Vienna........................  
(Lion Heart (USA)) (2001). 5 wins-3 at 2. Hollywood Futurey, Gr.1. Sire of 948 mrs, 672 wins, 34 SW, inc. Dangerous Midge (Breeders’ Cup Turf S., Gr.1), Tom’s Tribute, Line of David, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Prudhoe Bay, Caduceus, SP Genobeb, Awesome Jill and of Snow Cloud, Gottakeepthefaith, Papa Ham, Capo, City Tax, Don't stop the party, Dreams of Reality, Rey Ariel, Snuggle Bear, Glorious Risk, Grande Guerriero, Jiravit, Mikes Lion, etc.  

**1st Dam**  
HAUNIAN CHIMES (USA), by Chimes Band. **Winner** at 6f in U.S.A. Half-sister to Hawaiian Storm (dam of MORPHY), Colony Surf (dam of MY HALO BROKE). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, **3 winners**, inc:- Kaulana (g by Anabaa (USA)). **3 wins** 900 to 1100m, 3d STC Slipper on Sale H. Elvis Eyes (g by Encosta de Lago). **4 wins** at 1400, 1600m.  

**2nd Dam**  
HAUNIAN RAIN (USA), by Vaguely Noble. **4 wins** 1200 to 2400m, STC NE Manion Cup, Gr 3, AJC Chicola H., STC Associated Midland H., Leichhardt H., 3d STC Canterbury Cup, Gr 3, AJC Craven P., L, CMRF Silver Jubilee H. Half-sister to **Cool Baby** (dam of UNTIL SUNDOWN, COOL AIR). Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, **6 winners**, inc:- Broker John. **3 wins** in U.S.A.  

**Hawaiian Brave.** **3 wins** at 1m, 8½f in U.S.A, 2d Longchamp Prix de la Lorie.  

**Hawaiian Storm.** **2 wins** at 2000, 2100m. Dam of 4 winners- MORPHY (g Geiger Counter (USA)) **8 wins** 1250 to 2400m, $303,800, STC Frank Underwood Cup, L, BTC Lord Mayor’s Cup, QTC CEB Barnes P, 2d Queensland Cup, L, QTC Ramsay Health Care H., L, 3d STC Ajax S., Gr 3.  

River Hawaii. Started 3 times. Grandam of- Grazi Force (f Blu Air Force) **4 wins** at 2 1200 to 1600m in 2014, 2d Rome Premio Jesolo, 3d Rome Premio Repubbliche Marinare, L.  

**Hawaiian Beach.** Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-  
**Night Life** (c Highest Honor) **5 wins** 1m to 1¼m, Longchamp Prix du Roy, 2d Santa Anita Exceller H., L, 3d Bay Meadows Foster City H., L.  

**Colony Surf.** Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-  
**MY HALO BROKE** (f Don’t Say Halo (USA)) **7 wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $219,545, AJC Breeders’ Classic, L, 2d AJC Brian Crowley S., L, 3d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL, AJC Angst H., L, STC Research S., L, 4th STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1.  

**3rd Dam**  
**LULLABY,** by Hawaii. **3 wins**–2 at 2, Del Mar Junior Miss S., L, Hollywood Park Pike S., L, 2d Hollywood Lassie S., Gr 2. Sister to HAUNIAN SOUND, half-sister to **SONUS, CHARMING BALLERINA** (dam of PEPIPA RAMOJO), Equator, Rapids, Caeleon’s Success (dam of STUKA), Dance Date (dam of DECAMERONE). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, **3 winners**, inc:-  

**HAUNIAN RAIN** (f Vaguely Noble) **4 wins**. See above.  

**Cool Baby** (f Northern Baby) **3 wins**, 3d Woodbine Whimsical S., Can-3. Dam of- **UNTIL SUNDOWN** (c Smart Strike) **3 wins** at 1m, 8½f, $276,600, Hollywood Affirmed H., Gr 3, 2d Hollywood Swaps S., Gr 1. Sire.  

**Race Record:** **5 wins** at 900, 1100m in 2013-14.  
**Has not been to stud**
Lot 323

HAYWARD
Bay or Brown mare
(Branded \text{\textsuperscript{\textcopyright} nr sh. 3/3 off sh.}) Foaled 2003

\textbf{(Sire)}
Robert.......... Hall to Reason................. by Turn-to............
Bramalea........ by Nashua.............
Arabia........... Damascus............. by Sword Dancer............
Christmas Wind...... by Nearctic............

\textbf{(Dam)}
NATURAL IS MY NAME
1995
Singles Bar........ by Rory's Jester............
Easy Date.............. by Crown Jester............

\textbf{RED RANSOM (USA) (1987).} 2 wins at 2 in USA. Sire of 1591 rnrs, 1078 wnrs, 108 SW, inc. Typhoon Tracy (STC Coolmore Classic, Gr.1), Perfect Sting, Electrocutition, etc. Sire of the dams of SW War Command, Rollout the Carpet, Temida, Devil May Care, Mahbooba, Red Ruler, Eyrur, Iva wood, Daring Dancer, Vavasour, Vilanova, Vo Heart, Chance Bye, Runaway, Regal Ransom, Sherine, Fashion Statement, Marchfield, Strut the Stage, Full Ransom, etc.

\textbf{1st Dam}
Natural is My Name, by Naturalism (NZ). 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1615m, $158,773, MVRC William Inglis & Son H., BTC Anthony's Fine Jewellery H., QTC Gordon Adnam Welter H., STC Castle Hill Series H., Hastings H., 2d AJC Nivison H., L, 3d AJC James HB Carr S., L, VRC Moomba P., L, 4th VRC Chivas Regal S., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to NOT A SINGLE DOUBT, Hanky Panky (dam of COME HITHER, FUN IN FLIGHT). Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

\textbf{ZIZOU} (c by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Champion 2YO in Aust/NZ in 2006-07. Winner at 2 at 1000m, $969,525, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Sire.

\textbf{2nd Dam}
Singles Bar, by Rory's Jester. 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, VATC Cleanaway 2YO H., 3d SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L. Half-sister to SNIPPETS, QUICK SCORE, ASAWIR, TRUE BLONDE. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

\textbf{NOT A SINGLE DOUBT} (c Redoute's Choice) 4 wins–3 at 2–to 1200m, $392,000, AJC Canonbury S., L, MRC Zeditave S., L, 2d MRC Schweppervescence Cup, Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL. Sire.

Hanky Panky (f Anabaab (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, De Bortoli Gulf Station H. Dam of 4 winners-

\textbf{COME HITHER} (f Redoute's Choice) 2 wins at 2, VRC Talindert S., L, MRC Debutant S., L, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, MRC Quezette S., L, Producer.

\textbf{FUN IN FLIGHT} (f Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L, 3d MRC Twilight Glow S., L, Producer.

\textbf{Natural is My Name} (f Naturalism (NZ)) 5 wins. See above.

\textbf{LADY JIVAGO} (f Beneteau) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $192,750, in 2014-15, ATC Inglis 2YO Classic, RL.

\textbf{Race Record:} Winner at 1600m.
\textbf{Produce Record:} Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 2 winners.
2008 Camlouise (f by Testa Rossa). Winner at 1100m.
2009 Berliner Boxer (g by Testa Rossa). Placed at 3.
2010 Testy Sue (f by Testa Rossa). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2014-15, WATC Tabtouch With Cash H., 3d WATC Festival of Perth Racing H., Perth Racing on Facebook & Twitter H.
2011 Legally Brown (f by Big Brown (USA)). Started 3 times.
2012 Slipped by Congrats (USA).
2013 Missed to Congrats (USA).
2014 Missed to Casino Prince.

\textbf{Served by BIG BROWN (USA).} Date of last service, 14 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
On Account of BELL VIEW PARK STUD,
Meroo Meadow

Lot 324

HEADSUP (NZ)

Bay mare (Branded \( B \) nr sh. \( \frac{23}{5} \) off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire)
Spinning World (USA) by Nureyev
Imperfect Circle by Riverman
Bluebird (USA) by Storm Bird
Christmas Spirit by Bletchingly

(Dam)
Pentire (GB) by Be My Guest
Gull Nook by Mill Reef
In the Purple (Fr) by Right Royal

1st Dam

Ham of 6 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Headsup (f by Thorn Park). 5 wins. See below.

Dragonkeeper (f by Keeper). 5 wins 1200 to 1700m to 2014-15, AuRC Auckland Co-Op Taxis H.-twice, Counties RC Flooring HQ H.


2nd Dam
ALLAWAH, by In the Purple (Fr). Unplaced. Half-sister to COMMONSENSE, SIR SHOTGUN. Dam of 7 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

ESPIARE (f Licorice Stick) 8 wins-3 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $172,688, AuRC Champagne S., Gr 3, Avondale JC Classic S., Gr 3, Cambridge JC Dulcie S., Gr 3, 2d Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2. Dam of 7 winners-

SPURN (f Flying Spur) 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, $358,680, MVRC Sunline S., Gr 2, MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3, 2d MRC City of Glen Eira Cup, L, 3d VRC New P., Gr 3, 4th SAJC Baker Young Trophy, L. Producer.

Danari (f Danehill (USA)) Winner at 1100m, $269,730, 2d VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, VRC Red Roses S., L, 3d MVRC Champagne S., Gr 2, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Dam of 4 winners-Hill Street Blues. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 3 winners-

Written Consent (g Written Tycoon) 5 wins at 1000, 1100m, $138,875, to 2013-14, ATC Bowerman's Furniture H., Advance Design H., 2d ATC Canonbury S., L, Styletread.com.au P.

Chimerical. Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners-
Lady Janice. Started twice. Dam of 2 winners-

Guessing (f Keeper) 5 wins at 1200, 1400m, AuRC Bunnings Warehouse H., Levin RC More FM H., 2d Egmont RC Taranaki Breeders S., Gr 3.


Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.
2013 Melbourne Born (c by Testa Rossa).
2014 (f by Your Song).

Served by SO YOU THINK (NZ). Date of last service, 9 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 325
HEART 'N' HANDS
Brown mare (Branded \[n\] nr sh. \[\frac{9}{2}\] off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire) DANZERO (AUS) (1991). 4 wins, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1. Sire of 1011 mares, 642 wins, 40 SW, inc. Niconero (VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1), Dance Hero, etc. Sire of the dams of 840 mares, 484 wins, 18 SW, inc. December Draw, Exosphere, Dalarua, Forjatt, Psychologist, Miss Darcey, McClintock, Luger, Nigelissima, Discreet, Miss Upstart, Viana, Born To Fly, Scenic Fair, Distant Melody, Illuminates, Kengrande, Vintner, SP Manhattan Avenue, etc.

(Dam) ARTHEENA, by Marscay. Winner at 1000m, 2d AJC Rita Peterson H., 3d STC Straithfield Real Estate H. Dam of 2 foals, both winners-

Conrod Straight (g by Danzero). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $134,200, AJC Harrington Park H., 2d STC Eskimo Prince H., L, 3d VRC Moomba P., L.

2nd Dam FLITTER (NZ), by Bluebird (USA). 9 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $792,280, STC Winfield Classic, Gr 1, BATC Doomben Ten Thousand H., Gr 1, 2d AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 3, NSW Tatt's RC Tramway H., Gr 3, STC Premiere S., Gr 3, 3d STC Winfield Classic, Gr 1, AJC Surround S., Gr 2. Half-sister to MY ROYAL CAPTAIN, Sakti. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Flitter. Started once. Dam of 6 winners-

Maybe I (f Red Ransom (USA)) 2 wins at 1200, 1300m, 2d STC Run to the Rose H., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Tibbie S., L, 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L.

Fort Courage (g General Nediym) Winner at 2 at 1200m, $143,675, WATC McKenna Hampton Insurance P., 3d WATC Fairetha S., L, Aquanita S., L.

3rd Dam Kiwi Magic (NZ), by Vice Regal. 3 wins to 1212m, 2d SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

FLITTER (f Bluebird (USA)) 9 wins. See above.

MY ROYAL CAPTAIN (g Zabeel) 7 wins 1200 to 1600m, $514,597, Singapore TC Patrons' Bowl, Sgp-1. Palace Bound. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m. Grandam of-

TRUMP (g Written Tycoon) 7 wins–1 at 2–1110 to 1650m, $606,938, to 2014-15, BRC Gunsynd Classic, Gr 3, 2d BRC Queensland Day P., L.

Making Waves. Unraced. Grandam of-

MARHETA (f Al Maher) 3 wins 1400 to 2020m, $264,778, BRC Doomben Roses, Gr 3, 2d Queensland Oaks, Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1000m.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.

2007 Supersonic (g by Shamardal (USA)). Unraced.

2008 (c by Power of Destiny).

2009 (f by Canny Lad). Died.

2010 One Big Party (g by Northern Meteor). Winner at 1300m in 2013-14.

2011 Missed to Onemorenomore.

2012 Roethlisberger (g by Onemorenomore). Unraced.

2013 (c by Denman).

2014 Not served previous season.

Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 11 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 326  
HERE DE PRINCESS  
Chestnut mare  (Branded ♀ nr sh. 37 9 off sh.)  Foaled 2009

(Sire)  Dehere (USA) ..............  
Deputy Minister................ by Northern Dancer  
Mint Copy........................ by Buntys Flight  
Sister Dot....................... by Bold Ruler  

(Dam)  Princess Pedrille  
2002  
Desert Prince (Ire)...........  
Green Desert................ by Danzig  
Flying Fairy (GB).............. by Bustino  
Zoffany (USA)............... by Our Native  
Sister Pedrille................ by Cardinal (NZ)  


1st Dam  Princess Pedrille, by Desert Prince (Ire). 5 wins 1000 to 1400m, Qld Tatt's RC Hardy Brothers Jewellers H. Half-sister to O'LONHRO. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 1 winner, inc:-  
Here de Princess (f by Dehere (USA)). 2 wins. See below.  
Work of Words (g by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2nd Dam  Mamzelle Pedrille, by Zoffany (USA). 11 wins 1200 to 1500m, $566,455, STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, VATC Sandown S., Gr 3, Vo Rogue S., Gr 3, AJC Bill Ritchie H., L, Reginald Allen H., L, BATC Original Tastee Pies S.H., L, Qld Tatt's RC Winter S., L, 2d AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 3, 3d Qld Tatt's RC Winter S., Gr 3, VATC Tristarc S., Gr 3, AJC PJ Bell H., L, 4th QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, Hong Kong International Bowl, Gr 2, AJC Hall Mark S., L, Sister to Damzelle Pedrille (dam of DIAMOND DRILLE, M'LADY PEDRILLE, MADAME PEDRILLE). Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:-  
O'LONHRO (c Lonhro) 3 wins 1250 to 1600m, $222,650, AJC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, 2d AJC Warwick S., Gr 2.  
Zellaros. 5 wins at 1600, 1800m to 2014-15, BRC Coke Zero P. Bring Your Alibi. 4 wins at 1000, 1100m, AJC MC Conners Racing H. Baggage. 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1255m, SAJC Jayco H. Producer.

3rd Dam  Sister Pedrille, by Cardinal. 5 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1290m, STC Camperdown H., Royal Alexandra H. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-  
Mamzelle Pedrille (f Zoffany (USA)) 11 wins. See above.  
Damzelle Pedrille. Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Petersham RSL Club H. Dam of:-  
DIAMOND DRILLE (f Al Maher) 5 wins 1100 to 1600m, $975,180, to 2013-14, ATC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, Aspiration H., Gr 3, Tab.com.au H., 3d ATC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1.  
MADAME PEDRILLE (f Secret Savings (USA)) 5 wins 1200 to 1200m, $289,000, AJC Nivison H., L, 3d AJC Breeders Classic, Gr 2.  
M'LADY PEDRILLE (f Al Maher) 2 wins at 1150, 1400m, $107,420, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Nash Rawiller H.  
Countess Pedrille. Unraced. Grandam of:-  
I AM INVINCIBLE (c Invincible Spirit (Ire)) 5 wins–1 at 2–to 1100m, $270,050, SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3, 2d SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1000m, ATC Farley Racing H.  
Produce Record:  
2014  (f by Stryker). Destroyed.  
Served by UNCLE MO (USA). Date of last service, 21 September 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
HIEROGRAM
Bay mare (Branded nr sh. 103 off sh.) Foaled 1999

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Zabeel (NZ)</th>
<th>Sir Tristram (Ire)</th>
<th>by Sir Ivor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCTAGONAL (NZ)</td>
<td>Eight Carat (GB)</td>
<td>Pieces of Eight (Fr)</td>
<td>by Relic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Enshrine</th>
<th>Biscay</th>
<th>by Star Kingdom (Ire)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENSHRIENCE</td>
<td>Saintette (NZ)</td>
<td>Heart of Market (USA)</td>
<td>by To Market</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OCTAGONAL (NZ) (1992). 14 wins-3 at 2, MVRC BMW Cox P., Gr.1. Sire of 853 mrs, 520 wnrs, 25 SW, inc. Lonhro (VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1), Laverock, Niello, Suntagonal, Spinney, Hosannah, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Ottimo, Pussy Willow, Altar, Rain Affair,Eight Street, Champollion, Albrecht, Esentepe, Hiocdtane, Détours, Divorces, Flying Tristram, Amy Eria, Late Charge, Written Up, Mighty Lucky, Mr Gotham, Disputes, Instalment, Pussy O'Reilly, etc.

1st Dam
Enshrine, by Marscay. 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, AJC Bayley Payten H., Bragger H., 2d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

HIEROGRAM (f by Octagonal (NZ)). 3 wins. See below.

Gironde (c by Lake Coniston (Ire)). 5 wins 1100 to 1650m, VRC Elounda Bay H., SAJC Smoke-Free H., Stuart Crystal H., 2d MVRC Peter Hayes 2YO H. Chamber (g by Octagonal (NZ)). 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, MVRC Hostplus H. Deity (g by Jade Hunter (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1517m. Reverential (g by Canny Lad). 2 wins at 1000, 1300m.

2nd Dam
Saintette (NZ), by St Puckle (GB). 7 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 2000m, AJC Grey Ghost H., Carrozza H., 3d STC Winter H., L, 4th STC WJ McKell Cup, L. Sister to Real Purpose. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Enshrine (f Marscay) 2 wins. See above.

3rd Dam
FAIR DASH, by Neanderthal (GB). 6 wins 1408 to 2011m, 2d AuRC Onslow S., Avondale JC Kelston H., 3d MVRC Kinross H. Half-sister to DASHING STAR, Running Bear. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Saintette (f St Puckle (GB)) 7 wins. See above.
Real Purpose (c St Puckle (GB)) 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2054m, MVRC Business Class H., VATC Mentone H., Ajax H., 2d VATC Royal Show H., L.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 3 wins at 1550, 2000m, $243,930, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, MRC Carlton Draught H., STC Mount Carmel High Varroville H., 4th AJC Surround S., Gr 2.

Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners.
2004 Visuals (f by Quest for Fame (GB)). Winner at 1400m.
2005 Heinous (g by Quest for Fame (GB)). Placed.
2006 Missed to Viscount.
2007 Pictogram (f by Viscount). Winner at 2 at 900m.
2008 Corporalpunishment (c by Ad Valorem (USA)). Unraced.
2009 Exogram (g by Exceed and Excel). 2 wins at 1050, 1200m, BRC Goa Get Noticed P., 2d BRC Winning Edge Presentations H.
2010 CHAMPOLLION (g by Exceed and Excel). Winner at 2 at 1400m, $115,350, ATC Schweppervescence H., Gr 3, 3d VRC Yellowglen Vintage S., L, ATC Darby Racing 2YO H.
2012 Chamunda (f by Commands). Started once.
2013 Missed to Commands.
2014 (c by Exceed and Excel).

Served by HELMET. Date of last service, 18 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Rows L 11,12 & M 1  
On Account of TURANGGA FARM, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 328

HIGH AIMS

Chestnut mare  
(Branded by sh. nr sh. 67 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009

(Sire) 
SOUTHERN IMAGE (USA) ......................  
Halo's Image.................................. by Hail to Reason............
Sugar's Image................................. by Valid Appeal..............
Dixieland Band................................. by Northern Dancer ....
Pleasant Jolie.................................. by Pleasant Colony .........

(Dam) 
MILEZKA (USA) .........................  
Geiger Counter (USA)......  
1994
Northeastern................................. by Northern Dancer ....
Miss Toshiba................................. by Sir Ivor ..................

Sire of 347 rnrs, 228 wnrs, inc. SW Southern Speed (MRC Caulfield Cup, Gr.1),  
Calibrachoa, Winning Image, Better Bet, Hip Four Sixtynine, Southern Fireball,  
SP Mallory Square, Privileged, Southern Ridge, Keepeminstitches, Gar, Pink Candy, Hooiser Honey, etc. Sire of the dams of SP Sweetsoutherndame and of  
Juachenzo's Run, Heavenly Fields, Southern Flash, etc.

1st Dam 
Milezka (USA), by Geiger Counter. 6 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1800m in Puerto Rico, 3d El Comandante Clasico Eduardo Cautino Insua, L. Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:- 
High Aims (f by Southern Image (USA)). 5 wins. See below. 
Summer Crossing (g by Capote). 6 wins 1100 to 1415m, 2d WATC Aurum Queen H., Importune H., 3d WATC Marilyn Bergersen 22 Years H., Lest We Forget H. Machiavelli (g by Dubleo (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m to 2013-14. 
Zabelka (f by Zabeel). 3 wins 1200 to 1400m. 
Very Hot (c by Devil's Bag). 2 wins at 1018m. 
Perisher Valley (f by Devil's Bag). Unraced. Dam of-
TORAH (f Spinning World (USA)) Winner at 1600m, $114,400, MVRC Essendon Jeep S., L, 2d VRC Gibson Carmichael S., L, MVRC Cannonpatemannahermills S., 4th VRC Anzac Day S., L.

2nd Dam 
NORTHEASTERN, by Northern Dancer. 5 wins 7f to 9f in Ireland and U.S.A, 
Turf Paradise Chris Evert H., L, Twilight Tear H., L, Hollywood Allowance. Three-quarter-sister to Tobolsk, Youm Jadeed (dam of YOUDAYOURWARMING), half-sister to Guilty Secret, Oriental Mystique (dam of XTRA), Taiwanese (dam of CHINESE JUSTICE). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 4 winners, inc:- 
Milezka (f Geiger Counter) 6 wins. See above. 
Cinnamon Splendor. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Dam of 7 winners-
SILENT POWER - Chater Power (H.K.) (g Honours List (Ire)) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, $512,661, QTC JC Clark 2YO H., HKJC Repulse Bay H., Grayburn H., Boston H., 3d BTC Champagne Classic, Gr 2.

3rd Dam 
MISS TOSHIBA, by Sir Ivor. 7 wins–1 at 2–7f to 1½m, $133,500, Hollywood Vanity H., Gr 1, Curragh Pretty Polly S., Gr 2, Hollywood Wilshire H., Gr 3, 2d Hollywood Beverly Hills H., Gr 2. Three-quarter-sister to Ivory Dance, Sevi's Choice (dam of GALILEO'S CHOICE, CELEBRITY SEVI), half-sister to OGIREMA (dam of CAMARADO), Double Warrant, Harbor Point, Gomesa (dam of GYRO LITE), Minstinguette (dam of COMMITTED, CHRISTIANA HUNDRED, WOOING), Confection (dam of LIMITED ADDITION). Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 8 winners.

Race Record: 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $140,668, to 2013-14, MRC The Cove Hotel 2YO H., Alannah Hill H., Evergreen Turf H., 2d MRC Mitavite H., Hyland Race Colours H., Le Pine Funerals H., 3d MRC Ferntree Gully Gully Nissan H.

First season at stud 
Served by CHOISIR. Date of last service, 2 October 2014. 
Believed to be in foal
HIGH KIN (NZ)
Bay or Brown mare (Branded M nr sh. 23/7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire)
Sadler’s Wells................. by Nearctic.........................
Northern Dancer ............. by Ararat.........................
Fairy Bridge.................... by Bold Reason...................
Kasora...... by Shirley Heights.............
Kozana................ by Kris..............................

(Dam)
Kinjite (NZ) ................. by Pimlico.........................
Centaine................ by Century.........................
Double-Zan (NZ)............ by Super Gray (USA)......
Kozamaan (Fr).............. by Exbury...........................
Sharon Jane................ by Battle-Waggon (GB)....


1st Dam
KINZAN, by Kinjite. 2 wins at 1400, 2000m, Manawatu RC TV & Sound H. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
HIGH KIN (f by High Chaparral (Ire)). 4 wins. See below.
He Kin Danske (g by Danske). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, WRC Kingdom Residential Housing H., 2d Waikato RC GE Money H.
He Kin Talk (g by Oregon (USA)). 3 wins at 1600, 2200m, Taranaki RC Meredith Scrap Metals H., 2d AuRC 91.0 ZM Stayers H.
He Kin Roc (g by Danske). 2 wins at 2200, 2400m, AuRC Swiss Deli H.

2nd Dam
DOUBLE-ZAN (NZ), by Zamazaan (Fr). 6 wins 1200 to 1900m. Half-sister to
LET’S ELOPE (dam of OUTBACK JOE, USTINOV). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Challenger. 6 wins 1600 to 4000m, Hawke's Bay Roadfreighters Quality Transport H., 2d Hawke's Bay Juvenile S., Marton JC CR Grace Ltd H.
Double Owe. 5 wins at 1400, 1600m, Wanganui JC Taranaki Breeders H., Cambridge JC Windsor Park Stud H., 4th Rotorua S., L. Producer.

3rd Dam
SHARON JANE (NZ), by Battle-Waggon (GB). 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, CJC Champagne S., Otago RC Dominion H., 2d Gore Guineas Trial. Half-sister to
Haymaker. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
LET’S ELOPE (f Nassipour (USA)) Aust. Horse of the Year. 11 wins 1400 to 3200m, $3,219,292, VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1, Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, VATC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, VRC Turnbull S., Gr 2, VATC CF Orr S., Gr 2, St George S., Gr 2, Manawatu RC Centaine S., Gr 3, 3d AuRC Championship S., Gr 1, Del Mar Ramona H., Gr 1, Santa Anita Oak Tree H., Gr 1, Arlington Park Beverly D S., Gr 1. Dam of
OUTBACK JOE (g Elvstroem) 5 wins 2000 to 3200m, $435,186, to 2013-14, SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 2, VRC Bagot H., L, 3d VRC Roy Higgins H., L.

USTINOV (c Seeking the Gold) 2 wins –1 at 2–at 1200, 2040m, $654,935, MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr 2, 2d AJC Champagne S., Gr 1, VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr 2, 3d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, MRC Yalumba S., Gr 1, MVRC Norman Carlyon S., Gr 2. Sire.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 4 wins at 1600, 2100m, $121,164, Taumarunui Gold Cup, L, Waikato RC The Butcher’s Birthday H., BOP RC PGG Wrightson H., 2d Ipswich Cup, L, Waikato RC Fairview Motors H., 4th SCTC Caloundra Cup, L.

First season at stud

Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 22 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 330

HILLSIDE QUEEN

Chestnut filly
(Branded C nr sh. 104 off sh.)
Foaled 2011

(Sire)
DANEHILL DANCER (IRE) ................................ Danzic ............................................ by Northern Dancer ....
.................................. Razyana .................................. by His Majesty ....................
.................................. Sharpen Up .................................. by Atan ..........................
.................................. Lettre d'Amour .................................. by Caro ..........................

(Dam)
FIT FOR A QUEEN (IRE)
2007
.................................. Montjeu .................................. Sadler's Wells ........................ by Northern Dancer ....
.................................. Mona Lisa .................................. Floripedes ........................ by Top Ville..........................
.................................. .................................. Giant's Causeway (USA) .. by Storm Cat..........................
.................................. .................................. Colorsnap ........................ by Shirley Heights ............

DANEHILL DANCER (IRE) (1993). 4 wins-3 at 2, Curragh National S., Gr.1. Sire of 2031 rnrs, 1342 wns, 159 SW, inc. Mastercraftsman (Curragh Phoenix S., Gr.1), Private Steer, Choisir, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Be My Gal, Vinnie Eagle, Infinite Magic, Mince, Quest for Peace, The Bogberry, Liscanna, Gee Gees Top Notch, Fanouplifer, Indian Maharaja, Lady Tiana, Lotion, Boss Lane, Seolan, Sushi Tuna, Air Born, Athenian, It is Written, Loveyamadly, etc.

1st Dam
FIT FOR A QUEEN (IRE), by Montjeu. Unplaced. Dam of 1 named foal.

2nd Dam
MONA LISA, by Giant's Causeway (USA). Winner at 1½m, £143,671, Cork Give Thanks S., L, 2d Longchamp Prix de l'Opera, Gr 1, Leopardstown Irish Stallion Farms S., 3d Irish Oaks, Gr 1, York Coronation S., Gr 1, 4th Ascot Fillies Mile, Gr 1, York Musidora S., Gr 3. Half-sister to CROESO CARIAD, PHOTOCENIC, Flashing Green (dam of FLASHING COLOUR, THA'IR). Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Cabin. Winner at 8½f, 2d Curragh Irish Stallion Farms 2YO Fillies S. My Wish. Winner at 2400m in 2014 in France.

3rd Dam
COLORSNAP, by Shirley Heights. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to HYABELLA (dam of POET), half-sister to CEZANNE, COLORSPIIN (dam of OPERA HOUSE, KAYF TARA, ZEE ZEE TOP), BELLA COLORA (dam of STAGECRAFT, MULLINS BAY, BALALAIAKA), RAPPA TAP TAP, Repeat Warning (dam of POLISH PRINCESS, SUEZ), Sistabelle (dam of TORCH ROUGE). Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

CROESO CARIAD (f Most Welcome) Champion 2YO Filly in Italy in 1999. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1400m, Milan Premio Novella, L, 2d Newmarket Falmouth S., Gr 2, Goodwood Prestige S., Gr 3, 4th Royal Ascot Ribblesdale S., Gr 2. Producer.

PHOTOGENIC (f Midyan) 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 7f, Leopardstown Debutante S., L, Granville 2YO S., 3d Curragh Tyros S., L. Grandam of-
BABY FOOT (c Footeplusplusand (GB)) 4 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1600m to 2014, Cagnes-sur-Mer Prix de la Californie, L, 2d Deauville Criterium du Fonds Europeen de l'Elevage, L.

Plaza Mayor (f Kyllachy) 4 wins–2 at 2–950 to 1200m, 3d Deauville Prix de la Vallee d'Auge, L, Chantilly Prix de la Canardiere.

MONA LISA (f Giant's Causeway (USA)) Winner. See above.

Flash Dance Green. Winner at 1307m in Germany. Dam of 7 winners-


FLASHING COLOUR (f Pivotal (GB)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1400, 1600m in Germany, BMW Preis Dusseldorf, L, 2d Preis der Spielbank Hamburg, Gr 3, Grosser Preis der Frankfurter Volksbank, L. Producer.

Flash Dance (g Monsun) 5 wins 1750 to 2200m in France, Germany and Switzerland, 2d Dresden Preis der Ostdeutschen Sparkasse, L.

Race Record: Unraced.

Has not been to stud
Stable 1 Rows J & K 1-5

On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)

Lot 331
HOLD FOR RANSOM
Bay mare
(Branded  nr sh. ½ off sh.)
Foaled 2009

(Sire)
Danehill (USA) ................................ by Northern Dancer ..............
ORATORIO (IRE) ..........................
Razvana................................... by His Majesty ..............
Mahrah .................................... Vaguely Noble .............. by Vienna ................
............................................. Montage ......................... by Alydar ..............

(Dam)
STOLEN BEAUTY ........................
Mossman ............................... Success Express (USA) ....... by Hold Your Peace ....
............................................. Lichen Lady .......................... by Twig Moss (Fr) ..........
2001
Gay Performance ........................ Radio City .......................... by Estaminet (GB) ........

mrs, 536 wns, 42 SW, inc. Rave - Military Attack (H.K.) (HKJC Audemars
Piguet Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr.1), Biz the Nurse, Banchee, Beethoven,
Manawanui, Temida, Cherry Collect, Victoria, Mouinho, Lolly for Dolly, King
Torus, Ottimo, Torio’s Quest, Takar, Scream Blue Murder, Orator’s Daughter,
Moonwalk in Paris, etc. Sire of the dams of Voila Baileys, Loyalty Card, etc.

1st Dam
STOLEN BEAUTY, by Mossman. Winner at 800m. Half-sister to GREAT
CRUSADER, Bold Reason, Gay Adventure. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to
race. 3 winners, inc:-

BENNY’S BUTTONS (g by Refuse to Bend (Ire)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to
1350m, $498,100, to 2013-14, BRC Vo Roque P., Gr 3, Ascend Sales Dash
H., Channel Seven H., 2d BRC Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, BRC Sprint H.,
Gr 3, Hinkler H., L, Keith Noud H., L, Lough Neagh S., L, Qld Tatt’s RC
Australia Post S., L, Sunshine Coast Cup, L, 3d BRC Daybreak Lover S., L,
Ascot H., L, Sunshine Coast Guineas, L, GCTC Prime Minister’s Cup, L.

REAL SURREAL (f by Real Saga). 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $1,314,250,
GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic, RL, BRC Broncos 2YO H., Sirromet Love
Sparkling H., 2d ATC Surround S., Gr 2, 4th ATC Light Fingers S., Gr 2.

Hold for Ransom (f by Oratorio (Ire)). Winner. See below.
Dansolei (f by Danzero). Placed at 3 in 2014-15, 3d BRC Courier Mail H.,
Skyracing.tv P.

2nd Dam
GAY PERFORMANCE, by Bataan. 2 wins at 2 at 800, 1200m. Dam of 12 named
foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

GREAT CRUSADER (c Our Maizcay). 8 wins–4 at 2–1010 to 1200m,
$423,625, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, BTC City Rovers H., GCTC
Magic Millions 2YO Superbowl Final, BTC Brisbane Marriott Hotel
Freshman 2YO H., Jupiters Gaming Flying H., Allan Campbell Memorial H.,
Horses Birthday H., Qld Tatt’s RC Parcel Post 2YO H., 3d QTC Lightning H.,
L, GCTC Marina Mirage WFA Sprint S., 4th BTC Summer S., Gr 3.

Bold Reason (c Singspiel (Ire)) 9 wins–1 at 2–1030 to 1615m, $361,200,
BTC Cadbury Schweppes H., Kings Bloodstock H., David Reid Homes H.,
QTC Ambassador Travel 2YO H., BTC Thirsty Merc on 5 August H., Mitty’s
H., BDO Kendalls H., 3d BTC Bibrie H., L, 4th BTC George Moore S., Gr 3.

Gay Adventure (f Semipalatinsk (USA)) 3 wins–2 at 2–1200, 1300m,
$153,500, BTC Rothbury 2YO H., Toowoomba TC JJ Atkins 2YO Quality H.,
Emerald Bracelet, 2d QTC Sir Douglas Ladley H., L, BTC City Rovers H.
Show Stealer. 8 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1430m, $138,786, MRC Le Pine Funerals
H., Captain Gerrard at Lindsay Park H., 2d MRC Captain Gerard H.
Starstreamed. 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $145,800, to 2013-14, BRC
Number 1 in Racing 2YO H., 2d BRC OLHC Family & Friends 2YO H.

Race Record: Winner at 1400m.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (f by Smart Missile).

Served by SIZZLING. Date of last service, 21 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows Q 7-11 & R 1-5
On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone (As Agent)
Lot 332
HONEST POLLY
Bay mare
(Branded CR nr sh. 29 1 off sh.)
Foaled 2001

(Sire)
DISTORTED HUMOR (USA)
Forty Niner........................ Mr. Prospector................. by Raise a Native...........
File........................................ Mr Rolfe............................
Danzig's Beauty ...................... Danzig.............................. by Northern Dancer........
Sweetest Chant..................... Mr Leader...........................

(Dam)
COALITION........................ Pre Emptive Strike (Can)
1988
Regal Fantasy (NZ).............. Blushing Groom............... by Red God......................
........................................ Queen Maud......................... by Nearctic..................
........................................ Sir Tristram (Ire).............. by Sir Ivor........................
........................................ Estrailita........................ by Bye Bye......................

DISTORTED HUMOR (USA) (1993). 8 wins from 6f to 1m, Churchill Downs H.,
Gr.2. Sire of 1039 rnrs, 816 wnrs, 123 SW, Inc. Funny Cide (Kentucky Derby,
Gr.1), Drosselmeyer, Pathfork, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Constitution, Book
Review, Mr. Emotion, Caroline Thomas, Heart Stealer, Funny Proposition, Molly
Morgan, Renuegosotzip, Galah, Jacaranda, C. Zee, Cleburne, Humor Acido, Sugar
Shock, Dynamic Sky, Joes Blazing Aaron, Coltimus Prime, Reno Rebel, etc.

1st Dam
COALITION, by Pre Emptive Strike (Can). 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, VATC
Katandra H., Sturt H., Amalgamation H., 2d VATC Elsternwick H. Half-sister
to HONOUR CODE, Tootsie Roll (dam of DOUBTFUL JACK). Dam of 6
foals, 5 to race, all winners–
RAZOR BLADE (f by Blazing Sword). 8 wins 1100 to 1500m, $271,526, Qld
Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 3, AJC Nivison H., L, BTC Diamond Stud S., L, STC
Bed of Roses H., AJC Red Jester H., 3d VATC Tristarc S., Gr 3, MVRC
Great Western S., L, 4th VRC Great Western H., L. Dam of 6 winners–
SUNBURNT LAND (g Scenic (Ire)) 8 wins 1100 to 1700m, $379,000, MRC
Caulfield Sprint H., Gr 2, VRC Straight Six H., L, MRC Hussonet Cup,
Grange H., 3d VRC Patinack Classic, Gr 1, Seppelt Salinger S., Gr 2.

FLAMBERGE (g Exceed and Excel) 7 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m,
$669,275, to 2014-15, ATC Sebring S., Gr 3, VRC Standish H., Gr 3,
MRC Heath S., Gr 3, 2d MRC Rubiton S., Gr 2, VRC MSS Security S., L,
3d MRC Kevin Heffernan S., Gr 3, VRC Bob Hoysted H., L.

CURTANA (f Exceed and Excel) 6 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m,
$652,600, VRC Straight Six H., L, Gucci Red Roses S., L, 2d VRC Coolmore Stud S.,
Gr 1, MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr 2, VRC Streets Ice Cream S., L, 3d
SAJC WH Wylie H., L, 4th VRC Patinack Classic, Gr 1, Gilgai S., Gr 2.

Joyeuse (f King’s Best (USA)) 5 wins 1000 to 1400m, $226,390, MRC
Flying Spur Cup H., Starcraft P., 3d AJC James HB Carr S., L.

COUNTRY LODGE (f by Grand Lodge (USA)). 2 wins at 1410m, $306,100,
VRC Vanity S., Gr 3, 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, 3d VRC Chubb S., L,
4th MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, VRC Let’s Elope S., L, Producer.

Country Skies (f by Hurricane Sky). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m. Grandam of–
SATURDAY SKIES (g Any Given Saturday (USA)) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000,
1800m, $191,591, WATC JC Roberts S., L, 3d WATC TJ Smith Trophy, L.

Race Record: 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, VRC Orsay H., More Rain H., 2d MRC But
Beautiful H., Nizam’s Ring H., Bianco Flyer H., 3d MRC Magic Flute H.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race.
2007 Slipped by Anabaa (USA).
2008 (g by Bel Esprit).
2010 Missed to Artie Schiller (USA).
2011 Teetotum (f by Hard Spun (USA)). Unraced.
2012 Maltese Knight (c by Ad Valorem (USA)). Unraced.
2013 (c by Ad Valorem (USA)).
2014 Missed to Statue of Liberty (USA).

Served by I AM INVINCIBLE. Date of last service, 29 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
HONEYMOON CRUISE
Bay mare
(Branded 7 nr sh. 27 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. by Northern Dancer .............
FASTNET ROCK ..................
Piccadilly Circus ..................
(Dam) Dayjur .....................
WITH FERVOUR (USA) 1997
Fran’s Valentine ..................


1st Dam
WITH FERVOUR (USA), by Dayjur. Placed, 2d Deauville Prix du Conseil General du Calvados, 3d Maisons-Laffitte Prix du Val des Fleurs. Sister to WITH FASCINATION (dam of WITH INTEREST), half-sister to WITH ANTICIPATION, With Fire. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:- With Diktat (c by Diktat). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $1,098,313, Hanshin Tamba Tokubetsu, 2d Tokyo Royal Premium, Tokyo Crocus S., Hanshin Chushun Tokubetsu, Kyoto Ujigawa Tokubetsu, 3d Nakayama Junior Cup. Commissar (g by Wanted). Winner at 1600m in 2014-15, 2d ATC TAB H. Vigeo (c by Spectrum (Ire)). Winner at 1300m in Holland, 3d Deauville Prix de la Gisloterie, Maisons-Laffitte Prix de Port Marly. Contrive (g by Oasis Dream). 3 wins at 1000m.

2nd Dam

WITh FASCINATION (f Dayjur) 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1300m, Deauville Prix de Cabourg, Gr 3, Evry Prix de Sainte-Assise, 2d Longchamp Prix de la Salamandre, Gr 1, Deauville Prix Morny, Gr 1. Dam of 8 winners-WITH INTEREST (c Selkirk) 6 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2000m, £182,931 in Great Britain and U.A.E, Newmarket James Seymour S., L.

Interesting (f Raven’s Pass) 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, 2d Chantilly Prix Eclipse, Gr 3, 4th Chantilly Prix Ronde de Nuit, L.

With Fire (c Gulch) 3 wins–1 at 2–1500 to 2300m in France and U.S.A, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Aethelstan, 3d Deauville Prix La Force, Gr 3.

Race Record: Started 3 times.
Produce Record:
2014 Missed to High Chaparral (Ire). 
Served by HIGH CHAPARRAL (IRE). Date of last service, 12 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 334

**HYPOCRISY**

Bay mare  
(Branded G, nr sh. 7/6 off sh.)  
Foaled 2006

**Sire:** Danehill (USA)  
Danzig ___________________ by Northern Dancer ________
Razyana____________________ by His Majesty ___________
Shantha’s Choice ___________ by Bletchingly ____________
Dancing Show (USA) _______ by Nijinsky _______________

**Dam:** Star Way (GB)  
Star Appeal________________ by Applani _______________
New Way__________________ by Klawon _________________
Impossible Dream_________ by Todman _________________
Gone With The Wind_______ by Light Wind (Fr) __________

**1st Dam:** HSIN HSIN WEI (NZ), by Star Way (GB). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Whistle Dixie (dam of ABLE GREEN - EXCEL (MAC.)), half-sister to SURPRIZE SURPRISE, UPRIZE. Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:- Reach (g by Spectrum (Ire)). 8 wins 1400 to 3400m, BTC Book Now for Brisbane Racing Carnival H., 2d BTC City Pacific Finance H.
Perfect Parma - Wonderful Moments (H.K.) (g by Wonderful World). 4 wins at 1400, 1600m, $533,915, to 2013-14, HKJC Sha Tin Mile Trophy H.
Impulsive Reality (c by Brocco (USA)). 2 wins –1 at 2–at 1350, 1650m, SAJC Thoroughbred Express 2YO H., 2d SAJC Monde Bleu at Bullarook H.

**2nd Dam:** IMPOSSIBLE DREAM, by Imposing. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to GOLDEN KING, half-sister to ZONDA, MAGNOLIA HALL, MAN OF HONOUR V, Tiggy Touchwood, Fiddle de De (dam of SCARLET VANHARA). Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-
SURPRISE SURPRISE (f Prized (USA)) 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $181,120, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr 1, AuRC JRA Trophy, 2d Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 1, Waikato RC Gasmate S., Gr 3, BOP RC Tauranga Classic, L, 3d AuRC King’s P., Gr 3, 4th WRC Anniversary H., L, Rotorua S., L, Producer.
UPRIZE (f Prized (USA)) 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $218,067, CJC New Zealand Bloodstock Air Freight S., L, VRC Matron S., L, 2d AJC Emancipation S., Gr 2, MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3, CJC Warstep S., L, 3d MRC Coongy H., Gr 3.

**3rd Dam:** GONE WITH THE WIND, by Light Wind (Fr). 3 wins 1207 to 2085m in NZ. Three-quarter-sister to SOU’WESTER, half-sister to Kayenta (dam of GOLDEN KING). Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-
ZONDA (g Zabeel) 7 wins 1600 to 2400m, $918,199, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, AuRC The Oaks Stud Classic, Gr 1, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2.
MAGNOLIA HALL (c Noble Bijou (USA)) 6 wins 1600 to 2600m, $473,420, QTC PJ O’Shea S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1.

**Race Record:** Unraced.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 3 living foals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Stakes/Distances</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>(f by Wonderful World)</td>
<td>Died.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>(f by Raheeb)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>(f by Husson (ARG))</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(f by Star Witness)</td>
<td>Died.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>(c by Star Witness)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 14 October 2014.**

**Believed to be in foal**
Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)
Lot 335 (With 50% GST)  I'M A THUNDER
Chestnut mare (Branded W nr sh. 13 8 off sh.) Foaled 1998

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>(Brandy nr sh. 13 8 off sh.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>THUNDER GULCH (USA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mr. Prospector................... by Raise a Native...................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jameela............................. by Rambunctious...................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Storm Bird........................ by Northern Dancer...................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shoot a Line..................... by High Line........................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I'M IN BUSINESS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Todman......................... by Star Kingdom (Ire)...................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Magic Way...................... by Faubourg II (Fr)....................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rain Lover.................... by Latin Lover (GB)....................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Easter Rocket (GB)............ by Rockefella........................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam
I'M IN BUSINESS, by Jevington. Winner at 1650m, WATC Graduation S., 3d WATC Jolly Cosy H. Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

| MR PRUDENT (g by Phizam (NZ)) | 10 wins 1600 to 3200m, $1,676,340, AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, NSW Tatt's RC Tattersall's P., L, 2d AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, 3d Moonee Valley Gold Cup, Gr 2, VATC Easter Cup, L, 3d Bendigo Cup, L, 4th AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1. |

| ZAMINATION (c by Phizam)       | 7 wins 1300 to 2600m, $470,440, AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, 2d STC Premier's Cup, L, 4th AJC Derby, Gr 1, 1st STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3. |

Private Business (g by Virginia Privateer (USA)). 5 wins at 1400, 1600m, AuRC South Auckland Ford H., Avondale JC Ford Fairmont Improvers H. Profitable Return (f by Terreno (Ire)). 4 wins 1200 to 1650m, WATC Diet Sprite H., Barbarossa H., 2d WATC Rhinekellar H., Duchess H. Oscar Prince (g by Galileo (Ire)). Winner at 1400m, $122,264, HKJC Sha Kok H. Phizam's Folly - Natasha Ann (Mal.) (f by Phizam). Winner at 2 at 1400m, AJC McWilliams Sherry H., 2d STC Con Payne H., 3d AJC Noel Murless 2YO H. Amartapura (g by Virginia Privateer (USA)). 2 wins at 1200m in Malaysia, 3d Singapore TC Class 4 H.-twice. She's all Business (f by Amazing Dancer (USA)). Winner at 1500m. Dam of 6 winners-

Bella Cassani (f Testa Rossa) 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $180,115, MRC Just Topic H., VRC Bakery Hill H., 2d MRC Hyderabad Race Club S., Gr 3. |

Race Record: 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m. Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners.

2004 Velvetere (g by Nuclear Freeze (USA)). Unraced.
2005 Spared (g by Nuclear Freeze (USA)). Unraced.
2006 Saskia Belle (f by Choisir). Winner at 1400m.
2007 (c by Tiger Hill (Ire)).
2010 Boratora (f by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). Placed to 2014-15.
2011 Queen Astrape (f by Aussie Rules (USA)). Unraced.
2013 Not served previous season.
2014 (f by I Am Invincible).

Served by MAGIC ALBERT. Date of last service, 11 September 2014. Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Row M 1,2

On Account of TORRYBURN STUD, Torryburn

Lot 336

I'M STILL HERE

Bay mare

(Branded ☐ nr sh. 11/7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire)
Deputy Minister............................ Vice Regent............................ by Northern Dancer
Mint Copy .................................... by Bunty's Flight .........................
Secretariat ................................. by Bold Ruler ............................
Sword Game ............................... by Damascus .............................

(Dam)
More Than Ready (USA). Woodman's Girl ............... by Woodman (USA)........
Viva la Viva ................................ by Mr. Prospector .................
Viva Sec.................................... by Secretariat .........................


1st Dam
READY TO LIVE (USA), by More Than Ready. 2 wins at 2 at 4½f, 5½f, Louisiana Rebel S., L, 2d Retama La Senorita S., L, Louisiana Lady Luck S., L, 4th Louisiana Senorita S., L. Half-sister to Viva la Slew (dam of ITSMYLUCKYDAY). Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:- Mando (g by Commands). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m.

2nd Dam
VIVA LA VIVA, by Crafty Prospector. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Candor (dam of PERFECTLY CANDID), half-sister to Delagating (dam of JUST RULER), Escrow Agent (dam of VICAR, SHEEPSCOT), K. C. Super Pet, K.S. Fury, Viva Deputy, Livealifeoflove (dam of SRUMDID-DLYumptious). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

READY TO LIVE (f More Than Ready) 2 wins. See above.

Viva la Slew (f Doneraile Court) 2 wins at 2 at 2f, 1m, 3d Calder BL’s Sweep S., L. Dam of 2 winners- ITSMYLUCKYDAY (c Lawyer Ron) 9 wins–3 at 2–5f to 9f, $1,706,350, to 2014, Saratoga Woodward S., Gr 1, Gulfstream Holy Bull S., Gr 3, Monmouth Savior Mile S., Gr 3, Gulfstream Park Derby, L, Monmouth Majestic Light S., L, Gulfstream Best of the Rest S., L, Calder Fasig Tipton Turf Dash S., L, Foolish Pleasure S., L, 2d Gulfstream Florida Derby, Gr 1, Saratoga Whitney H., Gr 1, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr 1.

3rd Dam
VIVA SEC, by Secretariat. 10 wins 6f to 1m, $307,022, Aqueduct Dark Mirage S., L, Grey Flight H., L. Sister to Viva Aviva (dam of VIVA ZAPATA, VALLEYCREEK KID). Dam of 15 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Escrow Agent (f El Gran Senor) Winner at 2 at 7f in Great Britain, 2d Meadowlands Salem County S., L. Dam of 10 winners-

VICAR (c Wild Again) 4 wins–2 at 2–7f to 9f, $835,142, Gulfstream Fountain of Youth S., Gr 1. Sire.

SHEEPSCOT (f Easy Goer) 5 wins 6f to 1m, $153,446, Thistledown Lady Mannequin H., L, 3d Sportsmans Lady Hallie H., L. Dam of 5 winners-

ASTRONOMER ROYAL (c Danzig) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, £269,720, Longchamp Poule d’Essai des Poulains, Gr 1. Sire.

NAVESINK RIVER (g Unbridled) 5 wins 8½f to 13f, $331,105, Gulfstream Pan American H., Gr 2, 2d Gulfstream Mac Diarmida H., Gr 3.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2013 (f by Myboycharlie (Ire)).

2014 (f by Magic Albert).

Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 23 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

Lot 337

IMPEACH
Bay mare
(Stabled W 1/3) nr sh. 261 off sh.) Foaled 2003

(Sire)
Quest for Fame (GB) ... Rainbow Quest........... by Blushing Groom ........
Aryenne.............. by Green Dancer...........
Sir Tristram (Ire) ....... by Sir Ivor.............
Diamond Lover........... by Sticks and Stones....

(Dam)
Vain..................... Wilkes (Fr)....................
..................... by Court Martial ............
..................... Elated ......................... by Orgoglio (GB).......
..................... Marscay ...................... by Biscay .................
..................... Marjoram ................... by Major General (GB)....

VISCOUNT (AUS) (1998). 6 wins, AJC George Main S., Gr.1. Sire of 476 rnrs, 268 wnrs, 11 SW, inc. Rocket Man, etc. Sire of the dams of 118 rnrs, 49 wnrs, inc. SW Averau, Excellent Reward, Depot Beach, SP Northern Glory, Flower Bomb, Tikitour, Catalonia, Pursuits, Homehill and of Setfire to Therain, Ballinaclash, Bonee Tess, Medcaut, The Ladies Choice, Generis Heart, King Cobia, Reigning, Choupette, etc.

1st Dam
PEACH, by Vain. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 11 winners, inc:-
DENMAN (c by Lonhro). 9 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $1,227,875, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1, AJC Stan Fox S., Gr.2, MRC D'Urban S., Gr.2, STC Run to the Rose H., Gr.3, MRC Zedtave S., L, Wellington Racing Club S., L, MVRC Inglis 2YO Bonus H., 4th VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1. sire.

PRESERVE (f by Canny Lad). 4 wins at 2 900 to 1400m, $599,425, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, STC Magic Night S., Gr.2, VATC Debutante S., L, Gosford Slipper, L, 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr.2, 3d NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr.3, 4th AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1. Dam of 7 winners-

SAFEGUARD (c Exceed and Excel) 3 wins–2 at 2–1100m, $302,400, to 2013-14, ATC Kindergarten S., Gr.3, MRC Vain S., Gr.3, 2d Gold Coast Guineas, Gr.3, 3d ATC Starlight S., L, 4th VRC Danehill S., Gr.2.

Shaumari (f Medaglia d'Oro (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1100m, $103,525, in 2013-14, ATC Get Racy 2YO H., 3d BRC Champagne Classic, Gr.3. Dam of 6 winners-

Soul (g Commands). 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1300m, $567,743 in Great Britain, Aust and U.A.E, VRC Danehill S., Gr.2, Newbury Hackwood S., Gr.3, MRC Kevin Heffernan S., L, 2d Ascot Bengough S., Gr.3, MRC Vain S., L, 3d MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr.2, 4th Royal Ascot Diamond Jubilee S., Gr.1, NSW Tatt's RC Concorde S., Gr.3, 3d ATC Starlight S., L, Metaphor. 4 wins 1000 to 1225m to 2013-14, MVRC Alternate Railway H. Unraced. Dam of-

Ouachita (f by Canny Lad). Unraced. Dam of-

Race Record: 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, AJC Gay Icarus H., STC Christmas Marquee on Sale P, De Bortoli Wines H.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 living foals, 3 to race, 1 winner.

2009 Incrimination (f by Exceed and Excel). 3 wins at 1000, 1100m to 2014-15, 3d ATC Australian Turf Club H.

2010 Missed to Exceed and Excel.
2012 Angainor (c by Street Cry (Ire)). Unraced.

Served by ANIMAL KINGDOM (USA). Date of last service, 7 September 2014. Believed to be in foal.
Stable 3 Chiltern 1-11
On Account of WILD OAKS FARM, The Oaks
(As Agent)

Lot 338

IN ARREARS
Bay or Brown mare (Branded W nr sh. 15 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire)
Redoute's Choice .......... Danzil (USA).......... by Danzig.................
Shantha's Choice .......... Canny Lad ............... by Vain.................

STRATUM ..................
Luskin Star ................. Kaori Star................
Brave New World .......... by Vain.................

(Dam)
BLACK LIST (USA) ......
Horatius .................... Proudest Roman......... by Never Bend........
Realgar (Fr)................. Right Royal.............

1996
Salire........................ Ursula Lauderdale (Ity) .... by Claude................

rnrs, 326 wnrs, 28 SW, inc Crystal Lily (STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Streama,
Southern Lord, Unpretentious, Divine Calling, Running Tall, Enquare, Va
Pensiero, Takedown, I'm All the Talk, Battle Hero, Stratum Star, Misstrum,
Texan, Tavteen, Averau, Bush Aviator, Darlington Abbey, Love Rocks,
Queenstown, Anlon, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Stoker and of The Big Rig, etc.

1st Dam
BLACK LIST (USA), by Horatius. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to KINGSTON
HERITAGE, Salamore (dam of BEAUTY SCHOOL, PETITE DANE). Dam of
7 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:

Banished (g by Snippets). Winner at 1000m, STC Bear Cottage H., 2d AJC
Breeders’ P., L.
The Pudge (g by Belong to Me (USA)). 5 wins 1600 to 1820m, WATC Sir Tinka
H., Perth Racing TV H., Festival of Perth Racing H., Westspeed 3YO H., 2d
WATC Pertraching.com.au H.-3 times, Terrace Buffet H.
Our Forest (g by Shinko Forest (Ire)). 5 wins 1200 to 1800m.
Hollander (g by Show a Heart). Placed at 3 in NZ.

Bleeding Heart (f by Show a Heart). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Splendora (f Jet Spur) 3 wins at 1200m, $125,950, in 2013-14, BRC
Hillross Montefiore & Company H., Landfill Logistics P., 2d BRC Mode P.,
L, Brc.com.au Brisbane Bloodstock Bonus 2YO P.
Sister Emma. 5 wins 1000 to 1400m to 2014-15, Ipswich TC Schweppes H.,
Articulate Framing H., 2d BRC Sky Racing H., Ambassador Travel P.

2nd Dam
Salire, by Realgar (Fr). 2 wins at 1400, 2000m, VRC Fentona H., VATC
Eisternwick S., 2d VATC Turf Club H., 3d SAJC Adelaide Guineas, Gr 3, VRC
Kirihide H. Half-sister to LOWAN STAR, KINGSTON JAMAICA, Lowan’s
Image (dam of EMPIRE). Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

KINGSTON HERITAGE (c Vain) 7 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $204,750,
VATC Merson Cooper S., Gr 3, Show Day S.H., L, Mercedes-Benz H., L.

Salamore. Started twice. Dam of 6 winners-

PETITE DANE (f Danehill (USA)) 10 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1400m,
Kenilworth Ascot Fillies Nursery S., L. Dam of 5 winners-

DANISH SILVER (g Silvano (GER)) 7 wins to 2000m, Greyville Michaelmas
H., L, 2d Clairwood Easter H., L, 3d Clairwood Easter H., L-twice.

BEAUTY SCHOOL (f Royal Academy (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000,
1050m, $111,200, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, SAJC Polytech H.
Creola. Placed at 3. Grandam of-

TALLOW (f Street Cry (Ire)) 3 wins at 1100, 1400m, $365,530, VRC
Vanity S., Gr 3, 2d GCTC Magic Millions 3YO Trophy, RL.
La Mara. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

MR UNFORGETTABLE (g Rubiton) 7 wins 1200 to 1500m, $500,010,
STC Winter S., L, 2d BTC Classic, Gr 3, 3d STC Winter S., L.

Race Record: Started 3 times.
First season at stud
Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 23 October 2014.
Not in foal
Stable 1 Rows J & K 1-5
On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)
Lot 339 (No GST)

IN HARMONY
Chestnut mare
(Branded [NR SH. 4 5 off SH.])
Foaled 2005

(Sire) Danehill (USA) by Northern Dancer
Razanya by His Majesty
Patrona (USA) by Northern Dancer

(Dam) Rubiton
Century by Better Boy (Ire)
Ruby by Seventh Hussar

IMPULSIVE RHYTHM, 1992
Savana City by Lady O'War (GB)

EXCEED AND EXCEL (AUS) (2000). 7 wins–2 at 2, VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1. Sire of 1226 mrs, 830 wrns, 95 SW, inc. Overreach (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Guelp-h, Excelebration, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Bounding, Prompt Return, Buckinghamshire, Haybahan, Kenouska, Avisto, SP Cautious, Cormrow, Rosie’s Premiere, Diamond Glow and of Almargo, Cash Advance, Pilly’s Wish, Sugar Rush, Denzile Lane, Bergdorf, Deconstructed, Marrakesh, etc.

1st Dam
Impulsive Rhythm, by Rubiton. Placed at 2, 2d SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L.
Half-sister to MR VITALITY, ROSE O’WAR (dam of ROSE OF PEACE), DANEHILL EXPRESS, GUNNAMATTA, Chiu Chow Kid, Serene City (dam of CITIRECRUIT). Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

KING OF DANES (c by Danehill (USA)). 5 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $1,147,453, Illawarra 2YO Classic, Gr 3, HKJC Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1, 3d STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, Hong Kong Sprint, Gr 3. Sire.

Latino (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2200m, 2d BTC DGL (Aust) P., 3d VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L, QTC Winfreux H.

Mr Spock (g by Starcraft (NZ)). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, Waikato RC Lodge City Rentals H., 3d Matamata RC Slipper S., L, AuRC Karaka Million 2YO H.

Elvis (g by Road to Rock). 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m to 2014-15, WRC NZTBA Wellington Guineas Trial, Taranaki RC Juffermans Surveyors S.

2nd Dam
Half-sister to BAYONETTE. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ROSE O’WAR (f Danehill (USA)) 7 wins 1200 to 1622m, $691,025, MVRC Anthea Crawford S., Gr 2, 2d VRC Oaks, Gr 1. Producer.

MR VITALITY (g Snippets) 12 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $2,367,330, RHJC Stewards’ Cup, HK-1, Chairman’s Prize, HK-1–twice.

GUNNAMATTA (g Snippets) 8 wins 1200 to 2350m, Mornington Cup, L.
DANEHILL EXPRESS (c Danehill (USA)) 3 wins, MRC Tupperware Cup, L.

Serene City. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-

CITIRECRUIT (f Citidancer (Ire)) Winner at 2, AJC TL Baillieu H., L. Dam of-
ROYALSECURITYBABY (f Choisir) 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m to 2014-15, Clairwood Strelitzia S., Gr 3, Greyville Itsarush.co.za H.

Race Record: Winner at 900m.

 Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.
2009 Shamronise (f by Show a Heart). Unplaced.
2010 Costamony (f by Encosta de Lago). 5 wins 900 to 1009m to 2014-15.
2011 Missed to Sebring.
2012 One More Kiss (f by Lookin at Lucky (USA)). Unraced.
2013 _c by Myboycharlie (Ire)).
2014 Missed to Equiano (FR).

Not served
Stable 2 Row E 2-8

On Account of ROTHWELL PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Blandford (As Agent)

Lot 340

IN THE LIMELIGHT (IRE)

Bay mare

Foaled 2000

(Sire) Northern Dancer.............. by Nearco .................
SADLER'S WELLS ........
Fairy Bridge ....................... by Hall to Reason ............

(Dam) Habitat ......................... by Turn-to ....................
MINNIE HABIT ........

1987

Minnie Tudor .............. by Tudor Minstrel ............


1st Dam

MINNIE HABIT, by Habitat. Winner at 9f, 3d Leopardstown Hawk Cliff 2YO S. Three-quarter-sister to BERMUDA CLASSIC (dam of SHAKE THE YOKE, TROPICAL, KOURNAKOVA), half-sister to Ashbourne Lass (dam of SIR BASIL). Dam of 14 named foals, 11 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

KUTUB (c by In the Wings). Champion Older Male in Germany & Italy in 2001 (Long). 6 wins–1 at 2–1800 to 2414m, Milan Gran Premio del Jockey Club, Gr 1, Cologne Preis von Europa, Gr 1, Munich Grosser Preis Dallmayr Bayerisches Zuchtrennen, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Noailles, Gr 2. Sire.

IN THE LIMELIGHT (f by Sadler's Wells). 2 wins. See below.

ON THE NILE (f by Sadler's Wells). Winner at 2 at 9f, Leopardstown Eyerfield S., L. Dam of 4 winners-
Pussycat Lips (f Holy Roman Emperor) Winner at 2 at 8½f in Ireland, 2d Hollywood Miesque S., Gr 3.

Child Prodigy (f by Ballad Rock). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 1m, 2d Meadowlands Seton Hall S., L, 3d Monmouth John McSorley S., L. Grandam of-

COSMO NEMO SHIN (f Zennon Rob Roy) 3 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2000m, $2,537,957, Niigata Kinen, Gr 3, Nakayama Fairy S., Gr 3.

Roses From Ridey (f by Petorius). Started twice. Dam of 4 winners-

Armigerent (c In the Wings) Champion 3YO Colt in Austria in 2007. 4 wins 1650 to 2400m in France and Austria, 2d Newmarket July S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, Naas Garnet S., L, 2d Gowran Denny Cordell Lavarack Memorial Fillies S., L, 3d Cork Give Thanks S., L, 4th Curragh Park Express S., L, Leopardstown Silken Glider S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 2 winners.

2004 Mighty Elegant (f by Fasliyev (USA)). Started twice. Dam of-


Candlelight Queen. Winner at 1000m in 2013-14 in South Africa.

2005 No report.

2006 Happy Day (c by Danehill Dancer). Started once.

2007 Starshine (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Placed at 3 in Great Britain.

2008 Lucy Limelites (f by Medicean). Winner at 2 at 7f, Newmarket 2YO Fillies S.

2009 San Aurora (f by Oasis Dream). 2 wins at 1400, 1500m, Rome Premio Mukhalif, Premio Theodorica, 2d Rome Premio Single Empire.

2010 Dalaway (f by Dalakhani). Placed at 3 in Great Britain.

2011 Obscurity (f by Commands). Started 3 times.

2012 Ripper Street (f by Street Sense (USA)). Unraced.

2013 Missed to Wanted.

2014 (c by Delago Deluxe).

Served by DECLARATION OF WAR (USA). Date of last service, 12 Sept2014.

Believed to be in foal
INGHAM MAGIC  
Bay mare  
(16 \( \frac{8}{8} \) nr sh.  
Foaled 2008  

**Sire:** Zeditave  
The Judge, by Showdown (GB)  
Summoned, by Crowne d Prince.  
Saleri (USA), by Accipiter  
Plunkett Street (Ire), by Habitat  

**Dam:** Sally Lou  
Catbird, by Danehill (USA)  
Fitting, by Marscay  
Bureaucracy (NZ), by Lord Ballina  

**1st Dam:** Mi Chiamo  
Winner at 1200m, BTC XXXX P., 2d BTC Northern City Finance Quality H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 4 winners-  
Ingham Magic (f by Magic Albert).  
Dark Mojo (g by Trotamondo (CHI)). 5 wins 1450 to 1800m to 2014-15.  
Passarli (g by War Pass (USA)). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.  
Milly Turncoat (f by Foreplay).  
Smart Magician (g by Magic Albert). Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15, 3d MRC Jack Elliott 2YO H.  

**2nd Dam:** Lady Bureaucrat, by Bureaucracy (NZ).  
Winnner at 1000 to 1300m, AJC Exeter H., 2d STC Darlington H., Vandarra H., 4th NSW Tatt's RC Carrington S., L. Sister to MR BUREAUCRAT, half-sister to ALL BLACK GOLD, Nozomi Express, Electricity (dam of SO WOTIF).  
Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-  
Mi Chiamo (f Catbird) Winner. See above.  
North Country.  

**3rd Dam:** Explanation, by County.  
Winner at 2 at 1250m, STC Merrylands School H., 2d AJC Noel Murless 2YO H. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc:-  
MR BUREAUCRAT (g Bureaucracy (NZ)) 11 wins 1100 to 2200m, $833,876, BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, QTC Sir Byrne Hart S., Gr 2.  
ALL BLACK GOLD (c Canny Lad) 3 wins 1100 to 1800m, $308,600, STC Gloaming S., Gr 3, Golden Slipper H., 2d AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1.  
Electricity, 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000m. Dam of 3 winners-  
SO WOTIF (g Iffraaj (GB)) 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1200m, AuRC Mr Tiz Trophy, Gr 3, 3d Cambridge JC Windsor Park Breeders' S., Gr 3.  
Grand Story. Started twice. Dam of 3 winners-  
MY DESTINY (g Stratum) 5 wins 1250 to 1350m, $345,125, BRC Lough Neagh S., L, ATC Cafe Culture H., 3d ATC Southern Cross S., Gr 3.  

**Race Record:** 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $192,980, ATC Blackwoods for Lanotec H., Sky Farewells Randwick H., Guineas Restaurant H., 2d ATC Ascot Club 2YO P., GCTC GCCC QTIS 2YO H., 3d Wyong RC Magic Millions Wyong 3YO S., ATC TJ's Champagne P., 4th ATC Widden S., L.  

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 foal.  
2013 Missed to Encosta de Lago.  
2014 (c by Stryker).  

**Served by Stryker. Date of last service, 7 September 2014.**  
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Rows H & J 1-8

On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)

Lot 342

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INITIAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bay mare (Branded &amp; J 1-8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foaled 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Danzhil (USA)</th>
<th>Razyana by His Majesty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLYING SPUR</td>
<td>Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rolls (USA)</td>
<td>Grand Luxe by Sir Ivor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Spectrum (Ire)</th>
<th>Rainbow Quest by Blushing Groom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VIGNETTE</td>
<td>River Dancer by Irish River</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>Last Tycoon (Ire) by Try My Best</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FLYING SPUR (AUS) (1992), 6 wins-3 at 2, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1. 
Sire of 1448 mares, 959 wins, 93 SW, inc. Forensics (STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), 
Mentality, Alverta, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Preferment, Sebring, Delago 
Deluxe, Grand Journey, Speak Fondly, Moonovermanhattan, Thump, 
Traitor, Zydeco, Colorado Claire, Wild and Proud, Military Rose, Pureness, 
Tullamore, Royal Razzalma, Dothraki, Montsegur, Rezoned, Ashokan, etc.

1st Dam

VIJNETTE, by Spectrum (Ire). 2 wins at 1000, 1400m, $102,900, VATC 
Mercedes-Benz S., L, 2d VRC Red Roses S., L, MVRC Longchamp 2YO H., 
VATC July 2YO H. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- 
I Got a turbo (f by Magnus). 2 wins at 1050, 1111m to 2014-15, SAJC NTS Q 
Cels P., 3d MRC Claire Andrews H. 
Bajan Queen (f by Octagonal (NZ)). Winner at 1600m. Dam of 2 winners- 
Baja Boy. Winner at 1400m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

UNFINISHED STORY, by Last Tycoon (Ire). 2 wins at 1500, 1600m, AJC Jim 
Donohoe H., 2d VRC Rotary Caulfield H., 3d MVRC Hawthorn H. Half-sister to 
ELECTED, LATIN QUARTER, So Happy, Hasta Lueago (dam of GREY 
ARROW). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:- 
VIJNETTE (f Spectrum (Ire)) 2 wins. See above. 
Favorite Story. 5 wins 1004 to 1200m, TTC Shaw Contracting H. 
Humma Mumma. 4 wins at 1000m, MRC Le Pine Funerals H.

3rd Dam

FOLLIES BERGERES (USA), by Pas de Seul. Placed at 2 & 3, 2d Doncaster Scurry 
H. Half-sister to GILDORAN, LADY ISIS, Regimental Arms, 
Chalamont (dam of SECRET GARDEN), Charroux (dam of PERFECT TRUTH), Porte 
des Iles (dam of CASSIS). Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:- 
LATIN QUARTER (c Danehill (USA)) 21 wins-3 at 2-1000 to 1600m, 
$256,137, AJC TL Baillieu H., L, QTC Lord Penn Welter H. 
ELECTED (c Bletchingly) 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $147,200, QTC Ascot H., L. Sire. 
Baroness Britney. Winner at 2 at 1000m. Grandam of- 
CHOICE (f Mastercraftsman (Ire)) 2 wins at 1100, 1600m in 2014-15, 
Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr 3. 
Hasta Lueago. Unplaced. Dam of 7 winners- 
GREY ARROW (g Western Winter) 7 wins-1 at 2-1600 to 2200m, 
$125,158, Turffontein John Skeaping Trophy S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Unplaced.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner. 
2009 Sagari (f by Shamardal (USA)). Winner at 1600m in 2013-14. 
2010 Missed to Pendragon (NZ). 
2011 Prince Limestone (g by God’s Own). Started 3 times. 
2012 Missed to Pendragon (NZ). 
2013 (c by Pendragon (NZ)). 
2014 (c by Roman Emperor (NZ)).

Served by DARE TO DREAM (IRE). Date of last service, 17 November 2014. 
Not in foal
Stable 4 Row M 4-8

On Account of ROSEMONT STUD, Gnarwarre, Vic

Lot 343

INVOLARE

Bay mare

(35

(Branded \ W nr sh. 3 off sh.)

Foaled 2003

(Sire)

Nureyev ........................ Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic

BLACK HAWK (GB) ..... Special ....................... by Forli

Silver Lane ........................ Silver Hawk .......... by Roberto

(Dam)

Lord Seymour (Ire).......... Strait Lane .......... by Chieftain

ZIPPAST ........................ 1993

Scarlet Ribbons..............

BLACK HAWK (GB) (1994). 9 wins to 1600m, Nakayama Sprinters S., Jpn-1.

Sire of 564 mrs, 369 wnrs, inc. SW Celebrita (Kyoto Himba S., Gr.3), St

Trinians, etc. Sire of the dams of 37 mrs, 17 wnrs, inc. SW Lucky Hulsler, SP

Exodus and of Exceedingly, Toshinaga, Asaka Feliz, King Roy, Cosmo Hussy,

Kyowa Iris, Arabian Falcon, B.B. Rafa, Bahamas, Rapid Guerlain, Sambonno

Ya, Louis' Choice, Night Wolf, Silver Supreme, Watcha Gunnado, etc.

1st Dam


(dam of JESTARELLA BOY), Stage Beau, half-sister to Brielle (dam of

MONDANO). Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 10 winners-

Firenza (f by Kenny's Best Pal). Winner at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Walter Brown

S.H., L, 4th SAJC Oaklands P., L. Dam of 5 winners-

Arrival (f Choisir) 2 wins—1 at 2–to 1200m, 2d SAJC Pewsey Vale S., L.

Tuscan Sling. 3 wins at 1000m in 2014-15, MVRC EJ Whitten Foundation H.

Totally Sure. Winner at 2 at 1110m in 2013-14, BRC Men of League 2YO H.,

2d BRC Carlton Draught 2YO P., 4th BRC Calaway Gal S., L.

Easy Virtue (f by Baryshnikov). 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $179,690, VATC Dual


Kuchinskaya (f by Red Dazzler). 2 wins—1 at 2–at 1020, 1100m, $116,750,

ATC Thesydneycarnival.com.au H., BRC Glenlogan Park Stud H.

Involare (f by Black Hawk (GB)). Winner. See below.

Beauty World (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, 2d MRC

Winlake H. Dam of 5 winners-

Loveyamadly (f Bel Esprit) 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $319,338, MVRC

Adapt Australia Abell S., L, VRC Mrs Mac's Beef Pie Sprint P., MRC City

Of Glen Eira H., 2d MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine S., Gr 3, Doveton S., L.

American Crew (g Stratum) 2 wins—1 at 2–at 1300m, $172,800, STC

Calsmays Hill City Farm 2YO H., 3d BRC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1.

Hi World. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m in 2014-15, 4th VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3.

Happy Happy (g by Red Dazzler). 3 wins at 1200m to 2015, Singapore TC

Kranji D S.-twice.

Cathie's Lane (f by Tertian (USA)). Started once. Dam of 5 winners-

Kadenna Lane (g Black Hawk (GB)) 8 wins 975 to 1500m, $116,443, 3d

MRC Merson Cooper S., L.

Destined to Be (g Danehill Dancer (Ire)) 5 wins at 1200, 1400m, 2d

Turffontein Secretariat S., L4th Newmarket TC Senor Santa H., Gr 2.

Princess Layla. 2 wins at 1200m, $118,515, ATC Easts Group Sydney

Roosters H., 4th VRC Lexus Hybrid P., L.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 1400m, MRC Love a Show 2YO H., 2d MVRC AG

Coombs H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.

2009 Gottaget (g by Wonderful World). Placed at 3.

2010 Missed to (by Casino Prince). Died.

2011 (f by Casino Prince). Died.

2012 Murtasteel (c by Murtajill). Unraced.

2013 (f by Snitzel).

2014 (c by Star Witness).

Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 11 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows R 6-12 & S  
On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone  
(As Agent) 

Lot 344  
ISLES OF WONDER  
Bay or Brown filly  
(Branded \[\text{B} \] nr sh. \[\text{8} \] 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(\text{Sire})  
MANHATTAN RAIN.....  
Encosta de Lago ............ Fairy King (USA)............. by Northern Dancer....  
Shoal Creek ............... by Star Way (GB).............  
Shantha's Choice ............ Canny Lad ................. by Bletchingly..................  
Dancing Show (USA)........ by Nijinsky .....................

(\text{Dam})  
GINA LOLLAWITCHA..  
Perugino (USA)............. Danzig ...................... by Northern Dancer....  
Fairy Bridge............... by Bold Reason.................  
Voodoo Rhythm (USA)... by Northern Dancer....

MANHATTAN RAIN (AUS) (2006). 2 wins at 2, AJC Sires Produce S., Gr.1. Sire of 61 rnrs, 27 wnrs, inc. SW Moonovermanhattan (MVRC Dilmah Vase, Gr.2), Crafty, SP Manhattan Avenue, Manhattan Blues, Chengdu, Light Up Manhattan and of Diva Danny, Boundary, Ondina, Wild Rain, Bergdorf, First Rain, Master of Money, Music Man, Platinum Dragon, Cloudburst, Democrat Queen, Downtown Manhattan, Manapine, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam  
GINA LOLLAWITCHA, by Perugino (USA). 3 wins at 1016, 1200m, $161,940, MRC Kevin Hayes S., L, Ian Miller H., 2d MRC Dennis Hanrahan H., 3d MRC William Buck Classic. Sister to LUCKY DIVA, half-sister to SPIRIT OF WESTBURY, DUKE OF WESTBURY.

2nd Dam  
LUCKY WITCH, by Voodoo Rhythm (USA). 5 wins–1 at 2–1016 to 1200m, VRC Red Roses S., L, VATC Christmas H., L, MVRC Ripa H., 3d AJC Analie H., L, James HB Carr S., L, VRC Australian Airlines Flying H., L. Sister to Luck Alive (dam of LUCKY TYCOON), half-sister to TOY IMAGE, Noble Fleur (dam of CATECHUCHU). Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-  
LUCKY DIVA (f Perugino (USA)) 11 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $569,700, MRC Hyderabad Race Club S., Gr 3, SAJC Smoke-Free SA S., L, 2d MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3, Bletchingly S., Gr 3, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, 3d MRC Hyderabad Race Club S., Gr 3, VRC Bob Hoysted H., L. Producer.

SPIRIT OF WESTBURY (g Sir Tristram (Ire)) 5 wins 1100 to 2200m, $518,090, Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Cup, Gr 3, 2d VRC Saab H., Gr 2, Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 2, Moonee Valley Gold Cup, Gr 2, MRC Naturalism S., L, QTC Eagle Farm S., L, 3d AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, STC Sky High S., L.

GINA LOLLAWITCHA (f Perugino (USA)) 3 wins. See above.

DUKE OF WESTBURY (g Sir Tristram (Ire)) Winner at 2 at 1100m, VRC Criterion H., L, 3d VRC Fiesta Star H.

3rd Dam  
BETTER BE LUCKY, by Better Boy (Ire). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, VATC Grace Darling H., NSW Tatt's RC Tattersall's Cup, 3d VRC Bragger H. Three-quarter-sister to CENTURY, half-sister to Red Goshawk. Dam of 12 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

TOY IMAGE (g Noble Bijou (USA)) 6 wins 1200 to 2456m, $116,455, SAJC Eagle Blue S., Gr 3.

Noble Fleur. Placed, 3d SAJC Wednesday H. Dam of 5 winners-

CATECHUCHU (f Catbird) 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $645,062, WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3, 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2. Producer.

Race Record: Placed at 3 in 2014-15.  
Has not been to stud
Stable 4 Row M 4-8
On Account of ROSEMONT STUD, Gnarwarre, Vic

Lot 345

IT’S ALL RIGHT

Chestnut mare
(Branded G. nr sh. 7 5 off sh.)
Foaled 2005

(Sire)
Nediym (Ire)................ Shareef Dancer ............... by Northern Dancer .............
Nilmeen........................................ by Right Royal ......................

Military Belle........................ Withouf Fear (Fr) ............... by Baldric .................
Reticella (NZ)..................... by In the Purple (Fr) .......

(Dam)
Vice Regal (NZ).1982
Mary Poppins....................... by Lucky Bag (GB) .............


1st Dam
TUPELO HONEY (NZ), by Vice Regal. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to TOP OF THE POPS, Missile Launcher, half-sister to Roll of Honour. Dam of 16 named foals, all raced, 12 winners, inc:-

DOMINO (f by Grosvenor). 4 wins 1200 to 2400m, $493,646, AJC Oaks, Gr 1, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, 2d AuRC Ladies Mile, Gr 3. Dam of-

(KIWI) HERO (g Deputy Governor (USA)) 15 wins 1200 to 1600m, New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr 1.

Dominant (f Deputy Governor (USA)) 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, Waikato RC Montana Wines H., 3d Counties Challenge S., L. Dam of 6 winners-

Hot Pursuit (f Spartacus (Ire)) 3 wins at 1580, 2100m, AuRC Dunstan Feeds Championship H., 2d AuRC Championship S., Gr 2.

Desert Wine. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-

LA ETOILE (f Thorn Park) 5 wins at 1400, 1600m, AuRC Rich Hill Mile, Gr 2, 2d BRC Spear Chief H., L, 3d Queensland Guineas, Gr 2.

SUPER NATURAL (f by Bakharchov (USA)). Top filly on The 1990-91 NZ 2YO Free H. 4 wins–2 at 2, Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr 2. Grandam of-

RAYS GIRL (f Savabeel) 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2100m to 2013-14, North Canterbury RC Canterbury S., L, 2d AuRC Sunline Vase, Gr 3.

Court (f by Prince Echo (Ire)). Winner at 2, HBJC Okawa Stud H. Dam of-

GIMMICK (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, AJC Regional Allen H., L, 2d BTC Doomben Classic, Gr 3. Dam of 4 winners-

LINKY DINK (f Keeper) Winner at 2, QTC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1.

Trio. Placed. Dam of 8 winners-

SALE OF CENTURY (g Prized (USA)) 5 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 3200m, $601,790, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, 3d VATIC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1.

Greenstone. Winner at 1000m in NZ. Dam of 2 winners-

AFFLECK (g Battle Paint (USA)) 6 wins 1200 to 1600m in 2014, Singapore TC More Magic 3YO Championship, Sgp-3.

Brown Eyed Girl (f by Sir Tristram (Ire)). Winner at 1400m. Dam of 4 winners-

HALIBER (f Red Ransom (USA)) 4 wins–3 at 2, MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2.

La Mambo (f by Marscay). Unplaced. Grandam of-

WARM LOVE (f Octagonal (NZ)) 6 wins–2 at 2, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L.

Race Record: Placed at 2.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.
2010 Triple Leo (g by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Unplaced.
2011 (f by Lucky Owners (NZ)).
2012 Missed to Stratum.
2013 (f by Lucky Owners (NZ)).
2014 (c by Choisir).

Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 7 December 2014.
Believed to be in foal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 346 (No GST)</th>
<th>IVYROSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bay mare</td>
<td>(Branded nr sh. 10/2 off sh.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foaled 2002</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sire**
- Zeditave
- Sudden Impulse
- Sire of 422 mares, 269 winners, 10 SW

**Dam**
- IVORY ROSE
- by Gain Control

**1st Dam**
- IVORY ROSE, by Gain Control
  - 4 wins at 2 to 1200m, STC Petersham H.
  - Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 7 winners

**Mistegic** (f by Zoffany (USA)), 9 wins – 1 at 2 to 1200 to 2200m, $888,858

**Century**
- by Better Boy (Ire)

**Miss Zoe**
- 4 wins to 2200m, $119,025

**IVORY ROSE** 1987
- Natural Rose

**STRATEGIC (AUS) (1992)**
- 7 wins at 2 to 1400m
- Sire of 841 mares, 553 winners, 25 SW
- Sire of the dams of 422 mares, 269 winners

**MISS ZOE**
- (f by Zoffany (USA))
  - 9 wins at 2 to 1200 to 2200m, $888,858

**UTZON**
- (g by Notthin' Leica Dane)
  - 6 wins at 1200 to 1600m, $573,725

**Bosworth**
- (g by Strategic)
  - 5 wins at 1200 to 1400m, $211,300

**Ivories**
- (c by Kala Dancer (GB))
  - 6 wins at 2 to 1200 to 1400m, $201,250

**Shagerz**
- (g by Royal Academy (USA))
  - 3 wins at 1200, 1400m

**Race Record**: Placed at 3.

**Produce Record**: Dam of 3 named foals, all winners.

2007 Racing Red (g by Testa Rossa). Winner at 1400m, 3d STC Canterbury BMW 5 Series H., Theraces.com.au P.

2008 Not served previous season.

2009 Missed to Dash for Cash. Died.

2010 Not served previous season.

2011 Elite Dane (f by Dane Shadow). Winner at 1106m in 2014-15.

2012 Voilier (g by Beneteau). Winner at 2 at 1100m, $124,750, in 2014-15, ATC Sire Custodians 2YO P., 2d ATC Silver Slipper S., Gr. 2.

2013 Missed to Duporth.

2014 Missed to Choisir.

Not served
Lot 347

**JAPALI BIKE**

Bay mare

(Branded 5C nr sh. 19 7 off sh.)

Foaled 2007

**(Sire)**

Sir Tristram (Ire) ........ Sir Ivor ................................ by Sir Gaylord ............

ZABEEL (NZ)............... Isolt ................................ by Round Table ..............

Lady Giselle (Fr)......... Nureyev ........................... by Northern Dancer ....

**(Dam)**

STORM AT MIDNIGHT 1997

Thunder Gulch (USA)..... Gulch ............................. by Mr. Prospector ........

Midnight Fever .......... Luskin Star .................... by Kaoru Star ..................


1st Dam

STORM AT MIDNIGHT, by Thunder Gulch (USA). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1300, 1600m, MVRC Camp Australia H., Zonda H., 2d SAJC The Truth H., 3d VRC Ten News H. Half-sister to Campbell Fever (dam of WOPPIT), Tosamba, Tirumani (dam of ASTRODAME), Midnight Ballet (dam of ROCK CLASSIC). Dam of 8 foals, 4 to race, inc:-

Existent (f by Flying Spur). Unraced. Dam of-

Peterbonetti. 3 wins at 1000, 1400m to 2013-14, 3d BRC Sequalo at Lyndhurst H.

Split Rock (f by Danehill (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Split the Faith. 4 wins 1100 to 1650m, WATC David Evans H., PR Midweek Roast Package H., Westspeed H., 3d WATC Perth Racing TV H.

Miracle Magic. 4 wins–1 at 2–1350 to 1900m, ATC Flinders Lane Perfect Fit Shirt H., 2d ATC Provincial Stayers Championship H.

2nd Dam

MIDNIGHT FEVER, by Luskin Star. Top filly on The 1986-87 Australasian 2YO Classification. 8 wins–6 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $534,800, VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, MVRC Veuve Clicquot S., Gr 2, STC Resilin Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3–twice, 2d VRC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Sister to STARTLING LASS (dam of SHOVHOG, SHOVOFF). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Tosamba (c Woodman (USA)) 4 wins 1200 to 1410m, $138,460, VRC AFL Life Members H., 3d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3.

Campbell Fever (f Bluebird (USA)) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1013m, 2d VRC Talindert H., L, SAJC Cinderella S., L, 3d VRC Hilton on the Park S., Gr 3 Producer.

Tirumani. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, AJC Doherty Partners H. Dam of 6 winners-

ASTRODAME (f Flying Spur) 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 2, 2d MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 3.

Darsini. Placed at 3. Dam of 5 winners-

MAHISARA (c More Than Ready (USA)) 7 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1500m, to 2013-14, MRC Sandown S., Gr 3–twice, 2d BRC Sprint H., Gr 3.

Midnight Ballet. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

ROCK CLASSIC (g Fastnet Rock) 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, $669,600, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, 2d STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 living foal.

2012 (c by Not a Single Doubt). Destroyed.

2013 (f by Foxwedge).

2014 Slipped by So You Think (NZ).

Served by THE FACTOR (USA). Date of last service, 24 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows R 6-12 & S
On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 348

JEANARMOUR
Bay mare
(Branded YS nr sh. 12/2 off sh.)
Foaled 2002

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. by Northern Dancer ....
Redoute’s Choice ...
Shantha’s Choice .................... by His Majesty ........

(Dam) Highland Legend (USA) 1991
Storm Bird............................ by Northern Dancer ......
Santella ............................... by Nearctic...........


1st Dam

Highland Legend (USA), by Storm Bird. 2 wins at 2 at 7f, 1m, 2d Goodwood Lupe S., L. Sister to Petite Sirene (dam of CAPE BLANCO), half-sister to FINAL SUNRISE. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-

PERSONAL LEGEND (f by Awesome Again). 6 wins 1m to 9f, $744,805, Aqueduct Turnback the Alarm H., Gr 3, Calder Stage Door Betty H., L, 2d Saratoga Personal Ensign S., Gr 1, Hollywood Dahlia H., Gr 2, Santa Anita El Encino S., Gr 2, Churchill Downs Regret S., Gr 3, Saratoga Ballston Spa H., Gr 3, 3d Del Mar Oaks, Gr 1, Delaware H., Gr 2. Dam of 4 winners-

ROMAN LEGEND (c Special Week) 10 wins 1700 to 2000m, $4,143,582, to 2014, Ohi Tokyo Daishoten, Gr 1, Kyoto Miyako S., Gr 3, Sapporo Eln S., Gr 3-twice, 3d Chukyo Champions Cup, Gr 1, Kyoto Miyako S., Gr 3, Funabashi Kashiwa Kinen, L, 4th Hanshin Japan Cup Dirt, Gr 1.

MIRACLE LEGEND (f Fuji Kiseki) 12 wins 1600 to 2100m, $3,990,658, Niigata Kanetsu S., L, Leopard S., L, Funabashi Queen Sho, L, Marine Cup, L, Kawasaki Empress Hai, L, Ohi Ladies Prelude, L-twice.

Urban Legend. 4 wins at 1800, 1900m to 2014, Kyoto Keage Tokubetsu. Danabaa (g by Anabaa (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1600m, HKJC Garden H. Good Lucky (g by Red Ransom (USA)). 6 wins 1600 to 1950m, $138,172, to 2013-14 in Macau.

2nd Dam

SanTELLA, by Coastal. Unraced. Half-sister to SILVER SUPREME, PASADOBLE (dam of MIESQUE, MASSARAAT), Driscilla (dam of BOBCAT GREELEY).

Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

FINAL SUNRISE (c Afleet) 9 wins, $152,490, Calder Memorial Day H., L.

Race Record: 3 wins 1500 to 2500m, MVRC Champions Special Exhibition H., Radio Sport 927 H.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, all winners.
2007 Highland Mary (f by Hussonet (USA)). 2 wins at 1280, 1800m, 3d BRC Racing Retro 3YO P.
2008 Missed to Charge Forward.
2009 Boltarmour (c by Charge Forward). 2 wins at 1209, 1300m to 2013-14.
2010 Endearment (f by Hussonet (USA)). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2014-15, 4th Fairview Lady’s Pendant, L.
2011 Asian Lily (f by Hussonet (USA)). Unraced.
2012 (f by Charge Forward). Died.
2013 (c by All American).
2014 Missed to Charge Forward.

Served by CHARGE FORWARD. Date of last service, 22 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 349  JESTAJEWEL  
Chestnut mare  (Branded H nr sh. 13/2 off sh.)  Foaled 2002

(Sire)  
Crown Jester ................. Baguette ......................... by Rego (Ire) .................
RORY'S JESTER ......... Anjudy .................................. by Wilkes (Fr) .................
Rory's Rocket (GB) ........ Roan Rocket ......................... by Buisson Ardent .......
(Dam)  
SHINY ......................... Cantadora .......................... by Matador ......................
1995  
Forest Glow (USA) ........ Green Forest ......................... by Shecky Greene ...........
Polished ........................ by Vain ................................
Star Facet ........................ by Sostenuto (Ity) ..............


1st Dam  
SHINY, by Forest Glow (USA). 4 wins—1 at 2—1313 to 1463m, SAJC Monde Bleu H., 2d SAJC Ericsson Communications H., Double Vice H., 3d MVRC Toy Factory H., Kevin Sheedy H., SAJC Members H. Half-sister to Lord Sheraton, Smooth - Cosmolife (H.K.). Polishing (dam of DANZIPPO), Vreeland (dam of DANGLISSA). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-
MAREVEEN (f by Orientate (USA)). 6 wins—1 at 2—1000 to 1800m, $663,845, VRC Desirable S., L, MRC Merson Cooper S., L, Gold Coast Bracelet, L, 2d Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, VRC Matron S., Gr 3, Ottawa S., L, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L.
Stoneblack (g by Danzero). 10 wins—2 at 2—1500 to 3221m, MVRC Tattsbe.com H., 2d VRC Anzac Day S., L, 3d VRC Henry Bucks S., L, Gibson Carmichael S., L.
Jestajewel (f by Rory's Jester). 2 wins. See below.
Bella Jewel (f by Rory's Jester). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m. Dam of-
ROCKSHAFT - OCEAN FORTUNE (Mal.) (g Choisir) 5 wins—2 at 2—1100 to 1400m, $147,427, to 2014 in Aust and Malaysia, SAJC Breeders' S., Gr 3.

2nd Dam  
POLISHED, by Vain. Winner at 2 at 1200m, AJC Ionian H., 2d STC Rosehill H. Half-sister to Diamond Cutter. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Lord Sheraton (c Century) 3 wins—1 at 2, 2d VRC Crown Casino Sprint H., L.
Smooth - Cosmolife (H.K.) (c Luskin Star) 3 wins, 2d AJC Canonbury S., L.
Vreeland. Placed at 3. Dam of 7 winners-
DANGLISSA (f Danzero) 6 wins—2 at 2—1200 to 1600m, AJC Flight S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 2 wins—1 at 2—900, 1000m, MVRC Cathay Pacific Holidays Flying H., 3d VRC Ottawa S., L, 4th MRC Merson Cooper S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners.
2007 Top Shelf (g by Stratum). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, Singapore TC Class 4 H., Benchmark 53 H., New Logo Initiation P.
2008 PAMPELONNE (g by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 5 wins 1100 to 1400m, $822,660, ATC Shorts H., Gr 2, Gosford Guineas, L, Scone RC Inglis Guineas, ATC Free Entry Today H., APN Spirit of Outdoor H., 2d ATC Churchills Sports Bar H., Sportngbet H., 3d ATC Razor Sharp H., L, 4th MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, VRC Straight Six H., L.
2009 Spirit of Carbine (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, 3d SAJC Schweppes Oaks Day 2YO H.
2011 Jewel Heist (f by Dane Shadow). Winner at 2 at 1100m in 2013-14.
2012 Vortex Fire (g by Exceed and Excel). Unraced.
2013 (c by Sepoy).
2014 Missed to All Too Hard.

Served by MORE THAN READY (USA). Date of last service, 17 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 350

**JIALE**

Bay mare

(Branded 5 nr sh. 43 off sh.)

Foaled 2005

(Sire)

**ROYAL ACADEMY**

(USA)

Nijinsky .......................... Northern Dancer ..........................

Flaming Page .......................... by Nearctic ..........................

Crimson Saint .......................... by Spy Song ..........................

Bolero Rose .......................... by Bolero ..........................

(Dam)

**FRENCH CUT**

1999

Snippets .......................... Lunchtime (GB) ..........................

Easy Date .......................... by Grand Chaudiere ..........................

Luskin Star .......................... by Kaoru Star ..........................

Brave New World .......................... by Vain ..........................

**ROYAL ACADEMY (USA) (1987)**. 4 wins, Breeders’ Cup Mile S., Gr.1. Sire of 2131 rnrs, 1497 wnrs, 167 SW, inc. Val Royal (Breeders’ Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Top Hat, Oscar Schindler, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Gaultier, Paint Nalf, Coffee Clique, Serata Bella, Dabirsim, Vitoria Olimpica, Nashville, The Party Stand, Heart of Dreams, Finsceal Beo, Fastnet Rock, Rabiya, Rule of Law, Sabatini, Safety Check, Ana Luisa, Sai de Baixo, Sir Andrew, Szumul, etc.

1st Dam

**FRENCH CUT**, by Snippets. 2 wins at 900, 1100m, 2d AJC Liverpool P., STC Toongabbie P. Half-sister to **STRATUM, DYSTOPIA**, Grand Performance (dam of **BURGEIS**). Dam of 5 foals, all winners-Jiale (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 3 wins. See below. Lemieux (g by Redoute’s Choice). 6 wins 1100 to 1800m, BRC Terry Mays Lia H., STC Goldners Horse Transport P.

Szewinska (f by Nadeem). 3 wins 1100 to 1600m, MRC Patinack Farm H.

2nd Dam

**BOURGEOIS**, by Luskin Star. Unraced. Dam of 12 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**STRATUM** (c Redoute’s Choice) 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, $2,244,500, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 2d VRC Age Classic S., Gr 2, City Tatt's RC Roman Consul S., Gr 2, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, AJC Up and Coming S., Gr 3, STC Skyline S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, Rory’s Jester P., Gr 3, 4th AJC San Domenico S., Gr 3. Successful sire.


Grand Performance. 4 wins to 1200m, 4th AJC June S., L. Dam of 6 winners-**BURGEIS** (f Catbird) 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, SAJC Proud Miss S., L, 3d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2. Producer.

3rd Dam

**BRAVE NEW WORLD**, by Vain. 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, TRC Champagne S., L, 4th SAJC Dequetteville S., L. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Our Discretion. 2 wins at 2 to 1100m, SAJC Nomis Electronics H. Dam of 8 winners-**Scelto** (g Pentire (GB)) 4 wins 1400 to 2150m, $218,110, to 2014-15, 3d MVRC Mitchelton Wines Vase, Gr 2, 4th VRC UCI S., L.

**Joontoo Gemini** (f Deputy Governor (USA)) 7 wins 1400 to 2400m, $172,077, MRC Anna Carlovna H., 3d Warrnambool Cup, L. Producer.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 3 wins 900 to 1400m, AJC Rose Maree Chain Memorial H., 2d AJC Convention Centre H., Sunday Joy H., STC Freeway Hotel Texas Poker H., 3d AJC Widden S., L, STC Gow-Gates H., Golden Slipper Festival H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 living foal, 1 raced.


2012 Missed to Magic Albert.

2013 (c by Choisir). Died.

2014 Missed to Choisir.

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 6 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row C 1-7

On Account of GOODWOOD FARM, Murrurundi
(As Agent)

Lot 351 (No GST)  
JOHAN’S TOY  
Bay mare  
(Branded N1 nr sh. 3/1 off sh.)  
Foaled 2001

(Sire)  
Danehill (USA) .................. by Northern Dancer ............
   Danehill (USA) ..................
   Teslemi ......................... by His Majesty .................

(Dam)  
EXTRA BUBBLY ..........  
1991  
Bellotto (USA) ............... Mr. Prospector .................
                     Shelf Talker .................. 
                     Water Mill (GB) .......... 
                     Toy Fountain .............

JOHAN CRUYFF (GB) (1994). 6 wins-2 at 2, Hong Kong Derby, HK-1. Sire of 131 rnrs, 74 wnrs, inc. SW Estejo (Rome Premio Roma, Gr.1), Scoubidou, Johan’s Toy, etc. Sire of the dams of 48 rnrs, 24 wnrs, inc. SW Toydini, SP Meisho Meigetsu and of Kalypso of Gracie, Dollar King, Host With the Most, Petronas, Taiki Premium, It’s Wunderbar, Kite of Gracie, Princess Moon, Zarada Angel, Just Do Something, Daley, Dubai Ruler, Craft Show, Mighty Lion, etc.

1st Dam  
EXTRA BUBBLY, by Bellotto (USA). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, AJC Fair Summer H. Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

EXTRA ZERO (g by Danzero). 5 wins–1 at 2–1410 to 2000m, $1,406,020, to 2014-15, MRC Autumn Classic, Gr 2, VRC Anzac Day S., L, Albury Gold Cup, L, 2d Victoria Derby, Gr 1, VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, MVC David Jones Cup, Gr 3, VRC Johnnie Walker S., L, Gibson Carmichael S., L, MRC Mornington Cup Prelude, L, 3d VRC CS Hayes S., Gr 2, MVC David Jones Cup, Gr 3, Eclipse S., Gr 3, VRC Softel H., L, MRC Mornington Cup Prelude, L, 4th MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1.

OPERETTA LASS (f by Singspiel (Ire)). 3 wins 1600 to 2000m, $154,280, AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, STC De Bortoli Wines H., 3d AJC Princesses Welcome H., Sir Dapper H., 4th STC Frank Underwood Cup, L. Producer.

JOHAN’S TOY (f by Johan Cruyff (GB)). 4 wins. See below.

Extraceed (g by Exceed and Excel). 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $190,992, ATC Ingham Love ‘em 2YO H., Kingaroy Kitchen 2YO H.

Alcaraz (g by Fastnet Rock). 3 wins to 1200m, ATC Central Coast Holden H.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 4 wins 1200 to 1400m, $820,700, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L, Eagles Plumbing Plus Classic, AJC Maytag P.H., 2d AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, Epsom H., Gr 1, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, 3d STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, STC Premiere S., Gr 2, Millie Fox S., L, Newcastle JC Tibbie S., L, STC Stonequarry H., 4th STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 2, AJC Breeders Classic, Gr 3, Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2007 Craft Show (g by Starcraft (NZ)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m.

2008 Expedience (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). Placed at 3, 2d HKJC Friendship Bridge H., 3d HKJC Shek Uk Shan H.

2009 TOYDINI (g by Bernardini (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1600m, $688,200, to 2013-14, ATC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, MVRC Schweppes Crystal Mile, Gr 2, ATC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Cameron H., Gr 3, ATC Anzac Day H., 2d ATC Up and Coming S., Gr 3, Independent Gaming H., 3d ATC Epsom H., Gr 1, Tramway S., Gr 2, TAB Sportsbet 2YO H., 4th BRC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2, ATC Frank Packer P., Gr 3.


2011 Not served previous season.


2013 (f by Bernardini (USA)).

2014 (f by Animal Kingdom (USA)).

Served by DUNDEEL (NZ). Date of last service, 29 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 352  JUBILEE KATE
Brown mare  (Branded BM nr sh. 2 9 off sh.)  Foaled 1999

**(Sire)**
DISTINCTLY NORTH
Minshaanshu Amad ........ by Nearctic
(USA)................................ Distinctiveness ............ by Never Bend

**(Dam)**
MAKENA........................
1980
Deep Show ................... by Gulf Pearl

**DISTINCTLY NORTH (USA) (1988).** 3 wins at 2, £150,686, Doncaster Flying Childers S., Gr.2. Sire of 565 rnrs, 308 wns, 15 SW, inc. Distinctly Secret, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Black Piranha, Souter's Sister, White Snow, Bodgiteer, SP Snitzem, Bella Heart and of Frequently, Friendly Dragon, Acqua Ragia, Miss Kiss, Man of Distinction, Riverside Theatre, Newtown Dancer, Amianto, Britney, Davone Code, Alluminio, etc.

1st Dam
MAKENA, by Comeram (Fr). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to SHOWMERAN, half-sister to CHEVAL PLACE, SNIPPET'S GIRL (dam of ACADEMY DANCER), SNIPPETS' SHOW, Deep Snip, Show 'em Sadie, Our Side Show (dam of OMNITRADER, STOCKADE). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
ROUQUIN (f by Paris Prince (USA)). 6 wins at 1400, 1600m, $219,260, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, 2d VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1. Dam of 6 winners-
PATPONG (f Royal Academy (USA)) 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $255,850, MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, AJC Balmain H., Emirates P., 2d QTC Cup, Gr 2. Culburra Beach. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Dasoudi (f Elusive City (USA)) 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, $113,862, BOP RC Domett Trailers H., L, 2d WRC Thornordile H., Gr 1.
Lady Marita (f by Lord Dudley). 2 wins at 1400, 1500m, VATC Kapalaran H., 3d VRC Honda Legend S., L, 4th VRC Heath S., L. Grandam of-
CHAKVETADZE (f Taimazov (ARG)) 8 wins 1003 to 1350m, $359,200, Gold Coast Guineas, Gr 3, 2d STC Millie Fox S., Gr 3. Joy Dancer (f by Wonder Dancer (NZ)). Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Lomas Bayas (f Grand Lodge (USA)) Placed at 2, 3d WATC Lindsay Rosenthal S., L. Producer.

**Race Record:** Started twice.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 5 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.
2004 Jozi's Gold (f by Johannesburg (USA)). Unraced.
2005 Academy Magic (g by Royal Academy (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1250 to 1700m, $118,260, STC Croydon Park Hotel 2YO H., 2d BRC Mittys Provincial Cup H., 3d STC De Bortoli Wines 2YO H., BRC Childhood Cancer Support H., 4th BTC Doomben Classic, Gr 3.
2006 Missed to Dubai Destination (USA).
2007 Prince Siam (g by Catbird). Unraced.
(c by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). Destroyed.
2009 Not served previous season.
2011 (g by Snitzel).
2012 Hincredible (c by Hinchinbrook). Unraced.
2013 (f by Snitzel).
2014 (f by Foxwedge).

Served by EPAULETTE. Date of last service, 1 December 2014.
Believed to be in foal
On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

Lot 353  JUNGFRAU
Bay mare (Branded √ nr sh. 11⁄8 off sh.)  Foaled 2008

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ........................... Danzig ................................. by Northern Dancer .............
COMMANDS .................................
Razyana................................... by His Majesty .............................
My Swanee................................ by Petition .................................
Eight Carat................................ by Pieces of Eight ..................

(Dam) Strategic ................................ Zeditave ............................... by The Judge ........................
IMPERATRIX .................................
Sudden Impulse ......................... by Luskin Star ............................
Assent ...................................... by Be My Guest .........................
Taberet..................................... by Viceregal ..............................

IMPERATRIX (AUS) (1996). 4 wins-3 at 2, STC Missile S., Gr.3. Sire of 1088 mrs, 767 wns, 66 SW, inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaulette, Purple, etc. Sire of the dams of 279 mrs, 156 wns, inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta, Politeness, Calcutta, Runway Star, SP Uratta Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate, Platinum State, Sunset Boulevard and of Caveka, Herne’s Oak, Jungang Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.

1st Dam
IMPÉRATRICE, by Strategic. 6 wins 1200 to 2040m, $197,500, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, MVRC Nichiyu Forklifts Walkers Vegies H., Newcastle JC Tibbie P., AJC Sydney City Lexus H., STC De Bortoli Black Creek H., 2d Gosford Gold Cup, Gr 3. Half-sister to CURATA STORM, VOILE D'OR, Prince Taberet. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-

COURT CONNECTION (g by Lonhro). 9 wins 1200 to 2200m, $337,445, Canberra Cup, L, ATC Sharp H., Starstable.com.au H., Envirobank Recycling H., 2d ATC Inglis H., TAB Sportsbet H., 3d ATC Parramatta Cup, L, Murrumbidgee TC Wagga Wagga Gold Cup, L.
Ruling Queen (f by Shaft). Winner at 1312m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
CURATOR (CAN), by Assert. Unraced. Half-sister to HALO’S PRINCESS (dam of HAILSHAM), Parkpasser, Perfect Connection. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

CURATA STORM (c Dieu d’Or) 2 wins at 2250, 2400m, $772,315, STC Mercedes Classic, Gr 1, 2d STC Signature Sports P. Sire.
VOILE D'OR (f Dieu d’Or) 6 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2500m, $609,695, South Australian Oaks, Gr 1, WATC Derby, Gr 1, Mornington Cup, L, 2d SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3, WATC Challenge S., L, 3d South Australian Derby, Gr 1.
IMPERATRIX (f Strategic) 6 wins. See above.
Prince Taberet (c Our Poetic Prince) 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2200m, WATC Stein H., 2d WATC Swan Lager H., 3d WATC All Stars S., L, Betty Tonks H. Cute Collector. 8 wins 1400 to 2120m, TRC We'll Look After You H., Health Research Fund H., Rockefellor H., Rundles Bracelet H., Brenda McCoull H.
Splasherette. 4 wins at 2000, 2200m. Dam of 2 winners- Splasherini. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, WATC Westspeed 3YO H.
Custodial. Started once. Dam of 3 winners-

Safety in Numbers (g Fastnet Rock) 5 wins 1400 to 2400m, $104,195, SAJC Fred Worthley Memorial H., 2d SAJC Port Adelaide Guineas, L.
Let’s Reminisce. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-
Notjustaprettyface (f Dehere (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2100m, 2d ATC Grateful to Veronica Irons Cup, 3d Canberra Guineas, L.
Let’s Remember. 2 wins at 2000, 2150m, 2d MVRC Tabaret H. Dam of-
Prussian Officer (g King of Prussia) 4 wins 1912 to 2500m, $218,197, 2d VRC Bagot H., L, 4th Werribee Cup, L.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013  (c by Dream Ahead (USA)).
2014  (c by Dream Ahead (USA)).
Served by DREAM AHEAD (USA). Date of last service, 19 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows L 1-5 & M

On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 354

JUNIPERS (NZ)

Grey mare
(Branded Cm nr sh. 1 0 off sh.)

Foaled 2010

(Sire) Be My Guest ......................... Northern Dancer ......................... by Nearctic .........................
PENTIRE (GB) ......................... What a Treat ........................... by Tudor Minstrel ...........
Gull Nook ............................ Mill Reef ................................. by Never Bend ....................

(Dam) Bempton ............................... by Blakeney ..............................
GIN CITY .................................

1997

1st Dam
GIN CITY (NZ), by Heroicity. Placed at 3 in NZ. Half-sister to ZARITA, RUN LIKE THE WIND, JOY AND FUN. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:- Summer Sapphire (f by Summer Suspicion (JPN)). 4 wins 1403 to 2400m, 2d MRC Des Gleeson H.

I've Got Faith (f by Keep the Faith). 2 wins at 2200m to 2013-14, 2d AuRC Houston Medical H.

Gin Swing (f by Keeper). Winner at 1600m in 2014-15 in NZ.

2nd Dam
GIN PLAYER, by Defensive Play (USA). Unraced. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

ZARITA (f Pentire (GB)) 9 wins–1 at 2–1012 to 2500m, $1,653,250, South Australian Derby, Gr 1, SAJC Schweppes Oaks, Gr 1, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, Wakeful S., Gr 2, MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 2, Sunline S., Gr 2, MRC Arborea H., 2d VRC Makybe Diva S., Gr 2, 3d VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, MRC St George S., Gr 2, Memsie S., Gr 2, VRC Vanity S., Gr 3, MRC John Dillon S., L, 4th MVRC WS Cox P., Gr 1.

RUN LIKE THE WIND (g Pins) 7 wins at 1200, 1400m, $109,416, Avondale JC Concorde H., Gr 2, AuRC Victoria Racing Club Trophy, 3d Rotorua RC Lion Red F., Gr 3, 4th Waikato RC Sprint H., L.

JOY AND FUN (g Cullen) 12 wins 1200 to 1600m, $3,668,578 in Hong Kong and U.A.E, Meydan Al Quoz Sprint S., Gr 3, HKJC Chairman’s Sprint Prize, HK-1, Chinese Club Challenge Cup, HK-3, Premier Cup, HK-3, 2d Hong Kong Sprint, Gr 1, Meydan Al Quoz Sprint, Gr 1, HKJC Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1, 3d Hong Kong Sprint, Gr 1, Meydan Al Quoz Sprint, Gr 1, HKJC International Sprint Trial, HK-2, Sha Tin Trophy, HK-3, 4th Hong Kong Sprint, Gr 1, HKJC Premier Bowl H., HK-2, Sprint Cup, HK-2, International Mile Trial, HK-2, National Day Cup, HK-3-twice.

Crystallised. 2 wins to 1700m, 4th SAJC South Australia Fillies Classic, Gr 3.

3rd Dam

Race Record: Started once.
First season at stud
Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 2 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
On Account of TOOLOOGANVALE FARM, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 355 (No GST)  
JUST A GIRL  
Chestnut mare  
(Branded \(\checkmark\) nr sh. 19 9 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009

(Sire)  
Redoute's Choice  
... by Danzig

NOT A SINGLE DOUBT

(Dam)  
Singles Bar  
... by Crown Jester

(SURPRISE BID)  
General Nediym  
... by Shareef Dancer

2003

JUST A GIRL  
Chestnut mare  
(Branded \(\checkmark\) nr sh. 19 9 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009

(SIRE)  
Redoute's Choice  
... by Danzig

NOT A SINGLE DOUBT

(DAM)  
Singles Bar  
... by Crown Jester

(SURPRISE BID)  
General Nediym  
... by Shareef Dancer

2003


1st Dam  
SURPRISE BID, by General Nediym. Winner at 1000m. Half-sister to Shawshank Truce - King of Super (Mac.). Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Girls Got Rhythm (f by Lonhro). Winner at 1000m in 2013-14, 4th ATC Gimcrack S., L.

2nd Dam  
FLYING FESTIVAL (USA), by Ahonoora (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to Nomadic Way, With Hope. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:- Shawshank Truce - King of Super (Mac.) (g Brief Truce (USA)) 5 wins 1050 to 1350m, $149,584 in Aust and Macau, 3d Macau Directors' Cup, L. Dynamic Tycoon. 7 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2500m, $237,845, KF Cox H. Revelry. 12 wins 800 to 1200m.

3rd Dam  
KITTYHAWK (GB), by Bustino. 2 wins–1 at 2–6f, 7f, York Lowther S., Gr 3, Doncaster Park S., L, 2d Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr 2, Princess Margaret S., L, 4th Newmarket Challenge S., Gr 3. Sister to Kitty's Sister (dam of GENERAL CLONEY, MISISTRS COLLETTE), three-quarter-sister to THORNDOWN, half-sister to Munadhil. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:- Nomadic Way (c Assert) 10 wins 13¼f to 25f, £286,231, 3d Newmarket George Stubbs S., L, 4th Royal Ascot Gold Cup, Gr 1. With Hope (c Irish River) 3 wins at 6f in U.S.A, 2d Baden-Baden Scherping Rennen, L, 4th Longchamp Prix du Petit Couvert, Gr 3.

4th Dam  
SKY FEVER, by Skymaster. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 5f, Epsom Tadworth H. Half-sister to MATINEE, REHEARSAL. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:- KITTYHAWK (f Bustino) 2 wins. See above. THORNDOWN (c Busted) 6 wins 1m to 1¼m, Santa Anita San Jacinto H., L. Munadhil (c Main Reef) 13 wins 1000 to 1500m, 3d Rome Premio Melton, Gr 2. Kitty's Unplaced. Grandam of- KENMIST (f Kenmare (Fr)) 2 wins, Ascot Rosemary H., L. Dam of- GREY LILAS (f Danehill (USA)) 3 wins at 1600m, €434,480, Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, Gr 1. Dam of 5 winners- GOLDEN LILAC (f Galileo) 6 wins–2 at 2–1600 to 2100m, €1,065,250, Longchamp Poule d'Essai des Pouliches, Gr 1.

Race Record: 7 wins 900 to 1100m, $278,655, to 2014-15, BRC Coke Zero H., ATC Irresistible Pools & Spas H., Australian Turf Club H.-twice, Wildfire Restaurant Sprint H., TAB Betting Season H., 2d ATC West Tradies CFMEU Construction & General H., 3d ATC Sportsyear H.

Has not been to stud
Lot 356

**KABUKI KISS**

Bay mare (Branded G T nr sh. 3 7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) Hennessy (USA) by Storm Cat

JOHANNESBURG (USA) by Storm Cat

Myth (USA) by Ogygian

(Dam) Desert King (Ire) by Danesi

KABUKI DOLL (Ire) by Sabaah

2000

Kabuki Dancer by Sir Tristram (Ire) Jefferies

Johannesburg (USA) (1999). 7 wins at 2, Breeders' Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1. Sire of 1350 mares, 948 winners, 61 SW, inc. Sageburg (Longchamp Prix d'Ispahan, Gr.1), Scat Daddy, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Crusade, Rise Up, Cozze Up Lady, Areca Wonder, Calypso Beat, Hangover Saturday, Brewing, Louies Flower, Let Em Shine, What About Ruby, SP Hollywood Talent, Cristoforo Colombo, Midnight Cello, Can Can Babe, Sea Mona, Miss Success, etc.

1st Dam

**KABUKI DOLL**, by Desert King (Ire). Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Schweppes H., STC Sandvick H., 3d AJC Percy Marks H., Ardncliffe P. Half-sister to **DELIRIOUS**. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, **1 winner**, inc:-

Kabuki Kiss (f by Johannesburg (USA)). **3 wins**. See below.

Strict Tempo (g by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Placed in 2013-14.

Actual (g by Reset). Placed.

2nd Dam

**KABUKI DANCER**, by Sir Tristram (Ire). Winner at 1350m. Three-quarter-sister to Pine Lodge Lady (dam of **DIEGO GARCIA - MY ETERNAL FLAME (MAC.)**). Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, **5 winners**, inc:--

DELIRIOUS (c Bellotto (USA)) **7 wins** 1100 to 1800m, $330,850, VATC Lord S., L, VRC Rowland Safeway The Fresh Food People H., Robert Hunter H., New Gleam H., 2d VRC Hilton on the Park Sprint H., L, 3d VRC Bobbie Lewis H., Gr 3, Winter Championship H., L, 4th MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, VATC Autumn Classic, Gr 2.

Catcher. **7 wins** 1100 to 1600m, 3d AJC Cabramatta Inn H.

3rd Dam

**BLAZING SILKS**, by Blazing Saddles. **6 wins** 1200 to 1500m, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Hi-Jinx H., Georges Hall H., Nearco Welter H., STC Lidcombe H. Half-sister to Pine Lodge Lady (dam of **DIEGO GARCIA - MY ETERNAL FLAME (MAC.)**). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, **4 winners**, inc:-

Cote Normandie. **5 wins** 1000 to 1600m, SAJC Adelaide Casino H., Yalumba H., VATC Counsel Welter H., 4th Onkaparinga RC Adelaide Casino S., L.

4th Dam

**BETTER SAL**, by Better Boy (Ire). Started once. Sister to PTERYLAW, TOLERANCE, Cadet, Prujoy. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, **5 winners**, inc:-

BLAZING SILKS (f Blazing Saddles) **6 wins**. See above.

Pine Lodge Lady. **2 wins** at 1000, 1200m, AJC Karandonis Shoes H. Dam of **DIEGO GARCIA - MY ETERNAL FLAME (Mac.)** (g Catbird) **12 wins**–3 at 2–1100 to 1650m to 2014-15, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2.

Damah Lady. **4 wins**–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m. Dam of 2 winners-

Luckygray (g Bradbury's Luck) **13 wins** 1200 to 1800m, $2,580,425, to 2013-14, WATC Kingston Town Classic, Gr 1, Railway S., Gr 1.

Race Record: **3 wins** 1100 to 1400m, ATC One Club, One Membership H., 3d ATC Waverley H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2012 Slipped by Duke of Marmalade (Ire).

2013 (f by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)).

2014 (f by Denman).

Not served
Stable 4 Newmarket 11-18

On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 357

KALIKA (NZ)

Bay mare

(Branded \n nr sh. 57 \n 5 off sh.)

Foaled 2005

(Sire)

ANABAA (USA)......................

Danzig................................ Northern Dancer ............ by Nearctic......................

Pas de Nom........................ by Admiral's Voyage .........

Balbonella........................ Gay Mecene ............... by Vaguely Noble..............

Barnieres ....................... by Riverman........................

(Dam)

SILK ENDING (USA)...

1997

End Sweep (USA)............. Forty Niner .............. by Mr. Prospector..............

Broom Dance .............. by Dance Spell..................

Never Bend ................ by Nasrullah........................

Silk Lilly ........................ by Chop Chop........................

ANABAA (USA) (1992). 8 wins to 1600m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1151 rnrs, 824 wnrs, 88 SW, inc. Goldikova (Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Anabaa Blue, Headturner, Yell, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Treve, Harry's Son, Dissident, Dalkala, Buffering, Rostova, Silver Frost, Lush Lashes, English, Queens Ring, Spiritjim, Tango's Daughter, Caymans, Ameenah, Hartnell, Havana, Mobaco, Ballybacka Lady, Sandy's Charm, Girouette, Dixie Belle, etc.

1st Dam

SILK ENDING (USA), by End Sweep. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Sister to SILKY SWEEP, half-sister to Silken Moment (dam of BEAU GENTLEMAN, MAKE CONTACT), Cut Class Leanne (dam of CHAPEL ROYAL), Lilly's Pleasure (dam of LILLYCUT), Crusading Lil (dam of MOTSPUR), Silky Pleasure (dam of GENIAL). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

SILK SWEEP (f by Pins). Winner at 2 at 880m, $185,581, AuRC New Zealand Bloodstock Ready to Run Sale 2YO H., 2d AuRC Karaka Million, RL, 3d AuRC Diamonds S., Gr 1, Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2.

Gypsy Tucker (f by Zabeel). Winner at 1350m, 2d AJC UD Trucks P. Dam of-

GYPSY DIAMOND (f Not a Single Doubt) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $631,960, to 2013-14, Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2, ATC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, 2d ATC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, Light Fingers S., Gr 2, BRC The Phoenix S., L, 3d ATC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, Warwick Farm H., 4th VRC Oaks, Gr 1, ATC Surround S., Gr 2.

Veloce Forte. Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14.

Baron Park (g by Viscount). Winner at 1300m, 2d STC Hyland Race Colours H. Darook Park (f by Darci Brahma). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

SILK LILLY, by Never Bend. Unraced. Half-sister to FANFRELUCHE (dam of L'ENJOLEUR, D'ACCORD, GRAND LUXE, LA VOYAGEUSE, MEDAILLE D'OR), BARACHOIS, COCO LA TERREUR, Somfas (dam of RUSSIAN BOND, SNAADEE, CRISTOFORI, CROSSOVER), American Legacy (dam of SOMETHING SOCIAL). Dam of 15 foals, 13 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

SILKY SWEEP (c End Sweep) 7 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 7f, $325,309, Meadowlands Skip Trial S., L, 2d Saratoga AG Vanderbilt H., Gr 2.

Cut Class Leanne. 9 wins–1 at 2–5½f to 8½f, $108,385 in U.S.A. Dam of-

CHAPEL ROYAL (c Montbrook) 3 wins at 2 at 5f, 6f, Saratoga Sanford S., Gr 2, 2d Belmont Champagne S., Gr 1, Saratoga Hopeful S., Gr 1. Sire.

Silky Pleasure. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-

GENIAL (g Gate Dancer) 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, Kenilworth Basil Stark S., Gr 3, 2d Greyville Summerveld S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Placed at 3 in NZ.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.

2010 Tadar (f by Falkirk). Unplaced.

2011 (g by Swiss Ace).

2012 Talita (f by Swiss Ace). Unraced.

2013 Not served previous season.

2014 (f by Red Giant (USA)).

Served by NOT A SINGLE DOUBT. Date of last service, 10 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 358

KITTY CASH
Bay mare (Branded \( \text{nr sh.} \frac{36}{4} \text{ off sh.} \)) Foaled 2004

(Sire) SECRET SAVINGS (USA) ... Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native
(USA) Jurisdictional by Sword Dancer
(Dam) COUREUSE 1994 ... Victory Prince by Imperial Prince

SECRET SAVINGS (USA) (1991). 9 wins-1 at 2-1000m, AJC Doncaster H., Gr.1. Sire of 582 rnrs, 392 wnrs, 20 SW, inc. Shamekha (STC Coolmore Classic, Gr.1), Dash for Cash, etc. Sire of the dams of 310 rnrs, 169 wnrs, 20 SW, inc. Almalad, Samaready, Secret Admirer, Night War, Get the Nod, Mr Chard, Brook Road, Hellova Street, Holy Empire, Streetwise Saver, Big Time, King Creole, SP Samartested, Shahad, Stradon, War Point, El Magico, Criaglea Falcon, etc.

1st Dam
COUREUSE, by Tierce. Placed at 2, 3d AJC Sportsman Classic 2YO H. Half-sister to Shamrock Son - Absolutely Good (Sing.). Dam of 11 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-


Tom Coureuse (g by Beautiful Crown (USA)). 7 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1350m, $280,790, BTC QRSE Woolworths H., STC Newk & Rosewall for Humpty 2YO H., 2d AJC Canonbury S., L, 3d VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), Gr 3, STC Heritage S., L.

Yellow Diamond (g by Commands). 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, $1,145,237, HKJC Duddell H., Happy Valley Vase H., Amber H., 2d HKJC Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1, 3d HKJC Chow Tai Fook Bauhinia Sprint Trophy, HK-3.

Pirouettes (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 4 wins-2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $170,500, AJC Rugby.com 2YO H., VATC Harold Badger H., 3d STC Millie Fox S., L, 4th VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L. Dam of 5 winners-

Chasse (g Octagonal (NZ)) 5 wins 1200 to 2000m, $349,235, VRC Spotless H., MRC BTB Australia Directional Drilling H., 2d MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, 4th ATC South Pacific H., L. Hawkesbury Guineas, L.

Sway to Go (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 5 wins at 1100, 1200m, $149,830, BRC Blackwoods H., Patinack Farm H., Hardy Brothers Jewellers H.

Bella Coureuse (f by Beautiful Crown (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1250m, AJC Paul Bouchier Jr Memorial 2YO H., 4th AJC Gimcrack S., L. Producer. Crown of Coureuse (f by Beautiful Crown (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, Toowoomba TC Titton Insurance Hopeful 2YO P.

2nd Dam
DANCER’S JOY (NZ), by Danzatore (Can). 4 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $1,004,500, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Fillies S., RL, 2d BATC Coca-Cola Classic, Gr 3, GCTC FAI Classic H., L, 3d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, 4th VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 7 winners.

Race Record: Placed.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.

2009 Pay in Cash (f by Olympus). Unraced.

2010 Slipped by Manton.


2012 Cash Strapped (g by Stratum). Unraced.

2013 (c by Star Witness).

2014 (f by Star Witness).

Served by SHAMUS AWARD. Date of last service, 22 November 2014.

Not in foal
Stable 3 Row D 5,6

On Account of BOWNESS STUD, Young (As Agent)

Lot 359  
KNEAD THE DOUGH (NZ)  
Bay mare (Branded ♁ nr sh. 35 9 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009

(Sire)  
O’REILLY (NZ)............

mrs, 726 wners, 78 SW, inc. Silent Achiever (New Zealand Derby, Gr.1),
Shamrocker, etc. Sire of the dams of 522 mrs, 334 wners, 21 GW, inc. SW
Savaria, Hucklebuck, Costume, Sacred Star, Irish Fling, I Do, Steps in Time,
Daffodil, The Pooka, Chintz, Diademe, Shopaholic, Icepin, Sound Journey, Girl
of My Dreams, Hopfgarten, Final Form, Orator’s Daughter, etc.

(Dam)  
KNOCKNACREA (GB)...

mrs, 726 wners, 78 SW, inc. Silent Achiever (New Zealand Derby, Gr.1),
Shamrocker, etc. Sire of the dams of 522 mrs, 334 wners, 21 GW, inc. SW
Savaria, Hucklebuck, Costume, Sacred Star, Irish Fling, I Do, Steps in Time,
Daffodil, The Pooka, Chintz, Diademe, Shopaholic, Icepin, Sound Journey, Girl
of My Dreams, Hopfgarten, Final Form, Orator’s Daughter, etc.

1st Dam  
KNOCKNACREA (GB), by Green Desert. Unraced. Sister to Siwa (dam of SIWA
LADY). half-sister to FLYING CLOUD, CAPTAIN WEBB, Candice, Open
Offer (dam of LADY MEYDAN), Hestia (dam of KNIGHT’S TOUR), Sky
Song (dam of LAVEROCK). Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner-
Club Queen (f by Savabeel), Unraced. Dam of-
Buffalo Boy. 2 wins at 2 at 800, 1200m in 2013-14, Waikato RC Womens
Health Centre 2YO H., 3d Waikato RC Waikato Farmers Markets H., 4th
Whangarei RC Westbury Stud Challenge S., L.

2nd Dam  
CRQUIETTE, by Shirley Heights. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7¼f, 9f in Great Britain and
U.A.E. Newbury Radley S., L. Sister to Ahead (dam of OPINION POLL,
HORATIA). half-sister to MARKOFDISTINCTION, Heady (dam of
SALSELON). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:–
FLYING CLOUD (f Storming Home (GB)) 3 wins 2000 to 2400m, £189,511,
Royal Ascot Ribblesdale S., Gr 2, Saint-Cloud Prix Cleopatre, Gr 3.

CAPTAIN WEBB (c Storming Home) 4 wins–1 at 2–1m to 11f, Hamilton
Glasgow S., L, 2d Nad al Sheba Range Rover Trophy, Meydan Farriers H.

Open Offer (f Cadeaux Genereux) 4 wins at 1400, 1600m, Longchamp Prix
de l’Ete, 3d Longchamp Prix de la Pnipiere, L. Dam of-
LADY MEYDAN (f American Post) 3 wins 1400 to 1600m, Saint-Cloud Prix
Ceres, L, 3d La Teste Prix La Sorellina, L, Deauville Prix de la Sarthe.

Hestia. Winner at 2 at 7f in Ireland. Dam of 4 winners-
KNIGHT’S TOUR (c Reset) 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, AuRC Great Northen
Guineas, Gr 2, Sakhee’s Secret at Karaka Mile S.

Siwa. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 3 winners-
SIWA LADY (f Gonski) 7 wins 955 to 1118m, $219,695, to 2013-14,
Oakbank S., L, MVRC 3d SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3.

Sky Song. Placed at 3, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix du Loing. Dam of 3 winners-
LAVEROCK (c Octagonal (NZ)) Champion Older Horse in Italy in 2006
(Intermediate). 5 wins–1 at 2, Longchamp Prix D’Ispahan, Gr 1,

Miss Right Note. 2 wins–1 at 2, AJC Ma Chiquita H. Dam of 3 winners-
PIERRO (c Lonhro) Leading 3YO Male on the 2013 WTR (Sprint).
Champion 2YO in Australia in 2011-12. 11 wins–6 at 2–1000 to
1600m, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1.

Race Record: 4 wins 1600 to 1900m, $134,545, ATC Significant S., Testa Rossa
at Vinery H., 2d ATC Share Care Liverpool H., 3d MRC Deadly Design P.,
MyPunter.com H.

First season at stud

Served by FIGHTING SUN. Date of last service, 28 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row O 5-7

On Account of RIVERSDALE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 360 (No GST)

KOHINOOR

Brown mare

(Branded \(\text{nr sh. } 24 \text{ off sh.} \))

Foaled 2000

\((\text{Sire})\)

DANZERO..........................

Confidentially

TWIGAIR \(\ldots\) 1986

\((\text{Dam})\)

Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer ........

Razyana ....................... by His Majesty ............

Kaoru Star ..................... by Star Kingdom (Ire) ....

Idesia (NZ) ................... by Idomenio (GB) ......

Lutheri ........................ by Klairon ...................

Astridama ...................... by Panorama ..............


1st Dam

TWIGAIR, by Twig Moss (Fr). Started 3 times. Sister to After Dawn (dam of ISLAND MORN, DAWN RAMPAGE), Mossie Bite, half-sister to Ace in Triumph, Moving Shadows (dam of FIVEOclockShadow). Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 9 winners-

CELESTIAL CHOIR (c by Celestial Dancer (Ire)). 11 wins 1200 to 1400m, $643,785, QTC Cup, Gr 2, STC Civic H., L, 2d AJC Apollo S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, STC Premiere S., Gr 2, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, 3d QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2.

Jubilee Song (g by Mukddaam (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $110,950, AJC Staff of the Month H., STC Night Racing 2YO H.

Lord Rory (c by Rory’s Jester). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, STC Day & Night Chemist Wentworthville H.

Dance Twig (f by Danzero). Winner at 1200m. Dam of 2 winners-Scandalize. 3 wins at 1000, 1100m, ATC Chiffey Sprint H.

2nd Dam

NIGHT AIR (IRE), by Tudor Melody. Unplaced. Sister to Karo Dame (dam of RIVERBEAUTY), half-sister to Epona. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

After Dawn (f Twig Moss (Fr)) 6 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1500m, WATC Torrens H., 3d WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners-

ISLAND MORN (c Marooned (GB)) 15 wins 1300 to 1800m, $648,730, WATC Railway S., Gr 1, Beat Diabetes 2 S., Gr 1, VATC Memsie S., Gr 2.

Is it Dawn. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-

BUMBELINA (f Vain Rancher) 14 wins–1 at 2, WATC Easter S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, all winners.

2006 Let Me Finish (g by Hussonet (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m.
2007 Oh So Stunning (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1350m.
2008 Brilliant Proposal (g by Nadeem). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, $300,760, to 2013-14 in Aust and Hong Kong, HKJC Europe H., 2d HKJC Lung Cheung H., Volunteers' Challenge Cup, Houston H., Grayburn H., Dunbar H., Manawatu Racing Club Challenge Trophy H.
2009 Babur (g by Wonderful World). 5 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15, 2d MRC Catanach's Jewellers H.
2010 Fine Rock (g by Teofil0 (Ire)). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, WATC Network Aviation Sprint H., 3d WATC Westspeed H.
2011 Not served previous season.
2012 (f by Star Witness).
2013 Slipped by Smart Missile.
2014 (c by Smart Missile).

Served by NICCONI. Date of last service, 16 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row O 5-7

On Account of RIVERSDALE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 361 (No GST) BAY FILLY
(Branded \( \frac{1}{2} \) nr sh. \( \frac{15}{2} \) off sh. Foaled 22nd September 2012)

(Sire) Starcraft (NZ).............. Soviet Star (USA) .............. by Nureyev ..............
(STAR WITNESS).............. Flying Fleezie.............. by Pompeii Court (USA).
(Dam) Kohinoor .................. Lion Hunter .................. by Dansehill (USA)..............
(KOHINOOR).............. Leone Chiara.................. Chiara .................. by Last Tycoon (Ire)..............
2000 Star Witness .............. by Nureyev ..............
(SIRE) Starcraft (NZ).............. Soviet Star (USA) .............. by Nureyev ..............
(STAR WITNESS).............. Flying Fleezie.............. by Pompeii Court (USA).
(Dam) Kohinoor .................. Lion Hunter .................. by Dansehill (USA)..............
(KOHINOOR).............. Leone Chiara.................. Chiara .................. by Last Tycoon (Ire)..............
2000 Star Witness .............. by Nureyev ..............

STAR WITNESS (AUS) (2007). 4 wins-3 at 2-to 1200m, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d Royal Ascot King’s Stand S., Gr.1. Out of SW Leone Chiara. Sire of SP Serenade, Kimberley Star, Pearl Star and of Mella Maria, St Remy and of the placegetters Coerced Witness, Mr Humphries, Nagging, Sanasana, The Barrister, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam Kohinoor, by Danzero. Winner at 1200m. Half-sister to CELESTIAL CHOIR.
This is her sixth foal. Dam of 5 foals to race, all winners:
Brilliant Proposal (g by Naedem). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, $300,760, to 2013-
14 in Aust and Hong Kong, HKJC Europe H., 2d HKJC Lung Cheung H.,
Volunteers’ Challenge Cup, Houston H., Grayburn H., Dunbar H.,
Manawatu Racing Club Challenge Trophy H., 3d HKJC Police Cup.
Fine Rock (g by Teofilo (Ire)). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, WATC Network
Aviation Sprint H., 3d WATC Westspeed H.
Babur (g by Wonderful World). 5 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15, 2d MRC
Catanach’s Jewellers H.
Let Me Finish (g by Hussonet (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m.
Oh So Stunning (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1350m.

2nd Dam Twigair, by Twig Moss (Fr). Started 3 times. Sister to After Dawn (dam of
ISLAND MORN, DAWN RAMPAGE), Mossie Bite, half-sister to Ace in
Triumph, Moving Shadows (dam of FIVEOCLOCKSHADOW). Dam of 10
foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-
CELESTIAL CHOIR (c Celestial Dancer (Ire)). 11 wins 1200 to 1400m,
$643,785, QTC Cup, Gr 2, STC Civic H., L, 2d AJC Apollo S., Gr 2, NSW
Tatt’s RC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, STC Premiere S., Gr 2, AJC Liverpool City
Cup, Gr 3, STC Festival H., L, 3d QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, AJC Warwick
S., Gr 2, STC Missile S., Gr 3, BTC AWA S., L, GCTC Goldmarket H., L, SCTR
Glasshouse H., L, 4th AJC George Main S., Gr 1, STC Shannon H., Gr 2.

3rd Dam Night Air (IRE), by Tudor Melody. Unplaced. Sister to Karo Dame (dam of RIVER
BEAUTY), half-sister to Epona. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
After Dawn (f Twig Moss (Fr)). 6 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1500m, WATC Sanatate
Quality S., 3d WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 2, Quality Cup, L. Dam of-
ISLAND MORN (c Marooned (GB)). 15 wins 1300 to 1800m, $648,730,
WATC Railway S., Gr 1, Beat Diabetes 2 S., Gr 1, VATC Memsie S., Gr 2.
DAWN RAMPAGE (f Gielgud (USA)). 8 wins 1200 to 1800m, WATC
December H., L, Emu Export H., 2d WATC Qantas Cup, L. Producer.
Is it Dawn. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-
BUMBELINA (f Vain Rancher). 14 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, WATC
Easter S., Gr 3, 3d SAJC Marsh Classic S., Gr 2, L. Dam of 3 winners-
BLACK GEORGE (g Blackfriars). 9 wins 1100 to 1400m, $250,310,
Kalgoorlie Boulder RC Hannan’s H., L.
Moving Shadows. Winner at 1500m. Dam of 6 winners-
FIVEOCLOCKSHADOW (g Langfuhr (Can)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1350,
1410m, $167,500, VRC Springtime S., L, BTC Doomben Slipper S., L.

Has not been to stud
Stable 3 Row F 4-12

On Account of AMARINA FARM, Denman
(As Agent for Coral View Lodge Stud)

Lot 362

KYOTO

Bay mare

(Branded TAC nr sh. 2/9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) GONSKI
Danehill (USA) .................. Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer ........
Razanya .......................... by His Majesty ............
Abonnement ........................ Marauding (NZ) ............ by Sir Tristram (Ire) ....
Rossignol .......................... by Bluebird (USA) ..........

(Dam) PREVIEW
Kenmare (Fr) ..................... Kalamoun ...................... by Zeddaan ............
Stage Hit .......................... Century ....................... by Better Boy (Ire) ........

Abonnement ....................
Marauding (NZ)..............
by Sir Tristram (Ire) ........
Rossignol ..........................
by Bluebird (USA) ..........

PREVIEW (AUS) (2002). 2 wins-1 at 2-to 1400m, VRC Poseidon S., L. Sire of 181
mrs, 89 wns, inc. SW Miss Seton Sands (Ashburton RC New Zealand
Bloodstock Insurance S., L), Siwa Lady, SP Gone Skiing, Gonski Girl, Miss
Gidget and of Duckworth, Impel, Karratha Crossing, Nickskiof, Counter Sign,
Money is King, The Kitkat Kid - Windicator Star (H.K.), Betican, My Angels,
Sweet Ginger Brown, Czechout Girl, Gogonksi, Haveyaway, Ironbank, etc.

1st Dam

Preview, by Kenmare (Fr). Winner at 1600m, AJC Chicola H., 3d AJC Dulcify H.,
L, 4th AJC James HB Carr S., L. Half-sister to ENCORES, IRRADIATE, SIR
LAURENCE, Phantom’s Lady (dam of SPLENDID HORSE - SPLENDID BO
BO (MAC.), DEL TORO). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

(HELENE) PILLAGING (g by Marauding (NZ)). 9 wins--4 at 2–900 to 1500m,
$2,380,143 in Aust, Hong Kong and Macau, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1,
AJC Heroic 2YO Championship S., Macau Hong Kong Trophy, HKJC
Asakusa H., Hong Kong Macau Trophy H., 2d HKJC National Day Cup,
HK-3, 3d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, 4th HKJC Chairman's Trophy, HK-2.

Shamardani (f by Shamardal (USA)). 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, $172,950, ATC
Lest We Forget H., Membership H., 3d Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L.
Kyoto (f by Gonski). 2 wins. See below.

Preview Scene (f by Zeditave). Unplaced. Dam of-

All Great Friends. 5 wins at 1200m, $518,530, to 2014-15, BRC Norm Legg
Memorial H., HKJC Shun Lee H., Wong Chuk Hang H., Cannon H.
Unmask. Winner at 1370m. Dam of 2 winners-

Great Cheer. 3 wins 1110 to 1260m, BRC Sirromet Wines P.

2nd Dam

STAGE HIT, by Century. Joint top filly on The 1978-79 Aust. 2YO Free H.
7 wins--4 at 2–to 1600m, VRC Edward Manifold S., STC Canterbury S.,
Rosemount Wines Classic, 2d VATC Blue Diamond S., VRC Wakeful S. Sister
to INDIAN RAJ, MIAMI VICE, Mormmoot Lady (dam of MARWELL LADY),
half-sister to Trading Post. Winner at 1100m in 2014 in Malaysia.
Unveil (f by Chief’s Crown (USA)). Started once. Dam of 3 winners-

Arowana Dot Com (g Hussonet (USA)) 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $442,647,
Singapore TC Singapore Airlines A380 Los Angeles S., Open H.-twice,
3d Singapore Derby, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Garden City Trophy, Sgp-3.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1010, 1400m to 2013-14, 2d ATC Cleary Bros H., 3d
ATC Harvey Norman 2YO H., Albury Guineas, ATC Ibis Milano Lunch Special H.
First season at stud

Served by CHARGE FORWARD. Date of last service, 6 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows J 4-12 & K 1-6
On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 363

LA COMEDIENNE
Brown mare (Branded nr sh. 42 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .......................... by Northern Dancer ............
COMMANDS ..........................
Cotehele House (GB) ....... by His Majesty ..........................

(Dam) NEIDIN ..........................
Kalamoun ............................ by Zeddaan ..........................

1994
Proud Draw ........................ by Better Boy (Ire) .............

COMMANDS (AUS) (1996). 4 wins-3 at 2, STC Missile S., Gr.3. Sire of 1088 mrs, 767 wnrs, 66 SW, inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaulette, Purple, etc. Sire of the dams of 279 mrs, 156 wnrs, inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta, Politeness, Calcatta, Runway Star, SP Urrata Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate, Platinum State, Sunset Boulevard and of Caveka, Herne’s Oak, Jungang Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.

1st Dam
NEIDIN, by Kenmare (Fr). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m. Half-sister to Perfect Draw (dam of MY JULIET). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Lancet (g by Encosta de Lago). 6 wins-1 at 2-1000 to 1400m, $216,039, Warrnambool RC Wangoom H., MRC Euclase H., QTQ Look Alost 2YO H., 3d VRC Springtime S., L, 4th MRC Debutant S., L.
La Comedienne (f by Commands). 5 wins. See below.

Top Drawer (f by Lacryma Cristi (Ire)). Winner at 1409m.

2nd Dam
PROUD DRAW, by Vain. Unraced. Half-sister to FULL ON ACES, Top of the Pack. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
Perfect Draw (f Whiskey Road (USA)) 4 wins-1 at 2, 2d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, 3d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Dam of 6 winners-
MY JULIET (f Canny Lad) 5 wins-1 at 2-1000 to 1300m, $127,510, VATC Gwyn Nursery S., L, 4th VRC Red Roses S., L. Dam of-
MNEMOSYNE (f Encosta de Lago) Joint top filly on The 2005-06 Australasian 3YO Classification. 6 wins-1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $1,371,975, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, 2d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1. Dam of-
Memorial (f Street Cry (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 at 1100m, $337,250, in 2013-14, 2d ATC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, Lonhro P., L.
Forget (g Exceed and Excel) 5 wins-1 at 2-1200 to 1400m, $154,950, to 2014-15, 3d VRC Henry Bucks Best Dressed S., L.
Tantat Secret (g Secret Savings (USA)) 12 wins-3 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $416,590, VRC Hilton Nicholas 2YO H., 3d MRC Vain S., L.
Perfect Crime - Best Glory (Mac.) (g Marauding (NZ)) 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1300m, 2d AJC Up and Coming S., Gr 2, STC Heritage S., L.
Exact. Placed at 2. Dam of 4 winners-
Spurcific (f Flying Spur) 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, $297,805, VRC Brian Beattie H., MRC Rokk Ebony Cup, 2d VRC AR Creswick S., L.
Mars Draw. 3 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m. Grandam of-
Smart Lad (g Prince Arthur) 2 wins at 1600m, $104,080, to 2015, 2d Singapore TC More Magic 3YO Championship, Sgp-3.
Bellacossa. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Ashlee’s Jewel (f Easy Rocking) 4 wins 1100 to 1900m, $172,000, AJC Royalrandwick.com H., Alexandria H., 3d Newcastle JC Tibbie S., L.

Race Record: 5 wins 1200 to 1400m, $112,430, ATC Pure Romance H., 2d STC Freeway Hotel Pool Comp P, 3d ATC Grand Pavilion H., Super Saver H., Warwick Farm H., Irish Echo H., STC Gulf Station Riesling P.
First season at stud
Served by HUSSON (ARG). Date of last service, 2 November 2014.
Not in foal
Stable 2 Rows P 8 & R 9-11
On Account of BLUE GUM FARM, Euroa, Vic
(As Agent)

Lot 364
LA FACE
Bay mare
(Branded C nr sh. 1505 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) .......... Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic ..............
ENCOSTA DE LAGO.....
Shoal Creek.......................... Fairy Bridge ................. by Bold Reason ..........
(Dam) Star Way (GB) .............. by Star Appeal ............
FRECKLED FACE ..........
1993
Polish Patriot (USA).............

ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of the dams of 957 mares, 528 winners, 19 Group winners, including Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 106 winners, including Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philippi, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stonehouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenin'tome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam
FRECKLED FACE, by Polish Patriot (USA). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $104,500, BATC Doomben Dollars H., QTC Yellow Cabs S., Brisbane Hilton H., Diet Coke S.H., 2d QTC 1956 Reunion H., 4th AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2. Half-sister to DON RAFFAEL, IVORY PRINCESS (dam of MISS MATCHED, BECKY IN PINK), Whivory, Wolf (dam of SAVUTE), Flaming Ivory (dam of GOLDEN IVORY). Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-

FACE VALUE (c by Red Ransom (USA)). 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $427,863, VRC Bobbie Lewis H., Gr 3, 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, 3d MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 2, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, 4th AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, BTC Classic, Gr 3. Sire.

Face of the Earth (f by Strategic). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1150, 1200m, $117,320, AJC Oxinium Sprint H., Young Members Mixer 2YO H., 2d STC Winning Edge Presentations H., 3d City Tatt’s RC Brian Crowley S., L. Dam of-


Halle Rocks (f Fastnet Rock) 6 wins 1000 to 1100m, $227,858, to 2013-14, MRC Cath White Memorial H., MVRC Adapt Australia H., MRC Pura Light Start P, 3d MRC Doveton S., L. Dam of-

Pasadoble. 3 wins 900 to 1100m in 2013-14, ATC TAB Iphone App H.
Rokocoko (g by Red Ransom (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 1425m, $129,475, VRC Chubb P., 2d MRC Harrolds Fashion P.
Sun Kisses (f by Hennessy (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–1010 to 1110m, BRC Christmas Wish 2YO H., Clayton Utz 2YO Fillies H., Mr Deeds H. Dam of-

Greytifuly (f Ferocity) Winner at 2 at 1110m, $109,000, BRC Mastec 2YO H., 2d BRC New Sky Racing Iphone App 2YO H., 3d ATC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3.

Freckle Face (f by Haradasun). 2 wins at 1000m in 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club H.
Rock Face (c by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1000m, MRC Burrabil H.
Jove (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 2 wins at 1600m, 3d WATC Irish Day at Belmont H.
Fastnet Cove (g by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 900m in 2013-14.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both winners.
2010 Rhaego (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 2 wins at 1400m in 2014-15.
2011 The Lone Ranga (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Winner at 1350m in 2014-15.
2012 Missed to Duke of Marmalade (Ire).
2013 (c by Uncle Mo (USA)).
2014 (c by Canford Cliffs (Ire)).
Not served
Lot 365
LACADA SIREN
Bay mare
(Branded 1/5 sh nr sh. 4/5 off sh.)
Foaled 2005

(Sire)
GIANT'S CAUSEWAY
(USA)............................................
Storm Cat.......................... Storm Bird........................ by Northern Dancer....
Terlingua.............................. by Secretariat....................
Mariah's Storm..................... Rahy................................. by Blushing Groom......

/(Dam)
PASSING HOPE (IRE)..................
Sadler's Wells....................... Northern Dancer............. by Nearctic......................
Obeah................................. Fairy Bridge..................... by Bold Reason.............

GIANT'S CAUSEWAY (USA) (1997). 9 wins. Royal Ascot St James's Palace S.,
Gr.1. Sire of 1644 mrs, 1074 wns, 152 SW, inc. Shamardal, Juste Momente,
Our Giant, etc. Sire of the dam of SW Loch Garman, Verrazano, Beauty
Parlour, Eden's Moon, Escado, Soft Falling Rain, Warhorse, Evening Jewel,
Planteur, Hualcara, Rocketza, Se Sauver, El Padrono, Universal, Principe
Adpto, New Providence, Cassatt, Rich Girl, Kraslava, Medea, etc.

1st Dam
PASSING HOPE (IRE), by Sadler's Wells. Unraced. Three-quarter-blood-sister to
Classic Trust - Endurance (H.K.), half-sister to MORGANA, PANAMA
CITY, Bedivere. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 4 winners-
Lacada Siren (f by Giant's Causeway (USA)). 3 wins. See below.
Easy Jockey (g by Footstepsinthesand (GB)). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m in
Malaysia, 2d Perak TC Class 1 H.
Cause for Hope (f by Giant's Causeway (USA)). 2 wins at 1600m in South Africa.
Historic Filly (f by Danehill (USA)). Winner at 1200m. Dam of-
Artifact. 2 wins at 1300, 1400m to 2013-14, 3d BOP RC Associates H.
Fantasy and Gold (g by Fastnet Rock). Placed in 2013-14, 3d HKJC L'Oreal Paris H.
Ready to Provide (g by More Than Ready (USA)). Placed in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
OBEAH, by Cure the Blues. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, Goodwood Waterford
Candelabra S., Gr 3, 3d Fair Grounds Pago Pago H., L, 4th Ascot Fillies Mile,
Gr 2. Half-sister to THE PREDECESSOR, Classic Trust - Endurance
(H.K.). Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
MORGANA (f El Gran Senor) 6 wins
PANAMA CITY (c El Gran Senor) 5 wins–1 at 2–1m to 1½m, Calder WL
Mcknight H., Gr 2, Gulfstream Mac Diarmida H., Gr 3, Chester Vase,
Gr 3, 2d Milan Gran Criterium, Gr 1, Newbury Geoffrey Freer S., Gr 2.
Bedivere (c El Gran Senor) 5 wins–2 at 2, £3d Hollywood Jim Murray H., L.
Lone Spirit. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Lonesome Me (f Zafonic (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1400m, Deauville Prix des
Roches, 2d La Teste Prix Occitanie, L, 4th Chantilly Prix d'Aumale, Gr 3.
Lone Spectre. Unraced. Dam of-
LOVE QUEEN (f Val Royal (Fr)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1500 to 1900m, Deauville
Prix Miss Satamixa, L, Prix du Patis, 4th Saint-Cloud Prix Ceres, L.

Race Record: 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, AJC Bradcorp Holdings H., 2d AJC SCCF K
Callander Fellowship H., 3d AJC David Jones Derby Day H., STC Freeway
Hotel Pool Competition H., Fairfield RSL H., Baby and Children's Expo H., 4th
Queensland Oaks, Gr 1.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.
2011 .................................................
2012 Dunluce (c by Fastnet Rock). Unraced.
2013 .................................................
2014 .................................................
Served by CHOISIR. Date of last service, 14 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows J 4-12 & K 1-6
On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 366 (No GST) LADY BUSHRANGER
Bay mare (Branded J1 nr sh. 41/2 off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire) Mr. Prospector ................... Raise a Native ................... by Native Dancer ............
Gold Digger .......................... by Nashua ...........................
Nijinsky ............................... by Northern Dancer .........
Special ................................. by Forli ...............................

(Dam) PURPOSE .......................... Vain .............................. by Court Martial ..............
Number ................................. Elated .............................. by Orgoglio (GB) ...........
PURPOSE .......................... by Vain ..............................
1980 Lorne ............................... by Lorne ............................

JADE ROBBERY (USA) (1987). 2 wins at 2, Longchamp Grand Criterium, Gr.1. Sire of 1137 mrs, 735 wnrs, 20 SW, inc. Kirklees (Milan Gran Criterium, Gr.1), Kikuno Salire, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Meisho Tokon, Kurino Star O, Jade Marauder, Bliss Street, Passion Dance, Glorious Noah, Admire Kiss, Sandalphon, Good Master, The Travelling Man, Wales, I Ko Piko, Maruka Kiseki, Meisho Serai, Tosen Bright, SP Indian Jade, Meisho Izayoi, etc.

1st Dam PURPOSE, by Vain. 8 wins–5 at 2–900 to 1200m, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 3, Sweet Embrace S., L. Three-quarter-sister to Summer Retreat, half-sister to HEMISPHERE, Glory Days (dam of COCKADE). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:

LADY PURPOSE (f by Sir Tristram (Ire)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 2000m, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2. Grandam of- Namidi (g Kingfisher Mill (USA)) 2 wins at 1600m, 2d Ashburton RC Ray Coupland s., L, 3d Banks Peninsula RC Canterbury S., L.

Nawadder (f by Marscay). 3 wins 1400 to 1600m, $100,945, VATC Cadbury's Time Out H., 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners-

OASIS BLOOM (f Al Maher) 2 wins at 1600, 1700m, $326,900, MVRC WH Stocks s., Gr 2, 2d MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2.

UNDERESTIMATION (g Al Samer) 4 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1410m, $263,935, to 2013-14, VRC Anzac Day S., L, 2d AJC Breeders' S., Gr 3.

Doojah (f Danewin) 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, 2d AJC PJ Bell H., L. Producer. Belle Desire (f by Kenmare (Fr)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100m. Dam of 6 winners-

HADAADF (g Danewin) 15 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1800m, $750,233, STC Civic S., L, 2d STC Sky High S., L, 3d BRC Lord Mayor's Cup, Gr 3.

Danish Magic (f Danewin) 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1300m, $673,890, AJC Heroic 2YO Championship S., 3d AJC Widden S., L, Keith Mackay H., L. Savedbythebell (g Secret Savings (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1000m, 2d BTC Golden S., L, QTQ Programmed Maintenance Services H. Serves the Purpose (f by Sir Tristram (Ire)). 2 wins to 1600m. Dam of 5 winners-

Golden Quatz (f Johann Quatz (Fr)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2000m, Durbanville Cape Summer H., 3d Kenilworth Final Fling S., Gr 3.

La Plume (f by Sir Tristram (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 1400m. Dam of 6 winners-

Grand Juror (f Zeditave) 5 wins 1200 to 1400m, $138,410, AJC Clifton Gardens H., 2d AJC Dulcify H., L, 3d MVRC Alexandra S., L. Producer.

Race Record: Started once.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2007 Anaruby (f by Anabaa (USA)). Unraced. Dam of-
Magnazone. Winner at 1400m in 2014-15.

2008 Missed to General Nediym.

2009 Pure Kerosene (g by General Nediym). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.

2010 Choego Girok (c by War Pass (USA)). Winner at 1300m in 2014 in Korea.


2012 Missed to Drumbeats.

2013 (c by Hidden Dragon).

2014 Slipped by Nicconi.

Served by WRITTEN TYCOON. Date of last service, 13 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
On Account of KULANI PARK, Merricks North, Vic

Lot 367

LADY DYNAMO
Bay mare
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 5 7 off sh.)
Foaled 2007

(Sire)
CATBIRD
Danehill (USA) .................
Danzig ............................
Razanya .........................
by His Majesty ............................
by Northern Dancer ............................
by Biscay ............................
by Hotfoot ............................

(Dam)
GOVERNING SPIRIT
Deputy Governor (USA)...
Master Willie ..................
by High Line ..................
Regent Miss .................
by Vice Regent ................
Sir Tristram (Ire) ..........
by Sir Ivor .............................
Phantom's Lady .............
Stage Hit ..........................
by Century .............................

CATBIRD (AUS) (1996). 5 wins at 2, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1 Sire of 615
mrrs, 439 wnr, 25 SW, inc. Cats' Fun (WATC Derby, Gr.1), Green Birdie,
Chartreux, etc. Sire of the dams of 287 mrrs, 145 wnr, inc. SW Hawkspur,
Lady Royale, Catkins, Mixed Prince, Entisaar, Pinch River, Silversands, Real Charm,
Atacama, SP Alien and of Bring Back, Super Eighty Eight, Little Ducati,
Catashee, Mandalong Kiss, Stay in Vegas, House of Wax, Ilgattino, etc.

1st Dam
GOVERNING SPIRIT (NZ), by Deputy Governor (USA). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m in
NZ. Sister to DEL TORO, half-sister to SPLENDID HORSE - SPLENDID
BO BO (MAC.), Guru Bob. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Lady Dynamo (f by Catbird), 5 wins. See below.
Governing (f by Snitzel). 2 wins at 920, 1000m in 2013-14, 2d WATC Perth Ice
Works H.

2nd Dam
PHANTOM'S LADY (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to ENCORES,
IRRADIATE, SIR LAURENCE, Preview (dam of (HELENE)
PILLAGING). Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
SPLENDID HORSE - SPLENDID BO BO (Mac.) (g Geiger Counter (USA)) 5
wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1300m, $285,229, Illawarra 2YO Classic, Gr 3,
VATC Vain S., L, ACT RC Black Opal Preview S., L, 2d ACT RC Black Opal
S., Gr 2, 4th City Tatt's RC Lightning H., L, VATC JD MacDonald S., L.
DEL TORO (g Deputy Governor (USA)) 10 wins at 1200, 1400m, $223,442,
CJC Great Easter S., L, Manawatu RC Ashhurst-Pohangina Cup, WRC
Zephyr. It can be a Breeze H. twise, Cambridge JC William Inglis & Son H.,
WRC Selaks the Favourite H., 2d Levin S.H., L.
Guru Bob (g Ishiguru (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $182,424, SAJC
Mollie's Champagne H., 2d MRC D'Urban S., Gr 2, 3d MRC Christmas S., L.
Skylark. Unplaced. Dam of 7 winners-
Clevedon (f Keltrice) 5 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 1900m, STC Omni & Brown
Bros Wines H., 3d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, STC Epona S., L. Producer.

3rd Dam
STAGE HIT, by Century. Joint top filly on The 1978-79 Aust. 2YO Free H.
7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, VRC Edward Manifold S. Sister to INDIAN
RAJ, Miami Vice. Mornmoot Lady (dam of MARWELL LADY), half-sister
to Trading Post. Dam of 13 named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
ENCEORES (c Marscay) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1500m, STC Phar Lap S.,
Gr 2, WRC Selaks the Favourite H., 2d SJRC Darley H., L.
IRRADIATE (f Rassendyll (USA)) 4 wins–3 at 2, VRC Bloodhorse Breeders' P.,
Gr 2.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 5 wins 1050 to 1430m, $184,615, to 2013-14,
SAJC Darley H., Fred Worthley Memorial H., Nunn Family H., 2d Murray
Bridge Gold Cup, L, SAJC Henry Brown H., Sportingbet H., Irish Race Day H.,
Blackwell Funerals H., Christmas Twilight H., One Solution H., Adelaide
Galvanising H., Irish Day September H., One Toyota H, Centrebet H., Myer
H, 3d SAJC Channel 7 H., Distinctive Homes H., 7 News H., Sportingbet H.

First season at stud
Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 21 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row F 8-12

On Account of GLENELG PARK, Euroa, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 368

LADY FRERE

Chestnut mare (Branded J T nr sh. 11 7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire)  
HENNESSY (USA)  
Storm Cat  
by Storm Bird

JOHANNESBURG (USA)  
Island Kitty  
by Hawaii

Myth  
by Damascus

(Dam)  
Flying Spur  
by Danzig

BARBERTON  
to 2000

Gwalla  
by Mr. Prospector

Johannesburg (USA) (1999). 7 wins at 2, Breeders' Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1. Sire of 1350 mrrs, 948 wnrs, 61 SW, inc. Sageburg (Longchamp Prix d'Ispahan, Gr.1), Scat Daddy, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Crusade, Rise Up, Cozee Up Lady, Areca Wonder, Calypso Beat, Hangover Saturday, Brewing, Louies Flower, Let Em Shine, What About Ruby, SP Hollywood Talent, Cristoforo Colombo, Midnight Cello, Can Can Babe, Sea Mona, Miss Success, etc.

1st Dam

BARBERTON, by Flying Spur. 5 wins 1300 to 1600m, $230,950, STC Kalymnos H., Hawkesbury RC Woodlands Crown, AJC Semaphore H., STC Berjani Jewellers H., Merrylands RSL H., 2d STC Zodiac Clearwater H., Moraitis Fresh Packaging 2YO H., AJC Liverpool Leader H., 3d STC AOG 2YO Fillies H., Winning Edge Presentations H. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

GENERAL PEEKAY (g by General Nediym). 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $270,750, to 2013-14, SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L, HC Nitschke S., L, VRC All Victorian Sprint Series Heat H., MRC Robert Taranto H., 3d SAJC RA Lee S., Gr 3, 4th SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L.

De Kaap Valley (f by General Nediym). Winner at 1400m. Lady Frere (f by Johannesburg (USA)). Winner. See below.


2nd Dam

Gwalla, by Geiger Counter (USA). Winner at 1100m, 3d AJC Eschol Park H.

Half-sister to BALMORAL BEAU. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Flamenco Miss. 6 wins 1008 to 1600m in Aust and Philippines, 2d MRC Winter Championship H., L, AFL Life Members' H., Four'n Twenty H., SAJC Cabochon H., Mia Personal Care H., Giant Treasure Mart Welter H., Rising Fast Welter H., VRC Vicehealth Winter Championship Heat, SAJC Super 66 H., 2d VATC Rod Johnson Welter H., 3d VATC Victoria H., Gr 3, SAJC Lord Mayor's Mile H., L, 4th SAJC Balcrest S., L.

Beau Curra. 6 wins 1050 to 1450m, $106,095, SAJC Channel 9 Racing SA H., 4th SAJC Robert A Lee S., L, Oakbank RC Clipsal S., L.

Lin o’ Dee. 4 wins at 1000m, VRC Champagne Bar H. Dam of 5 winners-

The Big Gee (g Strategic) 9 wins 1000 to 1400m, $336,867, SAJC Club Financial Services H., Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., Michael Enright H., Win a Trip to Ireland P., Singapore TC Kranji B S., Class 2 H., Kranji C S.-twice, 3d Singapore TC EW Barker Trophy, Sgp-2.

Go Lizzy (f Statue of Liberty (USA)) Winner at 1400m, 3d SAJC Oaklands P., L.

Race Record: Winner at 1375m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2014 (f by Written Tycoon).

Served by DAWN APPROACH (IRE). Date of last service, 22 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Row G 6-10

On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 369  

LADY GRETCHEN (NZ)
Brown mare  
(Branded  

\( \text{GS} \)  

\( \text{C} \)  

nr sh.  

\( \text{1} \)  

off sh.)  

Foaled 2004

(Sire)  

Zabeel (NZ) ................... Sir Tristram (Ire) .............. by Sir Ivor  

DON EDUARDO (NZ) .......... Lady Giselle (Fr) .............. by Nureyev  

Diamond Lover ................ Sticks and Stones .............. by Faringdon  

(Dam)  

RUN FOR ROSES .......... Danzig .......................... by Northern Dancer  

1998  

Nuwirah (USA) ............... Razyana.................................. by His Majesty

DON EDUARDO (NZ) (1998). 5 wins from 1300m to 2400m, Australian Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 306 rnrs, 151 wnrs, 10 SW, inc. Booming (ARC Zabeel Classic, Gr.1), Divine Rebel, Swift Alliance, Mungo Jerry, All in Black, Don Domingo, Vickezzchardonnay, Moti, Older Than Time, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Kabayan and of Waipipi Lad, Jahanara, Wimbledon, Kentucky Fireball, Porcher, Moonlight Graham, Reformatsky, Tigidig Tigidig, Mercy’s Choice, etc.

1st Dam  

RUN FOR ROSES, by Danehill (USA). Unraced. Sister to KEEPER, Downing Street - Jovial Mood (Mac.), Little Chloe, half-sister to Jacqwin (dam of METAL BENDER). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:

Bound to Blush (f by Strategic). 4 wins at 1200m, $208,200, ATC BPG 50th Anniversary H., Sydney Carnival on Facebook H., 2d BRC Glenlogan Park S., Gr 3, ATC Razor Sharp H., L, James HB Carr S., L, Qld Tatt’s RC Travel Associates Classic, L, 3d Hawkesbury Guineas, L.

Rose of Falvelon (f by Falvelon). 8 wins 1000 to 1100m, $167,230, to 2014-15, ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H.

River of Salvation (g by Don Eduardo (NZ)). 7 wins 1300 to 1700m, $213,675, to 2013-14, ATC Schweppes H., Mitavite H., STC Canterbury BMW M Sport H.

2nd Dam  

NUWIRAH (USA), by Pleasant Colony. Unraced. Half-sister to AT FULL FEATHER, Louiju (dam of CASTLEDALE). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

KEEPER (c Danehill (USA)) 7 wins 1200 to 1600m, $384,220, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, VATC Victoria H., Gr 3, 2d MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, VATC Veueve Clicquot S., L, 4th VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2. Successful sire.

Downing Street - Jovial Mood (Mac.) (g Danehill (USA)) 10 wins to 1300m, $449,137, AJC De Bortoli Montage H., 3d VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1.

Little Chloe (f Danehill (USA)) Winner at 1400m, 3d MRC How Now S., Gr 3.

Jaqqwin. 3 wins–1 at 2–to 1150m, HKJC Los Angeles H. Dam of 7 winners-

METAL BENDER (g Danasinga) 9 wins 1250 to 2020m, ATC George Ryder S., Gr 1, AJC Randwick Guineas, Gr 1, BRC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, A JC Warwick S., Gr 2, GCTC AD Hollindale S., Gr 2, 2d AJC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, 3d MRC Underwood S., Gr 1.

Jilzao. Unplaced. Grandam of-

BROKEN (g Halo Homewrecker (USA)) 9 wins–3 at 2–975 to 1200m, $559,125, to 2013-14, VRC Aurie’s Star H., Gr 3, MVRC Pointhouse Carlyon S., L-twice, 2d VRC AR Cresswick S., L, 3d MVRC Red Anchor S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 1400m.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner.

2009 Missed to Snowland.

2010 Kentucky Fireball (g by Northern Meteor). 2 wins at 1200, 1300m to 2014-15.

2011 Seeking Redemption (f by Time Thief). Started twice.

2012 Missed to Big Brown (USA).

2013 (f by Snitzel).

2014 Missed to Excelebration (Ire).

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 25 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 370  
LADY JOUSTER (NZ)  
Bay or Brown mare (Branded △ nr sh. 20 8 off sh.)  
Foaled 2008

(Sire)  
Redoute’s Choice  
DANIELI (USA).............. by Danzig....................
Shantha’s Choice  
Sir Tristram (Ire)........... by Sir Ivor....................
Leica Pretender (NZ)......  
Prendet Leica............... by Pretendre (GB)............

(Dam)  
DUELLED (AUS) (2002). Winner at 2050m, MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr.2. Sire of 164 mrs, 89 wnrs, inc. SW Shootoff (BRC Queensland Derby, Gr.1), Guns At Five, SP Colonel Carrera, Endor, Ziva, Barney and of King Piccolo, Attica, Assassin, Duelista, Firepower, Regalia, Undiscovered, Cavestani, Leica Duell, Pamukkale, Salter - Care Free Pegasus (H.K.), Same As, That Snow Athlete, Amanpulo, Contest, Duke of York, Irene Alice, La Manzanilla, Mr Nobody, etc.

1st Dam  
STAR TUDOR, by Star Way (GB). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Star of Tudor, half-sister to OUR TRISTALIGHT (dam of DANSKE, EAGLE RHYTHM), TUDOR SKY, DANCE ON AIR - FAR EAST DELIGHT (MAC.), Imposette, Beach Beat (dam of CAPTIVE, ESS FIVE BEACHES). Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Star of Mac (c by Cape Cross (Ire)). 2 wins at 1615, 1800m, BTC Hardy Brothers Jewellers 3YO H.
Tudor Etoile (f by Zabeel). 2 wins at 1715, 2100m. Dam of 2 winners-Bright Life. 3 wins 1400 to 1800m to 2015 in Malaysia.
Blazing Assault (g by Zabeel). 2 wins at 2000, 2400m in South Africa.
Nista (f by Black Minnaloushe (USA)). Started twice. Dam of-Allstars. Winner at 1200m in 2013-14 in NZ.

2nd Dam  
TUDOR LIGHT, by All A’Light II (GB). Joint Head of The 1974-75 NZ 2YO Free H. 16 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, AuRC Railway H., Easter H., Great Northern Champagne S., Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S.-twice, AuRC Rose of Trelae S., Waikato RC Lady Norrie S., BOP RC Centennial Breeders’ S., Rotorua RC Arawa S., Te Aroha JC All Aged S.-twice, 2d AuRC Air New Zealand S., Te Aroha JC Thames Valley S., Avondale S., Avondale JC Concorde H., Rotorua RC Arawa S., 3d AuRC Easter H. Three-quarter-sister to Otalight (dam of TRAVEL LIGHT, ROMAN CANDLE), half-sister to Quaint Prince, Rey Moro. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
OUR TRISTALIGHT (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) Top filly on The 1991-92 NZ 2YO Free H. 6 wins–3 at 2–1150 to 2400m, $336,111, South Australian Oaks, Gr 1, Australasian Oaks, Gr 1, Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr 2. Dam of-
DANSKE (c Danehill (USA)) 4 wins–2 at 1200 to 1600m, New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, AuRC Great Northern Guineas, Gr 2. Sire.
Money Mover. Winner at 2 at 1400m. Grandam of-
MIDNIGHT OIL (f Keeper) 4 wins 1600 to 2400m, $180,731, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, Hawke’s Bay Lowland S., Gr 3.
TUDOR SKY (f Mussorgsky (Ire)) Top of The 1981-82 Australasian 3YO Classification (1000m-1200m). Top filly on The 1980-81 NZ 2YO Free H. 8 wins–3 at 2–880 to 1200m, Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Winner at 2200m.  
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.  
2014  
(c by Bullet Train (GB)).

Served by WALKING OR DANCING (NZ). Date of last service, 11 Nov 2014.  
Believed to be in foal.
Lot 371

LADY KATINA

(Chestnut mare (Branded 28
3 off sh.) Foaled 2003)

GIANT'S CAUSEWAY

(USA) Storm Cat........................... Storm Bird........................... by Northern Dancer........

Terlingua................................... by Secretariat....................

Mariah's Storm............................. Rahy................................. by Blushing Groom........

Immense................................... by Roberto...........................

(KIBITKA) Luskin Star..................... Kaoru Star......................... by Star Kingdom (Ire)....

Surprise Affair (USA)..................... Blushing Groom................ by Red God...........................

1990


1st Dam

KIBITKA, by Luskin Star. Unplaced. Half-sister to Twisted Heart (dam of SPEED BABY), Secret Desire (dam of SECRET LIAISON). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 8 winners-

KATIMA (f by Zeditave). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $260,640, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, Gimcrack S., L, Keith Mackay H., L, Brian Crowley S., L, 3d NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr 3. Dam of 2 winners-

Island Speed. 8 wins at 1000, 1200m, $755,352, HKJC Ventris H., Hong Kong Rugby Football Union Cup, Sports Club Diamond Jubilee Challenge Cup.

Silent Predator. 6 wins 1200 to 1400m, 2d AJC Randwick 150th Anniversary H., 3d NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr 3. Dam of 2 winners-

Anjaal (c Lonhro) Winner at 2 at 1600m in 2013-14, 3d Greyville Premier's Champion S., Gr 1, 4th Greyville Golden Horseshoe S., Gr 1.

Chive Bloom (g by Lonhro). 2 wins at 1112, 1500m, 2d MRC Patinack Farm H., Singapore TC Class 4 H., 3d MRC Race-Tech H., Wicksy & Westernport Hotel H.

Talent Time (f by Quest for Fame (GB)). 3 wins at 1400, 2000m. Dam of 3 winners-

DEFERENTIAL (g Royal Academy (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, $555,411, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, HKJC Privilege H., 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3.

La Camille (f by Painted Celebre (USA)). Winner at 1007m. Dam of 4 winners-

Goldstone (g Shamardal (USA)) 3 wins at 1150, 1200m, to 2013-14, ATC Xirrus H., 2d VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Standish H., Gr 3.

Shamfrancisco. Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.

Race Record: Placed.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

2009 Missed to Fastnet Rock.


2011 (f by Sebring).

2012 (f by Stryker). Destroyed.

2013 Not served previous season.

2014 (foal by Stryker). Dead.

Served by SHAMUS AWARD. Date of last service, 24 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Chestnut mare
(Branded \(\sqrt{19}\) nr sh. \(\frac{10}{4}\) off sh.)
Foaled 2004

HEARWHATISAY

(Sire) Bletchingly ....................... by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
CANNY LAD ............................. Coogee (GB) ....................... by Relic ..........................
Jesmond Lass ........................... Lunchtime (GB) .............. by Silly Season ..........................

(Dam) Khairpour (Ire) .................. Arctic Tern .......................... by Sea Bird ..........................
POLAR MAID (NZ) ................. Khayra ............................... by Zeddaan .........................
1986 Gold Vink (NZ) ................. Gold Sovereign (GB) ........... by Grey Sovereign ........................

mrs, 772 wns, 54 SW, inc. He's No Pie Eater, etc. Sire of the dams of 1284
mrs, 845 wns, 32 GW, inc. SW Gimmethegreenlight, Laser Hawk, River Lad,
Manhattan Rain, Ofcourseican, Neroli, Mnemosyne, Desert War, Kusi, Platinum
Scissors, Redoute's Choice, Gregers, Sessions, Dances on Waves, Renaissance,
El Cambio, Fritz's Princess, Street Smart, etc.

1st Dam
POLAR MAID (NZ), by Khairpour (Ire). Started 3 times. Half-sister to BIT OF A
SKITE, SHAGOLVIN (dam of YANKOE GOLD), GOOD SHOW - TAMAN
SINGAPURA (MAL.), Olympic Aim (dam of CIRCLES OF GOLD, GOLD
WELLS). Dam of 15 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

Patou (f by Covetous). 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, $185,798, AJC Exeter H.,
Sharply H., STC Sheraco H., 2d AJC Angst H., L. Dam of 8 winners-
PULAR SUCCESS (f Success Express (USA)) 4 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m,
$2,171,505, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2,
2d STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, 4th AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2. Dam of-
Lockroy (g More Than Ready (USA)) Winner at 1100m in 2014-15, ATC
De Bortoli Wines H., 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3.
Parfumier (g Belong to Me (USA)) 8 wins 1100 to 1900m, $525,752, 2d
AJC Villiers S., Gr 2, Singapore TC Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Sgp-2.
Maid for Me (f by Belong to Me (USA)). Winner at 2, AJC Petersham H. Dam of-
BRING ME THE MAID (f Sebring) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m,
$642,700, to 2014-15, ATC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, Magic Night S.,
Gr 2, VRC Sports H., L, 3d ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1.
Icecapade (f by Genghiz (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m. Dam of-
AIN'T SEEN NOTHIN' (f Nothin' Leica Dane) 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, VRC
Let's Elope S., L, Canberra RC National Sprint H., L, Illawarra TC Keith F
Nolan Classic, L, 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3. Dam of-
BACHMAN (c All American) 2 wins at 2 at 1300, 1400m, $169,035, in
2013-14, ATC Schweppervescence H., Gr 3, TAB Ipad App H., 3d ATC
Dulcify H., L, 4th ATC Stan Fox S., Gr 2, Canonbury S., L.
STEPITUP (g Hussonet (USA)) 9 wins 1000 to 2000m, $1,141,970, to
2014, Singapore Guineas. Sgp-1, Singapore 3YO Classic, Sgp-2,
Singapore 3YO Sprint, Sgp-3, Singapore TC Colonial Chief S., Sgp-3.
AIN'T NOFALLENSTAR (f Starcraft (NZ)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m,
$172,030, SAJC Laelia S., L, HC Nitschke S., L, Panasonic Viera H.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race.
2008 California Babe (f by California Dane). Unplaced.
2009 (f by Strada). Destroyed.
2010 California Redwood (g by California Dane). Unplaced.
2011 (c by California Dane).
2013 (f by Zoffany (Ire)).
2014 (c by Snippetson).

Served by CASINO PRINCE. Date of last service, 19 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N  
On Account of RUANE, Menangle  
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 373  

HIDDEN CHARGES

Bay or Brown mare  
(Branded \(\circ\) nr sh. \(\frac{1}{6}\) off sh.)  
Foaled 2006

(Sire)  
Red Ransom (USA)  
Arabia  
Sydney's Dream

(Dam)  
Nothin' Leica Dane  
Icecapade

CHARGE FORWARD  

Bay or Brown mare  
(Trained \(\circ\))

2013  
(Sire)  
Red Ransom (USA)  
Arabia  
Sydney's Dream

(Dam)  
Nothin' Leica Dane  
Icecapade

CHARGE FORWARD  

Bay or Brown mare  
(Branded \(\circ\))

2013  
(Sire)  
Red Ransom (USA)  
Arabia  
Sydney's Dream

(Dam)  
Nothin' Leica Dane  
Icecapade

CHARGE FORWARD  

Bay or Brown mare  
(Branded \(\circ\))

(Sire)  
Red Ransom (USA)  
Arabia  
Sydney's Dream

(Dam)  
Nothin' Leica Dane  
Icecapade


1st Dam  
AIN'T SEEN NOTHIN',  
by Nothin' Leica Dane. 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $614,100, VRC Let's Elope S., L, Canberra RC National Sprint H., L, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L, 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Underwood S., Gr 1, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 2, AJC Craven P., Gr 3, MRC WW Cockram S., L, 4th AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1. Dam of 6 named foals, all winners-

BACHMAN (c by All American). 2 wins at 2 at 1300, 1400m, $169,035, in 2013-14, ATC Schweppervescence H., Gr 3, TAB Ipad App H., 3d ATC Dulcify H., L, Australian Turf Club 2YO H., 4th ATC Stan Fox S., Gr 2, Canonbury S., L.

STEPITUP (g by Hussonet (USA)). Champion 3YO in Singapore in 2013. 9 wins 1000 to 2000m, $1,141,970, to 2014, Singapore Guineas, Sgp-1, Singapore 3YO Classic, Sgp-2, Singapore 3YO Sprint, Sgp-3, Singapore TC Colonial Chief S., Sgp-3, Fortune Bowl, Sgp-3, Kranji C S., Canada Cup, Class 4 H., 2d Singapore Derby, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Patrons' Bowl, Sgp-1, Merlion Trophy, Sgp-3, Kranji C S., 3d Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, Chairman's Trophy, Sgp-2, Moonbeam Vase, Sgp-3, 4th Singapore TC Polytrack Mile Championship, Sgp-3.

AIN'T NOFALLENSTAR (f by Starcraft (NZ)). 4 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $172,030, SAJC Laelia S., L, HC Nitschke S., L, Panasonic Viera 2YO H., 2d SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L.

Hammer Time (g by Starcraft (NZ)). 3 wins 1300 to 1412m to 2013-14, 4th SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L.

Hidden Charges (f by Charge Forward). 3 wins. See below.

Star Pupil (f by Starcraft (NZ)). Winner at 1400m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam  
ICECAPEA, by Genghiz (USA). 3 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m, 2d STC Proud Miss H., 3d STC Kogarah H. Half-sister to Patou (dam of POLAR SUCCESS), Maid for Me (dam of BRING ME THE MAID). Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

AIN'T SEEN NOTHIN' (f Nothin' Leica Dane) 8 wins. See above.

Choisie. 4 wins 1350 to 1600m, AJC Randwick Betting Auditorium H., 2d STC Sydney Retirement & Lifestyle Expo H.

Race Record: 3 wins 1200 to 1406m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2012 Secret Slave (f by Equiano (Fr)). Unraced.

2013 (f by Equiano (Fr)).

2014 (f by Equiano (Fr)).

Served by SEBRING. Date of last service, 28 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 374
ICE PACK
Bay mare
(Branded \textit{L} nr sh. \textit{2} off sh.)
Foaled 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BITE THE BULLET (USA)</td>
<td>ICECAPADE 1991</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectacular Bid</td>
<td>Genghiz (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bold Bidder</td>
<td>Sir Ivor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spectacular</td>
<td>Royal Caprice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lassie's Lady</td>
<td>Swaps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alydar</td>
<td>Arctic Tern</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lassie Dear</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BITE THE BULLET (USA) (1987)</td>
<td>ICECAPADE, by Genghiz (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 wins-2 at 2, Saratoga Sanford S., Gr.2. Sire of 435 rnrs, 296 wns, 19 SW, inc. Sniper's Bullet, etc. Sire of the dams of 263 rnrs, 184 wns, 12 SW, inc. Criterion, Hollow Bullet, Varena Miss, Bull Point, Loaded, Miss Marx, Upon This Rock, One Lickety Split, Bhutane Dane, Silently, Red Hot Mama, Gaze On, SP Money Rocks, Beauty Express, Little Bit Ditsy, Rogue Warrior, Esprit de Bullet, etc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam
ICECAPADE, by Genghiz (USA). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m, 2d STC Proud Miss H., 3d STC Kogarah H. Half-sister to Patou (dam of POLAR SUCCESS), Maid for Me (dam of BRING ME THE MAID). Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1st Dam</th>
<th>Produce Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ICECAPADE, by Genghiz (USA). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m, 2d STC Proud Miss H., 3d STC Kogarah H. Half-sister to Patou (dam of POLAR SUCCESS), Maid for Me (dam of BRING ME THE MAID). Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-</td>
<td>Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- AIN'T SEEN NOTHIN' (f by Nothin' Leica Dane). 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $614,100, VRC Let's Elope S., L, Canberra RC National Sprint H., L, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L, Canberra Quality Guineas, 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Underwood S., Gr 1, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 2, AJC Craven P., Gr 3. Dam of-
- BACHMAN (c All American) 2 wins at 2 at 1300, 1400m, $169,035, in 2013-14, ATC Schweppervescence H., Gr 3, TAB Ipad App H., 3d ATC Dulcify H., L, 2YO H., 4th ATC Stan Fox S., Gr 2, Canobury S., L.
- STEPITUP (g Hussonet (USA)) Champion 3YO in Singapore in 2013. 9 wins 1000 to 2000m, $1,141,970, to 2014, Singapore Guineas, Sgp-1, Singapore 3YO Classic, Sgp-2, Singapore 3YO Sprint, Sgp-3, Singapore TC Colonial Chief S., Sgp-3, Fortune Bowl, Sgp-3, 2d Singapore Derby, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Patrons' Bowl, Sgp-1, Merlion Trophy, Sgp-3, 3d Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1. Dam of-
- AIN'TNOFALLENSTAR (f Starcraft (NZ)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $172,030, SAJC Laelia S., L, HC Nitschke S., L, Panasonic Viera 2YO H., 2d SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L. Dam of-

Hammer Time. 3 wins 1300 to 1412m, 4th SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L. Choisie (f by Choisir). 4 wins 1350 to 1600m, AJC Randwick Betting Auditorium H., 2d STC Sydney Retirement & Lifestyle Expo H. Dam of-

Undercover (f by Covetous). 3 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1200m, 2d AJC Margaret Berkmann 2YO H., 4th VRC Ottawa S., L. Dam of-

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners.

- 2006 Cool Al (g by Al Maher). Started twice.
- 2007 Polar Eclipse (g by Stratum). Placed, 2d AJC Second Triennial 2YO S., Bronte 2YO H.
- 2010 Stellaglacier (f by Northern Meteor). Winner at 2 at 1100m.
- 2011 Massacre (g by Wanted). Winner at 1300m in 2014-15.
- 2012 (f by Hinchinbrook).
- 2013 (c by Beneteau).
- 2014 Not served previous season.

Served by ALL AMERICAN. Date of last service, 5 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 375  
JUST SWATCH ME  
Bay filly  
(Branded \(^\text{\textcopyright}\) nr sh. \(\frac{6}{1}\) off sh.)  
Foaled 2011  

\textbf{Sire:} Canny Lad  
Blightingly  
Biscay  
by Star Kingdom (Ire)  

\textbf{Dam:} Swatchfield  
Carnegie (Ire)  
Sadler’s Wells  
by Northern Dancer  


\textbf{2nd Dam:} Monkani (NZ), by Pompeii Court (USA). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, AJC Mahogany St Covet H., Cornucopia Committee Incorporated H. Three-quarter-sister to Courtza, Our Pompeii, Hunza Court, Tiszae, half-sister to Critical. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-  

\textbf{3rd Dam:} Benazir, by Vice Regal. 3 wins to 1640m, BATC Racecourse H., QTC Blackhawk H. Half-sister to Courtza (dam of O'Reilly), Our Pompeii, Fixed Flush, Lost Valley, Hunza Court, Hunza’s Ace, Minidece (dam of Tiszae). Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-  

\textbf{Race Record:} Unraced.
Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N  
On Account of RUANE, Menangle  
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 376  
**LADY LA DOUCE**  
Chestnut mare  
(Branded ☐ nr sh. 3 off sh.)  
Foaled 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FOREPLAY</strong></td>
<td><strong>CHU CHU</strong></td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danehill (USA)</td>
<td>Royal Academy (USA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razyana</td>
<td>Nijinsky</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by His Majesty</td>
<td>by Northern Dancer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jade Hunter (USA)</td>
<td>Crimson Saint</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Mr. Prospector</td>
<td>by Crimson Satan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reigntaire</td>
<td>Vain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Century</td>
<td>by Wilkes (Fr)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mount of Light</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by Northern Treasure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FOREPLAY (AUS)** (2001). 2 wins to 1100m, MRC Doveton S., L. Sire of 132 mrs, 88 wnrs, inc. SW Decision Time (AJC Stan Fox S., Gr.2), Playcium Mint, That's Not It, SP Final Crescendo, Playtime, Havatryst, Playitstraight and of Just for Starters, Faith'n'courage, Sea Tryst, Shiny and New, Believe'n'receive, Rad, Tigerish, Wine 'n' Dine, Grab the Jewels, Pillow Talk, Lady la Douce, Let's Misbehave, Playful Miss, Preparation, A Bridge Too Far, etc.

1st Dam  
**CHU CHU**, by Royal Academy (USA). Winner at 1425m. Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 2 winners:-  
Lady la Douce (f by Foreplay). **6 wins**. See below.  
Laverstock Lane (g by Snippetson). **Winner** at 1000m in 2013-14.  
Miss Illusionist (f by Magic Albert). Placed.

2nd Dam  
**PRIMA CORNICE**, by Vain. **3 wins**–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, SAJC Cinderella S., L, Jackson Gem & Opal Centre H., Golding Bros H., 2d VATC Laurent-Perrier S., L, SAJC Pioneer Homes H., 3d SAJC Hartbalm H., Lakes International H.  
Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, **6 winners**, inc:-  
Mr McCartney. **4 wins** 1200 to 1650m to 2013-14, TTC Bendigo Bank H., TRC Red Hearts Pink Ribbons Luncheon P., 2d TTC Caulfield Cup Day Luncheon P., 3d TTC E (Ted) Cox Memorial H., Cascade Pale Ale H.  
Principal Miss. **Winner** at 1304m. Dam of 2 winners-  
Zerprise. **5 wins** 1200 to 1430m, SAJC Marsh H., Carlton Draught H., 2d SAJC Waterford Crystal P., 3d SAJC Perks Property H. Dam of 3 winners-  
Zerprise Us All. **5 wins** 1400 to 1950m, $131,750, SAJC Irish Day in September H., Alex McKinnon H., Nocelle Foods H., 2d SAJC Jansz Tasmaniya 2YO P., 3d SAJC Dominant H., Sportingbet H.  
Not a Zerprise. **6 wins** 1705 to 2206m to 2014-15, 2d Oakbank RC The Advertiser H.  
Persian Play. **3 wins** at 1600, 1800m, 2d WATC Ascot Vale Estate H., 3d WATC Westspeed 3YO H., Pago Escort H.  
Cornica. **Winner** at 1450m. Dam of 3 winners-  
Duhaaba. **6 wins** 1000 to 1250m, 3d BTC King Gee H., Lysaght & Colorbond Richard Champion H., QTC Sun and Sand 2YO H., Triscay H.

3rd Dam  
**MOUNT OF LIGHT**, by Northern Treasure (Ire). Placed at 3, 2d AJC Windbag H.  
Half-sister to **Jewel of Light**, Sparkling Century (dam of VIONNET). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, **5 winners**, inc:-  
**PRIMA CORNICE** (f Vain) **3 wins**. See above.

First season at stud  
Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 22 September 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Lot 377
LITTLE THINGS
Brown filly
(Branded □□□ nr sh. □□□ off sh.)
Foaled 2011

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High Chaparral (IRE)</td>
<td>Maybe I, by Red Ransom (USA) 2005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Dancer</td>
<td>Roberto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Neartic</td>
<td>by Hall to Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairy Bridge</td>
<td>Arabia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Bold Reason</td>
<td>by Damascus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kasora</td>
<td>by Nearctic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Shirley Heights</td>
<td>by Danzig</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kozana</td>
<td>Flittery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Kris</td>
<td>Flitter (NZ)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Bluebird (USA)</td>
<td>by Bluebird (USA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam

2nd Dam
Fort Courage (g General Nedym) Winner at 2 at 1200m, $143,675, WATC McKenna Hampton Insurance P., 3d WATC Fairetha S., L, Newcastle JC Cameron H., L. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc.-

3rd Dam
FLITTERY, by Danehill (USA). Started once. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc.-

4th Dam
Kiwi Magic (NZ), by Vice Regal. 3 wins 1100 to 1212m, MVRC Deep Creek H., SAJC How Now H., 2d SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L. Half-sister to Fearless Dancer (dam of DIPPING). Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

Race Record: Unraced.
Has not been to stud
**Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N**  
**On Account of RUANE, Menangle**  
**(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)**

**Lot 378**

**MARCHELLE BELLE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bay mare (Branded 2/5 nr sh., 2/5 off sh.)</th>
<th>Foaled 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Sire)</strong> Danzig..........................</td>
<td>Northern Dancer .... by Nearctic..................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANABAA (USA).........................</strong></td>
<td>Pas de Nom.................. by Admiral's Voyage.....</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balbonella..............................</td>
<td>Gay Meccene.............. by Vaguely Noble.........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Dam)</strong> LIFE GOES ON OH .......... 1996</td>
<td>Barmieres................. by Riverman.............</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANABAA (USA) (1992).** 8 wins to 1600m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1151 mnrs, 824 wns, 88 SW, inc. Goldikova (Breeders’ Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Anabaa Blue, Headeturner, Yelf, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Treve, Harry’s Son, Dissident, Dalkala, Buffering, Rostova, Silver Frost, Lush Lashes, English, Queens Ring, Spiritjim, Tango’s Daughter, Caymans, Ameena, Hartnell, Havana, Mobaco, Ballybacka Lady, Sandy’s Charm, Girouette, Dixie Belle, etc.

**1st Dam**  
LIFE GOES ON OH, by Night Shift (USA). 6 wins 1400 to 1700m, $158,840, VRC Singapore Challenge H., AJC Gallipoli H., STC Harvey Norman Series H., Luis Hupfau Memorial P., 2d AJC Andrew Kennedy H., Randwick Labor Club H. Half-sister to GLOBAL LEGEND, Rambutan. Dam of 2 foals, both winners—MARCHELLE BELLE (f by Anabaa (USA)). 6 wins. See below.  
Obladee Obladah (f by Strategic). Winner at 1200m, 3d MRC Bint Marscay 2YO H., TTC Caulfield Cup Day Luncheon H., Tasmanian Hotel & Club Supplies H., Bundaberg Red H., Tasbreeders H.

**2nd Dam**  
Lineesa (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 9 wins—1 at 2–1200 to 2600m, VRC Lady Wallace H., Light Fingers H., City of Melbourne H., MVRC Ardoch H., 3d Werribee Cup, L, 4th VRC Headquarters H., L. Half-sister to Carradoc Jane (dam of NEJA). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc—

**GLOBAL LEGEND (g Waajib (Ire)) Champion Older Male Stayer in South Africa.** 8 wins—1 at 2-1300 to 3200m, Turffontein Gold Bowl, Gr 2, Newmarket TC Gauteng Stayers H., L, 3d Newmarket TC South Africa Derby Trial H., Gr 3, South African St Leger, L, 4th Greyville Gold Vase, Gr 2, Turffontein John Skeaping Trophy S., Gr 2, Home Guard H., Gr 3.  
**Rambutan (g Rassendyll (USA)) 4 wins** 1400 to 2000m, 2d Singapore Gold Cup, L, 3d Singapore Derby, L, 4th Selangor TC Tunku Gold Cup, L.

**3rd Dam**  
PRINCESS JANE, by Head Hunter (GB). Started 3 times. Dam of 14 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc—

**Lineesa (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 9 wins.** See above.  
Carradoc Jane. Winner at 1600m, BOP RC Carbine H. Dam of—

**NEJA (c Straight Strike (USA)) 6 wins** 1200 to 1600m, SAJC Robert A Lee S., L, VRC Changi H., Avondale JC Auckland Owners Cup.  

**Race Record:** Stakes-winner. 6 wins 1100 to 2100m, $328,363, Tasmanian Oaks, L, VRC Maidstone H., MRC Yalumba Masters H., James Grice H., MVR Arrow Training Places H., 2d SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr 2, MRC Chase Hotel H., WJ (Bill) Adams H., MVRC TBV Newmarket Insurance Brokers P., 3d MRC Blue Ribbon Day Cup H., Danelagh P, 4th MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 2.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.  
2011 Arabian Beauty (f by Shamardal (USA)). Winner at 1206m in 2014-15.  
2012 She’s My Belle (f by Lonhro). Unraced.  
2013 (f by So You Think (NZ)).  
2014 (f by Sebring).  

**Served by SEBRING. Date of last service, 28 September 2014.**  
Not in foal
Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 379

**MAYBE I**
Brown mare
(Branded H nr sh. 5 5 off sh.)
Foaled 2005

**Sire:**
- Red Ransom (USA)
- Roberto
- Arabia

**Dam:**
- Flittery
- Danehill (USA)
- 1998
- Flitter (NZ)

**Race Record:** Stakes-placed.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 named foals.

**Served by SEBRING. Date of last service, 2 October 2014.**

Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 380
MOLLY SINGER
Bay mare
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 28 7 off sh.) Foaled 1997

(Sire) EL MOXIE (USA)........
Conquistador Cielo............... Mr. Prospector............... by Raise a Native........
K.D. Princess.............. by Bold Commander........
Raise the Standard............ Hoist the Flag............... by Tom Rolfe........
Natalma................ by Native Dancer........

(Dam) MUSICAL LOVER........
Opera Prince................ by Biscay................
Lady Camelot............... by Bletchingly........
My Heart (Ire)............... by Princely Gift.........
I Like It................ by Pipe of Peace (GB).....

EL MOXIE (USA) (1986). 6 wins to 8½f in USA. Sire of 677 mrs, 449 wnsr, 17 SW, inc. Silent Witness (Hong Kong Sprint, Gr.1), Winestock - Munson (Mac.), Alfa, etc. Sire of the dams of 433 mrs, 239 wnsr, inc. SW Amicus, Champagne Cath, Twenty Grand, Flashed, SP Eldlady, Thunder Rain, Secret Garden, Deep Pockets, Magnetosphere, Pocket Rockets, Amelias Dancer, Living Pegasus, Major Canny, Mystery Quest, White Diamonds, Zeinab, Portland Prophet, etc.

1st Dam
MUSICAL LOVER, by Opera Prince. 12 wins at 900, 1000m. Half-sister to CHIPOLATA, Whimper (dam of PIPIWAR), All Downwind (dam of PRINCESS MARENGO), Love of Words (dam of WORDS OF MAGIC).

Dam of 9 foals, all winners-
DANCE BEAT (g by Esperanto (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $360,405, QTC Lightning H., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L, SCTC Glasshouse H., L, AJC Empire Link Quality 2YO H., 2d STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L, 3d MVRC Schweppes S., Gr 2, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, AJC Breeders' P., L, 4th GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL, AJC Kindergarten S., L.
Lady Camelot (f by Palace Music (USA)). 5 wins at 1000, 1100m, VATC Summer H., Limerick Arms Hotel H., STC Join the STC H. Producer.
Amberlene (f by Alannon). Winner at 2 at 1100m. Dam of 5 winners-
THRON INN (f King of Kings (Ire)) 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1300m, $328,725, STC Birthday Card S., Gr 3, Scone RC Inglis 2YO Challenge, AJC Pagewood H., STC Bravehearts H. Producer.
Reverenza (f Commands) 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1350m, $172,250, AJC Randwick Betting Auditorium H., 3d BTC Glenlogan Park S., L. Producer.

Race Record: 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, BTC Yalumba Roger Gould H., 2d AJC Bell Securities Mick Young H., QTC Bill McGovern H.

Produce Record: Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners.
2003 Canny Royale (c by Canny Lad). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m in South Africa.
2004 Major Canny (g by Canny Lad). 10 wins 1100 to 1400m, $168,745, WATC Belele P., 2d WATC Placid Ark S., L, Westspeed 3YO H., Blonde Jev H., Allure Skylounge H., 3d WATC Belgravia S., L, Legacy H.
2005 Our Melodious (f by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Started twice.
2006 Toreador (g by Danzero). Placed.
2007 Deep Pockets (g by Lucky Owners). 6 wins 1400 to 1800m, $581,035, Singapore TC Open H., Initiation P., TD Securities Cup, Benchmark 74 H., Class 4 H., Benchmark 61, 2d Singapore Derby, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, 3d Singapore Gold Cup, Sgp-1.
2008 Knowing Me (g by Savabeel). 4 wins 1500 to 2100m to 2013-14.
2011 Smart Money (g by Canny Lad). Started twice.
2012 (f by Canny Lad). 2013 Missed to Stratum.
2014 (c by Stratum).

Served by SNIPPETSON. Date of last service, 1 December 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 381
MY AIM
Chestnut filly
(Branded √/9 nr sh. 1/2 off sh.)
Foaled 2012

(Sire) Bletchingly ........................ Biscay ........................................ by Star Kingdom (Ire)......
CANNY LAD ..................... Coogee (GB) ................................. by Relic .........................
(Jam) Jesmond Lass .................. Lunchtime (GB) .......................... by Silly Season .............
(Bred) Covetous ........................ Luskin Star ............................... by Kaoru Star ..............
WITH MY .......................... Admire ........................................ by Grey Mop (GB) .........
1999 Spectacular Gift (USA) .... Spectacular ................................ by Promised Land ........


1st Dam
With My, by Covetous. 8 wins 1200 to 1500m, $392,090, AJC Fox Studios P., BTC D&D Colour Printing H., STC APN Outdoor H., QTC J Cadell-Garrick Quality H., Rajah H., Rough Habit H., Champagne Kate H., 2d AJC Sapphire S., Gr 3, Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 3, QTC Dane Ripper H., L, BTC James Brockhurst The Good Guys H., Optigrass H., QTC Flying Ace H., Guinness Australia H., 4th QTC Golden Garter H., L. Half-sister to Paestum, Spectacular Regent. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Avec Mon Ami (f by Savabeel). 3 wins 1300 to 1600m, WATC Midweek Roast H. Faith in My (f by Savabeel). 3 wins 1400 to 1750m, 3d ATC Blackwoods New 2012 Catalogue H.

Baylie Louise (f by Onemorenomore). Winner at 1300m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
SPECTACULAR GIFT (USA), by Alleged. Unraced. Half-sister to SPECTACULAR BID. Dam of 15 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:- With My (f Covetous). 8 wins. See above.
Paestum (c Scenic (Ire)). 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $141,100, MRC Ellerslie H., 2d Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, Gr 3, STC Winter Cup, L.
Spectacular Regent (c Deputy Minister). 3 wins 6½f to 1½m, 3d Greenwood Display S., Can-3.

House of Love. 8 wins, $106,370 in U.S.A. Dam of 7 winners-Love Storm. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 2 winners-
Lucy Wiggles (f Western Fame). 5 wins at 5½f, 6f to 2014, 3d Fairplex Barretts Debutante S., L.

Cotija. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Valcot. 8 wins 1000 to 1250m, $162,050, to 2014-15, ATC Drummond Golf H., Little Caesars Pizza H., 3d ATC International Animal Health H.

3rd Dam
Spectacular, by Promised Land. 4 wins, 2d Bay Meadows My Fair Lady S., L. Sister to SPACE ODYSSEY, Go to Goal, half-sister to SWEET AS WINE.

Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

SPECTACULAR BID (c Bold Bidder). USA Horse of the Year & Champion 2YO, 3YO & 4YO. 26 wins-7 at 2–5½f to 1½m, $2,781,608, Kentucky Derby, Gr 1, California S., Gr 1, Santa Anita H., Gr 1, Belmont Woodward S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 1, Marlboro Cup, Gr 1, Gulfstream Florida Derby, Gr 1, Keeneland Blue Grass S., Gr 1, Santa Anita Charles H Strub S., Gr 1, Laurel Futurity S., Gr 1, Hialeah Flamingo S., Gr 1, Monmouth Amyor L Haskell H., Gr 1, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr 1. Sire.

Spectacular Belle. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 6 winners-
Beirne Station (c Mr. Prospector). 3 wins, 3d Oaklawn Fifth Season S., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
Lot 382

Bay mare

(Branded C nr sh. 91 off sh.)

Foaled 2007

(NOT BAD)

Bay mare

(Branded C nr sh. 91 off sh.)

Foaled 2007

(Danehill (USA) ........................................ Danzig ........................................ by Northern Dancer ....

Razyana ........................................ by His Majesty ................

Sharpen Up ........................................ by Atan .........................

Lettre d’Amour ........................................ by Caro .........................

(Dam)

LOOKING FOR GOLD (USA) 1990 .................

Con Game........................................ by Northern Dancer ....

Buckpasser ........................................ by Tom Fool .................

Broadway ........................................ by Hasty Road ..............


1st Dam

LOOKING FOR GOLD (USA), by Mr. Prospector. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Sister to SEEKING THE GOLD, Miner’s Game (dam of SURVIVALIST, POWER GAME), half-sister to FAST PLAY, STACKED PACK, Counterfeit Money, Gambling Fool (dam of ZAFOLIA), Tricky Game (dam of KING CUGAT). Dam of 15 foals, 14 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Sal Tessio (c by Montjeu). 4 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2200m in Sweden, 2d Taby Mischa Kahns Minneslöpning.

Beautiful Muriel (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Winner at 2, 3d Vaal July Day H.

Good Prospecting (c by Cox’s Ridge). 4 wins–1 at 2–in U.S.A.

Soul Striker (c by Danehill Dancer). 2 wins at 1400m in Japan.

Cheyenne’s Spirit (f by Sadler’s Wells). Winner at 2700m in France.

Carry All (f by Devil’s Bag). Winner at 7f in U.S.A. Dam of 3 winners-

Kari Azaria. 3 wins at 7½f, 8¼f to 2014 in U.S.A.

Stunning Image (f by Kris S). Placed in U.S.A. Dam of 2 winners-

Cyberroid. Winner at 800m in 2015 in Japan.

Good Gamble (f by Pleasant Tap). Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Dam of 4 winners-

GAMBLE ME (f Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)) 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $469,120, STC Birthday Card S., Gr 3, MRC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3, VRC Red Roses S., L, Moomba P., L, 2d AJC Keith Mackay H., L, 3d MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, MRC Merson Cooper S., L, 4th STC Starlight S., L. Dam of 2 winners-

Major Conquest (f More Than Ready (USA)) Winner at 1100m in 2013–14, 3d ATC Magic Night S., Gr 2, Keith Mackay H., L.

2nd Dam

CON GAME, by Buckpasser. 2 wins in U.S.A. Half-sister to QUEEN OF THE STAGE, REVIEWER, GREAT WHITE WAY, WILL HAYS, Stage Director. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

SEEKING THE GOLD (c Mr. Prospector) 8 wins–1 at 2–6f to 1¼m, Belmont Dwyer S., Gr 1, Louisiana Super Derby Invitational, Gr 1. Champion sire.

FAST PLAY (c Seattle Slew) 5 wins–4 at 2–6f to 9f, $594,545, Aqueduct Remsen S., Gr 1, 2d Belmont Jerome H., Gr 1, Saratoga Hopeful S., Gr 1.

STACKED PACK (c Majestic Light) 5 wins–1 at 2, Aqueduct Jamaica H., Gr 3, 2d Belmont Jerome H., Gr 1, 3d Belmont Metropolitan H., Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: Placed at 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2012 Art ‘n’ Ollie (f by Canny Lad). Unraced.

2013 Slipped by Zoffany (Ire).

2014 (c by Charge Forward).

Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 29 November 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 383
SHE’S MY BELLE
Bay filly (Branded $\overline{W}g$ nr sh. $\frac{6}{2}$ off sh.) Foaled 2012

(Sire) Octagonal (NZ).............. Zabeel (NZ).............. by Sir Tristram (Ire) ...
LONHRO.......................... Eight Carat (GB)............ by Pieces of Eight ..........

(Dam) Shadea (NZ).............. Straight Strike (USA)..... by Mr. Prospector ....
MARCHELLE BELLE ....... Conca (NZ).............. by First Consul (USA)......
2005 Life Goes on Oh.............. Lineesa (NZ).............. by Sir Tristram (Ire) ...

LONHRO (AUS) (1998). 26 wins–2 at 2, VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 715 rnrs, 509 wins, 50 SW, inc. Pierro (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Bounding, Mental, Denman, Beaded, Benfica, etc. Sire of the dams of Occitan, Davities, Dufellforte, Berrichon, Lee’s Dynasty, State of Mind,Crotales, Cannonball Express, Leavesden, Monochrome, Ostentatious, Restraint, Shufetish, Tommy Gun, Triple Jeopardy, Bella Latte, Hopewell, Son of a Warrior, Sorelle, etc.

1st Dam MARCHELLE BELLE, by Anabaa (USA). 6 wins 1100 to 2100m, $328,363, Tasmanian Oaks, L, VRC Maidstone H., MRC Yalumba Masters H., James Grice H., MVRC Arrow Training Places H., 2d SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr 2, MRC Chase Hotel H., WJ (Bill) Adams H., MVRC TBV Newmarket Insurance Brokers P., 3d MRC Blue Ribbon Day Cup H., Danelagh 2YO P., 4th MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 2. Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:- Arabian Beauty (f by Shamardal (USA)). Winner at 1206m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam LIFE GOES ON OH, by Night Shift (USA). 6 wins 1400 to 1700m, $158,840, VRC Singapore Challenge H., AJC Gallipoli H., STC Harvey Norman Series H., Luis Hupfau Memorial P., 2d AJC Andrew Kennedy H., Randwick Labor Club H., STC Coles Serving You Better H. Half-sister to GLOBAL LEGEND, Rambutan. Dam of 2 foals, both winners-
MARCHELLE BELLE (f Anabaa (USA)) 6 wins. See above.
Obladee Obladah. Winner at 1200m, 3d MRC Bint Marscay 2YO H., TTC Caulfield Cup Day Luncheon H., Tasmanian Hotel & Club Supplies H.

3rd Dam Lineesa (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 9 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2600m, VRC Lady Wallace H., Light Wallace H., City of Melbourne H., MVRC Ardoch H., Starwines H., VATC Rivette H., Lillimur H., 2d VRC Birthday H., VATC Malakoff H., 3d Werribee Cup, L, 4th VRC Headquarters H., L. Half-sister to Carradoc Jane (dam of NEJA). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-
GLOBAL LEGEND (g Waajib (Ire)) Champion Older Male Stayer in South Africa in 2000-01. 8 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 3200m, $188,015, Turffontein Gold Bowl, Gr 2, Newmarket TC Gauteng Stayers H., L, 3d Newmarket TC South African Derby Trial H., Gr 3, South African St Leger, L, 4th Greyville Gold Vase, Gr 2, Turffontein John Skeaping Trophy S., Gr 2, Home Guard H., Gr 3.
Rambutan (g Rassendyll (USA)) 4 wins 1400 to 2000m, 2d Singapore Gold Cup, L, 3d Singapore Derby, L, 4th Selangor TC Tunku Gold Cup, L.

4th Dam PRINCESS JANE, by Head Hunter (GB). Started 3 times. Dam of 14 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
Lineesa (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 9 wins. See above.
Carradoc Jane. Winner at 1600m, BOP RC Carbine H. Dam of-
NEJA (c Straight Strike (USA)) 6 wins to 1600m, SAJC Robert A Lee S., L, VRC Changi H., AuRC Improvers H., Avondale JC Auckland Owners Cup.

Race Record: Unraced. Has not been to stud.
**Stayinthegame**

Brown mare (Branded nr sh. 1/6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Sadler's Wells............ by Northern Dancer ............

**GALILEO (IRE)**

Urban Sea..................... by Fairy Bridge....................

(Mam) **ALERTED BY ME**

Whiskey Road (USA) ..... by Miswaksi......................

ALERTED BY ME, 1989

I'm Alert..................... by Allegretta............... 1989

Northern Dancer ........ by Neartic....................

Fairy Bridge................ by Bold Reason..................

Miswaki...................... by Mr. Prospector..............

Allegretta............... by Lombard......................

Nijinsky.................... by Northern Dancer.........

Bowl of Flowers......... by Sailor....................... 2006

Red Alert................... by Red God....................

Gaynor (GB)............. by Gratitude....................


1st Dam

ALERTED BY ME, by Whiskey Road (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to WITH ME (dam of ACCOMPLICE), Gypsy Alert (dam of ALERT ME, TECHNIQUES). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

**QUARANTE LOVE** (f by Canny Lad). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, VRC AR Creswick S., L, Primo Smallgoods H., 2d VATC Scobie Breasley H., MVRC Chung On Restaurant H., 3d MVRC Arnotts Biscuits H. Dam of 6 winners-

Hurl (f Redoute's Choice) 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, QTC Even Stevens H., SAJC Distinctive Homes H., Adelaide P., 2d QTC Juanino H., L. Dam of-

**KISS A ROSE** (f Sebring) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $145,850, to 2013-14, MRC Quezette S., Gr 3, Legatee Eric Baker 2YO P., 2d VRC Danehill S., Gr 2.

Gasquet. 6 wins at 1000, 1100m, $119,240, ATC Hahn Premium Light H., Christmas Cheers H., Warwick Farm H., Pluck at Vinery H.

Quadrangle. 6 wins 1250 to 1500m, QTC Scomeld H., Guineas Room H., RT Edwards Retravision H., STC De Bortoli Black Creek Winery H.

Manang Gatang (c by St Covet). 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, 2d SAJC Auspine H.

Barking Orders (f by Cannly). 3 winners at 1000m.

Annunciare (f by Marscap). **Winner** at 1200m. Dam of 2 winners-

Bella Sirena. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1350, 1400m, BRC Race-Tech Australia H., 3d GCTC Magic Millions 2YO P., 4th GCTC Ken Russell Memorial Classic, L.

2nd Dam

I'M ALERT, by Red Alert. 3 wins at 2 900 to 1200m, AJC Kindergarten H., NSW Tatt's RC Club H., STC Linley Point H., 2d STC Elizabeth Farm 2YO H., 3d STC Lakemba H. Dam of 15 foals, 14 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

**WITH ME** (f Covetous) 8 wins–3 at 2–to 1200m, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 2-twice, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Dam of-

**ACCOMPLICE** (c Canny Lad) 11 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1350m, $957,588, AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1.

**Gypsy Alert** (f Solitary Hail (USA)) 10 wins 1000 to 1290m, AJC Mary Gilmore H., 2d SAJC Swettenham Stud Stud S., Gr 3. Dam of 7 winners-

**ALERT ME** (c Genghiz (USA)) 9 wins 1150 to 1600m, $285,910, STC Frederick Clissold H., Gr 3, 2d STC Canterbury S., Gr 2.

**TECHNIQUES** (f Palace Music (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $221,810, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3. Producer.

---

**Race Record:** Placed.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 foal.

2012 Missed to Shaft.

2013 (c by Zoffany (Ire)).

2014 Missed to Myboycharlie (Ire).

**Not served**
Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N

On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 385

SWATCHFIELD
Bay mare
(Branded \(\frac{9}{3}\) off sh.) Foaled 2003

(Sire) Sadler’s Wells.......................... by Nearctic..........................
Northern Dancer ............... by Bold Reason..................
Fairy Bridge .................. by Never Bend
Detroit.......................... by Sunny Boy

(Dam) MONKANI (NZ)............. by Pompeii Court (USA)......
Tell ................................ by Round Table
Benazir (NZ).................. by Viceregal (NZ)........
1990

rnrs, 14 SW, inc. Tuesday Joy (STC BMW S., Gr.1), Amalfi, Vision and
Power, Perlin, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Kushadasi, Gondokoro,
Zabeelionaire, Whobegotyou, Savvy Nature, Antonio Lombardo, Meisho Narto,
Annie Higgins, Mrs Kipling, Belle Miraaj, Dancer’s Tale, Faalless, Bespoke,
Excuse My French, Options, Queen Sabeel, Admire Commando, Atom Cat, etc.

1st Dam
MONKANI (NZ), by Pompeii Court (USA). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, AJC
Mahogany St Covet H., Cornucopia Committee Incorporated H. Three-
quarter-sister to COURTZA (dam of O’REILLY), OUR POMPEII, HUNZA
COURT, TISZAE, Pennies in Heaven (dam of SINGLE CURRENCY), half-
sister to CRITIC. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

October Son (g by Octagonal (NZ)). 5 wins 1300 to 2000m, $159,500,
Illawarra TC Kembla Grange Cup, AJC Striking Force H., Ashfields Farm H.,
STC Sunkist H., 2d AJC Centenary Institute H., 3d STC Sky High S.,
L.

Nick ‘n’ John (c by Octagonal (NZ)). 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, AJC Narwee H.,
STC West Harbour Rugby Tooheys New H., 2d STC Molly Carmody H.
Walk On (f by Octagonal (NZ)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Walk to the Bar. 2 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1640m, $107,400, to 2014-15, BRC
T&J Whitehouse H., 2d BRC Drumbeats at Lyndhurst 2YO P.

2nd Dam
BENAZIR, by Viceregal. 3 wins 1350 to 1640m, BATC Orlando Improvers’ H.,
Racecourse H., QTC Blackhawk Novice H., 2d BATC Emancipation Improvers’
H., Scene on TV Graduation S., QTC Mister Hush Improvers’ H. Half-sister to
COURTZA (dam of O’REILLY), OUR POMPEII, FIXED FLUSH, LOST
VALLEY, HUNZA COURT, Hunza’s Ace, Minidece (dam of TISZAE).

Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

CRITIC (f (Centaine) 9 wins–2 at 2–880 to 1600m, $195,127, Otaki Maori RC
WFA S., Gr 1, Southland RC New Zealand Bloodstock Air Freight S.,
L.

Eastern Princess. 6 wins 1600 to 2200m, VRC Magnifique H. Grandam of-
OCEAN PARK (c Thorn Park) 8 wins 1200 to 2040m, $2,799,524, MVRC
WS Cox P., Gr 1, AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1, Hawke’s Bay Makfi
Challenge S., Gr 1, MRC Underwood S., Gr 1, Caulfield S., Gr 1.

PRINCE KAAPSTAD (g Kaapstad) 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2100m,
$437,326, AuRC Easter H., Gr 1, Great Northern Guineas, Gr 2.

Race Record: Started twice.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.

2008 California Poppy (f by California Dane). 2 wins at 1200, 1250m, ATC
Petersham RSL Club H., 2d STC Grand Pavilion 2YO H.
2009 Naturally Magic (g by Shaft). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14.
2010 Missed to California Dane.
2012 Missed to Magic Albert.
2013 Missed to Helenus.
2014 (c by Zizou).

Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 3 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 386

TECHNIQUES

Chestnut mare (Branded \( \sqrt{8} \) nr sh. 4 off sh.) Foaled 1994

(Sire) The Minstrel ...................... Northern Dancer ............... by Nearctic ........................

PALACE MUSIC (USA)

Come My Prince ...................... Fleur .............................. by Victoria Park ...........................

(Dam) Solitary Hail (USA) .............. Hail to Reason .................. by Turn-to .............................

GYPSY ALERT ......................

1981

I'm Alert .......................... Red Alert ........................... by Red God ..............................

TECHNIQUES (f by Palace Music (USA)). 5 wins. See below.

Mad Desire (f by Covetous). 2 wins at 1000, 1400m, VRC American H. Dam of:

GIVEN (f Canny Lad) 5 wins at 1100, 1200m, $116,575, MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine S., L, Zonda H., MVRC Tabaret After the Last H. Dam of:

GREEN ROLLER (f Flying Spur) 5 wins 1600 to 2400m, $200,330, to 2013-14, TRC Strutt S., L, 3d VRC Galilee Series Final H., L.


Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 4 to race, all winners.

2000 Young Street (c by Danehill (USA)). Unraced.

2001 Pionero (g by Danehill (USA)). 3 wins 1400 to 1800m, $327,971, HKJC Paterson H., Hoi Yuen H., Education Alumni H., 2d HKJC Wong Leng H. 2002 Dagmar (f by Danehill (USA)). Winner at 1350m.

2003 (foal by Giant's Causeway (USA)). Died.

2004 Missed to Johannesburg (USA).

2005 (foal by Dehere (USA)). Died.

2006 Missed to Encosta de Lago.

2007 Perfect Technique (f by Starcraft (NZ)). Unraced.

2008 YOU'RE CANNY (g by Canny Lad). 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1206m, $221,785, Canberra RC Black Opal S., L.

2009 Slipped by Oratorio (Ire).

2010 Vite Loni (g by Lonhro). Winner at 1550m in 2013-14, ATC Bowermans Office Furniture P., 2d ATC Sydney Markets Foundation H.


2012 Missed to Denman.

2013 (f by Smart Missile).

2014 (foal by Zizou). Dead.

Served by ZIZOU. Date of last service, 28 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 387
WHERE’S ALICE (NZ)
Bay mare
(Branded \(\frac{9}{10}\) nr sh. \(\frac{11}{9}\) off sh.)
Foaled 2009

(Sire)
SAVABEEL
Zabeel (NZ)................. Sir Tristram (Ire) ............
Lady Giselle (Fr) .......... by Sir Ivor ......................
Savannah Success .......... by Nureyev ......................
Success Express (USA).... by Hold Your Peace ....
Alma Mater ................. by Semipalatinsk (USA) ..

(Dam)
MOLLY SINGER .......... El Moxie (USA) ..............
1997
Musical Lover ............... Opera Prince ..............
All for Love ................. by My Heart (Ire) .......


1st Dam
MOLLY SINGER, by El Moxie (USA). 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, BTC Yalumba Roger Gould H., 2d AJC Bell Securities Mick Young H., QTC Bill McGovern H. Half-sister to DANCE BEAT, Amberlene (dam of THRONE INN). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Deep Pockets (g by Lucky Owners). 6 wins 1400 to 1800m, $581,035, Singapore TC Open H., Initiation P., TD Securities Cup, Benchmark 74 H., Class 4 H., Benchmark 61, 2d Singapore Derby, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, Kranji A S., Taurus S., 3d Singapore Gold Cup, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Open H., 4th Singapore TC Patrons’ Bowl, Sgp-1, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Sgp-2.

Major Canny (g by Canny Lad). 10 wins 1100 to 1400m, $168,745, WATC Belele P., 2d WATC Placid Ark S., L, Westspeed 3YO H., Blonde Jev H., Allure Skylounge H., 3d WATC Belgravia S., L, Legacy H., Westspeed 3YO H.

Knowing Me (g by Savabeel). 4 wins 1500 to 2100m to 2013-14.

Canny Royale (c by Canny Lad). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m in South Africa.


2nd Dam
MUSICAL LOVER, by Opera Prince. 12 wins at 900, 1000m. Half-sister to CHIPOLATA, Whimper (dam of PIPIWAR), All Downwind (dam of PRINCESS MARENGO), Love of Words (dam of WORDS OF MAGIC). Dam of 9 foals, all winners, inc:-

DANCE BEAT (g Esperanto (USA)) 6 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $360,405, QTC Lightning H., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L, SCTC Glasshouse H., L, 2d STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L, 3d MVRC Schweppes S., Gr 2, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, 4th GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., L, RL.

Amberlene. Winner at 2 at 1100m. Dam of 5 winners-

THRONE INN (f King of Kings (Ire)) 6 wins-3 at 2–1000 to 1300m, $328,725, STC Birthday Card S., Gr 3, Scone RC Inglis 2YO Challenge, AJC Pagewood H., STC Bravehearts H., 2d STC Rotary Health Research 2YO H., Rooty Hill RSL Club & Resort 2YO H. Producer.

Reverenza (f Commands) 6 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1350m, $172,250, AJC Randwick Betting Auditorium H., Moorebank H., Equal H., Kokoda H., 2d AJC McGrath Real Estate H., 3d BTC Glenloch Park S., L, 4th Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L. Producer.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (c by Lucky Owners (NZ)).

Served by LUCKY OWNERS (NZ). Date of last service, 13 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 388

WITH MY

Chestnut mare

(Branding nr sh. 15/9 off sh.)

(Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Reserve Dispersal Sale)

Lot 388

WITH MY

Chestnut mare

(Branding nr sh. 15/9 off sh.)

Foaled 1999

| (Sire) | Luskin Star | Kaoru Star | by Star Kingdom (Ire).......
|--------|-------------|------------|--------------------------|
| COVETOUS | Promising (NZ) | by Idomeni (GB) | Grey Mop (GB) | by Grey Sovereign
| Admire | Felidoma | by Jambo (GB) |

| (Dam) | Alleged | Hoist the Flag | by Tom Rolfe...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPECTACULAR GIFT (USA) 1980</td>
<td>Princess Pout</td>
<td>by Prince John</td>
<td>Stop on Red</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

COVETOUS (AUS) (1979). 3 wins-2 at 2. SAJC Adelaide Guineas, Gr.3. Sire of 471 mrs, 328 wns, 10 SW, inc. St Covet (AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1), With Me, etc. Sire of the dams of 498 mrs, 321 wns, inc. SW Polar Success, Accomplce, Riziz, Uber, Empire Dancer, Magnaya, Given, SP Admiring, Baci Amore, Lone Command, Parfumier, Sovereign Miss, Grey Assignment, Eau de Joie, Jaalippy, Beaming, Falco Star, Simplest, Kelly, Viva Caro, Rail Mary, etc.

1st Dam
SPECTACULAR GIFT (USA), by Alleged. Unraced. Half-sister to SPECTACULAR BID. Dam of 15 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

With My (f by Covetous). 8 wins. See below.

Paestum (c by Scenic (Ire)). 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $141,100, MRC Ellerslie H., 2d Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, Gr 3, STC Winter Cup, L.

Spectacular Regent (c by Deputy Minister). 3 wins 6½f to 1¼m, 3d Greenwood Display S., Can-3.

House of Love (f by Deputy Minister). 8 wins, $106,370 in U.S.A. Grandam of-

Lucy Wiggles (f Western Fane) 5 wins at 5½f, 6f to 2014, 3d Fairplex Barretts Debutante S., L.

Cotija (f by Covetous). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-Valcot. 8 wins 1000 to 1250m, $162,050, to 2014-15, ATC Drummond Golf H., Little Caesars Pizza H., 3d ATC International Animal Health H.

2nd Dam
Spectacular, by Promised Land. 4 wins, 2d Bay Meadows My Fair Lady S., L. Sister to SPACE ODYSSEY, Go to Goal, half-sister to SWEET AS WINE.

Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

SPECTACULAR BID (c Bold Bidder) USA Horse of the Year. 26 wins–7 at 2–5½f to 1¼m, $2,781,608, Kentucky Derby, Gr 1, Californian S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 8 wins 1200 to 1500m, $392,090, AJC Fox Studios P., BTC D&D Colour Printing H., STC APN Outdoor H., QTC J Cadell-Garrick Quality H., Rajah H., Rough Habit H., Champagne Kate H., 2d AJC Sapphire S., Gr 3, Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 3, QTC Dane Ripper H., L, BTC James Brockhurst The Good Guys H., Optigrass H., Qld Tatt’s RC Hardy Brothers Jewellers H., QTC Flying Ace H., 4th QTC Golden Garter H., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners.

2006 Avec Mon Ami (f by Savabeel). 3 wins 1300 to 1600m, WATC Midweek Roast H., 2d WATC Tabozbet.com.au H., Perth Scorcher H.

2007 Faith in My (f by Savabeel). 3 wins 1400 to 1750m, 3d ATC Blackwoods New 2012 Catalogue H.

2008 Battant With Me (g by Flying Spur). Unplaced.

2009 Missed to Flying Spur.

2010 Missed to Lonhro.


2013 (c by Stratum).

2014 (f by All Too Hard).

Served by ALL TOO HARD. Date of last service, 11 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 389  
WITHOUTME (NZ)  
Bay mare  
(Branded $9 nr sh. 7 off sh.)  
Foaled 2005  

(Sire) Octagonal (NZ) by Zabeel (NZ) by Sir Tristram (Ire)  
LONHRO  
Shadea (NZ) by Straight Strike (USA) by Mr. Prospector  

(Dam) Miz Nicholls  
2000  
Shindig (NZ) by Straight Strike (USA)  

LONHRO (AUS) (1998). 26 wins–2 at 2, VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 715 mrs, 509 wins, 50 SW, inc. Pierro (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Bounding, Mental, Denman, Beaded, Benfica, etc. Sire of the dams of Occitan, Davities, Dufellforte, Berrichon, Lee's Dynasty, State of Mind, Crotale, Cannonball Express, Leavesden, Monochrome, Ostentatious, Restraint, Shufetish, Tommy Gun, Triple Jeopardy, Bella Latte, Hopewell, Son of a Warrior, Sorelle, etc.

1st Dam  

Arsenal Power (g by Lonhro). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2013-14, 2d WATC Sky Vodka H.

Lost in Love (g by Savabeel). Winner at 1527m, 3d SAJC Book for Melbourne Cup H.

Barrallier (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). Winner at 1100m.

2nd Dam  
SHINDIG (NZ), by Straight Strike (USA). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $449,758, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1. 1500m-in track record time, Triscay S., L, AJC Burke & Wills H., 2d AJC Wiggle H., L, 3d AJC Emancipation S., Gr 3, Wiggle H., L, 4th BTC Chairman's H., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3. Half-sister to COBBORA, BUSH HONEY, INTEREST ONLY, Mrs. Tendulkar. Dam of 7 foals, all winners, inc:—

SHINZIG (c Danehill (USA)) 5 wins 1150 to 1400m, $658,128, MRC CF Orr S., Gr 1, Schweppervescence Cup, Gr 3, AJC Royal Suppliier H., STC Children's Hospital H., 2d Waikato Draught Sprint, Gr 1, MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, Hawke's Bay Mudgway Partsworld S., Gr 1, Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr 1, SAJC Durbridge S., L, Sire.

STRADA (c Danehill (USA)) 4 wins at 1100m, $190,075, AJC Eskimo Prince H., L, NSW Tatt's RC Carrington S., L, STC Schweppes Agrum H., P&N Beverages H., 4th AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1. Sire.

Fiammarosa (f Danehill (USA)) 3 wins at 1400m, $134,450, AJC Botany P., City Tatt's RC Emirates H., Marriott Hotels Australia P.H., 2d AJC James HB Carr S., L, Angst H., L, Winooka H., STC Evan Evans H. Producer.

Race Record: 3 wins 900 to 1300m, $104,240, STC Dalkia H., 2d AJC Meridan & Thomas Hotels 2YO H., Clovelly H., STC Elliott House Accountants H., 3d AJC Dr Grace H., STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Freeway Hotel H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals.

2010 Missed to Northern Meteor.

2011 Good Alloy (g by Onemorenmore). Unraced.

2012 Gold Initio (g by Onemorenmore). Unraced.

2013 (f by Onemorenmore).

2014 (c by Smart Missile).

Served by ALL TOO HARD. Date of last service, 19 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 390

ALL DAY BABY

Chestnut filly
(Branded SF. nr sh. \(8\)\(\text{f}\) \(1\) off sh.)

Foaled 2011

(Sire) Southern Halo.................. by Hail to Reason........

Northern Sea..................... by Northern Dancer .......

Woodman's Girl ................... by Mr. Prospector ........

Becky be Good .................... by Naskra...................

(Dam) Love a Dane.................... by Danzig...................

Tristalove (NZ)...................... by Sir Tristram (Ire)....

Key Business ...................... by Success Express........

Quatrain ........................... by Zemindar (NZ) .......


1st Dam

TRANSLATE .................. by Love a Dane. 5 wins-1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $493,135, VRC Matron S., Gr 3, SAJC FMG Consulting H., WATC Reed Resources Gold H., Priceless Matt 2YO H., Ascot Signs H., 2d VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, AJC Emancipation S., Gr 2, MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3, WATC Belmont Guineas, L, Belmont Oaks, L, Burgess Queen S., L, Great Cat 2YO H., Westside Financial Services H., 3d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, 4th MRC Tristarc S., Gr 2, WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3, VRC Aurie’s Star H., L. Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, inc:-

All Day Baby (f by More Than Ready (USA)). See below.

2nd Dam

SECRET’S OUT, by Key Business. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race. 3 winners, inc:-

TRANSLATE (f by Love a Dane). 5 wins. See above.

Rebel Waltz. 4 wins 1000 to 1200m, WATC Constructive Media H.

3rd Dam

QUATRAIN, by Zemindar (NZ). Winner at 1250m, 2d WATC Rentokil Insurance H. Half-sister to EBONY MAGIC, MOST SECRET (dam of COVERTLY, SO SECRET, SECRET LINK). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Lots of Secrets. 2 wins at 1000, 1300m, WATC Major Reward H., Paris H. Dam of-

Secret Vault (f by Bletchley Park (Ire)). 3 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, WATC Statewide Oil 2YO H., NJ Way 2YO H., 3d WATC Belmont Oaks, L.

4th Dam

EBONY PAK, by Haulpak. Placed at 2, 2d WATC Cambana Lad H. Sister to PAKSIAN. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

EBONY MAGIC (f by Bletchley Park (Ire)). 8 wins–3 at 2-1000 to 1200m, $171,815, WATC Gimcrack S., L, 3d WATC Birthday S., L, Producer.

MOST SECRET (f by Bletchley Park (Ire)). 3 wins at 2 at 1000m, WATC Queen’s P., L, Gimcrack S., L, Supremacy S., L. Dam of 7 winners-

COVERTLY (f by Metal Storm (Fr)). 6 wins–4 at 2–to 1600m, $764,840, WATC Railway S., Gr 1, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3, NJ Way S., L, Crystal Slipper S., L, 2d WATC Lee Steere S., Gr 2, Gimcrack S., L, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, 4th AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, Producer.

SO SECRET (c by Danetime (Ire)). 5 wins to 1200m, $305,475, WATC Colonel Reeves S., Gr 3, 2d WATC Beaufine S., L-twice. Sire.

SECRET LINK (g by Encosta de Lago). 6 wins to 1650m, WATC December S., L, 2d WATC Dayana S., L, 3d WATC Belmont Sprint, Gr 3.

Race Record: 7 Starts 0-1-2. $18,915.

2nd Wyong Starship Cruises Maiden P., 3rd MVRC Aquanas Foods 2YO H., Gosford Andy’s 50th Birthday Maiden P.
Lot 391

**BARKING ORDERS**

Bay mare

(Branded □□□ nr sh. □□□ off sh.)

Foaled 2007

**(Sire)**

Bletchingly .............................................. Biscay .............................................. by Star Kingdom (Ire)......

CANNY LAD .............................................. Coogee (GB) ................................. by Relic .................................

Jesmond Lass ............................................. Lunchtime (GB) ............................... by Silly Season ..........................

**(Dam)**

ALERTED BY ME ............................... Beautiful Dreamer ................................ by Coeur Volant II ........................

ALERTED BY ME ............................... 1989

Whiskey Road (USA) .......................... Nijinsky ............................................. by Northern Dancer ...........

I'm Alert ................................................ Red Alert ......................................... by Red God ..............................


1st Dam

ALERTED BY ME, by Whiskey Road (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to WITH ME (dam of ACCOMPILCE). Gypsy Alert (dam of ALERT ME, TECHNIQUES). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

QUARANTE LOVE (f by Canny Lad). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, VRC AR Creswick S., L, Primo Smallgoods H., 2d VATC Scobie Breasley H., MVRC Chung On Restaurant H., 3d MVRC Arnotts Biscuits H. Dam of 6 winners-

Hurl (f Redoute’s Choice) 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, QTC Even Stevens H., SAJC Distinctive Homes H., Myer Centre Adelaide P., 2d QTC Juanmo H., L. Dam of-


Gasquet. 6 wins at 1000, 1100m, $119,240, ATC Hahn Premium Light H., Christmas Cheers H., Warwick Farm H., Pluck at Vinery H.

Quadrange. 6 wins 1250 to 1500m, QTC Scomeld H., Guineas Room H., RT Edwards Retravision H., STC De Bortoli Black Creek Winery H.

Manang Gatang (c by St Covet). 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, 2d SAJC Auspine Preservation H.

Annunciare (f by Marscay). Winner at 1200m. Dam of 2 winners-

Bella Sirena. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1350, 1400m, BRC Race-Tech Australia H., 3d GCTC Magic Millions 2YO P., 4th GCTC Ken Russell Memorial Classic, L.

2nd Dam

I’M ALERT, by Red Alert. 3 wins at 2 900 to 1200m, AJC Kindergarten H., NSW Tatt’s RC Club H. Dam of 15 foals, 14 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

WITH ME (f Covetous) 8 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 2-twice, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Dam of-

ACCOMPILCE (c Canny Lad) 11 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1350m, $957,588, AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1.

Gypsy Alert (f Solitary Hail (USA)) 10 wins 1000 to 1290m, AJC Mary Gilmore H., 2d SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3. Dam of 7 winners-

ALLEME (c Genghiz (USA)) 9 wins 1150 to 1600m, $285,910, STC Frederick Clissold H., Gr 3, 2d STC Canterbury S., Gr 2.

TECHNIQUES (f Palace Music (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, AJC Razor Sharp H., L. Producer.

Race Record: 3 wins at 1000m.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 live foal.
2013 (foal by Myboycharlie (Ire)). Dead.
2014 (f by Onemorenomore).

Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 10 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 392

BAYLIE LOUISE
Bay filly (Branded \( \frac{7}{19} \) nr sh. \( \frac{2}{1} \) off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA) ............ Roberto ....................... by Hail to Reason ............
ONEMORENOMORE ....... Arabia ................. by Damascus .............
Palla ..................... Last Tycoon (Ire) ............ by Try My Best .............

(Dam) WITH MY .......... Kew Gardens (Fr) .......... by Kenmare (Fr) .............
1999 Spectacular Gift (USA) .... Spectacular .......... by Promised Land .............


1st Dam

With My, by Covetous. 8 wins 1200 to 1500m, $392,090, AJC Fox Studios P., BTC D&D Colour Printing H., STC APN Outdoor H., QTC J Cadell-Garrick Quality H., Rajah H., Rough Habit H., Champagne Kate H., 2d AJC Saphire S., Gr 3, Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 3, QTC Dane Ripper H., L, BTC James Brockhurst The Good Guys H., Optigrass H., QTC Flying Ace H., Guinness Australia H., 4th QTC Golden Garter H., L. Half-sister to Paestum, Spectacular Regent. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Avec Mon Ami (f by Savabeel). 3 wins 1300 to 1600m, WATC Midweek Roast H. Faith in My (f by Savabeel). 3 wins 1400 to 1750m, 3d ATC Blackwoods New 2012 Catalogue H.

Baylie Louise (f by Onemorenomore). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam

SPECTACULAR GIFT (USA), by Alleged. Unraced. Half-sister to SPECTACULAR BID. Dam of 15 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

With My (f Covetous). 8 wins. See above.
Paestum (c Scenic (Ire)). 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $141,100, MRC Ellerslie H., 2d Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, Gr 3, STC Winter Cup, L.
Spectacular Regent (c Deputy Minister). 3 wins 6½f to 1¼m, 3d Greenwood Display S., Can-3.

House of Love. 8 wins, $106,370 in U.S.A. Grandam of-
Lucy Wiggles (f Western Fame). 5 wins at 5½f, 6f to 2014, 3d Fairplex Barretts Debutante S., L.

Cotija. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Valcot. 8 wins to 1250m, $162,050, to 2014-15, ATC Drummond Golf H.

3rd Dam

Spectacular, by Promised Land. 4 wins, 2d Bay Meadows My Fair Lady S., L. Sister to SPACE ODYSSEY, Go to Goal, half-sister to SWEET AS WINE. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

SPECTACULAR BID (c Bold Bidder). USA Horse of the Year & Champion 2YO, 3YO & 4YO. 26 wins-7 at 2-5½f to 1¼m, $2,781,608, Kentucky Derby, Gr 1, California S., Gr 1, Santa Anita H., Gr 1, Belmont Woodward S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 1, Marlboro Cup, Gr 1, Gulfstream Florida Derby, Gr 1, Keeneland Blue Grass S., Gr 1, Santa Anita Charles H Strub S., Gr 1, Laurel Futurity S., Gr 1, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr 1. Sire.
Spectacular Belle. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 6 winners-
Beirne Station (c Mr. Prospector). 3 wins, 3d Oaklawn Fifth Season S., L.

Race Record: 5 Starts 1-1-3. $21,150.

Won Canberra Civil Construction Hire Maiden P. (1300m), 2nd Terang Hotel Maiden P., 3rd Kilmore Pacing Cup Fashions on the Field Maiden P., Kyneton Foreplay at Woodside Maiden P., Sale Maffra Cheese Company Maiden P.
Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 393

Brown mare
(Branded nr sh. 12 off sh.)
Foaled 2006

(Sire)
DANZERO

by Northern Dancer....

by His Majesty............

Confidentially..........................

by Star Kingdom (Ire).....

by Idomenio (GB).........

(Dam)
FLEUR DE JAZZ

by Northern Dancer.............

by Nearctic......................

1995

by Bold Reason..................

by Kalamoun...................

by Idomeneo (GB)..........

by Star Kingdom (Ire).....

by Discreet.............

by Distant Melody.........

by Illuminates.............

by Vintner....................

by SP Manhattan Avenue, etc.


1st Dam
FLEUR DE JAZZ, by Fairy King (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to ZELATOR. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners-BREAK CARD (f by Danzero). 6 wins. See below.

Jackpot Jazz (c by End Sweep (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, QTC Mt Olivet H., Even Stevens H.

Louis the Lip (g by Unbridled’s Song (USA)). 3 wins 1300 to 1600m, QTC Heroic Isle H., 2d BTC Richmond Grove Watervale Riesling H., Northern City Finance H., Eurest H., QTC Snippets H., David Laing Farewell H., Lady Elwes H., 3d BTC Optigrass at Doomben H., Pitcher Partners H.

Winning Emperor (c by Unbridled’s Song (USA)). Placed, 2d HKJC Pollock’s H., Hung Hom H.

2nd Dam
ALAVIYA (IRE), by Kalaglow. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to ALIYOUN, half-sister to ALIYA (dam of ALANDI, ALIYFA), ALIYSA (dam of DESERT STORY), Altiyna, Altountash, Aleema (dam of ALTAYAN, ALTASHAR).

Dam of 6 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

ZELATOR (c Alzao (USA)) 8 wins 1300 to 2400m, $161,041, Greyville 1900, Gr 2, Newmarket TC South African Derby Trial H., Gr 3, 2d Turffontein South African Derby, Gr 1, 3d Milnerton Settlers Trophy, L. Sire.

Talannya. Placed at 3. Grandam of-

Albonetti (f Ustinov) 4 wins 1511 to 2100m to 2014-15, SAJC Dalakhani H., 3d Balaklava Cup, L, 4th MRC Naturalism S., Gr 3.

Lilac Fairy. Unraced. Grandam of-

YOSEI (f Invincible Spirit (Ire)) 4 wins–2 at 2–1106 to 1600m, $1,271,075, AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Tiara, Gr 1, 2d SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr 3, 3d ATC Doncaster H., Gr 1, MRC Toorak H., Gr 1.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $313,980, ATC Premier’s Cup, L, AJC Book Your Spring Carnival Package H., Katoomba RSL Club 2YO H., ATC Canterbury Bankstown Express H., STC Family Fun Day on Saturday H., Harris Farm H., 2d AJC Farewell Takeover Target H., MRC Madura Tea H., 3d AJC Inglis Classic Sale 2YO H., 4th ATC Winter S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

2011 Missed to Onemorenomore.

2012 My Colleague (c by Not a Single Doubt). Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 3d ATC TAB Place Multi 2YO P.

2013 Missed to Encosta de Lago. 2014 (f by Sebring).

Served by SEBRING. Date of last service, 11 November 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 394

**CLOUDLESS**

Bay mare

(Branded \(\text{nr sh.} \ 4 \ 0\) off sh.) Foaled 2010

**(Sire)**

Bletchingly .................................................. Biscay ........................................ by Star Kingdom (Ire).....

**CANNY LAD** ..................................................

Coogee (GB) .................................................. Lunchtime (GB) ........................ by Silly Season............

**Jesmond Lass** ..................................................

Beautiful Dreamer ........................ by Coeur Volant II ........

**(Dam)**

Mr. Prospector ............................... by Native Dancer ........

**CRESCENT MOON (GB)** 1997

Storm Bird ........................ by Northern Dancer........

**Balanchine (USA)** ............................... Morning Devotion .... by Affirmed ..............

*CANNY LAD (AUS) (1987).* 8 wins, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1. Sire of 1145 mrs, 772 wns, 54 SW, inc: He’s No Pie Eater, etc. Sire of the dams of 1284 mrs, 845 wns, 32 GW, inc: SW Gimmethegreenlight, Laser Hawk, River Lad, Manhattan Rain, Ofcourseican, Neroli, Mnemosyne, Desert War, Kusi, Platinum Scissors, Redoute’s Choice, Gregers, Sessions, Dances on Waves, Renaissance, El Cambio, Fritz’s Princess, Street Smart, etc.

1st Dam

**CRESCENT MOON (GB),** by Mr. Prospector. Placed at 3 in France. Three-quarter-sister to **Gulf News.** Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:–

Sickle - Big Rock (Mal.) (g by Cape Cross (Ire)). 5 wins 1300 to 2200m, $125,626 in Aust, Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Arenti H., Que Expresion H., 2d MRC Harrolds H., Ricoh H., MVRC Nye at the Valley H.

La Chicaluna (f by Cadeaux Genereux). 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 2d York Nursery H.

Street Crime (g by Street Sense (USA)). 2 wins at 1100, 1600m to 2013-14.

Moon Valley (f by Halling (USA)). Placed, 3d Ascot Owen Brown S.

Carolina Moon (f by Cadeaux Genereux). Unraced. Dam of:

Half Moon Hotel (c Alado) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14, Durbanville Emerald Cup, Kenilworth Julie Killias H., Book Your Table H., 2d Kenilworth Somerset P., L, Sophomore Sprint H., L.

2nd Dam

**BALANCINE (USA),** by Storm Bird. 4 wins–2 at 2–at 7f, 1½m, Irish Derby, Gr 1, The Oaks, Gr 1, 2d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Foy, Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to **APRIL STARLIGHT,** half-sister to **RED SLIPPERS** (dam of WEST WIND, REDBRIDGE), **ROMANOV,** First Night, Alleged Devotion (dam of HUMBLE EIGHT, ROYAL DEVOTION, THADY QUILL). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:–

Gulf News (f by Woodman). 5 wins 1650 to 2200m, 2d Longchamp Prix Niel, Gr 2.

3rd Dam

**Morning Devotion,** by Affirmed. Winner at 2, 3d Ascot Fillies Mile, Gr 3, 4th Haydock Lancashire Oaks, Gr 3. Dam of 15 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:–

**BALANCINE** (f by Storm Bird). 4 wins. See above.

**ROMANOV** (f by Nureyev). 4 wins 7f to 1½m, Newmarket Jockey Club S., Gr 2.

**RED SLIPPERS** (f by Nureyev). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 1¼m, Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr 2, Newcastle Virginia S., L. Dam of 11 winners–

**WEST WIND** (f by Machiavellian). 2 wins at 2000, 2100m, Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr 1, 2d Longchamp Prix Vermeille, Gr 1. Producer.

Eastern Joy. Winner at 1800m in France. Dam of 2 winners–

**IHTIMAL** (f by Shamardal (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2, Doncaster May Hill S., Gr 2.

Subtle Breeze. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 2 winners–

**TRUST IN A GUST** (c by Keep the Faith). 10 wins to 1600m, $1,109,650, to 2014-15, MRC Toorak H., Gr 1, Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Started once.

 Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2014 (f by Zoffany (Ire)).

Served by CASINO PRINCE. Date of last service, 2 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows E 1,2, F, M & N
On Account of RUANE, Menangle
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)

Lot 395
CRESCENT MOON (GB)
Chestnut mare (Branded nr sh. off sh.) Foaled 1997

(Sire) Raise a Native............... by Polynesian............... Native Dancer.................
Mr. Prospector............
Raise You ........................ by Case Ace ..................
Gold Digger............... by Count Fleet..............

(Dam) BALANCHINE (USA) ...
1991
Storm Bird................... by Nearctic..................
Balanchine (USA).....
Northern Dancer......... by New Providence.........
Morning Devotion .....
Affirmed................ by Exclusive Native........


1st Dam BALANCHINE (USA), by Storm Bird. Champion 3YO in Europe in 1994. 4 wins--2 at 2–at 7f, 1½m, Irish Derby, Gr 1, The Oaks, Gr 1, 2d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Foy, Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to APRIL STARLIGHT, Stylish Storm (dam of MOST DISTINGUISHED), Subtle Breeze (dam of TRUST IN A GUST), half-sister to RED SLIPPERS (dam of WEST WIND, REDBRIDGE), ROMANOV, First Night, Alleged Devotion (dam of HUMBLE EIGHT, ROYAL DEVOTION, THADY QUIL). Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:- Gulf News (c by Woodman). 5 wins 1650 to 2200m in France and U.S.A, Saint-Cloud Prix Bacchus, 2d Longchamp Prix Niel, Gr 2. Balsamine (f by Street Cry (Ire)). 2 wins at 2 at 1700, 1800m in 2014, Chantilly Prix du Rond Alicante, 3d Longchamp Prix de la Cascade. Berezovsky (g by Street Cry (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 7½f in U.S.A. Dorothy’s Shoes (f by Rainbow Quest). Unraced. Dam of- Jeram Future. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, $123,911 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Class 4 H., 2d Singapore TC South Africa Trophy.

Race Record: Placed at 3 in France.
Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 3 winners.

Served by ALBRECHT. Date of last service, 28 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
ELOPEMENT (IRE)

Chestnut mare
(Branded √9 nr sh. 30 1 off sh.)

Lot 396

MACHIAVELLIAN

Mr. Prospector by Native Dancer
Raise a Native

Coup de Folie by Hail to Reason
Halo

MELANZANE

Arazi (USA) by Red God
Blushing Groom

1997


1st Dam
MELANZANE, by Arazi (USA). Started once. Half-sister to ALBERTVILLE, Sopraffino. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

- Elopement (f by Machiavellian). 6 wins. See below.

- Falonso (c by Mark of Esteem). 2 wins at 2400m, Deauville Prix de Sainte-Adresse.

- Sky King (c by Haafhd (GB)). 7 wins 1500 to 1800m to 2015, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix de Villiers Adam.

- Vodka Redbulla (f by Turtle Bowl). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m to 2015 in France.

2nd Dam
SIERRA ROBERTA, by Don Roberto. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1500, 2000m, Longchamp Prix de la Nonette, Gr 3, 2d Breeders' Cup Turf S., Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Vermeille, Gr 1, 3d Longchamp Prix d'Aumale, Gr 3, Deauville Prix de Psyche, Gr 3. Half-sister to MORESPEED, PORT ETIENNE, PORT LYAUTEY, Port Saigon. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-


- Soppafino (c by Nureyev) 2 wins at 2000, 2100m, Saint-Cloud Prix Basileus, Deauville Prix de Martinvast, 3d Deauville Prix Guillaume d’Ornano, Gr 2, 4th Longchamp Prix du Prince d’Orange, Gr 3.

3rd Dam
SIERRA MORENA, by Canisbay. 8 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 2000m, Milan Premio Legnano, L, Premio Alberto Zanoletti di Rozzano, L, 2d Oaks d'Italia, Gr 1. Half-sister to Suffolk, Strasburgo, Sactch, Samarate, Saimore (dam of BLACK TULIP). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

- SIERRA ROBERTA (f Don Roberto) 2 wins. See above.

- PORT ETIENNE (c Mill Reef) 5 wins–2 at 2, Longchamp Prix de Courcelles, L.

- MORESPEED (c Pharly) 5 wins 2000 to 3600m, Chantilly Prix de Turenne, L.

- PORT LYAUTEY (c Shirley Heights) 2 wins, Longchamp Prix de l'Avre, L.

Race Record: 6 wins 10¼f to 1½m, Ascot Bollinger Champagne Challenge Series Final.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race.

- 2009 (c by Not a Single Doubt).
- 2010 Ganar (g by Choisir). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.
- 2011 Que Choisir (g by Choisir). Unraced.
- 2012 Hezlett (g by Not a Single Doubt). Unraced.
- 2013 Missed to Stratum.
- 2014 (f by Onemorenomore).

Served by ONEMORENOMORE. Date of last service, 22 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
On Account of RUANE, Menangle  
(Unreserved Dispersal Sale)  
Lot 397 One share in SEBRING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chestnut horse</th>
<th>Foaled 2005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Sire)</td>
<td>Southern Halo................. by Hail to Reason.................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MORE THAN READY (USA)</td>
<td>Northern Sea............... by Northern Dancer.................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>Woodman's Girl ............... by Mr. Prospector.................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PURESPEED 1998</td>
<td>Flying Spur................... by Danzig........................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam  
PURESPEED, by Flying Spur. Placed at 2 & 3, 3d AJC Konami Australia Pty Ltd 2YO H., STC Ashfield Catholic & Community Club H., Cordina Chicken's 2YO H. Half-sister to SURTEE. Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-  
SEBRING (c by More Than Ready (USA)). 5 wins. See below.  
PURENESS (g by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 1500m, $250,000, ATC Ajax S., Gr 2, AJC Paddington H., Convention Centre H., STC Soft as Soap H., 3d ATC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, Hawkesbury RC Rowley Mile, L.

2nd Dam  
LADY MOULIN, by Luskin Star. Winner at 2 at 1200m, AJC Te Poi H. Blood-sister to Atatari, Great Temptation (dam of MORE THAN GREAT), half-sister to GIOSTRA. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-  
SURTEE (c Memento (USA)). 11 wins-5 at 2-1000 to 1400m, $434,800, AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2, BATC Coca-Cola Classic, Gr 3, VATC Victoria H., Gr 3, Illawarra TC Brambles Classic H., Gr 3, WATC Australia Day S., L, 3d AJC Up and Coming S., Gr 3, 4th QTC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: 6 Starts 5-1-0. $2,537,060.  
Champion 2YO Colt in Australia in 2007-08. Stakes-winner. Won STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1 (1200m), AJC Sires Produce S., Gr 1 (1400m), Breeders' P. L (1100m), Canonbury S., L (1000m), STC Darley Guineas Day 2YO H. (1100m), 2nd AJC Champagne S., L.

Stud Record:  
Commenced stud duties in Australia in 2009. His progeny include DISSIDENT (VRC Makybe Diva S., Gr.1.), CRITERION (Australian Derby, Gr.1.), BRING ME THE MAID (ATC Silver Shadow S., Gr.2.), BELIEVE YOURSELF (ATC Sweet Embrace S., Gr.2.), CLIFTON RED (VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr.3.), THURLOW (MRC Chairman's S., Gr.3.), SCRATCHY BOTTOM (ATC Epona S., Gr.3.), KISS A ROSE (MRC Quezette S., Gr.3.), BRING SOMETHING (MRC Galilee Series Final H., L.), PRESSING (MRC Sky High Mount Dandenong S., L.), BRING A RING (SAJC Sportingbet S., L.), INTERSPERSED (Canberra Guineas, L.), Tahni Dancer (2d Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr.2.), Rightoncue (3d ATC Schweppervescence S., L.), Patricia Dawn (3d MRC Kevin Hayes S., Gr.3.), Valdez (3d Tasmanian Derby, L.), Le Mans (2d MRC Gothic S., L.), Kona Breeze (2d MRC Chairman's S., L.), Frill Seeking (2d Wyong Magic Millions 2YO S., RL.), AUSTRALIA DAY (3d SAJC Sportingbet S., L.), Longma (2d BRC Daybreak Lover S., L.), She’s Bella (3d ATC Reginald Allen H., L.), Lake Jackson (3d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L.), Lazumba (2d VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr.2.), Tonyboy (2d MRC Catanach’s Jewellers S., L.), etc.

One Share in the Sebring Stallion Syndicate of 71
Lot 398

One share in ONEMORENOMORE

Bay horse

Foaled 2006

(Sire) Roberto................................................................. Hall to Reason ....................... by Turn-to.................................

RED RANSOM (USA)............................ by Nashua.........................

Arabia .......................................................... Damascus........................................ by Sword Dancer.........

Christmas Wind........................................... by Nearctic...........................

(Dam) PALIA Eire................................................................. Try My Best................................. by Northern Dancer.........

Last Tycoon (Ire)................................. Mill Princess................................. by Mill Reef.................................

1994 Kew Gardens (Fr)................................. Kenmare (Fr)................................. by Kalamoun.................................


1st Dam PALIA, by Last Tycoon (Ire). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $217,072, AJC Emancipation S., Gr 3, Avondale JC Classic S., L, 3d Counties RC Auckland Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 2. Sister to JUST AWESOME, Lady Capel (dam of CASINO PRINCE, TAGUS, LORD OF THE LAND, METALLURGICAL), Mrs. Squillionaire (dam of GREEN BIRDIE), half-sister to Rainbow Alley, Markane. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners- ONEMORENOMORE (c by Red Ransom (USA)). 2 wins. See below.

DR GREEN (c by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1320m, $146,580, WRC Wellesley S., L, Wanganui Guineas, L, 2d Hawke’s Bay Guineas, Gr 2, Counties Challenge S., L, 3d STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2. Sire.

Fury (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $142,665, 2d SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, 4th MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L. Dam of 7 winners-

Roussay (c by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Placed at 2, 2d WRC Wakefield Challenge S., Gr 2, 3d AuRC Eclipse S., Gr 3.

2nd Dam Kew Gardens (Fr), by Kenmare. 2 wins–1 at 2, 2d Maisons-Laffitte Prix Soya, L. Half-sister to LE JOHNSTAN, Shangrila (dam of CRILLON, MYKONOS), Woodwind (dam of PICCOLO, TAHILLA), Fete Champrev (dam of FAVOURITE PRINCE). Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

PALIA (f Last Tycoon (Ire)). 4 wins. See above.

JUST AWESOME (c Last Tycoon (Ire)). 3 wins to 1200m, STC Concorde S., L.

Lady Capel (f Last Tycoon (Ire)). 5 wins–3 at 2–to 1600m, $1,166,500, AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2. Sire.

Race Record: 12 Starts 2-1-3. $456,510.

Stakes-winner. Won AJC Champagne S., Gr 1 (1600m), TL Baillieu H., L (1400m), 2nd MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 3, 3rd AJC George Main S., Gr 1, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, AJC Breeders' P, L, 4th AJC Sires Produce S., Gr 1, Up and Coming S., Gr 3, Ming Dynasty H., L-in track record time

Stud Record:


One Share in the Onemorenomore Stallion Syndicate of 60
Lot 399

LADY L’ORANGE

Bay mare

(Branded \[\text{nr sh.} \] 17 0 off sh.)

Foaled 2010

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................................. by Northern Dancer ....

DANIE SHADOW ................

Danzig ............................................

Slight Chance (NZ)................

Razayana............................... by His Majesty ...........

Centaine.............................. by Century ..................

Lady Aloof ............................. by Sir Godfrey (Fr) ........

(Dam) Shinko King (Ire) ............ by Northern Dancer ....

ESKIMO QUEEN (NZ) .

Fairy King (USA)..................... by Alleged .......................

Cold Type............................... by Rarity ......................

2003

Icealand (Ire) ......................... by Bolak (Ire) ................

DANE SHADOW (AUS) (2001). Winner at 1400m, NSW Tatt’s RC Ming Dynasty H., Gr.3. Sire of 359 mrs, 221 wnr, inc. SW Red Tracer (Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Tiara, Gr.1), Shellscape, Hurtle Myrtle, Shadows in the Sun, Turnitup, One Bar, Fill the Page, SP Harrier Jet, Phormac, Danish Spy, Shadow Assassin, Boormanag Deluxe, Silhouette Noire, Tikitour - The Sylph (H.K.), Kurlty, etc. Sire of the dams of Security Choice, Stick With Me, etc.

1st Dam

ESKIMO QUEEN (NZ), by Shinko King (Ire). 4 wins 1200 to 2400m, $885,421, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, Avandoned JC Lion Foundation H., 2d VRC Let’s Elpe S., Gr 3, AuRC Lindauer H., 3d BTC Doombe Rosen R., Gr 3, 4th MRC Underwood S., Gr 1. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, inc:-


2nd Dam

COLD TYPE, by Icelandic (Ire). 3 wins 1100 to 2100m, Wanganui JC Watkins Honda & Nissan H., 2d Waikato RC Tunaekhe H. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced. 5 winners-

ESKIMO QUEEN (f Shinko King (Ire)) 4 wins. See above.

Code. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, 3d WATC Amelia Park H.

Triple Wonder. 2 wins at 1400m, $118,205, Singapore JC Class 5 H., 2d Singapore JC Benchmark 67 H., Class 5 H.-5 times, 3d Singapore JC Royal Bangkok Sports Club Trophy, Benchmark 62 H., Benchmark 53 H.

Chillydip. Winner at 1000m in NZ.

Mr Sandals. Winner at 1950m.

Eskimo King. Placed to 2014-15, 3d MRC Guinot Skincare P.

3rd Dam

KYLIE BELLE, by Bolak (Ire). Started 3 times. Half-sister to Princess Belle (dam of KRISPIN KLEAR). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

Jay Ee Eight. 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $184,263, AuRC Zabeel Juvenile H., RHAJC MacWhinnie Cup H., Lincoln H.

Ngatira Prince. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m in Korea.

Cantenac. Winner at 1000m in NZ.

Misty Jay. Winner at 2000m, 3d Avondale JC Radio Pacific Improvers H.

Flying Chissay. Started twice. Dam of-

Yendarra. 2 wins at 1600m, Avondale JC Airdrie Timbers H., 2d AuRC Lindauer H., Herald on Sunday H., Avondale JC Sky City H. Producer.

4th Dam

BOURBON BELLE, by Bourbon Prince (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–5f, 6f, 3d AuRC Papakura H. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Princess Belle. 2 wins at 1600, 2000m in NZ. Dam of 5 winners-

KRISPIN KLEAR (g Kreisler (Ire)) 13 wins 1150 to 1360m, $171,382, Waikato RC Sprint H., L-twice, 2d AuRC Railway H., Gr 1, Matamata Cup, L, 3d WRC Telegraph H., Gr 1, Avondale JC Concorde H., Gr 2, AuRC Great Northern Challenge S., Gr 3, 4th Avondale JC Concorde H., Gr 2-twice, Waikato RC Sprint H., L.

Race Record: Unraced.

Has not been to stud
Lot 400

**LADY MILLIONS**

Bay mare  
(Branded \( \text{TAC} \) nr sh. 5/9 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009

**(Sire)**  
Red Ransom (USA) ........ Redondo Beach (USA)........... by Hail to Reason............

**CHARGE FORWARD** ....

Sydney's Dream ............ Bletchingly .................. by Biscay ..................

**(Dam)**

**ONE IN A MILLION.....**

Redoute's Choice .......... Shantha's Choice .......... by Canny Lad ..................

2001

Happens ...................... Zeditave ...................... by The Judge ..................


1st Dam  
**One in a Million,** by Redoute's Choice. **2 wins** at 1200m, $109,700, STC Black Creek H., 2d AJC Light Fingers S., **Gr 2**, Show County H., **L**, Angst H., **L**, 3d STC Research S., **Gr 3**, AJC Wenona Girl H., **L**, 4th STC Triscay S., **L**. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

**KARACATIS** (**g** by Hussonet (USA)). **7 wins** 2010 to 1300m, $387,100, to 2014-15, MRC Christmas S., **L**, SAJC WH Wylie H., **L**-twice, Adelaide Casino H., Myer H., Your Local IGA H., 2d SAJC DC McKay S., **Gr 3**-twice, Bridges Financial Services H., Distinctive Homes P., Davo's Buck Show H., Chris Vella Birthday H., 3d SAJC Spring S., **Gr 3**, Durbridge S., **L**-twice, 4th SAJC Goodwood H., **Gr 1**, VRC Yellowglen S., **Gr 2**.

**SHAMILLION** (**g** by Shamardal (USA)). **Winner** at 2 at 1400m, Qld Tatt's RC Australia Post S., **L**, 2d GCTC Magic Millions National 2YO P. Ring da Belle **f** by Sebring). **4 wins** at 1600, 1800m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam  
**HAPPEN,** by Zeditave. **4 wins**–3 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $157,870, VRC Waltzing Lily H., **L**, Nursing 2YO H., 2d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ S., **Gr 2**, 4th VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, **Gr 3**. Sister to **MAJOR**, half-sister to Tiffin (dam of **LIGHTINTHENITE**). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

**One in a Million** (**f** Redoute's Choice) **2 wins**. See above. Gunna Happen. **12 wins** 1280 to 1600m, $227,185, AJC Star of Florida Welter H., 2d AJC McGrath Estate Agents H., Randwick Betting Auditorium H. Ephoral. **2 wins** at 1000m, 2d ATC Membership on Sale H. Somethinghappening. **2 wins** at 1200m in 2014-15.

3rd Dam  
**Discriminate,** by Marauding (NZ). **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, AJC Key H., 2d STC Magic Night S., **Gr 2**, 3d AJC Keith Mackay H., **L**. Half-sister to Vodka Twist (dam of **TORRA BAY**). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

**MAJOR** (**g** Zeditave) **5 wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 1250m, STC Eskimo Prince H., **L**, 2d QTC Mercedes-Benz Triple Crown H., **L**, 3d VRC Standish H., **Gr 3**.

**HAPPEN** (**f** Zeditave) **4 wins**. See above. Tiffin. **2 wins** at 1550, 1600m, STC MTA H. Dam of 2 winners-

**LIGHTINTHENITE** (**g** Galileo (Ire)) **6 wins** 1200 to 2000m, $446,810, MRC David Jones Cup, **Gr 3**, 2d Newcastle JC Cameron H., **Gr 3**.

**Race Record:** Unraced.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 foal.

With a Bay or Brown filly at foot by MANHATTAN RAIN, foaled 18 Sept. 2014.

Served by SHAMUS AWARD. Date of last service, 20 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal

Has been seen to windsuck
Stable 2 Row C 1-7

On Account of GOODWOOD FARM, Murrurundi
(As Agent)

Lot 401 (No GST)

LADY REMlap

Chestnut mare (Branded \( \frac{74}{0} \) nr sh. 74 off sh.)

Foaled 2000

(Sire) Star Way (GB).......... Star Appeal................ by Appiani................

FILANTE (NZ)............. New Way........................ by Klairon..................

Eau d'Etoule (NZ)............. Sir Tristram (Ire).......... by Sir Ivor............... 

(Dam) Fille d'Etoule ............. by Prince Bight (USA)... 

SOURPUSS.................. 

1991

Groucho ............. King Hadrian.................. by Biscay........................

Vain Explorer ............. Sister Grace (NZ)......... by Imperialist (USA).....

by Wilkes (Fr) ............. 

by Gooree King (NZ)....

FILANTE (NZ) (1992). 7 wins-1 at 2, VATC Yalumba S., Gr.1. Sire of 355 mrs, 194 wns, inc. SW Macedon Lady (MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr.1), Ariante, Bareena, etc. Sire of the dams of 167 mrs, 92 wns, inc. SW Manawanui, Danesiri, Hollywoodboulevard, Streetcar Magic, SP Stella Lante, Meticulously, Streetcar Valour and of Lochlee, Miss Adele, Selante, Canon Diablo, Kwanza, Streetcar Isabelle, Lady Redoute, Oh Susannah, San Jose, Crown of Ascot, etc.

1st Dam

SOURPUSS, by Groucho. 12 wins 1000 to 1200m, $138,060, AJC Pay TV Galaxy Welter H., Tails H., Freight Specialists H., Sportman Anniversary H., 2d AJC Auburn Advertising H., Sadlier H., 3d AJC Just Ideal Welter H., Illawarra Catholic Club H., Yarra Valley Winery H., Carlton Horseland H., STC Harris Park H. Half-sister to Rustic Lady. Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 5 winners-Nitonic (g by Filante (NZ)). 16 wins 1000 to 2600m, $169,603, SAJC Sportingbet H., 8 Rar Long Hai Memorial H., Panasonic H., 3d SAJC Glenelg District Cricket H., 4th SAJC Japan Trophy H., L. Dr Remlap (g by Dr Fong (USA)). 9 wins 1000 to 1800m, $105,705, to 2013-14, 3d Hawkesbury RC BTW Communications H.

2nd Dam

VAIN EXPLORER, by Vain. 5 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, 3d VRC Princess H., MVRC Sterling Virginia H., VATC Stansmore H. Dam of 6 named foals, all winners- RUSTIC LADY (fSovereign Red (NZ)) Winner at 2, 2d Gosford Slipper, L. Dam of Little Bit Lively. 8 wins 1000 to 1550m, BTC Stryker H., 2d AJC Imagele H. Remlap - Blessings Win (Mac.). 10 wins 1000 to 1300m, in Aust and Macau. The Glen. 14 wins–5 at 2–900 to 1250m, $110,545, AJC Flying Knight H. Star's Ego. 9 wins 1000 to 1210m, STC Auburn H., Blake Dawson & Waldron H. All the Colours. 6 wins 850 to 1300m, 2d BATC Jacobs Creek H. Producer.

Race Record: 7 wins 1000 to 1600m, $165,800, AJC Emirates H., Winter H., Rockdale H., STC Nickaz Constructions H., Vodka Cruiser H., 2d STC Vetta Pasta H., 3d AJC Currans Hill H., STC Members Open Day H.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners. 

2007 La Remlap (f by Choisir). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1100m, $157,400, AJC Family Membership H., STC Kems Creek Liquor Master H., Thoroughbred Breeders NSW 2YO H., 2d ATC North Ryde RSL Club H., International Animal Health H., TAB Number 1 Club H., STC Members H.

2008 MANAWANUI (g by Oratorio (Ire)). 7 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2040m, $1,445,830, to 2014-15, ATC Golden Rose S., Gr 1, Stan Fox S., Gr 2, MVRC Mitchelton Wines Vase, Gr 2, ATC Up and Coming S., Gr 3, Bill Ritchie H., Gr 3, Bacardi 2YO H., 3d Champagne Bar 2YO H., 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, ATC Royal Sovereign S., Gr 2, Hobartville S., Gr 2, 3d ATC Sirecam 2YO H., 4th MRC Moonga S., Gr 3.

2009 Remlaps Jewel (f by Choisir). 3 wins 1000 to 1110m to 2014-15.

2010 Sir Triumphant (g by Oratorio (Ire)). Unplaced.

2011 Doom 'n' Boom (g by Domesday). Unraced.


2013 (c by Fastnet Rock).

2014 (f by Pierro).

Not served.
Lot 402

LAMBRAYS
Bay mare
(Graded 99I nr sh. 101 7 off sh.)
Foaled 2007

(Sire)
Roberto
Hall to Reason
by Turn-to

RED RANSOM (USA)
Bramalea
by Nashua
Arabia
Damascus
by Sword Dancer
Christmas Wind
by Nearctic

(Dam)
Chief's Crown (USA)
Danzig
by Northern Dancer
Six Crowns
by Secretariat
Round Table
by Princequillo
Gay Violin
by Sir Gaylord

LUCKY LUCAYA (USA)
1992


1st Dam
LUCKY LUCAYA (USA), by Chief's Crown. Winner at 2, Newmarket Multiyork Ellesmere S. Half-sister to PUNCTILIO, Carduel (dam of FAITHFUL SON, ALWAYS FAIR, ASAASY). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
CINQUE (f by Red Ransom (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1050m, $129,640, SAJC South Australia S., L, 3d AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 2. Dam of- Sport Chic. Winner at 2 at 1200m, MRC Sportsbet.com.au Thing H. Kings Emperor (g by King's Best (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m. Rock Star Baby (f by Face Value). 3 wins 1190 to 1420m to 2013-14. Small Tiger (g by Hussun (ARG)). 2 wins at 1100, 1400m in 2014 in Malaysia. Raindrop (f by Thunder Gulch (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m. Dam of 2 winners- Ocean of Fire. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, 2d Fairview Fillies Guineas P. Homewood (g by Woodman (USA)). Winner at 1200m in Singapore. Lucky Koki (f by Thunder Gulch (USA)). Unraced. Dam of- Achimi. 4 wins at 1400, 1700m, $205,475, to 2015 in Korea.

2nd Dam
MINSTRELETE, by Round Table. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Sister to HAPPY STRINGS, half-sister to GAY FANDANGO, CELLIST (dam of CONCERT HALL), Masked, Musique Royale, Violino (dam of LASTING LASS). Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-
PUNCTILIO (c Forli) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 9f, Phoenix Park Whitehall S., Gr 3, Curragh Lee 2YO S., 3d Leopardstown Joe McGrath Memorial S., Gr 1. Sire. Carduel. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of 7 winners- FAITHFUL SON (c Zilzal) 5 wins 7f to 1¼m, Royal Ascot Prince of Wales's S., Gr 2, 2d Sandown Eclipse S., Gr 1, York International S., Gr 1.
ALWAYS FAIR (c Danzig) 4 wins–3 at 2–6f to 1m, Royal Ascot Coventry S., Gr 3, Deauville Prix Quincey, Gr 3. Sire.
ASAASY (c Danzig) Winner at 1m, Cologne Weidenpescher Meile, L. Sire. Lailati. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 5 winners-
LAILANI (f Unfuwain) Champion 3YO Filly in GB in 2001 (Intermediate). 7 wins 8¼f to 1¼m, £514,980, Belmont Flower Bowl S., Gr 1, Goodwood Nassau S., Gr 1, Irish Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of-
LEY HUNTER (g Kingmambo) 4 wins 2100 to 3100m, Longchamp Prix Gladiateur, Gr 3, 3d Longchamp Prix du Cadran, Gr 1.

Race Record: Placed at 3.
Produce Record: Dam of 4 foals.
2011 (c by Nicconi).
2012 (f by Nicconi).
2013 (c by Wanted).
2014 (c by Bullet Train (GB)).

Served by DELAGO DELUXE. Date of last service, 29 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 403

**LANGUEDOC**

Bay mare

(Branded \( \text{nr sh.} \) \( \text{90} \) \( \text{off sh.} \)) Foaled 2010

**(Sire)**

Machiavellian ........................ Mr. Prospector............... by Raise a Native

STREET CRY (IRE) ......

Coup de Folie .......................... by Halo

Helen Street .............................. Troy by Petoinga

(STREET CRY (IRE) (1998). 5 wins -1 at 2, Dubai World Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1072 mrs, 713 wns, 89 SW, inc. Zenyatta (Breeders' Cup Ladies Classic S., Gr.1), Street Sense, Shocking, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Lucida, Ultimo Sueno, Barbados, Are You Kidding Me, Kir Royal, Gautier, Bon Accord, Dry Summer, Goodman, Majestic Jasmine, Office Bearer, Pretension, SP Offering Plan, Gravitational, Travel Advisory, Quinnkat, El Buen Consejo, Pounamu, etc.

**(Dam)**

Octagonal (NZ) ........................ Zabeel (NZ) by Sir Tristram (Ire)

Huit .......................... Eight Carat (GB) by Pieces of Eight

1999

Seika ............................. Canny Lad by Bletchingly

By Olympic Flame by Buena Shore (USA) ....

Huit, by Octagonal (NZ). Winner at 1300m, AJC Thrifty Car Rental H., 2d AJC King Brian 2YO H., STC Sponsor at the Races H., 3d AJC Fernhill H., Gr 3, TL Baillieu H., L, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L, AJC Royal Randwick 2YO H. Three-quarter-sister to DELANO - CLOWN MASTER (MAC.), half-sister to CLOTHILDE. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Henshaw (c by Ad Valorem (USA)). 6 wins –1 at 2–1000 to 1612m, $115,775, to 2014-15, 2d Geelong RC Roderick Winter Challenge Series Final H.

Perfect Cadence (f by Commands). 4 wins at 900, 1000m to 2014-15.

Trois (g by Strategic). Winner at 1614m.

Dix (f by Strategic). Unplaced. Dam of-

Dixie Lad. Winner at 2 at 807m in 2013-14.

SEIKA, by Canny Lad. 7 wins –2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $372,588, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, James HB Carr S., L, 2d VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, MVRC Champagne S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr 3, VATC Schillaci S., Gr 3. Sister to Dominions (dam of TERRITORY), half-sister to SPORTS MEDALS. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

CLOTHILDE (f Danehill (USA)). 3 wins 1400 to 1800m, $118,930, SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Kista H., Douglas Smith H., Chester H., STC De Bortoli Wines H., 4th AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3. Producer.

DELANO - CLOWN MASTER (Mac.) (g Lonhro). 9 wins to 1600m, $567,092, to 2014-15 in Aust and Macau, Macau Cup, L, Macau Hong Kong Trophy, L, 2d Macau Spring Trophy, L-twice, 3d Macau Directors’ Cup, L.

Cliantha. Winner at 1400m, QTC Analie P. Dam of 2 winners-

Northern Glory (f Northern Meteor). 3 wins at 2 to 1000, 1200m, $242,250, ATC Become an ATC Sponsor 2YO P., 2d ATC James HB Carr S., Gr 3, 3d ATC Darby Munro S., L, Scone RC Woodlands S., L.

OLYMPIC FLAME, by Buena Shore (USA). 4 wins at 1600, 2000m, AJC Pretty Polly H., Carioca H., Darling H. Half-sister to TOP CHARGER, SPARKLE 'N' WONDER. Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

SPORTS (g Zeditave). 16 wins –2 at 2–900 to 1400m, VRC Lightning S., Gr 1.

MEDALS (g Crown Jester). 6 wins –3 at 2, Newcastle JC Coca-Cola Classic S., Gr 3. Dam of 2 winners-

TERRITORY (g Lonhro). 6 wins –1 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $496,245, to 2014-15, VRC Poseidon S., L, 3d ATC Expressway S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Unraced.

First season at stud

Served by ANIMAL KINGDOM (USA). Date of last service, 4 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
LANQUIN
Bay mare (Branded ♦ nr sh. 2 0 off sh.) Foaled 2000

(Sire)
Try My Best............................. Northern Dancer ....... by Nearctic.........................
Sex Appeal............................. by Buckpasser...................
Mill Reef............................. by Never Bend................
Irish Lass............................. by Sayajirao..............

(Dam)
Al Akbar ............................. Success Express (USA).... by Hold Your Peace.......
Gala Night (Ire)........................ by Blakeney......................
Lomond ................................ by Northern Dancer....
Girl Friday ............................. by Secretariat.............

LAST TYCOON (IRE) (1983). 8 wins-3 at 2, Breeders' Cup Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 1336 rnrs, 919 wns, 81 SW, inc. Mahogany (Victoria Derby, Gr.1), Tracy's Element, Taipan, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Roman Emperor, Wandjina, Bonaria, Slumdogmillionaire, Saint Emilion, Dariana, Onemorenomore, Jungle Rocket, Markus Maximus, Master of Design, Sousa, Typhoon Tracy, Adlerflug, Casino Prince, Green Birdie, Inspiration, Sun Classique, etc.

1st Dam
TAITTINGER (NZ) ............. 1996

LAST TYCOON (IRE) (1983). 8 wins-3 at 2, Breeders' Cup Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 1336 rnrs, 919 wns, 81 SW, inc. Mahogany (Victoria Derby, Gr.1), Tracy's Element, Taipan, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Roman Emperor, Wandjina, Bonaria, Slumdogmillionaire, Saint Emilion, Dariana, Onemorenomore, Jungle Rocket, Markus Maximus, Master of Design, Sousa, Typhoon Tracy, Adlerflug, Casino Prince, Green Birdie, Inspiration, Sun Classique, etc.

1st Dam
TAITTINGER (NZ), by Al Akbar. Started once. Three-quarter-sister to FERRAGAMO, half-sister to NATIONAL TREASURE, As You Would, Clinique (dam of FAMOUS SEAMUS, AHDASHIM). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-

Pride of Westbury (g by Octagonal (NZ)). 4 wins 1700 to 3000m, $116,860, MRC Soorak H., 2d Tasmanian Derby, Gr 3, 4th VRC St Leger, L.

Lanquin (f by Last Tycoon (Ire)). 3 wins. See below.

Individual Results:
Sparkling Sound (f by Oratorio (Ire)). 6 wins-1 at 2-1200 to 1700m, $108,000, to 2013-14, BRC Sky Racing H., Coke Zero H., Yellowglen H.
Resilience (f by Fasliyev (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1400m, MRC Trichelle 2YO H., 3d MRC Trichelle 2YO H., MVRC Hafele H. Dam of 2 winners-Wayne's Command. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2013-14.

2nd Dam
TIMELESS MOMENT (IRE), by Lomond. Unraced. Sister to Eyes on the Prize (dam of POWER OF GOLD). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

FERRAGAMO (f Success Express (USA)) 11 wins-3 at 2-800 to 1600m, Counties RC Auckland Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr 2. Producer.

NATIONAL TREASURE (f Zabeel) 5 wins 1500 to 2225m, $266,725, STC Sky High S., L, 3d AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, 4th STC BMW S., Gr 1.

Clinique. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-

FAMOUS SEAMUS (g Elusive City (USA)) 10 wins 1100 to 1300m, $1,036,500, to 2014-15, BRC BTC Cup, Gr 1, ATC Premiere S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 3 wns 1100 to 1400m, $103,225, VRC Eugene Gorman H., 2d VRC Philomena Bowl H., 3d VRC Ottawa S., L, MRC Delina H.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 1 winner.
2005 Reprobate (g by Reset). 15 wns 1000 to 1400m, $253,235, to 2013-14, STC BMW & Bob Miller & Co H., AJC David Jones H., STC Bravehearts H., Shady Steam NSW Broodmare of the Year H., 2d AJC Hillsdale P., NSW Tatt's RC Sydney City Toyota H., STC Rydges H., 3d AJC Georges Hall H., STC Freeway's Great Steaks P., Club Liverpool H.
2006 (c by Lonhro). Died.
2007 Missed to Lonhro.
2008 Cahon (g by Commands). Started twice.
2009 Verapaz (f by Lonhro). Started once.
2011 Tikal (f by Denman). Started once.
2013 Slipped by Medaglia d'Oro (USA).
2014 (f by Domesday).

Served by HELMET. Date of last service, 5 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 405  
LAST ROLL OF DICE  
Bay filly  
(Branded nr sh. 44 off sh.)  
Foaled 2012

**Lot 405**

**MANHATTAN RAIN**

Encosta de Lago ............... Fairy King (USA) ............... by Northern Dancer ...............  
Shanal's Choice ............... Canny Lad ............... by Bletchingly ...............  
Dancing Show (USA) ........... by Niijinsky ...............  

**WEEKEND GOSSIP**

Hussonet (USA) ............... Mr. Prospector ............... by Raise a Native ...............  
Sacahuista ..................... by Raja Baba ...............  

**1st Dam**

**WEEKEND GOSSIP**, by Hussonet (USA). Started twice. Half-sister to **MENTALITY**, Blue Note (dam of **GOLD FORCE**). Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

Hold Your Tongue (g by Stratum). Winner at 2 at 1100m in 2013-14, WATC Westspeed 2YO P., 2d WATC Westspeed H., Festival of Perth H., 3d WATC Superheroes & Villains H., 4th WATC Magic Millions Perth 2YO Classic, RL.

**2nd Dam**

**SYNAESTHESIA (USA)**, by Quiet American. Started once. Half-sister to **FARA'S TEAM** (f Tunerup), Team of Destiny (dam of **VIGORS DESTINY**). Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

MENTALITY (g Flying Spur) Joint Head of the 2006-07 Australasian 3YO Classification. Joint top colt on The 2005-06 Australasian 2YO Classification. 8 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $2,142,695, AJC Randwick Guineas, Gr 1, George Main S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 1, STC Expressway S., Gr 2, Premiere S., Gr 2, Canterbury S., Gr 2, AJC TL Baillieu H., L, 2d AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, AJC Villiers S., Gr 2, ATC Ajax S., Gr 2, STC Apollo S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, STC Ajax S., Gr 2, Golden Rose S., Gr 3.

Blue Note. Unraced. Dam of-

GOLD FORCE (g Flying Spur) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $176,470, to 2014-15, MRC (Mornington) Inglis 2YO Premier, RL.

**3rd Dam**

**SPECIALIZATION**, by Princely Native. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Half-sister to **Vintage Red**. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

FARA'S TEAM (f Tunerup) 6 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 7f, $360,515, Saratoga Test S., Gr 1, Belmont Priores s., Gr 2. Dam of 7 winners-

CONCERN (c Broad Brush) 7 wins–1 at 2–1m to 1¼m, $3,079,350, Breeders' Cup Classic S., Gr 1, Hollywood Californian S., Gr 1. Sire.

DELAFIELD (c Island Whirl) 6 wins 6f to 8½f, Oaklawn Essex H., Gr 3.

**Race Record:** Unraced.  
**Has not been to stud**
On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)

Lot 406

LASTING CHANGE (NZ)
Bay mare
(Branded C nr sh. 50 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2000

(Dam)
EDITION PRINCESS (NZ) 1987
Danzatore (Can) .......... Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic
Te Akau Princess .......... by Raise a Native

Sire of 410 rnrs, 249 wnrs, 14 SW, inc. Snazzy (Waikato RC International S., Gr.1), Coup Ay Tee, etc. Sire of the dams of 130 rnrs, 76 wnrs, inc. SW Kirramosa, Joyful Park, Cavalry Rose, Merion, Prince Mambo, Balotelli, Hippopus, Magic Briar, Testarhythm, SP Ponderosa Miss, Mapmaker, Special Draw, Daddys Little Girl and of Smart, Gigante, Tequila Sunrise, Ecuador, etc.

1st Dam
EDITION PRINCESS, by Danzatore (Can). Winner at 2 at 1100m. Half-sister to PALACE NEWS (dam of TWITTER), Regal Heights (dam of QUEENSTOWN), Te Akau Toy (dam of MARCH HARE). Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-
The Collector (c by Zabeel). 8 wins 1200 to 2000m, $191,585, VRC Village Roadshow Welter H., 2d VATC Eclipse S., Gr 3, WATC Challenge S., L.
Capebay (f by Kaaapstad). 2 wins at 1200m, AuRC Mad Butcher H., 2d AuRC Coca-Cola H., Avondale JC Auto Auctions H. Dam of 3 winners-
Chess - Counted (Aust.) (f Ishiguru (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1520m, $175,726, to 2013-14, 3d MRC Sportingbet Series Final, Gr 3.

2nd Dam
TE AKAU PRINCESS, by Sovereign Edition (Ire). Unraced. Sister to HELEN OF TROY (dam of CALERA), Early Edition (dam of WORLD NEWS, (A) PALACE GOSSIP), three-quarter-sister to Gold Harmony (dam of HARMONIA), half-sister to Sobriquet (dam of HIGH FINANCE). Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
PALACE NEWS (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) Winner at 1800m, SAJC Hill-Smith S., L, 2d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L, MVRC High Peak H. Dam of 3 winners-
TWITTER (f Kendor (Fr)) Winner, SAJC HC Nitschke S., L. Dam of 6 winners-
SERIOUS SPEED (f Royal Academy (USA)) 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $956,790, MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, STC Hobartville S., Gr 2.
Regal Flute. Winner at 1050m, 2d SAJC Vineyards H. Dam of 5 winners-
MAJESTIC MUSIC (f Al Maher) 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, SAJC Yallambee Classic, Gr 2.
Te Akau Toy. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
MARCH HARE (c Marsca)y) 7 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 1600m, AJC George Main S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1309m.
Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners.
2006 (f by Dance Dreamer (USA)).
2007 From the Valley (g by E Dubai (USA)). 3 wins 1370 to 1506m in 2013-14.
2008 Not served previous season.
2009 Dragon Imprint (f by Pendragon (NZ)). Placed to 2013-14.
2010 Roundtable Knight (g by Pendragon (NZ)). Started twice.
2012 (f by Pendragon (NZ)).
2013 (c by Pendragon (NZ)).
2014 (f by Roman Emperor (NZ)).

Served by ROMAN EMPEROR (NZ). Date of last service, 5 December 2014.
Not in foal
Lot 407

LAUGHING

(75x533) Chestnut mare (Branded 9

Foaled 2009

(Sire) Forty Niner .......................... Mr. Prospector .. by Raise a Native

(USA) Danzig's Beauty ..................... Danzig .......................... by Northern Dancer

(Dam) Deputy Minister .................... Vice Regent ................. by Northern Dancer

(USA) 2002 Sahara Gold ................. Seeking the Gold ........ by Mr. Prospector

DISTORTED HUMOR (USA) (1993). 8 wins from 6f to 1m, Churchill Downs H., Gr.2. Sire of 1039 rnrs, 816 wnr., 123 SW, inc. Funny Cide (Kentucky Derby, Gr.1), Drosselmeyer, Pathfork, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Constitution, Book Review, Mr. Emotion, Caroline Thomas, Heart Stealer, Funny Proposition, Molly Morgan, Reneesgotzip, Galah, Jacaranda, C. Zee, Cleburne, Humor Acido, Sugar Shock, Dynamic Sky, Joes Blazing Aaron, Coltimus Prime, Reno Rebel, etc.

1st Dam

FOREST CITY GIRL (USA), by Deputy Minister. Unraced. Half-sister to BETTER LUCKY, SAHARA HEAT. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:- OUTSKIRT LADY (f by Purge). Champion Imported 3YO Filly in Panama in 2010. 2 wins – 2 at 2–at 1200, 1400m in Panama, Panama Clasico Jose A Perez y Bernabe Perez, L, 2d Panama Clasico German Ruiz Barrancos. Kasharn (g by All American). Winner at 1550m in 2014-15, ATC McGrath Estate Agents P.

2nd Dam

SAHARA GOLD, by Seeking the Gold. 4 wins – 2 at 2–at 6f, 7f, $248,742, Keeneland Beaumont S., Gr 2, Gulfstream Eliza S., L, Allowance, 2d Aquedcut Valley Stream S., L, Gulfstream Hurricane Bertie S., L. Sister to Ensenada (dam of CASINO HOST), blood-sister to DESERT GOLD (dam of WHITE MOONSTONE, ALBASHARAH). Dam of 11 named foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, inc:- BETTER LUCKY (f Ghostzapper) 6 wins – 1 at 2–6f to 8½f, $1,278,950, to 2014, Keeneland First Lady S., Gr 1, Hollywood Matriarch S., Gr 1, Belmont Sands Point S., Gr 2, Saratoga Shine Again S., L, 2d Breeders' Cup Filly and Mare Sprint, Gr 1, Belmont Just a Game S., Gr 1, Keeneland First Lady S., Gr 1, Madison S., Gr 1, Saratoga Lake George S., Gr 2, 3d Hollywood Matriarch S., Gr 1, Keeneland Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S., Gr 1, Jenny Wiley S., Gr 1, Belmont Noble Damsel S., Gr 3.

SAHARA HEAT (c A.P. Indy) 3 wins at 8½f, 9f, Woodbine Marine S., Gr 3. Sire.

3rd Dam

DESERT STORMER, by Storm Cat. 7 wins at 6f, 6½f, $862,950, Breeders' Cup Sprint S., Gr 1, Del Mar Rancho Bernardo H., Gr 3, Santa Anita Las Flores H., Gr 3, Golden Gate Camilla Urso H., L, 2d Hollywood A Gleam H., Gr 2, Del Mar Rancho Bernardo H., Gr 3, Santa Anita La Brea S., Gr 3, 3d Santa Anita Santa Monica H., Gr 1. Sister to Desert Stormette (dam of DESERT GOLD), half-sister to Frontline Fable, Nakiska Wind (dam of ICY WIND, THE EXETER MAN). Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:- SAHARA GOLD (f Seeking the Gold) 4 wins. See above. Ensenada (f Seeking the Gold) 3 wins at 6f, 1m, $127,265, 2d Meadowlands Phoenix S., L, 4th Meadowlands Witches Brew S., L. Dam of 4 winners-CASINO HOST (c Dynaformer) 4 wins 8½f to 11f, $578,175, Del Mar H., Gr 2, Fair Grounds Mervin H Munion Jr Memorial H., Gr 2, Gulfstream Allowance.

Race Record: Winner at 1100m, ATC Vill's Pies H., 3d ATC CFMEU Mining & Energy H.

First season at stud

Served by I AM INVINCIBLE. Date of last service, 15 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows A,B & C 1-4
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry's Plains
(As Agent)
Lot 408
LAUREL CANYON
Bay mare
(Branded C nr sh. 171 6 off sh.)
Foaled 2006

(Sire) Danehill (USA)..............
FASTNET ROCK..............
Piccadilly Circus..............

(Dam) Sir Tristram (Ire)..............
HIT AND GIGGLE..............
Humour (Ire)..............

1994


1st Dam
HIT AND GIGGLE, by Marauding (NZ). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 1450m, VATC Cardinia 2YO H. Half-sister to FATAL ATTRACTION, HAPPY MORNING, Seton Hall - Banker (Mac.). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Fanfares (f by Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins at 1215, 1300m, MRC Vicurban Cup H., Imposea H., 2d MVRC Pollak Learning Alliance H. Dam of 2 winners-
RAFFLES PEGASUS (g Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1700m, $127,345, to 2014 in Aust and Malaysia, VRC Anzac Day S., L.

2nd Dam
HUMOUR (IRE), by Sadler’s Wells. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Half-sister to DANASINGA, TRACY’S ELEMENT (dam of TYPHOON TRACY, RED ELEMENT), TOPASANAH, CULLEN, TOWKAY, Urge to Merge (dam of MASTER OF DESIGN, SUNTAGONAL), Scribbing (dam of PERANA, PRINCE OF WAR, PRINCE ARTHUR). Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
HAPPY MORNING (g Danehill (USA)) 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $648,661 in Aust and Macau, SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr 2.
FATAL ATTRACTION (f Zabeel) Winner at 2400m, $159,350, Western Australian Oaks, Gr 2, 2d WATC Derby, Gr 1, 4th WATC Sheila Gwynne S., L.
Seton Hall - Banker (Mac.) (g Dehere (USA)) 7 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, Singapore TC Open H., 3d Singapore TC EW Barker Trophy, Sgp-2.

3rd Dam
PRINCESS TRACY (IRE), by Ahonoora (GB). 4 wins–1 at 2–5f to 7f, Phoenix Sprint S., Gr 3. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
TRACY’S ELEMENT (f Last Tycoon (Ire)) 11 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $388,612, Scottsville Smirnoff Bloodline Sprint, Gr 1. Dam of 9 winners-
TYPHOON TRACY (f Red Ransom (USA)) Aust. Horse of the Year in 2009-10. 11 wins to 1600m, $2,438,600, VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1406, 1450m, 2d MRC All American at Arrowfield Stud H., STC St Ignatius’ College Riverview H., 3d ATC Guineas Restaurant H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 living foal.
2012 (f by Starspangledbanner). Died.
2013 Missed to Choiser.
2014 (c by So You Think (NZ)).

Served by SO YOU THINK (NZ). Date of last service, 8 December 2014.
Not in foal
Stable 3 Chiltern 1-11

On Account of WILD OAKS FARM, The Oaks
(As Agent)

Lot 409

LAVENDER BAY

Chestnut mare

(Branded ♂ nr sh. 5 0 off sh.)

Foaled 2010

(Sire) 

MAGNUS

Flying Spur ...................... by Danzig ......................

Rolls (USA) ...................... by Mr. Prospector ..........

Scandinavia..................... by Lunchtime (GB) ........

(Dam) 

CHOWDER BAY (NZ).

Strategic ...................... by The Judge ...................

Sudden Impulse ............... by Luskin Star ............... 

2003

Copa de Oro ..................... by Clifton Gardens .........

MAGNUS (AUS) (2002). 4 wins to 1200m, AJC Galaxy H., Gr.1. Sire of 201 rnrs, 132 wns, inc. SW Magnifisio (WATC Winterbottom S., Gr.1), Platinum Kingdom, Alpha Beat, Missy Cummings, Prettyhappyaboutit, SP Backstedt, Miss Promiscuity, Magnus Reign, Malibu Style, Lucky Symbol, Pompeius, Aeratus, How Swede it Is, Imprimis and of Hugo, Moparee, I'm in Charge, Kolonga, Mr Pago, Overstatement, Propelled, I Got a Turbo, Magnus Effect, etc.

1st Dam

CHOWDER BAY (NZ), by Strategic. Unraced. Half-sister to PRIMUS. Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:- Lavender Bay (f by Magnus). Winner. See below. Acai (f by Commands). Placed at 3 in NZ.

2nd Dam

COPA DE ORO, by Hector Protector (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to MISS MINDEN (dam of MISS DANHEILL, PENTASTIC, POINT MADE), Storm Fronts (dam of READYTOGORIGHTNOW). Dam of 9 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

PRIMUS (c Flying Spur) 4 wins 1100 to 1400m, $524,780, City Tatt's RC Tramway H., Gr 3, AJC Show County H., L, City Tatt's RC Ming Dynasty H., L, STC Tooheys New H., 2d AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Canterbury Guineas, Gr 1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, Expressway S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, STC Apollo S., Gr 2. Sire.

Battant Glory. 2 wins at 1600, 2100m to 2014-15. Conduce. Unraced. Dam of- Pimpernel. Winner at 1400m in 2013-14, 2d Clairwood Jackpot Quickmix H.

3rd Dam

CLIFTON GARDENS, by Mighty Kingdom. Placed at 3. Three-quarter-sister to JEWEL IN THE CROWN, half-sister to JOIE DENISE (dam of TUESDAY JOY, SUNDAY JOY), Joie de Vivre (dam of ARLINGTON ROAD, JOIE DE GRISE), Bolt of Lightning (dam of JOLLY, EASTERN STAR), Joy and Fun (dam of EUPHORIA, CHRISTMAS TREE). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

MISS MINDEN (f Bellotto (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, VATC Mona Nursery S., L. Dam of 4 winners-

MISS DANHEILL (f Danehill (USA)). 5 wins 1300 to 2400m, $362,330, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, MVRC Guerlain H., Berri Fruits H., Johnston H., 2d AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, 4th AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1.

PENTASTIC (c Pentire (GB)). 7 wins 1221 to 2400m, $1,991,800, VRC Craigglee S., Gr 2, QTC P J O'Shea S., Gr 2, MRC Naturalism S., L.

POINT MADE (g Red Ransom (USA)). 3 wins 1720 to 2100m, $175,275, QTC Peter Gallagher S., L, 4th MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 3.

Storm Fronts. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

READYTOGORIGHTNOW (g More Than Ready (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1800m to 2014-15, Kenilworth Winter Classic, Gr 3, Winter Guineas, Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 900m in 2013-14, 3d MVRC Sportingbet Best Tote Plus H. First season at stud Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 1 October 2014. Believed to be in foal
Lot 410 (No GST)  
LE BILLET DOUX

Grey mare  
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 5 2 off sh.)  
Foaled 2002

**Sire**

**DANZERO**

Danehill (USA) ........................................... by Northern Dancer..........
Razayana........................................... by His Majesty ..............
Confidentially ................................. by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
Idea (NZ)........................................... by Idomeneo (GB)...........

**Dam**

**PILLOW BLUSH (USA)**

1992

Danzig ........................................... by Glintof Britain..........
Kaoru Star........................................... by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
Idesia (NZ)........................................... by Idomeneo (GB)...........

**1st Dam**

**PILLOW BLUSH (USA),** by Blushing John. Started 3 times. Half-sister to **AZZAAM**, **BALWA** (dam of **PLACE IN LINE**), One Tough Lady (dam of **BET TWICE PRINCESS**), Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, **2 winners**, inc:-
- **Hear Me** (**f** by Twining (USA)). **4 wins** at 1450m in Philippines. Dam of 2 winners-Shout for Joy. **Winner** at 2 at 1000m in 2014 in Philippines, 2d Metro Manila TC Philracom Juvenile Fillies S.
- **Mighty Zeus.** 14 **wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 1300m to 2014 in Philippines.
- **Loggerhead** (**f** by Timber Country (USA)). Unraced. Dam of-Roman Conflict. **3 wins** at 1010m to 2014-15.
- **Lovett’s Bay** (**f** by Chief’s Crown (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-Courting. **Winner** at 1000m, 2d CJC Canterbury Equine Clinic H. Dam of-Charlie Farley. **3 wins** at 1000, 1400m to 2014-15, 2d AuRC Eggs Thanks Derek Jones H., Waikato RC Topsoil & Sand Supplies H.

**2nd Dam**

**PRINCESS OOLA, by Al Hattab.** 5 **wins**, $108,291, Keystone Whitemarsh H., L, 2d Aqueduct Affectionately H., **Gr 3**. Sister to **ALTHEA** (dam of **DESTINY DANCE, ALYSSUM, AURORA, YAMANIN PARADISE, KETOH, AISHAH** (dam of **ALDIZA, ATELIER, ARABIS, AQUILEGIA** (dam of **BERTOLINI, ALCHEMILLA, AMELIA, TWINNING, NATIVE COURIER, Press Card, Embellished** (dam of **SEATTLE DAWN, ISLAND OF SILVER, TRUCKEE, MAIDEE** (dam of **DEFACTO), Namaqua (dam of **NAMAQUALAND), Amizette (dam of **GREEN DESERT, YOUSEFIA**). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, **5 winners**, inc:-
- **AZZAAM** (**c** Chief’s Crown) **9 wins**–2 at 2–1408 to 3200m in Great Britain and Aust, AJC Sydney Cup, **Gr 1**, Newcastle Gold Cup, **Gr 2**, 2d AJC Metropolitan H., **Gr 1**, 3d AJC Sydney Cup, **Gr 1**. Sire.
- **BALWA** (**f** Danzig) **3 wins**–2 at 2–5f, 7f, Sandown National S., **L**. One Tough Lady. **Winner** at 6f in U.S.A. Dam of 8 winners-
- **BET TWICE PRINCESS** (**f** Bet Twice) **9 wins**–4 at 2, Detroit Temptress S., **L**, Sickles Image S., **L**, Belle Isle S., **L**, Grandam of-
- **BET SEATTLE** (**g** Seattle Fitz) **11 wins** 4½f to 6f, $401,383, to 2015, Fair Grounds Duncan F Kenner S., **L**.

**Race Record:** **4 wins** 1250 to 1400m.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.
- 2010 Slipped by Ready’s Image (USA).
- 2011 (**c** by Benicio).
- 2012 Cynthia (**f** by Excellent Art (GB)). Started once.
- 2013 (**c** by Host (CHI)).

With a Grey filly foal at foot by HOST (CHI), foaled 10 November 2014.

Not served
Stable 1 Row G 2,3

On Account of FAIRVIEW PARK STUD, Grose Wold
(As Agent)

Lot 411

LEXIMADELEINE
Bay mare
(Branded br nr sh. 64/6 off sh.)
Foaled 2006

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ................................ Danzig .............................. by Northern Dancer ..........
FLYING SPUR .................
Razynaya.......................... by His Majesty ................

(Dam) Mr. Prospector............. by Raise a Native ..........
Rolls (USA)........................ Grand Luxe.......................... by Sir Ivor ......................

SPRING BEAUTY ....
Biscay ................................ by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
1990
Cerreto (Ire) ....................... by Relic ..............................
Beach Gown...................... by Claude (Ity)......................


1st Dam
SPRING BEAUTY, by Bletchingly. 3 wins 1100 to 1280m, AJC Peter Lawson H., STC White Cane Day P.H., 2d STC Bing Lee H. Sister to WRAP AROUND, half-sister to ROSE OF DANEHILL (dam of KAZANLUK, NOZOMI). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc: Jumbo Gold (g by Flying Spur). 6 wins at 1200m, $479,078, HKJC Kwu Tung H., HK Exchange Challenge Cup, Ireland Trophy H., Freesia H.
Idea (f by Danewin). Winner at 1400m in NZ. Dam of 2 winnersEKOFANIDEA. 2 wins at 1400m in 2013-14.
Madame Danzer (f by Danzero). Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-hand in Glove. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam
BEACH GOWN, by Cerreto (Ire). 7 wins–6 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $115,550, VATC Autumn S., Gr 3, STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 3, VRC Myer S., L, Ottawa S., L, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, L, 3d MVRC Veuee Clicquot S., Gr 2, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, L. Half-sister to BEACH BOY, Kissing (dam of WET LIPS). Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:
WRAP AROUND (f Bletchingly) 9 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $632,413, MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1, VRC Linlithgow S., Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners-
Intuit (f Commands) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, STC Telstra Premiership Final H., 2d AJC Reginald Allen H., L. Dam of-
RUNWAY STAR (f Northern Meteor) 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, $222,620, to 2014-15, SAJC Matrice S., L, ATC Ladbrokes.com.au H.
Attire. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-
FASHIONS AFIELD (f Redoute's Choice) Champion 2YO filly in Australia in 2004-05. 6 wins–4 at 2, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, Sires' Produce S., Gr 1.
ROSE OF DANEHILL (f Danehill (USA)) 4 wins–2 at 2, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, Edward Manifold S., Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners-
KAZANLUK (f Red Ransom (USA)) 2 wins at 1300, 1600m, $229,850, Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2, 2d MVRC Alexandra S., L.
NOZOMI (c Street Cry (Ire)) 2 wins at 1875, 2200m, $231,170, in 2014-15, Geelong Classic, L, 3d Victoria Derby, Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.
2011 Ninetysix Star (g by Not a Single Doubt). Started twice.
2012 (c by All American).
2013 (c by Star Witness).
2014 Not served previous season.

Served by ALL AMERICAN. Date of last service, 5 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Has been seen to windsuck
Lot 412

LINK TO MY HEART (USA)

Bay mare

Foaled 2005

(Sire) Nureyev

Northern Dancer

Stravinsky (USA)

Fire the Groom

by Nearctic

(Northern Dancer)

Blushing Groom

by Red God

(intended)

Prospector’s Fire

by Mr. Prospector

(Dam) Sky Classic

Nijinsky

Sky Link

by Northern Dancer

1997

No Class

by Nodouble

Fast Busy

by Clever Trick


1st Dam

SKY LINK, by Sky Classic. 3 wins to 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of 2 foals, both winners- LINK TO MY HEART (f by Stravinsky). 4 wins. See below.

Strongest Link (c by Aldebaran). 4 wins–1 at 2–5½f, 6f in U.S.A.

2nd Dam

Fast Busy, by Phone Trick. Winner at 2 at 5½f, 2d Ellis Park Debutante S., L. Half-sister to TEE TO GREEN, Steph's Tee (dam of TEE GAME), Irene's Talkin (dam of AIDIEU, DIRECT LINE, RAPPORT, SPEAK WISELY). Dam of 3 foals, all winners-

Sky Tower. 4 wins–2 at 2–1m, 8½f, $114,551, Keeneland Allowance, 4th Arlington Park Alydar S., L.

3rd Dam

CLASSY IRENE, by El Baba. 7 wins–3 at 2–6f to 1m, $146,753, Fair Grounds Thelma S., L, Oaklawn Martha Washington S., L. Half-sister to SUPERLATIVE SUE, Malibu Blue. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

TEE TO GREEN (g Lil E. Tee) 17 wins to 6f, Indiana Downs Veterans S., L. Steph's Tee. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-

TEE GAME (f El Corredor) 6 wins–2 at 2–8½f, Woodbine Algoma S., L. Irene's Talkin. Winner at 2 at 6f in U.S.A. Dam of 8 winners-

AIDIEU (f El Corredor) 5 wins–4 at 2–4½f to 8½f, $907,934, Belmont Fritzee S., Gr 1, Saratoga Spinaway S., Gr 2, Delaware Oaks, Gr 2.

DIRECT LINE (f Tiznow) 5 wins 7½f to 8½f, Ellis Gardenia H., Gr 3.

RAPPORT (f Songandaprayer) 3 wins at 6f, 6½f, $147,304, Saratoga Victory Ride S., Gr 3, 2d Churchill Downs Dream Supreme S., L.

SPEAK WISELY (f Smart Strike) 2 wins at 7f, 1m, $161,399, Woodbine Ontario Colleen S., L, 2d Woodbine Duchess S., L.

Clay's Rocket (f American Chance) 5 wins–3 at 2–4½f to 6½f, 2d Monmouth Incredible Revenge S., L. Dam of 3 winners-

LAURIE'S ROCKET (c Bluegrass Cat) 6 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 6½f, $515,858, Oaklawn Hot Springs S., L, 3d Churchill Downs S., Gr 2.

GREELEY'S ROCKET (f Mr Greeley) 4 wins–2 at 2–5f to 6f, $210,181, Monmouth Crank it Up S., L, 2d Presque Isle Debutante S., L.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 4 wins–2 at 2–1m to 8½f, $148,757, Hawthorne Pat Whitworth Illinois Debutante S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal. 2012 Missed to Fastnet Rock. 2013 (c by So You Think (NZ)). 2014 Slipped by Sepoy.

Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 25 November 2014.

Not in foal
Stable 3 Rows D 7-14 & E 11-14
On Account of SLEDGERE STUD, Scone
(As Agent for Cynright Pty Ltd Reduction Sale)

Lot 413

LIQUID DESIRE
Bay mare
(26 8 fl.

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ..................... by Northern Dancer .........
Razya纳(USA) ..................... by His Majesty .............
Canny Lad ..................... by Bletchingly .............
Dancing Show (USA) ...... by Nijinsky .....................

(Dam) Anabaa (USA) ..................... by Northern Dancer .........
Balbonella ..................... by Gay Mecene .............
Gone West ............. by Mr. Prospector .............
Oakmead ..................... by Lomond .....................


1st Dam
TANGO FIRE, by Anabaa (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, STC Leichhardt Hotel 2YO H., 3d STC Pages Event & Equipment H. Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

TANGO’S DAUGHTER (f by Redoute’s Choice), 5 wins-2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $299,135, to 2013-14, SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr 2, HC Nitschke S., L, MRC Hilton Manufacturing H., Equine Haven Racehorse Spelling 2YO P., 3d VRC MSS Security S., L, MRC Weekend Hussler S., L, 4th VRC Matriarch S., Gr 2, MVRC Eliza Park International S., Gr 3, MRC Lord S., L.

2nd Dam
MIRBECK (USA), by Gone West. Winner at 7f, 2d Doncaster Master Cutler Fillies’ H. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Gelmood. 7 wins 950 to 1400m, 3d SAJC Vanellus H. Trippin' the Light. 4 wins 1400 to 1600m.

3rd Dam
OAKMEAD, by Lomond. 2 wins at 11½f, 1½m, Lingfield Oaks Trial S., L, 3d The Oaks, Gr 1, Irish Oaks, Gr 1, Deauville Prix de Pomone, Gr 2. Half-sister to DELIGHTER. Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Admire Leon. 3 wins 1000 to 1400m in Japan. Sire.
Lake Mead. Placed at 2 & 3 in Japan. Dam of 4 winners-
Daiwa Knight. 5 wins-1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, Nakayama Ichikawa S., Fukushima Sakurambo Tokubetsu, Sapporo HBC Sho.

4th Dam
AMAZER, by Vaguely Noble. 4 wins 1700 to 2500m, Longchamp Prix de Royallieu, Gr 3, Santa Anita Yellow Ribbon S., L, 2d Deauville Prix de Pomone, Gr 3, Evry Prix de Minerve, Gr 3, Santa Anita Santa Ana H., L, 3d Canadian International Championship S., Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Vermeille, Gr 1. Sister to SPORTING YANKEE, half-sister to Laday (dam of BIG SUR, DAY JEWELS). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

DELIGHTER (f Lyphéor) 4 wins 1¼m to 12½f, Santa Anita Yellow Ribbon S., Gr 1, Deauville Prix de Thiberville, L. Grandam of-
DREAMED A DREAM (f Agnes Gold) 7 wins-1 at 2–6f to 8½f, $170,002, to 2015, Suffolk Louise Kimball S., L, John Kirby S., L, First Episode S., L.

Race Record: Started twice.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (f by Manhattan Rain).

With a Bay filly foal at foot by MANHATTAN RAIN, foaled 9 September 2014.
Served by STARSPANGLED BANNER. Date of last service, 24 November 2014.
Not in foal.
Stable 3 Rows B & C 11-14

On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney

Lot 414

LITA
Bay mare (Branded nr sh. 50
9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire)
Flying Spur ................. by Danehill (USA) .................
CASINO PRINCE .......... by Rolls (USA) ..................
Lady Capel ................ by Last Tycoon (Ire) ............

(Dam)
Stravinsky (USA) ........... by Kew Gardens (Fr) ..........
ROYAL ASSCHER (NZ) .... by Nureyev .....................
2004
Diamond Cashel (NZ) .... by Fire the Groom ..........

CASINO PRINCE (AUS) (2003). 5 wins-3 at 2, AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr.1, sire of 227 rnrs, 135 wnrs, inc. SW All Too Hard (MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1), Escado, Hooked, Star Rolling, Longport, Fine Bubbles, Sookie, Mighty Lucky, Phrases, SP Casino Dancer, Sino Eagle, Slots, Strength, Transonic, Trophies, Good Prince, Casino Card and of Cantbuybetter, Lita, Timeless Prince, Roll the Ignition, Casino Belle, Full Hammer, etc.

1st Dam

Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner, inc:-
Lita (f by Casino Prince). 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam
DIAMOND CASHEL, by Sir Tristram (Ire). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2100m, Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr 3, WRC Molly Malones Super Series H., BOP RC TRAC Sports Bar Rotorua H., 2d Hawke’s Bay Speights H., 4th Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr 2. Sister to OUR CASHEL.

Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
ROYAL ASSCHER (f Stravinsky (USA)) 4 wins. See above.

Too Many Diamonds. Unraced. Dam of-
Catch a Thief. Winner at 1550m, ATC Rosehill Gardens on Facebook P.

3rd Dam
DIAMOND PRELUDE, by Twig Moss (Fr). Placed at 3, 2d AJC Sky 1017 H., STC Bayview Fitness Centre H. Half-sister to DIAMOND SHOWER (dam of DOUBLE YOUR BET, DIAMOND DANE), Diamond Storm. Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-
DIAMOND CASHEL (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 4 wins. See above.

OUR CASHEL (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) Winner at 2 at 1000m, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, 3d VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1.

4th Dam
JEWEL FLIGHT, by Baguette. 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1500m, AJC Reginald Allen H., STC Shannon H., Gr 3, AJC Clovelly Welter H., STC Astarita H., John Bennett H., AJC Rocky Point S., 2d AJC Champagne S., ACT RC Black Opal S., 3d STC Golden Slipper S., AJC Sires’ Produce S., VATC One Thousand Guineas, STC Canterbury S., Queen of the Turf S. Half-sister to Coronet Flight, Palace Lane. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
DIAMOND SHOWER (f Zephyr Zip (NZ)) 7 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2500m, $500,950, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Producer.

Race Record: 2 wins at 2 at 1030, 1100m, BRC Aizer Electrical 2YO H., 3d BRC Brisbane Bloodstock 2YO P.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (f by Bullet Train (GB)).

Served by UNENCUMBERED. Date of last service, 20 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row F 5-7
On Account of RHEINWOOD PASTORAL CO.,
Mittagong (As Agent)
Lot 415
LONGUEVILLE LASS
Chestnut mare (Branded NS nr sh. \(15^0\) off sh.) Foaled 2000

(Sire) Mr. ProspectorRaise a Native by Native Dancer
WOODMAN (USA)
Golddigger by Nashua

(Dam) PlaymateBuckpasser by Tom Fool
Intriguing by Swaps

(1st Dam) PLANET HOLLYWOOD
Star WatchBletchingly by Biscay
Joy and FunLight of Peace by Light Wind (Fr)

WOODMAN (USA) (1983). 3 wins, Curragh Anglesey S., Gr.3. Sire of 1665 rnrs, 1099 wns, 100 SW, inc. Hector Protector (Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1), Bosra Sham, Hawk Wing, Timber Country, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Frozen Fire, Miss Finland, Birkin Bag, Amanee, Archarcharch, Europa Point, Tiz Miz Sue, Byword, Crowded House, Hurtle Myrtle, Redwood, Herculian Prince, Kinsale King, Proviso, Alexander Tango, Aston Machan, Mrs Lindsay, Sutra, Sudan, etc.

1st Dam PLANET HOLLYWOOD, by Star Watch. Started once. Three-quarter-sister to Christmas Spirit (dam of LIGHT UP THE WORLD, PRESENTING), half-sister to EUPHORIA (dam of FLEET), CHRISTMAS TREE, JEWEL IN THE CROWN, All in Fun, Winning Hit (dam of FOREHAND). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

CONSPECTUS - STAR ATTRACTION (Mac.) (g by Woodman (USA)). 8 wins
1300 to 1800m, $224,810 in Aust and Macau, MRC Schweppes Cup, L. Laetitia (f by Woodman (USA)). 3 wins 1600 to 1900m, AJC Financial Review H., 2d AJC Cuddle H. Dam of 4 winners-

STRYKER (c Fastnet Rock) 2 wins at 1200, 1350m, $373,325, BRC BTC Classic, Gr 3, 3d AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, 3d AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2. sire.

Exceed and Exalt (g Exceed and Excel) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $137,705, to 2013-14, 3d ATC Pago Pago S., Gr 2.

Puerto Banus (g Encosta de Lago) 6 wins 1400m, $109,905, SAJC Dominant H., 3d SAJC CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L. Seeking Attention (f Exceed and Excel) 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $248,467, MRC Pure Blonde P.H., 2d VRC Crown Promenade S., L, 3d STC Sheraco S., L. Dam of 2 winners-

BUCKINGHAMPshire (c Lonhro) Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2014-15, Kenilworth Summer Juvenile S., L. Cautious (f Lonhro) 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1000m in 2013-14, 3d MRC Equiano King of Speed 2YO H., 3d MRC Chairman's S., Gr 3.

Academy Awards (f by Royal Academy (USA)). Winner at 2, to 2013m, 3d STC St George Lantern Club H. Dam of 2 winners-

Forfeiture (f Commands) 4 wins at 1100, 1200m, $177,130, ATC RacehorseTalk.com.au H., 2d BRC Dane Ripper S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m.
Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners.
2006 Missed to Reset.
2007 Commanding Cash (g by Commands). 6 wins 1209 to 1400m.
2009 Mare Gaga (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Unraced.
2010 Nakusha (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14.
2012 (f by Exceed and Excel).
2013 (c by Smart Missile).
2014 (f by Your Song).

Served by ZOFFANY (IRE). Date of last service, 23 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Stable 1 Row L 1-6

On Account of BELL VIEW PARK STUD,
Meroo Meadow

Lot 416

LONOREE

Bay or Brown mare (Branded nr sh. 2 off sh.)
Foaled 2010

(Sire) LONHRO

Zabeel (NZ).................. by Sir Tristram (Ire) ...
Eight Carat (GB)......... by Pieces of Eight ...........
Straight Strike (USA).... by Mr. Prospector ..........
Concia (NZ)................ by First Consul (USA)....

(Dam) EUPHORIA

Sir Tristram (Ire)........ Sir Ivor.....................
Biscalowe................ Biscay........................
Showdown (GB)......... Infatuation ................
Denise’s Joy............... Seventh Hussar..........  


1st Dam

EUPHORIA, by Marauding (NZ). 3 wins at 2 1200 to 1600m, $292,060, AJC Champagne S., Gr 1, Horseland Cabramatta 2YO H., Boystown 2YO H., 3d STC Ansett Australia S., Gr 1, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, AJC Gimcrack S., L, Keith Mackay H., L, 4th AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, Light Fingers S., Gr 2, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2. Half-sister to CHRISTMAS TREE, JEWEL IN THE CROWN, All in Fun, Winning Hit (dam of FOREHAND), Planet Hollywood (dam of CONSPICUOUS - STAR ATTRACTION (MAC.)), Christmas Spirit (dam of LIGHT UP THE WORLD, PRESENTING). Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

FLEET (f by Dehere (USA)). 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1100, 1400m, $124,628, VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L, STC Mona H., 2d VRC Shamrock Travel H., L, 4th AJC Keith Mackay H., L, VRC Great Western H., L, VATC Veue Clciquot S., L.
Best Elect (c by Redoute’s Choice). 4 wins 1100 to 1400m, TRC BNI Derwent H., TTC Greg Mansfield H., TRC Terrace View H., 2d TRC Andrew Mason P.
Di Canio (f by Red Ransom (USA)). 3 wins at 1606m, MVRC Tatt’s H.
Joie More (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1212m, MVRC Cbus Super H., MRC Courtza H., 4th MRC Twilight Glow S., L.
Negotiate (f by Red Ransom (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-
Sweetener (f Snitzel) Winner at 1000m, 3d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3.
Chivvy. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $103,917, ATC Sharp H. Secret Agenda. Winner at 2 in 2014-15, MVRC CRT Whites Wires 2YO P.
Euphoriant (f by Barathea (Ire)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

2nd Dam

JOY AND FUN, by Showdown (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to JOIE DENISE (dam of TUESDAY JOY, SUNDAY JOY), Clifton Gardens (dam of MISS MINDEN), Joie de Vivre (dam of ARLINGTON ROAD, JOIE DE GRISE), Bolt of Lightning (dam of JOLLY, EASTERN STAR). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

EUPHORIA (f Marauding (NZ)) 3 wins. See above.

CHRISTMAS TREE (f Biscay) 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1212m, $214,740, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Roman Consul S., Gr 3. Sire.

JEWEL IN THE CROWN (f Mighty Kingdom) 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, VATC Heath S.H., L, STC Espiegle H., 2d VRC Sterling S.H., L. Producer.

Race Record: Started once.
First season at stud
Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 25 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 417

LOVE IN SPRING
Bay or Brown mare (Branded CF nr sh. 8 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ........................................... by Northern Dancer ............

REDOUTE'S CHOICE ........................................ by His Majesty ..................

Shantha's Choice ........................................... by Bletchingly..................

(Dam) Snippets ........................................... by Silly Season..................

FULL BLOOM ........................................... by Grand Chaudiere........

2001 Pireanda (GB) ............... by Stop the Music ............


1st Dam
Full Bloom, by Snippets. Placed at 2, 3d SAJC Cinderella S., L, MVRC National Jockey Celebration Day 2YO H. Three-quarter-sister to CAPTAIN BAX, SNIPPETS' LASS (dam of SNITZEL, HINCHINBROOK, VIENNESE). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:- On a Given Day (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 2 at 1000m, 3d ATC Newcastle Spring Carnival H.

2nd Dam
PIREANDA (GB), by Taufan. 4 wins 1000 to 1250m, 2d AJC Dubbo H. Half-sister to CAPTAIN BAX, SNIPPETS' LASS (dam of SNITZEL, HINCHINBROOK, VIENNESE). Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:- Full Bloom (f Snippets) Placed. See above. Consider Yourself. 5 wins 1000 to 1219m, BTC Financebroker.com.au H.

3rd Dam
SNOW FINCH (IRE), by Storm Bird. 2 wins at 2 at 6¼f, 7f, Leopardstown Orby S., L, 2d Phoenix Park Oldtown Stud S., L, 4th Curragh Anglesey S., Gr 3. Half-sister to SICUTERAT. Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

CAPTAIN BAX (g Snippets) 10 wins–1 at 2–to 1300m, $593,700, STC Missile S., Gr 3, MRC Kevin Heffernan S., L, 2d STC Premiure S., Gr 2.

SNIPPETS' LASS (f Snippets) 7 wins 1000 to 1300m, $287,746, AJC Sapphire S., L, 2d AJC Sapphire S., L, Toy Show H., L. Dam of-

SNITZEL (c Redoute's Choice) 7 wins–4 at 2–to 1200m, $1,031,550, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, Up and Coming S., Gr 3, STC Skyline S., Gr 3, AJC Breeders' P., L, 2d VRC Newmarket H.,

VIENNESE (f Redoute's Choice) 3 wins–2 at 2–to 1200m, SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, MRC Quezette S., L, 2d SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, Producer.

HINCHINBROOK (c Fastnet Rock) 2 wins at 2 to 1200m, AJC Skyline S.,

Forest Finch. 3 wins to 1300m, 2d STC Canterbury League Club H. Dam of-

Flying Along (g Belong to Me (USA)) 10 wins 1000 to 1600m, $100,830, 3d Canterbury RC National Sprint H., L, STC Amy's Freeway Hotel H.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 1000m, MVRC Valley Events 2YO P.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 foals.

2012 (c by I Am Invincible).

2013 (f by I Am Invincible).

2014 (f by I Am Invincible).

Served by DREAM AHEAD (USA). Date of last service, 11 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows A,B & C 1-4
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry’s Plains
(As Agent)
Lot 418
LOVE ONE
Bay or Brown mare
(Branded C nr sh. 120 3 off sh.)
Foaled 2003

(Sire)
FUSAICHI PEGASUS
(USA)………………………………
Mr. Prospector ....................
Raise a Native ....................
by Native Dancer ..............
Gold Digger .....................
by Nashua ......................
Angel Fever .....................
by Danzig ........................
Rowdy Angel ...................
by Halo .........................

(Dam)
LOVE ALL (USA).............
1999
Mt. Livermore ..................
Blushing Groom .............
by Red God ...................
Doubles Match ..............
by Danzig .....................


1st Dam
LOVE ALL (USA), by Mt. Livermore. Started twice. Half-sister to Just Out (dam of OUTTA HERE). Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
LOVEMELIKEAROCK (f by Fastnet Rock). 3 wins 1300 to 1600m, $264,490, Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3, AJC Angst S., L, Private Steer H., 2d AJC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Furious S., Gr 2, 4th STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 4th ATC Magic Night S., L, 3d MRC Ladies Day Vase, L.
LOVETORN (f by Giant’s Causeway (USA)). 6 wins at 2000, 2400m, Arlington Jockey Club S., L, Fairview Racing Association H. Arctowski (g by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1600m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
DOUBLES MATCH, by Danzig. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to Danseur Fabuleux (dam of ARAZI, NOVERRE), half-sister to JOYEUX DANSEUR, DOUBLES PARTNER, FABULEUX DANCER, Sakura Patrick. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
Just Out. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-
OUTTA HERE (c Dehere) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1m, 9f, Delta Jackpot S., L, 2d Hollywood Juvenile Championship S., Gr 3, 3d Hollywood Swaps S., Gr 2.

3rd Dam
FABULEUX JANE, by Le Fabuleux. 4 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2600m, Deauville Prix de Pomone, Gr 3, Longchamp Prix des Belles Filles, L, Prix de la Porte de Passy, L. Half-sister to AJDAL, FLYING PARTNER, FORMIDABLE, Bev Bev, Northerly Native. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
JOYEUX DANSEUR (c Nureyev) 8 wins, Churchill Downs Turf Classic, Gr 1. DOUBLES PARTNER (f Damascus) 6 wins–1 at 2, $180,869, Laurel Anne Arundel H., Gr 3. Grandam of-
LET (f A.P. Indy) 7 wins–2 at 2, Churchill Downs Distaff H., Gr 2. Dam of-
CENTRE COURT (f Smart Strike) 7 wins 1m to 9f, $961,048, to 2014, Keeneland Jenny Wiley S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced.
2008 Lovetheoneyourwith (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Placed.
2009 Slipped by Dylan Thomas (Ire).
2010 Rocknest (g by Fastnet Rock). Started twice.
2011 (f by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)). Died.
2012 (f by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)).
2013 (c by Uncle Mo (USA)).
2014 Missed to Excelebration (Ire).

Served by CAMELOT (GB). Date of last service, 19 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows Q 7-11 & R 1-5
On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone (As Agent)

Lot 419

LOVE TRAIN
Bay mare
(Branded \( \frac{\text{RR}}{3} \), nr sh. \( \frac{1}{3} \) off sh.)
Foaled 2003

(Sire) Sadler's Wells

Northern Dancer by Nearctic

(CARNEGIE (IRE))

Fairy Bridge by Bold Reason

Detriot by Never Bend

(Dam) HONEYMOON EXPRESS

Dema by Sunny Boy

Star Way (GB) by Appiani

HONEYMOON EXPRESS (NZ) 1988

New Way by Krilair

Our Sophia (NZ) by Vaguely Noble

rnrs, 429 wnrs, 14 SW, inc. Tuesday Joy (STC BMW S., Gr.1), Amalfi, Vision and
Power, Perlin, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Kushadasi, Gondokoro,
Zabeelionaire, Whobegotyou, Savvy Nature, Antonio Lombardo, Meisho Naruto,
Annie Higgins, Mrs Kipling, Belle Miraaj, Dancer's Tale, Faatless, Bespoke,
Excuse My French, Options, Queen Sabeel, Admire Commando, Atom Cat, etc.

1st Dam HONEYMOON EXPRESS (NZ), by Star Way (GB). 3 wins 1600 to 2200m, BATC
Baguette H., Taste Apple Pie H., QTC Regal Advice H., 2d BATC Roman
Prince H., Jindalee H., QTC Laurel H., 3d BATC Catalogues H., Doomben
Winners Club H., QTC 13 Squadron Association H., Boxing Day H., Dalrello
H., Queensland H., 4th Rockhampton Cup, L. Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to
race, 5 winners, inc:-

Carnegie Express (g by Carnegie (Ire)). 6 wins 1400 to 2000m,
$1,132,385, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, Canterbury Guineas, Gr 1,
Gosford Guineas, L, 2d Australian Derby, Gr 1, 3d STC Hill S., Gr 2, 4th
STC Ranvet Rawson S., Gr 1, AJC Craven P, Gr 3.

Carnegies Cruzin (g by Carnegie (Ire)). 4 wins 1900 to 2400m, $186,180, AJC

Casual Star (c by Casual Lies (USA)). Winner at 1500m, 2d WATC Paddy
Hannan's Irish Pub H., 2d STC St Patricks Old Boys H.

Our Bijou (g by Rhythm (USA)). 6 wins 1600 to 4000m, $116,885.

Miss Exxi (f by Exceed and Excel). Placed at 3, 2d AJC Inglis Classic at
Randwick H., STC Madura Green Tea P.

Shoot the Stars (f by Entrepreneur (GB)). Started twice. Dam of 2 winners-
Destiny Express. 6 wins 900 to 1200m.

2nd Dam OUR SOPHIA, by Noble Bijou (USA). 5 wins 1400 to 2400m, $443,185, AJC
Oaks, Gr 1, QTC Grand Prix S., Gr 2, AJC Princess H., L, VRC Whitty H., 2d
AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, Queensland Derby, Gr 1,
VATC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, VRC Turnbull S., Gr 2, 3d VATC Caulfield Cup,
Gr 1, MVRC Diamond Jubilee S., L. Sister to Meant for Me (dam of DOWRY,
FATAL, RICHFIELD DESTINY). Dam of 2 foals, both winners-

Pan Pipe. 4 wins 1500 to 2490m, VRC Reckless Welter H., MVRC Costas Mitre
Ten H., 2d STC St Patricks Old Boys H.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 race.

2008 Honeymooner (g by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Placed.

2009 (c by Snippetson). Died.

2010 Missed to Oratorio (Ire).

2011 My Sophia (f by Street Sense (USA)). Unraced.


2013 (f by Star Witness).

With a Chestnut colt foal at foot by STAR WITNESS, foaled 20 October 2014.

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 15 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 420

LOVING EXCESS

Bay mare (Branded 6\# nr sh. 7 5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire)

Danehill (USA) .................................. by Northern Dancer ....
EXCEED AND EXCEL....
Razyna.................................. by His Majesty .................
Patrona (USA).................................. by Northern Dancer....
Gladiolus.................................. by Watch Your Step ....

(Dam)

LOVING CUP ............................... 1989
Bluebird (USA)............................ Storm Bird ................. by Northern Dancer ....

1st Dam

LOVING CUP, by Bluebird (USA). 5 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1400m, $431,560, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, SAJC Balcrest S., L, AJC Grand Print H., VRC Molly Blooms H., 2d SAJC ABCOS Adelaide Million S., 3d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, NSW Tatt's RC Tramway H., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Cameron H., L, 4th STC Magic Night H., Gr 2. Half-sister to LAUDEMIO, VINTAGE DANCE (dam of PITTANCE), Battonage (dam of FULLAZZ), Prunotto (dam of SHY HERO). Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners-Cuphill (f by Danehill (USA)). 4 wins 900 to 1200m, BTC Barry Adams H., QTC Rufus Stone McLaren Vale Shiraz H. Dam of 2 winners-

CELERIS (f Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)) 4 wins at 1200m, Levin S., L, AuRC North Harbour Hyundai H., 2d CJC Pegasus S., L.

In Masquerade (f Pentire (GB)) Winner at 1500m in 2013-14, 2d SAJC Schweppervescence S., Gr 3, Laelia S., L, 3d ATC Pro-Ride H.

With Love (f by Favorite Trick (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Club 2YO P. Dam of 3 winners-

HOSS AMOR (f General Nediym) 4 wins at 2 1100 to 1400m, $425,350, BRC Lancaster S., L, Qld Tatt's RC Mercedes-Benz S., L, BRC Hampden S., L, 2d MVRC Champagne S., Gr 3, BRC Doomben Slipper, L.

2nd Dam

ESTATE LABEL, by Without Fear (Fr). 5 wins 1000 to 1450m, SAJC Always There H., 5DN H., Graduation S., 2d SAJC Cap d'Antibes H. Sister to Cellar Affair, Noble Vintage, Make a Pass (dam of MOUNTY), three-quarter-sister to Fine Label. Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

LOVING CUP (f Bluebird (USA)) 5 wins. See above.

LAUDEMIO (f Alzao (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $100,690, VRC Red Roses S., L, 4th SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3. Grandam of-

SIZZLING (c Snitzel) 7 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $1,332,375, BRC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, Champagne Classic, Gr 2, Sires' Produce S., Gr 2.

Dosh Dash. Unplaced. Dam of-

WRITTEN DASH (f Written Tycoon) 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $165,180, in 2014-15, MVRC Typhoon Tracy S., Gr 3, MRC Appelles H.

Race Record: Winner at 1000m, SAJC Doro P., 2d SAJC Evright P.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 foals, 1 to race.


2011 Spittoon (g by Good Journey (USA)). Unraced.

2012 Yasnat (f by Written Tycoon). Unraced.

2013 Missed to Artie Schiller (USA).

2014 Missed to Artie Schiller (USA).

Served by EQUIANO (FR). Date of last service, 8 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 421  
**LUCKY LATTE**

Grey filly  
(Branded ♀ nr sh. 32 1 off sh.)  
Foaled 2011

(Sire)  
**BIG BROWN (USA)** ....

Boundary ................................ Danzig ................................... by Northern Dancer ....

Mien ........................................ Nureyev ................................... by Northern Dancer ....

(Dam)  
**COFFEE SHOP (USA)** ....

Silver Ghost ................. Misty Gallore .......... by Halo ..................

Cappucino Queen ........... Java Gold ............ by Key to the Mint .......

**BIG BROWN (USA) (2005). 7 wins-1 at 2, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 260 rnrs, 151 wnr.s, 13 SW, inc. Dortmund (Los Alamitos Futurity, Gr.1), Darwin, Big Wildcat, Nicky's Brown Miss, Red Sashay, Kiss to Remember, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 3YOs and inc SW Neverland (WATC Challenge S., L), SP Light Up the Sky, Muscovado, Wroclaw and of Big Clipper, Bomber Brown, Bella Venus, Frank Heavens, Lady Concord, Masnoon, Nancy, etc.**

1st Dam  
Coffee Shop (USA), by Silver Ghost. 5 wins at 6f, $163,465, 3d Philadelphia Foxy JG S., L. Sister to GHOST QUEEN, half-sister to MOCHA QUEEN. Dam of 4 named foals, 1 to race.

2nd Dam  
CAPPUCINO QUEEN, by Java Gold. Started once. Half-sister to DANCE MASTER, NANINJA, Fantasy Royale, Limerence. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 7 winners-

GHOST QUEEN (f Silver Ghost) 4 wins–3 at 2–at 6f, 6½f, $178,323, Hoosier Debutante S., L, Keeneland Allowance, 3d Ellis Park Debutante S., L.

MOCHA QUEEN (f Cozzene) 7 wins–1 at 2–5f to 1m, $393,219, Churchill Downs Zenobia Empress H., L, Pent Up Kiss H., L. Producer.

Coffee Shop (f Silver Ghost) 5 wins. See above. Dearfriendofours. 9 wins 6f to 9f, $182,499, 4th Turfway Likely Exchange S., L. Dam of 2 winners-

A J's Fortune. 5 wins 6f to 1m to 2014 in U.S.A. Rigamaro. 4 wins 6f to 1m, $153,413, to 2014, Churchill Downs Allowance. Neighbors. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

JOINT TENANT (c Article of Faith) 4 wins–1 at 2–6f to 8¼f, $167,595, to 2014, Indiana Downs Governor's S., L.

HOOSIER NEIGHBOR (c Ocean Indy) Winner at 1m in 2014, Indiana Grand IToba Stallion Season S. (c&g), L. Hot Cocoa. Started twice. Dam of 3 winners-

El Guero Guantero. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 5½f, 6½f to 2015 in U.S.A. Cocoa Cowgirl. 2 wins at 6f to 2015 in U.S.A.

3rd Dam  
NIJINSKY'S LOVER, by Nijinsky. 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 8½f, Del Mar San Clemente H., L, Hollywood Moonglow S., L. Half-sister to DIXIE FINE, OR VISION (dam of DOLPHIN STREET, INSIGHT, SAFFRON WALDEN), Hip to Time, Litani River (dam of PSAHM, QUEEN TITI), Brigid (dam of LISTEN, SEQUOYAH, OYSTER CATCHER), Braziliz (dam of BRAZILIAN BRIDE, RIO NIGRE). Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

DANCE MASTER (c Gone West) 4 wins–2 at 2–5f to 6f, $172,026, Churchill Downs Bashford Manor S., Gr 2. Sire.

NANINJA (g Alysheba) 9 wins–1 at 2–6½f, 1m, $415,631 in France and U.S.A, Santa Anita San Simeon H., Gr 3, 2d Hollywood American H., Gr 2. Limerence (f Seeking the Gold) Winner at 1500m, 2d Cagnes-sur-Mer Prix de la Californie, L, 3d Toulouse Prix Aymeri de Maleeon, L. Producer.

Race Record: Unraced.

First season at stud

Served by MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE). Date of last service, 28 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 422

**LUCKY MOMENT**

Bay mare  
(Branded nr sh. 35 6 off sh.)  
Foaled 2006

**(Sire)**

Danahill (USA)  
by Northern Dancer

**(Dam)**

Miss Priority (NZ)  
by Sir Tristram (Ire)

**(1st Dam)**

Secret Savings (USA)  
by Mr. Prospector

**(2nd Dam)**

Nice Choice (GB)  
by Seeking the Gold

**LUCKY OWNERS (NZ) (1999).** 8 wins from 1400m to 2000m, Hong Kong Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 270 rnrs, 127 wnrs, inc. SW The Heckler (Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr.1), Thunder Fantasy, Masquerader, The Hombre, Alpha Miss, Lucky Tom, SP Lucky Lucky Lucky, King’s Pact, Lucky Eighty Eight, etc. Sire of the dams of Vanbrugh, Lucky Black, Latchy’s Girl, Soho Nights, Would be a Bonus, Sally’s Mustang, Blu the Lot, Flick Pass, Lucky Nic, Diamond Flush, etc.

1st Dam

SAMAR, by Secret Savings (USA). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Wenona Girl H., STC Data Global Technologies H., 2d Qld Tatt’s RC Hardy Brothers Jewellers H. Sister to Ilhaam (dam of ALMALAD), half-sister to COUNTY TYRONE, Al Wafi. Dam of 6 named foals, all winners-SAMAREADY (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 6 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $1,669,800, to 2013-14, MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, ATC Reisling S., Gr 2, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, Heath S., Gr 3, VRC Spotless 2YO P., 3d ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VRC Lightning S., Gr 1, 4th MRC Quezette S., L.


Samartested (f by Testa Rossa). 3 wins at 1300, 1400m in 2014-15, SAJC Mitty's H., MRC The Cove Hotel H., 3d MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2.

Samarmeteors (f by Northern Meteor). Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Queen of the Turf High Tea 2YO H., 2d MRC Blue Diamond Nominate Now 2YO P.

Lucky Moment (f by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam

NICE CHOICE (GB), by Touching Wood (USA). Started once. Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

COUNTY TYRONE (g Danewin) 9 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 3200m, $2,316,420, AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, Metropolitan H., Gr 1, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, STC Sky High S., L, 2d AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1-twice, QTC Brisbane Cup, Gr 1, AJC Chairman’s H., Gr 2, QTC Pj O'Shea S., Gr 2, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, STC Parramatta Cup, L, Sky High S., L, 3d AJC Chairman’s H., Gr 2-twice, Moonee Valley Gold Cup, Gr 2, Newcastle Cup, Gr 3-twice.

Al Wafi (g Danewin) 6 wins 1109 to 1800m, $140,569, 2d Mornington Cup, L.

Ashraqat. Placed at 3. Dam of 3 winners-

Muskets at Dawn (g Mutawaajid) Winner at 1300m in 2014-15, 2d WATC Raconteur S., L.

Ilhaam. Unraced. Dam of-

ALMALAD (g Al Maher) 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $602,500, to 2014-15, BRC JJ Atkins S., Gr 1, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO P., 4th ATC Golden Rose S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1300m, AJC Rosebery P.

 Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.  
2013 (c by More Than Ready (USA)).  
2014 (c by Pierro).

Served by HIGH CHAPARRAL (IRE). Date of last service, 21 November 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 423
LUCKY STREAK

Chestnut filly
(Branded C nr sh. \(\frac{125}{2}\) off sh.)
Foaled 2012

(Sire)

LOOKIN AT LUCKY
(USA)

Smart Strike
Mr. Prospector
by Raise a Native

Classy 'n Smart
by Smarten

Private Feeling
Belong to Me (USA)
by Danzig

Regal Feeling
by Clever Trick

(Dam)

FRECKLED FACE

Polish Patriot (USA)
Danzig
by Norther Dancer

Smart Strike
by Mr. Prospector

Lookin at Lucky
by Classy 'n Smart

Private Feeling
by Regal Feeling

FRECKLED FACE

1993

1st Dam
FRECKLED FACE, by Polish Patriot (USA). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $104,500, BATC Doomben Dollars H., QTC Yellow Cabs S., Brisbane Hilton H., Diet Coke S.H., 4th AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2. Half-sister to DON RAFFAEL, IVORY PRINCESS (dam of MISS MATCHED, BECKY IN PINK), Whivory, Wolf (dam of SAVUTE), Flaming Ivory (dam of GOLDEN IVORY). Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-

FACE VALUE (c by Red Ransom (USA)). 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $427,863, VRC Bobbie Lewis H., Gr 3, 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, STC Skyline S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 2, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, 4th AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, BTC Classic, Gr 3. Sire.

Face of the Earth (f by Strategic). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1150, 1200m, $117,320, AJC Oxinium Sprint H., Young Members Mixer 2YO H., 2d STC Winning Edge H., 3d City Tatt’s RC Brian Crowley S., L. Dam of 3 winners-


Halle Rocks (f Fastnet Rock) 6 wins 1000 to 1100m, $227,858, to 2013-14, MRC Cath White Memorial H., 3d MRC Doomben 6th, L. Pasadena. 3 wins 900 to 1100m in 2013-14, ATC TAB Iphone App H. Rokocoko (g by Red Ransom (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 1425m, $129,475, VRC Chubb P., 2d MRC Harrolds Fashion P. Sun Kisses (f by Hennessy (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–1010 to 1110m, BTC Christmas Wish 2YO H., Clayton Utz 2YO Fillies H., Mr Deeds H. Dam of-

GREYTFLY (f Cerinvale) Winner at 2 at 1110m, $109,000, BRC Masey 2YO H., 3d ATC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3.

Freckle Face (c by Haradasun). 2 wins at 1000m in 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club H. Rock Face (c by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1000m, MRC Burrabri H.

2nd Dam
IVORY MAID (USA), by Sir Ivor. Unraced. Half-sister to Island Maid (dam of COUNTRY ISLE, ISLAND SKIPPER, MOT TELBIN). Dam of 18 foals, 17 to race, 14 winners, inc:-

DON RAFFAEL (c Bikala) 12 wins 1800 to 2400m, Gran Premio Citta di Napoli, Gr 3, 3d Italian St Leger, Gr 2, Milan Premio Boschetti, L.

IVORY PRINCESS (f Cure the Blues) 8 wins 5f to 1m, Monmouth Beach S., L. Flaming Ivory. Winner at 1200m in South Africa. Dam of 6 winners-

GOLDEN IVORY (g Goldkeeper) 4 wins–3 at 2, Kenilworth Diadem S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Unraced. Has not been to stud
Stable 2 Row R 4-8
On Account of BROADWATER THOROUGHBREDS,
Aberdeen (As Agent)
Lot 424
MADDISON JADE
Bay mare
(Branded □ nr sh. 30 off sh.) Foaled 2008

(Sire) ELUSIVE QUALITY
(USA) Mr. Prospector
Touch of Greatness

(Dam) LUSCILLA (NZ)
Entrepreneur (GB)
1999
Madam Valeta (NZ)


1st Dam LUSCILLA (NZ), by Entrepreneur (GB). 3 wins 1400 to 1670m, Taranaki RC Mason Appliances 4YO H., L, 2d BOP RC Timpack Industries Ltd 3YO H. Half-sister to FALKIRK, MULAN PRINCESS (dam of ROYAL DESCENT). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Diorella (f by Sebring). Winner at 1400m in 2013-14, 3d Matamata RC Tonezone H.
Barbara’s Girl (f by Flying Spur). Winner at 1650m in 2013-14, 3d TTC Colours Function Room P.
Chapilla (f by High Chaparral (Ire)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.
Redscilla (f by Redoute’s Choice). Placed at 3.

2nd Dam MADAM VALETA, by Palace Music (USA). 9 wins 1010 to 1400m, $123,922, Rotorua RC Lion Brown 1200 S., Gr 3, QTC Ascot H., L, BATC Diet Coke Welter H., L, 3d AuRC Great Northern Challenge S., Gr 3, QTC Crown Lager H., L, 4th QTC Qantas Cup, Gr 2, STC Missile S., Gr 3, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Mile, L. Half-sister to GOLDEN SWORD, BALMORAL KEEP, GRETA HALL. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, all winners, inc:- FALKIRK (c Tale of the Cat (USA)) 8 wins 1100 to 1300m, $660,414, STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, QTC Cup, Gr 2, VRC Gilgai S., Gr 3, Cambridge Breeders’ S., Gr 3, VRC Bob Hoysted H., L, 2d STC Canterbury S., Gr 2, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, VRC Gilgai S., Gr 3, BTC Sprint H., Gr 3, Sire.
MULAN PRINCESS (f Kaapstad) 6 wins 1200 to 1900m, $327,444, STC Hill S., Gr 2, AJC PJ Bell H., L, STC Premier’s Cup, L, Newcastle JC Cameron H., L, 2d AJC James HB Carr S., L, 3d STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3. Dam of ROYAL DESCENT (f Redoute’s Choice) 4 wins 1200 to 2400m, $1,752,780, Australian Oaks, Gr 1, ATC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, 2d ATC George Main S., Gr 1-twice, Doncaster H., Gr 1, Epsom H., Gr 1, Warwick S., Gr 2, Chelmsford S., Gr 2, Toy Show H., Gr 3, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, Gr 3, 3d ATC Tramway S., Gr 3.
LUSCILLA (f Entrepreneur (GB)) 3 wins. See above.
Golden Rule. 10 wins 1200 to 1600m, $581,237, Singapore TC Class 1 H.-twice, Class 2 H., Benchmark 100 H., Benchmark 97 H., Class 3 H.
Valediction. 5 wins 1600 to 3226m, $133,908, to 2014-15, MRC Sportingbet William Hill H., MVRC Simpson Construction H., 2d AuRC Westbury Stud H.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (f by I Am Invincible).
2014 (f by Hinchinbrook).

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 25 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows D 7-14 & E 11-14

On Account of SLEDMERE STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 425 (With 33% GST)

MAGIC NERA

Brown mare

(Bred by) nr sh. 30

(Sire) Zabeel (NZ) .................. by Sir Tristram (Ire) ........
LONHRO......................... Eight Carat (GB) ................ by Pieces of Eight ........
(Nz).................. Straight Strike (USA) ........ by Mr. Prospector (USA) ....
(Dam).................. Concia (NZ) ........................ by First Consul (USA) ....

MAGIC NERA

Brown mare

(1987) nr sh. 30

(Foaled 2010) Off sh.)

rnrs, 509 wns, 50 SW, inc. Pierro (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Bounding,
Mental, Denman, Beaded, Benfica, etc. Sire of the dams of Occitan, Davities,
Dufellforte, Berrichon, Lee's Dynasty, State of Mind, Crotale, Cannonball
Express, Leavesden, Monochrome, Ostentatious, Restraint, Shufetish, Tommy
Gun, Triple Jeopardy, Bella Latte, Hopewell, Son of a Warrior, Sorelle, etc.

1st Dam

FEELERS, by Quest for Fame (GB). 5 wins 1200 to 1400m, $169,550, GCTC Silk
Stocking H., L, QTC Mercedes-Benz E-Class H., Tipperary H., 2d BTC
Glenlogan Park S., L, QTC Golden Garter H., L, BTC Freedom Air H., TMP
Worldwide H., QTC Luminia H., 3d GCTC Goldmarket H., L, Ipswich TC Gai
Waterhouse Quality H. Half-sister to Spectrum's Image (dam of HOONESS).

2nd Dam

Tidal Rhythm (NZ)...................................................................................

3rd Dam

TIDAL LIGHT (NZ)...................................................................................

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by MEDAGLIA D’ORO (USA). Date of last service, 27 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row E 2-8
On Account of ROTHWELL PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Blandford (As Agent)
Lot 426
MAGICAL ANNA
Bay mare (Branded \(\text{nr sh.} \ 57 \ \text{off sh.}\)) Foaled 2007

(Sire)
ANABAA (USA).............
Danzig ....................... Northern Dancer .............. by Neartic
Balbonella ..................... Pas de Nom .................... by Admiral's Voyage
Gay Meenee ..................... Gay Meenee ................. by Vaguely Noble
Barrientes ..................... Barrientes .................... by Riverman

(Dam)
MAGIC SONG .................
Unbridled’s Song (USA) ..
1999
Stormy Hill ...................... Stormy Hill ................. by Danzig

ANABAA (USA) (1992). 8 wins to 1600m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1151 mares, 824 wins, 88 SW, inc. Goldikova (Breeders’ Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Anabaa Blue, Headturner, Yell, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Treve, Harry’s Son, Dissident, Dalkala, Buffering, Rostova, Silver Frost, Lush Lashes, English, Queens Ring, Spirititum, Tanong's Daughter, Caymans, Ameenah, Hartnell, Havana, Mobaco, Ballybacka Lady, Sandy’s Charm, Girouette, Dixie Belle, etc.

1st Dam
MAGIC SONG, by Unbridled’s Song (USA). Placed at 3. Sister to BRIDAL HILL, half-sister to Adventurer. Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-
Another Storm (c by Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 1200m, 3d Turffontein Racing Express Fact File P.

2nd Dam
BRIDAL HILL (f Unbridled’s Song (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1500m, $199,400, MRC Summoned S., L, QTC Sir Douglas Wadley H., L, Love Me Melons H., 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L. Dam of Honeyymoon. 2 wins at 1600m to 2013-14, Counties RC Vet Associates Equine & Farm H.

Adventurer (c Brocco (USA)) 7 wins 1600 to 2200m, $152,120, WATC 886 6PR Paul Murray H., Arctic Bid H., 882 6PR Drive H., Budget Mini Lease H., Lord Reims H., 2d WATC Sorcery Welter H., 3d WATC Dayana S., L. Winning Ahead. 2 wins at 1200m, $139,487, HKJC Southern H., Yue Man H.

3rd Dam
NOVEMBER RAIN, by Estaminet (GB). 6 wins 2000 to 2800m, $187,070, AJC Oaks, Gr 1, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, AJC St Leger, Gr 2, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, STC Wentworthville H., 2d AJC Apollo S., Gr 2. Half-sister to RACE MASTER, STAR STYLE GIRL (dam of SAN LUIS, EASTERN MUSIC - CHIEF EXECUTIVE (MAL.)), Chagall, Come on Angel. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-
STORMY HILL (f Danehill (USA)) 6 wins. See above.

Torrential Storm. Unraced. Dam of 10 winners-
STORMHILL (c Danehill (USA)) 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $635,792, STC Shannon S., Gr 2, Kingston Town S., Gr 3. Sire.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1200, 1300m, AJC Clovelly H., 1300m-in track record time, 3d STC Grand Pavilion H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (c by Love Conquers All).
2014 (c by Congrats (USA)).

Served by CARLTON HOUSE (USA). Date of last service, 22 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Lot 427

MAJEED
Bay mare (Branded 115 nr sh. 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ................. by Northern Dancer
FASTNET ROCK ..................... by His Majesty
Piccadilly Circus ..................... by Nijinsky

(Dam) Dahar (USA) ................. by Northern Dancer
SOLO SHOW (NZ) ............. 1990
Solo Performance .............. by Vaguely Noble


1st Dam

SOLO SHOW (NZ), by Dahar (USA). 3 wins 1300 to 2400m, VATC Herbert Power S., Gr 2, VRC Kilsyth Bargain H., 2d MVRC Violoncello H., 4th QTC Metropolitan H., L. Half-sister to CLOUT, Concert Star (dam of BEYONCE'S STAR). Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-


SOLO SHOW (f Dahar (USA)) 3 wins. See above.

CLOUT (g Justice Prevails) Winner at 2 at 1100m, WATC Ngawyni S., L. Concert Star. 11 wins–3 at 2–to 1200m, AJC George Patterson H. Dam of-

BEYONCE'S STAR (f Orientate (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1300m, $296,910, BRC Just Now H., L, 2d Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L. Half-sister to ROCK SHOW. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

Regal Flame (c Not a Single Doubt) 10 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1400m, $305,820, to 2013-14, CJC Independent Meat Processors H., Minstrel Court 2YO H., 2d Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L. 3rd Dam

Star of the Show, by Showdown (GB). 3 wins at 1010m, 3d AJC Reginald Allen H. Half-sister to SUZANNE. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

ROCK SHOW (c Rock Rio (GB)) 16 wins 1600 to 2400m, $199,880, Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Cup, Gr 3, SAJC Port Adelaide Cup, Gr 3.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 living foals.
2011 (c by All American). Died.
2012 (c by All American).
2014 (c by Star Witness).

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 17 October 2014. Believed to be in foal.
Lot 428

MALBUN

Bay or Brown mare
(Branded W nr sh. 69 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. Danzig .................. by Northern Dancer ........
COMMANDS ..................
Cotehele House (GB) ...... Razyana .................. by His Majesty ........
COMMANDS ..................
Eight Carat .................. My Swanee .................. by Petition ...........
(Dam) LICHENSTEIN ............. Sir Tristram (IRE) .................. by Sir Ivor ...............
1998
FOREIGN BANK (NZ) ....... Baguette .................. by Rego (IRE) .............

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{COMMANDS (AUS) (1996).} & \quad \text{4 wins-3 at 2, STC Missile S., Gr.3. Sire of 1088 mrs,} \\
& \quad \text{767 wns, 66 SW, inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaulette, Pearl, etc. Sire of the dams of 279 mrs, 156 wns, inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta, Politeness, Calcutta, Runway Star, SP Urrata Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate, Platinum State, Sunset Boulevard and of Caveka, Herne’s Oak, Jangang Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.}
\end{align*}
\]

1st Dam LICHENSTEIN, by Crown Jester. Unraced. Sister to GUINEAS, half-sister to Takas. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Landamman (g by Quest for Fame (GB)), 4 wins 1207 to 1600m, ATC Warwick Farm 100 Club H., 2d SAJC Portobello H., STC Theraces.com.au H.

2nd Dam FOREIGN BANK (NZ), by Sir Tristram (IRE). Unplaced. Half-sister to ANCIENT CITY, Cosign, Lichen Lady (dam of MOSSMAN, MOSS ROCKET). Dam of 10 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

GUINEAS (g Crown Jester). 10 wins 7 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $1,834,685, STC Golden Slipper S., GR 1, AJC Royal Sovereign S., GR 2, STC Concorde S., GR 3, Missile S., GR 3, Skyline S., GR 3, 2d AJC Sires' Produce S., GR 1.

Takas (c Quest for Fame (GB)). 3 wins 1250 to 1600m, $193,275, AJC Cascades H., 2d STC Peter Pan S., GR 2, Hawkesbury Gold Cup, GR 3.

Specie. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

The Bowler (g Testa Rossa). 6 wins 2 at 2–955 to 1400m, $273,845, to 2014-15, VRC Williamstown H., MRC Schweppes H., 2d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), GR 3, VRC Taj Rossi Series Final H., L.

3rd Dam Off Shore (GB), by Grundy. 2 wins 1 at 2–at 7f, 1½m, Newmarket Running Gap S., 3d Cheshire Oaks, GR 3. Half-sister to AMICUS - TIEN AN MUN (MAL.), WARBECK, Paski, Lonely Shore (dam of THE WHISTLING TEAL). Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

ANCIENT CITY (c Pompeii Court (USA)). 9 wins 2 to 2444m, QTC Eagle Farm S., L. Lichen Lady. 2 wins at 1900, 2000m, STC Crown Control H. Dam of 4 winners-

MOSSMAN (c Success Express (USA)). 4 wins 2 at 2–1200 to 2040m, QTC Queensland Classic, GR 1, MVRC AAMI Vase, GR 2, VRC Debonair S., L. Sire.


Race Record: Winner at 1100m, STC Winning Post Restaurant H., 2d STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Freeway Hotel Artarmon 2YO H., 3d VRC Nouvelle Star H., STC De Bortoli Wines 2YO H., AJC Embasadora 2YO H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 living foals.

2012 (f by Domesday). Destroyed.
2013 (c by Domesday).
2014 (c by Bernardini (USA)).

Served by CHOISIR. Date of last service, 17 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Stable 2 Row N 2-5

On Account of EVERGREEN STUD FARM,
Heatherbrae (As Agent)

Lot 429
MARINA BELLE
Bay mare (Branded \( \frac{W}{2} \) nr sh. \( \frac{12}{2} \) off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire) LAST TYCOON (IRE)...
Try My Best.................................. by Nearctic
Sex Appeal ................................... by Buckpasser
Mill Princess................................. by Never Bend

(Dam) MARINA LADY (USA).
Riverman...................................... by Nasrullah
Amenity...................................... by Wild Risk

LAST TYCOON (IRE) (1983). 8 wins-3 at 2, Breeders' Cup Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 1336 mrs, 919 wns, 81 SW, inc. Mahogany (Victoria Derby, Gr.1), Tracy's Element, Taipan, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Roman Emperor, Wandjina, Bonaria, Slumdogmillionaire, Saint Emilion, Dariana, Onemorenomore, Jungle Rocket, Markus Maximus, Master of Design, Sousa, Typhoon Tracy, Adlerflug, Casino Prince, Green Birdie, Inspiration, Sun Classique, etc.

1st Dam
MARINA LADY (USA), by Riverman. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Betafeu, half-sister to I TRY, IDLE AFFAIR (dam of IDLE RICH), Boarding School, Sentimental Gift (dam of ALEXINE). Dam of 5 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:

Secrete Marina (f by Mujadil). 6 wins–2 at 2, Milan Premio Tingitana, Premio Orano, 3d Rome Premio Ubaldo Pandolfi, L. Dam of 5 winners-

JOANNA (f High Chaparral) Champion 2YO Filly in Italy in 2009. Champion 3YO Sprinter in France in 2010. 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, €405,725, Chantilly Prix de Sandringham, Gr 2, Longchamp Prix de la Porte Maillot, Gr 3, Deauville Prix du Calvados, Gr 3, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Imprudence, Gr 3, Milan Premio Vittorio Crespi, L. Dam of-

RAFAADAH (f Oasis Dream) 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1600m in 2014, Grand Criterium de Bordeaux, L, Deauville Prix de Lisieux.

(WILLIE) CAZALS (g Aussie Rules (USA)) Champion 3YO in Italy in 2011 (Intermediate). 5 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2200m, Milan Premio Merano, L, Premio Gardone, L, 2d Longines Hong Kong Vase, Gr 1. Queen of Fashion (f by Last Tycoon (Ire)). Placed at 3. Dam of 4 winners-

TALES OF FASHION (f Tale of the Cat (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1200m, $107,450, in 2013-14, BRC Lancaster S., L, 2d BRC Mode P., L, Ambassador Travel 2YO H.

Chi Gong. 5 wins 1200 to 2100m to 2014-15, TRC Book Now for Melbourne Cup Day H., TTC Tastafe H., TRC 'Ese Vineyards H. Favours Traded. 3 wins 1200 to 1640m, BRC Hidden Dragon H. Our Design. 2 wins at 1350, 1400m, ATC Shufflemaster H., BRC Brc.com.au P.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, all winners.
2006 Ahnighito (g by Commands). Winner at 970m.
2007 Missed to Commands.
2008 Not served previous season.
2009 Adabelle (f by Ad Valorem (USA)). Winner at 1100m, ATC Blue Diamond Nominations P.
2010 Polo Paradise (g by Shaft). 3 wins 1318 to 1590m in 2014 in Aust and Singapore, Singapore TC Class 4 H., 3d Singapore TC Always Certain S., Benchmark 67 H.
2011 Sleepless Nights (f by High Chaparral (Ire)). Unraced.
2012 Missed to Exceed and Excel.
2013 (f by Domesday).
2014 Missed to Not a Single Doubt.

Served by NOT A SINGLE DOUBT. Date of last service, 2 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Stable 3 Rows B & C 11-14
On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney

Lot 430

MASKED ROMANCE

Chestnut mare

(Branded □□A nr sh. 55
9 off sh.)

Foaled 2009

(Sire)

Redoute's Choice ..............

Danehill (USA) .................

Shantha's Choice ..............

by Canny Lad .................

Snippets' Choice ..............

by Lunchtime (GB) ...........

Snow Finch (Ire) ..............

by Storm Bird .................

(Dam)

Marscay (USA) ..............

St Hilarion (USA) ...........

Sir Ivor ...........................

by Sir Gaylord ...............

Elder Time ......................

by Biscay ......................


1st Dam

MARSCADE (NZ), by St Hilarion (USA). Winner at 1200m, 3d CJC TVNZ H. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

BLACKROCK COLLEGE (f by Volksraad (GB)). 5 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $139,215, WRC Desert Gold S., Gr 3, Masterton RC Lowland S.,

Gr 3, WRC Anniversary H., L, 2d New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, Hawke's Bay Gold Trail S., Gr 3, 4th Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-

Sultry Assassin (f Keeper) 5 wins 1400 to 2200m to 2014-15, Counties RC Vernon & Vazey Truck Parts H., 3d CJC Canterbury Breeders S., L.

(Master) Veloce (c by Volksraad (GB)). Winner at 1600m, 2d AuRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Canterbury Breeders S., L.

Cashcade (f by Anziyan (USA)). Winner at 1100m, 2d Waikato RC Jardine Bloodstock Services H. Dam of 7 winners-

EKSTREME (f Ekraar (USA)) 7 wins 1200 to 2100m, $327,512, WRC Captain Cook S., Gr 1, Waikato RC Cal Isuzu S., Gr 2, Cambridge JC Travis S., Gr 2, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3, 2d BTC Doomben Roses, Gr 3, 3d BRC Brisbane Cup, Gr 2.

Maradona (g Mr. Nancho (ARG)) Winner at 1400m, Hawke's Bay Forbes 3YO H., 3d Hawke's Bay Guineas, Gr 2.

Pellegrini (g Mr. Nancho (ARG)) 6 wins 1200 to 1400m, Te Aroha JC Marks Ewen & Associates S., 3d Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L.

2nd Dam

ELDER TIME, by Marscay. Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC Rozelle Hospital H. Three-quarter-sister to Viking Goddess (dam of DUAL TREASURES), half-sister to LORD WODEN. Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Heavenly Appeal. 5 wins 1000 to 1290m, AJC Citrus H., STC Rosehill H.

3rd Dam

WODEN, by Raimondo (Fr). 14 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1200m, STC Bexley Graduation S. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

LORD WODEN (c Gold Brick) 12 wins 1180 to 2400m, Toowoomba Cup, L.

Viking Goddess (f Biscay) 2 wins at 1250, 1600m, AJC Evening Peal H., 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L. Dam of 2 winners-

DUAL TREASURES (f Dalmacia (NZ)) 3 wins at 1500, 2000m, $232,660, AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, 3d STC Orlando Wines Classic, Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record:

2013 (c by Love Conquers All). Died.

2014 Missed to Bullet Train (GB).

Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 22 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 431 MEDDLER

Stable 2 Row F 8-12

On Account of GLENELG PARK, Euroa, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 431

MEDDLER

Chestnut mare  
(\text{Branded} \overline{\text{C}} \overline{\text{O}} \text{ nr sh.}  \overline{\text{6}} \overline{\text{0}} \text{ off sh.})  
Foaled 2006

- **(Sire)**:  
  *ELVSTROEM*  
  Danehill (USA)  
  Danzig  
  by Northern Dancer

- **(Dam)**:  
  *LETTERCEE*  
  Hennessy (USA)  
  Storm Cat  
  by Storm Bird

- **First Dam**  
  *LETTERCEE*, by Hennessy (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to *ASHKALETA*, Count the Kisses (dam of *SOCKS*). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-  
  King Cuddler (g by Elvstroem).  
  **3 wins**  
  1000 to 1600m to 2014-15.

- **Second Dam**  
  *ITALIAN CENTURY*, by Century. Unraced. Sister to Beautiful Century (dam of *NATURAL TYCOON*), three-quarter-sister to *SENTIMENTAL LADY*, half-sister to *Something Stunning*, Truly (dam of *VORMISTA*). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-  
  *ASHKALETA* (f Ashkalani (Ire)) Winner at 2 at 1000m, $153,250, VATC Blue Diamond Preview (f), \text{Gr 3}, 2d SAJC Magic Millions Adelaide 2YO Classic.  
  *COUNT THE KISSES* (f Mukaddamat (USA)) Winner at 1100m, 2d SAJC Cinderella S., L, VRC Hickenbotham 2YO H. Dam of 4 winners-  
  *SOCKS* (g Keep the Faith) **6 wins**–4 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $216,375, Tasmanian Guineas, L, TTC Sires' Produce S., 2d TTC Newmarket H., L.  
  Secolo. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-  
  Secuma. **9 wins**–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $150,287, to 2013-14, TRC Elite Painters H., TTC Southern Cross H., TRC Penna Cup.

- **Third Dam**  
  *NATURAL BEAUTY*, by Vain.  
  **5 wins**–2 at 2–1000, 1200m, SAJC Lightning S., MVRC Windarra H., SAJC Gardens H., 3d SAJC Lightning S. Half-sister to *SENTIMENTAL LADY*. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-  
  *Something Stunning* (c Jukebox (GB)) **5 wins**–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, VRC Hickenbotham H., MVRC Somerton H., 3d Mornington RC RC Ansett S.H., L.  
  Beautiful Century. **Winner** at 1100m. Dam of 8 winners-  
  *NATURAL TYCOON* (f Monde Bleu (GB)) **7 wins**–1 at 2–1000, 1100m, $193,200, VRC Kensington S., L, Sidney Myer Centenary Sprint H.  
  *Turbulent Force* (g Flying Spur) **12 wins** to 1600m, 3d TTC Mowbray S., L.  
  *Djibouti* (f Marauding (NZ)) **4 wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 1300m, WATC Rentokil Commercial H., Ming Dynasty H., 2d WATC Melvista S., L. Producer.  
  Truly. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-  
  *VORMISTA* (f Testa Rossa) **4 wins** 1050 to 1410m, $468,110, VRC Rose of Kingston S., \text{Gr 2}, 2d BTC Cup, \text{Gr 1}, MVRC Manikato S., \text{Gr 1}. Producer.

**Race Record:**  
**3 wins** 1000 to 1100m, AJC Balmoral H., BRC Mittys P., 2d VRC Tauto H.

**Produce Record:**  
Dam of 1 named foal.  
2012 God I’m Hot (f by Onemorenomore). Unraced.  
2013 (c by Husson (ARG)).  
2014 Slipped by Toorak Toff.

**Served by TOORAK TOFF**. Date of last service, 19 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Stable 4 Rows J 4-12 & K 1-6
On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 432 (No GST)  MELODY (NZ)
Grey mare  (Branded ♂ nr sh. \( \frac{22}{1} \) off sh.)  Foaled 2001

(Sire)  Nureyev  ........................................ Northern Dancer .............. by Nearctic ............................
STRAVINSKY (USA)  .................................. by Forli ..............................
Fire the Groom  ........................................ Blushing Groom ............. by Red God ............................

(Dam)  Nassipour (USA)  ................................ Blushing Groom ............. by Alaun ............................
GIVE IT A WHIRL  ................................... Try My Best ........................ by Northern Dancer ....
1993  Attempting (IRE)  ................................ Attanagh ......................... by Dancer’s Image..........


1st Dam
GIVE IT A WHIRL,  by Nassipour (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to ABLE ATTEMPT - KINGSTON TREASURE (H.K.), ZAZA, Falsetto, Tempting Sir. Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
Melody (f by Stravinsky (USA)). 5 wins. See below.
I’m Too Deadly (g by Defensive Play (USA)). 5 wins 1675 to 2400m, WATC Classic Lady H., Gold Aura H., 2d WATC Lystned Lad H.
Lady Zhivago (f by Zabeel). 3 wins 1550 to 2200m, $106,040, VRC Mittys Rising Stars Final H., AJC Cadbury Schweppes H. Dam of-
MAYGROVE (g Authorized (IRE)) 5 wins 1800 to 2400m, $187,277, to 2014-15, Wellington Cup, Gr 2, Manawatu RC Brokerweb Risk Services H., 2d Marton Cup, L, 4th ATC Randwick City S., L.

2nd Dam
 Attempting (Ire),  by Try My Best. 2 wins at 2 at 5¾f, 6f, 2d Ayr Firth of Clyde S., L, Rome Premio Ceprano, L, 3d Rome Criterium Femminile, Gr 3. Sister to Best Image (dam of DUPAIN), half-sister to TRISTANAGH, Legendary. Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:-
ABLE ATTEMPT - KINGSTON TREASURE (H.K.) (g Spectacular Love (USA)) 7 wins 1000 to 1600m, AuRC King's P., Gr 3, HKJC Sha Tin Vase, HK-2.
ZAZA (f Zabeel) 8 wins at 1400, 1600m, CJC South Island Thoroughbred Breeders’ S.H., L, Southland RC Windsor Park Stud S., L. Grandam of-
Pop ‘n’ Scotch (g Husson (ARG)) 3 wins 1800 to 2220m in 2013-14, BRC Quest Breakfast Creek H., 2d BRC Queensland Cup, L.
Falsetto (f Zabeel) 3 wins 1600 to 2100m, 3d New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1.
Tempting Sir (g Sir Tristram (Ire)) 4 wins 1600 to 2700m, 3d Vaal Stayers H., L.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 5 wins 1300 to 1600m, $145,830, STC Guildford Leagues Club H., 2d AJC Angst S., L, Insurance Market Facilities H., 3d AJC Toy Show H., L, 4th Newcastle JC Tittlebie S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.
2008 Motifs (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Allan Scott Park P., Windsor Estate Wines P., 3d SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L.
2009 PHRASES (g by Casino Prince). 8 wins 1250 to 2400m, $455,515, to 2014-15, ATC Randwick City S., L, Tab.com.au P., Mossman H., Port Macquaire Cup, 2d ATC NE Manion Cup, L, Hyland Race Colours H., Schweppes H., Tarae Cup, 3d Gosford Gold Cup, L, ATC Mark Roufeil H.

2010 (c by Murtajill). Died.
2011 Mr Inquisitive (g by Murtajill). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.
2012 Onemoremelody (f by Onemorenmore). Unraced.
2013 (c by Casino Prince).
2014 Missed to Pluck (USA).

Served by LOPE DE VEGA (IRE). Date of last service, 29 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 433 (No GST)

MEZERAY MISS

Bay mare (Branded ♂ nr sh. 4 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire)
ARTIE SCHILLER (USA)

El Prado ......................... Sadler's Wells ......................... by Northern Dancer ........
Lady Capulet .................... by Sir Ivor .............................
Hidden Light .................... Majestic Light ......................... by Majestic Prince ........
Tallahto ........................ by Nantallah ...........................

(Dam)
AQUALUNA ........................

Quest for Fame (GB) ......... Rainbow Quest ......................... by Blushing Groom ....
Aryenne .......................... by Green Dancer ...............
Dantain (USA) ................... by Danzig ..........................
Rain and Shine ................ by Baguette ........................

ARTIE SCHILLER (USA) (2001). 10 wins-2 at 2, Breeders' Cup Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 451 mrs, 299 wns, 25 SW, inc. My Conquestadory (Keeneland Alcibiades S., Gr.1), We Miss Artie, Laser Hawk, Blingo, Mr. Commons, Big Bane Theory, Anne's Beauty, I Love It, Big Chill, Vain Queen, Lady Melksham, Hammers Terror, Secret Liaison, Lafontaine, Calak Carlos, Mezeray Miss, Moving Money, Touchdown Arkansas, Hop the Six, etc. Sire of the dams of Three Sixteen, etc.

1st Dam
AQUALUNA, by Quest for Fame (GB). Winner at 2 at 1100m, 2d STC Hyland Race Colours H. Half-sister to Twain (dam of HANTU - DOWN TOWN (H.K.)). Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

MEZERAY MISS (f by Artie Schiller (USA)). 3 wins. See below.

Atlantis (f by Domesday). Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15, 3d SACH Aperitif Bar P.

2nd Dam
Dantain, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, VATC La Trobe 2YO H., MVRC Shelley Hancock 2YO H., 3d SACH West End Draught S.A. S., Gr 3, VRC Vanity S., L, 4th VATC Laurent Perrier S., L. Sister to Our Danerac. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

Twain (f Kenvain) Winner at 1200m, WATC Biscay H., 2d WATC Burgess Queen S., L. Ascot One Thousand Guineas, 3d WATC Princess H. Dam of- HANTU - DOWN TOWN (H.K.) (g Scenic (Ire)) 7 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $1,456,086, HKJC Sha Tin Trophy, HK-3, WATC Perth S., L, Welcome to Belmont Racecourse 2YO H., HKJC Golden Years H., 2d WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 2, Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, HKJC International Sprint Trial, HK-2, Chinese Club Challenge Cup, HK-3-twine, Premier Bowl H., HK-3, 3d HKJC Queen's Silver Jubilee Cup, HK-1, Hong Kong Derby Trial, HK-2, WATC Supremacy S., L, Crystal Slipper S., L.

Never the Twain. 6 wins at 1000, 1100m, WATC Westspeed 3YO H.-twice. Dantains Quest. 4 wins 1300 to 1500m, AJC Liverpool H., Maple H. Dam of -

HAPPY FRIDAY. 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m to 2014-15, ATC Bella Wood Workshop H., 3d ATC TAB Place Multi H.

Dantains Spirit. 4 wins 900 to 1200m in 2014-15.

Prince Octane. Winner at 1800m, 2d BRC All Hallows School P., 3d BRC Brc.com.au H.

Writtenintherain. 8 wins 1000 to 1300m to 2014-15.

Dantain Boy - Sarah's Son (Aust.). 8 wins 1000 to 1250m.

3rd Dam
RAIN AND SHINE, by Baguette. Placed at 3, 2d STC Jetabout H. Half-sister to CENTAINE, Reigntaine (dam of GALAPAGOS GIRL, PROCRISTINATE, KAMPAIGN). Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

Dantain (f Danehill (USA)) 2 wins. See above.

Our Danerac (g Danehill (USA)) 3 wins 1500 to 2000m, VRC Hahn Premium H., Royal Melbourne Show H., 2d VRC Hobson's Bay H. MVRC TROA Free Day 2YO H., VATC Mara H., 3d VRC Gibson Carmichael S., L.
Zeus Thunder Bolt. 3 wins 1300 to 1400m, BTC Smokey Eyes H.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 3 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1400m, $186,680, to 2013-14, MRC City of Greater Dandenong S., L, Swettenham Stud Dash for Cash P., 2d Warrnambool RC Vobis Gold Strike 2YO S., 3d VRC Domain S.

Has not been to stud
Lot 434

MINGSHAN

Bay mare

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) ................. Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic

(Dam) ENCOSTA DE LAGO ....

ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wns, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wns, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philipp, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listening'mome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.


Nanda Kot (f by Encosta de Lago). 3 wins at 1600, 1900m, STC Spring Valley Smart Energy H., Freeway Artarmon Hotel H. Dam of-

Kumaon (c Lonhro) Winner at 2 at 1100m, $259,300, in 2013-14, ATC Schweppes Flemingtonflying P., 2d ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H.

2nd Dam SHAMAYIL (USA), by Spectacular Bid. Winner at 2017m, SAJC SA Country H. Half-sister to Cossack Guard. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

SHAME (f Scenic (Ire)) 6 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $898,760, VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, QTC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 2, 2d AJC All-Aged S., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, VATC Toorak H., Gr 1, Futurity S., Gr 1, GCTC AD Hollindale Cup, Gr 2, 3d ATC Champagne S., Gr 1, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, ATC Membership on Sale 2YO P., 4th MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, 2d AJC All-Aged S., Gr 2, STC Queen of the Turf S., 2d AJC Shorts H., Gr 2, 4th MRC Moonga S., Gr 3.

Sire.

Stellare. Winner at 1100m. Grandam of-

PRENTICE (g Blackfriars) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 1650m, $183,850, to 2014-15, WATC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, Westspeed H.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner.

2010 Slipped by Fastnet Rock.

2011 Sadler's Lake (g by High Chaparral (Ire)). 2 wins at 1600m in 2014-15, ATC Membership on Sale P., NSW Tatt's RC More Than Ready H.

2012 (f by High Chaparral (Ire)). Died.

2013 Missed to Redoute's Choice.

2014 (f by Pierro).

Served by STRYKER. Date of last service, 30 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Miss Barwang  
Bay mare (Branded 5C1 nr sh. 49 off sh.)  
Foaled 2007  

(Sire)  
ANABAA (USA)  
Danzig ......................... Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic .........................  
Balbonella ..................... Pas de Nom .................. by Admiral's Voyage ........  
Gay Mecene ..................... by Vaguely Noble ............  
Barrières ........................ by Riverman .................  

(Dam)  
THE DIVOT (NZ)  
Zabeel (NZ) .................... Sir Tristram (Ire) .......... by Sir Ivor .........................  
Lady Giselle (Fr) ............. by Nureyev .....................  
Pompeii Court (USA) .......... by Tell .........................  
The Dimple (NZ) ............... by Noble Bijou (USA) ......  

ANABAA (USA) (1992). 8 wins to 1600m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1151 rnrs, 824 wns, 88 SW, inc. Goldikova (Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Anabaa Blue, Headturner, Yell, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Treve, Harry's Son, Dissident, Dalkal, Buffering, Rostova, Silver Frost, Lush Lashes, English, Queens Ring, Spiritjim, Tango's Daughter, Caymans, Ameenah, Hartnell, Havana, Mobaco, Ballybacka Lady, Sandy's Charm, Girouette, Dixie Belle, etc.

1st Dam  
THE DIVOT (NZ), by Zabeel. 2 wins at 1200, 1425m. Three-quarter-sister to Gallant Son. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-  
  Miss Barwang (f by Anabaa (USA)). 7 wins. See below.  
  Bunker Boy (g by Cape Cross (Ire)). 5 wins 1400 to 3000m, MVRC Become a Moonee Valley Member H., 2d SAJC Holdfast Insurance Brokers H.  
  Space (g by Dubai Destination (USA)). 4 wins 1600 to 2400m, $163,390, to 2013-14, VRC Slickpix TVN Silver Bowl Final H., ATC Drummond Golf H.  
  Royal Oasis (f by Astronomer Royal (USA)). 2 wins to 1600m in 2014-15.  

2nd Dam  
  Forbes. 7 wins 1200 to 2120m, $126,950, BRC Lot 646 at Magic Millions H. The Menace. 4 wins 1400 to 1600m to 2014-15, AuRC Viva.co.nz H.  

3rd Dam  
  IRISH CHANCE (g Sir Tristram (Ire)) 6 wins 2000 to 3200m, $237,716, Auckland Cup, Gr 1.  
  THE CHEEK (f Kaapstad) 4 wins 1300 to 2000m, Manawatu Classic, Gr 3, AuRC Memphis Meltdown Momma's Gouey Raspberry H.  
  THE GRIN (f Grosvenor) 4 wins to 2000m, Otago Breeders' S., L. Dam of THE JEWEL (f O'Reilly) Champion 3YO in NZ in 2002-03. 11 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2020m, $573,658, Waikato RC International S., Gr 1, New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Producer.  
  STAR AFFAIR (f Star Way (GB)) 4 wins at 1600m, Cambridge JC Travis S., Gr 2. Producer.  

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 7 wins 1000 to 1500m, $139,200, Qld Tatt's RC Hardy Brothers Jewellers H., BRC John Sutton 50th H., 2d BRC Brc.com.au H., 3d Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L, GTC Magic Millions Quality H., BRC Gallopers Sports Club H., Mullins Lawyers P.  

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.  
2014 (c by Bernardini (USA)).  
Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 30 October 2014.  
Believed to be in foal.
MISS GALILEO
Bay mare
(Branded nr sh. 20 off sh.)
Foaled 2007

(Sire) GALILEO (IRE)............. Northern Dancer ............. by Nearctic
................................ Fairy Bridge ............. by Bold Reason
................................ Urban Sea ..................... by Mr. Prospector

(Dam) GROSVENOR GARDENS (NZ) 1991 Sir Tristrum (Ire) ............. by Sir Ivor
................................ My Tricia ............. by Hermes (GB)
................................ Ibidem .................... by Pardao
................................ Gold Fleet ............. by Gold Sovereign


1st Dam GROSVENOR GARDENS (NZ), by Grosvenor. Unraced. Half-sister to Express Gold. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:- SANGREAL (c by Celtic Swing (GB)). 2 wins at 2011, 2112m, Deauville Prix Ridgway, L, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix Jean de Chaudenay, Gr 2.

Melrose Gardens (f by Marju (Ire)): 3 wins to 1400m, 3d MRC Summoned S., L, 4th SAJC Robert Sangster S., Gr 1, HC Nitschke S., L. Dam of:- EASY RUNNING (g Easy Rocking) 5 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1300m, $442,280, to 2013-14, BRC Mick Dittman P., L, 2d GCTC Magic Millions Guineas, RL, BRC Gold Edition P., L, 4th BRC Keith Noud H., L.

2nd Dam IBIDEM, by Funny Fellow (GB). 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, BOP RC Personalities’ S., L, 2d Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 2. Three-quarter-sister to CARIERE, half-sister to GOLDEN HEIGHTS, ASCENDING. Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:- Express Gold (c Success Express (USA)) 3 wins at 2, 2d VRC Criterion H., L.

3rd Dam GOLD FLEET, by Gold Sovereign (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to SURGING, Fleet Guy, Lady Messmate. Dam of 15 named foals, 14 to race, 11 winners, inc:- GOLDEN HEIGHTS (c Rocky Mountain (Fr)) 16 wins 1200 to 1800m, $135,610, WATC Railway S., Gr 1.

ASCENDING (f Rocky Mountain (Fr)) 4 wins, AuRC Ladies Mile. Dam of- CARIERE (f Funny Fellow (GB)) 13 wins–2 at 2–880 to 2400m, $119,983, Avondale Cup, Gr 1. Producer.

Fleet Street. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 1m, 4th WRC Thompson H. Grandam of- CRONUS (g Zabeel) 11 wins 1600 to 3200m, SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1.

Milliyet. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners- SAMANTHA MISS (f Redoute’s Choice) 7 wins–2 at 2–1150 to 2500m, $1,763,260, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 1. Sovereign Command. 2 wins at 1200m, 3d Otago RC Bii Noble H. Dam of- ENVÖY (g Personal Escort (USA)) 9 wins 1600 to 3200m, $635,533, Wellington Cup, Gr 1, 2d SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.
2012 (c by Nadeem).
2013 (f by Smart Missile).
2014 (f by Commands).

Served by EPAULETTE. Date of last service, 19 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 437

MISS MATERA

Bay mare (Branded M cr. nr sh. 9 off sh.)

Foaled 2009

(Sire)

LONHRO

Zabeel (NZ) by Sir Tristram (Ire)
Eight Carat (GB) by Pieces of Eight
Straight Strike (USA) by Mr. Prospector
Concia (NZ) by First Consul (USA)

(Dam)

PORTE DES ILES (IRE)

Shadea (NZ) by Shade (USA)
Octagonal (NZ) by Octagonal (NZ)

Miss Materia

(9th sh. 8th sh.)

Bay mare

Foaled 2009

On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney

Lot 437

mrs, 509 wns, 50 SW, inc. Pierro (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Bounding,
Mental, Denman, Beaded, Benfica, etc. Sire of the dams of Octican, Davities,
Dufellforte, Berrichon, Lee’s Dynasty, State of Mind, Crotale, Cannonball
Express, Leavesden, Monochrome, Ostentatious, Reclaim, Shufetish, Tommy
Gun, Tripe Jumper, Bella Latte, Hopewell, Son of a Warrior, Sorelle, etc.

1st Dam

PORTE DES ILES (IRE), by Kris. Placed at 3 in Ireland. Sister to Chalamont (dam of
SECRET GARDEN), half-sister to GILDORAN, LADY ISIS, Regimental
Arms, Charroux (dam of PERFECT TRUTH), Follies Bergeres (dam of
ELECTED, LATIN QUARTER). Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

CASSIS (f by Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Cinderella S., L.
Dam of 3 winners-

Lassila. 5 wins 1300 to 1410m to 2013-14, BRC Jim Beam H., 2d ATC
Gosford Quaries P., BRC Carlton Mid H., 3d BRC Vitoria H.

Hamish Boy. 6 wins 1000 to 1300m to 2014-15.

Body Beautiful (f by Flying Spur). 4 wins 1400 to 1850m, AJC Gregory & Carr
Funerals Delta H., 2d AJC Saltec Group H., UD Trucks H. Producer.

Flying Iles (g by Flying Spur). 4 wins–1 at 2–1107 to 2100m, MRC Acorn 2YO H.
Porte Triage (f by Redoute’s Choice). Winner at 1200m. Producer.

Mr Roppongi (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Winner at 1860m.

Swept Along (f by End Sweep (USA)). Placed at 3 in NZ. Dam of 3 winners-

Mob Rule. 8 wins 1200 to 1830m, $114,125, to 2014-15.

Belleville (f by Danehill (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

Al Qurrah (g Stravinsky (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–at 900, 1200m, AuRC
Victoria Racing Club Trophy, Wanganui JC Tui Out in Front H., 3d AuRC
Bonecrusher S., L, CJC Welcome S., L.

Jolly Victor. 3 wins at 1400, 1800m, $463,358, to 2013-14, HKJC Shing Ping
H., Kate H., Corum Excellent H., 2d HKJC Diamond Hill H.

Hentschke. 2 wins at 1300, 1412m, 2d SAJC Cleanevent H., 3d SAJC Marsh H.

2nd Dam

DURTAL, by Lyphard. Top filly on The 1976 English 2YO Free H. 4 wins–3
at 2–5f, by 7¼f, Newmarket Cheveley Park S., Gr 1, Newbury Fred Darling
S., Gr 3, 2d Longchamp Poule d’Essai des Pouliches, Gr 1, Doncaster
Champagne S., Gr 2, York Lowther S., Gr 3. Sister to Derly (dam of
FILAGO), half-sister to DETROIT (dam of CARNEGIE, ANTISAA, LAKE
ERIE, HONFLEUR), DARCOUNETTE, VALDERNA (dam of TRAVOLTA).

Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

GILDORAN (c Rheingold) 7 wins 1½m to 21f, £152,246, Royal Ascot Gold

Cup, Gr 1–twice, Goodwood Cup, Gr 2, Ascot Sagaro S., Gr 3. Sire.

Chalamont. 2 wins at 2 at 6f in Great Britain. Grandam of

RODERIC O’CONNOR (c Galileo) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1400, 1600m, Irish
Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Saint-Cloud Criterium International, Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1300m.

Produce Record:

2014 Missed to Bullet Train (GB).

Served by WANTED. Date of last service, 9 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
MISS RAINMAKER
Bay mare (Branded MrH nr sh. 8 1 off sh.) Foaled 2001

(Sire) Star Watch...................... Bletchingly.........................
HURRICANE SKY............ Light of Peace...................... by Light Wind (Fr).
Dancing Show (USA) ...... Nijinsky......................... by Northern Dancer ........
Show Lady....................... by Sir Ivor.........................

(Dam) PENNILESS..................... Green Forest..................... by Shecky Greene........
1996 Lusso ......................... by Key to the Mint .........


1st Dam PENNILESS, by Green Line Express (USA). Winner at 1200m, BTC Members H. Half-sister to General Albert, Rondavel (dam of SABIE), Fashion Review (dam of MOET MAGIC). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc.:- Conquista (f by Lord Dane). Winner at 2 at 1200m, WATC Star System 2YO H. Copper Rocket (g by Husson Lightning). Winner at 1150m in 2013-14. Pennyliss (f by Second Empire (Ire)). Winner at 1100m.

2nd Dam LUSSO, by Prego (Ire). 5 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1400m, $152,125, VATC Debutante S., Gr 3, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, BBA Arundel Stud Farm H., VATC Cressy Chemicals H., 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, VRC Piaget S., L. Half-sister to LARANTO. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc: - General Albert (g Magic Albert) 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1500m, to 2013-14, BTC XXXX Gold H., MVRC Rohan Smith H., 2d VRC Debonair S., Gr 3. Rondavel. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, VATC Chaise H. Dam of 8 winners-SABIE (f Exceed and Excel) 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1050m, SAJC Pewsey Vale S., L, 3d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L. Ankaret (g Desert Prince (Ire)) 5 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $190,100, AJC Leger 2YO H., 2d VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L. Graskop (f Manton) Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Premier Signs 2YO P., 2d VRC Better Beyond 2YO P., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L. Fashion Review. Placed at 2 & 3, 2d VATC Australian Triple Crown Series H. Dam of MOET MAGIC (f Second Empire (Ire)) 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $140,640, WATC Raconteur S., L, 2d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, AJC Kirkham Meadows H. Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, all winners.

2006 (foal by Lord Dane). Died.
2008 Tidalzone (g by Snitzel). 2 wins at 1000, 1300m.
2009 Centrepet (f by Snitzel). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1300m, $189,665, to 2013-14, ATC Australian Turf Club H., Testa Rossa at Vinery H., Egroup Electronics H., 2d Scone RC Inglis 2YO Challenge.
2010 Mr Rainmaker (g by Snitzel). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m to 2014-15.
2012 Thwayya (f by Snitzel). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2014-15 in NZ.
2013 Slipped by Snitzel.
2014 (c by Snitzel).

Served by SIZZLING. Date of last service, 14 November 2014.

Not in foal
MISS SNOWHAWK

Bay mare (Branded △△ nr. sh. 7 5 off sh.)

Foaled 2005

(Sire)
Nureyev ......................... Northern Dancer ........... by Neartic
Special ......................... by Forli
Silver Lane ...................... Silver Hawk ................ by Roberto
Strait Lane ..................... by Chieftain

(Dam)
True Hero (USA) .............. The Minstrel ............... by Northern Dancer
Snow Hero .................... Badge of Courage .......... by Well Decorated
Samooan Moon .............. Haulpak ..................... by Dignitas (USA)

BLACK HAWK (GB) .........
1997

BLACK HAWK (GB) (1994). 9 wins to 1600m, Nakayama Sprinters S., Jpn-1. Sire of 564 rnrs, 369 wnrs, inc. SW Celebrita (Kyoto Himba S., Gr.3), St Trinians, etc. Sire of the dams of 37 rnrs, 17 wnrs, inc. SW Lucky Hussy, SP Exodus and of Exceedingly, Toshinaga, Asaka Feliz, King Roy, Cosmo Hussy, Kyowa Iris, Arabian Falcon, B.B. Rafale, Bahamas, Rapid Guerlain, Sambonho Ya, Louis' Choice, Night Wolf, Silver Supreme, Watcha Gunnado, etc.

1st Dam

HVASSTAN (c by Fastnet Rock). 4 wins 1700 to 2040m, $466,735, to 2013-14, MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 3, Le Pine Funerals H., MVRC Drummond Golf H., 2d VRC UCI S., L, MVRC Sportingbet H., Yarra Valley Cup, MRC Total Event Solutions H., 4th Victoria Derby, Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, Sofitel H., L.
Her Diamond Rock (f by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 1108, 1400m, $113,965, MRC Wafex Sovereign P., 2d MRC TMB Printing H., 3d MRC Sportingbet H.
Spirited Hero (g by Bel Esprit). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1210m.
Miss Snowhawk (f by Black Hawk (GB)). Winner. See below.
Northern Royal (g by Val Royal (Fr)). Placed.

2nd Dam
SAMOAN MOON, by Haulpak. Started once. Three-quarter-sister to COAL PAK, Honey Wings (dam of COUNTRY BLAZER, SOUTH OF FRANCE III). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

Snow Hero (f True Hero (USA)) 7 wins. See above.
Southerly Wind (c Zandastar (NZ)) 10 wins 1200 to 1600m, $138,853 in Malaysia, Penang TC Class 1 H., Singapore TC Cockpen S., Showgirl V S., Tiger Beer Triple Challenge-3 times, 2d Perak TC Class 1 H., Selangor TC Class 1 H., MRA Cup, 3d Perak TC Coronation Cup, L, Selangor TC Dato' Ronald Khoo Teng Swee Memorial Trophy.
Happy Rainbow. 8 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1500m, $411,555 in Aust and Macau, 2d Macau Darwin H., Macau Race Horse Owners Association Cup.
Ms. Hayberry. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, 3d AJC Eastakes H. Dam of 4 winners-Best Weapon. 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, $222,181 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Mitsubishi Electric Cup, Kranji B S., Class 3 H., Class 4 H., 2d Singapore TC Kranji A S.-twice, 3d Singapore TC Pakistan Trophy.

Race Record: Winner at 1205m.
Produce Record: Dam of 4 foals.
2011 (f by Bel Esprit).
2012 (c by Bel Esprit).
2013 (f by Wanted).
2014 (c by Smart Missile).
Served by WANTED. Date of last service, 8 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 440

MISSISSIPPI BELLE

Brown mare (Branded \text{nr sh.} 5 \text{ off sh.})

Foaled 1997

(Sire)

Mill Reef........................................... by Nasrullah.................

Never Bend....................................... by Princequillo.................

Milan Mill.......................................... by Klaireon.........................

Lorenzaccio (Ire)................................. by Hard Tack.................

Short Rations..................................... by Milan Mill.................

(Dam)

Hauppak............................................. by Dignitas (USA).............

Dignite (USA)...................................... by Round Table..............

Winged Beauty.................................... by Port Vista (Ire)..........

Shirley Heights................................. by Mill Reef...................

So Stunning (GB)................................. by Fashion Club............

BONUS................................................ by Tribal Chief..............

1989

MARTYNED (GB) (1981). 3 wins, AJC Sydney Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 256 mrs, 179

wnrs, 19 SW, inc. Island Morn (WATC Beat Diabetes 2 S., Gr.1), Hardrada, etc.

Sire of the dams of 348 mrs, 221 wnrs, 24 SW, inc. Elite Belle, Miss Andretti,

Special Harmony, Motion Pictures, Clueless Angel, Western Jewel, Famous

Roman, Sender, Redwoldt, King Canute, Danny Beau, Express Service, Western

Blaze, Peggie’s Dream, Battle Emblem, Rocky Range, Fim Maru, etc.

1st Dam

BONUS, by Haulpak. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1300m, WATC Bottlebrush H. Half-

sister to OLD NICK, LADY BELGRAVE, LADY BELVEDERE. Dam of 6

foals, 5 to race, 4 winners-

MOGUL (g by Serheid (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, $166,085, WATC

Easter S., Gr 3, 2d WATC Hyperion S., Gr 3, RJ Peters S., Gr 3.

Springtime Gold (f by Old Spice). 6 wins 1200 to 1650m, $112,520, WATC

Salinger H., 3d WATC Hyperion S., Gr 3, Prince of Wales S., Gr 3.

Petite Angel (f by Marooned (GB)). Winner at 1400m, WATC TV H. Dam of-

CLUELESS ANGEL (f Oratorio) 7 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $349,130,

Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, WATC Burgess Queen S., L.

Impact (g Eternity Range (USA)) 9 wins at 1200, 1400m, $275,124 in

Malaysia, 3d Penang TC Astro Wah Lai Toi Sprint Trophy, L.

Race Record: Winner at 1500m, WATC Swan Mild H., 2d WATC Solid Gold 2YO

H., 3d WATC Salinger H., Bounty Hawk H.

Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, all winners.

2002 Old Value (f by Old Spice). Winner at 1600m, WATC Prime Again H. Dam of-

Bit of Value. 3 wins 1400 to 2200m to 2014-15.

2003 BATTLE EMBLEM (g by Second Empire (Ire)). 11 wins 1200 to 2300m,

$573,710, to 2013-14, WATC Grandstand Cup, L, Pinjarra Cup, L,

WATC Broome Racing Live on Sky 2 H., 2d WATC Strickland S., Gr 3,

Kalgoorlie Cup, L, 3d WATC Belmont Sprint H., Gr 3.

2004 Slipped by Scenic (Ire).

2005 Top Gun (g by Scenic (Ire)). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, WATC Magic

Millions Perth H., Playeronline.com.au H., Pr.com Members Lounge

H., 2d WATC Flood Damage Support in NE Queensland H.

2006 Missed to Hurricane Sky.

2007 Real Secret (g by Cannly Lad). Unraced.

2008 ELITE BELLE (f by Canny Lad). 10 wins 1200 to 2100m, $1,409,300, to

2014-15, WATC Railway S., Gr 1, CB Cox S., Gr 2, Belmont Sprint,

Gr 3, Hyperion S., Gr 3, Prince of Wales S., Gr 3, Carbine Club of

WA S., L, La Trice Classic, L, 2d WATC Roma Cup, Gr 3.

2009 Pure Glamour (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1200m,

$113,483, to 2013-14, WATC Universal Ruler H., Perthracing.com.au

H., Crown Perth H., 2d WATC Perak Turf Club Trophy H.

2010 Not served previous season.

2011 Mississippian (g by Oratorio). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15.

2012 Slipped by High Chaparral (Ire).

2013 (f by High Chaparral (Ire)).

2014 (c by Pierro).

Served by TESTA ROSSA. Date of last service, 23 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Newmarket 11-18

On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 441

| Chestnut mare (Branded C nr sh. 115 5 off sh.) | Foaled 2005 |

| (Sire) | FUSAICHI PEGASUS (USA) | (Dam) | ALLEZ FRANCE |

| Mr. Prospector | Raise a Native | Storm Cat | |
| Gold Digger | Dazig | Isidol Kitty | |
| Angel Fever | Rowdy Angel | | |

| Montelimar (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)) | |

| Best Effort | |

1st Dam

ALLEZ FRANCE, by Hennessy (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, 2d BTC Doomben Slipper S., L, 3d SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3, AJC James HB Carr S., L, 4th SAJC Stuart Crystal S., L. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

SUPERFLY (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 1100m, $122,200, AJC Widden S., L, 2d VRC Long Tan H., QTC Winter Racing Carnival H., 3d AJC Gimcrachos S., L, MVRC St Albans S., L, 4th VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3.

Montelimar (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Placed. See below.

Aneto (f by Encosta de Lago). 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, MRC Le Pine Funerals H., 2d ATC Canterbury Park H., 3d Bendigo JC Gold Bracelet.

Wildenstein (f by Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins–1 at 2 at 1200, 1900m to 2014-15, ATC Bowermans Office Furniture H., 3d ATC TAB Place Multi H.

Tricolore (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1610m.

2nd Dam

BEST EFFORT, by Luskin Star. Winner at 1400m. Three-quarter-sister to WORTH, Unrest (dam of RESTIVE). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ALLEZ FRANCE (f by Hennessy (USA)) 2 wins. See above.

Shot at the Title. 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, VRC Hyland Sportswear H. Dam of-

Longchamp (c Tavistock) Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2013-14, Levin RC Courtesy Ford 2YO H., 3d Hawke's Bay Guineas, Gr 2.

Morning Dew. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

Medallist. 5 wins 1600 to 1800m, $503,522, to 2014-15, HKJC Beas River H., Royal Oak Offshore H., Wayfoong Centenary Bowl H.

Daybreak Command. Winner at 1800m, AJC Watsons Bay P.

3rd Dam

HAIL, by Imperial Prince (Ire). Placed at 3. Three-quarter-sister to VICTORY PRINCE, half-sister to ARTIST MAN, SUDDEN (dam of BURST), WORTH, Unrest (dam of RESTIVE). Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. Placed at 2, 2d SAJC AV Jenning 2YO P., 3d SAJC South Australia S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.

2010 Loyalist (g by Myboycharlie (Ire)). 3 wins at 1350, 1400m to 2014-15, SCTC RCQ Construction H., 2d ATC Australian Turf Club 2YO H.

2011 Happy Surveys (g by Myboycharlie (Ire)). Unraced.

2012 (foal by Wanted). Dead.

2013 (c by Love Conquers All).

2014 (c by Wanted).

Served by THE FACTOR (USA). Date of last service, 20 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 442

MOONBOAT
Bay mare
(Branded \(\textcircled{C}\) nr sh. \(16\) off sh.)
Foaled 2004

(Sire)
ENCOSTA DE LAGO
(USA) 1993
Fairy King (USA) .......................... 2004
Northern Dancer ....................... by Nearctic

Encosta de Lago (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wnrs, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wnrs, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philippa, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stonehouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenintome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

(Dam)
MOON CHA CHA
1996
Marscay .......................... 1997
Heart of Market (USA)....

1st Dam
MOON CHA CHA, by Marscay. Winner at 1200m, 3d STC Marouba RSL Womens Auxiliary H. Three-quarter-sister to Canny Miss (dam of CAMARENA), half-sister to TERRACE. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-


Divine Moon (g by God's Own). 2 wins at 1400, 1900m to 2014-15, 3d ATC Stan Fox S., Gr 2.

Moonboat (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner. See below.
One Small Step (g by Red Ransom (USA)). 2 wins at 1207, 1226m, 2d STC Johnnie Walker H., 4th ATC Skyline S., Gr 3.

2nd Dam
TAARECK, by Bluebird (USA). 2 wins at 1250m, SAJC Sheraco H., Red Tempo H., 4th VATC Tristarc S., L. Half-sister to CANNY LAD, CANNY LASS (dam of ASTUTE ANGEL, CAUSEWAY LASS), SISTER CANNY, Canny Miss (dam of CAMARENA). Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

TERRACE (g Zabeel) 10 wins 1500 to 2800m, $332,650, Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Mile, L, MRC Trudy Birchall H., 2d STC Civic S., L.

3rd Dam
JESMOND LASS, by Lunchtime (GB). 7 wins at 2–1000 to 1400m, VATC Zonda H. Half-sister to Canny Queen (dam of COOL TRENT). Dazzling Dreamer (dam of RICH DREAMS). Dam of 14 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

CANNY LAD (c Bletchingly) Champion 2YO in Aust/NZ. 8 wins at 2–900 to 1614m, $2,069,900, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Sire.

CANNY LASS (f Bletchingly) 9 wins at 2, MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. Winner at 1150m, AJC Bisley Workwear P., 2d MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine H., 3d AJC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, San Domenico S., Gr 3, Denham Court H., 4th AJC Keith Mackay H., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner.
2009 Lunaverse (g by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). Unplaced.
2010 Missed to Ziggurat (NZ).
2011 Buyogan (f by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). Winner at 1400m in 2014 in Philippines.
2012 (c by Not a Single Doubt). Destroyed.
2013 (f by Foxwedge).
2014 (f by Foxwedge).

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 15 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
# MOONBOUND

**Lot 443**

**Bay mare**

(Branded \( \mathcal{S} \) \( n \) \( r \) \( n \) \( s \) \( h. \) 3/6\( o \)f\( f \) s\( h. \) ) Foaled 2006

| (Sire) | Danehill (USA) | Danzig ........................................ by Northern Dancer
| CATBIRD | Razyana ....................................... by His Majesty
| Fitting | Marscay ......................................... by Biscay
| (Dam) | MOONFIRE | Corn ........................................ by Hotfoot
| 2000 | Geiger Counter (USA) | Mr. Prospector ........................ by Raise a Native
| | | Thong ........................................ by Nantallah
| | | Balmy Night (NZ) | Balmerino (NZ) ........................ by Trictrac (Fr)
| | | | Smack ........................................ by Final Orders (NZ)


**1st Dam**

**Moonbound**, by Geiger Counter (USA). Winner at 1600m, WATC Bankwest Business Loan H., 2d WATC Cambridge Star 2YO H., Saratov H., 3d WATC Natasha Trophy, L, Vornette H., Hillian H. Half-sister to OLD MONEY, OLD COBBER. Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:--

**MOONLIGHT BAY** (f by Catbird). 9 wins 1200 to 2300m, $582,950, to 2013-14, WATC Tattersall’s Cup, L, Ascot Gold Cup, L, St Leger, L, Pinjarra Cup, L, Bunbury TC AHA Cup, L, WATC Crown Metropol H., 2d WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3, Strickland S., Gr 3, Natasha S., L, Pinjarra Cup, L, 3d WATC GA Towton Cup, L, Ascot Gold Cup, L, 4th Western Australia Oaks, Gr 3, WATC Belmont Sprint H., Gr 3, Tattersall’s Cup, L, Bunbury Cup, L.

**Moonbound** (f by Catbird). 6 wins. See below.

**Divine Dancer** (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, WATC Call TAB to Bet 132 369 H., 3d WATC Ozbet.com.au H.

**Major Victory** (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). **Winner** at 2 at 1200m.

**Moon Raider** (f by Canny Lad). Placed to 2013-14.

**2nd Dam**

**BALMY NIGHT (NZ)**, by Balmerino. Placed at 3, 2d WATC Beau Scot H., 4th WATC St Leger, Gr 3. Sister to LINC THE LEOPARD, Belmont Miss (dam of SPORTSBEAT). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:--

**OLD MONEY** (f Old Spice) 7 wins 1500 to 2400m, $624,284, WATC Derby, Gr 1, Western Australian Oaks, Gr 2, WATC CB Cox S., Gr 2, Ascot One Thousand Guineas, 3d Santa Anita Buena Vista H., Gr 2, Fair Grounds Furl Sail H., L, 4th WATC Burgess Queen S., L, Producer.

**OLD COBBER** (g Old Spice) 14 wins 1300 to 2400m, $401,810, WATC CB Cox S., Gr 2-twice, Winter Cup, Gr 3, ATA S., L, Family of Man H., 2d WATC Perth Cup, Gr 2, St Leger, L, GA Towton Cup, L, 3d WATC Melvista S., L, GA Towton Cup, L, Tattersall’s Cup, L, Pinjarra Cup, L.

**Moonfire** (f Geiger Counter (USA)) **Winner**. See above.

Kalgoorlie. 10 wins 1200 to 1600m, WATC Oaks Day H., Fresh is Best H. British Linc. 7 wins 1200 to 1600m, WATC NEC Microwave H., Midwinter Welter H., Kleenheat Autogas H., Nicopolis H., ACI Insulation H. Producer.

**Race Record:** 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, $146,950, WATC Winning Edge Presentations Country Bowl H., Bulmers Cider H., Super Saturday at Ascot H., Playeronline.com.au H., 3d WATC Westspeed Stayers’ Bonus H.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 named foal.

2012 **Total Eclipse** (f by Testa Rossa). Unraced.

2013 (f by Testa Rossa).

2014 (c by Testa Rossa).

Served by TESTA ROSSA. Date of last service, 12 December 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 444  
MOONRUSH
Bay mare  
(Branded C nr sh. 94 off sh.)  
Foaled 2010

(Sire)  
ENCOSTA DE LAGO  
Fairy King (USA) by Northern Dancer  
Fairy Bridge (GB) by Star Way  
Rolls (USA) by Mr. Prospector

(Dam)  
ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wns, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wns, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philippi, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenin'tome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam  
CATCHING MOONBEAMS (IRE), by Danehill (USA). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Ipswich. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:- Devilgate Drive (g by Dehere (USA)). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m. Moonrush (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner. See below. Chasing the Sun (g by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 2020m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam  
IMPERIAL BEAUTY (USA), by Imperial Ballet. 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1005m, Prix de l’Abbaye de Longchamp, Gr 1, Newbury World Trophy, L, York Summer S., L, 2d Newmarket Cheveley Park S., Gr 1, Prix de l’Abbaye de Longchamp, Gr 1, Woodrow King George S., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to Be My Queen, half-sister to Gulsary. Dam of 7 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:- Ipswich (f Danehill Dancer) 2 wins at 1500, 1900m to 2014, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Vamos, 2d Longchamp La Coupe, Gr 3, Grand Prix de Vichy, Gr 3, 3d Maisons-Laffitte Prix Jacques Laffitte, L, 4th Chantilly Prix Allez France, Gr 3.

3rd Dam  
MULTIMARA, by Arctic Tern. Placed at 2 in U.S.A. Half-sister to MIDNIGHT AIR (dam of MIDNIGHT LINE), Shadow Song (dam of JAN VERMEER, TOGETHER). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:- IMPERIAL BEAUTY (f Imperial Ballet) 4 wins. See above. Gulsary (f Galileo) 3 wins 1600 to 2000m, €127,884, Chantilly Prix du Chene de la Justice, 2d Arlington Park Modesty H., Gr 3, Churchill Downs Keertana S., L, 3d Santa Anita Robert J Frankel S., Gr 3, Megahertz S., L. Be My Queen (f Sadler’s Wells) Winner at 1m, 2d Galway Oyster S., L, 4th Curragh Blandford S., Gr 2. Producer.

4th Dam  
EVENING AIR, by J. O. Tobin. Unraced. Half-sister to ANCIENT TIMES, City College. Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:- MIDNIGHT AIR (f Green Dancer) 2 wins at 2, Doncaster May Hill S., Gr 3, 2d Doncaster Sceptre S., L. Producer. Shadow Song. Winner at 2250m in France. Dam of 4 winners- TOGETHER (f Galileo) Joint Champion 3YO Miler in Ireland in 2011. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 7f, 9f, £520,409, Keeneland Queen Elizabeth II Challenge Cup S., Gr 1, 2d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. JAN VERMEER (c Montjeu) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1600, 2000m, £436,591, Saint-Cloud Criterium International, Gr 1, 3d Irish Derby, Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m in 2013-14. First season at stud Served by STARCRAT (NZ). Date of last service, 17 September 2014. Believed to be in foal.
Lot 445 (With 40% GST) MORCEAU

Chestnut mare (Branded nr sh. 5 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) MORE THAN READY (USA) Southern Halo .......... Halo.......................... by Hail to Reason
Northern Sea.......................... by Northern Dancer
Woodman's Girl ....................... Woodman (USA) ................. by Mr. Prospector

(Dam) ZENENAT .......................... Becky be good ........ by Naskra
1999 Danenhill (USA) ..................... Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer
Crystal Palace ......................... Rayanya ....................... by His Majesty
Northern Sea ......................... Crystal Palace ............... by Caro
Woodman (USA) ....................... Crystal Palace ............... by Mr. Prospector


1st Dam ZENENAT, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 1250, 1400m, STC De Bortoli Wines H. Sister to Dame Again (dam of ACES AGAIN), half-sister to DALTAWA (dam of DALKATHANI, DAVYALAMI, DALGHAR, DAYMARTI), Crepe Ginger (dam of ORATORIO LATINO). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Good Power (g by Dubawi (Ire)). 5 wins 1200 to 1800m in Malaysia. Yankee Hoedown (f by Encosta de Lago). Placed at 3.

2nd Dam Damana (Fr), by Crystal Palace. 3 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2800m, Saint-Cloud Prix Godiche, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix de l'Elevage, L. Half-sister to DASTAAN, Denizliya (dam of DEYNAWARI). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
DALTAWA (f Miswaki) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 2000, 2100m, Saint-Cloud Prix Ronde de Nuit, L, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix Penelope, Gr 3. Dam of 7 winners-
DAVYALAMI (c Doyoun) Horse of the Year in Europe in 1999. 11 wins 1600 to 2400m, Breeders' Cup Turf S., Gr 1, Ascot King George VI & Queen Elizabeth Diamond S., Gr 1, Belmont Man o' War S., Gr 1. Sire.
DALKATHANI (c Darshaan) Horse of the Year in Europe in 2003. 8 wins–3 at 2–1408 to 2400m, €2,180,803, Chantilly Prix du Jockey Club, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe, Gr 1, Prix Lupin, Gr 1, Saint-Cloud Criterium International, Gr 1. Successful sire.
DALGHAR (c Anabaa (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1600m, £200,182, Longchamp Prix du Palais-Royal, Gr 3, 2d Ascot Diadem S., Gr 2.
DAYMARTI (g Caerleon) 6 wins at 2000, 2300m, Le Lion-d'Angers Grand Prix d'Anjou-Bretagne, L, 2d Longchamp Prix Lupin, Gr 1.

Daltaiyma. Winner at 2011m, Longchamp Prix du Pavillon. Dam of-
DALTAYA (f Anabaa (USA)) 2 wins at 1600m, Longchamp Prix de la Grotte, Gr 3, 4th Longchamp Poule d'Essai des Pouliches, Gr 1. Dam of-
DALKALA (f Giant's Causeway) 6 wins 1800 to 2500m, Longchamp Prix de l'Opera, Gr 1, 3d Deauville Prix Jean Romanet, Gr 3.

Dalitama. Placed at 3, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Hildegarde. Dam of 2 winners-
DOLNIA (f Azamour (Ire)) 4 wins 1900 to 2500m, €341,305, to 2015, Saint-Cloud Prix de Mallere, Gr 2, 3d Longchamp Prix Vermeille, Gr 1.

Dalmiya. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
DALWARI (g More Than Ready) 2 wins at 1600, 1800m, Chantilly Prix de Guiche, Gr 3, 3d Maisons-Laffitte Prix Eugene Adam, Gr 2.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (c by Hinchinbrook).
Served by SIZZLING. Date of last service, 25 November 2014.
Not in foal
TBA

On Account of DYNAMIC SYNDICATIONS, Sydney
(As Agent)

Lot 446 (With 2.50% GST) MORE TO IT
Bay or Brown mare (Branded 61 nr sh. 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) MORE THAN READY (USA) Southern Halo.......................... Halo.............................. by Hail to Reason
by Northern Dancer

(Dam) SONNY AND SPUR ....... Woodman's Girl ....................... Woodman (USA) .......... by Mr. Prospector
by Northern Dancer

By: Mr. Prospector

MORE THAN READY (USA) (1997). 7 wins–5 at 2, Saratoga King's Bishop S.,
Gr.1. Sire of 1766 rnrs, 1302 wns, 139 SW, inc. Sebring (STC Golden Slipper S.,
Gr.1), Phelan Ready, Benicio, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Atlante, Miracles of
Life, Rebel Dane, Ready for Rye, Serena Miss, Kauai Katie, Night Prowler, Race
Day, Unencumbered, Vinceremos, Winding Way, Machen, Executive Allure,
Louisiana Flyboy, Roheryn, Bold Kitten, Kinz Funky Monkey, etc.

1st Dam
SONNY AND SPUR, by Flying Spur. Unraced. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
More to It (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins. See below.
Chermagic (f by Magic Albert). Winner at 1400m.

2nd Dam
SONORAY (USA), by Gone West. Unraced. Half-sister to PANAMA CANAL, Our
Miss Legs (dam of SUCCESS BEAUTY), Alya (dam of SAL THE BARBER,
JOYFUL CHAOS). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Escargot. 4 wins 1170 to 1400m, 3d MVRC Pulse Pharmacy H.
Perfect Tiger. 2 wins at 1000, 1700m in Korea.
Zone Moment. 2 wins at 1400m in Japan.

3rd Dam
COLONIAL WATERS, by Pleasant Colony. 6 wins 1m to 1¼m, $1,112,847,
Saratoga John A Morris H., Gr 1, Aqueduct Ladies H., Gr 2, Gulfstream
Johnnie Walker Black Classic H., Gr 2, Florida Oaks, L, Monmouth Lady's
Secret S., L, 2d Breeders' Cup Distaff S., Gr 1, Aqueduct Top Flight H., Gr 1-
twice, Belmont Ruffian H., Gr 1, Beldame S., Gr 1-twice, Delaware H., Gr 1.
Three-quarter-sister to Proud Colony (dam of GRASS VALLEY), half-sister to
SOUTHERN SULTAN, IRON CONSTITUTION, Literary Bird (dam of
LITERARY ART). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

PANAMA CANAL (f Gulch) 4 wins, Aqueduct Move H., Gr 3. Dam of 5 winners-
Gran Tenor (g Dixieland Band) 9 wins 5f to 8½f, $142,659, 2d Hollywood
Willard L Proctor Memorial S., L, 3d Sunray Inaugural H.
Last Out of Panama (c More Than Ready) Winner at 5½f, 2d Colonial
Jamestown S., L.

Our Miss Legs. Winner at 2500m in France. Dam of 10 winners-
SUCCESS BEAUTY (f Sunday Silence) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1400m, $1,245,871,
Hanshin Hochi Hai Fillies' Revue. Jpn-2. Dam of 5 winners-
SUCCESS BROCKEN (c Symboli Kris S) 7 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2000m,
Tokyo February S., Gr 1, Ohi Tokyo Daishoten, L, Japan Dirt Derby, L, 2d
 Morioka Mile Championship Nambu Hai, L, 3d Tokyo February S., Gr 1.
Alya. Started twice. Dam of 7 winners-

SAL THE BARBER (c Alphabet Soup) 5 wins 8½f to 17f, $293,220, to 2014,
Calder Derby, Gr 3, Aqueduct Three Coins Up S., L, Belmont Don Jack S.,
L, 2d Saratoga National Museum of Racing Hall of Fame S., Gr 2.

JOYFUL CHAOS (f Rahy) 5 wins 8½f to 1¼m, $235,761, Aqueduct
Glowing Tribute S., L, 2d Belmont Christiecath S., L. Dam of 3 winners-
Sweet Shirley Mae (f Broken Vow) 4 wins–1 at 2–5f to 8¼f, to 2014,
2d Saratoga Spinaway S., Gr 1, 3d Breeders' Cup Juvenile Sprint, L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1000, 1300m to 2014-15.
Has not been to stud
Stable 3 Rows D 7-14 & E 11-14
On Account of SLEDMERE STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 447
MOREAU
Bay or Brown mare (Branded ♂ nr sh. 45 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Redoute’s Choice ............... by Danzig............... 
SNITZEL ......................... by Canny Lad............... 
Snippets’ Choice .................. by Lunchtime (GB)......... 
Snow Finch (Ire) ................. by Storm Bird............. 

(Dam) French Deputy (USA)...... Deputy Minister ........ by Vice Regent........ 
Mitterand ....................... by Hold Your Peace........ Mr. Prospector ........ by Raise a Native......... 
Phantom Creek (GB)......... Danseur Fabuleux .... by Northern Dancer........


1st Dam FRANCOPHILE, by French Deputy (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Vril, Dubai Spirit (dam of CIRCLE OF BLISS), Unknown Waters (dam of MEISHO QUALIA). Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

Moreau (f by Snitzel). 2 wins. See below.
Snitzel Blitz (f by Snitzel). Winner at 2 at 1204m in 2013-14, 2d SAJC Pura Milk 2YO H.
Eclat (f by Beneteau). Winner at 2 at 1100m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam PHANTOM CREEK (GB), by Mr. Prospector. Winner at 1200m in U.A.E. Three-quarter-sister to Fortrose, half-sister to ARAZI, NOVERRE, Prestigious (dam of PREMARDAL). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Vril (c Sunday Silence) 8 wins 1400 to 2850m, $1,638,575, Tokyo Hakusho S., Okutama S., Ireland Trophy, 3d Chukyo TV Aichi Open, L. Sire.
Dubai Spirit. Winner at 1609m in France. Dam of 3 winners-

CIRCLE OF BLISS (f Singspiel (Ire)) 4 wins 1600 to 2000m, $219,611, to 2014 in India, Mumbai AC Ardeshir Trophy, L, Pune RWITC Gold Cup, L. 
Unknown Waters. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

MEISHO QUALIA (c Manhattan Cafe) 4 wins–1 at 2–1800 to 2400m, $2,317,879, Hakodate Tomoe Sho, L, Kyoto Shimbun Hai, L.

3rd Dam Danseur Fabuleux, by Northern Dancer. Placed, 2d Evry Prix Minerve, Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to AJDAL, JOYEUX DANSEUR, FABULEUX DANCER, half-sister to DOUBLES PARTNER. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

ARAZI (c Blushing Groom) 9 wins–7 at 2–1000 to 1700m, Breeders' Cup Juvenile S., Gr 1, Longchamp Prix de la Salamandre, Gr 1, Grand Criterium, Gr 1, Deauville Prix Morny, Gr 1. Sire.

NOVERRE (c Rahy) 5 wins–4 at 2–1005 to 1609m, Goodwood Sussex S., Gr 1, 2d Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr 1, Goodwood Sussex S., Gr 1, Newbury Lockinge S., Gr 1, Newmarket Dewhurst S., Gr 1. Sire.
River Sunset. Winner at 2 in France. Grandam of-

GOLDEN MOKA (c Golden Missile) 4 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1900m, $318,967 in Canada and Panama, Fort Erie Prince of Wales S., L. 
Prestigious. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

PREMARDAL (f Shamardal (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $298,050, WATC Starstruck Classic, L, Jungle Dawn Classic, L-twice.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, $113,675, MRC Herald Sun P., 3d Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2, VRC Visit Victoria P.

First season at stud
Served by MOSSMAN. Date of last service, 23 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows A,B & C 1-4
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry’s Plains
(As Agent)

Lot 448

MOSSMONEY
Bay mare (Branded \ nr sh. 131 off sh.) Foaled 2008

(Sire) MOSSMAN
Success Express (USA) Hold Your Peace by Speak John
Au Printemps by Dancing Champ

(Dam) SPECIE
Lichen Lady by Off Shore (GB) Twig Moss (Fr) by Luther

1st Dam SPECIE by Canny Lad
Unraced. Half-sister to GUINEAS, Takas. Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

The Bowler (g by Testa Rossa). 5 wins—2 at 2—955 to 1400m, $243,595, to 2014-15, VRC Williamstown H., MRC Schweppes H., MVRC Jeep 55 Second Challenge Heat H., 2d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), GR 3, VRC Taj Rossi Series Final H., L, Fairstar H., 3d GCTC Magic Millions Cup, RL.
Simply Smart (g by Lonhro). 6 wins at 900, 1200m to 2014-15, BRC Keno Hit the Jackpot H., Brc.com.au H., 2d BRC Channel Seven P., Sky Racing World H., Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Arcade H., 3d BRC Mimiki Foundation P.
Mossmoney (f by Mossman). 4 wins. See below.
Pluralism - Macau King (Mac.) (g by Strategic). 3 wins—2 at 2—1200, 1200m, $208,594 in Aust and Macau, SAJC BMW Magic Millions Adelaide 2YO Classic, Schweppes 2YO P.
Afairgo (g by Desert Prince (Ire)). 9 wins 900 to 1265m to 2013-14.

2nd Dam FOREIGN BANK (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). Unplaced. Half-sister to ANCIENT CITY, Cosign, Lichen Lady (dam of MOSSMAN, MOSS ROCKET). Dam of 10 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

GUINEAS (g Crown Jester) 10 wins—7 at 2—1000 to 1200m, $1,834,685, STC Golden Slipper S., GR 1, AJC Royal Sovereign S., GR 2, STC Concorde S., GR 3, Missile S., GR 3, Skyline S., GR 3, AJC Kindergarten S., L, BTC Stakes, L, QTC JF Meynink S., L, Qld Tatt’s RC Foster’s 2YO H., 2d AJC Sires’ Produce S., GR 1, STC Canterbury S., GR 2, AJC Shorts H., GR 3, STC Heritage S., L, 3d STC Canterbury S., GR 2, VATC HDF McNeil S., L.
Takas (c Quest for Fame (GB)) 3 wins 1250 to 1600m, $193,275, AJC Cascades H., STC Rooty Hill RSL Club & Resort P., Tip Top Bakeries H., 2d STC Peter Pan S., GR 2, Hawkesbury Gold Cup, GR 3, Gosford Slipper, L, STC Club NSW & Club Keno H., Nivea Visage H., 3d STC Todman Slipper Trial S., GR 2, Newcastle JC Spring S., GR 3, AJC Convention Centre H.
Finance. 7 wins at 1200m, AJC Tod Sloan H., Tollgate Hotel H., QTC International Gaming Welter H., 1-Xerro H., 2d STC Arctic Coast H.


First season at stud
Served by STRYKER. Date of last service, 9 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows J & K 1-5
On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)
Lot 449 (No GST)
Bay mare (Branded \[N nr sh. $9/2 off sh.)
Foaled 2002

(Sire)
MARJU (IRE)
Last Tycoon (Ire)................. Try My Best.......................... by Northern Dancer ....
Mill Princess........................ Mill Reef ................................
Artaius.................................. by Round Table ..................
Welsh Flame.......................... by Welsh Pageant..........

(Dam)
SYMPHONETTA (NZ) ..
Western Symphony (USA) Nijinsky.......................... by Northern Dancer ....
Millicent............................. by Cornish Prince.....
Bold Lad ............................. by Bold Ruler ............
Light of Dawn II (GB)..... by Crepello..........................

mrs, 633 wrns, 54 SW, inc. Soviet Song, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Ribbons,
Vedelago, Marcellina, Canford Cliffs, Sanagas, Raydara, Grandezza, Durham
Town, Girl Warrior, Luvah Girl, Remus de la Tour, Talwar, Rabatash, Our Faye,
Big Bad Bob, Lilbourne Eliza, Palm Springs, Dalkova, Strategic Game, Easy
Running, etc.

1st Dam
SYMPHONETTA (NZ), by Western Symphony (USA). Started once. Dam of 15
foals, 13 to race, 12 winners, inc:–
Mastery (c by Bureaucracy (NZ)). 11 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $271,278,
AJC Universe Cycles Flying Welter H., 3d Gosford Guineas, L.
Margene (f by Magic Albert). 3 wins 1100 to 1250m, ATC Sydney Banana
Wholesalers H., 3d ATC NGW Super H.
Recitals (f by Bureaucracy (NZ)). 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, VATC Toltrice H.,
MVRC Strathayr H., 4th MVRC William Crockett S., L. Dam of 2 winners–The One. Winner at 1400m, HKJC Audemars Piguet Edward Piquet H.
Flying Crown. 9 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2000m, $100,242, 2d STC Michael
Hansell Signs H., 3d AJC Marriott Hotels Australia H.
Desetta (c by Desert Sun (GB)). 2 wins–1 at 2–1100, 1600m, AJC
Manchester Unity H., 2d AJC Emirates P., STC Nova 96.9 Marquee H.
Master Harmony (g by Bureaucracy (NZ)). 3 wins at 1100, 1600m, 3d STC
Neville O’Connor Members Equity H.
Alemar (f by Bureaucracy (NZ)). 2 wins at 1600, 2100m. Dam of 5 winners–
ALBERT THE FAT (g Magic Albert) 11 wins 1200 to 1600m, $1,307,525,
VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, BRC BTC Cup, Gr 1, Clean Domain Quality H.,
QTC Paralympic Cup, 2d ATC Shorts H., Gr 2, MRC Betfair S., Gr 3, 3d
BRC Victory S., Gr 2, AJC Show County H., L, 4th ATC All Aged S.,
Gr 1, Premiere S., Gr 2, BRC Victory S., Gr 2, AJC Tramway H., Gr 3.
Prince Albert. 2 wins at 2020, 2050m in 2013-14, SAJC Endeavour Homes
H., 3d SAJC City of Marion H.
Amber Alert. 3 wins 1300 to 1720m to 2014-15.
Flash Albert. 2 wins at 1500, 1600m to 2013-14.
Albert’s Symphony (g by Magic Albert). Winner at 1350m in 2013-14.
Dances With Eagles (f by Eagle Eyed (USA)). Unplaced. Dam of–
Our Barney. 6 wins 1300 to 1900m, $153,830, ATC Guineas Restaurant H.,
Bacidari Bar H., 4th Wyong Gold Cup, L.

Race Record: 3 wins 1000 to 1100m, 2d Toowoomba TC XXXX Trophy Quality
H., MVRC Camp Australia H., 4th QTC J Cadell Garrick H., L.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner.
2009 Don’t Doubt Ju (g by Not a Single Doubt). Placed at 3.
2010 Missed to Magic Albert.
2011 Swayzee (f by Magic Albert). Winner at 2 at 1300m in 2013-14, 3d ATC
TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H.
2012 (c by Magic Albert).
2013 (f by Wanted).
2014 (f by Canford Cliffs (Ire)).

Served by DELAGO DELUXE. Date of last service, 24 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows J & K 1-5

On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)

Lot 450

MUSICAL LADY

Bay mare

(Branded Y nr sh. 1/7 off sh.)

Foaled 2007

(Sire) Sadler's Wells .............. Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic ......................
CARNEGIE (IRE) ............... Fairy Bridge ................ by Bold Reason ...............
Detroit ......................... Riveman ...................... by Never Bend ..................

(Dam) Derna ............................
BOISTEROUS LADY ....

1992

Rivious (USA) .................... Riveman ...................... by Never Bend ..................
Glorious Song ................. by Halo .........................
Blockbuster ..................... by Streetfighter (GB) ....
Riverman ....................... by Whiskey Road (USA) ..

mrrs, 429 wmrnrs, 14 SW, inc. Tuesday Joy (STC BMW S., Gr.1), Amalfi, Vision and
Power, Perlin, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Kushadasi, Gondokoro,
Zabeelionaire, Whobegotyou, Savvy Nature, Antonio Lombardo, Meisho Naruto,
Annie Higgins, Mrs Kipling, Belle Miraaj, Dancer’s Tale, Faalless, Bespoke,
Excuse My French, Options, Queen Sabeel, Admire Commando, Atom Cat, etc.

1st Dam

BOISTEROUS LADY, by Rivious (USA). 9 wmrns–1 at 2–900 to 1400m,
$205,040, GCTC Silk Stocking H., L, BTC Ciamar H., AJC Malaya H., BATC
Charlton Boy H., QTCD Channel 10 News H., 2d BTC Diamond Stud S., L,
Brisbane Day H., QTCD Bardon & J Hill Plumb H., 3d AJC Widden S., L, STC
Very Merry 2YO H. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

RENA’S LADY (f by Arena). 3 wmrns–1 at 2–1300 to 2400m, $515,695, AJC
Australian Oaks, Gr 1, Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Rockdale 2YO H., 2d AJC
William O’Givlie 2YO H., STC Spring Carnival H., 3d VRC Haymaker H.,
4th VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2. Dam of 2 winners-Shikra. 3 wmrns 1500 to 1800m in 2013-14, ATC Drummond Golf H., 2d ATC
Racing NSW 4tracks4kids H., 3d ATC Jamberoo Action Park H.
Heshima. Winner at 1200m in 2014-15.

VATUVEI (g by Reset). 3 wmrns 1400 to 2800m, $412,185, MVRC Drake
International Cup, Gr 2, VRC St Leger, L, 2d BRC Grand Prix S., Gr 3, VRC
Andrew Ramsden S., L, 3d ATC BJ McKell Cup, L, Mornington RC Galilee
Final H., L, ATC Stayers’ Cup, 4th ATC Lord Mayor’s Cup, L.

RAISE (f by Arena). 2 wmrns at 1550, 2000m, $184,575, AJC Adrian Knox S.,
Gr 3, Centennial Park H., 2d Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L, STC
Bacardi Breezer H., 3d AJC Frederick Clissold H., Gr 3. Dam of-

Monopole (f High Chaparral (Ire)) Placed at 3 in 2014-15, 3d Tasmanian
Oaks, L.

Musical Lady (f by Carnegie (Ire)). 3 wmrns. See below.

Grand Lady (f by Grander (Ire)). 3 wmrns at 1000, 1100m, AJC Tycoon Lil H.

Glorious Lady (f by King’s Theatre (Ire)). 3 wmrns–1 at 2–1007 to 1800m, AJC
Como Hotel H., BTC The 131 600 H., 3d QTC Paul’s Folly H. Dam of-
Lukey. 3 wmrns at 1265, 1400m to 2014-15.

Rena’s Lad. 2 wmrns–1 at 2–1257, 1450m to 2014-15.

Emma de Lago (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1000m in 2013-14 in South Africa.

2nd Dam

BUSTER’S GIRL, by Blockbuster. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, all
winners, inc:-

BOISTEROUS LADY (f Rivious (USA)) 9 wmrns. See above.

Bodacious Lady. 5 wmrns–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $102,963, AJC Westmead
Children’s Hospital H., Convention Centre H., STC Hunting Horn 2YO H.

Race Record: 3 wmrns 1300 to 1400m, BRC Mt Franklin Sparkling P, 3d ATC The
Links Shell Cove H., Like Us on Facebook H., Farley Racing H., BRC
Widewood Transport H.

First season at stud
Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 14 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 451 (No GST)  
MY THOUSAND  
Bay mare  
(Branded red nr sh. 1/8 off sh.)  
Foaled 2008  

**(Sire)**  
Forest (USA) ...............  
Danehill (USA) ...............  
by Northern Dancer .........  
by His Majesty ...............  
Razyana  
Jade Hunter (USA) ..........  
by Mr. Prospector ..........  
Reignante  
by Century ..................  
by Century .................  

**(Dam)**  
HELI'S HOT  
by Zeditave  
2002  
Steam Heat  
by Salieri (USA) ..........  
by Accipiter ...............  
Supaburn  
by Blazing Saddles .........  

**FOREPLAY (AUS) (2001). 2 wins to 1100m, MRC Doveton S., L. Sire of 132 mares, 88 winners, inc. SW Decision Time (AJC Stan Fox S., Gr.2), Playcidium Mint, That's Not It, SP Final Crescendo, Playtime, Havatryst, Playlist and of Just for Starters, Faith'n'courage, Sea Tryst, Shiny and New, Believe'n'receive, Rad, Tigerish, Wine 'n' Dine, Grab the Jewels, Lady la Douce, Let's Misbehave, Playful Miss, Preparation, A Bridge Too Far, etc.**

1st Dam  
HELL IT'S HOT, by Zeditave. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, 3d AJC Smith & Nephew Birmingham 2YO H., Emirates Airlines 2YO H. Half-sister to CRAIG'S DRAGON, HOT AS HELL, FLAMING HOT. Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-  
Let's Misbehave (f by Foreplay). 3 wins 900 to 1250m, ATC Coolmore Australia H.  
Hot Art (f by Excellent Art (GB)). Placed to 2014-15.

2nd Dam  
STEAM HEAT, by Salieri (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Startrack (dam of PEKALAN). Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, all winners, inc:-  
HOT AS HELL (g County) 9 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1100m, $258,618, AJC Shorts H., Gr 3, June S., L-twice, NSW Tatt's RC AJF Rofe H., 2d STC Star Kingdom S., Gr 3, Moet & Chandon H., L, 4th STC Missle S., Gr 3.  
CRAIG'S DRAGON (g Catbird) 6 wins at 1000, 1200m, $825,524, HKJC Chow Tai Fook Bahania Sprint Trophy, HK-3, Kap Shui Mun H.  
FLAMING HOT (c County) 9 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1200m, $226,500, NSW Tatt's RC Carrington S., L, AJC Good Health Wins 2YO H., STC Northern Dancer H., 2d AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2, 4th Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L.  
Harlem Heat. 5 wins 900 to 1400m, AJC Schweppes H. Producer.  
Drum Fire. 4 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1700m, WATC Parkin H., Starglow H.  
Sin Sin Sin. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, Wellington Boot.  
Bandido. Winner at 2 at 1200m, BTC Flowers By Hawkins 2YO H.  
Good Heavens. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 5 winners-  
**Boncoeur (g Show a Heart) 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $133,765, STC Merrylands RSL Club H., 3d STC Run to the Rose H., L.**

3rd Dam  
Supaburn, by Blazing Saddles. 10 wins 900 to 1200m, AJC Pretty Polly H., 3d Clarence River JC Ramornie H., L. Half-sister to SALAAM, Salamaura (dam of MOMENTAIRE). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
Startrack. Winner at 2 at 900m. Dam of-  
PEKALAN (f Sri Pekan (USA)) 9 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2000m, $307,500, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, 3d AJC Wiggles H., L. Dam of-  
FINE BUBBLES (f Casino Prince) 5 wins 1250 to 1400m, $279,065, to 2014-15, Newcastle JC Tibbie S., Gr 3, BRC Gouldson Injury Law H.  

Race Record: Unraced.  
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.  
2013  
(c by Uncle Mo (USA)).  
2014  
(f by Choisir).  

Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 30 September 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
NAGOYA
Bay or Brown mare
(Branded nr sh. off sh.)
Foaled 2000

(Sire)
Rainbow Quest.............. Blushing Groom by Red God
I Will Follow.............. by Herbagere
Aryenne.................... Green Dancer by Nijinsky
Americaine................ by Cambremont

(Dam)
SUZUKA........................
1995

Night Shift (USA)........... Ciboulette by Chop Chop
Provideo (Ire).............. by Godswalk (USA)
Road to Glory.............. Calcutta Girl by Aurealis


1st Dam
SUZUKA, by Night Shift (USA). Winner at 1200m, STC Meapro H., 2d AJC Bell Securitites H., STC West Leagues H. Half-sister to LE MANS, Montmelo, Interlagos (dam of BRASILEIRA). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

Hairpin (f by Octagonal (NZ)). Winner at 1250m, STC De Bortoli Wines H., 2d MVRC Autumn Racing Cup S., L, 4th AJC Flight S., Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners

DETOURS (f Ad Valorem (USA)) 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1250m, $451,175, MRC Sportbet Sprint S., Gr 3, BRC Bright Shadow H., L.

Sakitto (f by Domesday). Placed at 2 in 2013-14, 2d MRC Beveridge Williams P., 3d MRC Mica Diamond Preview (f), L.

Boer (g by Strategic). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m to 2014-15, 2d MRC Catanach's Jewellers 2YO P., 4th MRC Catanach's Jewellers S., L.

Traffic (f by Lonhro). 5 wins 1000 to 1400m to 2013-14.

2nd Dam
ROAD TO GLORY, by Provido (Ire). 6 wins 900 to 1400m, $137,200, Tamworth JC Prime Television S., 2d AJC Canterbury S., Gr 2.

Half-sister to RAPAN BOY - FASTABOB (H.K.), INDIAN CHIEF, Southern Sweep. Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

LE MANS (g Quest for Fame (GB)) 4 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1300m, $124,660, VATC Debutant S., L, 3d NSW Tatt's RC Roman Consul S., Gr 3.

Montemlo (f Viscount) Winner at 2 at 1100m, AJC Princess Welcome 2YO H., 2d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2. Producer.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC Berjani Jewellers 2YO H., 2d AJC Easter in Sydney H., STC Gallagher Hotel Group H., 3d AJC Chifley H., Moet & Chandon 2YO H., Seppelt Wines H.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners.

2005 AICHI (g by Strategic). 5 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1250m, $481,300, VRC Danehill S., Gr 3, Gosford Guineas, L, AJC Canterbury Betting Auditorium H., MRC Clamms Seafood Classic, 2d MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr 2, AJC Up and Coming S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Newmarket H., L, 4th AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Newmarket H., L.

2006 Didiyo (g by Over). Winner at 1610m.

2007 (f by Over). Died.

2008 Atsuta (g by Commands). 2 wins at 1200m, 2d ATC Condell Park Produce H.

2009 (c by Strategic). Destroyed.

2010 Suemori (f by Street Cry (Ire)). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m in 2014-15.


2013 (c by Hard Spun (USA)).

2014 Missed to Helmet.

Served by HELMET. Date of last service, 11 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row F 5-7

On Account of RHEINWOOD PASTORAL CO.,
Mittagong (As Agent)

Lot 453 (No GST)
National Gift
Grey mare (Branded \( \text{nr sh.} \frac{6}{6} \text{off sh.} \))
Foaled 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Secret Savings (USA).... Seeking the Gold........ by Mr. Prospector ........</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jurisdictional................. by Damascus..............................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DASH FOR CASH.........</td>
<td>Rubiton......................... by Century..............................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>Guilet (GB)........................ by Kalaglow.........................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MATTER.................</td>
<td>Zabeel (NZ)........................ by Sir Tristram (IRE)..............</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>Eight Carat (GB).................. by Pieces of Eight..............................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monteverdi......................... by Lyphard..............................</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noble Mark........................ by On Your Mark..............................</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam
MATTER, by Octagonal (NZ). Unraced. Half-sister to ADAGIETTO, CAPTIVA, Musical Note (dam of PACKING WINNER), Woodman’s Myth (dam of LUT’S CHOICE). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Carnero (c by Carnegie (IRE)). 3 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $532,450, MRC Inglis Premier 2YO Trophy, 2d VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.2, MVRC JRA Cup, Gr.3, 3d MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr.2, 4th MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr.2.
Gratis (f by Orpen (USA)). 2 wins at 1210, 1600m, MVRC SkyCity Adelaide Cup March H., 2d MRC Sandal H., 3d SAJC Auraria S., Gr.3.
Embark (f by Choisir). 4 wins at 1200, 1300m, $270,555, ATC Sally Large H., Pacific West H., 3d SAJC Proud Miss S., L, 4th ATC Toy Show H., L. National Gift (f by Dash for Cash). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam
Adagio (USA), by Monteverdi. 4 wins 6f to 8½f, Sandown Surrey Racing H., 3d O’Brien City Pageant H., L. Half-sister to THE NOBLE PLAYER, Performing Arts (dam of PERFORMING MAGIC, WOODBOROUGH, DANCE TRICK), Victor’s Boast - Good Joss (H.K.), Wild Applause (dam of ZINGO). Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
CAPTIVA (f Sir Tristram (IRE)) 2 wins at 2 to 1200m, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, 3d VRC Oaks, Gr.1, VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1. Grandam of-
BIGELOW (g Al Maher) 4 wins 955 to 1400m, VRC Hilton Hotels S., L.
ADAGIETTO (f Sackford (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–to 1200m, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, VATC Laurent-Penrier S., L, 2d VATC Bounding Away H., L. Grandam of-
EMMALENE (f Jet Spur) 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, $251,700, VRC Gucci S., L. Musical Note. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 5 winners-
PACKING WINNER (g Zabeel) 7 wins 1600 to 2400m, $2,623,367, HKJC Citi Champions & Chater Cup, HK-1, Sha Tin Trophy, HK-3.
Windana. Unplaced. Grandam of-
SOUTHERN LORD (g Stratum) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1600m, $170,773, Levin Classic, Gr.1, 2d Hawke’s Bay Guineas, Gr.2.
Woodman’s Myth. Unplaced. Dam of 7 winners-
LUT’S CHOICE (f Fort de France) 2 wins at 2 in Brazil, Gavea G.P. Luiz Fernando Cirne Lima, Gr.3. Producer.

Race Record: Winner at 1350m.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.
2011 Code of Conduct (f by Aussie Rules (USA)). Unplaced.
2013 (f by Charge Forward).
2014 Not served previous season.

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 1 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 454  
NAWADI (GB)  
Chestnut mare  
(Branded 11 nr sh. 34 9 off sh.)  
Foaled 2000

(Sire)  
MACHIAVELLIAN  
Mr. Prospector  
Raise a Native  
Gold Digger  
Halo  
Coup de Folie  

(Dam)  
NAWAIET  
Zilzal  

NAWAIET, by Zilzal. Winner at 1200m, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Patachon. Sister to Emerald Park, half-sister to FITNAH, Falcon Eye. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

CAPPONI (c by Medicean). 7 wins 1600 to 2000m, £1,581,647, Meydan Al Maktoum Challenge Round 3 S., Gr 1, 2d Meydan Dubai World Cup, Gr 1. 

NO EXCUSE NEEDED (c by Machiavellian). 4 wins–2 at 2–7f to 1m, £265,837, Royal Ascot Queen Anne S., Gr 2, Goodwood Celebration Mile, Gr 2, Vintage S., Gr 3, 2d Goodwood Sussex S., Gr 1. Successful sire.

SKYWARDS (c by Machiavellian). 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1600m, Newmarket Play at Breckland Bingo Brandon 2YO S., 3d Royal Ascot Norfolk S., Gr 3.

HIGHER COURT (c by Shamardal). 2 wins at 5½f, 6f, 3d Saratoga Distorted Humor S., L.

2nd Dam  
GREENLAND PARK, by Red God. 5 wins–4 at 2–at 5f, Royal Ascot Queen Mary S., Gr 2, Ascot Cornwallis S., Gr 3, 2d Doncaster Flying Childers S., Gr 1, 3d Newmarket July Cup, Gr 1, Prix de l’Abbaye de Longchamp, Gr 1. Sister to RED SUNSET. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

FITNAH (f Kris) 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1900, 2000m, Longchamp Prix Saint-Alary, Gr 1, 2d Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix d’Ispahan, Gr 1, Prix Vermeille, Gr 1, 3d Criterium de Saint-Cloud, Gr 2. Grandam of-

DOUBLE PARK (f Lycius (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 7f, Goodwood Vodada Nursery H., 3d Santa Anita Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 6 winners-

CACTUS RIDGE (c Hennessy) 4 wins at 2 to 1m, $187,850, Arlington-Washington Futurity, Gr 3, Canterbury Park Juvenile S., L. Sire.

SEBASTIAN COUNTY (c Hennessy) 4 wins–2 at 2–5f to 1m, $230,155, Oaklawn Northern Spur S., L, 3d Arlington-Washington Futurity, Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 1¼m, Epsom Arb Team Work S.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners.

2005 Maori (g by Singspiel (Ire)). Winner at 1½m in Great Britain.

2006 Trentini (f by Singspiel). Winner at 1950m, 3d Deauville Prix de la Chesnaye.

2007 Siraki (f by Singspiel (Ire)). Unraced.

2008 Missed to Exceed and Excel.

2009 Ispahan (g by Exceed and Excel). Placed at 3.

2010 Missed to Commands.


2012 (f by Big Brown (USA)).

2013 (f by Onemorenomore). Died.

With a Bay colt foal at foot by BIG BROWN (USA), foaled 21 October 2014. Served by BIG BROWN (USA). Date of last service, 10 December 2014. Believed to be in foal
On Account of THREE BRIDGES THOROUGHBREDs,
Eddington, Vic
(As Agent for Snow Road Thoroughbreds)

Lot 455

NEDJMA (USA)

Grey mare Foaled 2004

(Sire) Nijinsky...................... Northern Dancer............... by Nearctic....................
ROYAL ACADEMY (USA) Flaming Page....................... by Bull Page....................
Crimson Saint.................... Crimson Satan............... by Spy Song....................

(Dam) Red Ransom (USA).......... Roberto.......................... by Hall to Reason............
SCENTED GARDEN.............. Arabia................................ by Damascus..................
1998 Carolina Chant............... Linkage................................ by Hoist the Flag.............

ROYAL ACADEMY (USA) (1987). 4 wins, Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr.1. Sire of
2131 rnrs, 1497 wnrs, 167 SW, inc. Val Royal (Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Top
Hat, Oscar Schindler, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Gaultier, Paint Naif, Coffee
Clique, Serata Bella, Babirsim, Vitoria Olimpica, Nashville, The Party Stand,
Heart of Dreams, Finsceal Beo, Fastnet Rock, Rabiya, Rule of Law, Sabatini,
Safety Check, Ana Luisa, Sai de Baixo, Sir Andrew, Szumul, etc.

1st Dam

SCENTED GARDEN, by Red Ransom. 2 wins at 8½f, Belmont Allowance. Half-sister
to Ms. Forte (dam of TRAFFIC CHIEF), Sparkling Ava, Chanting Sea (dam of
SAVANNAH CANON). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Nedjma (f by Royal Academy). 4 wins. See below.
No Mine (g by Gold Token). 17 wins 5½f to 1¼m, $335,473, to 2014 in U.S.A.
Cousin Adam (c by Star Dabbler). Winner at 6f in U.S.A.

2nd Dam

CAROLINA CHANT, by Linkage. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Half-sister to SIR BEAUFORT,
Catalina (dam of A SHIN HIKARI). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Ms. Forte (f Sewickley) 3 wins 6½f to 8½f, $139,539, Santa Anita
Allowance, 3d Fairplex EB Johnston S., L. Dam of 4 winners-
TRAFFIC CHIEF (c Colonial Affair) 5 wins–1 at 2–6f to 9f, $299,428,
Saratoga Albany S., L, Finger Lakes New York Derby, L.
Sparkling Ava (f Royal Academy) 4 wins 6f to 8½f, $158,429, 2d Gulfstream
Marsha’s River S., L 3d Santa Anita Kalookan Queen H., L.
Chanting Sea. 5 wins in U.S.A. Dam of-
SAVANNAH CANON (f Shuailaan) 3 wins 1m to 9f, Canterbury Park Oaks, L.
Tern’s Choice. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
YOU LUCKIE MANN (c Exchange Rate) 5 wins–2 at 2–5f to 6f,
$332,418, Calder Unbridled S., L, 2d Calder Carry Back S., Gr 2.
Shaz. 2 wins in U.S.A. Dam of 2 winners-
Sweet Lorena (f Langfuhr (Can)) 14 wins 5½f to 1m, $494,017, 2d
Presque Isle Downs Masters S., L, 3d Presque Isle Downs Masters S., Gr 3.

3rd Dam

CAROLINA SAGA, by Caro. Unraced. Half-sister to CHEROKEE BENJI, Lyphard
Key, Roberto’s Key. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
SIR BEAUFORT (c Pleasant Colony) 10 wins, $1,149,130, Santa Anita H.,
Gr 1, Santa Anita San Carlos H., Gr 2, Hollywood Native Diver H., Gr 3,
Santa Anita La Puente S., L, 2d Del Mar Breeders' Cup H., Gr 2.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 4 wins 1m to 9f, $180,343, Belmont Allowance,
2d Saratoga Mollie Wilmot S., L, 3d Belmont Irish Actress S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 living foals.
2011 (f by Flying Spur). Died.
2012 (c by Snitzel).
2013 (f by Helmet).
2014 Not served previous season.

Served by BERNARDINI (USA). Date of last service, 5 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 456 (No GST)  
NEENA ROCK
Bay mare  
(Branded 96 off sh.)  
Foaled 2008

(Sire)  
FASTNET ROCK...........  
Danehill (USA) .............  
Danzig ........................ by Northern Dancer ......
Razanya........................ by His Majesty ..............

(Dam)  
FEMININE WILES (USA) 1999  
Piccadilly Circus..........  
Royal Academy (USA).....  
Galatha........................ by Marauding (NZ).......
Miesque's Son (USA) ......  
Mr. Prospector............... by Raise a Native.........

1st Dam  
FEMININE WILES (USA), by Miesque's Son. Unraced. Half-sister to QUIET AMERICAN, KAPALUA. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-
NEENA ROCK (f by Fastnet Rock). 5 wins. See below.
Luminous Harmony (f by Fastnet Rock). 4 wins 1200 to 1400m, $105,717, VRC Shaftesbury Avenue H., BRC Queensland Councils of Unions H., SAJC Pewsey Vale H., 4th SAJC Yallambee Classic, Gr 2.
Las Ventas (f by Redoute's Choice). Winner at 1000m, 3d STC Madura Green Tea P.
Uptown Rock (f by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 1200m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam  
DEMURE, by Dr Fager. 2 wins at 2 in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to DR. PATCHES, Consequential (dam of SHE'S SCRUMPIOUS), Killaloe (dam of FAPPIANO, TORRENTIAL, PORTROE, JEDINA, ROYAL TROON), Wanga (dam of BANBURY CROSS), half-sister to VIRILIFY, AGACERIE, Partygoer (dam of DARE AND GO, GO DEPUTY), Charming Smile (dam of NO MECOURNEY). Dam of 16 foals, 13 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
QUIET AMERICAN (c Fappiano) 4 wins 1m to 9f, Aqueduct NYRA Mile H., Gr 1, Del Mar San Diego H., Gr 3, 2d Belmont Woodward H., Gr 1, Santa Anita Charles H Strub S., Gr 1, 4th Santa Anita San Pasqual H., Gr 2.
KAPALUA (g Caro) 6 wins, Assiniboia Downs RJ Speers H., L.
Unbridled Delight. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Grandam of-
LIGHT CAT (f Indygo Shiner) 5 wins–1 at 2–6½f to 9½f to 2014 in U.S.A. and Puerto Rico, Camarero Clasico Ano Nuevo, L.
Intriguing. Placed in U.S.A. Grandam of-
AŠHALANDA (f Linamix) 3 wins at 1800, 2400m, £237,057, Newmarket Pride S., Gr 2, Saint-Cloud Prix de Malleret, Gr 2, 2d Milan Premio Federico Tesio, Gr 3, 4th Hong Kong Cup, Gr 1. Dam of-
Aškhannd (c Sinndar) Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Turenne, L.
RICURA (f Wheaton) Champion 3YO Filly & Older Female in Panama in 2010 & 2011. 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1700m in Panama, Panama Clasico Louis, Rosita Martinez y Alejandro Posse, L.


Has not been to stud
On Account of WILD OAKS FARM, The Oaks
(As Agent)

Lot 457
NELAMOS
Bay mare (Branded ♂ nr sh. 7 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) MOSSMAN
Success Express (USA)... Hold Your Peace.......... by Speak John .............
                   Au Printemps.......... by Dancing Champ .........
                   Twig Moss (Fr) ......... by Luther................
                   Off Shore (GB) .......... by Grundy............... (Dam)
BLUE STOCKING
Royal Academy (USA).... Nijinsky................ by Northern Dancer......
                   Snippets ................ by Crimson Satan........
                   Charming Angel........ by Lunchtime (GB).....
                   Lichens Lady.......... by Plush (NZ).............

358 wins, 31 SW, inc. Mossfun (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Buffering, etc.
Sire of the dams of 90 mares, 47 winners, inc. SW Benny’s Buttons, Cailin Miss, Real
Surreal, Avaladyluck, SP Upshot and of Old Smokey, Trubia, Lingo, Gotta be
Lucky, Quarterly, Nordic Monarch, Imagery, Seqsational, Tincman, Al’s
Kitchen, Bossberg, More Than Words, Garland Girl, Amajill, etc.

1st Dam
BLUE STOCKING, by Royal Academy (USA). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m. Three-
quarter-sister to PORTSMOUTH - HELENE MOMENTUM (H.K.). Dam of 3
named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Nelamos (f by Mossman). 4 wins. See below.

2nd Dam
GUMMY, by Snippets. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100m, VATC Excited Angel H., 2d MVRC
Kez’s Kitchen 2YO H., 3d MVRC Super VOBIS 2YO H. Half-sister to ANGST,
Snarl (dam of SHARP), Tidal (dam of PORTSMOUTH - HELENE
MOMENTUM (H.K.)). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:–
Umagum. 10 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1300m, $344,972 in Aust and Macau.
Blue Stocking. 2 wins. See above.

3rd Dam
SHARK, by Plush (NZ). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1250m, STC Canal H.,
Hawkesbury RC Quicksilver S., 3d STC Lantern Club H. Half-sister to
HARMONY BOY. Dam of 14 named foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:–
ANGST (f Kala Dancer (GB)) Joint top filly on The 1993-94 Australasian
3YO Classification. 7 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1600m, $386,850, AJC Flight
S., Gr 1, Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC
Furious S., L, STC Share the Spirit H. Died at 3.
Agony. 3 wins 1200 to 1300m, 2d QTC Newbury H. Dam of-
Demanding Miss (f Commands) 6 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1615m, $410,200,
AJC Spring Carnival Package on Sale 2YO H., 2d BRC Calaway Gal S., L,
3d GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic, RL, 4th BRC BJ McLachlan S., L.
Snarl. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000m, 2d MVRC Tristalove H. Dam of 5 winners-
SHARP (f Danzero) 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1180m, $291,250, AJC Light
Fingers S., Gr 2, STC Satellite S., L, Choice Homes H., VRC Terrace
Restaurant H., 2d STC Eskimo Prince H., L, 4th STC Research S., Gr 3.
Borderline. Placed at 3. Dam of-
She’s Miss Devine (f Show a Heart) 2 wins–1 at 2–1000, 1200m to
Tidal. 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m. Dam of 3 winners-
PORTSMOUTH - HELENE MOMENTUM (H.K.) (g Royal Academy (USA)) 4
wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $598,176, VRC Gibson Carmichael S., L,
HKJC Kowloon Tong H., VATC Dismo Australia 2YO P., Luskin Star H.

Race Record: 4 wins 1350 to 1600m to 2014-15, 2d ATC Irresistible Pools &
Spas H.
First season at stud
Served by TURFFONTEIN. Date of last service, 22 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Rows H & J 1-8
On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)

Lot 458

NEW YORK ROCKSTAR

Chestnut mare (Branded \(\overline{\text{R}}\) nr sh. \(\frac{7}{9}\) off sh.)

Foaled 2009

(Sire)

Elnadim (USA) ..................... Danzig ........................ by Northern Dancer ....
Elle Seule (NZ) ..................... Grosvenor (NZ) ................ by Sir Tristram (Ire) ....
Alacrity (NZ) ...................... Daybreak Express ........ by Duke Ellington ..........[232x541]

(Dam)

DISTANT MUSIC (USA)...... Distant View ................ by Mr. Prospector ........
RESONANCE ........................ Musicanti ................. by Nijinsky ....................
2003 .................................. Danehill (USA) ........ by Danzig ..........................
 Rich Haul ........................ by Haulpak ........................

PENDRAGON (NZ) (2002). 2 wins at 1800m, 2000m, STC Gloaming S., Gr.3. Sire of 69 mrs, 36 wnrs, inc. SP Abba, The Peak and of Miss Gunpowder, Colour of Money, Dragon Wheel - Glorious Sunday (H.K.), Killarney Kid, Kurrajong Dragon, Tale of the Dragon, Blazing Dragon, Dark Brown Sugar, Dragonzone, Megathink, Military Manor, That's Karma, Beaudragon, Gid Up Strop, Step Lightly, Dragon Flyer, Yurrapendi, Dragon Affair, Budderoo Dragon, etc.

1st Dam

RESONANCE, by Distant Music (USA). Unraced. Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 1 winner, inc:-
New York Rockstar (f by Pendragon (NZ)). 3 wins. See below.

2nd Dam

DANARICH, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 1533, 1600m, $143,300, VATC Oakford Thoroughbred H., MVRC Night Racing H., 2d VATC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, 3d VATC Gipsy Queen H., With Me H. Three-quarter-sister to Little Duties, Addictive (dam of SO ANYWAY), half-sister to THE HEAVYWEIGHT, BORN WESTERN, HAPPY STRIKE - LISBOA STAND (MAC.), ZEDRICH. Dam of 7 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Scot Free. 11 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1100m to 2014-15, 2d SAJC One Solution Mobile Data 2YO P.

3rd Dam

RICH HAUL, by Haulpak. 9 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $100,615, WATC Trafalgar H., Nine News H., Albany Advertiser Sprint H., Millefleurs H., RSL Welter H., Summer Wine Welter H., Carnival Flying H., 4th SAJC RN Irwin S., Gr 2. Three-quarter-sister to Rich Resource (dam of TRIGGER EXPRESS), half-sister to BORN PRICELESS, Rich Inheritance, Iman (dam of IMANANABAA). Dam of 14 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
THE HEAVYWEIGHT (g Zeditave) 8 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1200m, $377,935, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, VATC Debutant S., L, 2d AJC Hobartville S., Gr 2, Royal Sovereign S., Gr 3, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, Merson Cooper S., Gr 3, AJC Hall Mark S., L, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, Onkaparinga RC Clipsal S., L, 3d AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1.
HAPPY STRIKE - LISBOA STAND (Mac.) (g Gold Fever (USA)) 9 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $630,631 in Aust and Macau, MRC Vain S., L.
BORN WESTERN (f Western Symphony (USA)) 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, VATIC Mercedes-Benz S., L, 3d VRC Waltzing Lily H., L. Grandam of EXCELRADA (g Exceed and Excel) 10 wins at 1000, 1100m, $351,990, VATC Summer Scorcher, L, RS Crawford S., L, 2d VATC S., L.
ZEDRICH (c Zeditave) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, VRC Criterion H., L, VATC Rancher H., L, 2d STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2. Sire.
Addictive. Started once. Dam of 4 winners-
SO ANYWAY (f General Nediym) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, 2d VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3.

Race Record: 3 wins at 1400m to 2013-14.
First season at stud
Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 16 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
NIGHT LIGHT
Bay or Brown mare

Lot 459

Bay or Brown mare
(Branded Venue sh. 114
9 off sh.)

Foaled 2009

(Sire)

AL MAHER
Danehill (USA)..................
Danzig..........................
by Northern Dancer....
Razayana..................
by His Majesty...........
Show Dancing (NZ)..........
Don't Say Halo (USA).....
by Halo......................
Dancing Show (USA).......Nijinsky ............

(Dam)

SAIGON MOONLIGHT
(NZ) 2002
Stravinsky (USA)............Nureyev...............by Northern Dancer....
Ana Zeel....................Fire the Groom........by Blushing Groom ....
Zabeel (NZ).................Sir Tristram (Ire).....
My Tricia....................by Hermes (GB).........

AL MAHER (AUS) (2001). 5 wins-2 at 2, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 395 mrs, 242 wns, 25 SW, inc. Fat Al (ATC Epsom H., Gr.1), Almalad, Diamond Drille, Majestic Music, Budgele, All Legal, Pheidon, Oasis Bloom, King Lionheart, Delicacy, Speedy Natalie, Madam Gangster, Marheta, Unchain My Heart, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Sweet and Speedy and of McConachy, Eyre, Storming Pleasure, Pantheress, Burn Your Name, Easy Flyer, No Answer, etc.

1st Dam

SAIGON MOONLIGHT (NZ), by Stravinsky (USA). Unraced. Sister to ESTELLE COLLECTION (dam of LANKAN RUPEE), blood-sister to LA SIZERANNE (dam of ZA MOULIN ROUGE), Napa Sky, half-sister to Hastein. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners-Outraged (g by Choisir). 2 wins at 1200, 1690m in 2014-15, Ipswich TC Sirromet H., Brisbane Airport Short Fare H.

2nd Dam

Ana Zeel, by Zabeel. 3 wins 1900 to 2170m, 2d AuRC Queen Elizabeth H., Gr 2, 3d Taranaki Cup, Gr 2. Sister to Tricia Ann (dam of LA SIZERANNE), three-quarter-sister to GROSVENOR, NATIONAL GALLERY, KYRIE ELEISON, GARFUNKEL, Les Lilas (dam of REQUIEM, LAUREL GROVE), half-sister to MY MARSEILLAISE (dam of BON CHER, DE LISLE), Concia (dam of MAHAYA, SHADEA). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-

ESTELLE COLLECTION (f Stravinsky (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, $103,650, MVRC Champagne S., Gr 3, Seafood Store H. Dam of-

LANKAN RUPEE (g Redoute's Choice). Equal Head of the 2014 World Thoroughbred Rankings (Sprint). Horse of the Year & Champion Sprinter in Australia in 2013-14. 11 wins 955 to 1200m, $3,399,510, to 2014-15, Arc TJ Smith S., Gr 1, VRC Lightning S., Gr 1, Newmarket H., Gr 1, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, MRC Rubiton S., Gr 2, Kevin Heffernan S., Gr 3, 2d MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 1, Ian McEwen S., Gr 2, 3d VRC Darley Classic, Gr 1.

Hastein (g Viking Ruler). 9 wins 1200 to 2050m, 2d SAJC Tokyo City Cup, L.

3rd Dam

MY TRICIA, by Hermes (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to ANYTHING'S POSSIBLE, Tristino, Spring Delight (dam of VERNAL). Dam of 12 foals, all raced, 11 winners, inc:-

GROSVENOR (c Sir Tristram (Ire)). 6 wins–3 at 2–900 to 2500m, $465,350, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Successful sire.

NATIONAL GALLERY (c Sir Tristram (Ire)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $176,800, Western Australian Derby, Gr 1, SAJC Morphettville P.H., L.

KYRIE ELEISON (f Sir Tristram (Ire)). 3 wins 1600 to 2000m, Manawatu Breeders' S., Gr 3, 2d Great Northern Oaks, Gr 2, AuRC Royal S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Placed at 3.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (c by Charge Forward).
Served by CHARGE FORWARD. Date of last service, 17 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Rows H & J 1-8

On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)

Lot 460

NORTHBOURNE AVENUE

Bay mare

(Branded $W nr sh. $V 7 3 off sh.)

Foaled 2003

(Sire) Sadler's Wells

(CARNegie (IRE))

Northern Dancer

Fairy Bridge

Detroit

(Dam) Citidancer (Ire)

{Northern Dancer


rns, 14 sw, inc. Tuesday Joy (STC BMW S., Gr.1), Amalfi, Vision and

Power, Perlin, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Kushadasi, Gondokoro,

Zabeelionaire, Whobegotyou, Savvy Nature, Antonio Lombardo, Meiko Naruto,

Annie Higgins, Mrs Ripling, Belle Miraaj, Dancer's Tale, Faaltless, Bespoke,

Excuse My French, Options, Queen Sabeel, Admire Commando, Atom Cat, etc.

1st Dam

CITIRECRUIT, by Citidancer (Ire). Winner at 2 at 1400m, $162,320, AJC TL

Baillieu H., L, 2d Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, AJC De Bortoli Wines H., 3d ACT

RC Black Opal S., Gr 3, BTC Doomben Roses S., L, 4th VRC Vanity S., Gr 3.

Half-sister to SEREIn. Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ROYALSECURITYBABY (f by Choisir). 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m to

2014-15, Clairwood Strelitzia S., Gr 3, Greyville Itsarush.co.za H., Master

Judge of Pace H., Royal 5 H., 2d Greyville Soccer 1 One Line Better

Chances H., 3d Clairwood Jackpot Quick Mix H.

Opportunistic (g by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins–1 at 1200, 1300m, BRC XXXX Gold H.

Citi de Lago (g by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 2 at 1200m, CJC Speight's

2YO H., 2d CJC New Zealand Bloodstock Juvenile H.

Citiscene (f by Snippets). Winner at 1350m. Dam of 3 winners–

Nicosene (c Nicconi) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m to 2014-15, 3d ATC Wenona

Girl H., Gr 3.

Blomkvist. 4 wins 1300 to 1500m, WATC Twitter.com Perthracing H.

2nd Dam

SERENE CITY, by Marscay. Unraced. Half-sister to MR VITALITY, ROSE O’

WAR (dam of ROSE OF PEACE), DANEHILL EXPRESS, GUNNAMATTA,

Chiu Chow Kid, Impulsive Rhythm (dam of KING OF DANES). Dam of

12 named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

CITIRECRUIT (f Citidancer (Ire)) Winner. See above.

Serein (f Snippets) 4 wins 1450 to 1817m, SAJC Junction Winning Post

Sports Bar H., 3d SAJC John D Lee S., L. Dam of 3 winners–

Slots (f Casino Prince) 4 wins 1007 to 1300m to 2014-15, 3d ATC Wenona

Girl H., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Provincial Championship Qualifier.

Mascara Magic. Winner at 1300m. Dam of 5 winners–

Definitive (g Redoute's Choice) 3 wins at 1600, 2100m, $106,350, MRC

Bore Head H., 3d MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2.

Shadow Assassin (g Dane Shadow) Winner at 2 at 1200m, $233,650, AJC

Strawberry Hill Magic Millions 2YO Prelude, 3d AJC Roman Consul S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Started twice.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

2009 (f by Fastnet Rock). Died.

2010 (f by God’s Own). Destroyed.

2011 Exbourne Avenue (g by Exceed and Excel). Started 3 times.

2012 (c by Domesday).

2013 Missed to Al Maher.

2014 (c by Pendragon (NZ)).

Served by ROMAN EMPEROR (NZ). Date of last service, 23 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows J 4-12 & K 1-6

Lot 461 (No GST) NOT A TULLY

On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 461

(No GST)

Nu sh. 8

Branded off sh.

Foaled 2008

(Brown mare)

(Sire)
Danehill (USA)..............
Danzig..............................
by Northern Dancer........

Razyma..........................
by His Majesty............... 

(Dam)
Confidentially.............
Kaoru Star......................
by Star Kingdom (Ire)....... 

WITH LOVE.................
Bluebird (USA)................
by Storm Bird................ 

2002

Loving Cup..................
Estate Label..................
by Without Fear (Fr)........

WITH LOVE, by Favorite Trick (USA). Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Club 2YO P. Half-sister to Cuphill (dam of CELERIS). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-


LOVING CUP, by Bluebird (USA). 5 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1400m, $431,560, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, SAJC Balcrest S., L, AJC Grand Print H., VRC Molly Blooms H., 3d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 3, Newcastle JC Cameron H., L, 4th STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Half-sister to LAUDEMIO, VINTAGE DANCE (dam of PITTANCE), Battonage (dam of FULLAZZ), Prunotto (dam of SHY HERO). Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-Cuphill. 4 wins 900 to 1200m, BTC Barry Adams H. Dam of 2 winners-CELERIS (f Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)) 4 wins at 1200m, Levin S., L, AuRC North Harbour Hyundai H., 2d CJC Pegasus S., L. In Masquerade (f Pentire (GB)) Winner at 1500m in 2013-14, 2d SAJC Schweppervescence S., Gr 3, Laelia S., L.

ESTATE LABEL, by Without Fear (Fr). 5 wins 1000 to 1450m, SAJC Always There H., 5DN H., Graduation S., Intermediate H. Sister to Cellar Affair, Noble Vintage, Make a Pass (dam of MOUNTY), three-quarter-sister to Fine Label. Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

LOVING CUP (f Bluebird (USA)) 5 wins. See above.

LAUDEMIO (f Alzao (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $100,690, VRC Red Roses S., L, SAJC Lady Daly Hotel H. Grandam of-

SIZZLING (c Snitzel) 7 wins–5 at 2, BRC TJ Smith S., Gr 1. 

VINTAGE DANCE (f Salmon Leap (USA)) 3 wins at 2 1004 to 1200m, SAJC Morphettville P.H., L, 2d SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L. Producer. Prunotto. Unraced. Dam of 10 winners-

SHY HERO (g Last Tycoon (Ire)) 8 wins to 1200m, AJC TJ Smith S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 1123m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2014 (c by Congrats (USA)).

Served by LOPE DE VEGA (IRE). Date of last service, 16 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 462
NOT A WHISPER
Bay mare
(Branded 2F nr sh. 1r off sh.)
Foaled 2007

(Sire) Redoute's Choice........... Danehill (USA)................. by Danzig....................

NOT A SINGLE DOUBT
Shantha's Choice............. by Canny Lad...................
Rory's Jester................. by Crown Jester............
Easy Date........................ by Grand Chaudiere........

(Dam) WHISPERING HALO (USA) 1993
Sunny's Halo..................... Halo............................ by Hail to Reason............


1st Dam WHISPERING HALO (USA), by Sunny's Halo. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to DON'T SAY HALO, half-sister to NEVER BAT. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
No Halos (g by Not a Single Doubt). 3 wins at 1150, 1200m, BRC Stanton Mienert H., 3d BRC Australia Special Metals P.
Halo's Choice (c by Redoute's Choice). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m.
Rose of Malmaison (f by Redoute's Choice). Started once. Dam of-
Johnny Hates Jazz. 4 wins 1600 to 1800m to 2015, Singapore TC Victoria Peak S., Class 5 H.-3 times, 2d Singapore TC Class 5 H.-3 times.

2nd Dam NEVER BABBLE, by Advocator. Winner at 2 at 6f in U.S.A. Half-sister to She Might Hula (dam of HULASTRIKE), Never Knock (dam of GO FOR GIN, PLEASANT TAP). Dam of 12 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
NEVER BAT (f Batonnier) 3 wins-1 at 2–5f to 7f, Keystone Trevose S., L, 3d Keystone Manor S., L. Producer.
Quietly Lucky. Unraced. Grandam of-
SILENT ACHIEVER (f O'Reilly) Champion 3YO in NZ in 2011-12. Champion Stayer in NZ in 2013-14. 10 wins 1500 to 2400m, $3,095,074, to 2013-14, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, ATC BMW S., Gr 1, AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1, ATC Ranvet S., Gr 1, 2d ATC BMW S., Gr 1.
Light Babble. Unraced. Grandam of-
STYLISH SULTAN (c Sundance Ridge) 17 wins-3 at 2–5½f to 8½f, $341,946, Suffolk Collegian S., L, Rudy Baez S., L, Beacon Hill S., L.
SUNLIT RIDGE (f Sundance Ridge) 16 wins-2 at 2–6f to 8½f, $347,240, Rockingham Park Oaks, L, Suffolk Highland Happening S., L.
STRONGESTOVEREIGN (g Sundance Ridge) 4 wins-2 at 2–at 5½f, 6f, Suffolk Norman Hall S., L, 2d Suffolk African Prince S., L.
STYLISH SULTANA (f Sundance Ridge) 3 wins at 6f, 1m, Suffolk Louise Kimball S., L, African Prince S., L, 2d Suffolk Mystery Jet S., L.

Race Record: Started 3 times.
Produce Record:
2013 (f by Turffontein). Destroyed.
2014 Not served previous season.
Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 9 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 463

NOTHIN LEICA STORM

Bay mare
(Branded H off sh.)

Foaled 2007

(Sire) Danzig
ANABAA (USA) .......... Northern Dancer ............

(Preceding sire of dam)

Pass de Nom ............

Gay Mecene .............

Bamieres .................

(Bred by) DANZIG ............

(Dam) NOTHIN' LEICA .......... Leica Pretender (NZ) ....

(Dam of sire of dam)

Leica Pretender (NZ) ....

Cerreto (Ire) ............

Pastel .....................

El Rello .................

(Offspring of sire of dam)

3 Dam

NORTH LEICA, by Nothin' Leica Dane. 3 wins – 1 at 2 – at 1200, 1600m, AJC National Telecoms Group H., STC De Bortoli Wines Staff 2YO. Half-sister to Convent Girl (dam of WONDERFUL LASS), Success Tale (dam of WONDERFUL WORLD). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc.: Fashion Rocks (f by Dehere (USA)). 5 wins at 1400, 1600m, AuRC Auckland Co-Op Taxis H., Dunstan Feeds Qualifier, Matamata RC Brian Deacon Memorial H., 4th Wairarapa Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., L. Nothin Leica Storm (f by Anabaa (USA)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam

EL RELLO, by Cerreto (Ire). 3 wins – 2 at 2 – 1000 to 1400m, AJC RA Howell H., MVRC Lady Juror H., 3d STC Silastic Marine H., Eastlakes S. Sister to El Ceree (dam of DAPPER’S HOPE), three-quarter-sister to MAUVORNAE, Manitaeha, half-sister to Pazzihi (dam of SPARTACUS, DEL ESTE - BILLET EXPRESS (H.K.)), Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Convent Girl (f Snippets) 4 wins 1100 to 1400m, MVRC Super VOBIS P., VATC Imposeara H., 2d VATC Sandown Park UK S., L. Dam of 3 winners-

WONDERFUL LASS (f Catbird) 4 wins – 1 at 2 – 1000 to 1600m, $201,750, Qld Tatt’s RC Recognition S., L, BRC North Brisbane Rugby Club 2YO H., Carbine Club 2YO P., MRC Catanach’s Jewellers H., 3d MRC Blue Sapphire S., L, 4th MVRC St Albans S., L.

Husson Eagle (g Husson (ARG)) Winner at 1100m, $104,300, in 2014-15, 2d VRC Sports H., L, Carbine Club 2YO P., MRC Catancach’s Jewellers H., 3d MRC Blue Sapphire S., L, 4th MVRC St Albans S., L.

Success Tale. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

WONDERFUL WORLD (c Agnes World (USA)) 4 wins – 2 at 2 – 1100 to 1600m, $1,373,950, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, STC Escape to the Race 2YO H., 2d MVRC WS Cox P., Gr 1, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, 3d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr 1, Toorak H., Gr 1. Sire.

3rd Dam

PASTEL, by Bay Phantom (USA). 12 wins – 3 at 2 – 1000 to 1250m, MVRC Glenbervie H., 2d VRC El Golea H., 3d MVRC Foundation H. Half-sister to Little Corporal. Dam of 8 named foals, all winners, inc:-

El Ceree (f Cerreto (Ire)) 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, VATC Holiday S., 2d VATC Christmas H., L. Dam of 5 winners-

DAPPER’S HOPE (c Sir Dapper) 7 wins – 2 at 2 – 1000 to 1300m, $307,835, SAJC Angas Brut Classic S., Gr 2, 2d SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1.

Pazzihi. 2 wins at 1000, 1100m. Dam of 9 winners-

SPARTACUS (c Snippets) 7 wins 1000 to 1200m, MVRC Australia S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1150m.

Has not been to stud
Lot 464

**OAK PARK**

Bay mare

(Branded nr sh. 1/8 off sh.)

Foaled 2008

(Sire)

MORE THAN READY (USA).......................... by Hall to Reason

Halo........................................ Northern Dancer....

Woodman's Girl ................................ by Mr. Prospector......

(Dam)

DAWNIE DANCER ............... 2002

Fasliyev (USA).................. by Northern Dancer....

Sir Tristram (Ire) ............. by Mr. Prospector......

OAK PARK (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 4 wins. See below.

Guillietta (f by Testa Rossa). 5 wins 1000 to 1350m to 2013-14.


Infamous (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–800 to 1100m to 2014-15.

1st Dam

DAWNIE DANCER, by Fasliyev (USA). Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d STC Aurora 2YO P. Half-sister to TANTRA, Elusive Wonder. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 5 winners-

OAK PARK (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 4 wins. See below.

2nd Dam

ABBOTSWOOD (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). Unplaced. Sister to Cherry Garden (dam of LIBERTY ROSE). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

TANTRA (f Royal Academy (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1200m, QTC CE McDougall S., L, 3d BTC Doomben Slipper S., L. Producer.

Elusive Wonder (f Elusive Quality (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1100m, MRC Snowing 2YO P., 3d MRC Chairman’s S., L, SAJC Hutt Street Centre H.

3rd Dam

FREEDOM FIELDS (NZ), by Bluebird (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, Gwyn Nursery S., L, 2d VRC Gibson-Carmichael S., L, 4th VRC Bloodhorse Breeders P., Gr 2. Half-sister to EQUAL RIGHTS, ADOPTED HERO. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Liberty Hall (g Zabeel) 3 wins 1500 to 2000m, 2d City Tattersall’s Club Cup, L, 3d AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, 4th AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr 3.

Cherry Garden. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

LIBERTY ROSE (f Royal Academy (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1050 to 1600m, SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L, 2d MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 3. Dam of-

GRAND JARDIN (g Redoute’s Choice) 5 wins at 1000, 1100m, $169,850, WATC RS Crawford S., L, 2d MRC Chairman’s S., L.

Cherry Lodge. Winner at 1300m, Dam of 2 winners-

KANZAN (f Commands) 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1350m, $486,650, BRC Glenlogan Park S., Gr 3, Hawkesbury RC Yalumba Cup, L, Dalley Crown, L, 3d MRC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3.

**Race Record:** Stakes-winner. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, Rotorua S., L, AuRC Crombie Lockwood 3YO S., BOP RC Cronin Cullen Egan Accountants S., AuRC New Zealand Herald H., 2d Taranaki RC Energy City Ford H., 3d Hawke’s Bay City of Hastings Cup, Waikato RC Final Touch H., Norris Ward McKinnon H., AuRC New Zealand Herald H., Rotorua RC Classic Cuisine Catering 2YO H.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 foal.

2014 (f by Choisir).

Served by DELAGO DELUXE. Date of last service, 21 November 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 465 (No GST) OH SO STUNNING
Chestnut mare (Branded L nr sh. 8 off sh.) Foaled 2007

**Race Record:** 2 wins at 1200, 1350m.
**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (c by Husson (ARG)).

**Served by HUSSON (ARG).** Date of last service, 18 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 466

ONE IN A MILLION
Bay mare (Branded № off sh.)

(Sire)
Danehill (USA) ................................ by Northern Dancer ....

REDOUTE'S CHOICE
Razyana (NZ).......................... by His Majesty ...........
Shantha's Choice .......... by Bletchingly.............

(Dam)
Dancing Show (USA)...... by Nijinsky .................

HAPPEN
Zeditave........................ by Showdown (GB).........

1993
Discriminate....................... by Crowned Prince ......


1st Dam
HAPPEN, by Zeditave. 4 wins-3 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $157,870, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, Nursing 2YO H., 2d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ S., Gr 2, 4th VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Sister to MAJOR, half-sister to Tiffin (dam of LIGHTINTHENITE). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners-One in a Million (f by Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins. See below.

Gunna Happen (g by Flying Spur). 12 wins 1280 to 1600m, $227,185, AJC Star of Florida Welter H., 2d AJC McGrath Estate Agents H.

Ephoral (f by Lonhro). 2 wins at 1000m, 2d ATC Membership on Sale H.

Somethinghappening (g by God’s Own). 2 wins at 1200m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
Discriminate, by Marauding (NZ). Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Key H., 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Half-sister to Vodka Twist (dam of TORRA BAY). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc: MAJOR (g Zeditave) 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1250m, STC Eskimo Prince H., L, 2d QTC Mercedes-Benz Triple Crown H., L, 3d VRC Standish H., Gr 3. HAPPEN (f Zeditave) 4 wins. See above.

Tiffin. 2 wins at 1550, 1600m, STC MTA H. Dam of 2 winners-

LIGHTINTHENITE (g Galileo (Ire)) 6 wins 1200 to 2000m, $446,810, MRC David Jones Cup, Gr 3, 2d Newcastle JC Cameron H., Gr 3.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 2 wins at 1200m, $109,700, STC Black Creek H., 2d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2, Show County H., L, Angst H., 3d STC Research S., Gr 3, AJC Wenona Girl H., L, 4th STC Triscay S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners.

2007 SHAMILLION (g by Shamardal (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1400m, Qld Tatt’s RC Australia Post S., L, 2d GCTC Magic Millions National 2YO P.

2008 KARACATIS (g by Hussonet (USA)). 7 wins 1000 to 1300m, $387,100, to 2014-15, MRC Christmas S., L SAJC WH Wylie H., L-twice, Adelaide Casino H., Myer H., Your Local IGA H., 2d SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3-twice, Bridges Financial H., Distinctive Homes P., Davo’s Buck Show H., Chris Vella H., 3d SAJC Spring S., Gr 3, Durbridge S., L-twice, 4th SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, VRC Yellowglen S., Gr 2.

2009 Lady Millions (f Charge Forward). Unraced.


2011 Rain or Shine (g by Manhattan Rain). Started 3 times.

2012 (f by Lope de Vega (Ire)). Died.

2013 Not served previous season.

2014 (c by Lope de Vega (Ire)).

Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 25 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal

Has been seen to windsuck
Stable 2 Row O 11
On Account of ROBRICK LODGE THOROUGHBREDS
PTY LTD, Scone

Lot 467

OPALINE

Brown mare
(Branded \text{nr sh.} \begin{array}{c} 60 \text{ off sh.} \\ \end{array})

Foaled 2001

(Sire) Mr. Prospector .................. Raise a Native .................. by Native Dancer ............
Gold Digger .................. by Nashua ..................
Nijinsky .................. by Northern Dancer ........
Special .................. by Forlì ..................

(Dam) Vain .................. Wilkes (Fr) .................. by Court Martial ..........
Elated .................. by Orgoglio (GB) ..........
Dignitas (USA) .................. by Round Table ..........
Proper Sue .................. by Proper Pride (GB) .........

Sire of 1137 rnrs, 735 wnrs, 20 SW, inc. Kirklees (Milan Grand Criterium, Gr.1),
Kikuno Salire, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Meisho Tokon, Kurino Star O, Jade
Marauder, Bliss Street, Passion Dance, Glorious Noah, Admire Kiss,
Sandalphon, Good Master, The Travelling Man, Wales, I Ko Piko, Maruka Kiseki,
Meisho Serai, Tosen Indian Jade, Meisho Izayoi, etc.

1st Dam ORWHINA, \text{by Vain}. \text{4 wins}–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, AJC Mary Gilmore H.,
Subscribers P, 4th AJC Analie H., L. Dam of 13 foals, all raced, \text{11 winners}, inc:-

JETBALL (c \text{by Marscay}). \text{Joint top of The 1993-94 Australasian 3YO}
Classification (1000m - 1400m). \text{7 wins}–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, \$466,608,
AJC Galaxy H., \text{Gr 1}, STC Pago Pago S., \text{Gr 2}, NSW Tatt's RC Roman Consul S.,
\text{Gr 3}, STC Star Kingdom S., AJC Canonbury S., L, 2d AJC Brian
Crowley S., L, Gosford Slipper, L, 3d AJC Up and Coming S., \text{Gr 3}, Sire.

MARWINA (c \text{by Marscay}). \text{5 wins}–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, \$389,760, AJC
Stan Fox S., \text{Gr 3}, NSW Tatt's RC Roman Consul S., \text{Gr 3}, AJC Breeders' P.,
L, 2d VATC Caulfield Guineas, \text{Gr 1}, VRC Carbine Club S., L, 3d AJC
Hobartville S., \text{Gr 2}, STC Silver Slipper S., \text{Gr 2}, Skyline S., L, \text{Gr 3}, Sire.

Prince of Marscay (g \text{by Marscay}). \text{16 wins}–4 at 2–1000 to 1660m,
\$272,750, 2d QTC Sir Joshua Bell H., L, 3d BATC Doomben Slipper S., L.

Audiimco (f \text{by Marscay}). \text{3 wins}–2 at 2–1000, 1200m, AJC Rex White 2YO H.,
STC Veilmond H., Oatlands 2YO H., 2d STC Birthday Card H., L, Producer.

New Maize - Whinscay (Mal.) (c \text{by Maizcay}). \text{3 wins} to 1200m in Malaysia,
Singapore TC Class 4 H., 2d SAJC Fulham Park P., L, Queen Adelaide S., L.

Orison (f \text{by Marscay}). \text{5 wins} 1000 to 1250m. Grandam of-
Colin the Firth (g \text{All Bar One}) \text{6 wins} 1100 to 1400m, in Malaysia, Penang
TC Malaysia 3YO Championship Final, 2d Perak TC Sultan Gold Vase, L.

Marshow (f \text{by Marscay}). Started 3 times. Dam of 9 winners-

INTO THE NIGHT (g \text{Rhythm (USA)}) \text{9 wins} 1000 to 1200m, \$804,200,
QTC Cup, \text{Gr 2}, VRC Century S., L-twice, STC Starlight S., L, 2d VRC
Salinger S., \text{Gr 1}, STC Premiere S., \text{Gr 2}, Missile S., \text{Gr 3}, Star Kingdom
S., \text{Gr 3}, Concorde S., \text{Gr 3}, 3d QTC Stradbroke H., \text{Gr 1}.

Engine (g \text{Testa Rossa}) \text{6 wins} 1100 to 1400m, \$212,504, to 2014 in
Malaysia and Singapore, 2d Penang TC Dr Lim Ah Soo Memorial Trophy, L.

Race Record: Unplaced.
Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, \text{2 winners}.

2005 He's Good (g \text{by Falbrav (Ire)}). Placed at 3.
2006 Missed to Mossman.
2007 (f by Mossman). Died.
2008 Dark Angel (f \text{by Nadeem}). \text{6 wins}–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m to 2014-15.
2009 Not served previous season.
2010 Another Snappy (g \text{by Elvstroem}). \text{4 wins} at 1200, 1400m to 2014-15.
2011 I'm Wally (g \text{by Starcraft (NZ)}). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.
2012 Not served previous season.
2013 (f by Collate).
2014 (f by I Am Invincible).

Served by CHARGE FORWARD. Date of last service, 20 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Stable 2 Row R 4-8
On Account of BROADWATER THOROUGHBREDs,
Aberdeen (As Agent)

Lot 468
ORDINANCE
Bay mare
(Branded 30 off sh.)

(Foaled 2005)

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. Danzig.......................... by Northern Dancer ....
COMMANDS .................... Razyana.......................... by His Majesty ..........
Cotehele House (GB)...... My Swanee.......................... by Petition ............

(Dam) Two Punch...................... Mr. Prospector ................. by Raise a Native ......
PUNCHNESS (USA) ............ Heavenly Cause..................... by Grey Dawn ..........

1998
Paileron ......................... Majestic Light .................. by Majestic Prince ....

COMMANDS (AUS) (1996). 4 wins-3 at 2, STC Missile S., Gr.3. Sire of 1088 mrs, 767 wns, 66 SW, inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaulette, Purple, etc. Sire of the dams of 279 mrs, 156 wns, inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta, Politeness, Calcutta, Runway Star, SP Urrata Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate, Platinum State, Sunset Boulevard and of Caveka, Herne’s Oak, Jangga Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.

1st Dam
PUNCHNESS (USA), by Two Punch. 4 wins–1 at 2–6f to 7f in U.S.A. Half-sister to Tepu Sultan, You Remember Me (dam of ETOILE DU NORD). Dam of 6 named foals, all winners

Exclaim’n’exclude (c by Exceed and Excel). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, Clairwood UK Soccer 6 P., 3d Greyville Golden Horseshoe S., Gr 1, Scottsville Gold Medallion S., Gr 1, 4th Turffontein Golden Loom H., L.

Fantene (f by Fasliyev (USA)). 4 wins 900 to 1100m, $150,430, AJC Princesses Stop at Nothing H., Chifley H., 3d AJC Challenge S., Gr 2.

2nd Dam
PAILLERON, by Majestic Light. Unraced. Sister to HIDDEN LIGHT (dam of ARTIE SCHILLER, OUR TABLE MOUNTAIN), PRINCE TRUE, Dark Jewel (dam of MARCAVELLY), half-sister to Le Duc de Bar, Damasta (dam of ANY HUMOUR), Gem Treck (dam of BUDDY GOT ÉVEN). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Tepu Sultan (g Mr Greeley) 2 wins at 8½f, 9f, $200,846, Woodbine Allowance, 2d Woodbine Victoria S., L.

You Remember Me. 5 wins at 6f, 6½f in U.S.A. Dam of 6 winners-

ETOILE DU NORD (f Zabeel) 5 wins 1600 to 2400m, Marton Cup, L, Manawatu RC Ezibuy H., Cambridge JC Deputy Governor Trophy, 2d AuRC Championship S., Gr 2, Hawke’s Bay Gold Cup, Gr 2. Dam of-

EPINGLE (f Pins) 5 wins 1500 to 2400m, $629,973, to 2013-14, TTC Launceston Cup, Gr 3, TRC Hobart Cup, Gr 3, 2d MRC Zipping Classic, Gr 2-twice, ATC Epona S., Gr 3, 3d ATC Epona S., Gr 3.

Etoile Filante (f Pins) 5 wins 1200 to 2100m to 2013-14, Waikato RC Allied Security Hamilton Cup, 3d AuRC Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 2. Recollection. Winner at 1950m, 2d WRC Dunstan Feeds Qualifier. Dam of-

IF I CAN I CAN (f Iffraaj (GB)) 2 wins at 1340, 2000m, CJC Warstep S., L.

Highland Glow. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Halo High (c Sunny’s Halo) Winner at 2 at 5½f, 3d Northlands Park Edmonton Juvenile S., L.

Regents Glow. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 7 winners-

CAT’S GLOW (f Sir Cat) 3 wins at 1m, 9f, $115,079, Ellis Audubon Oaks, L.

Race Record: Winner at 1000m.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

2011 Guilty as Charged (g by Charge Forward). Started 3 times.
2012 Missed to Charge Forward.
2013 (c by Northern Meteor).
2014 (f by Hinchinbrook).

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 18 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 469: ORIENTAL STAR
Bay mare (Branded `T` nr sh. 37 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) Sir Tristram (Ire) .......... Sir Ivor .................... by Sir Gaylord ..........
ZABEEL (NZ) ............... Isolt ....................... by Round Table ..........
Lady Giselle (Fr) .......... Nureyev ..................... by Northern Dancer ........

(Dam) FLOWERDRUM (USA). 2000
Mister Baileys .......... Robellino ................ by Roberto ..........
Norelands ................ Thimblerigger ........ by Sharpen Up ..........
Irish River ............... Irish River ........ by Riverman ........
Green Boundary .......... Green Boundary .......... by Robellino ..........


1st Dam FLOWERDRUM (USA), by Mister Baileys. 8 wins at 1400, 1600m, $280,822 in Great Britain and Aust, MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 2, MRC Legacy Annual Appeal H., MVRC Davey Water Products H., 2d MRC Heatherlie H., L. Half-sister to Avanti Avanti. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners-
Sang Choi Bao (g by Bel Esprit). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, $102,415, in 2014-15, MRC Dunlite H.
Bingo Key (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). Winner at 1650m, HKJC Sham Tseng H., 2d HKJC Tan Shan River H., IWC H., 3d HKJC Panasonic Lamdash Shaver H., Salisbury H.
Instant Camera – Honey King Prawn (H.K.) (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1107m to 2014-15 in Aust, 2d HKJC Chevalier Lifts & Escalators H.
Oriental Star (f by Zabeel). See below.

2nd Dam NORELANDS, by Irish River. Unraced. Half-sister to ACT OF GOD, EAST OF EASY, TREVELYAN. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
FLOWERDRUM (f Mister Baileys) 8 wins. See above.
Avanti Avanti (c Royal Academy) 7 wins 1m to 9f, £104,488 in Great Britain and U.S.A, 3d Philadelphia Alphabet Soup H., L, 2d Delaware Nick Shuk Memorial H., L.
Outbacker. 8 wins 6f to 8¼f, $208,352, to 2014, Laurel Maryland Million Starter H.

3rd Dam GREEN BOUNDARY, by Robellino. 6 wins, $110,980, Philadelphia H., L, 2d Monmouth Am Capable S., L, 3d Monmouth Little Silver H., Gr 3, 4th Meadowlands Violet H., Gr 3. Half-sister to Fashionaire, Hyfiver (dam of PARADISUS). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
TREVELYAN (c Trempolino) 8 wins 7f to 9f, $183,579, Penn National Capital City S., L, Aqueduct Allowance, 2d Delaware Nick Shuk Memorial H., L.
ACT OF GOD (g Black Minnaloushe) 4 wins at 8½f, $123,527, Ellis Regaey Island S., L, 3d Hastings British Columbia Cup Classic H., L.
EAST OF EASY (c Trempolino) 4 wins–2 at 2–at 8½f, $254,534, Calder Mecke S., L, Belmont Allowance, 2d Gulfstream Paradise Creek S., L. Sire.

Race Record: Placed at 3.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.
2012 Impressive Star (g by Myboycharlie (Ire)). Unraced.
2013 (c by Myboycharlie (Ire)). Died.
2014 (f by Myboycharlie (Ire)).

Served by MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE). Date of last service, 13 December 2014.
Not in foal
Stable 3 Rows L 1-5 & M
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 470
OUR DESIGN
Bay mare
(Branded nr sh. 25\8 off sh.) Foaled 2008

(Sire)
Redoute's Choice ............. by Danzig
STRATUM
Shantha's Choice ............. by Canny Lad
Luskin Star ................... by Kaoru Star
Brave New World ............ by Vain

(Dam)
QUEEN OF FASHION...
Last Tycoon (Ire)............ by Northern Dancer
TRIALS OF FASHION (f Tale of the Cat (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1200m,
$107,450, in 2013-14, BRC Lancaster S., L. 2d BRC Mode P., L.
Chi Gong (f Henny Hughes (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 2100m to 2014-15, TRC
Book Now for Melbourne Cup Day H., TTC Tastafe H., TRC 'Ese Vineyards H.
Favours Traded (g Al Maher). 3 wins 1200 to 1640m, BRC Hidden Dragon
H., 2d BRC Mack Trucks Australia 3YO H., AC Aire Conditioning H.
Our Design (f Stratum). 2 wins. See below.

1st Dam
QUEEN OF FASHION, by Last Tycoon (Ire). Placed at 3. Half-sister to Secrete
Marina (dam of JOANNA, (WILLIE) CAZALS). Dam of 5 named foals, all
raced, 4 winners, inc:-
TALES OF FASHION (f Tale of the Cat (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1200m,
$107,450, in 2013-14, BRC Lancaster S., L. 2d BRC Mode P., L.
Chong (f Henny Hughes (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 2100m to 2014-15, TRC
Book Now for Melbourne Cup Day H., TTC Tastafe H., TRC 'Ese Vineyards H.
Favours Traded (g Al Maher). 3 wins 1200 to 1640m, BRC Hidden Dragon
H., 2d BRC Mack Trucks Australia 3YO H., AC Aire Conditioning H.
Our Design (f Stratum). 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam
MARINA LADY (USA), by Riverman. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Betafeu,
half-sister to I TRY, IDLE AFFAIR (dam of IDLE RICH), Boarding
School, Sentimental Gift (dam of ALEXINE). Dam of 5 named foals, 2 to
race, 1 winner, inc:-
Secrete Marina (f Mujadil) 6 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1408m, Milan Premio
Tingitana, Premio Oroiano, Premio Groppello, Premio Castellanza, 2d Milan
Premio Molvedo, 3d Rome Premio Ubaldo Pandolfi, L. Dam of 5 winners-
JOANNA (f High Chaparral) Champion 2YO Filly in Italy in 2009.
Champion 3YO Sprinter in France in 2010. 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to
1600m, €405,725, Chantilly Prix de Sandringham, Gr 2, Longchamp
Prix de la Porte Maillot, Gr 3, Deauville Prix du Calvados, Gr 3,
Maison-Laffitte Prix Imprudence, Gr 3, Milan Premio Vittorio Crespi, L,
2d Deauville Prix Maurice de Gheest, Gr 1, 3d Longchamp Prix Marcel
Boussac, Gr 1, Poule d'Essai des Pouliches, Gr 1. Dam of-
RAFAADAH (f Oasis Dream) 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1600m in 2014, Grand
Criterium de Bordeaux, L, Deauville Prix de Lisieux.
(WILLIE) CAZALS (g Aussie Rules (USA)) Champion 3YO in Italy in 2011
(Intermediate). 5 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2200m, €1,012,764,
Milan Premio Merano, L, Premio Gardone, L, HKJC Hong Kong Rugby
Football Union Cup, Milan Premio Caselle, Premio Rho, 2d Hong Kong
Vase, Gr 1, Rome Derby Italiano, Gr 2, HKJC Champions & Chater Cup,
HK-1, Ladies' Purse, HK-3, Queen Mother Memorial Cup, HK-3.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1350, 1400m, ATC Shufflemaster H., BRC Brc.com.au
P., 2d BRC T&J Whitehouse Investments H., ATC Hyland Race Colours H.,
BRC Woolworths H., Suncorp P., 3d ATC Thankyou Mick Rolfe H.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (c Mossman).
Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 9 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)

Lot 471

OUR EVA
Bay mare
(Branded 50 nr sh. 19 3 off sh.)
Foaled 2003

(Sire)
FUSAICHI PEGASUS (USA) ........................................
Mr. Prospector ........................................
Raise a Native ........................................
Gold Digger ........................................
by Nashua ........................................
Angel Fever ........................................
by Northern Dancer ....

(Dam)
MISS GUILTY ........................................
Kinski (USA) ........................................
Nijinsky ........................................
by Northern Dancer ....

1988
She's the Verdict ........................................
by Showdown (GB) ....


1st Dam

Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners-

MR INNOCENT (c by Mr Henrysee (USA)). 14 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1615m, $1,760,650, BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1, AJC Expressway S., Gr 2, STC Premiere S., Gr 2–twice, Phar Lap S., Gr 2, BTC Courier-Mail Classic S., Gr 3, NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 3, AJC Breeders’ P., L, BTC Stakes, L, BTC Doomben S., L, Bernborough H., L, 2d AJC George Main S., Gr 1, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, BTC Carlton Cup, Gr 2, STC Heritage S., L, 3d BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 2. Sire.

VERDICT DECLARED (f by Mr Henrysee (USA)). 10 wins 900 to 1200m, $225,545, STC Birthday Card H., L, Millie Fox S., L, MVRC Lone Star Ribs H., STC Zadro Construction H., 2d MVRC Star Cossack H. Dam of 7 winners-

A COUNTRY GIRL (f Singspiel (Ire)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $232,725, STC Millie Fox S., Gr 3, AJC Baccardi Breezer H., STC Woolworths Homeshop P., 2d AJC CVD Easter H., STC Blue Mountains H., 3d AJC Angst S., L, Wenona Girl H., L, STC Royal Parma S., L, Giddy Up Club H., 4th AJC James HB Carr S., L.

Rock the System. 5 wins to 1400m to 2013-14, Fairview Racing Association H. Yat Dinq Win. Winner at 1200m in 2013-14, HKJC Arbuthnot H.

Judge Me Not (g by Lonhro). 3 wins at 1200m, BRC Subiaco H., BTC Jacob’s Creek Sparkling P., 2d GCTC Heinrich Group Magic Millions 2YO P., 3d AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 2.

Bear Elite (c by Lonhro). Winner at 1200m, HKJC Chai Wan H. She’s Innocent (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Placed. Dam of Fast Profit. 3 wins 2000 to 2200m in 2014-15, Otago RC Mornington Tavern H. Ms Gatecrasher (f by Mr Henrysee (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

Crash’m. Winner at 2 at 1000m, 2d AJC Randwick Betting Auditorium 2YO H. Arr Gee Three. Winner at 875m in 2014-15.

Race Record: 4 wins 1000 to 1223m, MVRC Timbercorp Australia H., 2d MRC Danzero P., Copperama H., 3d MRC Orientate H., Reveille H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced.

2009 Rage Rage (f by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). Placed in 2014 in Philippines.

2010 Missed to Danehill Dancer (Ire).

2011 Crafty Eva (f by Starcraft (NZ)). Started 3 times.

2012 Missed to Bernardini (USA).

2013 (f by High Chaparral (Ire)).

2014 (c by High Chaparral (Ire)).

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 20 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Lot 472
OUR MILLSTER
Bay mare (Branded TL3 nr sh. 9 9 off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire) Mill Reef ................ Never Bend ................ by Nasrullah ................
MAROONED (GB) ......... Milan Mill ................ by Princequillo ............
Short Rations ................ Lorenzaccio (Ire) .......... by Klairon ..................
(Dam) Short Commons ........ by Hard Tack ..............
TIMELESS ACTION ...... Nijinsky ................ by Northern Dancer ........
1986 Native Partner ........ by Raise a Native ........
Timeless Effort (NZ) ...... Balkan Knight (USA) .... by Graustark ...........

MAROONED (GB) (1981). 3 wins, AJC Sydney Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 256 mrs, 179
wrs, 19 SW, inc. Island Morn (WATC Beat Diabetes 2 S., Gr.1), Hardrada, etc.
Sire of the dams of 348 mrs, 221 wrs, 24 SW, inc. Elite Belle, Miss Andretti,
Special Harmony, Motion Pictures, Clueless Angel, Western Jewel, Famous
Roman, Sender, Redwoldt, King Canute, Danny Beau, Express Service, Western
Blaze, Peggie's Dream, Battle Emblem, Rocky Range, Fim Maru, etc.

1st Dam
TIMELESS ACTION, by Serheed (USA). 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1800m,
$351,560, WATC Strickland S., Gr 3, Supremacy S., L, NJ Way S., L,
Sunspeed Champion S., L, Parliamentary Welter H., Au Fait Welter H., 2d
WATC Queen's P., Gr 3, Crystal Slipper S., L, 3d WATC Karakatta P., Gr 1,
Winfield S., Gr 1, Minchinbury Champagne H. Three-quarter-sister to Alibi
Time (dam of ALIBI BAY), half-sister to Timeless Pago, Famous Friend
(dam of FAMOUS ROMAN, LIGHT OF PROSPERITY - POWER FOR
GLORY (MAL.)), Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners-
Woodcutter's Red (g by Marooned (GB)). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, WATC
Island Morn H., 2d WATC Fairretha S., L.
Vain Action (f by Vain Rancher). 5 wins at 1500, 1600m, WATC Hahn Premium
Our Millster (f by Marooned (GB)). 3 wins. See below.
Uncanny Action (f by Canny Lad). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Gilligan's Island (g Marooned (GB)). 4 wins 1500 to 2100m, STC Rosehill
Gardens Event Centre H.
Isolated Action (f by Marooned (GB)). Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Our Lara. 4 wins at 1100, 1200m, 2d SAJC Marsh H.

Race Record: 3 wins 1250 to 1800m, WATC Gill's Zareem H., Crimson Medal
H., 2d WATC Turf Belle H., 3d WATC No Equal H.
Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 4 winners.
2005 Alaskan (g by Danetime (Ire)). Winner at 2200m, 2d WATC Westspeed
Stayers' H.
2006 WESTERN JEWEL (f by Jeune (GB)). 8 wins 1600 to 2400m, $607,990,
WATC Perth Cup, Gr 2, ATA H., Perthracing.com.au H., WATC
Stayers' Bonus H.-twice, Buildex Ripplezips H., ATA H., 2d WATC
H., 4th WATC Perth Cup, Gr 2, Tattersall's Cup, L.
2007 Invading Force (g by Arazi (USA)). Started twice.
2008 Slipped by Arazi (USA).
2009 WESTERN BLAZE (g by Hard Spin (USA)). 4 wins 1500 to 1800m,
$205,835, to 2014-15, WATC Raconteur S., L, Facebook.com
Perthracing H., Reimagine Races This Spring H., Vale Joseph O'Dea
Snr H., 2d WATC Aquanita S., L, TJ Smith Trophy, L, Tabtouch H.
2010 Western Gem (f by Charge Forward). 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m to
2014-15, 3d WATC Perth Racing on Facebook & Twitter H.
2011 Western Speed (g by Hard Spin (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.
2012 Slipped by Hard Spin (USA).
2013 Missed to Hard Spin (USA).
2014 (c by Hard Spin (USA)).

Not served
Lot 473

OVERSPEED

Bay mare

(Branded "TAC" nr sh. 10 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................................. by Northern Dancer .............
FASTNET ROCK ..........................
Piccadilly Circus .......................... by His Majesty .....................
Royal Academy (USA) ..., by Nijinsky .................
Galana ........................................ by Marauding (NZ).......

(Dam) Zeditave .................................... by Showdown (GB)...........
HAPPEN ..........................
1993

Discriminate ..................................... by Crowned Prince..........  

(a) FASTNET ROCK (AUS) (2001). 6 wins to 1200m, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Out of SW Piccadilly Circus. Sire of 858 rnrs, 579 wnrs, 74 SW, inc. Super Cool (VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1), Atlantic Jewel, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Sunset Rock, SP Shees Flawless, Little Miss Smiley, Pearl Star and of Donna Madeira, Wigginton, Kiss Chasey, Bermin Loose, Colour of Love, Harbour Alert, Life O'Brien, Neverunconditional, San Padre, Valar Morghulis, Fastnet Flyer, etc.

1st Dam

HAPPEN, by Zeditave. 4 wins–3 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $157,870, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, VATC Bill Collins H., VRC Nursing 2YO H., VATC Old Year 2YO H., 2d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders' S., Gr 2, 4th VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Sister to MAJOR, half-sister to Tiffin (dam of LIGHTINTHENITE). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

One in a Million (f by Redoute's Choice). 2 wins at 1200m, $109,700, STC Black Creek H., 2d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2, Show County H., L, Angst H., L, 3d STC Research S., Gr 3, AJC Wenona Girl H., L. Dam of-

KARACATIS (g Hussonet (USA)) 7 wins 1000 to 1300m, $387,100, to 2014-15, MRC Christmas S., L, SAJC WH Wylie H., L-twice, Adelaide Casino H., Myer H., Your Local IGA H., 2d SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3-twice, 3d SAJC Spring S., Gr 3, Durbridge S., L-twice, 4th SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, VRC Yellowglen S., Gr 2.

SHAMILLION (g Shamardal (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1400m, Qld Tatt's RC Australia Post S., L.

Gunna Happen (g by Flying Spur). 12 wins 1280 to 1600m, $227,185, AJC Star of Florida Welter H., 2d AJC McGrath Estate Agents H.

Whatever Happens (f by Redoute's Choice). Winner at 1100m, STC Lucky's Freeway Hotel H.

Happened in Paris (f by Royal Academy (USA)). Winner at 1100m, AJC Clipsal H.

2nd Dam

Discriminate, by Marauding (NZ). Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Key H., 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Half-sister to Vodka Twist (dam of TORRA BAY). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

MAJOR (g Zeditave) 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1250m, $188,085, STC Eskimo Prince H., L, 2d QTG Mercedes-Benz Triple Crown H., L, 3d VRC Standish H., Gr 3, BTC Golden S., L, 4th STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2.

HAPPEN (f Zeditave) 4 wins. See above.

Tiffin. 2 wins at 1550, 1600m, STC MTA H. Dam of 2 winners-

LIGHTINTHENITE (g Galileo (Ire)) 6 wins 1200 to 2000m, $446,810, MRC David Jones Cup, Gr 3, 2d Newcastle JC Cameron H., Gr 3, ATC Festival S., L, 3d ATC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, 4th ATC Epsom H., Gr 1.

Race Record: Started 3 times.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner. 2010 Fastnet Flyer (g by Husson (ARG)). Winner at 1400m in 2013-14. 2011 Awesome One (f by Onemorenomore). Started once. 2012 (f by Husson (ARG)). 2013 (f by Lope de Vega (Ire)). 2014 Missed to Denman.

Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 16 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows L 1-5 & M

On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)
Stable 3 Rows L 1-5 & M
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 475

PAPERBACK
Bay mare
(Branded Mr. Prospector.. by Raise a Native........
\( \frac{1}{2} \) nr sh. by Nureyev ....................
\( \frac{1}{2} \) off sh.)
Foaled 2002

(Sire) Kingmambo................. Miesque....................
KING’S BEST (USA) .... Lomard.................... by Agio.................
Allegretta........................ Anatevka................. by Espresso.........

(Dam) BOONDOCK (NZ)........... Century........................ by Better Boy (Ire).........
1995 Boonoke..................... Rainbeam.................... by Vain........................

KING’S BEST (USA) (1997). 3 wins–2 at 2, The Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 1234 rnrs, 685 wns, 53 SW, inc. Workforce (The Derby, Gr.1), Dubai Surprise, Sajihaa, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Kiram, Happy Galaxy, Ervedya, Good Donna, Ziyarid, Azmeel, Multitude, Alkasser, Be Safe, Baltic Knight, Castello Aragonese, More Than Satka, Queen’s Daughter, Ektiaam, Espero, Masterel, Royal Haunt, Baisse, Nouriya, SP Alpha Bravo, Karaktar, etc.

1st Dam
BOONDOCK (NZ), by Centaine. Placed. Half-sister to Do Me a Favour. Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Delago Diamond - Soviet Sniper (Sing.) (g by Encosta de Lago). 5 wins 1400 to 1800m in Aust and Malaysia, 3d Singapore TC Class 4 H. -3 times.
Mudslide (g by Royal Academy (USA)). 4 wins 1222 to 1600m.

2nd Dam
BOOONE, by Marscay. Started twice. Sister to MAIZCAY, MZILIKAZI, FITTING (dam of CATBIRD, DANBIRD), three-quarter-sister to DONNA DIOR, half-sister to DONNA CARA (dam of YESTERDAY). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Do Me a Favour (f Howbaddouwantit (USA)) 4 wins 1350 to 1600m, Hawke’s Bay First Sovereign Trust H., 2d AuRC Bonecrusher S., L.

3rd Dam
CORN, by Hotfoot. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, AJC Analight H. Half-sister to BEANS, COUNTY, DIEU D’OR, Fire Fighter, Singeing Lamp (dam of HALF HENNESSY), Mahenge (dam of BEAVER). Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
MAIZCAY (c Marscay) 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $178,700, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr 2, AJC Breeders’ P., Gr 3. Sire.
MZILIKAZI (c Marscay) 7 wins 1600 to 2000m, in South Africa and Zimbabwe, Borrowdale OK Grand Challenge, Gr 3, FSI Tinto Guineas, Gr 3, 2d Borrowdale Castle Tankard, Gr 2, 3d Borrowdale Rainbow Tourism S., Gr 3.
FITTING (f Marscay) 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $264,118, AJC Gimcrack S., L, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2. Dam of 9 winners-
CATBIRD (c Danehill (USA)) Champion 2YO in Australia in 1998-99. 5 wins at 2 at 1200m, $1,755,670, STC Golden Slipper S., GR 1. Sire.
DANBIRD (c Danehill (USA)) 6 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $369,059, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 2d AJC Up and Coming S., Gr 2. Sire.

Race Record: Winner at 1100m.
Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners.

2008 Harry’s Magic (g by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 1400m.
2009 Fast Fiction (g by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15 in NZ.
2010 Shady Dane (f by Dane Shadow). Started 3 times.
2011 Blakjak Paperback (g by All American). Started 3 times.
2012 Tamblyn (g by Snitzel). Unraced.
2013 (c by Northern Meteor). Destroyed.
2014 (f by All American).

Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 26 November 2014.
Not in foal
Stable 1 Rows A,B & C 1-4

On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

Lot 476

PAROS
Brown filly
(Branded \( \text{II} \) nr sh. \( 119 \) off sh.)
Foaled 2011

\( \text{Sire} \)
Danhiill (USA) ..................
Danzig ..........................

\( \text{Dam} \)
Cotehele House (GB).....
Eight Carat ..........................

PELLUCID ....................
Quest for Fame (GB).....
Rainbow Quest....................

2002
Pinctada (NZ)..................
Perl Queen ..........................

\( \text{Command} (\text{AUS}) (1996). 4 \text{ wins}-3 \text{ at } 2, \text{ STC Missile S.}, \text{Gr.3. Sire of } 1088 \text{ rnrs, 767 \text{ wns}, 66 SW}, \text{ inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaaulette, Purple, etc. Sire of the dams of 279 \text{ rns}, 156 \text{ wns}, \text{ inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta, Politeness, Calcutta, Runway Star, SP Uratta Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate, Platinum State, Sunset Boulevard and of Caveka, Herne's Oak, Junung Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.} \)

1st Dam
PELLUCID, by Quest for Fame (GB). \text{Winner} at 1300m, AJC Mosman H., 3d AJC David Jones H. Sister to PEARLY KINGS, three-quarter-sister to Lustre (dam of GLOWS), half-sister to Perle (dam of FALAISE), Progress. Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc: Sting (g \text{ by Refuse to Bend (Ire)}). \text{2 wins} at 1200, 1500m to 2014-15, ATC 7steel Building Solutions P. Clear (g \text{ by Commands}). \text{3 wins} 1200 to 1630m to 2013-14.

2nd Dam
PINCTADA (NZ), by Imposing. \text{Winner} at 2 at 900m. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, all winners, inc:–
PPEARLY KINGS (c Quest for Fame (GB)) \text{6 wins}–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $278,000, Hawkesbury Guineas, L, AJC Ocean Drive Australia H., STC Nisad Schizophrenia Research H., Vodka Cruiser H., AJC Rockdale 2YO H. Progress (c Canny Lad) \text{8 wins} 900 to 1200m, $260,935, AJC Colonial Funerals H., 2d STC Satellite S., L, 3d STC Starlight S., L, Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L, 4th MRC Rubiton S., L, Gr 3, QTC Lightning H., L.
Perle (f Night Shift (USA)) \text{4 wins} 1150 to 1300m, AJC KFC Liverpool H., Gwen Wooding H., STC Off Broadway Hotel H., 3d VRC Neat n' Trim Uniform S., L, 4th VATC Debutsante S., L. Dam of 6 winners-
FALAISE (g Grand Lodge (USA)) \text{10 wins} 1200 to 1500m, $737,190, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, AJC Hall Mark S., L, MRC JRA S., L, 2d QTG Sir Byrne Hart S., Gr 2, STC Darby Munro S., L, 3d STC Apollo S., Gr 2, MRC Victoria H., Gr 3, Newmarket JC Cameron H., Gr 3.
Tahitian Black (g Lonhro) \text{8 wins} 1000 to 1300m, $385,106, to 2014-15, ATC CSR Bradford Solar H., Ascend Sales Trophies H., Bowermans Furniture H., 3d ATC Maurice McCarten S., Gr 3, Canterbury Classic, L. Koichi. \text{4 wins}–2 at 2–1100 to 1250m, $244,420, STC Bride to Be 2YO H., Jacob's Creek Sparkling H., PJ Gallaghers Hotel H.
Lustre. Placed at 2 \& 3, 2d AJC Arncliffe 3YO P. Dam of 2 winners-
GLOWS (f Canny Lad) \text{4 wins} at 1100, 1200m, $181,575, MVRC Typhoon Tracy S., L, Telstra Phonewords H., 2d MRC City of Glen Eira H., 3d MRC WW Cockram S., Gr 3, Kevin Hayes S., L, 4th VRC Moomba P., L.
Impassable. \text{5 wins} 1110 to 1400m, STC General Gordon Hotel H., 3d STC Race & Taste H.
Nutshell. \text{Winner} at 1000m. Dam of 5 winners-
Sunshine Rhythm (g Bradbury's Luck) \text{Winner} at 1100m in Macau, 2d Macau Lisboa Juvenile, L.

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by ALBRECHT. Date of last service, 26 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
On Account of T. & C. HUGHES, Goulburn
Lot 477 (No GST) PARTY DRESS
Bay mare (Branded \( \text{nr sh.}\) \( \frac{2}{8} \) off sh.) Foaled 2008

(Sire) MOSSMAN ..........

Success Express (USA).......... Hold Your Peace.......... by Speak John ..........

Au Printemps.......... by Dancing Champ ..........

Twig Moss (Fr).......... by Luther ..........

Off Shore (GB) .......... by Grundy ..........

(Dam) VILLEROY .............

Jugah (USA)............. Northern Dancer .......... by Neartic ..........

Highest Trump .......... by Bold Bidder ..........

Captain James .......... by Captain's Gig ..........

Super Courtesan .......... by Supreme Sovereign ..........


1st Dam VILLEROY, by Jugah (USA). 4 wins at 1000, 1100m, 2d MRC Reveille H., 3d STC Nature Vet H. Half-sister to TWILIGHT PRECIEUX, English Twilight (dam of NIGHT’S UPON US). Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Party Dress (f by Mossman). 9 wins. See below.

Wing Forward (g by Orpen (USA)). 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, 3d AJC Autumn Carnival on Sale H.

Cellini (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1215m, 2d AJC Royal Randwick Conventions H.

Richeast (g by Dash for Cash). 4 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014, Singapore TC Class 5 H.-3 times, Ghozl S., 2d Singapore TC Blizz Bless H., Class 5 H.

2nd Dam TWILIGHT TINGE (IRE), by Captain James. Winner at 1100m, 2d SAJC Asian Beau H., 3d SAJC Lord H. Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

TWILIGHT PRECIEUX (f Metal Precieux (Ire)) 11 wins 1100 to 1600m, $126,015, SAJC City of Adelaide H., L, Trois Model H.-twice, Cameronic Welter H., 2d SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3. Producer.

Scorpio Lass. 10 wins 850 to 1600m, STC Five Dock H. Producer.

English Twilight. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, 2d SAJC Class Four H. Dam of:


Espresso. 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, $753,845, HKJC Tai Lam Chung H., Purves Quaich H., Ash H., London H., Insular H., Fenwick H.

Empire Dawn. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-

Strikes Back (g Ashkalani (Ire)) 5 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $144,900, SAJC Legacy Brimco 2YO H., Solo Resource Recovery 2YO P., Sandy Nelson Teamwear H., Sealink H., 2d SAJC Cleanevent H., 3d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr 2, Fulham Park P., L.

Twilight Dance. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, 3d SAJC Carlton Draught 2YO P. Dam of 3 winners-

Little Sheeka. Winner at 1600m in 2014-15, TRC Raine & Horne P.

Twilight’s Sister. 2 wins at 1200, 1350m, 3d SAJC Heavenly Time H.

Moonseeker. 2 wins at 1050m, 2d SAJC Better Vain S. Dam of 3 winners-

Intrepid Astronaut. 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, SAJC Grenfell Hi-Fi Flying H.,

Race Record: 9 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1206m, $186,745, to 2013-14, ATC Vinery Yearlings H., More Than Ready H., 2d ATC Canterbury Park H., 3d ATC Ken Callander Fellowship H., Rosehill Gardens H.

First season at stud
Served by CHOISIR. Date of last service, 2 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
PASSARELLE
Bay filly (Branded 77 off sh.)
Foaled 2012

(Sire) Redoute’s Choice........... by Danzig............
NOT A SINGLE DOUBT
Schantza’s Choice.............. by Canny Lad..........

(Dam) Singles Bar.................. by Crown Jester.....

1997
(SPEEDY BELL).................. by Grand Chaudiere....


1st Dam
SPEEDY BELL, by Brocco (USA). Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Gimcrack S., L, 2d STC Winfreux 3YO H., 3d STC Heritage S., L. Half-sister to WHOEVER, Stratford, Superforce. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
SPEEDY NATALIE (f by Al Maher). 3 wins-1 at 2 to 1100m to 2000m, $212,555, AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, SAJC Dequetteville S., L, MVRC TEAC Flashback P., 2d Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2. Dam of- SWEET AND SPEEDY (f Street Cry (Ire)) 3 wins-1 at 2 to 1210, 1400m, $162,975, to 2014-15, VRC Vanity S., Gr 3, MRC Ian Miller H., 3d SAJC National S., Gr 3.
Big Bear Rock (g by Fastnet Rock). 4 wins 1000 to 1175m, $110,830, VRC Nowicki Carbone H., MRC Ascend Sales & Sponsorship Consultancy H.
Boat Quay (f by Belong to Me (USA)). 3 wins 1000 to 1455m, MVRC Connex Plus H., SAJC Scott Group of Companies, Australian Manufacturing Workers Union P., 3d SAJC Sealink Travel Group H., VRC Sunday Herald Sun P.
Silverstream (f by Al Maher). 2 wins 1 to 2 to 1200 to 2014-15, WATC Westspeed Nursery H., Variety at the Races H.
Molly Rocks (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m. Dam of- Mister Rockstar. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m in 2014-15, SAJC John Shanahan H., 2d SAJC Drink Driving? Grow Up H., Peter Elberg Funerals P.
Danzavite (f by Danzero). Winner at 1400m. Dam of 2 winners-
Vaz de Torres. 6 wins 1300 to 1666m, $106,600, to 2014-15, BRC Mount Franklin P., Corona Beach Party H., Aitkenvale Family Health Centre H., Ambassador Travel H., 3d BRC Blackdown Accommodation H.
Danza King. 3 wins 1100 to 1550m, ATC Elizabeth Bay H., AJC Busby P., STC Porter’s Liquor H., 2d ATC John Vincent Farewell H.

2nd Dam
CELEBRATION BELL, by True Version. 2 wins at 1200m, AJC Global Despatch H., 2d AJC CCI Insurance H. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
WHOEVER (f Redoute’s Choice) 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $171,800, AJC Nivison H., L, STC Mad About the Hat Day H., 2d AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, Sapphire S., Gr 2, City Tatt’s RC Lightning H., L.
SPEEDY BELL (f Brocco (USA)) Winner. See above.
Stratford (g Stratum) 4 wins at 1100, 1200m, $302,900, GCTC Magic Millions P., ATC Congratulations Lonho H., NAB Corporate H., 3d GCTC Magic Millions Cup, RL, 4th ATC Southern Cross H., Gr 3.
Superforce (g Mukaddamah (USA)) 4 wins 1000 to 1200m, $103,341, VRC Heron Bridge H., MVRC Strathayr H., Le Pine Funeral Services H., 3d VATC Zeditave S., L, 4th VATC Christmas H., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
Has not been to stud
Lot 479

PASSION CHEVAL

Bay mare (Branded x nr sh. 18 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ..........  .............. Danzig .......................... by Northern Dancer ........

FASTNET ROCK ............... Piccadilly Circus ..........  .............. Razyana ......................... by His Majesty ..................

(Ram) The Judge .................... Summoned ................. by Showdown (GB) ........

CALMING .......................... Rubiton ......................... by Century .......................

1997 All Kisses ....................... Miss No No ....................... by Nonnacional ................


Patience (g by Encosta de Lago). 5 wins 1216 to 1600m, $114,775, AJC Function Centre H., 2d BATC Our Cavalier H., Hunt Club H., STC Lucky Lil's Saloon Bar H. Half-sister to SANHEDRIN'S PRIDE, Rancho Miss, Francisco Kid - Aristocrat (H.K.). Dam of -

Flaming Rock (g by Fastnet Rock). 4 wins 1100 to 1500m, $208,090, STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Hellaust H., Blackwoods H.

Port Isabel (f by Encosta de Lago). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, MRC Gladstone H., Goleen H., 3d MRC Graeme Bennett H. Dam of- Laguna Vista. 2 wins 1100m in 2013-14, 3d MVRC DPOS Displays 2YO H.

Passion Cheval (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner. See below.

Poised - Lo's Treasure (Mac.) (g by Lonhro). 3 wins at 1000, 1050m in Aust and Macau.

2nd Dam ALL KISSES, by Rubiton. 7 wins 900 to 1300m, AJC Function Centre H., 2d BATC Our Cavalier H., Hunt Club H., STC Lucky Lil's Saloon Bar H. Half-sister to SANHEDRIN'S PRIDE, Rancho Miss, Francisco Kid - Aristocrat (H.K.). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

CALMING (f Zeditave) 8 wins. See above.

Royal Solitaire. 2 wins at 1085, 1350m, 2d QTC Awapuni H. Dam of 4 winners-

WAR ARTIST (g Orpen (USA)) Champion Older Male Sprinter in Germany in 2009. 9 wins at 1000, 1200m, £654,545, Clairwood Mercury Sprint, Gr 1, Baden-Baden Goldene Peitsche, Gr 2, Longchamp Prix du Petit Couvert, Gr 3, Maisons-Laffitte Prix de Ris-Orangis, Gr 3, Meydan Al Shindagha Sprint S., Gr 3, 2d Royal Ascot Golden Jubilee S., Gr 1, York Duke of York S., Gr 2, Meydan Al Quoz Sprint S., Gr 2, 3d Newmarket July Cup, Gr 1, Prix de l'Abbaye de Longchamp, Gr 1, Scottsville Golden Horse Sprint S., Gr 1.

Sashenka (f Orientate (USA)) 3 wins at 2–900 to 1350m, $190,950, BTC John Paul College 2YO H., 2d BTC Tommy Smith Slipper, L, QTC CE McDougall S., L, 3d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Producer.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m in 2013-14, 3d ATC Blue Diamond Nominations P. First season at stud

Served by PIERRO. Date of last service, 1 November 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 480
PASTEL ROSE (USA)
Bay mare
Foaled 2004

(Sire)
Sharpen Up ..........................
Atan ................................ by Native Dancer ...........
DIESIS ..............................
Rocchetta ........................... by Rockefella...
Doubly Sure ........................
Reliance ............................ by Tantieme .........

(Dam)
Alzao (USA) .........................
Lyphard ............................ by Northern Dancer ....
SEBA ................................
Lady Rebecca ...................... by Sir Ivor .......................
PERSIAN SECRET...................
Persian Heights (GB) .......... by Persian Bold ..........
1999
Persian Secret .....................
Rahaam....................... by Secreto ...............

mrs, 508 wnsr, 82 SW, inc. Halling (Sandown Eclipse S., Gr.1). Diminuendo,
Ramruma, Elmaamul, Magistretti, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Dylan Thomas,
Homecoming Queen, Erin Dancer, Mastery, King of Sale, Kirklees, Lucarno,
Dynaforce, Sixties Icon, Honor in War, Queen's Logic, Zanzibar, Crimplene,
Mannadar, Senure, Hayil, Carmine Lake, Cetewayo, Flemensfirth, Isolda, etc.

1st Dam
SEBA, by Alzao (USA). 3 wins – 2 at 2–6f to 8½f, £109,704, Royal Ascot
Chesham S., L, Newmarket 2YO Fillies’ S., Saratoga Allowance, 3d Belmont
Mother Goose S., Gr 1. Half-sister to DO THE HONOURS, Postery (dam of
FUTURE GENERATION). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Sheistheboss (f by Street Boss (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1200m, Chantilly Prix
de la Mere Marie, 3d Deauville Prix Six Perfections, L.
Distorted Promise (f by Distorted Humor). 2 wins at 5f, 1m in U.S.A.

2nd Dam
PERSIAN SECRET, by Persian Heights (GB). 3 wins – 2 at 2–1207, 1600m,
Bordeaux Prix La Sorellina, L, 2d Newmarket Empress S., L, 3d Ripon
Champion 2YO Trophy, L, 4th Sandown Star S., L. Half-sister to
CASSANDRA GO (dam of HALFWAY TO HEAVEN, THEANN, TICKLED
PINK), VERGLAS, Grey Eminence, Aricia (dam of FREEDOM’S LIGHT,
OH BEAUTIFUL), Rambler (dam of BERKARAR), Ramona (dam of
PRIMA LUCE). Dam of 14 named foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:-
DO THE HONOURS (f Highest Honor) Champion 3YO Sprinter in France
in 2001. 5 wins – 1 at 2–1005 to 1408m, Deauville Prix de Meautry, Gr 3,
Prix du Cercle, L, Prix de la Pomme. Dam of 4 winners-
Woven Lace (f Hard Spun (USA)) Winner at 1600m, Chantilly Prix de la
Croix d’Halatte, 2d Longchamp Prix de la Grotte, Gr 3, 3d Saint-Cloud
Prix Coronation, L, 4th Longchamp Prix du Pont-Neuf, L.
Waitress (f Kingmambo) 2 wins
at 1400m, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Ceres, L.
SEBA (f by Alzao (USA)) 3 wins. See above.
Postery. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
FUTURE GENERATION (f Hurricane Run) 6 wins – 1 at 2–6f to 1m,
€187,303, Leopardstown Desmond S., Gr 3, Belmont Serena's Cat S., L,
2d Curragh Minstrel S., Gr 3, 4th Hollywood Matriarch S., Gr 1.
Rasmeyaa (f New Approach) Winner at 2 at 7f, Leopardstown 2YO Fillies
S., 3d Tipperary Fairy Bridge S., Gr 3, Curragh Flame of Tara S., L.

Race Record: Started once.
Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner.
2008 Magic Falcon (g by O'Reilly). 4 wins at 1500, 1800m, $121,984 in
Macau, 3d Macau Guineas, L.
2009 (f by One Cool Cat (USA)).
2010 So You Pink (f by High Chaparral (Ire)). Placed in 2014-15.
2012 She's Rosie (f by Stratum). Started twice.
2013 (c by New Approach (Ire)).
2014 Not served previous season.
Not served
PEARL ARDANE
Bay mare (Branded C nr sh. 156/2 off sh.) Foaled 2002
(Sire)
DANEHILL (USA)........................................ Danzig............................ Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic .................
Razyana.................................................... Pas de Nom............................... His Majesty ........ by Ribot .................
(Nam)
SEA ALMOND (USA) ... 1995
Nureyev.................................................... Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic .................
Dear Dorothy ........................................... Special .................. by Forli ....................
1st Dam
SEA ALMOND (USA), by Nureyev. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Half-sister to Besitos, Clever Dorothy. Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Chieftain Jack (g by Fastnet Rock). 5 wins 1600 to 2027m, $197,462, to 2013-
Dane Almond - California Bishop (H.K.) (g by Danehill (USA)). 5 wins 1300 to
1800m, $433,801, MRC Master Avenel H., HKJC Lung Fu Shan H. Winning Sunshine (g by Danehill (USA)). 4 wins to 1650m, HKJC Qingdao H.
2nd Dam
DEAR DOROTHY, by Riverman. Unraced. Blood-sister to TRIPTYCH, BARGER
(dam of NARRATIVE, BAYA), half-sister to SABONA, Alnaab, Teibun
Angel (dam of CARNEGIE DAIAN), Hail the Dancer (dam of HASH
BROWN). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-
Clever Dorothy (f Clever Trick) 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, 2d Grand
Criterium de Bordeaux, L, Nantes Prix des Sablonnets, L.
Besitos (f Greatness) 2 wins at 1m, 8½f, 2d Arlington Park Hatoo S., L.
3rd Dam
HAIL MAGGIE, by Hail to Reason. Started once. Sister to TRILLION (dam of
TRIPTYCH, BARGER), MARCRAVINE, half-sister to Dunkirk, Noble
Angel (dam of NORDAVANO), Doff the Derby (dam of GENEROUS,
IMAGINE, WEDDING BOUQUET, OSUMI TYCOON, STRAWBERRY
ROAN, WINDY TRIPLE K.). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
SABONA (c Exclusive Native). 8 wins–1 at 2, Hollywood Californian S., Gr 1.
Flood. Winner at 6f in U.S.A. Grandam of-
LANDSEER (c Danehill (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2–1207 to 1609m, Keeneland
Turf Mile S., Gr 1, Longchamp Poule d'Essai des Pouilains, Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1580m, STC Penfolds H.
Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners.
2007 Dream Alibi (f by Galileo (Ire)). Winner at 1850m, 2d ATC TAB Sportsbet
H., 3d ATC Wentworthville District RLC H.
2008 Chalina (f by Dehere (USA)). Winner at 1000m.
2009 Harada Pearl (f by Haradasun). Winner at 1700m in 2013-14, 3d ATC
Membership on Sale Now H.
2010 Slipped by Dehere (USA).
2011 Gerardasun (g by Haradasun). Placed at 3 in 2014-15 in NZ.
2013 ........................................
2014 ........................................
Served by MOSSMAN. Date of last service, 4 December 2014.
Believed to be in foal
**Stable 3 Rows B & C 11-14**

**Lot 482**

**PEARL JOY**

Bay mare

(Branded C nr sh. 13 8 off sh.)

Foaled 2008

- **Sire:** Danehill (USA) .......................... by Northern Dancer ............
- **Dam:** Kaapstad (NZ) .......................... Eight Carat (GB) .......... by Pieces of Eight ........

**ILLICITLY**

2000

- **Sire:** Kaapstad (NZ) .......................... Eight Carat (GB) .......... by Pieces of Eight ........
- **Dam:** Pleaseur (NZ) .......................... Eastern Joy ..........................

- **1st Dam:** ILLICITLY, by Kaapstad. **3 wins** at 1400m, 2d Waikato RC Tommo's Pizzas H., BOP RC Hills Haden Valuers H., Wealanees Groundspread H., Counties RC Versatile Buildings H., 4th Wairarapa Thoroughbred Breeders' S., L. Half-sister to PIACHAY, UTILITY. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, **2 winners**, inc:- Forbidden Jewel (f by Fastnet Rock). **Winner** at 2 at 1300m in 2013-14, ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H., 4th ATC Gloaming S., Gr 3. Providence (g by God's Own). **5 wins** 1200 to 1600m to 2013-14.

- **2nd Dam:** PLEASURE (NZ), by Nassipour (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Indochine (dam of VOLKSIINI). Dam of 5 foals, all raced, **4 winners**- PIACHAY (g Danasinga) **5 wins** 1200 to 3200m, $603,450, QTC Brisbane Cup, Gr 1, VRC Visit Us at Vrc.net.au H., Nursery Car Park H., 2d AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, MVRC Leslie Foggatt S., L, VRC Brian Meldrum Welter H., 3d VRC Saab H., Gr 2, GCTC Prime Minister's Cup, Gr 2.

- **UTILITY (g Flying Spur) 9 wins** 1200 to 2000m, $324,935, MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, VRC Emirates Airline H., MRC Planet Ruler H., SAJC Go Karts Pooraka H., 2d VRC TSL P., 4th VRC Chester Manifold S., L, College Crest. **4 wins** 1300 to 1600m, 2d VRC Cadbury Roses H., 3d MVRC Just Fruit PC Produce H., Ballarat TC Olivers Footwear H. Pleasant Change. Started twice. Dam of- Angel Suez. **3 wins** 1406 to 1600m to 2014-15.

- **3rd Dam:** EASTERN JOY, by Three Legs (GB). **Champion 3YO filly in NZ in 1984-85.**
  - **12 wins**–2 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $155,034, AuRC Easter H., Gr 1, Avondale Championship S., Gr 2, Avondale JC Classic S., Gr 3, Manawatu RC Eulyogy S., Gr 3, AuRC Alison S., L, Founders' P., L, BOP RC Personalities' S., L, 2d Waikato RC Noble Heights S., Gr 3, 3d Counties RC Auckland Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr 3, 4th AuRC Royal S., Gr 2. Sister to JOSETTE NICOLE, three-quarter-sister to Break Dancer, half-sister to Velinda (dam of RUSSIAN PEARL, PROMISE ME). Dam of 4 foals, 2 to race, inc:- Indochine. Placed at 3 in NZ. Dam of- VOLKSIINI (f Volksraad (GB)) **3 wins**–1 at 2–1100 to 2020m, $150,651, AuRC Soliloquy S., L, 2d Hawke's Bay Highview S., Gr 3, 3d New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, QTC Brisbane H., L. Producer.

**Race Record:** Started once.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 foals.

- 2013 (f by Walking or Dancing (NZ)).
- 2014 (f by Walking or Dancing (NZ)).

Served by BULLET TRAIN (GB). Date of last service, 29 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 483  
PECTORALIS MAJOR (USA)

Bay or Brown mare  
(Branded C nr sh. $220 off sh.)  
Foaled 2003

(Sire)  
UNBRIDLED’S SONG (USA)  
Fappiano ..................................... by Mr. Prospector
Gana Facil ................................... by Le Fabuleux
Trolley Song .................................. by Fortino
Lucky Spell .................................. by Lucky Mel

(Dam)  
PROSPECTORA  
Mr. Prospector ..................  
1993  
Oscillate  
Oscillate .................................. by Northern Dancer


1st Dam  
PROSPECTORA, by Mr. Prospector. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to RHYTHM, GET LUCKY (dam of GIROLAMO, DAYDREAMING, ACCELERATOR, HARBORAGE), MUTAKDDIM, Not for Love, Quaestio (dam of KAVANAGH), Takesmybreathaway (dam of FROST GIANT, BREATHLESS STORM), Oregon Trail (dam of OREGON LADY), half-sister to Smooth Charmer (dam of SEA CHANTER), Miss Salsa (dam of PACIFIC OCEAN).

Settlement (c Kris S). Winner at 2, $143,000, 2d Saratoga Hopeful S., Gr 1, 3d Saratoga Special S., Gr 2, 4th Gulfstream Florida Derby, Gr 1. Sire.

Amonistar. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
PLAYWRIGHT (g Fantastic Light (USA)). 8 wins 1200 to 2046m, $802,067, VRC CS Hayes S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Blamey S., Gr 2, MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, VRC TAB Quaddie H., L, 3d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, MRC TS Carulyon Cup, Gr 3, VRC Sofitel S., L, 4th VRC TAB 50th Birthday S., L.

2nd Dam  
OSCILLATE, by Seattle Slew. Winner at 5½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to RHYTHM, GET LUCKY (dam of GIROLAMO, DAYDREAMING, ACCELERATOR, HARBORAGE). Dam of 14 named foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
MUTAKDDIM (c Seeking the Gold). 5 wins–1 at 2–5½f to 7f, Haydock John of Gaunt S., L, 2d Goodwood Supreme S., Gr 3, 3d Sandown Mile, Gr 2.

Smooth Charmer (f Easy Goer). 4 wins, 2d Belmont Shuvee H., Gr 1. Dam of-

Quaestio. Winner at 2 at 6f in Great Britain. Dam of 7 winners-
KAVANAGH (g Tiger Ridge). 8 wins–1 at 2–1160 to 1450m, £323,016, Turffontein Hawaii S., Gr 2, 2d Clairwood Golden Horseshoe S., Gr 1.

Takesmybreathaway. Started twice. Dam of 8 winners-
FROST GIANT (g Giant’s Causeway). 4 wins–1 at 2–7f to 1¼m, £240,165, Belmont Suburban H., Gr 1, Leopardstown Killavullan S., Gr 3. Sire.

Miss Salsa. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
PACIFIC OCEAN (c Ghostzapper). 5 wins, Saratoga James Marvin S., Gr 3.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1m, 8½f, $115,641 in U.S.A.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.

2009 Inlet (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Placed in 2014-15.
2010 King’s Ballet (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Winner at 1350m in 2013-14.
2011 Prospect’s Rise (f by Pentire (GB)). Unraced.
2012 (f by Pins).
2013 (f by So You Think (NZ)).
2014 (f by High Chaparral (Ire)).

Served by DECLARATION OF WAR (USA). Date of last service, 10 Nov 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 484  
PEMBA NEPAL  
Bay or Brown mare  
(Branded 8” nr sh. 274” off sh.)  
Foaled 2008

(Sire)  
DOMESDAY  
Red Ransom (USA)........................ by Hail to Reason............
Arabia.................................. by Damascus......................
In the Past (GB)........................ by Gone West..................
Zafonic (USA)........................ by Storm Bird..................

(Dam)  
NEPAL.................................. by Quest for Fame (GB)....
Rainbow Quest........................ by Blushing Groom.........
Aryenne............................... by Green Dancer............
Bletchingly........................... by Biscay........................

(DAM)  
NEPAL............................... by Quest for Fame (GB).
Placed at 3, 3d MRC Imposera H., SAJC Swettenham Stud H. Half-sister to CRAWL, OLD MAN, Step (dam of MARCHING, GAIT). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

Terai (f by Teofilo (Ire)). 4 wins 1400 to 2400m, $187,035, to 2014-15, ATC So You Think Yearlings P., Hyland Race Colours H., 2d ATC Christmas Cup, L.
Khas Kura (g by Lonhro). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $262,225, ATC Akubra Hats H., AJC Farewell Takeover Target H., STC Freeway Republic Beer 2YO H., 2d Hawkesbury Guineas, L, AJC Australia’s Favourite Air H.

Gurkha (c by Lonhro). Winner at 1200m.

Sagarmatha (f by Octagonal (NZ)). Winner at 1630m.

1st Dam  
NEPAL, by Quest for Fame (GB). Placed at 3, 3d MRC Imposera H., SAJC Swettenham Stud H. Half-sister to CRAWL, OLD MAN, Step (dam of MARCHING, GAIT). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

Terai (f by Teofilo (Ire)). 4 wins 1400 to 2400m, $187,035, to 2014-15, ATC So You Think Yearlings P., Hyland Race Colours H., 2d ATC Christmas Cup, L.
Khas Kura (g by Lonhro). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $262,225, ATC Akubra Hats H., AJC Farewell Takeover Target H., STC Freeway Republic Beer 2YO H., 2d Hawkesbury Guineas, L, AJC Australia’s Favourite Air H.

Gurkha (c by Lonhro). Winner at 1200m.

Sagarmatha (f by Octagonal (NZ)). Winner at 1630m.

2nd Dam  
TRAIPSE, by Bletchingly. Winner at 1200m, 2d STC Registered Clubs Association H., 3d STC Marrickville Bowling Club H. Sister to BOARDWALK ANGEL (dam of COOGE WALK, THE BIG ASK), three-quarter-sister to Special Walk (dam of COUNTRY WALK), half-sister to Angel Baby. Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

CRAWL (g Dr Grace (NZ)) 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1500m, $1,543,420, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, VRC Debonair S., L, 2d VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, MRC Coongy H., 3d STC Frederick Clissold S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Epsom H., Gr 1, VRC Emirates S., 1-twice, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, George Ryder S., 1-twice, VATC Toorak H., Gr 1, Autumn Classic, Gr 2, AJC Frank Packer P., Gr 3.

OLD MAN (g Dr Grace (NZ)) 10 wins 1300 to 1600m, $541,283, VRC Auckland Racing Club Metric Mile H., L, STC Civic H., L, Balaklava Cup, L, 2d VATC TS Carlyn Cup, Gr 2, STC Royal Parma S., L, 3d MRC TS Carlyn Cup, Gr 3, STC Ajax S., Gr 3, VRC Winter Championship H., L.

Step. Winner at 1400m, 2d AJJ MooLTan H. Dam of 4 winners-

MARCHING (c Commands) 3 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2040m, $781,222, MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr 2, 2d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2, 2d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2, 2d STC Ajax S., Gr 2, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, Sandown S., Gr 3, TS Carlyn Cup, 3d Victoria Derby, Gr 1, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, HDF McNeil S., Gr 3.

GAIT (g Anabaa (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Debutant S., L.

Status Quo (f Lonhro) 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, $133,482, AJC Cherrybrook H., Canley Vale H., 2d AJJ Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, 3d Gold Coast Bracelet, L.

Race Record: Winner at 1000m.
First season at stud
Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 3 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows K 8-10 & L 1-6
On Account of EDINGLASSIE STUD, Muswellbrook
(As Agent)

Lot 485  
PENHALIGON  
Bay mare  
(Branded 🎐 nr sh. 95 4 off sh.)  
Foaled 2004

(Sire)  
Danehill (USA)  
Danzig  
by Northern Dancer  
Razayana  
by His Majesty  
Shantha's Choice  
Canny Lad  
by Bletchingly  
Dancing Show (USA)  
by Nijinsky

(Dam)  
Diesis  
Sharpen Up  
by Atan  
Queen of the Park (USA) 1997  
Greenland Park  
Red God  
by Nasrullah  
Centre Piece  
by Tompion


1st Dam  
QUEEN OF THE PARK (USA), by Diesis. Placed at 2, 3d Deauville Prix des Marettes. Blood-sister to FITNAH, half-sister to Emerald Park, Falcon Eye, Nawaiet (dam of CAPPONI, NO EXCUSE NEEDED). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Yellowstone - Bliss Star (H.K.) (c by Flying Spur). Winner at 2 at 1310m, SAJC Bill Pyers 2YO H., 2d SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr.2. 

Penhaligon (f by Redoute’s Choice). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam  
GREENLAND PARK, by Red God. 5 wins-4 at 2 at 5f, Royal Ascot Queen Mary S., Gr.2, Ascot Cornwallis S., Gr.3, Goodwood Molecomb S., Gr.3, 2d Doncaster Flying Childers S., Gr.1, 3d Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1, Prix de l’Abbaye de Longchamp, Gr.1. Sister to RED SUNSET, half-sister to Mary Martin (dam of MARINA PARK). Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

FITNAH (f Kris) 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1900, 2000m, Longchamp Prix Saint-Alary, Gr.1, Prix Vanteaux, Gr.3, 2d Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr.1. Grandam of-

Double Park (f Lycius (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 7f, 3d Santa Anita Oaks, Gr.1, Goodwood Stardown S., L. Dam of 6 winners-

CACTUS RIDGE (c Hennessy) 4 wins at 2 4½f to 1m, $187,850, Arlington-Washington Futurity, Gr.3, Ellis James C Ellis Juvenile S., L.

SEBASTIAN COUNTY (c Hennessy) 4 wins–2 at 2–5f to 1m, $230,155, Oaklawn Northern Spur S., L, 3d Arlington-Washington Futurity, Gr.3.

HARRIETT LANE (f Giant’s Causeway) 3 wins at 6½f, 1m, Santa Anita La Habra S., L, 2d Santa Anita Providencia S., Gr.3. Dam of-

HEIKO (c Mr Greeley) 3 wins–1 at 2–1m to 9f, $167,221, Gulfstream The Vid S., L, 4th Calder Tropical Turf H., Gr.3.

Nawaiet. Winner at 1200m, Mains-Laffitte Prix Patachon. Dam of 9 winners-

CAPPONI (c Medicean) 7 wins 1600 to 2000m, £1,581,647 in Great Britain and U.A.E, Meydan Al Maktoum Challenge Round 3 S., Gr.1.

NO EXCUSE NEEDED (c Machiavellian) 4 wins–2 at 2–7f to 1m, £265,837, Royal Ascot Queen Anne S., Gr.2, 2d Goodwood Sussex S., Gr.1. Sire.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m, 3d STC Epic Wright Heaton P., Dextra Underwriting H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal. 
2010 Big Girl (f by Strategic). Unraced. 
2011 (f by Manhattan Rain). 
2012 (c by Denman). 
2013 (f by Smart Missile). 
2014 (f by Smart Missile).

Served by EPAULETTE. Date of last service, 9 December 2014.

Not in foal
Stable 2 Rows L 11,12 & M 1
On Account of TURANGGA FARM, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 486
PENTACITY (NZ)

Chestnut mare
(Branded \text{FM} nr sh. \text{4} off sh.)
Foaled 2004

(Sire) Be My Guest ................ Northern Dancer ............ by Nearctic....................

PENTIRE (GB)................. What a Treat................ by Tudor Minstrel............

(Dam) Gull Nook ................ Mill Reef................... by Never Bend................

INSISTANT .................... Bempton.................... by Blakeney............

1993

PENTIRE (GB) (1992). 8 wins, Ascot King George VI & Queen Elizabeth Diamond S., Gr.1. Sire of 991 mrs, 627 wnrs, 43 SW, inc. Xcellent (New Zealand Derby, Gr.1), (King) Mufhasa, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Shoot Out, President Lincoln, Intransigent, Narita Crystal, Cassandara Shadow, Sureasyouwereborn, Anniestar, She’s Insatiable, SP The Great Snowman, L’Amour, Rich’n Unhitched, Time After Time, Beatboy, Asprey, Mauriac, etc.

1st Dam
INSISTANT, by McGinty. 2 wins at 1400m, 2d Waikato RC Adia H. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

PENTACITY (f by Pentire (GB)). 3 wins. See below.
Alberti (g by Bertolini (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1300m to 2013-14, MRC Le Pine Funerals H.

Can’t Refuse (g by Pentire (GB)). 3 wins at 1900, 1950m to 2014-15, SAJC Melbourne Cup Live at Morphettville H.

In Power (f by Deputy Governor (USA)). Winner at 1580m, 3d Avondale JC Sunday Market H.

Club Med Lass (f by Volksraad (GB)). Winner at 1600m, 3d Otago RC Eureka Bar & Café H.

Burning Desire (f by Bertolini (USA)). Winner at 1200m in NZ. Dam of 2 winners-
The Fire Inside (f Sir Percy (GB)) 3 wins at 1600, 2100m to 2014-15, 2d AuRC Dunstan Feeds Championship Qualifier, 3d Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, AuRC Waste Management H.

The Hotz (g Pentire (GB)) 3 wins to 2013-14, Waikato RC Saddlery Warehouse H.

2nd Dam
VERBOSITY, by Sound Reason (Can). Unraced. Blood-sister to PRINCE BOURBON, Kentucky Lass (dam of CENTIE LASSIE), half-sister to MAXIMUM EFFORT. Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Go Kreisler. Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d Waikato RC Carrington Juvenile H.

3rd Dam
MAXI, by Bourbon Prince (USA). Unplaced. Sister to Bourbon Lass (dam of ZAMAZAAN LASS, PRINCE BOURBON). Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

MAXIMUM EFFORT (f Shy Rambler (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, CJC Warstep S., L, 2d Otago RC Dunedin Guineas, L, 3d Otago Mannequin S., L.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 3 wins 1400 to 2020m, $206,900, Gold Coast Bracelet, L, BTC Northside Roofing H., QTC Avondale P., 2d BTC Doomben Roses, Gr 3, QTC Princess S., L, Romantic Dream H., 3d BTC QTIS 600 H., Logan Chamber of Commerce H., QTC Hidden Dragon H., BTC John Barnes & Co Locksmith H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals.
2010 Tribal Life (g by High Chaparral (Ire)). Unraced.
2011 Abide (g by High Chaparral (Ire)). Unraced.
2012 (c by Ad Valorem (USA)). Died.
2013 (f by High Chaparral (Ire)).
2014 (c by High Chaparral (Ire)).

Served by NICCONI. Date of last service, 15 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows G 6-10
On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 487

PENTELIKON
Grey mare (Branded nr sh. 5 off sh.)

Foaled 2000

(Sire)
Machiavellian........................ by Raise a Native

VETTORI (IRE) ............
Coup de Folie ................. by Sir Gaylord

Air Distingue ...................... Euryantha..... by Niijinsky

(Dam)
Polish Patriot (USA)........

LOYAL SERVANT ........

1993

Joan Gwendoline .........

VETTORI (IRE) (1992). 2 wins, French Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 1052 rnrs, 658 wns, 38 SW, inc. Meu Rei - Medaha (Sau.) (Cidade Jardim G.P. Ipiranga, Gr.1), Sound Action, Do Canada, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Lope de Vega, Outplay, Arabian Gold, Fugazi, Miss Pelear, Qua Qua Qua, High Jinks, Killachy, Loose, Rava, Lindenthaler, Tribal Dance, Sarinda, Crown of Roses, Desejado Zuca, Fulmanir, Abare, Onzaneiro, Pleasure Gains, Vanilquivo, etc.

1st Dam
LOYAL SERVANT, by Polish Patriot (USA). Unraced. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Pentelikon (f by Vettori (Ire)). 5 wins. See below.

Jaguar Night (c by Vettori (Ire)). 5 wins to 1200m, QTC Spotless Group H.

By My Side (g by Al Hareb (USA)). 3 wins 1200 to 1465m, SAJC Castle Tavern H., SA Chamber Industries H., 2d SAJC Distinctive Homes H.

Cobalo (f by Vettori (Ire)). 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, AJC Zora Cross H. Dam of-


Roussos Destiny. 5 wins 1600 to 2200m to 2014-15, BRC CFMEU & BLF Amalgamation H., Wilston Grange AFC H., TTC Jackson Motor Company H.

White Pebble. 3 wins 1100 to 1607m. Dam of-

Passionflower. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m in 2013-14, 2d ATC Congrats H.

Juju. Placed at 3. Dam of-

Bonsai. 3 wins 1000 to 1300m, $112,715, to 2014-15, ATC Hyland Race Colours H., Warwick Farm H., 2d ATC Canterbury Park H.

2nd Dam
JOAN GWENDOLINE, by Metal Precieux (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to KING'S NIGHT, REGAL ARTERY. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

KING'S NIGHT, REGAL ARTERY. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-


Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 1 winner.

2007 Dr Bullion (g by Exceed and Excel). Unplaced.

2008 (foal by Power of Destiny). Dead.

2009 Happy Cat (f by Exceed and Excel). Placed at 2 & 3.


2012 Missed to Bernardini (USA).

2013 Slipped by Love Conquers All.

2014 (c by Poet's Voice (GB)).

Served by POET'S VOICE (GB). Date of last service, 30 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row J 9-12
On Account of WILLOW PARK STUD, Scone

Lot 488

Chestnut mare

PERFECT FINISH

(Branded JM nr sh. 10 0 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire)

Zeditave The Judge by Showdown (GB)....

Summoned by Crowned Prince...........

Sudden Impulse Luskin Star by Kaoru Star...........

Sweet Embrace by Todman ...............

(Dam)

Quest for Fame (GB) Rainbow Quest by Blushing Groom ....

Aryenne by Green Dancer...............

Loyal Lyric by Sovereign Red (NZ).......

Miss Entertainer by Vain............... 

LA FRAISE

STRATEGIC Zeditave...................

Luskin Star Ingredient by Showdown (GB)........

Sweet Embrace by Todman ...............

The Judge by Showdown (GB)....

Rainbow Quest by Blushing Groom ....

Aryenne by Green Dancer...............

Loyal Lyric by Sovereign Red (NZ).......

Miss Entertainer by Vain............... 

LA FRAISE (1999), by Quest for Fame (GB) Placed at 2. Sister to Verse (dam of LAMASERY), half-sister to ANTHEMS, VOCALIST (dam of YELL, SUNG), Patriotism, Hit. Dam of 6 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Threat (g by Commands). 4 wins at 1614m, 2d BRC Aspley Hornets AFL Club H., STC TAB H., 3d AJC Endeavour H.

Annapolis (g by Commands). Winner at 1600m.

Sempervirent (f by Canny Lad). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-


Weekend Hussy. 2 wins at 1511, 1800m to 2013-14, SAJC Angelakis Bros H.

LOYAL LYRIC, by Sovereign Red (NZ). 4 wins 1100 to 1500m, AJC Dan Lewis H., 2d BRC Aspley Hornets AFL Club H., STC TAB H., 3d AJC Endeavour H.

VOCALIST (f Bluebird (USA)) 2 wins at 1200, 1250m, $106,820, ACT RC Black Opal Preview S., L, 2d STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2. Dam of 8 winners-

SUNG (f Anabaa (USA)) 3 wins to 1400m, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, Hawkesbury RC Woodlands Crown H., 2d AJC PJ Bell H., L.

Patriotism (c Commands) 2 wins to 1600m, 2d VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3.

Hit (g Night Shift (USA)) 2 wins at 2, 3d VRC Gibson Carmichael S., L.

Verse. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

LAMASERY (g Commands) 11 wins 1400 to 2400m, $630,450, ATC Hill S., Gr 2, Kingston Town S., Gr 3, Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, VRC Johnnie Walker S., L, 3d ATC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, NSW Tatt’s RC Chelmsford S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Unraced.

First season at stud

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 15 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 489

PERPUGILLIAM

Bay mare

(Trimmed $1 8

Ro) by Hail to Reason

Sharp Queen by Princequillo

Miswak by Mr. Prospector

Coco la Investment by Coco la Terreur

DR FONG (USA) 

Kris S

Spring Flight

Time Killer

1995

Danehill (USA) 

Razyna by His Majesty

Marscay by Biscay

Small Timer (USA) by Lyphard

TIME KILLER, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, BTC Vain H. Half-sister to Tick By. Dam of 2 foals, both winners - Lie Detector - Happy City (Mac.) (g by Encounter). 8 wins - 1 at 2 to 1000, 1200m, $391,080 in Aust and Macau, 2d MRC Our Maizcay 2YO H.

KLOKKA, by Marscay. 6 wins - 2 to 1100 to 1300m, $446,620, MVRC Laurent Perrier S., Gr 2, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, Missile S., Gr 3 twice, Premiere S., Gr 3, 2d AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2, STC Reisling Sliper Trial S., Gr 2, 3d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3. Sister to NEWTOWN PIKE, half-sister to SIKESTON, Oh Boy Valoy (dam of HIGH TIMER, OKIE TIME, THAT TAT). Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 10 winners, inc:-

Tick By (f Zabeel) 4 wins 1524 to 1700m, $155,425, VRC Henry Buck's P, KA Morrison H., 3d Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, VRC Paris Lane S., L. Producer.

SMALL TIMER (USA), by Lyphard. Unraced. Half-sister to CHIME, Phi Theta Kappa (dam of ANCIENT WISDOM, DEFENSE WITNESS). Dam of 17 foals, 14 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

SIKESTON (f Lear Fan) 11 wins, Premio Roma, Gr 1, Milan Gran Criterium, Gr 1. KLOKKA (f Marscay) 6 wins. See above.

NEWTOWN PIKE (f Marscay) Winner at 2 at 1200m, SAJC Morphettville P.H., L. Oh Boy Valoy. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-

THAT TAT (g Faltaat) 17 wins 5f to 6½f, Folklore H., L twice.

HIGH TIMER (c High Brite) 15 wins - 2 at 2, Houston Blue Water S., L.

OKIE TIME (c Mutakddim) 5 wins 6f to 8¼f, Remington Silver Goblin S., L.

Race Record: 5 wins 1000 to 1440m, $121,250, VRC Gymwym H., MRC Leonia Harcourt's 40th Birthday H., Cendrillon H., Snowing H., 2d MRC Storm Queen H., Arachne H., 4th MRC Northwood Plume S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2007 Dominico (g by Reset). 2 wins at 1200, 1450m to 2014-15.

2008 Missed to Canny Lad.

2009 Hyperium (g by Reset). Placed at 3.

2010 Percules (g by Henrythenavigator (USA)). Winner at 1300m in 2013-14, ATC TAB Early Quaddie H., 2d ATC Testa Rossa at Vinery P., 3d ATC Hyland Race Colours 2YO P.

2011 Slipped by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire).

2012 I Am Capitan (c by I Am Invincible). Unraced.

2013 Not served previous season.

2014 (c by I Am Invincible).

Served by UNCLE MO (USA). Date of last service, 9 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows R 6-12 & S  
On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone  
(As Agent)

Lot 490 (No GST)  
PHANTOM QUEEN  
Bay mare  
(Branded ♀ nr sh. 42 9 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009

(Sire)  
Red Ransom (USA)............ by Hail to Reason.........
CHARGE FORWARD....  
Arabia......................................................... by Damascus............
Sydney's Dream.............. by Biscay.........................
..........................  
(Dam)  
FLIDAISS.............................................
1999  
Electronic (NZ).............. by Blue Vermillion.........


1st Dam  
Flidais, by Timber Country (USA). Winner at 1850m, 3d AJC Adrian Knox S.,  
Gr 3, Cabravale Diggers Emp Kavanagh H. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race,  
3 winners, inc:-  
SWEET IDEA (f by Snitzel). 8 wins-2 at 2-1000 to 1400m, $2,415,350, to  
2014-15, ATC Galaxy H., Gr 1, Light Fingers S., Gr 2, Missile S., Gr 2,  
Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, MRC Tristarc S., Gr 2, GCTC Magic Millions  
Guineas, RL, Wyong Magic Millions 3YO S., ATC TAB Sprint 2YO P., 2d  
ATC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, MRC Memsie S., Gr 1,  
ATC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, BRC BJ McLachlan S., Gr 3, GCTC Magic  
Millions 2YO Classic, RL, ATC Lidoran Group 2YO P., 3d ATC Golden  
Slipper S., Gr 1, 4th MRC Sir Rupert Clarke S., Gr 1.  
RUSH (g by Charge Forward). 10 wins 1200 to 1400m, $321,530, to 2014,  
Penang TC Anniversary Cup, L, Singapore TC 2YO S., Fort Canning Park H.,  
2d Singapore TC Magic Millions Juvenile Championship, Sgp-3, 3d Perak  
TC Coronation Cup, L, 4th Perak Gold Vase, L, Penang Sprint Trophy, L.  
Phantom Queen (f by Charge Forward). 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam  
ELECTRONIC (NZ), by First Norman (USA). Joint top filly on The 1995-96  
Australasian 4YO+ Classification. 9 wins 1400 to 2600m, $1,087,880,  
AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, STC Ranvet S., Gr 1, GCTC Prime Minister's Cup,  
Gr 2, STC Canterbury Cup, Gr 3, AJC Warwick Farm Spring Cup, L, NSW  
Tatt’s RC Tattersalls’ P., L, 2d AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, Breeders’ Classic,  
L, 3d Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 2, AuRC Royal S., Gr 3, 4th STC Mercedes  
Classic, Gr 1. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 2 winners, inc:-  
Flidais (f Timber Country (USA)) Winner. See above.  
Electric Avenue. Started twice. Dam of 2 winners-  
Five Coats (f Coats Choice) 2 wins at 1200m, Otago RC Speight’s H. 3d  
Otago RC New Zealand Bloodstock Insurance S., L.  
Legal Lord. 7 wins 1100 to 1600m to 2015 in Malaysia.

3rd Dam  
AEGEAN BLUE (NZ), by Blue Vermillion (GB). Started twice. Half-sister to  
SYRIAN SEA, (My) Aegean Princess. Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 6  
winners, inc:-  
ELECTRONIC (f First Norman (USA)) 9 wins. See above.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1400, 1624m.  
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.  
2014 (c by Redoute’s Choice).  
Served by SNITZEL. Date of last service, 23 September 2014.  
Believed to be in foal.
Stable 3 Rows L 1-5 & M
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 491
PIETRA
Bay mare
(Branded nr sh. 16 9 off sh.)
Foaled 2009

(Sire) Rock of Gibraltar (IRE) Danehill (USA).......... Razyan by His Majesty
Offshore Boom.................. Be My Guest by Northern Dancer

(Dam) Suzy Smart (USA) Smart Strike by Mr. Prospector
Minicolyony.................. Classy 'n Smart by Smarten


1st Dam Suzy Smart (USA), by Smart Strike. 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 6½f, Philadelphia Donna Freyer S., 2d Monmouth Just Smashing S., L, 4th Monmouth Post Deb S., L. Blood-sister to PLEASANT STRIKE, Curlinello, Desert Myth - Iron Eagle (H.K.), Spring Hill Farm, half-sister to York Glory, Sea Pines. Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, inc:- Pietra (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). See below.

2nd Dam Minicolon by Pleasant Colony. Placed at 2 in U.S.A. Sister to COLONIAL MINSTREL, by Pleasure GOR, Storm Minstrel (dam of GRAND MINSTREL, STORM MINSTREL), Colonella (dam of PLEASANT STRIKE), half-sister to MINIDAR (dam of A LITTLE WARM), UNRESTRAINED. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:- York Glory (c Five Star Day) 8 wins 5f to 7f, £185,466, Royal Ascot Wokingham S., Lingfield Betfred the Bonus King H., 2d Newbury World Trophy, Gr 3, Beverley Bullet Sprint S., L, 4th Lingfield Cleves S., L. Sea Pines (f Exploit) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 6f, 7f, 2d Laurel Toddler S., L, 3d Laurel Wide Country S., L. Producer.

Suzy Smart (f Smart Strike) 2 wins. See above.

Minideputy. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

Freeze Cat (f Leestown) 6 wins–1 at 2–at 5f, 6½f, $128,005, 2d Evangeline Hallowed Dreams S., L.

3rd Dam

MINSTRELLA, by The Minstrel. 4 wins at 2 at 6f, £234,598, Phoenix S., Gr 1, Curragh Moyglare Stud S., Gr 1, Newmarket Cheveley Park S., Gr 1, Royal Ascot Chesham S., L. Half-sister to MISTY GALLORE, Misty Dancer (dam of QUIET DANCE). Dam of 16 foals, 14 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

COLONIAL MINSTREL (f Pleasant Colony) 10 wins 6f to 1m, $556,587, Belmont Shuvee H., Gr 2, 3d Belmont Hempstead H., Gr 1. Grandom of-

BLOELED (c Quality Road) 3 wins at 2 5f to 1m, $319,800, in 2014, Belmont Futurity S., Gr 2.

MINIDAR (f Alydar) 8 wins–1 at 2–6f to 7f, $350,900, Arlington Park Chicago Breeders' Cup H., Gr 3, 3d Hollywood A Gleam H., Gr 2. Dam of-

A LITTLE WARM (c Stormin Fever) 4 wins–1 at 2–6f to 9f, $752,280, Saratoga Jim Dandy S., Gr 2, 2d Gulfstream Hutcheson S., Gr 2.

Ministorm. 3 wins 7f to 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of 3 winners-

MINI SERMON (f Pulpit) 5 wins to 8½f, Aqueduct Top Flight H., Gr 2.

Race Record: Placed to 2014-15.
First season at stud
Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 30 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 492

PILBARA SAND
Bay mare (Branded M3 nr sh. 4/8 off sh.) Foaled 2008

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) .......... Northern Dancer ............ by Nearctic ................
ENCOSTA DE LAGO ....... Fairy Bridge ............... by Bold Reason ........
Shoal Creek .................... Star Way (GB) .......... by Star Appeal .........

(Dam) Redoute’s Choice .......... Rolls (USA) ............ by Mr. Prospector ....
MODELLISTA ..................... Danzil (USA) ......... by Danzig ................
2001 Attire (USA) .............. Wild Again ............... by Icecapade ...........

ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wnrs, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wnrs, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philipp, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not, Listenin’to Me, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam MODELLISTA, by Redoute’s Choice. 2 wins at 1400, 1900m, STC Theraces.com.au H., 2d STC Cathay Pacific H. Sister to FASHIONS AFIELD, half-sister to Reef Beach. Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:- Modern Muse (f by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1300, 1800m to 2014-15, Tufffontein Soccer GG H., 3d Tufffontein Racing Association H. What a Treat (f by Lonhro). 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, 3d ATC Egroup Property Management H., De Bortoli H., MRC Schweppes H.

2nd Dam ATTIRE (USA), by Wild Again. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Half-sister to Intuit (dam of RUNWAY STAR), Twist My Heart. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:- FASHIONS AFIELD (f Redoute’s Choice) Champion 2YO filly in Australia in 2004-05. 6 wins–4 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $1,974,110, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, STC Resilng Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, Gold Coast Guineas, L, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Champagne S., Gr 1, Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 1, Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, STC Expressway S., Gr 2, Tea Rose S., Gr 2, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions 3YO Trophy, RL, 3d STC Premiere S., Gr 2. Dam of Paris Match (f Street Cry (Ire)) 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, $148,810, to 2014-15, ATC Hyland Race Colours H., 2d Gold Coast Bracelet, L. Reef Beach (g Danzero) 8 wins–1 at 2–1512 to 2100m, VRC Shamrock Travel H., MRC Le Pine Funeral Services P.H., 2d VRC Auckland Racing Club H., L.

3rd Dam WRAP AROUND, by Bletchingly. 9 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $632,413, MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1, VR Victoria Cup, L, 2d MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Half-sister to ROSE OF DANEHILL (dam of KAZANLUK, NOZOMI). Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:- Intuit (f Commands). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, STC Telstra Premiership Final H., 2d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, 4th AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Dam of RUNWAY STAR (f Northern Meteor). 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, $222,620, to 2014-15, SAJC Matrice S., L, ATC Ladbrokes.com.au H.

Race Record: Winner at 1300m, 3d MRC Ian Miller H.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (c by Helmet).
2014 (c by Lonhro).

Served by DECLARATION OF WAR (USA). Date of last service, 18 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 493

**PINK JUBILEE**

Bay mare

(Branded C nr sh. 106 off sh.)

Foaled 2010

(Stallion)

ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (IRE) ..............................

Offshore Boom ..........................................

(Dam)

LADY'S LIGHT (USA) ......................................

2001

Lady's Answer ............................................

Pink Jubilee (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire))

Winner. See below.

This Lady Rocks (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner. See below.

Race Record: Winner at 1100m in 2013-14. First season at stud

Served by SEPOY. Date of last service, 4 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal

Has been seen to windsuck.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 494</th>
<th>PIRATE QUEEN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bay or Brown mare</td>
<td>(Branded (\text{\textregistered}) nr sh. (\frac{2}{3}) off sh.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foaled</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sire**
- Sir Tristram (Ire)
- Isolt
- Biscay
- Nunkalowe

**Dam**
- Palace Music (USA)
- Matins (USA)

**Ancestry**

**1st Dam**
- TENDER POISON, by Palace Music (USA). Placed at 3. Half-sister to PROWL, I ROCK MY WORLD, Troposphere (dam of STOKER). Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-
  - **Pirate Queen** (f by Marauding (NZ)). 3 wins. See below.
The Chargin Peanut (g by Charge Forward). Winner at 1200m in NZ.
  - Kuda (g by Shinko Forest (Ire)). Winner at 1400m.

**2nd Dam**
- MATINS (USA), by Seattle Slew. Winner at 8\(\frac{1}{4}\)f in U.S.A. Sister to Wee Small Hours (dam of J. P. JET), half-sister to Beautiful Gold (dam of BIG GOLD), Blue Saddle, Moranbon. Dam of 15 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-
  - **PROWL** (g Marauding (NZ)) Head of The 1997-98 Australasian 2YO Classification. 5 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $1,643,994, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, Skyline S., Gr 3, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, Woodbine Allowance, 2d VRC Manihiromng P., Gr 2, STC Canterbury S., Gr 2, 3d STC Wallace 2YO H., 4th AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2.
  - **I ROCK MY WORLD** (g King's Theatre (Ire)) 9 wins 1350 to 1600m, $190,738, Wellington Guineas, Gr 2, AuRC Viking Ruler H., Times Newspapers H., Catwalk Trust H., 2d Avondale Guineas, Gr 2.
  - Lifeline Rapide. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, $521,632, HKJC Midland the Best Developer H., Panasonic Lamdsh Shaver H., Mbrs Bay H., Ping Shan H.
  - Wicker. 4 wins at 1150, 1200m, Avondale JC Aussie Butcher Botany Downs H. Troposphere. Winner at 1000m. Dam of-
  - **STOKER** (g Written Tycoon) Winner at 2 at 1000m, $218,600, in 2014-15, MRC Inglis 2YO Premier, RL, 2d MRC Cactus Imaging 2YO P., 3d SAJC James Boag’s Premium 2YO P.
  - Seattle Red. Winner at 1600m. Dam of 4 winners-
    - Sienna Red. 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $159,330, STC De Bortoli Wines 2YO H., ATC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Fernwood Woodbank H.

**Race Record:** Stakes-placed. 3 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1400m, TRC Betfair.com H., Fish Frenzy H., 2d Qld Tatt’s RC Australia Post Tattersalls S., L, BTC City Pacific Finance 2YO H., QTC JC Clark 2YO H., TRC Love ‘em Ingham H., George Brown H.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.
- 2009 Slipped by General Nediym.
- 2010 Grand Armada (g by Commands). Winner at 1608m in 2013-14, 3d SAJC Adelaide Cup 11th March 2YO H.
- 2011 Missed to Stratum.
- 2012 Anne Bonny (f by Stratum). Unraced.
- 2013 (c by Onemorenomore).
- 2014 (f by Foxwedge).

**Not served**
Lot 495

PLAYBOY MANSION (IRE)

Brown mare

**Race Record:** Winner at 1m in U.S.A.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 1 winner.

- 2009 Mansion Boy (c by Montjeu). Unplaced.
- 2010 Pick and Roll (c by Dalakhani). Placed at 3 in France.
- 2011 Cape Caster (g by Cape Cross). 3 wins 1¼m to 2m in 2014, 2d Doncaster Betdaq 50% Commission First 3 Months H., 3d Newmarket Turftrax.co.uk Sectional Timing H.
- 2012 Si Non Oscillas (f by Fastnet Rock). Started once.
- 2013 (c by Dansili).
- 2014 (f by Hinchinbrook).

**Served by DAWN APPROACH (IRE). Date of last service, 6 November 2014. Believed to be in foal.**
Stable 2 Row E 2-8
On Account of ROTHWELL PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Blandford (As Agent)

Lot 496

PLAYMAKER
Chestnut filly
(Branded Lök nr sh. 4 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire)
More Than Ready (USA).
Southern Halo by Halo
Woodman's Girl by Woodman (USA)
Flying Spur by Danehill (USA)

(SEBRING)
Purespeed
Lady Moulin by Luskin Star

(Dam)
Encosta de Lago
Fairy King (USA) by Northern Dancer

PRESS THE BUTTON...
2004
Clouding Over
Thunder Gulch (USA) by Gulch
Red Spice by Red Anchor (NZ)


1st Dam
PRESS THE BUTTON, by Encosta de Lago. 2 wns at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $348,700, STC Reising Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, MRC Merson Cooper S., L, 4th VRC Desirable S., L. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, inc:- Detached (f by Excellent Art (GB)). Placed in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
CLOUDING OVER, by Thunder Gulch (USA). Started twice. Half-sister to NEVET, Hot Beat (dam of RIO CARNIVAL). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:- PRESS THE BUTTON (f Encosta de Lago) 2 wns. See above. Surprise Strike. 2 wns at 1400, 1700m to 2014 in Malaysia, 3d Penang TC Malaysia 3YO Championship (Heat 1).

3rd Dam
RED SPICE, by Red Anchor (NZ). Winner at 1250m, STC RNS Ladies Committee H., 2d Qld Tatt's RC Reising Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, MRC Merson Cooper S., L, 4th VRC Desirable S., L. Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:- NEVET (c Zeditave) 7 wns—2 at 2—1200 to 1838m, GCTC Baramul Bowl H., L, 2d Qld Tatt's RC Recognition S., L, 3d GCTC Laurie Bricknell Classic H., L, Baramul Bowl H., L, Goldmarket H., L, Newcastle JC Cameron H., L.
Hot Beat (f Snippets) 2 wns at 2 at 1200m, $127,050, VATC Kenneth McLean 2YO H., 2d VRC Anzac Day S., L, Gibson Carmichael S., L, 3d VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, 4th VATC Tranquil Star S., Gr 3. Dam of 2 winners—RIO CARNIVAL (c Hussonet (USA)) 6 wns—2 at 2—1600 to 1600m to 2013-14, Clairwood King's Cup, Gr 3, Greyville Thukela H., L, Clairwood Zee TV Gatecrasher S., Marula Sprint, 2d Greyville Drill Hall S., Gr 2. Alfayn. 8 wns 1400 to 1850m, AJC M O'Connor H., 2d AJC Seppelt Wines H. Mutual Fun. 3 wns 1000 to 1600m, $279,455, HKJC Shau Kei Wan H., Tianjin H.

4th Dam
MARJORAM, by Major General (GB). Unraced. Sister to Strong Queen, half-sister to TAJ ROSSI. Dam of 15 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:- DARK ECLIPSE (f Baguette) 5 wns—4 at 2—900 to 1400m, $224,600, STC Golden Slipper S., Magic Night H., Tea Rose S., L. Producer.
PREserve (f Canny Lad) 4 wns at 2 900 to 1400m, $599,425, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2. Producer.

Race Record: Unraced.
Has not been to stud
Stable 4 Rows J 4-12 & K 1-6
On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 497

POPULAR DELUSIONS (USA)
Bay or Brown mare
Foaled 2002

(Sire) Halo.........................Cosmah......................... by Turn-to .........................
SAINT BALLADO.............Ballade.......................... by Cosmic Bomb .....................
(Halo) by Turn-to

(Dam) Mt. Livermore ..........Blushing Groom .......... by Red God .........................
PRETTY FLAME .........Flama Ardiente ........ by Crimson Satan .....................
1987
Pretty Driver ..................Reckless Driver ........ by Traffic Judge .....................

SAINT BALLADO (CAN) (1989). 4 wins from 6f to 9f, Arlington Classic S., Gr.2. Sire of 480 rnrs, 367 wns, 68 SW, inc. Ashado (Breeders' Cup Distaff S., Gr.1), Saint Liam, Sunriver, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Lady Eli, Dance With Fate, Alberts Hope, Roxy Gap, Alkente, Charitable Man, Saint Afield, Code West, Declan's Warrior, Speechify, Coalport, Bizzy Caroline, Richiegirloganewild, Century Park, Golden Mystery, Southdale, Thundering Emilia, etc.

1st Dam
PRETTY FLAME, by Mt. Livermore. Winner at 6½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to COLONEL HILL, PRETTY SHAM, Lt. Hill, Maganda (dam of TOLANDA), Dam of 16 foals, 13 to race, 11 winners, inc:-


General Sham'mah (g Kodiak Kowboy) 2 wins at 7f in 2014, 2d Gulfstream Monarchos S., L, 4th Calder Derby, L.

Clam Bake. 8 wins 5½f to 6½f, $191,870 in U.S.A.

BENSONHURST BULL (c by Geiger Counter). 6 wins–2 at 2–5f to 7f, Meadowlands Comets S., L, 2d Meadowlands Jonathan Dayton S., L.

Regency Park (c by Deputy Minister). 3 wins at 8½f, 9f, Gulfstream Allowance, 2d Aqueduct Discovery H., Gr 3, Gulfstream Flag Down S., L, Sire.

Pretty Dutch (f by Sky Classic). 4 wins at 8½f, 9f, Gulfstream Monarchos S., Gr 3.

Popular Delusions (f by Saint Ballado). 2 wins. See below.

Close the Book (g by Trempolino). Winner at 17f, 2d Laurel Humphrey S Finney S., L, Monmouth Continental Mile S., L.

Fiery Pulpit (f by Pulpit). Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

Dypsy (f Broken Vow) 2 wins at 2 at 5f, 6f, 3d Hollywood Manhattan Beach S., L, Santa Anita Sweet Life S., L.

Luna Rossa (f by Apalachee). Unraced. Grandam of-

Pensador (c Timo) 6 wins at 1000, 1300m to 2014-15 in Peru, 3d Monterrico Clasico America, Gr 2, 4th Monterrico Clasico America, Gr 2.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 2 wins at 6f, 6½f, 2d Aqueduct Twist Afield S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 1 winner.

2007 (c by Malibu Moon).
2008 Peggy (f by Posse (USA)). Started once.
2009 Holy Delusions (f by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). 4 wins 1100 to 1200m, $236,620, to 2014-15, ATC Vinery Yearlings H., Kari Aboriginal Resources H., CFMEU Mining & Energy Division H., Big Brown is Back P., 2d ATC Like Us on Facebook H., Bowermans Office Furniture P., Ascend Sales Trophies H., Theraces.com.au H., 3d ATC Big Sports Breakfast H., Become an ATC Sponsor H., IAWB Superstar H.

2010 Miss Popularity (f by Sebring). Started 3 times.
2012 Missed to Bernardini (USA).
2013 (c by Congrats (USA)).
2014 (f by Duporth).

Served by DANE SHADOW. Date of last service, 11 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row R 4-8
On Account of BROADWATER THOROUGHBREDS,
Aberdeen (As Agent)
Lot 498

PORTRAIT
Brown mare
(Branded G3 nr sh. 5 9 off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire)
Zabeel (NZ)...................... Sir Tristram (Ire).............. by Sir Ivor..........................
Eight Carat (GB) ......... Lady Giselle (Fr)............... by Nureev ................................

(OCTAGONAL (NZ) ....
Pieces of Eight ........ by Relic ................................

(Dam)
Klairessa ...................... by klaion................................

VEROCATIVE ............
1991
Biscay .......................... by Star Kingdom (Ire)....

1st Dam

VEROCATIVE, by Bletchingly. 6 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1400m, $129,700, VATC
Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3, AJC PJ Bell H., L, QTC Snippets H., 2d AJC
Light Fingers S., Gr 2, 4th AJC Surround S., Gr 2. Half-sister to Assizes (dam
of GENEROUS TYCOON). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners. 

JET SPUR (c by Flying Spur). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $417,200, MRC
Caulfield Sprint H., Gr 2, VRC Rory’s Jester P., Gr 3, STC Heritage S., L,
2d AJC Brian Crowley S., L, 3d Canberra RC Black Opal S., Gr 3, Sire.

Critical List (c by Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, BTC Southern
Cross Catering H., 2d VRC Rory’s Jester P., Gr 3, Sire.

Super Smudge (f by Flying Spur). 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $164,830,
AJC UD Trucks H., Canon.com.au H., 4th STC Canterbury Classic, L.

Miss Brinkley (f by Barathea (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Hotel Bay Rose
2YO H., 4th AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3. Grandam of–
The Black Superman. 3 wins in 2013-14, Qld Tatt’s RC Country Cup.

Sequalex. 2 wins at 1200, 1350m to 2014-15, BRC Cellarbrations Liquor H.

Regal Spur (c by Flying Spur). Placed at 3 in 2014-15, 2d SAJC Schweppes P.
Remnant (f by Danehill (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners–

Fashion Wah Wah. 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $107,439, to 2013-14,
SAJC Holdfast Insurance Brokers P., 2d SAJC Allan Scott Park H.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners.

2004 Raeburn (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 10 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2200m,
$427,036, to 2013-14, BRC The Good Guys H., Qld Tatt’s RC South
Bank Insurance Brokers H., 3d VRC Express S., L, BRC Queensland
Cup, L, 4th Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 3, SCTC Caloundra Cup, L.

2005 (f by Commands). Died.

2006 Madame de Stael (f by Fastnet Rock). Unraced. Dam of–

Little Miss Smiley (f Husson (ARG)) Winner at 2 at 1200m, BRC
Skyracing.tv 2YO H., 2d ATC Keith Mackay H., L.


2009 Missed to General Nediyem.

2010 Amiconi Originale (g by Choisir). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, 2d SAJC
Brad Allan 2YO H.

2011 Honest Lee (g by I Am Invincible). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2013-14.

2012 Conceita (f by Tickets). Unraced.

2013 (c by Snitzel).

2014 (c by I Am Invincible).

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 24 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Row G 3-8
On Account of SEGENHOE STUD AUSTRALIA PTY LTD, Scone (As Agent)
Lot 499 (With 25% GST)

POSH BEAUTY
Bay mare
(Branded \(\frac{1}{6}\) nr sh. \(\frac{2}{7}\) off sh.)
Foaled 2007

(Sire)
TIGER HILL (IRE) ...
Danehill (USA) ..............
Razynra ....................
The Filly ......................
Danzig ......................

(Dam)
COABLO ....................
Vettori (Ire) ..............
1997
Loyal Servant ..............
Danzig .................


1st Dam
COABLO, by Vettori (Ire). 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, AJC Zora Cross H., 2d AJC Hyerno H., Colonial Funerals H., Bell Securities Limited H., STC 2KY Big Sports Breakfast H., Trendwest H., 3d AJC Kensington H., STC Ingahms Love 'em H. Sister to Pentelikon. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-


Roussos Destiny (g by Power of Destiny). 5 wins 1600 to 2200m to 2014-15, BRC CFMEU & BLF Amalgamation H., Wilston Grange AFC H., TTC Jackson Motor Company H., 2d TTC St Virgil’s College H.

Juju (f by Gilded Time (USA)). Placed at 3. Dam of-

Bonsai. 3 wins 1000 to 1300m, $112,715, to 2014-15, ATC Hyland Race Colours H., Warwick Farm H., 2d ATC Canterbury Park H.

2nd Dam
LOYAL SERVANT, by Polish Patriot (USA). Unraced. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-


Jaguar Night. 5 wins at 1100, 1200m, QTC Spotless Group H.

By My Side. 3 wins 1200 to 1465m, SAJC Castle Tavern H.

3rd Dam
JOAN GWENDOLINE, by Metal Precieux (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to KING’S HIGH, REGAL ARTERY. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Night Driver. 3 wins 1100 to 1600m, 2d AJC Merlot Constructions H.

4th Dam
FLOWING, by Twig Moss (Fr). Winner at 1300m. Three-quarter-sister to FLAMING WONDER, GOLDEN TWIG. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

KING’S HIGH (c Full on Aces) 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2500m, $1,464,920, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1. Sire.

REGAL ARTERY (c Kenmare (Fr)) Winner at 1815m, SAJC Port Adelaide Guineas, Gr 1.

Race Record: Placed at 3.
First season at stud
Served by POET’S VOICE (GB). Date of last service, 7 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
On Account of ATTUNGA STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 500 (No GST)

PRESSERA
Bay filly (Branded C nr sh. 154 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA).................. Roberto by Hail to Reason.............
DOMESDAY.............................. Arabia by Damascus ..................
In the Past (GB)....................... Zafonic (USA) by Gone West ..........
(Dam) Kaaptive Edition (NZ)......... Victoriana by Storm Bird..............
KAAPTIVE EMPRESS .. 1995
Nile Empress (USA)........... I Assume by Young Emperor............

DOMESDAY (AUS) (2002). 2 wins at 2, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr.2. Sire of 263
rnrs, 142 wnrs, inc. SW Pressday (BRC TJ Smith Classic, Gr.1), Doctor Doom,
Domesky, Divorces, Antelucan, Callin Miss, Sunset Rock, Backgammon, SP
Italy, Supara, Giresun, Nextanix, Boom Box, Ducal Castle, Heavy, Last Day,
Abstract, Exchanges, Sakitto and of Profit Share, Whatalovelyday, Payteevee,
Black Velveteen, Idle Dreams, Mr Boomsday, Next Day, Norman Rules, etc.

1st Dam KAAPTIVE EMPRESS, by Kaaptive Edition (NZ). 9 wins 1200 to 1600m, AJC
Sledmere H., 3d STC Wentworthville Leagues Ladies Bowls H., Blackwoods
Sutton Tools H., Bright Print H. Half-sister to Quaglino (dam of DINNER
DATE), Maybe Yes (dam of THE MIGHTY LIONS). Dam of 8 named foals,
6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
PRESSDAY (c by Domesday). 5 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $879,348, BRC
TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1, Champagne Classic, Gr 2, Sires' Produce S., Gr 2,
MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, AJC Preferred Seating 2YO H., 3d AJC
Skyline S., Gr 3, Santa Anita Joe Hernandez H., L.
Will Impress (g by Beautiful Crown (USA)). 7 wins 1400 to 1800m to 2013-14,
2d BRC Facebook.com H., Kirks H.
Emperor Albert (g by Magic Albert). 3 wins 1210 to 1500m,
Presslist (f by Librettist (USA)). Placed at 3, 2d ATC Penrith Air Supply Brivis P.,
3d ATC Broadmeadow P., Landmark Hotel Eastwood P.

2nd Dam NILE EMPRESS (USA), by Upper Nile. 6 wins–2 at 2–6f to 1¼m, Garden State
Oaklyn S., L, York Brewery Centenary S, 2d Garden State Bellmawr S., L, 3d
Keystone Poquessing H., L. Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
Nikmat. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, MVRC Sunicrust Bakeries H.
Goin and Growin. 2 wins at 1½m, 2m, Haydock Hawthorn H.
Quaglino. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m. Dam of 3 winners-
DINNER DATE (f Mossman) Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Merson Cooper
S., L, 3d VRC Ottawa S., L, SAJC Alan Sheppard H.
Maybe Yes. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 9 winners-
THE MIGHTY LIONS (f Grosvenor) 6 wins 1300 to 2255m, $302,968, Avondale
Gold Cup, Gr 1, AuRC Aim Proximity H., VRC Rosteron Staff Rostering H.,
MRC Molly's Robe H., Savoir H., 2d Avondale Cup, Gr 1, TRC Hobart Cup,
Gr 3, 4th Auckland Cup, Gr 1-twice, South Australian Oaks, Gr 1, GCTC
Prime Minister's Cup, Gr 2, SAJC St Leger, L. Dam of 5 winners-
VAQUERA (f High Chaparral (Ire)) 3 wins 1400 to 1900m, $213,630, to
2013-14, Newcastle JC Tittle S., Gr 3, ATC Australian Turf Club H.,
2d ATC Darley P, 3d BRC Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, ATC Craven P.,
Gr 3, BRC Doomben Roses, Gr 3, ATC Might and Power H., 4th ATC
City Tattersalls Club Cup, L.
Promise Keeper (g Success Express (USA)) 8 wins 1200 to 1600m,
Grandissima (f Savabeel) 2 wins at 1950, 2000m, 2d CJC Warstep S., L.

Race Record: Started once.  
First season at stud  
Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 7 December 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows J & K 1-5

On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)

Lot 501 PRINCESS CARABOO
Bay mare (Branded © nr sh. 14 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELUSIVE QUALITY (USA)</td>
<td>DOUBTFUL CHOICE 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gone West ..........</td>
<td>Redoute's Choice ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr. Prospector ...........</td>
<td>St Covet ...........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secrettame ...........</td>
<td>by Covetous ...........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Raise a Native ...........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Touch of Greatness ..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hero's Honor ...........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Northern Dancer ..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ivory Wand ...........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Sir Ivor ...........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doubtful Choice ....</td>
<td>Shalt Not ..........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danehill (USA) ..........</td>
<td>by Cure the Blues ...........</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Danzig ..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shanta's Choice ..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Canny Lad ..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St Covet ..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Covetous ..........</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam
DOUBTFUL CHOICE, by Redoute's Choice. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 900, 1200m, 2d BTC Mt Olivet Hospital H., QTC Fillies Traveltrain Holidays H., Mighty Grey H., 4th AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Sister to AMELIA'S DREAM, half-sister to Elimbari, Youbolt. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:- Princess Caraboo (f by Elusive Quality (USA)). 2 wins. See below. Not a Token Woman (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1000m in 2013-14, 3d ATC Red Lightning Bolt H. Heart'n Soul (f by Show a Heart). 2 wins at 1150, 1465m to 2013-14.

2nd Dam

3rd Dam
Outremer (Ire). by Cure the Blues. Winner at 1800m, Longchamp Prix de Vivienne, 2d Evry Prix Melisande, L. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:- SHALT NOT (f St Covet) 4 wins. See above. Bravo Zulu. 3 wins 1250 to 1600m, AJC Claymore H. Dam of 4 winners- GRAND ZULU (g Grand Lodge (USA)) 4 wins 1200 to 2400m, $1,862,787, STC BMW S., Gr 1, 2d STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, Sky High S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1016, 1200m, WATC Westspeed H., 2d WATC Tabtouch.mobi H.
First season at stud
Served by SIZZLING. Date of last service, 7 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 502  
PRINCESS GISELLA  
Bay mare (Branded y nr sh. 2/4 off sh.) Foaled 2004  

(Sire) Nureyev ................................ Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic.................................
KING CHARLEMAGNE (USA) ................. Special................................ by Forli.............................................
Race the Wild Wind ........ by Sunny's Halo by Halo..............................

(Dam)  
DONVAMORE 1997  
Rubiton ................................ Century........................ by Better Boy (Ire).........
Donvertrice ................. by Rubiton..........................


1st Dam  
DONVAMORE, by Rubiton. 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, VATC Mistress Anne H., 2d MVRC Eliza Park H., VATC KP & DC Machinery H., Ryan Carlisle Thomas P., 3d MVRC Hoyts H., Hallis Mile, Stately Bay H., Wally Mariani H. Half-sister to JUGAHTRICE. Egatrice. Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 4 winners-PRINCESS GISELLA (f by King Charlemagne (USA)). 5 wins. See below. Charlemore (g by King Charlemagne (USA)). 5 wins 1400 to 1660m, TRC Galilee Solicitors H., TTC Cascade Pale Ale H., Tassie Hawks H., 2d TRC Wakeful Club H., Southern Cross Homes-St Canice H., TTVeolia Environmental Services H., Belfair H., TRC Boags Premium H. Wakefield (g by Churchill Downs). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, TTC Sharee Marshall H., 3d TRC Ballastone Estate Wines H., Rotary Health Research H.

2nd Dam  
DONVAMORE, by Rubiton. 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, VATC Mistress Anne H., 2d MVRC Eliza Park H., VATC KP & DC Machinery H., Ryan Carlisle Thomas P., 3d MVRC Hoyts H., Hallis Mile, Stately Bay H., Wally Mariani H. Half-sister to JUGAHTRICE. Egatrice. Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 4 winners-PRINCESS GISELLA (f by King Charlemagne (USA)). 5 wins. See below. Charlemore (g by King Charlemagne (USA)). 5 wins 1400 to 1660m, TRC Galilee Solicitors H., TTC Cascade Pale Ale H., Tassie Hawks H., 2d TRC Wakeful Club H., Southern Cross Homes-St Canice H., TTVeolia Environmental Services H., Belfair H., TRC Boags Premium H. Wakefield (g by Churchill Downs). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, TTC Sharee Marshall H., 3d TRC Ballastone Estate Wines H., Rotary Health Research H.

3rd Dam  
CONVATRICE, by Convamore (Ire). Winner at 1000m, 2d TTC Improvers' H., 4th TTC Debutant S., L. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
SYDESTON (g St Briavels (Ire)) 19 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 2600m, $3,068,635, STC BMW S., Gr 1, AJC Queen Elizabeth Randwick S., Gr 1, VATC Caulfield S., Gr 1, Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, Moonee Valley Cup, Gr 2.
Never Idle (f Poacher’s Moon (Ire)) 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, 3d Strutt S., L.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 5 wins 1100 to 1400m, $343,300, MRC WW Cockram S., Gr 3, VRC Central Cleaning Supplies H., Maidstone H., MRC Debby Montgomery Cup H, 2d VRC Zaidee’s Rainbow Foundation H., MRC Zonda H., 3d MRC Le Pine Funeral Services H., VRC Better Draw 2YO H., 4th VRC Vanity S., Gr 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner. 2011 Anchor Chain (g by Testa Rossa). 2 wins at 1200m in 2014-15. 2012 Missed to Testa Rossa. 2013 (f by Sebring). 2014 (f by Sebring).

Served by SEPOY. Date of last service, 7 September 2014. Believed to be in foal.
Lot 503

PRINCESS MARIZZA

Bay or Brown mare
(Branded \(\sqrt{\frac{2}{3}}\) nr sh. 1/3 off sh.)

Foaled 2003

(Sire) Sadler's Wells................. by Nearctic.................
Northern Dancer ................. by Nearctic.................
Fairy Bridge ...................... by Bold Reason..............
Idyllic ............................. by What a Pleasure........

(Dam) ROSE OF MARIZZA

(NZ) 1988

Nassipour (USA) ...............
Alama ............................. by Aureole......................
Countess Marizza ............... by Crocket.......................


1st Dam ROSE OF MARIZZA (NZ), by Nassipour (USA). 4 wins 1st at 2 1200, 1400m, VRC Milady S., L, VATC IGA H., 2d VATC Toltrice H., 3d VRC Standish H., Gr 3, SAJC Schweppes Mixer H. Half-sister to Pika Bella (dam of SMART ALEX). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

BUCKLE MY SHOE (f by Rory’s Jester). 2 wins at 1600, 2000m, AuRC Royal S., Gr 2, 2d AuRC Rentonjames H. Dam of 2 winners-Magic Milady. 3 wins 1250 to 1600m, SAJC Dominant H., Rob Hodge H., Distinctive Homes P., 4th SAJC Hill Smith S., L.

PRINCESS MARIZZA (f by Scenic (Ire)). 5 wins. See below.

Twilight Rose (f by Night Shift (USA)). 4 wins 1100 to 2040m, $150,100, AJC Douglas Smith H., MVRC Slickpix Trophy H., Gillies Famous Pies Trophy H., STC Australian Event Services H., 2d SAJC Centaurea Trophy, L. Sky Duke - King of Bay (Mac.) (g by Hurricane Sky). 5 wins 1 at 2 1100 to 1500m, $316,278 in Aust and Macau, STC Canterbury Hurlstone Park 2YO P.

2nd Dam COUNTESS MARIZZA, by Virginia Gentleman (GB). 12 wins 1000 to 1200m, $121,990, VRC Lightning S., Gr 2, VATC Chirnside S., Gr 2, VRC Twenty-Five Thousand H., Straight Six H., 2d VATC Marlboro Cup, Gr 1, 3d MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 2, 4th SAJC Marlboro P. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

ROSE OF MARIZZA (f Nassipour (USA)) 4 wins. See above.
Pika Bella. 3 wins 1 at 2 1350, 2100m, SAJC Make Mine Roses H. Dam of SMART ALEX (c Drawn) 8 wins 1400 to 3200m, $149,850, Queensland Cup, L, QTC Handy Proverb H., Qantas H., ESM-Global Network H.

3rd Dam DREAM PRINCESS, by Matrice. Started twice. Half-sister to Goldbridge, Arcona (dam of DURBRIDGE). Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

COUNTESS MARIZZA (f Virginia Gentleman (GB)) 12 wins. See above.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 5 wins 1 at 2 1050 to 1600m, $285,502, SAJC CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L, VRC Tellimied H., MVRC God’s Own P., SAJC Steelpipes H., 2d MVRC Sunline S., Gr 2, SAJC Happy St Patrick’s Day H., 3d VRC Matron S., Gr 3, South Australia Oaks, Gr 3, MVRC Tesio S., Gr 3, MRC Ladies Day Vase, L, SAJC City of Adelaide S., L, Come to Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., 4th SAJC Matrice S., L, Schweppervescence S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.
2011 Snuffs the Battle (f by Duporth). Unraced.
2012 (f by Dane Shadow). Destroyed.
2013 (c by Duporth).
2014 Missed to Dane Shadow.

Served by I AM INVINCIBLE. Date of last service, 8 September 2014. Believed to be in foal
Lot 504  

**PRINCESS PEDRILLE**  

Bay mare  
(Graded  
2  
off sh.)  
Foaled 2002

**Sire**  
Green Desert  
Danzig by Northern Dancer

**DAM**  
Zoffany (GB)  
Our Native by Exclusive Native

---

**1st Dam**  
**MAMZELLE PEDRILLE**  
1991  
by Zoffany (USA).  
11 wins  
1200 to 1500m, $566,455,  
STC Theo Marks H.,  
Gr 2, VATC Sandown S.,  
Gr 3, Vo Rogue S.,  
Gr 3, AJC Bill Ritchie H.,  
L, Reginald Allen H.,  
L, BATC Original Tastee Pies S.H.,  
L, Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S.,  
L, 2d AJC Stan Fox S.,  
Gr 3, 3d Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S.,  
Gr 3, VATC Tristarc S.,  
Gr 3, AJC PJ Bell H.,  
L, 4th QTC Stradbroke H.,  
Gr 1,  
Hong Kong International Bowl,  
Gr 2, AJC Hall Mark S.,  
L, Sister to Damzelle Pedrille (dam of  
DIAMOND DRILLE, M’LADY PEDRILLE, MADAME PEDRILLE).  
Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:-  
O’LONHRO (c by Lonhro).  
3 wins  
1250 to 1600m, $222,650, AJC Chelmsford S.,  
Gr 2, STC Madura Pure Assam Tea H.,  
2d AJC Warwick S.,  
Gr 2. Sire.  
Zellaro (g by Lonhro).  
5 wins at 1600, 1800m to 2014-15, BRC Coke Zero P.  
Princess Pedrille (f by Desert Prince (Ire)).  
5 wins. See below.  
Baggage (f by Desert Prince (Ire)).  
3 wins–1 at 2–to 1255m, SAJC Jayco H.  
Octessa (f by Octagonal (NZ)).  
2 wins to 1600m, AJC Dorothea MacKellar H.

**2nd Dam**  
**SISTER PEDRILLE**, by Cardinal.  
5 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1290m, STC Camperdown H.,  
Royal Alexandria H. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-  
**MAMZELLE PEDRILLE**  
(f Zoffany (USA)) 11 wins. See above.  
Damzelle Pedrille. Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Petersham RSL Club H. Dam of-  
**DIAMOND DRILLE**  
(f Al Maher) 5 wins  
1100 to 1600m, $975,180, to 2013-14,  
ATC Queen of the Turf S.,  
Gr 1, Aspiration H.,  
Gr 3, Tab.com.au H.,  
3d ATC Coolmore Classic,  
Gr 1.  
**MADAME PEDRILLE**  
(f Secret Savings (USA)) 5 wins 1000 to 1200m,  
$289,000, AJC Nivison H.,  
L, 3d AJC Breeders Classic,  
Gr 2.  
**M’LADY PEDRILLE**  
(f Al Maher) 2 wins at 1150, 1400m, $107,420, AJC Reginald Allen H.,  
L, Nash Rawiller H.  
Countess Pedrille. Unraced. Grandam of-  
I AM INVINCIBLE  
(c Invincible Spirit (Ire)) 5 wins–1 at 2–to 1100m,  
$270,050, SAJC DC McKay S.,  
Gr 3, 2d SAJC Goodwood H.,  
Gr 1. Sire.

---

**Race Record:** 5 wins 1000 to 1400m, Qld Tatt’s RC Hardy Brothers Jewellers H.  
**Produce Record:** Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 1 winner.  
2008 Rose of Seville (f by Show a Heart). Started 3 times.  
2009 Here de Princess (f by Dehere (USA)). 2 wins at 1000m, ATC Farley Racing H.  
2010 Lonhmin (g by Lonhro). Started 3 times.  
2011 Work of Words (g by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.  
2012 Kentucky Flyer (c by Street Sense (USA)). Started once.  
2013 Star Princess (f by Congrats (USA)).  
2014 (c by Animal Kingdom (USA)).

Served by LOPE DE VEGA (IRE). Date of last service, 5 November 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Lot 505

PRINCESS WILTONS

Bay mare

(Branded SFA nr sh. 27 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. by Northern Dancer ....

FASTNET ROCK..................

Piccadilly Circus.................. by His Majesty ..........

(Ram) Peintre Celebre (USA) ..... by Northern Dancer ....

LA CAMILLE.................

2000

Kibitka.......................... by Blushing Groom ....


1st Dam

LA CAMILLE, by Peintre Celebre (USA). Winner at 1007m. Half-sister to KATIMA, Keeping Up, Talent Time (dam of DEFERENTIAL). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Goldstone (g by Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins at 1150, 1200m, $246,188, to 2013-14, ATC Xirrus H., AJC Members' Terraces H., MVRC 130 H., 2d VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, ATC Celabration Whyte & Gilmour H., 3d VRC Standish H., Gr 3, 4th VRC Poseidon S., L, MRC Gothic S., L.

Princess Wiltons (f by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins. See below.

Shamfrancisco (f by Shamardal (USA)). Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam

KIBITKA, by Luskin Star. Unplaced. Half-sister to Twisted Heart (dam of SPEED BABY), Secret Desire (dam of SECRET LIAISON). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

KATIMA (f Zeditave) 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $260,640, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, Gimcrack S., L, Keith Mackay H., L, Brian Crowley S., L, 3d NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr 3, 4th STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3.

Keeping Up (f Quest for Fame (GB)) Winner at 2, STC Garden Island 2YO H., 3d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 4th STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3. Producer. Miss Portofino. 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, AJC CVD Golf Club H. Dam of Anjaal (c Lonhro) Winner at 2 at 1600m in 2013-14, 3d Greyville Premiers' Champion S., Gr 1, 4th Greyville Golden Horseshoe S., Gr 1.

Tempo Time. 3 wins at 1400, 2000m. Dam of 3 winners-

DEFERENTIAL (g Royal Academy (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, $555,411, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3.

3rd Dam

SURPRISE AFFAIR (USA), by Blushing Groom. Winner at 1900m in France. Half-sister to EISHIN TENNESSE, PALACE CHILL. Java Magic (dam of TENNESSEE GIRL). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Twisted Heart (f Distorted Humor (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, 3d VRC Vanity S., Gr 3, 4th MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2. Dam of-

SPEED BABY (g Fastnet Rock) Triple Crown Winner in Malaysia in 2012. 10 wins 1100 to 2000m, Singapore TC Patron's Bowl, Sgp-1. Secret Desire. 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1300, 1400m, VRC Maidstone H. Dam of-

SECRET LIAISON (f Artie Schiller (USA)) 6 wins 1213 to 1800m, $424,005, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, MRC (Mornington) Lord S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1175, 1400m in 2013-14.
First season at stud
Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 22 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Newmarket 11-18
On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 506
PRIVATE AMBITIONS (NZ)
Bay mare
(Branded H nr sh. 55 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2010

(Sire) Summer Squall .............. by Northern Dancer ....
POSTPONED (USA) ..... Weekend Bird.............. by Secretariat........
Bridal Tea........................ by Mr. Prospector ........

(Dam) MANTLES PRINCESS
(GB) 1995
Rock City........................ by Bold Lad..................
Teslemi .................................. by Nijinsky ..............

POSTPONED (USA) (1997). 4 wins-1 at 2, Belmont Peter Pan S., Gr.2. Sire of 371 mrs, 212 wns, 12 SW, inc. Dorabella, etc. Sire of the dams of 33 mrs, 21 wns, inc. SW Rising Romance, SP Orutan, Jet Trac, Diamond Grace and of Kontiki Dane, Postnthyme, All’s Fair, Deschabeel, Ignishun, La Vitesse, Duke’s Charm, Imminent, Intuitive, Ysabella Brave, Lone Staar, Amalfi, It’s Thyme, River Good Choice, Outoftime, etc.

1st Dam MANTLES PRINCESS (GB), by Rock City. Placed in Great Britain. Half-sister to SPARTACUS, JOHAN CRUYFF, METER SHOWER, Leukippids (dam of BLAZING SPEED). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
SUPER SATIN (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 6 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 2000m, $2,122,345, Mercedes-Benz Hong Kong Derby, HK-1, SAJC Holdfast Insurance 2YO P., HKJC Fu Tai H., Fife H., Europe H., Peninsula Golden Jubilee H., 2d Mercedes-Benz Hong Kong Derby Trial, HK-2, 3d HKJC Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr 1, 4th HKJC Jockey Club Cup, Gr 2.
Sun Chariot (f by Desert King (Ire)). 2 wins at 1400, 2000m, STC Frank Dowling Memorial H., 2d AJC Variety Twilight Racing H. Dam of-Auto Pilot. 3 wins at 1600m to 2013-14, SAJC Boag’s Draught H. Hearth (f by Flying Spur). Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-
Hot Albert. 2 wins at 1550m in 2013-14, ATC Canterbury Park H.

2nd Dam TESLEMI, by Ogygian. Winner at 1m in Great Britain. Half-sister to Out With The Old (dam of PORTSEA), Bean Island (dam of STRATHAM). Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
SPARTACUS (c Danehill (USA)) 3 wins at 2 1200 to 1609m, €325,770, Curragh Phoenix S., Gr 1, Milan Gran Criterium, Gr 1, 2d Curragh Anglesey S., Gr 3. Sire.
JOHAN CRUYFF (c Danehill (USA)) 6 wins-2 at 2–1200 to 2200m, Curragh Gallinule S., Gr 2, Beresford S., Gr 3, Hong Kong Derby, HK-1, 2d Hong Kong International Cup, Gr 2, Hong Kong Gold Cup, HK-1. Sire.
METEOR SHOWER (c Danehill (USA)) 7 wins 1600 to 3200m, Kenilworth Chairman’s Cup, Gr 3, 4th Greyville Gold Vase, Gr 2. Sire.
Alstermeria. Winner at 6f, 4th Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Dam of-
Kitty Kiernan (f Pivotal) 2 wins-1 at 2–at 6f, 7f, 2d Naas Filly’s Sprint S., Gr 3, 3d Leopardstown Silver Flash S., Gr 3, 4th Curragh Railway S., Gr 2.
Reggae. Placed at 2, 3d Leopardstown Irish Stallion Farms S. Dam of-
Unique Quality (g Elusive Quality (USA)) Winner at 1000m, 2d MRC Wellington Racing Club Inglis Bonus 2YO H., 3d VRC Danehill S., Gr 2.
Leukippids. Unraced. Dam of-
BLAZING SPEED (g Dylan Thomas (Ire)) 8 wins 1600 to 2400m, £1,601,875, to 2014-15, HKJC Longines Jockey Club Cup, Gr 2, Stewards’ Cup, HK-1, Champions & Chater Cup, HK-1.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (f by Foxwedge).
Served by DREAM AHEAD (USA). Date of last service, 29 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows L 1-5 & M
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 507

PROBATIONARY

Chestnut mare
(Branded B. nr sh. 5 off sh.)
Foaled 2010

(Sire) NORTHERN METEOR
Encosta de Lago ............... Fairy King (USA) ............... by Northern Dancer ............
Shol Creek ...................... by Star Way (GB) .............
Explosive (USA) .............. Fappiano ...................... by Mr. Prospector ............

(Dam) RED BERET (USA) ....
Red Ransom (USA) ............ Roberto ...................... by Hall to Reason ............
Syrian Summer .............. Damascus ...................... by Sword Dancer ............


1st Dam
RED BERET (USA), by Red Ransom. Started twice. Three-quarter-sister to Kidnapper (dam of CAPE KIDNAPPERS), half-sister to MARLIN, LINDSEY LANE, Daybydaybyday (dam of JUST RUSHING), Dance With Carol (dam of DREAM ON DREAM ON). Dam of 3 named foals, all winners-
Military Hero (g by General Nediyim). 4 wins 1200 to 1400m to 2014-15, 2d WATC Westspeed Nursery H., 3d WATC Westspeed Nursery H.
Mad About You (f by Northern Meteor). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 900, 1500m to 2014-15, 3d ATC Membership on Sale H.
Probationary (f by Northern Meteor). 3 wins. See below.

2nd Dam
SYRIAN SUMMER, by Damascus. Started once. Half-sister to SO COZY (dam of BRAARI, CONSENT, SPECIAL ALERT, SPECIAL MOVES), SPECIAL POWER (dam of SPECIAL REQUEST), Wezzo, Seventeen Sins (dam of DOMINATRIX), Jaramar Miss (dam of HARBOR MIST, JARAMAR RAIN), Thunder Warmth (dam of JAZZY JESSY). Dam of 14 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-
MARLIN (c Sword Dance) 9 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 1¾m, $2,448,880, Santa Anita San Juan Capistrano H., Gr 1, Hollywood Derby, Gr 1, Arlington Million S., Gr 1, Arlington Park Secretariat S., Gr 1, Hollywood Sunset H., Gr 2, Santa Anita San Luis Rey S., Gr 2, 2d Hollywood Turf Cup, Gr 1, 2d Hollywood Turf H., Gr 1, Belmont Man o’ War S., Gr 1, Sire.
LINDSEY LANE (f Jeblar) 4 wins–2 at 2–at 6f, 7f, Tampa Bay Gasparilla S., L, Sandpiper S., L. Producer.

Daybydaybyday. 6 wins, $133,248 in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-
JUST RUSHING (g Wild Rush) 16 wins 6f to 8½f, $1,011,701, Woodbine Play the King S., Gr 2, Vigil S., Gr 3, Mt Sassafras S., L, Labeeb S., L–twice, Ontario Jockey Club S., L, 2d Woodbine Play the King S., Gr 2, 3d Woodbine Mile S., Gr 1, Woodbine Kennedy Road S., Gr 3.
Sunny Again. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-
MY SUNSHINE GAL (f West Acre) 5 wins–1 at 2–4½f to 1m, $296,665, Tampa Bay Sophomore Fillies S., L, 2d Monmouth Boiling Springs S., Gr 3, Red Cross S., L, Blue Sparkler S., L, 3d Belmont Marta S., L.
Lori’s Plan. 3 wins 7f to 8½f in U.S.A. Grandam of-
CAPE KIDNAPPERS (g Commands) 9 wins 1000 to 1200m, $373,700, to 2013-14, BRC Lightning H., L, Chief de Beers H., L, 2d Qld Tatt’s RC WJ Healy S., Gr 3, 3d BRC George Moore S., Gr 3.
Dance With Carol. Unplaced. Dam of 5 winners-
DREAM ON DREAM ON (c Untuttable) 5 wins at 8½f, 9f, $248,925, Calder Needles S., L, Simply Majestic S., L, Mel's Hope S., L.

Race Record: 3 wins 1000 to 1450m in 2013-14.
Has not been to stud
Lot 508

PUNCHESS (USA)

Bay mare

(Branded $ nr sh. $ 41 7 off sh.) Foaled 1998

(Sire) Mr. Prospector ................. by Native Dancer ..........

TWO PUNCH

Raise a Native ................ by Native Dancer .............

Heavenly Cause ................ by Raise a Native ..............

Grey Dawn ................ by Raise a Native ..............

Lady Dulcinea ................. by Nantallah .................

(Dam) Majestic Light ............. by Nantallah .................

Majestic Prince .............. by Raise a Native ..............

Irradiate ................ by Ribot ..........................

Tallahto ................ by Legato .....................

PAILLERON ................

1979

Tallahto ................ by Dark Star ....................

TWO PUNCH (USA) (1983). 4 wins-1 at 2, Oaklawn Bachelor S., L. Sire of 937 mrs, 720 wns, 56 SW, inc. Smoke Glacken (Saratoga Hopeful S., Gr.1), Taking Risks, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Shine Again, Flashpoint, Sinister G, Shiny Band, Toccetive, Wynn Dot Comma, Lux, My Fiona, Mays or Mantle, Sing the Dream, For Cash, Uptown Boy, Chao, Flashy Dresser, Brooklyn Cowboy, Twelve Pack Shelly, Grecian Maiden, Harrods Creek, etc.

1st Dam

PAILLERON, by Majestic Light. Unraced. Sister to HIDDEN LIGHT (dam of ARTIE SCHILLER, OUR TABLE MOUNTAIN), PRINCE TRUE, Dark Jewel (dam of MARCAVELLY), half-sister to Le Duc de Bar, Damasta (dam of ANY HUMOUR), Gem Treck (dam of BUDDY GOT EVEN). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Tepu Sultan (g by Mr Greeley). 2 wins at 8½f, 9f, $200,846, Woodbine Allowance, 2d Woodbine Victoria S., L.

You Remember Me (f by Topsider). 5 wins at 6f, 6½f in U.S.A. Dam of- ETOILE DU NORD (f Zabeel) 5 wins 1600 to 2400m, Marton Cup, L, 2d AuRC Championship S., Gr 2, Hawke's Bay Gold Cup, Gr 2. Dam of- EPINGLE (f Pins) 5 wins 1500 to 2400m, $629,973, to 2013-14, TTC Launceston Cup, Gr 3, TRC Hobart Cup, Gr 3.

Etoile Filante (f Pins) 5 wins 1200 to 2100m to 2013-14, Waikato RC Allied Security Hamilton Cup, 3d AU RC Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 2. Recollection. Winner at 1950m, 2d WRC Dunstan Feeds Qualifier. Dam of- IF I CAN I CAN (f Iffraaj (GB)) 2 wins at 1340, 2000m, CJC Warstep S., L.

Highland Glow (f by Damascus). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners- HALO HIGH (c Sunny's Halo) Winner at 2, 3d Northlands Park Juvenile S., L.

Regents Glow. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 7 winners- CAT'S GLOW (f Sir Cat) 3 wins at 1m, 9f, $115,079, Ellis Audubon Oaks, L.

Race Record: 4 wins-1 at 2-6f to 7f in U.S.A.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, all winners.

2004 Fantene (f by Fasliyev (USA)). 4 wins 900 to 1100m, $150,430, AJC Princesses Stop at Nothing H., Chifley H., 3d AJC Challenge S., Gr 2.

2005 Ordinance (f by Commands). Winner at 1000m.

2006 Exclaim’ns’exclude (c by Exceed and Excel). 6 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, Vaal Play Soccer 6 P., Clainwood UK Soccer 6 P., PSL Soccer 4 S., All to Come Bet S., Scottsville UK Soccer 6 P., 3d Greyville Golden Horseshoe S., Gr 1, Scottsville Gold Medallion S., Gr 1.

2007 Pacquiao (g by Oratorio (Ire)). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, 3d AJC TAB Number 1 Club H., STC Winning Post Restaurant H.

2008 He’s a Knockout (g by Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 1100m.

2009 Missed to Exceed and Excel.

2010 Wildwood Dancer (f by Exceed and Excel). Winner at 1000m in 2013-14.

2011 (foal by Medaglia d’Oro (USA)). Dead.

2012 (c by Northern Meteor).

2013 Not served previous season.

2014 Slipped by Sebring.

Served by SIZZLING. Date of last service, 28 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows R 6-12 & S
On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 509

PURRING FLYER
Bay mare
(Branded MP, nr sh. 2/7 off sh.)
Foaled 2007

(Sire) CATBIRD
Danehill (USA) ............................................ by Northern Dancer ....
Razayana ................................................ by His Majesty ............
Marscay ................................................ by Biscay ..................
Corn ................................................ by Hotfoot ........................

(Dam) SUDDENLY SARAL
Woodman (USA) .............................. Mr. Prospector .............
Fitting ................................................. Playmate ......................
Colonial Meteorite (USA). .......... Cherokee Colony ................
Mr. Prospector ............. by Raise a Native .............

1st Dam
SUDDENLY SARA, by Woodman (USA). Unraced. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc: -

Sea Hunter (g by Keeper). 3 wins 1606 to 2200m, MRC Lucknow H., MVRC Slater & Gordon Lawyers H., 2d MRC Mara H., 3d MRC Sun Valley H.

Blazing Comet (g by General Nediym). 6 wins 1100 to 1600m to 2013-14, 3d SAJC James Scroop H.

Purring Flyer (f by Catbird). 2 wins. See below.


2nd Dam
COLONIAL METEORITE (USA), by Cherokee Colony. 3 wins–2 at 2–in U.S.A.
Three-quarter-sister to Cherokee Assembly, half-sister to DEMEETOR.

Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Make an Impact. 2 wins at 1000, 1212m.

3rd Dam
SEATTLE METEOR, by Seattle Slew. 3 wins at 2 4½f to 6f, $379,053, Saratoga Spinaway S., Gr 1, Belmont Astoria S., Gr 3, 2d Belmont Matron S., Gr 2, Gulfstream Bonnie Miss Ss, Gr 2, Herecomesthebride S., L. Half-sister to A PHENOMENON, METEOR MIRACLE (dam of METEORE), Meteor Ally (dam of METEOR CAP), Meteor Miner (dam of STAR OF BROADWAY), Meteor Stage (dam of PLEASANT STAGE, COLONIAL PLAY, STAGE COLONY, FULL STAGE). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc: -

DEMEETOR (g Dehere) 10 wins 5½f to 9½f, $386,570, Arlington Park Rossi Gold S., L, 2d Calder WL McKnight H., Gr 2, Tropical Turf H., Gr 3.

Seattle Encounter. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of 6 winners-
Capitano Uncino (c Central Park (Ire)) 8 wins 1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, €131,389, Milan Premio Strone, 3d Rome Premio WWF, L.

Beaming Meteor. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-
Moonquake (c Mr Greeley) 3 wins 2000 to 2100m in Great Britain and U.A.E, York Blue Square Casino H., 2d Royal Ascot Wolferton H., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, 2d ATC Fitzpatrick & Partners H.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (c by Starcraft (NZ)).
2014 (c by Starcraft (NZ)).

Served by STARCRAFT (NZ). Date of last service, 7 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 510  
QUALITY TIME  
Bay mare  
(Branded □ nr sh. 5 off sh.)  
Foaled 2004  

(Sire)  
Gone West  Mr. Prospector  by Raise a Native
Secrettame  by Secretariat
Touch of Greatness  Hero's Honor  by Northern Dancer
  Ivory Wand  by Sir Ivor
(Dam)  
FANTAIL (USA)  
Lear Fan  Roberto  by Hail to Reason
  Wac  by Lt Stevens
  Fitnah  by Chieftain
  Mrs. Hat  by Sharpen Up


1st Dam  
FANTAIL (USA), by Lear Fan. Placed at 2 & 3, 3d Longchamp Prix de Croissy, Saint-Cloud Prix Lougour. Half-sister to DREAMS GALLORE, ABSENT FRIEND, FATEFUL DREAM, Giant Chieftan. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

EXCELENTASTIC  
(c by Exceed and Excel). 6 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1800m, $400,506, SAJC Port Adelaide Guineas, L, VRC Cleandomain 2YO H., MRC New Litho P., MVRC Rockshore Homes H., 2d MRC Autumn Classic, Gr 2, VRC Auckland Racing Club H., L, 3d AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, VRC CS Hayes S., Gr 3, Seymour Cup, L, 4th MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2.

Pouter  
(f by Dubawi (Ire)). 2 wins at 1350, 1600m, ATC Bowermans Office Furniture H.

Miromiro  
(f by Exceed and Excel). Winner at 1200m.

Ryukin  
(g by Elusive Quality (USA)). Winner at 1900m.

2nd Dam  
FITNAH, by Fit to Fight. 3 wins 1m to 9f, Aqueduct Allowance-twice. Half-sister to MRS WEST, Jalanpur, Plume Poppy, Witch's Hat (dam of HALLEY'S COMET). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

DREAMS GALLORE  
(f Silver Ghost) 5 wins–2 at 2–6f to 9f, $588,615, Belmont Mother Goose S., Gr 1, Oaklawn Honeybee S., Gr 3, 2d Kentucky Oaks, Gr 1, Belmont Coaching Club American Oaks, Gr 1, Pimlico Black-Eyed Susan S., Gr 2, Fair Grounds Pontalba S., L. Dam of 3 winners-

Gallant Dreams  
(c Bernardini). Winner at 2 at 8½f, 3d Gulfstream Timely Writer S., L.

ABSENT FRIEND  
(g Runaway Groom) 8 wins at 1m, 8½f, $369,161, Oaklawn Essex H., Gr 3, 3d Lone Star Park H., Gr 3, Oaklawn Razorback H., Gr 3, Fifth Season S., Gr 3, Prairie Meadows Iowa Derby, L.

FATEFUL DREAM  

Giant Chieftan  
(g Giants Causeway) 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 8½f, $208,817, 2d Meadowlands John Henry S., L, 3d Belmont Pilgrim S., L, Aqueduct Gallant Fox H., L, Coyote Lakes S., L, Saratoga With Anticipation S., L.

Race Record: Started once.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race.

2009 Classic Time (g by Snitzel). Unplaced.
2011 Slipped by Snitzel.
2012 Memory of Time (c by Snitzel). Unraced.
2013  
(f by Pluck (USA)).
2014  
(f by Bernardini (USA)).

Not served
Lot 511 QUILLIONAIRE (NZ)
Chestnut mare (Branded nr sh. 21 off sh.) Foaled 2000

(Sire) ENTREPRENEUR (GB) 
Sadler's Wells ................. Northern Dancer ............... by Nearctic .................
Fairy Bridge .................. by Bold Reason .................
Exclusive Order ............. Exclusive Native ................ by Raise a Native .........

(Dam) SNOW QUILL (IRE) 1994
Bluebird (USA) ................ Storm Bird .......................... by Northern Dancer ....
Ivory Dawn .................... by Sir Ivor ..........................
December Blossom.......... Condorcet .......................... by Luthier .................
Feemoss ...................... by Ballymoss ......................

ENTREPRENEUR (GB) (1994). 3 wins-2 at 2-at 7f, 1m, The Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 569 rnrs, 304 wnrs, 14 SW, inc. Damson (Curragh Phoenix S., Gr.1), Rags to Riches, etc. Sire of the dams of SW The Grey Gatsby, Miss Keepsake, Ahzeemah, Requinto, Villiye, Hiace, Osaila, Watsdachances, My Sabeel, Obama Rule, Prevailing, State Blue, Spreadeagle, Boristar, Coup, Tones, Exciting Life, Sunday Nectar, Royal Menantie, Laguna Salada, etc.

1st Dam
SNOW QUILL (IRE), by Bluebird (USA). Started twice. Half-sister to LOMOND BLOSSOM, Miss Mistletoes (dam of GOVERNOR BROWN, HABAAB).


Zaria (f by Zabeel). 2 wins at 1600, 2170m, AuRC Lindauer Rose H., 3d AuRC Championshio S., Gr 2, Waikato RC Belle Femme 3YO H. Dam of-

2nd Dam
DECEMBER BLOSSOM, by Condorcet. Unraced. Half-sister to LEVMOSS, LE MOSS, SWEET MIMOSA (dam of FLEUR ROYALE), SANTAMOSS, Moss Seeds (dam of MOSSZAO). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

LOMOND BLOSSOM (f Lomond) 2 wins at 2 at 7f, 1m, Leopardstown Killavullan S., Gr 3, 2d Phoenix Park Ruby S., L. Grandam of-

SILK BLOSSOM (f Barathea) 3 wins at 2 5f to 7f, £406,023, York Lowther S., Gr 2, 2d Royal Ascot Albany S., Gr 3.

MASHOORA (f Barathea) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, Longchamp Prix de la Porte Maillot, Gr 3, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Impudence, Gr 3.

Miss Mistletoes (f The Minstrel) 2 wins, 2d Naas Gamet S., L. Dam of 6 winners-


Race Record: 2 wins at 1100, 1600m, 2d STC Ravarda H.
Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners.
2006 Fast on Aire (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1300m.
2007 Yeahdad (f by Flying Spur). Placed at 3.
2008 Carinya Lodge (f by Fastnet Rock). Unplaced.
2011 Missed to Big Brown (USA).
2012 Little Miss Brown (f by Big Brown (USA)). Unraced.
2013 (c by Congrats (USA)).
2014 Missed to Foxwedge.

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 10 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
RAPALA

On Account of MARQUEE STUD, Willow Tree
(As Agent)

Lot 512 (No GST)

Chestnut mare (Branded NCS nr sh. 32 5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) ................. Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic .................
ENCOSTA DE LAGO ........ Fairy Bridge ................. by Bold Reason ........
Shoal Creek ................. Star Way (GB) ........ by Star Appeal ........

(Dam) ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUSTRALIA) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. 1st Dam
Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wns, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wns, 19 GW, inc. Musir, Believe Yourself, Phedian, Neo, Philippa, Empress Rock, Merree, Sertorius, Stonehouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listening'tome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

KAHUNA’S GIRL, by King of Kings (IRE). Unraced. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Rapala (f by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins. See below.

Olympia’s Flame (f by Chateau Istana (GB)). 8 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m to 2013-14, 3d BRC Girls Day Out 24 March H., Bundaberg Distilling Company H., Huidon Group Accommodation Supplies H.

Phellini (f by Iglesia). 2 wins at 1300, 1600m. Maleaton (g by Iglesia). Winner at 1200m.

(Dam) NEWGIRLINTOWN (USA), by Seeking the Gold. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to PARTY MANNERS, Errant Escort, Procession (dam of PROCEED BEE).

Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:- Lucky Champion. 5 wins 1400 to 1650m, $591,794, HKJC Eastern Treasure H., Kam Tin H., Architecture Alumni H., Hoi Yuen H., Pak Tam Chung H.

3rd Dam
DUTY DANCE, by Nijinsky. 7 wins, $432,114, Saratoga Diana H., Gr 2, Belmont Beaugay H., Gr 3, Laurel Martha Washington H., L, 2d Belmont Man o’ War S., Gr 1, Aqueduct Long Island H., Gr 2. Three-quarter-sister to RUSSIAN ROBLES, Fiddlesticks (dam of VIVANO), half-sister to SQUANDER (dam of SERIOUS SPENDER, ALL GONE), Probation, Call Me Madam (dam of STUTTERING). Dam of 17 foals, 14 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

PARTY MANNERS (c Private Account) 6 wins 6½f to 9f, $227,640, Hialeah Widener H., Gr 3. Sire. Errant Escort (c Devil’s Bag) 4 wins–1 at 2, 3d Colonial Virginia Derby, L. Procession. Winner at 1¼m in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-

PROCEED BEE (g Bernstein) 19 wins–3 at 2–6f to 11f, $799,731, to 2014, Hawthorne Derby, Gr 3, Prairie Meadows H., L, Turfway John Battaglia Memorial S., L, 3d Arlington Park American Derby, Gr 2.

Processor’s Turf (c Sky Mesa) 3 wins at 6f, 6½f, $125,911, 3d Calder Smile Sprint H., Gr 2, Ponche H., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1300m, AJC Convention Centre H., 2d AJC Sunset Racing H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2011 Run at Me (c by Charge Forward). Unraced.
2012 (c by Bernardini (USA)). Died.
2013 (c by Al Maher).
2014 (c by Hinchinbrook).

Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 14 November 2014.

Not in foal
Stable 1 Row L 1-6

On Account of BELL VIEW PARK STUD,
Meroo Meadow

Lot 513

READY TO RULE (USA)

Bay or Brown mare

Foaled 2011

(Sire)  
MORE THAN READY (USA)  
Southern Halo ......................... by Hail to Reason .................
Northern Sea................................ by Northern Dancer ........
Woodman's Girl............................. by Mr. Prospector ....
Becky be Good............................. by Nashra ................

(Dam)  
LADY IN POWER  
Defensive Play  
1994


MORE THAN READY (USA) (1997), 7 wins–5 at 2, Saratoga King’s Bishop S., Gr.1. Sire of 1766 rnrs, 1302 wnrs, 139 SW, inc. Sebring (STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Phelan Ready, Benicio, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Atlante, Miracles of Life, Rebel Dane, Ready for Rye, Serena Miss, Kauai Katie, Night Prowler, Race Day, Unencumbered, Vinceremos, Winding Way, Machen, Executive Allure, Louisiana Flyboy, Roheryn, Bold Kitten, Kinz Funky Monkey, etc.

1st Dam  
LADY IN POWER, by Defensive Play. 2 wins at 7f, 8½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to LOVAT’S LADY (dam of CHETTEN COUNTY), Weepnomoremylady.  

GRACE AND POWER (f by More Than Ready). 2 wins at 2 at 1m, 8¼f, $249,361, Meadowlands Holly S., L, 2d Hollywood Starlet S., Gr.1, Woodbine Selene S., Gr.3, Laurel Selina S., L. Dam of 2 winners-

Delection (g Shamardal (USA)) 3 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $374,025, in 2013-14, ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H., 2d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1, ATC Eskimo Prince S., Gr.3, 3d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr.2.  
Pocket Power. Winner at 1600m in 2014-15.

Power Lady (f by Discreet Cat). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1200m, 2d Laurel Wide Country S., L, 3d Gulfstream Old Hat S., Gr.3, Laurel Smart Halo S., L.  

2nd Dam  
LADY LADY, by Little Current. Unraced. Half-sister to AL MAMOON, LA GUERIERE (dam of ICON PROJECT, LASTING APPROVAL), LORD OF WARRIORS, LOST SOLDIER. BORN WILD, Light Ice (dam of FROSTY WELCOME), Lady Lochinvar (dam of MASTER COMMAND, AURORA LIGHTS). Dam of 12 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

LOVAT’S LADY (f Lord at War). 3 wins 7f to 8½f, Churchill Downs Regret S., L, 2d Churchill Downs Dogwood S., L. Dam of 5 winners-


Uncork. 2 wins at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 3 winners-

GAMAY NOIR (f Harlan’s Holiday) 5 wins 7½f to 9f, $346,866, to 2014, Gulfstream Rampart S., Gr.3, Delaware Obeah S., Gr.3, 3d Hawthorne Sixty Sails H., Gr.3, 4th Delaware H., Gr.1.  

Detach. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

APART (c Flatter) 5 wins 7f to 9f, $735,360, Louisiana Super Derby, Gr.2, 3d Churchill Downs Stephen Foster H., Gr.1.

UNLATCH (c Horse Chestnut) 3 wins at 1m, $127,030, Fair Grounds Woodchopper S., L, 4th Fair Grounds Colonel ER Bradley H., Gr.3.

Weepnomoremylady (f Summer Squall) 5 wins–1 at 2–6f to 9f, $118,380, Gulfstream Allowance, 3d Monmouth Twin Lights S., L. Producer.

Caribbean Blue. Placed at 3 in Japan. Grandam of-

MOERE KATRINA (f Gold Halo) 3 wins–1 at 2–1700 to 2000m, Nakayama Shion S., L, 3d Niigata Shinanogawa Tokubetsu. Producer.

Race Record: Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014 in U.S.A.

First season at stud  
Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 21 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 514

REALLY FLYING
Bay mare (Branded 24 off sh.)
Foaled 2001

(Sire) Quiet American................. Fappiano ..................... by Mr. Prospector..........
REAL QUIET (USA).......... by Dr Fager.......................
Really Blue.................. Believe It ...................... by In Reality,.............
(Mam) Whiskey Road (USA) ...... Meadow Blue ................... by Raise a Native,.........
ALTO FLYER..................
1986
Selsey .......................... Bowl of Flowers ............... by Sailor ......................


1st Dam
ALTO FLYER, by Whiskey Road (USA). 2 wins at 1000, 1250m, STC Epping H., 2d STC Haberfield Mitsubishi Fillies H. Three-quarter-sister to Whiskey Reign (dam of DISTILLATION). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:- REALLY FLYING (f by Real Quiet (USA)). 4 wins. See below.
May Royal (c by Table Limit (USA)). 15 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1666m, $243,425, Rockhampton JC Newmarket H., 4th BTC Doomben S., L.

2nd Dam
SELSLEY, by Biscay. 8 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, VATC Debutante S., AJC Rainbow Welter H., Sutherland H., 3d Clarence River JC Ramornie H., 4th AJC Challenge S., VRC Mimosa S. Three-quarter-sister to Extradite (dam of TWIGLET, FACILE). Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:- Alto Flyer. 2 wins. See above.

3rd Dam
EXPULSION (GB), by Infatuation. Winner at 2 at 6f in Great Britain. Half-sister to General Gordon, Headmaster. Dam of 12 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:- SELSEY (f Biscay) 8 wins. See above.
Extradite (f Bletchingly) 2 wins, 2d STC Birthday Card H., L. Grandam of-
FAIRY KING PRAWN (g Danehill (USA)) 12 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $7,870,542 in Hong Kong and Japan, Tokyo Yasuda Kinen, Gr 1.
EASY ROCKING (c Barathea (Ire)) 5 wins–1 at 2, VRC Salinger S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $194,090, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, AJC In Joyment H., STC Fonterra Brands (Australia) H., Tooheys New H., 2d Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L, AJC Seppelt Wines H., First Fleet H., STC Members Open Day H., Rotary Health Research H., 3d AJC Big Pond H., Hawkesbury RC Woodlands Crown, STC Subway P.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.
2008 (f by Zeditave).
2009 (c by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Died.
2011 Affair (f by Shamardal (USA)). Unraced.
2012 Shadow Empire (c by Dane Shadow). Unraced.
2013 (c by Smart Missile).
2014 Missed to Snitzel.

Served by SIZZLING. Date of last service, 6 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 515

RECENTLY

Bay mare
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 2 7 off sh.)

Foaled 2007

(Sire) Roberto............................................. Hall to Reason ........ by Turn-to......................
RED RANSOM (USA)...


(Dam) Arabia ........................................... Christmas Wind .......... by Nearctic..............

RESHOOT

2002

Hold That Smile................ Silver Smile................ by Silver Knight (NZ).......


1st Dam
RESHOOT, by Mossman. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to SNAPSHOTS, Express a Smile (dam of SEA SIREN, LADY DEHERE, ORATORIO, DISCORSI). Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Upshot (g by Stratum). 5 wins 1100 to 1300m, $223,785, ATC Share Care Respite Sprint H., Canterbury Park H., NSW Tatt’s RC Jim Beam H., 2d Canberra RC National Sprint H., L, 3d ATC June S., L.

Imagery (g by More Than Ready (USA)). 5 wins 1100 to 1400m, BRC Glenlogan Park H., Racingjobs.com.au P., QHA P., Hardy Brothers H.

2nd Dam
HOLD THAT SMILE, by Haulpak. 4 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $227,550, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 1, Queen’s P., Gr 3, Gimcrack S., L, Initial 2YO P. Sister to CARRY A SMILE, half-sister to Silver Slipper (dam of SCUFFS), Vintage Silver (dam of SILVER EMPIRE). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

SNAPSHOTS (f Success Express (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, $117,580, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, 2d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2. Dam of-

Imagery (g by More Than Ready (USA)). 5 wins 1100 to 1400m, BRC Glenlogan Park H., Racingjobs.com.au P., QHA P., Hardy Brothers H.

Oratory (c Stravinsky (USA)) 4 wins –3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $511,550, MVRC CS Hayes S., Gr 3, BTC Tommy Smith Slipper S., L. Sire.

DISCORSI (c Galileo (Ire)) 2 wins–1 at 2, VRC Gibson Carmichael S., L. Sire.

Race Record: Started 3 times. Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2012 Voucher (f by Tickets). Unraced.

2013 (f by Stratum).

2014 Not served previous season.

Served by STRATUM. Date of last service, 15 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 516  RED DRESS MARLEY
Bay or Brown mare (Branded ♦ ♦ nr sh. 80 8 off sh.) Foaled 2008

(Sire) Mr. Prospector ................. by Native Dancer .................
Hussonet (USA)..................
Sacahuista ........................ by Bold Ruler ........................
Nalies Flying Flag .............. by Hoist the Flag ........................

(Dam) Fraar (USA) .................
Monte Rosa .....................
2000
La Nebbia ......................


1st Dam
Monte Rosa, by Fraar (USA). Unraced. Sister to NINA HARAKA (dam of EXTENSION OF TIME), half-sister to Tennessee Royal (dam of PERGRAM). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 5 winners-

Snitzerland (f by Snitzel). 8 wins-2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $1,974,500, to 2013-14, VRC Lightning S., Gr 1, ATC Challenge S., Gr 2, VRC Danehill S., Gr 2, ATC San Domenico S., Gr 3, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, MVRC Champagne S., Gr 3, MRC (Mornington) Inglis Premier 2YO S., MRC Blue Sapphire S., 2d ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, Galaxy H., Gr 1, Challenge S., Gr 2, VRC Dilmah Earl Grey S., L, Emirates Airline P., L, 3d BRC Victory S., Gr 2, 4th ATC Reisling S., Gr 2.

Red Dress Marley (f by Hussonet (USA)). 2 wins. See below.

Sooboog (c by Snitzel). Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 2d ATC Breeders’ P. L.
Akmal (g by Flying Spur). 5 wins at 1200, 1400m, $125,617, STC Hyland Race Colours H., 2d SAJC LHMU H., STC Campsie RSL H., Stratum H.

Deleque (f by French Deputy (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 1900m, AJC Take a Chance On Me H., STC Gulf Station H., 2d STC Centacare Sydney 2YO P.

Certainly Rosa (f by Undoubtedly). Winner at 1100m.

2nd Dam
La Nebbia, by Zephyr Bay. Placed at 3, 2d SAJC Lefroy H. Half-sister to Minsky Lass. Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Nina Haraka (f by Fraar (USA)) 5 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1800m, $403,390, SAJC Adelaide Guineas, Gr 3, Port Adelaide Guineas, L, HC Nitschke S., L, Advertiser H., Denhoki 2YO H., 2d VATC Vic Health Cup, Gr 1, Toorak H., Gr 1, SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3, Matt Caude 2YO H., Flowers Hyde Park 2YO H., 3d VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, MVRC Australia S., Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-

Extension of Time (f by Dash for Cash) 4 wins-3 at 2–1000 to 1310m, $330,785, SAJC Walter Brown S., L, 2d MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, TTT Gold Sovereign S., L, 4th VRC Edward Manifold S, Gr 2.

Levi’s Choice (g Galileo (Ire)) 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1400, 1900m, $170,950, BRC Ambassador Travel 2YO P., 2d ATC South Pacific H., L, 3d BRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Ming Dynasty H., L.

Tennessee Royal. 2 wins at 1350, 1450m, SAJC Radio TAB H. Dam of-

Pergram (f General Nediym) Winner at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 2d MRC Thomas North P., 4th SAJC Pewsey Vale S., L.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphetville H., Peggy McKinnon H., 2d MRC Debutant S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (f by Gio Ponti (USA)).
2014 (c by Redoute’s Choice).

Served by SNITZEL. Date of last service, 21 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 517 (No GST)  

**RED LIGHT**  
Bay mare  
(Branded W W nr sh. 3 off sh.)  
Foaled 2004  

**(Sire)**  
RED RANSOM (USA)  
Roberto  
Hail to Reas...  
by Turn-to...  
Bramalea  
by Nashua...  
Arabia  
Damascus...  
by Sword Dancer  
Christmas Wind...  
by Nearctic  

**(Dam)**  
NOBLE VICE (CAN)  
Vice Regent  
Northern Dancer  
by Nearctic  
Noble Chick  
Vaguely Noble  
by Vienna  

**RED RANSOM (USA) (1987). 2 wins at 2 in USA. Sire of 1591 mrs, 1078 wnr, 108 SW, inc. Typhoon Tracy (STC Coolmore Classic, Gr.1), Perfect Sting, Electrocutionist, etc. Sire of the dams of SW War Command, Rollout the Carpet, Temida, Devil May Care, Mahbooba, Red Ruler, Eyjur, Ivawood, Daring Dancer, Vavasour, Vilanova, Vo Heart, Chance Bye, Runaway, Regal Ransom, Sherine, Fashion Statement, Marchfield, Strut the Stage, Full Ransom, etc.**

1st Dam  
NOBLE VICE (CAN), by Vice Regent. Started 3 times. Half-sister to NORDAVANO, Hoedown Honey (dam of ARES VALLIS). Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
**FRANJELICA (f by Snippets). 5 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $230,650, VRC Anzac Day S., L, Beachside H., MVRC Functions & Events H., Cadbury Breakaway H., 4th MRC Lord S., L. Producer.**  
Iniquity (g by Husson (ARG)). **Winner** at 2220m in 2013-14, BRC Drumbeats at Lyndhurst P.  
No Vice (f by Marscay). Started twice. Dam of 5 winners-Churn and Burn - Golden Rabbit (Sing.). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $102,322 in Aust and Singapore, Singapore TC Class 4 H.-twice.

2nd Dam  
NOBLE CHICK, by Vaguely Noble. 4 wins in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to Margie Belle (dam of MILDE), half-sister to TRILLION (dam of TRIPTYCH, BARGER), MARGRAVINE, Dunkirk, Hail Maggie (dam of SABONA), Doff the Derby (dam of GENEROUS, IMAGINE, WEDDING BOUQUET, OSUMI TYCOON, STRAWBERRY ROAN, WINDY TRIPLE K.). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-  
NORDAVANO (c The Minstrel) **4 wins** at 1m, 8½f in Great Britain and U.S.A, Pimlico Cedar Key H., L, 3d Laurel Find H., L, Meadowlands Summing S., L.  
Hoedown Honey. **Winner** at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 3 winners-ARES VALLIS (f Caerleon) **Winner** at 2000m, Longchamp Prix de la Seine, L, 2d Chantilly Prix d’Angerville, L. Dam of 3 winners-EMERALD STAR (f Mount Nelson) **2 wins** in 2014, Lingfield Chartwell S., Gr 3.

**Race Record:** Unraced.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2008 Ransom of Choice (g by Stratum). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m to 2013-14, Fairview Book a Table at Our Next Raceday H., All to Come H., 2d Scottsville All to Come P., 3d Clairwood Zee TV Gatecrasher S.

2009 Scarletini (f by Bernardini (USA)). 3 wins 1200 to 2400m, $105,560, MRC Sportingbet H., MVRC CFMEU FFPD H., 2d ATC Merrylands RSL Club H., Hyland Race Colours H., MVRC Art Series Hotel Group H., 4th Western Australian Oaks, Gr 3.

2010 Murtaghfeix (g by Murtagh). Unplaced.

2011 Quick Affair (f by Haradasun). Unraced.

2012 (f by Beneteau).

2013 (f by Starcraft (NZ)).

2014 (f by Denman).

Served by ANIMAL KINGDOM (USA). Date of last service, 25 November 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
REDOUTEBELLE
Bay mare (Branded nr sh. 20
5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ........................... by Northern Dancer ..............
REDOUTE’S CHOICE ...
Razyana........................................... by His Majesty .................
Shanta’s Choice ................................. by Bletchingly .................
Dancing Show (USA)....... by Nijinsky.................................

(Dam) Zazzabelle (NZ).................. 1995
Zabeel (NZ)................................. by Sir Tristram (Ire) .............
Lady Giselle (Fr)......................... by Nureyev.............................
Tights (USA)......................... by Nijinsky.................................
Garden of Eden (NZ)............ by Balmerino (NZ) ....

Miss Finland, etc. Sire of the dams of 493 rnrs, 298 wnrs, 34 SW, inc. Zoustar,
Sacred Falls, Wawall, Ms Funovits, Bennetta, Luke’s Luck, Chase the Rainbow,
Messene, Ego, Pasadena Girl, Direct Charge, Kiss a Rose, Eight Till Late, That’s
the One, Maschino, Banaadeer, Hijack Hussy, Moonlight Hussler, etc.

1st Dam Zazzabelle (NZ). by Zabeel. Winner at 1250m, $286,518, STC Sans Souci H., 2d
AJC St Leger, Gr 2, QTC Jacobs Creek H., 3d VRC Oaks, Gr 1, VRC
Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, 4th VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, Moonee Valley
Gold Cup, Gr 2. Sister to Zazzabeau, half-sister to Now Voyager - Joker
(H.K.). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Redoutebelles (f by Redoute’s Choice). Winner. See below.
Rock and Reel (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 2 wins at 1300, 1600m, 3d AJC
Rosebery H.
Winning Big (g by Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 1300m, 2d STC
Schweppervescence P., 3d AJC Botany Bay H.
Zahar - Speed Challenger (Mal.) (g by God's Own). Winner at 1400m.
Peerless (g by Giant’s Causeway (USA)). Winner at 1200m.

2nd Dam THE PERFUME GARDEN, by Tights (USA). 5 wins
1100 to 1500m, $157,335,
STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 3, Grace Brothers Australian Designers H., AJC
Morrie Anderson H., 2d STC Frederick Clissold H., Gr 3, 4th AJC Liverpool
City Cup, Gr 3. Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
Now Voyager - Joker (H.K.) (g Last Tycoon (Ire)) Winner at 1400m, AJC
Paratune H., 2d STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, 3d Australian Derby, Gr 1.
Zazzabelle (f Zabeel) Winner. See above.

Zazzabeau (g Zabeel) 2 wins at 2000, 2400m, $209,500, STC Rosehill Event
Centre H., Iskander.com H., 2d AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, STC Christmas
Cup, L, 3d AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, 4th City Tattersalls Club Cup, L.

3rd Dam GARDEN OF EDEN, by Balmerino. Winner at 1550m, STC Ryde East Social Club
H. Half-sister to ROYAL REGATTA (dam of MUSHTAK), LOVE IN A MIST,
BAYSHORE, Lord La Di Da, La Mascarade (dam of ROUND THE
WORLD). Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-
THE PERFUME GARDEN (f Tights (USA)) 5 wins. See above.

Race Record: Winner at 1900m, STC McGrath Foundation Lunch P., 3d STC
Hyland Race Colours H., Gulf Station Chardonnay H.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner.
2011 Beaudragon (g by Pendragon (NZ)). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, 3d
ATC TAB Rewards H.
2012 (c by Pendragon (NZ)).
2013 (c by So You Think (NZ)).
2014 (c by So You Think (NZ)).

Served by UNENCUMBERED. Date of last service, 17 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 519  
REGAL WRITE OFF  
Brown mare  
(Branded △△ nr sh.  44 0 off sh.)  
Foaled 2010  

(Sire)  
LONHRO  
Octagonal (NZ) ..............  Zabeel (NZ) .................. by Sir Tristram (Ire).......  
Eight Carat (GB) ........... by Pieces of Eight ..............  
Straight Strike (USA) ...... by Mr. Prospector ..............  
Concia (NZ) .................. by First Consul (USA)......

(Dam)  
REGAL ARENA  
Arena .................................. by Arena. Placed. Sister to REGAL CHEER (dam of KNOYDART), three-quarter-sister to MY LADY’S CHAMBER. Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-  
Portos (g by Quest for Fame (GB)). 5 wins 1600 to 2400m, $124,550, AJC NSW ROA Bobs Extra H., NSW Tatt’s RC Carousel Tickets on Sale Now H. Wantabetheone (g by Wanted). Winner at 1100m in 2014-15.  

2nd Dam  
REGAL CHAMBER  
by Archregent (Can). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $287,268, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, Australian Equestrian Team 2YO H., 3d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Dual Quest 2YO H., 4th AJC Widden S., L. Half-sister to Splendid Retreat, Queen’s Suite (dam of MY LADY’S CHAMBER). Dam of 14 named foals, 10 to race, 5 winners, inc:-  
REGAL CHEER (f Arena) 6 wins –1 at 2–1100 to 1500m, $885,955, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, Reginald Allen H., L, Bigpond Sport H., STC A Royale 2YO H., Mad About the Hat Day H., 2d STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2, Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, STC Concorde S., Gr 3, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, 3d STC Theo Marks S., Gr 2, Millie Fox S., Gr 3, 4th STC Shannon S., Gr 2. Dam of-  
KNOYDART (g More Than Ready (USA)) 5 wins 1100 to 1300m, $544,180, to 2013-14, ATC Canterbury Classic, L, MRC (Mornington) Hareeba S., L, ATC TAB Rewards H., Turf Club H., Tab.com.au H., 2d ATC Hall Mark S., Gr 3, Sharp H., Project Ten H., 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, 4th ATC Challenge S., Gr 2, MRC Autumn S., Gr 2.  
Haverford. 3 wins 1200 to 1500m, QTC Analyte H., 3d STC Hyland Race Colours H. Frammenti. 3 wins at 1000, 1115m, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), Gr 3. Royal Flutter. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 2 winners- Winner Take All. 6 wins 1300 to 1550m, $172,910, ATC Alexandria H., Free Entry Today H., WN Bull Funerals H., Randwick Convention Centre H.  

3rd Dam  
LA MAISON, by Adirondack Holme (USA). 2 wins –1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, AJC Farmer’s Daughter H., STC Blacktown City H. Blood-sister to La Busette (dam of BORDER TIME), half-sister to YOUNG BLOOD, La Dapper (dam of AVULATION). Dam of 14 foals, all raced, 12 winners, inc:-  
REGAL CHAMBER (f Archregent (Can)) 2 wins. See above.  
Splendid Retreat (g Splendent (USA)) 8 wins –1 at 2–1400 to 2000m, $247,725, AJC Orchard Tavern Welter H., 3d STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3.  

Race Record: Unraced.  
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.  
2014 (c by Bullet Train (GB)).  
Not served.
Lot 520  
REPTING  
Bay mare  
(Branded \(\uparrow\) nr sh. \(\uparrow\) \(\uparrow\) off sh.)  
Foaled 2001

**Stable 3 Rows L 1-5 & M**

On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley  
(As Agent)

- **(Sire)**  
  PEINTRE CELEBRE  
  (USA)  
  Nureyev  
  Northern Dancer  
  by Neartic

- **(Dam)**  
  STRAWBERRY FAIR  
  1984  
  Whiskey Road (USA)  
  Nijinsky  
  by Northern Dancer

**REPENTING**  
Bay mare  
(Branded \(\uparrow\) nr sh. \(\uparrow\) \(\uparrow\) off sh.)  
Foaled 2001

**PEINTRE CELEBRE (USA)** (1994). 5 wins-1 at 2, Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, Gr.1.  
Sire of 959 rnrs, 602 wns, 62 SW, inc. Pride (Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud, Gr.1),  
Dai Jin, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Afrikaburn, Protectionist, Talent, Nechita,  
Nymhea, Cambina, Gathering, Red Cadeaux, Rock Classic, Anjaal, Ivory Land,  
Sistine Angel, Shaweel, Lightning Moon, Perfect Start, Sistine Demon,  
Florentina, Pinturicchio, Art Beat, Leeds, Vadamos, etc.

**1st Dam**  
STRAWBERRY FAIR, by Whiskey Road (USA). 4 wins at 1200, 1500m,  
$210,450, STC Orlando Wines Classic, Gr 1, 2d SAJC Swettenham Stud S.,  
Gr 3, VATC Tranquil Star S., Gr 3. Half-sister to FIORITA, Glorify (dam of  
WEST DANCER).

**TAINEBERRY** (f by Centaine). 6 wins 1500 to 2400m, Scottsville Oaks, Gr 2,  
Clairwood Easter H., L, 4th South African Fillies Guineas, Gr 1. Dam of-

**JALBERRY** (f Jallad) 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $101,006, Turffontein  
Pretty Polly S., Gr 3, Newmarket TC Goldfields Sprint H., L, 3d  
Scottsville South African Fillies Sprint S., Gr 1. Dam of 5 winners-

**ON THIS ROCK** (c Trippi) 5 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15 in South  
Africa and Zimbabwe, Borrowdale Gold Cup Sprint, L.

**Count Express** (g Count Dubois) 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, Vaal  
UK Soccer 6 P., 3d Turffontein Merchants H., Gr 2.

Strawberry Lane. Winner at 1600m in South Africa. Dam of 5 winners-

**SOLO TRAVELLER** (g Western Winter) 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 1600m,  
$236,518 in South Africa and Mauritius, Kenilworth Cape Guineas,  
Gr 1, Greyville KRA Guineas, Gr 2, Kenilworth Cape Classic, Gr 3,  
3d Greyville Champions Cup, Gr 1, Turffontein Horse Chestnut S., Gr 1.

**Strawberry Ice** (f Western Winter) 2 wins at 1200m, 2d Greyville KRA  
Fillies Guineas, Gr 2, 3d Greyville Tibouchina S., Gr 2. Producer.

**GALAXY FAIR** (c by Bletchingly). 2 wins at 1400, 1800m, VRC Hardy  
Brothers Jewellers S., L, 3d MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2. Sire.

**Biscotte** (f by Marscall). Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners-

**BARKADA** (g Spectrum (Ire)) 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $409,000,  
MRC CF Orr S., Gr 1, Zeditave S., L, 2d MRC Autumn S., Gr 3.

- **Race Record:** Unraced.
- **Produce Record:** Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.
  - 2006 Flying Glory (g by Flying Spur). Unraced.
  - 2007 Beggin (f by Benicio). 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, $101,685, BRC  
    Skyracing.tv H., 2d BRC Brand & Slater Quality H., 3d BRC Ordanga  
    Soup Bowl H., Landfill Logistics H.
  - 2008  
    (c by God’s Own). Died.
  - 2009 Missed to Benicio.
  - 2010 Repetitive Tale (g by Soldier’s Tale (USA)). Started 3 times.
  - 2011 Mydalea (f by Myboycharlie (Ire)). Unraced.
  - 2012  
    (c by Street Boss (USA)).
  - 2013 Missed to Strategic.
  - 2014 Slipped by Nicconi.

**Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 21 October 2014.**

Believed to be in foal
On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)

Lot 521

RESOURCE

Brown mare (Branded nr sh. 77 off sh.) Foaled 2010

TALE OF THE CAT (USA) Storm Cat Storm Bird by Northern Dancer

(USA) Storm Bird Terlingua by Secretariat

Yarn Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native

Narrate by Honest Pleasure

( Dam) Zabeel (NZ) Sir Tristram (Ire) by Sir Ivor

Waihora’s Lass (NZ) Lady Giselle (Fr) by Nureyev

LEGIBLE (NZ) Tights (USA) by Nijinsky

1999 Indhira (NZ) by Taipan II (USA)


1st Dam

LEGIBLE (NZ), by Zabeel. 5 wins 1400 to 2400m, $530,500, MRC Sandown Classic, Gr 2, Membership P., Mornington RC RM Ansett Classic, MRC Chaise H., MVRC Emergency Services H., 2d Moonee Valley Gold Cup, Gr 2, MRC Gipsy Queen H., 3d MRC Robert Taranto H., Azzurro H. Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

TRUSTING (c by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, $935,600, ATC Hill S., Gr 2, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, STC Grey Gums Hotel Penrith 2YO H., 2d AJC George Main S., Gr 1, Epsom H., Gr 1, STC Golden Rose S., Gr 1, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, 3d ATC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, WATC Kingston Town Classic, Gr 1, STC Concorde S., Gr 3.

Mount Everest (g by Exceed and Excel). 5 wins 1600 to 2040m, MVRC Hambros & Cahill Lawyers H., Arrow Training Services H., 2d Terang Cup.

Fathom - Will Go On (Mac.) (g by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). 3 wins at 1350, 1500m to 2014-15 in Aust and Macau, BRC Sky Racing World H.

2nd Dam


LEGIBLE (f Zabeel) 5 wins. See above.

3rd Dam

INDHIRA, by Taipan II (USA). Winner at 1200m, 3d STC Monterey S. Half-sister to LITTLE PAPOOSE (dam of YOU BE THE JUDGE), BIG SIOUX (dam of KAYSIBOY). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

WAIHORA’S LASS (f Tights (USA)) 11 wins. See above.

Our Lodge. Started 3 times. Dam of 2 winners-

BOLD LINE (g Double Vice (USA)) 18 wins 1000 to 1400m, $285,198, SAJC Manihi Classic, L, City of West Torrens Trophy H., 2d SAJC City of Marion S., L, Matrice S., L, 3d SAJC Durbridge S., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by SNITZEL. Date of last service, 18 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 522
Bay or Brown mare
(Branded ♦ nr sh. 127 7 off sh.)
Foaled 2007

(Sire) Danzig
ANABAA (USA).............
Balbonella

(Dam) VELASCO
2001
Vital Curves (NZ)

REVE DE VICTOIRE
Bay or Brown mare
(As Agent)
Lot 522
REVE DE VICTOIRE
Bay or Brown mare
(Branded ♦ nr sh. 127 7 off sh.)
Foaled 2007

(Sire) Danzig
Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic
Par de Nom ............... by Admiral’s Voyage ....
Gay Mecene ............... by Vaguely Noble......
Barmina .......... by Riverman

(Dam) VELASCO
2001
Vital Curves (NZ) .......... by One Pound Sterling....
Career Girl .......... by Gold Sovereign...

ANABAA (USA) (1992). 8 wins to 1600m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1151 rnrs, 824 wnrs, 88 SW, inc. Goldikova (Breeders’ Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Anabaa Blue, Headturner, Yell, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Treve, Harry’s Son, Dissident, Dalkala, Buffering, Rostova, Silver Frost, Lush Lashes, English, Queens Ring, Spiritjim, Tango’s Daughter, Caymans, Ameenah, Hartnell, Havana, Mobaco, Ballybacka Lady, Sandy’s Charm, Girouette, Dixie Belle, etc.

1st Dam VELASCO, by Flying Spur. Winner at 2 at 1200m, Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr 2, 3d AuRC Ellerslie Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, Guineas Trial, L, Avondale JC Poison Ivy Juvenile H., Waikato RC Wentwood Grange 3YO H., 4th Waikato RC Fairview Ford S., L. Half-sister to Bond. Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

DEVOIRS (f by Dehere (USA)). Winner at 1600m, $106,020, BRC Princess S., L, 2d MVRC Alexandra S., L, AJC Rosebrook 2YO H. Dam of Edge Away. Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 2d ATC Mossman at Vinery 2YO P.

Enjoy the Game (g by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins. See below.

Reve de Victoire (f by Anabaa (USA)). 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam Vital Curves (NZ), by McGinty. 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1619m, MVRC Suni-7-Grains H., VATC Chisholm H., Corinella H., 2d VRC Roms Stiletto H., 3d VRC Foundation S.H., L. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

VELASCO (f Flying Spur) Winner. See above.

Bond (g Westminster). 3 wins at 1170m, $445,709, HKJC Kobe H., Happy Valley H., Inch Arran H., 2d HKJC Gloucester H., 3d AuRC Welcome S., L. The Bod. Started 3 times. Dam of 2 winners-
Listowel. 2 wins at 1400m in 2014-15, Manawatu RC Ricoh H.
Kokoda. 2 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1650m to 2014-15, HKJC Heung Yip H.


Vital Curves (f McGinty) 4 wins. See above.

Musical Career. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-

(Our) Superboy (g Kingdom Bay) 5 wins 1000 to 1400m, QTC Sunset Sue Welter H., 2d VRC Gallant H., L, 4th SCTC Glasshouse H., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1340, 1400m, 2d WRC KPR Catering 2YO H., Wanganui JC Tui Neck & Neck Since 1889 H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2012 Missed to Hinchinbrook.

2013 (f by Smart Missile).

2014 (f by Hinchinbrook).

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 23 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 523

RIHANNA

Bay or Brown mare (Branded C nr sh. 47 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ................. by Northern Dancer ....
ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (IRE) ......................... by His Majesty ..........
(Dam) Offshore Boom ....................... Be My Guest .................. by Northern Dancer ....

INVITING (USA) .........................

Raging Apalachee ................. Apalachee ...................... by Danzig ............

(Rock of Gibraltar (IRE) (1999). 10 wins-5 at 2, The Two Thousand
Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 1537 rnrs, 943 wns, 98 SW, inc. Eagle Mountain (Cathay
Pacific Hong Kong Cup, Gr.1), Varenar, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Mikki Isle,
Rubick, Breton Rock, Beloved Country, Justice Day, Real Venus, SP Altruistic,
Photo Call, Jebel Musa, Lucky Look, Major Conquest, French Quebec, Rajastani,
Logi Chalice, Genuine Quality, Recob, Botanic Garden, War Path, etc.

1st Dam INVITING (USA), by Exploit. Started once. Half-sister to ARTAX. Dam of 6 foals,
5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Seeyouinthetown (f by Speightstown). 6 wins 5f to 6f, $202,217, to 2014 in
U.S.A.

Mister Do It (c by Songandapray). 3 wins at 6f in Canada.

Inviting Roman (c by Roman Ruler). 2 wins at 1m in 2014 in U.S.A.

Wendy and Her Cats (f by Vindication). 2 wins at 5½f, 6f in 2014 in U.S.A.

2nd Dam RAGING APALACHEE, by Apalachee. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Appaluce
dam of SWEEPING STELLA), half-sister to FAGERS CHARM (dam of
CHARM A GENDARMERIE), Charmonnier). Dam of 16 foals, 12 to race, 9
winners, inc:-

ARTAX (c Marquetry) Champion sprinter in USA in 1999. Top of The
1999 International 4YO+ Classification (sprint). 7 wins–1 at 2–6f
to 8½f, $1,685,840, Breeders' Cup Sprint S., Gr 1, Belmont Vosburgh S.,
Gr 1, Aqueduct Carter H., Gr 1, Belmont Forest Hills H., Gr 2, Santa Anita
San Felipe S., Gr 2, Santa Catalina S., Gr 3, 2d Hollywood Futurity, Gr 1,
Santa Anita Malibu S., Gr 1, 3d Santa Anita Derby, Gr 1. Sire.

3rd Dam FAGERS CHARISMA, by Dr Fager. 2 wins in U.S.A. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, all
winners, inc:-

FAGERS CHARM (f Sham). 7 wins, $112,705, Pleasanton Alameda County
Fillies & Mares H., L, 2d Santa Rosa Luther Burbank H., L. Dam of-
CHARM A GENDARMERIE (f Batonnier). 5 wins–2 at 2, $224,305, Hollywood
Senorita S., Gr 3, Bay Meadows The Curragh S., L. Dam of 11 winners-
TOUT CHARMANT (f Slewvescent). 9 wins–1 at 2–1m to 9½f,
$1,817,138, Hollywood Matriarch S., Gr 1, Del Mar Oaks, Gr 1,
Hollywood Dahlia H., Gr 2, Santa Anita San Gorgonio H., Gr 2.

FOREST GROVE (c Forestry). 5 wins 6f to 8½f, $281,130, Hollywood
Los Angeles H., Gr 3, Monmouth Ocean Place Resort S., L. Sire.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race.

2010 Halle Cat (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Placed in 2014-15.

2011 Shemler (g by Henrystenavigator (USA)). Unraced.

2012 Ministry of Fear (g by Henrystenavigator (USA)). Unraced.

2013 (f by Mossman).

2014 (f by Uncle Mo (USA)).

Served by MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE). Date of last service, 5 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 524

RIVER TAY

Bay mare (Branded © nr sh. 48 0 off sh.)

Foaled 2010

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................................................. by Northern Dancer ............

FLYING SPUR .................................

(Grande) Mr. Prospector .............

Danzig ............................................. by His Majesty ......................

Rolls (USA) ........................................ by Raise a Native ..............

DYLANDELVINE .........................

Sunday Silence .......................... Halo........................................

2000 Wishing Well........................by Understanding ............

GLENDELVINE ......................

Grisle (USA) .................................. by Blushing Groom ..........

1st Dam


1st Dam

GLENDELVINE, by Sunday Silence. 2 wins at 1200m, SAJC Click H., 3d AJC Percy Marks H., SAJC Neurosurgery at Wakefield H., STC Giddy-Up Day H., Foster Raffan H. Half-sister to ALVERTA, AEROBATICS, REVOLTE, Star Mystic. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Our Catch (g by Flying Spur). Winner at 1600m in 2014-15, ATC Hyland Race Colours P., 2d ATC Shop With the TAB App P., 3d ATC Suttons City Roseberry P.

Callista (f by Redoute's Choice). Winner at 1780m.

2nd Dam

GRILSE (USA), by Rahy. Started once. Half-sister to PORTE BONHEUR, SLIP STREAM, BANAFSAJEE (dam of BANKSIA). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

ALVERTA (f Flying Spur) Joint Champion Older Female Sprinter in GB in 2010. 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $1,118,269, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, AJC Breeders Classic, Gr 2, BRC Just Now H., L, QTC Brisbane H., L, Hawkesbury Guinea, L, 2d Hawkesbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, AJC Wenona Girl H., L, Razor Sharp H., L, BRC Benborough H., L, QTC Ascot H., L, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, 3d Newmarket July Cup, Gr 1, Qld Tatt's RC Winter S., Gr 1, AJC Villiers H., Gr 2.


REVOLTE (g French Deputy (USA)) 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $302,028, Singapore Guineas, Sgp-3, Singapore TC Stewards' Cup, Sgp-3, Auckland Racing Club Trophy, 2YO H., 2d Singapore TC 2YO H., 3d Singapore TC Magic Millions Orchid Trophy, Sgp-3, 3YO S.

Star Mystic (f Flying Spur) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1900m, $111,400, STC De Bortoli Yarra Valley H., New Years Eve at the Races H., 2d AJC Yosica Dairy Group 2YO H., Allied Express Gift H., MRC Claudette H., 3d AJC Surround S., Gr 2, 4th MVR Tesio S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Epona S., L.

Ultimate Glory. 2 wins at 1400m, $146,752, to 2014-15 in Aust and Hong Kong, HKJC Silvermine Bay H., 3d HKJC Luk Wu H., Coloane H.

Riverine (f Flying Spur) Winner at 1200m, 2d STC Tooheys New H. Dam of-

Pins of Pele (g Pins) 2 wins at 1900, 2232m, 2d SAJC Bursnys 60th Birthday H., 3d SAJC Chairman's S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Started twice. Has not been to stud
Stable 2 Rows H & J 1-8

On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)

Lot 525

ROCK AND REEL

Bay mare

(Branded M3 nr sh. 15 4 off sh.) Foaled 2004

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ................. by Northern Dancer ....
ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (IRE) ................. Offshore Boom .......... Be My Guest ................. by Northern Dancer ....
(ZAZABELLE (NZ)) ................. Zabeel (NZ) ................. Push a Button .......... by Bold Lad ....

(Dam) Sir Tristram (Ire) ................. by Sir Ivor .................
ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (IRE) ................. Tights (USA) .................


1st Dam

Zazabelle (NZ), by Zabeel. Winner at 1250m, $286,518, STC Sans Souci H., 2d AJC St Leger, Gr 2, QTC Jacob's Creek H., 3d VRC Oaks, Gr 1, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, 4th VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 1, Moonee Valley Gold Cup, Gr 2. Sister to Zazabeau, half-sister to Now Voyager - Joker (H.K.). Dam of -

Redoutabelle (f by Redoute's Choice). Winner at 1900m, STC McGrath Foundation Lunch P., 3d STC Hyland Race Colours H. Dam of -

Beaudragon. Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, 3d ATC TAB Rewards H. Rock and Reel (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 2 wins. See below.

Winning Big (g by Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 1300m, 2d STC Schweppervescence P., 3d AJC Botany Bay H. Zahar - Speed Challenger (Mal.) (g by God's Own). Winner at 1400m. Peerless (g by Giant's Causeway (USA)). Winner at 1200m. Pendigo (g by Pendragon (NZ)). Placed to 2014-15.

2nd Dam

THE PERFUME GARDEN, by Tights (USA). 5 wins 1100 to 1500m, $157,335, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 3, Grace Brothers Australian Designers H., AJC Morrie Anderson H., 2d STC Frederick Clissold H., Gr 3, 4th AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3. Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Now Voyager - Joker (H.K.) (g Last Tycoon (Ire)) Winner at 1400m, $299,051, AJC Paratune H., 2d STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, Arrowfield Stud H., 3d Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Matador Bull Bars H.

Zazabelle (f Zabeel). Winner. See above.

Zazabeau (g Zabeel) 2 wins at 2000, 2400m, $209,500, STC Rosehill Event Centre H., Iskander.com H., 2d AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, STC Christmas Cup, L, 3d AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, 4th City Tattersalls Club Cup, L. High Shakira. 4 wins 1200 to 2040m, MVRC Woodstock Black Label H. Dam of - Dream of Slips. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $119,115, to 2014-15, BRC Superiorpak H., Electrical Trades Union H., GCTC Cordner Taylor H. Zaharah. Unraced. Dam of -

Maximilian. 3 wins 1100 to 1400m, $143,025, to 2014-15, ATC Fairfield RSL Memorial Club H., Hyland Race Colours H., Chris & Wayne Toogood P.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1300, 1600m, 3d AJC Rosebery H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2011 Missed to Pendragon (NZ).
2012 Missed to Pendragon (NZ).
2013 (f by Roman Emperor (NZ)).
2014 (c by Pendragon (NZ)).

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 18 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Row G 10-14
On Account of WERAI PARK STUD, Moss Vale
(As Agent)

Lot 526

ROCK DREAMING

Bay mare

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Danehill (USA)</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Razyana (USA)</td>
<td>Royal Academy (USA)</td>
<td>by His Majesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Piccadilly Circus</td>
<td>Galatana</td>
<td>by Marauding (NZ)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>General Nediyms</th>
<th>Nediym (Ire)</th>
<th>by Shareef Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Suddenly Sara</td>
<td>Woodman (USA)</td>
<td>by Mr. Prospector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam


2nd Dam

SUDDENLY SARA, by Woodman (USA). Unraced. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

NEDIYMS DREAM (f General Nediyms) 4 wins. See above.

Sea Hunter. 3 wins 1606 to 2200m, MRC Lucknow H., MVRC Slater & Gordon Lawyers H., 2d MRC Mara H., 3d MRC Sun Valley H.

Blazing Comet. 6 wins 1100 to 1600m to 2013-14, 3d SAJC James Scroop H.

Purring Flyer. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, 2d ATC Fitzpatrick & Partners H.

3rd Dam

COLONIAL METEORITE (USA), by Cherokee Colony. 3 wins–2 at 2–in U.S.A. Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Make an Impact. 2 wins at 1000, 1212m.

4th Dam

SEATTLE METEOR, by Seattle Slew. 3 wins at 2 4½f to 6f, $379,053, Saratoga Spinaway S., Gr 1, Belmont Astoria S., Gr 3, 2d Belmont Matron S., Gr 1, Gulfstream Bonnie Miss S., Gr 2, Herecomesthebride S., L. Half-sister to A PHENOMENON, METEOR MIRACLE (dam of METEORE), Meteor Ally (dam of METEOR CAP), Meteor Miner (dam of STAR OF BROADWAY), Meteor Stage (dam of PLEASANT STAGE, COLONIAL PLAY, STAGE COLONY, FULL STAGE). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

DEMETEOR (g Dehere) 10 wins 5½f to 9½f, $386,570, Arlington Park Rossi Gold S., L, 2d Calder WL McKnight H., Gr 2, Tropical Turf H., Gr 3, Arlington Park Dr Fager S., L, 3d Calder Tropical Turf H., Gr 3.

Seattle Encounter. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of 6 winners-

Capitano Uncino (c Central Park (Ire)) 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, €131,389, Milan Premio Strone, 3d Rome Premio WWF, L.

Beaming Meteor. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

Moonquake (c Mr Greeley) 3 wins 2000 to 2100m in Great Britain and U.A.E, York Blue Square Casino H., 2d Royal Ascot Wolferton H., L.

Race Record: Started 3 times.
First season at stud
Served by DUNDEEL (NZ). Date of last service, 28 October 2014.
Not in foal
Stable 4 Rows E 1-3, 7-12 & F

On Account of VINERY STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 527

ROCKET LADY

Bay or Brown mare (Branded n r sh. 36 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Nediym (Ire) ........................ Shareef Dancer ................. by Northern Dancer ........
GENERAL NEDIYM ...... Nilmeeen ............................... by Right Royal........................
Military Belle .......................... Without Fear (Fr) ................ by Baldric ..................
Reticella (NZ) .......................... by In The Purple (Fr) ....

(Dam) Octagonal (NZ) .................. Zabeel (NZ) ....................... by Sir Tristram (Ire)........
JERUSA............................ Eight Carat (GB) ............... by Pieces of Eight ........
2001 ................................. McGinty (NZ) ................... by One Pound Sterling ....
 Macrosa (NZ) ...................... Dusky Rosa .................. by Indian Conquest ........


1st Dam JERUSA, by Octagonal (NZ). 4 wins 2000 to 2200m, AJC Twilight Racing Friday H., 2d STC Hyland Race Colours H., Bear Cottage H. Half-sister to OUR GIANT, ROCKET MAN. Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Eighties Rock (g by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1850m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam MACROSA (NZ), by McGinty. 5 wins-1 at 2–1300 to 1600m, $166,105, AJC Toy Show H., L, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, 3d MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 3, AJC Widden S., L, 4th STC Birthday Card H., L. Half-sister to EBONY GROSVE. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-

ROCKET MAN (g Viscount) Horse of the Year in Singapore in 2010 & 2011. 20 wins at 1200m, $5,163,384, Singapore TC Krisflyer International Sprint, Gr 1, Meydan Dubai Golden Shaheen S., Gr 1, HKJC Jockey Club Sprint, Gr 2, Singapore TC Lion City Cup, Sgp-1-4 times, 2d Hong Kong Sprint, Gr 1, Singapore TC Krisflyer International Sprint, Gr 1- twice, Meydan Dubai Golden Shaheen S., Gr 1-twice.

OUR GIANT (g Giant’s Causeway (USA)) 13 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $614,537, Clairwood Mercy Sprint, Gr 1, Turffontein Horse Chestnut S., Gr 1, Hawaii S., Gr 2, November H., Gr 2, 2d Kenilworth Queen’s P., Gr 1, J&B Metropolitan H., Gr 1, Turffontein Horse Chestnut S., Gr 1, Hyperion H., L, 3d Turffontein Summer Cup, Gr 1, Greyville Astrapak H., Gr 2, Turffontein Dingaans H., Gr 2, Clairwood Darley Arabian H., L.

3rd Dam DUSKY ROSA, by Indian Conquest (Ire). 5 wins 1200 to 1650m, WATC All India Welter H. Half-sister to SURPRISE MOSS, HOT IMAGE, ROSAMOSS, Amaze (dam of SOBAY). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

EBONY GROSVE (f Grosvenor) 4 wins 1600 to 2400m, $1,469,715, Australian Derby, Gr 1, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1, STC Hill S., Gr 2, 2d Victoria Derby, Gr 1, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1. Sire.

MACROSA (f McGinty) 5 wins. See above.

Race Record: Unplaced.
Produce Record:
2014 Missed to Big Brown (USA).

Served by BIG BROWN (USA). Date of last service, 2 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows L 1-5 & M

On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 528

ROSA DELAGO

Brown mare
(Branded \_\_ nr sh. 17 5 off sh.)

Foaled 2005

(Sire)

TESTA ROSSA
Perugino (USA).............
Danzig ........................
by Northern Dancer ....

FAIRY BRIDGE
Sir Dapper ........................
by Bold Reason..............

BODEGA
Bodega ...........................
by Bold Reason (Fr) ....

(Dam)

TOLAGO
Encosta de Lago ..............
Fairy King (USA).............
by Northern Dancer ....

SHOAL CREEK
Star Way (GB)............... 
by Bold Reason..............

TOLOQUEEN
Toloqueen..................... 
Virgin Wing...................
by Todman ....................


1st Dam

TOLAGO, by Encosta de Lago. Placed. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Rosa Delago (f by Testa Rossa). 3 wins. See below.

Lagobell (f by Bel Esprit). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, WATC Racingjobs.com.au H. 2nd Dam

Glenthorn Avenue (g by Bel Esprit). 7 wins 1170 to 1850m to 2014-15.

Tolago Man (c by Magnus). Winner at 1008m in 2014-15.


2nd Dam

TOLOQUEEN, by Tolomeo (Ire). Unplaced. Half-sister to Madayao (dam of PROUD PLAYER). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Kabari Gem. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 800m.

3rd Dam

VIRGIN WING, by Todman. 2 wins at 1200m, AJC Graduation S., 2d STC Clyde Graduation S., 3d AJC Stakes. Half-sister to SELSEY, Extradite (dam of TWIGLET, FACILE). Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Madayao (f Vain) Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Dam of-

PROUD PLAYER (g Squill (USA)) 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, $131,955, BATC Courier-Mail Classic S., L, 3d STC Darby Munro S., L.

Drumming (g Dash o’ Pleasure (USA)) 3 wins at 1500, 1600m, 2d VATC Schweppes Cup, Gr 3, 3d VATC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2.

Outward Display. 5 wins–2 at 2, AJC Liverpool City Council 2YO H. Dam of-

POOR JUDGE (g Royal Academy (USA)) 16 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1630m, VRC AAMI Business Insurance S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Toorak H., Gr 1.

So Striking. 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, AJC Noel Murless H. Dam of-

ROYAL COURTSHIP (g Royal Academy (USA)) 4 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $271,250, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2.

Percussive. Winner at 1350m, 4th VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3. Dam of-

Berimbau (f Shamardal (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14, 3d Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2112m, $100,030, WATC Energyhouse 2YO P., 2d WATC Nustar Syndications 2YO P., Bunbury TC South West Breeders Patrons P., 3d WATC Raconteur S., L, BRC AC Aire Conditioning H., WATC Titan Ford H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 living foals.

2012 (f by Wanted). Died.

2013 (c by Nicconi).

2014 (f by Star Witness).

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 30 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
On Account of GOODWOOD FARM, Murrurundi
(As Agent)

Lot 529

ROSA’S JOY
Grey mare

(Branded 5cI nr sh. 17 off sh.) Foaled 1995

(Sire) Crown Jester.......................... Baguette.......................... by Rego (Ire).....................
RORY’S JESTER ..............
Anjudy.......................... by Wilkes (Fr)..................
Roan Rocket.......................... by Buisson Ardent..........
(Rory’s Rocket (GB))..........
Cantadora.......................... by Matador......................

(Dam) Three Legs (GB)............. Petingo.......................... by Petition.........................
ROSA LINDA (NZ) .........
Teodora.......................... by Hard Sauce...................
De la Rose........................ Remy..........................

1st Dam
ROSA LINDA (NZ), by Three Legs (GB). 2 wins at 1290, 1500m, STC Michael Saad
Toyota H., Auburn Inner Wheel H. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
ROSA’S IMAGE (f by Rory’s Jester). 5 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1100m, $130,690,
VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, 2d VRC Red Roses S., L. Producer.
ROSA’S JOY (f by RORY’S JESTER). 3 wins. See below.
COHORT (g by Marauding (NZ)). 10 wins–1 at 2, AJC Hall Mark S., L.
ROSA’S PATH (f by RORY’S JESTER). Winner at 2, VATC Mona Nursery S., L.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 3 wins at 2 at 1000m, $108,925, VATC Merson Cooper S., Gr 3, VRC Neat n’ Trim Uniform S., L, SAJC Saloon Bar H.
Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners.
2000 ROSARINO (f by Perugino (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1100m, VRC Talindert S., L, 2d MVRC Tabaret 2YO H., 4th VRC Ottawa S., L. Dam of-
Heavy (g Domedays) Winner at 1600m in 2014-15, MRC Nik Wilton P., 3d MRC Desiree Gill Tribute S., L.

Flamingo Rose. Winner at 1400m in 2014-15.
2001 Rosa Brava (f by Thunder Gulch (USA)). Winner at 1200m, STC Auj H. Dam of-
Heroic Action. 9 wins 800 to 1300m to 2014-15.
Spring Rose. 5 wins 1100 to 1600m to 2014-15.
Tigon. 2 wins at 1200, 1300m, 2d ATC Hyland Race Colours H.
2002 ROSA'S SPUR (f by Flying Spur). 6 wins 1100 to 1450m, QTC Dane Ripper P., Gr 3, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, 4th STC Epona S., L. Dam of-
MEMBERS JOY (f Hussonet (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 900, 1100m,
$285,890, VRC Cap d'Antibes S., L, 2d VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2,
MRC D'Urban Angus Armanasaco S., Gr 2, Kevin Hayes S., L, Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3.

2003 Slipped by Fantastic Light (USA).
2004 Joyous Rapture - Toy Story (H.K.) (g by Perugino (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–
at 1300. 1650m, $347,958, MRC Shame 2YO P., HKJC Cheung Chau H.
2005 (c by Exceed and Excel).
2006 (c by Exceed and Excel).
2007 (c by Flying Spur).
2008 Rare Quality (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). Winner at 1110m, BRC
Sequalo at Lyndhurst H., 2d BRC Coca Cola Amatil P.
2009 Joyous Rosa (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Started once.
2010 Missed to Sebring.
2013 (c by Dream Ahead (USA)).
2014 Missed to Al Maher.

Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 23 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 530

ROSE TINTED

Bay mare

(Branded nr sh. 15 off sh.)

Foaled 2010

(Sire)

Danehill Dancer (Ire) ...... Danehill (USA).............. by Danzig

CHOISIR

Mira Adonde ...... by Sharpen Up

Great Selection .......... Lunchtime (GB)......... by Silly Season

(Dam)

Pensive Mood .......... by Biscay

GAZE (NZ)

Cape Cross (Ire) ........ Green Desert .......... by Danzig

2002

Eye Full (NZ) .......... Park Appeal ........ by Ahonoora

Eye for an Eye .......... Palatable (USA) .... by Tom Rolfe

I Spy .......... by Mystery (Ire)

CHOISIR (AUS) (1999). 7 wins-3 at 2, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Sire of 1251 mares, 785 SW, inc. Olympic Glory (Longchamp Prix Jean-Luc Lagardere, Gr.1), Starspangledbanner, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Fontanelice, Pressing, Mr Utopia, SP Boom Box, Fast Cash, Choose a Saga, Brazuca, Old Trieste, Fairy Star and of Dalton, Royalsecupower, Kahouanne, Tachophobia, The Artiste, Cat Act, Country Melody, Chosen Lad, Collator, Saralago, etc.

1st Dam


2nd Dam

EYE FULL, by Palatable (USA). 11 wins 1600 to 2200m, $152,716, Hawke's Bay Cup, Gr 3, 2d New Zealand Cup, Gr 1, Canterbury Breeders' S.H., L, CJC South Island Thoroughbred Breeders' S.H., L, 3d CJC Easter Classic, Gr 3, Great Autumn S.H., L-twice. Sister to (OUR) PEACH MELBA, Dainty Dish, three-quarter-sister to Banquet (dam of ROYAL RECEPTION). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

GAZE (f Cape Cross (Ire)) 8 wins. See above.

Vision (f Entrepreneur (GB)) 4 wins 1400 to 2100m, AuRC Lindauer Grandure H., Dunstan Feeds Qualifier, 2d BOP RC Tauranga Hardware & Plumbing H., 3d WRC Desert Gold S., Gr 3, Thompson H., Gr 3, 4th CJC Varstone Steeplechase S., L.

Eye for an Eye (c Lord Ballina) 2 wins at 1200, 1300m, AuRC Ellerslie Function & Convention Centre Sprint H., 2d AuRC Tourism Victoria H., 3d AuRC New Zealand Derby Trial S., L, Beds 'r' Us H.

Social Eyes. 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, CJC Shades Tavern H.

Noble Eyes. Winner at 1400m in NZ. Dam of-

Jinxed. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, CJC Pappril Hadfield & Aldous H.

3rd Dam

I SPY, by Mystery (Ire). 5 wins–3 at 2–at 6f, 7f, CJC Paparua H. Half-sister to Lady Ribot (dam of WAR LASS). Dam of 14 foals, all raced, 10 winners, inc:-

EYE FULL (f Palatable (USA)) 11 wins. See above.

(OUR) PEACH MELBA (f Palatable (USA)) 8 wins–1 at 2, CJC Challenge S.H., Gr 3, 3d CJC South Island Thoroughbred Breeders' S.H., L.

Spy Castle. Winner at 1100m in NZ. Grandam of-

ROYAL RECEPTION (f State of Kings (USA)) 4 wins 1400 to 2200m, CJC South Island Thoroughbred Breeders' S.H., L, 2d CJC Great Easter S.H., L.

Race Record: Unraced.

First season at stud

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 26 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 531

ROSEBROOK

Bay mare (Branded N nr sh. \(\frac{2}{9}\) off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) DANZERO

Danehill (USA) ...................... by Northern Dancer ..............

Confidentially ..................

Kaoru Star ....................... by Star Kingdom (Ire) .......

(Ram) STAREMMA (NZ) ...........

Famous Star (GB) ............

Hecla ................................ by Henry the Seventh....

How About Now ...............

Rascolnik (GB) .............. by Reliance ....................

(2014) (f by Strategic) .......

Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 20 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows R 6-12 & S

On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 532

ROSES VALENTINE
Bay mare

(Branded ☐ nr sh. 144 5 off sh.)

Foaled 2005

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................................. Danzig.............................. by Northern Dancer ............

FLYING SPUR ..........................

Razanya.............................. by His Majesty ..........................

(Dam) Rolls (USA)..........................

Mr. Prospector.......................... by Raise a Native............... ..........................

Grand Luxe.............................. by Sir IVor..............................

SUNDAY VALENTINE.. 2000

Sunday Silence ..........................

Halo.................................. by Hall to Reason..........................

Wishing Well..........................

by Understanding..................

Avenue of Flags ..................

by Seattle Slew ..........................

Laura’s Bouquet ..................

by Beau’s Eagle..........................


1st Dam

SUNDAY VALENTINE, by Sunday Silence. Unraced. Half-sister to Musigny. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

EL DAANA (f by Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1620m, $365,400, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 2d SAJC Schweppesence S., L, 3d VRC Matriarch S., Gr 2, MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, South Australian Derby, Gr 1, SAJC Schweppes Oaks, Gr 1, MRC Quezette S., L. Dam of-

WAWA’IL (f Lonhro) 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $298,000, to 2014-15, VRC AV Kewrho S., Gr 2, MRC City of Greater Dandenong S., L, VRC Pack a Picnic P., MRC Beveridge Williams P., 3d VRC Vanity S., Gr 3.


Hus der Lieften - Familists (H.K.) (g by Hussonet (USA)). 7 wins–1 at 2–to 1650m, $946,415, STC Rosebud H., HKJC Ireland Trophy H., 2d HKJC Sa Sa Ladies’ Purse, HK-3, 3d AJC Strada S., L, 4th STC Golden Rose S., Gr 1. Orpheus (g by Redoute’s Choice). Winner at 1300m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam

LAUREL AVENUE (USA), by Avenue of Flags. 3 wins at 2 5f to 1m, Emerald WTBA Lassie S., L, 3d Emerald Federal Way H., L, Pierce County S., L, Mona Lisa S., L. Three-quarter-sister to My Kind of Day, half-sister to GARDEN OF ROSES. Dam of 8 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Musigny (f Reset) Winner at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Coffee Club 2YO P., 2d MVRC St Albans S., L.

More Laurels. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

Highway Explorer. 2 wins at 1200m in 2014-15, Scottsville Soccer 4 H.

3rd Dam

LAURA’S BOUQUET, by Beau’s Eagle. Unraced. Half-sister to ART’S ANGEL, MOUNT LAGUNA. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

GARDEN OF ROSES (f Half a Year) 8 wins 5f to 6f, $169,610, Golden Gate Powder Room H., L, Bay Meadows Evergreen Farm S., L. Producer.

Race Record: Winner at 1600m.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.

2010 Curlew (g by Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 1500m in 2013-14.

2011 American Rose (f by All American). Unplaced.

2012 Costanza (g by Charge Forward). Unraced.

2013 (f by Charge Forward).

2014 (c by Charge Forward).

Served by MANHATTAN RAIN. Date of last service, 7 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 533

ROULETTE WHEEL

Chestnut mare
(Received by M3 nr sh. 11½ off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire)
SPINNING WORLD (USA) ........................................
Nureyev ....................................... by Nearctic
Imperfect Circle ..................................... by Riverman

(Dam)
DOUBLE FANCHETTO (NZ) 1993
Zabeel (NZ) ...................................... by Sir Tristram (Ire)
Triumphal Queen (NZ) ... by Rustic Ann

SPINNING WORLD (USA) (1993). 8 wins-2 at 2, Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr.1. Sire of 890 rnrs, 588 wns, 43 SW, inc. Heavenly Glow (STC Arrowfield Stud S., Gr.1), Ancient World, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Nuovo Record, California Memory, Dakota Phone, Here Comes When, So Pristine, Silk Blossom, Thee Auld Floozie, Mashoora, Mouro, Miss Stellabelle, Whispering Gallery, San Sicharia, Barley Mow, Spinacre, Gallipot, Like a Carousel, Stellar Wind, etc.

1st Dam
DOUBLE FANCHETTO (NZ), by Zabeel. Placed at 3, 3d STC Carlingford H. Half-sister to COUP TRIUMPHAL, Call it the Blues, Kay Maree (dam of HOORANG). Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-

Thundarosa (f by Thunder Gulch (USA)). 4 wins 1300 to 2200m, AJC Surry Hills H., STC Konami Rockdale RSL H., 2d STC Mandarin Club H., 3d STC Epona S., L, AJC Tyco Water H., Sydney City Lexus H. Dam of 2 winners-Duorosa. Winner at 1600m in 2014-15.

Tarrassh (g by Royal Academy (USA)). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, 2d AJC Schweppes H., BTC Zupps H., Qld Tatt's RC Arcade H., QTC Turridu H.

2nd Dam
TRIUMPHAL QUEEN, by Triumphal March (USA). 5 wins–1 at 2–1016 to 2400m, $178,700, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, VRC AMI H., MVRC Oceana H., Fosters Light H., 2d VATC Washington H., 3d VATC Garners Lane H., 4th VRC St Leger, Gr 2. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

COUP TRIUMPHAL (g Prized (USA)) 6 wins 1600 to 2000m, CJC Spring Classic H., L, 2d CJC Metropolitan Trophy, Gr 3, Otago RC Living Space S., L, 4th CJC Sprig Classic H., L.

Call it the Blues (g Blues Traveller (Ire)) 2 wins at 1200, 2100m, AuRC Rentonjames H., 2d Waikato Guineas, Gr 3.

Kaye Maree. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

HOORANG (f Zerpour (Ire)) 9 wins 1600 to 3200m, $286,309, New Zealand Cup, Gr 2, Marton Cup, L, Hawke's Bay Traderacks H.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2006 (f by Carpanetto (Ire)).
2007 Unicycle (g by God's Own). Unraced.
2008 Megathink (g by Pendragon (NZ)). 2 wins at 1200, 1550m to 2013-14, ATC TAB Ipad App H., 3d ATC Tab.com.au H., Ibis Milano Lunch Special H.
2009 Dragon Wheel - Glorious Sunday (H.K.) (g by Pendragon (NZ)). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, $363,912, to 2013-14 in Aust and Hong Kong, HKJC Paris H., Kau to Shan H., 2d HKJC Beas River H., Tianjin H., Junior Equestrian Training H., Hip Hong Kong H., 3d HKJC Audemars Piquet H., ATV Hong Kong Loving Hearts Campaign H., H Moser & Cie Excellent H.
2011 Think Pretty (f by Prince Arthur). Started 3 times.
2012 Not served previous season.
2013 (f by Pendragon (NZ)).
2014 (f by Pendragon (NZ)).

Served by DARE TO DREAM (IRE). Date of last service, 26 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Newmarket 9,10
On Account of MORNING RISE STUD, Red Hill, Vic

Lot 534
ROYAL PAGEANT
Chestnut mare (Branded nr sh. 9 3 off sh.) Foaled 2003

(Sire) Nijinsky ......................... Northern Dancer ............... by Nearctic......................
ROYAL ACADEMY (USA) .................. Flaming Page .................. by Bull Page..........................
(Crimson Saint) .................. by Spy Song ..................
(Bolero Rose) .................. by Bolero..........................
(Dam) Lunchtime (GB) ............... by Silly Season..................
OUR SIDE SHOW ............ 1994 Easy Date ............... by Grand Chaudiere........
(Deep Show) .................. by Gulf Pearl ..................

ROYAL ACADEMY (USA) (1987). 4 wins, Breeders’ Cup Mile S., Gr.1. Sire of
2131 rnrs, 1497 wnrs, 167 SW, inc. Val Royal (Breeders’ Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Top
Hat, Oscar Schindler, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Gaultier, Paint Naif, Coffee
Clique, Serata Bella, Dabirsim, Vitoria Olimpica, Nashville, The Party Stand,
Heart of Dreams, Finsceal Beo, Fastnet Rock, Rabiya, Rule of Law, Sabatini,
Safety Check, Ana Luisa, Sai de Baixo, Sir Andrew, Szumul, etc.

1st Dam
OUR SIDE SHOW, by Snippets. Placed at 2. Sister to CHEVAL PLACE,
SNIPPET'S GIRL (dam of ACADEMY DANCER), SNIPPETS' SHOW,
Deep Snip, three-quarter-sister to Tantinet (dam of SHOW BARRY), Pin
Up Doll (dam of SUNRANGE), half-sister to Show 'em Sadie, Makena
(dam of ROUQUIN). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
OMNITRADER (g by Unbridled's Song (USA)) 27 wins–1 at 2–900 to
1666m, $559,499, BTC Bernborough H., L, City Pacific Finance H.
STOCKADE (c by Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins 1500 to 2200m, $105,100,
Geelong Classic, L, Sire.

Snowcone (f by Danzero). Winner at 1030m. Dam of 3 winners-
Mishani di Caprio (g Teofilo (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1050m, $139,600, in
2014-15, BRC Brisbane Marriott Hotel 2YO H., 2d BRC Phelan Ready S., L.
Freaky (f by Anabaa (USA)). Started 3 times. Dam of 3 winners-
Freak Zone - Luen Yat Freaky (Mac.) (g Not a Single Doubt) 4 wins at
1340, 1500m, $225,519, to 2014-15 in NZ and Macau, 2d BOP RC
Cronin Cullen Egan Accountants S., 3d Macau Autumn Trophy, L.

2nd Dam
DEEP SHOW, by Deep Diver (Ire). Placed at 2. Half-sister to SHOWMERAN,
Spending Spree (dam of LOOKATMELADS). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7
winners, inc:-
CHEVAL PLACE (f Snippets) 7 wins 1112 to 1800m, $250,495, VATC Angus
SNIPPET'S GIRL (f Snippets) 8 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1350m, $258,315, AJC
Analie H., L, QTC Sir Douglas Ladley H., L. Dam of 6 winners-
ACADEMY DANCER (c Royal Academy (USA)) 2 wins at 1000, 1600m,
VATC Schweppes Cup, L, Kenvain H., 3d VRC Bridie O'Reilly's Punt H.
SNIPPETS' SHOW (f Snippets) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1500m, WATC
Supremacy S., L, 3d WATC Queen's P., L. Grandam of-
FULLY FLEDGED (c Align) 3 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $211,819, AuRC
Diamond S., Gr 1, Waikato RC James & Annie Sarten Memorial S., L. Sire.

Race Record: Winner at 1469m.
Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 2 winners.
2009 Chronicle (g by Snitzel). 3 wins at 1300, 1400m to 2013-14.
2010 Q Nine Mystic (g by Choisir). 3 wins 1100 to 1400m in 2014 in Malaysia.
2011 (c by Snitzel).
2012 Ireland (c by Snitzel). Started once.
2013 (c by Snitzel).
2014 (f by Sepoy).

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 13 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 535
ROYAL SAPPHIRE
Bay mare (Branded \(\text{nr sh. } 62 \text{ off sh.} \))
Foaled 2009

(Sire)
O’REILLY (NZ)

Last Tycoon (Ire).......... Try My Best......................... by Northern Dancer....
Mill Princess.................. by Mill Reef .........................
Pompeii Court (USA)........ by Tell .............................. by Pakistan II (GB) ........

(Dam)
ROYAL SEASON

Royal Academy (USA)..... Nijinsky.......................... by Northern Dancer....

rnrs, 726 wns, 78 SW, inc. Silent Achiever (New Zealand Derby, Gr.1),
Shamrocker, etc. Sire of the dams of 522 rnrs, 334 wns, 21 GW, inc. SW
Savaria, Huckleberry, Costume, Sacred Star, Irish Fling, I Do, Steps in Time,
Daffodil, The Pooka, Chintz, Diadem, Shopaholic, Icepin, Sound Journey, Girl
of My Dreams, Hopfgarten, Final Form, Orator’s Daughter, etc.

1st Dam
ROYAL SEASON, by Royal Academy (USA). Started twice. Half-sister to
Amaretta, Patroclus. (f by Testa Rossa). 3 wins at 2 1000 to 1400m,
$495,750, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, ATC Inglis Nursery S., RL, MRC
(Mornington) Inglis 2YO Premier, RL, 2d ATC TAB One Club 2YO
P., Spotless 2YO H., 4th ATC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2.

Mio Roiale - Chater d’Cat (H.K.) (g by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 5 wins–1 at
2–1514 to 1800m, $410,138, MVRC City Pacific Finance Williamstown 2YO
H., HKJC Spoonbill H., HKU Medical Alumni H., Carnarvon H., Mody H., 2d
VRC Gibson Carmichael S., L, 3d HKJC Jockey Club 2YO H., Tsung Pak Long H.

Quantum Power (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m,
$233,138, HKJC Audemars Piguet Jules Audemars H., Towray Park H.,
Chow Tai Fook Perfect Pearl H., 3d HKJC Super Fit H., Paris H.

Darcibelle (f by Darci Brahama). 2 wins at 1200m, 3d ATC Petersham RSL Club H.

Bella Vedera (f by Secret Savings (USA)). Winner at 1050m, 3d SAJC
Semaphore Palais H., Oakbank RC Scott Group of Companies H. Dam of-

2nd Dam
QUICKSHINE (USA), by The Minstrel. Placed at 3 in Ireland. Sister to SEASONAL
PICKUP, Style of Life (dam of GREY SWALLOW, MOONLIGHT DANCE),
blood-sister to Pleasant Review (dam of INDISCRETION), half-sister to
Strong Commitment. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
Amaretta (f Woodman) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 8½f, $116,480, Churchill
Downs Allowance–twice, 2d Churchill Downs Regret S., Gr 3. Dam of-
Bourbonstreetgirl (f Langfuhr (Can)) Winner at 2 at 8½f, 2d Aqueduct
Biogio's Rose Starter S., 3d Aqueduct Demoiselle S., Gr 2, Belmont Miss
Grillo S., Gr 3, Saratoga PG Johnson S., L.

Bernie the Jet (c Bernstein) 6 wins–1 at 2–6f to 8½f, $231,218, to 2015,
Belmont Allowance, 2d Belmont Incurable Optimist S., L.

3rd Dam
BUBINKA (USA), by Nashua. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1600m in France and Italy,
Rome Premio Buontalenta, Gr 3. Sister to STOSHKA, three-quarter-sister to
JOURNALIST, GREENBRIAR, Reckless Date (dam of GREATCAESAR'SGHOST), half-sister to Taufan, Ivor's Date (dam of
LADY CARLOTTA). Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners.

Race Record: Placed at 3, 2d ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H.
First season at stud
Served by NOT A SINGLE DOUBT. Date of last service, 9 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
SAFE
Bay mare (Branded 266 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire)
Zeditave by Showdown (GB)........ by Crowned Prince........
STRATEGIC.................... Sudden Impulse by Kaoru Star............
by Luskin Star by Todman ..........

(Dam)
Octagonal (NZ) by Sir Tristram (Ire)......
PAILLASSE........................ Zabeel (NZ) by Pieces of Eight ........
2001 Eight Carat (GB) by Crowned Prince..........

SAFE (f by Strategic). 3 wins. See below.
Prime Mover (g by Strategic). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, $107,863, 2d Singapore TC Novice H., Class 4 H.-twice, Class 5 H., 3d Singapore TC Singapore Airlines A380 Hong Kong S., Class 4 H.-twice, Benchmark 53 H.-4 times.
Sleep on It (g by Ad Valorem (USA)). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.

1st Dam
PAILLASSE, by Octagonal (NZ). Unraced. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Safe (f by Strategic). 3 wins. See below.
Prime Mover (g by Strategic). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, $107,863, 2d Singapore TC Novice H., Class 4 H.-twice, Class 5 H., 3d Singapore TC Singapore Airlines A380 Hong Kong S., Class 4 H.-twice, Benchmark 53 H.-4 times.
Sleep on It (g by Ad Valorem (USA)). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
CUSHION, by Crown Jester. 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1406m, VATC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Fleur de Lys Champagne H., MVRC Be Brisk & Fit H., SAJC Jackson Gem and Opal Centre S., VATC Kallista H., 3d MVRC Crown Lager S., L, VATC Glenhuntly H. Half-sister to LUTHER, CUSHY (dam of COMFORTS). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Buttress - The Rich Horse (Mac.). 9 wins 1200 to 1800m, $393,462, 2d and Macau, BTC Zephyr Zip H., Midweek H., Carlton H., 3d BTC Jim Byrne H. Thistledown. Unraced. Dam of-
Happy Forever. 2 wins at 1100m to 2014, Singapore TC Speedy Cat S., 2d Singapore TC Class 5 H.-twice, 3d Singapore TC Class 5 H.-twice.

3rd Dam
CUSHTI, by Gypsy Kingdom. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 10 winners, inc:-
LUTHER (c Canny Lad) 9 wins 1400 to 2225m, $329,772, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Cup, Gr 3, AJC Meapro Quality Smallgoods H., STC Naas H., 2d QTC Brisbane H., L, Ballarat Cup, L, 3d AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3.
CUSHION (f Crown Jester) 4 wins. See above.
CUSHY (f Pine Circle (USA)) 4 wins 1200 to 2400m, Tasmanian Oaks, L, STC Shipton Thoroughbreds H., 2d AJC Bankstown Sports Club H., STC Anchorage Port Stephens H., 3d TRC Strutt S., L. Dam of 2 winners-
COMFORTS (c Night Shift (USA)) 6 wins 1600 to 2400m, $321,225, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 3, AJC Dewars H., SAJC Schweppes H., 2d SAJC Hill-Smith S., L, 3d GCTC Prime Minister’s Cup, Gr 2, STC Canterbury Cup, Gr 3, 4th SAJC Rain Lover P., Gr 3, Wyong Cup, L.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 3 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 1440m, MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine H., Yalumba H., 2d MRC American Car Parts H., 3d SAJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3, MVRC Hoyts Food 2YO P.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.
2012 Unbreakable (g by Hard Spun (USA)). Unraced.
2013 (f by Medaglia d’Oro (USA)).
2014 (c by Helmet).

Served by DOMESDAY. Date of last service, 21 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows B & C 11-14
On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney

Lot 537

SAHARA COURT

Brown mare (Bred BPR nr sh. 2 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) Quest for Fame (GB) ..... Rainbow Quest................. by Blushing Groom ........
Viscount ..................... Aryenne.................................. by Green Dancer..............
Antwerp (NZ) .................. Sir Tristram (Ire) ............... by Sir Ivor......................

(Dam) Sea Road .................. Whiskey Road (USA) ......... by Nijinsky ......................
Grouse Lane ................. Killick (GB).......................... by Salvo..........................
1993 Huntington Girl ........... Black Zephyr (NZ) ............. by Zephyr Bay....................

Viscount (AUS) (1998). 6 wins, AJC George Main S., Gr.1. Sire of 476 rnrs, 268 wnrs, 11 SW, inc. Rocket Man, etc. Sire of the dams of 118 rnrs, 49 wnrs, inc. SW Averau, Excellent Reward, Depot Beach, SP Northern Glory, Flower Bomb, Tikitour, Catalonia, Pursuits, Homehill and of Setfire to Therain, Ballinaclash, Bonee Tess, Medcaut, The Ladies Choice, Generis Heart, King Cobia, Reigning, Choupette, etc.


Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Princess Margaret (f by Spectrum (Ire)). 9 wins 1000 to 1300m, $255,550, GCTC Silk Stocking H., L, Qld Tatt's RC Country Cup. Dam of-

Show a Prince (g Show a Heart) 2 wins at 2 at 1110, 1200m, $186,700, BRC Mittys 2YO H., Fifi & Jules 2YO H., 3d BRC Gold Edition P., L.

Night Rogues (g by Easy Rocking). Winner at 1200m, QTC A Little Kiss H. Courtyard Circle (f by Anabaab (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2–800 to 1009m, 2d QTC Become a GCTC Member Today H. Dam of-

Bold Circle (c Bernardini (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–1100, 1200m, $131,575, to 2014-15, ATC Men of League 2YO P., NSW Tatt's RC TAB Rewards H., 3d ATC Breeders' P., L, 4th ATC Ming Dynasty H., Gr 3.

Famous Grouse (g by Mossman). Winner at 900m in 2013-14.


Dynamic Love (f Brave Warrior) 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $754,595, AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 2, STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, AJC Brian Crowley S., L, 2d AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2, Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, Qld Tatt's RC Winter S., Gr 3, 3d VATC Sandown S., Gr 3. Producer.

Key Bar Nights (f Anabaab (USA)) 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, QTC Sir Douglas Wadley P., L, 2d BTC Champagne Classic, Gr 2. Dam of-

Barbed (g Canny Lad) 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1250m, $257,790, to 2014-15, ATC Canterbury Classic, L, Heritage S., L, Tab.com.au 2YO H., 2d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr 2, 3d Hawkesbury Guineas, Gr 3.

Arimathea (c Zoffany (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 1600m, $441,400, GCTC Conrad Jupiters Magic Millions WFA S., 2d Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, BTC Bernborough H., L, 3d BTC Courier-Mail Classic S., Gr 3, Doomben S., L.

Race Record: Placed.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2013 (f by Walking or Dancing (NZ)).
2014 Slipped by Walking or Dancing (NZ).

Served by Bullet Train (GB). Date of last service, 14 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
SAIL

Stable 1 Rows A,B & C 1-4

On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

Lot 538

Chestnut mare

(Stud) Branding nr sh. 116 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Bletchingly Biscay Coogee (GB) Cooney (GB) Lunchtime (GB) Biscay by Star Kingdom (Ire) by Relic by Coeur Volant II

(Dam) Jesmond Lass Biscay Biscay by Silly Season by Coeur Volant II


1st Dam

MAST TOP, by Encosta de Lago. Unraced. Half-sister to Coalseam. Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Sail (f by Canny Lad). 4 wins. See below.

Topmast (g by Commands). 2 wins at 1300, 1750m to 2014-15, 2d ATC Big Sports Breakfast P., 3d ATC Australian Turf Club H.

2nd Dam

CROW’S NEST (GB), by Shirley Heights. Unplaced. Sister to Clara House (dam of CAPE MARTIN, COCKAYNE), three-quarter-sister to El Conquistador, Piffie (dam of FRENCHPARK, PEARLY SHELLS), half-sister to COMPTON ACE, TURBINE BLADE, Beacon (dam of MAYCOCKS BAY). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Coalseam (g Desert Sun (GB)) 6 wins 1380 to 2400m, $200,635, WATC Winter Cup, 2d WATC GA Towton Cup, L, 3d WATC Tattersall’s Cup, L. Earthbound. 5 wins 1600 to 3200m, $116,410, to 2014-15, 2d WATC Tabform H.

3rd Dam

MOUNTAIN LODGE, by Blakeney. 5 wins 1¾m to 2¾m, Irish St Leger, Gr 1, Newmarket Cesarewitch H., L. Dam of 16 foals, 15 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

COMPTON ACE (c Pharly) 2 wins at 1½m, 13f, Goodwood Gordon S., Gr 3.

TURBINE BLADE (c Kings Lake) 3 wins—1 at 2–at 2011, 2300m in Great Britain and Belgium, Grand Handicap International d’Ostende.

Clara House. Winner at 2400m in Italy. Dam of 8 winners-

CAPE MARTIN (g Polish Precedent) 10 wins 2000 to 2800m, €262,680, Siracusa Premio Mediterraneo Memorial Francesco Faraci, L.

COCKAYNE (f Barathea) 4 wins—1 at 2–1500 to 2200m, Pisa Premio Andred, L. Beacon. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

MAYCOCKS BAY (f Muhtarram) 2 wins at 1¼m, 1¾m, York Silver Cup, L, 3d Doncaster Keyline Fillies’ H. Dam of 3 winners-

SARISKA (f Pivotal) Champion 3YO Filly in Europe in 2009. 5 wins—1 at 2–7f to 1½m, £728,718, Irish Oaks, Gr 1, The Oaks, Gr 1.

GULL WING (f In the Wings) 3 wins—1 at 2–8¾f to 1¼m, Nottingham Further Flight S., L, 2d York Silver Cup, L. Dam of 2 winners-

EAGLE TOP (c Pivotal) 2 wins at 11f, 1½m, in 2014, Ascot King Edward S., Gr 2, 4th Ascot King George VI & Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1.

THE LARK (f Pivotal) 2 wins—1 at 2, Doncaster Park Hill S., Gr 2.

Race Record: 4 wins 1200 to 1550m, $120,615, to 2013-14, ATC Ray White Real Estate H., Theraces.com.au H., Golden Slipper Luncheon H., 4th ATC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3.

First season at stud

Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 20 October 2014. Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows B & C 11-14
On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney

Lot 539  
SALDIYM  
Chestnut mare  
(Branded 3rd nr sh. 4th off sh.)  
Foaled 2004

(Sire)  
Nediym (Ire)  
Shareef Dancer  
by Northern Dancer

GENERAL NEDIYM  
Military Belle  
Without Fear (Fr)  
by Baldric

(Dam)  
Gold Brose  
Huntingdale (Ire)  
by Double Form

CHALONNAISE (NZ)  1997

1st Dam  
Chalonnaise (NZ), by Gold Brose. 2 wins 1 at 2 1000m, MVRC Samboy Maxican Mayhem H., SAJC Danzig Connection 2YO H., 2d MVRC Cathy Freeman Flying H., MRC Our Faith H., SAJC Castle Tavern H., 3d SAJC Smoke-Free SA S., Gr 3, VRC Red Roses S., L, VATC William Inglis H., MVRC Great Race H., Oakbank RC Yalumba Shillabeer P. Sister to DEMOGRAPHIC. Dam of 2 foals, both raced, 1 winner - Cupcakes (f by Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 900m, 2d AJC Red God 2YO P.

2nd Dam  
SPECIAL SAL, by Alzao (USA). Placed at 2 & 3, 3d SAJC Holden Statesman H., Frequent Flyer H. Sister to Lady Special (dam of BOMBER BILL, CAMARGUE, SPECIAL SONG), three-quarter-sister to Loveland Gap, half-sister to SPECIALIZE, STAVKA. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc: DEMOGRAPHIC (f Gold Brose) 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, $199,050, VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, MRC Love a Show H., December H. 2d SAJC New Year’s Gift, L, 4th SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 2. Producer.

Chalonnaise (f Gold Brose) 2 wins. See above.

Enzedbee. 3 wins 2 at 2 1000 to 1400m, Rotorua RC Carson Taylor Ford 3YO H., Hawke’s Bay Charlie Fergus Juvenile H. Producer. Thong Special. Placed at 3. Dam of 4 winners - Step Right Up. Winner at 2 at 1400m, WATC Westspeed Nursery H.

3rd Dam  
SPECIAL, by Habituate (Ire). 10 wins 1 at 2 1000 to 1300m, $1,078,180, VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, Gadsden S., Gr 1, Lightning S., Gr 1, 1000m-in-track record time, MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 2, VRC Bobbie Lewis H., Gr 3, 2d VRC Lightning S., Gr 1-twice. Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc: STAVKA (g Xaar (GB)) 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, VRC Hong Kong Jockey Club S., L. SPECIALIZE (c Bluebird (USA)) 6 wins 1000 to 1350m, AJC June S., L. Sire. Lady Special. Winner at 1200m, 2d SAJC Woambara H. Dam of 3 winners-BOMBER BILL (g Air de France (USA)) 23 wins 7 at 2 1000 to 1400m, $1,892,330, MVRC Australia S., Gr 1, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1.

Race Record: Placed at 2, 3d SAJC Distinctive Lifestyle 2YO H.

 Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced.

2009 (c by Barely a Moment).  
2011 Missed to Big Brown (USA).


2013 (f by Walking or Dancing (NZ)).  
2014 (f by Walking or Dancing (NZ)).

Served by BULLET TRAIN (GB). Date of last service, 22 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 540

SASSY MINX (USA)

Bay mare

Foaled 2007

On Account of ROSEMONT STUD, Gnarwarre, Vic

AWESOME AGAIN (CAN) (1994). 9 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Breeders' Cup Classic S., Gr.1. Sire of 697 rnrs, 497 wnrs, 54 SW, inc. Ginger Punch (Breeders' Cup Distaff S., Gr.1), Ghostzapper, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Roman Legend, Awesome Maria, Prospective, Rouge Buck, El Jader, Giacom, Ductuc, Awesome Warrior, Daddy D T, La Grange, Zealous Vision, Countess Bling, Amarish, Eye Love Jeanie, Heaven's Runway, Ile St. Molly, Jane Cash, Long River, etc.

AWESOME AGAIN

Vice Regent................. by Northern Dancer
Mint Copy.......................... by Buntys Flight
Blushing Groom................. by Red God
Prime Prospect................. by Mr. Prospector

1st Dam

FOLLY DOLLAR, by Digression. 11 wins 5½f to 7f, $319,373, Finger Lakes Proud Puppy H., L, Aqueduct Allowance-twice, 2d Aqueduct Distaff H., Gr 2, Suffolk Miss Indy Anna S., L, 4th Aqueduct Bed o' Roses H., Gr 3, Interborough H., L. Half-sister to He's for Real, Crowns Special (dam of WHISPER'S SISTER), Now My Precious (dam of WARREN'S KNOCKOUT). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

SPRINGSIDE (f by Awesome Again). 3 wins at 2 7f to 9f, $190,163, Aqueduct Demoiselle S., Gr 2, Woodbine Allowance.

2nd Dam

REAL PRECIOUS, by Torsion. Unraced. Half-sister to REAL CASH, Dawn of Promise (dam of NIKKI'SGOLDENSTEED), Gray Dawn Grey (dam of NOBLE COURT). Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

FOLLY DOLLAR (f Digression) 11 wins. See above.

He's for Real (g Corwyn Bay) 3 wins at 5½f, 6f, 2d Bay Meadows California Sires S. (c&g), L.

Now My Precious. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Dam of -

WARREN'S KNOCKOUT (c Stormed) 10 wins 5½f to 7f, $428,877, to 2014, Sunland Bill Thomas Memorial S., L, 2d Zia Park Premier Cup, L, Sunland Bill Thomas Memorial S., L, 4th Zia Park Premier Cup, L-twice. Crowns Special. Placed at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of 3 winners-

WHISPER'S SISTER (f Ghostly Moves) 2 wins at 2 at 5½f, 1m, Sunland Enchantress S., L.

3rd Dam

MAGNIFICENT DAWN, by Grey Dawn. 2 wins in U.S.A, Agua Caliente Pan Zareta H., L. Sister to BEAUTIFUL DAWN. Dam of 11 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

REAL CASH (c Tank's Prospect) 4 wins–1 at 2, Santa Anita San Felipe H., Gr 2. Dawn of Promise. Winner in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-

NIKKI'SGOLDENSTEED (c Formal Gold) 5 wins 6f to 8½f, $324,328, Turf Paradise Derby S., L, 3d Del Mar Pat O'Brien S., Gr 1. Grey Dawn Grey. Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners-

NOBLE COURT (c Doneraile Court) 6 wins–1 at 2–6f to 1m, $465,230, Santa Anita San Vicente S., Gr 2, 2d Del Mar Pat O'Brien S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Started twice.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

2012 One More Run (g by Onemorenomore). Started once.

2013 (f by Casino Prince).

2014 (c by Starspangledbanner).

Served by STARSPANLEDBANNER. Date of last service, 29 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows D 7-14 & E 11-14
On Account of SLEDMERE STUD, Scone
(As Agent for Cynright Pty Ltd Reduction Sale)

Lot 541
SAUNTER
Bay mare
(Branded D nr sh. F 114 off sh.)
Foaled 2010
(Sire) Danehill (USA) ............... by Northern Dancer....
EXCEED AND EXCEL....
Razya (USA)...................... by His Majesty ........
Patrona (USA).................... by Lomond............
(Dam) Lomond........................ by Watch Your Step....
LANQUIN 2000
Last Tycoon (Ire)................... Try My Best...................... by Northern Dancer....
Taittinger (NZ).................... Al Akbar...................... by Success Express....

EXCEED AND EXCEL (AUS) (2000). 7 wins-2 at 2, VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1. Sire of 1226 rnrs, 830 wns, 95 SW, inc. Overreach (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Guelph, Excelebration, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Bounding, Prompt Return, Buckinghamshire, Haybah, Kenouska, Avisto, SP Cautious, Cormrow, Rosie’s Premiere, Diamond Glow and of Almargo, Cash Advance, Pilly’s Wish, Sugar Rush, Densille Lane, Bergdorf, Deconstructed, Marrakesh, etc.

1st Dam
Lanquin, by Last Tycoon (Ire). 3 wins 1100 to 1400m, $103,225, VRC Eugene Gorman H., 2d VRC Philomena Bowlen H., 3d VRC Ottawa S., L. Half-sister to Pride of Westbury. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 1 winner, inc:- Reprobate (g by Reset). 15 wins 1000 to 1400m, $253,235, to 2013-14, STC BMW & Bob Miller & Co H., AJC David Jones Derby Day H.

2nd Dam
TAITTINGER (NZ), by Al Akbar. Started once. Three-quarter-sister to FERRAGAMO, half-sister to NATIONAL TREASURE, As You Would, Clinique (dam of FAMOUS SEAMUS, AHADASHIM). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-
Pride of Westbury (g Octagonal (NZ)) 4 wins 1700 to 3000m, $116,860, MRC Soorak H., 2d Tasmanian Derby, Gr 3, 4th VRC St Leger, L.
Lanquin (f Last Tycoon (Ire)) 3 wins. See above.
Sparkling Sound. 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1700m, $108,000, to 2013-14, BRC Sky Racing H., Coke Zero H., Yellowglen H., 2d BRC Lockyer Race Club H. Resilience. 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1400m, MRC Trichelle 2YO H. Producer.

3rd Dam
TIMELESS MOMENT (IRE), by Lomond. Unraced. Sister to Eyes on the Prize (dam of POWER OF GOLD). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
FERRAGAMO (f Success Express (USA)) 11 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1600m, Counties RC Auckland Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 2, Egmont RC Festival Park S., Gr 3, BATC Courier-Mail Classic S., L, 2d Waikato Draught Sprint, Gr 1.
NATIONAL TREASURE (f Zabeel) 5 wins 1500 to 2225m, $266,725, STC Sky High S., L, 3d AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, 4th STC BMW S., Gr 1.
As You Would (c Kaapstad) 6 wins 1300 to 2400m, $155,050, VRC Noble Comment H., MRC Zambari H., Salamander H., 2d Ballarat Cup, L.
Clinique. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-
FAMOUS SEAMUS (g Elusive City (USA)) 10 wins 1100 to 1300m, $1,036,500, to 2014-15, BRC BTC Cup, Gr 1, ATC Premiere S., Gr 2, Lightning H., L-twice, BRC Hinkler H., L, GCTC Prime Minister’s Cup, L, 2d ATC Civic S., L, 3d MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, ATC Shorts H., Gr 2, Challenge S., Gr 2, Premiere S., Gr 2, MRC Kevin Heffernan S., Gr 3.
AHADASHIM (g Elusive City (USA)) 7 wins 900 to 1300m, $523,125, VRC Standish H., Gr 3, 2d AJC Strada S., L, STC Darby Munro H., L, 3d STC Concorde S., Gr 3, Festival S., L, 4th ATC Southern Cross S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Placed at 3 in 2013-14.
First season at stud
Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 21 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows J 4-12 & K 1-6
On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)
Lot 542  SAVED BY GRACE
Bay mare (Branded G F nr sh. 5 0 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) Roberto......................... Hall to Reason............... by Turn-to..................
RED RANSOM (USA).................... Bramalea........................ by Nashua......................
Arabia ................................ Damascus....................... by Sword Dancer...........

(Dam) JUST A SIN AWAY (USA) 2000
Grand Slam ......................... Bright Candles................. by El Gran Senor...........
Becky be Good...................... Naskra........................... by Nasram......................


1st Dam
JUST A SIN AWAY (USA), by Grand Slam. Unraced. Half-sister to BAIL OUT BECKY (dam of RANSOM THE KITTEN), BENELLI, Lear Flight, Woodman's Girl (dam of MORE THAN READY), Nascat (dam of BEARCATT). Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 1 winner, inc:-
Saved by Grace (f by Red Ransom (USA)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam
BECKY BE GOOD, by Naskra. Unraced. Half-sister to Landera (dam of CUTLASS REALITY), My Locket (dam of SELDOM SEEN SUE). Dam of 13 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
BAIL OUT BECKY (f Red Ransom) 9 wins–4 at 2–1m to 9f, $725,085, Del Mar Oaks, Gr 1, Saratoga Nijana S., Gr 3, Churchills Downs Mint Julep H., L, Locust Grove H., L, 2d Hollywood Beverly Hills H., Gr 1. Dam of-
RANSOM THE KITTEN (f Kitten's Joy) Champion Imported Older Female in Puerto Rico in 2012. 11 wins 1400 to 1900m in U.S.A. and Puerto Rico, Camarero Clasico Prensa Hipica, L.
Becky Loves Silver. Unraced. Dam of-
FLY LEXIS FLY (c Badge of Silver) 3 wins 1200 to 2400m, $158,730 in Peru, Montreux-classico Derby Nacional, Gr 1, Clasico Ricardo Ortiz de Zavallos, Gr 1, 3d Del Mar Eddie Read S., Gr 1.
Unfold the Rose. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
STEPHANIE'S KITTEN (f Kitten's Joy) 9 wins–3 at 2–1m to 1¼m, $2,724,104, to 2015, Belmont Just a Game S., Gr 1, Flower Bowl S., Gr 1, Keeneland Alcibiades S., Gr 1, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies Turf S., Gr 2, Churchill Downs Churchill Distaff Turf Mile S., Gr 2.

BENELLI (g Danzig Connection) 7 wins 6f to 8½f, Assiniboia Downs Derby Trial S., L, 3d Assiniboia Downs Golden Boy S., L, Harry Jeffrey H., L.
Lear Flight (c Lear Fan) Placed at 2 & 3, 2d Philadelphia Locust S., L.
Woodman's Girl. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 7f in U.S.A. Dam of 4 winners-
MORE THAN READY (c Southern Halo) 7 wins–5 at 2–4½f to 7f, $636,229, Saratoga King's Bishop S., Gr 1, Gulfstream Hutcheson S., Gr 2, Saratoga Sanford S., Gr 2, Belmont Tremont S., Gr 3, Churchills Downs WHAS-11 S., L, Belmont Flash S., L. Successful sire.
Always Ready. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Grandam of-
SHERIFF PETE (c Mineshaft) 4 wins 1200 to 2000m to 2013-14 in Peru, Montreux-classico Gustavo Prado Heudebert, Gr 2, Clasico Pedro Garcia Miro, Gr 3, 2d Montreux-classico Postin, Gr 2.

Nascat. Started twice. Dam of 4 winners-
BEARCATT (c Tapit) 9 wins–1 at 2–4f to 7f, $209,528, to 2014, Woodbine Woodstock S., L.

Race Record: Winner at 1450m in 2013-14.
Has not been to stud
SAVSENGA
Bay mare (Branded 11 nr sh. 21 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Zabeel (NZ)................. by Sir Tristram (Ire)..............
RESET ......................... by Lady Giselle (Fr)..............
Assertive Lass ................ by Zeditave ..........................

(Dam) WESTPHALIA (USA)........
2000
Intrepidity ........................ by Sommes Sound (USA)......

RESET (AUS) (2000). 5 wins to 1600m, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 525 mrs, 310 wns, 29 SW, inc. Rebel Raider (Victoria Derby, Gr.1), Pinker Pinker, Fawkner, Set for Fame, Star of Giselle, Set Square, Star of Giselle, Set for Fame, Vatuvei, Ms Funovits, Mystic Prince, Knight’s Tour, Goon Serpent, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Fixation and of Bavarian Beauty, Maysoon, Fashion Forward, Shaftesbury, The Lad’s My Dad, Avenir, My Boy Louie, Rapidset, Winning Words, etc.

1st Dam WESTPHALIA (USA), by Gone West. Winner at 2 at 2011m in France. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Origin Fast (f by Exceed and Excel). 3 wins at 1000, 1100m, $139,759, in 2014, Singapore TC Novice S., Class 4 H., Initiation P.
Savsenga (f by Reset). 3 wins. See below.
Grandchildrenslove (f by Noverre (USA)). Started 3 times. Dam of Tiger’s Cub. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m to 2014-15, TTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic, 2d TTC Magic Millions 3YO Classic, 3d SAJC Dominant H.

2nd Dam INTREPIDITY, by Sadler’s Wells. Top filly on The 1993 European 3YO Classification. 5 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2413m, The Oaks, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Saint-Alary, Gr 1, Prix Vermeille, Gr 1, Evry Prix Finande, L, 2d Longchamp Prix Ganay, Gr 1, Prix Foy, Gr 3, 4th Breeders’ Cup Turf S., Gr 1, Longchamp Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, Gr 1, Irish Oaks, Gr 1. Half-sister to CALANDRA (dam of GOLDEN TEMPLE), ACUSHLA, RIVER PRINCE, SQUADRON LEADER. Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-Deodatus. 11 wins 1200 to 2200m, 4th Abu Dhabi Championship S., L.
Mughamerr. Unplaced. Grandam of-
No Stir (g Zenno Rob Roy) 5 wins at 2300, 2400m, Tokyo Soshun S., 3d Tokyo Metropolitan S., L-twice, 4th Tokyo Diamond S., Gr 3.

3rd Dam INTREPID LADY, by Bold Ruler. Winner at 2400m, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Herminieres. Sister to BIG ADVANCE, Bold Monarch, three-quarter-sister to BOLD BIDDER, half-sister to HIGH BID (dam of TOP BID), PROGRESSING. Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
INTREPIDITY (f Sadler’s Wells) 5 wins. See above.
CALANDRA (f Sir Ivor) 3 wins at 1m, 1¼m, Curragh Pretty Polly S., Gr 2, Gilltown Stud S., L, 4th Irish Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 5 winners-
GOLDEN TEMPLE (f Golden Fleece) 2 wins at 1m, Curragh McGrath S., L.
ACUSHLA (f Storm Bird) 4 wins, $123,435, Phoenix Sprint S., Gr 3-twice.
RIVER PRINCE (c Forli) Winner at 6f, Phoenix Park Herbertstown S., L. Sire.
SQUADRON LEADER (c Storm Bird) 2 wins at 2, Dueling Grounds Jim Bowie S., L. Sire.

Race Record: 3 wins at 1000, 1200m.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (f by Hinchinbrook).
2014 (c by Hinchinbrook).

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 13 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Rows P 8 & R 9-11
On Account of BLUE GUM FARM, Euroa, Vic
(As Agent)

Lot 544

SCARLET SCENE
Bay or Brown mare
(Branded \(\text{nr sh. } 295\) \(\text{off sh.}\) ) Foaled 2000

(Sire) Sadler's Wells .......................................................... by Nearctic .........................................................

SCENIC (IRE) ............................

Northern Dancer ........................ by Nearctic ..........................

Fairy Bridge ..................................... by Bold Reason .............................

Foolish Pleasure ....................... by What a Pleasure ..........................

(Dam) Idyllic ................................. Where You Lead .......................... by Raise a Native ..............................

SCARLET JEWEL ............... 1993

Is it True (USA) ........................ by Bold Ruler ..........................

Sadler's Wells ....................... by Proudest Roman ..............

SCENIC (IRE) ................. (SIRE) ..........................

Lazer Sharp .......................... by Nearctic ..........................

Fairy Bridge ....................... by Bold Reason ..........................

Northern Dancer ............ by Nearctic ..........................

By Nearctic ..........................

Fairy Bridge ....................... by Bold Reason ..........................

Foolish Pleasure ....................... by What a Pleasure ..........................

Where You Lead ..................... by Raise a Native ..........................

Is it True (USA) ........................ by Bold Ruler ..........................

Sadler's Wells ....................... by Proudest Roman ..............


1st Dam
SCARLET JEWEL, by Is it True (USA). 3 wins 1000 to 1600m, WATC Swan Brewery H., 2d WATC RIRDC-Horse Research H., Rory's Jester H., 4th WATC RJ Peters S., L. Half-sister to OLD NICK, LADY BELGRAVE, LADY BELVEDERE, Bonus (dam of MOGUL). Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:- Redgumwon (g by Desert Prince (Ire)). 4 wins at 1350, 1400m, 2d WATC Sursum Soottie H., Big Couch H.
Lucky Knight (g by Danehill (USA)). 13 wins 1300 to 1700m, $473,216 in Macau.

2nd Dam
SO STUNNING (GB), by Shirley Heights. Started 3 times. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

OLD NICK (g Old Spice) 4 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $379,805, WATC Fruit 'n' Veg S., Gr 1, Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2.

LADY BELVEDERE (f Royal Academy (USA)) 7 wins 1100 to 1500m, WATC Colonel Reeves S., L, Australia Day S., L, Sheila Gwynne S., L.

LADY BELGRAVE (f Prego (Ire)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, WATC Gimcrack S., L, SAJC Belair Hotel H., 3d WATC Perth S., L. Producer. Bonus. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1300m, WATC Bottlebrush H. Dam of MOGUL (g Serheed (USA)) 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, WATC Easter S., Gr 3.

Mississippi Belle. Winner at 1500m, WATC Swan Mild H. Dam of 6 winners-ELITE BELLE (f Canny Lad) 10 wins 1200 to 2100m, $1,409,300, to 2014–15, WATC Railway S., Gr 1, CB Cox S., Gr 2, Belmont Sprint, Gr 3. Petite Angel. Winner at 1400m, WATC TV Extra H. Dam of 2 winners–CLUELESS ANGEL (f Oratorio) 7 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $349,130, Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, WATC Burgess Queen S., L.


Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 2 winners. 2008 Scarlet Wings (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Winner at 1600m. 2009 Not served previous season. 2010 Red Sapphire (g by Lonhro). Winner at 1600m in 2014, Singapore TC Kranji D S., 2d Singapore TC Kranji D S.-twice, Class 4 H.


Served by REAL SAGA. Date of last service, 23 September 2014. Believed to be in foal
Lot 545  

**SEAMSTRESS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chestnut mare</th>
<th>(Branded</th>
<th>nr sh. ♂ 7 3 off sh.)</th>
<th>Foaled 2003</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Sire)</strong></td>
<td>Crown Jester........................ by Rego (Ire)........................</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RORY'S JESTER</td>
<td>Anjudy................................. by Wilkes (Fr)........................</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>Roan Rocket............................ by Buisson Ardent..................</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANGEROUS SEAM</td>
<td>Cantadora............................... by Matador.........................</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(NZ) 1988</td>
<td>Mr. Prospector........................ by Raise a Native....................</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bend Not................................ by Never Bend........................</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biscay................................. by Star Kingdom (Ire)...............</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Take a Risk............................ by Sostenuto (Ity)................</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam  
**DANGEROUS SEAM (NZ), by Straight Strike (USA).** 5 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1200m, $160,610, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, SAJC Peggy Sue H., We're in the Money H., Handpainted Ornamental H., 2d VRC Dalgety Bloodstock S.H., L, 3d GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Fillies Classic S., RL.  
Half-sister to **Initiation.** Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**SEIDNAZAR (c by Rory's Jester).** Winner at 2 at 1000m, $371,050, MVRC St Albans S., L, 2d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, MRC Debutant S., L, 3d STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), Gr 3, SAJC Dermody Lightning S., Gr 3. Sire.

**REAL JESTER (c by Rory's Jester).** Winner at 2 at 1000m, $204,100, VATC Merson Cooper S., L, 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, Auspower H., Geoff Murphy H., Attley H., 4th VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), Gr 3. Sire.

Ever a Lady (f by At Talaq (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 1550m, STC Uebito H. Dam of 5 winners-

**Cheer.** 5 wins at 1600, 1650m, $477,709 in NZ and Hong Kong, HKJC Aberdeen H., Pak Wo H., Sing Woo H., Pak Sha O H.

**Risky Banter (f by Rory's Jester).** Winner at 1000m, 2d SAJC Campo Catino H. Dam of 7 winners-

**Leapfrog (g Hurricane Sky)** 7 wins 1000 to 1200m, $305,600, BRC Hyundai H., Jim Beam H., QTG Disabled No Labels No Limits H., 2d BRC Classic, Gr 3, Gold Coast Guineas, Gr 3, BRC Bribie H., L.

Regal Banter. **5 wins** 1250 to 1600m, $218,090, AJC Ambarvale H., STC Mad Milliners Lunch H., Freeway Hotel Artaurmon H., Tyreel Stud H.

Court Swinging (f Rory's Jester) Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-

**Swinging Soldier (f Soldier's Tale (USA))** 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, $102,740, to 2014-15, SAJC Sportingbet H., Sloans Sands H., 2d SAJC Adelaide Galvanising H., 3d SAJC Schweppervescence S., Gr 3.

**Race Record:** 2 wins at 1000m.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.


2010 Wild Fire (g by Sebring). 3 wins at 1217m to 2014-15, MRC National Apprentice Riders H.

2011 **All Sewn Up (f by Choisir).** Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15, 2d MRC Desiree Gill Tribute S., L, SAJC Magic Millions Adelaide 2YO Classic, Marsh P.

2012 (f by Choisir).

2013 Missed to Helmet.

2014 (c by Hard Spun (USA)).

Served by STRATUM. Date of last service, 22 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows L 1-5 & M

On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 546

SECORD

Chestnut mare (Branded E nr sh. 1 4 off sh.) Foaled 2004

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) .......... Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic
ENCOSTA DE LAGO..... Fairy Bridge .......... by Bold Reason
Shoal Creek............. Star Way (GB) .......... by Star Appeal

(Dam) Rolls (USA) .......... by Mr. Prospector
LITTLE DEUCE COUPE Flying Spur .......... by Danzig
1998 Hurt it Star .......... by Baguette

ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wns, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wns, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philippa, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stakehouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenin'tome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam

LITTLE DEUCE COUPE, by Flying Spur. Winner at 1000m, 2d AJC Warren Miles & Associates 2YO H. Half-sister to HITAPOTOMOSS, Canicula (dam of SPECTROLITE). Dam of 6 named foals, all winners-

Hot Rod (f by Pentire (GB)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1300, 1600m to 2013-14, AuRC Celebrating Diadem 2YO H., Auckland Co-Op Taxis H., 2d Hawke's Bay Traders 2YO H., 3d AuRC Sunline Vase, Gr 3.

Bold Moves (g by Strategic). 7 wins 1200 to 1623m, $119,390, SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., AMWU Precarious Work H.

Secord (f by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam

HIT IT STAR, by Hit it Benny. 4 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1200m, Gosford Slipper, L, 2d Newcastle JC Penfolds Classic S., Gr 3, Illawarra TC Brambles Classic H., L, Sister to DIAMOND BENNY. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners-

HITAPOTOMOSS (f Twig Moss (Fr)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Key 2YO H., 2d QTC Mercedes-Benz Espirit H., L, 3d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2, 4th STC Triscay S., L, Producer.

Big Arnold. 4 wins 1300 to 1650m, STC Tooheys Red H.

Canicula. 3 wins at 1000, 1100m, QTC Oppressor H. Dam of 5 winners-

SPECTROLITE (f Stratum) Winner at 2 at 1000m, VRC Ottawa S., L.

Triple Crown. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $105,700, AJC TAB Number 1 Club 2YO H., 4th AJC Gimcrack S., L.

Not So Square. Placed, 3d WATC Tattered and Torn H. Dam of 2 winners-

Washington Square. 2 wins to 1200m to 2014-15, WATC Amelia Park H.

3rd Dam

KSAR MISS, by Ksar (GB). 3 wins 1200 to 1300m, STC Lilyfield H., 2d AJC Ribbon H., Beach S. Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

DIAMOND BENNY (c Hit it Benny) 15 wins–2 at 2–800 to 1200m, $189,340, STC Frederick Clissold H., Gr 3, City Tatt's RC Lightning H., L-twice, 2d City Tatt's RC Lightning H., L, 3d AJC Challenge S., Gr 2.

HIT IT STAR (f Hit it Benny) 4 wins. See above.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1900, 2100m, STC Kids Diabetes Camp P.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

2010 Double Time (g by Stratum). Unplaced.
2011 (f by High Chaparral (Ire)).
2012 (c by Stratum).
2013 (c by Choisir).
2014 Missed to Choisir.

Served by I AM INVINCIBLE. Date of last service, 7 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
### Stable 2 Row K 7-12

On Account of EDINBURGH PARK, Taree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 547</th>
<th>SEEK MY FORTUNE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chestnut mare</td>
<td>(Branded ○ nr sh. 4 \ 8 off sh.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Foaled 2008**

(Sire) Danehill Dancer (Ire) ...... by Danzig

CHOSIR ............................

Great Selection ........................ by Silly Season

(Dam) Made of Gold (USA)......

**GOLD FORTUNE** ... 1999

Choisir (AUS) (1999). 7 wins-3 at 2, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Sire of 1251 mrs, 785 wns, 64 SW, inc. Olympic Glory (Longchamp Prix Jean-Luc Lagardere, Gr.1), Starspangledbanner, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Fontanelice, Pressing, Mr Utopia, SP Boom Box, Fast Cash, Choose a Saga, Brazuca, Old Trieste, Fairy Star and of Dalston, Royalsecuritypower, Kahouanne, Tachophobia, The Artiste, Cat Act, Country Melody, Chosen Lad, Collator, Saralago, etc.

1st Dam

GOLD FORTUNE, by Made of Gold (USA). Winner at 1280m. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Gold Seventy Seven (c by Choisir). 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, $119,025, in 2014-15, ATC Cellarbrations H., TAB Place Multi H.

My Good Fortune (f by Lion Heart (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 900m, 2d STC Theraces.com.au H., 3d STC Freeway Hotel Super TAB H.

Knockin Road (g by Choisir). 5 wins at 1600, 2050m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam

GOURMET STAR, by Luskin Star. Unplaced. Half-sister to SHIRAZAMATAZZ, REIGNING HALO, Mr Zemindar. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Super Strop. 7 wins 1194 to 1800m.

Victuals. Unraced. Dam of-

August Knight. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $121,600, to 2013-14, WATC Amelia Park Burgers H., Westspeed.com.au H.

3rd Dam

GOURMET, by Estaminet (GB). 4 wins–2 at 2–to 1600m, WATC Belmont Guineas, Gr 3, SAJC Beldale Ball H., Tobruk H., WATC Mello Yello Graduation S., 2d WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 2, 3d SAJC Cheltenham S., Gr 3. Half-sister to Dowie. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

SHIRAZAMATAZZ (g Barathea (Ire)) 5 wins 1500 to 2400m, $300,275, WATC Derby, Gr 1, WATC Aquanita S., L, Melvista S., L.

REIGNING HALO (c Don't Say Halo (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–to 2200m, WATC RJ Peters S., L, Melvista S., L, 2d WATC TJ Smith Trophy, L.

Mr Zemindar (g Zemindar (NZ)) 7 wins 1000 to 2200m, $171,370, WATC September Fever Welter, Harwood H., Bobaris H., Streamers H., Home Security H., Harwood H., 2d WATC Ascot Gold Cup, L, 3d WATC Winter Cup, Gr 3, 4th WATC GA Towton Cup, L.

La Cabernet. Unraced. Dam of-

Purple Tiger. 4 wins 1400 to 2000m, $147,701, to 2014-15, WATC Amelia Park Lamb H., Playeronline.com.au H., 4th WATC Belmont Guineas, L.

4th Dam

Quaffable, by Atilla (GB). 8 wins 1450 to 1850m, 2d SAJC George Adams Invitation S., 3d SAJC Spring S. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

GOURMET (f Estaminet (GB)) 4 wins. See above.

Dowie (c Arch Sculptor (GB)) 15 wins to 1609m, 3d SAJC Christmas H., Gr 3. Light Drop. Unraced. Grandam of-

PRINCE MIASMA (c Covetous) 7 wins–1 at 2–1500 to 2200m, $137,748, Geelong RC Derby Trial S., L, 2d SAJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3.

### Race Record:

Started 3 times.

Has not been to stud.
Stable 4 Rows K 8-10 & L 1-6
On Account of EDINGLASSIE STUD, Muswellbrook
(As Agent)

Lot 548

SEGMTS
Bay mare   (Branded ☐ nr sh. 33 1 off sh.)   Foaled 2001

(Sire)  MOSSMAN  .................
         Success Express (USA) ...  Hold Your Peace............. by Speak John .............
         Lichen Lady...............  Au Printemps.............. by Dancing Champ .......

(Dam)  MADAM CURIE (NZ) ... 1992
         Bletchingly .............  Biscay........................ by Star Kingdom (Ire)....
         Our Cure (NZ)...........  Sir Tristram (Ire) .......... by Sir Ivor ................


1st Dam
MADAM CURIE (NZ), by Bletchingly. Placed at 3. Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

- PURE ENERGY (f by Mossman). 3 wins at 2 900 to 1200m, $931,925, STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, GTC Heinrich Magic Millions 2YO P., QTC Conrad Treasury Brisbane 2YO H., 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, 3d AJC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, 4th BTC Champagne Classic, Gr 2. Dam of- Exert. 2 wins at 1200m in 2014–15.
- SEGMENTS (f by Mossman). 2 wins. See below.

Magravine (f by Last Tycoon (Ire)). 3 wins at 1400, 1500m, MRC TA Tabart H., 2d STC De Bortoli Hunter Valley Winery H. Dam of 2 winners- Twizzler. Winner at 1600m in 2014–15.
Arisima (f by Mossman). Winner at 1000m, 4th AJC Gimcrack S., L. Dam of- Animated. Winner at 2 at 1020m.
Madam Archer (f by Red Dazzler). 3 wins 1600 to 1875m to 2013–14.
Lady With Style (f by Desert Style (Ire)). 2 wins at 900, 1100m. Producer.

2nd Dam
OUR CURE (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2000m, $162,931, New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Avondale Championship S., Gr 3, 2d New Zealand Derby, Gr 1. Half-sister to BIG GREY ROO. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 3 winners.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000m, $366,850, MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, AJC Gimcrack S., L, 2d MRC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, STC Starlight S., L, AJC Inglis 2YO Classic, 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Widden S., L, 4th AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, AJC Brian Crowley S., L, SAJC Redelva S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners.
2005 Missed to Lucky Owners (NZ).
2007 Missed to Starcraft (NZ).
2008 Quarterly (g by Flying Spur). 2 wins at 1110, 1200m, BRC Yellowglen H., Mittys P.
2009 Bouledogue (g by Bernardini (USA)). Winner at 1320m in 2014–15.
2010 Missed to Redoute’s Choice.
2012 (c by Stryker).
2013 Missed to Northern Meteor.
2014 (c by Your Song).

Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 24 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 549

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SEXYAZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bay mare</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>CATBIRD</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Danehill (USA)</td>
<td>Razyana</td>
<td>by His Majesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitting</td>
<td>Marscay</td>
<td>by Biscay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corn</td>
<td>by Hotfoot</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>SMYTZER’S SAINT</th>
<th>by Dehere (USA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dehere</td>
<td>by Vice Regent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sister Dot</td>
<td>by Secretariat</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SMYTZER’S SAINT (1997)**
- Half-sister to PERMAI (dam of PERMAISCUOUS).
- Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, **all winners**, inc:-
  - Windsor Arch Three (g by Valixir (Ire)). **6 wins** at 1800, 1950m, $170,737, to 2014-15 in Macau.
  - On the Prey (g by Catbird). **3 wins** at 1600, 1900m.
  - Prince Shoemaker (g by Xaar (GB)). **2 wins** at 1400, 1600m.

**Soul Searching (USA)**
- Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, **8 winners**, inc:-
  - Permai (f Rory’s Jester). **10 wins** 1000 to 1200m, $216,140, SAJC Liz Davenport Classic, Gr 3, MVRC William Crockett S., L, SAJC Cinderella S., L, MRC Albion Park H., 2d MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, 3d MVRC Champagne S., Gr 3, AJC Seppelt Wines H. Producer.
  - King of Soul. **9 wins** 2 at 2–1350 to 1666m, $228,790, AJC William H Ogilvie 2YO H., STC Neville O’Connor Members Equity H., Ipswich TC Optus Business Direct H., 2d AJC Silver Saddle Brasserie H.
  - Cindy Lou Who. **2 wins** at 1400m. Dam of 4 winners-
  - Lady Snake. **6 wins** 1175 to 1550m, TRC Winning Edge H., Geelong H., Steeple Jack Wines H., Robert Lowe H., 2d TRC Coral Sea H.
  - Queen Saga. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
  - Unabated (f Encosta de Lago). **4 wins** 1000 to 1700m, VRC Ritzenhoff H., Henry Buck’s Sprint H., MRC Desirable H., MVRC D&E Airconditioning Trophy H., 2d VRC AR Creswick S., L, MRC Kevin Heffernan S., L, 3d VRC Desirable H., L, MRC Northwood Plume S., L. Dam of 3 winners-
  - Supara (f Domesday). **Winner** at 1100m in 2014-15, ATC Testa Rossa at Vinery H., 2d ATC Surround S., Gr 2, 3d ATC Phar Lap S., Gr 2.
  - Win for Layla (f Flying Spur). **Winner** at 1400m, 2d BRC Ascend Sales P., 3d VRC Anzac Day S., L, BRC IPCQ H.

**Race Record:** **4 wins** at 1100, 1400m.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 named foal.
- 2011 (f by Valxir (Ire)).
- 2013 (c by I Am Invincible).
- 2014 (c by Bullet Train (GB)).

Served by WALKING OR DANCING (NZ). Date of last service, 24 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 550</th>
<th>SHE'S BELLA</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chestnut mare</td>
<td>(Branded nr sh. 50 off sh.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Foaled 2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>SEBRING</th>
<th>More Than Ready (USA)</th>
<th>Southern Halo by Halo</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>SHE'S A MEANIE (NZ)</td>
<td>Prince Salieri</td>
<td>Salieri (USA)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1995</th>
<th>SHE'S A MEANIE (NZ)</th>
<th>Gatakers Bay</th>
<th>Extra.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st Dam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SEBRING (AUS) (2005). Champion 2YO Colt in Australia in 2007-08. 5 wins at 2, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1 Sire of 221 mrs, 117 wns, 11 SW, inc. Dissident (ATC Randwick Guineas, Gr.1), Criterion, Bring Me the Maid, Believe Yourself, Thurlow, Clifton Red, Kiss a Rose, Bring Something, Pressing, Bring a Ring, Interspersed, SP Tahni Dancer, Patricia Dawn, Rightoncue, Scratchy Bottom, Valdez, Australia Day, Frill Seeking, Kona Breeze, Le Mans, etc.**

1st Dam

**SHE'S A MEANIE (NZ), by Prince Salieri. 7 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2200m, $191,279, Avondale Gold Cup, Gr.1, BOP RC Thames Valley S., Gr.3, Avondale JC Sunday Markets H., Ra Ora Juvenile S., Waikato RC Mainfreight H., Counties RC State Insurance H., 2d Waikato RC International S., Gr.1, WRC Cuddle S.H., Gr.3, 3d AuRC The Oaks Stud Trophy, Gr.2, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr.2, AuRC Great Northern Foal S., Gr.3, 4th Taranaki 2YO Classic, Gr.2, Cambridge JC Travis S., Gr.2, AuRC Welcome S., L, STC Stayers' Cup, L. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-**

**LOVE CONQUERS ALL (c by Mossman). 8 wins 1100 to 1400m, $1,380,000, ATC Shorts H., Gr.2, AJC Missile S., Gr.3, MRC Betfair S., Gr.3, AJC June S., L, City Tatt's RC Brian Crowley S., L, AJC Randwick's 150th Anniversary H., Victory Vein P., Linesman H., 2d ATC George Ryder S., Gr.1, Doncaster H., Gr.1, BRC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr.1, ATC Canterbury S., Gr.2, STC Expressway S., Gr.2, 3d ATC Premiere S., Gr.2, GCTC Magic Millions 3YO Trophy, RL, 4th MVRD Manikato S., Gr.1.**

**SHE'S MEANER (f by Falvelon). 3 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, $467,500, BTC Tommy Smith Slipper S., L, Wyong RC Magic Millions 2YO Slipper, AJC Fringe Bar 2YO H., 2d GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL.**

**She's Bella (f by Sebring). Winner. See below.**

Gatakers Bay (g by Strategic). **4 wins 1200 to 1400m, BTC Frantelle H.**

2nd Dam

**SHEKANWYN, by Musical Phantasy (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m in NZ. Half-sister to SAXONVALE, Flytaine (dam of MERCURY MISTRESS). Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-**

**SHE'S A MEANIE (f Prince Salieri) 7 wins. See above.**

Extra. **Winner at 1200m, 2d WRC Your Local Point H. Dam of 4 winners-**

**Browne Sugar (f Don Eduardo) 4 wins 1200 to 2100m, 3d CJC Spring Classic, L.**

3rd Dam

**BRAUNER FLIGHT, by Brauner (USA). Winner at 1200m in NZ. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-**

**SAXONVALE (c Centaine) 9 wins to 1400m, Woodville-Pahiatua RC WFA Sprint S., L, Manawatu RC Pak'n Save H., 3d WRC Telegraph H., Gr.1. Flytaine. Winner at 1600m, 3d WATC Bounding Away H. Dam of 3 winners-**

**MERCURY MISTRESS (f No Excuse Needed (GB)) 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, CJC New Zealand Bloodstock Air Freight S., L, AuRC Ernst & Young H.**

**Race Record: Stakes-placed. Winner at 1000m in 2013-14, 2d ATC Australian Turf Club 2YO P., 3d ATC Reginald Allen H., L, Bishop Kevin Manning 2YO P., Australian Turf Club 2YO H.**

**Has not been to stud**
Stable 2 Row F 5-7
On Account of RHEINWOOD PASTORAL CO.,
Mittagong (As Agent)

Lot 551

SHE'S BEST
Bay mare
(Branded nr sh. 62 4 off sh.)
Foaled 2004

(Sire)
Kingmambo ......................... by Mr. Prospector ...............
Miesque ............................. by Nureyev ........................
Allegretta ........................... by Agio ............................

(Dam)
SHE'S PURRING ................. by Espressso ........................
1997
Ringside Lady (NZ) .............

KING'S BEST (USA) (1997). 3 wins-2 at 2. The Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 1234 rnrs, 685 wins, 53 SW, inc. Workforce (The Derby, Gr.1), Dubai Surprise, Sajijhaa, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Kiram, Happy Galaxy, Ervedya, Good Donna, Ziyarid, Azmeel, Multitide, Alkasser, Be Safe, Baltic Knight, Castello Aragonese, More Than Sofka, Queen's Daughter, Ekstham, Espero, Masterel, Royal Haunt, Baisse, Nouriya, SP Alpha Bravo, Karaktar, etc.

1st Dam
SHE'S PURRING, by Flying Spur. 4 wins–2 at–2 at 1200, 1400m, $154,460, AJC Ptr Bell H., L, QTC Sir Douglas Wadley H., L, City Tatt's RC Konami Australia Pty Ltd H., AJC Maroubra Junction Hotel 2YO H., 3d AJC James HB Carr S., L. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-
GLOBAL WARMING (g by Agnes World (USA)). 7 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1150m, $252,025, STC Canterbury Classic, L, AJC Citadel Welter H., Convention Centre H., Schweppes H., STC Parramatta Leagues Club H., 2d City Tatt's RC Lightning H., L, SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H.

PURE PURRFLECTION (f by General Nediym). 5 wins 1000 to 1100m, $194,450, to 2013-14, BRC Myer H., Oz Design H. Ro's Purring (f by Lonhro). 3 wins 900 to 1030m, BRC Myer H., Oz Design H. She's Best (f by King's Best (USA)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam
RINGSIDE LADY (NZ), by Clay Hero. 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $123,985, MVRC William Crockett S., L, 4th VATC United Racecourses S., L. Sister to Nefertari (dam of MIND YOUR HEAD), Opportune (dam of INSISTENCE), three-quarter-sister to Clay Finale (dam of ASH CREEK - SINAR BINTANG (MAL.)). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
SHE'S PURRING (f by Lonhro) 4 wins. See above.
Vain Empress. Started once. Dam of 2 winners-
West Albany (g Humming) 5 wins–1 at 2–5½f to 8½f, $184,870, to 2014, 2d Prairie Meadows John Wayne S., L, Cyclones H., L.

3rd Dam
LADY SACKVILLE, by Arch Sculptor (GB). Placed at 2 & 3. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
RINGSIDE LADY (f Clay Hero) 5 wins. See above.
Nefertari. Winner at 1000m, 3d VATC Azzurro H. Dam of 2 winners-
MIND YOUR HEAD (g Mujahid (USA)) 8 wins 1000 to 1400m, $348,195, MRC Rubiton S., Gr 3, Anniversary Vase, L, Christmas S., L.

Race Record: Winner at 1000m, 2d AJC Asquith Magpies A Grade P.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner.
2010 Missed to Murtajill.
2012 (f by Magic Albert).
2013 Missed to Hinchinbrook.
2014 (f by Hinchinbrook).

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 12 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows Q 7-11 & R 1-5
On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone (As Agent)
Lot 552
SHOCK PAK
Bay or Brown mare  (Branded ♂ 30 6 off sh.)  Foaled 2006
(Sire)  DANZIG
BLACKFRIARS ............... by Northern Dancer ........
Razyana................................ by His Majesty .............
Kensington Gardens (NZ) .......... by Sir Tristram (Ire) ......
Grosvenor (NZ) ................ by Vice Regal (NZ) ..........
(Dam)  Carry a Smile ............................................
VOLTAGE PAK ....................... 1997
Ever Ready ........................ by Century ........................
Another Round .................... by Estaminit (GB) ..............

BLACKFRIARS (AUS) (1996). 4 wins from 1450m to 2500m, Victoria Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 473 mrrs, 269 wnr, 29 SW, Inc. Playing God, etc. Sire of the dams of 58 mrrs, 24 wnr, inc. SW Red Ora, Newton Prince, Darlington Abbey, SP Mystic Maid, Stay Lady Stay and of Rule to Wyn, Bells Tower, Miss Radler, Traditional Time, Who’s to Blame, Sheerkat, Nacho, Emirates Lass, Hyden, Cookanulla, Goldhill Princess, Smart Attire, etc.

1st Dam
VOLTAGE PAK,  by Carry a Smile. Unraced. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
ROHAN (g by Blackfriars).  5 wins 1600 to 2400m, $539,225, Western Australian Derby, Gr 2, WATC Belmont Guineas, L, JC Roberts S., L, 2d WATC Northerly S., Gr 3, 3d WATC Kingston Town Classic, Gr 1, CB Cox S., Gr 2, Asian Beau S., Gr 3, RJ Peters S., Gr 3, Melvista S., L.
Wynyard Hall (f by Blackfriars).  4 wins 1000 to 1200m, $120,925, WATC BMW Group Sprint H., Don Pasquale H., Brazzaka H., 2d WATC Winter Championship Heat One H., 3d WATC Prince of Wales S., Gr 3. Dam of-
DARLINGTON ABBEY (f Stratum) 4 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, WATC Gimcrack S., L, Magic Millions Perth 2YO Classic, Vale Neville Pratt OAM H., 2d WATC Belgravia S., L, 3d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, WATC Burgess Queen S., L, 4th WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3.

Dark General (g by Blackfriars).  7 wins 1100 to 1400m, $240,342 in Malaysia and Singapore, Perak TC Class 1 H., Singapore TC Initiation P., Class 4 H., 3d Singapore TC 3YO Challenge (1st Leg), Sgp-3.
Austpak (g by Scenic (Ire)).  8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $165,720, SACJ Computer Furniture Industries H., MRC Private Talk H., 2d MRC Leopardstown H.
Crossed Wires (f by Scenic (Ire)).  Winner at 1100m, 2d WATC Westspeed 3YO H., 3d WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3.
Confusing (g Blackfriars) 2 wins at 1600, 2200m in 2014-15, WATC Westspeed Stayers' Bonus H., Labtech Training H.
Ubhejane (g by Blackfriars).  2 wins at 1400, 1600m to 2013-14.

2nd Dam
EVER READY, by Consenting.  9 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $212,160, VRC Chirnside S., Gr 2, WATC Australian Guineas, Gr 2, WATC Mac Faul  S., Possum H., 2d WATC Prince of Wales S., Gr 3, SAJC WH Wylie H., L, 3d VRC Gadsden S., Gr 1, WATC Winterbottom S., Gr 2, Lee Steere S., Gr 2. Half-sister to Round Path (dam of CHANTES PATH). Dam of 4 foals, 1 to race.

Race Record: Started twice.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.
2011 Magnum Ruler (g by Universal Ruler). Started 3 times.
2012 Majestic Man (c by Universal Ruler). Unraced.
2013 (c by Snitzel).
2014 Slipped by Snitzel.

Served by SNITZEL. Date of last service, 25 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 553

SIENNA ROCKS
Bay mare
(Stabled 2 Row J 9-12)

On Account of WILLOW PARK STUD, Scone

Lot 553

SIENNA ROCKS
Bay mare
(Branded nr sh. 162 off sh.)

Foaled 2010

(Sire)
Redoute's Choice
Danehill (USA)...... by Danzig,..........
Shantha's Choice
Luskin Star....... by Kaour Star,..........
Brave New World...... by Vain,..........

(Dam)
Canny Lad
Bletchingly............... by Biscay,...............
Red Anchor (NZ)....... by Sea Anchor (Ire)...........
Eastern Bay (NZ)........ by Princely Note (GB)......

STRATUM (AUS) (2002). 2 wins at 2, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1. Sire of 478 mrs, 326 wnrs, 28 SW, inc. Crystal Lily (STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Streama, Southern Lord, Unpretentious, Divine Calling, Running Tall, Enqueue, Va Pensiero, Takedown, I'm All the Talk, Battle Hero, Stratam Star, Misstrus, Texan, Tawteen, Averau, Bush Aviator, Darlington Abbey, Love Rocks, Queenstown, Anlon, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Stoker and of The Big Rig, etc.

1st Dam

Superb Lady, by Canny Lad. Placed at 2 & 3, $132,740, 2d VRC Wakeful S., Gr.1, 4th QTC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, Queensland Classic, VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, BATC Doomben Slipper S., L. Half-sister to ALIGN, Breathtaker. Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners-

FRITZ'S PRINCESS (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 9 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1300m, $707,370, AJC Shorts H., Gr.2, GCTC Paspauley Magic Millions H., AJC Bronte Welter H., McGrath Real Estate H., STC WSPFM H., Franklins Supermarket H., Angostura Bitters H., 2d QTC Winter S., Gr.1, AJC Shorts H., Gr.2, QTC Lightning H., L, STC Triscay S., L, 3d AJC Galaxy H., Gr.1, Sapphire S., Gr.2, STC Civic S., L, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, 4th STC Premiere S., Gr.2, Missile S., Gr.3, AJC PJ Bell H., L, etc.

Go Gerry (g by Flying Spur). 3 wins 1800 to 2200m, BRC Bollinger P. Olgas (c by Brahms (USA)). 3 wins to 1200m, Niigata Bakushin Tokubetsu. Consigliere (c by Unbridled's Song (USA)). 3 wins to 1300m, QTC Punchestown H.

Magnifique Lass (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 3 wins at 1600m, 2d STC Freeway Hotel 94370000 H. Dam of-


Russet (g by Big Brown (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15, 3d ATC James Boag's H. Lady Octa (f by Octagonal (NZ)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Six Foot. 3 wins at 1600, 2400m to 2014-15, SAJC Darley H.

2nd Dam

Super Trend, by Red Anchor (NZ). 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, 3d South Australian Oaks, Gr.1. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

ALIGN (c Night Shift (USA)) Champion 2YO Colt in Australia in 1998-99. Head of The 1998-99 Australasian 2YO Classification. 4 wins at 2 1100 to 1400m, $1,013,413, AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr.2, Gosford Slipper, L, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr.2, AJC Kindergarten S., Gr.3, 3d AJC Up and Coming S., Gr.2, 4th NSW Tatt's RC Chelmsford S., Gr.2. Sire.

Breathtaker (c Scenic (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, 3d STC Gloaming S., Gr.2, Geelong RC Derby Trial S., L, 4th AJC Spring Champion S., Gr.1.

Superb Lady (f Canny Lad) Placed. See above.

Agile. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Holsworthy H., STC Independent Locksmiths NSW H., 4th STC Coolmore Classic, Gr.1. Dam of 5 winners-

Good Judgement (g Lonhro) 6 wins 1200 to 1700m, $235,105 in Malaysia, 2d Selangor TC Tunku Gold Cup, L, 3d Penang Sprint Trophy, L, Selangor Gold Cup, L, Perak TC Sultan Gold Vase, L-twice.

Race Record: Winner at 1020m in 2013-14.

Has not been to stud.
Lot 554

SIERRA PELONA

Bay mare

(Branded nr sh. 27 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire)

Danehill (USA) ................... by Northern Dancer .......

REDOUTE’S CHOICE...

Razayana........................... by His Majesty ............

Shantha’s Choice ............... by Bletchingly .........

Dancing Show (USA)......... by Nijinsky ..........

(Dam)

El Prado ........................... by Northern Dancer ....

PRINCESS PELONA

(USA) 2000

Sadler’s Wells ................. by Sir Ivor ............

Peachtree City ................ by Mr. Prospector ..........


1st Dam


2nd Dam

PEACHTREE CITY, by Carson City. Unraced. Half-sister to Peppermint Lane (dam of TICKET COUNTER). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:- PRINCESS PELONA (f El Prado) 10 wins. See above. Peachmelba (f Theatrical) 5 wins 1850 to 2100m, 3d Maisons-Laffitte Prix de la Pepiniere, L, 4th Toulouse Prix Panacee, L. Dam of City Money (c Elusive City (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2014, Deauville Prix de Caen, 2d Chantilly Prix d’Arenberg, Gr 3, Deauville Prix de Cabourg, Gr 3, 3d Chantilly Prix Sainte BPE Lecieux. Waynetta. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 8½f, 4th Keeneland Jessamine S., L.

3rd Dam

PINE TREE LANE, by Apalachee. 19 wins, $1,150,561, Aqueduct Carter H., Gr 2, Santa Anita Santa Monica H., Gr 2, Aqueduct Bold Ruler S., Gr 2, Distaff H., Gr 3, Belmont Genuine Risk S., Gr 3, Santa Anita Las Flores H., Gr 3, Santa Monica H., Gr 3, 2d Breeders’ Cup Sprint S., L, 4th Saratoga Belmont Ballerina S., L. 3d Saratoga Ballerina S., Gr 2. Half-sister to Dr. Jarab. Dam of 7 foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:- Peppermint Lane. Winner at 2 at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 4 winners- TICKET COUNTER (f Deposit Ticket) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 6f, 6½f, Turfway Cincinnati Trophy S., L. Grandam of- Under Counter (c Stravinsky) 5 wins 1400 to 1700m, $1,434,346, 3d Hanshin Marguerite S., L, Kyoto Subaru S., L, 4th Tokyo Unicorn S., L.

Lake Pontchartrain (g Salt Lake) 10 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 7f, $393,403, 3d Aqueduct Gravesend H., Gr 3, Bold Ruler H., Gr 3, Toboggan H., L.

Dogwood Lane. Unraced. Grandam of- Golden Ramon (f Captain Rio (GB)) 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, €130,658, Milan Premio Giulio Bassignana, 2d Milan Premio Nogara, L.

Golden System (f Desert Sun (GB)) 2 wins at 1400, 1500m, 3d Milan Premio Gino e Luciano Mantovani, L, Rome Premio Torricola, L.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record:

Served by HUSSON (ARG). Date of last service, 12 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
SILK ENDING (USA)  

Brown mare  
(Branded ⚪ nr sh. 197 off sh.)  
Foaled 1997

(Sire)  
Forty Niner ................. Mr. Prospector ................. by Raise a Native .................
END SWEEP (USA) ...... File ........................................ by Tom Rolfe .................
Broom Dance ............... Dance Spell ................. by Northern Dancer .................
Witching Hour ............. by Thinking Cap .................

(Dam)  
Never Bend .................. Nasrullah .................. by Nearco .................
1976 ................................... Lalun .................. by Djeddah .................
Ciboulette .................... Chop Chop ................. by Flares .................
Windy Answer .............. by Windfields .................

END SWEEP (USA) (1991). 6 wins–2 at 2–at 6f, 7f, Woodbine Highlander H., Can-1. Sire of 700 rnrs, 590 wnrs, 47 SW, inc. Admire Moon, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Palace, Gestalt, Tosen Stardom, Namura Victor, She’s Indy Money, In the Fairway, Manuka Honey, Saint Arthur, Satono Neptune, Tennessee Wills, Affluence, Close it Out, King Congie, She’s Clean, Sweeping Van, Uno Caliente, Dad’s Crazy, Gleaming, etc.

1st Dam  
SILK LILLY, by Never Bend. Unraced. Half-sister to FANFRELUCHE (dam of L’ENJOULEUR, D’ACCORD, GRAND LUXE, LA VOYAGEUSE, MEDAILLE D’OR), BARACHOIS, COCO LA TERREUR, Somfas (dam of RUSSIAN BOND, SNAADEE, CRISTOFORI, CROSSOVER), American Legacy (dam of SOMETHING SOCIAL). Dam of 15 foals, 13 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

SILKY SWEEP (c by End Sweep). 7 wins, Meadowlands Skip Trial S., L. Sire. 
Cut Class Leanne (f by Cutlass). 9 wins–1 in–U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-

CHAPEL ROYAL (c Montbrook) 3 wins at 2 at 5f, 6f, Saratoga Sanford S., Gr 2, Belmont Flash S., Gr 3, 2d Belmont Champagne S., Gr 1. Sire.
Silky Pleasure (f by Honest Pleasure). Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-

GENIAL (g Gate Dancer) 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, Kenilworth Basil Starke S., Gr 3, 2d Greyville Summerveld S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 2 in U.S.A.
Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners.
2001 (c by Canny Lad). Dead.
2002 Missed to Zabeel.
2003 Baron Park (g by Viscount). Winner at 1300m, 2d STC Hyland Race Colours H.
2004 Gypsy Tucker (f by Zabeel). Winner at 1350m, 2d AJC UD Trucks P. Dam of-

GYPSY DIAMOND (f Not a Single Doubt) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $631,960, to 2013-14, Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2, ATC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, 2d ATC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1.
Light Fingers S., Gr 2, BRC The Phoenix S., L, 3d ATC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, Warwick Farm H., 4th VRC Oaks, Gr 1, ATC Surround S., Gr 2, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3.
Veloce Forte. Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14.
2005 Kalika (f by Anabaa (USA)). Placed at 3 in NZ.
2006 Golden Channel (g by Stravinsky (USA)). 4 wins 1150 to 1350m.
2007 (c by Pentire (GB)).
2008 Missed to Pins.
2009 Silk Pins (f by Pins). Winner at 2 at 880m, $185,581, AuRC New Zealand Bloodstock Ready to Run Sale 2YO H., 2d AuRC Karaka Million, RL, Counties RC Murdoch Newell S., L, 3d AuRC Diamond S., Gr 1, Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr 2, ATC TAB Iphone App H.
2010 Darook Park (f by Darci Brahma). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.
2012 Missed to Flying Spur.
2013 (c by Snitzel).
2014 Missed to Casino Prince.

Served by DUNDEEL (NZ). Date of last service, 30 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 556  

**SING FOR US (NZ)**  

Chestnut mare (Branded nr sh. 103 3 off sh.)  

**Lot 556**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>1997</th>
<th>ZEPHUROS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Danahill (USA)</td>
<td>Centaine</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>ZEPHUROS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daneig</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razzana ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahonoora (GB) ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princess Ru ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princely Gift ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Princess Ru ...</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danasinga (AUS) (1991)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 wins to 1600m, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr.1. Sire of 758 mares, 430 winners, 33 SW, inc. Metal Bender, etc. Sire of the dams of 478 mares, 267 winners, 16 SW, inc. Habibi, Altered Image, Amexed, Miss Selby, Whistling Dixie, Danaupair Starlet, Flemington, Zacroona, Rocanto, Champion Needed, Cizen World, Lawspeaker, Crystal Duke, Vesper, Delta Girl, Miss Millbrook, SP Pinstripe Lane, Jubilate, Pinzaara, etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Dam</td>
<td>2nd Dam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ZEPHERIN</strong>, by Zephyr Bay. 3 wins 1200 to 2400m, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, 2d Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, Waikato Guineas, Gr 3, 3d New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, Wellington S., Gr 3. Half-sister to Bass Bidder (dam of GROUNDLESS THREATS). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-</td>
<td><strong>ZEPHERIN</strong>, by Zephyr Bay. 3 wins 1200 to 2400m, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, 2d Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, Waikato Guineas, Gr 3, 3d New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, Wellington S., Gr 3. Half-sister to Bass Bidder (dam of GROUNDLESS THREATS). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>GLENVIEW</strong> (f Sir Tristram (AUS)) 5 wins 1200 to 1500m, $294,000, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, 2d VATC Show Day Cup, Gr 1, Elders Mile H., Gr 1, 3d VRC Gadsden S., Gr 1. Dam of 6 winners-TIMBER TRADER (c Woodman (USA)) 3 wins at 1800, 2450m, $115,763, Turffontein South African Derby, Gr 1. Sire.</td>
<td><strong>BOUZY ROUGE</strong> (f Snitzel) 9 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $296,555, to 2014-15, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S, L, 4th ATC Angst S, Gr 3.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LORD OF THE PINES</strong> (g Royal Academy (USA)) 6 wins at 1400, 1600m, $554,327, 2d Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Sgp-2, 3d SJC National S., Gr 3, Ipswich Cup, Gr 3.</td>
<td><strong>ZAZZMAN</strong> (g Distinctly North (USA)) 8 wins 2000 to 2800m, $879,900, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 2, MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, Geelong Cup, Gr 3, 3d VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glen Iris. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-BOUZY ROUGE (f Snitzel) 9 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $296,555, to 2014-15, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S, L, 4th ATC Angst S, Gr 3.</td>
<td><strong>ZAZZMAN</strong> (g Distinctly North (USA)) 8 wins 2000 to 2800m, $879,900, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 2, MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, Geelong Cup, Gr 3, 3d VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZAZZMAN (g Distinctly North (USA)) 8 wins 2000 to 2800m, $879,900, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 2, MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, Geelong Cup, Gr 3, 3d VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2.</td>
<td><strong>COACH MANIAC</strong> (g Sir Tristram (IRE)) 4 wins, 3d HKJC Queen Mother’s Cup, HK-2. Zephyr Song (f Danasinga) Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-WHISTLING DIXIE (f Pins) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m to 2013-14, Manawatu RC Eulya S, Gr 3, 2d AuRC Champagne S, L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009 Amanda’s Girl (f by Shaft). Unraced.</td>
<td><strong>COACH MANIAC</strong> (g Sir Tristram (IRE)) 4 wins, 3d HKJC Queen Mother’s Cup, HK-2. Zephyr Song (f Danasinga) Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-WHISTLING DIXIE (f Pins) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m to 2013-14, Manawatu RC Eulya S, Gr 3, 2d AuRC Champagne S, L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010 (f by Street Sense (USA)). Died.</td>
<td><strong>COACH MANIAC</strong> (g Sir Tristram (IRE)) 4 wins, 3d HKJC Queen Mother’s Cup, HK-2. Zephyr Song (f Danasinga) Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-WHISTLING DIXIE (f Pins) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m to 2013-14, Manawatu RC Eulya S, Gr 3, 2d AuRC Champagne S, L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011 Slipping Away (g by Northern Meteor). Unraced.</td>
<td><strong>COACH MANIAC</strong> (g Sir Tristram (IRE)) 4 wins, 3d HKJC Queen Mother’s Cup, HK-2. Zephyr Song (f Danasinga) Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-WHISTLING DIXIE (f Pins) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m to 2013-14, Manawatu RC Eulya S, Gr 3, 2d AuRC Champagne S, L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012 Don’t Deny Us (g by Denman). Started once.</td>
<td><strong>COACH MANIAC</strong> (g Sir Tristram (IRE)) 4 wins, 3d HKJC Queen Mother’s Cup, HK-2. Zephyr Song (f Danasinga) Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-WHISTLING DIXIE (f Pins) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m to 2013-14, Manawatu RC Eulya S, Gr 3, 2d AuRC Champagne S, L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013 Missed to Henrythenavigator (USA).</td>
<td><strong>COACH MANIAC</strong> (g Sir Tristram (IRE)) 4 wins, 3d HKJC Queen Mother’s Cup, HK-2. Zephyr Song (f Danasinga) Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-WHISTLING DIXIE (f Pins) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m to 2013-14, Manawatu RC Eulya S, Gr 3, 2d AuRC Champagne S, L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014 (f by Dream Ahead (USA)).</td>
<td><strong>COACH MANIAC</strong> (g Sir Tristram (IRE)) 4 wins, 3d HKJC Queen Mother’s Cup, HK-2. Zephyr Song (f Danasinga) Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-WHISTLING DIXIE (f Pins) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m to 2013-14, Manawatu RC Eulya S, Gr 3, 2d AuRC Champagne S, L.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Race Record:** 2 wins at 1200, 1500m, 3d AJC Lawler Financial Services H.  
**Produce Record:** Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race.  
2010 (f by Street Sense (USA)). Died.  
2011 Slipping Away (g by Northern Meteor). Unraced.  
2012 Don’t Deny Us (g by Denman). Started once.  
2013 Missed to Henrythenavigator (USA).  
2014 (f by Dream Ahead (USA)).  

Served by DAWN APPROACH (IRE). Date of last service, 14 September 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 557 (With 50% GST)
SISTER MADRID
Chestnut mare (Branded ☲ nr sh. 98 2 off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire) Sunday Silence .................. by Hail to Reason............
FUJI KISEKI (JPN) ........
Wishing Well.................. by Understanding ............
Millracer .................. by Wild Risk............... Marston's Mill........ by In Reality............... Persan Heights (GB) ..... Persian Bold ........ by Bold Lad............... PRUNOTTO ........ 1990

(Dam) Sister Madrid ........ by Halo..................
FUJI KISEKI (JPN) ........ by Wishing Well..........
Millracer ........ by Le Fabuleux......... Marston's Mill........ by Understanding......
Persan Heights (GB) ..... by Wild Risk..........
Millracer ........ by Halo..................

1st Dam PRUNOTTO, by Persian Heights (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to LAUDEMIO, LOVING CUP, VINTAGE DANCE (dam of PITTANCE), Battonage (dam of FULLAZZ). Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:- SHY HERO (g by Last Tycoon (Ire)). 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, $441,190, AJC TJ Smith S., Gr 3, San Miguel Light H., AAP H., STC X-Site Nightclub H., Scone RC Emirates Park Quality H., 4th STC Eskimo Prince H., L. 2nd Dam ESTATE LABEL, by Without Fear (Fr). 5 wins 1000 to 1450m, SAJC Always There H., 5DN H., Graduation S., Intermediate H. Sister to Cellar Affair, Noble Vintage, Make a Pass (dam of MOUNTY), three-quarter-sister to Fine Label. Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:- LOVING CUP (f Bluebird (USA)) 5 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1400m, $431,560, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L. Grandam of CELERIS (f Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)) 4 wins at 1200m, Levin S., L. HOSS AMOR (f General Nediym) 4 wins at 2, BRC Lancaster S., L. LAUDEMIO (f Alzao (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2, VRC Red Roses S., L. Grandam of SIZZLING (c Snitzel) 7 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $1,332,375, BRC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, Champagne Classic, Gr 2, Sires' Produce S., Gr 2. WRITTEN DASH (f Written Tycoon) 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $165,180, in 2014-15, MVRC Typhoon Tracy S., Gr 3, MRC Appelles H. VINTAGE DANCE (f Salmon Leap (USA)) 3 wins at 2 1004 to 1200m, SAJC Morphettville P.H., L, 2d SARC Queen Adelaide S., L. Dam of 10 winners-PITTANCE (g Snippets) 14 wins–3 at 2–to 1200m, QTC Lightning H., L. Patagonia. Placed at 3, 3d VRC Eugene Gorman H. Grandam of BORN TO FLY (g Mossman) 8 wins 1200 to 1600m to 2014, Singapore TC EW Barker Trophy, Sgp-2, 2d Singapore TC Committee's Prize, Sgp-3. Battonage. Started 3 times. Dam of 6 winners-FULLAZZ (f Redoute’s Choice) 4 wins–1 at 2, MRC Debutante S., L.


Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 15 November 2014. Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row K 3-5

On Account of SUPERHORSE TRUST, Sydney

Lot 558  
SKYBO  
Bay mare  
(Branded C nr sh. 246 8 off sh.)  
Foaled 2008

(Sire)  
Nureyev ...........................................  
Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic......................
Special ...........................................  
by Forli.................................
Fire the Groom..................  
Blushing Groom ................. by Red God......................
Prospector's Fire............. by Mr. Prospector............

(Dam)  
King's Theatre (Ire) ..........  
Sadler's Wells ................ by Northern Dancer....
Regal Beauty .................... by Princely Native ........
Kitty Russe (Ire)..............  
Nureyev.......................... by Northern Dancer....
Kittyhawk (GB)................. by Bustino......................

1999


1st Dam  
SUNGAIL, by King's Theatre (Ire). Unplaced. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Centuron (g by Belong to Me (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1131 to 1400m, STC Theraces.com.au 2YO H., 3d SAJC Irish Day 21st H.
Deanoss (g by Lion Heart (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m in 2013-14.
Skybo (f by Stravinsky (USA)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam  
KITTY RUSSE (IRE), by Nureyev. Placed at 2 & 3 in Great Britain. Half-sister to Nomadic Way, With Hope. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Funny Tale. 4 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1350m, STC Scuzzi Cafe 2YO H., Hurstville H., Man o' War H., Hastings H., 3d STC Late Show H. Producer.
Soviet Style. 5 1006 to 1350m in Great Britain, Norway and Sweden, 3d York Best Buy Products 2YO S.
Ball 'n' Chain. Winner at 900m. Dam of 2 winners-
Roof Raiser. 6 wins 1200 to 1300m, $131,075, MRC Flying Spur at Arrowfield H., 2d MRC Cove Hotel H.

3rd Dam  
KITTYHAWK (GB), by Bustino. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 7f, York Lowther S., Gr 3, Doncaster Park S., L, 2d Ascot Queen Elizabeth II S., Gr 2, Princess Margaret S., L, 4th Newmarket Challenge S., Gr 3, Newbury Kingsclere S., L. Sister to Kitty's Sister (dam of GENERAL CLONEY, MISTRAL'S COLLETTE), three-quarter-sister to THORNDOWN, half-sister to Munadhil. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Race Record: Winner at 1200m.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (c by Dreamscape).
2014 (c by Uncle Mo (USA)).
Not served
**Lot 559**

**SLEIGHT OF HAND**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bay mare</th>
<th>(Branded by Northen Dancer)</th>
<th>Foaled 2006</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Sire)</td>
<td>Danehill (USA)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DANZERO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>Confidentially</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LODORE MAGIC (NZ)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>Kingdom Bay (NZ)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Morgan Page</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DANZERO (AUS) (1991).** 4 wins, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1. Sire of 1011 rnrs, 642 wnr, 40 SW, inc. Niconero (VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1). Dance Hero, etc. Sire of the dams of 840 rnrs, 484 wnr, 18 SW, inc. December Draw, Exosphere, Dalarua, Forjatt, Psychologist, Miss Darcey, McClintock, Lugur, Nigelissima, Discreet, Miss Upstart, Viana, Born to Fly, Scenic Fair, Distant Melody, Illuminates, Kengrande, Vintner, SP Manhattan Avenue, etc.

**1st Dam**

LODORE MAGIC (NZ). by Kingdom Bay. Joint Head of The 1995-96 2YO Free H. 4 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, $162,167, Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2, WRC Magic Millions Classic S., RL, 2d STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2. Sister to MORGAN BAY, half-sister to Morgan Glory (dam of BELMONT CAT). Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

| SONIC QUEST (g by Quest for Fame (GB)) | 6 wins 1200 to 1700m, $367,250, MVRC Crystal Mile H., Gr 2, MRC Barton S., L, VRC Shaftesbury Avenue H., MRC Jayco H., Rolo Royance H., 4th MVRCAustralia S., Gr 1. Lodore Falls (f by Redoute's Choice). 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1203m, MVRC Members Equity Bank P., 4th MVRC St Albans S., L. Dam of- Groomed for Glory. Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, SCTC Wimmers H. Illusional (f by Redoute's Choice). Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Dual Quest 2YO P., 3d AJC 2UE P. Dam of 5 winners-

| CHASE THE RAINBOW (c by Dash for Cash) | 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $439,638, to 2013-14, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, MRC TS Carlyn Cup, Gr 3, 2d VRC Henry Bucks S., L, 3d MRC John Dillon S., L. MS FUNOVITS (f by Reset) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $389,750, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 2, VRC Better Beyond 2YO P. You Rock. 3 wins 1309 to 1800m, $104,695, to 2014-15, VRC Swisse Wellness Trophy H., MRC Sportius International Events P. Illusionary. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, MRC Shizu 2YO H. Dam of- Invisible. Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14, ATC TAB Ipad App 2YO P.

**2nd Dam**

MORGAN PAGE, by Balmerino. 4 wins at 1200m, Timaru RC Robinsons Auto Dismantlers H., 4th CJC Canterbury Breeders’ S.H., L. Half-sister to Sandeeno. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

| LODORE MAGIC (f by Kingdom Bay) | 4 wins. See above. MORGAN BAY (c Kingdom Bay) 10 wins at 1200m, CJC Stewards' S., Gr 3. Morgan Glory (f by Justice Prevails) 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, WRC Trax Bar and Cafe 3YO S., 2d Otago Breeders' S., L. Dam of 2 winners- BELMONT CAT (f Felix the Cat (USA)) 4 wins 1200 to 2000m, $158,433, Santa Anita Santa Ana H., Gr 2, CJC Warstep S., L.

**Race Record:** Placed at 2.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

2011 Off the Bottom (f by Hussonet (USA)). Started twice.
2012 (c by Starcraft (NZ)).
2013 (c by All American).
2014 (c by All American).

Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 25 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 560
SMART ONE
Bay mare
(Branded nr sh. 6 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire)
BERNARDINI (USA) ...
A.P. Indy........................ by Bold Reasoning ..........
Seattle Slew........................ by Secretariat ..........
Cara Rafaela ....................... by Fappiano ............
Quiet American ................... by Oil Fable ............
(bred by off sh.)

(Dam)
MISS BRIGHTMAN......
Unbridled's Song (USA) ..
2000
Unbridled ......................... by Fappiano ............
Trolley Song ....................... by Caro ....................
Danehill (USA) ................. by Danzig .................
Espina ................................ by Gliegud (USA) ....
Glitter Wonder .................... by Gielgud (USA) ....

BERNARDINI (USA) (2003). 6 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr.1. Sire of 652 rnrs, 347 wnrs, 36 SW, inc. Ruud Awakening (ARC Diamond S., Gr.1), Boban, To Honor and Serve, Alpha, Stay Thirsty, Go Indy Go, Angela Renee, A.Z. Warrior, Biondetti, Toydini, Gamilati, Wilburn, Cavorting, Imperative, Spellbound, Thyskens' Theory, Romansh, Dame Dorothy, Edison, Gala Award, Zanbagh, etc. Sire of the dams of Superior Quality, etc.

1st Dam
MISS BRIGHTMAN, by Unbridled's Song (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1350m, 2d STC De Bertoli Windy Peak 2YO H., 3d STC Nivea Visage H. Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:–
BRIGHTEXPECTATIONS (c by More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 2, at 1000, 1200m, $290,950, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, Magic Millions Wyong 2YO Slipper S., 2d AJC Skyline S., Gr 3, 4th VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3, BRC Vo Rogue P., Gr 3.
Already (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m. Ride Like the Wind (g by Dehere (USA)). Winner at 1300m.
Candeo (c by Shamardal (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
ESPINA, by Danehill (USA). Winner at 1000m, VATC JG Heywood H., 3d VATC Australian H. Half-sister to BRILLIANCE, Troubled Man - Golden Eight (Mac.), Barbadian. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:–
Oualie. 5 wins 1400 to 1600m, $117,000, AJC Marriott Hotels Australia P., Victoria’s Basement P., NSW Tatt’s RC Dewars H., 2d AJC Citius H., STC Nivea Visage H., Matador Bullbars & Towbars H., 4th STC Sky High S., L. Chinner Street. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, STC Freeway Hotel Pool Comp H., 2d STC Grand Pavilion H., 3d MVRC Tatts Group H.
Mendez. 3 wins 1000 to 1250m.

3rd Dam
GLITTER WONDER, by Gielgud (USA). Started once. Half-sister to LADY NURMI, Las Brisas (dam of SEASIDE LADY), Dark Heavens (dam of DARK PARADISE, PEIGNOIR). Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:–
BRILLIANCE (g Rory’s Jester) 3 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1300m, $143,190, AJC Canonbury S., L, QTC Hanwood Chardonnay H., 2d STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, BTC McGuigan Wine Company Doomben Dash H., 4th GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL, AJC Breeders’ P., L, BTC Stakes, L.
Troubled Man - Golden Eight (Mac.) (c Rory’s Jester) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000m, $101,377 in Aust and Macau, MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine 2YO H., 3d SAJC Smoke-Free SA S., Gr 3, Jansz S., Gr 3, VRC Pago Pago 2YO H.
Barbadian (f Prego (Ire)) 3 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, VATC Proud Miss 2YO H., Mistress Anne 2YO H., 2d MVRC Good Brandy H., 3d MVRC Crown Lager S., L, 4th VATC Tranquil Star S., L. Dam of 5 winners–
Flash Red (g Hurricane Sky) Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d Avendale JC New Zealand Bloodstock Juvenile H., 3d Matamata RC Slipper S., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 21 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 561

SMINKER

Stable 2 Rows H & J 1-8
On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo (As Agent)

Lot 561
Brown mare (Branded ♦ nr sh. 15 5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire)

GIANT’S CAUSEWAY
(USA).................

Storm Cat ............. Storm Bird ............. by Northern Dancer ....
Terlingua............... by Secretariat ........
Mariah’s Storm .......... Rahy .................. by Blushing Groom ....

(Dam)

KASSIYAKA (IRE) ... 1998

Persian Bold .......... by Bold Ruler ........
Kassiyda............... by Blushing Groom ....


1st Dam

KASSIYAKA (IRE), by Persian Bold. Unraced. Half-sister to KASSANI, KASSANA (dam of KASTORIA), Kasatana (dam of KESAMPOUR), Kassiya (dam of CHEETAH). Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

Cavita (f by Cadeaux Generieux). Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Samsung Mobile H. Dam of 2 winners-
The Peak (g Pendragon (NZ)) 7 wins 1200 to 1410m, $501,345, to 2014-15, VRC Johnstaff Projects H., SCTC National Construction Management Pty Ltd H., 3d Qld Tatt’s RC Falvelon H., 4th ATC Winter S., L.

Kim Divine. 2 wins at 1550, 1900m, STC Pony Express Holdings H.

Sminker (f by Giant’s Causeway (USA)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam

KASSIYDA, by Mill Reef. 2 wins at 1¼m in Great Britain. Half-sister to KAHYASI, KALIANA, KADAKA, Kadizadeh (dam of SUNNINGDALE). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

KASSANI (c Alleged) 5 wins 2400 to 3100m. Deauville Prix Kergorlay, Gr 2, Chantilly Prix La Moskowa, L, Evry Prix Vulcain, L, 2d Longchamp Prix Gladiateur, Gr 3, Prix du Carrousel, L, 3d AJC Craven P., Gr 3.

KASSANA (f Shernazar) Winner at 2500m, Deauville Prix Minerve, Gr 3, 2d Longchamp Prix de Royaumont, Gr 3, 3d Longchamp Prix de Malleret, Gr 2, Prix de Royallieu, Gr 2, 4th Deauville Prix de Pomone, Gr 2. Dam of -

KASTORIA (f Selkirk) Champion Older Female Stayer in Ireland in 2005 & 2006. 6 wins 1½m to 1¾m, £485,538, Irish St Leger, Gr 1, Curragh S., Gr 3, Leopardstown Ballyroan S., L, York Galtres S., L, Navan Vintage Crop S., L, 2d Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Vase, Gr 1.

Kasatana. 2 wins at 2400m in France. Dam of 3 winners-

KESAMPOUR (g King’s Best (USA)) 4 wins–2 at 2–1600 to 2100m, $337,370, Saint-Cloud Prix Greffulhe, Gr 2, Prix Francois Mathet, L, Prix Antivari, Prix Hauban, 2d MRC Naturalism S., Gr 3, 3d Bendigo Cup, L.

Kassiya. Winner at 2414m in France. Dam of 3 winners-

CHEETAH (f Tiger Hill (Ire)) 4 wins 1¼m to 13f, £159,225, Delaware Robert G Dick Memorial S., Gr 3, Kempton Wild Flower S., L, 2d Calder La Prevoyante H., Gr 3, 3d Belmont Sheepshead Bay S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Winner at 2025m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2012 (f by Purrealist).
2013 (f by Pendragon (NZ)).

With a Black/Brown filly foal at foot by PENDRAGON (NZ), foaled 8 Sept 2014.

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 5 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable Row G 2,3
On Account of FAIRVIEW PARK STUD, Grose Wold
(As Agent)
Lot 562
Bay mare
(Branded \(\Box\) nr sh. \(\frac{4}{8}\) off sh.)
Foaled 2008

(Sire)
Redoute's Choice .................. by Danzig
NOT A SINGLE DOUBT
Shantha's Choice .................. by Canny Lad
Singles Bar.......................... by Crown Jester
Easy Date............................ by Grand Chaudiere

(Dam)
ISLA KRISTINA.....................
Personal Hope (USA)......
1997
Storm Bird........................ by Northern Dancer
All the Years....................... by Alydar
Marauding (NZ).............. by Sir Tristram (Ire)
Lady Joanna (NZ).......... by Sir Godfrey (Fr)


1st Dam
ISLA KRISTINA, by Personal Hope (USA). 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $143,970, STC Madison Hotel Series H., AJC Equimune H., STC Cheetahs Swimming Club H., City of Sydney RSL Club H., 2d AJC Wineglass H., Veiled Threat H., Waverley College Centenary P., STC Gaypak Mandarins H., 3d STC Lynch Flowers H., Young Members Raceday H., Trendwest H., Matthew Talbot Hostel Event Centre H., Masterton Homes Series H. Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
So So Sure (g by Not a Single Doubt). 6 wins 1100 to 1350m, $199,960, STC Freeway Hotel Artarmon P., ATC Guaranteed $1m TAB Big 6 H, STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Grand Pavilion H., 2d STC Pages Event Hire H., AJC Randwick Betting Auditorium H., ATC TAB Number 1 Club H., STC Sydney Retirement & Lifestyle Expo H., 3d AJC $100,000 Big 6 Jackpot H., ATC Zetland H.

2nd Dam
Isla Kristina. 6 wins. See above.
Isla Xaar. 3 wins 1400 to 1460m.

3rd Dam
LADY JOANNA (NZ), by Sir Godfrey (Fr). 6 wins 1600 to 2411m, SAJC Super Centre H., Good Conduct H., Samist H., 2d SAJC Click Court H., 3d SAJC Haymaker H. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Fly with Eagles (c Without Fear (Fr)) 17 wins 1200 to 2400m, $188,450, SAJC Blackwell Funerals H., Chocka Bloch H., Rubiton H., Hamilton Holden H., Orix H., Tobruk P., 2d SAJC Dairy Vale Cup, Gr 3, John D Lee S., L, 3d SAJC New Year’s Gift, L, 4th Murray Bridge Gold Cup, L.
Crafty Silver. 2 wins at 1400m, QTC General Command H.
Dr. Barrett. Winner at 1600m, 2d BTC Zabeel H., Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s H.
Lady Nyberg. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 3 winners-
BRAVE DECISION (g Military Plume (NZ)) 10 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, $228,370, Darwin Cup, L, SAJC Hi Tide H., 2d Alice Springs Cup.
Fiery Lady. Started once. Dam of 3 winners-
In Order. 6 wins 1000 to 1300m, QTC Trentham H., 2d BTC Visy 3YO H.
Piano Lady. 3 wins to 1800m, 3d BTC Holiday 2YO H., National Blonde Day H.

Race Record: Started once.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (c by Zizou).
Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 27 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row J 9-12

On Account of WILLOW PARK STUD, Scone

Lot 563  
SOHO GIRL (NZ)  
Bay mare  
(Branded W S nr sh. 95 0 off sh.)  
Foaled 2010

(Sire)  
Snippets .............................................  
Lunchtime (GB) ............................... by Silly Season  
Easy Date ........................................ by Grand Chaudiere  
Kora Star ......................................... by Star Kingdom (Ire)  
Humouros ........................................ by Pirate King (GB)

(Dam)  
OH SO GLAM (NZ)  
O'Reilly (NZ) ..................................... by Try My Best  
Courtza (NZ) ..................................... by Pompeii Court (USA)  
Centaine .......................................... by Century  
Celia Leigh (NZ)  

PINS (AUS) (1996), 7 wins-1 at 2, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 829 rnrs, 572 wnrs, 64 SW, inc. El Segundo (MVRC WS Cox P., Gr.1), Legs, etc. Sire of the dams of 282 rnrs, 176 wnrs, 20 SW, inc. Brambles, Sports Illustrated, Kelly O'Reilly, High Fashion, Golden Archer, Jacquetta, Stratum Star, Dugan, Marseille Roulette, Tomorrowland, Wolfwhistle, Asavant, Dowager Queen, Lopov, SP Touche, Intencion, Serenade, Timy Tyler, Our Kingpin, etc.

1st Dam  
OH SO GLAM, by O'Reilly. Placed at 3. Sister to RARE INSIGHT (dam of STEPS IN TIME), ESCADAIRE, blood-sister to ARENTI, Chassix, Palace General, half-sister to GLAMOUR PUSS, VISION AND POWER. Dam of 2 named foals, neither raced.

2nd Dam  
ESCADA, by Centaine. 4 wins 1100 to 1400m, VRC Wrap Around H., Avondale JC Ford Telstar 3YO H., 2d MVRC Tesio S., Gr 3, 3d VATC Harvie Picken H., How Now H., 4th Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr 3. Sister to STARMAN II, Cazuleigh (dam of THE FATZ), Gio (dam of CREPE DE CHINE, ARENTI, GLAM SLAM), three-quarter-sister to GIORGIO, LA ROSE NOIR (dam of ESPURANTE), Double Roy, Habaine, half-sister to Khairleigh (dam of DUNZAGA). Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-

VISION AND POWER (g Carnegie (Ire)) 10 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2000m, $2,072,675, AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, Parramatta Cup, L, MVRC Logician 2YO H., STC Furniture Show H., Grand Pavilion Conferences H., Night Racing at Canterbury Welter H., Join the Club H., 2d AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, 3d MRC Yalumba S., Gr 1, 4th AJC George Main S., Gr 1, STC Ranvet S., Gr 1, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2.

GLAMOUR PUSS (f Tale of the Cat (USA)) 9 wins at 1200, 1300m, $1,246,674, VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, VRC Age Classic S., Gr 2, AJC Sapphire S., Gr 3, MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine S., L, Gourmet Fried Chickens H., MVRC Jacyo H., Waikato RC Mainfreight H., 2d AJC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 1, VRC Gilgai S., Gr 3, 4th VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, MVRC Australia S., Gr 1. Producer.

RARE INSIGHT (f O'Reilly) 3 wins–2 at 2–1300, 1400m, $196,050, AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 2, QTC Show a Heart 2YO H., STC St Patrick’s Cathedral 2YO H., 3d STC Research S., Gr 3. Dam of 2 winners-

STEPS IN TIME (f Danehill Dancer (Ire)) 9 wins 1200 to 1500m, $1,088,650, to 2013-14, ATC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, Breeders Classic, Gr 2-twine, Bill Ritchie H., Gr 3, Wiggle S., L-twine, BRC Daybreak Lover S., L, ATC Goldners Horse Transport H., 2d ATC Breeders Classic, Gr 2, PJ Bell S., L, 3d VRC Gilgai S., Gr 2, Hawkesbury Guineas, L, 4th ATC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, MRC Tristarc S., Gr 2.

ESCADAIRE (g O'Reilly) 10 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1500m, $498,185, WATC Miss Andretti S., L, Cyril Flower S., L, Belmont Newmarket H., L, 2d WATC S., L, WATC Miss Andretti S., L, 3d VRC Moomba P., L, WATC S., L, WATC Goodwood Sprint H., L, Birthday S., L, Kalgooerlie Boulder RC Hannan’s H., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 27 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows J 4-12 & K 1-6
On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 564 (With 75% GST)  
SONETTE
Chestnut mare  
(Any animated marking nr sh. 88 4 off sh.)  
Foaled 2004

(Sire)  
Mr. Prospector       Raise a Native            by Native Dancer
Hussonet (USA)      Gold Digger              by Nashua
Sacahuista          Raja Baba                by Bold Ruler

(Dam)  
Sadler's Wells      Northern Dancer          by Nearctic
PARK HEIRESS (IRE)  Fairy Bridge             by Bold Reason
1991                Ahonoora (GB)            by Lorenzaccio (Ire)
Park Express        Match to              by Match


1st Dam  
PARK HEIRESS (IRE), by Sadler’s Wells. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to NEW APPROACH, half-sister to SHINKO FOREST, DAZZLING PARK, Alluring Park (dam of WAS, JANOOD), Tycoon King. Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

CASTLETHORPE (g by Not a Single Doubt). 8 wins 1200 to 1600m to 2013-14, Kenilworth Winter Guineas, Gr 3, Fairview East Cape Sprint Cup, L, 2d Clairwood Gold Challenge, Gr 1, Kenilworth Diadem S., Gr 2, 3d Durbanville Matchem S., Gr 3, 4th Clairwood Gold Challenge, Gr 1.
Devout (f by Dehere (USA)). Winner at 1000m, 2d STC Heritage S., L. Dam of:-
Anna Sophia (f Oasis Dream) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 5f, 7f, $135,266, 3d Belmont Smart and Fancy S., L, 4th Pimlico Hilltop S., L.
Silent Heir (f by Sunday Silence). Winner at 1¼m in Great Britain. Dam of:-
QUET OASIS (f Oasis Dream) 4 wins–1 at 2–6½f to 1m, Hollywood Royal Heroine Mile, Gr 2, Wilshire H., Gr 3, 2d Hollywood Gamely S., Gr 1, Santa Anita La Habra S., Gr 3, 3d Santa Anita Santa Ana S., Gr 2.
YOUNG PRETENDER (c Oasis Dream) 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, Longchamp Prix La Rochette, Gr 3, 3d Epsom Diomed S., Gr 3.

2nd Dam  
PARK EXPRESS, by Ahonoora (GB). Joint Champion 2YO & Champion 3YO Filly in Ireland in 1985 & 1986. 5 wins–1 at 2–6f to 1¼m, £346,894, Phoenix Champion S., Gr 1, Goodwood Nassau S. S., Gr 2, Haydock Lancashire Oaks, Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to WAKY NA (dam of WAKY NAO), half-sister to MYRA’S BEST (dam of FOREST EXPRESS), WING AND A PRAYER, Oncle Riton. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

NEW APPROACH (c Galileo) Champion 2YO & 3YO Colt in Europe in 2007 & 2008. 8 wins–5 at 2–7f to 1½m, £1,882,525, The Derby, Gr 1, Curragh National S., Gr 1, Leopardstown Irish Champion S., Gr 1. Sire.

DAZZLING PARK (f Warning) 3 wins–1 at 2, Curragh Matron S., Gr 3, 2d Irish Champion S., Gr 1, 3d Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Grandam of:-
ALFRED NOBEL (c Danehill Dancer) 3 wins at 2, Curragh Phoenix S., Gr 1.
SHINKO FOREST (c Green Desert) 9 wins at 1200m, $4,220,778, Chukyo Takamatsumoniya Kinen, Jpn-1, Hakodate Sprint S., Jpn-3. Sire.

Race Record: Unraced.  
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.  
2010  (c by Dane Shadow). Destroyed.  
2011 Ross River (g by Dane Shadow). Started 3 times. 
2013  (c by Dane Shadow). Died.  
2014  (c by Dane Shadow).

Served by LOPE DE VEGA (IRE). Date of last service, 11 October 2014.  
Believed to be in foal.
Stable 4 Rows A,B & C 1-4
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry’s Plains
(As Agent)

Lot 565 (With 35% GST)  
SONOMA  
Bay mare (BrandedHONE nr sh.  62 off sh.)  
Foaled 2010

(Sire)  
Danehill (USA) ........................................ by Northern Dancer ....
Razynah........................................ by His Majesty ............
Patrona (USA)........................................ by Northern Dancer ....
Gladiolus........................................ by Watch Your Step ........

(Dam)  
Canny Lad........................................ by Biscay .....................
Jesmond Lass................................ by Lunchtime (GB).........
Vain........................................ by Wilkes (Fr) .............
Market Maid................................ by Marscap........... ......

EXCEED AND EXCEL (AUS) (2000). 7 wins-2 at 2, VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1. Sire of 1226 mrs, 830 wns, 95 SW, inc. Overreach (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Guelph, Excelebration, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Bounding, Prompt Return, Buckinghamshire, Haybah, Kenouska, Avisto, SP Cautious, Cornrow, Rosie’s Premiere, Diamond Glow and of Almargo, Cash Advance, Pilly’s Wish, Sugar Rush, Dzenille Lane, Bergdorfg, Deconstructed, Marrakesh, etc.

1st Dam  
RIO OSA  
3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $236,150, VRC Seppelt Wines Sprint H., L, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, AJC Turn on Your Blue Tooth H., 2d City Tatt’s RC Rose of Tralee H., 4th AJC Wenona Girl H., L. Sister to PRESERVE (dam of SAFEGUARD), half-sister to DENMAN, Marvilha (dam of SOUL). Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, inc:-  
Crimson God (g by Lonhro). Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15, 2d ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H., TAB Rewards P.

2nd Dam  
Peach, by Vain. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 11 winners, inc:-  
DENMAN (c Lonhro) 9 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $1,227,875, STC Golden Rose S., Gr 1, AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 2, MRC D’Urban S., Gr 2, STC Run to the Rose H., Gr 3, MRC Zeditave S., L, Wellington Racing Club S., L, MVRC Inglis 2YO Bonus H., 4th VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, Sire.
PRESERVE (f Canny Lad) 4 wins at 2 900 to 1400m, $599,425, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, 4th AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2. Dam of-  
SAFEGUARD (c Exceed and Excel) 3 wins–2 at 2, 1st 300-400, to 2013-14, ATC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, MRC Vain S., Gr 3, VRC Christmas Season 2YO P., 2d Gold Coast Guineas, Gr 3, MRC Blue Sapphire S., 3d ATC Starlight S., L, 4th VRC Danehill S., Gr 2.
Shaumari (f Medaglia d’Oro (USA)) Winner at 2 1100m, $103,525, in 2013-14, 3d ATC Tab.com.au H., 3d BRC Champagne Classic, Gr 2, 2d MRC Royal Randwick S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Placed at 3 in 2013-14.  
First season at stud  
Served by PIERRO. Date of last service, 16 November 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row S 3-7

Lot 566

SOPHIELICIOUS

Bay mare

(Branded (a) nr sh. 1/7 off sh.)

Foaled 2007

(Sire) Bischy-------------------- by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
CANNY LAD ..................

Jesmond Lass .................

Lunchtime (GB)..............

Coogee (GB)...................

Beautiful Dreamer.......... by Coeur Volant II ..........

(Dam) ANYTHING BUT LOVE

Flying Spur..................

Danehill (USA)............... by Danzig........................

Biscay..........................

Bletchingly ..................

Biscay (Ire)................

By Star Kingdom (Ire).....


rnrs, 772 wnrs, 54 SW, inc. He's No Pie Eater, etc. Sire of the dams of 1284

rnrs, 845 wnrs, 54 SW, inc. Gimmethegreenlight, Laser Hawk, River Lad,

Manhattan Rain, Ofcourseican, Neroli, Mnemosyne, Desert War, Kusi, Platinum

Scissors, Redoute's Choice, Gregers, Sessions, Dances on Waves, Renaissance,

El Cambio, Fritz's Princess, Street Smart, etc.

1st Dam

ANYTHING BUT LOVE, by Flying Spur. Unraced. Half-sister to PRISONER OF

LOVE, SPORTSMAN, HOYSTAR, KING OF PRUSSIA, Lucky Angel.

Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Lucy's Look (f by Lonhro). Winner at 1300m in 2014-15, ATC Pro-Ride H., 2d

ATC Sydney City Toyota H.

Envious (c by Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 1200m, 4th MRC Blue Diamond

Preview (c&g), L.

2nd Dam

PROFESSIONELLE (NZ), by Centaine. Winner at 1400m. Sister to STARCENT,

Night Star (dam of PLAUDITS). Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, all

winners, inc:-

SPORTSMAN (g Supremo (USA)) 10 wins--2 at 2–1100 to 1500m, $782,100,

AJC Expressway S., Gr 2, STC Shannon H., Gr 2, Peter Pan S., Gr 2, NSW

Tatt's RC Tramway H., Gr 3, AJC Show County H., L, 2d Queensland

Guineas, Gr 2, STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, AJC South Pacific Classic, Gr 3, Qld

Tatt's WC WJ Healy S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, STC Gloaming S., Gr 2.

PRISONER OF LOVE (f Canny Lad) 3 wins--1 at 2–1200 to 1500m,

$221,470, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr 3, AJC Ad

Alta 2YO H., 2d AJC Wiggle H., L, STC Triscay S., L, Producer.

HOYSTAR (g Danzerino) 6 wins at 1100, 1200m, $376,875, AJC Frederick

Cilssold S., Gr 3, STC Star Kingdom S., Gr 3, 1200m-in track record time,

Maurice McCarten S., L, 2d AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, Show County H., L.

KING OF PRUSSIA (c Anabaa (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1000m, VRC Peters

Drumstick S., L, 2d VATC Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, 3d VATC HDF McNeil S.,


Lucky Angel (f Redoute's Choice) 4 wins 1213 to 2500m, $237,327, VRC

Jezabeel H., MVRC Sportingbet H., 2d TTC Launceton Cup, Gr 3.

Dancing Havana. 4 wins 1200 to 2200m, STC UD Trucks H., 2d SAJC

Sportingbet.com.au H., STC Canterbury Park Event Centre H.

Soho Secret. Winner at 2 at 1000m, $101,625, AJC Bacardi Breezer 2YO H.,


Smytzer's Rose. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 2 winners-

Anais. 8 wins 1100 to 1420m, $171,030, MRC Forest Hill Chase Fashions on

the Field H., VRC Shannara H., MRC Clay Hero H., Not a Single Doubt H.

Race Record: Winner at 1109m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2012 Honey Macushla (f by Authorized (Ire)). Unraced.

2013 (c by Northern Meteor).

2014 (f by Teofilo (Ire)).

Served by CHOISIR. Date of last service, 9 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Newmarket 11-18  
On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen  
(As Agent)

Lot 567  
SOREL POINT  
Chestnut mare  
(Branded C nr sh. 65 9 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009

(Sire)  
ENCOSTA DE LAGO.....  
Fairy King (USA) ................. by Nearctic.........................  
Northern Dancer ............... by Neartic.................................  
ENCOSTA DE LAGO.....  
Fairy Bridge ..................... by Bold Reason.........................  
Northern Dancer ............... by Bold Reason.........................  
Shoal Creek...................... by Star Appeal..........................  
ENCOSTA DE LAGO.....  
 Rolls (USA) ...................... by Mr. Prospector......................  
Shoal Creek...................... by Bold Ruler...........................  
ENCOSTA DE LAGO.....  

(Dam)  
PUSH A VENTURE (GB)  
Shirley Heights.................. by Never Bend..........................  
Mill Reef........................ by Never Bend..........................  
PUSH A VENTURE (GB)  
Bold Lad ...................... by Bold Ruler...........................  
Hardiemma ..................... by Hardicanute.........................  
PUSH A VENTURE (GB)  
Push a Button .................. by Prince John.........................  
ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1.  
Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wnrs, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams  
of 957 rnrs, 528 wnrs, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo,  
Philippi, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stokehouse, Choice, Clifton Red,  
Moofeed, Not, Listenin'tome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau,  
Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam  
PUSH A VENTURE (GB), by Shirley Heights. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Half-sister of  
OUTSIDE PRESSURE, Winning Venture, Offshore Boom (dam of  
ROCK OF GIBRALTAR), Viola da Braccio (dam of PLEASURE GAINS,  
SARINDA), Tasseled (dam of DEPLOY VENTURE). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, all winners-

OFFENBACH (g by Danehill (USA)). 8 wins 1528 to 2350m, $379,385, TRC  
Hobart Cup, Gr 3, MRC Rokk Ebony Salons H., MVRC Alternate Railway  
Safeworking H., SAJC Yalumba P., 2d MRC Ian Miller H., St Warden H.  
Glowlamp (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1100m, $300,350, AJC  
Intergaze P., 3d AJC Champagne S., Gr 1, AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2. Producer.

Isle of Gibraltar (f by Danehill (USA)). Winner at 1400m, 2d SAJC Adelaide  
Guineas, Gr 3, Walter Brown S.H., L, HC Nitschke S., L, 4th SAJC Stuart  
Crystal S., L. Producer.  

Star of Gibraltar (f by Danehill (USA)). 3 wins at 1000, 1100m, AJC Percy  
Marks H., 3d City Tatt’s RC Lightning H., L. Dam of 3 winners-

TIKYO (f Haradasun) 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $269,700, to 2014-15, BRC  
Nudgie H., L, Channel Seven H., GCTC Kiyomi at Jupiters H., 4th BRC  
Glenlogan Park S., Gr 3, Qld Tatt’s RC Travel Associates Classic, L.  
Ongoing Venture (g by Encosta de Lago). 8 wins 1350 to 2200m, $177,294, to  
2014-15, Qld Tatt’s RC Global Transport Insurance H., BRC XXXX Gold H.  
Casadesus (f by High Chaparral (Ire)). 2 wins at 1400m in 2014-15,  
Kenilworth Vanda Market on the Wharf H.  
Kusha (f by King of Kings (Ire)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, MVRC  
University Meats H., 4th SAJC Oaklands P., L. Producer.

2nd Dam  
PUSH A BUTTON, by Bold Lad. Winner at 2 at 5f, 3d Leopardstown Monkstown  
2YO S. Half-sister to RIVERMAN, TELL HARMALL, Rio Verde, Friendly  
Finance (dam of KEI WOMAN). Dam of 15 foals, 11 to race, 5 winners, inc:-  
OUTSIDE PRESSURE (f Shernazar) 2 wins at 1¼m, Leopardstown Osprey  
Cup, L, Curragh Glengarriff S. Producer.

Offshore Boom (f Be My Guest) Winner at 2 at 6f, 2d Phoenix Park Irish  
National Stud Fillies S., L. Dam of 8 winners-  
ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (c Danehill (USA)) Horse of the Year &  
Champion 3YO Colt in Europe in 2002. 10 wins–5 at 2–5f to 1m,  
The Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Irish Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: Winner at 1570m in 2013-14.  
First season at stud  
Served by DUNDEEL (NZ). Date of last service, 4 September 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row C 1-7

On Account of GOODWOOD FARM, Murrurundi
(As Agent)

Lot 568

SPOOKED (NZ)
Bay mare
(Branded WS nr sh. 131 7 off sh.)
Foaled 2007

(Sire)
Tale of the Cat (USA)...... Storm Cat........................ by Storm Bird............... Yarn................................ by Mr. Prospector .......... Last Lady ..................... Centaïne.............................. by Century ......................

(Dam)

Maroof (USA)................ Danzig............................. by Northern Dancer...... Dish Dash............................ by Bustino......................... Dawn Run (NZ)......... Sir Tristram (Ire)........ by Sir Ivor.......................... Strong Queen.................. by Major General (GB)....

SCAREDEE CAT (NZ) (2000). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 900m, 1200m, VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr.2. Sire of 115 mares, 55 winners, inc. SW Speedy Cat (Singapore TC Merlion Trophy, Sgp-3), SP Dahoud, Gold Terror, Sweet as Wilson - Best Jade Triumph (H.K.), Mosh Pit, Never Die, Cat Woman and of Cangowest, Brave Kat, Deelignya, Party Crasher, Pegasus Mouton - Pearl Star (H.K.), Tactical, Mink, Party Cat, Catsonsong, Starry Heights, Clareen, etc.

1st Dam

BEAT THE FADE (NZ), by Maroof (USA). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, $464,535, AJC Emancipation S., Gr 2, South Pacific 3YO Classic, STC Probus Club of Barra Brui H., 2d STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, AJC Winooka H., 3d VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, STC Sheraco S., L, AJC Heron, Todd & White H., 4th STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 2, Millie Fox S., L. Half-sister to DAWN TILL DUSK. Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:- Spooked (f by Scaredee Cat). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam

DAWN RUN, by Sir Tristram (Ire). Winner at 1600m, AJC Chicola H., 3d STC Lidcombe H. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

BEAT THE FADE (f Maroof (USA)) 3 wins. See above.

DAWN TILL DUSK (f Mantantari (Ire)) 6 wins at 1600, 2200m, WRC Cuddle S.H., Gr 3, AuRC Nathans Memorial H., Poenamo Hotel H., Waikato RC Lowe Schollum & Jones H., Bloomsbury Stud H. Dam of 4 winners-

Grimalkin - Mr Blackberry (H.K.) (g Tale of the Cat (USA)) Placed at 3, 2d North Canterbury RC Canterbury S., L, 3d CJC Guineas Trial, 4th New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1.

Island Teaser. 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, SAJC Glenelg Vice Presidents H., Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., 2d SAJC Apache Cat Coming in November H. Pat's Trick - Smart Guy (H.K.). 4 wins-1 at 2–1100 to 2000m, $225,622, to 2014-15, AuRC Barfoot & Thompson 2YO H., HKJC Yung Shue O H., Privilege H., Fu Tai H., 4th Waikato RC Wentwood Grange S., L. Bargain Hunter. 3 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, CJC Farringtons Tavern H. Dawned. Winner at 1200m, 4th VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3.

Dawninsky. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

Perfect Charger. 5 wins at 1000, 1100m, $240,144, to 2014, Singapore TC Benchmark 89 H., 4th Singapore TC Garden City Trophy, Sgp-3.

3rd Dam

Strong Queen, by Major General (GB). 16 wins-8 at 2–800 to 1207m, BATC Juvenile H., 2YO H., Flying H., QTC Rainbow Nursery H., 2d BATC HJ Murphy H., 3d BATC TM Ahern S., 4th AJC Gimcrack S. Sister to Marjoram (dam of DARK ECLIPSE, BAGALOT), half-sister to TAJ ROSSI, Memine (dam of LADY NURMI). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners.

Race Record: Winner at 1008m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2013 Missed to Star Witness.

2014 (c by Star Witness).

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 25 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 569

STALEY DAWN

Brown mare  
(Branded C nr sh. 39 off sh.)  
Foaled 1999

(Sire)  
Deputy Minister  
Vice Regent  
by Northern Dancer

DEHERE (USA)  
Sister Dot  
Mint Copy  
by Bunty’s Flight

(Dam)  
SANDY’S PLEASURE  
Dash o’ Pleasure (USA)...  
Secretariat  
by Bold Ruler

1984  
Sandy’s March (NZ)  
Sword Game  
by Damascus


1st Dam  
SANDY’S PLEASURE, by Dash o’ Pleasure (USA). 4 wins 1600 to 2500m, $265,340, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, MVRC Crown Lager S., L, Pinjarra RC Oaks Trial S., L, STC Legacy H., 2d AJC Chicola H., 3d VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, STC Petersham H. Dam of 11 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, incl.-

With Ice (f by Snowland). 10 wins 1100 to 2000m, $338,750, AJC Chatteress H., McGrath Estate Agents H., Country Cup H., STC Legacy H. Point Guard (g by Barathea (Ire)). 9 wins 1400 to 1900m, STC Guineas Restaurant H., 2d STC Campsie RSL Sub-Branch H.

Pinakahari (g by King of Kings (Ire)). 3 wins at 1600, 1900m, WATC Magic Millions 2YO in Training Sale H., STC Todman Lounge H.

Springtime Romance (f by Last Tycoon (Ire)). 2 wins at 1550, 2100m, AJC Australian Home Mortgage H., STC Brian Wood Benefit H. Dam of-

On the Level (g Align) 3 wins 1400 to 2200m, $196,988, to 2013-14, AuRC Decorum Design H., Levin RC QBE Insurance H., 2d Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, 3d New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, 4th Waikato Guineas, Gr 3.

Fervent Hope (f by Bluebird (USA)). Placed at 3, 2d STC Malvern H. Dam of-

Royal Hope (f Royal Academy (USA)) 6 wins 1400 to 2200m, $121,545, QTC Win Television P., 2d Toowoomba Cup, L, 3d BRC Peter Gallagher S., L.

Quest for Pleasure (f by Quest for Fame (GB)). Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

TORIO’S QUEST (g Oratorio (Ire)) 5 wins 900 to 1600m, $916,900, BRC Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, GCTC Magic Millions Guineas, RL.

BIPPO NO BUNGUS (f Dubawi (Ire)) 4 wins-1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, to 2013-14, WATC Starstruck Classic, L, 2d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, MVRC Sunline S., Gr 2, WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners.


2006 Startling Pleasure (f by Shovhog). 3 wins-2 at 2–800 to 1100m, $117,900, 2d Sunshine Coast Guineas, L, BRC Trilyb Misso 2YO H., Geneen Street Corporate Advisors H., 4th BRC Just Now H., L.

2007 Paper Weight (g by Snippetson). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m in Malaysia.


2010 Trent’s Quest (g by Snippetson). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, 2d ATC TAB Sprint 2YO P.

2011 Saga at Dawn (c by Real Saga). Unraced.

2012 (c by Nicconii).

2013 (c by Rothesay).

2014 Missed to Foxwedge.

Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 27 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
STAR ATTIRE

Lot 570

Chestnut mare (Branded V nr sh. 99 off sh.) Foaled 2010

DUBAWI (IRE) (2002). 5 wins-3 at 2-from 6f to 1m, Irish Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 697 mrs, 504 wns, 85 SW, inc. Luck or Design - Lucky Nine (H.K.) (Hong Kong Sprint, Gr.1), Al Kazeem, Makfi, Monterosso, Hunter's Light, Dubawi Heights, Happy Archer, Secret Admirer, Prince Bishop, Tiger Tees, etc. Sire of the dams of Dullachy, Festive Fare, Sopran Sanson, Meaning of Life, Sopran Re Rosa, Dancing Zafeen, Plus Ca Change, etc.

1st Dam

2nd Dam
LADY ACUMEN (NZ), by Sound Reason (Can). 2 wins at 1600, 2100m, Counties Gold Rush H., 2d Waikato RC Instone Air Travel H. Half-sister to Sooth (dam of CALM HARBOUR). Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

THE A TRAIN (g Blues Traveller (Ire)) 7 wins 1300 to 3200m, $407,480, SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1, VRC Lady Mayoress' P.

INSTANTLY (f Spectacular Love (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 970, 1200m, STC Love a Show H., 2d Taranaki 2YO Classic, Gr 2, AuRC Ladies Mile, Gr 3, Avondale JC Classic S., L, 3d Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr 3. Dam of-

STRATOFORTRESS (g Stravinsky (USA)) 7 wins 1300 to 2300m, $316,300, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 3, AJC Latin Knight H., STC Haden H., Husson at Patinack Farm H., 2d STC Festival S., L.

CLIFTON (f Bahhare (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, Manawatu RC Iades H.

Lady Atire (f Pentire (GB)) 2 wins. See above.

3rd Dam
TARA, by Oncidium (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to Danish Courage, Mighty Fiesta - Let Us Twinkle (Mac.), Fine Leg (dam of MASAWA), Statira (dam of MAINTAIN). Dam of 5 foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

CALM HARBOUR (g Spectacular Love (USA)) 16 wins 1200 to 2000m, $297,289, WRC Thorndon Mile, Gr 1.

Balm. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, Manawatu RC Iades H. Grandam of-

AMEXED (g Pentire (GB)) 2 wins at 1600, 2000m, $122,800, in 2013-14, BRC Rough Habit P., Gr 3, 4th BRC Grand Prix S., Gr 3.

RYAN MARK (g Thorn Park) 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, $111,144, to 2014-15, Waikato RC Sprint H., L, 2d AuRC Concorde H., Gr 3.

Calm As. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

SAND SWEEPER (g Sandtrap (USA)) 15 wins 1200 to 3200m, $500,807, Canterbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, CJC Easter Cup, Gr 3.

Race Record: Unplaced.
First season at stud
Served by BIG BROWN (USA). Date of last service, 25 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 571

**STORM IN A TEACUP**

Bay or Brown mare (Branded \(\overline{\text{Fr}}\), nr sh. 11 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Redoute's Choice.................. by Danzig......................

GOD'S OWN..........................

Angel in Disguise (NZ).... by Star Way (GB)........

Sky Chase (NZ).............. by Showdown (GB).

(Ziegfield Lass).............

(Dam) Anabaa (USA)............... by Northern Dancer....

STORMY SAC......................

Stormy Exchange (USA). ....

GOD'S OWN (AUS) (2002). 3 wins-1 at 2, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 364 rnrs, 202 wns, inc. SW Brook Road (Qld Tatt's RC Travel Associates Classic, L), Inner Warrior, Bel Thor, Balzeus, Vatican, Utah Saints, SP Divine Moon, Pillar of Creation, Thunder Rain and of Concrete Johnny, Rod's Opinion, By the Grace, Father Ned, Putyourfaithinme, Atlanta Dream, Impulsive Spirit, Petrani, Athena Fire, Destiny Rising, God's in Him, Green Empire, etc.

1st Dam

STORMY SAC, by Anabaa (USA). 2 wins at 1135, 1200m, 3d STC Colemans Fencing 2YO H. Half-sister to DANENDRI (dam of ZINGAM, BANC DE FORTUNE), Steal My Love (dam of AMORINO). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Big Storm (g by God's Own). **Winner** at 2 at 1550m, AJC Sandringham 2YO H., 4th ATC Eskimo Prince S., L.

Sancha (f by God's Own). **Winner** at 1400m in 2013-14, 3d ATC TAB Quaddie P., Testa Rossa at Vinery P.

Cause and Effect (g by Giant's Causeway (USA)). **Winner** at 1600m in Malaysia.

2nd Dam

Stormy Exchange (USA), by Storm Bird. 2 wins at 7f, 1m, 3d Curragh Round Tower S., L. Three-quarter-sister to C'Yaontheotherside (dam of CHICKENS), half-sister to Shalbourne (dam of DANESTORM). Dam of 4 named foals, **all winners**, inc:-

DANENDRI (f Danehill (USA)) Top filly on The 1996-97 Australasian 3YO Classification. 5 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 2400m, $1,109,540, AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, STC Ansett Australia S., Gr 1, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, 2d Australian Derby, Gr 1, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, AJC Fernhill H., L, Geelong RC Oaks Trial S., L. Dam of 8 winners-

ZINGAM (g Zabeel) 7 wins 2000 to 2400m, $278,500, BTC Chairman's H., Gr 3, AJC Services' Memorial Cup, L, STC Lord Mayor's Cup, L, AJC Sinnjar H., 2d STC Parramatta Leagues Club H., NSW Tatt's RC Club H.

BANC DE FORTUNE (f Galileo (Ire)) 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, AJC Aspiration H., L, 2d STC Arrowfield Stud S., Gr 1. Dam of 2 winners-

EAGLE ISLAND (c Fastnet Rock) **Winner** at 2 at 1600m, SAJC Oaklands P., L, 2d MRC Golden Fleece & Court Jester 2YO P.

Zona. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-

FAINT PERFUME (f Shamardal (USA)) Champion 3YO Filly in Australia in 2009-10. 5 wins-1 at 2–1400 to 2500m, $1,456,290, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, STC Vinery Stud S., Gr 1, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, AV Kewney S., Gr 2, AJC Randwick Betting Auditorium 2YO H., 2d AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, 3d MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1.

Stead My Love. **Winner** at 1755m, 3d STC Forstaff Personnel H. Dam of 5 winners-

AMORINO (g Snitzel) 9 wins-2 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $687,850, to 2014-15, VRC TAB Rewards S., Gr 3, March S., L, WATC Grandstand Cup, L, Cyril Flower S., L, Bunbury S., L, 2d Pinjarra Classic, L.

Race Record: Unraced.

First season at stud

Served by PENDRAGON (NZ). Date of last service, 3 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 572  
STORM OF FIRE  
Chestnut mare  
(Branded \( \frac{R}{7} \) nr sh. \( \frac{11}{7} \) off sh.)  
Foaled 2007

(Sire)  
Nureyev ........................................ Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic....................
  Special ........................................ by Forli.....................................
NE COUPEZ PAS (USA)  
Soundings ....................................... Mr. Prospector............... by Raise a Native..............
  Ocean's Answer.............................. by Northern Answer............
(Dam)  
FIRESTORM BABY ............  
2001  
Jovan (NZ)  
Kelanice........................................ Vain Display..................... by Vain.....................
  Teton Moss................................. by Twig Moss (Fr)................

NE COUPEZ PAS (USA) (1996). 5 wins-1 at 2, 2d Deauville Prix Yacowlef, L.  
Sire of 132 rnrs, 78 wnrs, inc. SW Jacqueline Rouge (Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Mile, L), Satin Robes, SP Down Under Boy, French Tang, Shout Out Loud, Flash Coupe and of Blue Beret, Bonne Nuit, Coupe Express, etc. Sire of the dams of  
SW Saturn Rock and of Ragazzo del Corsa, Presidentparamount, Chips, At the Crossing, Jackpot, Omeros, White House Lady, Regatta Parade, etc.

1st Dam  
FIRESTORM BABY, by Keltrice. Winner at 2 at 1000m. Sister to NORTHEAST SHEILA (dam of JACQUELINE ROUGE), DASHING GRANADA (dam of CELEBRITY GIRL), half-sister to KABLAMMO. Dam of 5 named foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:--  
Lady Ky (f by Choisir). Winner at 2 at 1160m in 2013-14, 2d Scottsville Debutante H., Gr 2.  
Hot Mama (f by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)). 3 wins at 1009, 1200m, $110,150, in 2013-14, VRC Trevor Clarke H., 3d MRC Champagne Pommery Masters H.

2nd Dam  
JOVAN (NZ), by Nassipour (USA). 2 wins at 1600m, AJC Jimmy Munro H., Selene H., 2d AJC Ballantines H., STC Akimbo H., 4th SAJC Ansett Australia S., L.  
Blood-sister to Storm of Words (dam of STORM SIGNAL), half-sister to  
GOLD CITY, SIOUX CHIEF. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:--  
NORTHEAST SHEILA (f Keltrice) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 900, 1000m, VCAT Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, 2d VCAT Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, 3d VCAT Chimside S., Gr 2. Dam of 5 winners-  
JACQUELINE ROUGE (f Ne Coupez Pas (USA)) 6 wins–1 at 2–to 1600m, $423,000, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Mile, L. Producer.  
Sheila’s Star (f Snitzel) 5 wins–2 at 2–to 1419m, MRC Embracida H., 2d VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, SAJC City of Adelaide H., L.  
KABLAMMO (g Marauding (NZ)) 10 wins, VRC HKJC Melbourne Cup Day P., L, 3d AJC Hall Mark S., L, 4th AJC All Aged S., Gr 1, Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1.  
DASHING GRANADA (f Keltrice) 2 wins, VRC Shamrock H., L. Dam of 6 winners-CELEBRITY GIRL (f Starcraft (NZ)) 3 wins–1 at 2–to 1100m, $191,638, VRC Cap d’Antibes S., L, SAJC Redevala S., L.  
Lady Lakshmi (f Lonhro) 5 wins–3 at 2–to 1410m, $312,835, to 2014-15, VRC Ken Cox 2YO H., 2d SAJC HC Nitschke S., L, Adelaide Guineas, L.  
Albaicin (f Redoute’s Choice) 2 wins at 1200m, AJC Lyrebird H., STC Vodka Cruiser H., 3d AJC Eskimo Prince H., L. Dam of 3 winners-GENERALIFE (g Lonhro) 8 wins–1 at 2–to 2013-14, ATC Winter S., L.  
Pachoaudi. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-  
TadDei Tondo (g Danerich) 6 wins 1000 to 1300m, $153,470, to 2014-15, MVRC City Jeep Don’t Hold Back H., 2d MRC Weekend Hussler S., L.

Race Record: Unraced.  
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.  
2012 (c by Bushranger (Ire)).  
2013 (f by Reward for Effort).  
2014 Missed to Reward for Effort.  
Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 13 September 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Lot 573

STRAVINSKY’S IMAGE (USA)

Bay mare

(Branded J, nr sh. 99 3 off sh.) Foaled 2004

(Sire)

Nureyev............... Northern Dancer........ by Nearctic.............
Special................ by Forli....................
Fire the Groom........... Blushing Groom........ by Red God.............
Prospector’s Fire........ by Mr. Prospector........

(Dam)

OFF STAGE................. Nureyev............. by Northern Dancer....
2000

Theatrical................. Tree of Knowledge........ by Sassafras.............
Worood........... Vaguely Noble........ by Viennia.............
Farouche........ by Northern Dancer....


1st Dam

OFF STAGE, by Theatrical. Unraced. Half-sister to LIGHT FRESH AIR. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

Play Just for Me (f by Stravinsky). 3 wins 900 to 1100m, MVRC Essendon Jeep Wrangler H., 2d Oakbank S., L.

Stravinsky’s Image (f by Stravinsky). 4 wins. See below.

2nd Dam

WOROOD, by Vaguely Noble. 3 wins 1600 to 2400m, Evry Prix Joubert, L, 2d Evry Prix Belle de Nuit, L, Prix de la Cochere, L, Toulouse Prix Caravelle, L.

Half-sister to LADY ROBERTA, TURSANAH, MANGAYAH, Wild Bidder (dam of WILDER JAGER), Clever Bidder (dam of CLEVER CODE), Tongue River (dam of CACHE CREEK). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

LIGHT FRESH AIR (f Rahy) 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1600m, Saint-Cloud Prix Solitude, L, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix La Camargo, L. Grandam of-

GOSSAMER SEED (f Choisir) 3 wins-1 at 2–5f to 7f, Curragh Athasis S., Gr 3, 3d Leopardstown Ballyogan S., Gr 3, Cork Midsummer Sprint S., L.

Nimble Foot. Unraced. Grandam of-

LIVE IN JOY (c Kitten’s Joy) 6 wins-1 at 2–5f to 8½f, $251,118, to 2014, Penn National Capital City S., L, 2d Indiana Downs J Kenneth Self Shelby County Boys and Girls Club S., L, 4th Ellis Cliff Guilliams H., L.

3rd Dam

Farouche, by Northern Dancer. 2 wins–1 at 2, 2d Atlantic City Pageant H., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to SHAREEF DANCER, DANCING CHAMP, half-sister to SWEET ALLIANCE. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

LADY ROBERTA (f Roberto) 6 wins–1 at 2, Hollywood Honeymoon H., Gr 3.

TURSANAH (f Roberto) 3 wins–2 at 2–6f, 7f, Leopardstown S., Gr 3.

Race Record: 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, MVRC Aquanas Foods H., MRC Redoute’s Choice H., QTC Strike Sparks H., 2d BTC Mittys P., MRC Reveille H., MVRC Legends After the Last H., 3d MVR C Timborc H.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 1 winner.

2009 Agon (f by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, $121,440, to 2013-14, ATC Canterbury Park H., Wyong Chamber of Commerce H., 2d ATC Julie Harris H., Canterbury Park H.-twice, Theraces.com.au H.

2010 Cruncher (g by Choisir). Unplaced.

2011 Kardomah Boy (g by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). Started 3 times.

2012 (f by Lookin at Lucky (USA)). Died.

2013 (f by Uncle Mo (USA)).

2014 Missed to Excelebration (Ire).

Served by HIGH CHAPARRAL (IRE). Date of last service, 9 December 2014.

Not in foal
STORMY ATLANTIC (USA) (1994). 6 wins, Pimlico Havre de Grace S., L. Sire of 1078 mares, 772 winners, 89 SW, inc. Up With the Birds (Belmont Jamaica H., Gr.1), Get Stormy, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Comma to the Top, Don Americo, Ocean Knight, Atlantic Hurricane, Gypsy Judy, Long Hot Summer, Passion for Action, Lucrecia, Ruslana, Aracelis Baby M., HidinginplainSite, Evansville Storm, It's Me Mom, Kalambaka Queen, SP Glacken Too, Callana, etc.

1st Dam
Oblivious, by Cozzene. 2 wins at 1m, 2d Fort Erie HA Hindmarsh S., L, 3d Woodbine Princess Elizabeth S., L, Fort Erie Juvenile S., L. Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

STORM STORM (f by Stormy Atlantic). 2 wins. See below.
Rafaelini (f by Bernardini). Winner at 1m in U.S.A.
Grey Wizard (c by Kitten's Joy). Placed at 2 in 2014 in U.S.A.

2nd Dam
Tiny Decision, by Ogygian. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 1m, 3d Lone Star Oaks, L. Sister to Blushing Ogygian (dam of STREET BOSS), half-sister to Fruhlingserwachen (dam of FRUHLINGSSTURM). Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Oblivious (f Cozzene) 2 wins. See above.
Fiddlers Reach - Expectations (H.K.). 5 wins–2 at 2–at 1150, 1200m, £242,780, 4th Ascot Pavilion S., L, Saint-Cloud Prix Saraca, L.

3rd Dam
Fruhlingshoehzeit, by Blushing Groom. Winner at 1600m, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix Coronation, L, Grand Prix de Marseille, L, Deauville Prix de la Calonne, L. Half-sister to Running Stag, Bergenia, Blackwater, Fraulein Tobin (dam of Germaine, Fabriano), Terre des Hommes (dam of Tarpy's Goal). Dam of 16 named foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

Tiny Decision (f Ogygian) 3 wins. See above.
Blushing Ogygian (f Ogygian) 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 3d Meadowlands Jersey Jumper S., L. Dam of 4 winners-

STREET BOSS (c Street Cry (Ire)) 7 wins 5½f to 7f, $831,800, Del Mar Bing Crosby H., Gr 1, Hollywood Triple Bend H., Gr 1, 2d Oak Tree Ancient Title S., Gr 1, 3d Breeders' Cup Sprint S., Gr 1, Sire. Fruhlingserwachen. Winner at 1600m in France. Dam of 3 winners-

FRUHLINGSSTURM (c Unfuwain) 6 wins–1 at 2–1609 to 2400m, Frankfurt Euro Cup, Gr 2, Ayr Doonside Cup, L. Sire. Fatal Attraction. Winner at 1200m in Germany, 4th Cologne Deutsche Post Flieger Preis, L. Dam of 3 winners-

FANTASTICA (f Big Shuffle) 5 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m in France and Germany, Baden-Baden Flieger Preis, L. Producer.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 8¼f, $101,232, Fair Grounds Mardi Gras S., L, 3d Fair Grounds Letellier Memorial S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (c by Toorak Toff).
2014 (f by Toorak Toff).

Served by STARSPANGLED BANNER. Date of last service, 4 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
On Account of EVERGREEN STUD FARM,
Heatherbrae (As Agent)

Lot 575

SUADELA

Brown mare  (Branded C nr sh. 207 0 off sh.)  Foaled 2010

(Sire)  ENCOSTA DE LAGO  
Northern Dancer  by Neartic
Fairy King (USA)  by Bold Reason
Fairy Bridge (GB)  by Star Appeal
Star Way (GB)  by Mr. Prospector
Shoal Creek  by Nearctic
Rolls (USA)  by Northern Dancer

(Dam)  MUKKA DAMARTO  
Storm Bird  by Northern Dancer
Mukaddamah (USA)  by Never Bend
Tash  by Kalamoun
Mukka Damarto  by Star Appeal
Sunset Beach  by Mr. Prospector

ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wnrs, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wnrs, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philippo, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listening to Me, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam

MUKKA DAMARTO, by Mukaddamah (USA). 7 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1250m, STC Sydney Airport Ladies Association H., 2d AJC Hon James White H., 3d AJC Alan Sindel H., STC National Seniors H., Motor Traders Association H. Half-sister to MARDI'S MAGIC, Surrealist (dam of RACING TO WIN, PURREALIST). Dam of 3 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
California Dancer - Sweet Moment (Mac.) (g by California Dane). 3 wins at 1050m in 2013-14 in Macau.
Suadela (f by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins. See below.
Mermaid Annie (f by Belong to Me (USA)). Winner at 1310m.
Mega Jewels (f by Fastnet Rock). Placed at 3.
Holding Aces (f by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Started 3 times. Dam of Diamond Flush. Winner at 1200m in 2013-14 in NZ.

2nd Dam

SUNSET BEACH, by Kenmare (Fr). Unraced. Half-sister to SIR MIDAS. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
MARDI'S MAGIC (f Kenny’s Best Pal) 4 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $204,385, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, VATC Swinburne Alumni H., STC Cabramatta Rugby League Club H., 3d BTC Bernborough H., L. Producer.
Beach Barbie. Placed at 3. Dam of 3 winners-
Honourable Aussie (g Honours List (Ire)) 10 wins–2 at 2–1250 to 1900m, $300,750, ATC Racingnetwork.com.au H., Sharp H., Canterbury BMW All New 3 Series H., Onemorenomore at Vinery H., Testa Rossa at Vinery H., 2d Canberra Cup, L, 4th Albury Gold Cup, L.
Surrealist. Placed at 2 & 3. Dam of 8 winners-
RACING TO WIN (g Encosta de Lago) Champion 3YO in Australia in 2006. 13 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $3,762,285, AJC George Main S., Gr 1, Epsom H., Gr 1, All Aged S., Gr 1, Doncaster H., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, STC Apollo S., Gr 2, Hobartville S., Gr 2, Theo Marks S., Gr 2–twice, 2d BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, AJC Royal Sovereign S., Gr 2.
PURREALIST (c Tale of the Cat (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1400m, $200,650, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, Canonise 2YO H., 2d SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, MRC Vain S., L, 3d VRC Danehill S., Gr 3. Sire.
Distilled (f Masterclass (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1105 to 1410m, VRC Collex Onyx H., 3d SAJC HC Nitschke S., L. Producer.
Bennelong Belle. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Barangaroo. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, MVRC Device Technologies H., 2d MRC Routley’s H., 4th MVRC Typhoon Tracy S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1200, 1300m in 2013-14. Has not been to stud
Lot 576

**SUBLISSIME (IRE)**

Bay mare

**Foaled 2005**

**Race Record:** Placed at 3, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Fiammetta.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 named foals.

- 2010 Estrela Falun (*g by Zabeel*). Unraced.
- 2011 Missed to O'Reilly.
- 2012 Adrian Makfi (*c by Makfi (GB)*). Unraced.
- 2013 *f by New Approach (Ire)*.
- 2014 *f by Smart Missile*.

Served by **LOPE DE VEGA (IRE)**. Date of last service, 8 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal

---

**ROCK OF GIBRALTAR (IRE)**

10 wins-5 at 2, The Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 1537 rnrs, 943 wns, 98 SW, inc. Eagle Mountain (Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Cup, Gr.1), Varenar, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Mikki Isle, Rubick, Breton Rock, Beloved Country, Justice Day, Real Venus, SP Altruistic, Photo Call, Jebel Musa, Lucky Look, Major Conquest, French Quebec, Rajasthan, Logi Chalice, Genuine Quality, Recob, Botanic Garden, War Path, etc.

**1st Dam**

REEM ALBARAARI (GB), by Sadler's Wells. Placed at 2 in Great Britain. Half-sister to Desert Lily (dam of **LAFLEUR**), Desert Darling (dam of **HEART OF THE DESERT - HOSTWIN DONATELLO (MAC.)**). Dam of 16 foals, 13 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**MORSHDI** (*g by Slip Anchor*). Champion 3YO in Germany & Italy in 2001 (Long). 4 wins–1 at 2–1636 to 2414m in Great Britain, Italy, Germany and U.A.E, Grosser Preis von Baden, **Gr 1**, Derby Italiano, **Gr 1**, Abu Dhabi Championship S., **L**, 2d Irish Derby, **Gr 1**, 3d Newmarket S., **L**.

**ILITSHE** (*c by Fastnet Rock*). 3 wins at 1950, 2000m in 2013-14, Turffontein Derby Trial, **L**, Scottsville Kay Makan Roadmate H.

Kundooz (*g by Sabrehill*). Winner at 2 at 7f, Doncaster Carling Lager 2YO S., 2d Abu Dhabi National Day Cup, **L**, Nad al Sheba Emirates Airline P.

**2nd Dam**

HABIBTI, by Habitat. Top of The 1983 European 3YO Classification (1000m-1200m). Top filly on The 1982 Irish 2YO Free H. 9 wins–3 at 2–at 5f, 6f, Royal Ascot King’s Stand S., **Gr 1**, Newmarket July Cup, **Gr 1**, Prix de l’Abbaye de Longchamp, **Gr 1**, Curragh Moyglare Stud S., **Gr 2**, Haydock Sprint Cup, **Gr 2**, York William Hill Sprint Championship S., **Gr 2**, Lowther S., **Gr 2**, Lingfield Leisure S., **L**, 2d Prix de l’Abbaye de Longchamp, **Gr 1**. Half-sister to **KNESSET**, **Great Klaire** (dam of **ST. KLAIRE**), Eight Carat (dam of **OCTAGONAL, DIAMOND LOVER, KAAPSTAD, MARQUISE, MOUAWAD**). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Desert Lily. Winner at 2 at 5f in Ireland. Dam of 8 winners-

**LAFLEUR** (*f Zabeel*). 3 wins at 1600, 2000m, $176,667, AuRC Royal S., **Gr 2**, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, **Gr 2**. Dam of 2 winners-

**AMARYLLIS** (*f Red Ransom (USA)*). 8 wins 1100 to 1300m, $111,644, AuRC Darley P., **Gr 3**, 2d AuRC Concorde H., **Gr 2**.

**PAPILIO** (*f Redoute’s Choice*). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, Hororata RC South Island Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., **L**.

Desert Darling. Placed at 2 in Great Britain. Dam of 5 winners-

**HEART OF THE DESERT - HOSTWIN DONATELLO (Mac.)** (*g Show a Heart*). 8 wins to 1600m, $372,031, to 2014-15, Macau Guineas, **L**.
Lot 577

SUNBURNT PARK

Chestnut mare (Branded □ nr sh. 30 3 off sh.) Foaled 2003

(Sire)

MORE THAN READY
(USA) ............................

Woodman's Girl

(Dam)

TRUE VERDICT 1982

The Judge

SHOWDOWN (GB) ..........................

Crowned Prince (USA)


1st Dam

TRUE VERDICT, by The Judge. Winner at 1300m, 3d VRC Sweet Nell H., 4th VRC Red Roses S., L. Sister to ZEDITAVE, SQUARE DEAL, ZEDAGAL (dam of UNISON), half-sister to ALANNON, PAMPAS FIRE (dam of CLOISTER), Druid's Lodge, Great Verdict (dam of GREYS INN). Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

VEROCATIVE (f by Bletchingly). 6 wins–3 at 2, VATC Thororoughbred Club S., Gr 3, AJC PJ Bell H., L, 2d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2. Dam of 5 winners-

JET SPUR (c Flying Spur) 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $417,200, MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr 2, VRC Rory's Jester P., Gr 3, STC Heritage S., L, 2d AJC Brian Crowley S., L, 3d Canberra RC Black Opal S., Gr 3. Sire.

Critical List (c Danehill (USA)) 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, BTC Southern Cross Catering H., 2d VRC Rory's Jester P., Gr 3. Sire.

Super Smudge. 5 wins, AJC UD Trucks H., 4th STC Canterbury Classic, L. Miss Brinkley. Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Hotel Bay Rose 2YO H., 4th AJC Kindergarten S., L. Dam of 2 winners-


Raeburn (g Danehill Dancer (IRE)) 10 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2200m, $427,036, to 2013-14, BRC Sky Racing H., 3d VRC Express S., L. Assizes (f by Kenmare (Fr)). Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

GENEROUS TYCOON (g Generous (IRE)) 7 wins 1100 to 2400m, $335,474 in Malaysia, Perak Derby, L, 2d Selangor TC Piala Emas Sultan Selangor, L. Purfect Size. Winner at 1350m in NZ: Dam of 2 winners-

MYSTIC PRINCE (f Reset) 4 wins 1500 to 2400m, $315,678, Western Australian Derby, Gr 2, 4th WATC Ascot Gold Cup, L.

REAL CHARM (f Reset) 5 wins 1205 to 1600m, $264,710, to 2014-15, WATC Starstruck Classic, L, Jungle Dawn Classic, L, 2d WATC La Trice Classic, Gr 3, 3d Western Australian Oaks, Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 1400m.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.

2008 (f by Platinum Scissors). Died.

2009 Latvian Amber (f by Stratum). 3 wins 1000 to 1200m, SAJC Adelaide Cup Day H., Sarah Constructions H., 2d SAJC Toll Express H., Melbourne Cup Live Racing P.

2010 (c by Stratum). Died.

2011 The Gorgeous One (g by Stratum). Unraced.

2012 Lady Manhattan (f by Manhattan Rain). Unraced.

2013 (f by Manhattan Rain).

With a Bay filly foal at foot by STRATUM, foaled 24 November 2014.

Not served
**Lot 578**

**SUNDAY'S PLEASURE**

Bay mare

(\(\text{Branded (\(\text{nr sh. 11} \frac{8}{8} \text{ off sh.}\))} \)) Foaled 2008

**General Nediym**

Nediym (Ire) \(\ldots\) Shareef Dancer \(\ldots\) by Northern Dancer

Without Fear (Fr) \(\ldots\) by Baldric

Nilmeen \(\ldots\) by Right Royal

Reticella (NZ) \(\ldots\) by In the Purple (Fr)

**Flying Spur**

Danehill (USA) \(\ldots\) by Danzig

Rolls (USA) \(\ldots\) by Mr. Prospector

**Liliflora**

2003


**1st Dam**


**2nd Dam**

Mulan Princess (NZ), by Kaapstad. 6 wins 1200 to 1900m, $327,444, STC Hill S., Gr 2, AJC PJ Bell H., L, STC Premier's Cup, L, Newcastle JC Cameron H., L, AJC Petersham RSL Club H., 2d AJC James HB Carr S., L, Show County H., L, STC Sydney City Toyota H., 3d STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3, Triscay S., L. Three-quarter-sister to Golden Sword, Greta Hall, half-sister to Falkirk, Luscilla. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Royal Descent (f Redoute’s Choice) 4 wins 1200 to 2400m, $1,752,780, Australian Oaks, Gr 1, ATC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Seasons Greetings P, Australian Turf Club H., 2d ATC George Main S., Gr 1-twice, Doncaster H., Gr 1, Epsom H., Gr 1, Warwick S., Gr 2, Chelmsford S., Gr 2, Toy Show H., Gr 3, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, Gr 3, 3d ATC Tramway S., Gr 3.

The Warrior Woman. 5 wins 1500 to 2000m, $155,490, ATC Mountains Group H, STC TAB Number 1 Club H., Gold Room H., 2d STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Theraces.com.au H.-twice, 3d ATC Alconex Fire H. Chateau Laforge. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1250, 1400m, $179,755, to 2013-14, ATC Great Gatsby Blu-Ray H., Sydney Markets H., Become an ATC Sponsor H.

Princesse de Paris. Unplaced. Dam of- Heza Hussler. 4 wins 1200 to 1360m to 2014-15, 2d SAJC Wayne Oats 40th P.

**3rd Dam**

Madam Valeta, by Palace Music (USA). 9 wins 1010 to 1400m, $123,922, Rotorua RC Lion Brown 1200 S., Gr 3, QTC Ascot H., L, 3d AuRC Great Northern Challenge S., Gr 3, QTC Crown Lager H., L, 4th QTC Qantas Cup, Gr 2, STC Missile S., Gr 3. Half-sister to Golden Sword, Balmoral Keep, Greta Hall. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, all winners, inc:-

Falkirk (c Tale of the Cat (USA)) 8 wins 1100 to 1300m, $660,414, STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, QTC Cup, Gr 2, VRC Gilgai S., Gr 3. Sire.

Mulan Princess (f Kaapstad) 6 wins. See above.

Luscilla (f Entrepreneur (GB)) 3 wins 1400 to 1670m, Taranaki RC Mason Appliances 4YO H., L, 2d BOP RC Timpack Industries Ltd 3YO H. Producer.

Race Record: Unplaced.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2013 (f by Snippetson).

2014 Missed to Bullet Train (GB).

Served by Bullet Train (GB). Date of last service, 9 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 579  
**SUNSET BOULEVARD**  
Bay mare  
(Branded \(\not\) nr sh. \(\frac{6}{1}\) off sh.)  
Foaled 2001  

*(Sire)*  
**FASLIYEV (USA)**  
Nureyev ......................... Northern Dancer ............. by Nearctic  
Special .................................. by Forli  
Mr. P’s Princess ............... Mr. Prospector ............... by Raise a Native  
Anne Campbell .................. by Never Bend ....  

*(Dam)*  
**MIASMATIC (GB)**  
Warning ......................... Known Fact ................. by In Reality  
Slightly Dangerous ........... by Roberto .................  
Sadler’s Wells .................... by Northern Dancer ....  
Tigresse d’Amour ............... by Stage Door Johnny ...  

**FASLIYEV (USA)** (1997). 5 wins at 2, Leopardstown Phoenix S., Gr.1. Sire of 1397 rnrs, 863 wners, 32 SW, inc. Carry on Katie (Newmarket Cheveley Park S., Gr.1), Amico Fritz, Chineur, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Meliora, Indian Ocean, Miss Rose de Lago, Victory Laurel, Alsindo, Trois Lunes, Topclas, Awesome Planet, My Year is a Day, America, Big Orange, Inspiriter, Orbec, Princess Bavaroise, Shamshon, Stay Tuned, Under the Radar, Marianne, etc.  

**1st Dam**  
MIASMATIC (GB), by Warning. Started twice. Half-sister to Tigava (dam of INETROBIL). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
Zedmatic (g by Zeditave). 5 wins 1200 to 2100m, 2d AJC Shame H.  
Cherry Tree Hill (g by Zeditave). 3 wins at 950, 1100m.  
Gold Sweep (g by End Sweep (USA)). Winner at 1620m.  

**2nd Dam**  
Tiger Flower, by Sadler’s Wells. Winner at 1¼m, 2d Newmarket Fred Archer S., L. 3d York Galtres S., L. Half-sister to AQUAKISS. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-  
Philantha. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f in Great Britain and U.S.A, Newmarket John Charles Byrne 2YO S., 4th Saint-Cloud Prix Coronation, L.  
Tigava. Placed at 3, 3d Deauville Prix de l’Eure. Dam of 2 winners-  
INETROBIL (f Bertolini (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, Haydock Cecil Frail S., L, 2d Royal Ascot Albany S., Gr 3, 4th Newmarket Cherry Hinton S., Gr 2, Leopardstown Ballyogan S., Gr 3, Salisbury Dick Poole S., L.  
Mac Leader (c Sagamix) 8 wins–1 at 2–1500 to 2400m, Milan Premio Mirabelle, 3d Siracusa Premio Mediterraneo Memorial Francesco Faraci, L.  

---  

**Race Record:** Started 3 times.  

**Produce Record:** Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, all winners.  

2007 Suki (f by Catbird). 4 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1150m, AJC Moore Park H., 3d SAJC Yalumba H., Fred Vella Tyre & Crash Repairs H., Le Messurier Timber Company H.  
2008 (f by Magic Albert).  
2009 MELIORA (f by Ad Valorem (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $248,410, MRC D’Urban Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, MVRC Aquanas H., SAJC Melbourne Cup Live at Morphettville H., 2d SAJC Spring S., Gr 3, 4th MRC Kevin Hayes S., L.  
2010 Endless Summer (f by Choisir). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.  
2011 Slipped by I Am Invincible.  
2012 Changbai Mountain (c by I Am Invincible). Unraced.  
2013 Missed to I Am Invincible.  
2014 (c by I Am Invincible).  

**Served by DUNDEEL (NZ). Date of last service, 26 September 2014.**  

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row F 8-12
On Account of GLENELG PARK, Euroa, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 580

SUNWISE
Black or Brown mare (Branded M nr sh. 23 7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) LONHRO

Zabeel (NZ) by Sir Tristram (Ire)
Eight Carat (GB) by Pieces of Eight
Straight Strike (USA) by Mr. Prospector
Concia (NZ) by First Consul (USA)

(Dam) SUNBEAM

Chief's Crown (USA) by Danzig
La Papagena by Habitat
Biscay by Star Kingdom (Ire)
Sasha by Sir Dane (NZ)

LONHRO (AUS) (1998). 26 wins–2 at 2, VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 715 rnrs, 509 wns, 50 SW, inc. Pierro (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Bounding, Mental, Denman, Beaded, Benfica, etc. Sire of the dams of Occitan, Davities, Dufellforte, Berrichon, Lee's Dynasty, State of Mind, Crotales, Cannonball Express, Leavesden, Monochrome, Ostentatious, Restraint, Shufetish, Tommy Gun, Triple Jeopardy, Bella Latte, Hopewell, Son of a Warrior, Sorelle, etc.

1st Dam

SUNBEAM, by Grand Lodge (USA). Started once. Three-quarter-sister to FREEMASON, half-sister to SASHED (dam of SANTISSIMA), ASARKA, BRADSHAW, Sivensa, Yseult, Intrigues (dam of MENTAL), Majestic (dam of TARZI), Ashajest (dam of DEBRIEF). Dam of 7 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:–

Kisani (f by Viscount). 4 wins 1200 to 1350m, 3d Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L.

Minh Khai (f by Excites). 6 wins 1450 to 2200m, $140,060, ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H., TAB Rewards H., Hyland Race Colours H.

2nd Dam

SHAYBISC, by Biscay. Champion 2YO & 3YO filly in Aust/NZ. 9 wins–6 at 2–900 to 2000m, $143,440, AJC Sires’ Produce S., Frank Packer P., Gr 2, Hobartville S., Gr 2, STC Reisling Slipper Trial S. Sister to Sanction, half-sister to Jeckale (dam of MALIBU MAGIC), Neensie (dam of SOLAR CIRCLE). Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 11 winners, inc:–

SASHED (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m, $106,020, AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2, 2d STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners–

FREEMASON (g Grand Lodge (USA)) 7 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2400m, $3,492,540, STC BMW S., Gr 1, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, QTC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1, 2d AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1.

BRADSHAW (g Last Tycoon (Ire)) 9 wins–1 at 2–to 1100m, $628,670, AJC Shorts H., Gr 3, STC Star Kingdom S., Gr 3–twice, 3d AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1.

ASARKA (c Crown Jester) 9 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $140,530, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 3, 2d STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2.

Intrigues. 2 wins to 1100m, STC View Clubs of Australia H. Dam of 3 winners–

MENTAL (g Lonhro) Leading Older Male on the 2013 WTR (Sprint). 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $1,207,639, VRC Patinack Classic, Gr 1, BRC BTC Classic, Gr 3, Meydan Al Shindagha Sprint S., Gr 3.

Majestic. 2 wins at 1200, 1290m, STC Kogarah H. Dam of 7 winners–

TARZI (g Desert Prince (Ire)) 11 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $1,152,730, WATC Hyperion S., Gr 3, AJ Scahill S., Gr 3, 2d WATC Railway S., Gr 1.

Ashajest. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 7 winners–

DEBRIEF (g Brief Truce (USA)) 7 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $447,400, MRC Victoria H., Gr 3–twice, 3d SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1.

Race Record: Started once.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.


2013 (f by Helmet)

2014 (f by Wanted).

Served by EPAULETTE. Date of last service, 30 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 581

FRAGILE

Bay filly (Branded 🈁 nr sh. 77 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ................ Danzig .................... by Northern Dancer ....
COMMANDS .......................... Ryazany ...................... by His Majesty ............
(Dam) Cotehele House (GB) ..... My Swanee ...................... by Petition ............
SHATTERS ........................... Eight Carat .................... by Pieces of Eight .
2005 Octagonal (NZ).............. Shadae (NZ) ...................... by Straight Strike ....
Smash ................................ Quest for Fame (GB) ...... by Rainbow Quest ....


1st Dam

SHATTERS, by Lonhro. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, $139,280, AJC Friends of Royal Randwick H., John Vouris H., STC Grand Pavilion H., 2d City Tatt's RC Better Bet With a Bookie H., STC Xmas at Rosehill H., 3d STC Dahlia H. Dam of 2 named foals, neither raced.

2nd Dam

SMASH, by Quest for Fame (GB). Winner at 2 at 1100m, AJC Ruling Ways 2YO H., 2d STC Cabra-Vale Diggers 2002 2YO H., 3d AJC Sydney City Lexus H., 4th STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3. Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

- Crunches. 3 wins at 1300, 1400m, 2d STC Hyland Race Colours H., 3d AJC Canley Heights H., STC Winning Post Restaurant H.-twice.

- Ancient Rome. Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.

3rd Dam


- STRATEGIC, CLANG. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

- Berber. 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, $149,670, AJC Graysonline.com.au H., Redcap H., Henry Kendall H., 2d City Tatt's RC It's a Better Bet With a Bookie H., MRC Bert Bryant H., STC Chill's Live a Little P., 3d STC Camden Hire P.

- Interdict. Dam of 2 winners-

- The Hulk. 3 wins at 2000, 2206m in 2013-14.

- Injunction. 2 wins at 1406, 1950m to 2014-15.

4th Dam

SUDDEN IMPULSE, by Guskin Star. 3 wins at 1200, 1600m, AJC Fred Allsop H., Erroll H. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

- STRATEGIC (c Zeditave). 7 wins-5 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $654,385, MVRC Australia S., Gr 1, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, Pago Pago S., Gr 2, Skyline S., Gr 3, VATC JD MacDonald S., L, Gosford Slipper, L, 2d VRC Lightning S., Gr 1, AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2, VRC WJT Clarke S., L, 3d VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr 2, 4th AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, VATC Futurity S., Gr 1. Sire.

- CLANG (c Bellotto (USA)). 5 wins-3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $536,970, MVRC Stanley Wootton S., Gr 2, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3, AJC Breeders' P. L, VRC Talindert H., L, 2d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, San Domenico S., Gr 2, QTC Cup, Gr 2, 3d VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1. Successful sire.

- DESTRUCT (f Sir Tristram (Ire)). 8 wins. See above.

Positive. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Tudor Hill H., 3d STC 3YO H.

Race Record: Unraced.
On Account of ELIZA PARK INTERNATIONAL, Kerrie, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 582 (No GST)  
Bay or Brown filly  
(Branded nr sh. 45 off sh.)  
Foaled 2011

**GOLCONDA**  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Redoute’s Choice</th>
<th>by Danzig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNITZEL</td>
<td>Shantha’s Choice</td>
<td>by Canny Lad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Snippets</td>
<td>by Lunchtime (GB)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Snow Finch (Ire)</td>
<td>by Storm Bird</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Semipalatinsk (USA)</th>
<th>by Nodouble</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EUREKA JEWEL</td>
<td>School Board</td>
<td>by Reverse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>Imposing Angel (NZ)</td>
<td>by Todman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam  
**EUREKA JEWEL**, by Semipalatinsk (USA). 5 wins-2 at 2–1100 to 2000m, $305,235, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L, VATC Schweppes Cup, L, Cendrahill 2YO H., 2d AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, VRC November Rain 2YO H., 4th VRC Byron Moore S., L. Half-sister to Kisses of Gold (dam of SPURRED ON, LIVE THEATRE - ASALI (H.K.)). Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

**SERMON** (g by Octagonal (NZ)). 7 wins-1 at 2–1100 to 2500m, $384,664, Cranbourne Cup, L, BRC Heineken H., MRC Rokk Ebony H., Pakenham Cup, SAJC Unity Group H., STC Jacob’s Creek 2YO H., 2d MRC Maple H., 3d STC Gloaming S., Gr 3, City Tatt’s RC Ming Dynasty H., L.

**GOLCONDA** (f by Snitzel). Winner. See below.

Eureka Jack (g by Testa Rossa). 4 wins 1400 to 2200m, BRC Iona College H. Polar Queen (f by Rory’s Jester). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, VRC Orsay H. Dam of-

**Encosta Tszyu** (g Encosta de Lago). 6 wins 1400 to 2040m, $223,725, BRC Hardy Brothers H., BTC Tenterfield Saddler P., QTC Optus Pre-Paid H., 2d BRC Peter Gallagher S., L, 3d QTC JF Meynink S., L.

Ice Baby. **Winner** at 1200m, 4th AJC Gimcrack S., L.

2nd Dam  
**IMPOSING ANGEL (NZ)**, by Imposing. 3 wins at 1600, 2000m, AJC Picture H., 2d AJC Electro H., 3d AJC Kista H. Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**EUREKA JEWEL** (f by Semipalatinsk (USA)). 5 wins. See above.

Kisses of Gold. 2 wins at 2 at 1400, 1643m, BATC Sprite 2YO Quality S. Dam of-

**SPURRED ON** (g Flying Spur). 4 wins 1300 to 2000m, $245,540, AJC Frank Packer P., Gr 3, Carbine Club S., L, Chambers Cellsars H.

**LIVE THEATRE - ASALI** (H.K.) (g King’s Theatre (Ire)). 6 wins 1600 to 2200m, Geelong RC Derby Trial S., L, 4th VRC Imperial Leather S., L.

Sympathy. Started once. Dam of 2 winners-


3rd Dam  
**COURT CIRCULAR (NZ)**, by Sovereign Edition (Ire). Winner at 1400m, AJC Lawn H. Half-sister to DISTANCIA, Mother Courage. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Symposing. Unplaced. Grandam of-

**ENCHANTING WATERS** (f Dolphin Street (Fr)). 7 wins 1100 to 2600m, $229,594, SAJC Lord Reims S., Gr 3, 2d SAJC CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L, 3d SAJC Birthday Cup, L, 4th SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 2.

Race Record: 10 Starts 1-0-1. $191,800.

Stakes-winner. Won MRC Desiree Gill Tribute S., L (1000m), 3rd VRC Oaks, Gr 1, 4th VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, 7news P., Gr 3.
Lot 583 (No GST)  

**HADIKLAIM**  
Brown mare (Branded nr sh. 1/0 off sh.)  
Foaled 2010

**Sire:** Cherokee Run ............... Runaway Groom ............... by Blushing Groom ...............  
WAR PASS (USA) ............... Cherokee Dame ............... by Silver Saber ...............  
Vue ................................ by Mr. Prospector ...............  

**Dam:** Danehill (USA) ...............  
STICKY DATE  
1999

**1st Dam:** STICKY DATE, by Danehill (USA). Winner at 1200m, 3d MVRC Programmed Maintenance 2YO H. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-  
Sky Mascot (g by Show a Heart). 4 wins at 1200m, $307,174, HKJC One Country Two Systems H., Hwamei H., Audemars Piguet H., Lincoln H.  
Cheongsan Ilho (f by General Nediym). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-  
Pureun Energy. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $152,873 in Korea.  
Beaux Arts. Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2014 in Korea.

**2nd Dam:** PUDDINHEAD (USA), by Affirmed. Started once. Half-sister to IMAGINARY LADY, Dream Dream (dam of IMAGINARY DREAM), Hickory Hustler (dam of HUSTLE NOW), Malibu Magic (dam of CALL HER MAGIC), Hurricane Judy (dam of RONTON). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-  
Headlight. 18 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $102,640, QTC Www.qtc.org 2YO P.

**3rd Dam:** Dream Harder, by Hard Work. 6 wins–2 at 2, 2d Penn National Distelfink H., L–twice, White Rose S., L, Thistledown Geisha S., L. Half-sister to INEABELLE (dam of PRIVACY, SILVER ICE), Missi Kantha (dam of HE’S CRAZY).  
Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc:-  
Dream Dream. 5 wins–1 at 2–in U.S.A. Dam of 9 winners-  
IMAGINARY DREAM (f Sky Classic). 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 8½f, Beulah John W Galbreath Memorial S., L, 3d River Downs Tomboy S., L.  
Dream Mary (f Marfa). 4 wins–1 at 2, 2d Arlington Heights Oaks, Gr 3, Gulfstream Sweetest Chant S., L. Dam of 6 winners-  
SPIRIT OF LOVE (g Trempolino). 9 wins 11f to 2¾m, £146,890 in Great Britain and Germany, Mülheim Silbernes Band der Ruhr, L.  
Malibu Magic. 2 wins in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-  
CALL HER MAGIC (f Caller I.D.). 8 wins, $195,013, Delaware Walking in da Sun S., L, Monmouth Ocean Hotel S., L. Dam of 4 winners-  
J P’S GUSTO (c Successful Appeal). 5 wins–4 at 2–5½f to 7f, $811,760, Del Mar Futurity, Gr 1, Del Mar Best Pal S., Gr 2.  
Pacific Spell. 2 wins at 6f in U.S.A. Dam of 3 winners-  
7 wins–3 at 2–5f to 1¼m, $2,122,866, Saratoga Alabama S., Gr 1, Churchill Downs Kentucky Oaks, Gr 1, Belmont Matron S., Gr 2.

**Race Record:** 8 Starts 1-0-2. $42,745.  
Won ATC TAB Ipad App Maiden H. (1100m), 3rd ATC Australian Turf Club H., Cellarbrations H.
Lot 584 (With 65% GST) **HIGHLY FUNKY**
Bay filly (Branded M/L nr sh. 32 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Northen Dancer by Nearctic
High Chaparral (IRE) Sadler's Wells by Bold Reason
(Father) Kasora by Shirley Heights

(Dam) Kozana by Kris
Gaily Funky (USA)... by Stop the Music
1997 Theatrical by Northern Dancer
A Little Kiss (NZ) by Sassafras

So You Think (MVRC WS Cox P., Gr.1), Dundeeel, Shoot Out, Monaco Consul, Toronado, Wigmore Hall, Descarado,Contributer, Lucky Lion, Redwood, High Jinx, Wrote, Joanna, Frine, Western Hymn, Alpine Eagle, Forever Loved, Show the World, Hidden Asset, The Miniver Rose, Tai Chi, Senlis, etc.

1st Dam
**Gaily Funky (USA),** by Theatrical. 2 wins at 2 at 1400m, Niigata Sansai S., Jpn-3, 2d Hanshin Juvenile Fillies, Jpn-1, 3d Nakayama Flower Cup, Jpn-3. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Hosho Loop (f by Mr Greeley). 3 wins at 1600, 1800m, 2d Hanshin Senriyama Tokubetsu, Niigata Gozurempo Tokubetsu.
Hosho Habile (f by Tale of the Cat). 2 wins at 1400m in Japan.
Fortyfive n Change (g by Forty Niner). Winner at 5f in U.S.A.
Gaily Way (f by Mr Greeley). Started once. Dam of-The Contender. 2 wins at 1300, 1400m in 2014 in Japan.

2nd Dam
**A Little Kiss,** by Sackford (USA). 8 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $768,350, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, STC Storm Queen S., Gr 2, Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, 3d STC Orlando Wines Classic, Gr 1, AJC Apollo S., Gr 2, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3. Sister to Something Wicked, three-quarter-sister to Smile (dam of SPIN ’N GRIN, MR SMUGG), More Kisses (dam of BRIEF KISS), half-sister to Embassy Square. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-
**Gaily Funky** (f Theatrical). 2 wins. See above.
Besame Mucho. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Gaily Mucho (f Southern Halo). Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d Hakodate Sansai S., Jpn-3. Producer.

3rd Dam
**A Little Love (USA),** by J. O. Tobin. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to HAPPY BID, WINN. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
**A Little Kiss** (f Sackford (USA)). 8 wins. See above.
Something Wicked (f Sackford (USA)). 8 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $123,875, 2d VRC Honda Legend S., L, MVRC Tesio S., L. Dam of-Pretty Wicked (f Sir Tristram (Ire)). 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, Avondale JC Giles Carpets Ltd H., 2d AuRC Soliloquy S., L, Rotorua S., L, Grandam of-RISING ROMANCE (f Ekraar (USA)). 5 wins 1400 to 2400m, $1,494,943, to 2014-15, Australian Oaks, Gr 1, AuRC Royal S., Gr 2.
Cladagh. Placed at 3 in NZ. Grandam of-
**ABLE ONE** (g Cape Cross (Ire)). Champion Miler in Hong Kong in 2010. 11 wins 1250 to 1600m, Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Mile, Gr 1.
Out of Africa. Unraced. Grandam of-
Picholine (f Dehere (USA)). 3 wins 1100 to 1300m, STC Hystandard Forklifts P., 2d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, 3d Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3. Dam of-
**Rebel Raider** (c Reset). 6 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2500m, $1,408,340, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, South Australian Derby, Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.
Lot 585

JADE RIPPLES
Bay filly
(Branded G, nr sh. 14 1 off sh.)
Foaled 2011

(Sire)
FASTNET ROCK
Danehill (USA) .......................... Danzig ................................. by Northern Dancer ........
Piccadilly Circus .......................... Razyana ................................ by His Majesty ..................

(Dam)
DE LOLLIES .............................. Royal Academy (USA) .... by Nijinsky ..................
1999
1st Dam
DE LOLLIES, by Dehere (USA). Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Gimcrack S., L.
Sister to St Fevre. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, inc:-
Jade Ripples (f by Fastnet Rock). See below.
Cavities (f by Lonhro). Placed, 3d AJC La Perouse H., Heat of the Moment H. Dam of-
Davities. Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, ATC TAB Rewards P.

2nd Dam
MISS CANDY, by Canny Lad. 4 wins 1000 to 1350m, BATC B Myers & P Clarke H.,
2d BTC Northern Dancer H., QTC Te Rapa H., 3d VRC Spirit of Kingston H.,
BTC Doomben H. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-
DE LOLLIES (f Dehere (USA)). Winner. See above.
St Fevre (g Dehere (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, $448,233, HKJC Cheung
Sha H., Waikato RC Capacia 2YO H., 2d Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr 1,
Macau Hong Kong Trophy, L, 4th Hong Kong Macau Trophy, HK-3.
St Beune. 4 wins, ATC Canterbury BMW H., BOP RC John Warren Insurance H.
Van Rooyen. 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1350m, QTC Look Alost 2YO H., 2d QTC
Rancho Ruler P.
De Canny. 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, QTC JM Kelly Project Builders H.,
STC De Bortoli Wines Premium Cask H. Dam of 4 winners-
Decantered. Winner at 1600m, 2d STC Stitches & Craft Show H., 3d STC
Fonterra Brands (Australia) H. Dam of 2 winners-
Chastened. 3 wins 1000 to 1500m to 2014-15, 2d ATC TAB Betting Season
H., 3d ATC Hollywood Fashion Secrets H., Shop With The TAB App H.
Canny de Zero. 4 wins at 1000, 1100m to 2014-15.

3rd Dam
TREE OF RENOWN, by Twig Moss (Fr). 2 wins at 1005, 1200m, SAJC
Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3, Bancal H., 2d SAJC Easy Bank H., 3d SAJC OJ
Smith H. Sister to MIGHTY AVENGER, Mighty Dear, Moss Magic (dam of
BROANN), Wunderschoen (dam of VALEDICTUM), blood-sister to
REMOUCHE, Majestic Moss, Don't Look Now, half-sister to Papa Kelly.
Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-
Best o' Barossa. 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, VRC Movies at Flemington H.
My Family Tree. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-
Allanthus (g Street Cry (Ire)). 8 wins 1400 to 3200m, $211,733, MRC Red
Fury H., Bairnsdale Cup, 2d MRC Autumn Classic, Gr 2, 3d Ballarat Cup,
L, VRC 7mate H., MVRC CFMEU FFTS H., 4th Seymour Spring Classic, L.

Race Record: 4 Starts 0-1-1. $5,875.
2nd Stoney Creek Exchange Hotel Foster Maiden P, 3rd Geelong Winning Edge
Presentations Maiden P.
Stable 1 Rows A,B & C 1-4

On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

Lot 586

JAGUARS

Brown filly

(Branded nr sh. 50

Foaled 2011

(Sire) Danehill (USA).................. by Northern Dancer........
COMMANDS ..................

Razyma.................. by His Majesty

Cotehele House (GB).....

My Swanepe.................. by Petition

Eight Carat .................. by Pieces of Eight........

(Dam) Quest for Fame (GB)......
CARAVELI .................

Antwerp (NZ) .................. by Sir Tristram (Ire)

Chaparra..................

Ochiltree.................. by Twig Moss (Fr)


Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epoulette, Purple, Undue, Paratroopers, Commanding Jewel, Skilled, Russetting, Eurwhon, Rainbow Quest, First Command, El Cambio, Lamasery, Court Command, Catalonia - Vilanova (Aust.), Paximadia, Soul, Rommel, Gregers, Ambidexter, Altar, Marching, Kanzan, etc.

1st Dam

CARAVELI, by Viscount. Unraced. Sister to Lindisfarne (dam of EXCELLENT REWARD - OUR FOLKS (H.K.)), half-sister to EL CAMBIO, COMPLICATE, Cataclysm (dam of EARTHQUAKE, PALOMARES), Frasassas, Negev, Igraine. Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.

2nd Dam

CHAPARRA, by Canny Lad. Started once. Half-sister to SPINNEY, Flaharty. Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

EL CAMBIO (g Commands). 6 wins-1 at 2–1100 to 1350m, $824,753, VRC Gilgai S., Gr 2, AJC Royal Sovereign S., Gr 2, BTC Classic, Gr 3, STC Run to the Rose H., Gr 3, Gold Coast Guineas, Gr 3, STC APN 2YO H., 2d STC Golden Rose S., Gr 2, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, BTC Sprint H., Gr 3, 3d Meydan Al Shindagha Sprint S., Gr 3, GCTC Prime Minister’s Cup, L.

COMPlicate (g Commands). 6 wins 1200 to 1400m, $374,081, to 2014 in Great Britain and Aust, MRC Heading Out Hair & Beauty S., L, Canberra Guineas, L, 2d Gosford Guineas, L, 3d Meydan Al Shindagha Sprint, Gr 3, Mahab Al Shimaal S., L, 4th BRC BTC Classic, Gr 3.

Cataclysm (f Marauding (NZ)). 4 wins 1000 to 1250m, $182,150, AJC Strathfield H., Sydney City Lexus H., Tellers P., STC Evan Evans H., 2d MRC JRA Doveton S., L, STC Birthday Card H., L, AJC Birdcage H., City Tatt’s RC Percy Marks H., 3d AJC Sapphire S., Gr 3. Dam of 5 winners-


PALOMARES (f Commands). 3 wins at 1250, 1400m, $202,430, VRC Desirable S., L, STC Chifley Financial Services P., Clubmart H., 2d ATC Mohan Munro H., L, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 3d ATC PJ Bell S., L.

Negev (g Desert Prince (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC Winning Edge Presentations 2YO H., 2d AJC Fernhill H., Gr 3.

Frasassas (f Marauding (NZ)). Winner at 2 at 1200m, VRC Nouvelle Star 2YO H., 2d VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, MVRC Collex Onyx H., 3d MRC Chadstone the Fashion Capital Classic, VRC Reganza 2YO H.


Lindisfarne. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

EXCELLENT REWARD - OUR FOLKS (H.K.) (g Exceed and Excel). 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $308,021, to 2013-14, Foxton RC Castletown S., L, HKJC Kung Hei H., 2d HKJC Citibank Personal Loan Services H., CUHK Alumni Cup, Sa Po H., Good Fortune H.

Race Record: 1 Start 0-0-0. $375.
Stable 2 Rows H & J 1-8

On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)

Lot 587

JUST LIKE SUGAR
Brown mare (Branded ♂ nr sh. 10 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) Elnadim (USA) ................. Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer......
PENDRAGON (NZ) ...... Elle Seule ......................... by Exclusive Native......
Alacrity (NZ) ................. Grosvenor (NZ) ................. by Sir Tristram (Ire)......

(Dam) Elounda Bay (NZ) .......... Coup de Chance .................. by Coup de Feu (GB)......
CARDSINO .................. Rubiton ......................... by Century ....................
1996 Balm in Gilead ................. Costume ..................... by Estaminet (GB)......

PENDRAGON (NZ) (Bay 2002-Stud 2007). 2 wins at 1800m, 2000m, STC Gloaming S., Gr.3. Sire of 69 rnrs, 36 wnrs, inc. SP Abba, The Peak and of Miss Gunpowder, Colour of Money, Dragon Wheel - Glorious Sunday (H.K.), Killarney Kid, Kurrajong Dragon, Tale of the Dragon, Blazing Dragon, Dark Brown Sugar, Dragonzone, Megathink, Military Manor, That's Karma, Beaudragon, Gid Up Strop, Step Lightly, Dragon Flyer, Yurrapendi, Dragon Affair, etc.

1st Dam CARDSINO, by Final Card. Placed at 3. Half-sister to Charybdis (dam of THE MESSINA NYMPH, WHY BE). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Dark Brown Sugar (f by Pendragon (NZ)). 4 wins 1200 to 1400m, $123,395, ATC Membership on Sale H., Bacardi P., 3d ATC Sydney Carnival on Facebook H., Canterbury Park H., Coolmore Australia H.
Leno (g by Helissio (Fr)). 4 wins 1100 to 1300m, $118,140, AJC Autism Association Building Blocks P.H., Arncliffe H., STC PJ Gallagher's Irish Pub H., Yalumba Wines Welter H., 2d STC Winning Edge Presentations Welter H., 3d STC Fine and Dandy Welter H.
Mac Chois (g by Choisir). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, ATC Champagne Bar Welter H., AJC Miller P., 2d MRC Epilepsy Foundation of Victoria H., STC Spring Racing at the Gardens P., 3d STC Winning Edge Presentations Welter H.
Gid Up Strop (g by Pendragon (NZ)). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, 3d BRC Sky International H.
Come on Strop (g by Bite the Bullet (USA)). Winner at 1200m.
Mystery Girl (f by Choisir). Placed at 3.
Amazing Dijon (f by Brackenbury). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Coachline. 4 wins 1400 to 2200m to 2014-15, AuRC New Zealand Herald H., Counties RC Ron Murphy Memorial H., 2d Walkato RC Jen Campin Racing Stayers Cup, 3d AuRC Inshire H., John Deere Agrowquip H., Davis Funeral Services H.

2nd Dam BALM IN GILEAD, by Rubiton. 2 wins at 1420, 2200m, VRC Vanity S., L, Geelong RC Oaks Trial S., L. Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Maranello. 5 wins 1450 to 2694m, VRC II Primo Ristorante H., MVRC Julius Marlow H., SAJC Kennett Builders H., 4th SAJC Rain Lover P., Gr 3.
Charybdis. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-
WHY BE (g Success Express (USA)). Champion 3YO & Older Male Spriniter in Singapore in 2006 & 2008. 21 wins 1000 to 1200m, $1,666,736, Singapore TC Lion City Cup, Sgp-1, Singapore 4YO Sprint, Sgp-3, Juvenile Championship, Sgp-3, Kranji Sprint, Sgp-3, Fischer S., Sgp-3-3 times, 3YO Challenge (1st Leg), L, 3d Singapore TC Kranji Sprint, Sgp-3, 4th Singapore TC Lion City Cup, Sgp-1.
Charmoss. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, WATC Westspeed 3YO H., 2d WATC Winning Edge Presentations Trophy, Westspeed 2YO P., AHG 2YO P.

Race Record: Unraced.
Stable 1 Rows A,B & C 1-4

Lot 588

LAVALLIERE

Bay or Brown filly (Branded 11 nr sh. 91 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

MEDAGLIA D’ORO (USA) ..........................................................
El Prado ................................................................. by Northern Dancer ..............
Sadler's Wells ....................................................... by Sir Ivor .........................
Lady Capulet ......................................................... by Damascus ......................
Bailjumper .............................................................. by Silent Screen .................
Cappucino Bay .......................................................... by Medaglia d'Oro (USA)
Dubbed In ............................................................... by Star Way (GB) .................

UPPER ECHELON .............
Fusaichi Pegasus (USA) ..
Mr. Prospector ....................... by Raise a Native ..............
Angel Fever .......................... by Danzig .........................
Zabeel (NZ) .......................... by Sir Tristram (Ire) .........
Nahayan (NZ) ...................... Meadoweway ........................ by Star Way (GB) .................

MEDAGLIA D’ORO (USA) (Bay or Brown 1999-Stud U.S.A. 2005, Aust. 2010). 8 wins to 1¼m, Gulfstream Donn H., Gr.1. Sire of 684 rnrs, 416 wnrs, 67 SW, inc. Rachel Alexandra (Churchill Downs Kentucky Oaks, Gr.1), Passion for Gold, Marketing Mix, etc. His oldest Aust.-bred progeny are 3YOs and inc SW Vancouver (ATC Todman S., Gr.2), Java, Nostradamus Mina Salaam SP Matilja, Monteux, Shaumari, Thalia and of Alaska, Meursault, Alegria, etc.

1st Dam


2nd Dam

Nahayan (NZ), by Zabeel. 2 wins at 1600m, $144,006, 2d New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, 3d New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, STC Ranvet S., Gr 1, NSW Tatt's RC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, VATC Coongy H., Gr 3. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Upper Echelon (f Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 2 wins. See above.

Governance (c Flying Spur). Winner at 2 at 1250m, STC Freeway Hotel Artarmon 2YO H., 2d MVRC Red Anchor S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Hilton S., L.

Kukla (f Pins). 2 wins at 1209, 1600m, MVRC Melbourne Signage Concepts H., 2d MRC Twilight Glow S., L, Richard Hogg H., 3d ATC Toyota H. Stone in His Shoe. 2 wins at 1200, 1740m in 2013-14, 3d SAJC Melbourne Cup Live at Morphettville H.

3rd Dam

MEADOWAY, by Star Way (GB). Started 3 times. Three-quarter-sister to FIELD DANCER, JUST A DANCER, half-sister to Field Nymph (dam of BLANCHARD). Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

Nahayan (f Zabeel). 2 wins. See above.

Kahayla. 3 wins at 1600, 1850m, AuRC Ernst & Young Auckland Charities H.

4th Dam

CONDUCT UNBECOMING (GB), by Silly Season. Winner at 7f in Ireland. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Shunwind. 6 wins at 1400, 1500m in Macau, Macau Governor's Cup. Field Nymph. Unraced. Dam of 13 winners-

FIELD DANCER (g Star Way (GB)). 9 wins 1200 to 2200m, AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1, Easter H., Gr 1, BOP RC Japan-New Zealand International Trophy, Gr 2, 2d NZ Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1.

JUST A DANCER (c Star Way (GB)). 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 3200m, $1,100,911, AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, 3200m-in track record time, QTC Brisbane Cup, Gr 1, AuRC Great Northern Guineas, Gr 2. Successful sire.

BLANCHARD (f Kaapstad). 7 wins 1200 to 2400m, $174,394, WRC Trentham S., Gr 3, 2d GCTC Prime Minister's Cup, Gr 2. Producer.

Race Record: 1 Start 0-0-0. $375.
Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)
Lot 589 (With 50% GST)

MIRALAGO
Bay mare
(Branded native sh. 88 off sh.)
Foaled 2010

(Sire)
FASTNET ROCK
Danehill (USA).......................... by Northern Dancer
Razyana................................ by His Majesty
Piccadilly Circus.................. by Royal Academy (USA).... by Nijinsky
Galata................................ by Marauding (NZ)....

(Dam)
GRETCEN (NZ)............
2000
Bahhare (USA)............. Woodman (USA)........... by Mr. Prospector
Soliel Etoile..................... Star Way (GB)............ by Star Appeal

MIRALAGO
Bay mare
(Fastnet Rock x Gretchen (NZ))
Foaled 2010

Race Record: 7 Starts 1-1-1. $26,845.
Won Geelong Function & Event Centre Maiden P. (1200m), 2nd MRC Roy Higgins & Wylie Dalziel H., 3rd Mornington Riley Racing Stables H.
Lot 590 (With 35% GST) MOON SYMBOL
Bay mare (Branded \( \llcorner 10 \) \( \lrcorner 0 \) off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) Encosta de Lago ................... Fairy King (USA) ................. by Northern Meteor ....

Northern Meteor ...

Explosive (USA) ............................. Fappiano ............................. by Mr. Prospector .......

(Dam) Carnegie (Ire) .......................... Sadler’s Wells ........................ by Northern Meteor ....

INFO MISS ................................. Detroit ................................. by Riverman .................

1999

Sneetch (NZ) ................................. Grosvenor (NZ) ........................ by Sir Tristram (Ire) ....

INFO MISS ................................. Sellou ................................. by Sound Reason (Can) ....


1st Dam INFO MISS, by Carnegie (Ire). 3 wins 1110 to 1550m, STC Vodka Cruiser H., 2d STC Bidvest Stephensons Foodservices H., 3d STC Project Sales (Qld) H. Half-sister to BLACK MAMBA, Gussy Godiva (dam of ROMAN EMPEROR, RIOS). Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:- Novita Flash (f by Lonhro). Winner at 1100m, STC Stoddart Group H. Moon Symbol (f by Northern Meteor). 2 wins. See below. Falsneetch (f by Falbrav (Ire)). Winner at 1200m in South Africa.

2nd Dam SNEETCH (NZ), by Grosvenor. 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, AuRC Ladies Mile, Gr 3, Rover Mile H., 3d New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, 4th AuRC Royal S., Gr 3. Sister to Sandarac, half-sister to FLEUR DE CHINE (dam of TULLY THUNDER, SUFFICIENT). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, all winners, inc:-

BLACK MAMBA (f Black Minnaloushe (USA)). 7 wins 1600 to 2400m, $981,135, Del Mar John C Mabee H., Gr 1, Hollywood Beverly Hills H., Gr 2-twice, Keeneland Dowager S., L, Del Mar CTT and Thoroughbred Owners of California H., L, 2d Del Mar Palomar H., Gr 2, Hollywood Dahlia H., Gr 2, Santa Anita Buena Vista H., Gr 2, Santa Barbara H., Gr 2-twice, Oak Tree Las Palmas H., Gr 2, 3d Oak Tree Yellow Ribbon S., Gr 1-3 times, Santa Anita American Beauty H., L, 4th Hollywood Turf Cup, Gr 1, Hollywood Gamely S., Gr 1, Masteron RC Lowland S., Gr 3. Lazy Buddies. 7 wins at 1650, 1800m, $636,901, HKJC Yik Yam H., Pollock H., Nam Kok H., Miss Asia 2005 H., Tai Ho H., Perfect Heart Collection H.

Lucky Stravinsky. 4 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $537,070, HKJC Shanghai H., Community Chest Cup H., Devon H., Duddell P.

Gussy Godiva. 4 wins 1600 to 2000m, VRC Sandereae H., MRC Nunkalowe H., Cambridge JC Deputy Governor Trophy, 2d AuRC Ford Courier H., 4th MRC Victoria Gold Cup, L. 2009 NZ Broodmare of the Year. Dam of 4 winners-...

ROMAN EMPEROR (c Montjeu (Ire)). 2 wins at 1550, 2400m, $1,416,800, Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Alm H., 2d MRC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, STC Rabbitoths to 8000 Members H., 3d STC Hill S., Gr 2.

RIOS (c Hussonet (USA)). 6 wins 1400 to 1600m, $276,358, Wellington Guineas, Gr 2, AuRC Bonecrusher S., L, Feilding JC Anzac H., L, Waikato RC Kowhai Farm H., Hawke’s Bay Zee U at Zabeels H., 2d STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, 3d New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Sire. Sirani. 3 wins 2100 to 2400m, AuRC Barfoot & Thompson H., Perfectly Ready H. Galaxee. Winner at 2000m, $102,439, HKJC Tai Shing Stream H.

Race Record: 5 Starts 2-0-0. $23,405. Won Krambach Santa Comes Early on Raceday P. (1250m), Newcastle Cumi Maiden P. (1200m)
Lot 591

**OVERACT**

Chestnut filly (Branded ♀ nr sh. 58 2 off sh.) Foaled 2012

*(Sire)*

Danehill (USA) ......................... Danzig .......................... by Northern Dancer ....

Patrona (USA) ............................... Razanya ....................... by His Majesty ............

*(Dam)*

Sadler's Wells .............................. Norther Dancer ................. by Nearctic ............

**THEATRE SCHOOL (IRE) 2002**

Janaat ............................. by Triplet First ............. by High Top ............


1st Dam


2nd Dam

JANAAT, by Kris. Winner at 1½m in Great Britain. Sister to TREFOIL (dam of TREFULA), three-quarter-sister to Wavy Reef (dam of WAVY RUN), half-sister to THIRD WATCH, THREE TAILS (dam of SEA WAVE, TAMURE, THREE CHEERS). MAYSOON, RICHARD OF YORK, Triagonal, Triple Dancer, Triple Reef (dam of TALENTED). Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-


LIVEANDLETDIE (g Street Cry (Ire)). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $304,255, VRC AR Creswick S., L, 4th VRC Straight Six H., L.

3rd Dam

TRIPLE FIRST, by High Top. 7 wins–4 at 2–at 1m, 1½m, Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr 2, Goodwood Nassau S., Gr 2, York Musidora S., Gr 3, Doncaster May Hill S. Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, all winners, inc:-


THIRD WATCH (f Slip Anchor). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 1½m, Royal Ascot Ribblesdale S., Gr 2, 3d Newmarket Sun Chariot S., Gr 2. Producer.

RICHARD OF YORK (c Rainbow Quest). 4 wins–2 at 2–1600 to 2400m, Longchamp Prix Foy, Gr 3, Prix Saint-Roman, Gr 3. Sire.

MAYSOON (f Shergar). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 7f, £109,448, Newbury Fred Darling S., Gr 3, 2d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Producer.

**Race Record:** 2 Starts 0-1-0. $3,150.

2nd Bendigo My Hair Bendigo 2YO Maiden P.
Stable 1 Rows A,B & C 1-4

On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

Lot 592  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Foaled Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PASTEL</td>
<td>Bay</td>
<td>2011</td>
<td>2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Breed</th>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FLAT</td>
<td>Galileo (Ire)</td>
<td>Powder Paint (GB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Minstrel</td>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1st Dam  

POWDER PAINT (GB), by Mark of Esteem (Ire). 2 wins at 7f, 1m, 2d Curragh Summer Fillies H. Three-quarter-sister to DARNAY, Imitation (dam of AINIPPE). Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Viking Warrior (g by Halling (USA)). 4 wins at 7f in Great Britain. Oils (g by Street Cry (Ire)). 2 wins at 1200, 1300m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam  

Flawless Image, by The Minstrel. Winner at 2, 2d Leopardstown Ballyogan S., Gr 3, Phoenix Park Keeneland Sprint S., Gr 3, Curragh Waterford Testimonial S., L, 3d Curragh Greenlands S., Gr 3, Phoenix Park Flying Five S., L. Sister to Faultless Singer, half-sister to Citysalt, January Moon (dam of LUNAR SOVEREIGN). Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-


Perfect Portrait. 6 wins at 7f in Great Britain and Jersey. Matangi. 2 wins at 7f, 1m in Ireland. Imitation. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

AINIPPE (f Captain Rio (GB)). 2 wins at 2 at 5f in 2014, Curragh S., L, 3d Ayr Firth of Clyde S., Gr 3.

3rd Dam  

FAULTLESS TUDOR, by Tudor Grey. 21 wins, $208,089, Sportsmans Gala Fete H., L, Arlington Park Colfax Maid S., L, Balmoral Mary Todd H., L, Goddess Special H., L, Rail Splitter H., L, Cahokia Dwight Denham S., L, Curley Reeves S., L, Al Oxford S., L, Greenville S., L, Goddess S., L, Fairmount Illinois Matchmaker H., L, 2d Sportsmans Illini Princess H., L, Governor’s Lady H., L, Cahokia Carmi S., L-3 times. Sister to PEORIA COUNTY, Faultless Too (dam of FAULTLESS ENSIGN), half-sister to TOOT’S IMAGE (dam of AFFIRMED’S IMAGE, TOOT’S JUDGE, TOOT’S STAR), Perfect Moon, Tu Dor Lill. Dam of 14 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Flawless Image (f The Minstrel). Winner. See above.

Citysalt (c Salt Lake). 6 wins–2 at 2, 2d Calder Criterion S., L.

Faultless Singer (g The Minstrel). 11 wins, $149,171, 3d Fonner Tondi H., L, Coca-Cola Sprint H., L.

January Moon. Winner at 6f in U.S.A. Dam of 2 winners-

LUNAR SOVEREIGN (c Cobra King). 5 wins–1 at 2–7f to 11f, £335,007, Belmont Man o’ War S., Gr 1, 2d Newmarket Heathavon Stud Houghton 2YO S., Nad al Sheba Crown Towers Melbourne P.H., 3d Monmouth United Nations H., Gr 1, Nad al Sheba Dubai City of Gold S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Unraced.
Lot 593 (With 60% GST)  

**PINBALL LASS (NZ)**

Bay mare  
(Branded T nr sh. 11/3 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009

- **(Sire)** Snippets ................. Lunchtime (GB) ............... by Silly Season ...............  
- **PINS** No Finer .................... Easy Date ................. by Grand Chaudière .........  
- **(Dam)** BALLYMORE LASS .......  
  2002


**Race Record:** 20 Starts 4-3-4. $62,085.  
Won Cessnock Leagues Club H. (1150m), GCTC Sedgman Yeats H. (1800m), Kembla Grange La Nikita H. (1200m), Scone Farewell Beneteau Maiden P. (1100m), 2nd Gosford Pearce’s Plastering H., Hawkesbury St Marys Rugby League Club Maiden H., Kembla Grange Ritchie Group Maiden H., 3rd ATC Irish Australian Welfare Bureau H., BRC Grinders Coffee P., GCTC Griffith University H., Newcastle Transport Specialists Maiden P.
Lot 594

**PIXERECOURT**

Bay or Brown filly

(Branded \(\text{\textregistered}\) nr sh. \(\frac{100}{1}\) off sh.)

Foaled 2011

On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

(Sire)

LONHRO

Octagonal (NZ) ........................................ Zabeel (NZ) ............................ by Sir Tristram (Ire)........

Eight Carat (GB) ............................ by Pieces of Eight ........

Shadea (NZ) .................................... Straight Strike (USA) ............. by Mr. Prospector ........

Concia (NZ) .................................... by First Consul (USA)......

(Dam)

MELODRAMAS

Commands ........................................ Cotehele House (GB) ........................

Danhill (USA) .................................... by Danzig ............................

Cotehele House (GB) ........................ by My Swanee .............

Lee's Bid (NZ) ............................. Tawfiq (USA) ........................ by Blushing Groom .......

Tableaux (g by Lonhro) ........................ Lyn's Orchard ........................ by Oncidium (GB) ........

2004


1st Dam

MELODRAMAS, by Commands. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to ARENA, half-sister to Ocho. Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-

Tableaux (g by Lonhro), 4 wins 1100 to 1400m, $119,735, to 2014-15, 3d ATC Indigopop Aluminium Production P., TAB Iphone App H., Muswellbrook Gold Cup.

Traditional (g by New Approach (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d VRC Riverdale Inglis Bonus 2YO P.

2nd Dam

LEE’S BID (NZ), by Tawfiq (USA). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $384,666, South Australian Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Oaks, Gr 1, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, SAJC Ansett Australia S., L. Half-sister to SEQUEL SOUND, ULTRA SOUND (dam of TARTAN TIGHTS), Ruff, Super Sound. Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

ARENA (c Danhill (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 2500m, $2,256,638, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, STC Canterbury Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Hobartville S., Gr 2, STC Gloaming S., Gr 2, Hill S., Gr 2, 2d Australian Derby, Gr 1, VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, STC Mercedes Classic, Gr 1, Ranvet S., Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3, 3d STC Mercedes Classic, Gr 1, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Royal Sovereign S., Gr 2, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, VATC St George S., Gr 2, STC Skyline S., Gr 3, Sire.

Ocho (g Octagonal (NZ)). 2 wins at 1600, 1900m, STC Xblades H., 2d AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, San Miguel Easter Carnival H.


Random. 2 wins at 1550, 1850m, STC Arncliffe H., 2d AJC Jack Bourke H., Cordale H., STC Royal Palace H., Petersham 2YO H., 3d AJC Electro H.

3rd Dam

LYN’S ORCHID, by Oncidium (GB). 5 wins 1600 to 2000m, Vincent JC Moran Challenge Cup. Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

LEE’S BID (f Tawfiq (USA)). 4 wins. See above.

ULTRA SOUND (f Sound Reason (Can)). 15 wins–4 at 2–850 to 2200m, $140,346, CJC Warstep S., L, South Island 3YO Championship S., L, 3d New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-

TARTAN TIGHTS (f Tights (USA)). Joint Head of The 1994-95 NZ 3YO Free H. 9 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $233,054, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-

NEVIS (f Danhill (USA)). 5 wins 1400 to 1800m, $371,770, City Tatt’s RC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, 2d STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1. Producer.

SEQUEL SOUND (f Sound Reason (Can)). 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, Otago RC Champagne S., L, Gore RC Princess Mellay S., L. Producer.

Race Record: Unraced.
Lot 595  

**PRADA GIRL**  

Chestnut filly  

(Braded nr sh. 1 1 off sh.)  

Foaled 2011  

(Sire)  

Danehill Dancer (Ire) ......  

by **Danzig**  

**CHOISIR**  

Great Selection  

by **Silly Season**  

(Dam)  

Cape Cross (Ire)  

by **Danzig**  

**PLEASANTSUNDAYGIRL**  

(NZ) 2004  

Thunder Nights  

by **Gulch**  


1st Dam  

**PLEASANTSUNDAYGIRL** (NZ), by Cape Cross (Ire). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, $182,050, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 2d MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, VRC Vanity S., Gr 3, Desirable S., L, 4th VRC Matron S., Gr 3. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race.

2nd Dam  

THUNDER NIGHTS, by Thunder Gulch (USA). Placed at 2. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc.-  

**PLEASANTSUNDAYGIRL** (f Cape Cross (Ire)). 3 wins. See above.  

Lekker Ding. **Winner** at 1400m in NZ. Dam of 2 winners-  

Empire Bay. **4 wins** at 1200, 1400m, $173,655, Singapore TC Class 3 H., Class 4 H., Novice H., 2d Singapore TC Class 3 H.-twice, Class 4 H.  

Spicy Cat. **Winner** at 1200m, 2d Singapore TC Celebrations S.

3rd Dam  

**FURAMA NIGHTS**, by Alquoz (USA). **2 wins**–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $108,808, SAJC Dermody S., Gr 3, Whangarei RC Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., L, 2d New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, AuRC Great Northern Guineas, Gr 2, SAJC Angas Brut S., Gr 2, Hawke’s Bay Gold Trail S., Gr 3, 3d Hawke’s Bay Guineas, Gr 3. Dam of 11 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc.-  

Silent Echo. **5 wins** 1200 to 1400m, $101,200, 2d MRC St Sidwells H., VRC Altona H., MRC Le Pine Funeral Services P.H., STC Nivea Visage H., 3d AJC Kensington H., 4th VRC Poseidon S., L.  

Tantat Xaar. **5 wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 1350m.  

Celestial Kingdom. **3 wins** at 1200, 1300m.  

Autumn Nights. **2 wins** at 1100, 1280m to 2014-15.  

Furia. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-  

Ustinov’s Fury. **6 wins** 1100 to 1550m, $134,040, to 2014-15, SAJC Boag's Draught Star of Christmas Series Final H., Sportingbet H., 2d SAJC Alan Sheppard Constructions H., AFL Grand Final H., Schweppes H.  

Bayfury. **Winner** at 1600m in 2014-15.

4th Dam  

**ZINGANA** (NZ), by Vice Regal. Unraced. Half-sister to Pherox Honor, Pheroxity. Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc-  

**FURAMA NIGHTS** (f Alquoz (USA)). **2 wins**. See above.  

Pherox Gallery. **5 wins** 1400 to 1800m, 3d BATC Le Filou H. Dam of 4 winners-  

Dior. Unraced. Dam of-  

Elladior. Placed at 3. Dam of-  

Pretty Blonde. **9 wins** 1600 to 2250m, $352,005, to 2014-15, Darwin Cup, Alice Springs Cup, SAJC John Haigh P., Darley H., 2d SAJC Alex McKinnon H., 3d SAJC Centrebet H.

**Race Record:** 2 Starts 0-0-0. $915.
Lot 596

PURE GLAMOUR

Chestnut mare (Branded Cb nr sh. 25 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

( sire)
TALE OF THE CAT
(USA) Storm Cat.................. Storm Bird.................. by Northern Dancer
Terlingua.......................... Mr. Prospector............. by Secretariat
Yarn................................ Yarn.......................... by Raise a Native

(Dam)
MISSISSIPPI BELLE... 1997
Marooned (GB).................. Mill Reef.......................... by Never Bend
Bonus.............................. Haulpak...................... by Dignitas (USA)


1st Dam
MISSISSIPPI BELLE, by Marooned (GB). Winner at 1500m, WATC Swan Mild H., 2d WATC Solid Gold 2YO H., 3d WATC Salinger H., Bounty Hawk H. Sister to Petite Angel (dam of CLUELESS ANGEL), half-sister to MOGUL, Springtime Gold. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-

ELITE BELLE (f by Canny Lad). 10 wins 1200 to 2100m, $1,409,300, to 2014-15, WATC Railway S., Gr.2, CB Cox S., Gr.2, Belmont Sprint, Gr.3, Hyperion S., Gr.3, Prince of Wales S., Gr.3, Carbine Club of WA S., L, La Trice Classic, L, Tabtouch.mobi H., Crown Metropol H., 2d WATC Roma Cup, Gr.3, RJ Peters S., Gr.3, Ascot One Thousand Guineas, L, Tabtouch.mobi H., 3d WATC Kingston Town Classic, Gr.1, Western Australian Oaks, Gr.3, 4th WATC Lee Steere S., Gr.2, Natasha S., L.

BATTLE EMBLEM (g by Second Empire (Ire)). 11 wins 1200 to 2300m, $573,710, to 2013-14, WATC Grandstand Cup, L, Pinjarra Cup, L, WATC Broome Racing Live on Sky 2 H., Winter Championship Final H., 2d WATC Strickland S., Gr.3, Kalgoorlie Cup, L, 3d WATC Belmont Sprint H., Gr.3, Kalgoorlie Boulder RC Boulder Cup, L, 4th WATC Kingston Town Classic, Gr.1, GA Towton Cup, L, Pinjarra Cup, L, Bunbury Cup, L.

Pure Glamour (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 4 wins. See below.

Top Gun (g by Scenic (Ire)). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, WATC Magic Millions Perth H., Playeronline.com.au H., Pr.com Members Lounge H., 2d WATC Flood Damage Support in NE Queensland H., Westspeed 3YO H.

Old Value (f by Old Spice). Winner at 1600m, WATC Prime Again H. Dam of Kentucky Lass. Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 2d WATC Happy Birthday Aaron Rankine 2YO P., 3d WATC Westspeed 2YO P.

Mississippi (g by Oratorio). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
BONUS, by Haulpak. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1300m, WATC Bottlebrush H. Half-sister to OLD NICK, LADY BELGRAVE, LADY BELVEDERE. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

MOGUL (g Serheed (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, $166,085, WATC Easter S., Gr.3, 2d WATC Hyperion S., Gr.3, RJ Peters S., Gr.3, Anniversay Cup, L.

Petite Angel. Winner at 1400m, WATC TV Extra H. Dam of 2 winners- CLUELESS ANGEL (f Oratorio). 7 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $349,130, Western Australian Guineas, Gr.2, WATC Burgess Queen S., L.

Race Record: 23 Starts 4-2-3. $113,483.

Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 597

RAWOOF

Bay filly
(Branded n r sh. 27 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Octagonal (NZ)............ Zabeel (NZ).................. by Sir Tristram (Ire)........
LONHRO........................ Eight Carat (GB).............. by Pieces of Eight ............
Shadea (NZ)..................... Straight Strike (USA)....... by Mr. Prospector ..........

(Dam) ALQWAH (IRE)............ Shadea (NZ).................. by First Consul (USA)......
2001 Delage ....................... Scarcely Blessed .......... by So Blessed .............


1st Dam
ALQWAH (IRE), by Danehill (USA). Winner at 7f in Great Britain. Half-sister to
Mystic Mile. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Jalsah (f by Elusive Quality (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1611m, $160,231, SAJC Schweppes Tonic 2YO F., MRC The Cove Hotel H., 2d SAJC Laelia S., L, 3d MRC Blue Honeymoon Prelude (f), Gr 3, 4th SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr 3. Farer (g by Pivotal (GB)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 3450m, $148,785, 2d MRC Always There H., 3d SAJC Sportsbeat 2YO P. Kameela (f by Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 1400m.

2nd Dam
DELAJE, by Bellypha. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to HEARD A WHISPER, half-sister to COLLEGE CHAPEL, Humble Pie (dam of LEAP FOR JOY), Breadcumb (dam of BARROW CREEK, LAST RESORT, ARCTIC CHAR). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Mystic Mile (f Sadler’s Wells). 2 wins at 1¼m, 11¾f, 2d Yarmouth Lady Godiva S., L, 3d Newmarket March H. Dam of 3 winners- Angel of Rain. 4 wins 1950 to 2100m, €191,625, Longchamp Prix de Beauvais, Saint-Cloud Prix de la Gascogne.

3rd Dam
SCARCELY BLESSED, by So Blessed. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 5f, Goodwood King George S., Gr 3, 2d Ascot Diadem S., Gr 3. Half-sister to PETTY PURSE, Parched. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
COLLEGE CHAPEL (c Sharpo). 5 wins to 1408m, Deauville Prix Maurice de Gheest, Gr 2, 2d Newmarket July Cup (f), Gr 1, 3d York Nunthorpe S., Gr 1, Sire. Humble Pie (f Known Fact). 2 wins at 2, 3d Newbury Rose Bowl S., L. Dam of- LEAP FOR JOY (f Sharpo). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1207m, Milan Premio Omenoni, Gr 3-twice, 3d Ascot Diadem S., Gr 2, Producer. Lower Chapel. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
KING’S CHAPEL (c King of Kings (Ire)). 10 wins–3 at 2–to 1600m, WRC Telegraph H., Gr 1, New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Sire. Breadcumb. 3 wins at 7f, Newmarket Sevens H. Dam of 8 winners-
BARROW CREEK (c Cadeaux Genereux). 10 wins 1200 to 1600m, Baden-Baden Jacobs Goldene Peitsche, Gr 2, Rome Premio Melton, Gr 3, Sire. LAST RESORT (f Lahib). 2 wins at 7f, Newmarket Challenge S., Gr 2, 3d Goodwood Supreme S., Gr 3, Doncaster Sceptre S. L. Dam of 4 winners-
REBELLION (c Mozart (Ire)). 7 wins 5½f to 7½f, £431,505, Keeneland Commonwealth S., Gr 2, Hollywood Ack Ack H., Gr 3, Sire. Khubza. Winner at 7f in Great Britain. Dam of 9 winners-
TRANS ISLAND (c Selkirk). 7 wins–3 at 2–6f to 8½f, Longchamp Prix du Rond-Point, Gr 2, 2d Newbury Lockinge S., Gr 1, Sire.

Race Record: 1 Start 0-0-0. $315.
Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)
Lot 598

REHANAAT
Chestnut filly
(Branded 81
8
off sh.)
Foaled 2011

(Sire) Danzig.............................. Northern Dancer ........ by Neartic
HARD SPUN (USA)...... Pas Nom…………………… by Admiral’s Voyage
Turkish Tryst.......................... Turkoman………………. by Alydar

(Dam) Fasliyev (USA)................. Nureyev........................ by Northern Dancer
EL ASHB (IRE) ............... Mr. P’s Princess ........... by Mr. Prospector
2005 Almurooj ...................... Al Bahathri.............. by Blushing Groom


1st Dam
EL ASHB (IRE), by Fasliyev (USA). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Miss Brown to You (dam of BIG ORANGE), half-sister to JUDHOOR. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, inc:-
Rehanaat (f by Hard Spun (USA)). See below.

2nd Dam
ALMUROOJ, by Zafonic (USA). Unplaced. Half-sister to HAAFHD, MUNIR, HASBAH, Za-Im, Goalawah, Alyakkh (dam of MUTAKARRIM, NAFISAH), Almaaseh (dam of RAVE - MILITARY ATTACK (H.K.), ALMATY), Gmaasha (dam of GLADIATORUS, MY SWEET BABY). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

3rd Dam
AL BAHATHRI, by Blushing Groom. Champion 3YO Filly & Miler in Ireland in 1985. 6 wins–3 at 2–at 6f, 1m, Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Royal Ascot Coronation S., Gr 2, York Lowther S., Gr 2. Sister to Chain Fern (dam of SPANISH FERN), half-sister to GERALDINE’S STORE, PEPLUM, Bloudan (dam of RAIDOVE). Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
HAAFHD (c Alhaarth). Champion 3YO in Europe in 2004 (Intermediate).
5 wins–2 at 2–6f to 1¼m, £492,288, Newmarket Champion S., Gr 1, The Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Craven S., Gr 3. Sire.
HASBAH (f Kris). Champion 3YO Mile Filly in Ireland in 1990. 3 wins–1 at 2–to 1m, Phoenix Park Garnet S., L, 2d Royal Ascot Coronation S., Gr 1. Almaaseh. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 8 winners-
RAVE - MILITARY ATTACK (H.K.) (g Oratorio). Horse of the Year in Hong Kong in 2012-13. 12 wins to 2014-15, Singapore Airlines International Cup, Gr 1, HKJC Queen Elizabeth II Cup, Gr 1. Artisia. Placed at 3, 2d Ascot Owen Brown S. Dam of 3 winners-
RED CADEAUX (g Cadeaux Genereux). Champion Older Male Stayer in Europe & GB in 2013. 7 wins 2400 to 2817m, $7,302,272, Hong Kong Vase, Gr 1, Yorkshire Cup, Gr 2, Curragh Cup, Gr 3. Gmaasha. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-
GLADIATORUS (c Silic). 10 wins–6 at 2–1400 to 1777m, Milan Premio Vittorio di Capua, Gr 1, Nad al Sheba Dubai Duty Free, Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: 4 Starts 0-0-1. $1,575.
3rd Echuca Betfair Power to Punter Maiden P.
On Account of AMARINA FARM, Denman
(As Agent for Coral View Lodge Stud)

Lot 599
RING DA BELLE
Bay mare
(Stabled at AMARINA FARM, Denman)

(Sire) More Than Ready (USA).
(SEBRING) Woodman's Girl (by Woodman (USA)).
Purespeed (by Flying Spur (by Danehill (USA))).

(Dam) ONE IN A MILLION
2001

1st Dam
One in a Million, by Redoute's Choice. 2 wins at 1200m, $109,700, STC Black Creek H., 2d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2, Show County H., L, Angst H., L, 3d STC Research S., Gr 3, AJC Wenona Girl H., L, 4th STC Triscay S., L. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:

KARACATIS (g by Hussonet (USA)). 7 wins 1000 to 1300m, $387,100, to 2014-15, MRC Christmas S., L, SAJC WH Wylie H., L-twice, Adelaide Casino H., Myer H., Your Local IGA H., 2d SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3-twice, Bridges Financial Services H., Distinctive Homes P., Davo's Buck Show H., Chris Vella Birthday H., 3d SAJC Spring S., Gr 3, Durbridge S., L-twice, 4th SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, VRC Yellowglen S., Gr 2.

SHAMILLION (g by Shamardal (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1400m, Qld Tatt's RC Australia Post S., L, 2d GCTC Magic Millions National 2YO P. Ring da Belle (f by Sebring). 4 wins. See below.

2nd Dam
HAPPEN, by Zeditave. 4 wins–3 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $157,870, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, Nursing 2YO H., 2d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders' S., Gr 2, 4th VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Sister to MAJOR, half-sister to Tiffin (dam of LIGHTINTHENITE). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:

One in a Million, by Redoute's Choice. 2 wins. See above.

Gunna Happen. 12 wins 1280 to 1600m, $227,185, AJC Star of Florida Welter H., 2d AJC McGrath Estate Agents H., Randwick Betting Auditorium H. Ephoral. 2 wins at 1000m, 2d ATC Membership on Sale H. Somethinghappening. 2 wins at 1200m in 2014-15.

3rd Dam
Discriminate, by Marauding (NZ). Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Key H., 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Half-sister to Vodka Twist (dam of TORRA BAY). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:

MAJOR (g Zeditave) 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1250m, STC Eskimo Prince H., L, 2d QTC Mercedes-Benz Triple Crown H., L, 3d VRC Standish H., Gr 3.
HAPPEN (f Zeditave) 4 wins. See above.

Tiffin. 2 wins at 1550, 1600m, STC MTA H. Dam of 2 winners-
LIGHTINTHENITE (g Galileo (Ire)). 6 wins 1200 to 2000m, $446,810, MRC David Jones Cup, Gr 3, 2d Newcastle JC Cameron H., Gr 3, ATC Festival S., L, 3d ATC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, Scone Cup, L.

Race Record: 16 Starts 4-1-7. $52,375.
Won Wagga Wagga Hartwigs Country P. (1800m), Blue Clay Productions H. (1800m), Tom Patton Cup (1800m), Zariz Maiden H. (1600m), 2nd Kembla Grange Prancer H., 3rd Nowra Ulladulla Chinese Restaurant H., Sapphire Merimbula Cup, Kembla Grange Wombarra H., TAB Betting Season H., In With the New H., Poplar Petfood & Produce Maiden H., Reed Creek Maiden H.
Stable 4 Rows E 1-3, 7-12 & F
On Account of VINERY STUD, Scone (As Agent)
Lot 600 (No GST)
SAUV BLANC BABE (NZ)
Bay mare (Branded F off sh.)
(No GST)
SAUV BLANC BABE (NZ)
Bay mare (Branded F off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire)
DON EDUARDO (NZ) ..
Zabeel (NZ).............. by Sir Tristram (Ire)..............
Don Eduardo (NZ)..........
Diamond Lover .............. Sticks and Stones..............
by Faringdon...................

(Dam)
BEACH DANCE (NZ) ....
Surfin Bird .............. by Nureyev ....................
2001

Sire of 306 rnrs, 151 wnrs, 10 SW, inc. Booming (ARC Zabeel Classic, Gr.1),
Divine Rebel, Swift Alliance, Mungo Jerry, All In Black, Vickezzchardonnay,
Don Domingo, Moti, Older Than Time, Dashing Donna, SP Magic Moment, Langdon,
Muirfield, Il Divo - Royal Pegasus (H.K.), Aggregator, Browne Sugar, Miss Bindi,
Lara’s Glitter, Reposado and of Sea Eagle, The Rose, Bonbonniere, etc.

1st Dam
BEACH DANCE, by Carnegie (Ire). 3 wins 1400 to 1850m. Half-sister to
Florinda, Getty. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-
BELLE MIRAJ (f by Iffraaj (GB)). 5 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $126,805,
to 2014-15, Southland Guineas, L, Gore Guineas, L, Southland RC
Coupland’s Bakeries 2YO H., Otago RC NZB Pearl Series 2YO Bonus H.,
3d New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, CJU Ray Coupland S.,
L, 4th Otago RC Dunedin Guineas, L.
Sauv Blanc Babe (f by Don Eduardo). Winner. See below.
Theemgee (g by General Nediym). Placed in NZ.

2nd Dam
SURFIN BIRD, by Crested Wave (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to LEGGINGS,
Beechland. Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 10 winners, inc:-
Florinda (f Lord Ballina). 4 wins 1600 to 2050m, WRC Young's Animal Health
H., 3d WRC New Zealand St Leger, Gr 3. Dam of 5 winners-
Valse des Fleurs (f Stravinsky (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d AJC
Canbury S., L, STC East Coast Developments 2YO H. Producer.
Entice. Winner at 1600m, SAJC Stuart Crystal P. Dam of 3 winners-
BOOM ’N’ ZOOM (g Dash for Cash). 4 wins 1400 to 2400m, $292,942,
Cranbourne Cup, L, 4th Bendigo Cup, L.
Getty (g Last Tycoon (Ire)). 8 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 1500m, $367,509, Macau
Doncaster H., AJC Kokoda 2YO H., STC Omni H., 2d STC Heritage S.,
L.

3rd Dam
LANCEANUM, by Oncidium (GB). 4 wins at 1400, 1600m in NZ. Half-sister to
DEVANTE (dam of TRAPPINGS, RECORD BREAKER), First Dawn (dam of
SHE’S FUN), New Horizon (dam of SOUND HORIZON). Dam of 5 foals,
4 to race, all winners, inc:-
LEGGINGS (f Tights (USA)). 9 wins–2 at 2–1350 to 1610m, $165,065, SAJC
Lord Mayor’s Mile H., L, Robert A Lee S., L, Classic Mile, L, Piper Alderman
Welter H., Equestrian Federation H., 2d SAJC Sedgwick Classic S.,
Gr 2, 3d Balaklava Cup, L, 4th VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners-
Ankle Biter (f Mukaddamah (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1800m, VRC Winning
Post Enclosure H., 2d VATC Heatherlie H., L, Producer.
Legs Akimbo. Started 3 times. Dam of 2 winners-
FERLAX (c Pentire (GB)). 4 wins 1209 to 1600m, $411,000, VRC
Australian Guineas, Gr 1, 2d MRC Memsie S., Gr 1.
Beechland (c Taipan II (USA)). 3 wins at 2 at 1200m, Avondale JC Singapore
H., 3d Levin RC Ryder S., L. Died at 3.

Race Record: 28 Starts 1-4-2. $23,020.
Won SCTC All Pest Queensland Maiden H. (1300m), 2d Armidale Servies H.,
Wests Entertainment Group H., Barbarians Rugby Club P., Grant McCarroll
Ford P., 3rd Gunnedah George & Brenda Witt H., Gillwest Service Station P.
SEE ME FLASH  
Lot 601 (No GST) CHESTNUT FILLY (BRANDED NR SH. 15 1 OFF SH.) FOALED 2011

(SIRE) SEBRING 
More Than Ready (USA). Southern Halo ................. by Halo ......................... Woodman's Girl ............... by Woodman (USA) ......
Flying Spur ................... by Danehill (USA) ......
Lady Mohlin ................ by Luskin Star .............

(DAM) FLASDED 
Fuji Kiseki (JPN) Sunday Silence ................. by Halo .........................
Millracer .......................... by Le Fabuleux .........
El Moxie (USA) .................. by Conquistador Cielo.
Ilfra Gold ....................... by Red Gauntlet (GB) ......


1st Dam FLASDED, by Fuji Kiseki (JPN). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1000m, VRC Ottawa S., L.
Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 6 winners-
ANGELIC LIGHT, (f by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $657,750, 2014-15, MVRC Ian McEwen S., Gr 2, William Crockett S., L, Ascend Sales Trophies P., 2d MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, SAJC Robert Sangster Classic, Gr 1, MVRC Typhoon Tracy S., L, 3d MRC Kevin Hayes S., L, MVRC Carlyon S., L, 4th MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 1, MRC Twilight Glow S., L.
See Me Flash (f by Sebring). 3 wins. See below.
Flash the Rock (g by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, BRC Subiaco Hair H.
Tease Me (f by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 1000, 1115m, MRC Charge Forward H., 2d VRC Sturt 2YO P. Dam of Roman Secret. 3 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15.
Lights On (g by Exceed and Excel). 3 wins 1000 to 1200m.
Swoosh (f by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 1300m in 2013-14.
Ease the Tease (f by Flying Spur). Placed at 3.

2nd Dam BRIGHT LIGHT, by El Moxie (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, VRC Neat n’ Trim Uniform S., L, 3d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Half-sister to Alcidon, Beethoven’s Lady. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
FLASHED (f Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 2 wins. See above.
Quasi Stellar. 2 wins at 1000m, MVRC Simpson Kelvinator H. Dam of 3 winners-
Amazing Sky (f Danroad). 3 wins–1 at 2–800, 1200m, CJC New Zealand Bloodstock 2YO S., 2d CJC Welcome S., L, Producer.
Not a Llama. 2 wins at 1000, 1100m in 2013-14, 2d MRC William Hill H.

3rd Dam I LFRA GOLD, by Red Gauntlet (GB). 3 wins 950 to 1500m, TRC Improvers’ H.
Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-
BRIGHT LIGHT (f El Moxie (USA)). 2 wins. See above.
Alcidon (c Acidity). 17 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1240m, $125,105, TRC Carbine Club S., 2d TRC Newmarket H., L, Thomas Lyons S., L, Crown Lager S., L.
Beethoven’s Lady (f Acidity). 6 wins–3 at 2–800 to 1200m, TTC SB Freeland Debutant S., 2d Tasmanian Carbine Classic, L, TRC Fosters Classic, L.
Cap of Blue. Winner at 1100m, 3d TRC 2YO H. Grandam of-
OH BLUE ANGEL (f Semipalatinsk (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2–1400m, VRC Great Western H., L, 2d VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L, Dam of 6 winners-
KEYARNA BLUE (f O’Reilly). 2 wins at 1612m, SAJC Laelia S., L.

Race Record: 12 Starts 3-1-0. $81,660.
Won MRC William Hill H. (1000m), Geelong Join the Briseis Club H. (1200m), Sale Betfair 2YO Maiden P. (1000m), 2nd MRC Yalumba H.
SHINING TRAIL

Bay filly

(Branded X nr sh. 1 1 off sh.)

Foaled 2011

(Sire) Encosta de Lago ....................... Fairy King (USA)......................... by Northern Dancer ...............

NORTHERN METEOR.. Shalo Creek ................. by Star Way (GB) ................. 

Explosive (USA) .......................... Fappiano .............................. by Mr. Prospector .............. 

(Dam) Visking Ruler .......................... Tristalove (NZ) ....................... by Sir Tristram (Ire) ...........

JOYFUL MOMENTS (NZ) 2006 Joyfulness ....................... Bletchingly ....................... by Biscay............................... 


1st Dam


2nd Dam

JOYFULNESS, by Bletchingly. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Christmas Spirit (dam of LIGHT UP THE WORLD, PRESENTING), half-sister to JOIE DENISE (dam of TUESDAY JOY, SUNDAY JOY), Clifton Gardens (dam of MISS MINDEN), Joie de Vivre (dam of ARLINGTON ROAD, JOIE DE GRISE), Bolt of Lightning (dam of EUPHORIA, CHRISTMAS TREE, JEWEL IN THE CROWN). Dam of 17 foals, 12 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Joyful Life (g Cape Cross (Ire)). 2 wins at 1600, 2000m, 2d Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, AuRC Don Ha Real Estate H., 4th Levin Classic, Gr 1.

Sandridge Bay (g Zabeel). 8 wins 1000 to 1400m, $194,935, VATC Murray H., St Joel H., Thomas Moule Welter H., 2d VRC Standish H., Gr 3.

Juggernaut. 7 wins at 1650m, $656,337, HKJC Shan Kwong H., Moreton H.

J’Abeel. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

BABY GUINNESS (f Stravinsky (USA)). 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, Waikato RC Sprint H., L, Hawke’s Bay Hastings Cup, 4th Wanganui S., L.

The Joy Luck Club. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Spielmeister (c Singspiel (Ire)). 5 wins 1100 to 1500m, 2d VRC Ellerston Capital S., Gr 3, Kensington S., L, 4th VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1. Sire.

3rd Dam

DENISE’S JOY, by Seventh Hussar (Fr). Top filly on The 1975-76 Aust. 3YO

Free H. 13 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 2500m, $295,980, VRC Oaks, Queensland Oaks, VATC Underwood S., WATC Australian Derby, VRC Turnbull S. Half-sister to

GREATER LOVE, CHORUS GIRL. Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

JOIE DENISE (f’Danehill (USA)). 4 wins, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of-

TUESDAY JOY (f Carnegie (Ire)). 7 wins 1400 to 2400m, $3,239,450, STC BMW S., Gr 1, AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, STC Ranvet S., Gr 1.

SUNDAY JOY (f Sunday Silence). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $483,030, AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 3. Dam of-

MORE JOYOUS (f More Than Ready (USA)). Champion Middle Distance Horse in Australia in 2011-12. 21 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2000m, $4,572,450, ATC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1-twice.

Joie de Vivre. Started once. Dam of 6 winners-

JOIE DE GRISE (f Kenmare (Fr)). 10 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $184,699, Scottsville South African Fillies Sprint S., Gr 1-twice

ARLINGTON ROAD (g Danehill (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2000m, $656,710, AJC All Aged S., Gr 1, STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Unraced.
### Lot 603

**STICKY FINGERS**

Chestnut filly (Branded C nr sh. 77 1 off sh.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Danehill (USA)</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DUKE OF MARMALADE (IRE)</td>
<td>Razyana</td>
<td>by His Majesty</td>
<td>Lassie's Lady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>Love Me True</td>
<td>Kingmambo</td>
<td>by Alydar</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Race Record:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gainesville (Can)</th>
<th>Bite the Bullet (USA)</th>
<th>Spectacular Bid</th>
<th>by Alleged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Money Begets Money</td>
<td>Lassie's Lady</td>
<td>Afleet</td>
<td>by Mr. Prospector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONEY 1997</td>
<td>Gainesville (Can)</td>
<td>Adaling</td>
<td>by Mr. Prospector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DUKE OF MARMALADE (IRE) (Bay 2004-Stud 2009).** 6 wins-1 at 2, Royal Ascot Prince of Wales’s S., Gr.1. Sire of 378 rnrs, 175 wins, 18 SW, inc. Big Memory (MRC Herbert Power H., Gr.2), Ming Zhi Cosmos, So Many Shots, Quaduna, Venus de Milo, Wannabe Better, Hall of Mirrors, Lady Cumquat, Moofeed, Big Orange, Collateral Risk, Duke Derby, Alive Alive Oh, Childa, Count of Limonade, Duchess Lemonade, Guinnevre, Morning Frost, SP Felcine, Lady Tatia, etc.

#### 1st Dam

**Money Begets Money,** by Bite the Bullet (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1800m, AJC Reading 2YO H., 2d NSW Tatt’s RC Furious S., Gr 3, 4th AJC James HB Carr S., L. Sister to **MICA’S PRIDE** (dam of **CRITERION, VARENNA MISS, SILENTLY**). Rose of Cimmaron (dam of **BULL POINT**), Joleur (dam of **BHUTANE DANE, GAZE ON, UPON THIS ROCK**), half-sister to **AMAH ROCK**. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

- **Beauty Express** (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 3 wins 1200 to 1280m, $154,843, ATC Bowermans Office Furniture H., 2d ATC Vaucluse H., HKJC Sai Kung H., 3d Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, 4th AuRc Bonecruscher S., L.
- **Money Rocks** (f by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 1550, 2040m, $108,900, MVRC Gorski Truck & Traler H., AJC Tamarama H., 3d MRC Autumn Classic, Gr 2.
- **Fortunefivehundred** (g by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 2000, 2040m, MRC Craig’s Royal Hotel H., MVRC Adapt Australia P., 2d ATC Evans & Partners H.
- **Royal Lineup** (f by Viscount). 2 wins to 1400m, AJC Cadbury Schweppes H.
- **Money Tree** (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1300m, ATC Queens Park H.
- **Aforethought** (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1600m. Dam of-**MALICE** (g Teofilo (Ire)). 5 wins 1200 to 2000m, $296,475, to 2014-15, ATC Cup, L, ATC Bacardi Untameable H., 3d ATC Frank Packer P., Gr 3.

#### 2nd Dam

**GAINESVILLE (CAN),** by Afleet. Unraced. Sister to **AFLEETAFFAIR, JUSTADARLING,** Onie Colonic, three-quarter-sister to **FREEDOM FLEET, Von Fleet,** half-sister to **ASONG FOR BILLY, DARLING ALICE**. Dam of 11 foals, all winners, inc:-

- **MICA’S PRIDE** (f Bite the Bullet (USA)). 3 wins 1000 to 1250m, $121,350, STC Research S., Gr 3, 2d STC Sheraco S., L. Dam of 7 winners-
- **CRITERION** (c Sebring). 5 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 2400m, $3,243,655, to 2013-14, Australian Derby, Gr 1, ATC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, Todman S., Gr 2, Canberra RC Black Opal S., L, 2d ATC Spring Champion S., Gr 1.
- **VARENNA MISS** (f Redoute’s Choice). 5 wins 1000 to 1300m, $365,100, BRC QTC Cup, Gr 2, 2d MRC Hyderabad Race Club S., L, Gr 3.
- **SILENTLY** (f Anaba (USA)). 3 wins to 1400m, AJC James HB Carr S., L.
- **AMAH ROCK** (g Fastnet Rock). 3 wins to 1400m, MRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L.
- **Rose of Cimmaron. 2 wins** at 1300, 1800m, AJC Campbelltown H. Dam of-
- **BULL POINT** (c Fastnet Rock). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $492,250, to 2013-14, MRC Manfred S., Gr 3, 3d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr 1.
- **Joleur. Winner** at 1400m. Dam of 6 winners-
- **UPON THIS ROCK** (f Fastnet Rock). 6 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $403,940, WATC Starstruck Classic, L, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L.
- **BHUTANE DANE** (g Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1500m, $391.826 in Aust and Macau, AJC Strada S., L, STC Heritage S., L.
- **GAZE ON** (g Intergaze). 6 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2020m, AJC TL Baillieu H., L.

**Race Record:** Unraced.
Stable 4 Rows R 6-12 & S
On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 604
TASTE OF MONEY
Bay filly (Branded $ nr sh. 36 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Redoute’s Choice .......... Danehill (USA).............. by Danzig....................
NOT A SINGLE DOUBT
Shantha’s Choice .............. by Canny Lad.....................
Singles Bar ...................... by Crown Jester..............
Easy Date ........................ by Grand Chaudiere.........

(Dam) Fairy King (USA).......... by Northern Dancer.........
SWEET LORRAINE ...... Shoul Creek ........................ by Star Way (GB).........
2006 Kris ................................ by Sharpen Up............... Dafayna (IRE)..................... by Habitat .......................
NOT A SINGLE DOUBT (AUS) (Bay 2001-Stud 2005). 4 wins-3 at 2, AJC
Canonbury S., L. Sire of 508 mrs, 330 wns, 22 SW, inc. Miracles of Life (MRC
Blue Diamond S., Gr.1), Villa Verde, Gypsy Diamond, Karuta Queen, Doubtful
Jack, Castletorpe, Squamosa, Petty Cury, My Ex Mate, Always Certain,
Tennessse Wills - Mystic Power (Mal.), Cavallo Pazzo, Risen From Doubt,
Cruden Bay, Every Faith, Into the Red, Cheyenne Warrior, Doubtfilly, etc.

1st Dam
SWEET LORRAINE, by Encosta de Lago. Winner at 2 at 1400m. Half-sister to
Let Me Try Again, Amsterdam. Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner, inc:-
Taste of Money (f by Not a Single Doubt). 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam
DATHIYNA (IRE), by Kris. Unraced. Half-sister to Darayna, Daftiyna (dam of SIR
EAGLES, GOLDEN ISLAND). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
Let Me Try Again (c Sadler’s Wells). 2 wins at 11¾f, 1½m, 2d Lingfield
Derby Trial S., Gr 3, 4th Newbury Geoffrey Freer S., Gr 2.
Amsterdam (g Danehill (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, €278,757,
Leopardstown Irish Stallion Farms S., HKJC Cherry H., Silver Lining Cup,
2d HKJC Classified Post H., Europe H., 3d Leopardstown Tyros S., L.
Big Al Hazim. 4 wins 1550 to 2000m, $170,779 in Great Britain and Aust, STC
Navigate Financial Group Welter H., Lucky’s Freeway Hotel H., Clubs NSW
H., 2d AJC Just a Dancer H., Gilt Pattern H., STC Darley Guineas Day H.

3rd Dam
DAFAYNA, by Habitat. 4 wins–2 at 2–at 6f, 7f, Royal Ascot Cork & Orrery S.,
Gr 3, Ascot Blue Seal S., L, 2d Ascot Diadem S., Gr 3, 3d Newmarket July
Cup, Gr 1, Haydock Sprint Cup, Gr 2. Sister to DALSAAAN, three-quarter-
sister to Dukayna, half-sister to DOYOUIN, DOLPOUR, DOLZAAN,
DOLKA. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Darayna (f Shernazar). 2 wins at 7f, 1m, 3d Leopardstown Brownstown Stud
S., L. Dam of 4 winners-
Dear Daughter (f Polish Precedent). Winner at 1m, 2d Ascot Fern Hill S.,
Goldilocks. Winner at 2 in Italy. Dam of 5 winners-
Dryandra (f Desert Prince). Winner at 8½f, 2d Curragh Ladbrokes.ie
2YO Fillies S., 3d Kempton Dragonfly S., L.
Dafariyyna. Placed at 3 in Ireland. Dam of 4 winners-
Stargaze - Jerry Maguire (H.K.) (g Oasis Dream). 2 wins at 2 at 5f, 3d
Goodwood Richmond S., Gr 2, Lingfield Spring Cup, L.
Daftiyna. Placed at 2 & 3 in Ireland. Dam of 7 winners-
SIR EAGLES (g Diamond Green). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000m, €149,868,
Milan Premio Certosa, L, 2d HKJC Chiu Chow Chamber of Commerce H.
GOLDEN ISLAND (f Selkirk). 3 wins at 1600, 2100m in Great Britain and
Germany, Bremen Bremer Stuten Meile, L, 2d Ascot Rosemary H., L,
Sandown Atalanta S., L, 3d Pontefract Pipalong S., L. Producer.

Race Record: 10 Starts 2-1-0. $27,560.
Won Tatura Rushton Park H. (1400m), Werribee Life Member Alan Harvey H.
(1400m), 2nd Seymour Parker Brothers Earthmoving Maiden P.
Lot 605  
**TEMBTING DELIGHT**  
Brown filly (Branded GS nr sh. 60 1 off sh.)  
Foaled 2011

(Sire)  
Encosta de Lago ............... Fairy King (USA)............ by Northern Dancer ...........

**NORTHERN METEOR**.  
Explosive (USA) ............... Fappiano ............... by Mr. Prospector ............

(Dam)  
HANSUYEN (NZ)............. Sir Tristram (Ire)......... by Sir Ivor ..................

2000  
L’Quiz (USA).................. L’Enjoleur .................. by Buckpasser ............


1st Dam  
HANSUYEN (NZ), by Zabeel. Winner at 1500m, 2d AJC Maytag H. Sister to ST REIMS, CHAMPAGNE (dam of MARTIQUE, NADEGE). Sursum Corda, three-quarter-sister to Sunnah, Impossibly (dam of FULL OF SPIRIT, LADY CUMQUAT). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

ST REIMS (c Zabeel). Jt Champion WFA performer in NZ in 2004-05. 11 wins 1600 to 2400m, $621,256, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, AuRC Zabeel Classic, Gr 1, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, Counties Cup, Gr 2, AuRC Lindaur Grandeur S., Gr 3, 2d AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1. Sire.

CHAMPAGNE (f Zabeel). Champion WFA performer in NZ in 1999. 7 wins 1400 to 2040m, $1,912,269, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1, STC Ansett Australia S., Gr 1, AuRC Ladies Mile, Gr 3, Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr 3, VATC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 3, Moonee Valley Oaks, L. Dam of:-

NADEGE (f Giant’s Causeway (USA)). 5 wins at 1400, 1600m, Wairarapa Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., L, Avondale JC Autobahn Cafe H., Sportys Bar & Cafe’ H., 4th AuRC Westminster Classic, L.

MARTIQUE (f Danehill (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1350m, $109,850, BTC Gienlogan Park S., L, AJC Seppelt Wines H. Dam of 3 winners-

Charmont (f High Chaparral (Ire)). Winner at 1600m in 2014-15, 3d New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, AuRC Royal S., Gr 2.

Sursum Corda (f Zabeel). 5 wins at 1400, 1600m, 2d New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, WRC Trentham S., Gr 3, 4th WRC Wellesley S., L, Grandam of-

Le Mans (g Sebring). Winner at 1400m in 2013-14, 2d MRC Gothic S., L. Quiz Queen. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-

Sunnah (f Zabeel). 3 wins 1400 to 2400m, $141,600, 3d Moonee Valley Oaks, Gr 2, STC Winter Cup, L, 4th VRC St Leger, Gr 3. Producer. Imposingly. Winner at 1950m. Dam of 4 winners-

FULL OF SPIRIT (f Flying Spur). 4 wins 1300 to 2000m, $272,856, ATC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, 2d Hawke’s Bay Makfi Challenge S., Gr 1.

LADY CUMQUAT (f Duke of Marmalade (Ire)). 2 wins at 1600, 2000m in 2013-14, Manawatu Classic, Gr 3, 2d MRC Ladies Day Vase, Gr 3.

Race Record: 1 Start 0-0-0. $375.
Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)
Lot 606
TERHAAB
Brown filly
(Branded WPR nr sh. 8 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011
(Sire)
MORE THAN READY (USA)..............................................
Southern Halo.................. by Hall to Reason
Woodman's Girl .................. by Northern Dancer
(Dam)
SUPER SMUDGE ..............
Flying Spur .................. by Danzig
Verocative ................... by Biscay

MORE THAN READY (USA) (Bay 1997-Stud 2001). 7 wins-5 at 2, Saratoga
King’s Bishop S., Gr.1. Leading Aust. Sire of 2YOs twice. Sire of 1766 mrs, 1302
wnrs, 139 SW, inc. Sebring (STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Phelan Ready,
Benicio, More Joyous, Samaready, Verrazano, Room Service, Regally Ready,
Dreamaway, More Than Sacred, Perfectly Ready, Gimmethegreenlight, Carry
on Cutie, Daredevil, Buster’s Ready, More Strawberries, Ready’s Gal, etc.

1st Dam
SUPER SMUDGE, by Flying Spur. 5 wins—1 at 2—1000 to 1400m, $164,830, AJC
UD Trucks H., Canon.com.au H., STC Mercure Hotel Parramatta 2YO P.,
Jack’s Toy Warehouse, Windsor H., 3d AJC Schweppes H., 4th STC
Canterbury Classic, L, Hawkesbury Guineas, L. Sister to JET SPUR,
three-quarter-sister to Critical List. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, inc:-
Terhaab (f by More Than Ready (USA)). See below.

2nd Dam
VEROCATIVE, by Bletchingly. 6 wins—3 at 2—800 to 1400m, $129,700, VATC
Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3, AJC PJ Bell H., L, QTC Snippets H., 2d AJC
Light Fingers S., Gr 2, 4th AJC Surround S., Gr 2. Half-sister to Assizes (dam
of GENEROUS TYCOON). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
JET SPUR (c Flying Spur). 3 wins—1 at 1100, 1200m, $417,200, MRC Caulfield
Sprint H., Gr 2, VRC Rory’s Jester P., Gr 3, STC Heritage S., L, 2d AJC
Critical List (c Danehill (USA)). 2 wins—1 at 1100, 1200m, BTC Southern Cross
Miss Brinkley. Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Hotel Bay Rose 2YO H., 4th AJC
Kindergarten S., Gr 3. Producer.
Portrait. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners—
Raeburn (g Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 10 wins—1 at 2—1100 to 2200m,
$427,036, to 2013-14, BRC The Good Guys H., Qld Tatt’s RC South
Bank Insurance Brokers H., BRC Sky Racing H., Entirerecruitment.com
P., Powerade P., MVRC Tuscan Mechanical National Apprentice Series H.,
Pacific Communications H., 3d VRC Express S., L, BRC Queensland Cup,
Gr 4, 4th Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 3, SUCT Caloundra Cup, L.
Madame de Stael. Unraced. Dam of- 
Little Miss Smiley (f Husson (ARG)). Winner at 2 at 1200m, BRC
Skyracing.tv 2YO H., 2d ATC Keith Mackay H., L.

3rd Dam
TRUE VERDICT, by The Judge. Winner at 1300m, 3d VATC Sweet Nell H., 4th
VRC Red Roses S., L. Sister to ZEDITAVE, SQUARE DEAL, ZEDAGAL
(dam of UNISON), half-sister to ALANNON, PAMPAS FIRE (dam of
CLOISTER), Druid’s Lodge. Great Verdict (dam of GREYS INN). Dam of
12 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
VEROCATIVE (f Bletchingly). 6 wins. See above.
Assizes. Unraced. Grandam of-
MYSTIC PRINCE (g Reset). 4 wins 1500 to 2400m, $315,678, Western
Australian Derby, Gr 2, 4th WATC Ascot Gold Cup, L.

Race Record: 8 Starts 0-0-1. $5,060.
3rd GCTC Laurie Kimlin 93 Not Out Maiden H.
Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10
On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 607 (With 70% GST) THELITTLERACKETEER
Brown filly (Branded nr sh. 23 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA)........... Roberto ......................... by Hail to Reason..........
DUPORTH ......................... Arabia ......................... by Damascus ..................
Staging ........................... Success Express (USA).... by Hold Your Peace ......

(Dam) STREET ’EM SHEILA (USA) 2004
Street Cry (Ire) ................. Machiavellian ............... by Mr. Prospector ..........
Super Sheila ..................... Helen Street ................ by Troy ...........................

DUPORTH (AUS) (Bay or Brown 2005-Stud 2010). 3 wins to 1400m, BTC Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 60 rnrs, 23 wns, inc. SP Cornrow, Inkling, Two Over One - Wingold (H.K.) and of Paceman, Dupe ’em, Dashing Fellow, Mamaroochy, Mister Rockstar, Thelittleracketeet, Hermano Menor, Ruettiger, Backdrop, Shower of Hearts, Blame It on Rio, Stick With Me, Advertencia, Axanite, Blinkin’, Blood Red Moon, Due Date, Kenian, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam STREET ’EM SHEILA (USA), by Street Cry (Ire). Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to

Gone on Sheila. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
OFFICE BEARER (c by Officer). 5 wins 1000 to 1300m, $232,700, to 2013-14, MRC City of Greater Dandenong S., L, ATC Cormack Packaging H., MRC Mistable H., MVRC Adapt Australia H., 2d VRC MSS Security Sprint H., L, SAJC Redelva S., L, 4th VRC Bob Hoysted H., L, MRC Testa Rossa S., L.

Thelittleracketeet (f by Duporth). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam SUPER SHEILA, by Last Tycoon (Ire). 5 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $205,413, Turffontein Star Sprint, Gr 1, Newmarket TC Henry Eatwell Memorial H., Gr 3, Turffontein Three Year-Old Sprint, Gr 3, Newmarket TC TR Lewis Memorial S., L, 2d Scottsvilla Allan Robertson Fillies Championship, Gr 1, South African Fillies Sprint S., Gr 1, Gosforth Park Juvenile Fillies Futurity S., Gr 2, Gosforth National 3YO Sprint H., Gr 3, Newmarket TC Henry Eatwell Memorial H., Gr 3, Gosforth CT Brand Cup, L, 4th Scottsvilla South African Fillies Sprint S., Gr 1. Half-sister to Magikrem, Legal Steps (dam of STORMONT). Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Gone on Sheila (f Gone West). 2 wins at 5½f, 6f, 2d Woodbine Star Shoot S., L, 4th Monmouth Ocean Hotel Hotel S., L. Dam of 5 winners-Speeding to Win. 3 wins 1000 to 1212m, 2d AJC Merimbula Bay 2YO H., GCTC Magic Millions P., AJC Riverside H., Rosebery P.

Lynlea’s Lad. 3 wins–1 at 2–1109 to 1400m, 2d MRC Over H. Gursky. 4 wins 1800 to 2400m, 3d Deauville Prix de Feucherolles.

3rd Dam KEEP IN STEP (IRE), by Dance in Time. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1800m, Deauville Prix de la Vallee d’Auge, L. Three-quarter-sister to Danse de Minuit, half-sister to REGAL BEARING, Normia (dam of METAMORPHOSE), Polatouche (dam of KANSAS CITY), Midnight Lady (dam of KATHMANDU, PARTY DOLL). Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

SUPER SHEILA (f Last Tycoon (Ire)). 5 wins. See above.

Magikrem (c Seattle Song). 4 wins–2 at 2–1500 to 2000m, 3d Turin Premio Avvocato Amedeo Peyron, L.

Legal Steps. Winner at 1½m in Great Britain. Dam of 7 winners-STORMONT (c Marju). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1200m in Great Britain and Germany, Baden-Baden Goldene Peitsche, Gr 2, 2d Newmarket Burwell S.

Stilett - Leeds (Mal.) (c Tirol). 4 wins 1600 to 2000m in Great Britain and Malaysia, Newmarket Amcor H., Penang TC Class 1 H., 2d Perak TC Coronation Cup, L, 4th Selangor TC Tunku Gold Cup, L.

Race Record: 3 Starts 1-0-0. $40,545.
Won ATC Professor Geoff McKellar Memorial Maiden H. (1100m)
Lot 608 (No GST)

Chestnut mare

(Stable)

On Account of L. KOUMI, Adelaide, SA

(foaled 2010)

(THIAMANDI

(Country Class (NZ)

1999

Chestnut mare


1st Dam

Country Class (NZ), by Woodborough (USA). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, AuRC Friday Flash H., Graeme Thomson Antique & Estate Jewellery H., 2d Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3, 3d AuRC Guineas Trial, L, BOP RC New Zealand Bloodstock 3YO Classique, 4th Waikato RC Fairview Ford S., L. Half-sister to Lady Cavalier. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

THIAMANDI (f by Street Boss (USA)). 6 wins. See below.

Gonski Girl (f by Gonski). Winner at 1000m, SAJC Flight Centre Twilight P., 2d SAJC Pewsey Vale S., L, Spring Gully Fulham Park 2YO P.

Yoakam (g by Good Journey (USA)). 10 wins 1300 to 1800m to 2013-14, 2d WATC Perth Racing Members H., 3d WATC Racingjobs.com.au H.-twice.

Leg Room (f by Good Journey (USA)). 5 wins 1100 to 1200m.

Economy (f by Good Journey (USA)). 3 wins 1400 to 1628m. Producer.

2nd Dam

Malahide, by Kings Island (Ire). 5 wins 1400 to 2000m, VRC Filiberry Haberdashery H., 2d Cranbourne Cup, L. Half-sister to WYCHNOR,

Langtry. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:

Country Class (f Woodborough (USA)). 3 wins. See above.


3rd Dam

HASTY MISS, by Hasty Cloud ( Ire). Winner at 1m in NZ. Half-sister to FLIPPER.

Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-


Langtry (f Sucaryl (GB)). 9 wins 1400 to 2200m, WRC Northland H., Woodville Centennial Cup, 2d Manawatu RC Royal Hong Kong Jockey Club H., L, 4th Waikato Gold Cup, Gr 3, Tenderkist Wanganui Cup, L. Producer.

Malahide (f Kings Island (IRE)). 5 wins. See above.

Race Record: 21 Starts 6-3-1. $326,710. Stakes-winner. Won MRC Bletchingly S., Gr 3 (1200m), Cove Hotel H. (1100m), MVRCC Essendon Mazda 55 Second Challenge Heat H. (955m), SAJC SAROA Horses' Birthday Lunch H. (1000m), Warrnambool Vobis Gold Strike 2YO S. (1000m), Murray Bridge Wellington Caravan Park 2YO Maiden P. (906m), 2nd MRC Swettenham Stud Dash for Cash 2YO H., SAJC Roadside Service & Solutions H., Protect Your Neck 2YO P., 3rd MRC Essendon Mazda 55 Second Challenge Heat H., 4th MRC Regal Roller S., L, SAJC Lightning S., L
Stable 1 Rows A,B & C 1-4
On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

Lot 609

**TIKAL**
Bay filly
(Branded ¹ nr sh. ¹⁴⁷ off sh.)
Foaled 2011

(Sire)  
**DENMAN**

(Dam)  
**LANQUIN**

2000

On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley
Lot 609
TIKAL
Bay filly
(Branded ¹ nr sh. ¹⁴⁷ off sh.)
Foaled 2011

(Sire)  
Lonhro ............................................ Octagonal (NZ).............. by Zabeel (NZ)..................
Shadea (NZ)................................. by Straight Strike ...............
Vain............................................. by Wilkes (Fr) ..................
Market Maid ................................. by Marscay..................

(Dam)  
Last Tycoon (Ire)......................... Try My Best........................ by Northern Dancer ........
Mill Princess............................... by Mill Reef.....................
Al Akbar...................................... by Success Express........
Timeless Moment (Ire).................. by Lomond...........................

DENMAN (AUS) (Brown 2006-Stud 2010). 9 wins-3 at 2-to 1400m, A$1,201,975, STC Golden Rose S., Gr.1. Sire of SW Kuro (ATC Heritage S., L), Law, Pinch River, Shigeru Sendan, SP Igraine, Piacenza and of Caro Kann, Secret Trail, Fitocracy, Grapevine, Our Vida, Viascon, Inkulu, Deitch, Breaking Story, Denman Flyer, Easy Flyer, Ionlythinkofyou, Jacoman, Melberra Star, Shanghai Bund, Wingedeadgles Glory, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

1st Dam
Lanquin, by Last Tycoon (Ire). 3 wins 1100 to 1400m, $103,225, VRC Eugene Gorman H., 2d VRC Philomena Bowlon H., 3d VRC Ottawa S., L, MRC Delina H.-half-sister to Pride of Westbury. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Reprobate (g by Reset). 15 wins 1000 to 1400m, $253,235, to 2013-14, STC BMW & Bob Miller & Co H., AJC David Jones Derby Day H., STC Bravehearts H., Shady Stream NSW Broodmare of the Year H., 2d AJC Hillsdale P., NSW Tatt's RC Toyota H., STC Rydges World Square H., 3d AJC Georges Hall H., STC Freeway's Great Steaks P., Club Liverpool H.

2nd Dam
TATTINGER (NZ), by Al Akbar. Started once. Three-quarter-sister to FERRAGAMO, half-sister to NATIONAL TREASURE, As You Would, Clinique (dam of FAMOUS SEAMUS, AHDASHIM). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-
Pride of Westbury (g Octagonal (NZ)). 4 wins 1700 to 3000m, $116,860, MRC Soorak H., 2d Tasmanian Derby, Gr 3, 4th VRC St Leger, L.
Lanquin (f Last Tycoon (Ire)). 3 wins. See above.
Sparkling Sound. 6 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1700m, $108,000, to 2013-14, BRC Sky Racing H., Coke Zero H., Yellowglen H., 2d BRC Lockyer Race Club H. 
Resilience. 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1400m, MRC Trichelle H., 3d MRC Regal Wench H.

3rd Dam
TIMELESS MOMENT (IRE), by Lomond. Unraced. Sister to Eyes on the Prize (dam of POWER OF GOLD). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
FERRAGAMO (f Success Express (USA)). 11 wins-3 at 2-800 to 1600m, $334,095, Counties RC Auckland Thoroughbred Breeders' S., Gr 2, Egmont RC Fayette Park S., Gr 3, BATC Courier-Mail Classic S., L, 2d Waikato Draught Sprint, Gr 1, Avondale JC Concorde H., Gr 2. Producer.
NATIONAL TREASURE (f Zabeel). 5 wins 1500 to 2225m, $266,725, STC Sky High S., L, 3d AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, 4th STC BMW S., Gr 1.
As You Would (c Kaapst)ad). 6 wins 1300 to 2400m, $155,050, VRC Noble Comment H., 2d Ballarat Cup, L, 4th MRC Easter Cup, Gr 3.
Clinique. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners- 
FAMOUS SEAMUS (g Elusive City (USA)). 10 wins 1100 to 1300m, $1,036,500, to 2014-15, BRC BTC Cup, Gr 1, ATC Premiere S., Gr 2, Lightning H, L-twice, 3d MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, ATC Shorts H., Gr 2, Challenge S., Gr 2, Premiere S., Gr 2, MRC Kevin Heffernan S., Gr 3.
AHDASHIM (g Elusive City (USA)). 7 wins 900 to 1300m, $523,125, VRC Standish H., Gr 3, 2d AJC Strada S., L, STC Darby Munro H., L, 3d STC Concorde S., Gr 3, Festival S., L, 4th ATC Southern Cross S., Gr 3.

Race Record: 1 Start 0-0-0. $1,885.
### Lot 610 (No GST)

**Stable 3 Rows E 1-3 & F 1-3**

**On Account of ATTUNGA STUD, Scone (As Agent)**

**Lot 610 (No GST)**

**TREASURABLE**

- Chestnut filly
- (Branded \( \sqrt[23]{1} \) off sh.)
- Foaled 2011

**Sire**
- Southern Halo
- Halo
- by Hail to Reason

**Dam**
- Woodman's Girl
- Woodman (USA)
- by Mr. Prospector

**1st Dam**
- Precious Future
- by Redoute's Choice
- 4 wins
- at 2 to 1000 to 1600m
- MVRC Mvrc.net.au H., Fisher & Paykel H., 2d MRC Claudette H.

**2nd Dam**
- Future World (USA)
- by Gulch
- 3 wins
- at 6f in USA

**3rd Dam**
- Jones Time Machine
- by Current Concept
- 13 wins
- at 2 to 4f to 7f

---


**Fathers**

- **MORE THAN READY (USA)** (Bay 1997-Stud 2001).
  - 7 wins-5 at 2
  - Saratoga King's Bishop S., Gr.1
  - Leading Aust. Sire of 2YOs twice
  - Sire of 1766 mrs, 1302 wins, 139 5W

**MOTHERS**

- **FUTURE WORLD (USA)**, by Gulch
  - 3 wins
  - at 6f in USA

---

**Race Record:**
- 3 Starts 0-0-0. $2,785.
Lot 611 (With 15% GST)  VALID CONTRACT
Chestnut mare  (Branded B nr sh. 30 9 off sh.)  Foaled 2009

(Sire)  Flying Spur.......................... by Danzig.........................
MAGNUS.................................
Scandinavia............................ by Vain.........................

(Dam)  Take Your Partner............... by Biscay........................
PRENUPTIAL (NZ) ......
1995  Deal ................................ by Vain........................
Yeats (USA)............................ by Nijinsky......................
Good Exchange..................... by Better Boy (Ire)...........

MAGNUS (AUS) (Bay 2002-Stud 2008). 4 wins to 1200m, AJC Galaxy H., Gr.1. Sire of 201 rnrs, 132 wnrs, inc. SW Magnifisio (WATC Winterbottom S., Gr.1), Platinum Kingdom, Alpha Beat, Missy Cummings, Prettyhapp yaboutit, SP Miss Promiscuity, Backstedt, Magnus Reign, Malibu Style, Lucky Symbol, Pompeius, Aeratus, How Swede it Is, Imprimis and of Hugo, Moparee, I'm in Charge, Kolonga, Mr Pago, Overstatement, Propelled, I Got a Turbo, Magnus Effect, etc.

1st Dam  PRENUPTIAL (NZ), by Take Your Partner. 5 wins 1400 to 1600m, $184,685, AJC Angst H., L, City of Fairfield H., San Miguel Light H., NSW Tatt's RC Bella Vista Ball H., STC Cathay Pacific P., 2d AJC McGrath’s Liverpool H., STC Freshest H., Hahn Premium Light H., 4th AJC Wiggle H., L, Sister to IN THE CARDS - WINNING PARTNERS (H.K.), half-sister to MOONAH BROOKE. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-
Crossley - Crown Indicator (Mac.) (g by Elvstroem). 6 wins 1400 to 1800m, $227,769 in Aust and Macau, 2d Macau Lisboa Challenge H., MVRC Essendon Chrysler H., 3d Macau Guineas Prelude, L, Macau Winter Trophy, L.
Vows (f by Flying Spur). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, STC Tooheys New & Brown Brothers H. Dam of 2 winners-
Polygraph. 4 wins at 900, 1100m in 2014 in Aust and Malaysia.
Floral Quest (g by Quest for Fame (GB)). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, BOP RC Paramount Hire H., 2d AuRC Deutz H.
Wedlock (f by Giant’s Causeway (USA)). Winner at 1000m.

2nd Dam  DEAL, by Yeats (USA). 2 wins 12 at 2–at 1200m, AJC Analie H., L, 2d STC Magic Night H., Gr 3, AJC Hall Mark S., L, 3d AJC Keith Mackay H., L, NSW Tatt’s RC Roman Consul S., L, Sister to Ali Baba, half-sister to TOP AVENGER, Daybreak Express (dam of ALacrity, THE BULLFIGHTER - THE KINGFIGHTER (MAL.). SYMPOSE). Dam of 5 named foals, all winners-
IN THE CARDS - WINNING PARTNERS (H.K.) (c Take Your Partner). 8 wins 1000 to 1400m, $1,373,900, Hong Kong International Bowl, Gr 3, HKJC Happy Valley Trophy, HK-3, RHJKC American Club H., Toronto H., 2d RHJKC Happy Valley Trophy, HK-3, 3d RHJKC Chairman’s Prize, HK-1, Centenary Cup, HK-2, Happy Valley Trophy, HK-3.
MOONAH BROOKE (c Kingdom Bay). 4 wins 1000 to 2400m, $174,075, Tasmanian Derby, Gr 3, VRC Bernie Quinlan H., Portland Player 3YO H.
PRENUPTIAL (f Take Your Partner). 5 wins. See above.
Murph. 8 wins 1200 to 2000m, $163,170, Yarra Glen RC Yarra Glen Cup, AJC Bondi Junction H., STC Picnic Point H., Audley H., Mastercut Meats H.

Race Record: 27 Starts 5-5-3. $154,790.
Stable 2 Rows A & B 1-6

On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 612

WESTERN BELLE
Bay filly
(Branded \( \text{nr sh. } \frac{2}{1} \text{ off sh.} \))
Foaled 2011

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA) .................. Roberto .................. by Hail to Reason
DOMESDAY ..................
Damasus (USA) .................. by Storm Bird

(Dam) In the Past (GB) ..................
Zafonic (USA) .................. by Gone West
Victoriana ..................

1st Dam BROADWAY BELLE ....
2005
Antique ..................
Metal Storm (Fr) .................. by Kenmare (Fr) .............
Bonny Guest ..................
by What a Guest (Ire).....

DOMESDAY (AUS) (Brown 2002-Stud 2006). 2 wins at 2, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr.2. Sire of 263 rnrs, 142 wnrs, inc. SW Pressday (BRC TJ Smith Classic, Gr.1), Doctor Doom, Domesky, Divorces, Antelucan, Cailin Miss, Sunset Rock, Backgammon, SP Italy, Supara, Giresun, Nextanix, Boom Box, Ducal Castle, Heavy, Last Day, Abstract, Exchanges, Sakitto and of Profit Share, Whatalovelyday, Payteevee, Black Velveteen, Idle Dreams, Mr Boomday, etc.

1st Dam

2nd Dam
Antique, by Metal Storm (Fr). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, $116,340, MRC Arborea H., WATC Readersmart Liftout 2YO H., 2d MVRC Karcher Clean Sweep H., 3d VRC Oaks, Gr 1, MVRC Alexandra S., L. Sister to KALATIARA (dam of KALAHAAAR), KENTIARA (dam of KENCELLA), Lacienne (dam of GUEST WING). Dam of 6 named foals, all winners, inc:-

BROADWAY BELLE (f Redoute’s Choice). 5 wins. See above.


Arcadia. 3 wins at 1200m, $103,825, WATC Westspeed 3YO H., MRC Lady Mogambo H., WATC Westspeed 3YO H., 2d WATC Starstruck Classic, L, 3d MVRC Champagne S., Gr 3, Mitchel McKenzie S., L. Dam of-

ARCADIA ROSE (f Kheleyf (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $180,525, to 2013-14, WATC Belgravia S., L, Allightsykes H., 2d WATC Belmont Sprint, Gr 3.

3rd Dam
BONNY GUEST, by What a Guest (Ire). Winner at 1300m, 3d AJC Emsee H. Half-sister to Good Time Dancer. Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

KALATIARA (f Metal Storm (Fr)). 8 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, Hollywood Royal Heroine S., Gr 3. Dam of-

KALAHAAAR (g Choisir). 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, $368,625, to 2013-14, WATC Farnley S., L, Allightsykes H., 2d WATC Belmont Sprint, Gr 3.

KENTIARA (f Metal Storm (Fr)). 11 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1800m, WATC Detonator S., L, York S., L, 2d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2. Dam of-

KENCELLA (g Exceed and Excel). 6 wins at 1000, 1100m, $250,570, to 2013-14, ATC Maurice McCarten S., Gr 3, Big Brown at Vinery H.

Lacienne. Started twice. Dam of 4 winners-

GUEST WING (g Right Wing (Ire)). 6 wins 1400 to 2400m, $368,281, WATC Perth Cup, Gr 2, Yellowglen Melbourne Cup Day at Ascot H.

Race Record: 4 Starts 0-0-1. $2,225.

3rd Pinjarra Bunbury Motel & Serviced Apartments Maiden P.
Stable 2 Rows A & B 1-6
On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 613
WESTERN GEM
Bay mare
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 4 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2010

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA)............ Roberto ......................... by Hail to Reason ............
CHARGE FORWARD.... Arabia ......................... by Damascus .................
Sydney’s Dream ................. Bletchingly .................. by Biscay .................

(Dam) Mill Reef......................... by Never Bend ................
OUR MILLSTER.............. Short Rations .................. by Lorenzaccio (Ire) ....
1999 Serheed (USA) ................ by Nijinsky ....................
Timeless Action ................. Timeless Effort (NZ) .........

CHARGE FORWARD (AUS) (Bay 2001-Stud 2005). 4 wins-2 at 2, AJC Galaxy H.,
Headway (VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1), Response, Shrapnel, London Lolly,
Solar Charged, Slightly Sweet, Direct Charge, Cavalry Rose, Sabrage, Assail,
Crack a Roadie, Road Trippin’, Urban Groove, Fort Lincoln, Rush, SP Zaragoza
- Ghost Cry (Mal.), Bradman, Simply Put, Fast Cash, Dream Forward, etc.

1st Dam
OUR MILLSTER, by Marooned (GB). 3 wins 1250 to 1800m, WATC Gill’s Zareem
H., Crimson Medal H., 2d WATC Turf Belle H., 3d WATC No Equal H. Sister to
Woodcutter’s Red, three-quarter-sister to Famous Friend (dam of
FAMOUS ROMAN, LIGHTOFPROSPERITY - POWER FOR GLORY
(MAL.)). Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

WESTERN JEWEL (f by Jeune (GB)). 8 wins 1600 to 2400m, $607,990,
WATC Perth Cup, Gr 2, ATA H., Perthracing.com.au H., Westspeed
Stayers’ Bonus H.-twice, Buildex Ripplezips H., ATA H., 2d WATC
WATC Mastika H., 4th WATC Perth Cup, Gr 2, Tattersall's Cup, L.

WESTERN BLAZE (g by Hard Spun (USA)). 4 wins 1500 to 1800m,
$205,835, to 2014-15, WATC Raconteur S., L, Facebook.com Perthracing
H., Reimagine Races This Spring H., Vale Joseph O’Dea Snr H., 2d WATC
Aquanita S., L, TJ Smith Trophy, L, 3d WATC Festival of Perth Racing H.

Western Gem (f by Charge Forward). 4 wins. See below.
Alaskan (g by Danetime (Ire)). Winner at 2200m, 2d WATC Westspeed
Stayers’ H.
Western Speed (g by Hard Spun (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
TIMELESS ACTION, by Serheed (USA). 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1800m,
$351,560, WATC Strickland S., Gr 3, Supremacy S., L, NJ Way S., L,
Sunspeed Champion S., L, 2d WATC Queen’s P., Gr 3, Crystal Slipper S., L,
3d WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 1, Winfield S., Gr 1. Three-quarter-sister to Alibi
Time (dam of ALIBI BAY), half-sister to Timeless Pago, Famous Friend
(dam of FAMOUS ROMAN, LIGHTOFPROSPERITY - POWER FOR
GLORY (MAL.)). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Woodcutter’s Red (g Marooned (GB)). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, WATC Island
Morn H., 2d WATC Fairethra S., L.
Vain Action. 5 wins at 1500, 1600m, WATC Hahn Premium H., Milady Sprint
H., Southcorp Wines H., Freehill Holl & Page H., 2d WATC Queen Inca H.

3rd Dam
TIMELESS EFFORT (NZ), by Balkan Knight (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100,
1150m, 2d WATC Aintree Sprint H., 3d WATC Beacon Graduation S.,
Lakeview Graduation S. Sister to TIMBER TYCOON, half-sister to Satina
(dam of ZEPHYR ZING). Dam of 16 foals, 14 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
TIMELESS ACTION (f Serheed (USA)). 6 wins. See above.

Race Record: 10 Starts 4-0-1. $54,800.
Won Albany Peter Watson MLA H. (1200m), Bunbury Tabtouch Blackbook H.
(1200m), Northam Toyota H. (1400m), Augustus F Lee Steere Maiden P.
(1100m), 3rd WATC Perth Racing on Facebook & Twitter H.
Stable 4 Rows K 8-10 & L 1-6

On Account of EDINGGLASSIE STUD, Muswellbrook
(As Agent)

Lot 614 (With 50% GST)

Bay or Brown filly (Branded \( \text{nr sh.} \) \( \frac{2}{1} \) \( \text{off sh.} \)) (Foaled 2011)

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) .......... by Nearctic .......................
ENCOSTA DE LAGO ..... Fairy Bridge (GB) .............. by Bold Reason .............
Shoal Creek ............ by Star Appeal ..................
(Ram) Rolls (USA) .......... by Mr. Prospector ..........

ZIRNA (NZ) ............. by Deputy Governor (USA)...
1998
Riverly Lass (NZ) ........ by Gleam Machine (USA) .... by Seattle Slew .............


1st Dam

ZIRNA (NZ), by Deputy Governor (USA). Singapore Horse of the Year. Champion 4YO Female in Singapore/Malaysia in 2003. 7 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2200m, $1,454,705, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr1, Singapore Gold Cup, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, Singapore Derby Trial, Sgp-3, AuRC Dunstan Stayers’ Championship Qualifier, Counties RC The Thoroughbred H., 2d Singapore TC Patrons’ Bowl, Sgp-2, Avondale JC 2YO Fillies S., L, AuRC Genesis Star Belle Classic, 3d AuRC Eight Carat Classic, Gr2, Singapore Derby, Sgp-1, Counties Challenge S., L, 4th AuRC Zabeel Classic, Gr1, Waikato RC International S., Gr1, AuRC Championship S., Gr2, Soliloquy S., L. Sister to AMAZING ME, State Command, Ruby Turner, half-sister to VANDALO, Wanaka (dam of TAVARNELLE). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

CRAFTY IRNA (f by Starcraft (NZ)). 4 wins 1500 to 2400m, $463,735, ATC Adrian Knox S., Gr3, City Tattersalls Club Cup, L, Wyong RC La Gioconda S., 2d ATC Kingston Town S., Gr3–twice, Millie Fox S., Gr3, Epona S., Gr3, Toy Show H., L, Aspiration H., L, 3d VRC Matriarch S., Gr2, ATC Winter Cup, L, 4th ATC Lord Mayor’s Cup, L, Aspiration H., L.

Snow Petal (f by Bernardini (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m to 2014-15, Avondale JC NZB Insurance Pearl Series H.

La Siroque (f by Zabeel). 2 wins at 1100, 1800m, SAJC Holdfast Insurance H.

Raziyya of Sydney (f by Redoute’s Choice). 4 wins 1400 to 1800m, $146,594, Singapore Airlines A380 Paris S., 4th Singapore Derby, Sgp-1.


2nd Dam

RIVERLY LASS, by Gleam Machine (USA). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Adelaide Casino Welter H. Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

ZIRNA (f Deputy Governor (USA)). 7 wins. See above.

VANDALO (g Van Nistelrooy (USA)). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, $232,775, MRC Jayco Cup Gothic S., L, 3d QTC Brisbane P., L, Kilmore Cup, L.

AMAZING ME (g Deputy Governor (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, Whangarei RC Northland Breeders’ S., L, 3d Waikato RC Waikato Tractors Juvenile H.

State Command (g Deputy Governor (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $152,028 in NZ and Macau, 3d Taranaki 2YO Classic, Gr2.

Ruby Turner (f Deputy Governor (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–800 to 1200m, Hawke’s Bay Ampol-VJ Oil Distributors H., 2d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L.

Wanaka. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m in NZ. Dam of-

TAVARNELLE (f Zabeel). 3 wins at 1400, 1550m, $177,530, VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr3, 2d MVRC Trojan Hand Tools S., Gr3.

Race Record: 5 Starts 0-0-1. $7,120.

3rd ATC Pro-Ride Maiden H.
Stable 1 Rows A,B & C 1-4

On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

Lot 615 AD LIB
Bay or Brown filly (Branded 134 nr sh. 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Montjeu........................ Sadler's Wells ................. by Northern Dancer  
AUTHORIZED (IRE) ... Floripedes........................ by Top Ville  
Funzie .............................. Saumarez ...................... by Rainbow Quest  

(Dam) Quest for Fame (GB) ..... Rainbow Quest .............. by Blushing Groom  
TALENT TIME ............... Aryenne........................ by Green Dancer  
1995 Luskin Star ...................... by Kaoru Star  


1st Dam TALENT TIME, by Quest for Fame (GB). 3 wins at 1400, 2000m. Sister to Keeping Up, half-sister to KATIMA. Dam of 7 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
DEFERENTIAL (g by Royal Academy (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, $555,411, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, HKJC Privilege H., 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3, HKJC Cheung Shan H., Manawatu Racing Club Challenge Trophy, 3d HKJC Choi Hung H., 4th MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, Debutant S., L. 
Talent (f by Hard Spun (USA)). 4 wins 1300 to 1800m, $114,230, to 2013-14, ATC Hyland Race Colours H., Mark Roufeil H., Drummond Golf H., 2d ATC Hyland Race Colours H., 3d ATC Hussin at Winery H. 
Demagogue (g by Octagonal (NZ)). 2 wins at 1550, 1600m. 
Star of Lonhro (g by Lonhro). Placed at 3. 
Honour the Talent (f by Honour and Glory (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Chosen Talent. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m to 2013-14, BRC Ross Smith H., Hidden Dragon at Lyndhurst P., 2d BRC Channel 7 H., SITA Australia H. 
Another Talent. Winner at 1000m. 
Secret Talent. Winner at 1350m.

2nd Dam KIBITKA, by Luskin Star. Unplaced. Half-sister to Twisted Heart (dam of SPEED BABY), Secret Desire (dam of SECRET LIAISON). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-
KATIMA (f Zeditave). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $260,640, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, Gimcrack S., L, 3d NSW Tatt's Rc Furious S., Gr 3. 
Keeping Up (f Quest for Fame (GB)). Winner at 2 at 1100m, STC Garden Island H., 3d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 4th STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3. 
Miss Portofino. 3 wins to 1400m, AJC CVD Golf Club H. Dam of 2 winners-
Anjaal (c Lonhro). Winner at 2 at 1600m in 2013-14, 3d Greyville Premier's Champion S., Gr 1, 4th Greyville Golden Horseshoe S., Gr 1. 
La Camille. Winner at 1007m. Dam of 4 winners-
Goldstone (g Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins at 1150, 1200m, $246,188, to 2013-14, ATC Xirrus H., 2d VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Standish H., Gr 3, 4th VRC Poseidon S., L, MRC Gothic S., L.

3rd Dam SURPRISE AFFAIR (USA), by Blushing Groom. Winner at 1900m in France. Half-sister to EISHIN TENNESSEE, PALACE CHILL. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Twisted Heart (f Distorted Humor (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, VRC Flemington 1840-2005 H., 3d VRC Vanity S., Gr 3. Dam of 4 winners-
SPEED BABY (g Fastnet Rock). Triple Crown Winner in Malaysia. 10 wins 1100 to 2000m, $965,567, Singapore TC Patron's Bowl, Sgp-1.

Race Record: Unraced.
**Lot 616 (With 85% GST)**

**AKAGERA**

Bay mare  
(Branded nr sh. 11 off sh.)  
Foaled 2010

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Offspring Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fairy King (USA)</td>
<td>Desert King (Ire)</td>
<td>Winner, Akagera (f by Northern Meteor), 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shool Creek</td>
<td>Einehalt (DAM)</td>
<td>Winner, Snippetsboy - Come Easy (g by Snippetson), 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fappiano</td>
<td>Elusive River (c by Elusive Quality (USA))</td>
<td>3 wins at 1100 to 1500m to 2013-14 in Macau.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scuff</td>
<td>River Express</td>
<td>Winner, River Tribe, 2011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam

**RIVER WOMAN**, by Desert King (Ire). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $213,450, MRC Le Pine Funeral Services P., MVRC Maybe Rough H., Ted Cockram H., MRC Wood Court Inn H., 2d MRC Corpfit H., Dubai Racing Club H., With Me H., Biscadale 2YO H. Half-sister to CROSS CURRENT, River Tribe (dam of WILLOW CREEK). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Offspring Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elusive River (c by Elusive Quality (USA))</td>
<td>Elusive River</td>
<td>Winner, Akagera (f by Northern Meteor), 1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rivatorio (f by Oratorio (Ire))</td>
<td>Rivatorio</td>
<td>2 wins at 1000, 1600m, 2d Fairview Lady's Bracelet, L, Kenilworth Stormsvlei Mile, L, Ladies Mile, L, Soccer 6 H., Cape Kidney Association H., 3d Kenilworth Sweet Chestnut S., L, Rugby 5 H.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2nd Dam

**RIVER EXPRESS**, by Blazing Sword. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1600m, VRC Cleanicent 2YO H., 3d VRC True Version H. Half-sister to RIVER DOVE, River Crossing. Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Offspring Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CROSS CURRENT (g Keltrice)</td>
<td>CROSS CURRENT</td>
<td>3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $293,000, VRC PFD Food Services S., L, MRC JRA DoVeton S., L, 2d MRC HDF McNeil S., Gr 3, MVRC Leslie Foggatt S., L, Mitchell McKenzie S., L.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3rd Dam

**RIDE THE RAPIDS**, by River Rough (NZ). 4 wins to 1400m, AJC James HB Carr S., L, 3d MVRC Laurent Perrier S., Gr 2. Half-sister to CATCHFIRE, I LOVE SYDNEY, Catchadane. Dam of 13 named foals, all raced, 10 winners, inc:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Offspring Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RIVER DOVE (f Hurricane Sky)</td>
<td>RIVER DOVE</td>
<td>8 wins at 1000, 1100m, $513,950, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, 2d VRC Kensington S., L. Producer.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Race Record**: 10 Starts 1-0-4. $21,895.  
Won Murwillumbah Solomit Strawboard Maiden P. (1600m), 3rd MRC Welcome Back to Sportimgbet Park H., Ballarat Viatek Maiden P., Geelong Connect Tel Maiden P., Brad Spicer Thoroughbreds Maiden P.
Stable 3 Chiltern 1-11
On Account of WILD OAKS FARM, The Oaks
(As Agent)
Lot 617 (No GST)
ALAVESA
Bay mare
(Branded \( A \) nr sh. 4 \( 0 \) off sh.)
Foaled 2010

-Sire-
DANEHILL DANCER (IRE) ........................................
Danehill (USA) ........................................
Danzig........................................ by Northern Dancer ....
Razyana........................................ by His Majesty ..............
Sharpen Up........................................ by Atan ......................
Lettre d'Amour........................................ by Caro ......................

-Dam-
RED RIOJA (IRE) ........................................
King's Theatre (Ire) ......
Sadler's Wells........................................ by Northern Dancer ....
Regal Beauty........................................ by Princeoly Native ........
Distant Relative........................................ by Habitat ..............

1st Dam
RED RIOJA (IRE), by King's Theatre. 4 wins-2 at 2-7f to 8½f, £142,310, Curragh Park S., Gr 3, Golden Gate Brown Bess H., Gr 3, 3d Royal Ascot Ribblesdale S., Gr 2, 4th Newmarket Rockfel S., Gr 2. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Dubrovnik (c by War Chant). 7 wins 1000 to 1600m to 2013-14 in Peru. Alavesa (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam
FOREIGN RELATION, by Distant Relative. Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
RED RIOJA (f King's Theatre). 4 wins. See above.

3rd Dam
NICOLA WYNN, by Nicholas Bill. Winner at 1½m in Great Britain. Half-sister to Canton Silk (dam of BROCADE, ROYAL PINNACLE), Vedoo Bay (dam of BALMACARA, VEDODARA). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:- Futoo. 5 wins-2 at 2-6f to 1¼m, 3d Newmarket Creative Comforts 2YO S.

4th Dam
CLOUDED LAMP, by Nimbus. 4 wins-3 at 2-5f to 7f, 2d Doncaster Red House S., Newbury Play Space H. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 7 winners, inc:- Canton Silk. 4 wins-3 at 2-5f, Newmarket Suffolk Nursery S. Dam of BROCADE (f Habitat). 5 wins to 1600m, Longchamp Prix de la Foret, Gr 1, Newmarket Challenge S., Gr 3, Goodwood Oak Tree S., L. Dam of-
BARATHEA (c Sadler's Wells). 5 wins-2 at 2-7f, 1m, £795,665, Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr 1, Irish Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Sire.
GOSSAMER (f Sadler's Wells). Champion 3YO Female Miler in GB in 2002. Champion 3YO Filly in Ireland in 2002. 4 wins-3 at 2-6f to 1m, £322,560, Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Dam of-
IBN KHALDUN (c Dubai Destination). 4 wins at 2 at 7f, 1m, £147,167, Doncaster Racing Post Trophy, Gr 1, Ascot Autumn S., Gr 3.

Vedoo Bay. 3 wins at 1200, 1600m, AuRC Robert Graham H. Grandam of-
LINTON (g Galileo (Ire)). 7 wins 1400 to 2400m, $2,098,465, BRC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2.
SHARVASTI (f Montjeu (Ire)). 4 wins at 1600, 2200m, $189,744, Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 1, 2d AuRC Zabele Classic, Gr 1. Producer.

Race Record: 14 Starts 2-3-3. $47,250.
Stable 1 Rows J & K 1-5

On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)

Lot 618 (No GST)  

ANTARCTIC DREAM  
Brown mare  
(Branded ✓, nr sh. 2/9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire)  
SOUTHERN IMAGE  
(USA) ..........................................
Halo's Image................. by Hail to Reason..........
Sugar's Image............. by Valid Appeal............

(Dam)  
GROUNDLESS THREATS (NZ) 1993
Clay Hero ................ by Vain......................
Cameo Belle ............... by Bletchingly...........

1st Dam  
GROUNDLESS THREATS (NZ), by Clay Hero. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1100, 1400m, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3, Avondale JC Custom Electronics 2YO H., Rotorua RC The Catering Company 2YO H., 3d New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Waipa RC Galilee S., L, 4th AuRC Soliloquy S., L. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Fishking Excellent  
(g by Kaapstad). 3 wins at 1650, 1800m, $269,619, HKJC Pok Fu Lam H., Wan Chai Gap H., Sichuan H., 2d HKJC Village H., Tai O H.

Southern Threat  
(g by Southern Image (USA)). Placed in 2013-14.

2nd Dam  
BASS BIDDER, by Bassenthwaite (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to ZEPHERIN (dam of GLENVIEW). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

GROUNDLESS THREATS  
(f Clay Hero). 3 wins. See above.

Mi Senorita. 3 wins at 1400, 1550m, AJC De Bortoli Wines H. Producer. Comeinspina. Winner at 1400m, CJC Cup Meeting Challenge H. Dam of-

Spinhro. 3 wins–1 at 2–1010 to 1250m, $141,750, 4th BRC Gold Edition P., L.

3rd Dam  
LUCKY BID, by Kazakstaan (GB). Started 3 times. Half-sister to La Balsa (dam of LA MER). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

ZEPHERIN  
(f Zephyr Bay). 3 wins 1200 to 2400m, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, 2d Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, Waikato Guineas, Gr 3, 3d New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, Wellington S., Gr 3, 4th Cambridge JC Dulcie S., L. Dam of-

GLENVIEW  
(f Sir Tristram (Ire)). 5 wins 1200 to 1500m, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, 2d VATC Show Day Cup, Gr 1. Dam of-

TIMBER TRADER  
(c Woodman (USA)). 3 wins at 1800, 2450m, $115,763, Turffontein South African Derby, Gr 1. Sire. Blurrta. Placed at 3. Dam of 2 winners-

BOUZY ROUGE  

Glen Iris. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

ZAZZMAN  
(g Distinctly North (USA)). 8 wins 2000 to 2800m, $879,900, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 2, MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3.

Race Record: 33 Starts 5-2-4. $161,430. 
Won BRC Makers Mark H. (1600m), Kembla Grange 198FM H. (1300m), Darkes Forest H. (1400m), SCTC Coleman Drainage 2YO H. (1200m), Office National Caloundra 2YO Maiden H. (1000m), 2nd BRC Decision Point Consulting H., Kembla Grange Master Builders Association H., 3rd BRC Timeform H., Brc.com.au H., City Property Services H., Newcastle Minco Tech Australia H.
ARE THERE ANY
Lot 619
Bay mare (Branded CR nr sh. 11 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. by Northern Dancer ....
EXCEED AND EXCEL.....
Razanya.......................... by His Majesty ..........
Patrona (USA)........................ by Northern Dancer.
Gladiolus.......................... by Watch Your Step ....

(Dam) Distorted Humor (USA)...
Forty Niner ...................... by Mr. Prospector ........
Danzig's Beauty .................. by Danzig .................
Nassipour (USA)................. by Blushing Groom ....
Hatra (GB)........................ by Royal Palace .......... 

wms, 95 SW, inc. Orr, MVRC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, Excelebration, Guelph, Earthquake, Margot Did, Amber Sky, Helmet, Reward for Effort, Outstrip, Sidestep, Fulbright, Best Terms, Kuroshio, Masamah, Wilander, Headwater, Heavy Metal, Infamous Angel, Kulgrinda, Camporella, etc.

1st Dam
HONEST POLITICIAN, by Distorted Humor (USA). 8 wins 1600 to 2000m, 2nd MRC 60th Anniversary H., 3d MRC Charity Racing Club H., Platinum Class Package H. Half-sister to Ipioga, Pacino, It's You (dam of YOUREIN). Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Are There Any (f by Exceed and Excel). 6 wins. See below.
Proclamation (g by High Chaparral (Ire)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2nd Dam
YARRA DREAMING (NZ), by Nassipour (USA). Started 3 times. Half-sister to GRAND JURY, Duet (dam of CROWN DUO). Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-
HONEST POLITICIAN (f Distorted Humor (USA)), 8 wins. See above.
Ipioga (f Niello). Winner at 2040m, $120,913, MVRC Windsor Management Insurance Brokers H., 2d MRC D'Urban H., 3d SAJC Schweppes Oaks, Gr 1, South Australia Fillies Classic, Gr 3, MVRC Gorski Truck & Trailer H., MRC LUCRF Super H., MVRC Tatts Group H.
Pacio (g Bianconi (USA)). 8 wins 1400 to 2000m, $481,485, VRC Dulcify H., National Jockey Celebration Day Victoria P.H., MRC Legacy Badge Appeal H., VRC Iko H., 2d STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, Hill S., Gr 2, MRC Coongy H., Gr 3, MVRC JRA Cup, L, 3d MRC Coongy H., Gr 3-twice.
It's You (f Celtic Swing (GB)). Winner at 1000m, 2d VRC Desirable H., L. Dam of 6 winners-
YOUREIN (g Reset). 3 wins at 2100, 2500m, AuRC Great Northern Guineas Prelude, L, Dunstan Feeds Championship H., 2d Waikato RC Fairview Motors H., 3d AuRC Championship S., Gr 2.
Quick Snitzel. 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $194,660, to 2014-15, MVRC City Jeep H., SAJC Adelaide Galvansing H., 2d SAJC Sportingbet H.
It's About You. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m in 2014-15, SAJC Sportingbet H.
Mr Bisset. 4 wins 1300 to 2000m to 2013-14, 2d MRC JRA H., 3d SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., MRC Ladies in Racing Magazine H.

Race Record: 24 Starts 6-4-3. $239,070.
Won MRC BMW H. (1400m), Equiano Speed Yearlings Heat H. (1440m), MVRC Ranvet H. (2040m), VRC Elms H. (1700m), Gee Long Wilsons Real Estate H. (1300m), Stawell D'Altons Retreat Maiden P. (1310m), 2nd MRC Samson H., Schweppes H., VRC Comic Court H., Kilmore Happy Birthday Isaac H., 3rd VRC Byron Moore H., MRC Tporak Toff at Rosemont Stud H., Ian Miller H., 4th MVRC Sunline S., Gr 2, VRC Schweppervescence Trophy, Gr 3
On Account of LINDSAY PARK, Creightons Creek, Vic (As Agent)  
Lot 620 (No GST)  
BLUE BLUE SKY  
Brown filly (Branded 4 off sh.)  
Foaled 2011

(Sire)  

(Dam)  
NAPA SKY (NZ) (2002). 2002 Stravinsky (USA).............

1st Dam  
Napa Sky (NZ), by Stravinsky (USA). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1008m, $106,540, MRC Perfect Bliss H., MVRC Tony McEvoy H., 2d STC Research S., Gr 3, MRC Sandown Park UK H., Tristanagh H., Race into Membership P.H., Wheatear H., 4th MRC Boronia S., L, TRC Bow Mistress Trophy, L. Sister to LA SIZERANNE (dam of ZA MOULIN ROUGE), blood-sister to ESTELLE COLLECTION (dam of LANKAN RUPEE), half-sister to Joy’s Choice, Imperial Lass. Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-

Daybreak (g by Elvstroem). 5 wins 1000 to 1600m, $186,757, to 2013-14, MVRC Direct Mail & Marketing H., Sweeney Can Do Agents H., 2d MRC Le Pine Funerals H., Sportingbet H.–twice, MVRC Alternate Railway H., Wangaratta Cup, 3d MRC Le Pine Funerals H., PFD Food Services H.

Sky Host (g by Host (CHI)). 2 wins at 1100, 1300m to 2013-14, 2d MVRC Chandler Macleod P.

2nd Dam  
Tricia Ann, by Zabeel. 2 wins at 1600m, Avondale JC Prestige Carpets H., Hawke’s Bay Be Happy Be Healthy H., 3d AuRC Championship S., Gr 2. Sister to Ana Zeel (dam of ESTELLE COLLECTION), three-quarter-sister to GROSVENOR, NATIONAL GALLERY, KYRIE ELEISON, GARFUNKEL, Les Lilas (dam of REQUIEM, LAUREL GROVE), half-sister to MY MARSEILLAISE (dam of BON CHER, DE LISLE), Concia (dam of MAHAYA, SHADEA). Dam of 12 named foals, 9 to race, all winners, inc:-

LA SIZERANNE (f Stravinsky (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1500m, $495,882, Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 2, AuRC King’s P., Gr 3, Egmont RC Stoney Bridge S., Gr 3, 2d New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, AuRC Rich Hill Mile, Gr 2, 3d AuRC Easter H., Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-

ZA MOULIN ROUGE (f Street Cry (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 1050m, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L.


Imperial Lass (f Tavistock). Winner at 1500m in 2014-15, 3d MRC Ethereal S., L.

Sweetness’n Light. 6 wins 1400 to 1800m, MRC Rooney P. Dam of 3 winners-

Weregoingtogetcha (c Testa Rossa). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $124,882, to 2014-15, Manawatu RC Ecolab H., 2d AuRC Zabeel Classic, Gr 1, Levin RC Ryder S., L, 3d Waikato Guineas, Gr 2.

Tricia’a. 2 wins at 1600, 2100m in 2014-15, 2d Otago RC ABC Business Sales H. Miss Kitt Ann. Unraced. Dam of-

Kitt Ann Miss (f Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 3 wins at 1150, 1200m, AuRC Resene Paints H., 2d AuRC Newmarket H., L, 3d AuRC Darley P., Gr 3.

Race Record: Unraced.
Stable 4 Row D 6

On Account of STONEHOUSE THOROUGHBREDS,
Eddington, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 621

BREVITY
Brown filly (Branded K P nr sh. 7 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Bred by) STONEHOUSE THOROUGHBREDS

(Sire) A.P. Indy.......................... by Bold Reasoning............
BERNARDINI (USA) ...
Seattle Slew.......................... by Weekend Surprise.........
Cara Rafaela.......................... by Secretariat................
Quiet American..................... by Fappiano....................
Oil Fable................................by Spectacular Bid .........

(Dam) ROSE DARMORE........... 2006

More Than Ready (USA).
Southern Halo ..................... by Halo............................
Woodman's Girl..................... by Woodman (USA)........
Danehill (USA)..................... by Danzig........................
Rosecay............................. by Marscay.....................

BERNARDINI (USA) (Bay 2003-Stud 2007). 6 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr.1. Leading NZ Sire of 2YOs 2012-13. Sire of 652 rmrs, 347 wnr s, inc. Ruud Awakening (ARC Diamond S., Gr.1), Boban, To Honor and Serve, Alpha, Stay Thirsty, Go Indy Go, Angela Renee, A.Z. Warrior, Biondetti, Toydini, Gamilati, Wilburn, Cavorting, Imperative, Spellbound, Thyskens’ Theory, Romansh, Dame Dorothy, Edison, Gala Award, etc.

1st Dam
Rose Darmore, by More Than Ready (USA). Winner at 1200m, SAJC Irish Day August 22nd H., 2d SAJC Fulham Park 2YO P., Demodry BP Athol Park 2YO H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, SAJC Laelia S., L, 4th SAJC Dequetteville S., L. Three-quarter-sister to Rash Promise (dam of IMPETUOUS), half-sister to Woodala. Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner-Brevity (f by Bernardini (USA)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam
Darmala (NZ), by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 1200m, STC Lone Star H., BTC Members’ H., 2d QTC Sir Douglas Wadley H., L, 4th AJC James HB Carr S., L, Geelong RC Oaks Trial S., L. Blood-sister to Satyric (dam of AGISTER, READYOR), half-sister to MAJESTICALLY, Rose Beat, Triattica (dam of DEMERGER). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:- Rose Darmore (f More Than Ready (USA)). Winner. See above.

Woodala (f Woodman (USA)). 6 wins 1400 to 2400m, $186,800, Northam Cup, 2d WATC Ascot Gold Cup, L, 4th WATC Farnley S., L. Producer.

3rd Dam
ROSECAY, by Marscay. Started once. Sister to TRISCAY (dam of LA BARAKA, TSUIMAI), three-quarter-sister to Salimar, Lilande (dam of DEFIER), Timpani (dam of MR CHARLIE), half-sister to Dane Vintage (dam of VINTNER). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:- MAJESTICALLY (g Maroo (USA)). 10 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2400m, $677,593, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, STC Stayers' Cup, L, Frank Underwood Cup, L, Lord Mayor's Cup, L, 2d STC Stamford Slipper Trial S., Gr 2.

Rose Beat (f Rhythm (USA)). 3 wins 1000 to 1400m, VATC Allan Wicks H., SAJC Jayco Caravans H., Christmas Twilight H., 3d VATC Lord S., L.

Darmala (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins. See above.

Triattica. 2 wins at 1000, 1450m. Dam of 7 winners- DEMERGER (f Saithor (USA)). 8 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 3200m, $975,250, SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 3, Queen's Cup, Gr 3.

Trader (c Dehere (USA)). 3 wins 1100 to 1500m, $181,725, STC Top Cut Steaks H., 2d MVRC Crystal Mile H., Gr 2, STC Premiere S., Gr 2.

Rash Promise (f More Than Ready (USA)). 5 wins 1100 to 1640m, $215,650, 2d Qld Tatt's RC Recognition S., L, Tattersall's Mile, L. Dam of IMPETUOUS (f Fastnet Rock). 3 wins at 1350m, $124,950, to 2013-14, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L, 4th Scone RC Inglis Guineas, RL.

Tribunal - Happy Boy (H.K.) (g Encosta de Lago). 3 wins 1413 to 1700m, $215,676, MRC New Litho H., 3d VRC Super Impose S., L.

Race Record: 5 Starts 1-1-0. $13,350.
Won Bairnsdale Coopers Bus Hire Maiden P. (1600m), 2nd Moe XXXX Summer Bright Maiden P.
Lot 622

**BURMESE**

Brown filly (Branded \(^{1}\) nr sh. \(^{42}\) off sh.)

_Foaled 2011_

*(Sire)* Galileo (Ire) ............................................... by Northern Dancer ...  
Urban Sea ......................................................... by Miswaki ........................ 
Aphonoo (GB) ................................................. by Lorenzaccio (Ire) .... 
Matcher ......................................................... by Match ........................ 

*(Dam)* Storm Cat ................................................. by Northern Dancer .... 
Terlingua .......................................................... by Secretariat ............. 
Selkirk .............................................................. by Sharpen Up ................ 
Santa Linda ....................................................... by Sir Ivor .................... 


**1st Dam** MIAOW (USA), by Storm Cat. Unraced. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
Senchel (f by Tiger Hill (Ire)). **2 wins** at 2 at 1200m, MRC Cardinia 2YO H. 
San Leon - Lucky Leon (H.K.) (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). **Winner** at 1500m, BRC Coca-Cola Amatil H., 2d BRC HB Fuller Adhesives P., Childhood Cancer Support H., 3d HKJC Lam Tsuen River H. 
My Summer Rose (f by Fantastic Light (USA)). **Winner** at 1000m. 
Morshead (g by Commands). Placed in 2013-14.

**2nd Dam** SQUEAK, by Selkirk. **6 wins**–2 at 2–7f to 10½f, £481,605, Hollywood Matriarch S., Gr 1, Beverly Hills H., Gr 1, Haydock Lancashire Oaks, Gr 3, Newbury Ballymacoll Stud S., L, 2d Longchamp Prix de l’Opera, Gr 2, 3d Hollywood Gamely H., Gr 1, Golden Gate Yerba Buena H., Gr 3, 4th Santa Anita Yellow Ribbon S., Gr 1. Three-quarter-sister to Broghill, half-sister to Key Academy, Mystify. Dam of 7 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- 
Friendship. **3 wins**–2 at 2–at 1400, 1490m to 2014 in Ireland and Denmark, Leopardstown Irish Stallion Farms S., 2d Leopardstown Royal Western India Turf Club 2YO S., 4th Curragh National S., Gr 1, Futurity S., Gr 2. 
Narration. Unraced. Dam of- 
Sir Gibi (f Bushranger (Ire)). Placed at 2 in 2014 in Turkey, 2d Istanbul Sadun EG Atig, L. 
**ERNIE OR ELSE** (c Argonaut). **4 wins** to 1600m in 2013-14, Zimbabwe Guineas, L, 2d Borrowdale Bloodstock South Africa 2000 H., L.

**3rd Dam** SANTA LINDA, by Sir Ivor. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to LADY REBECCA (dam of ALZAO), Ivorona (dam of WHAT NONSENSE), Ivoire (dam of BLANCO), half-sister to NOBLE SAINT, Santa’s Sister (dam of MY SISTER, PLACER QUEEN). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:- 
SQUEAK (f Selkirk). **6 wins**. See above. 
Mystify (f Batshoof). **2 wins** at 7f, 8½f, Gulfstream Allowance, 2d Ascot Rosemary H., L, Fern Hill S., L. Dam of 3 winners-Broghill (c Selkirk). **Winner** at 2 at 7f, Newmarket Snap on Equipment Solutions 2YO S., 3d Goodwood Cocked Hat S., L, 4th Newmarket S., L. 
Key Academy (f Royal Academy (USA)). **2 wins** at 1½m, 11f, Hollywood Allowance, 2d Del Mar Honey Fox H., L, Chantilly Prix des Tourelles, L, 3d Del Mar CTT & Thoroughbred Owners of California H., L. Producer. 
Gold Pavilion. **4 wins** 1600 to 2400m, Selangor TC Otrad Cup.

Race Record: Unraced.
Lot 623

**CAPABLE MAHIRA**

Bay filly

(Branded 22 \ 1 off sh.)

Foaled 2011

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .............................................

AL MAHER .................................

Danzig .............................................

Dancing Show (NZ) .............

Don't Say Halo (USA) ...........

AL MAHER .............................

Danehill (USA) ......................

Danzig .............................................

by Northern Dancer

by His Majesty

by Nijinsky

by Halo

by Biscay

by Lunchtime (GB)

by Ardistaan (GB)

Gentle Thoughts

2nd Dam

TILLY FOSTER (NZ), by Vice Regal. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Kind Offer (dam of ROYAL HANDOUT). Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

Kensington Gardens (f Grosvenor). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2100m, $151,055, AJC Ladysan Welter H., Rego H., 2d STC Storm Queen S., Gr 2, AJC Services' Memorial Cup, L, 3d AJC Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 6 winners-

BLACKFRIARS (c Danehill (USA)). 4 wins 1450 to 2500m, $809,950, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, VATC Norman Robinson S., Gr 3, VRC Flag Choice Hotels H., VATC Boer War Centenary H. Sire.

LARROCHA (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 1300, 2500m, $240,540, South Australian Oaks, Gr 1, SAJC Schweppes H., 2d SAJC Carlton Draught S., Gr 3, Veuve Clicquot Chairman's S., L, MRC March 2YO Fillies H., 4th MVRC Sunline Diamond Jubilee S., Gr 2. Dam of 4 winners-

ROCHA (f Encosta de Lago). Winner at 2000m, $238,150, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Surround S., Gr 2. Producer.

MANTON (c Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 2000m, $217,225, STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, AJC Kookaburra H., 2d MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr 2, Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3, 3d City Tatt's RC Ming Dynasty H., L. Sire.

WATERFORD ROAD (c Danehill (USA)). 9 wins 1200 to 2000m, $273,515, QTC Exhibition H., L, Werribee Cup, L, Kilmore Cup, L, 2d VATC Heatherlie H., L, Naturalism S., L, 3d Qld Tatt's RC Recognition S., L.

LIONS GATE (c Danehill (USA)). 3 wins 1450 to 2200m, $160,760, Geelong Classic, L, MRC Corps of Commissionaires H., SAJC Gold Ace at Glenrae Stud P., 2d SAJC Hill-Smith S., L, Port Adelaide Guineas, L, 4th South Australian Derby, Gr 1, SAJC Yalumba Chairman’s P., L.

Kremlin (c Prince Echo (Ire)). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1400m, VATC Limerick H., 2d VRC Spring Classics Preview H., L, 4th VATC Schweppes Cup, Gr 3.

Foster's Express. Unraced. Grandam of-

Trichologist (g War Pass (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–to 1200m, $202,500, to 2014-15, WATC Bacteria Eliminator 2YO P., Westspeed 2YO P., 2d VATC Karrakatta P., Gr 2, Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, 4th VATC Perth S., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
Lot 624 CASTANET
Chestnut filly (Branded 15 nr sh. 54 off sh.) Foaled 2012

(Sire)
Machiavellian Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native
Coup de Folie Coup by Halo
Helen Street Troy by Petingo

(Dam)
Anabaa (USA) Danzig by Northern Dancer
Balbonella Barathea (Ire) by Gay Mecene

1st Dam PATINA by Anabaa (USA). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, MRC Scarlet Bisque H., MVRC IGA Fresh H., 2d AJC Picton Bowling Club H., MVRC Flying High Menswear H., 3d MRC Mistress Anne H. Half-sister to JEREZANA. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Copper (f Sharamadal (USA)). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15, ATC Tab.com.au H., 2d ATC TAB Ipad App H., Therares.com.au H., 3d ATC Hyland Race Colours H.

2nd Dam Saddler’s Silk by Barathea (Ire). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, BTC Bin 555 Shiraz Scomeld 2YO Fillies H., STC Riverwood 2YO H., 2d GCTC Ken Russell Memorial Classic, L, 3d QTC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, 4th BTC Classic, Gr 3. Sister to BARAWIN. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
JEREZANA (f Lonhro). 5 wins 1200 to 1300m, $317,700, Clarence River JC Ramornie H., L, 2d BRC Glenlogan Park S., Gr 3, VRC Crown Promenade S., L, 3d ATC Toy Show H., L, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L.
Latigo. 2 wins at 1000m, AJC Lansvale H.
Howdah. Winner at 2 at 1000m, 2d MRC Ramlegh Park Breeding & Racing H. Stiletto. Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.

3rd Dam Portview by Handy Proverb. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Walter Swinburn H. Half-sister to Tranquil Love (dam of BRIEF EMBRACE). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
BARAWIN (f Barathea (Ire)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1350 to 2400m, $280,050, City Tattersall's Club Cup, L, BTC Doomben Slipper S., L, 2d QTC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1, 3d AJC Emancipation S., Gr 2, Summer Cup, Gr 3. Producer. Portrayal. Started once. Dam of 3 winners-
Bradman (g Charge Forward). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, $206,120, Bendigo Guineas, 2d ATC Super Savier 2YO P., 3d ATC Carbine Club S., Gr 3.
Zaragoza - Ghost Cry (Mal.) (g Charge Forward). Winner at 2 at 1000m, Waikato RC Placemakers H., 3d Taranaki 2YO Classic, Gr 3, Counties RC Murdoch Newell S., L, 4th WRC Wakefield Challenge S., Gr 2.

4th Dam CASHING IN by Salieri (USA). Unplaced. Half-sister to DASHING EAGLE, La Guichet (dam of RINGA RINGA ROSIE), Pacific Sunrise (dam of PACIFIC WARRIOR, PACIFIC CHARM). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Portview (f Handy Proverb). 2 wins. See above.
Tranquil Love. 10 wins 1000 to 1200m, QTC Vo Rogue H. Dam of 7 winners-
BRIEF EMBRACE (f Irgun (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1200m, $659,100, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, 2d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.
Lot 625

CHUTZPAH

Chestnut filly

(Branded nr sh. 3 1 off sh.)

Foaled 2011

(Sire)

BIANCONI (USA) ....

Danzig .....................

Northern Dancer ...........

by Nearctic ................

Pas de Nom ..................

by Admiral's Voyage ......

Fall Aspen .................

Pretext .....................

by Endeavour .............

(Premier Flyer)............

by Swaps ..................

(Dam)

ANOTHER FAUX PAS (IRE) 2001

Slip Anchor ................

Shirley Heights ...........

by Mill Reef ...............

Sayonara ...................

by Birkhahn ...............

Pirie ........................

Klarifi ........................by Habitat ..........
Lot 626

COWGIRL CLAIRE  
Bay mare  
(Branded 18 0)  
Foaled 2010


1st Dam

Wild Storm (CHI) by Hussonet (USA). 4 wins-2 at 2-1500m, Hipodromo Chile G.P. Criadores Salvador Hess Riveros, Gr 2, Clasico Juan Cavieres Mella, Gr 3, 2d Hipodromo Chile Clasico Tanteo de Potrancas, Gr 1, Hollywood Manta S., L. Three-quarter-sister to Hospitably, half-sister to L’Eclipse (dam of Montignac, Coeur Loyal). Clear Wind (dam of Celebrado). Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Cowgirl Claire (f by More Than Ready (USA)). Winner. See below.

Yuzz a Ma Tuzz (f by Flying Spur). Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15, 3d WATC Westspeed 2YO P., Westspeed H.

Furiosa (f by More Than Ready (USA)). Placed at 3.

2nd Dam

Wildwind by Worldwatch. 4 wins in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Cuerdo Diplomatico, L, Clasico Luis Davila Larrain, L. Sister to Wendar, War Wind, Winward. Dam of 14 foals, 9 to race, all winners, inc:-

L’Eclipse (f Smooth Performance). 7 wins in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Geoffrey Bushell, Gr 3. Dam of 9 winners-

Montignac (c Dance Brightly). 5 wins-2 at 2-1300 to 1500m in Chile, Hipodromo Chile Clasico Tanteo de Potrancas, Gr 1, 3d Hipodromo Chile Clasico Victor Matetic Fernandez, Gr 3, Clasico Carlos Bello Silva, L.

Coeur Loyal (c Dance Brightly). 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1300m in Chile, Hipodromo Chile Clasico A.B. Venegas y Alvaro Breque Espinoza, Gr 3.

3rd Dam

Ardith Patina, by Restless Wind. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of 7 foals, all winners, inc:-

Wendar (f Worldwatch). 4 wins in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Jorge Baraona Puelma, L. Grandam of-

Galant Fantasma (g Gold Tribute). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1600m in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Alberto Vial Infante, Gr 1.

Race Record: 10 Starts 1-1-0. $24,825.  
Won Wyong Insurance House Maiden H. (1200m), 2nd Newcastle Smikteck H.
Lot 627 (No GST) BAY FILLY
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 78 2 off sh. Foaled 8th October 2012)

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA) by Hail to Reason
CHARGE FORWARD....
Sydney's Dream by Biscay

(Dam) DANEHILL LASS .........
2001 Western Hour (USA) by Mr. Prospector


1st Dam DANEHILL LASS, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 1350, 1600m, AJC Abdul H., 2d AJC Safilo Eyewear H., Birmingham H., Princesses Approve H. This is her sixth foal. Dam of 5 foals to race.

2nd Dam Western Hour (USA), by Gone West. Winner at 1¼m, 3d Newbury Ballymacoll Stud S., L. Half-sister to Spinjive. Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-
Sonic de Lago. 2 wins at 1500, 1900m, 2d STC Bacardi Breezer & Beelgara H. Pink Princess. 2 wins at 1600, 1850m. Dam of-
Pink Snow. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14, 2d ATC Hyland Race Colours P.

3rd Dam OUT ON THE TOWN (USA), by Spend a Buck. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to L’ENJOLEUR, LA VOYAGEUSE (dam of TIME BANDIT, INNOVATIVE), MEDAILLE D’OR, D’ACCORD, GRAND LUXE (dam of SMACKOVER CREEK), L’Extravagante (dam of MONTEIMAR, L’EXTRA HONOR), Slew and Easy (dam of CONSERVE), La Pepite (dam of SOLDERA), L’On Vite (dam of HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR, MILANOVA, BIG VIKING, HEART OF OAK). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Western Hour (f Gone West). Winner. See above.
Spinjive (f Cure the Blues). 4 wins-1 at 2, 3d Ellis Wilma C Kennedy S., L. Heavenly Night. 2 wins-1 at 2—at 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-
Miss Shamardal (f Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins 1580 to 1800m, $163,130, ATC Bronte H., STC Rosehill Event Centre H., 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L. Moonlight Music. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Newbridge H. Dam of-
MOONLIGHT HUSSLER (g Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2013-14, MRC Debutant S., L.
Caught My Eye. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-
Dazzling Deelite (f Afternoon Deelites). 3 wins-1 at 2—to 1m, 3d Calder Aspidistra H., L, Delta Love S., L. Dam of-
BEAR TOUGH TIGER (g Roar of the Tiger). 10 wins 5½f to 6½f, $500,079, to 2014, Woodbine Kennedy Road S., Gr.3, Allowance, 2d Woodbine Jacques Cartier S., L, 3d Woodbine Nearctic S., Gr.1.

4th Dam FANFRELUCHE, by Northern Dancer. Canadian Horse of the Year & Champion 3YO filly in Canada in 1970. 11 wins—4 at 2—6f to 1½m, Saratoga Alabama S., Woodbine Princess Elizabeth S., Manitoba Derby. Sister to BARACHOIS, three-quarter-sister to COCO LA TERREUR, half-sister to Somfas. Dam of 18 foals, 16 to race, 14 winners.

Race Record: Unraced
Lot 628

DELPHIC

Brown filly (Branded nr sh. 1-4)

Foaled 2011

(Sire)
Machiavellian

Mr. Prospector

STREET CRY (IRE) ......

Coup de Folie

by Raise a Native

Helen Street

Troy

by Halo

(Dam)
SIBYLLINE

by Mr. Prospector

1997

Waterway

by Petingo

Delphic

by Halo

Helen Street

Troy

by Mr. Prospector

STREET CRY (IRE) (Bay or Brown 1998-Stud 2003). 5 wins-1 at 2, Dubai World Cup, Gr.1. Champion USA Sire (AEI) 2010. Sire of 1072 rnrs, 713 wnrs, 89 SW, inc. Zenyatta (Breeders’ Cup Ladies Classic S., Gr.1), Street Sense, Shocking, Whobegotyou, Tomcito, Street Boss, Seventh Street, Long John, Lyric of Light, Victor’s Cry, Majestic Roi, Pride of Dubai, New Year’s Day, Here Comes Ben, Street Hero, Cry and Catch Me, Princess Highway, Desert Party, etc.

1st Dam

SIBYLLINE, by Chief’s Crown (USA). Winner at 1200m, 2d STC Girls Night Out 2YO H. Half-sister to LONHRO, NIELLO, SHANNARA, Miss Trump (dam of DIAMOND DECK), O’Giselle (dam of ALBRECHT). Dam of 8 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-


Hexameter (f by Octagonal (NZ)). 4 wins 1400 to 1800m, $106,150, AJC Sunset Sessions H., QTC Kaoru Star H., STC Lucky’s Freeway Hotel H., 2d AJC UD Trucks H., BTC Worsfold Media P., STC Nepean Engineering H., Paper Craft Show H., 3d AJC Miller Insurance Broking H. Dam of- Circular (f by Street Cry (Ire)). Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 3d ATC Employee Long Service Celebration 2YO P.

Hexagonal. Placed at 3 in 2014-15, 3d ATC Testa Rossa at Vinery P.

Cabalistic (g by Reset). 2 wins at 1600, 2000m in 2013-14.

Delphic (f by Street Cry (Ire)). See below.

2nd Dam

SHADEA (NZ), by Straight Strike (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, $226,266, STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 1, 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Roman Consul S., Gr 3, STC Winter H., L. Half-sister to MAHAYA. Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

LONHRO (c Octagonal (NZ)). Horse of the Year in Australia in 2003-04. Champion 3YO in Australia in 2001-02 & Joint top of the 2004 World Rankings (mile). 26 wins—2 at 2–1100 to 2000m, $5,790,510, VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, George Main S., Gr 1, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1. Champion sire.

NIELLO (c Octagonal (NZ)). 4 wins—1 at 2–1100 to 2000m, $977,370, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, STC Canterbury Guineas, Gr 1, Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, 2d Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Chelmsford S., Gr 2. Sire.

SHANNARA (f Octagonal (NZ)). 4 wins 1300 to 1500m, $423,580, Hawkesbury RC Ladies Day Cup, L, 3d ATC Emancipation S., Gr 2.

O’Giselle. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

ALBRECHT (c Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins—1 at 2–at 1250, 1300m, $442,350, ATC Up and Coming S., Gr 3, 2d ATC Golden Rose S., Gr 1.

Race Record: 3 Starts 0-0-1. $4,100.

3rd Kembla Grange Gold Canyon Candles Maiden H.
Lot 629

**EHTIFAAL**

Bay or Brown filly (Branded ∞ nr sh. 42 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Giant's Causeway (USA). Storm Cat............................. by Storm Bird..............

SHAMARDAL (USA) ....... Mariah's Storm ........................ by Rahy..............................

Helsinki .......................... Machiavellian........................ by Mr. Prospector ............

(Dam) Mr. Prospector .................. by Raise a Native..........

YAASAH (IRE) ........... Distant View.......................... Seven Springs........................ by Irish River.....................

2001 Sassy Bird .................. Storm Bird ........................ by Northern Dancer.........

Sassy Bird .................. Tash .................................. by Never Bend ..............

**SHAMARDAL (USA) (Bay 2002-Stud 2005). 6 wins-3 at 2, Chantilly Prix du Jockey Club, Gr.1.**

Sire of 785 rnrs, 572 wnrs, 71 SW, inc. Lope de Vega (Chantilly Prix du Jockey Club, Gr.1), Faint Perfume, Amaron, Zazou, Crackerjack King, Dunboyne Express - Dan Excel (H.K.), Able Friend, Baltic Baroness, Maybe Discreet, Mukhadram, Casamento, Captain Sonador, Sagawara, Sommerabend, Ihtimal, Puissance de Lune, Bow Creek, Fintry, etc.

**Race Record:** Unraced.

1st Dam

YAASAH (IRE), by Distant View. Unraced. Half-sister to ASAWER, CHERCHEUSE (dam of QUESTING). Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Waafid (g by Bernardini (USA)). 3 wins 1313 to 1500m in 2013-14.

Perwira (g by Dubawi (Ire)). 3 wins at 1000, 1100m, $152,567, Singapore TC Class 4 H., Joao Moreira Novice S., 2d Singapore TC Graduation P.

2nd Dam

SASSY BIRD, by Storm Bird. Placed at 2 in U.S.A. Sister to MUKADDAMAH, CONTEMPT, half-sister to TATAMI, MARIUKA (dam of LYDGATE), Queen of Women (dam of ANTONIETTE, FRENCH CHARMER). Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

CHERCHEUSE (f Seeking the Gold). 5 wins to 1408m, Le Lion-d'Angers Grand Prix d'Anjou-Bretagne, L, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Contessina, L. Dam of QUESTING (f Hard Spun (USA)). Leading 3YO Filly on 2012 WTR (Medium). 4 wins 7f to 1⅞m, £565,136, Saratoga Alabama S., Gr 1, Coaching Club American Oaks, Gr 1, 2d Parx Racing Cotillion S., Gr 1, Newmarket Oh So Sharp S., Gr 3, 3d Goodwood Prestige S., Gr 3.

ASAWER (f Darshaan). 2 wins at 1⅞m, Yarmouth John Musker S., L, 2d Newmarket Aphrodite S., L, 3d York Ribblesdale S., Gr 2. Grandam of- Ostwind (c Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2014 in India, 3d Mumbai Breeders' Produce S., L.

3rd Dam

TASH, by Never Bend. 2 wins at 2 in U.S.A. Half-sister to GREGORIAN, TRULY BOUND, ARKADINA, BLOOD ROYAL, IVORY WAND. Dam of 16 foals, 15 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

MUKADDAMAH (c Storm Bird). 4 wins to 8⅞f, Curragh International S., Gr 2, Goodwood Vintage S., Gr 3, 2d Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, Gr 1. Sire.


CONTEMPT (c Storm Bird). 2 wins at 2, Del Mar Rancho Santa Fe S., L. Sire.

MARIUKA (f Danzig). 5 wins-1 at $228,005, Keeneland A.P. Indy S., L, Bryan Station S., L, 2d Ellis Lieutenant Governor S., L. Dam of 5 winners-

LYDGATE (c Pulpit). 2 wins at 5f, 6⅛f, Churchill Downs Aegon Turf Sprint S., Gr 3, 4th Goodwood Starlit S., L. Sire. Queen of Women. 2 wins at 1800, 2250m in France and U.S.A. Dam of 8 winners-

ANTONIETTE (f Nicholas). 9 wins to 8⅞f, $399,140, Aqueduct Athena H., Gr 3, Hawthorne Valnor H., L, Louisiana River Cities S., L. Dam of 6 winners-

SWITCH (f Quiet American). 6 wins-1 at 2-6⅞f to 8⅞f, $1,479,562, Santa Anita Santa Monica S., Gr 1, La Brea S., Gr 1, 2d Breeders' Cup Filly and Mare Sprint S., Gr 1-twice, Hollywood Vanity HGr 1.

**Race Record:** Unraced.
Lot 630

**EMPERESS ELECT (NZ)**

Bay mare
(Branded \(\text{nr sh. } \frac{39}{9} \text{ off sh.}\))

Foaled 2009

**(Sire)**

HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR (IRE)

Danehill (USA) ..................................... by Northern Dancer ....

L’On Vite (USA) ..................................... by Bold Ruler ..............

**(Dam)**

TROUVILLE ........................................

Hurricane Sky .................................... by Bletchingly .............

1999

Peruvienne (Ire) .................................

HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR (IRE) (Bay 2004-Stud 2007). 4 wins at 2, Curragh Phoenix S., Gr.1. Sire of 721 rnrs, 474 wns, 49 SW, inc. Mongolian Khan (New Zealand Derby, Gr.1), Designs on Rome, Homecoming Queen, Rich Tapestry, Morandi, Rollout the Carpet, Banimprise, Mango Diva, Charles the Great, Angelic Light, Victory Laurel, Amalfito, Pinturichio, Gentleman Only - Beauty Only (H.K.), Leitir Mor, Maureen, Octavia, Princess Noor, Wilshire Boulevard, etc.

**1st Dam**

TROUVILLE, by Hurricane Sky. Unraced. Half-sister to GARM, PONT AUDEMER (dam of PONT D’OR), Pensacola. Dam of 5 named foals, all winners- Empress Elect (f by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). 4 wins. See below.

Super Trouper (f by Darci Brahma). 2 wins at 1200m in 2013-14, Amberley RC Sonia & Garry Thompson H.

Ugo Boss (g by Pins). 2 wins at 1400m, CJC NZ Tax Refunds H.

Hussteria (f by Hussonet (USA)). 11 wins 1300 to 1600m in Aust and Philippines. Houlgate (f by Strawinsky (USA)). 3 wins at 1212, 1300m.

**2nd Dam**

PERUVIENNE (IRE), by Luthier. Started twice. Half-sister to PERSEPOLIS, CHADDLEWORTH, Plessaya (dam of PARTHE), Seattle Rockette (dam of REDOUBTABLE). Dam of 14 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

PONT AUDEMER (f Chief’s Crown). 3 wins–1 at 2–1800 to 2500m, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Joubert, L, Deauville Prix de Thiberville, L. Dam of 4 winners-

PONT D’OR (f Exit to Nowhere). 6 wins–2 at 2–1408 to 2112m, Saint-Cloud Prix Maurice Caillault, L, Strasbourg Grand Prix de la Region Alsace, L, 2d Fontainebleau Prix Edellic, L, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Exbury, Gr 3.

GARM (c Lyphard). 3 wins at 1600, 2000m, Longchamp Prix du Ranelagh, L, 3d Grand Prix de Marseille, L, Sire.


Soft Target. Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners-

Another Takeover (g Minardi (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–800 to 1200m, BRC Melbourne Cup Marquee Packages H., 3d BRC Lighting H., L.

**3rd Dam**

PERLITA, by Baldric. Placed at 2 & 3, 2d Evry Prix d’Angerville. Half-sister to Val Divine (dam of VAYRANN, YASHGAN, VARADAVOUR, VALIYAR, VEARIA). Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

PERSEPOLIS (c Kalamoun). 4 wins–2 at 2–1500 to 2200m, £124,180, Longchamp Prix Lupin, Gr 1, Prix Noailles, Gr 2, Prix La Rochette, Gr 3, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix Omnium II, L. Sire.

CHADDLEWORTH (c Ahonoora (GB)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 7f, Haydock Spring Trophy, L. Sire.

Race Record: 35 Starts 4-6-4. $170,375.

Lot 631

**EVENING ROSE**
Bay filly (Branded [ ] nr sh. 16 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

**(Sire)**
Machiavellian .................. Mr. Prospector .............. by Raise a Native ..............

**STREET CRY (IRE)......**
Coup de Folie .................. by Halo .......................

**(Dam)**
Helen Street ........................ by Petingo ..........

**BRAMBLE ROSE (NZ). 1999**
Shinko King (Ire) .................. Fairy King (USA) ....... by Northern Dancer ....

Images..................................... by Alleged ..........

**STREET CRY (IRE) (Bay or Brown 1998-Stud 2003). 5 wins-1 at 2, Dubai World Cup, Gr.1. Champion USA Sire (AEI) 2010. Sire of 1072 rnrs, 713 wnrs, 89 SW, inc. Zenyatta (Breeders’ Cup Ladies Classic S., Gr.1), Street Sense, Shocking, Whobegotyou, Tomcito, Street Boss, Seventh Street, Long John, Lyric of Light, Victor’s Cry, Majestic Roy, Pride of Dubai, New Year’s Day, Here Comes Ben, Street Hero, Cry and Catch Me, Princess Highway, Desert Party, etc.**

1st Dam
**BRAMBLE ROSE (NZ), by Shinko King (Ire). Champion 3YO Stayer in NZ in 2002-03. NZ Bloodstock Filly of the Year 2002-03. 4 wins 1300 to 2400m, $384,192, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, WRC KPMG 3YO H., BOP RC Aclantis Restaurant H., 2d STC Arrowfield Stud S., Gr 1, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, 3d AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, AuRC Eight Carat Classic, Gr 2, Royal S., Gr 2, 4th AuRC Soliloquy S., L. Half-sister to LADY CHAPARRAL. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-**

**MAULES CREEK** *(g by Redoute’s Choice). 4 wins* 1400 to 2000m, $235,150, ATC Randwick City H., L, Col Tidy H., Tamarama H., Blackwoods New Catalogue H., 2d ATC North Ryde RSL Club H., MRC BMW Melbourne H., 3d ATC Parramatta Cup, L, 4th ATC Japan Racing Association P., L.

Eveening Rose *(f by Street Cry (Ire)). 2 wins*. See below.

Waahej *(g by Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins* at 1200, 1600m to 2013-14.

Sebrose *(g by Sebring). 2 wins* at 1200, 1400m, $104,666, to 2015, Singapore TC Class 4 H., 2d Singapore TC Better Than Ever S., Benchmark 67 H.

2nd Dam
**IMAGES, by Gleam Machine (USA). 3 wins** at 1600, 2000m, 3d Matamata RC Innes Appliance Court Novice H. Half-sister to THE FILBERT, RED HAWK, Faux Tiara. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**BRAMBLE ROSE (f Shinko King (Ire)). 4 wins**. See above.

**LADY CHAPARRAL** *(f High Chaparral (Ire)). 4 wins* at 1400, 1600m, BOP RC Tauranga S., Gr 3, 2d Hawke’s Bay Duchess of Cambridge S., BOP RC Hills Haden Valuers 3YO S., Taranaki RC Seaton Park H., 3d WRC Cuddle S., Gr 3, BOP RC Tauranga S., Gr 3, AuRC Sharp H., 4th WRC Captain Cook S., Gr 1, Egmont RC Taranaki Breeders S., Gr 3.

Quinn Tait. 6 wins 1600 to 2100m, Waioara Gold Cup, WRC Red Pepper Appeal 3YO H., 2d AuRC Friends of Harold H., Leila MacDonald Mile H., Manawatu RC CB Norwood H., Levin RC Manukau Hotel H., 3d Waioara Cup.

3rd Dam
**FAUXZANN, by Zamazaan (Fr). Unplaced. Three-quarter-sister to ZAMA LAD, half-sister to LORD CHICK, Farm Lass (dam of BOTTLED SUNSHINE). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-**

**THE FILBERT (c Souvran (GB)). 11 wins** 1400 to 2400m, $575,792, AuRC Air New Zealand S., Gr 1, BOP RC Japan-New Zealand International Trophy, Gr 2, Waikato Gold Cup, Gr 3, WRC Trentham S., Gr 3.

**RED HAWK (g War Hawk II (GB)). 7 wins** 1400 to 2500m, Canterbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, CJC Gold Cup, Gr 3, 2d Invercargill Gold Cup, Gr 3.

**Race Record:** 8 Starts 2-0-0. $37,550.
Won WATC Magic Millions Raceday H. (1600m), Pinjarra Lark Hill Vets Maiden P. (1600m)
SUREAM

Chestnut mare (Branded 33 off sh.)  Foaled 2007

(Sire)

Southern Halo -------------------- by Hail to Reason
Northern Sea ------------------- by Northern Dancer
Woodman (USA) ----------------- by Mr. Prospector
Becky be Good -------------- by Naskra

(USA)---------------------

MORE THAN READY

Woodman's Girl --------------
Green Desert ---------------- by Danzig
Celtic Assembly ------------- by Secretariat
Sir Tristram (Ire) ---------- by Sir Ivor
Arga ---------------------- by Arragon (GB)

(Dam)---------------------

Volskaard (GB)..............

EQUULEUS (NZ) 1997

Halo.............................
Woodman (USA)............


1st Dam

Equuleus (NZ), by Volskaard (GB). 2 wins at 1200m, AuRC Novotel Ellerslie H., 2d WRC Lindauer H., 3d Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2, Waikato RC Guineas Trial. Half-sister to NIMUE, SIRSTACI, SMILING LIKE, (MR) EUROSTAR, Her Royal Highness, Usha, Ladystaci (dam of GREENMAILER). Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 2 winners- Algeciras - Good Looking Watch (H.K.) (g by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)), 5 wins-1 at 2-at 1200, 1650m, $232,880, HKJC Po Tat H., Dunbar H., Gilman H. Soulima (g by Stravinsky (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1350m, BRC Ceva H.

2nd Dam

EUSTACI, by Sir Tristram (Ire). Winner at 1600m, 2d Waikato RC Te Pahu H. Half-sister to Lady Genesis (dam of KAPITAIN KASH, DANTE'S PARADISO). Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

SIRSTACI (g Silver Dream (GB)) 9 wins 1200 to 1600m, $285,210, AuRC Easter H., Gr 1, CJC Stewards' S.H., Gr 3, 2d AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1, WRC Jarden Mile, Gr 1, Telegraph H., Gr 1, AuRC Rolls-Royce S., L, 3d Waikato RC Lion Brown Sprint, Gr 1, WRC Telegraph H., Gr 1.


SMILING LIKE (f Star Way (GB)) Champion Stayer in NZ in 2000-01. 7 wins 2000 to 3200m, $272,810, Wellington Cup, Gr 1, New Zealand Cup, Gr 2, WRC Trentham S., Gr 3, 2d CJC Gold Cup, Gr 3. Producer.

(MR) EUROSTAR (c Star Way (GB)) 11 wins-2 at 2-1200 to 2400m, $501,818, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, Cambridge Breeders' S., Gr 3, 2d QTC Brisbane Cup, Gr 1, PJ O'Shea S., Gr 2, BOP RC Japan-New Zealand International Trophy, Gr 2, Manawatu Cup, Gr 3, 3d VRC Turnbull S., Gr 2.

Ladystaci. Winner at 2100m in NZ. Dam of 5 winners- GREENMAILER (c Star Way (GB)) Winner at 2000m, STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Edensor Park H., Surrey Hills H.

Race Record: Placed at 3 in NZ.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal. 2012 Just Call Me Riley (c by O'Reilly). Unraced. 2013 (f by Onemorenomore). 2014 (f by Big Brown (USA)).

Served by CASINO PRINCE. Date of last service, 4 November 2014. Believed to be in foal
Lot 633

SUllealist
Grey mare
(Branded \( \text{br.} \) nr sh. \( \frac{\text{sh.}}{6} \) off sh.)
Foaled 1996

(Sire) Bletchingly ................. Biscay ....................... by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
KENNY'S BEST PAL..... Coogee (GB)....................... by Relic..........................
Eau d'Etoile (NZ).......... Sir Tristram (Ire) .......... by Sir Ivor...............Fille d'Etoile ................. by Prince Bright (USA)....

(Dam) SUNSET BEACH........ Kenmare (Fr).................. Kalamoun.................. by Zeddaan..................
1991 Hula Gold (Ire)......... Bette of Ireland........ by Milesian................

rns, 181 wns, inc. SW German Chocolate (STC Premiere S., Gr.2), Astralita,
etc. Sire of the dams of 244 rns, 149 wns, inc. SW Captain Sonador, Racing to
Win, My Ex Mate, Moment in Time, Purrealist, Astronomia, SP Condelago, Red
for Lou, Aeratus, Gaps in Me Knees, Del Palio, Miss Elvee, Honourable Aussie,
Arrival, Distilled and of Totally Sure, Bertie's Bells, etc.

1st Dam
SUNSET BEACH, by Kenmare (Fr). Unraced. Half-sister to SIR MIDAS. Dam of 7
foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
MARDI'S MAGIC (f by Kenny's Best Pal). 4 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m,
$204,385, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, VATC Swinburne Alumni H., STC
Cabramatta Rugby League Club H., 3d BTC Bernborough H., L. Producer.
Mukka Damarto (f by Mukaddamah (USA)). 7 wins–2 at 900 to 1250m, STC
Sydney Airport Ladies Association H. Producer.
Beach Barbie (f by Kenny's Best Pal). Placed at 3. Dam of 3 winners-
Honourable Aussie (g Honours List (Ire)) 10 wins–2 at 2–1250 to
1900m, $300,750, ATC Racingnetwork.com.au H., 2d Canberra Cup, L.

Race Record: Placed at 2 & 3.
Produce Record: Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners.
2001 Distilled (f by Masterclass (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1105 to 1410m, VRC
Collex Onyx H., 3d SAJC HC Nitschke S., L. Dam of-
Overproof. 3 wins at 1650m to 2013-14.
Glenkinchie. Winner at 2 at 1000m.
2002 RACING TO WIN (g by Encosta de Lago). Champion 3YO in Australia
in 2006. 13 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $3,762,285, AJC George
Main S., Gr 1, Epsom H., Gr 1, All Aged S., Gr 1, Doncaster H.,
Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, STC Apollo
S., Gr 2, Hobartville S., Gr 2, Theo Marks S., Gr 2-twice, 2d BTC
Doomben Cup, Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, AJC Royal
Sovereign S., Gr 2, Warwick S., Gr 2, STC Canterbury S., Gr 2.
2003 Sunday Dreams (g by Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 2 wins at 1600, 1800m, 2d
WATC Westspeed Stayers' Bonus H., 3d WATC Carbon Sports Bar H.
2004 PURREALIST (c by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200,
1400m, $200,650, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, Canonise H.,
2d SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, MRC Vain S., L, 3d VRC Danehill S., Gr 3.
Sire.
2005 Swarm (g by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Tabcorp
Sire. Number 1 Club H., 3d AJC Little Bay H.
2006 Formal (g by Fastnet Rock). Unraced.
2007 Royal Battlion (g by Encosta de Lago). Started once.
2008 Surrcoosta (g by Encosta de Lago). 6 wins 1200 to 1700m to 2013-14.
2009 Pinocchio (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1200m.
2010 Properzio (c by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 2 at 1200m in South Africa.
2011 Missed to Redoute's Choice.
2012 Plausible (f by More Than Ready (USA)). Unraced.
2013 Missed to Foxwedge.
2014 Missed to Excel and Excel.

Served by SIZZLING. Date of last service, 20 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
On Account of GRETA WEST STUD, Greta West, Vic
(As Agent for K. & F. Jones)
Lot 634 (No GST) SWANETTE
Bay mare
(Branded H nr sh. 1/6 off sh.) Foaled 1996

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ................................... Danzig .......................... by Northern Dancer ..............
   Danzero .............................................. Razyana ................. by His Majesty ..................
   Confidentially ................................. Kaoru Star ........................ by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
   SWAN ALY (USA) .......................... Ilda (NZ) ..................... by Idomeneo (GB) ........

(Dam) Alydar .................................. Raise a Native ................ by Native Dancer ..............
   Sweet Tooth ............................... So Blessed ........................ by Princely Gift ..................
   Swan Princess (GB) ............. Swan Ann .................. by My Swane ..............
   Alysar .......................... Razyana ................. by His Majesty ..................
   Confidently .................. Rakyana ................. by His Majesty ..................
   Essential .................. So Blessed ........................ by Princely Gift ..................
   (SIRE) .............. Danzic ........................ by Northern Dancer ..............
   (DAM) .............. Cedar ...................... by His Majesty ..................


1st Dam SWAN ALY (USA), by Alydar. Unraced. Half-sister to My Princess (dam of MY MISTY PRINCESS). Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, 1 winner- Swanette (f by Damarz). 6 wins. See below.
Ballets Russes (f by Suave Dancer (USA)). Started once. Dam of- Brodican. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m.
Alyroi (f by Roi Dzanz (USA)). Unraced. Dam of- Royal Chariot. 13 wins 1200 to 2117m, $107,200.

2nd Dam SWAN PRINCESS (GB), by So Blessed. Top filly on The 1980 Irish 2YO Free H. 4 wins–3 at 2–at 5f, 6f, Phoenix S., Gr 1, Doncaster South Yorkshire S., 2d Goodwood Molecomb S., Gr 3, Sandown National S., Gr 3. Half-sister to PRIMO DOMINIE, POYLE CRUSHER, Mac's Palace, Philgwyn (dam of PHILIDOR). Dam of 15 foals, 12 to race, 5 winners, inc:- Lord Cygnus. 3 wins at 1200, 1600m in Japan.
Du Lac - Universal Leader (H.K.). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, 2d MVRC Junction H., VATC La Trobe H., 3d VRC Elouda Bay H., Hickenbotham H. My Princess. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of winners-
MY MISTY PRINCESS (f Acceptable) 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 8½f, Lone Star Bluebonnet S., L, 2d Lone Star Irving Distaff S., L, Remington Ricks Memorial S., L, 3d Lone Star Irving Distaff S., L, Fresa S., L. Producer.

Race Record: 6 wins 1300 to 2000m, $141,650, VATC Boxing Day H., VRC Colourplus Printing H., Shannara H., VATC Nizam's Ring H., 2d MVRC Suma Peace H., Tile Mart H., VATC Lobster Cave P., 3d VATC Bill Collins H., Azzuro H.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners.
2002 Gaelic Lad (g by O'Reilly). 10 wins 1000 to 1300m, 2d MVRC Hawkers Market Night H.
2003 Swan King (g by King of Roses). Winner at 1600m.
2004 Not served previous season.
2005 Look Don't Touch (f by King of Roses). Placed.
2006 Missed to Westbridge (USA).
2007 Rich'n'real (g by King of Roses). Started once.
2008 (c by King of Roses). Died.
2009 (f by King of Roses). Destroyed.
2010 Missed to Rock of Gibraltar (Ire).
2011 Thames on Fire (c by Written Tycoon). Unraced.
2012 Tippett (g by King of Prussia). Unraced.
2013 (f by Keep the Faith).
2014 Missed to Written Tycoon.

Served by KEEP THE FAITH. Date of last service, 9 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 635

SWEET CORN

Bay mare

(Branded CN nr sh. 37 9 off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire)
Sadler's Wells................. Northern Dancer ............... by Nearctic......................

Fairy Bridge..................... by Bold Reason..................

Foolish Pleasure ............. by What a Pleasure.............

Where You Lead.................. by Raise a Native.............

( Dam)

CORN MAIZCAY................. Maizcay..........................

3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, WATC Perth S., L, Seltrice 2YO H., Telephone 2YO H., 3d WATC City of Opportunity Quality 2YO S.H. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

SWEET CORN (f by Scenic (Ire)). 7 wins. See below.

Bentley Man (g by Exceed and Excel). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, STC Pages Hire 2YO P.

Endless Maize (f by End Sweep (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1430m. Dam of-Endless Shadow. 7 wins 1100 to 1660m, $278,395, to 2014-15, GCTC Magic Millions Quality H., BRC Corporate Membership P., Poolwerx H. Endless Puzzle. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2014-15, BRC South East Country Racing Association P., 2d BRC Goa Get Noticed P.

Corn Fields (f by Bletchley Park (Ire)). Winner at 1400m. Dam of 2 winners-The Corporation (g Helenus) 7 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $427,450, 2d WATC Fairetha S., L, 3d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, WATC Sir Ernest Lee-Steeere Classic, Gr 3, Perth S., L, Carbine Club of WA S., L, 4th WATC Asian Beau S., Gr 3, Aquanita S., L, Kalgoorlie Cup, L. Campo di Grano. 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000m, WATC Todtona H., Tsunami H.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 7 wins 1500 to 2000m, $347,850, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 3, MRC Indulgence Marque P., Reveille H., Matrice H., 2d MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3, Easter Cup, Gr 3, MVRC Tesio S., Gr 3, VRC Racing Rewards H., MRC TR Trevaskis H., Storm Queen H., 3d MRC Matron S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 live foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.


2006 BABY CORN (f by Exceed and Excel). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1050m, $164,425, SAJC Pewsey Vale S., L, MVRC Strathmore Flowers 2YO P., 2d SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, HC Nitschke S., L, VRC Beachside 2YO S., MRC Wild Rose H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L. Dam of-Cornrow (g Duporth) Winner at 1200m, $283,750, in 2014-15, 2d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), L, 3d ATC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, ATC Todman S., Gr 2, MVRC Inglis Banner 2YO S., RL.

2007 Kandy Korn (f by Flying Spur). Placed at 3.

2008 Missed to Danewin.

2009 Relishing (f by Exceed and Excel). Winner at 1250m in 2013-14.

2010 (foal by Exceed and Excel). Dead.

2011 Missed to Bernardini (USA).

2012 Shoepeg (f by Bernardini (USA)). Unraced.

2013 Missed to Exceed and Excel.

2014 Missed to Bernardini (USA).

Served by BERNARDINI (USA). Date of last service, 27 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row S 3-7

On Account of CROWNINGSTONE, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 636  SWEET LITTLE LIES
Chestnut mare  (Branded ∩ nr sh. 5/9 off sh.)  Foaled 2009

**Sire**
- **Gone West**
- **Mr. Prospector**
- by Raise a Native

**ELUSIVE QUALITY (USA)**
- **Secrettame**
- by Secretariat

**Dam**
- **Zeditave**
- by The Judge

**BOROBODUR**
- **2003**

**1st Dam**
**BOROBODUR, by Strategic.** Started 3 times. Half-sister to **DAMA DE NOCHE**

**Harrier Jet**  
(g by Dane Shadow). **3 wins**–1 at 2–at 1200, 1550m, $201,955, to 2014-15, ATC Mossman at Winery H., De Bortoli Wines H., TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H., 2d ATC De Bortoli Wines H., 3d ATC Eskimo Prince S., **Gr 3**

**Java Jack**  
(g by Canny Lad). **2 wins** at 1400m, MRC Rokk Ebony H.

**Kartini**  
(f by Canny Lad). **3 wins** at 1000, 1200m, 2d ATC Twin Lakes Air H.

**2nd Dam**
**DAISY BATES (IRE), by Danehill (USA).** Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 4 foals, all raced, **3 winners**, inc:–

**DAMA DE NOCHE**  
(f Snippets). **4 wins**–3 at 2–to 1000, 1200m, $215,100, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., **Gr 3**, Kensington S., **L**, Waltzing Lily H., **L**, 3d SAJC Swettenham Stud S., **Gr 2**. Dam of 4 winners-

**NOCTURNELLE**  
(f Elusive Quality (USA)). **6 wins** 1200 to 1500m, $395,630, ATC Angst S., **L**, Newcastle JC Tibbie S., **L**, ATC Fairfield RSL H., Ashcroft H., City Tattersalls A Friends Place H., 4th ATC Triscay S., **L**.

**Seduced**  
(f Encosta de Lago). **2 wins** at 1300. 1400m, SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., 2d MRC No Fuss Solutions P., 3d VRC Matron S., **Gr 3**.

**Catch Your Eyes**  
(g Encosta de Lago). **6 wins** 1100 to 1200m, $179,655, to 2014-15, ATC APN Outdoor H., Drummond Golf H., Hunter Valley Horse Capital H., Irish Echo H., 3d ATC Starlight S., **L**.

**Tornadoes**  
13 wins 860 to 1200m, $221,300, to 2014-15, AJC Waterloo H., BRC Australian Special Metals H., 2d AJC Caterer Of The Year H.

**Choice and Chance.** **8 wins** 1000 to 1400m, $791,267, HKJC Pottinger Peak Peak H., Guilin H., Oi Man H., Shenzhen H., Pak Wo H., Hyderabad H., Waterloo H.

**File Rapid.** **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, MRC Anonyme 2YO P.

**3rd Dam**
**MARTHA STEVENS, by Super Concorde.** **2 wins** at 6f, 7f, Newmarket Nell Gwyn S., **Gr 3**, 2d Kempston Stubbs S., 3d Royal Ascot Coronation S., **Gr 2**. Sister to Temporary Lull (dam of **WAIT TILL MONDAY, TOKEN GESTURE, RARE HOLIDAY**), half-sister to Excitable Gal (dam of **EDGY DIPLOMAT**). Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, **2 winners**.

**Race Record:** **Winner** at 2 at 1100m, MRC Thomas North 2YO P., 2d MVRC Essendon Mazda 55 Second Challenge Heat H., 3d MVRC City Jeep Don’t Hold Back 2YO H., ATC Canterbury Park H., Diocesan Development Fund H., 4th MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), **L**.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 foal.  
2014  
(c by Teofilo (IRE)).

**Served by** CHOISIR. **Date of last service**, 29 September 2014.  
**Believed to be in foal**
On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

Lot 637

SYCOPHANT
Bay mare (Branded \[\frac{2}{3}\] nr sh. \(84\) off sh.) Foaled 2003

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. by Northern Dancer ............
COMMANDS ....................
Cotehele House (GB) ...... by His Majesty ................

(Dam) Quest for Fame (GB) ...... Rainbow Quest............... by Blushing Groom ........
SHAND .....................
Camille ................................ by Kaoru Star.....................

1994

COMMANDS (AUS) (1996). 4 wins-3 at 2, STC Missile S., Gr.3. Sire of 1088 rnrs, 767 wns, 66 SW, inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaulette, Purplè, etc. Sire of the dams of 279 rnrs, 156 wns, inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta, Politeness, Calcutta, Runway Star, SP Uratta Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate, Platinum State, Sunset Boulevard and of Caveka, Herne's Oak, Jungang Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.

1st Dam
SHAND, by Quest for Fame (GB). 5 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1200m, STC Dahlia H., Leichhardt H. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Sydney Owner (f by Octagonal (NZ)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1250m, STC Bright Print 2YO H., 3d STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, AJC Webster Signs 2YO H., Lyrebird, HKJC Game Spirit H. Dam of 2 winners-

Tongue of Fire. 2 wins at 1200m in 2014-15.
Royal Occasion (g by Lonhro). 3 wins 1200 to 1350m to 2014-15, Ipswich TC Sirromet Wines H. Take the Oath (g by Commands). 3 wins 1300 to 1600m, $100,690, ATC Lake Moore H., El Alamein H., Members Terrace P., 2d AJC Glenmore Park H. Buona Fortuna (g by Lonhro). 3 wins at 1000, 1100m, STC Hyland Race Colours H., 2d AJC Woodbine H., STC SGE Credit Union H.

2nd Dam
CAMILLE, by Clear Choice (USA). Winner at 1200m. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Winning Brief. 4 wins 1000 to 1200m, $113,312, Hollywood Allowance, 2d AJC Noël Murless H. Camilleon. Unplaced. Dam of-

Tingeera (g Commands) 6 wins 1600 to 2200m, $104,395, to 2014-15, 2d ATC Drummond Golf H.

3rd Dam
MISS LEEMONT, by Kaoru Star. Winner at 2 at 800m. Three-quarter-sister to PARLOUR, half-sister to Leijester. Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Noble Yeats. 7 wins–2 at 2–1000, 1200m, QTC Chelmer H., 4th Illawarra TC Brambles Classic, Gr 3, GCT Magic Millions 2YO Colts S., RL. Sire.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Leger 2YO H. Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.


2009 Uriah (g by Lonhro). Placed at 3.
2012 Missed to Lonhro.
2013 (f by Lonhro).
2014 (c by Bernardini (USA)).

Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 10 December 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 3 Rows H 2,3, J & K 1-10

On Account of YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 638

TAKALI

Bay mare

(Branded 28 off sh.)

(Stk)

FALBRAV (IRE)

Fairy King (USA) ........................................ Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic ......................

Fairy Bridge ........................................ Slewpy .................................................. by Seattle Slew .............................

Gift of the Night ........................................ Little Nana .................................................. by Lithiot .................................

(Dam)

COSIMA’S DREAM

Nediym (Ire) ........................................ Shareef Dancer ........ by Northern Dancer ....

Nedimy (Ire) ........................................ Nilmeneen ............................................ by Right Royal .........................

1998

Military Belle ........................................ Without Fear (Fr) .................................. by Baldric .................................

Reticella (NZ) ........................................ In the Purple (Fr) .................................


1st Dam

COSIMA’S DREAM, by Nediym (Ire). Started twice. Sister to GENERAL NEDIYM. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Bedtime Story (f by Snitzel). 3 wins 1000 to 1300m in Philippines. Fantasising (f by Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins-1 at 2—at 1200, 1300m. Best Laid Plans (f by Strategic). Placed at 2. Dam of-

Mal’s Pride. 4 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1300m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam

MILITARY BELLE, by Without Fear (Fr). Unraced. Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

GENERAL NEDIYM (c Nediym (Ire)). Joint Head of The 1997-98 Australasian 3YO Classification. 13 wins—5 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $1,986,698, VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, Lightning S., Gr 1, AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2, Up and Coming S., Gr 2, Stan Fox S., Gr 2, BTC Carlton Cup, Gr 2, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, GTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL, STC Heritage S., L, GTC Magic Millions Cup, QTC Skipton 2YO H., 2d AJC Expressway S., Gr 2, Apollo S., Gr 2, 3d BCT Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1, VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, 4th STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VRC Emirates Classic S., Gr 2. Successful sire.

Chindancer. 7 wins 1300 to 1800m, BTC Queensland Police Credit Union H. Bellaraabi. Unplaced. Dam of 5 winners—Duke Sam. 5 wins at 1200, 1350m, BTC Northlakes Golf Club H. Ngoragora. Winner at 1200m, STC Ranvet H.

Em Belle. Unraced. Dam of-

Favourabelle. 3 wins at 1000, 1100m, TRC Fuji Xerox H.

3rd Dam

RETICELLA (NZ), by In the Purple (Fr). Unplaced. Three-quarter-sister to FRIVOLOUS LASS (dam of WILD RAMPAGE), Ultraviolet (dam of MILITARY PLUME, CON AIR), half-sister to INTERstellar, Fluted, Fine Design, Malt (dam of HORLICKS). Dam of 3 foals, none raced.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 2 winners.

2010 Grauman (g by Aussie Rules (USA)). Winner at 1300m in 2013-14.


2012 Mon Ami Gabi (f by Stratum). Started twice.

2013 (f by I Am Invincible).

2014 (c by I Am Invincible).

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 30 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Rows H & J 1-8
On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)
Lot 639

TALE OF THE DRAGON
Brown mare
(Branded ⌜ nr sh. 22/9 off sh.)
Foaled 2009

(Sire) Elnadim (USA) ........................................ by Northern Dancer ............
PENDRAGON (NZ) ..... ........................... by Exclusive Native ............

(Dam) Alacrrity (NZ) ......................... by Sir Tristram (Ire)............
AUTHORESS (GB) .............. by Duke Ellington ............

1999

PENDRAGON (NZ) (2002). 2 wins at 1800m, 2000m, STC Gloaming S., Gr.3.
Sire of 69 rnrs, 36 wnrs, inc. SP Abba, The Peak and of Miss Gunpowder, Colour
of Money, Dragon Wheel - Glorious Sunday (H.K.), Killarney Kid, Kurrajong
Dragon, Tale of the Dragon, Blazing Dragon, Dark Brown Sugar, Dragonzone,
Megathink, Military Manor, That's Karma, Beaudragon, Gid Up Strop, Step
Lightly, Dragon Flyer, Yurrapendi, Dragon Affair, Budderoo Dragon, etc.

1st Dam
AUTHORESS (GB), by Singspiel (Ire). 2 wins at 2 at 1609, 2011m, 2d Grand Prix
de la Ville de Nantes, L, Fontainebleau Prix Joubert, L, 4th Maisons-Laffitte
Prix de Thiberville, L, Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Volcanic Warrior (g by Reset). 4 wins 1000 to 1600m, ATC Guineas Restaurant
H., STC Winning Post Restaurant H., 2d BRC Skyracing.tv H., 3d AJC
Finders Lane H., 4th ATC Membership Closing H.
Milson (g by Reset). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, 2d ATC Testa Rossa at Vinery H.,
Australian Turf Club H., 3d TRC Rudolph the Reindeer H.
Fleet Street (f by Street Cry (Ire)). 10 wins at 1500, 1600m in Philippines.
Compels (g by God's Own). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
KASHTALA, by Lord Gayle. 3 wins 1m to 11f, Haydock Henriot Blanc de Blancs H.
Half-sister to Khaydara (dam of KHAYTADA), Khatale (dam of MASSIVE).
Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Authoress (f Singspiel (Ire)) 2 wins. See above.
Mazurka. 2 wins at 1½m in Ireland. Producer.
Kashipur. 2 wins at 2200, 2400m in Germany.

3rd Dam
KHATIMA, by Relko. Winner at 2500m in France. Half-sister to KALDOUN.
Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-
Khatela. 2 wins at 1m, 9f, Curragh Carpets Simply Wool Twist H. Dam of 7 winners-
MASSIVE (c Marju) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7¼f, 1m, Sandown Heron S., L, 2d
Longchamp Prix de Conde, Gr 3.

Irish Kind (c Cape Cross) Winner at 2500m, 3d Longchamp Prix de l'Avre, L.
Khaydara. 2 wins at 6f, York Coral Bookmakers Sprint Trophy H. Dam of 2 winners-
KHAYTADA (f Doyoun) 3 wins–1 at 2–6f to 1m, Leopardstown One
Thousand Guineas Trial, L, Naas Garnet S., L, Producer.
Khaydariya. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
KAYPEN (c Orpen (USA)) 3 wins–2 at 2–1500 to 2000m, €118,350,
Rome Premio Villa Borghese, L, 2d Milan Gran Premio d'Italia, L.
Khatiynza. Placed in Great Britain. Dam of 7 winners-
Rainbow Amethyst (f Brief Truce (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–5¾f to 8½f in
Okey Dorey. Winner at 1m, Leopardstown Ready To Go S. Dam of 2 winners-
King of Swords (g Desert Prince) 6 wins, 2d Curragh Marble Hill S., L.

Race Record: Winner at 2150m in 2013-14, BRC McGrath Estate Agents P.
First season at stud
Served by ROMAN EMPEROR (NZ). Date of last service, 4 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 640

TAMBARA (USA)

Bay mare

(Sire)

THUNDER GULCH (USA)

(Gulch.)

Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native

Jameela by Rambunctious

Line of Thunder by Northern Dancer

(Dam)

IKEBANA

Sadler's Wells by Mr. Prospector

Fairy Bridge by Bold Reason

1988

Miss Toshiba by Hill Prince


1st Dam

IKEBANA, by Sadler’s Wells. Winner at 1¼m, Sandown Crest Hotels S. Sister to Youm Jaded, half-sister to Guilty Secret, Tobolsk. Dam of 11 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:–

City Honours (c by Darshaan). Winner at 2 at 1m, £395,764, 2d The Derby, Gr 1, Irish Derby, Gr 1, York Dante S., Gr 2. Sire.

Ragazza Carina (f by Maria’s Mon). Unplaced. Dam of–

Arroz Branco (c Elusive Quality (USA)) 3 wins—1 at 2—1500 to 2400m to 2013-14 in Brazil, 2d Cidade Jardim G.P. Sao Paulo, Gr 1.

2nd Dam

MISS TOSHIBA, by Sir Ivor. 7 wins—1 at 2—7f to 1½m, Hollywood Vanity H., Gr 1, Curragh Pretty Polly S., Gr 2, Hollywood Wilshire H., Gr 3. Half-sister to Ogirema. Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:–

Taiwanese. 3 wins in U.S.A. Grandam of–

ISOLDA (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1600m, $411,840, AJC Champagne S., Gr 1, 2d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1. Producer.

Race Record: Unraced.

 Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners.

2002 UPSTAGED (f by In the Wings). 3 wins at 1200, 1600m, $171,256, SAJC Thomas Elder S., L, 2d Avodale Gold Cup, Gr 1, BTC Doomben Roses S., Gr 3, Ballarat Cup, L, 3d Ipswich Cup, L. Dam of–

(Miss) Outshine (f Darci Brahma) 4 wins 1400 to 2015m to 2013-14, 2d CJC Canterbury Belle S., L, 3d MRC Smart Track Australia H.

2003 El Pauji (f by Flying Spur). 6 wins—1 at 2—1212 to 1600m, $359,387, 2d SAJC CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L, 3d VRC Rose of Kingston S., Gr 2, MRC Summoned S., L, Anniversary Vase, L. Producer.

2004 Gently Bentley (g by Flying Spur). 5 wins 1100 to 1250m, $153,095, STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Macquarie Underwriting 2YO H.


2006 Coeur d’Amour (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 3 wins 1400 to 1800m, MRC Betfair H., 3d MRC Ahern’s at Highways H.

2007 (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Died.

2008 Missed to Flying Spur.

2009 Missed to Flying Spur.

2010 Avion (g by Flying Spur). Unraced.

2011 Silence is Avirtue (g by Flying Spur). Started twice.

2012 (c by Flying Spur).

2013 Slipped by Snitzel.

2014 (f by Snitzel).

Served by CASINO PRINCE. Date of last service, 24 September 2014. Believed to be in foal
Lot 641  
TANDY  
Bay mare  
(Branded nr sh. 66 off sh.)  
Foaled 2003  

Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native  
Jameela by Rambunctious  
Storm Bird by Northern Dancer  
Shoot a Line by High Line  
Raja Baba by Bold Ruler  
Paris Breeze by Majestic Prince  
His Majesty by Ribot  
Far Beyond by Nijinsky  

Gulch .................................................  
Line of Thunder ...................................  
Well Decorated .....................................  
Battle Creek Girl .................................


1st Dam  
BERIBBONED (USA)  
by Well Decorated. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to PARADE GROUND, PARADE LEADER, SPEED DIALER (dam of HIGH SPEED ACCESS, STORM ALERT), TRICKY CREEK, WAVING GIRL (dam of MILITARY, GLENO KID), EVERHOPE, Matriarch (dam of STAR OF VALOR, FLEET WAHINE), Swiss Asset, Battle Hymn (dam of GOLD HISTORY, IZE IN TROUBLE), Will To (dam of YOU BET). Dam of 12 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc: -

CHALEE (f by Storm Bird). 2 wins at 1200m, VATC Inglis Premier Yearling Sales S., L, VRC Red Roses S., L, 3d VRC Moomba P., L. Dam of 4 winners-

NEVER CAN TELL (g War Pass (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1100m, $146,870, ATC Canonbury S., L, Sydney Markets Sprint 2YO S.

HIPPOMENES (c by Leo Castelli). 7 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 6½f, $199,710, Churchill Downs Kentucky Breeders' Cup S., L, 2d Laurel Primer S., L.

Emblazoned (f by Woodman). Unplaced. Grandam of-

Devis Arcade (f Snowland) 5 wins 1200 to 1800m, 2d ATC Winter S., L.  
Tangina (f by A.P. Indy). Unraced. Grandam of-

BE POSITIVE (f Anabaa (USA)) 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, VRC National Jockey Celebration Day Victoria P., Gr 3, 2d MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3.

Bedimpled (f by Stately Don). Unraced. Dam of-

SWISS ECHO (g Don’t Say Halo (USA)) 7 wins 1200 to 2000m, $261,865, STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3, AJC Fairfield Advance Welter H., Noel Murless H., 2d AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, 3d AJC Bill Ritchie H., Gr 3.

Songfest. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

BETTER THAN EVER (g French Deputy (USA)) Champion 2YO, 3YO & 4YO in Singapore. Champion Miler in Singapore in 2010 & 2011. 17 wins 1200 to 2000m, $2,143,058, Manawatu RC Awapuni Gold Cup, Gr 2, Singapore Guineas, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Kranji Mile, Sgp-1–twice, Raffles Cup, Sgp-1, Singapore 3YO Classic, Sgp-2.  

Boys Will be Boys (c Hussonet (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1300, 1400m in Aust and South Africa, 2d VRC Fashion S., L.

Race Record: Unraced.  
Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.  
2009 Calabar Zone (f by Fastnet Rock). 4 wins 1300 to 1500m to 2015 in Philippines.  
2010 Crowd Drawer (f by Royal Academy (USA)). Started 3 times.  
2011 Hard Bargain (c by Dreamscape). Unraced.  
2012 Missed to Strategic Maneuver.  
2013 (f by Statue of Liberty (USA)).  
2014 (c by Zoffany (Ire)). Died.

Served by ZOFFANY (IRE). Date of last service, 17 September 2014. 
Believed to be in foal
Lot 642

TANGO’S DAUGHTER

Bay mare (Branded [Br] nr sh. 41 0 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ................. Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer .........
REDOUTE’S CHOICE ... Razyana ................................ by His Majesty ..................
Shantha’s Choice ..................... Canny Lad .......................... by Bletchingly ..................
........................................ Dancing Show (USA) ...... by Nijinsky ..........................
(Dam) TANGO FIRE ................. Anabaa (USA) .................. Danzig .......................... by Northern Dancer .........
........................................ Balbonella ........................ by Gay Mecene ...............
2003 Mirbeck (USA) .................. Gone West ........................ by Mr. Prospector .........
........................................ Oakmead .......................... by Lomond ..........................


1st Dam TANGO FIRE, by Anabaa (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, STC Leichardt Hotel 2YO H., 3d STC Pages Event & Equipment H. Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
TANGO’S DAUGHTER (f by Redoute’s Choice). 5 wins. See below.

2nd Dam MIRBECK (USA), by Gone West. Winner at 7f, 2d Doncaster Master Cutler Fillies’ H. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:- Gelmood. 7 wins 950 to 1400m, 3d SAJC Vanellus H. Trippin’ the Light. 4 wins 1400 to 1600m.

3rd Dam OAKMEAD, by Lomond. 2 wins at 11½f, 1½m, Lingfield Oaks Trial S., L, 3d The Oaks, Gr 1, Irish Oaks, Gr 1, Deauville Prix de Pomone, Gr 2. Half-sister to DELIGHTER, Lake Victoria. Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:- Admire Leon. 3 wins 1000 to 1400m in Japan. Sire. Irish Gulch. 2 wins at 1m, 8½f in U.S.A.
Lake Mead. Placed at 2 & 3 in Japan. Dam of 4 winners-
Daiwa Knight. 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, Nakayama Ichikawa S.

4th Dam AMAZER, by Vaguely Noble. 4 wins 1700 to 2500m, Longchamp Prix de Royallieu, Gr 3, Santa Anita Yellow Ribbon S., L, 2d Deauville Prix de Pomone, Gr 3, 3d Canadian International Championship S., Gr 1. Sister to SPORTING YANKEE. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
DELIGHTER (f Lyphoer) 4 wins 1¼m to 12½f in France and U.S.A, Santa Anita Yellow Ribbon S., Gr 1. Grandam of-
DREAMED A DREAM (f Agnes Gold) 7 wins–1 at 2–6f to 8½f, $170,002, to 2015, Suffolk Norman Hall S., L.
Lake Victoria (f Lake Coniston) Placed at 2, 2d Cork Entrepreneur S., L. Dam of 2 winners-
Ascot Glory (f Kheleyf (USA)) 3 wins at 2 1100 to 1300m, €121,850, Chantilly Prix des Usages, 2d Criterium de Maisons-Laffitte, Gr 2.
Xcape to Victory. Placed at 3 in Ireland. Dam of 2 winners-
ICE LOVE (f Three Valleys) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1300m to 2014, Chantilly Prix Ronde de Nuit, L, Deauville Prix de Lisieux.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 5 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $299,135, to 2013-14, SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr 2, HC Nitschke S., L, MRC Hilton Manufacturing H., Equine Haven Racehorse Spelling 2YO P., 3d VRC MSS Security S., L, MRC Weekend Hussler S., L, 4th VRC Matriarch S., Gr 2, MVRC Eliza Park International S., Gr 3, MRC Lord S., L.

Has not been to stud
Stable 2 Rows A & B 1-6
On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 643  TEMPTING
Bay mare
(Branded \[57\] nr sh. \[57\] \[0\] off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) Danehill (USA) \[\ldots\] by Northern Dancer \[\ldots\]
DANE SHADOW ..........  by His Majesty \[\ldots\]
Slight Chance (NZ) \[\ldots\] by Century \[\ldots\]

(Dam) Woodman (USA) \[\ldots\] by Raise a Native \[\ldots\]
RAVENSWOOD ..........  by Buckpasser \[\ldots\]
1998 Winds of Peace \[\ldots\] by Biscay \[\ldots\]

DANE SHADOW (AUS) (2001). Winner at 1400m, NSW Tatt's RC Ming Dynasty H., Gr.3. Sire of 359 mares, 221 winners, inc. SW Red Tracer (Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Tiara, Gr.1), Shellscrape, Hurtle Myrtle, Shadows in the Sun, Turnitup, One Bar, Fill the Page, SP Harrier Jet, Pharomac, Danish Spy, Shadow Assassin, Boomarang Delux, Silhouette Noire, Tikitour - The Sylph (H.K.), Kurlty, etc. Sire of the dams of Security Choice, Stick With Me, etc.

1st Dam
RAVENSWOOD, by Woodman (USA). 4 wins 900 to 1550m, STC SGE Credit Union H., Independent Education H., Guineas Restaurant H., 2d AJC Reckless H., Sydney Lexus Sprint H., 4th STC Birthday Card H., L. Half-sister to WHISPER BAY. Dam of 7 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
HURNET MYRTLE (f by Dane Shadow). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $773,700, VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, ATC Sapphire S., Gr 2, BRC Dane Ripper S., Gr 2, STC Freeway Republic Beer 2YO H., 2d AJC Furious S., Gr 2, Storm S., Gr 2, ATC Premiere S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, Inglis 2YO Classic, 4th ATC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, 3rd Tea Rose S., Gr 2, Triscay S., L.
Swift Succes - Q Nine Max (Mal.) (g by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m to 2015 in Aust and Malaysia, MRC Metro Solar H., 4th MRC D'Urban Gothic S., L.
Peace Academy (f by Royal Academy (USA)). Winner at 1100m, STC Cup Day at the Gardens H., 2d STC Golden Rose Day H. Dam of:-
Helsingor (f Dane Shadow) Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 2d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3.

2nd Dam
WINDS OF PEACE, by Bletchingly. Placed. Sister to STAR WATCH, half-sister to APOLLO'S FLAME, Clear Apollo (dam of FORCE APOLLO). Dam of 13 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
WHISPER BAY (f Royal Academy (USA)) 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1312m, $166,920, MRC Chairman's S., L, SAJC Schweppes H., Scott Group of Companies H., VRC St John Ambulance 125 Sprint 2YO P.
Currimbin Rock. 5 wins 1400 to 1900m, Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Arcade H. Future Force. 5 wins 1100 to 1400m, $103,810, AJC Time and Tide H.
Mediator. 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, AJC W O'Brien Life Member H. Producer.

3rd Dam
LIGHT OF PEACE, by Light Wind (Fr). Started once. Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
STAR WATCH (c Bletchingly) Head of The 1987-88 Australasian 2YO Classification. 6 wins–5 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $1,246,300, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Up and Coming S., Gr 3, STC Skyline S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr 2, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 3d Moonee Valley S., Gr 2.
APOLLO'S FLAME (g King Apollo) 5 wins to 1200m, SAJC Great Western P., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by PIERREO. Date of last service, 26 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 644

TESSIE GIRL
Bay mare
(Branded SK nr sh. 2/8 off sh.)
Foaled 2008

(Sire) Danehill (USA) by Northern Dancer
FASTNET ROCK
Piccadilly Circus by Royal Academy (USA)

(Dam) Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native
KEELA
Spinnaker Bay by Biscay

2000


1st Dam
KEELA, by Woodman (USA). Started twice. Half-sister to FLUORO, Fluoro’s Sister, Monerossa. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:- Scarborough (g by Snitzel). 6 wins 1200 to 1800m, $124,350, to 2014-15, BRC Sky Racing H., Quest Breakfast Creek H., SITA Australia H., 3d ATC Qantas Frequent Flyer Spirit H., BRC Gill, Gilby & Mundy Memorial H. Salerno (c by Snitzel). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2014-15, ATC Victory Vein P.

2nd Dam
Spinnaker Bay, by Biscay. 7 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $124,730, AJC Mary Gilmore H., Feminist S.H., 2d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, 3d MVRC Veveu Clicquot S., L. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:- FLUORO (f Rory’s Jester) Winner at 2 at 1000m, VATC Bounding Away H., L, 3d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L. Producer. Monterossa (f Dehere (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $173,480, VRC Empire Rose H., MVRC Ascot 2YO H., 2d VATC Quezette S., L, 3d VRC Let’s Elope S., L, 4th MVRC Champagne S., Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners- Sunshine Blaze (g Court Command) 2 wins at 1200m, $109,051, in 2013-14 in Macau, 2d Macau Lisboa Prelude, L. Fluoro’s Sister (f Rory’s Jester) 3 wins 1050 to 1422m, VRC Sanderae H., Begonia Belle H., 3d VATC Bounding Away H., L. Producer. Ready About. Placed at 3. Dam of 2 winners- Agnes Dream. 8 wins–1 at 2–1010 to 2153m, $161,650, BRC Brisbane Racing Club H., Royal Selangor H., 4th BRC Peter Gallagher S., L. At the Bay. Placed, 2d STC Darlington H., Leichhardt H. Grandam of- I’m Cool (g Falvelon) 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $165,225, BRC Power-Comm Electrical H., Gold Class Cleaning H., 3d BRC Lightning H., L.

3rd Dam
SINGER YACHT, by Royal Yacht (GB). 9 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1700m, AJC Tarien H., STC Model Farms H. Sister to La Balsa, half-sister to Just Looking Good (dam of ALL IN A NAME). Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:- Chimelle Devine. Placed at 3. Grandam of- TOULOUSE LAUTREC (g Danewin) 12 wins 1300 to 3900m, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, AJC Carbine Club S., L, 2d Queensland Guineas, Gr 2.

Race Record: Started twice.
Produce Record: Dam of 3 foals.
2012 (f by Northern Meteor).
2013 (c by Snippetson).
2014 (f by High Chaparral (Ire)).

Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 28 November 2014.
Not in foal
Lot 645

**THANKSGIVING (NZ)**

Bay mare (Branded R nr sh. 27 0 off sh.)

Foaled 2000

**(Sire)**

Caerleon....................... Nijinsky......................... by Northern Dancer....

Foreseer....................... Master Derby...................... by Dust Commander....

**(Dam)**

**THE WORLD IS MINE.**
1996

Last Tycoon (Ire).................. Try My Best.......................... by Northern Dancer....

Great Klaire (GB).................. Klairessa.......................... by Klairon....................

**GENEROUS (IRE) (1988).** 5 wins, Ascot King George VI & Queen Elizabeth Diamond S., Gr.1. Sire of 963 rnrs, 631 wns, 45 SW, inc. Catella, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Lion Tamer, Golan, Survived, Nahrain, We Can Say it Now, Proportional, Al Shemali, Dandino, Mourinho, No Evidence Needed, Armure, Tartan Bearer, Essential Edge, Tungsten Strike, High Accolade, Vote Often, Molto Bene, Adamantium, Marvada, etc.

**1st Dam**

THE WORLD IS MINE, by Last Tycoon (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to ST. KLAIRE (dam of BONANOVA, FRATERNITY, TELESTO), Eire. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners-

Cat’s Diamond (f by Zabeel). 3 wins 1300 to 2100m, NSW Tatt’s RC Royalrandwick.com H., 3d AJC Moore Park H.

The Fonz (g by Traditionall (USA)). 6 wins 1600 to 1875m, $155,252, 2d MRC Rajah Sahib H., MVRC Vocabulary H., 4th VRC Johnnie Walker S., L.

**2nd Dam**

Great Klaire (GB), by Great Nephew. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, STC Questing H., 2d STC Rosemont Wines Classic. Half-sister to HABIBTI, KNESSET, Eight Carat (dam of OCTAGONAL, DIAMOND LOVER, KAAPSTAD, MARQUISE, MOUAWAD). Dam of 12 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ST. KLAIRE (f Bletchingly) 3 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $118,745, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, 3d VRC Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 7 winners-

BONANOVA (f Star Way (GB)) 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $1,048,335, VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, 2d AJC Flight S., S., Gr 1, All Aged S., Gr 1. Producer.

FRATERNITY (c Star Way (GB)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 2000m, $438,440, AJC Spring Champion S., S., 3d VRC Oaks, Gr 1, 3d AJC Derby, Gr 1.

TELESTO (c Star Way (GB)) 3 wins to 2000m, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1.

**Race Record:** Placed at 3, 3d WRC Trentham Gardens 3YO Fillies S.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, all winners.

2005 Merci Grand (f by Choisir). 8 wins 1200 to 1400m.

2006 Public Holiday (f by Choisir). 5 wins at 1200, 1600m, $135,750, SAJC Adelaide Casino Cup in March H., Ken Smith AM H., Sportingbet H.-twice, BRC Coca-Cola Amatil H., 3d SAJC Centautrea S., L.

2007 Eight of Diamonds (f by Lion Heart (USA)). Unraced.


2009 Bale Star (g by Nadeem). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, $334,920, to 2014, Singapore TC Charity S., Graduation S.-twice, Class 3 H., 2d Singapore TC Stewards' Cup, Sgp-2, 4th Singapore 3YO Classic, Sgp-2, Singapore TC Three Rings Trophy, Sgp-3.

2010 Alagonia (g by Danewin). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m in 2014-15.

2011 Missed to Not a Single Doubt.


2013 (f by Star Witness).

2014 (c by Star Witness).

**Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 20 November 2014.**

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Rows H & J 1-8

On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)

Lot 646

THAT'S KARMA

Bay mare

(Branded \( \overline{\text{X}} \) nr sh. \( \frac{11}{8} \) off sh.) Foaled 2008

(Sire) Elnadim (USA) ................... Danzig ..................... by Northern Dancer.....
PENDRAGON (NZ) ...... Elle Seule ......................... by Exclusive Native........
Alacrity (NZ)................. Grosvenor (NZ) ........... by Sir Tristram (Ire)....

(Dam) Mr. Prospector ................ by Raise a Native........
MENCIK ................................... Angel Fever ............... by Danzig .....................
2003 Marrouge ......................... Coeur Rouge .............. by Coeur Volant II ........

PENDRAGON (NZ) (2002). 2 wins at 1800m, 2000m, STC Gloaming S., Gr.3.
Sire of 69 mrs, 36 wns, inc. SP Abba, The Peak and of Miss Gunpowder, Colour
of Money, Dragon Wheel - Glorious Sunday (H.K.), Killarney Kid, Kurrajong
Dragon, Tale of the Dragon, Blazing Dragon, Dark Brown Sugar, Dragonzone,
Megathink, Military Manor, That's Karma, Budadragon, Gid Up Strop, Step
Lightly, Dragon Flyer, Yurrapendi, Dragon Affair, Buderadoo Dragon, etc.

1st Dam

MENCIK, by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA). Winner at 1200m. Half-sister to
AKHENATON. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
That's Karma (f by Pendragon (NZ)). 3 wins. See below.

2nd Dam

Marrouge, by Marscay. Winner at 1280m, STC Monterey H., 2d STC Security
Express H., 3d STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3. Half-sister to MASSACRE,
Colour Chart (dam of PAINT). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
AKHENATON (c Snippets) 4 wins 1500 to 2020m, $519,295, BTC Doomben
Cup, Gr 1, Doomben Classic, Gr 3, 2d SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr 2, STC Peter
Pan S., Gr 2, AJC Carbine Club S., L, VATC Debutant S., L, 3d AJC Dulcify
Oakmont. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, Waikato RC SkyCity Hamilton Casino H.
Chalkboard. Winner at 1300m, 4th MRC Twilight Glow S., L. Dam of 4 winners-
Invincible Jules. Winner at 2 at 1050m in 2014-15, SAJC Haigh’s Chocolates
2YO P., 3d SAJC Tattsbet Adelaide Cup Day 2YO P.
Nebetiah. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Painted. 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $112,992, WATC Tabozbet.com.au H.

3rd Dam

COEUR ROUGE, by Coeur Volant II (GB). 10 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, AJC
Luddenham H., STC Burraneer H. Half-sister to Deni Rose, What a Dancer,
Eurythmics (dam of APOLLO WONDER). Dam of 8 foals, all winners, inc:-
MASSACRE (c Seventh Hussar (Fr)) 9 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1290m, AJC
Canbury S., Sutherland H., Aureole H., 2d STCPago Polo S. Sire.
Colour Chart. 4 wins at 1200, 1300m, VATC Silks Cut S. Dam of 2 winners-
PAINT (g Raami (GB)) Top colt on The 1995-96 Australasian 2YO
Classification. 9 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $1,408,946, VATC Blue
Diamond S., Gr 1, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VATC Oakleigh P.,
Gr 1, 3d AuRC Railway H., Gr 1.
Hearty Red. Winner at 1280m, STC Rydalmere Central WBC H. Grandam of-
Agility (g Langfuhr (Can)) 10 wins 1200 to 2000m, $1,385,659, HKJC Chevalier
Lifts & Escalators H., 3d HKJC Queen Mother Memorial Cup, HK-3.

Race Record: 3 wins at 1200, 2200m, BRC Sequalo at Lyndhurst P.,
Woolworths H., 2d BRC Hidden Dragon at Lyndhurst H., Yellowglen H.,
Skyracing TV H., 3d BRC Mittys H., Polo at Doomben H., Ticketek H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (f by Prince Arthur).

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 7 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 647

THAWAABET

Bay mare
(Branded 3 br. sh. 46 & 8 off sh.)
Foaled 2008

(Sire)
Redoute's Choice
Danehill (USA)
by Danzig

NADDEEM

(NZ)
Candide (NZ)
Sound Reason (Can)
by Bold Reason

(Dam)
Zabeel (NZ)
Sir Tristram (Ire)
by Sir Ivor

TAHTHEEB (NZ)

2003
Rebecca Sharp (NZ)
Straight Strike (USA)
by Mr. Prospector


1st Dam
TAHTHEEB (NZ), by Zabeel. Placed at 3. Dam of 2 foals, both raced, 1 winner-Thawaabet (f by Nadeem). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam
REBECCA SHARP, by Straight Strike (USA). Winner at 1200m. Half-sister to PHILLIPA RUSH, JENNIFER RUSH (dam of EMERALD, TUXEDO MOON). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc: Welsh Dragon. Winner at 1010m, BTC Go the Maroons H., 3d QTC Awapuni H.

3rd Dam
JENNIFER, by Amalgam (USA). Started once. Dam of 7 foals, all winners, inc:-

PHILLIPA RUSH (f Prince Echo (Ire)) Champion 2YO & 3YO filly in NZ. NZ Filly of the Year. 13 wins–5 at 2–800 to 1710m, $642,135 in U.S.A. and NZ, New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2, Levin RC Bayer Classic, Gr 2, HBJC Gold Trail S., Gr 3, Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr 3, Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3, AuRC Allegra Park Classic, L, 2d STC Orlando Wines Classic, Gr 1. Grandam of-

Savanah Rush (f Savabeel) 7 wins 2000 to 2400m, 2d AuRC Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 2, 4th Auckland Cup, Gr 1, Wellington Cup, Gr 2.

JENNIFER RUSH (f Prince Echo (Ire)) 6 wins–5 at 2–800 to 1200m, $132,389, AuRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, Great Northern Foal S., Gr 3, HBJC Gold Trail S., Gr 3, Avondale S., L, CJC Welcome S., L, 2d WRC Evergreen Lodge S., Gr 2, AuRC Allegra Park Classic, L, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, L, 3d WRC Desert Gold S., Gr 2. Dam of 4 winners-

EMERALD (f Grosvenor) 6 wins 1200 to 2300m, $215,986, New Zealand One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Manawatu Cup, Gr 3, Manawatu RC Awapuni Gold Cup, Gr 3, 2d Wellington Cup, Gr 1, WRC New Zealand St Leger, Gr 3, 4th Hawke's Bay Kelt Capital S., Gr 1. Producer.

TUXEDO MOON (g Stravinsky (USA)) 8 wins 1100 to 1400m, $456,353, Singapore TC Merlion Trophy, Sgp-3, Class 1 H., Class 2 H., Kranji C S., Initiation P., 3d Singapore TC Merlion Trophy, Sgp-3. Always Special. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Simple Pleasures (g O'Reilly) 2 wins at 1200m, Singapore TC Class 4 H., 2d Singapore 3YO Sprint, Sgp-3.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 1412m, 2d MRC Clamms Seafood H., 3d SAJC United Voice H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2013 (c by Reaan).
2014 Missed to Helmet.

Served by HELMET. Date of last service, 19 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 648

THE EMPRESS

Bay mare

{Branded\textsuperscript{CA}N nr sh. \(\frac{2}{9}\) off sh.}  

Foaled 2009

{| **(Sire)** | Danehill (USA) | Danzig | by Northern Dancer |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR (IRE)</strong></td>
<td>L’On Vite (USA)</td>
<td>Razyana</td>
<td>by His Majesty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Dam)</strong></td>
<td>Testa Rossa</td>
<td>Fanfreluche</td>
<td>by Northern Dancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FRASCHETTI</td>
<td>Lemon Ice</td>
<td>Perugino (USA)</td>
<td>by Danzig</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR (IRE) (2004).** 4 wins at 2, Curragh Phoenix S., Gr.1. Sire of 721 rnrs, 474 wns, 49 SW, inc. Mongolian Khan (New Zealand Derby, Gr.1), Designs on Rome, Homecoming Queen, Rich Tapestry, Morandi, Rollout the Carpet, Banimpire, Mango Diva, Charles the Great, Angelic Light, Victory Laurel, Amariello, Pinturichio, Gentleman Only - Beauty Only (H.K.), Leitir Mor, Maureen, Octavia, etc. Sire of the dams of Great Dancer, etc.

1st Dam

FRASCHETTI, by Testa Rossa. **Winner** at 1000m, 2d VRC Hobson’ Bay 2YO H., MRC Silvermoon H., Blazing Saddles H., 3d MRC True Jewels H. Half-sister to BERBERIA, Lemon Spice (dam of CHATTANOOGA), Lemon Role (dam of ASCORBIC). Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

The Empress (**f** by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). **Winner.** See below.

2nd Dam

LEMON ICE, by Cool Ted. Placed at 2. Sister to HOW PROUD, three-quarter-sister to Twist of Coin (dam of SPANGLET), half-sister to LEMON SORBET, Acid Drop - Royal Demon (H.K.). Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

BERBERIA (**f** Jackson Square) 5 wins at 2 1000 to 1350m, $315,880, SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr 2, South Australian S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, SAJC National S., Gr 3. Producer.

Lemon Spice. 3 wins–2 at 2–to 1406m, MVRC Kinross H. Dam of 6 winners-

CHATTANOOGA (**g** Scenic (Ire)) 14 wins 1100 to 2050m, $752,425, VATC Kevin Heffernan S., L, 2d MRC Futurity S., Gr 1, VATC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, VRC Standish H., Gr 3, VATC Mercedes Benz S., L.

Flying Spice (**f** Flying Spur) 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $159,810, VATC Copperama H., 3d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners-

Halekulani - Express Horse (H.K.) (**g** Encosta de Lago) 2 wins at 1100m, $149,800, ATC North Ryde RSL Club H., 2d STC Heritage S., L, 3d AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 2, ATC Eskimo Prince S., L.

Cooktown (**g** Brief Truce (USA)) 3 wins 1000 to 1300m, VRC Elounda Bay H., VATC Monomeith H., 2d VRC St Razzle H., 3d VRC Poseidon S., L.

Lemon Ruski. 2 wins at 1300, 1400m. Dam of 3 winners-

REAL STOLLE (**f** Elusive Quality (USA)) **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, $134,900, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3, 3d MRC Snowhite Maintenance P.

Indian Spice. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-

TINDAL (**g** Testa Rossa) 10 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $388,700, to 2014-15, VRC Poseidon S., L, Peter Armitage 2YO H.

Lemon Role. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, 3d MVRC Alister H. Dam of 5 winners-

ASCORBIC (**f** Mister C (USA)) 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1626m, $272,410, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, VATC Quezette S., L. Producer.

Wiora Terricks. Placed at 3. Dam of 5 winners-

Home Sweet (**g** Ladoni (GB)) 7 wins 1600 to 2500m, $161,060, MVRC Eskender Betstar H., MRC Salamander H., 3d Bendigo Cup, L.

Spurring. Started 3 times. Dam of 2 winners-

FANTISHA (**f** Collate) 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1640m, $169,050, to 2013-14, BRC Princess S., L, SITA Australia H., 2d BRC Coke Zero H.

**Race Record:** **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, 2d MVRC Essendon Mazda Challenge H., 3d SAJC Blackwell Funerals 2YO H.

Has not been to stud
From Monday 9am Stable 1 Rows H 1 & K 6-12
On Account of SHIPTON LODGE THOROUGHBREDS,
Cobbitty

Lot 649  
THELMA’S CHOICE
Bay mare  
(Branded nr sh. 5 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009

(Sire)  
HALL TO REASON by Turn-to

RED RANSOM (USA)...  
Bramalea by Nashua

Arabia  
Damascus by Sword Dancer

(Dam)  
CHRISTMAS WIND by Nearctic

LADY’S CHOICE  

2002  
Marwell Lady by Century


1st Dam  
LADY’S CHOICE, by Redoute’s Choice. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Santa’s Wish List H., 2d STC Hotel Care 2YO H., 3d STC Theraces.com.au H., Rudolph the Red Nose Reindeer H. Half-sister to JESTARELLA BOY, Jolly’s Folly, La Bird. Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner, inc:- Thelma’s Choice (f by Red Ransom (USA)). 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam  
MARWELL LADY, by Lord Seymour (Ire). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, VATC Gwyn Nursery S., L, Rotary Club Caulfield Rosstown 2YO H. Blood-sister to Stage Beau, Zippat (dam of FIRENZA), half-sister to Illusionist. Dam of 13 named foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

JESTARELLA BOY (g Rory’s Jester) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, VRC Peters Drumstick S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g). Gr 3.

Jolly’s Folly (f Bluebird (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, MVRC Wilson Street 2YO H., 3d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L. Dam of 8 winners-Happy Go Lago. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, STC Giddy-Up Club 2YO H. Beleueup. 2 Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, VRC AR Creswick Series H.

La Bird (f Bluebird (USA)) Placed at 2, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L. Dam of-Birds and the Beez. 8 wins–3 at 2–at 1000m. Dam of-House of Wax. 4 wins 1200 to 1400m to 2014-15, SAJC Peter Elberg Funerals H., Jim’s Cleaning H., Oakbank RC Young Members H. Maltese. 3 wins at 2 900 to 1100m, AJC Liverpool 2YO H., 2d AJC Principle Advisory Services 2YO H., Arrowfield Stud H Producer. Scenopoeetes. 3 wins at 1000, 1050m, SAJC Schweppes H, Distinctive Lifestyle H., Visit Elizapark.com.au H., 4th SAJC Dequetteville S., L.

Strike Two. 2 wins at 1350, 1600m in 2013-14, 2d WATC Westspeed 2YO P. Hinzley. 10 wins 1400 to 2020m, $132,530, to 2014-15. Forever Lucky. 3 wins at 1200m, $124,668, to 2015, Singapore TC Class 4 H.

3rd Dam  
MORNMOOT LADY, by Century. Unraced. Sister to INDIAN RAJ, STAGE HIT (dam of ENCORES, IRRADIATE, SIR LAURENCE), Miami Vice, half-sister to Trading Post. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

MARWELL LADY (f Lord Seymour (Ire)) 2 wins. See above.

Illusionist (f Favorite Trick (USA)) 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $164,900, MVRC Sunshine Coach P., Melbourne Hunt Club H., Ron Davis Carpets H., MRC May H., MRC Jeff Woolley H., 3d MRC Sir John Monash S., L.

Wine and Roses. Winner at 2 at 1013m, MVRC Tackle Diabetes H. Dam of-

Saeta Rose (f Fraar (USA)) 6 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1812m, SAJC Owen Stanley Rangers H., Workers Union P., 2d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1300, 1600m in 2013-14.

Has not been to stud
Lot 650 (No GST)  

THREE CHEERS  

Bay mare  

(Branded C nr sh. 23 off sh.)  

Foaled 2001  

(Sire)  

PEINTRE CELEBRE  

(USA)  

Northern Dancer by Nearctic.  

Special by Forli.  

Alydar by Raise a Native.  

Petroleuse by Habitat.  

(Dam)  

CUP OF CHEER  

Raise a Cup by Raise a Native.  

Spring Sunshine by Nashua.  

Icelandic (Ire) by Rarity.  

Cold as Christmas by Baluchistan II (NZ).  


Sire of 959 rnrs, 602 wnrs, 62 SW, inc. Pride (Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud, Gr.1), Dai Jin, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Afrikaburn, Protectionist, Talent, Nechita, Nympea, Cambina, Gathering, Red Cadeaux, Rock Classic, Anjaal, Ivory Land, Sistine Angel, Shaweel, Lightning Moon, Perfect Start, Sistine Demon, Florentina, Pinturicchio, Art Beat, Leeds, Vadamos, etc.  

1st Dam  

Cup of Cheer, by Raise a Cup (USA). 2 wins at 2000m, AJC Kick a Goal for Life H., Bankstown Sports Club H., 2d AJC Warwick Farm Spring Cup, L, 3d STC Winter Cup, L. Half-sister to LOVE COMES TO TOWN, Way Cool (dam of KULLU). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-  

Three Cheers (f by Peintre Celebre (USA)). Winner. See below.  

Carnival Ride (f by Spinning World (USA)). Winner at 1400m, 2d VRC Shannara H. Dam of 2 winners-  

LIKE A CAROUSEL (g Helike (USA)) 2 wins at 2400, 2500m, $267,390, to 2014-15, MRC Harry White Classic, L, 2d MRC Sandown Cup, L twice, 3d Geelong Cup, Gr 3, 4th SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 2, VRC St Leger, L.  

2nd Dam  

COLD AS CHRISTMAS, by Icelandic (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to KING MATTHIAS. Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-  

LOVE COMES TO TOWN (f Exit Five B. (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2000m, $241,450, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, Bloodhorse Breeders’ P., Gr 2, VATC Harvie Picken H., 2d VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1.  

Cup of Cheer (f Raise a Cup (USA)) 2 wins. See above.  

Way Cool. Winner at 2100m. Dam of 5 winners-  

KULLU (g Elvstroem) 4 wins 1200 to 2500m, CJC Metropolitan Trophy, L.  

Miss Covetous. Unraced. Grandam of-  

WITH A CHANCE (g Commands) 18 wins 1100 to 2000m, $563,600, STC Winter S., L, AJC Poplar Welter H., 3d STC Parramatta Cup, L.  

Race Record: Winner at 1400m, 3d AJC Clifton Gardens H.  

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all winners.  

2007 No Hesitation (g by Not a Single Doubt). 5 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $229,740, STC Perfection Fresh Inglis Bonus 2YO H., Winter Wonderland 2YO H., Return to Racing 2YO H., 4th VRC Hilton Hotels S., L, City Tatt’s RC Governor Macarquie Cup, L.  

2008 Third Time Lucky (g by Bel Danoro). Winner at 1666m.  


2010 Brewing (f by Purrealist). 2 wins at 1600, 2000m to 2014-15, 3d VRC Flemington Style P.  

2011 Missed to Not a Single Doubt.  

(c by Purrealist).  

2013 Slipped by Choisir.  

2014 (c by Choisir).  

Served by CAMELOT (GB). Date of last service, 1 December 2014.  

Not in foal
Lot 651

**TICKER**

Bay mare

(Branded LS, nr sh. 71 off sh.)

Foaled 2005

**KING OF DANES**

Danehill (USA) ................................ by Northern Dancer ..........................

Impulsive Rhythm.......................... by His Majesty ..........................

**CALISTOGA**

Fuji Kiseki (JPN) ....................... by New Regent (Can) ..........................

1999

Alkimiya (USA)........................ by Bold Bidder ..........................

1st Dam

**CALISTOGA**, by Fuji Kiseki (JPN). Started twice. Half-sister to **LITTER, Golden Oasis.** Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, inc:- Ticker (f by King of Danes). See below.

2nd Dam

**ALKIMIYA** (USA), by Chromite. Started 3 times. Half-sister to Aseltine’s Angels (dam of **BRANCASTER, ARATAMA INDY**). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-


**Golden Oasis** (g Rahy) 3 wins at 1800, 2450m, 2d Vaal Goldfields H., L, 3d Newmarket TC Java H., L, 4th Turffontein Gold Bowl, Gr 2.

3rd Dam

**HONOR TRICKS**, by Bold Bidder. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to **CANNONADE, CIRCLE HOME, DEL SARTO, REXSON**, half-sister to **HALO, TOSMAH, MARIBEAU, FATHERS IMAGE**. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

**BRANCASTER** (g Riverman) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 7f, 9f in Great Britain and U.S.A, Newbury Horris Hill S., Gr 3, 2d Newmarket Craven S., Gr 3.

**ARATAMA INDY** (c A.P. Indy) 5 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2000m, $2,013,330, Kokura Kinen, Jpn-3, 2d Hanshin Asahi Challenge Cup, Jpn-3.

Wood Violet. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

**Viola Royale** (f Royal Academy (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 7f, Curragh 2YO Nursery H., 2d Leopardstown Debutante S., L. Dam of 7 winners-

**ST ANDREWS** (g Celtic Swing (GB)) 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 8½f, £144,721, Newmarket Ben Marshall S., L, 3d Newmarket Darley S., Gr 3.

**MELEAGROS** (c King’s Best (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2400m, €183,480, to 2014, Grand Prix de Nantes, L.

Sadler’s Wood. Unraced. Grandam of-

**SADLER’S ROAR** (c Roar) 4 wins–2 at 2–at 900, 1200m, Palermo G.P. Santiago Luro, Gr 1, 2d La Plata Clasico Luis Maria Doyhenard, Gr 3.

Race Record: Placed at 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner.

2010 Way Out (g by Way Off). Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.

2011 (f by Warhead).

2012 Not served previous season.

2013 (c by Ready’s Image (USA)).

2014 (c by Pluck (USA)).

Served by BULLET TRAIN (GB). Date of last service, 11 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row Q 1-5
On Account of MARQUEE STUD, Willow Tree
(As Agent)
Lot 652
TIMBOURINA
Bay mare
(Branded $FJ nr sh. 15 off sh.)
Foaled 2000

(Sire)
TIMBER COUNTRY
(USA)
Woodman (USA)........... Mr. Prospector............... by Raise a Native............
(USA)
... Playmate................ by Buckpasser............
... Pretense................ by Endeavour............
... Change Water........... by Swaps....................

(Dam)
VALOURINA
1993
Snippets.......................... Lunchtime (GB)...............
... Easy Date................ by Grand Chaudiere....
... Bravery................ by Zephyr Bay............
... Front Stage (USA)........ by Prince Taj............

TIMBER COUNTRY (USA) (1992). 5 wins-4 at 2-from 6f to 9f, Breeders' Cup
Juvenile S., Gr.1. Sire of 1252 rnrs, 787 wnrs, 18 SW, inc. Eremein (Australian
Derby, Gr.1), Balletto, Timbourina, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Copano Rickey,
Mukhadram, Last Impact, Sweet Idea, Fontelina, Pray and Real, The Inventor,
Armed for Action, Picante, Villanesca, Rush, Shimeii Fuji, SP Woodland Aria,
Pleasant Day, Yamanin Herbe, Al Top Run, Leaders Board, Love Me Blue, etc.

1st Dam
VALOURINA, by Snippets. 7 wins 1000 to 1200m, $211,710, VATC HDF McNeil
S., L, MVRC William Crockett S., L. Sister to Springfire (dam of SPRING
WARRIOR), half-sister to BRAVE PRINCE, Brave and Bold (dam of
ARMED FOR ACTION). Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
TIMBOURINA (f by Timber Country (USA)). 4 wins. See below.
MEDIA (f by Gilded Time (USA)). 3 wins–2 at 2–to 1200m, $821,701, STC
Magic Night S., Gr 2, AJC San Domenico S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1.
CARDINAL VIRTUE (c by Elusive Quality (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–to 1000
1200m, $335,935, SAJC Redvela S., L, 3d ATC Galaxy H., Gr 1.
Rubric (g by Redoute's Choice). 2 wins at 1000m, 3d STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2.
Gallantree (g by Timber Country (USA)). 5 wins 1400 to 1600m, VRC
Hoppers Crossing H., 3d VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 4 wins 1300 to 2020m, $534,700, VRC Wakeful
S., Gr 2, MRC Sky Blue P., MVRC Kleins H., 2d STC Canterbury Guineas,
Gr 1, VRC Let's Elope S., Gr 3, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L, 3d VRC
Oaks, Gr 1, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, 2d ATC Arrowfield Stud S., Gr 1, AJC
Kindergarten S., Gr 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners.
2006 World War - Turquoise Dane (Mac.) (g by Redoute's Choice). 9 wins 1500
2007 Dreamworker (f by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 1300, 1550m, ATC
Schweppes H., 2d ATC De Bortoli Wines H., Super Saver H.
2008 Slipped by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire).
2009 Stone Age (g by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Placed to 2013-14.
2010 Slipped by Redoute's Choice.
2011 High Country (f by High Chaparral (Ire)). Unplaced.
2012 (c by Fastnet Rock). Destroyed.
2013 Slipped by Lonhro.
2014 (c by All Too Hard).

Served by REDOUTE'S CHOICE. Date of last service, 15 December 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows R 6-12 & S

On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 653 (No GST)

TIME TO MOVE
Bay or Brown mare
(Branded \( \frac{1}{2} \) nr sh. \( \frac{11}{2} \) off sh.)
Foaled 2002

(Sire)
CANNY LAD
Blectingly - Coogee (GB) - Lunchtime (GB) - Biscay
by Star Kingdom (Ire) - by Relic (Ire) - by Silly Season - by Coeur Volant II

(Dam)
CAREER COLLECTION
Snippets - Lunchtime (GB) - Covetous - Miss Covetous - Cold as Christmas
by Snippets - by Silly Season - by Luskin Star - by Icelandic (Ire)

1st Dam
CAREER COLLECTION, by Snippets. Unraced. Half-sister to Hail Mary. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
WITH A CHANCE (g by Commands). 18 wins 1100 to 2000m, $563,600, STC Winter S., L, AJC Poplar Welter H., PJ Bell Country Championship H.-twice, Just a Dancer Welter H., Liverpool Leader Welter H., STC Winter Challenge Final, AJC Coralie H., Little Bay H., 3d STC Parramatta Cup, L.
Oracle Choice (g by Desert King (Ire)). 3 wins 1600 to 2300m.

2nd Dam
MISS COVETOUS, by Covetous. Unraced. Half-sister to LOVE COMES TO TOWN, Cup of Cheer, Way Cool (dam of KULLU). Dam of 3 foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Hail Mary (f Blackfriars) 5 wins 1500 to 2200m, $154,695, WATC Liquor Barons H., Gill's Zareem H., 3d Kalgoorlie Cup, L, 4th Bunbury Cup, L.

3rd Dam
COLD AS CHRISTMAS, by Icelandic (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to KING MATTHIAS. Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
LOVE COMES TO TOWN (f Exit Five B. (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2000m, $241,450, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, Bloodhorse Breeders' P, Gr 2.

Race Record: Winner at 1400m.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.

2009 MAKE YOUR MOVE (g by Not a Single Doubt). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, WATC Westspeed 3YO H., Westspeed H.-twice, 2d WATC Raconteur S., L, 3d WATC Westspeed Nursery H.

2010 Winning Novel (g by Not a Single Doubt). Winner at 1400m, $115,054, in 2014-15, HKJC Piaget Excellent H., 2d HKJC Sha Tin Heights H., Sunset Peak H., 3d HKJC Tung Chung H.

Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 26 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row T 1,2

On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

Lot 654

**TOP TIPS**

Bay mare  
(Branded nr sh. 65/7 off sh.)  
Foaled 1997

**(Sire)**

**CANNY LAD**

Bletchingly  
Biscay  
by Star Kingdom (Ire)

Lunchtime (GB)  
Coogee (GB)  
by Relic

**DAM**

**BELLE EPOQUE (USA)**

Canny Lad  
by Star Kingdom (Ire)

Coogee (GB)  
by Relic

Jesmond Lass  
by Silly Season

Biscay  
by Star Kingdom (Ire)

Bay mare  
(Branded nr sh. 65/7 off sh.)  
Foaled 1997

**(Sire)**

**CANNY LAD**

Bletchingly  
Biscay  
by Star Kingdom (Ire)

Lunchtime (GB)  
Coogee (GB)  
by Relic

**DAM**

**BELLE EPOQUE (USA)**

Canny Lad  
by Star Kingdom (Ire)

Coogee (GB)  
by Relic

Jesmond Lass  
by Silly Season

Biscay  
by Star Kingdom (Ire)

BELLE EPOQUE (USA), by Blushing Groom. Unraced. Sister to Sweet Salinity (dam of FIGHTING SHERI), half-sister to Gangster of Love (dam of RAFT). Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:--

**Palace Symphony** (g by Palace Music (USA)). 10 wins 1600 to 5000m, $525,110, MVRC Landrigan Wines H., 2d VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, VRC St Leger, Gr 3.

Blushing Connie (f by Cajun Prince). 6 wins–1 at 2–in U.S.A.

Raqeeb (g by Dexter (GB)). 5 wins 1200 to 1400m.

Top Best World (g by Northern State (USA)). 3 wins 1200 to 2000m in Malaysia.

Top Orders (f by Top Command). Placed at 2. Dam of 2 winners-

Lucy Glitters. 2 wins at 1100, 1125m. Producer.

**2nd Dam**

**WOOZEM**, by Hail to Reason. 7 wins–4 at 2, Aqueduct Demoiselle S., Churchill Downs Golden Rod S., Hialeah Jasmine S., Mimosa S., 3d Garden State Gardenia S., Keeneland Ashland S., Arlington-Washington Lassie S., Arlington Park Mademoiselle S. Sister to DUTIFUL, half-sister to GALLANT ROMEO, RUN FOR NURSE, Gay Julie (dam of KILLER JOE), Juliet's Aria (dam of MEZZO), Running Juliet (dam of FULL OUT), Lady Juliet (dam of LORD DE L'ORNE), She Figures (dam of BIG JOHN TAYLOR), Demitasse (dam of PAVAROTTI). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners.

2002 Optical Prize (g by Secret Savings (USA)). 7 wins 1000 to 1300m, $263,145 in Macau.

2003 Missed to Danewin.

2004 Dexecaw (g by Dexter (GB)). Unplaced.

2005 Tops a Win (g by Danewin). 4 wins at 1000, 1200m in Aust and Malaysia, 2d Perak TC Class 1 H., 3d Penang TC Dr Lim Ah Soo Memorial Trophy.


2007 EPIC DRAGON (g by Al Maher). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1810m, $156,101.

2008 Top Dane (g by Danewin). Winner at 1800m.

2009 Al Dragon (g by Al Maher). 2 wins at 1500, 1900m, ATC North Sydney Leagues H.

2010 Four Four Five (g by Al Maher). Placed in 2014-15, 2d HKJC Yuk Sau H.

2011 Al Clasico (g by Al Maher). Unraced.

2012 Blade (c by Denman). Unraced.

2013 (f by Artie Schiller (USA)).

2014 (c by Dream Ahead (USA)).

Served by DREAM AHEAD (USA). Date of last service, 21 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
TOPKAMP (GB)

Bay mare

Lot 655

Foaled 2000

(Sire) Bering.......................... Arctic Tern ......................... by Sea Bird ..........

PENNEKAMP .......................... Beaune.............................. by Lyphard ............

(Dam) Coral Dance......................... Green Dancer.................. by Nijinsky ...........

VICTORIA REGIA ........................ Lomond......................... Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic ..........

1993 Will of Victory ....................... My Charmer..................... by Poker ....................


1st Dam

VICTORIA REGIA, by Lomond. 3 wins–1 at 2–6f to 8½f, Monmouth Revidere S., L, 3d Calder Frances A Center H., L, 4th Meadowlands Miss Liberty H., L. Half-sister to FIGHT TO THE LAST, SEATTLE VICTORY, Theatrical Victory. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

MORINQUA (f by Cadeaux Genereux). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 5f, Bath Lansdown S., L, York Axis Intermodal H., 3d Ayr Land o’ Burns S., L. Dam of-

CORNWALLVILLE (c Makfi (GB)) 5 wins at 2 1200 to 1600m in 2014, Toulouse Grand Criterium du Languedoc, L, Chantilly Prix Groupe CPN, 3d Chantilly Prix Herod, L, 4th Criterium de Lyon, L.

TOPKAMP (f by Pennekamp). 4 wins. See below.

2nd Dam

WILL OF VICTORY, by Dancer’s Image. Winner at 2 in Great Britain. Half-sister to WALENEE (dam of WESTERNER, WAR GAME), WORLD CITIZEN, Waroquier, Wall Street Wonder, Water Girl (dam of BONUS AWARD, GIRL OF FRANCE). Dam of 14 foals, all raced, 10 winners, inc:-

FIGHT TO THE LAST (c To-Agori-Mou) 5 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1800m, Turin Premio Avvocato Amedeo Peyron, L, 4th Milan Premio del Dado, L.

SEATTLE VICTORY (f Seattle Song) 3 wins, Saint-Cloud Prix Amandine, L.


 Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all winners.

2005 Topazes (c by Cadeaux Genereux). 6 wins 7f to 8¼f in Great Britain and Saudi Arabia, Haydock Tuffx H., 2d Sandown Charles Russell H.

2006 Slipped by Compton Place.

2007 Tell Halaf (g by Oasis Dream). 2 wins at 7f in Great Britain.

2008 Cinderkamp (c by Kyllachy). 5 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1207m in Great Britain and U.A.E, Haydock Parry & Co Solicitors Annual H.

2009 Paraggi (c by Iffraaj). 3 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 1500m, €108,330, Deauville Prix des Equidays, Longchamp Prix de la Harpe, Deauville Midi Prix de Courmenil, 2d Longchamp Prix du Pont-Neuf, L.

2010 No report.

2011 (c by High Chaparral (Ire)). Destroyed.

2012 (f by Stryker). Died.

2013 (c by Stryker). Died.

2014 Missed to Bernardini (USA).

Served by NICCONI. Date of last service, 3 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 656  
TORIO’S PRIDE
Bay or Brown mare  
(Branded F D nr sh. 1 / 9 off sh.)  
Foaled 2009

(Sire)  
ORATORIO (IRE) .......  
Danehill (USA) .................  
Danzig ................................ by Northern Dancer .............  
Razayana........................ by His Majesty ....................  
Vaguely Noble .................... by Vichnena......................  
Montage .......................... by Alydar........................  

(Dam)  
MRS BOBO.......................  
Fuji Kiseki (JPN) .............  
Sunday Silence................... by Halo.............................  
Millracer........................ by Le Fabuleux .....................  
Barathea (Ire) .................  

1st Dam  
MRS BOBO, by Fuji Kiseki (JPN). Winner at 1200m. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
Wicked Game (g by Oratorio (Ire)). 3 wins 1400 to 1600m, $119,806, WATC Golden Group H., Perth Glory v Central Coast H., 2d WATC Westspeed 3YO H., 3d WATC Alligator Airways H., 4th WATC JC Roberts S., L.  
Magnificent Force (g by Oratorio (Ire)). 5 wins 1200 to 1800m, $190,401, to 2014-15 in Aust and Macau, 4th Macau Guineas, L, Macau 4YO Prelude, L.  

2nd Dam  
ELEANOR’S PRIDE (Fr), by Barathea (Ire). Placed at 3 in France. Half-sister to ARABIAN KING, East of Heaven, Ensorcelles Moi, Sans Escale, Kaheel. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-  
Honshu - Wong’s Success (H.K.). 5 wins 1600 to 1900m, $423,364, STC Matador Bullbars H., HKJC Leung King H., Manicou H., Jordan Path H.  
Estancia Rios. 4 wins 1300 to 1800m, $166,030, AJC Bronte H.-twice, STC Carbon Neutral Race Day H., 4th AJC Aspiration H., L.  
Swept Past. 4 wins at 1212m, 3d VRC Shannara H. Dam of- Shaytarna. 3 wins at 1200, 1300m to 2014-15, WATC Tabtouch Home of Racing H., Smartline Home Loans H., 2d WATC Build Scan Pay With Tabtouch H., Tabtouch Your Industry Your Tab H.  

3rd Dam  
ESCALINE, by Arctic Tern. 4 wins–2 at 2–1600 to 2100m, Chantilly Prix de Diane, Gr 1, Criterium de Saint-Cloud, Gr 2, Longchamp Prix Vanteaux, Gr 3, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix Penelope, Gr 3, 3d Longchamp Prix Saint-Alary, Gr 1. Sister to Encorelle (dam of ROYAL ABJAR, ENCOREMOI), half-sister to ESDALE. Dam of 14 foals, 11 to race, 5 winners, inc:-  
ARABIAN KING (c Arazi (USA)) 3 wins at 2100, 2400m, Saint-Cloud Prix de l’Avre, L, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Pelleas, L, Saint-Cloud Prix Caius.  
East of Heaven (c Lyphard) Winner at 1600m, 2d Evry Prix Pelleas, L, 3d Longchamp Prix du Guiche, Gr 3, Sire.  
Sans Escale (f Diesis) Winner at 2200m, 2d Longchamp Prix de la Seine, L, Evry Prix Melisande, L, 4th Longchamp Prix Charles Laffitte, L. Producer.  
Kaheel (c Caro) Placed at 2 & 3, 3d Kempton Heron S., L, 4th The Derby, Gr 1. Sire.  

Race Record: Winner at 1600m.  
First season at stud  
Served by WALKING OR DANCING (NZ). Date of last service, 20 Nov 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Lot 657

**TOTAL RESPONSE (NZ)**

Bay mare  
(Branded nr sh. 3 off sh.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Green Desert</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KHELEYF (USA)</td>
<td>Foreign Courier</td>
<td>Sir Ivor</td>
<td>by Raise a Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Society Lady</td>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
<td>La Voyager</td>
<td>by Tentam</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Sadler's Wells</th>
<th>Northern Dancer</th>
<th>by Nearctic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INCOMMUNICADO (IRE) 1994</td>
<td>Fairy Bridge</td>
<td>Bold Reason</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aptostar</td>
<td>Fappiano</td>
<td>Mr. Prospector</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stark Drama</td>
<td>Graustark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KHELEYF (USA) (2001).** 3 wins-2 at 2, Royal Ascot Jersey S., Gr.3. Sire of 598 mrs, 371 wns, 17 SW, inc. Penny’s Picnic (Criterium de Maisons-Laffitte, Gr.2), Sayif, Percolator, Charlie Em, Majestic Queen, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Tiggy Wiggy, Big Violet, Terre Brune and of Fiftyshadesofgrey, Finflash, Iftaar, Crisis Averted, Captain Future, Meisho Oraka, Moving Melody, Where’s Sue, Woomera, Meisho Oiwa, Moonlit Dancer, etc.

1st Dam

INCOMMUNICADO (IRE), by Sadler’s Wells. Unraced. Sister to In Anticipation (dam of IRRESISTIBLE JEWEL, DIAMOND TRIM), half-sister to Colossal. Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

**Total Response (f by Kheleyf (USA)). 3 wins.** See below.

Silent Song (f by Stravinsky (USA)). 4 wins to 1400m, AJC Oxinium H.

Closet Rocker (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Winner at 1200m, STC Mosman P.

Artemesia (f by Peintre Celebre (USA)).

**ART BEAT** (f Captain Rio (GB)) 9 wins 1200 to 1600m, $170,310, CJC Winter Cup, Gr 3, BOP RC Taunang Classic, L, Rotorua RC Lion Red P., L, AuRC Life Education Ambassador Tereno Bozzone H., Te Hana Sparkling H., Swiss Deli H., 2d Rangitikei Gold Cup, L, 3d Rotorua S., L, 4th Counties RC Karaka Classic, L, Taranaki RC Opunake Cup, L.


**Smartly** (f Fast 'n' Famous) 5 wins 1200 to 2400m, $124,357, to 2013-14, AuRC Celebrating Petty Cury H., 2d Marton Cup, L, Rotorua P., L, 4th BOP RC Japan-New Zealand International Trophy, Gr 2.

2nd Dam

APTOSTAR, by Fappiano. 6 wins–1 at 2–7f to 9f, Belmont Acorn S., Gr 1, Aqueduct Bed o’ Roses H., Gr 2, 2d Coaching Club American Oaks, Gr 1. Half-sister to MAN ALRIGHT. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

In Anticipation. 2 wins at 1½m, 1¼m in Ireland. Dam of 8 winners-

**IRRESISTIBLE JEWEL** (f Danehill (USA)) 3 wins at 1¼m, 1½m, £176,844, Royal Ascot Ribblesdale S., Gr 2, Curragh Blandford S., Gr 3, 2d Longchamp Prix de l’Opera, Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-

**ROYAL DIAMOND** (g King’s Best (USA)) 9 wins at 1¼m, 2m, £418,562, Irish St Leger, Gr 1, Ascot British Champions Long Distance Cup, Gr 3, Curragh Irish St Leger Trial, Gr 3, 3d Yorkshire Cup, Gr 2.

**PRINCESS HIGHWAY** (f Street Cry (Ire)) Joint Champion 3YO Filly in GB in 2012 (Long). 3 wins at 1¼m, 1½m, Royal Ascot Ribblesdale S., Gr 2, Naas Blue Wind S., Gr 3, 3d Irish Oaks, Gr 1.

**Race Record:** Stakes-placed. 3 wins 1200 to 1600m in 2013-14, AuRC Eagle Magic Fishing Charters Mile, 2d BRC Canadian Club H., 3d Waikato RC Wentwood Grange S., L.

**First season at stud**

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 28 November 2014.

**Not in foal**
Stable 1 Rows J & K 1-5
On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)

Lot 658
TOUCHY GREELEY (IRE)
Chestnut mare
(Branded by Raise a Native, 1/7 off sh.)
Foaled 2008

(Sire) Gone West by Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native
MR GREELEY (USA) ...
Long Legend by Secretariat by Bold Ruler

(Dam) LAHINCH
Danihell Dancer (Ire) by Danehill
1999
Dublah by Private Account


1st Dam LAHINCH, by Danehill Dancer. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 5f, 7f, Leopardstown One Thousand Guineas Trial S., L, Tipperary Entrepreneur S., L, Curragh K Club 2YO S., 2d Newmarket Rockfel S., Gr 2, 4th Newmarket Cheveley Park S., Gr 1, Curragh Round Tower S., L. Half-sister to PERUGINO BAY. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-
THE BOGBERRY (c by Hawk Wing). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7¼f, 1¼m, £183,200, Leopardstown Kilternan S., Gr 3, 2d Longchamp Prix d’Harcout, Gr 2, 3d Longchamp Prix Dollar, Gr 2, Newmarket Craven S., Gr 3, 4th Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Vase, Gr 1. Sire.
LISCANNA (f by Sadler’s Wells). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, Leopardstown Ballyogan S., Gr 3, 4th Leopardstown One Thousand Guineas Trial, Gr 3, Sweet Mimosa S., L. Dam of- Taigan. Winner at 1850m in 2013-14 in Qatar, 2d Curragh Dubai Duty Free Double Millionaire 2YO S.
Quarante Deux (g by Fusaichi Pegasus). Winner at 8¾f in Great Britain.

2nd Dam DUBLAH, by Private Account. Unraced. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, all winners-
LAHINCH (f Danehill Dancer) 3 wins. See above.
PERUGINO BAY (c Perugino (USA)) 4 wins–2 at 2–5f to 8½f, Hollywood Bold Reason H., L, 2d Doncaster S., L, 3d Newbury Greenham S., Gr 3, 4th Goodwood Molecomb S., Gr 3, Del Mar Oceanside S., L. Tajseed. Winner at 2 at 1m, Leopardstown EBF 2YO S., 2d Curragh Yellow Bins H., Nad al Sheba Shadwell Farm H.
Desert Safari. 3 wins–1 at 2–5f to 7f, 3d Haydock Manchester Metro News H. Mowassel. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 5f, 1m in Ireland and U.S.A, 2d Curragh Goffs 2YO Challenge.
Bandbox. Winner at 7f, 3d Goodwood Casco H.
Happy Partner - Wellington Hammer (Mac.). 2 wins at 1050m in Great Britain and Macau.
Mistress Mac. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-Hilary. 3 wins at 1m in 2014 in Ireland.

Race Record: Started once.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (c by Stryker).
2014 (c by Your Song).

Served by MORE THAN READY (USA). Date of last service, 2 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 659  
TRADING HALT  
Bay mare  
(Branded IP nr sh. 2/8 off sh.) Foaled 2008

(Sire) Pins .......................... Snippets .......................... by Lunchtime (GB)............
ECONSUL (NZ) ................. No Finer.......................... by Kaoru Star....................
(Dam) Gypsy Soul.................. Centaine.......................... by Century..........................
SALIAH .......................... Sky Runner (NZ).................. by Smugger (GB).............

**ECONSUL (NZ) (2001).** 3 wins-2 at 2, MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 128 mrrs, 66 wns, inc. SW Best Yet to Come (BRC Princess S., L), SP All Rigged Up, Precious Gem, Shezapro, Vincente and of Gloop, Happy Money, Our Exchange, Seal No More, Coronet Bay, Meconsul, Divertire, Quick Lover, Balayeur, Chalupa, Coachline, Crown Consul, Destiny Blaze, Mr Jansz, Trading Half, Intravenous, Stack the Truck, Tom the Cruiser, etc.

1st Dam SALIAH, by Salieri (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m. Half-sister to PONTON FLYER (dam of MINNESOTA SHARK), Peta's Potion. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

**BANK ROBBER (g by Dash for Cash).** 5 wins 1150 to 1400m, $554,050, AJC Tramway H., Gr 3, Show County H., L, Centennial Park P., Cadbury Dairy Milk H., Randwick Betting Auditorium H., 2d AJC Epsom H., Gr 1, BTC Cup, Gr 1, 3d VRC Patinack Classic, Gr 1, MVRC Schweppes S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, Gilgai S., Gr 2, 2t STC Canterbury Classic, L.

**Kwassa Kwassa (g by Distant Music (USA)).** 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, $209,525, VRC Inglis Series 2YO H., MVRC Junior Jocks Xmas Party 2YO P., 2d VRC Moomba P., L, Cromwell H., MRC WJ (Bill) Adams 2YO H.

Tycoon Sali (f by Last Tycoon (Ire)). Winner at 1310m, 3d TTC F&W Stewart Silver Ingot 2YO H. Dam of 2 winners-

Conviction. Winner at 1200m, 2d TRC Fuji Xerox Printers 2YO H., TTC AAMI Launceston Cup in February H., New Years Day at Longford H.

Liberty Tycoon. 9 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam Currabahah, by Northern Spring (Ire). 12 wins 1000 to 1228m, VRC Matron S., Furious H., SAJC Lindsay Park Stud H., VATC Lowland H., Swell Time H., John Payne H. Sister to NORTHERN COPY, half-sister to SHIPWRECK, Coaltar, Green Action. Dam of 15 named foals, 14 to race, all winners, inc:-

**PONTON FLYER (f Flying Spur) 4 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1600m, $803,700, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, VATC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3, 2d VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, VATC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1.** Dam of 5 winners-

**MINNESOTA SHARK (g Lonhro) Winner at 1200m, $174,405, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, 3d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, 4th VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2.**

**Miss Octopussy (f Lonhro) 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, VRC Mrs Mac's Beef Pie H., 2d MRC Christmas S., L, 3d SAJC Robert Sangster S., Gr 1.**

**Peta's Potion (f Noalcoholic (Fr)) 3 wins at 1350, 1400m, VATC Moonga H., VRC Hi-Jinx H., 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, Vanity S., L, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L.**

Currah's Class. 13 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, QTC Mighty Keys H. Dux of the Class. 2 wins at 2, VRC Tooveys Extra Dry 2YO H. Dam of 6 winners-

**Top Dolly (f Choisir) Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15, 2d VRC 7news P., Gr 3.**

Race Record: Winner at 1400m, MRC Ahern's at Highways After the Last H., 2d MRC Coates Hire H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2014 (c by Your Song).

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 12 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 660  

TREWORNAN (GB)  
Bay mare (Branded C nr sh. 116 6 off sh.)  

Foaled 1997  

(Sire)  
MIDYAN  

Miswaki  
Country Dream  

Mr. Prospector  
Ribot  
Equal Venture  

by Raise a Native  
by Tenerani  
by Bold Venture  

(Dam)  
MISS SILCA KEY  

Welsh Saint  
Tremiti  

St Paddy  
Wild Romance  

by Aureole  
by Pirate King (GB)  

1981  

MISS SILCA KEY, by Welsh Saint. 2 wins–1 at 2, Royal Ascot Jersey S., Gr 3. Half-sister to Amusing (dam of SMANGALISO), Cartier Bijoux (dam of FALLOW, LUCKY SIX). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:–

CENTRAL CITY (f by Midyan). 5 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, Maisons-Laffitte Prix de Seine-et-Oise, Gr 3, Lingfield Leisure S., L. Dam of–

ROCHESTER (g Green Dancer) 13 wins 8½f to 26f, Keeneland Sycamore S., Gr 3-twice, Keeneland Sycamore S., L. Petronilla (f Lyphard) Winner at 1100m, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Ladas, 2d Deauville Prix de la Vallee d’Auge, L, 4th Deauville Prix de Cabourg, Gr 3. Miss Zafonic (f by Zafonic (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, 2d Ascot Princess Margaret S., Gr 3, 4th York Lowther S., Gr 2. Producer.

Consigliere (c by Caerleon). 2 wins at 7f, 1m, 2d City of York S., L. Sire.

Silca An’ Key (c by Commanche Run). Placed at 3, 3d Goodwood Predominate S., L.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 5f in Great Britain.

Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners.


2002 True Doubt (f by Redoute’s Choice). Winner at 2 at 1000m, SAJC Distinctive Lifestyle 2YO H., 3d SAJC Cinderella S., L. Dam of–


2003 Fantasy Flash (g by Fantastic Light (USA)). 3 wins at 1600, 2100m, Waikato RC Calder & Lawson Melbourne Cup H.  

2004 ROAD TO ROCK (c by Encosta de Lago). 6 wins 1500 to 2000m, $1,236,650, AJC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, George Main S., Gr 1, Carbine Club H., L, MRC Victoria Gold Cup, L, 2d AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, GCTC AD Hollindale S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Epsom H., Gr 1. Sire.

2005 Not served previous season.

2006 Truth on Toe (f by Flying Spur). 2 wins at 1250, 1350m, ATC Cabramatta H., 2d ATC Beverley Hills Hotel H., 3d AJC Little Bay 2YO H.  


2008 Missed to Snitzel.

2009 Supercoach (g by Casino Prince). 3 wins 1300 to 2150m to 2014-15, 2d Qld Tatt’s RC Sapphire Recruitment H., BRC XXXX Gold Island P.  

2010 Missed to Husson (ARG).  

2011 Onemore for Wilson (c by Onemorenomore). Started 3 times.

2012 Missed to Lope de Vega (Ire).

2013 (c by Lope de Vega (Ire)).  

2014 Missed to Pierro.

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 14 September 2014. Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row K 1
On Account of GRIFFITHS TRAINING, Cranbourne, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 661 (With 25% GST) 

TRIMENSA

Bay mare (Branded V nr sh. 7 0 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) Royal Academy (USA)......... Nijinsky............... by Northern Dancer........
BEL ESPRIT ....................
Besspoken........................ Vain...................... by Wilkes (Fr).............
(Dam) VAINGT TROIS .........
Noalcoholic (Fr)................ Nonalco........................ by Nearctic..............
1992 Foreshow..................... Alea .......................... by Galivanter...............  


1st Dam VAINGT TROIS, by Noalcoholic (Fr). Winner at 1100m. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
Flourishing (f by Not a Single Doubt). 4 wins 1000 to 1207m, $131,057, VRC Spotless H., 3d MVRC City Jeep Don’t Hold Back H.
Vaingtigaco (g by Encosta de Lago). 4 wins 1300 to 2100m, MVRC Co-Op H.
Reindeer Lake (g by Lago Delight). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m.
Dashing Trois (f by Dash for Cash). 2 wins at 1430, 1612m.
Apres Moi (g by Rancho Ruler). 2 wins at 1400m.
Trimensa (f by Bel Esprit). Winner. See below.
French King (g by Desert King (Ire)). Winner at 1600m.

2nd Dam FORETELL, by Comeram (Fr). Unraced. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-
Premier Poet. 4 wins at 1100, 1200m.

3rd Dam FOAHOEF, by Showdown (GB). 3 wins 1400 to 2400m, AJC Balgowlah S., Vincent O’Brien H., STC Truscott’s H., 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s P, L. Sister to TONTONAN, PRODOMUS, Foreclosure (dam of STARCLOSURE), Timetheus, Near Show. Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Moran’s Lament - Purple Velvet (Mal.). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m in Aust and Malaysia. Class 1 winner in Malaysia.

4th Dam FOREGO, by Orgoglio (GB). 3 wins 1–2 at 2–5½f to 7f, VATC St Clair H., 2d VRC Essendon H., VATC Teppo S., 3d VRC 2YO H., 4th VATC Sandown Guineas. Half-sister to SAVOY. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-
TONTONAN (c Showdown (GB)) 12 wins 4 at 2–1100 to 1600m, STC Golden Slipper S., AJC Sires’ Produce S., Doncaster H., All-Aged S.

Race Record: Winner at 1100m in 2014-15. Has not been to stud
Lot 662

**TULLA EXPRESS (NZ)**

Bay or Brown mare (Branded **WS** nr sh. 47 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

**(Sire)**
Snippets......................... Lunchtime (GB)........ by Silly Season............
Easy Date......................... by Grand Chaudiere........
No Finer......................... Kaoru Star................ by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
Humour......................... by Pirate King (GB)........

**(Dam)**
Quest for Fame (GB)..... Rainbow Quest............ by Blushing Groom .........
Aryenne.......................... by Green Dancer.........
Dancing Czar.................. by Nijinsky ..............
D'Artagnan (g by Pins).... 2 wins at 1200m in 2014, Singapore TC Kranji D S.

**2nd Dam**
YOU DREAMER (USA), by Dancing Czar. 3 wins at 6f, 7f, Mountaineer West Virginia Dept of Tourism Breeders Classic. Sister to **Bold Dreamer**, half-sister to **MASTER DREAMER, IN DEFIANCE, REBELLIOUS DREAMER**.

**3rd Dam**
DEFIANT DREAMER, by Assert. Unraced. Half-sister to **MANE MINISTER**.


Race Record: 3 wins at 1100, 1400m to 2013-14.
First season at stud
Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 20 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 663

TUSCANNA

Bay mare

(Branded ♂ nr sh. 10 0 off sh.)

Foaled 2000

(Sire) Lunchtime (GB)........... Silly Season ........................ by Tom Fool .......... Great Occasion ........................ by Hornbeam ....

SNIPPETS ........................ Easy Date.............................. Grand Chaudiere (Can) .... by Northern Dancer ....

(Dam) Bluebird (USA) .............. Storm Bird........................ by Northern Dancer ....

BLUE CAFE .................... Ivy Dawn.......................... by Sir Ivor .............

1993

Sunday Brunch .................... Tod Lass.......................... by Todman ............


1st Dam

BLUE CAFE, by Bluebird (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Miss Muncher. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:- Purple Road (f by Timber Country (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1500m, 2d MRC NP Hauffe H., MVRC L’Immagine Versace H. Dam of 4 winners-Rytaga. 10 wins 1050 to 1608m, $106,350, to 2014-15.

2nd Dam

SUNDAY BRUNCH, by Lunchtime (GB). Unraced. Sister to STREET CAFE, half-sister to Beauty (dam of IDENTIKIT). Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:- Miss Muncher (f Kings Island (Ire)) 5 wins 1000 to 1400m, $104,225, VRC Louisville H., Maidstone H., 2d VRC Gallant H., L. Grandam of-GATOR (g Quest for Fame (GB)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1500m, $192,230, Gosford Slipper, L, STC Nova 96.9 Marquee H., 2d AJC Montjeu H.

3rd Dam

TOD LASS, by Todman. Unraced. Dam of 12 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:- STREET CAFE (c Lunchtime (GB)) 5 wins at 2, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, 2d MVRC WS Cox P., Gr 1. Sire.

Sailor Girl. Winner at 1200m, AJC Wynn Winegrowers' H. Grandam of- PARATROOPERS (g Commands) 9 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m, AJC All-Aged S., Gr 1, Stan Fox S., Gr 2, STC Theo Marks S., Gr 2.

Race Record: 5 wins at 1000m, $118,550, MRC Goldenway H., MVRC Showfreight H., SAJC Distinctive Lifestyle H., Kyoto H., 2d VRC Aluminates Chemical Industries H., Hobson's Bay 2YO H., MRC With Me H., 3d VRC Isca H., MVRC Strasbourg H.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.


2007 Missed to Dash for Cash.

2008 Dash o’ Vino (c by Dash for Cash). Winner at 1400m, 3d BRC BMAG H.

2009 (f by Zizou). Destroyed.

2010 Missed to Zizou.

2011 (f by Zizou).

2012 Blue Tuscan (g by Zizou). Unraced.

2013 (c by Zizou). Died.

2014 Missed to Fastnet Rock.

Served by CONGRATS (USA). Date of last service, 8 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 664

TYRANI
Brown mare (Branded □ nr sh. 141 off sh.) Foaled 2001

(Sire) Try My Best........................................ Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic.........................
LAST TYCOON (IRE) ... Sex Appeal .................................. by Buckpasser............... Mill Princess ....................
.......................................................... by Never Bend........
.......................................................... Irish Lass .................. by Sayajirao ........
..........................................................
(Dam) Millionaire (Ire) ..................................... Mill Reef ...................... by Never Bend........
.......................................................... State Pension ............... by Only for Life........
.......................................................... Pakistan II (GB) ........ by Palestine................
..........................................................
1981 Mill Reef ........................................ by Never Bend........
Sana Rani (NZ) ...................... by Super (GB)........

LAST TYCOON (IRE) (1983). 8 wins-3 at 2, Breeders' Cup Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 1336 mrs, 919 wns, 81 SW, inc. Mahogany (Victoria Derby, Gr.1), Tracy's Element, Taipan, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Roman Emperor, Wandiija, Bonaria, Slumdogmillionaire, Saint Emilion, Dariana, Onemorenomore, Jungle Rocket, Markus Maximus, Master of Design, Sousa, Typhoon Tracy, Adlerflug, Casino Prince, Green Birdie, Inspiration, Sun Classique, etc.

1st Dam MILL RANI, by Millionaire (Ire). 3 wins at 1200m, SAJC Improvers' H., 2d SAJC 5DN H., Graduation S. Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

MILLRICH (f by Rubiton). 3 wins at 2 to 1200m, STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 3d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2. Dam of 7 winners-

DANERICH (c Danehill (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $279,950, MRC HDF McNeil S., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, Balcopine 2YO H., 2d MRSChilli S., Gr 2, 3d MRC Guineas Prelude, Gr 3. Sire.

Angel's Wings (f by Don't Say Halo (USA)). 4 wins–3 at 2–to 1300m, 2d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders' P., Gr 2, MVRC Laurent Perrier S., Gr 2. Dam of-

Conspirator (g Marscay) 7 wins 1250 to 2200m, $165,901, WATC Premier's Cup, 2d WATC GA Towton Cup, L.

Natural Elegance (f by Rubiton). 3 wins to 1200m, 2d VRC Gallant H., L, 3d VRC Great Western H., L, 4th VATC Mercedes-Benz H., L. Producer.

Rubrani (f by Rubiton). 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1100m, VATC Sturt H., MVRC Koala Toys H., 4th VATC Laureaent Perrier S., L. Dam of 2 winners-

Sparani (f Flying Spur) Placed at 2 & 3, 3d MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L. Dam of-

Heraklon - Power Turquoise (Mac.) (g Lonhro) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1300m, AJC North Bondi 2YO H., 3d STC Gloaming S., Gr 3.

Goldam (f Twining (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $203,190, AJC Korea Racing Authority H., 2d AJC Widden S., L.

Willingani (f More Than Ready (USA)) 3 wins 1526 to 1800m, MRC Orient H., 2d MRC Hialeah H., 3d SAJC Schweppervescence S., L.

Rubimill (f by Rubiton). Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

EL ROCA (c Fastnet Rock) 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, $414,466, in 2013-14, ATC Eskimo Prince S., L, Whangarei RC Westbury Stud Challenge S., L, 2d ATC Randwick Guineas, Gr 1, 3d ATC George Ryder S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Started twice.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner.
2005 Missed to Rubiton.
2006 Fatherson (g by Rubiton). Placed, 2d SAJC The Dunes Port Hughes P.
2007 Miss Tyranny (f by God's Own). Unraced.
2008 Missed to Dehere (USA).
2009 (f by God's Own).
2010 Essie's Pride (f by Murtajill). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m in 2013-14, 3d VRC Talindert S., L.
2012 Missed to Big Brown (USA).
2013 (c by Pluck (USA)).
2014 (c by Big Brown (USA)).

Served by BIG BROWN (USA). Date of last service, 12 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
URANIE
Bay mare (Branded \( \sqrt{a} \) nr sh. 67 0 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire)
Southern Halo
MOTHER OF MORE THAN READY
Northern Sea
Woodman's Girl

(Dam)
Catbird

Lot 665

MORE THAN READY (USA) (1997). 7 wins-5 at 2, Saratoga King’s Bishop S.,
Gr.1. Sire of 1766 rnrs, 1302 wns, 139 SW, inc. Sebring (STC Golden Slipper S.,
Gr.1), Phelan Ready, Benicio, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Atlante, Miracles of
Life, Rebel Dane, Ready for Rye, Serena Miss, Kauai Katie, Night Prowler, Race
Day, Unencumbered, Vinceremos, Winding Way, Machen, Executive Allure,
Louisiana Flyboy, Roheryn, Bold Kitten, Kizn Funky Monkey, etc.

1st Dam
CATECHUCHU, by Catbird. 5 wins to 1600m, $645,062, MRC Schweppes-
vescence Cup, Gr 3, Mannerism S., Gr 3, WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3, AJC
Keith Mackay H., L, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2,
Vanity S., Gr 3, Desirable H., L, 3d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, VRC Ottawa S.,
L, 4th VRC Age Classic S., Gr 1. Dam of 2 named foals, both winners-
Catered (f by Red Ransom (USA)). 4 wins at 1400m, $124,110, to 2013-14,
VRC Birthday H., MRC Queens of the Turf High Tea H.

2nd Dam
NOBLE FLEUR, by Dahar (USA). Placed, 3d SAJC Wednesday H. Half-sister to
TOY IMAGE, LUCKY WITCH (dam of LUCKY DIVA, SPIRIT OF
WESTBURY, DUKE OF WESTBURY, GINA LOLLAWITCHA), Luck Alive
(dam of LUCKY TYCOON). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-
CATECHUCHU (f Catbird) 5 wins. See above.

3rd Dam
BETTER BE LUCKY, by Better Boy (Ire). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, VATC Grace
Darling H., AJC Novice H. Three-quarter-sister to CENTURY, half-sister to
Red Goshawk. Dam of 12 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-
TOY IMAGE (g Noble Bijou (USA)) 6 wins 1200 to 2456m, $116,455, SAJC
Eagle Blue S., Gr 3, VATC City of Springvale H., Galway Highweight H.
LUCKY WITCH (f Voodoo Rhythm (USA)) 5 wins-1 at 2–1016 to 1200m, VRC
Red Roses S., L, VATC Christmas H., L, 3d AJC Analie H., L. Dam of-
LUCKY DIVA (f Perugino (USA)) 11 wins-3 at 2-1000 to 1200m,
$569,700, MRC Hyderabad Race Club S., Gr 3, SAJC Smoke-Free SA S.,
SPIRIT OF WESTBURY (g Sir Tristram (Ire)) 5 wins 1100 to 2200m,
$518,090, Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Cup, Gr 3, 2d VRC Saab H., Gr 2,
Moonee Valley Gold Cup, Gr 2, 3d AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1.
GINA LOLLAWITCHA (f Perugino (USA)) 3 wins at 1016, 1200m,
$161,940, MRC Kevin Hayes S., L, Ian Miller H. Producer.
Luck Alive (f Voodoo Rhythm (USA)) 7 wins, 2d VRC Red Roses S., L. Dam of-
LUCKY TYCOON (g Last Tycoon (Ire)) 6 wins-1 at 2–1100 to 1537m,
$256,802, Singapore TC Silver Cup, Gr 3, MVRC Super VOBIS H.
Our Lucky Change. Winner at 1400m. Grandam of-
SECRET STATUS (f King Cugat (USA)) 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1050, 1100m,
$121,500, SAJC Pewsey Vale S., L, 3d SAJC Dequetteville S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1200, 1400m in 2013-14, MRC Polytrack H., 3d MRC
Sportingbet Best Tote H.

First season at stud
Served by CONGRATS (USA). Date of last service, 17 October 2014.
Not in foal
Stable 4 Rows A,B & C 1-4
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry’s Plains
(As Agent)

Lot 666

VALHUSSLE

Bay mare  
(Branded ☞ nr sh. 97 6 off sh.)  
Foaled 2006

(Sire) Mr. Prospector  
Raise a Native  
Gold Digger  
Raja Baba  
Nalees Flying Flag  

(Dam) Hussonet (USA)  
Sacahuista  
Mr. Prospector  
Raise a Native  
Nalees Flying Flag  

1999

Valhussle (f by Hussonet (USA))  
3 wins  
Valhussle (f by Hussonet (USA))  
2013 (c by So You Think (NZ))


Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2013  
(c by So You Think (NZ)).
2014 Not served previous season.

Served by UNCLE MO (USA). Date of last service, 16 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Lot 667

VAN DER STAR
Bay mare
(2nd sh. by Bel Esprit)
Foaled 2004

On Account of JAGER THOROUGHBREDS, Seville, Vic

On Account of JAGER THOROUGHBREDS, Seville, Vic

Lot 667

VAN DER STAR
Bay mare
(2nd sh. by Bel Esprit)
Foaled 2004

(Sire) Royal Academy (USA)................ Nijinsky by Northern Dancer
BEL ESPRIT ................. Bespoken.................. Vain by Wilkes (Fr)

(Dam) GEORGIA ....................... Naturalism (NZ)........ Palace Music (USA)
1995


1st Dam GEORGIA, by Naturalism (NZ). Winner at 1500m. Half-sister to PAINTED OCEAN, Mistram Quickly (dam of PLEA BARGAIN). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

PEACH TREE (f by Bel Esprit). 5 wins 1000 to 2200m, $220,450, WATC Belmont Classic, L, Bonaire Sprint H., Westspeed 3YO H.-twice, Carbon Sports Bar H., 2d WATC Matchmaker Classic, L, Belmont Oaks, L.

Geoesprit (g by Bel Esprit). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m.

Rum n Raisins (g by Manner Hill). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, Singapore TC Big Hearts S., 2d Singapore TC Benchmark 67 H., 3d Singapore TC Class 4 H.

The Taurean (g by Scenic (Ire)). 3 wins 2000 to 3127m.

The Phoenician (g by Bel Esprit). 2 wins at 1600, 1711m.

Keep it Brief (f by Brief Truce (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m. Dam of- God’s Brief.

2nd Dam LADY DOLDRUM (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 2 wins at 1400, 2200m, 2d MVRC Frank Dempsey H. Sister to Tristram Lady (dam of TRISCAY), half-sister to Victory and Glory. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

PAINTED OCEAN (g Brigand (USA)) 7 wins 1300 to 1600m, $165,615, VATC Schweppes Cup, Gr 3, STC Royal Parma S., L, VATC Vite Cheval H., Fosters Lager Welter H., 2d VRC Family of Man Welter H., MVCR Grand Final H., 3d VRC AR Creswick S.H., L, 4th VATC Caulfield Autumn Classic, Gr 3, Gosford Cup, Gr 3, VRC Carbine Club S., L, Eurovox S., L.

Mistram Quickly. 3 wins-1 at 2–1300 to 2000m, AJC David Green H., STC Macarthur WBC H., 2d AJC Murrumbidgee H. Dam of 7 winners-

PLEA BARGAIN (c Mukaddamah (USA)) 10 wins 1200 to 1500m, $213,820, WATC Grandstand Cup, L, STC Joe Labero at Star City H., WATC Cheeky Trot H., Bahvelli H., 2d WATC Belmont Sprint, Gr 3.

Vagrant Lady. Started once. Dam of 4 winners-

Embassy of Spain (f Scenic (Ire)) 2 wins-1 at 2-1400 to 1633m, $232,140, VRC Ascot Enclosure H., 3d Geelong RC Oaks Trial S., L, 4th MVCR WH Stocks S., Gr 3, VATC Tristarc S., Gr 3. Dam of 6 winners-

UMAQUEST (f Umatilla (NZ)) 4 wins 1200 to 1410m, $185,530, VRC Chester Manifold S., L, SAJC Walter Brooke Architects H., North East Isuzu H., 4th SAJC Classic Mile, L. Producer.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2011 Haradis Eagle (g by Haradasun). Unraced.
2012 (c by Shellscape).
2013 (c by Torch Relay).

With a Bay filly foal at foot by DENMAN, foaled 23 October 2014.

Not served
VENUS’S DREAM
Bay mare
(Branded SÄ nr sh. 31/7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) Quest for Fame (GB) ...... Rainbow Quest............... by Blushing Groom ....
ViscountWT .......... Aruyen................ by Green Dancer...........
Antwerp (NZ) .......... Sir Tristram (Ire) .......... by Sir Ivor ................

(Dam) Emaurismo .......... by Sticks and Stones......
Kibitka ............... by Danzigɡ.


1st Dam Emaurismo, by Redoute’s Choice. Unraced. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-
Lady Gazerra (f by Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, 3d AJC Forbes H., ATOC Become an ATOC Sponsor H., STC Silver Shadow S., L, $260,640, AJC Silver Shadow S., L, Keith Mackay S., L, Brian Crowley S., L, 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Furious S., Gr 3. Half-sister to Keeping Up, Talent Time (dam of DEFERENTIAL). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Island Speed. 8 wins at 1000, 1200m, HKJC Ventris H., Rugby Football Union Cup. Silent Predator. 6 wins 1200 to 1400m, 2d AJC Randwick 150th Anniversary H. Schuckmannsburg. Placed at 3. Dam of Essayez. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m in 2014-15, WATC Caroma 2YO P., Westspeed 2YO P.

2nd Dam Katima, by Zeditave. 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $260,640, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, Gimcrack S., L, Keith Mackay S., L, Brian Crowley S., L, 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Furious S., Gr 3. Half-sister to Keeping Up, Talent Time (dam of DEFERENTIAL). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Island Speed. 8 wins at 1000, 1200m, HKJC Ventris H., Rugby Football Union Cup. Silent Predator. 6 wins 1200 to 1400m, 2d AJC Randwick 150th Anniversary H. Schuckmannsburg. Placed at 3. Dam of Essayez. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m in 2014-15, WATC Caroma 2YO P., Westspeed 2YO P.

3rd Dam Kibitka, by Luskin Star. Unplaced. Half-sister to Twisted Heart (dam of SPEED BABY), Secret Desire (dam of SECRET LIAISON). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-
Katima (f Zeditave) 4 wins. See above.
Keeping Up (f Quest for Fame (GB)) Winner at 2 at 1100m, STC Garden Island 2YO H., 2d STC Bravery 2YO H., 3d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2. Miss Portofino. 3 wins to 1400m, AJC CVD Golf Club H. Dam of 2 winners-
Anjaal (c Lonhro) Winner at 2 at 1600m in 2013-14, 3d Greyville Premiers Champion S., Gr 1, 4th Greyville Golden Horseshoe S., Gr 1.
Talent Time. 3 wins at 1400, 2000m. Dam of 3 winners-
DEFERENTIAL (g Royal Academy (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, $555,411, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3.
La Camille. Winner at 1007m. Dam of 4 winners-
Goldstone (g Shamardal (USA)) 3 wins at 1150, 1200m, to 2013-14, ATC Xirrus H., 2d VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Standish H., Gr 3.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1150, 1200m.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (c by Bernardini (USA)).
Served by Hinchinbrook. Date of last service, 22 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 669

Brown mare

Foaled 2000

Mr. Prospector .................. by Raise a Native............
Secrettame........................ by Secretariat ..............
The Minstrel........................ by Northern Dancer ....
Mofida............................ by Right Tack (GB) ....


1st Dam

VICTORIANA, by Storm Bird. Winner at 1000m in France. Half-sister to XAAR, DIESE (dam of SENERU, SPEAK IN PASSING, DEXTERITY), MASTERCLASS, ILE DE JINSKY, Didicoy (dam of DIDINA, ESPIONAGE, STAR CLUSTER), Esquire, Silver Star, Stardom (dam of TRICK OF LIGHT). Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 6 winners-


In the Past (f by Zaftonic (USA)). Started once. Dam of 3 winners-

DOMESDAY (c Red Ransom (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1100m, $376,175, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, 2d STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2. Sire.

2nd Dam

MONROE, by Sir Ivor. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 5f, 6f, Leopardstown Ballyogan S., Gr 3, 2d Phoenix S., Gr 1, Phoenix Park Mulcasy S., Gr 3, Sprint S., L. Sister to GIELGUD, MALINOWSKI, Minnie Hauk, half-sister to BLUSH WITH PRIDE, Star of Bagdad. Dam of 18 foals, 17 to race, 14 winners, inc:-

XAAR (c Zaftonic (USA)) Head of the 1997 European 2YO Classification. 5 wins–4 at 2–1200 to 1600m, Newmarket Dewhurst S., Gr 1. Sire.

DIESE (f Diesis) 4 wins to 2100m, Saint-Cloud Prix Corrida, Gr 3, Dam of SENURE (c Nureyev) 6 wins–1 at 2, Monmouth United Nations H., Gr 1.

Silver Star (f Zaftonic (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1600m, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Coronation, L. Grandam of-


Race Record: Winner at 1m in Great Britain.

Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners.

2007 Vocal Mode (c by Mineshaft). 5 wins 1800 to 2400m in Russia.
2008 Golden Wattle (f by Filly Arch). Started twice.
2009 Arguably Regal (f by Flying Spur). 2 wins at 1000, 1400m in 2013-14.
2010 Exceleine (f by Exceed and Excel). 3 wins at 1100, 1300m, $123,280, to 2014-15, ATC In Memory of Nathan Berry H., Warwick Farm H., 2d ATC John Ramsay H., CFMEU Mining & Energy Division H.

2011 Miss Mackellar (f by Denman). Unplaced.
2012 Dupe 'n' Vice (f by Duporth). Unraced.
2013 (c by Denman).
2014 (f by Sebring).

Served by ALL AMERICAN. Date of last service, 22 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 4 Rows E 1-3, 7-12 & F
On Account of VINERY STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 670

VICKIE BABE (NZ)

Bay mare

(Branded § nr sh. 8 2 off sh.)

Foaled 2002

(Sire)

SUMMER SUSPICION (JPN)

Sunday Silence

Halo.........................

by Hail to Reason

Wishing Well

by Understanding

Dyna Fairy

Northern Taste

by Northern Dancer

Fancy Dyna

by Sea Hawk

(Dam)

CHRISIEY BABE

Honey Lord (Fr)

Sir Gaylord

by Turn-to

1981

Annader

Honeystar

by Primera

by Tambourine

by Harleigh (USA)

1st Dam

CHRISIEY BABE, by Honey Lord (Fr). Winner at 2 at 1000m in NZ. Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

MIGHTY MCGINTY (g by McGinty). 6 wins–4 at 2–800 to 1100m, AuRC Welcome S., L, Ellerslie Juvenile H., Avondale JC Aloha Juvenile S., Peninsula H., AJC St Simon H., 3d Avondale S., L. The Mighty Machine (g by Gleam Machine (USA)). 11 wins 1200 to 2800m, 2d AuRC Waikato Stud H., Manawatu RC Trackside Video H., Clark’s Seafood & Delicatessen H., WRC Race Images H., Wanganui JC Ted & Jeanette Valleley H., 3d Manawatu RC DB Draught H.

High Babe (f by Hula Town). Winner at 1200m, 2d Taranaki RC Quick Shifter Removals H.

Jeanie McPherson (f by McGinty). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, 3d Avondale JC Carlyle Juvenile H.

Mighty Hula (g by Hula Town). Winner at 1200m in NZ.

2nd Dam

ANNADER, by Serenader II (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to PRINCE LEE. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Chrisey Babe. Winner. See above.

3rd Dam

ANNE LEIGH, by Harleigh (USA). Unraced. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

PRINCE LEE (c Princely Note (GB)) 11 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1600m, WRC Harcourt S., Gr 3, Captain Cook S., L, Levin Cup, L, VRC Bourke Welter H., WRC Wadestown H., Onslow H., Awatea H., Oceania H., Woburn H., Juvenile H., 2d WRC Wainui H.

Fiery Anne. Started twice. Dam of-

Nuclear Ann. 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, WRC Lemmon Pilling & Drilling H., 2d Manawatu RC Brevet H., WRC Gemini H.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2006 (c by Stormy Slew).

2007 Not served previous season.

2008 Not served previous season.

2009 Not served previous season.

2010 Not served previous season.

2011 Not served previous season.

2012 Not served previous season.

2013 Not served previous season.

2014 (c by Big Brown (USA)).

Served by BIG BROWN (USA). Date of last service, 10 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 671

**VICTORY GROVE**

Bay mare

(Branded阿拉伯 nr sh. 3 off sh.)

Foaled 2000

**(Sire)**

Danehill Dancer (IRE)

**Fairy King (USA)**

Fairy Bridge... by Bold Reason

Three Piece... by Nearctic

**VICTORY NOTE (USA)**

Jaazeiro... by Sham

Trinity Term... by Primera

**EDEN GROVE**

Kala Dancer (GB)

Fairy Ribbons... by Todman

by Kala Dancer (GB)

**1989**

by Le Cordonnier (GB)

Niniski... by Nijinsky

Kalazero... by Kalamoun

by Family Ties (USA)

Fairy Dreams

by Le Cordonnier (GB)

Chequesinthemail

by Family Ties (USA)

2nd Dam

Fairy Ribbons

by Le Cordonnier (GB)

Leader Man

8 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1800m, 3d BTC Simon George & Sons H.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $195,430, GCTC Ken Russell Memorial Classic, L, Qld Tatt's RC Hardy Brothers Jewellers H., QTC Copperama 2YO H., 2d BTC Ray Munro Starlet 2YO H., QTC River 94.9 Tile Wizards H., API Leisure & Lifestyle H., 3d QTC River 94.9 & Sunstate Confectionary H., Love Me Mangoes 2YO H., 4th BTC Golden S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 living foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2005 Victory Man (g by Redoute's Choice). Winner at 1000m.

2006 Mandeville Miss (f by Iglesia). Unraced.

2007 The Zedhorse (g by Iglesia). 2 wins at 1000m to 2013-14, BRC Gallopers $1 Membership H.


2009 (f by Elusive Quality (USA)). Died.

2010 Orne River (f by Fastnet Rock). Placed in 2014-15, 3d SAJC Melbourne Cup Live at Morphettville P.

2011 Not served previous season.

2012 Not served previous season.

2013 Not served previous season.

2014 Not served previous season.

Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 28 November 2014.

Not in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row C 6-9
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry’s Plains
(As Agent)

Lot 672

VINAVION
Bay mare
(Branded ♂ nr sh. " off sh.)
Foaled 2006

(Sire) Danehill (USA) by Northern Dancer
FLYING SPUR by His Majesty

(Dam) Razyana by Raise a Native
CANTENAC by Sir Ivor


1st Dam CANTENAC, by Marauding (NZ). Winner at 1400m. Three-quarter-sister to
White Tie Affair, half-sister to Mirabella (dam of LOVE DE TOR). Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

TRAVARAY. Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
White Tie Affair (g Sir Tristram (Ire)) 6 wins 1800 to 3250m, $267,765, 2d Clairwood Topsport Bloodline Derby, Gr 1, Turffontein Gold Bowl, Gr 1, 3d Greyville Gold Cup, Gr 1, Turffontein South African Derby, Gr 1.

Mirabella. 2 wins at 1200m in NZ. Dam of 3 winners-
LOVE DE TOR (f Spectacular Love (USA)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, Levin RC Bayer Classic, Gr 1, Avondale JC Chances Sports Bar H., 3d AuRC Great Northern Foal S., Gr 3, Avondale JC Classic S., L. Producer.

Just Love Me. Winner at 1200m in NZ. Dam of-
Stolen Thunder (g Thunder Gulch (USA)) 3 wins at 1600, 2200m, AuRC Twilight Racing 3YO H., 3d AuRC Championship S., Gr 2.

Coffee Delight. Placed at 3. Dam of 5 winners-
Yorkshire Lad (g Snitzel) 3 wins 1000 to 1400m, $134,062, 2d VRC Hilton Hotels S., L, 3d MVRC Advanced Mailing Solutions H.

Race Record: Started 3 times.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.

2011 Wine Tales (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1350m, $189,825, to 2014-15, ATC Bill Gilmour Tennis Centre P., Ibis Milano Restaurant P., 2d Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, Gr 3, MRC City of Greater Dandenong S., L, ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H.

2012 Quaff (f by Choisir). Unraced.
2013 (c by High Chaparral (Ire)).
2014 (c by Pierro).

Served by DECLARATION OF WAR (USA). Date of last service, 23 Sept 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row P 1-4
On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)

Lot 673

VO VIXEN
Brown mare (Branded ♂, nr sh. 4/5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) Sadler’s Wells by Northern Dancer by Nearctic
CARNegie (IRE) .................
Fairy Bridge by Bold Reason
Detroit.................................. by Never Bend
          Dama ...................... by Sunny Boy

(Dam) ELECTricity ..................
Geiger Counter (USA)............
          Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native
          Thong .......................... by Nantallah
          County ........................ by Vain
          Talk Show ........................ by Aurealis

rnrs, 429 wnrs, 14 SW, inc. Tuesday Joy (STC BMW S., Gr.1), Amalfi, Vision and
Power, Perlin, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Kushadas, Gondokoro,
Zabeelionaire, Whobegotyou, Savvy Nature, Antonio Lombardo, Meisho Naruto,
Annie Higgins, Mrs Kipling, Belle Miraaj, Dancer’s Tale, Faaltless, Bespoke,
Excuse My French, Options, Queen Sabeel, Admire Commando, Atom Cat, etc.

1st Dam
ELECTricity, by Geiger Counter (USA). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1000m. Half-sister to
MR BUREAUCRAT, ALL BLACK GOLD. Nozomi Express, Grand Story
(dam of MY DESTINY). Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc.:-
SO WOTIF (g by Iffraaj (GB)). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1200m, AuRC Mr Tiz Trophy,
Gr 3, Barfoot & Thompson S., Te Aroha JC Towes Insurance Brokers 2YO
H, 2d Matamata RC Rich Hill Stud S., Te Aroha JC Team Wealleans H., 3d
Cambridge JC Windsor Park Breeders’ S., Gr 3, MRC PFD Food Services
H., AuRC Mark & Renee Marrying H., 4th VRC AR Creswick S., L.
Bonniegirl (f by Darci Brahma). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m in 2014-15, Matamata
RC Waharoa Livestock S., 2d AuRC The Edge Afternoons H.

2nd Dam
EXPLANATION, by County. Winner at 2 at 1250m, STC Merrylands School H., 2d
AJC Noel Murless 2YO H., 3d AJC George Bass H. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to
race, 8 winners, inc.:-
MR BUREAUCRAT (g Bureaucracy (NZ)) 11 wins 1100 to 2200m, $833,876,
BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, QTC Sir Byrne Hart S., Gr 2, GCTC AD
Hollindale S., Gr 2, STC Frank Underwood Cup, L, Winter H., L.
ALL BLACK GOLD (c Canny Lad) 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1800m, $308,600,
STC Gloaming S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1.
Nozomi Express (g Spectacular Spy (USA)) 5 wins 1200 to 1500m,
$103,840, AJC Campbelltown H., 2d STC Christmas S., L.
Lady Bureaucrat. 5 wins, AJC Exeter H., Fred Archer H. Dam of 6 winners-
Mi Chiamo (f Catbird) Winner at 1200m, BTC XXXX P., 2d BTC Northern
City Finance Quality H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, Producer.
Lady Min. Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners-
Fuerza (g Snippetson) 4 wins 1200 to 3000m, $336,190, to 2014-15, ATC
Schweppes H., 2d ATC Champagne S., Gr 1, Inglis Nursery S., RL.
Grand Story. Started twice. Dam of 3 winners-
MY DESTINY (g Stratum) 5 wins 1250 to 1350m, $345,125, BRC Lough
Neagh S., L, 3d ATC Southern Cross S., Gr 3, Darby Munro H., L.
Queen’s Elect (f Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to
1580m, $292,390, to 2013-14, 3d ATC Toy Show H., Gr 3.

Race Record: Started twice.
Produce Record: Dam of 3 foals.
2011 (c by Spinning World (USA)).
2012 (f by Ad Valorem (USA)).
2013 (f by Moshe).
2014 Missed to Pendragon (NZ).

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 24 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row G 7,8
On Account of WILLOW PARK STUD, Scone
Lot 674
VOGALARGO
Bay mare
(Branded S nr sh. 5 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) Flying Spur ........................................... Danehill (USA) ......................... by Danzig, .........................
MAGNUS .................................................. Rolls (USA) ........................................... by Mr. Prospector .....................
Scandinavia ................................................ Snippets ............................................. by Lunchtime (GB) .............
Song of Norway ........................................ Song of Norway ............................... by Vain, .................................

(Dam) Marauding (NZ) ............................ Sir Tristram (Ire) ............................. by Sir Ivor, ..............................
HARVEST BIRD .................................. Biscalowe ........................................ by Biscay, .............................
1991 Flight of Fantasy (Ire) ......... Assert ................................................. by Be My Guest, ...........................
Harvest Bird ........................................ Shellshock ........................................ by Salvo, ..............................

MAGNUS (AUS) (2002). 4 wins to 1200m, AJC Galaxy H., Gr.1. Sire of 201 rnrs, 132 wnrs, inc SW Magnifisio (WATC Winterbottom S., Gr.1), Platinum Kingdom, Alpha Beat, Missy Cummings, Prettyhappyaboutit, SP Backstedt, Miss Promiscuity, Magnus Reign, Malibu Style, Lucky Symbol, Pompeius, Aeratus, How Swede it Is, Imprimis and of Hugo, Moparee, I'm in Charge, Kolonga, Mr Pago, Overstatement, Propelled, I Got a Turbo, Magnus Effect, etc.

1st Dam
HARVEST BIRD, by Marauding (NZ). Unraced. Half-sister to Ideal Virtue - Four Aces (Mac.), Lake Lagoda (dam of AMBITIOUS GENERAL). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
SUNDAY GOLD (c by Scenic (Ire)). 3 wins 2050 to 2800m, VRC St Leger, Gr 3, 2d VATC Old Geelong FC Marshall White H.
ZEDIMBI (g by Zeditave). 11 wins 1100 to 2050m, $216,470, Oakbank RC Clipsal S., L, SAJC Urgent Request H., MVRC Mitsubishi Challenger Mile H., SAJC Wakefield Hospital H., Sir Laurence at Byerley H., Renniks Events H., Toro Irrigation H., 2d SAJC Pastthepost.com.au Flying H.
Jest (g by Rory’s Jester). Winner at 1310m, 3d VATC Swinburne Research P.
Surges (g by Bel Esprit). 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, Singapore TC Class 5 H., FPA Financial Prosperity Initiation P, 2d Singapore TC Initiation P.

2nd Dam
FLIGHT OF FANTASY (IRE), by Assert. Started twice. Half-sister to MISSIONARY RIDGE, SEISMIC WAVE, Tremulous (dam of RINKA DAS), Pearl Bay (dam of UNCLE SHAMOS). Dam of 11 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Ideal Virtue - Four Aces (Mac.) (g Rory’s Jester) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $149,917 in Aust and Macau, MVRC Moonee Valley Asian Festival H., SAJC Beach Gown 2YO H., 3d VRC Moet & Chandon S., L, Spring Classics Preview H., L, 4th SAJC Fulham Park P., L.
Fuji Fantasy. 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2200m, $148,590, MRC Warri Symbol H., Dashing Eagle H., 4th VRC Oaks, Gr 1, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2. Producer.
Lake Lagoda. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-
AMBITIOUS GENERAL (c General Nediym) 5 wins 1200 to 1800m, $1,062,373, MRC Autumn Classic, Gr 2, VRC At Sandown H., HKJC Community Chest Cup, 2d Australian Derby, Gr 1, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, 3d MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, 4th Hong Kong Derby, HK-1.

3rd Dam
Shellshock, by Salvo. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 1m, York Derwent H., Newbury Radley S., 2d Chester Ormonde S., Gr 3, 3d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, 4th Royal Ascot Ribblesdale S., Gr 2. Half-sister to DIBIDALE, CRACAVAL. Dam of 14 named foals, 13 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
MISSIONARY RIDGE (c Caerleon) 8 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 1¼m, £1,039,670, Curragh Gallinule S., Gr 2, 2d Del Mar Pacific Classic S., Gr 1. Sire.
SEISMIC WAVE (c Youth) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 13f, Chester Ormonde S., Gr 3, 2d Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud, Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by TESTA ROSSA. Date of last service, 19 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 675

**VORMISTA**

Chestnut mare (Branded \( W \) nr sh. \( \frac{2}{3} \) off sh.) Foaled 2003

**(Sire)**

Perugino (USA) .......................... Danzig ............................ by Northern Dancer ..........................

TESTA ROSSA.......................... Fairy Bridge ........................ by Bold Reason ..........................

Bo Dapper .............................. Sir Dapper ........................ by Vain ..............................

Bodega ................................. Bodega .............................. by Without Fear (Fr) ....

**(Dam)**

Mr. Prospector ........................ by Raise a Native ..........................

Bellotto (USA) .......................... Shelf Talker ........................ by Tatàn ..............................

Natural Beauty .......................... Vain ................................. by Wilkes (Fr) ..........................

Latin Lament ........................... by Latin Lover (GB) ........

**1st Dam**

TRULY................................. 1993

TRULY, by Bellotto (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Something Stunning, Beautiful Century (dam of NATURAL TYCOON), Italian Century (dam of ASHKALETA). Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

**VORMISTA** (f by Testa Rossa). 4 wins. See below.

Triple Tee (g by Tayasu Tsuyoshi (JPN)). 7 wins to 1600m, MRC Sportingbet H.

Jive Lady (f by Distant Music (USA)). Winner at 1250m, SAJC SA

**2nd Dam**

NATURAL BEAUTY..........................

NATURAL BEAUTY, by Vain. 5 wins–2 at 2–1000, 1200m, SAJC Lightning S., MVRC Windarra H., SAJC Gardens H., VATC Maple H. Half-sister to SENTIMENTAL LADY. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

**Something Stunning** (c Jukebox (GB)). 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, VRC Hickenbotham H., MVRC Somerton H., 3d Mornington RC RM Ansett S.H., L.

**Beautiful Century.** Winner at 1100m. Dam of 8 winners-

**NATURAL TYCOON** (f Monde Bleu (GB)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1000, 1100m, $193,200, VRC Kensington S., L, Sidney Myer Centenary Sprint H.

**Turbulent Force** (g Flying Spur) 12 wins to 1600m, 3d TTC Mowbray S., L. Djibouti (f Marauding (NZ)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1300m, 2d WATC Melvista S., L.

**Italian Century.** Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

**ASHKALETA** (f Ashkalani (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, $153,250, VATC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3. Producer.

**Count the Kisses** (f Mukaddamah (USA)). Winner at 1100m, 2d SAJC Cinderella S., L, VRC Hickenbotham 2YO H. Dam of 4 winners-

**SOCKS** (g Keep the Faith). 6 wins–4 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $216,375, Tasmanian Guineas, L, 2d TTC Newmarket H., L.

**Race Record:** Stakes-winner. 4 wins 1050 to 1410m, $468,110, VRC Rose of Kingston S., Gr 2, SAJC Zena Winser H., Consolidated Plant & Quarries H., Adelaide Bank H., 2d BTC Cup, Gr 1, MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, Australia S., Gr 1, SAJC WH Wylie H., L, Timbermate Group P, 3d MRC How Now S., Gr 3, 4th Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 1, MRC Sir John Monash S., L.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.


2012 Reemah (f by Redoute’s Choice). Placed at 2, $188,700, in 2014-15, 2d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, MVRC Fujitsu 2YO P.

2013 (c by Fastnet Rock).

2014 (f by All Too Hard).

Served by I AM INVINCIBLE. Date of last service, 11 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 676  
WATCH MY LIPS  
Bay mare  
(Braded Sh nr sh. 25 3 off sh.)  
Foaled 2003  

From Monday 9am Stable 4 Rows M 10-12 & N 1  
On Account of TORRYBURN STUD, Torryburn


1st Dam  
MARDI’S MAGIC, by Kenny’s Best Pal. 4 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $204,385, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, VATC Swinburne Alumni H., STC Cabramatta Rugby League Club H., 2d STC Topmost Welter H., VATC Geoff Murphy H., 3d BTC Bernborough H., L. Sister to Surrealist (dam of RACING TO WIN, PURREALIST). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:- Vilakazi Street (g by Johannesburg (USA)). 8 wins 1100 to 1400m, $240,755, STC Stephen Hood H., Albury RC City H., 2d VATC Geoff Murphy H., 3d BTC Bernborough H.  
Magic Zulu (g by Johannesburg (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1400m, $118,565, MRC Future H., 2d AJC March Hare H., MRC Ahern’s at Highways H. Blue Ruby (f by Lonhro). Winner at 1100m, ATC Australian Turf Club H. Zoumagic (f by Zizou). 2 wins at 1020m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam  
SUNSET BEACH, by Kenmare (Fr). Unraced. Half-sister to SIR MIDAS. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
MARDI’S MAGIC (f Kenny’s Best Pal) 4 wins. See above.  
Beach Barbie. Placed at 3. Dam of 3 winners- Honourable Aussie (g Honours List (Ire)) 10 wins–2 at 2–1250 to 1900m, $300,750, ATC Racingnetwork.com.au H., 2d Canberra Cup, L. Sire.  
RACING TO WIN (g Encosta de Lago) Champion 3YO in Australia in 2006. 13 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $3,762,285, AJC George Main S., Gr 1, Epsom H., Gr 1, All Aged S., Gr 1, Doncaster H., Gr 1.  
PURREALIST (c Tale of the Cat (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $200,650, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, Canonise 2YO H., 2d SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, MRC Vain S., L, 3d VRC Danehill S., Gr 3.  
Distilled (f Masterclass (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1105 to 1410m, VRC Collex Onyx H., 2d MRC Sufficient H., 3d SAJC HC Nitschke S., L. Sire.

Race Record: Started twice.  
Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, all winners.  
2008 Memphis Mafia (f by Elvstroem). 3 wins 1013 to 1450m to 2013-14, 2d ATC Bacardi Bar 2YO H.  
2009 Clinton Affair (g by Snitzel). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, MRC Chase Hotel 2YO H., 3d SAJC Veolia H.  
2010 Barcelonina Bound (g by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m to 2014-15.  
2011 Missed to Snitzel.  
2012 Catastrophe Kiss (f by Domesday). Unraced.  
2013 (f by Snitzel).  
2014 (f by Stratum).  
Served by MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE). Date of last service, 25 September 2014. Believed to be in foal
Lot 677

**WELSH ROSE**

Brown mare

(Declared brnr.

**(Sire) RED RANSOM (USA)** by Turn-to

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Arabic</th>
<th>by Sword Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Christmas Wind</td>
<td>by Nearctic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**(Dam) BRECON ROSE (NZ)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Honor Grades (USA)</th>
<th>by Northern Dancer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bide a Wee</td>
<td>by Adios II (GB)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam

**Brecon Rose (NZ), by Honor Grades (USA). 6 wins** 1200 to 1600m, $122,886, STC Daryn Creswell & Jared Crouch 108 H., AJC Thifty H., Woodlands H., STC Good Guys Aubrun H., 2d STC Gerard Malouf Lawyers H., 3d AJC Wiggle H., L. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, **5 winners**, inc:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ready for Honor</th>
<th>by More Than Ready (USA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 wins – 1 at 2 – at 1000, 1400m, WATC Westspeed 3YO H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pockets</th>
<th>by Secret Savings (USA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 wins at 1100, 1200m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>True Brother</th>
<th>by Hussonet (USA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 wins at 1050m in 2013-14 in Macau.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Welsh Rose</th>
<th>by Red Ransom (USA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 wins</td>
<td>See below.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Peppi le Paw</th>
<th>by Tale of the Cat (USA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winner at 1200m.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2nd Dam

**SONJA HENEE, by War Hawk II (GB). 5 wins** 1200 to 1600m, Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr 3, Wanganui JC St Augustines Reunion H., 3d BATC Winfreux H., WRC Air Ambulance H. Dam of 7 foals, all raced, **4 winners**, inc:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brecon Rose (f Honor Grades (USA))</th>
<th>6 wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>See above.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brecon Road - Booming City (H.K.)</th>
<th>7 wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1000 to 1600m, $557,814, Hawke's Bay Let's Go to Turk's Bar H., Cambridge JC Bargain Timber &amp; Fencing H., HKJC Good Tension H., Admiralty H., Zebra Online H., CUHK Alumni Cup, 2d HKJC Tokyo H., Plover Cove H., 3d Taranaki RC Stars Travel H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brecon Heights</th>
<th>5 wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>at 1200m, WRC KPR Catering H., BOP RC Fertco H, 2d WRC Actrix for Internet H., 3d WRC Stella Artois H., Copper Belt Lodge H., Taranaki RC Ecolab H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avon Grosve.</th>
<th>2 wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>at 2000, 2100m in NZ. Dam of 2 winners-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brecon Grosve.</th>
<th>2 wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>at 1200m in 2013-14 in NZ.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Brecon Grosve.</th>
<th>Winner</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>at 1600m in NZ.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3rd Dam

**BIDE A WEE, by Adios (GB). 2 wins** at 1600m in NZ. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, **4 winners**, inc:-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SONJA HENEE (f War Hawk II (GB))</th>
<th>5 wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>See above.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tom Tee Hall.</th>
<th>8 wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1320 to 3400m, $135,124, Marton JC Tom Taylor Memorial H., Wanganui JC Jardine Insurance Brokers H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bide a Condeeos.</th>
<th>6 wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1650 to 3000m, VRC Jayco Caravan's H., Manawatu RC Bluebird H., MVRC 3AW Footy Panel H., Waikato RC AGC Finance H., 2d MVRC BMW Stayes Bonus H., VRC Kensei H., VATC Punchestown H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vivarchee.</th>
<th>4 wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>at 1200, 1400m, 2d WRC New Zealand Post H. Dam of Scoot da Loot. <strong>Winner</strong> at 1200m, $119,766 in NZ, 2d HKJC Kau to Shan H., Pak Tam Chung H., Mission Hills Group H., Red Packet H., Victory H.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slinkee Girl.</th>
<th>3 wins</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>at 1600, 2100m in NZ.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Race Record: **2 wins** at 1100, 1300m in 2013-14. Has not been to stud.
Stable 3 Row F 4-12

On Account of AMARINA FARM, Denman
(As Agent for Coral View Lodge Stud)

Lot 678

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHATEVER HAPPENS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bay mare (Branded TAC nr sh. 85 off sh.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Sire) 
Danehill (USA) ........................................... by Northern Dancer ............
Razynah............................................. by His Majesty ....................
Shantha's Choice ....................................... Canny Lad...................... by Bletchingly............
Dancing Show (USA)............................. by Nijinsky .......................

(Dam) 
Zeditave............................................... The Judge......................... by Showdown (GB)............
Summoned........................................... by Crowned Prince..............
Discriminate........................................ Marauding (NZ) ............... by Sir Tristram (Ire)...........
Social Sipper................................. by Lunchtime (GB).................


1st Dam 
HAPPEN, by Zeditave. 4 wins-3 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $157,870, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, VATC Bill Collins H., VRC Nursing 2YO H., VATC Old Year 2YO H., 2d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ S., Gr 2, STC WW Hill H., Invictus H., 4th VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Sister to MAJOR, half-sister to Tiffin (dam of LIGHTINTENITHE). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

One in a Million (f by Redoute's Choice). 2 wins at 1200m, $109,700, STC Black Creek H., 2d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2, Show County H., L, Angst H., L, 3d STC Research S., Gr 3, AJC Wewona Girl H., L. Dam of 3 winners:-

KARACATIS (g Hussonet (USA)) 7 wins 1000 to 1200m, $387,100, to 2014-15, MRC Christmas S., L, SAJC WH Wylie H., L-twice, 2d SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3-twice, 3d SAJC Spring S., Gr 3, Durbridge S., L-twice, 4th SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, VRC Yellowglen S., Gr 2.

SHAMILLION (g Shamardal (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1400m, Qld Tatt's RC Australia Post S., L, 2d GCTC Magic Millions National 2YO P.

Ring da Belle. 4 wins at 1600, 1800m to 2014-15.

Gunna Happen (g by Flying Spur). 12 wins 1280 to 1600m, $227,185, AJC Star of Florida Welter H., 2d AJC McGrath Estate Agents H., Randwick Betting Auditorium H., 3d AJC Kookaburra H., Jim Beam H.

Somethinghappening (g by God’s Own). 2 wins at 1200m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam 
Discriminate, by Marauding (NZ). Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Key H., 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Half-sister to Vodka Twist (dam of TORRA BAY). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

MAJOR (g Zeditave) 5 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1250m, $188,085, STC Eskimo Prince H., L, 2d QTC Mercedes-Benz Triple Crown H., L, 3d VRC Standish H., Gr 3, BTC Golden S., L, 4th STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2.

HAPPEN (f Zeditave) 4 wins. See above.

Tiffin. 2 wins at 1550, 1600m, STC MTA H., 2d STC Eaton Powerware H., Masterton Homes H., Sydney Markets H. Dam of 2 winners:-

LIGHTINTENITHE (g Galileo (Ire)) 6 wins 1200 to 2000m, $446,810, MRC David Jones Cup, Gr 3, 2d Newcastle JC Cameron H., Gr 3, ATC Festival S., L, 3d ATC Chelmsford S., Gr 2, Scone Cup, L.

Race Record: Winner at 1100m, STC Lucky’s Freeway Hotel H.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

2011 Slipped by Dane Shadow.
2012 Swans Lagoon (c by Dane Shadow). Started 3 times.
2013 (f by Manhattan Rain).
2014 Missed to All American.

Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 14 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row H 1-11
On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)
Lot 679

WIENER
Brown mare
(Branded 3" nr. sh. 26 3 off sh.)
Foaled 2003

(Sire)
MORE THAN READY
(USA)......................
Southern Halo.................. by Hail to Reason............... Northern Sea..................
Woodman's Girl.................. by Mr. Prospector............... Woodman (USA).............
Becky be Good.................. by Naska........................

(Dam)
SNIPPETS' LASS............
Snippets.................... by Easy Date.....................
Snow Finch (IRE)............. by A Real girl................... Snippets....................

MORE THAN READY (USA) (1997). 7 wins-5 at 2, Saratoga King's Bishop S.,
Gr.1. Sire of 1766 rnrs, 1302 wnrs, 139 SW, inc. Sebring (STC Golden Slipper S.,
Gr.1), Phelan Ready, Benicio, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Atlante, Miracles of
Life, Rebel Dane, Ready for Rye, Serena Miss, Kauai Katie, Night Prowler, Race
Day, Unencumbered, Vinceremos, Winding Way, Machen, Executive Allure,
Louisiana Flyboy, Roheryn, Bold Kitten, Kinz Funky Monkey, etc.

1st Dam
SNIPPETS' LASS, by Snippets. 7 wins 1000 to 1300m, $287,746, AJC Sapphire
S., L, VATC Cranbourne Auto Dalhaisu S., L, 2d Scone RC WM Inglis &
Hunter Thoroughbred Breeders' P., L, AJC Sapphire S., L, Toy Show H., L,
STC Research S., L, Birthday Card H., L. Sister to CAPTAIN BAX, three-
quarter-sister to Full Bloom. Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 5 winners-

SNITZEL (c by Redoute's Choice). 7 wins-4 at 2-1000 to 1200m,
$1,031,550, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, Up and
Coming S., Gr 3, STC Skyline S., Gr 3, AJC Breeders' P., L, BTC Tommy
Smith Slipper S., L, 2d VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, 3d AJC TJ Smith S.,
Gr 1, San Domenico S., Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL,
4th AJC All-Aged S., Gr 1, MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1. Sire.

HINCHINBROOK (c by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m,
$590,300, AJC Skyline S., Gr 3, Canonbury S., L, 2d ATC All Aged S.,
Gr 1, 3d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, MVRC
William Reid S., Gr 1, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, Heritage S., L. Sire.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. Placed at 2, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, all winners.

2007 Ringstrasse (f by Redoute's Choice). Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Lady
Piroette 2YO H. Dam of-


2009 Slipped by Encosta de Lago.

2011 Redoutable Heart (c by Redoute's Choice). Winner at 1300m in 2014-15,
ATC Australian Wagering Council 4tracks4kids P., 2d ATC TAB Place
Multi H., Inglis Premier Yearling Sale H., 3d ATC TAB Quaddie H.

2012 Dark Steel (c by Redoute's Choice). Unraced.

2013 (c by Fastnet Rock). Unraced.

2014 (f by All Too Hard).

Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 3 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Row G 9
On Account of VANDYKE RACING, Sydney
(As Agent)

Lot 680 (With 35% GST)

**WINDRUNNER**

Brown mare
(Branded R nr sh. 25 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2010

**(Sire)**
Danehill (USA) ................. Danzig ................................. by Northern Dancer .........
Razayana.......................... by His Majesty ............................... Cotehele House (GB) ...... My Swanee.......................... by Petition ..........................
Eight Carat ...................... by Pieces of Eight ..........................

**(Dam)**
Woodman's Girl .................. by Woodman (USA) ..........
Marscay .......................... by Biscay (USA) ..........................

**COMMANDS (AUS) (1996).** 4 wins-3 at 2, STC Missile S., Gr.3. Sire of 1088 mrs, 767 wns, 66 SW, inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaulette, Purple, etc. Sire of the dams of 279 mrs, 156 wns, inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta, Politeness, Calcatta, Runway Star, SP Uratta Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate, Platinum State, Sunset Boulevard and of Caveka, Herne’s Oak, Jungang Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.

1st Dam
**BLIZZARDLY,** by More Than Ready (USA). **3 wins**–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $189,150, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, MVRC NSD Homes H., STC Winning Edge Presentations 2YO H., 3d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, BTC Tommy Smith Slipper S., L, 4th AJC Reginald Allen H., L. Dam of 6 named foals, 3 to race, **all winners,** inc:-

**UNENCUMBERED** (c by Testa Rossa). **5 wins** at 2 1000 to 1200m, $1,908,850, in 2013-14, BRC BJ McLachlan S., Gr 3, Wyong Magic Millions 2YO Classic, RL, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic, RL, ATC Ascend Sale Trophies 2YO P., Sharp 2YO P., 2d ATC Todman S., Gr 2.

Pure Tactics (g by Strategic). **5 wins** at 1100, 1200m, $222,750, to 2015, Singapore TC Benchmark 67 H., Class 4 H.-3 times, Initiation P., 2d Singapore TC Initiation P.-twice, Canadian Chamber Cup, Why Be S., Class 4 H.-3 times, 3d Singapore TC Initiation P.

2nd Dam
**CONCISE,** by Marscay. **2 wins** at 2 at 1100m, STC Bravery 2YO H., Botanical Gardens 2YO H. Sister to Childwick. Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, **5 winners,** inc:-

**BLIZZARDLY** (f More Than Ready (USA)) **3 wins**. See above.

Red Con. **2 wins** at 2 at 1150, 1250m, STC Uncle Bucks Saloon 2YO H.

Good Boy. **2 wins** at 1600, 1650m, $168,039, HKJC Wang Tak H.

Short ‘n’ Sweep. **Winner** at 1600m. Dam of 3 winners-

**First Course** (g Snitzel) **3 wins** 1300 to 1900m, $223,570, 2d VRC Westfield Doncaster S., L, Murray Cox 2YO H., MRC Sheen Group H., There’s No Better Bet Than a Sportbet H., Le Pine Funerals H., Catanach’s Jewellers Ladies’ Day P., 4th VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3.

Happy Cha Cha. **7 wins** at 1650, 1800m, $420,412, HKJC San Francisco H.

Lassana Gani. Started twice. Dam of 3 winners-Miss Margani. **4 wins** 1000 to 1400m, 2d BRC Austereo H.

Smart ‘n’ Crafty. **3 wins**–1 at 2–1300 to 1400m, 4th BTC Doomben Slipper, L.

3rd Dam
**SOBER DANCER,** by Noalcoholic (Fr). **4 wins**–3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $128,350, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, 3d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ P., Gr 2, AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. 

Sister to **REMBETICA.** Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, **8 winners,** inc:-

Childwick (g Marscay) **3 wins** 1112 to 1250m, 2d SAJC Da Costa P., L.

Jade Court. Placed at 3, 3d STC Procure/Chippies H. Grandam of-

Bugatty (g Dreamscape) **2 wins**–1 at 2–at 1000m, $131,575, to 2014-15, VRC Better Beyond 2YO P., 2d MRC Chairman’s S., Gr 3.

**Race Record:** **2 wins** at 1000m in 2013-14.

**Has not been to stud**
Lot 681

**WINTER CHALET**

Black or Brown mare  
(Branded \( \checkmark \) nr sh. 13 \( \star \) of sh.)  
Foaled 2005

**(Sire)**  
Danehill (USA)  
**REDOUETE'S CHOICE**  
by Northern Dancer

**(Dam)**  
Shantha's Choice  
by His Majesty

**AUTUMN LODGE**  
by Danzic

- **1996**

- **AUTUMN COLLECTION (NZ)**


1st Dam

**AUTUMN LODGE**  
by Grand Lodge (USA). 6 wins-2 at 2-1400 to 1800m, Clairwood Golden Slipper, Gr 2, Debutante S., L, Kenilworth Victress S., L.  
Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-  
- Participation (g by Octagonal (NZ)). 4 wins 1100 to 1700m.  
- Woy Woy (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). **Winner** at 1400m in South Africa.  
- Nile (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Unplaced. Dam of-  
  - Roy's Royalty.  
  - **3 wins** at 1450, 1600m to 2014-15, Greyville Soccer 4 H.

2nd Dam

**AUTUMN COLLECTION (NZ), by Star Way (GB).** Unplaced. Half-sister to  
**MOSSZAO**. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-  
- **AUTUMN LODGE** (f Grand Lodge (USA)) 6 wins. See above.  
  - Grandly.  
  - **3 wins** at 1400, 2000m, $100,730, 4th VRC Oaks, Gr 1. Producer. Autumn Night. **Winner** at 1200m, 2d AJC Humpty's Navratilova H. Dam of-  
    - **Nightofthegeneral** (g General Nediyim) 3 wins-1 at 2-1000 to 1150m, STC Canterbury Bankstown Express H., AJC Randwick 2YO H., 2d STC Maurice McCarren S., L, 4th Gosford RC Takeover Target S., L.  
    - Slick Image.  
    - **3 wins** at 1100, 1200m, BRC St Vincents Brisbane P. Autumn Beauty. **Winner** at 1600m in South Africa. Dam of-  
      - Beautiful Jet. **Winner** at 1400m, 2d Greyville Premier H., Soccer GG H.

3rd Dam

**MOSS SEEDS (IRE), by Solinus.** Unraced. Half-sister to  
**LEMOSS, LE MOSS, SWEET MIMOSA** (dam of **FLEUR ROYALE**), **SANTAMOS**. December Blossom (dam of **LOMOND BLOSSOM**). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 1 winner, inc:-  
- **MOSSZAO** (f Alzao (USA)) Champion Older Female Stayer in South Africa in 1996-97. 7 wins 1000 to 3200m, $225,874, Turffontein Gold Bowl, Gr 1, Voyager S., L, 2d Gosforth Challenge S., Gr 1, 3d Turffontein Budget Rent A Car H., **Gr 3**, 4th Turffontein First National Bank S., Gr 1, Premier's Cup, Gr 1.  
  - Cause a Scene. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-  
    - **Speelberg** (g Zabeel) 2 wins at 1500, 2025m, 2d VRC St Leger, L, 3d MVRC Tatts Group H., Legends After the Last H.

**Race Record:** Unraced.  
**Produce Record:** Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race.  
- 2010 Aromania (f by Husson (ARG)). Unraced.  
- 2011 Missed to **Henrythenavigator** (USA).  
- 2012 Stormbreaker (c by Haradasun). Unraced.  
- 2013 (f by Niccony).  
- 2014 (c by Lope de Vega (Ire)).

**Not served**
Stable 3 Chiltern 1-11
On Account of WILD OAKS FARM, The Oaks
(As Agent)

Lot 682  WORDPLAY
Bay mare (Branded R nr sh. 5 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire)  FASTNET ROCK
Danehill (USA) ................................ by Northern Dancer ............
Razyana .................................. by His Majesty ..............
Royal Academy (USA) .... by Nijinsky .............
Galatia .................................. by Marauding (NZ)..........

(Dam)  CRYPTIC MISS
Piccadilly Circus ......................
Snippets ..............................
Cross Words (NZ) ..............

2002


1st Dam  CRYPTIC MISS, by Snippets. Winner at 2100m. Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

FIVEANDAHALFSTAR (g by Hotel Grand). 4 wins 1800 to 2500m, $2,607,660, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, ATC BMW S., Gr 1, Australian Turf Club P., Sportingbet H., 2d VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, ATC Ranvet S., Gr 1, MRC Autumn S., Gr 2, Autumn Classic, Gr 2, ATC Australian Turf Club 2YO H., 3d ATC Calmsley Hill City Farm Juvenile P., 4th ATC Fernhill H., L.

Wordplay (f by Fastnet Rock). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam  CROSS WORDS (NZ), by Grosvenor. 2 wins at 1800, 2150m. Sister to CROSS SWORDS, three-quarter-sister to GREIG, LADY SOLVIL (dam of LADY OF THE DESERT), REASONING, half-sister to Quarry. Dam of 1 foal, 1 winner-Cryptic Miss. Winner. See above.

3rd Dam  QUIBBLE, by Ruling (USA). 7 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, WRC North Island Challenge S., L. Half-sister to SOLVEIG (dam of GREIG, LADY SOLVIL), SOLTANTO (dam of TEMPLE HILLS), REASONING, Solstice (dam of CULMINATE). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

CROSS SWORDS (g Grosvenor) 10 wins 1100 to 3200m, $909,506, AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, Summer Cup, Gr 3, STC Sky High S., L, Clarence River JC Grafton Cup, L, 2d Moonee Valley Cup, Gr 2, AJC Chairmans H., Gr 2, Australia Day Cup, L, 3d QTQ Brisbane Cup, Gr 1, PJ O'Shea S., Gr 2, AJC Queen's Cup, Gr 3, QTC Castlemaine Perkins H., L.

Quarry (f Sky Chase) 7 wins 1200 to 2000m, AuRC Powerade H., Lancome H., Haunui Farm H., Avondale JC Lockington's Amcal Pharmacy H., 2d AuRC Great Northern Challenge S., Gr 3, WRC Cuddle S.H., Gr 3, AuRC Bluebird Foods Qualifier H., Counties RC Ra Ora Stud H. Dam of-

Chaparrone (f High Chaparral (Ire)) 4 wins 1400 to 2200m, $113,206, AuRC The Edge H., Auckland Co-Op Taxis H., 2d AuRC City of Auckland Cup, Gr 2, New Zealand St Leger, L, 3d Auckland Cup, Gr 1, AuRC City of Auckland Cup, Gr 2, Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 2.

Weekend Warrior. 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, AuRC Deutz Blanc de Blanc P.H., Race for Riches H., Avondale JC DB Draught S., Waikato RC Muzza H.


First season at stud
Served by SO YOU THINK (NZ). Date of last service, 9 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 683

WORLD MAP (IRE)

Bay mare

Foaled 2010

(Sire) Polar Falcon ....................... Nureyev .......................... by Northern Dancer ........
PIVOTAL (GB) ........................ Marie d’Argonne .......................... by Jefferson ...................
Fearless Revival ........................ Cozene .............................. by Caro ..........................

(Dam) Seeking the Gold .................. Mr. Prospector ...................... by Raise a Native ..............
DANSE ARABE (IRE) .................. Con Game .......................... by Buckpasser ................
2003 Save Me the Waltz ................... Kings Lake .......................... by Nijinsky .............


1st Dam

DANSE ARABE (IRE), by Seeking the Gold. Unraced. Half-sister to SENSE OF STYLE (dam of ONLY A PLEASURE), VALENTINE WALTZ (dam of DYNASTY TANGO), Bal des Sirenes (dam of BRITT’S BEST), Waltzing Around (dam of STEELE TANGO). Dam of 13 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Rakasa (f by Redoute’s Choice). Winner at 2 at 6f, Goodwood Markel International 2YO Fillies’ S., 2d Goodwood Prestige S., Gr.3.

2nd Dam

Save Me the Waltz, by Kings Lake. Winner at 2, Evry Prix de Saintes, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Amandine, L. Half-sister to LAST TYCOON, ASTRONOE, THE PERFECT LIFE (dam of RABAH), FLOWERDRUM, SIDE OF PARADISE (dam of IMMORTAL VERSE), Moon Flower (dam of FANTASTIC LOVE), Tender is Thenight (dam of TIE BLACK), Zelda (dam of ZIPPING, NIPPING, ZELDING). Dam of 13 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

SENSE OF STYLE (f Thunder Gulch) 3 wins at 2 6½f to 1m, $407,250, Belmont Matron S., Gr.1, Saratoga Spinaway S., Gr.2, 2d Monmouth Revidere S., L, 3d Belmont Prioress S., Gr.1. Dam of-

ONLY A PLEASURE (g Montjeu) 3 wins 2400 to 3000m, Deauville Prix Michel Houyet, L, 3d Longchamp Prix de Lutece, Gr.3.

VALENTINE WALTZ (f Be My Guest) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 1600m, Longchamp Poule d’Essai des Pouliches, Gr.1, Newmarket Nell Gwyn S., Gr.3, 2d Newmarket Rockfel S., Gr.2, 3d The One Thousand Guineas, Gr.1, Royal Ascot Coronation S., Gr.1, Curragh Marble Hill S., L, Dam of-

DYNASTY TANGO (f Dynaformer) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 11½f, Lingfield Oaks Trial S., L, 2d Colonial All Along S., Gr.3, Pimlico Galliorette H., Gr.3, Monmouth Omnibus S., L, 3d Delaware Robert G Dick Memorial S., Gr.3.

Bal des Sirenes. Winner at 2 at 1600m, 4th Evry Prix Ronde de Nuit, L. Dam of-

BRITT’S BEST (g Danehill (USA)) 10 wins 1200 to 1550m, $534,825, STC Frederick Clissold S., Gr.3, QTC Dr John Power H., L, STC Maurice McCarten S., L, Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L, 2d AJC Bill Ritchie H., Gr.3, NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr.3, AJC Show County H., L.

Very Musical. Placed at 3, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Ajax. Dam of 5 winners-

Stratocaster (g Mastercraftsman (IRE)) Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, 3d AuRC Karaka Mile, RL, 4th Hawke’s Bay Guineas, Gr.2.

Waltzing Around. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-

STEELE TANGO (c Okawango) 5 wins 1400 to 2000m, in Great Britain and U.A.E, Newmarket Darley S., Gr.3, 2d Meydan Al Rashidiya S., Gr.2.

Race Record: Winner at 11¾f in Great Britain.

First season at stud

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 28 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 684

YOUEFFOH

Bay mare
(Branded $3 off sh., 93
7

Foaled 2007

(Sire)

Soviet Star (USA)....... Nureyev................ by Northern Dancer....

STARCAST (NZ)......... Venuschka by Venture

Flying Flooie by Pompeii Court (USA) .... by Tel1

(Lot 684)

RIBOT'S SECRET (IRE) 1993

Danehill (USA) ...... Danzig by Northern Dancer....


1st Dam
Release Record: Winner at 1000m.

Ribot's Secret (Ire), by Danehill (USA), 2 wins–1 at 2–at 5f, 1m, 2d Ascot

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

Princess Margaret S., Gr 3, 3d Curragh Park S., Gr 3, Hollywood Senorita

2012 Astro Sun (c by Northern Meteor). Unraced.

Sire of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

2nd Dam

GLIM, by Damascus. Unplaced. Half-sister to GLOW, LUSTRA, Wink, Sole (dam

of EXPENSIVE SLEW, RELATO DEL GATO). Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 4

Wink (f Forli) 2 wins at 2, 2d Epsom Ebbisham S., L. Grandam of-

 Winners, inc:-

RIBOT'S SECRET (IRE)

3rd Dam

GLISK, by Buckpasser. 3 wins–1 at 2–in U.S.A. Half-sister to ROYAL GLINT,

Forseeer (dam of CAERLEON, VISION, MERCE CUNNINGHAM,
PALMISTRY), Pucheca (dam of BUCKBEAN, TRENDY GENT). Dam of 11

GLOW (c Northern Dancer) 4 wins–1 at 2, $344,392, Belmont Saranac S.,

foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Gr 2, 2d Arlington Classic, Gr 1. Sire.

LUSTRA (c Danzig) 5 wins–1 at 2, $122,910, Hawthorne Thanksgiving H., L.

Wink (f Forli) 2 wins at 2, Epsom Ebbisham S., L. Dam of-

QUICK ACTION (g Alzao (USA)) 8 wins 975 to 1235m, $1,645,370, HKJC

Chairman's Prize, HK-1.

GLEAMING SKY (f Badger Land) 8 wins 1200 to 2400m, $139,880,

Scottsville Oaks, Gr 2, 3d Clairwood Sharp Electronics Cup, Gr 1.

DOOWALEY (c Sadler's Wells) 7 wins 1408 to 2011m, Rome Premio WWF,


MISRAAH (g Lure (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 5f to 7f, Sandown Sprint S., L, 3d

Newmarket July Cup, Gr 1.

CAP JULUCA (g Mtoto) 7 wins 1m to 1¼m, Epsom Gala S., L.

Race Record: Winner at 1000m.

Not served
Lot 685  
ZABERE  
Bay mare (Branded C nr sh. 23 off sh.)  
Foaled 1997  

Served by DELAGO DELUXE. Date of last service, 1 November 2014.  
Believed to be in foal  

From Monday 9am Stable 3 Row C 4-10  
On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney  


1st Dam  
ZABORI (NZ), by Zabeel. Unraced. Half-sister to WEST DANCER. Dam of 11  
named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-  
Freeroller (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 4 wins 900 to 1300m, $169,300, MRC Melbourne Racing Club Classic H., STC Woolworths Fresh Food H., 2d QTC Dane Ripper H., Gr 3, STC Birthday Card H., Gr 3, 3d AJC Toy Show H., L, BTC Glenlogan Park S., L. Producer.  
Limani (f by High Yield (USA)). 4 wins 1300 to 1800m, $142,610, AJC Ticketek.com.au H., 2d Murrumbidgee TC Wagga Wagga Cup, L, 4th MRC Tranquil Star S., Gr 3, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L.  
Zabore Loch (f by Marooned (GB)). Placed, 3d WATC Frank Martin H. Dam of-  
MOTION PICTURES (f Oratorio) 5 wins at 2 1000 to 1400m, $572,800, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 2, Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3, Westspeed 2YO P—twice, 2d WATC Supremacy S., L, 3d WATC Gimcrack S., L, 4th Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2, WATC Burgess Queen S., L.  

Race Record: Unraced.  
Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners.  
2003 Kirra Beach (f by Scenic (Ire)). Started twice. Dam of—  
Silhouette Noire (f Dane Shadow) 2 wins to 1400m to 2014-15, 2d CJC New Zealand Bloodstock Insurance S., L, Otago RC New Zealand Bloodstock Airfreight S., L, 3d CJC Canterbury Belle S., L.  
Harbor Springs. 3 wins 1400 to 1800m to 2014-15, 2d BRC Gap Handyman & ACRO Refrigeration H., 3d BRC Coke Zero H.  
Operatic Rescue - Royal Spirit (H.K). Winner at 1400m in 2014-15 in NZ.  
2004 Lago Force (g by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 1200m, 3d STC Golden Slipper Festival H.  
2005 Piccadilly Place (f by General Nediym). Winner at 1000m.  
2006 Shadow Minister (f by Dane Shadow). 2 wins at 2000, 2100m, $181,090, AJC Warwick Farm 100 Club H., 2d AJC Sharp H., Club Rivers H., 3d ATC Aspiration H., L, 4th ATC Christmas Cup, L.  
2007 Missed to Dane Shadow.  
2008 Out of the Shadow (g by Dane Shadow). Winner at 1500m in 2013-14, 2d STC Rosehill Gardens Events Centre 2YO H., ATC Royal Randwick on Facebook H., 3d ATC Rosehill Gardens on Facebook P.  
2009 Nediym’s Quest (g by General Nediym). 5 wins 1000 to 1400m to 2014-15, ATC De Bortoli P.  
2010 Missed to Oratorio (Ire).  
2011 Don’t Stop Me (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Started 3 times.  
2012 Angel’s Touch (f by Dane Shadow). Unraced.  
2013 (c by Bernardini (USA)).  
2014 (c by Bullet Train (GB)).
Lot 686

**ZAGO (NZ)**

Bay mare  
(Branded \(\text{C} \text{nr sh.} \ 70 \text{ off sh.} \)) Foaled 2001

(Sire)  
Sir Tristram (Ire) by Sir Gaylord

ZABEEL (NZ) Lady Giselle (Fr) by Northern Dancer

(Dam)  
Bakharoff (USA) by The Minstrel

ANNAGO by Bakharoff (USA)

1992  
Anna's Choice by Nuclear Energy


1st Dam  
ANNAGO, by Bakharoff (USA). Winner at 1150m in NZ. Sister to Katchmekate, half-sister to HADES - HELENE VITALITY (H.K.), EVERBRIGHT, Swan Lake. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:- Slice of Heaven (f by Flying Pegasus (Ire)). Winner at 1360m, 3d Otago RC Dunedin Casino BlackJack H.  
Zabba Dabba Doo (f by Zabeel). Started 3 times. Dam of:- Lushoto (f Oratorio (Ire)). Placed at 2 & 3 to 2013-14, 3d AuRC Great Northern Foal S., L.  
Idealism (f by Zabeel). Unraced. Dam of:- Idealistic Moment. 3 wins at 1600, 1700m to 2014 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Initiation P.

2nd Dam  
ANNA'S CHOICE, by Vice Regal. Unraced. Sister to Isomer, half-sister to Dove of Peace (dam of SUMA PEACE). Dam of 16 foals, 13 to race, 12 winners, inc:- HADES - HELENE VITALITY (H.K.) (g Zabeel) Top of The 1999-2000 NZ 3YO Free H. (1700m+). 4 wins 1400 to 2400m, $3,228,030, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, 2d Nad al Sheba Dubai Sheema Classic, Gr 1, Avonvale Guineas, Gr 2, Hong Kong Champions & Chater Cup, HK-1, Hong Kong Gold Cup, HK-1-twice, 3d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, Hong Kong Derby, HK-1, 4th VRC Turnbull S., Gr 2.  
EVERBRIGHT (g Cape Cross (Ire)) 7 wins 1400 to 2400m, $848,810, HKJC Queen Mother Memorial Cup, HK-3-twice.  
Swan Lake (f Green Perfume (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, Hawke’s Bay Chequers Stud 3YO Trophy, 2d Avondale JC 2YO Fillies S., L.  
Katchmekate (f Bakharoff (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 840, 1000m, AuRC Empire Rose Juvenile H., 2d SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L, 3d Counties Challenge S., L.

**Race Record:** 2 wins at 1850, 2400m, AJC Christmas Eve at the Farm H., 2d AJC To Bed Early H.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.  
2007 Missed to Iglesia.  
2008 Eclair Spargo - Macau Good (Mac.) (g by Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 1211m, 3d SAJC Toll Express H.  
2009 Silky Charm (f by Dehere (USA)). Unraced.  
2010 Missed to Tale of the Cat (USA).  
2011 (c by Starcraft (NZ)).  
2012 (f by Hinchinbrook).  
2013 (c by High Chaparral (Ire)).  
2014 Missed to Hinchinbrook.

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 1 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 687  

ZALMARA (USA)  

Grey mare  
Foaled 2008  

(Sire)  
Danzig  
Northern Dancer  
by Nearctic  
Pas de Nom  
by Admiral's Voyage  
Seeking the Gold  
by Mr. Prospector  
Spectacular Bev  
by Spectacular Bid  

(Dam)  
Jolie's Halo  
by Sir Ivor  
Naked Sky  
by Al Hattab  
Royal Tasha  
by Northern Prospect  

ROYAL HALO  

1997  

EXCHANGE RATE (USA) (1997). 6 wins-1 at 2, Belmont Tom Fool H., Gr.2. Sire of 690 rnrs, 522 wns, 55 SW, inc. Reckless Abandon (Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1), Kalithrea, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Rockyshomerun, SP Sole Impact, Tricia’s Trama, Step Up, Ocala Son and of Indianauthy, Inspightofthings, Kineo World, Mar to the Max, Mrs. Asher, Queenofzeenile, Gladsromero, Jour de Tonnerre, Rock on This, Thats the Ticket, Badge Master, etc.

1st Dam  
Royal Halo, by Jolie's Halo. 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 1m, 2d Gulfstream Miesque S., L, 3d Calder Three Ring S., L. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-
Regal Valley (g by Gulch). 7 wins at 6f, 7f, $265,453, Woodbine Allowance, 2d Woodbine Simcoe S., L.  
Guilty Treasures (f by Delaware Township). 6 wins 4½f to 8¼f in U.S.A.  
Rapid Revolution (f by Running Stag). 6 wins 1–2–6f to 8¼f in U.S.A.  
Zalmara (f by Exchange Rate). 2 wins. See below.  
Royal Promise (f by Congrats). 5 wins–1 at 2–1m to 9f in U.S.A.  
Zazin Gol (c by Macho Uno). 3 wins at 1600m in Russia.  
Ida M (f by Awesome Again). 3 wins at 6f in U.S.A.

2nd Dam  
NAKED ROYALTY, by Naked Sky. 6 wins–3 at 2–at 6f, 8¼f, $121,868. Hialeah Patricia S., L, 3d Monmouth Eatontown H., L. Sister to SEA EMPEROR, three-quarter-sister to Sparkling Sky, half-sister to Royal Sneak. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Royal Halo (f Jolie’s Halo) 2 wins. See above.  
Royal Feast. 5 wins–1 at 2–1m to 9f in U.S.A. Sire.  
Irish Diva. 3 wins at 1m, 8½f in U.S.A. Producer.  
Mont Juleps. 2 wins at 6f, 8¼f in U.S.A.

3rd Dam  
ROYAL TASHA, by Northern Prospect. 5 wins–2 at 2, Tampa Bay Gardenia S., L, 3d Tampa Bay Ribbons S., L, Suffolk Little Lady S., L, 2d Suffolk Helena S., L, 3d Tampa Bay Hibiscus S., L, Rockingham Miss Musket S., L, Suffolk Pinafore S., L. Three-quarter-sister to Northern Mel, half-sister to ROYAL NINJA, TRULY ROYAL, Royal Centurion, Royal Natasha, Katuna (dam of FLYING KATUNA), Royal Angelique (dam of FEDERAL TRIAL, MYSTIC UNION). Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
NAKED ROYALTY (f Naked Sky) 6 wins. See above.  
Royal Sneak (f Snuck In) 11 wins 7f to 11f, $160,471, 2d Mountaineer Summer Finale S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1m, 9f, 4th Aqueduct Capades S., L.  
Produce Record:  
2014 Missed to Americain (USA).  
Served by MOSSMAN. Date of last service, 30 September 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Lot 688

**ZARIPOVA**

Bay or Brown mare (Branded V nr sh. 118 off sh.) Foaled 2009

**(Sire)** Perugino (USA) .................. Danzig .......................... by Northern Dancer ....

**TESTA ROSSA** ..................

Bo Dapper .................. Sir Dapper .......................... by Bold Reason ........

**(Dam)**

**SO DIVINE (GB)** .......... 1998

Divina Mia .................. Bodega .......................... by Vain .......................... by Without Fear (Fr) ....

**TESTA ROSSA (AUS) (1996).** 13 wins-5 at 2, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Sire of 813 rns, 596 wrns, 52 SW, inc. Ortensia (WATC Winterbottom S., Gr.1), Rostova, etc. Sire of the dams of 146 rns, 78 wrns, inc. SW Marky Mark, Le Chef, Disposition, Snippets Land, SP Zvarov, Pistolier, Canny Franco, Final Destination, Lil Red Corvette, Reemah and of Veloci, Outback Saga, Pink Perfection, Airglow, Dayita, Espirit Rossa, Gannochy, Magic Sam, etc.

1st Dam

**SO DIVINE (GB), by So Factual (USA).** Winner at 2 at 5f in Great Britain. Half-sister to **ANTEDELUVIAN.** Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

**Merchant** (g by Fubu). 7 wins at 1200, 1400m, $383,785, to 2014-15 in Aust and Singapore, Singapore TC Open H., Class 2 H., Bali Island S., Class 3 H., Class 4 H., 2d Singapore TC Three Rings Trophy, **Sgp-3**, 3d Singapore 3YO Classic, **Sgp-2**, Singapore TC Pailiti Gold Trophy, **Sgp-3**, Woodlands H., **Sgp-3**, 4th Singapore TC EW Barker Trophy, **Sgp-2**.

Gusinsky (g by Fubu). 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1407m, VRC Hula Chief 2YO H.

Bontemelli (g by Testa Rossa). Winner at 1400m in 2015, Singapore TC Kranji D S.

Testing Time (g by Testa Rossa). Winner at 1200m, Singapore TC Chevron S.

2nd Dam

**DIVINA MIA, by Dowsing.** Winner at 2, Kempton Wigan S., 3d Sandown Riverdance Amateur Limited S. Half-sister to Fetoon (dam of **MARKHAM**). Dam of 13 named foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

**ANTEDELUVIAN (f Air Express (Ire))** 3 wins-1 at 2–7f to 8¼f, Sandown Distaff S., L. Producer.

Mine Host. 3 wins 1209 to 2000m, £216,350, 4th Royal Ascot Chesham S., L.

3rd Dam

**HARDIHOSTESS, by Be My Guest.** 2 wins at 2, York Knavesmire H., 3d Lingfield Oaks Trial S., **Gr 3**, Goodwood Lupe S., L. Half-sister to **SHIRLEY HEIGHTS.** Dam of 10 named foals, 6 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

**MARKHAM** (c Salieri (USA)) 4 wins 1600 to 2500m, $452,180, South Australian Derby, **Gr 1**, 3d VRC Melbourne Cup, **Gr 1**.

**Hospitable** (f Luskin Star) **Winner** at 1100m, 2d VRC Let's Elope S., L, 3d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, **Gr 3**. Dam of 5 winners-

**FUBU** (c Last Tycoon (Ire)) 3 wins 1300 to 1800m, $750,100, VATC Autumn Classic, **Gr 2**, 2d VATC Eat Well Live Well Cup, **Gr 1**, Sire.

**PAVLOVA** (f Singspiel (Ire)) 2 wins at 1666, 2040m, $102,650, MVRC JRA Cup, L, 4th Queensland Oaks, **Gr 1**, Producer.

**Friend for Life.** Unplaced. Dam of 4 winners-

**AVERAMI.** **Winner** at 7f in Great Britain. Dam of 5 winners-

**SIDE GLANCE** (g Passing Glance) 8 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, $2,872,516, to 2013-14, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., **Gr 1**, 3d Royal Ascot Queen Anne S., **Gr 1**, Arlington Million S., **Gr 1**-twice.

**Race Record:** 2 wins at 1600m in 2013-14.

First season at stud

Served by PLUCK (USA). Date of last service, 9 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 689  
**ZIVA**  
Bay mare  
(Branded \( \checkmark \) nr sh.  \( \wedge \) 6 off sh.)  
Foaled 2006

(Sire)  
**ZABEEL (NZ)**  
Sir Tristram (Ire)  
by Sir Gaylord  
Isolt  
by Round Table  
Lady Giselle (Fr)  
by Northern Dancer  
Nureyev  
by Val de LOr  
(Nam)  
**FAITH HILL**  
Danehill (USA)  
by Sir Tristram (Ire)  
Razyana  
by His Majesty  
Simply Believe  
by Sir Gaylord  
Isolt  
by Round Table  


1st Dam  
**More Than Faith** (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 1200m in 2013-14, ATC Ranvet H., 2d ATC Reginald Allen H., L.  
Princess Anna (f by Encosta de Lago). *Winner* at 1284m.

2nd Dam  
**SIMPLY BELIEVE**, by Kenmare (Fr). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $102,250, SAJC West End Export SA S., Gr 3, MVRC Great Western S., L, VATC La Trobe 2YO H., 2d VATC Bletchingly S., Gr 3, 3d VATC Tranquil Star S., L.  
Sister to **Truly Believe**. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
**FAITH HILL** (f Danehill (USA)) 6 wins. See above.  
Mr Make Believe (g Commands) 10 wins 1000 to 1514m, $364,334, MRC Bib Stillwell BMW H., ALH Group H., MVRC Dominant Don Abell Cup, ATC Endeavour Recycled Clothing H., 2d MRC Heath S., L, Doveton S., L.  
Timely Moment. Started once. Dam of 2 winners-  
**Chosen Moment** (g Choiser) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $182,098, to 2014-15, MVRC Sportingbet William Hill H., Spotless H., 2d SAJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, Oaklands P., L, 3d MVRC Telstra Phonewords S., Gr 3.  
Madame Grange. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-  
Fresh Light. 3 wins 1700 to 2200m, MVRC 1print.com.au H.

Race Record: Placed, 2d AJC Convention Centre H.  
Produce Record: Dam of 2 living foals.  
2012 (c by Domesday).  
2013 (c by Host (CHI)). Destroyed.  
2014 (c by Teofilo (Ire)).

Served by CHARGE FORWARD. Date of last service, 3 December 2014.  
Believed to be in foal  
Has been seen to windsuck
Lot 690

ABSOLUTELYFABULOUS

Bay mare

(Branded on sh. 11 3 off sh.)

Foaled 2003

(Sire)

Danzig.......................... by Nearctic.........................
Northern Dancer ............. by Admiral's Voyage ..........
Pas de Nom........................ by Nearctic.......................

(Dam)

Rory's Jester .................. by Baguette .......................
Crown Jester .................. by Roan Rocket..................

Lot 690

ABSOLUTELYFABULOUS

Bay mare

(Branded on sh. 11 3 off sh.)

Foaled 2003

(Sire)

Danzig.......................... by Nearctic.........................
Northern Dancer ............. by Admiral's Voyage ..........
Pas de Nom........................ by Nearctic.......................

(Dam)

Rory's Jester .................. by Baguette .......................
Crown Jester .................. by Roan Rocket..................

LANGFUHR (CAN) (1992). 9 wins, Belmont Metropolitan H., Gr.1. Sire of 1395 rnrs, 1046 wnrs, 70 SW, inc. Lawyer Ron (Saratoga Whitney H., Gr.1), Imperial Gesture, Wando, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Proud Spell, My Miss Sophia, Glorious View, Casablanca Fighter, Va Pensiero, Acting Naughty, Classic Point, United Color, Humble and Hungry, Augusta Proud, Graciela Mia, Love My Katy, Materiality, Bassilique, Battlefield Angel, Bolita Boyz, etc.

1st Dam

JOKER’S GIRL, by Rory’s Jester. 3 wins at 2 at 900, 1000m, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, SAJC Cinderella S., L, VATC Debutante S., L. Three-quarter-sister to SCARLET CROWN. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

ABSOLUTELYFABULOUS (f by Langfuhr (Can)). 5 wins. See below.

Day Procedure (g by Snippetson). 5 wins – 2 at 2 at 955, 1000m, $186,018, to 2013-14, MVRC Sportingbet H., City Jeep Don’t Hold Back 2YO H.

Prince Charge (c by Celtic Swing (GB)). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, BTC Padua College Supporters Club H.

Island Joker (c by Turtle Island (Ire)). 5 wins at 1100, 1200m, 3d VATC Comet Again H., Beau Heed H.

Jeune Girl (f by Jeune (GB)). Winner at 1400m, 2d VATC Avon H. Dam of-

GRIFFON (g Flying Spur) 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $268,380, BRC Lightning H., L, AJC Festival of Sydney H., 1100m-in track record time, 2d BRC Ascot H., L, 3d BRC QTC Cup, Gr 2, Qld Tatt’s RC WJ Healy S., Gr 3, Hawkesbury RC Yalumba Cup, L, 4th BRC Chief de Beers H., L. Implied Volatility. 5 wins 1200 to 1800m, $333,248, HKJC Tsuen Wan H. Girls Jeuney (f Langfuhr (Can)) 5 wins 900 to 1018m. Producer.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 5 wins – 2 at 2 – 1100 to 1400m, $883,625, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, MVRC AJ Moir S., Gr 2, VATC Chirnside S., Gr 2, Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, Australian Airlines Flying H., L, 2d BRC Vran Courtney H., L, 3d VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1. Half-sister to SCARLET CROWN. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

JOKER’S GIRL (f Rory’s Jester) 3 wins. See above.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced. 2009 Missed to Lonhro. 2011 Absolutelygorgeous (f by Lonhro). Unplaced.

2012 More Than Fabulous (g by More Than Ready (USA)). Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 2d ATC Schweppes 2YO H., 3d ATC Mossman at Vinery 2YO P.

2013 (f by Sepoy).

2014 Missed to Not a Single Doubt.

Served by MORE THAN READY (USA). Date of last service, 5 September 2014. Believed to be in foal
Lot 691

**ACRYLIC**

Bay or Brown mare  (Branded R nr sh. 31 7 off sh.)  Foaled 2007

(Sire) Tale of the Cat (USA).....  Storm Cat........................ by Storm Bird....................

LION HEART (USA).....  Yam................................ by Mr. Prospector ...............  Mr Leader........................ by Hail to Reason............

(Dam) Satin Sunrise................ by Logic................................ by Naskra........................

PAINT THE STAGE........ by Danzig........................ by Northern Dancer........  Perugino (USA)............ by Fairy Bridge........................ by Bold Reason.........

2000  Mormoomoot Lady .......... by Century......................... by Better Boy (Ire)........

**LION HEART (USA) (2001). 5 wins-3 at 2, Hollywood Futurity, Gr.1. Sire of 948 mrs, 672 wns, 34 SW, inc. Dangerous Midge (Breeders' Cup Turf S., Gr.1), Tom’s Tribute, Line of David, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Prudhoe Bay, Caduceus, SP Genobeba, Awesome Jill and of Snow Cloud, Gottakeepthefaith, Papa Ham, Capo, City Tax, Don'tstop Theparty, Dreams of Reality, Rey Ariel, Snugglebear, Glorious Risk, Grande Guerreiro, Jiravit, Mikes Lion, etc.

1st Dam

PAINT THE STAGE, by Perugino (USA). Winner at 2 at 1000m. Half-sister to MARWELL LADY (dam of JESTARELLA BOY), Illusionist. Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Systems (f by Collate). 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, 2d ATC Investment & Planning Services P., 3d ATC Patinack Farm P.

Acrylic (f by Lion Heart (USA)). 2 wins. See below.

Painted Lass (f by Canny Lad). Winner at 900m.

2nd Dam

MORNMOOT LADY, by Century. Unraced. Sister to INDIAN RAJ, STAGE HIT (dam of ENCORES, IRRADIATE, SIR LAURENCE), Miami Vice, half-sister to Trading Post. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

MARWELL LADY (f Lord Seymour (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, VATC Gwyn Nursery S., L, Rotary Club Caulfield Rosstown 2YO H. Dam of- JESTARELLA BOY (g Rory’s Jester) 3 wins–1 at 2–and 1000, 1100m, VRC Peters Drumstick S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g). Gr 3.

Jolly’s Folly (f Bluebird (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, MVRC Wilson Street 2YO H., 3d VRc Maribyrnong Trial S., L, Producer.

La Bird (f Bluebird (USA)) Placed at 2, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, Producer.

Illusionist (f Favorite Trick (USA)) 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $164,900, MVRC Sunshine Coach P., Melbourne Hunt Club H., Ron Davis Carpets H., MRC May H., MVRC Jeff Woolley H., 3d MRC Sir John Monash S., L, Dam of-Lady Trickster. 2 wins–1 at 2–to 2014-15, MRC Equiano King of Speed 2YO H. Wine and Roses. Winner at 2 at 1013m, MVRC Tackle Diabetes H. Dam of- Saeta Rose (f Fraar (USA)) 6 wins–1 at 2–to 1812m, SAJC Owen Stanley Rangers H., Workers Union P., 2d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L.

3rd Dam

OH CALCUTTA, by Streetfighter (GB). 5 wins–4 at 2–at 5f, 6f, TRC 2YO H., TTC Thirkell S. of Dam of 15 named foals. 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

STAGE HIT (f Century) Joint top filly on The 1978-79 Aust. 2YO Free H. 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, VRC Edward Manifold S. Grandam of- (HELENE) PILLAGING (g Marauding (NZ)) 9 wins–4 at 2–900 to 1500m, $2,380,143, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1.

INDIAN RAJ (c Century) 6 wins–2 at 2, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 2. Sire.

Race Record: 2 wins at 800, 900m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2012 Slipped by Excites.

2013 (f by Starcraft (NZ)).

2014 Missed to Smart Missile.

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 3 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
AFRAAH
Bay mare
(Barred Sc nr sh. 57 1 off sh.) Foaled 2001

(Sire)
DANEHILL (USA)........
Danzig........................ Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic........................
Pas de Nom.................. by Admiral’s Voyage ........
Razyana ...................... His Majesty ........ by Ribot ........................
Pleasant Colony .......... by His Majesty ........

(Dam)
CRAZY FOR YOU (USA) 1995
Pleasant Tap................ to
Never Knock................ by Stage Door Johnny ....
Affirmatively ................ by Exclusive Native ....

1st Dam
CRAZY FOR YOU (USA), by Pleasant Tap. Winner at 1900m in Brazil. Half-sister to MAIS OUT (dam of IMPERFECT WORLD, AWESOME OF COURSE, MONSIEUR CAT), Adored Slew (dam of DANGEROUS MIDGE), Petitness (dam of SCORPION), Forever Young (dam of ENDYMION). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

AFRAAH (f by Danehill (USA)). 6 wins. See below.

Captain Biggles (g by Flying Spur). 8 wins 1200 to 1830m, $110,900, 2d Rockhampton Gold Cup, 3d Mackay Cup.

Sand Ruler (g by Desert Prince (Ire)). 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, 3d BRC Ormiston College H.

Seducation (f by Danehill (USA)). 3 wins 1–2 at 1300, 1800m. Dam of Seducative Star. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m.

Starcrazy. Winner at 1400m in 2014-15.

Stracraze (g by Stratum). Winner at 1600m.

Ardent Love (f by Al Maher). Unplaced. Dam of Storming Pleasure. Winner at 2 at 1020m in 2013-14, 2d BRC Salt Design H.

Willow (f by Woodman (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 4 winners- ULUNDI (g Helenus) 4 wins 1223 to 2013m, $194,038, MRC (Mornington) Lord S., L, VRC Bruce Gadsden H., 3d MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3, VRC ACG Security 2YO H., Rod Johnson H., 4th MRC Eclipse S., Gr 3.

DURNFORD (g Helenus) 2 wins at 1600, 2000m, $222,155, MRC Mornington Cup Prelude, L, 2d Mornington Cup, L, MRC (Mornington) Lord S., L, VRC Secondbide Food Rescue H., MRC Le Pine Funerals H.

Karoo. 4 wins 1200 to 1835m, BRC Bundaberg Distilling Company H., AC Aire Conditioning P., MRC Ahern’s at Highways After the Last H.


Race Record: Stakes-winner. 6 wins 1200 to 2000m, $198,200, AJC Frank Packer P., Gr 3, Seppelt Wines H., So Keen H., STC Seppelt H., 2d AJC Carbine Club S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners.

2007 Winspiration (g by Lonhro). Placed.

2008 Happy Jones (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). 2 wins at 1460, 1630m.

2009 Al Aftaah (f by Encosta de Lago). Unplaced.

2010 More Than Ameira (f by More Than Ready (USA)). Winner at 1728m in 2013-14.

2011 Slipped by Encosta de Lago.

2012 Real Son of a Gun (c by Street Cry (Ire)). Unraced.

2013 (f by Dream Ahead (USA)).

2014 (f by Artie Schiller (USA)).

Served by HARBOUR WATCH (IRE). Date of last service, 3 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row C 6-9
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry’s Plains
(As Agent)

Lot 693
AGON
Bay mare (Branded C nr sh. 186 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................................. by Northern Dancer....
DYLАН THОМAS (IRE) Razyana........................ by His Majesty .......
Lagrion........................................ Dieis........................ by Sharpen Up........

(Dam) Stravinsky (USA)........ by Northern Dancer....
STRAVINSKY’S IMAGE (USA) 2004 Off Stage........ by Theatrical by Nureyev ....

Triomphe, Gr.1. Sire of 534 rnrs, 281 wns, 18 SW, inc. Nymphaea (Hoppegarten
Grosser Preis von Berlin, Gr.1), Tannery, Dylan Mouth, Final Score, Pether’s
Moon, Blazing Speed, Dylan’s Promise, Porsenna, Captain Cat, Not
Listenin’tome, Farmer’s Green, (Packin’) Llaregyb, Ralston Road, Chutney
Flight, Dylanson, Glowing Cloud, Goldoni, Vally Jem, SP Finidaprest, etc.

1st Dam STRAVINSKY’S IMAGE (USA), by Stravinsky. 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, MVRC
Aquanias Foods H., MRC Redoute’s Choice H., QTC Strike Sparks H., 2d BTC
Mittys P., MRC Reveille H., MVRC Legends After the Last H. Sister to Play
Just for Me. Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 1 winner, inc:-
Agon (f by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). 3 wins. See below.

2nd Dam OFF STAGE, by Theatrical. Unraced. Half-sister to LIGHT FRESH AIR. Dam of 4
named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-
Play Just for Me (f Stravinsky) 3 wins 900 to 1100m, MVRC Essendon Jeep
Wrangler H., 2d Oakbank S., L.

3rd Dam WOROOD, by Vaguely Noble. 3 wins 1600 to 2400m, Evry Prix Joubert, L, 2d
Evry Prix Belle de Nuit, L, Prix de la Cochere, L, Toulouse Prix Caravelle, L.
Half-sister to LADY ROBERTA, TURSANAH, MANGAYAH, Wild Bidder
(dam of WILDER JAGER), Clever Bidder (dam of CLEVER CODE), Tongue
River (dam of CACHE CRÉEK). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
LIGHT FRESH AIR (f Rahy) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1600m, Saint-Cloud Prix
Solitude, L, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix La Camargo, L. Grandam of-
GOSSAMER SEED (f Choisir) 3 wins–1 at 2–5f to 7f, Curragh Athasi S.,
Gr 3, 3d Leopardstown Ballyogan S., Gr 3, Cork Midsummer Sprint S., L.
Nimble Foot. Unraced. Grandam of-
LIVE IN JOY (c Kitten’s Joy) 6 wins–1 at 2–5f to 8½f, $251,118, to 2014,
Penn National Capital City S., L, 2d Indiana Downs J Kenneth Self
Shelby County Boys and Girls Club S., L, 4th Ellis Cliff Guilliams H., L.

4th Dam Farouche, by Northern Dancer. 2 wins–1 at 2, 2d Atlantic City Pageant H.,
Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to SHAREEF DANCER, DANCING CHAMP, half-
sister to SWEET ALLIANCE. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
LADY ROBERTA (f Roberto) 6 wins–1 at 2, $155,452, Hollywood
TURSANAH (f Roberto) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 6f, 7f, Leopardstown S., Gr 3, 2d
Curragh Blandford S., Gr 2.
WOROOD (f Vaguely Noble) 3 wins. See above.
MANGAYAH (f Spectacular Bid) 2 wins at 1800, 2400m, Longchamp Prix des
Tourelles, L, Chantilly Prix Foul. Producer.

Race Record: 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, $121,440, to 2013-14, ATC Canterbury
Park H., Wyong Chamber of Commerce H., 2d ATC Julie Harris H.,
Canterbury Park H.-twice, Well Done 4tracks4kids H., Theraces.com.au H.

Has not been to stud
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Row E 7-10
On Account of SLEDMERE STUD, Scone
(As Agent for Cynright Pty Ltd Reduction Sale)

Lot 694

ALRIGHT
Bay or Brown mare
(297
3
nr sh. 297
3
off sh.)
Foaled 2003

(Sire) Rainbow Quest ................. Blushing Groom .................
by Red God........................
I Will Follow ......................... by Herbsager .......................
Quest for Fame (GB)
Aryenne ............................... Green Dancer ........................
by Nijinsky ...........................
Americaine ............................
by Cambremont ......................

(Dam) DINNA FASH ..................... Canny Lad .........................
1992
Leetrela .............................. Alert (GB) ...........................
Quest for Fame (GB) ..............
Blushing Groom .....................
by Red God...........................
Rainbow Quest .....................
by Herbsager .......................
Green Dancer ........................
by Nijinsky ...........................
Americaine ............................
by Cambremont ......................

Quest for Fame (GB) (1987). 5 wins, The Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 930 rnrs, 582
wnts, 43 SW, inc. Viscount (AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1), Dracula, Unworldly, De
Beers, Sarrera, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Complacent, Norzita, Erewhon,
Skilled, African Rose, Tavistock, Rock Sturdy, Sidestep, Light Heavy, Text’n
Hurley, Ambidexter, Silver Pond, Torio’s Quest, Lamasery, Famous Name,
Defierential, Scissor Kick, Big Break, Helleborine, Skia, Maram, etc.

1st Dam DINNA FASH, by Canny Lad. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 900, 1400m, AJC Veilmond H., 2d
STC Allen’s Soothers H., 4th AJC Reginald Allen H., L. Half-sister to
APPOINT. Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-

CELTS (f by Lonhro) 4 wins at 1100, 1200m, $337,835, ATC Birthday Card
S., Gr 3, City Tatt’s RC Governor Macquarie Cup, L, 2d ATC Fireball H., L,
 Eskimo Prince S., L, MRC Sportingbet Sprint Series Final S., L, 3d STC
Magic Night S., Gr 2, Gosford Guineas, L.

Euripides (g by Octagonal (NZ)). 3 wins, STC Colonel Crawford Lifestyle Cars HH.
Gramery (g by Quest for Fame (GB)). 2 wins to 1200m, AJC Gough Whitlam H.
Kennycho (f by Lonhro). Winner at 1000m in 2014-15, WATC Westspeed H.
Termination - Mainland Shuttle (H.K.) (g by Over). Winner at 1400m,
$214,709, AJC CVD Ladies Auxiliary H., 2d STC Pages Event Equipment H.

2nd Dam LEETRELA, by Alert (GB). Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC HRC Design Services H.,
2d ATC Ted McMeenan H., STC Garden Island H. Sister to WARNED, half-
sister to SHOW COUNTY. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

APPOINT (c Alquoz (USA)) 11 wins–1 at 2–to 1200m, $494,858, VATC
Rubiton S., Gr 3, STC Moet & Chandon H., L, 2d MVRC Schweppes
S., Gr 2, AJC Shorts H., Gr 3, 3d MVRC Schweppes S., Gr 2.

3rd Dam SHOWRICA, by Dorica Star. 6 wins–2 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, AJC Austral H., STC
Kogarah H., 2d AJC Birdcage Welter H., STC Museum H. Dam of 10 foals, 8
to race, 5 winners, inc:-

WARNED (c Alert (GB)) 10 wins
1200 to 1600m, $348,206, VRC Ampol S.H.,
Gr 1, Carbine Club S., L, AR Creswick S.H., L, 3d WATC Railway S., Gr 1.

SHOW COUNTY (c County) 12 wins–6 at 2–to 1400m, $1,046,450, AJC
San Domenico S., Gr 2, Challenge S., Gr 2, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.
2007 (f by King of Happiness (USA)). Died.
2008 Not served previous season.
2009 Not served previous season.
2010 Not served previous season.
2011 Alright Now (g by Sebring). Started once.
2013 (c by Dane Shadow).
2014 (f by Hinchinbrook).

Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 20 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 695  
AMADIS  
Chestnut filly  
(Branded nr sh. \(131\) off sh.)  
Foaled 2011  

(Sire)  
Galileo (Ire)  
Sadler's Wells  
by Northern Dancer  
Urban Sea  
by Miswaki  

(Dam)  
Grand Lodge (USA)  
Chief's Crown (USA)  
by Danzig  

New Approach (IRE)  

1st Dam  
LOVELORN, by Grand Lodge (USA). 2 wins at 1900, 2500m, $404,200, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, STC Employment National H., 2d AJC De Bortoli Premium Cask H., STC Canterbury League Club 2YO H., 3d Moonee Valley Oaks, Gr 2, 4th BTC Labour Day Cup, Gr 3. Half-sister to Infatuated (dam of FIXATED - KAISER’S PRIZE (H.K.)). Dam of 9 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-


2nd Dam  
LOVESICK, by Marscay. Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC AHA Fairfield Sub-Branch H. Half-sister to Dagobert’s Fiasco. Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-


Liege - Liaobuqi (H.K.) (g Commands) 4 wins at 1650, 2200m, $308,659, HKJC Shouson Hill H., Morse Park H., Pak Tin H., Nam Fung H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), Gr 3, Rancher 2YO P., HKJC Success Partners H., Dorset H., New York H., La Colline H. Our Rhomeo. 2 wins at 900, 1300m to 2013-14.

3rd Dam  
IN LOVE AGAIN (FR), by Sword Dancer. Unraced. Half-sister to Loving Jim. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Dagobert’s Fiasco (f Roi Dagobert) Winner at 1800m, Evry Prix President Fosse, 2d Longchamp Prix de Pontchartrain, L, 3d Maisons-Laffitte Prix de Strasbourg, L.

Pacific Boom - Akram (Mal.). 5 wins 1000 to 1200m in Aust and Malaysia, SAJC Exemplify S., 2d VRC Napoli H., MVRC Shadow King H.

Race Record: Unraced. First season at stud Served by CARLTON HOUSE (USA). Date of last service, 21 September 2014. Believed to be in foal.
Lot 696

AMAZING TALE (USA)

Brown mare

Foaled 2005

(Sire) Storm Cat.......................... Storm Bird.......................... by Northern Dancer....

TALE OF THE CAT (USA)

Terlingua.................................. Mr. Prospector...................... by Secretariat...........

Yarn..................................... Narrate................................. by Raisa a Native...........

(Dam) Honor Grades..................... Danzig................................. by Northern Dancer....

SVEA DAHL............................. Weekend Surprise.................. by Secretariat...........

1997

Present Colors........................ Blue and Green ..................... by Miswaki .............


1st Dam

SVEA DAHL, by Honor Grades. 10 wins 6f to 9f, $433,500, Aqueduct Turnback the Alarm H., Gr 3, Laurel Carousel S., L, Belmont Allowance, Hollywood Allowance, 4th Santa Anita Sunshine Millions Distaff S., L, Half-sister to VUELO COLORIDO, Masquerade, Wave the Colors (dam of PRIVATE PROMISE). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

AMAZING TALE (f by Tale of the Cat). 2 wins. See below.

Robbos Courage (c by Mr Greeley). 7 wins 6f to 1m in U.S.A.

Hard Nine (g by Rock Hard Ten). 4 wins–1 at 2–5½f to 1m to 2015 in U.S.A.

Bluegrass Kopp (f by Bluegrass Cat). 2 wins at 6f, 7f in U.S.A.

Don't Blame Teddy (g by Vindication). 2 wins at 6f, 7½f in U.S.A.

2nd Dam

PRESENT COLORS, by Prized. Unraced. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, all winners-

SVEA DAHL (f Honor Grades) 10 wins. See above.

VUELO COLORIDO (c Meadow Flight) 21 wins 5½f to 7f, $222,230 in Puerto Rico, El Comandante Clasico Rafael Martinez Nadal, L, 4th El Comandante Clasico Battle Morn, L.

Masquerade (f Silent Name) 5 wins 6f to 8½f, $189,003, to 2015, 2d Fair Grounds Marie G Krantz Memorial H., L, 4th Fair Grounds Bayou H., L.

Flying Tiger. 4 wins at 4½f, 5½f in U.S.A.

Wave the Colors. Unraced. Dam of-

PRIVATE PROMISE (f Private Vow) 3 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 7f, $135,082, to 2015, Delta Downs Premier Night Starlet S., L, 3d Delta Downs Louisiana Jewel S., L, Fair Grounds Louisiana Futurity (f), L.

3rd Dam

Blue and Green (USA), by Miswaki. 5 wins, 2d Turf Paradise Genuine Risk H., L. Half-sister to Super Actor, Kaydanna (dam of KAYDEE CLASSIC). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Stella Reine. 4 wins 900 to 1100m.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 2 wins at 2 at 4½f, 5f, Prairie Meadows Prairie Gold Lassie S., L, 2d Prairie Meadows Goldfinch S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner.

2010 King Victor (g by Medaglia d'Oro (USA)). Winner at 1215m in 2014-15.


2012 Missed to Wanted.

2013 (c by Street Cry (Ire)).

2014 (f by Pierro).

Served by THE FACTOR (USA). Date of last service, 2 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row F 1,4,13,14
On Account of GLENELG PARK, Euroa, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 697
AMELENA

Chestnut mare (Branded 21 5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) Sadler's Wells............................................. Northern Dancer ............... by Nearctic........................
Fairy Bridge................................................. by Bold Reason.................
Miswaki......................................................... by Mr. Prospector ..........
Allegretta...................................................... by Lombard.....................

(Dam) GALILEO (IRE)........................................
Urban Sea..................................................... Biscay ........................................ by Star Kingdom (Ire)
Marscay ....................................................... Heart of Market (USA).... by To Market..........................
BELLA CLAUDIA............................................. Planet Kingdom .............. by Star Kingdom (Ire)

1st Dam BELLA CLAUDIA, by Marscay. Unraced. Sister to DISCOVER DIAMONDS (dam of DIAMOND QUEST), three-quarter-sister to Guam Bear, half-sister to FLAMENCO KING. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Coeur Dehere (f by Dehere (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2 to 1600m, AJC Manager’s H., Bowlers Club H., VATC Sweet Chime H., 2d AJC Henry Cecil H., Crowne Plaza Terrigal H., 3d STC Maroubra H. Dam of 4 winners-

Allegro Dehere. 6 wins at 1200 to 2100m to 2014-15, TRC Schweppes H., TTC The Examiner H., Sharee Marshall H., Roy & Dora Coghlan Memorial H. Fasdehere. 3 wins 1000 to 1300m, BTC Redlands RSL H., QTC Ascot Bar H. My Pirouette. Winner at 1200m, 2d STC Power Pays H. Dam of 3 winners-

Bella Coppelia (f by Fasliyev (USA)). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m. Dam of-

Heroic Belle.

Cafe Bleu (f by Bluebird (USA)). Placed at 2. Dam of 2 winners-

Blue Lago - Whatafantasy (H.K.) (g Encosta de Lago) 4 wins–3 at 2 to 1100, 1200m, $264,954, MRC Drawn H., Alan Currie H., HKJC Ping Tin H., 2d MRC Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, 4th MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L.

Royal Claudia (f by Royal Academy (Ire)). Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

Regal Oamaru. 2 wins at 1300m, MRC Orient H., 2d MRC Avon H. Zeronimo. 6 wins 1500 to 1850m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam

BE BRILLIANT, by Planet Kingdom. Placed at 3. Half-sister to KAPALARAN, Madam Peppermint. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

DISCOVER DIAMONDS (f Marscay) 8 wins–3 at 2 to 1000 to 1200m, $151,509, Milnerton Sceptre S., Gr 2, Greyville Strelitzia S., Gr 3, 2d South African Fillies Sprint S., Gr 1, 3d South African Fillies Sprint S., Gr 1, South African Fillies Guineas Futurity, Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-

DIAMOND QUEST (g Saumarez) 8 wins 1600 to 3200m, £155,653, Greyville Gold Cup, Gr 1, Gold Vase, Gr 2, Sugar Mill H., L, Nad al Sheba Aquarius Challenge S., 3d Fairview Algoma Cup, Gr 3.

FLAMENCO KING (c Vaslav (USA)) 4 wins–2 at 2 to 1100 to 1600m, VRC Spring Classics Preview H., L, 4th Geelong RC Derby Trial S., L.

Race Record: Placed at 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

2010 With Reflection (f by Ready’s Image (USA)). Started 3 times.

2011 (f by Foreplay).

2012 (f by Duporth).

2013 (c by Stryker).


Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row L 7-11
On Account of EDINGLASSIE STUD, Muswellbrook
(As Agent)

Lot 698

AMBRA BAY
Bay mare
(Branded W
nr sh. 18
6 off sh.)
Foaled 2006

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. Danzig ............................. by Northern Dancer ....

FASTNET ROCK ............. Razyana............................ by His Majesty .........

Piccadilly Circus.................. Royal Academy (USA) .... by Nijinsky..................

(Dam) WINONA ................... Galana ............................ by Marauding (NZ) ....

1996

Occasions........................ Stately Girl ....................... by Kaoru Star ....

1st Dam

2nd Dam
OCCASIONS, by Marscay. 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, AJC Horlicks H., Richard Jones H., STC Georges River H., 2d STC Bremick H., Penshurst H., 3d AJC Mares H. Half-sister to Star State. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

CHIMING LASS (f Bellotto (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1350m, $200,540, AJC Toy Show H., L, BTC Glenlogan Park S., L, AJC Rosenblums’ H. Producer.

WINONA (f Bluebird (USA)). 5 wins. See above.

Artistique. 4 wins 1200 to 1800m, $196,725, AJC Pop McGovern Welter H., STC De Bortoli Wines H., Solo Sub H., 4th MVRC Sunline S., Gr 2. Dam of NECHITA (f Fastnet Rock). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $457,300, VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1, ATC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3.

Art Thou Ready. 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $188,165, to 2014-15, ATC Dean Industrial H., Heathcote Newspower H., Newcastle Spring Carnival H.

Thermogenic. Winner at 1618m in 2014-15, 3d SAJC Drink Driving? Grow Up H. Get Salty. 4 wins at 1400, 1500m, Qld Tatt’s RC Sky Channel Tattersalls Arcade H. Investiture. 7 wins 1200 to 1400m, 3d AJC De Bortoli Noble One 2YO H. Fuji Star. 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1250, 1800m.

3rd Dam
STATELY GIRL, by Kaoru Star. 9 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, AJC Ex-Servicewomens’ 40th Anniversary H. Half-sister to Stately Image (dam of SOVEREIGN STATE). Dam of 7 named foals, all winners, inc:-

Star State (c Oenjay Star). 13 wins 1200 to 1400m, $170,165, WATC Retravision Welter H., 3d WATC HG Bolton Sprint H., L.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race.

2010 Meteor Bay (c by Northern Meteor). Started once.


2013 (c by Charge Forward).

2014 (f by Charge Forward).

Served by CHARGE FORWARD. Date of last service, 12 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal
AMOUAGE (NZ)

Bay or Brown mare (Branded C nr sh. 51 4 off sh.) Foaled 2004

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .......... Danzig ........................ by Northern Dancer ........
Razvana......................... by His Majesty ................
Sir Tristram (Ire)............. by Sir Ivor ......................
Tristalove (NZ)............... Diamond Lover ................ by Sticks and Stones ....

(Dam) Zabeel (NZ).............. Sir Tristram (Ire)........ by Sir Ivor ......................
L'Quiz (USA).................. L'Enjoleur ................ by Nureyev ......................
Basin................................ by Tom Rolfe ...............


1st Dam
Sursum Corda (NZ), by Zabeel. 5 wins at 1400, 1600m, AuRC Haunui Farm-Bill Waters Memorial H., 2d New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, WRC Trentham S., Gr 3, 4th WRC Wellesley S., L. Sister to ST REIMS, CHAMPAGNE (dam of MARTIQUE, NADEGE), Hansuyen (dam of CHAMPAGNE HARMONY), three-quarter-sister to Sunnah, Imposingly (dam of FULL OF SPIRIT, LADY CUMQUAT). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:- Penny Lane (g by Keeper). 4 wins at 1400m, $274,272, to 2014-15, HKJC Macau Taipa Bridge H., Sha Tin Hoi H., Absolute Champion H. One catstoomany (f by One Cool Cat (USA)). 3 wins 900 to 1200m, $107,670, ATC Australian Turf Club at Kembla H., 2d AJC Tie the Knot H. Straveen (f by Stravinsky (USA)). 4 wins 1100 to 1450m. Lady Annalee (f by High Chaparral (Ire)). Placed in 2014-15 in NZ.

2nd Dam
L’QUIZ (USA), by L’Enjoleur. Unraced. Half-sister to Mia Karina (dam of SIBERIAN SUMMER, MAGNIFICENT STYLE), Copperhead (dam of SILVER ENDING). Dam of 13 named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:- ST REIMS (c Zabeel) 11 wins 1600 to 2400m, $621,256, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, AuRC Zabeel Classic, Gr 1, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2. Sire. CHAMPAGNE (f Zabeel) Champion WFA performer in NZ in 1999. 7 wins 1400 to 2040m, $1,912,269, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1. Producer. Hansuyen. Winner at 1500m, 2d AJC Maytag H. Dam of 3 winners-CHAMPAGNE HARMONY (f Choisir) 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $208,425, SAJC Yallambee Classic, Gr 2, 4th SAJC Robert Sangster S., Gr 1. Quiz Queen. Unraced. Grandam of-
FULL OF SPIRIT (f Flying Spur) 4 wins 1300 to 2000m, $272,856, ATC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, 2d Hawke’s Bay Makfi Challenge S., Gr 1.
LADY CUMQUAT (f Duke of Marmalade (Ire)) 2 wins at 1600, 2000m in 2013-14, Manawatu Classic, Gr 3, 2d MRC Ladies Day Vase, Gr 3.

Race Record: Started twice.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.
2009 (f by Excellent Art (GB)).
2010 Le Mans (g by Sebring). Winner at 1400m in 2013-14, 2d MRC Gothic S., L, 3d MRC Inglis Bonus 3YO H., Ernest Hillier Chocolates H., Sportingbet William Hill H., 4th VRC Festival of Racing S., L.
2011 (g by Manhattan Rain).
2012 Olaudah (c by Equiano (Fr)). Unraced.
2013 Slipped by Uncle Mo (USA).
2014 (c by High Chaparral (Ire)).

Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 31 October 2014. Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row P 6,7
On Account of CRESSFIELD, Scone

Lot 700

ANAKALINKA
Bay mare
(Branded CF nr sh. 14 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire)
ANABAA (USA)
Danzig.............................. Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic........................
Pas de Nom. .................. by Admiral's Voyage ........
Gay Meecene ................... by Vaguely Noble ........
Bamieres ....................... by Riverman ..............

(Dam)
KALINKA 
Marscay .......................... Biscay ........................ by Star Kingdom (Ire)....

1993

ANABAA (USA) (1992). 8 wins to 1600m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1151 rnrs, 824 wnrs, 88 SW, inc. Goldikova (Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Anabaa Blue, Headturner, Yell, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Treve, Harry's Son, Dissident, Dalkala, Buffering, Rostova, Silver Frost, Lush Lashes, English, Queens Ring, Spiritijim, Tango's Daughter, Caymans, Ameenah, Hartnell, Havana, Mobaco, Ballybaca Lady, Sandy's Charm, Girouette, Dixie Belle, etc.

1st Dam
KALINKA, by Marscay. Winner at 1000m. Half-sister to PARTY TIME. Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

LANGBORGHINI (c by Langfuhr (Can)). 8 wins 1150 to 1500m, $238,430, Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L, AJC Sydney City Lexus Welter H., STC Guildford Leagues Club H., AJC Autism Association P., STC Singapore Turf Club Trophy H., Clubs NSW H., Theraces.com.au Welter H., 4th STC Maurice McCarten S., L, Civic S., L, Canterbury Classic, L. Dam of 4 named foals, all winners-

PARTY TIME (f by Bletchingly) 3 wins 1000 to 1400m, VRC Inglis Premier Sale S., Gr 3, VRC Herald-Sun H., VCAT With Me H., 2d VRC Maidstone H., VCAT Tabaret at New Caufield H., 3d VRC Mittys of Queen Street H., VCAT Sturt H. Dam of 3 winners-

Flash Bash (f by Vettori (Ire)) 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, MRC Australia Day H., Burrabil H., 2d MRC Summer H., 3d VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, MRC Manismers S., Gr 3. Producer.

Mega Me (f Danewin) Winner at 1000m, WATC Island Morn H., 3d WATC Gimcrack S., L. Dam of 4 named foals, 1 raced.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1100, 1200m.

2nd Dam
LANYARD (NZ), by Crested Wave (USA). 2 wins at 1250, 1400m, AJC James HB Carr S., L, STC Dee Why View Club H., 2d AJC Surround S., Gr 2, STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 3. Dam of 4 named foals, all winners-

PARTY TIME (f Bletchingly) 3 wins 1000 to 1400m, VCAT Inglis Premier Sale S., Gr 3, VRC Herald-Sun H., VCAT With Me H., 2d VRC Maidstone H., VCAT Tabaret at New Caufield H., 3d VRC Mittys of Queen Street H., VCAT Sturt H. Dam of 8 winners-

Flash Bash (f by Vettori (Ire)) 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, MRC Australia Day H., Burrabil H., 2d MRC Summer H., 3d VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, MRC Manismers S., Gr 3. Producer.

Mega Me (f Danewin) Winner at 1000m, WATC Island Morn H., 3d WATC Gimcrack S., L. Producer.

Bunfight. 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, VRC TEAC Digital H., VCAT Harold Badger H. Punta Norta. 3 wins 1200 to 1640m in 2014-15, BRC Weareco H. She Likes to Party. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 4 winners-

Fun. Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, 2d BRC Gallopers $1 Membership P. Marcia. Winner at 1200m, 3d AJC FC Griffiths 2YO H. Dam of 4 winners-

Soul Diva (f by Grand Lodge (USA)) 11 wins 1220 to 2100m, $371,275, VRC Ken Cox H., Jezabeel H.-twice, 3d MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 2.

Fire Kingdom. 6 wins 1100 to 1700m, $197,153 in Malaysia, Selangor TC Gold Coast Turf Club Trophy, 4th Perak TC Sultan Gold Vase, L.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.


2013 (f by Snitzel).

2014 (c by Smart Missile). Destroyed.

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 1 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 701 ANATOMICA
Bay mare (Branded \( \text{\textregistered} \) nr sh. 84 \( ^{\text{*}} \) 5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) Danehill Dancer (Ire) by Danehill (USA).............. by Danzig......................
CHOISIR by Mira Adonde by Sharpen Up.................
Great Selection by Lunchtime (GB) by Silly Season...........
Pensive Mood by Biscay........................................

(Dam) AFRICAINÉ by Anabaa (USA).................. by Danzig......................
2000 Anatomic by Balbonella by Gay Mecene.......... Anatomica

by Choisir)

by Choisir)

by Choisir)

ANATOMICA (AUS) (1999). 7 wins-3 at 2, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Sire of 1251 rnrs, 785 wns, 64 SW, inc. Olympic Glory (Longchamp Prix Jean-Luc Lagardere, Gr.1), Starspangledbanner, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Fontanellice, Pressing, Mr Utopia, SP Boom Box, Fast Cash, Choose a Saga, Brazyaca, Old Trieste, Fairy Star and of Dalton, Royalsecuritypower, Kahouanne, Tachophobia, The Artiste, Cat Act, Country Melody, Chosen Lad, Collier, Saralago, etc.

1st Dam AFRICAINÉ, by Anabaa (USA). Winner at 1000m. Dam of 7 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

Anatomica (f by Choisir). 3 wins. See below.
Anatomic (g by Choisir). 4 wins at 1300, 1400m to 2013-14, 2d ATC Bowerman’s Furniture H., 3d ATC Sportsyear H.
Tribal Art (g by Excellent Art (GB)). Winner at 1300m, 2d ATC Chris & Wayne Tooogood P.

Ionia (f by Commands). Winner at 2 at 1000m, 2d STC TJ’s Champagne Bar H., AJC Bonnyrigg H., STC Grosvenor H., 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Zephyr Bay H.

2nd Dam PRIZED POSSESSION, by Canny Lad. Winner at 1200m, STC Comely Girl H. Half-sister to MOLOKAI PRINCE, Relevance, Honeymoon Suit (dam of FLAK JACKET). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

Argegno. 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, MRC Leica Show H. Producer. Vardon Flyer. 2 wins at 1200, 1550m, STC McWilliam’s Handwood & Hardy’s H.
The Beautiful Wife (f Choisir) 2 wins at 1000, 1100m to 2013-14, 3d ATC Ibis Styles Lansvale H.

3rd Dam PHILIPPINE SUITE, by Bold Flip (USA). Unraced. Sister to Remember Century (dam of GAMINE), half-sister to CENTURY, Creative, Ishkoodah. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

MOLOKAI PRINCE (c Biscay) 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $614,530, AJC Breeders’ P., Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO S., RL, AJC John Oxley H., 2d Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, 3d VRC Linlithgow S., Gr 2, Sire. Relevance (g Dehere (USA)) 3 wins at 1000m, 2d VATC Debutant S., L. Honeymoon Suite. Started once. Dam of 6 winners-

FLAK JACKET (g Rubiton) 6 wins 1550 to 2040m, $396,190, MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, VRC Sutcliffe S., L, 3d STC Premire S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $414,375, AJC Assertive Lad H., Evening Peal 2YO P., STC Boat & Trailer Show H., 2d STC Reisling S., Gr 2, 4th STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC San Domenico S., Gr 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 live foals.

2010 (f by Haradasun).
2011 Slipped by Haradasun.
2012 Slipped by Haradasun.
2013 (f by Northern Meteor).
2014 (foal by Sebring). Dead.

Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 29 November 2014.
Not in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row C 6-9
On Account of COOLMORE STUD, Jerry's Plains
(As Agent)

Lot 702

ANNE LA VIE
Chestnut mare
(Branded \(\overline{\text{W}}\) nr sh. \(3\) 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2000

(Sire) Danehill (USA) by Northern Dancer

FLYING SPUR by Razyana by His Majesty

(Roll) Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native

(Dam) Grand Luxe by Sir Ivor

MISS PROSPECT by Rory’s Jester

1990

Imposing Life (NZ) by Baguette


1st Dam
MISS PROSPECT, by Rory’s Jester. 6 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1209m, $183,040, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, MVRC Great Western Champagne S., L, Silver Jubilee S., L. Three-quarter-sister to CATNIPPED, Clowning (dam of CHUCKLE), Live Comedy (dam of BLEVEEKA), half-sister to LIFE’S A BOUNTY, Magic Harmony. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, all winners-

REWARD FOR EFFORT (c by Exceed and Excel). 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $937,200, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, STC Concorde S., Gr 3, MRC Sir John Monash S., L, Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), L. Sire.

CONSULAR (g by Royal Academy (USA)). 16 wins 1030 to 1700m, $1,020,450, QTC Ascot H., L–twice, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Mile, L, GCTC Goldmarket H., L, 2d QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, QTC Cup, Gr 2.

Annie la Vie (f by Flying Spur). 5 wins. See below.

Bahia (f by Snippets). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $106,600, STC Lemnos 2YO H., Young Members H., Giddy Up Club H. Dam of 2 winners-

OVERREACH (f Exceed and Excel) Champion 2YO Filly in Australia in 2012-13. 3 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $2,360,800, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, Reisling S., Gr 2, 3d ATC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1.

Outreach (c Exceed and Excel) Placed at 2 in 2014-15, 2d ATC Canonbury S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 5 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $152,600, MVRC Seppelt Salinger H., Gold Bake Pies H., 2d MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 3, MRC Regal Peace H., BTC Bendigo Bank 2YO H., 3d Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s S., L, 4th MRC Quezette S., L, MVRC Alexandra S., L, SAJC HC Nitschke S., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners.

2006 Halsey (f by Encosta de Lago). Unplaced.

2007 Island Spring (g by Dehere (USA)). 3 wins at 1000, 1400m, $210,621, to 2013-14, HKJC Wong Leng H., Wo Che H., Franck Muller Giga Excellent H., 2d HKJC Caring for the Elderly H., 3d HKJC New Territories West H., Chevalier China Property Development H.


2010 Little Miss Chelsy (f by Henrythenavigator (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

2011 Navigator Lane (g by Henrythenavigator (USA)). Started once.

2012 Pretty Lucky (f by Lookin at Lucky (USA)). Unraced.

2013 Missed to Excelebration (Ire).

Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 3 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row K 7-12

On Account of EDINBURGH PARK, Taree

Lot 703

ANOTHER FAUX PAS (IRE)

Bay mare

(Branded + nr sh. 12 0 off sh.)

Foaled 2001

(Sire) Shirley Heights........................ Mill Reef........................ by Never Bend
Hardiemma........................ by Hardicanute..............
Sayonara........................................ Birkhahn........................ by Alchimist..............
Suleika......................................... by Ticino ......................

(Dam) Nijinsky..................................... by Northern Dancer
PIRIE.............................................. Green Valley................ by Val de Loir
Green Dancer................................. by Sir Gaylord ...........
Klarifi.......................................... by Busted ..................

SLIP ANCHOR (GB) (1982). Head of The 1985 European 3YO Classification. Sire of 441 rnrs, 274 wnr.s, 28 SW, inc. User Friendly (The Oaks, Gr.1), Morshdi, Posidonas, Slicious, Stowaway, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Imperial Monarch, Trade Storm, Gonbarda, Mount Athos, Starlit Sands, Downtown, Steppe Dancer, Green Girl, Green Swallow, Gonfelia, Sailing, Gonlargo, Red Sea, St Mawes, Willie the Whipper, Mr Kintyre, Hillfa, Bravo Tazio, etc.

1st Dam PIRIE, by Green Dancer. Unraced. Half-sister to FRACAS, Ezy Koter, Tregaron, Woodwin. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

DECA DO (c by Danehill Dancer). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 9f, £157,417, Curragh International S., Gr 3, Tetrarch S., Gr 3, Loughbrown S., L, Leopardstown 2YO S., 3d Irish Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Curragh Royal Whip S., Gr 2, Leopardstown Amethyst S., Gr 3, Heritage S., L. Sire.
Smoky Cloud (g by Refuse to Bend). 5 wins–1 at 2–950 to 1500m to 2014 in Ireland and Belgium, Leopardstown Pensioners Nursery H. Another Faux Pas (f by Slip Anchor). 2 wins. See below.
Supreme Occasion (f by Teofilo). 2 wins at 2 at 7f in 2014, 3d Newmarket Tattersalls Millions 2YO Fillies’ S., 4th Doncaster May Hill S., Gr 2.

2nd Dam KLARIFI, by Habitat. Winner at 7f, Leopardstown Ballycursus S., L. Sister to West China, half-sister to BAHAMIAN (dam of WEMYSS BIGHT, VACAMONTE), CAPTIVATOR, EILEEN JENNY, KASMA YO, Beldarian (dam of DARIANA). Dam of 17 foals, 14 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

FRACAS (c In the Wings) 5 wins at 1¼m, £296,975, Leopardstown Derrinstown Stud Derby Trial S., Gr 2, Meld S., Gr 3, Sandown Classic Trial S., Gr 3, Curragh Silver S., L, 2d Cologne Rheinland Pokal, Gr 1.
Tregaron (c Lyphard) 3 wins at 7f, 1m, Ascot Insulpak Victoria Cup H., White Rose H., 2d Lingfield Silver Trophy, L.
Ezy Koter (c Lomond) 2 wins at 1¼m, 11f, Phoenix Park 110B Kingston H., 2d Down Royal Ulster Harp Derby, L. Sire.
Woodwin (f Woodman (USA)) Winner at 1m, 3d Leopardstown One Thousand Guineas Trial S., L. Producer.
Silver Skates (f Slip Anchor) Placed at 2 & 3. Dam of 3 winners-Starfish. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

LA COLLINA (f Strategic Prince) 3 wins–2 at 2–6f to 1m, £287,751, Leopardstown Matron S., Gr 1, Curragh Phoenix S., Gr 1.

Race Record: 2 wins at 7f, 1¼m, Goodwood Chichester Festival Theatre S.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.
2008 Mistakenly (f by Fastnet Rock). Placed at 3, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L.
2009 Not served previous season.
2010 Missed to Fastnet Rock.
2011 Chutzpah (f by Bianconi (USA)). Unraced.
2012 Missed to Husson (ARG).
2013 (f by Smart Missile).
2014 Missed to Foxwedge.

Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 8 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 704

ANTIQUE

Brown mare
(Branded 

nr sh. 58

off sh.)

Foaled 1999

(Sire)

Kennare (Fr) ................. Kalamoun ................. by Zeddaan .....................

METAL STORM (FR) .......

Belle of Ireland ............. by Milesian ..................

Porphyrine .................... Habitats ..................... by Sir Gaylord .............

(Dam)

What a Guest (Ire) ......... Be My Guest ..................... by Northern Dancer ....

1987

Bonny Dancer .................. Blectinghley ................. by Biscay .....................

METAL STORM (FR) (1988). 4 wins at 1600m, Saint-Cloud Prix de la Jonchere,

Gr.3. Sire of 248 nrnrs, 184 wnrs, 23 SW, inc. Old Fashion (WATC Railway S.,

Gr.1), Covertly, etc. Sire of the dams of 291 nrnrs, 173 wnrs, 14 SW, inc.

Moment of Change, Respondent, Guest Wing, Kencella, Pop Culture, Beat the

Storm, Antique Belle, Kalahaar, Like an Eagle, Global Flirt, Latoria, Broadway

Belle, Clarion Super, Salisbury Street, SP Pants on Friar, All Class, etc.

1st Dam

BONNY GUEST, by What a Guest (Ire). Winner at 1300m, 3d AJC Emsee H., STC

Drummoyne H., Bremick H. Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

KALATIARA (f by Metal Storm (Fr)). 8 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, Western

Australian Guineas, Gr 2, Hollywood Royal Heroine S., Gr 3. Dam of-

KALAHAAAR (g Choisir) 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, $368,625, to 2013-14,

WATC Parnley S., L, 2d WATC Belmont Sprint, Gr 3.

KENTIARA (f by Metal Storm (Fr)). 11 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1800m, 296,730,

WATC Detonator S., L, 2d Western Australian Guineas, Gr 2. Dam of-

KENCELLA (g Exceed and Excel) 6 wins at 1000, 1100m, $250,570, to

2013-14, ATC Maurice McCarten S., Gr 3, Big Brown at Vinery H.

Lacienne (f by Metal Storm (Fr)). Started twice. Dam of 4 winners-

GUEST WING (g Right Wing (Ire)) 6 wins 1400 to 2400m, $368,281,

WATC Perth Cup, Gr 2, Yellowglen Melbourne Cup Day at Ascot H.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, $116,340, MRC

Arborea H., WATC 2YO H., 2d MVRC Karcher Clean Sweep H., 3d VRC Oaks,

Gr 1, MVRC Alexandra S., L, WATC Magic Millions Perth 2YO Classic.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, all winners.

2004 Arcadia (f by Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins at 1200m, $103,825, WATC

Westspeed 3YO H., MRC Lady Mogambo H., WATC Westspeed 3YO H.,

4th MVRC Champagne S., Gr 3, Mitchell McKenzie S., L. Dam of-

ARCADIA ROSE (f Kheleyf (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m,

$180,525, to 2013-14, WATC Belgravia S., L, Westspeed H., 2d

WATC Westspeed H., 4th WATC Burgess Queen S., L.

2005 BROADWAY BELLE (f by Redoute’s Choice). 5 wins 1100 to 1400m,


WATC La Trice Classic, L, 4th WATC Starstruck Classic, L.

2006 Antique Rose (f by Redoute’s Choice). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m,

WATC Westspeed 3YO H., Rod Brown H., 3d WATC Racing Member Today H.

2007 Fortune Smiles (f by Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 1200m.

2008 Missed to Redoute’s Choice.

2009 ANTIQUE BELLE (f by Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m,

$291,797, to 2014-15, WATC Jungle Mist Classic, L, Burgess Queen S.,

L, 2d WATC Starstruck Classic, L, Challenge S., L, Ascot One

Thousand Guineas, L, 3d WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3.

2010 Missed to Redoute’s Choice.

2011 Antique Dream (f by Redoute’s Choice). Winner at 1208m in 2014-15, 3d

WATC Yellowglen Perle H.

2012 Missed to Redoute’s Choice.

2013 (f by Snitzel).

2014 (f by Snitzel).

Not served
ANYTHING BUT LOVE

Bay mare
(Branded (♀) nr sh. 22/2 off sh.)
Foaled 2002

(Sire) FLYING SPUR
Danzig .......................... by Northern Dancer ........
Razynaya ........................ by His Majesty ............
(Dam) PROFESSIONELLE (NZ)
Century ........................ by Better Boy (Ire)........

Lot 705

From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row S 8-10
On Account of CROWNINGSTONE, Scone (As Agent)


1st Dam PROFESSIONELLE (NZ), by Centaine. Winner at 1400m. Sister to STARCENT, Night Star (dam of PLAUDITS). Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:-

SPORTSMAN (g by Supremo (USA)). 10 wins-2 at 2-1100 to 1500m, $782,100, AJC Expressway S., Gr 2, STC Shannon H., Gr 2, Peter Pan S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 3, AJC Show County H., L, 2d Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, AJC South Pacific Classic, Gr 3, Qld Tatt’s RC WJ Healy S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Warwick S., Gr 2.

PRISONER OF LOVE (f by Canny Lad). 3 wins-1 at 2-1200 to 1500m, $221,470, STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Furious S., Gr 3, AJC Ad Alta 2YO H., 2d AJC Wiggle H., L, STC Triscay S., L. Dam of- Splash Out. 3 wins at 1000, 1200m to 2014-15.

HOYSTAR (g by Danzero). 6 wins at 1100, 1200m, $376,875, AJC Frederick Clissold S., Gr 3, STC Star Kingdom S., Gr 3, 1200m-in-track record time, Maurice McCarten S., L, AJC Arrowfield Stud H., 2d AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, Show County H., L, VRC Century S., L, 3d City Tatt’s RC Lightning H., L.

KING OF PRUSSIA (c by Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, VRC Peters Drumstick S., L, 2d VATC Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, 3d VATC HDF McNeil S., Gr 3. Sire.

Lucky Angel (f by Redoute’s Choice). 4 wins 1213 to 2500m, $237,327, VRC Jezabeel H., MVRC Sportingbet H., 2d TTC Launceston Cup, Gr 3.

Dancing Havana (g by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 4 wins 1200 to 2200m, STC UD Trucks H., 2d SAJC Sportingbet.com.au H.

Soho Secret (f by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, $101,625, AJC Bacardi Breezer 2YO H., 4th AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3. Producer.

Smytzer’s Rose (f by Danehill (USA)). Winner at 1200m. Dam of 2 winners-Anais. 8 wins 1100 to 1420m, $171,030, MRC Forest Hill Chase Fashions on the Field H., VRC Shannara H., MRC Clay Hero H., Not a Single Doubt H.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners.
2007 Sophielicious (f by Canny Lad). Winner at 1109m.
2008 Envious (c by Hussonet (USA)). Winner at 1200m, 4th MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), L.
2009 Trumpcard (g by Shamardal (USA)). Unplaced.
2010 Kings Advantage (f by Encosta de Lago). Started once.
2011 Lucy’s Look (f by Lonhro). Winner at 1300m in 2014-15, ATC Pro-Ride H.
2012 Mr Darcy (c by Authorized (Ire)). Unraced.
2013 (f by Denman).
2014 (f by Bernardini (USA)).

Served by BERNARDINI (USA). Date of last service, 1 November 2014. Believed to be in foal.
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row L 7-11
On Account of EDINGLASSIE STUD, Muswellbrook
(As Agent)

Lot 706
ASTRAIDIYM
Chestnut mare
(Branded \(\wedge\) nr sh. 9\(\wedge\) off sh.)
Foaled 2009

(Sire) Nediyim (Ire).............. Shareef Dancer .............. by Northern Dancer....
GENERAL NEDIYM......
Military Belle.................. Without Fear (Fr) .............. by Baldric ..............

(Dam) IT HAD TO BE YOU......
Belong to Me (USA)......... Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer....
2003
Fionnay (NZ)............... Crested Wave (USA) ...... by Crozier...................


1st Dam IT HAD TO BE YOU, by Belong to Me (USA). Winner at 1210m. Sister to BULLA BORGHESE (dam of BOUND FOR EARTH), half-sister to Cresta Run. Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Wonderful You (g by General Nediym). Placed at 2, 2d BRC BJ McLachlan S., L. Shooting Sally (f by Northern Meteor). Winner at 1000m in 2013-14, 3d MRC Catanach’s Jewellers 2YO P.

2nd Dam FIONNAY (NZ), by Crested Wave (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to ASCONA, ANDERMATT, ST GALLEN, Celerina (dam of OKIWI BAY). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
BULLA BORGHESE (f Belong to Me (USA)) 4 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2500m, $464,000, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, AJC National Telecoms Group 2YO H., 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, 4th VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2. Dam of 5 winners-
BOUND FOR EARTH (f Northern Meteor) 2 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1250m, $285,555, to 2013-14, ATC Furious S., Gr 2, 2d ATC Darby Munro S., L, 3d ATC Flight S., Gr 1, Tea Rose S., Gr 2, BRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2.
Romanus (g Encosta de Lago) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1400m, $271,795, STC North Ryde RSL 2YO H., ATC Edmen Community Staffing H., 3d AJC Skyline S., Gr 3, 4th STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2.
Melpomene (f Elusive Quality (USA)) 3 wins 1300 to 1550m, $121,130, 3d MRC Twilight Glow S., L, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L. Dam of-
Thalia (f Medaglia d’Oro (USA)) Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15, 3d MRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3.
Cresta Run (c Commands) 3 wins at 1400m, $230,290, AJC Ho Ho Ho H., STC AAMI Golden Slipper Day H., 3d GCTC Magic Millions 3YO Trophy, RL.
Bourgogne. 2 wins at 1305, 1600m. Dam of 2 winners-
Fairy Star (f More Than Ready (USA)) Placed at 2 in 2013-14, 3d SAJC Cinderella S., L.

3rd Dam AMINONA, by Oakville (GB). Winner at 2000m in NZ. Half-sister to Game Patrol. Dam of 15 named foals, 12 to race, all winners, inc:-
ASCONA (f Grosvenor) 4 wins to 1800m, SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3. Producer.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record:
2013 Missed to Al Maher.
2014 (foal by Choisir). Dead.

Served by CHOISIR. Date of last service, 8 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Newmarket 1-4
On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone
(As Agent)
Lot 707
AUCKLAND BEAUTY
Bay filly
(Branded  nr sh. 156 1 off sh.)
Foaled 2011

(Sire) Danzil (USA) .......................... by Northern Dancer ...........
REDOUTE’S CHOICE ...
Razyana ................................ by His Majesty .............
Shantha’s Choice ........................ by Bletchingly ............
Dancing Show (USA) ......... by Nijinsky ..........................

(Dam) More Than Ready (USA).
Southern Halo ........................ by Halo..........................
Woodman’s Girl ........................ by Woodman (USA)......
2002
Superb Lady ........................ by Red Anchor (NZ)........


1st Dam

2nd Dam
Superb Lady, by Canny Lad. Placed at 2 & 3, $132,740, 2d VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, Vanity S., L, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, 4th QTC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, Queensland Classic, L, 1st dam One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, BATC Doomben Slipper S., L. Half-sister to ALIGN, Breathtaker. Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
FRITZ’S PRINCESS (f More Than Ready (USA)) 9 wins. See above. Go Gerry. 3 wins 1800 to 2200m, BRC Bollinger P., 2d BRC Cleanevent H. Consigliere. 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, QTC Punchestown H., 2d BTC Holden H. Magnifique Lass. 3 wins at 1600m, 2d STC Freeway Hotel H. Dam of-Recycle Prince. Winner at 1300m in 2013-14, MRC Hyland Race Colours P. Lady Octa. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-Six Foot. 3 wins at 1600, 2400m to 2014-15, SAJC Darley H., 3d MRC Swimwear Galore H., SAJC Mittys H.

3rd Dam
Super Trend, by Red Anchor (NZ). 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, 2d SAJC Tobruk H., 3d South Australian Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 7 winners, inc:- ALIGN (c Night Shift (USA)) Champion 2YO Colt in Australia in 1998-99, Head of The 1998-99 Australasian 2YO Classification. 4 wins at 2 1100 to 1400m, $1,013,413, AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Sire.
Breathtaker (c Scenic (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1400m, 2d STC Beverley Park H., 3d STC Gloaming S., Gr 2, Geelong RC Derby Trial S., L. Agile. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Hoslworthy H., STC Independent Locksmiths NSW H., 4th STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1. Dam of 5 winners-
Good Judgement (g Lonhro) 6 wins 1200 to 1700m, $235,105, Penang TC Easy Money S., 2d Selangor TC Tunku Gold Cup, L, 3d Penang Sprint Trophy, L, Selangor Gold Cup, L, Perak TC Sultan Gold Vase, L.

Race Record: Placed at 3 in 2014-15.
Has not been to stud
Lot 708

AUTHORESS

Brown mare  (Branded ♀nr sh. 145 1 off sh.)  Foaled 2001

(Sire)
FUJI KISEKI (JPN) ......

Sunday Silence .................. by Hail to Reason ............
Wishing Well ................. by Understanding ..............
Millracer ........................ by Wild Risk ..................

(Dam)
WEAVER OF WORDS (GB) 1996

Danehill (USA) ................ by Northern Dancer ........
Razyana ........................ by His Majesty ..............

1st Dam

WEAVER OF WORDS (GB), by Danehill (USA). Winner at 7f, 2d Newmarket Jersey Lily Fillies' Nursery H. Three-quarter-sister to FAIZA, half-sister to HAWAJISS, Canadian Legacy (dam of TRUDEAU), Restful Place (dam of TORUMBA), Sheezalady (dam of FAST COMPANY). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

WHITLAM (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $314,825, to 2014-15, SAJC City of Marion S., L, 2d Oakbank S., L.

DIRTY (f by Hussonet (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1350m, BTC Vo Rogue P., L.

AUTHORESS (f by Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 4 wins. See below.

Riddle Me This - Goodheart Success (H.K.) (g by Hussonet (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, BRC Racing Retro H., 3d BRC Queensland Day 3YO P., L.

2nd Dam

Canadian Mill, by Mill Reef. Winner at 2 at 6f, Newmarket Cecil Boyd-Rochfort 2YO S., 2d Newmarket Cheveley Park S., Gr 1. Half-sister to KHOZAAM, Excellent Prospect (dam of FAIZA). Dam of 9 foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

HAWAJISS (f kris) 4 wins–2 at 2–7f to 8¼f, £157,366, Goodwood Nassau S., Gr 2, Doncaster May Hill S., Gr 3, York Musidora S., Gr 3. Grandam of NASHVILLE (g Darci Brahama) 9 wins 1200 to 2000m, $639,179, to 2013-14, Otaki Maori RC WFA S., Gr 1-twice, 2d WRC Captain Cook S., Gr 1.


Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.


2010 Sense of Hite (f by Street Sense (USA)). 1000m in 2013-14, 2d VRC Gucci Icons of Heritage S., L, SAJC Sportingbet S., L.

2011 O’Behave (g by O’Reilly). Started once.

2012 Missed to Street Sensé (USA).

2013 (f by Savabeel).

2014 (f by Ocean Park).

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 17 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal

Has been seen to windsuck
Lot 709  
**BABY BOOM**

Bay mare  
(Branded H11 nr sh. 11 5 off sh.)  
Foaled 2005

| (Sire)           | Danehill (USA)  
|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|------------------|
| REDOUTE’S CHOICE | Razyana  
|                  | Canny Lad        
| (Dam)           | Dancing Show (USA) 
| BOOM            | Sir Tristram (Ire)  
|                 | Biscalow  
|                 | Boucher (USA)   
|                 | Valour           
|                 |                   |
|                 | Danehill (USA)  
|                 | Shantha’s Choice  
|                 | Razyana          
|                 | Canny Lad        
|                 | Canny Lad        
|                 | Northern Dancer  
|                 | His Majesty      
|                 | Bletchingly      
|                 | Nijinsky         
|                 | Biscay           
|                 | Ribot            
|                 | Wilkes (Fr)      
|                 |                   |
|                 | Marauding (NZ)  
|                 | Sir Tristram (Ire)  
|                 | Biscalow  
|                 | Boucher (USA)   
|                 | Valour           
|                 |                   |
|                 | Marauding (NZ)  
|                 | Sir Tristram (Ire)  
|                 | Biscalow  
|                 | Boucher (USA)   
|                 | Valour           
|                 |                   |
|                 | Marauding (NZ)  
|                 | Sir Tristram (Ire)  
|                 | Biscalow  
|                 | Boucher (USA)   
|                 | Valour           
|                 |                   |
|                 | 1996  
|                 |                   |


1st Dam  
BOOM, by Marauding (NZ). Started twice. Sister to BURST, Evader - Helene Honour (H.K.), three-quarter-sister to Reprisal - Mighty Kincsem (Mal.), Inject, half-sister to Severe. Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-  
Noise Barrage (f by Mujahid (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1013m, 2d MRC Tsunami Relief 2YO P., Road to Success 2YO P., 3d VRC Super Vobis 2YO H. Dam of Bel Barrage. 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m to 2014-15.  
Booming (f by Belong to Me (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-See it My Way. 3 wins at 900, 1100m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam  
SUDDEN, by Boucher (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–to 1200m. VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, L, 3d VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2, STC Reising Slipper Trial S., Gr 3. Sister to ARTIST MAN, Crab Apple, half-sister to WORTH, Unrest (dam of RESTIVE), Victoria Cross (dam of VICTORY PRINCE). Dam of 12 named foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-  
BURST (f Marauding (NZ)) Champion 2YO in Australia in 1992. 7 wins–5 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $2,094,160, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 1, Apollo S., Gr 2, STC Reising Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, Tea Rose S., Gr 2, Gosford Slipper, L, 2d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, STC Ansett Australia S., Gr 1, 3d VRC Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Apollo S., Gr 2. Dam of-  
First Burst (f Danehill (USA)) 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, 2d Scottsville KwaZulu-Natal S., L, 3d Kenilworth Southern Cross S., Gr 3. Dam of-  
WINNER BURST (f Western Winter) 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, Kenilworth Prix du Cap, Gr 3, 2d Kenilworth Olympic Duel S., L twice, 3d Kenilworth Fillies Championship S., Gr 2, Diana S., Gr 3.

Evader - Helene Honour (H.K.) (g Marauding (NZ)) 2 wins at 1400m, $469,105, 2d Queensland Classic, Gr 1, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3.

Severe (f Keen (GB)) Winner at 2 at 1218m, 3d VATC Gwyn Nursery S., L. Soudain. Winner at 1280m, STC San Souci H. Grandam of-  
TENANT’S TIARA (f Beautiful Crown (USA)) 4 wins at 1100, 1200m, $254,000, AJC Eskimo Prince S., L, 2d AJC Sapphire S., Gr 2. Dam of-  
ZOUTENANT (c Zizou) Winner at 2 at 1100m, $160,950, in 2014-15, Wyong Magic Millions 2YO Classic, RL, 2d ATC Sire Custodians 2YO P.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1200m, 2d STC IEU Good Faith Bargaining Cup H.  
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2012 Slipped by Duporth.  
2013 (f by Duporth).  
2014 (c by Duporth).

Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 24 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 710

BACCHANAL WOMAN

Grey mare

From Monday 9am Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)
Lot 710

BACCHANAL WOMAN
Grey mare
(Branded K nr sh. 6 off sh.)
Foaled 2003

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) .......... Northern Dancer by Nearctic ..........
ENCOSTA DE LAGO.....
Fairy Bridge by Bold Reason .......... Star Way (GB) by Star Appeal ..........
Shoal Creek .......... Rolls (USA) by Mr. Prospector ........

(Dam) Zabeel (NZ) ..........
M’LADY FONTEYN (NZ) 1996
Trotanoy by Lord Seymour (Ire) ........

ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 mares, 1050 winners, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 mares, 528 winners, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philippi, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenin’ tome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam
M’LADY FONTEYN (NZ), by Zabeel. Winner at 2. Sister to ARRABEEA, half-sister to MARIE CLAIRE. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-
BACCHANAL WOMAN (f by Encosta de Lago). 9 wins. See below.
Society Barber (f by Snippets). 2 wins at 1080, 1175m, TRC Advance Carpet Choice H., 2d TRC HOFM Leo’s Coffee Lounge H. Dam of 3 winners-
Sunshine Spirit (g California Dane) 3 wins 1200 to 1700m, $125,025, to 2013-14 in Macau, 3d Macau Lisboa Juvenile, L, 4th Macau Lisboa Challenge, L, Lisboa Prelude, L.
In a Knot. 3 wins at 1300, 1400m, $128,125, in 2013-14, ATC Cellarbrations H., 2d ATC Hyland Race Colours H.
I Feel Good (g by Delago Brom). 3 wins 1400 to 1736m, $118,992, 2d VRC Ken Cox 2YO H., 4th MVRC Mitchelton Wines Vase, Gr 2.
Sweet Sun (g by Mugharreb (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
TROTANOY, by Lord Seymour (Ire). 6 wins-1 at 2—880, 1200m, CJC Canterbury Belle S., L, Timaru S., L, Te Aroha JC Piako Honda Sprint H., Thames JC Teachers Whisky H, 3d HBJC Gold Trail S., Gr 3. Sister to Pride of Goodwood (dam of PRIDE OF RANCHO), half-sister to MONARCH STAR, SILVER STARDOM, Lucy Tudor (dam of HAPPY REALM). Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
MARIE CLAIRE (f O’Reilly) 6 wins 1300 to 1600m, $101,063, Hawke’s Bay GR Kelt Memorial H., L, 2d WRC Captain Cook S., Gr 1, CJC South Island Thoroughbred Breeders’ S.H., L, 3d BOP RC Japan-New Zealand International Trophy, Gr 2, Canterbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, 4th Cambridge JC Travis S., Gr 2, BOP RC Tauranga S., Gr 3. Producer.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 9 wins 1080 to 1600m, $319,190, Canterbury RC National Sprint H., L, AJC Jim Beam H., Mamma Mia DVD H., STC Daily Press H., 3d Scruffy Murphy’s Hotel H., 2d Canterbury RC National Sprint H., L, 3d STC Summer Racing H., Bacardi Breezer H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2012 Sir Bacchus (g by Sebring). Unraced.
2013 (c by Sebring). Died.
2014 (f by Sepoy).

Served by SEPOY. Date of last service, 30 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 711

BAIZE

Brown mare (Branded ♀ nr sh. 207 8 off sh.) Foaled 2008

(Sire)

Danehill (USA) .................................. by Northern Dancer ............
COMMANDS ..................................
Cotehele House (GB) ...... My Swaneee .......................... by Petition............... Eight Carat ........................ by Pieces of Eight ............

(Dam)

Quest for Fame (GB) ...... Rainbow Quest......................... by Blushing Groom ........
SUEDE ........................................................................
Shame.................................................. by Spectacular Bid ..........................

1999

COMMANDS (AUS) (1996). 4 wins-3 at 2, STC Missile S., Gr.3. Sire of 1088 rnrs, 767 wnrs, 66 SW, inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaulette, Purple, etc. Sire of the dams of 279 rnrs, 156 wnrs, inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta, Politeness, Calcutta, Runway Star, SP Uratta Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate, Platinum State, Sunset Boulevard and of Caveka, Herne’s Oak, Jungang Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.

1st Dam
SUEDE, by Quest for Fame (GB). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, AJC Ellesmere H., Bel Esprit H., 2d AJC Honda Odyssey P., Semaphore H., STC Killawarra Dusk Strawberry Sparkling H., 3d STC Rotary Awareness H. Half-sister to DEMERIT, Evander. Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc.- Lohengrin (g by Lonhro). 3 wins 1100 to 1250m, ATC Bexley RSL Club H., Ascot Club H., 2d ATC Sportsyear H., SAJC Projection Graphics H.

2nd Dam
SHAME, by Scenic (Ire). 6 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $898,760, VAC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, QTC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, STC Queen of the Surf S., Gr 2, 2d AJC All-Aged S., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, VATC Toorak H., Gr 1, Futurity S., Gr 1, GCTC AD Hollindale Cup, Gr 2. Three-quarter-sister to Oroya Gold, Stella Vision (dam of PRENTICE). half-sister to Shalang. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc.-DEMERIT (c Lonhro) 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, $260,400, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, 2d VRC AAMI Business Insurance S., Gr 3, MRC Sandown S., Gr 3, Blue Sapphire S., L, 3d STC Canterbury S., Gr 2-twice. Sire. Evander (g Octagonal (NZ)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1400m, $274,300, NSW Tatt’s RC James Barnes H., 2d AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, BTC Doomben Classic, Gr 3, 3d QTC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1, STC Shannon H., Gr 2.

3rd Dam
SHAMAYIL (USA), by Spectacular Bid. Winner at 2017m, SAJC SA Country H. Half-sister to Cossack Guard. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

SHAME (f Scenic (Ire)) 6 wins. See above.
Shalang (f Langfuhr (Can)) 2 wins at 1600, 1900m, STC Tooheys New H., 3d AJC Dulcify H., L. Grandam of- Kumaon (c Lonhro) Winner at 2 at 1100m, $259,300, in 2013-14, ATC Schweppes Golden Gift 2YO P., 3d ATC Champagne S., Gr 1. Stellare. Winner at 1100m. Dam of 7 winners- Oroya Gold (g Scenic (Ire)) 5 wins 1200 to 1400m, $437,875, WATC Ernie Craig Sprint H., 2d WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 2. Stella Vision. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

PRENTICE (g Blackfriars) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 1650m, $183,850, to 2014-15, WATC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, Westspeed H.

Race Record: Winner at 1280m.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2013 (f by Lonhro).
2014 Missed to Lonhro.

Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 5 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 712  BALLETT D’AMOUR (USA)
Bay mare  (Branded V' nr sh.  175 off sh.)  Foaled 2005

(Sire)  Nureyev ........................ Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic.................
     Fire the Groom.................. Special........................ by Forli.........................
    STRAVINSKY (USA)............. Blushing Groom........ by Red God.................
                             Prospector’s Fire........ by Mr. Prospector.........
(Dam)  Miswaki........................ Mr. Prospector......... by Raise a Native.........
     EXIGENT ........................ L’Extravagante........ by Northern Dancer ....
                           1992

STRAVINSKY (USA) (1996). 3 wins-1 at 2, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1. Sire of
1176 rnrs, 855 wnrs, 73 SW, inc. Serenade Rose (VRC Oaks, Gr.1), Keeninsky,
Benbaun, (Sir) Time Keeper, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Lankan Rupee,
Pataques, Mosheen, Rip Van Winkle, Vjjack, Tremec, Blackie, Smoulder, Tepin,
Xanadou, Le Vie Infiniote, Tuba, Niki Piki Milo, Spring Included, V.I.P. Zone, He
Has Bling, In a Jif, Jeremiah, My Friend Bob, Za Moulin Rouge, etc.

1st Dam
EXIGENT, by Miswaki. Unraced. Half-sister to MONTELIMAR, L’EXTRA HONOR
(dam of MAJESTIC ROI, BLACK SPIRIT), Curious Affair (dam of SAUCY
AFFAIR). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
TALETOBETOLD (f by Tale of the Cat). 8 wins–2 at 2–5f to 6f, $469,549,
Churchill Downs Open Mind S., L, Indiana Downs Girls Inc of Shelbyville
S., L, Tampa Bay Lightning City S., L, 2d Churchill Downs Mariah’s Storm
S., L, Keeneland Franklin County S., L-twice, River Downs Bassinet S., L,
Ocala Breeders’ Sale Sprint S. (3YOf), L, Arlington Park Pink Ribbon S., L.
Ballet d’Amour (f by Stravinsky). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam
L’Extravagante, by Le Fabuleux. 3 wins at 6f, 8½f, 3d Canadian Oaks, Can-1.
Half-sister to L’ENJOLEUR, LA VOYAGEUSE (dam of TIME BANDIT,
INNOVATIVE), MEDAILLE D’OR, D’ACCORD, GRAND LUXE (dam of
SMACKOVER CREEK), Slew and Easy (dam of CONSERVE), La Pepite (dam of
SOLDERA), L’On Vite (dam of HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR, MILANOVA, BIG
VIKING, HEART OF OAK). Dam of 17 foals, 13 to race, 12 winners, inc:-
MONTELIMAR (c Alleged) 2 wins at 1¼m, Curragh Gallinule S., Gr 2. Sire.
L’EXTRA HONOR (f Hero’s Honor) 2 wins at 2400m, Longchamp Prix Lord
Seymour, L, 2d Longchamp Prix Charles Laffitte, L. Dam of 8 winners-
MAJESTIC ROI (f Street Cry (Ire)) 3 wins–1 at 2–6f to 1m, Newmarket
Sun Chariot S., Gr 1, Newbury Fred Darling S., Gr 3. Producer.
BLACK SPIRIT (g Black Minnaloushe) 8 wins–1 at 2–7f to 11f, £221,747,
Royal Extravagance. Winner in U.S.A. Grandam of-
MEDICI (c Sir Cat) 3 wins–1 at 2–1500 to 2200m in Chile, Hipodromo Chile
Gran Premio St Leger, Gr 1, 3d Hipodromo Chile G.P. Criadores, Gr 2.
Nuh. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
NUHDIS (f Distorted Economy) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1300m in 2014-15
in Chile, Hipodromo Chile Clasico Juan Cavieres Mella, Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 5½f in U.S.A.
Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.
2010 Ticket to Toorak (g by Northern Meteor). 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1212m,
$105,720, to 2014-15, 2d Ballarat TC Magic Millions Clockwise 2YO
Classic, 3d MRC Roy Higgins & Wylie Dalziel H.
2011 Miss Interiors (f by Flying Spur). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, 3d ATC
Colin Glover H.
2013 (c by Snitzel).
2014 Missed to Encosta de Lago.
Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 4 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 713 (With 75% GST) **BALMORAL BELLE (NZ)**

Bay mare (Branded M nr sh. 10 2 off sh.) Foaled 2002

**Sire**
- Sir Tristram (Ire) by Sir Gaylord
- Zabeel (NZ) by Sir Tristram (Ire)
- Lady Giselle (Fr) by Nureyev
- Gardd (USA) by Sheikh Albadou (GB)

**Dam**
- Sheikh Albadou (GB) by Green Desert
- Welsh Garden by Welsh Saint

**2nd Dam**
- Welsh Garden by Welsh Saint

**3rd Dam**
- Welsh Garden by Welsh Saint

**4th Dam**
- Welsh Garden by Welsh Saint

**5th Dam**
- Welsh Garden by Welsh Saint

**6th Dam**
- Welsh Garden by Welsh Saint

**7th Dam**
- Welsh Garden by Welsh Saint

**8th Dam**
- Sheikh Albadou (GB) by Sheikh Albadou (GB)

**Race Record:** Started once.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

- 2007 Booboisie (f by Stratum). 3 wins 1600 to 2100m.
- 2008 Sonic Blast (g by Charge Forward). Winner at 2 at 1200m, ATC TJ's Champagne Bar P.
- 2009 (c by Mossman). Died.
- 2010 Missed to Charge Forward.
- 2013 (c by Star Witness).
- 2014 Missed to Star Witness.

**Served by STAR WITNESS.** Date of last service, 17 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 714

BALSAMICO
Bay mare
(Branded 6½ off sh.) 3
Foaled 2001

(REDOUITE'S CHOICE)

Lot 714

Bay mare
(Branded 6½ nr sh. 3
1 off sh.) 3
Foaled 2001

(REDOUITE'S CHOICE)

Lot 714

Bay mare
(Branded 6½ off sh.) 3
Foaled 2001


1st Dam

LAUDEMIO, by Alzao (USA). 4 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $100,690, VRC Red Roses S., L, SAJC Lady Daly Hotel H., 4th SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3, VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L. Half-sister to LOVING CUP, VINTAGE DANCE (dam of PITTANCE), Battonage (dam of FULLAZZ), Prunotto (dam of SHY CHOICE). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Admirelle (f by General Nediym). Winner at 2 at 1100m, 3d AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Dam of-

SIZZLING (c Snitzel) 7 wins–5 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $1,332,375, BRC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, Champagne Classic, Gr 2, Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, Queensland Guineas, Gr 2, Gold Edition P., L, GCTC Ken Russell Memorial Classic, L, 2d BRC BJ McLachlan S., Gr 3, 3d ATC Expressway S., Gr 2.

2nd Dam

ESTATE LABEL, by Without Fear (Fr). 5 wins to 1450m, SAJC Always There H. Sister to Cellar Affair, Noble Vintage. Make a Pass (dam of MOUNTY), three-quarter-sister to Fine Label. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

LOVING CUP (f Bluebird (USA)) 5 wins–3 at 2, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L. LAUDEMIO (f Alzao (USA)) 4 wins. See above.

VINTAGE DANCE (f Salmon Leap (USA)) 3 wins at 2, SAJC Morphettville P., L.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m, 2d SAJC Seppelts Fleur de Lys H., 3d SAJC Distinctive Lifestyle H.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners. 2007 Dosh Dash (f by Dash for Cash). Unplaced. Dam of-

WRITTEN DASH (f Written Tycoon) 3 wins to 1200m, $165,180, in 2014-15, MVRC Typhoon Tracy S., Gr 3, MRC Appelles H. 2008 Masthead (g by Written Tycoon). 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $961,711, MRC (Mornington) Inglis Premier 2YO S., 2d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr 2, BRC QTC Cup, Gr 2, Singapore TC Kranji Sprint, Sgp-3, MRC Gothic S., L, Kevin Heffernan S., L, Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L, 3d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, Singapore TC Kranji Sprint, Sgp-3, 4th ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, VRC Danehill S., L, 2d BRC McAlchlan S., Gr 2, 2d ATC Expressway S., Gr 2.

2009 Balmodena (f by Good Journey (USA)). Winner at 1900m in 2014-15. 2010 Rinaldo (g by Reaan). Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.

2011 (c by Good Journey (USA)).

2012 (f by Hussonet (USA)).

2013 (f by Hinchinbrook).

2014 Missed to Dalakhani (Ire).

Served by ALL AMERICAN. Date of last service, 14 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row C 9,10  
On Account of ELIZA PARK INTERNATIONAL, Kerrie,  
Vic (As Agent)

Lot 715

Bay or Brown mare  
(Branded /\ /nr sh. 19/3 off sh.)  
Foaled 2003

(Sire)  
FUSAICHI PEGASUS  
(USA)  
Mr. Prospector ..................  
Gold Digger .....................  
Angel Fever  

(Dam)  
SCANDINAVIA  
Snippets  

Lot 715  

BALTICS  

FUSAICHI PEGASUS (USA) (1997). 6 wins, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 1522 winners, 1040 mrs, 73 SW, inc. Haradasun (STC George Ryder S., Gr.1), Roman Ruler, Bronzo, Champ Pegasus, etc. Sire of the dams of SW We Miss Artie, Estrela Monarchos, Albany Reunion, Hakassan, All Time Fling, Pick of the Litter, Doña Sarita, Niagara, Win Malerei, Gamblin’ Guru, Ausus, Darci be Good, Free Judgement, Naval Command, Annulment, Dysprosium, Fast Dragon, etc.

1st Dam  
SCANDINAVIA, by Snippets. 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $430,075, QTC Cup, Gr 2, VRC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, MVRC Burt Bacharach H., 2d VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, 3d VRC Newmarket H., Gr 1, Lightning S., Gr 1, MVRC Norman Carlyon S., Gr 2, VATC Chirnside S., Gr 2, VRC Red Roses S., L, 4th SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3, VRC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3. Half-sister to FROSTY THE SNOWMAN, MIDNIGHT SUN, RUSSIAN TEA ROOM, Song of the Sun, McHappy (dam of GLAD). Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

MAGNUS (c by Flying Spur). 4 wins 1010 to 1200m, $1,311,050, AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, VRC Age Classic S., Gr 2, 2d VRC Lightning S., Gr 1. Sire.

WILANDER (c by Exceed and Excel). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $351,825, MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2, Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, VRC Bob Hoysted H., L, 2d MRC Biscay H., 4th VRC Lightning S., Gr 1. Sire.

SCANDIVA (f by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $242,580, ATC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 2d ATC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1.

ARCTIC FLIGHT (f by Flying Spur). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, $314,358, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, 3d BRC Dane Ripper S., Gr 2, ATC Sheraco S., Gr 3.

Danavia (f by Danehill (USA)). Placed at 2, 2d VRC Reganza 2YO H. Dam of:

ICONIC (g Bel Esprit) 4 wins–2 at 2–at 900, 1000m, $467,250, to 2014-15, MVRC Carlyon S., L, 2d MRC Rubiton S., Gr 2, SAJC National S., Gr 3.

Helsinge (f by Desert Sun (GB)). Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-


ALL TOO HARD (c Casino Prince) Champion 3YO Colt in Australia in 2012-13. 7 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $2,288,200, ATC All Aged S., Gr 1, MRC CF Orr S., Gr 1, Futurity S., Gr 1, Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1.

Race Record: Started once.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 foals, 2 to race, both winners.

2008 Diva von Tessa (f by Testa Rossa). Winner at 1200m.
2009 Sami Queen (f by Commands). Unraced.
2010 Itameri (f by Exceed and Excel). Winner at 900m in 2013-14, 2d MVRC Drummond Golf 2YO P., 4th VRC 7news P., L.
2011 Missed to Wanted.
2012 Badcoe (c by Wanted). Unraced.
2013 Slipped by Wanted.
2014 Missed to Sebring.

Served by BEL ESPRIT. Date of last service, 1 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 716 (With 50% GST) BANDOLERA (JPN)
Chestnut mare (Branded nr sh. 250 \(^8\) off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire) Deputy Minister........................ Vice Regent........................ by Northern Dancer........
DEHERE (USA)................................ Mint Copy.............................. by Buntys Flight ..............
 ................................ (Branded nr sh. 250 off sh.)
 .................................................................................................
 ................................... Secretariat................................. by Bold Ruler............
 ............................................... Sword Game.......................... by Danasacus.............
(Dam)....................................................... Star de Naskra.................... by Nasram..........................
 .......................................................... Naskra.............................
 ....................................................... Half-sister to SPECIAL KINDA GUY, Wild and Wonderful (dam of WEST VIRGINIA, PLATINUM GIRL).
 ....................................................... Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
 ....................................................... SILVER COCKPIT (c by Silver Hawk). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1800, 2000m, $1,445,835, Hanshin Mainichi Hai, Jpn-3, Kyoto Kisharagi Sho, Jpn-3.
 ....................................................... Star Chandelier (c by Gulch). 3 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 1800m, 3d Nakayama Unicorn S., Jpn-3.

1st Dam

DEHERE (USA) (1991). 6 wins-5 at 2. Belmont Champagne S., Gr.1. Sire of 1356 rnrs, 1006 wnr.s, 77 SW, inc. Belle du Jour (STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Take Charge Lady, Defier, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Rebel Raider, Forensics, Tamarando, So Many Ways, Will Take Charge, Graydar, Take Charge Indy, Kidnapped, Midnight Lute, Academus, More Than Real, Friesian Fire, Set for Fame, Fravashi, Oracy, Recapartetheglory, Oratory, Monstre, Malavio, etc.

2nd Dam
PACARA, by Dorileo. 12 wins, $107,740 in U.S.A. and Argentina, Golden Gate Oaks, Gr 2, Fair Grounds Oaks, Gr 3, Belmont Allowance, 2d Longacres Belle Roberts H., L, 3d Hollywood Oaks, Gr 1, Saratoga Alabama S., Gr 1, Santa Anita Manta H., L, Fairplex Las Madrinas H., L, Monmouth Lorillard S., L. Half-sister to POIVRE, Pacific. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
PAMPERED STAR (f Star de Naskra) 5 wins. See above.
SPECIAL KINDA GUY (c Blushing Groom) 6 wins, $133,620, Canterbury Vale of Tears S., L, Bay Meadows San Joaquin Invitational H., L. Sire. Wild and Wonderful. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 9 winners-
WEST VIRGINIA (c Tomorrows Cat) 7 wins–3 at 2–6f to 9f, $1,010,949, Aqueduct Excelsior H., Gr 3, 3d Churchill Downs Stephen Foster H., Gr 1. Special Kinda Gal. Unraced. Grandam of-
DREAM STORM (c February Storm) 5 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2200m in Argentina, La Plata G.P. Provincia de Buenos Aires, Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners.
2004 (f by Narita Top Road).
2005 (c by Sakura Bakushin O).
2006 Jungle Kei (c by Jungle Pocket). Winner at 2200m in Japan.
2007 Hasta la Vera (f by Hussonet (USA)). Started twice.
2008 Snitsky (g by Snitzel). 6 wins 1100 to 1400m, $183,310, ATC Australian Turf Club H., More Than Ready H., Thankyou Libby Trickett H., 2d ATC Share Care Respite Sprint H., 3d ATC Carnes Hill Marketplace H.
2009 Missed to Snitzel.
2010 Glenrock Ness (f by Charge Forward). Started twice.
2011 Not served previous season.
2012 Pure Torque (c by Henny Hughes (USA)). Unraced.
2013 Missed to Snitzel.

With a Bay filly foal at foot by SMART MISSILE, foaled 23 September 2014.
Served by SHAMUS AWARD. Date of last service, 22 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 717  
**BANKER’S CHOICE (USA)**

Bay or Brown mare  
Foaled 2006

(Sire)  
**CANADIAN FRONTIER**  
Gone West....  
Secrettame....  
Seattle Slew.....  
Breath Taking.....

(Dam)  
**BERRY BLESSED**  
1999  
St. Jovite........  
Northern Sunset.....  
Strawberry Road.....  
Pretty Reason........

---

**CANADIAN FRONTIER (USA) (1999).** 6 wins at 6f, 7f, Belmont Bold Ruler H., Gr.3. Sire of 140 mrs, 91 wns, inc. SW Hilda’s Passion (Saratoga Ballerina S., Gr.1), No Such Word, Frontier Tour, On the Menu, SP Canadian Mistress, Adventurous Fox, Untraveled, Tonto Fontenot, Banker’s Choice and of Frontier Warrior, Asmaa, Fred Barows, Goku, No Tanks, Buy Out, Attikoken, Caldonia, etc. Sire of the dams of Tizmetizyou, Circular Drive, Homesick Angel, etc.

1st Dam  
**BERRY BLESSED,** by St. Jovite. Started 3 times. Half-sister to VINDICATION, SCIPION, IN STEP, Blackberry Road, True Reason. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

**SHEM** (c by Stormin Fever). 10 wins 6½f to 8½f, $288,478, Santa Rosa Joseph T Grace H., L, 2d Northlands Park Spangled Jimmy H., L.  
**Banker’s Choice** (f by Canadian Frontier). 2 wins. See below.  
Corin Blesse (c by Corinthian). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1400m to 2014, 3d Tokyo Derby Memories Wakataka Cup.  
Revelator (c by Harlan’s Holiday). 5 wins at 1m, 8½f in U.S.A.

2nd Dam  
**STRAWBERRY REASON,** by Strawberry Road. 4 wins at 8½f, $153,226, Laurel Martha Washington H., Gr.3, Churchhill Downs Allowance, Keeneland Allowance, 2d Laurel Davona Dale H., L, 3d Arlington Heights Oaks, Gr.3, Monmouth Personal Ensign S., L. Half-sister to SILVER COMET, Torno, Pretty Exciting. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

**VINDICATION** (c Seattle Slew) Champion 2YO Colt in USA in 2002. 4 wins at 2 6f to 9f, $680,950, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1, Turfway Kentucky Cup Juvenile S., Gr.3. Sire.  
**SCIPION** (c A.P. Indy) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 8½f, $194,056, Fair Grounds Risen Star S., Gr.3, 2d Monmouth Point Given S., L, 3d River Downs Cradle S., Gr.3, 4th Woodbine Dominion Day S., Gr.3. Sire.  
**IN STEP** (f Unbridled’s Song) 3 wins at 6½f, 7f, $123,110, Belmont Queen Tutta S., L, Saratoga Allowance, 3d Keeneland Valley View S., Gr.3. Sire. 
**Blackberry Road** (c Gone West) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 5½f, 6f, $281,233, 2d Churchill Downs Kentucky Jockey Club S., Gr.2, Fair Grounds Lecomte S., Gr.3, 3d Turfway Kentucky Cup Juvenile S., Gr.3, 4th Fair Grounds Louisiana Derby, Gr.2, Churchill Downs Bashford Manor S., Gr.3. Sire.  
**True Reason** (c Silver Deputy) 2 wins at 1800m, Tokyo Lobelia Sho, 3d Nakayama RF Radio Nippon Sho St Lite Kinen, Jpn-2, Yamazakura Sho. Sire.  
Strawberry Sense. Unraced. Dam of-  
**Distillery** (c Dixie Union) 2 wins at 6½f, 8½f in 2014, 3d Hastings Chris Losheth H., L, Richmond Derby Trial H., L.

---

**Race Record:** Stakes-placed. 2 wins at 2 at 1m, Keeneland Allowance, 3d Churchill Downs Edgewood S., L, 4th Churchill Downs Regret S., Gr.3, Caressing H., L.  

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 named foal.  
2013 (f by Foxwedge).  
2014 (f by Sepoy).  
Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 16 October 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Lot 718  

BANNOCK  

Bay mare (Branded ¯ br sh. 6 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009  

(Sire) PENDRAGON (NZ)  
Elnadim (USA) ........................................ Elnadim (USA) ........................................  
Danzig ........................................ by Northern Dancer  
Elle Seule ........................................ by Exclusive Native  
Alacritiy (NZ) ........................................ Alacritiy (NZ) ........................................  
Grosvenor (NZ) ........................................ by Sir Tristram (IRE)  
Daybreak Express ................................... by Duke Ellington  

(Dam) UTAH RED  
Red Ransom (USA)  
Roberto ........................................ by Hall to Reason  
2002  
Bryce Canyon (USA)  
Gulch ........................................ by Mr. Prospector  
Bineyah (IRE)  
Bineyah (IRE)  
by Sadler's Wells  

PENDRAGON (NZ) (2002). 2 wins at 1800m, 2000m, STC Gloaming S., Gr.3. Sire of 69 mrs, 36 wnsr, inc. SP Abba, The Peak and of Miss Gunpowder, Colour of Money, Dragon Wheel - Glorious Sunday (H.K.), Killarney Kid, Kurrajong Dragon, Tale of the Dragon, Blazing Dragon, Dark Brown Sugar, Dragonzone, Megathink, Military Manor, That's Karma, Beaudragon, Gid Up Strop, Step Lightly, Dragon Flyer, Yurrapendi, Dragon Affair, Budderoo Dragon, etc.  

1st Dam  
UTAH RED, by Red Ransom (USA). 2 wins at 1300, 1700m, 3d MRC Clive Leonard H. Half-sister to ALZORA. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 1 winner, inc:-  


2nd Dam  
BRYCE CANYON (USA), by Gulch. Unplaced. Half-sister to Beyond the Sunset (dam of TE AKAU COUP, DON GARCIA). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-  
ALZORA (f Redoute's Choice) 2 wins at 1400, 2000m, $241,067, VRC Vanity S., Gr 3, MRC Ethereal S., L, 3d VRC Spotless 2YO P., MRC Coates Hire P., 4th VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, ATC Japan Racing Association P., Gr 3, MVRC Alexandra S., L, SAJC Dequetteville S., L.  
Octagonal Canyon. 2 wins at 1600, 2200m, $187,700, HKJC Special Cargo H., Wing Lok H., 2d HKJC Style Magazine H., Sutherland H., 3d HKJC Sir Cecil's Ride H., Tsam Chuk Wan H.  

Strathspey. 2 wins at 1100, 1300m.  

3rd Dam  
Bineyah (IRE), by Sadler's Wells. Winner at 11f, 2d Yorkshire Oaks, Gr 1, 4th Irish Oaks, Gr 1, Newbury Ballymacoll Stud S., L. Sister to DESERT SECRET, In Camera, Karasavina (dam of KRASNAYA). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
Flying Trio - Noble Flier (H.K.). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, $107,468 in NZ and Hong Kong, HKJC Chairmen's Day H., 2d HKJC To Fung Shan H.  

Beyond the Sunset. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-  
TE AKAU COUP 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2. Producer.  
DON GARCIA (f Thor Park) 4 wins-2 at 2–800 to 1600m, WRC Wellesley S., L, Hawke's Bay Bay Ford Juvenile S.  

Race Record: Started twice.  
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.  
2014 (f by Prince Arthur).  
Served by PRINCE ARTHUR. Date of last service, 16 September 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Lot 719

**BASALE**

Chestnut filly (Branded H nr sh. 20 1 off sh.)

**Foaled 2011**

**Race Record:** Unraced.

**First season at stud**

Served by **STAR WITNESS.** Date of last service, 11 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal

---

From Monday 9am Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14

On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley

(As Agent)

**STRATUM (AUS) (2002).** 2 wins at 2, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1. Sire of 478 rnrs, 326 wns, 28 SW, inc Crystal Lily (STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Streama, Southern Lord, Unpretentious, Divine Calling, Running Tall, Enquire, Va Pensiero, Takedown, I'm All the Talk, Battle Hero, Stratrum Star, Misstrum, Texan, Tawteen, Averau, Bush Aviator, Darlington Abbey, Love Rocks, Queenstown, Anlon, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Stoker and of The Big Rig, etc.

1st Dam


**WILLY JIMMY** (g by Dehere (USA)). **7 wins** at 1400, 1600m, $330,430, BRC Strawberry Road H., L, AJC The Carousel on Sale Now H., Carousel Tickets on Sale Now H., Goulburn City Cup, 2d Hawkesbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, Scone Cup, L, VRC Masterfood Condiments H., MRC Betfair H., 3d ATC Nepean Engineering H., 4th ATC Epsom H., Gr 1, Apollo S., Gr 2, Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Open Mile, L, Gosford RC Takeover Target S., L.

Kylie (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). **2 wins**—1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, AJC Bonanova H., Freedom 2YO H., 2d AJC Rare Form H., STC Party With Horses H., 3d AJC Princesses Stop at Nothing H., Manchester Unity Australia H. Producer.

Conadilly (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). **2 wins** at 1200, 1300m.

Sambow's Girl (f by Elvstroem). **Winner** at 1100m in 2013-14.

Hula Here (f by Dehere (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Hoop. **Winner** at 2100m in 2013-14, TTC Launceston Community Celebration P., 3d TTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic, Silver Ingot.

2nd Dam

**NATURAL WONDER,** by Aurilandy. **12 wins**—3 at 2–1000 to 1619m, $263,800, VRC Honda Legend S., L, Milady S., L, Grey Nurse H., Footscray H., MVRC WH Stacks S., Concorde Airfreight H., VATC Dual Choice H., Geoff Brady Samson H., Securisystem H., MVRC Merri H., 2d SAJC Victoria Park S., Gr 3, VRC Oriflame H., South Australian H., 3d SAJC Exalting H. Dam of 3 foals, 1 to race, **1 winner**, inc:-

**HULA WONDER** (f Hula Chief (NZ)) **13 wins.** See above.

3rd Dam

**CENTRIFUGAL,** by Jumpin' Joseph (Can). Unraced. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, **6 winners**, inc:-

**NATURAL WONDER** (f Aurilandy) **12 wins.** See above.

---
On Account of WARATAH THOROUGHBREDS, Moss Vale

Lot 720

BATELEUR (USA)

Brown mare

Foaled 2008

(Sire) Mr. Prospector ............... Raise a Native ............... by Native Dancer ............... Gold Digger ............... by Nashua ............... Secretariat ............... by Bold Ruler ............... Tamerett ............... by Tim Tam ...............

(GONE WEST) Secrettame ............... by Mr. Prospector ............... Raise a Native ............... by Native Dancer ............... Gold Digger ............... by Nashua ............... Secretariat ............... by Bold Ruler ............... Tamerett ............... by Tim Tam ...............

(Dam) SOARING SOFTLY ...... 1995

Kris S ............... by Raise a Native ............... Key to the Mint ............... by Graustark ............... Far Beyond ............... by Nijinsky ...............

Wings of Grace ............... by Raise a Native ............... Key to the Mint ............... by Graustark ............... Far Beyond ............... by Nijinsky ...............

GONE WEST (USA) (1984). 6 wins–1 at 2, Belmont Dwyer S., Gr.1. Sire of 1035 mrs, 708 wns, 95 SW, inc. Da Hoss (Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Johar, Zafonic, Came Home, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Motivator, Leading Light, Violence, King David, Union Rags, Awesome Feather, Brilliant Speed, Que Fenômeno, African Story, Announce, Ocean Quest, Bonny and Clyde, Game Face, Frost Giant, Healthy Addiction, Kuroshio, Ocovango, Discreet Dancer, etc.

1st Dam

SOARING SOFTLY, by Kris S. Champion Turf Female in USA in 1999. 9 wins–1 at 2–7f to 11f, $1,270,433, Breeders' Cup Filly & Mare Turf S., Gr.1, Belmont Flower Bowl H., Gr.1, Sheepshead Bay H., Gr.2, New York H., Gr.2, Garden State Vineland H., L, 4th Belmont Acorn S., Gr.1. Three-quarter-sister to PLENTY OF GRACE, Jody G (dam of DUALITY, BOUND BY HONOR, PRIVATE JOE), half-sister to Honor Bestowed (dam of TAQARUB, RECEPTA), Graceful Wings (dam of RIVER RUSH). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

MUCH REJOICING (f by Distorted Humor). 4 wins 6f to 1m, $160,457, Belmont Glia S., L, Keeneland Allowance, 2d Belmont Serena's Cat S., L, Caress S., L, 3d Tampa Bay Manatee S., L.

Shine Softly (f by Aldebaran). 2 wins at 8¼f, 8½f, 2d Sam Houston Distaff S., L, 4th Houston Jersey Lilly S., L, Producer.

Bernulli (g by Aldebaran). 4 wins at 8¼f, 8½f, $113,240 in U.S.A.

Seek to Soar (f by Seeking the Gold). 2 wins at 1m, 8½f, Gulfstream Allowance. Dam of 3 winners-

SPRING TO THE SKY (c Langfuhr (Can)) 6 wins–1 at 2–5½f, 6f, $417,200, to 2014, Saratoga Troy S., L, Belmont Groovy S., L, Saratoga Lucky Coin S., L, 2d Pimlico Jim McKay Turf Sprint S., L, 3d Keeneland Woodford S., Gr.3, Saratoga Duluth S., L, 4th Tampa Bay Turf Dash S., L.

Ennobled Friend (c Malibu Moon) Winner at 1600m in U.A.E, 2d Meydan Dubai Creek Mile, L, IPIC 1400 H.

Mr Know it All (g Any Given Saturday) Winner at 2 at 5½f, 2d Northlands Park Canadian Juvenile S., L, 3d Northlands Park Birdcatcher S., L.

2nd Dam

WINGS OF GRACE, by Key to the Mint. 6 wins–2 at 2, $121,157, Meadowlands Boiling Springs H., Gr.3, 3d Belmont Nellie Bly S., L, Lamb Chop H., L. Half-sister to Battle Creek Girl (dam of PARADE GROUND, PARADE LEADER, SPEED DIALER, TRICKY CREEK, EVERHOPE, WAWERING GIRL), Peggiibonsi (dam of PULSATILLA), Sunyata (dam of NEW ECONOMY). Dam of 16 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

SOARING SOFTLY (f Kris S) 9 wins. See above.

PLENTY OF GRACE (f Roberto) 8 wins 8¼f to 1¼m, $744,499, Santa Anita Yellow Ribbon S., Gr.1, Belmont New York H., Gr.2. Producer.

Race Record: Placed at 3 in U.S.A.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2013 (f by Dylan Thomas (Ire)).

2014 (f by Hard Spun (USA)).

Served by DAWN APPROACH (IRE). Date of last service, 14 November 2014. Believed to be in foal.
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 721
Bay filly
(Branded C nr sh. 163 off sh.)
Foaled 2011

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .......... by Northern Dancer ......
FASTNET ROCK ..............
Piccadilly Circus .......... by His Majesty ........

(Dam) Lunchtime (GB) .......... by Silly Season ........
LEGALLY BAY .............
2000 Decidity ................. by Grand Chaudiere ......

Lot 721 BAYROCK
Bay filly
(Branded C nr sh. 163 off sh.)
Foaled 2011

FASTNET ROCK (AUS) (2001). 6 wins to 1200m, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Out of
SW Piccadilly Circus. Sire of 858 rns, 579 wns, 74 SW, inc. Super Cool (VRC
Australian Cup, Gr.1), Atlantic Jewel, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Sunset Rock,
SP Shees Flawless, Little Miss Smiley, Pearl Star and of Donna Madeira,
Wigginout, Kiss Chasey, Bernin Loose, Colour of Love, Harbour Alert, Life
O’Brien, Neverunconditional, San Padre, Valar Morghulis, Fastnet Flyer, etc.

1st Dam LEGALLY BAY, by Snippets. 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $628,050, STC
Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, AJC Brian Crowley S., L, STC De Bertoli Yarra
Valley 2YO H., 2d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, TJ Smith S., Gr 2, 3d MRC
Oakleigh P., Gr 1, MVRC Australia S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Gr 2, STC Silver
Sliper S., Gr 2, AJC Shorts H., Gr 3, 4th QTC Dr John Power H., L. Half-
sister to BONARIA, TIME OUT, Chatoyant (dam of MONTSEGUR). Dam
of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

JOLIE BAY (f by Fastnet Rock). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, $236,530, ATC
Roman Consul S., Gr 2, 2d VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1, ATC Brian
Crowley S., L.

Maroon Bay (f by Exceed and Excel). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, $111,100, to
2014-15, ATC Cellarbrations H., MVRC Alternate Railway H., 2d ATC St
Johns Park Bowling Club H., 3d MRC Cove Hotel H., Sportingbet H.

Legalistic (g by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, MRC Vite Cheval
H., 3d SAJC Philip Bentley H.

Carbon Taikun (g by Lonhro). 5 wins at 1000, 1400m to 2014-15, 2d ATC
Fairfield 2YO P., 3d ATC Southern Educational Services P.

2nd Dam DECIDITY, by Last Tycoon (Ire). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, 2d AJC Earlwood
Bardwell Park RSL H., Walter Swinburn H., Goose Boy H. Three-quarter-
sister to VESTEY (dam of RUTHERFORD EAGLE), half-sister to CLASSY
FELLA. Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-

BONARIA (f Redoute's Choice) 8 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $941,319, to
2014-15, VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, Schweppervescence Trophy, Gr 3-twice,
MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Blazer S., Gr 2, MRC Snowhite
Maintenance Classic, Gr 3, Geoffroy Bellmaine S., Gr 3.

TIME OUT (g Rory's Jester) 6 wins–3 at 2–870 to 1200m, $349,398 in Aust
and Macau, Illawarra 2YO Classic, Gr 3, AJC Doyles Seafood 2YO H., 2d
AJC Brian Crowley S., L, Razor Sharp H., L, 3d STC Heritage S., L.

LEGALLY BAY (f Snippets) 3 wins. See above.

Chatoyant. 4 wins at 1000, 1100m, AJC Springfest Lawn Party H. Dam of-

MONSEGUR (f New Approach (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m,
$263,375, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, MRC Joe Brown 2YO
P., 2d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, 3d ATC Silver Shadow S.,
Gr 2, 4th MRC Thousand Guineas Prelude, Gr 2.

Exhibit. Unraced. Dam of-

Light Touch (f Charge Forward) 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, 2d SAJC
Dequetteville S., L, MRC Jack Elliott 2YO H., SAJC Pewsey Vale H.

Race Record: Placed at 2 in 2013-14, 2d ATC Golden Rose Noms 2YO P.
Has not been to stud
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 722

**BAZARUTO**

Bay or Brown mare

(Branded nr sh. 43 off sh.)

Foil 2010

(Sire) Encosta de Lago ................. Fairy King (USA) ................. by Northern Dancer .................

NORTHERN METEOR ... Shool Creek ................. by Star Way (GB) .................

Explosive (USA) ................. Fappiano ................. by Mr. Prospector .................

(Dam) Danehill (USA) ................. by Danzig .................

BARBERTON ................. Rolls (USA) ................. by Mr. Prospector .................

2000 Gwalia ................. Balmoral Gold ................. by Francis Bacon (Ire) ....


1st Dam

BARBERTON, by Flying Spur. 5 wins 1300 to 1600m, $230,950, STC Kalynmnos H., Hawkesbury RC Woodlands Crown, AJC Semaphore H., STC Berjani Jewellers H., Merrylands RSL H., 2d STC Zodiac Clearwater H., Moraitis Fresh Packaging 2YO H., AJC Liverpool Leader H., 3d STC AOG 2YO Fillies H., Winning Edge Presentations H. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

**GENERAL PEEKAY (g by General Nediym).** 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $270,750, to 2013-14, SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L, HC Nitschke S., L, VRC All Victorian Sprint Series Heat H., MRC Robert Taranto H., 3d SAJC RA Lee S., Gr 3, 4th SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L.

De Kaap Valley (f by General Nediym). Winner at 1400m.

Lady Frere (f by Johannesburg (USA)). Winner at 1375m.


2nd Dam

GWALIA, by Geiger Counter (USA). Winner at 1100m, 3d AJC Eschol Park H. Half-sister to BALMORAL BEAU. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Flamenco Miss. 6 wins 1008 to 1600m in Aust and Philippines, 2d MRC Goleen H.

3rd Dam

BALMORAL GOLD, by Francis Bacon (Ire). 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, VATC Bynasabb H., Windsor NS H., Brooklyn Graduation S., Florrie Graduation S. Half-sister to ROYAL BALLADEER. Dam of 10 foals, all winners, inc:-

**BALMORAL BEAU (c Don't Say Halo (USA)) 9 wins 1100 to 1619m, $173,555, VRC Winter Championship H., L, AFL Life Members’ H., Four'n Twenty H., SAJC Cabochon H., Mia Personal Care H., Giant Treasure Mart Welter H., Rising Fast Welter H., VRC Vichealth Winter Championship Heat, SAJC Super 66 H., 2d VATC Rod Johnson Welter H., 3d VATC Victoria H., Gr 3, SAJC Lord Mayor's Mile H., L, 4th SAJC Balcrest S., L.

Beau Curra. 6 wins 1050 to 1450m, $106,095, SAJC Channel 9 Racing SA H., 4th SAJC Robert A Lee S., L, Oakbank RC Clipsal S., L.

Lin o' Dee. 4 wins at 1000m, VRC Champagne Bar H. Dam of 5 winners-

**The Big Gee (g Strategic) 9 wins 1000 to 1400m, $336,867, SAJC Club Financial Services H., Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., Michael Enright H., Win a Trip to Ireland P., Singapore TC Kranji B S., Class 2 H., Kranji C S.-twice, 3d Singapore TC EW Barker Trophy, Sgp-2.

Go Lizzy (f Statue of Liberty (USA)) Winner at 1400m, 3d SAJC Oaklands P., L.

Race Record: Unraced.

First season at stud

Served by TICKETS. Date of last service, 1 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Newmarket 5-7
On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 723
BE THAT AS IT MAY
Bay mare
(Branded 991 nr sh. 24 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire)
HALO HOMEWRECKER
(USA) .....................................................
Southern Halo.................................. Northern Sea..........................
Halo................................................ Silver Ghost..................................
Halo Home wrecker.....................

(Dam)
MAIDANZ ..............................................
Danzero ......................................... Permai........................................
Danehill (USA).......................... Rory’s Jester...........................
Confidentially............... by Kaoru Star......................

HALO HOMEWRECKER (USA) (2000). 3 wins at 7f, Aqueduct Bay Shore S., Gr.3. Sire of 24 rnrs, 18 wnrs, inc. SW Broken (VRC Aurie's Star H., Gr.3), Entrapment, SP Our Ol' Fella, In the Badlands - Turquoise Profit (Mac.) and of Be That as it May, Newborn, Halo Mistress, Brimarvi Magic, Halo Dot Com, Harvester Judgment, Irritant, Peter’s Prospect, Reggie’s Halo, Van Halo, Bumbles, Night Halo, Solbangul, etc. Sire of the dams of Saintly Pro, etc.

1st Dam
MAIDANZ, by Danzero. Winner at 2 at 1000m, 2d SAJC Distinctive Homes H. Sister to PERMAISCUOUS. Dam of 2 foals, both raced, 1 winner, inc:- Be That as it May (f by Halo Homewrecker (USA)). 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam

3rd Dam
SOUL SEARCHING, by Godswalk (USA). 2 wins at 1600m, 2d SAJC Eremophilia H. Half-sister to ADVENTUROUS, St Michel. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc:- PERMAI (f Rory’s Jester) 10 wins. See above. Queen Saga. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

Unabated (f Encosta de Lago) 4 wins 1000 to 1700m, $323,050, VRC Ritzenhoff H., 2d VRC AR Creswick S., L, MRC Kevin Heffernan S., L, 3d VRC Desirable H., L, MRC Northwood Plume S., L. Dam of 3 winners-

Supara (f Domesday) Winner at 1100m in 2014-15, ATC Testa Rossa at Vinery H., 2d ATC Surround S., Gr 2, 3d ATC Phar Lap S., Gr 2.

Win for Layla (f Flying Spur)Winner at 1400m, 3d VRC Anzac Day S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, MRC Blue Diamond 2nd Acceptances 2YO P., SAJC Coffee Club P., 2d SAJC Last Day Cheltenham Park 2YO P., 3d VRC Beachside 2YO S., SAJC Irish Day August 22nd H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.

2011 Vital Flame (f by Vital Equine (Ire)). Started twice.
2012 Gravy (g by Choisir). Unraced.
2013 (f by Denman).
2014 (c by Poet’s Voice (GB)).

Served by MOSSMAN. Date of last service, 2 November 2014. Believed to be in foal
**Lot 724**

**BECHWAT**

Bay mare  
(Branded \[\text{nr sh.} \], \[\text{off sh.} \])  
Foaled 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>(Dam)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DANZERO</td>
<td>ARZETNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Danehill (USA))</td>
<td>(by Fuji Kiseki (JPN))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Danzig</td>
<td>Fuji Kiseki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Northern Dancer</td>
<td>(by Dance Floor (USA))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Razyana</td>
<td>Millracer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by His Majesty</td>
<td>by Star de Naskra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentially</td>
<td>Dance Floor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaoru Star</td>
<td>by Star de Naskra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Star Kingdom (Ire)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ida (NZ)</td>
<td>Racy Belle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Idomeneo (GB)</td>
<td>by Straight Strike</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(DAM)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ARZETNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(by Fuji Kiseki (JPN))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuji Kiseki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(by Dance Floor (USA))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>by Le Fabuleux</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DANZERO** (AUS) (1991). 4 wins, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1. Sire of 1011 rnrs, 642 wns, 40 SW, inc. Niconero (VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1), Dance Hero, etc. Sire of the dams of 840 rnrs, 484 wns, 18 SW, inc. December Draw, Exosphere, Dalarua, Forjatt, Psychologist, Miss Darcey, McClintock, Luger, Nigelissima, Discreet, Miss Upstart, Viana, Born to Fly, Scenic Fair, Distant Melody, Illuminates, Kengrande, Vintner, SP Manhattan Avenue, etc.

**1st Dam**

ARZETNA, *by Fuji Kiseki (JPN)*. Unraced. Half-sister to DANCE HERO. Dam of 5 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

- Ceda Miss (*f by Encosta de Lago*). **Winner** at 1500m in 2014-15, 2d ATC Shop With the TAB App H.
- Bandez (*g by Flying Spur*). Placed in 2013-14.

**2nd Dam**

GYPSY DANCER (NZ), *by Dance Floor (USA)*. 2 wins at 1407, 2000m, SAJC Slack Family H., 3d SAJC Saratov H., Oakbank RC SA Lotteries Country Cup. Dam of 9 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

- DANCE HERO (*g Danzero*). **Champion 2YO in Australia in 2004. 10 wins**–6 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $3,940,800, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Champagne S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, VRC Salinger S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, AJC Royal Sovereign S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, STC Canterbury S., Missile S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, Skyline S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL, 2d MVRC Manikato S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, STC Premiere S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Hobartville S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, San Domenico S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, STC Canterbury S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, VRC Gilgai S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 3.

**3rd Dam**

RACY BELLE, *by Straight Strike (USA)*. Unplaced. Dam of 5 named foals, all winners, inc:-

- Racy Dancer. 6 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2040m, MVRC Silmar Fine Jewellery H. Lord Bigstone. **3 wins** at 1450 to 2025m, 4th VATC Merson Cooper S., L.

**4th Dam**

TRISTABELLE, *by Sir Tristram (Ire)*. 6 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m, SAJC Sires' Produce S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Cheltenham S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, 3d Waikato RC Noble Heights S., Sires' Produce S., Gr 3. Blood-sister to OUR KNIGHT, three-quarter-sister to JANNEAU, half-sister to CASEY BELLE. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

- Twinklebelle. 3 wins at 1600, 2100m, Counties RC Bluebird Foods Championship Qualifier H. Grandam of-
- FLYING TRISTRAM (*c Flying Spur*) 5 wins 1400 to 1800m, Clairwood Cup Trial, 4th Turffontein Gauteng Guineas, Gr 2.
- WOLFE DREAMS (*g Sequalo*) 6 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $511,210, WATC Grandstand Cup, L, Perth S., L, 2d WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 2.

**Race Record:** Unraced.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

- 2012 Lucky Dubleo (*f by Dubleo (USA)*). Started twice.
- 2013 (*f by Dubleo (USA)*).

**With a Bay filly foal at foot by ONEMORENOMORE, foaled 17 September 2014. Served by HUSSON (ARG). Date of last service, 10 October 2014. Believed to be in foal.**
Lot 725

**BEHIND**

Chestnut mare (Branded Gnr nr sh. 4 off sh.)  
Foaled 2004

(Sire)  
GENERAL NEDIYM (IRE) ……………………
Shareef Dancer …………………… by Northern Dancer ………
Nilmeen …………………… by Right Royal ………
Military Belle ……………………
Without Fear (Fr) …………………… by Baldric ………
Reticella (NZ) …………………… by In the Purple (Fr) ………

(Dam)  
HAPPY SPRING ……………………
1996

Rory’s Jester ……………………
Crown Jester ……………………
by Baguette ………
Rory’s Rocket (GB) ……………………
Bluebird (USA) ……………………
by Storm Bird ………
Sorority ……………………
by Godswalk (USA) ………


1st Dam

**Happy Spring,** by Rory’s Jester. 2 wins at 2 at 1050, 1110m, BTC Doomben Horseshoe 2YO H., The Coffee Club 2YO H., 2d BTC Tommy Smith Slipper S., L, 3d MVRC New Asia-Singapore Cup, 4th VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L. Sister to **HAPPY GIGGLE,** three-quarter-sister to **LIVELIHOOD** (dam of LIVING SPIRIT, ONLY SHE CAN). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

**Behind** (f by General Nediym). **Winner.** See below.
Fountain Joy (f by Flying Spur). **Winner** at 1300m, 3d MRC Sandal H. Dam of- Rampaging. **Winner** at 2 at 1250m, ATC Super Saver 2YO P.

2nd Dam

**SORORITY,** by Bluebird (USA). 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, VATC TR Trevaksis P, SAJC Tattersalls Committee H. Three-quarter-sister to Rossignol (dam of SCHUBERT), half-sister to LIVELIHOOD (dam of LIVING SPIRIT, ONLY SHE CAN). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, all winners, inc:-

**HAPPY GIGGLE** (c Rory’s Jester) 4 wins at 2 900 to 1100m, $274,250, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3. **Sire.**
**Happy Spring** (f Rory’s Jester) 2 wins. See above.

3rd Dam

**SISTERHOOD,** by Godswalk (USA). **Winner** at 1350m, 3d SAJC RDA Groups H. Sister to **IDOL WORSHIP** (dam of CULT FIGURE), three-quarter-sister to **PURE OF HEART.** Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

**LIVELIHOOD** (f Rory’s Jester) **Winner** at 2. SAJC Dequetteville S., L. Dam of- **LIVING SPIRIT** (f Hennessy (USA)) 3 wins at 2 at 900, 1200m, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Twilight Glow S., L. Dam of- **SEASIDE** (f Redoute’s Choice) 4 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $300,710, to 2013-14, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, Gr 3.
Endesa. **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, WATC Secret Remedy 2YO H. Dam of- **CHANTSKI** (f War Chant (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, $179,800, in 2014-15, WATC Gimcrack S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. **Winner** at 1200m, MVRC Valley Events P, 2d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, STC Canterbury Park Events H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, MVRC Chris Burke 2 Of Clubs P.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner.
2009 Slipped by Flying Spur.
2010 Girls Own (g by Flying Spur). 5 wins 1000 to 1460m to 2014-15.
2011 (c by Duporth). Died.
2012 (f by Duporth).
2013 (c by Snitzel).
2014 (foal by All Too Hard). Dead.

Served by ALL TOO HARD. Date of last service, 15 November 2014.
Not in foal
Lot 726

BELLE VOLO

Bay mare

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ........................................... by Northern Dancer ....

(Roll) by Mr. Prospector ............ by Raise a Native ....

(Fly) by Grand Luxe ............... by Sir Ivor ........

(Dam) LA SIRENUSE ................ by Barathea (Ire) ..

1999

Lot 726 BELLE VOLO

Bay mare

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ........................................... by Northern Dancer ....

(Roll) by Mr. Prospector ............ by Raise a Native ....

(Fly) by Grand Luxe ............... by Sir Ivor ........

(Dam) LA SIRENUSE ................ by Barathea (Ire) ..

1999

BELLE VOLO (Branded nr sh. 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009


1st Dam LA SIRENUSE, by Barathea (Ire). 4 wins at 1400, 1600m, $289,050, MRC TS Carylon Cup, Gr 3, VRC Mark Sensing H., MRC Grace Darling H., 2d MVRC Sunline Diamond Jubilee S., Gr 2, 4th SAJC CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L. Half-sister to PARADISE PARK (dam of GRAND NIRVANA), HARTLEYS DREAM, Propel. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc.-


Elegant Doubt (f by Not a Single Doubt). 4 wins-1 at 2-1100 to 1350m to 2014-15, 3d ATC 16 Days to Slipper H., Bloodstock.com.au H.

Amalfi Cat (f by Catbird). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 900, 1205m.

Belle Volo (f by Flying Spur). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam PROHURST, by Protos (USA). Unraced. Sister to Cold Fusion (dam of HOT SHOT BROTHER, COOL BUSINESS), half-sister to MACHINE GUN TOM, Eastern Mystique (dam of ROGAN JOSH), Oriley's Daughter (dam of EXHILARATING), Saracen Girl (dam of CORPORATE JAMES). Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc.-

PARADISE PARK (f Bletchley Park (Ire)) 4 wins. See above.

HARTLEYS DREAM (g Bletchley Park (Ire)) 12 wins 1000 to 1600m, $583,810, WATC Farnley S., L, Raconteur S., L, 2d WATC Railway S., Gr 1, Lee Steere S., Gr 2, Sir Ernest Lee Steere Classic S., Gr 3, 3d WATC Lee Steere S., Gr 2-twice, AJ Scahill S., Gr 3, 4th WATC AJ Scahill S., Gr 3.

Propel (f Corporate Raider) 3 wins-1 at 2-at 1000, 1200m in Aust and Malaysia, WATC Saturate H., Dick Austin H., 3d WATC Supremacy S., L.

3rd Dam ELMHURST, by Tamermarc (GB). 4 wins 1800 to 2200m. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc.-

MACHINE GUN TOM (c Corporate Raider) 13 wins 1200 to 1650m, $423,005, WATC Railway S., Gr 1.

Eastern Mystique (f Hammed (NZ)) 9 wins 1300 to 2200m, WATC Bonnie Note H., 3d WATC Winter Cup, Gr 3. Dam of 6 winners-

ROGAN JOSH (c Old Spice) 13 wins 1400 to 3200m, $2,680,354, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m in 2014-15.

Has not been to stud
Lot 727
BELLEVUE LADY (NZ)
Bay mare
(Branded B nr sh. 8 9 off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire) Sir Tristram (Ire) by Sir Gaylord
ZABEEL (NZ) Lady Giselle (Fr) by Northern Dancer

(Dam) AUDENCIA (IRE) by Arazi (USA) 1994

Lot 727 BELLEVUE LADY (NZ) 1850 to 2200m, $104,676, MVRC 2040club.com.au H., Sportingbet H., 2d Werribee Cup, L.


1st Dam AUDENCIA (IRE), by Arazi (USA). Started once. Half-sister to CHEROKEE ROSE (dam of BOWMAN), KELTOI, Volksraad, Congress (dam of ROYAL INTRIGUE - ON SHAN BRAVE (H.K.)), In Unison (dam of SIRINGAS, CASTLE QUEST). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:
- Mango Daiquiri (f Cape Cross (Ire)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2000m, $193,600, MRC Skyy Blue P., MVRC Champions Australian Racing Museum H., 3d VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of–
- Upon (g Reset) 5 wins 1850 to 2200m, $104,676, MVRC 2040club.com.au H., Sportingbet H., 2d Werribee Cup, L.

2nd Dam Celtic Assembly, by Secretariat. Winner at 10½f, 2d Goodwood Lupe S., L. Sister to SUBJECTIVE, half-sister to MOLESNES, CELTIC HEIR, Bio Master, Be Yourself (dam of SPIN AROUND - BETTER BOY (H.K.)), Gardd (dam of SCOUTING WIDE). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:
- CHEROKEE ROSE (f Dancing Brave) 5 wins–1 at 2–1207 to 1400m, Haydock Sprint Cup, Gr 1, Deauville Prix Maurice de Gheest, Gr 1. Grandam of–
- KIRKLEES (g Jade Robbery (USA)) Champion 2YO Colt in Italy in 2006. 8 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 2400m, Milan Gran Criterium, Gr 1.
- MASTERY (c Sulamani) Champion 3YO Stayer in Great Britain in 2009. 5 wins–1 at 2–1700 to 2950m, £1,768,175, The St Leger, Gr 1. Magic Tree. Started once. Dam of 3 winners–
- MUKHADRAM (c Shamardal (USA)) 5 wins 1m to 10½f to 2014, Sandown Eclipse S., Gr 1, 2d Royal Ascot Prince of Wales’s S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Placed.
Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.
- 2005 (foal by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Dead.
- 2006 (foal by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Died.
- 2007 Flying Empress (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $130,190, ATC Warwick Farm 100 Club H., Sydney Childrens Hospital H., STC Freeway Hotel Artarmon 2YO H., Grand Pavilion H. 2008 Fu Vu Zella (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Unraced.
- 2009 Missed to Nadeem.
- 2010 Vero Beach (g by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, 4th MVRC St Albans S., L.
- 2011 Missed to Tale of the Cat (USA).
- 2012 (c by Wanted).
- 2013 Missed to Exceed and Excel.
- 2014 (f by So You Think (NZ)).

Served by SO YOU THINK (NZ). Date of last service, 16 December 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 728

**BEVUE**

Bay mare

(Branded FO nr sh. 32 off sh.)

Foaled 2009

**(Sire)** Sadler's Wells ................. by Nearctic .........................

Northern Dancer ................. by Nearctic .........................

Fairy Bridge ......................... by Bold Reason ......................

Gulch ................................. by Mr. Prospector ..............

Grenzen .............................. by Grenfall .........................

**(Dam)**

**REFUSE TO BEND (IRE)**

Zabeel (NZ) .......................... by Sir Tristram (Ire) ............

Lady Giselle (Fr) ..................... by Nureyev .........................

Deputy Governor (USA) ............ by Master Willie .................

Chanson d'Amour .................... by Serenader II (Ire) ......

**BENVENUTA (NZ)**

Sawatdee ............................. by Deputy Governor (USA) .

Sailor Salute ......................... by Deputy Governor (USA) .

Kawatiri .............................. by Deputy Governor (USA) .

**REFUSE TO BEND (IRE) (2000).** 7 wins-2 at 2, The Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 669 mns, 399 wns, 25 SW, inc. Sarafina (Longchamp Prix Saint-Alary, Gr.1), Glencadam Gold, Refuse to Bobbin, Waverling, Combat Zone, Alma’s Fury, etc. Sire of the dams of SP Achnaha, Snap Shots, Union Rose and of Dime Dancer, Dusty Queen, Booker, Inevitable Love, Steelfix, Abbey Angel, Silco, Cajoiline, Universal Star, She’s Gorgeous, Tama Wood, etc.

1st Dam

**BENVENUTA (NZ), by Zabeel.** Winner at 2000m. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

**MIDNIGHT MARTINI (f by Street Cry (Ire)). 7 wins** 1300 to 2025m, $517,098, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 2, Cranbourne Cup, L, MRC Betfair H., VRC Rod Johnson H., MRC Programmed Property Services H., Wilson Security Patrols Cup, 2d MVRC Drummond Golf H., 3d MRC David Jones Cup, Gr 3, Programmed Property Services H., 4th MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2. Glam Girl (f by Galileo (Ire)). Winner at 1600m. Go Home Cecilia (f by Starcraft (NZ)). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

**SAWATDEE (NZ), by Deputy Governor (USA). 3 wins**–2 at 2–1000 to 2400m, $153,894, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, Hawke’s Bay Russley Hotel & Villas Juvenile H., 2d Wanganui JC Sovereign Lodge T.V. Heart Throb S., L, 3d WRC Desert Gold S., Gr 3. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

Sailor Salute. 3 wins 1200 to 2211m, MVRC Members Equity Bank H., 3d MRC Neerim H., Terang Cup.

Kawatiri. 2 wins at 1950, 2200m, 2d AuRC Winning Post TAB H., WATC Peter Morley H., Counties RC Franklin Trotting Club H., Rotorua RC Motorsports Car Sales H., 3d WATC Guinness Cup H., 4th Kalgoorlie Cup, L.

3rd Dam

**Chanson d’Amour, by Serenader II (Ire). 2 wins**–1 at 2–at 1360, 1400m, WRC Coleno Communications H., 2d CJC Stonyhurst H., 3d Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3, Otaki Maori RC Lion Brown H., 4th Pahiatua RC Central Breeders’ S, L. Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner-

**SAWATDEE (f Deputy Governor (USA)) 3 wins.** See above.

4th Dam

**SEA CHORUS, by Blue Yonder (GB).** Winner at 1200m in NZ. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

**Chanson d’Amour (f Serenader II (Ire)) 2 wins.** See above.

5th Dam

**BELLE LA MER, by Grey Ghost (GB).** Placed at 3. Sister to Royal Storm, Silver Spray (dam of MR MAKO), half-sister to GALA CREST. Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Blue View - Euromark II (Mal). 2 wins at 1200m in Malaysia, 2d SAJC Bower H.

**Race Record:** Started once.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 1 foal.

2014 (c by Bullet Train (GB)).

Served by WALKING OR DANCING (NZ). Date of last service, 3 October 2014. Believed to be in foal.
From Monday 9am Stable 1 Row D 1-6
On Account of MACQUARIE STUD, Wellington
(As Agent)

Lot 729
BIG BUTTONS (NZ)
Bay mare
(Branded \(\text{nr sh. } \frac{20}{3}\) off sh.)
Foaled 2003

(Sire) 
Nureyev .......................... Northern Dancer ....... by Nearctic
Special ................................ by Forli
Fire the Groom.................. Blushing Groom ........ by Red God
Prospector’s Fire............. by Mr. Prospector

(Dam) 
Palace Music (USA)......... The Minstrel ................ by Northern Dancer
Come My Prince......... by Prince John
Light Wind (Fr)......... by Romulus
Net Chord................ by Sostenuto (It)

STRAVINSKY (USA) (1996). 3 wins-1 at 2, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1. Sire of
1176 mrs, 855 wmr, 73 SW, inc. Serenade Rose (VRC Oaks, Gr.1), Keeninsky,
Benbaun, (Sir) Time Keeper, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Lankan Rupee,
Pataques, Mosheen, Rip Van Winkle, Vyjack, Tremec, Blackie, Smoulder, Tepin,
Xanadou, Le Vie Infinite, Tuba, Niki Piki Milo, Spring Included, V.I.P. Zone, He
Has Bling, In a Jif, Jeremiah, My Friend Bob, Za Moulin Rouge, etc.

1st Dam 
FIDDLE DE DE (NZ), by Palace Music (USA). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, WRC K9
Security Welter H. Half-sister to ZONDA, MAGNOLIA HALL, MAN OF
HONOUR V, Tiggy Touchwood, Impossible Dream (dam of SURPRIZE
SURPRISE, UPRIZE). Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
SCARLET VANHARA (f by Van Nistelrooy (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m,
CJC New Zealand Bloodstock Air Freight S., L, 2d AuRC Telecom H., 3d
Counties RC Auckland Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 2.
Carnegie Minstrel (f by Carnegie (Ire)). Started twice. Dam of 3 winners-
Wonderful Jester. 4 wins 1350 to 1650m to 2014-15, BRC Mount St
Michaels College H., Vittoria P., Ipswich TC Sacred Heart Primary H.
Dedewin (f by Bigstone (Ire)). Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-
Ultimate Risk. 2 wins at 1500, 1550m, AJC Marriott Hotels H.

2nd Dam 
GONE WITH THE WIND, by Light Wind (Fr). 3 wins 1207 to 2085m in NZ. Three-
quarter-sister to SOU’WESTER, half-sister to Kayenta (dam of GOLDEN
KING). Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, all winners, inc:-
ZONDA (g Zabeel). Champion Older Male Miler/Intermediate in NZ in
2001-02. Joint Head of The 1997-98 NZ 3YO Free H. 7 wins 1600
to 2400m, $918,199, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, AuRC The Oaks Stud
Classic, Gr 1, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, AuRC
King’s P., Gr 3, 2d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1.
MAGNOLIA HALL (c Noble Bijou (USA)). 6 wins 1600 to 2600m, $473,420,
QTC PJ O’Shea S., Gr 2, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, 2d AJC Colin Stephen H.,
Gr 3, 3d VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1.
MAN OF HONOUR V (c Noble Bijou (USA)). 9 wins 1700 to 2400m in
Malaysia, Singapore TC Queen Elizabeth II Cup, L, Singapore Derby, L.
Impossible Dream. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
SURPRIZE SURPRISE (f Prized (USA)). 8 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1600m,
$181,120, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 1,
2d Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m, 3d STC Spasa Trade Show H.
Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race.
2009 In Chancery (g by Librettist (USA)). Started 3 times.
2010 Sapphire Storm (g by Strada). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.
2012 Simran (f by Henny Hughes (USA)). Unraced.
2013 ..........................................
2014 ..........................................

Served by LOVE CONQUERS ALL. Date of last service, 3 December 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row O 1,2,12,14,15
On Account of BYLONG PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Martindale

Lot 730

BIG STEP
Bay mare (Branded CS nr sh. 55 0 off sh.) Foaled 2000

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HONOUR AND GLORY (USA)</td>
<td>SILKEN STEP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relaunch</td>
<td>Tolomeo (Ire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In Reality</td>
<td>1990</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foggy Note</td>
<td>Bosk (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al Nasr</td>
<td>Little Sequoia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lyphard</td>
<td>Double Jay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francis S</td>
<td>Sword Dancer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam
SILKEN STEP, by Tolomeo (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to BROTO, Pay Back Time, Endless Wonder (dam of WONDERER), Spectacular Play (dam of JANFRANCO). Dam of 12 named foals, 6 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

ACTRESS (f by Snippets). 3 wins-2 at 2–12 to 1400m, $115,195, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Keith Mackay H., L, 4th AJC Flight S., Gr 1. Dam of-

Mr Bogart (g Northern Meteor) 3 wins at 1000, 1250m in 2014-15, ATC Hyland Race Colours H., 2d ATC Skyline S., Gr 2, Canberra Guineas, L.

Above Perfection (f Encosta de Lago) Winner at 1400m, AJC Collimore Park H., 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L.

High Heels (f by Canny Lad). 2 wins at 1400, 1550m. Dam of 7 winners-

DESSERT WAR (g Desert King (Ire)) 2007 Champion Australian Middle-Distance Horse. 12 wins 1400 to 2000m, $3,046,610, AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1.

LASER HAWK (g Artie Schiller (USA)) 5 wins 1400 to 2000m, $711,750, to 2014-15, ATC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, 3d Australian Derby, Gr 1.

Our Desert Warrior (g Desert King (Ire)). 3 wins 1500 to 1600m, $106,900, to 2013-14, 3d ATC Shannon S., Gr 2, 4th Geelong Classic, L.

Wookah (g Encosta de Lago) 6 wins at 1400, 1450m, $305,905, to 2014-15, 2d VRC Super Impose S., L, 3d SAJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3.

Dearness. 3 wins-1 at 2–to 1300m, 4th Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L. Dam of-


Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners.

2005 Tesla (g by Fantastic Light (USA)). Placed at 3.
2006 (foal by Fastnet Rock). Died.
2007 Pillowin (g by Dehere (USA)). 2 wins at 1000m, $131,907, to 2013-14, HKJC Hakodate H., Mount Butler H., 2d HKJC Min Fat H., 3d HKJC Sha Tin H.
2008 Diva Down Under (f by Exceed and Excel). Placed in NZ.
2009 Step Out in Style (g by Encosta de Lago). Unplaced.
2011 (c by Flying Spur).
2013 (f by Nicconi).
2014 (f by Bernardini (USA)).

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 23 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Rows B 7-12 & G 1,2
On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 731

BLAZING BEAUTY
Bay filly
(Booted nr sh. 58 2 of sh.) Foaled 2012

(Sire)
MYBOYCHARLIE (IRE)
Danetime (Ire)............. by Danzig........................
Allegheny River ............. by Lear Fan.....................
Rousillon.................. by Riverman....................
Snowtop................... by Thatching....................

(Dam)
ZAKUSA (NZ)............... by Zabeel (NZ)...............
2002 Sharpatan (USA)...... by Diesis........................
Taiwanese.................. by Giacometti..................


1st Dam
ZAKUSA (NZ), by Zabeel. Started 3 times. Sister to Vahine (dam of ANLON), three-quarter-sister to ISOLDA (dam of BID SPOTTER). Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-

Korobete (g by Kheleyf (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–1350 to 2000m, $322,755, to 2014-15, ATC Your Local Greengrocer 2YO P., Bacardi Togethers Fault H., Membership on Sale H., Cellarbrations H., 2d ATC AMWU National H., 3d ATC Liberty International Underwriters 2YO P., Hyland Race Colours H., Blackwoods Bosch H.

Aces High (g by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1200m, 2d Singapore TC Initiation P.

2nd Dam
Sharpatan (USA), by Diesis. 2 wins in U.S.A, 2d Agua Caliente Tijuana H., L, 3d Agua Caliente Las Californias at Tijuana S., L. Sister to CHINESE JUSTICE (dam of STRIKE HARD, DR MORE, PRESUMED INNOCENT), three-quarter-blood-sister to Guilty Secret, Oriental Mystique (dam of XTRA). Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ISOLDA (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1600m, $411,840, AJC Champagne S., Gr 1, Te Poi 2YO H., 2d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, QTC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Castlemaine S.H., Gr 1, AJC Governor Macquarie 2YO H., 3d AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, STC Resling Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, Heritage S., L, 4th AJC Flight S., Gr 1. Dam of 7 winners-

BID SPOTTER (g Redoute's Choice) 9 wins 1500 to 2400m, $599,345, TRC Hobart Cup, Gr 3, ATC Manion Cup, L, City Tattersalls Club Cup, L, AJC Secret Savings H., BRC GJI Data Intelligence H., 2d STC Frank Underwood Cup, L, 3d AJC Breeders' P., L, Australia Day Cup, L.

Danoiserie. 4 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1823m, $120,065, QTC Royal Children's Hospital Foundation H., 2d AJC Bacardi Breezer H. Dam of-

JOLIE BLONDE (f Testa Rossa) 4 wins at 1200, 1227m, $154,238, MRC (Mornington) Hareeba S., L, 2d MVRC National Union of Workers H., 3d MVRC National Jockeys' Trust H. Dam of-

Vahine. Unraced. Dam of-

ANLON (g Stratum) 7 wins 1200 to 1500m, $285,280, to 2013-14, VRC Chester Manifold S., L, George Watson H., 2d MVRC Sportingbet H., Ballarat TC City of Ballarat Tonks P, 3d MRC National Jockeys' Trust H.

Smiling Star. Unraced. Grandam of-

LISTEN SON (g Big Jesse) 10 wins 1200 to 1600m, $607,900, to 2013-14, BRC Keith Noud H., L, Coca-Cola Amatil H., Graystone Studio H., 2d BRC Sprint H., Gr 3, BRC Gunsynd Classic, Gr 3, Queensland Day P., L.

Race Record: Unraced. Has not been to stud
Lot 732

BLESSED ANNA

Chestnut mare (Branded nr sh. 4 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Nedym (Ire) Shareef Dancer by Northern Dancer

GENERAL NEDIYM......

Military Belle Without Fear (Fr) by Baldric

(Reticella (NZ)) by In the Purple (Fr)

(Dam) Saint Ballado Halo by Hall to Reason

SAINT’S REVIEW (IRE) 2003

Smashing Review Pleasant Tap by Pleasant Colony


1st Dam

SAINT’S REVIEW (IRE), by Saint Ballado. Placed. Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Zebulon (g by All American). Winner at 2 at 1410m, $108,150, in 2013-14, VRC Murray Cox 2YO H., 2d MRC Autumn S., Gr 2, 3d VRC Taj Rossi Series Final H., L, Living Legends S., L.

2nd Dam

SMASHING REVIEW, by Pleasant Tap. 5 wins, $126,630, Delaware Nastique S., L, 3d Garden State Vineland H., L, Laurel Holly Beach S., L, 4th Aqueduct Rare Treat H., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to Pleasant Review (dam of SPARKLING REVIEW), Rap and Dance (dam of RAP TALE), half-sister to The Bull Hayes. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-Nishino Vainqueur. 4 wins at 1800, 2100m, Tokyo Koremasa Tokubetsu. Nishinokagotsurube. Winner at 1400m in Japan. Laughter. Winner at 2 at 7f in Great Britain. Precis. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A.

3rd Dam


SMASHING REVIEW (f Pleasant Tap) 5 wins. See above.

The Bull Hayes (g Sadler’s Wells) 5 wins 1½m to 17f, £103,393, 2d Galway Oyster S., L, Doncaster Shield, Curragh Sinndar 2YO S., 3d Curragh Gallinule S., Gr 3, Leopardstown Korean Racing Authority 2YO S., 4th Leopardstown Eyrefield S., L.

Frost Flower. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

Recipient (f Point Given) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1m, 8½f, 3d Santa Anita Blue Norther S., L.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2014 (c by Turffontein).

Served by TURFFONTEIN. Date of last service, 15 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 733
BOROBODUR
Chestnut mare
(Branded (♀) nr sh. 10 3 off sh.) Foaled 2003

(Sire)
Zeditave.................................. The Judge......................... by Showdown (GB)...........
Strategic............................ Summoned.......................... by Crowned Prince.......... Sudden Impulse.......................... Luskin Star.......................... by Kaoru Star......................

(Dam)
Danehill (USA) ...................... Danzig.......................... by Northern Dancer .......
Daisy Bates (IRE) ....... Razyana.......................... by His Majesty ............ 1993 Martha Stevens...................... Super Concorde.................. by Bold Reasoning......... Magazine.......................... by Prince John ..............

Strategic (AUS) (1992). 7 wins-5 at 2-to 1400m, MVRC Australia S., Gr.1. Sire of 841 rnrs, 553 wns, 25 SW, inc. Mistegic (AJC Galaxy H., Gr.1), Meurice, etc. Sire of the dams of 422 rnrs, 269 wns, 10 SW, inc. Sonntag, Giante, Diamond Earth, Lady of Harrods, Moderate, Emperor Max, Isabella Snowflake, Court Connection, Follow the Till, Top Spin, SP Furnaces, Voiler, Harrier Jet, Novel Dancer, Rose Pattern, Love and Kisses, Fifth Column, Free of Doubt, etc.

1st Dam

Daisy Bates (IRE), by Danehill (USA). Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

Dama de Noche (f by Snippets). 4 wins-3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $215,100, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, Kensington S., L, Waltzing Lily H., L, 3d SAJC Sweetenham Stud S., Gr 2. Dam of 4 winners-

Nocturnelle (f Elusive Quality (USA)) 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, $395,630, ATC Angst S., L, Newcastle JC Tibbonie S., L, ATC Fairfield RSL H., Ashcroft H., City Tattersalls A Friends Place H., 4th ATC Triscay S., L.

Seduced (f Encosta de Lago) 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., 2d MRC No Fuss Solutions P., 3d VRC Matron S., Gr 3.

Catch Your Eyes (g Encosta de Lago) 6 wins 1100 to 1200m, $179,655, to 2014-15, ATC APN Outdoor H., Drummond Golf H., Hunter Valley Horse Capital H., Irish Echo H., 3d ATC Starlight S., L.

Tornadoes. 13 wins 860 to 1200m, $221,300, to 2014-15, AJC Waterloo H., BRC Australian Special Metals H., 2d AJC Caterer Of The Year H.

Choice and Chance (g by Supremo (USA)). 8 wins 1000 to 1400m, $791,267, HKJC Pottinger Peak H., Guinil H., Oi Man H., Shenzhen H., Pak Wo H.

File Rapid (f by Gilded Time (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Anonyme 2YO P., 3d AJC Bimbadgen Estate 2YO H. Producer.

2nd Dam

Martha Stevens, by Super Concorde. 2 wins at 6f, 7f, Newmarket Nell Gwyn S., Gr 3, 2d Kempton Stubbs S., 3d Royal Ascot Coronation S., Gr 2. Sister to Temporary Lull (dam of Wait Till Monday, Token Gesture, Rare Holiday), half-sister to Excitable Gal (dam of Edgy Diplomat).

Race Record: Started 3 times.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all winners.

2007 Java Jack (g by Canny Lad). 2 wins at 1400m, MRC Rokk Ebony H.
2008 Kartini (f by Canny Lad). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, 2d ATC Twin Lakes Air Pty Ltd H.
2009 Sweet Little Lies (f by Elusive Quality (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1100m, MRC Thomas North 2YO P., 4th MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), L.
2010 Missed to Dubawi (Ire).
2012 (c by Excellent Art (GB)).
2013 (f by Sepoy).
2014 (c by Choiser). Died.

Served by Dream Ahead (USA). Date of last service, 21 November 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 734  BRAND NEW CHOICE
Bay mare  (Branded & nr sh. 29 0 off sh.)  Foaled 2010

(Sire)  Danehill (USA) .. Danzig ............... by Northern Dancer ....
REDOUTE'S CHOICE ....... Razyana................ by His Majesty ....
Shantha's Choice ........... Canny Lad................ by Bletchingly ........

(Dam)  Anabaa (USA) .. Danzig ................... by Northern Dancer ..
HANKY PANKY ............. Balbonella................ by Gay Mecene ........
1998  Singles Bar .................. Easy Date............. by Grand Chaudiere ..

Miss Finland, etc. Sire of the dams of 493 mrs, 298 wns, 34 SW, inc. Zoustar,
Sacred Falls, Waiiqai, Ms Funovits, Bennetta, Luke's Luck, Chase the Rainbow,
Messene, Ego, Pasadena Girl, Direct Charge, Kiss a Rose, Eight Till Late, That's
the One, Maschino, Banaadeer, Hijack Hussy, Moonlight Hussler, etc.

1st Dam  Hanky Panky, by Anabaa (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, 2d STC Magic
Night S., Gr 2, De Bortoli Gulf Station H., 3d AJC Honda Accord P.H. Half-
sister to NOT A SINGLE DOUBT, Natural is My Name (dam of ZIZOU).
Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-
COME HITHER (f by Redoute's Choice). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m,
$142,000, VRC Talindert S., L, MRC Debutant S., L, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L,
MRC Quezette S., L. Dam of-
Invitations. Winner at 1200m in 2014-15, 2d ATC In2indoor.com.au H., 3d
ATC Time to Shop at TAB H.
FUN IN FLIGHT (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m,
$116,450, VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L, 2d MRC Starlet 2YO P., 3d
MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 4th VRC Red Roses S., L. Dam of 3 winners-
Wonderbolt. 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, $125,470, in 2013-14, ATC Hyland
Race Colours H., 3d ATC Peters Meats H., Hyland Race Colours H.
Chi Chi (f Redoute's Choice) 2 wins at 1112, 1200m.
Brand New Choice (f by Redoute's Choice). Winner. See below.
Hokuspokus (f by Red Ransom (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1200m, SAJC Blackwell
Funerals 2YO H.
Brilliant Creation (g by Manhattan Rain). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2nd Dam  Singles Bar, by Rory's Jester. 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, VATC Cleanaway 2YO H.,
3d SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L. Half-sister to SNIPPETS, QUICK SCORE,
ASAURI, TRUE BLONDE. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
NOT A SINGLE DOUBT (c Redoute's Choice) 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m,
AJC Canonbury S., L, 2d MRC Schweppervescence Cup, Gr 3. Sire.
Natural is My Name (f Naturalism (NZ)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1615m,
MVRC William Inglis & Son H., 2d AJC Nivison H., L. Dam of 7 winners-
ZIZOU (c Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)) Champion 2YO in Aust/NZ in 2006-
07. Winner at 2 at 1000m, $969,525, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, 2d
STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1.
Bella Sunday. 2 wins to 1400m, STC Tile Mega Mart H. Dam of 4 winners-
Breakfast in Bed (f Hussonet (USA)) 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, $285,600, to
2014-15, ATC TAB Rewards H., 2d BRC Nudgee H., L, Just Now H., L.
Flying Single. Started once. Grandam of-
LADY JIVAGO (f Beneteau) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $192,750, in
2014-15, ATC Inglis 2YO Classic, RL.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 1000m, MVRC Essendon Hyundai I20 2YO H.
First season at stud
Served by DAWN APPROACH (IRE). Date of last service, 25 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Newmarket 1-4
On Account of ARROWFIELD STUD, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 735

BRAZEN HUSSEY

Chestnut mare (Branded ♂ nr sh. 63 4 off sh.) Foaled 2004

(Sire) Mr. Prospector Raise a Native by Native Dancer
HUSSONET (USA)........................................

Sacahuista Raja Baba, by Bold Ruler

(Dam) Nalees Flying Flag by Hoist the Flag

LADY DANETTE...........................................

(1991) Danehill (USA) Danzig by Northern Dancer

R.B. Chesne by Brigadier Gerard


1st Dam

LADY DANETTE, by Danehill (USA). Placed at 3. Three-quarter-sister to MARECHAL. Dam of 14 named foals, 13 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

JUST A KISEKI (by Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 6 wins 1600 to 2400m, $115,999, WATC ATA S., L, Todtona H., Saratov H., Silver Meadow H., Summer Carnival H., 2d WATC Just Fantastic H., Dual Cidium H. Producer.

MR. TRICKSTER (by Brocco (USA)). 5 wins–2 at 2–1418 to 2020m, $280,600, VRC Four 'n Twenty S., L, MRC Victoria Gold Cup, L, 3d MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1.

Brazen Hussey (by Hussonet (USA)). 6 wins. See below.

Unrestrained (by Unbridled’s Song (USA)). 6 wins 1400 to 1900m, STC APN Outdoor H., 3d MRC Wave King H., MVRC Members Equity Bank P.

Lady Kiseki (by Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). 3 wins 1600 to 2400m, WATC Dual Cidium H., 2d WATC Todtona H., Super Impose H., 3d WATC Love Bandit H. Dam of:-

Lady Trader. 3 wins 1400 to 2200m to 2013-14, WATC Tabtouch.mobi H.

Statton (by Starcraft (NZ)). Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14, ATC Big Sports Breakfast H., 3d ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO P-twice.

Doctor Wu (by Hussonet (USA)). 3 wins at 1100, 1400m to 2015 in Malaysia, 3d Singapore TC Class 5 H.

Musashi (by End Sweep (USA)). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $136,001, Singapore TC Class 4 H.-twice, Initiation P., 2d Singapore TC Class 4 H.

Fortrus Dancer (by Starcraft (NZ)). Winner at 1350m in 2014-15.

2nd Dam

GOURETTE (Fr), by R.B. Chesne. Placed at 3, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Tertulien. Half-sister to Pougatchof, Lady of Camelot (dam of KNIGHTHOOD), Soeur d’Arthur. Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

MARECHAL (by Danzero) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1300m, $131,215, STC Heritage S., L, 2d NSW Tatt’s RC Roman Consul S., Gr 3. Sire.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 6 wins–1 at 2–1008 to 1300m, $175,631, MRC Sapphire H., MVRC CFMEU & FFTS H., MRC May H., Betfair H., 2d SAJC Dequetteville S., L, VRC Michael & Goldie Mazur H., MRC Pernod H., Volley H., 3d MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.

2009 Missed to Flying Spur.

2010 Brazen Spur (by Flying Spur). Unplaced.

2011 (by Starcraft (NZ)). Died.

2012 (by Starcraft (NZ)).

2013 (by Manhattan Rain).

2014 (by Smart Missile).

Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 26 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 736  

**BRIDE SALAMA**  
Bay mare  
(Branded A nr sh. 44 off sh.)  
Foaled 2007  

**Sire**  
Danehill (USA)  
**DAM**  
AL MAHER  
Show Dancing (NZ)  

**2nd Dam**  
PALACE ENGAGEMENT  
1998  
Queen's Choir (NZ)  

**AL MAHER (AUS) (2001). 5 wins-2 at 2, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 395 mrs, 242 wns, 25 SW, inc. Fat Al (ATC Epsom H., Gr.1), Almalad, Diamond Drille, Majestic Music, Budriguez, All Legal, Pheidon, Oasis Bloom, King Lionheart, Delicacy, Speedy Natalie, Madam Gangster, Marheta, Unchain My Heart, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Sweet and Speedy and of McConachy, Eyre, Storming Pleasure, Pantheress, Burn Your Name, Easy Flyer, No Answer, etc.**

**1st Dam**  
PALACE ENGAGEMENT, by Magic Ring (Ire). 3 wins at 1000m, 3d STC Thrifty Car Rental H., MTA H. Half-sister to KING'S CHOIR - ABLE PRINCE (H.K.), HURRICANE QUEEN, Bint Maher, Royal Fix. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-  
Bride Salama (f by Al Maher). Winner. See below.  
Jaffar (g by Al Maher). 4 wins 1212 to 1450m to 2013-14.  
Action Replay (g by Flying Spur). 2 wins at 1200, 1300m.  

**2nd Dam**  
QUEEN'S CHOIR (NZ), by Palace Music (USA). Unraced. Dam of 12 named foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-  
HURRICANE QUEEN (f Hurricane Sky) 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, Turffontein Acacia H., Gr 3, 2d Newmarket TC Magnolia H., Gr 3, Turffontein Three Troikas S., Gr 3, Joburg Sprint H., Gr 3. Dam of Mr Hurricane. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2013-14, Vaal Book a Table at Our Next Raceday H., Women's Day H., Turffontein Quarto Press H.  
KING'S CHOIR - ABLE PRINCE (H.K.) (g Hurricane Sky) 8 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $1,964,572, HKJC Cathay Pacific International Sprint Trial, HK-2, Sha Tin Sprint Trophy, HK-3, Bauhinia Sprint Trophy, HK-3, HKJCSAR Chief Executive's Cup H., 2d HKJC Cathay Pacific International Sprint Trial, HK-2-twice, Sha Tin Vase, HK-3, 3d Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Sprint, Gr 1, HKJC Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1, 4th HKJC Chairman's Sprint Prize, HK-1, Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1.  
Bint Maher (f Al Maher) Winner at 1550m, SAJC Book for Melbourne Cup H., 3d SAJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, 4th South Australian Derby, Gr 1.  
Royal Fix (g Fixed Flush (NZ)) 6 wins–4 at 2–800 to 1100m, TRC Raine and Horne Spring Series H., Alexandra 2YO P., Red Cross 2YO H., 2d TRC Classic S., L, 4th TRC Cascade Premium S., L, TTC Gold Sovereign S., L.  
Rogan's Gem. 6 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $150,690, AJC Country Cash 2YO Final H., STC AAMI Golden Slipper Day H. Dam of 3 winners-Vitesse Rose. 3 winners–1 at 2–at 1200m to 2014-15, CJC Valachi Downs Selling at Karaka H., 4th Levin RC Ryder S., L.  

**Race Record:** Stakes-placed. Winner at 1000m, MRC Figure H., 2d STC Sydney Markets Limited H., 3d MRC Sportingbet S., L, AJC Sandringham 2YO H., ATC Rydges Parramatta H.  

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 foals.  
2012 (f by Turffontein).  
2013 (f by Canford Cliffs (Ire)).  
2014 Missed to Dalakhani (Ire).  

**Served by DALAKHANI (IRE). Date of last service, 15 September 2014.**  
Believed to be in foal.
Lot 737
BRIOLETTE
Bay mare
(4 yr sh. 5 f 6 off sh.)
Foaled 2005

Race Record: Winner at 1200m, 3d AJC Free Entry Today H.

From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row P 1-4
On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)


1st Dam
DIAMOND JEWEL, by Statoblest (Ire). Unraced. Half-sister to DIAMOND SHOWER (dam of DOUBLE YOUR BET, DIAMOND DANE). Diamond Storm, Diamond Prelude (dam of DIAMOND CASHEL, OUR CASHEL). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:- Fantastico (g by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 1000m, $276,141, in 2013-14, HKJC HKU Alumni Association Challenge H., Po Yan H. Lago Express (g by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1100m, 3d STC Campsie RSL H. Lady Astor (f by Viscount). Winner at 1200m, 3d AJC Cunyatti H., STC Canterbury Park Events H., 3d AJC Young Members H. Dam of- Snow Jewel. 3 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam
JEWEL FLIGHT, by Baguette. 6 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1500m, AJC Reginald Allen H., STC Shannon H., 2d AJC Champagne S., ACT RC Black Opal S., 3d STC Golden Slipper S., AJC Sires’ Produce S., VATC One Thousand Guineas, STC Canterbury S., Queen of the Surf S. Half-sister to Coronet Flight, Palace Lane. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc: DIAMOND SHOWER (f Zephyr Zip (NZ)) 7 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2500m, $500,950, VRC Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1. Dam of 8 winners- DOUBLE YOUR BET (f Palace Music (USA)) 7 wins 1100 to 1500m, STC Theos Marks H., Gr 2, 3d AJC Apollo S., Gr 2. Dam of 5 winners- LE DESTINA (g Waajib (Ire)) 9 wins–3 at 2, SAJC Carlton Draught S., Gr 3. EXCHEQUER (g Marauding (NZ)) 7 wins, WATC Strickland S., Gr 3. Treble Your Bet. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m. Grandam of- FULD’S BET (f I Am Invincible) 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, to 2014-15, WATC Gimcrack S., L, 2d WATC Belgravia S., L. DIAMOND DANE (c Danehill (USA)) 9 wins, NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 3. Diamond Prelude. Placed at 3, 2d AJC Sky 1017 H. Dam of 3 winners- DIAMOND CASHEL (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2100m, Manawatu RC Eulogy S., Gr 3. Dam of 2 winners- ROYAL ASSCHER (f Stravinsky (USA)) 4 wins, MVRC Red Anchor S., Gr 3. OUR CASHEL (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) Winner at 2 at 1000m, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, 3d VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1.

Served by PENDRAGON (NZ). Date of last service, 20 October 2014. Believed to be in foal
Lot 738 BROADWAY AND FIFTH
Bay mare (Branded | Cay nr sh. | 4 | 5 | 9 | off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) STREET SENSE (USA).
Street Cry (Ire) ................ Machiavellian ............... by Mr. Prospector ........
Helen Street ....................... by Troy ..........................
Bedazzle ........................ by Majestic Legend .............. by His Majesty ............

(Dam) JEZABEEL (NZ) ..............
Zabeel (NZ) ........................ by Sir Tristram (Ire) ...............
1992 Passefleur ........................ by Lady Giselle (Fr) ............... Easter Parade ........................ by Imperialist (USA) ............

STREET SENSE (USA) (2004). 6 wins–2 at 2, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 458
mrs, 287 wns, 31 SW, inc. Sweet Reason (Saratoga Spinaway S., Gr.1),
Hallowed Crown, Aubby K, Callback, Unlimited Budget, Ocho Ocho Ocho,
Politeness, Street Babe, Wedding Toast, Castaway, Cigar Street, Fleet Street,
Ice Cream Silence, Motor City, Sensible Lady, Street Prancer, Champagne Cath,
HardStride, Self Sense, Prince Alzain, etc. Sire of the dams of Doc John, etc.

1st Dam JEZABEEL (NZ), by Zabeel. Champion Stayer & Older Mare in NZ in 1999. 7
wins–2 at 2–1200 to 3200m, $2,024,749, VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1,
Auckland Cup, Gr 1, AuRC Champagne S., L, Manawatu RC Carlton Hotel H.,
AuRC Nature Sleep Juvenile H., BOP RC Partymaker Rentals H., 2d VATC
Underwood S., Gr 1, Manawatu Cup, Gr 3, Avondale JC Centra Hotel H., 3d
VRC John Russell Welter H. Sister to Fleursee (dam of RASMSUSSEN), half-
sister to ASHLEY GROVE. Dam of 8 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners,
inc:- Scotland the Brave (g by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 1900, 2200m, WATC
Magic Millions Moment of Change H., 3d VATC Tabtouch.mobi H.
Living Hell (f by Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 1121, 1200m, MRC Ripa H. Dam of-
Faustus (g More Than Ready (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1150m,
$148,580, to 2014-15, ATC Killa Burger Gril H.
Eighth Wonder (f by Danehill (USA)). Placed. Dam of 2 winners-
RACING EIGHT - WONDER MOSSMAN (Mac.) (g Mossman) 11 wins
1350 to 1800m, $665,611, to 2014-15 in Aust and Macau, Macau Gold Cup, L,
Macau Star of the Sand S., L, Winter Trophy, L, Directors’ Cup, L, Spring
Trophy, L, Sand Specialist S., L, 2d Macau Directors’ Cup, L, 3d Macau
Derby, L, Macau Star of the Sand S., L, 4th Macau Sprint Trophy, L.
Heaven Instead (f by Carnegie (Ire)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Frank Heavens. Winner at 1550m in 2014-15, SAJC Melbourne Cup Live at
Morphettville P., 2d SAJC Holdfast Insurance Brokers 2YO H.

2nd Dam PASSEFLEUR (NZ), by Vice Regal. Placed in NZ. Sister to DUNDAS LANE, half-sister
to FRONTIER BOY. Dam of 13 named foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-
JEZABEEL (f Zabeel) 7 wins. See above.
ASHLEY GROVE (c Kaapstad) 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $137,165,
Tasmanian Derby, Gr 3, VATC James Grice H., 2d VRC St Leger, Gr 3.
Fleursee. Placed at 3. Dam of 3 winners-
RASMSUSSEN (g Flying Spur) 10 wins 1200 to 1350m, $385,842, QTC
Ascot H., L, BRC Superior Pak H., 2d QTC Cup, Gr 2, QTC Bribie H., L.
Valmiera (f Val Royal (Fr)) 3 wins to 1600m, 2d TRC Elwick S., L. Dam of-
Valdez (g Sebring) 2 wins at 1150, 1600m in 2014-15, 3d Tasmanian
Derby, L, 4th TRC Hobart Guineas, L, TTC Gold Sovereign S., L.
Roll the Bones (f Red Ransom (USA)) Winner at 1250m, ATC TAB
Sportsbet H., 2d ATC Tab.com.au H., 3d ATC Reginald Allen H., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 27 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
**Lot 739**

**BRODERIE**

Bay mare  
(Branded WE nr sh. 9 1 off sh.)  
Foaled 2001

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SIRE</th>
<th>DAM</th>
<th>OFFSPRING</th>
<th>生产年月日</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SNIPPETS</td>
<td>FAST WORK (NZ)</td>
<td>Palace Music (USA)</td>
<td>1989</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunchtime (GB)</td>
<td>The Minstrel</td>
<td>Scampering</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silly Season</td>
<td>by Northern Dancer</td>
<td>by Misty Day</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Occasion</td>
<td>by Hornbeam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Chaudiere (Can)</td>
<td>by Northern Dancer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sire of 1432 mares, 975 winners, 34 Group winners, Swans, Shrapnel, etc.</td>
<td>Fast Work (NZ), by Palace Music (USA)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 wins – 1 at 2 – 1200 to 1400m, STC International H. Half-sister to BAWALAKSANA, DAMASCHINO (dam of SHAHEEQ). Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc: Radiance of Apollo (f by Waajib (Ire)). 4 wins – 2 at 2 – 1000 to 1580m, STC Tuesdays' Slave Millinery H., Tooeys New 2YO H. Producer. Flying Celebrity (f by Success Express (USA)). 4 wins – 1 at 2 – 1200, 1350m, $147,875, AJC Wenona Girl H., Dark Sky 2YO H., Chatham H. Producer.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st Dam</td>
<td>2nd Dam</td>
<td>Princess Jocinda (NZ)</td>
<td>by Imposing. 3 wins – 1 at 2 – 1200, 1250m, AJC Governor MacQuarie H., 3d AC San Domenico S., Gr 3. Half-sister to Yoneda (dam of BOLD SEA, YULEDA). Dam of 11 foals, all winners, inc: BAWALAKSANA (g Straight Strike (USA)) 7 wins to 1600m, $262,890, AuRC Railway H., Gr 1, WRC Telegraph H., Gr 1, 2d Hawke's Bay GR Kelt Memorial H., L, 3d BOP RC Japan-New Zealand International Trophy, Gr 2. DAMASCHINO (f Last Tycoon (Ire)) 6 wins – 3 at 2 – 1000 to 2020m, $453,702, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 3, 2d AuRC Eight Carat Classic, Gr 2, Moonee Valley Oaks, Gr 2, 3d New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of SHAHEEQ (f Redoute's Choice) Winner at 2 at 1200m, $386,375, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, 2d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1. Choices Are. Winner at 1300m in NZ. Dam of Choose (f Starcraft (NZ)) 5 wins 1200 to 1420m, $192,320, to 2014-15, SAJC Schweppes H., 2d MRC Premier Signs S., Gr 3. Princess Alaana. Winner at 1400m, 3d AJC Julia Ross Personnel H. Dam of Kerchings (g Tale of the Cat (USA)) 3 wins to 1800m, 3d VRC Fashion S., L.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race Record: 6 wins 1100 to 1400m.</td>
<td>Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all winners.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 12 September 2014. Believed to be in foal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Rows B 7-12 & G 1,2
On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 740

BROOKTON DAWN
Bay mare
(Branded V/N nr sh. 3 5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) Perugino (USA) Perugino (USA) Perugino (USA) Perugino (USA) Perugino (USA)
TESTA ROSSA ............... Fairy Bridge ............... Sir Dapper ............... Bodega ............... Testa Rossa ............... By Bold Reason ............... By Vain ............... By Without Fear (Fr.) ....

(Dam) Bo Dapper ............... Testa Rossa ............... Fairy Bridge ............... Bo Dapper ............... Testa Rossa ............... By Bold Reason ............... By Vain ............... By Without Fear (Fr.) ....

(CASUAL DAWN (NZ)... 1997

1st Dam

CASUAL DAWN (NZ), by Casual Lies (USA). 3 wins 1200 to 2100m, 2d STC Becker Commercial Services H. Half-sister to MY KIWI GOLD, Bringbackthebiff, Davidoff. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, inc:-

Brookton Dawn (f by Testa Rossa). See below.

2nd Dam

ELLENA DAWN, by Drums of Time (USA). 4 wins 1400 to 2100m, 3d Waikato RC Kalgoorlie H. Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

MY KIWI GOLD (c First Norman (USA)) 4 wins 1650 to 2400m, $156,300, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 2, STC Campbellfield H., 3d VRC Ten News H., Gr 2.

Bringbackthebiff (g Colombia) 6 wins 1600 to 4400m in Ireland and NZ, Hawke's Bay NRM Rural Supplies H., Waikato RC Gordon Corbett Memorial H., 2d New Zealand Cup, Gr 2, 3d CJC Metropolitan Trophy, Gr 3.

Davidoff (g Pentire (GB)) 3 wins at 1300, 2100m, $138,200, 2d Oakbank RC Onkaparinga Cup, L, 4th MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 2.

Hannah Dawn. Winner at 1600 in NZ. Dam of 4 winners-

Sunrize (g Prized (USA)) 3 wins at 2000, 2100m, WRC Prime Television H., 2d AuRC World TV H., 3d New Zealand St Leger, L.

Pamukkale. 4 wins at 1600, 2000m to 2013-14, VRC Jezabeel H.

3rd Dam

DAWNELLE, by Crest of the Wave (GB). Winner at 2 at 1200m in NZ. Half-sister to WANDELLE, BRILLIANT INVASION, OPTICIAN, Bold Incentive. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Del's Phantasy. 5 wins 1200 to 2000m in Malaysia.

4th Dam

ARDELLE, by Fair's Fair (GB). 2 wins at 1¼m, 11f in NZ. Sister to Arbelle (dam of RAMA), half-sister to Tabak, Carnmor, St Peter, Charsada (dam of ANDERIL, IMPASADA). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

WANDELLE (f Wandering Eyes (GB)) 8 wins–2 at 2–at 1200, 1250m, Avondale JC Classic S., 2d AuRC Eclipse S. Producer.

BRILLIANT INVASION (c Brilliant Invader) 21 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, Matamata RC Slipper S., L, 3d MVRC Waterford Crystal Mile H., Gr 3.

OPTICIAN (c Wandering Eyes (GB)) 8 wins–2 at 2, Taumarunui Cup.

Race Record: Placed.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2013 (c by Snippetson).

With a Chestnut colt foal at foot by BENFICA, foaled 29 September 2014.
Served by POET'S VOICE (GB). Date of last service, 26 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Lot 741  
**BROOKTON FASHION**

Bay mare  
(Branded V IN nr sh. 3 off sh.)  
Foaled 2007

**(Sire)**  
Rainbow Quest  
I Will Follow  
Blushing Groom  
Blushing Groom  
by Red God  
by Herbage

**QUEST FOR FAME (GB)**  
Green Dancer  
Americaine  
Aryenne  
Blushing Groom  
Quest For Fame  
by Nijinsky

**(Dam)**  
Royal Academy (USA)  
Zabaleta (USA)  
Nijinsky  
Aryenne  
Passed the Test  
by Nijinsky

**PRIMA MODEL**  
Crimson Saint  
Light Snack  
Nijinsky  
Sire of the dams of SW Complacent, Norzita, Erewihon, Skilled, African Rose, Tavistock, Rock Sturdy, Sidestep, Light Heavy, Text’n Hurley, Ambidexter, Silver Pond, Torio’s Quest, Lamasery, Famous Name, Deferential, Scissor Kick, Big Break, Helleborine, Skia, Maram, etc.

---

**1st Dam**  
PRIMA MODEL, by Royal Academy (USA). **Winner** at 2 at 1200m. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, **4 winners**, inc:-

Morossa (g by Testa Rossa). **10 wins** 1200 to 1425m, $157,565, to 2014-15, 2d MRC CFV Community Connect P.

Groundwork (g by Distant Music (USA)). **Winner** at 1200m, 2d STC Bacardi Breezer H., 3d AJC Maroubra H., Poplar Pet Foods H.

Brookton Fashion (f by Quest for Fame (GB)). **Winner**. See below.

Brookton Special (g by Testa Rossa).

---

**2nd Dam**  
Overshadow, by Zabaleta (USA). **Winner** at 1000m, 2d MVRC Great Western Champagne S., L, 4th VATC Debutante S., L. Half-sister to **Snack Pak**. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, **2 winners**, inc:-

Administrator. **4 wins** 1200 to 1800m.

---

**3rd Dam**  
LIGHT SNACK, by Vain. Unraced. Half-sister to **LADY JAKEO** (dam of RED ARROW, ABLE CHOICE), Triple Header, Twig Amour. Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, **8 winners**, inc:-

Snack Pak (c Haulpak) **7 wins**–4 at 2–1100 to 1400m, WATC Heron Bridge Quality S., Special H., Qantas 2YO H., WA Breeders' Champion 2YO S., Waratah Quality Sprint H., 3d WATC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3.

Overshadow (f Zabaleta (USA)). **Winner**. See above.

---

**4th Dam**  
FOOD FOR LOVE, by Lunchtime (GB). **3 wins**–1 at 2–1100 to 1280m, STC Magic Night H., Gr 3, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Gimcrack S., Gr 3, 3d STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 3. Sister to BRAZEN EMPEROR, half-sister to **As Time Goes By**. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, **6 winners**, inc:-

LADY JAKEO (f Last Tycoon (Ire)) **5 wins**–4 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $578,000, VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1. Grandam of-

MRS ONASSIS (f General Nediym) **8 wins** at 1000, 1100m, $516,680, MRC Oakleigh P., Gr 1.

Twig Amour (f Twigg Moss (Fr)) **2 wins** at 1600, 1650m, TRC Travelstrength P., 2d TRC One Thousand Guineas, L. Grandam of-

PEGGY JEAN (f Myboycharlie (Ire)) **2 wins** at 2 at 1200, 1400m, $920,525, in 2013-14, ATC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1.

---

**Race Record:** **Winner** at 1400m.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 foals.

2013 (f by Tickets).

With a Bay colt foal at foot by TICKETS, foaled 31 October 2014.

Not served
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Rows B 7-12 & G 1,2
On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 742  
BROOKTON FLASH  
Chestnut mare  
(foaled 2002)

| (Sire) | Snippets | Lunchtime (GB) | by Silly Season  
SPARTACUS | Easy Date | by Grand Chaudiere  
Pazzihi | Manihi | by Matrice  

| (Dam) | Prego (Ire) | Be My Guest | by Northern Dancer  
YOUR AS ALWAYS | Audrey Joan | by Doutelle  
1991 | Love Lost (Ire) | Catherine Linton | by High Echelon  

SPARTACUS (AUS) (1993). 7 wins to 1200m, A$781,000. MVRC Manikato S., Gr.1. Sire of 207 rnrs, 147 wnrs, inc. SW Mondano (MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L), Miss Terrain, etc. Sire of the dams of 112 rnrs, 71 wnrs, inc. SW Rich Enuff, Broken, Single Style, Sparks Fly, SP Formidable, El Spark, Abba, Sparks Burn, Jypsier, Lightenuff, Fab Fevola, Nickiera and of Pittenweem, Spartan Warrior, Sparks Alight, Spartini, Happy Everybody, Von Classic Hero, etc.

1st Dam  
YOUR AS ALWAYS, by Prego (Ire). Placed at 3, 3rd STC Leichhardt H. Half-sister to It's Cryin' Time, Jenufa. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

SINCERO (g by Umatilla (NZ)). 12 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $1,736,475, ATC George Main S., Gr 1, BRC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, MRC Memsie S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt's RC Tramway H., Gr 3, Gosford Guineas, L, Scone RC Inglis Guineas, AJC Coogee Dolphins H., Sydney City Toyota H., 3rd MRC Caulfield S., Gr 1, 4th ATC Doncaster H., Gr 1, Canterbury S., Gr 2.

Zarzeus (g by Zariz). 6 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1300m, 3rd STC Bradcorp H. 
Brookton Flash (f by Spartacus). 4 wins. See below.

Star of Georgia (f by Luskin Star). 9 wins at 1000, 1200m. Dam of 5 winners- Remmi Raider. 2 wins at 1200, 1550m, TRC Red Hearts Pink Ribbons P.

2nd Dam  
LOVE LOST (IRE), by Home Guard. Unplaced. Half-sister to ZAR BITTER, La Bonita (dam of MOLTAS). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

It's Cryin' Time (g Opera Prince) 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, WATC Raymond Weil Parsenal H., Jollair H, 3rd WATC Dayana S., L.

Jenufa (f Last Tycoon) 4 wins–1 at 2, 3rd Philadelphia Wintergreen S., L.

3rd Dam  
CATHERINE LINTON, by High Echelon. Unraced. Half-sister to GREENBRIAR, Reckless Date (dam of GREATCAESAR'GHOST), Pretty Driver (dam of COLONEL HILL, PRETTY SHAM). Dam of 15 foals, 14 to race, 11 winners, inc:-

ZAR BITTER (c Artaius) 13 wins in Great Britain and Italy, Milan Premio UNPCS, L, 3rd Milan Premio Boschetti, L.

La Bonita. 9 wins in Sweden. Dam of 9 winners-

MOLTAS (g Melmac) Champion 3YO in Scandinavia in 2005. 9 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1950m, $193,866, Taby Swedish Open Mile, L.

Race Record: 4 wins at 1000, 1200m, 2d SAJC Carlton Draught H.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2008 Brookton Flare (f by Strada). 3 wins at 1000m.
2009 Big Bash (g by Zariz). Placed at 3.
2010 Recife Beach (g by Sharkbite). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1400m to 2014-15.
2011 Tumbler (f by Time Thief). Unraced.
2013 Not served previous season.
2014 (f by Time Thief).

Served by NICCONI. Date of last service, 13 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Rows P 12 & Q 1-6
On Account of MIDDLEBROOK VALLEY LODGE,
Scone (As Agent)

Lot 743

BUCKLING

Brown mare
(Branded ♂♂ nr sh. 2
1 of sh.)

Foaled 2001

(Sire)
Buckling (Branded nr sh. 2
1 off sh.)

Danehill (USA) ..............
Danzig .............................. by Northern Dancer

Razynara ...................... by His Majesty

Shantha’s Choice ...........
Canny Lad ...................... by Bletchingly

Dancing Show (USA) ......
Nijinsky ........................

(Dam)

Miss Wutika ..............

Marscay ...........................
Biscay ......................

1996

Miss Lazarus ...................

Heart of Market (USA) ....
by To Market

Sir Tristram (Ire) .......... by Sir Ivor

Shantha’s Choice .........

Canny Lad ...................... by Bletchingly

Dancing Show (USA) ....
Nijinsky ........................

REDOUTE’S CHOICE ...


1st Dam

Miss Wutika, by Marscay. Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d SARC HIH Insurance H., 3d VRC Gibson Carmichael S., L, VATC April 2YO H. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Dude (g by Redoute’s Choice). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, Hawke’s Bay City of Hastings H., Counties RC Terry Ryan Timber H., 3d Cambridge JC William Inglis & Son H., Hawke’s Bay Platinum Homes H. Sheza Queenslander (f by Lion Hunter). 2 wins at 1200, 1800m, 2d BTC Air New Zealand H., QTC Oaks Bar P., Unequalled H. Kiboloy (g by Lonhro). Winner at 1000m in 2013-14. Cardington (g by Fantastic Light (USA)). Winner at 1100m.

2nd Dam

MISS LAZARUS, by Sir Tristram (Ire). Placed at 3, 2d SARC Lord Reims H., STC Celtic Heritage Club H. Half-sister to FOREHAND, Stand and Cheer, Mexicana (dam of KENCONCARNE), Tanamur (dam of ELLIOTTO), Lady Langham (dam of READY TO RIP). Dam of 5 named foals, all winners, inc:-

Miss Wutika (f Marscay). Winner. See above.

Grammy Award. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, VATC August H., SARC Darryl Borise 2YO H., 4th SARC Queen Adelaide S., L. Producer.

In Good Time. Winner at 2 at 1250m, STC De Bortoli Wines 2YO H.

Race Record: Started twice.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 3 winners.

2005 EGO (c by E Dubai (USA)). 6 wins 1150 to 1400m, $104,806, AuRC Concorde H., Gr 2, Stella Artois H., Matamata RC Reid & Harrison H., 2d AJC Elderslie H., 3d STC Jacob’s Creek H., 4th Counties Bowl, L. 2006 Not served previous season.


2009 Under Pressure (f by No Excuse Needed (GB)). Started once.

2010 Missed to Stravinsky (USA).

2011 All Good Things (g by Red Giant (USA)). Placed at 2 in 2013-14 in NZ.

2012 (c by Shamoline Warrior (AUS)).

2013 (c by Shamoline Warrior (AUS)).

2014 Not served previous season.

Served by DUNDEEL (NZ). Date of last service, 3 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 744

BULLADINI

Bay mare
(Branded 34 nr sh. 9 off sh.)
Foaled 2009

(SE.x)
A.P. Indy

Bernardini (USA)

Cara Oriental

Quiet American

Oil Fable

(Dam)
Belong to Me (USA)

Fionnay (NZ)

1999

Bulladini (Branded nr sh. 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

BERNARDINI (USA) (2003).

6 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Pimlico Preakness S.,
Gr.1. Sire of 652 rnrs, 347 wns, 36 SW, inc. Ruud Awakening (ARC Diamond S., Gr.1), Boban, To Honor and Serve, Alpha, Stay Thirsty, Go Indy Go, Angela Renee, A.Z. Warrior, Biondetti, Toydini, Gamilati, Wilburn, Cavorting, Imperative, Spellbound, Thyskens' Theory, Romansh, Dame Dorothy, Edison, Gala Award, Zanbagh, etc. Sire of the dams of Superior Quality, etc.

1st Dam
BULLA BORGHESE, by Belong to Me (USA). 4 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2500m,

Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-
BOUND FOR EARTH (f by Northern Meteor). 2 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1250m,
$285,555, to 2013–14, ATC Furious S., Gr.2, Turf Club 2YO H., 2d ATC Darby Munro S., L, 3d ATC Flight S., Gr.1, Tea Rose S., Gr.2, BRC Siresh Produce S., Gr.2, 4th MRC Angus Armanasco S., Gr.2, Kevin Hayes S., Gr.3.

Romanus (g by Encosta de Lago). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $271,795,
STC North Ryde RSL 2YO H., ATC Edmen Community Staffing H., 2d AJC Findlers Lane H., 3d AJC Skyline S., Gr.3, 4th STC Pago Pago S., Gr.2.

Melpomene (f by Elusive Quality (USA)). 3 wins 1300 to 1550m, $121,130,
STC Freeway Hotel Pool Competition H., 3d GCTC Magic Millions 3YO Trophy, RL.

Bourgogne. 2 wins at 1305, 1600m. Dam of 2 winners-
Fairy Star (f More Than Ready (USA)) Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014–15, 3d VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr.3.

Dollar Dan (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). 2 wins at 1350, 1650m to 2014-15,
2d TRC Kevin Sharkie H., TTC Launceston Cup Ambassador H.

2nd Dam
FIONNAY (NZ), by Crested Wave (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to ASCONA,
ANDERMATT, ST GALLEN, Celerina (dam of OKIWI BAY). Dam of 9
named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
BULLA BORGHESE (f Belong to Me (USA)) 4 wins. See above.

Cresta Run (c Commands) 3 wins at 1400m, $230,290, AJC Ho Ho Ho H.,
STC AAMI Golden Slipper Day H., 3d GCTC Magic Millions 3YO Trophy, RL.

Bourgogne. 2 wins at 1305, 1600m. Dam of 2 winners-
Fairy Star (f More Than Ready (USA)) Placed at 2 in 2013–14, 3d SAJC
Cinderella S., L.

It Had to be You. Winner at 1210m. Dam of-
Wonderful You (g General Nediym) Placed at 2, 2d BRC BJ McLachlan S., L.

3rd Dam
AMINONA, by Oakville (GB). Winner at 2000m in NZ. Half-sister to Game
Patrol. Dam of 15 named foals, 12 to race, all winners, inc:-
ASCONA (f Grosvenor) 4 wins to 1800m, SAJC Auraria S., Gr.3. Producer.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (f by Delago Deluxe).

Served by MEDAGLIA D’ORO (USA). Date of last service, 11 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 745  
BUTTERFLY THEORY  
Bay mare (Branded C nr sh. 47 off sh.)  
Foaled 2001  
(Sire) Nureyev .................................. by Nearctic..................................  
FASLIYEV (USA) ............  
Mr. P's Princess............. by Raise a Native.............  
(Dam) LOVE DANCE (NZ) ....  
1991  
Kaapstad (NZ) ............ by Sir Ivor......................  
Hula Dance ............. by Hula Bend (USA) .............  
FASLIYEV (USA) (1997). 5 wins at 2, Leopardstown Phoenix S., Gr.1. Sire of 1397 rnrs, 863 wns, 32 SW, inc. Carry on Katie (Newmarket Cheveley Park S., Gr.1)., Amico Fritz, Chineur, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Meliora, Indian Ocean, Miss Rose de Lago, Victory Laurel, Alsindi, Trois Lunes, Topclas, Awesome Planet, My Year is a Day, America, Big Orange, Inspiriter, Orbec, Princess Bavorise, Shamshon, Stay Tuned, Under the Radar, Marianne, etc.

1st Dam
LOVE DANCE (NZ), by Kaapstad. 4 wins 2000 to 2200m, $368,146, Hawke's Bay Kelt Capital S., Gr 1, Avondale Gold Cup, Gr 1, Waikato RC Sir Tristram Fillies Classic, Gr 2, 2d AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, AuRC Championship S., Gr 2, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 2, AuRC Ladies Mile, Gr 3, 4th AuRC Easter H., Gr 1, VRC Turnbull S., Gr 2, AuRC Soliloquy S., L. Sister to Kape Dancer (dam of TIP THE WINK), three-quarter-sister to MORVEN WARRIOR, half-sister to Hula Song, Dancing Hula (dam of I’VE GOT RHYTHM). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

GLOBAL DANCE (f by Spinning World (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, 2d MRC Shankhill Lass H. Dam of 4 winners-

SEE THE WORLD (g Danzero) 9 wins 1000 to 1300m, $547,900, ATC Maurice McCarten S., L, Gosford RC Takeover Target S., L, ATC Young Professionals in Racing July Sprint H., 2d ATC Winter S., L, 3d ATC Sebring S., Gr 3, Hall Mark S., L, Starlight H., L.

Boys on Tour (g General Nediym) 6 wins 1-2 to 1200 to 1600m, $276,000, BRC Coca-Cola H., Qld Tatt’s RC Hardy Brothers Jewellers H., 2d ATC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 3d BRC BTC Classic, Gr 3.

Prince Bellagio. 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, WATC Support Your Local TAB H.

Wedding. Winner at 1400m in 2014-15, ATC McGrath Estate Agents H.

Race Record: Placed at 3.
Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners.

2006 (c by Carnegie (Ire)).
2007 Invisible Arrow (f by Hussonet (USA)). Unplaced.
2008 Missed to Power of Destiny.
2009 Purple Emperor (g by Strada). Winner at 2060m.
2010 Holly Blue (f by Henny Hughes (USA)). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.
2011 Spirit of Mia (f by Henny Hughes (USA)). Started 3 times.
2012 Tarryhoot (g by Ad Valorem (USA)). Unraced.
2013 ..........................................
2014 (c by Snippetson).

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 9 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Row H 4-7
On Account of GLENESK THOROUGHBREDS,
Quorrobolong (As Agent)

Lot 746 (With 20% GST)

CAILIN MISS

Bay filly
(Branded E nr sh. 18\off sh.)
Foaled 2011

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA)......... Roberto .................................. by Hail to Reason..........
DOMESDAY .......................... Arabia .................................. by Damascus ....................
In the Past (GB) .................... Zafonic (USA)........................ by Gone West ..............
(Dam) .................................. Victorianna ........................ by Storm Bird ...............
PARTYGOER ......................... Success Express (USA) ....... by Hold Your Peace ....
2003 .................................. Lichens Lady ....................... by Twig Moss (Fr) ..............
Reveler ............................... Dehere (USA) ....................... by Deputy Minister ...........

DOMESDAY (AUS) (2002). 2 wins at 2, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr.2. Sire of 263
mrs, 142 wns, inc. SW Pressday (BRC TJ Smith Classic, Gr.1), Doctor Doom,
Domesky, Divorces, Antelucan, Cailin Miss, Sunset Rock, Backgammon, SP
Italy, Supara, Giresun, Nextanix, Boom Box, Ducal Castle, Heavy, Last Day,
Abstract, Exchanges, Sakito and of Profit Share, Whatalovelyday, Payteevee,
Black Velvet, Idle Dreams, Mr Boomsday, Next Day, Norman Rules, etc.

1st Dam PARTYGOER, by Mossman. 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $162,370, BTC Dale
Roch The Good Guys 2YO H., Carlton Mid H., 2d QTC Gallipoli Research
Foundation 2YO H., Anchor Inn H., 3d Qld Tatt’s RC Hamilton Hotel 2YO H.,
BTC EIS Print H. Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner–
CAILIN MISS (f by Domesday). Winner. See below.
Ice to the Rim (g by Bel Esprit). Placed in 2014-15.

2nd Dam REVELLER, by Dehere (USA). Unplaced. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:–
Partying. 4 wins at 1200, 1300m, BTC Sky Channel H., Jimmy Barnes H., 3d
QTC Thurlow 2YO Fillies H.
Riviera Reveller. 2 wins at 1212m, MVRC Tabaret After the Last H., 3d MVRC
Solander. 4 wins 1430 to 2200m, 3d SAJC Roxby Downs August 14th H.
Asflora. Unplaced. Dam of–
Born to Run Easy. Winner at 1200m in 2013-14, BRC Bundaberg Rum P.

3rd Dam STIMULATING, by Marscay. Unplaced. Half-sister to BREWERY BOY, LYGON
ARMS, Race For Pleasure, Miss Budweiser. Dam of 11 foals, 9 to race,
6 winners, inc:–
Manhattan Eagle. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, 3d BTC McGivran Media 2YO H.
Our Sales. Placed at 3 in NZ. Dam of–
Heapzatow (f Towkay) 5 wins–1 at 2–850 to 2200m, Otago RC Noble
Bijou H., 3d Southland RC Invercargill Gold Cup, L. Producer.

4th Dam AMATRICE, by Latin Lover (GB). Placed at 2, 2d AJC Centennial Park H.,
December H., Bondi H., 3d AJC Matraville H. Half-sister to AUSSIE BITE,
Light Caress (dam of THE BROKEN DRUM - BASS DRUM (AUST.)). Dam of
13 foals, 11 winners, 87 winners, inc:–
BREWERY BOY (c Lorenzaccio (Ire)) 5 wins–3 at 2–900 to 2500m,
$235,998, Victoria Derby, Gr 1, South Australian Derby, Gr 1, 2d AJC
Spring Champion S., Gr 1, 3d Western Australian Derby, Gr 1. Sire.
LYGON ARMS (g Bletchingly) 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $692,970, AJC
Doncaster H., Gr 1, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Chipping Norton S.,
Gr 1, BATC Tourist Minister’s Cup, Gr 2, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. Winner at 2 at 1600m in 2013-14, SAJC
Oaklands P., L.
First season at stud
Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 3 November 2014.
Not in foal
CAJOU
Bay mare
(Branded Gr 3 nr sh. 5
4 off sh.)
Foaled 2004

(Sire)
Fairy King (USA) .......... Northern Dancer ...... by Nearctic
Fairy Bridge ............... by Bold Reason
Shoal Creek ............... Star Way (GB) .... by Star Appeal

(Dam)
Anabaa (USA) ............ Rollas (USA) ........ by Mr. Prospector

ENCOSTA DE LAGO

ANACARDE
1999

ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 mares, 1050 winners, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 mares, 528 winners, 106 SW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Phaidon, Neo, Philippi, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stakehouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenin'tome, Killua Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam
ANACARDE, by Anabaa (USA). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1250, 1822m, SAJC Hill-Smith S., L, Thank You Tabradio 2YO H., Tapestry Vineyards H., 2d SAJC Sabis 2YO H., 3d MRC Carlton Draught H., SAJC Nuclear Debate H. Half-sister to HOW ABOUT THAT, Benedetti. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Cajou (f by Encosta de Lago). 6 wins 1200 to 1650m, $122,075, to 2014–15, BRC Sky Racing H., Fresh Food Kids Hospital Appeal H., SAJC Schweppes Tonic H., BRC Ambassador Travel H., 2d BRC Wallace Bishop H.

2nd Dam
SEATTLE GEM (NZ), by Khozaam (USA). Winner at 1400m, NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr 3, 2d Waikato RC Fairview Ford S., L, Counties Challenge S., L. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ANACARDE (f by Anabaa (USA)). 3 wins. See above.

HOW ABOUT THAT (f Honour and Glory (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, VRC Lady Mayoress' P., L, Irish Day 2YO H., 2d VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3. Dam of 4 winners-

Owzat (g Redoute's Choice) 8 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $134,055, 2d MRC Allan Wicks 2YO P., 3d MRC Merson Cooper S., L.

Benedetti (g Second Empire (Ire)) 7 wins 1200 to 1777m, $536,760 in Aust and U.A.E, VRC Comedy King H., 2d QTC Sir Edward Williams H., L, 3d QTC Stabroek H., Gr 1, STC Festival H., L, 4th BTC Sprint H., Gr 3. Lizardis. 2 wins at 1200m, WATC Crown Flute H., 4th WATC JC Roberts S., L. Jumbo. 3 wins 1100 to 1300m to 2014–15, 3d WATC LD Total H.

3rd Dam

SEATTLE GEM (NZ), by Khozaam (USA). Winner at 1400m, NSW Tatt's RC Furious S., Gr 3, 2d Waikato RC Fairview Ford S., L, Counties Challenge S., L. Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ANACARDE (f by Anabaa (USA)) 3 wins. See above.

HOW ABOUT THAT (f Honour and Glory (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m, VRC Lady Mayoress' P., L, Irish Day 2YO H., 2d VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3. Dam of 4 winners-

Owzat (g Redoute's Choice) 8 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $134,055, 2d MRC Allan Wicks 2YO P., 3d MRC Merson Cooper S., L.

Benedetti (g Second Empire (Ire)) 7 wins 1200 to 1777m, $536,760 in Aust and U.A.E, VRC Comedy King H., 2d QTC Sir Edward Williams H., L, 3d QTC Stabroek H., Gr 1, STC Festival H., L, 4th BTC Sprint H., Gr 3. Lizardis. 2 wins at 1200m, WATC Crown Flute H., 4th WATC JC Roberts S., L. Jumbo. 3 wins 1100 to 1300m to 2014–15, 3d WATC LD Total H.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $228,750, STC International Animal Health Products 2YO H., AAMI Golden Slipper Day H., 2d STC Triscay S., L, Nepean Motor Group 2YO P., AJC Desert War H., 3d AJC Sapphire S., Gr 2, Canon Employees Rock 2YO H., Rare Form H., STC Rosehill Event Centre H., 4th GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.

2010 Acaju (g by New Approach (Ire)). Winner at 1750m in 2013–14.

2011 Allergic (g by Street Cry (Ire)). Winner at 1740m in 2014–15, 2d MVRC City Jeep Cherokee H., 3d MRC Yellowglen P.

Whims of Fortune (g by Lonhro). Winner at 1000m.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.

2010 Acaju (g by New Approach (Ire)). Winner at 1750m in 2013–14.

2011 Allergic (g by Street Cry (Ire)). Winner at 1740m in 2014–15, 2d MVRC City Jeep Compass H., 3d VRC Murray Cox 2YO H., 4th VRC Taj Rossi Series Final H., L.

Served by BERNARDINI (USA). Date of last service, 22 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
On Account of TOOLOGANVALE FARM, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 748
CALAWAY GAL
Brown mare (Breded $M, nr sh. 23 9 off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire) Bellotto (USA) Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native
CLANG Sheff Talker by Tatan
Sudden Impulse Luskin Star by Kaoru Star

(Dam) Captain's Gold (USA) Riverman by Never Bend
CALAIS ROYALE Old Goldie by Young Emperor
1991 Calais Girl Cheval de Volee by Boysie Boy (GB)

CALANG (AUS) (1993). 5 wins–3 at 2 to 1200m, MVRC Stanley Wootton S., Gr.2. Champion Aust. Sire of 2YOs, 2001-02. Sire of 641 mrs, 382 wns, 10 SW, inc. Clangalang (Australian Derby, Gr.1), Calaway Gal, etc. Sire of the dams of 111 mrs, 71 wns, inc. SW Drenalin, SP Sweet Repeat, Sweet Kiss, Regular and of Bevagna, Premium, Fazilmi, Gasoline, True Royal, The Thomas Affair, Zarimby, Isla Poppy, Settlers Road, Very Convincing, High Chancellor, etc.

1st Dam CALAIS ROYALE, by Captain's Gold (USA). 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, BATC Friday's H., 2d QTC Kit Kat H., 3d BTC Wild Turkey Bourbon H., QTC 13 Squadron H. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

CALAWAY GAL (f by Clang). 5 wins. See below.
Social Gathering (g by Waterford Road). 5 wins 1300 to 1700m, 2d BTC Ernie Birch Memorial H.

Just the Drop (c by Civic Hope). 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, 3d BTC Black Toyota Roma 2YO H.

Waterford Royale (f by Waterford Road). Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners-
Craiglea Royale (g Clang) 4 wins–3 at 1000 to 1250m, $116,600, Mackay TC QTIS 600 2YO P., 3d BRC Norths Juniors 2YO H.

Craiglea Evita (f Clang) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m to 2013-14.

2nd Dam CALAIS GIRL, by Cheval de Volee. 8 wins 1000 to 1250m. Sister to Calais Boy.

Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-
Calais Gold. 4 wins 900 to 1200m.

3rd Dam PORTSIDE GIRL, by Starboard Buoy (Ire). Winner at 2 at 1000m. Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

Calais Boy (c Cheval de Volee) 8 wins–1 at 2–950 to 1460m, STC Oceanside 2YO H., 3d STC Skyline S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 5 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, $1,797,430, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, BTC Fish Restaurant 2YO H., QTC CE McDougall 2YO S., BTC Gianni Restaurant Starlet 2YO H., QTC Harvey Norman Piccaninny 2YO S.H., 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, 3d STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners.
2005 Premium (g by Octagonal (NZ)). Winner at 2 at 1300m, WATC Westspeed 2YO P.
2006 Atreyu (g by Encosta de Lago). 4 wins 1300 to 1600m.
2007 Heuriger (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). Winner at 1000m.
2008 Pride and Passion (f by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 1200, 1300m in 2013-14 in NZ.
2009 Sentido (f by Street Sense (USA)). Placed at 3.
2010 Missed to Exceed and Excel.
2012 Calaway Cruizer (f by High Chaparral (Ire)). Unraced.
2013 Missed to Encosta de Lago.
2014 (f by So You Think (NZ)).

Not served
Lot 749

CALL COLLECT

Bay mare

(Branded \( \leftarrow \) nr sh. 34 \( \rightarrow \) off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Red Ransom (USA) ......... Roberto ......................... by Hail to Reason.............

CHARGE FORWARD ....

Arabia ................................ by Damascus ........................

Sydney's Dream ....................... Blandishing ........................ by Biscay.............

Dream Appeal (USA) ............ by Valid Appeal .............

(Dam) LUCRATIVE DAME ....

The Judge .......................... by Showdown (GB). ........

Zeditave ................................ Summoned ...................... by Crowned Prince .............

Money Maker .......................... Twenty Four Karat (USA) by Exclusive Native .............

Skittish Princess ..................... by Imperial Prince .............


1st Dam

Lucrative Dame, by Zeditave. Winner at 1000m, SAJC Finnesse Models P., 2d SAJC Balkrest S., L, 4th SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L. Dam of 4 foals, all winners-

Dream Forward (f by Charge Forward). Winner at 2–at 1200m, ATC Aladdin's Laundry 2YO H., 3d Wyong Magic Millions 2YO S., RL. Kabalevskiy - Amigo (H.K.) (g by Giant's Causeway (USA)). 5 wins at 1200, 1400m, $785,337, HKJC Yan Oi Tong Cup, Being Famous H., GOME Cup.

2nd Dam

MONEY MAKER, by Twenty Four Karat (USA). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, AJC Accountants H. Half-sister to CAPTIVATING (dam of SARAH VEE), Road to Recovery. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

Lucrative Dame (f Zeditave). Winner. See above.

Working Class Man. 9 wins 1750 to 3800m, $129,840, QTC Oscar Oscar H. Aytozed. 8 wins at 1200m to 2013-14, WATC Racingjobs.com.au H.

3rd Dam

SKITTISH PRINCESS, by Imperial Prince (Ire). 4 wins 1150 to 1400m. Half-sister to Perch, Positive Force. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

CAPTIVATING (f Canny Lad) 6 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $104,735, AJC Toy Show H. L, Ambarvale H., Citius H., Gold Plate Welter H. Dam of-

SARAH VEE (f End Sweep (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $111,507, AuRC Soliloquy S., L, 2d New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, 3d AuRC Ellerslie Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Dam of-

Rahveel (f Zabeel). Winner at 1600m, $152,635, 2d VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3, 4th VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2.

Road to Recovery (g Hennessy (USA)) 3 wins 1100 to 1500m, 2d VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L, MVRC Carlton Draught 2YO H.

4th Dam

SKIT, by Luskin Star. Placed at 3. Half-sister to Donna Sabot (dam of INDEED I DO). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

Perch (f Metal Precieux (Ire)) 4 wins 1200 to 1460m, AJC Canterbury Hurlstone Park RSL H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., Gr 3, Mitchell H. Producer.

Positive Force (c Ubetido) 6 wins–3 at 2–to 1260m, 3d STC Heritage S., L, 4th AJC Breeders P., Gr 3, Brian Crowley S., L, VATC Mercedes-Benz H., L.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m.

 Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.

2011 Duke's Call (g by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2012 The Overdraft (g by Nicconi). Unraced.

2013 (f by Pluck (USA)).

2014 Missed to Mossman.

Served by CASINO PRINCE. Date of last service, 25 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row N 5,6
On Account of ROSEMONT STUD, Gnarwarre, Vic
Lot 750
CAMPELLIAS
Bay mare
(Branded W nr sh. 334 off sh.) Foaled 2004
(Sire)
Danehill (USA) .................. Danzig .................. by Northern Dancer....
COMMANDS ..................
Cotehele House (GB) ...... Razyana .................. by His Majesty ........

(Dam)
Star Way (GB)............... New Way .................. by Klairon........................
IVY COTTAGE (NZ) ..... Country Charm (GB) ...... Be Gyrfal .......... by Gy (USA).............
1988

COMMANDS (AUS) (1996). 4 wins-3 at 2, STC Missile S., Gr.3. Sire of 1088 mrs, 767 wns, 66 SW, inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaulette, Purple, etc. Sire of the dams of 279 mrs, 156 wns, inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta, Politeness, Calcutta, Runway Star, SP Utatta Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate, Platinum State, Sunset Boulevar and of Caveka, Herne’s Oak, Jungang Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.

1st Dam
Ivy Cottage (NZ), by Star Way (GB). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, AJC Mount Pleasant H., STC Promedica H., Olympic Video Gaming H., 3d Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., L. Half-sister to RIVERINA CHARM (dam of PAOLINO, SARWATCH). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Hut (f by Danehill (USA)). 3 wins 1250 to 1600m, $133,810, STC Rider Hunt H., 2d STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2. Dam of-
BENIFICA (c Lonhro) 3 wins at 2 1100 to 1600m, $467,150, BRC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, Hampden S., L, STC Blackwoods 2YO H. Shelters. 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, ATC Gallipoli H., MRC Cove Hotel H. Capanna. 2 wins at 1400, 1550m, $144,310, AJC Bigpond Sport H. Thoms (g by Brief Truce (USA)). 6 wins 1400 to 1600m, $224,780, AJC At Sea H. Dalquarren (f by Canny Lad). 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, AJC Coolmore Stud H., MVRC Strathayr H., STC Blackwoods Heads Cricket Club H. Dam of-
NEROLI (f Viscount) 7 wins 1300 to 1600m, $772,050, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, Millie Fox S., Gr 3, AJC Angst S., L, VRC Maybe Mahal S., L, 2d MRC How Now S., Gr 3, 4th VRC Myer Classic, Gr 1, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, VRC Rose of Kingston S., Gr 2.
Madikeri (f COMMANDS) Winner at 1300m. Dam of-
Raja Seat. Winner at 3 at 1400m in 2013-14, ATC Anzac Day 2YO H. Goldchild (g by Grand Lodge (USA)). 2 wins at 1850, 1900m, STC Schick Quattro Energy H., 2d STC APN Outdoor H., Nivea Visage H. Croft (f by Octagonal (NZ)). 2 wins to 1300m, AJC Canley Vale H. Dam of-
Grand Business (g All Bar One) 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1300m, $104,300, ATC Hakka Foods H., Travelmanagers P., 3d BRC Phelan Ready S., L.

2nd Dam
COUNTRY CHARM (GB), by Northfields. 2 wins at 9f, Ayr Fairlie H. Half-sister to Phocion. Dam of 5 named foals, all winners, inc:-
RIVERINA CHARM (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) Top of The 1988-89 Australasian 3YO Classification (1300m - 2000m). 7 wins–1 at 2–880 to 2000m, $802,004, AuRC Air New Zealand S., Gr 1, STC Canterbury Guineas, Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 1 winner.
2009 Mystery Creek (g by Dubai Destination (USA)). Placed at 2.
2010 Cyrena (f by Stratum). 2 wins at 900, 1400m in 2013-14, 3d ATC Merran Wiggins Travelmanagers 2YO H.
2012 Missed to Denman.
2013 (c by Stratum).
2014 Missed to Bernardini (USA).

Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 5 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Lot 751

CANITELLYA

Bay mare (Branded nr sh. 15 off sh.) Foaled 2004

(Sire) Mr. Prospector Raise a Native by Native Dancer

HUSSONET (USA)……… Gold Digger by Nashua………..

Sacahuista Raja Baba by Bold Ruler………..

(Dam) Nalees Flying Flag by Hoist the Flag………..

DRAW CARD……… Habitat by Sir Gaylord………..

1987 Kaoru Star by Star Kingdom (Ire)…..


1st Dam

DRAW CARD, by Arch Sculptor (GB). 5 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $220,385, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, 2d VATC Boundimg Away H., L, 3d VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, 4th VATC Tattersalss S., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to Special Sculpture, half-sister to Danceathon (dam of JUMPIN’ JIVE). Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Separate Deal (f by At Talaq (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–1050 to 1600m, SAJC Travel House H., Olyroos H., 3d VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L. Dam of- 

ULFAH (f Encosta de Lago) Winner at 2 at 1200m, $192,250, MRC Chairman’s S., L, 2d VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 2, MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 3, SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L. Producer. 

Grandway Shogun (c Geiger Counter (USA)) 8 wins–3 at 2–1040 to 1640m, $259,630, BTC Geelong TP 2nd Light Horse Regiment H., QTQ Ambassador Travel 2YO H., 2d QTQ Lightning H., L, 3d QTQ Ascot H., L. 

Sabra Knight (g by Spinning World (USA)). 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, AJC RAF H., City Tatt’s RC Rose of Tralee H. 

Argentum Start (f by Kenmare (Fr)). Unplaced. Grandam of- 

Kalo, by Kaoru Star. Winner at 1200m, 2d VRC Kilbride H., 3d VATC Boundimg Away H., L. Three-quarter-sister to FULL ON ACES, Top of the Pack, half-sister to BETTER DRAW, SPECIAL DRAW, WISE DRAW, Makutu, Penny Draw (dam of DRAWN). Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

DRAW CARD (f Arch Sculptor (GB)). 5 wins. See above. 

Danceathon. Winner at 1300m. Dam of 4 winners- 

JUMPIN’ JIVE (g Rory’s Jester) 5 wins, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 1000m, VRC Festive Season 2YO P., 3d SAJC Magic Millions Adelaide 2YO Classic, 4th SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L. 

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners. 

2008 Short’n’swift (f by Stratum). Placed at 3. 
2009 Faith and Fury (g by Fastnet Rock). Placed to 2014-15, 2d MRC Cable Beach Club Resort & Spa P., 3d MRC Melbourne Cup Tour P. 
2010 Iron Meteorite (g by Northern Meteor). 3 wins at 1200, 1350m to 2014-15, BRC Tiki Village Raceday P., 3d BRC Girls Day Out H. 
2011 She Brings (f by Sebring). 3 wins 1200 to 1340m in 2014-15. 
2012 (c by Nicconi). 
2013 (f by Nicconi). 
2014 Missed to Your Song. 

Served by NICCONI. Date of last service, 4 September 2014. 

Believed to be in foal
Lot 752

**CAPTO**

Grey mare (Branded $F$ nr sh. 20 8 off sh.) Foaled 1998

**(Sire)**

Zabeel (NZ)...................... Sir Tristram (Ire)............. by Sir Ivor........................

**OCTAGONAL (NZ)** ........

Lady Giselle (Fr).............. by Nureyev.......................

**Eight Carat (GB)** .......... Pieces of Eight................ by Relic........................

**(Dam)**

Klairessa........................ by Klaire..............

**KHAPTIVAAN** .............. Adraan (GB)..................... by Grey Sovereign ..........

1983

**Captivation................**. Adara............................ by Le Haar........................

Race Record: Winner at 1500m, 3d BTC Network Ten H.

Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, all winners.


2004 Slipped by **Xaar** (GB).

2005 Spy Catcher (f by Tobouag (Ire)). Winner at 1600m.


2007 Captura (g by Red Ransom (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $113,185, MVRC Late Starter Membership H., 3d VRC Saintly H., Slickpix Silver Bowl Final H., MRC Catanach's Jewellers H.

2008 Missed to Dehere (USA).

2009 Aperta (g by Testa Rossa). 2 wins at 1300, 1350m to 2013-14.

2010 Missed to Choisir.

2011 Don Pellegrino (g by Testa Rossa). 2 wins at 1300m in 2014-15.


2013 (f by Hinchinbrook).

2014 (c by Star Witness).

2013 1st Dam **KHAPTIIVAAN**, by Adraan (GB). 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $117,050, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, STC Sweet Embrace S., L, 2d Qld Tatt’s RC WJ Healy S., L. Half-sister to **STIMULUS**, Charming (dam of **SPITZ**), Charming Charge (dam of **BATTLEFIELD**). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, all winners.

2003 **Khaptingly** (c by Bletchingly). 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $561,905, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, VRC Standish H., Gr 3, 2d VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, SAJC Goodwood H., Gr 1, QTC Qantas Cup, Gr 2-twice, SAJC Angas Brut Classic S., Gr 2, 3d MVRC Australia S., Gr 1, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1.

2006 **Khaptrist** (f by Sir Tristram (Ire)). 3 wins at 1100, 1500m, SAJC KPMG S., L, Australian Major Events P., 2d SAJC Lanes H. Grandam of **Dorian Grey** (g Postponed (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14, Marton JC Bell Booth H., 3d AuRC Mr Tiz Trophy, Gr 3.

Khapkap (f by Kaapstad). Unraced. Dam of 6 winners–

**SAIN KHAPITAL** (g Entrepreneur (GB)) 4 wins 1000 to 1200m, $147,030, VRC Bob Hoysted H., Gr 2, Seppelt Wines H., 2d SAJC Manihi Classic, L.

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
Lot 753

CARMENES

Bay or Brown mare

(Branded 11 nr sh. 74 9 off sh.)

Foaled 2009

(Zabeel (NZ))

(Sire)

Sir Tristram (Ire) ...................... Sir Ivor .............................. by Sir Gaylord

Isolt .................................. by Round Table ....

Lady Giselle (Fr) ...................... Nureyev ............................ by Northern Dancer....

Valdema ................................ by Val de Loir ...

(Moafajah (GB))

(Dam)

Sadler's Wells .......................... Northerm Dancer ........................ by Nearthctic...

Fairy Bridge ......................... by Bold Reason ............

Riverman ............................. by Never Bend ................

Trillion ................................ by Hall to Reason............


First season at stud

Served by Bernardini (USA). Date of last service, 12 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
CASSANDRA’S CHOICE (NZ)

Lot 754

Bay mare

(Branded nr sh. 54 8 off sh.)

Foaled 2008

(Sire)

DARCI BRAHMA (NZ).

Danehill (USA) ................. Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer ........

Grand Echezeaux (NZ) ... Razyana.......................... by His Majesty .............

(Dam)

ZINO BELLE (NZ) .........

Hold Your Peace.............. by Speak John ............

1995

Christiania Belle (NZ)......

Au Printemps.................. by Dancing Champ .......

ZINO BELLE, by Success Express (USA). 2 wins at 1200m, Hawke's Bay Gold Trail S., Gr 3, 2d Waikato RC Te Akau Racing Stables Juvenile S., 3d Waikato RC Guineas Trial. Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

SILVER ECLIPSE (f by Darci Brahma). 5 wins at 1000, 1200m to 2014-15, CJC Pegasus S., L, WRC Mitsubishi Electric H., BOP RC Gilmours Tauranga H.

Elbaz Belle (f by Catbird). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000m, 3d Waikato RC Sensortronic Scales Juvenile H., 4th Avondale JC 2YO Fillies S., L. Dam of Repulse Bay (f Darci Brahma) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m to 2013-14 in NZ.

Fiery Revival - Track Master (Sing.). Winner at 1600m in Malaysia.

Print Boy (c by O'Reilly). Winner at 1200m, 2d CJC Riccarton Park Function Centre 2YO S., Lancaster 2YO H.

Danny (g by Elvstroem). 6 wins 1400 to 1800m, $218,781, to 2014, Singapore TC Kranji D S., Class 5 H., Class 4 H.-3 times, 2d Singapore TC Charity S.

Belle Eclipse (f by Darci Brahma). Winner at 1406m in 2014-15.


ZINO BELLE (f by Success Express (USA)) 2 wins. See above.

Brela Belle (f Darci Brahma) 2 wins at 1200m, AuRC Artistic H. Corisande. 2 wins at 1600, 2400m, AJC Channel 7 Ken Wright H. Berlin Belle. Winner at 1400m, 2d MVRC Top Cat Electrics P.

Bolivar Belle. Winner at 1600m, 3d CJC McAlpine Hussmann & Southwest Refrigeration H.

Expansive. Winner at 1400m, 2d MRC Veneda H., VRC Skipton H.

Nordea Belle. Winner at 1600m in NZ. Dam of Seaswallow. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m in 2014, Singapore TC Novice P.

Montrose. Winner at 1600m in NZ. Dam of 2 winners-Field Daze. 2 wins at 2100, 2200m to 2013-14, WRC Trentham Gardens H.

FINEZZA BELLE, by Sir Tristram (Ire). 5 wins 1800 to 2200m, $221,017, QTC Grand Prix S., Gr 2, Hawke’s Bay Cup, Gr 3, QTC Sir Byrne Hart S., Gr 3.

Three-quarter-sister to JANNEAU. Dam of 1 foal, 1 winner.

Race Record: Unplaced.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2013 (f by Pluck (USA)).

2014 (c by Bullet Train (GB)).

Served by DELAGO DELUXE. Date of last service, 31 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Stable 1 Rows J & K 1-5
On Account of NEWHAVEN PARK, Boorowa
(As Agent)
Lot 755
CATERED
Bay mare
(Branded \nr sh. \n9 \noff sh.)
Foaled 2009

(Sire) RED RANSOM (USA).................................................................Hall to Reason.................................................................by Turn-to.................................................................
Roberto.................................................................Bramalea.................................................................by Nashua.................................................................
Arabia.................................................................Damascus.................................................................by Sword Dancer.................................................................

(Dam) CATECHUCHU.................................................................Christmas Wind.................................................................by Nearctic.................................................................
2003 Catbird.................................................................Danehill (USA).................................................................by Danzig.................................................................
Noble Fleur.................................................................Fitting.................................................................by Marscay.................................................................


1st Dam CATECHUCHU, by Catbird. 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $645,062, MRC Schweppervescence Cup, Gr 3, Mannerism S., Gr 3, WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3, AJC Keith Mackay H., L, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, Vanity S., Gr 3, Desirable H., L, 3d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Age Classic S., Gr 1. Dam of 2 named foals, both winners-Catered (f by RED RANSOM (USA)). 4 wins. See below.

Uranie (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m in 2013-14, MRC Polytrack H., 3d MRC Sportingbet Best Tote H.

2nd Dam NOBLE FLEUR, by Dahar (USA). Placed, 3d SAJC Wednesday H. Half-sister to TOY IMAGE, LUCKY WITCH (dam of LUCKY DIVA, SPIRIT OF WESTBURY, DUKE OF WESTBURY, GINA LOLLAWITCHA), Luck Alive (dam of LUCKY TYCOON). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

CATECHUCHU (f Catbird) 5 wins. See above.

3rd Dam BETTER BE LUCKY, by Better Boy (Ire). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m, VATC Grace Darling H., AJC Novice H. Three-quarter-sister to CENTURY, half-sister to Red Goshawk. Dam of 12 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

TOY IMAGE (g Noble Bijou (USA)) 6 wins 1200 to 2456m, $116,455, SAJC Eagle Blue S., Gr 3, VATC City of Springvale H., Galway Highweight H.

LUCKY WITCH (f Voodoo Rhythm (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1016 to 1200m, VRC Red Roses S., L, VATC Christmas H., L, 3d AJC Analyie H., L. Dam of-
LUCKY DIVA (f Perugino (USA)) 11 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $569,700, MRC Hyderabad Race Club S., Gr 3, SAJC Smoke-Free SA S., L.

SPIRIT OF WESTBURY (g Sir Tristram (Ire)) 5 wins 1100 to 2200m, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Cup, Gr 3, 3d AJC Sydney Cup, Gr 1.

GINA LOLLAWITCHA (f Perugino (USA)) 3 wins at 1016, 1200m, $161,940, MRC Kevin Hayes S., L, Ian Miller H. Producer.

DUKE OF WESTBURY (g Sir Tristram (Ire)) Winner at 2 at 1100m, VRC Criterion H., L, 3d VRC Fiesta Star H.

LUCKY TYCOON (g Last Tycoon (Ire)) 6 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1537m, $56,802, Singapore TC Silver Cup, L, Class 1 H.

Race Record: 4 wins at 1400m, $124,110, to 2013-14, VRC Birthday H., MRC Queens of the Turf High Tea H.

First season at stud
Served by THE FACTOR (USA). Date of last service, 14 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 756

CAVITIES

Bay or Brown mare (Branded G., nr sh. 26 5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire)
LONHRO

Octagonal (NZ) .................. Zabeel (NZ) .................. by Sir Tristram (Ire) .......
Straight Strike (USA) ........ by Mr. Prospector ........
Concia (NZ) .................. by First Consul (USA) .......

(Dam)
DE LOLLIES

Dehere (USA) .................. Sister Dot .................. by Secretariat ..........
Miss Candy .................. by Bletchingly ..........
Tree of Renown ................ by Twig Moss (Fr) ......

**LONHRO (AUS)** (1998). 26 wins-2 at 2, VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 715 mrs, 509 wns, 50 SW, inc. Pierro (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Bounding, Mental, Denman, Beaded, Benfica, etc. Sire of the dams of Occitan, Davities, Dufellforte, Berrichon, Lee's Dynasty, State of Mind, Crotales, Cannonball Express, Leavesden, Monochrome, Ostentatious, Restraint, Shufetish, Tommy Gun, Triple Jeopardy, Bella Latte, Hopewell, Son of a Warrior, Sorelle, etc.

1st Dam

**DE LOLLIES, by Dehere (USA).** Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Gimcrack S., L. Sister to **St Fevre.** Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, inc:-

- Jade Ripples *(f by Fastnet Rock).* Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15.

2nd Dam

**MISS CANDY, by Canny Lad.** 4 wins 1000 to 1350m, BATC B Myers & P Clarke H., 2d BTC Northern Dancer H., QTCA Te Rapa H., 3d VRC Spirit of Kingston H., BTC Doomben H. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, **all winners**, inc:-

- **DE LOLLIES *(f Dehere (USA)) Winner.** See above.
- **St Fevre (g Dehere (USA)) 2 wins**–1 at 2–at 1200m, $448,233, HKJC Cheung Sha H., Waikato RC Capacia 2YO H., 2d Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Macau Hong Kong Trophy, L, 4th Hong Kong Macau Trophy, **HK-3**.
  - St Beune. 4 wins 1200 to 1800m, ATC Canterbury BMW H.
  - Van Rooyen. 4 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1350m, QTCA Look Aloft 2YO H.
  - De Canny. 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, QTCA JM Kelly Project Builders H., STC De Bortoli Wines Premium Cask H. Dam of 4 winners-Decanterd. **Winner** at 1600m, 2d STC Stitches & Craft Show H. Dam of-
  - **Decantered.** 3 wins to 1500m to 2014-15, 2d ATC TAB Betting Season H. Canny de Zero. 4 wins at 1000, 1100m to 2014-15. Western Springs. 9 wins 1000 to 2054m, 3d QTCA Money Hotline Pty Ltd Hopeful 2YO H.

3rd Dam

**TREE OF RENOWN, by Twig Moss (Fr).** 2 wins at 1005, 1200m, SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3. Sister to **MIGHTY AVENGER, Mighty Dear, Moss Magic (dam of BROANN), Wunderschoen (dam of VALEDICTUM),** blood-sister to **REMOUCHE, Majestic Moss, Don’t Look Now,** half-sister to **Papa Kelly**. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, **all winners**, inc:- Best of Barossa. 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, VRC Movies at Flemington H. Producer. My Family Tree. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

- **Allanthus (g Street Cry (Ire)) 8 wins** 1400 to 3200m, $211,733, MRC Red Fury H., Bairnsdale Cup, 2d MRC Autumn Classic, Gr 2, 3d Ballarat Cup, L.

**Race Record:** Placed, 3d AJC La Perouse H., Heat of the Moment H.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, **1 winner.**

2010 Rose of Adare *(f by Dane Shadow).* Started 3 times.

2011 Davities *(g by Dane Shadow).* **Winner** at 1200m in 2014-15, ATC TAB Rewards P.

2012 Slipped by **Dane Shadow.**

2013 *(f by Duporth).*

2014 Slipped by **Dane Shadow.**

**Served by DANE SHADOW.** Date of last service, 17 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 757  
CELEBRITY ROSE  
Chestnut mare  
(Branded V nr sh. 133 off sh.)  
Foaled 2000

**(Sire):** 
PEINTRE CELEBRE  
(USA)  
Nureyev ..................................  
Northern Dancer .............. by Nearctic  
Peinture Bleue. .................... by Special  
Alydar ................................ by Forli  
Petroleuse ........................... by Raise a Native

**(Dam):** 
ROSE A SLEW (USA) ...  
Slew City Slew ............... by Seattle Slew  
Roundup Rose ................ by Roundup Rose

PEINTRE CELEBRE (USA) (1994), 5 wins-1 at 2, Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe, Gr.1.  
Sire of 959 rnrs, 602 wnrs, 62 SW, inc. Pride (Grand Prix de Saint-Cloud, Gr.1),  
Dai Jin, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Afrikaburn, Protectionist, Talent, Nechita,  
Nymphaea, Cambina, Gathering, Red Cadeaux, Rock Classic, Anjaal, Ivory Land,  
Sistine Angel, Shaweel, Lightning Moon, Perfect Start, Sistine Demon,  
Florentina, Pinturicchio, Art Beat, Leeds, Vadamos, etc.

1st Dam  
ROSE A SLEW (USA), by Slew City Slew. Winner at 8¼f in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to  
DANCE THE SLEW, Atlanticcitydancer, Killer Joe, half-sister to CODEX,  
Eyes (dam of ERSTWHILE). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-  
SOWETO SLEW (c by Oratorio (Ire)). 6 wins–2 at 2–800 to 1600m in South  
Africa and Mauritius, Kenilworth Sophomore Sprint H., L, 2d Clairwood  
Godolphin Barb S., Gr 3, Kenilworth Summer Juvenile S., L.

Mr Good Cat (g by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1007 to 1200m,  
$225,360, to 2013-14, SAJC Programmed Property Services H.

King of Slew (g by King of Kings (Ire)). 4 wins 1400 to 2000m, VRC Dalray H.,  
2d MRC Murray H., 3d MRC Brighton H.

Able Marshall (g by Royal Academy (USA)). 3 wins at 1650m, $512,968, HKJC  
Lantau Peak H., Wong Nai Chung Gap H., Link H., 2d HKJC Osaka H.

Richard The (g by Lion Heart (USA)). 4 wins 1400 to 2200m to 2014-15.

Beneficial (f by High Yield (USA)). Started once. Dam of-  
Do Some Good. Winner at 1350m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam  
ROUNDUP ROSE, by Minnesota Mac. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Sister to KATONKA  
(dam of GIVE ME STRENGTH, TALAKENO, INCA CHIEF), half-sister to  
EMINENCY, BARRERA, PHAEDRA, Strength in Unity, Silken Ripples  
(dam of HIDDEN ASSETS, SMOOTH RUNNER), Minnekonda (dam of  
ELUSIVE HERO). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-  
CODEX (c Arts and Letters) 6 wins–2 at 2–6f to 9½f, $534,576, Santa Anita  
Derby, Gr 1, Hollywood Derby, Gr 1, Pilimico Preakness S., Gr 1.

**Race Record:** 5 wins at 1150, 1200m, AJC Redcap H., STC Nivea Visage H., 2d  
STC Max Kilrhill H., 3d AJC Choisir H.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner.  
2006 Astral Flyer (g by Galileo (Ire)). Placed.  
2007 (foal by Starcraft (NZ)). Dead.  
2008 Not served previous season.  
2009 Let Go Lenni (g by Stratum). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $148,567, to  
2014, Singapore TC Why Be S., Class 4 H., 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas  
Prelude, Gr 3, Singapore TC Class 4 H., 3d MRC Dream  
Thoroughbreds 2YO H., Catanach’s Jewellers H.

2010 McKenzie Rose (f by Starcraft (NZ)). Started 3 times.  
2011 Clooney (c by Nicconi). Unraced.  
2012 Slipped by Northern Meteor.  
2013 Slipped by Northern Meteor.  
2014 (f by Your Song).

**Served by YOUR SONG. Date of last service, 16 October 2014.**

Believed to be in foal
Lot 758  
CEREMONIAL  
Chestnut filly (Branded 11 nr sh. 120 off sh.)  
Foaled 2011

**NEW APPROACH (IRE)**
- **(Sire)** Galileo (Ire) by Sadler's Wells by Northern Dancer
- **NEW APPROACH (IRE)**
- **Park Express**
- **(Dam)**
- **PROTOCOLS**
- **1999**


**1st Dam**
- **PROTOCOLS**, by Quest for Fame (GB). Winner at 1200m. Sister to LEASE, half-sister to HIRE. Dam of 5 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:- Monitor (f by Manton). Winner at 1200m in 2013-14.

**2nd Dam**
- **CHARTER**, by Red Anchor (NZ). 3 wins-2 at 2–at 1100m, AJC When Harry Met Sally H., STC Tramore H., Kool Mints H. Sister to ORSAY, half-sister to HERMOD, Very Amusing (dam of PRANKSTER), Gay Finale (dam of ENZEDEX EAGLE). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
- **HIRE (g Canny Lad)** 5 wins 1200 to 1400m, $852,895, AJC Royal Sovereign S., Gr 2, STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, NSW Tatt's RC Ming Dynasty H., L, 2d VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2, Stan Fox S., Gr 2, VATC Moonga S., Gr 3.
- **LEASE (g Quest for Fame (GB))** 2 wins-1 at 2–at 1400, 2000m, $532,250, STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, AJC Belmura Lad 2YO H., 2d AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, QTC Queensland Classic, Gr 1, 3d STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, STC Shannon H., Gr 3, Heritage S., L, 4th AJC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1.

**3rd Dam**
- **Gay Nineties**, by Wilkes (Fr). 4 wins-3 at 2–at 1200m, AJC Lakes H., Orangeville H., Darley H., 3d AJC Flight S. Half-sister to Imperial Reign. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
- **HERMOD (c Planet Kingdom)** 5 wins 1200 to 2400m, STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, AJC Anniversary H., L, NSW Tatt's RC FJ Carberry H., 2d AJC Villiers S., Gr 3, STC Parramatta Cup, L, 3d STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, Sire.
- **ORSAY (f Red Anchor (NZ))** 3 wins at 1500, 1600m, $121,495, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 1, 3d STC Ansett Australia S., Gr 1, AJC Dequetteville S., L.

Very Amusing. Unplaced. Dam of 8 winners-
- **PRANKSTER (c Dash o' Pleasure (USA))** 8 wins-1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $142,580, AJC June S., L, 2d NSW Tatt's RC Tramway H., Gr 3.

Fairytale Time. Unplaced. Dam of 6 winners-
- **FANTASIA (f Canny Lad)** 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, $221,680, AJC Emancipation S., Gr 2, 2d STC Epona S., L, Newcastle JC Tibbie S., L, 4th AJC Surround S., Gr 2, Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L.

Gay Finale. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
- **ENZEDEX EAGLE (g High Yield (USA))** 6 wins 1600 to 2400m, $343,261, STC NE Manion Cup, L, 2d AJC Randwick City S., Gr 3, 3d Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 3, STC Premier's Cup, L, Wyong Gold Cup, L-twice.

**Race Record:** Unraced.
**First season at stud**
**Served by SKILLED. Date of last service, 9 October 2014.**
**Believed to be in foal**
Lot 759

CERTAIN LASS
Bay mare (Branded M3 nr sh. 4 0 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) Redoute's Choice ..................... by Danzig .....................
NOT A SINGLE DOUBT Shantha's Choice ..................... by Canny Lad ..........
Singles Bar .............................. by Crown Jester ..................
Easy Date .............................. by Grand Chaudiere ............

(Dam) Green Desert ..................... by Danzig .....................
MEDEENA (IRE) ............. 2000 Foreign Courier ..................... by Sir Ivor ............... Tanouma ........................... by Mr. Prospector ..............
Diffusion ............................. by Habitat ........................


1st Dam MEDEENA (IRE), by Green Desert. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, Goodwood CSMA It Pays to Belong 2YO S. Sister to TAMNIA (dam of CORONER), half-sister to AZZILFI, KHAMASEEN. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

2nd Dam

Tanouma, by Miswaki. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 6f, 7f, Doncaster Holsten for Ladies S., 3d Newbury Fred Darling S., Gr 3, Ascot Grand Metropolitan S., L. Half-sister to Scattered. Dam of 12 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

AZZILFI (c Ardross) 3 wins–1 at 2–1m to 13½f, £123,267, Newbury Geoffrey Freer S., Gr 2, 2d Milan Gran Premio d'Italia, Gr 1, Deutsches St Leger, Gr 2, 3d Royal Ascot King Edward VII S., Gr 2.

KHAMASEEN (c Slip Anchor) 3 wins 2000 to 3000m, Coppa d'Oro di Milano, Gr 3, 2d Sandown Classic Trial S., Gr 3, Milan Premio Duca d'Aosta, L, 2d Goodwood Cup, Gr 2, 4th Doncaster Racing Post Trophy, Gr 1. Sire.

TAMNIA (f Green Desert) 2 wins at 2 at 6f, 7f, Sandown Star S., L, 2d Curragh Moyglare Stud S., Gr 1, 3d Goodwood Oak Tree S., L. Dam of-

CORONER (c Mtoto) 4 wins 2000 to 2400m, €236,080, Longchamp Prix Hocquart, Gr 2, 3d Chantilly Prix du Jockey Club, Gr 1. Sire. Tatante. Placed at 2 & 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 3 winners-

Metal Rocket (f Muathair) 4 wins 1550 to 1800m, 2d Longchamp Prix des Lilas, L, Prix de Saint-Cyr, L, 3d Fontainebleau Prix Ceres, L. Slitana. Unraced. Dam of-

SON CESIO (c Zaifeen) 3 wins–1 at 2–to 1200m to 2014, Chantilly Prix Hampton, L, 2d Baden-Baden Goldene Potsche, Gr 3. Nawasib. Winner at 1¼m, 4th Curragh Mitsubishi Diamond Vision S., L. Dam of-

Radhakunda (f Galileo (Ire)) Winner, 2d Milan Premio Mario Incisa, Gr 3. Blue Sirocco. Started once. Dam of 5 winners-

Johannes (g Mozart) 8 wins to 6f, Goodwood Stewards' Sprint S.-twice, 2d Ripon Champion 2YO Trophy, L, 4th Newmarket European Free H., L.

3rd Dam

DIFFUSION, by Habitat. 2 wins at 2, Longchamp Prix d'Arenberg, Gr 3, 2d Vichy Prix des Reves d'Or, L, 4th Longchamp Prix du Petit Couvert, Gr 3. Half-sister to Appertif, Deesse. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Scattered (c Waiving Monarch) 4 wins, 2d Keeneland Transylvania S., L. Foresta Verde. Placed at 2 in Great Britain. Dam of 3 winners-

Sant Jordi (g Cape Cross (Ire)) Winner at 2 at 6f, 3d Curragh Beresford S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Started once.
First season at stud
Served by HUSSON (ARG). Date of last service, 6 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 760

CHAMPAGNE JOY (NZ)
Bay mare
(Branded \( R^F \) nr sh. \( 3 \) off sh.)
Foaled 2006

(Sire)
Spinning World (USA)......... Nureyev................................. by Northern Dancer ........
Imperfect Circle.............. by Riverman..............................
Joy ........................................... Bluebird (USA)......................... by Storm Bird..........................
Christmas Spirit.............. by Bletchingly.........................

(Dam)
MADAMINA (USA)............. Key to Content...................... Key Bridge......................... by Princequillo....................
1987 Loubov.......................... Cyane............................... by Turn-to............................


1st Dam
MADAMINA (USA), by Key to Content. Started 3 times. Half-sister to FREEZEES.

Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Champagne Joy (f by Thorn Park). 2 wins. See below.
Blues Madam (f by Blues Traveller (Ire)). 2 wins at 1600m, TTC Catholic Development Fund H., 3d MVRC Stately Bay H., TRC Wrest Point Hotel H. Special Gift (g by Shinko King (Ire)). 4 wins to 1200m, $144,126 in Macau. Special Request (f by Shinko King (Ire)). 3 wins at 1100, 1200m in Malaysia.

2nd Dam
LOUBOV (USA), by Cyane. Winner at 7f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
FREEZEES (c Northern Jove) 3 wins –2 at 2–at 6½f, 8½f, Pimlico Woodlawn S., Gr 3, 2d Pimlico Governor's Cup, L.
Love on the Cuff. 4 wins in U.S.A. Producer.

3rd Dam
ROUSLANA, by Ribot. 3 wins in U.S.A. Half-sister to RING TWICE, WHAT A TREAT (dam of BE MY GUEST), Exotic Treat (dam of GOLDEN FLEECE, OFFICE WIFE). Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner - Loubov. Winner. See above.

4th Dam
RARE TREAT, by Stymie. 16 wins, Belmont Ladies H., Garden State Vineland H., Jamaica Firenze H., Atlantic City Philadelphia Turf H., Garden State Jersey Belle S., 2d Belmont Maskette H., Garden State Vineland H., Monmouth Molly Pitcher H.-twice, Atlantic City Miss America Turf H., 3d Saratoga Diana H.-twice, Monmouth Matriarch H. Half-sister to JAIPUR, Battle of Roses (dam of THIRTY YEARS), Rare Exchange, Udaipur. Dam of 8 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
WHAT A TREAT (f Tudor Minstrel) Top filly on The 1965 USA 3YO Free H. 11 wins, Aqueduct Beldame S. Producer.
RING TWICE (c Gallant Man) 10 wins, Hialeah Widener H.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, 2d CJC New Zealand Bloodstock Air Freight S., L, 3d CJC Carlton Bar & Restaurant H., Speight's H., The Informant H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 living foal.
2012 (c by Denman). Destroyed.
2013 (c by Foxwedge).
2014 Not served previous season.

Served by MOSSMAN. Date of last service, 21 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Has been seen to windsuck
Lot 761
CHARITY BELLE
Chestnut mare (Branded MVL nr sh. 22 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Redoute’s Choice .......... Danehill (USA) ................ by Danzig
NOT A SINGLE DOUBT Shantha’s Choice ........ by Canny Lad
Singles Bar ............ Rory’s Jester ............. by Crown Jester

(Dam) Sackford (USA) ........ by Stop the Music
ADAGIETTO (NZ) ......... Bon Fille .................. by Ben Lomond
1990 Adagio (USA) .......... Monteverdi ................ by Lyphard


1st Dam
ADAGIETTO (NZ), by Sackford (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, VATC Laurent-Penier S., L, 2d VATC Bounding Away H., L, 3d AJC Ellesmere H. Half-sister to CAPTIVA, Musical Note (dam of PACKING WINNER), Woodman’s Myth (dam of LUT’S CHOICE). Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc.-

Belgietto (g by Bel Esprit). 6 wins 1000 to 1630m, $247,431, to 2013-14, VRC Skipton H., 3d SAJC CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L.
Radio Song (f by Unbridled’s Song (USA)). 5 wins 1000 to 1250m, $133,380, STC Ranvet S., Schweppes H., 2d AJC Wenona Girl H., L. Producer.
Emmabee (f by Bubble Gum Fellow (JPN)). 4 wins–2 at 2–to 1400m. Dam of-
Pickabee (f Jet Spur) 5 wins 1200 to 1350m, $148,800, to 2013-14, BRC Mount Franklin Sparkling H., Kirks H., 3d BRC Juanmo S., L.

Hidden Passion (f by Desert Prince (Ire)). Unraced. Dam of-
Marmi (f Lion Heart (USA)) 2 wins at 1350, 1400m to 2013-14, 3d CJC New Zealand Bloodstock Airfreight S., L.

2nd Dam
Adagio (USA), by Monteverdi. 4 wins 6f to 8½f, Sandown Surrey Racing H., 3d Atlantic City Pageant H., L. Half-sister to THE NOBLE PLAYER. Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

CAPTIVA (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 to 1200m, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, 3d VRC Oaks, Gr 1, VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1. Grandam of-
BIGELOW (g Al Maher) 4 wins 955 to 1400m, $272,091, VRC Hilton Hotels S., L, MVRC Advanced Mailing Solutions H., 3d MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2.

ADAGIETTO (f Sackford (USA)) 2 wins. See above.

Musical Note. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 5 winners-
Packing Winner (g Zabeel) 7 wins 1600 to 2400m, $2,623,367, HKJC Champions & Chater Cup, HK-1, 2d HKJC Jockey Club Cup, Gr 2, Hong Kong Gold Cup, HK-1, 3d Hong Kong Cup, Gr 1.

Windana. Unplaced. Grandam of-
SOUTHERN LORD (g Stratum) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1600m, $170,773, Levin Classic, Gr 1, 2d Hawke’s Bay Guineas, Gr 2.

Woodman’s Myth. Unplaced. Dam of 7 winners-
LUT’S CHOICE (f Fort de France) 2 wins at 2 in Brazil, Gavea G.P. Luiz Fernando Cirne Lima, Gr 3. Producer.

Race Record: Winner at 1013m, 3d SAJC Sportingbet H.
First season at stud
Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 13 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 762 CHARMVIEW
Chestnut mare (Branded C nr sh. 160 off sh.) Foaled 2000

(Sire) ROYAL ACADEMY (USA) Nijinsky ........................................ Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic
                  Flaming Page .................. by Bull Page
                  Crimson Saint .................. by Spy Song
                  Bolero Rose .................... by Bolero

(Dam) STAREMMA (NZ) 1991
                  Famous Star (GB) ................ Sharpen Up .................... by Atan
                  Hecla .............................. by Henry the Seventh
                  Rascolnik (GB) ................... by Reliance
                  Tautina ................................ by Lumley Road (GB)


1st Dam STAREMMA (NZ), by Famous Star (GB). Unraced. Half-sister to SHIVA’S REVENGE, NOW’S GOOD, Nassi Angel (dam of HEAVEN’S RICHES). Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

CHARMVIEW (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 3 wins. See below.

GRANDISER (g by Dehere (USA)). 6 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1300m, $192,600, Santa Anita Reb’s Policy H., L, STC De Bortoli H., 4th Santa Anita San Simeon H., Gr 3, STC Eskimo Prince H., L, Santa Anita El Cielo H., L.

Pampas Bull (g by Bluebird (USA)). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, QTC Network Foods 2YO H., 3d Qld Tatt’s RC Franklins 2YO H.

2nd Dam HOW ABOUT NOW, by Rascolnik (GB). Unraced. Sister to Mineral Man, half-sister to JUST NOW, BERNALLA (dam of STARTELL, TELTINA), Handsome Warrior, Just for Luck (dam of SCENIC WARRIOR, STANZAIC), Auvergne Miss (dam of FOR THE GOOD TIMES). Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

SHIVA’S REVENGE (c Nassipour (USA)) 8 wins 1400 to 2800m, $952,275, South Australian Derby, Gr 1, VRC Blamey S., Gr 2, St Leger, Gr 3, Chester Manifold S., L, 2d VRC Melbourne Cup, Gr 1, Australian Cup, Gr 1.

NOW’S GOOD (g Bigstone (Ire)) 2 wins at 2000, 2200m, WATC Belmont Classic, L, Athlete’s H., 2d WATC Dayana S., L.

Nassi Angel. Started once. Dam of 3 winners-

HEAVEN’S RICHES (g Danerich) 2 wins at 1736, 2000m, $123,130, SAJC Chairman’s S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $438,200, Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 3, VRC Moet & Chandon P., AJC Lindemans 2YO H., 2d BTC Doomben Roses S., Gr 3, STC Monakea Quality H., BTC Network H., 3d Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Quality Classic S., AJC King Gee H.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.

2007 Liberal’s Knight (g by Encosta de Lago). 3 wins at 1100, 1900m.

2008 (f by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Died.

2009 Knight Exemplar (c by Exceed and Excel). 2 wins at 1100m, $143,825, to 2013-14, ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H., 2d ATC Roman Consul S., Gr 2, Flinders Lane Perfect Fit P., The Paslode Sprint H., NGS Super P., 4th VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr 1, ATC Fireball H., L.

2010 Missed to Encosta de Lago.

2011 Furyan (c by Redoute’s Choice). Unraced.


2013 (c by Exceed and Excel).

2014 (f by Exceed and Excel).

Served by REDOUTE’S CHOICE. Date of last service, 18 October 2014. Believed to be in foal.
From Monday 9am Stable 1 Row C 5-12
On Account of DARLEY, Hunter Valley

Lot 763

CINCTURE
Bay mare
(Branded \(\frac{\text{W}}{\text{W}}\) nr sh. \(327\) off sh.)
Foaled 2004

(Sire)
Bletchingly .................................. by Star Kingdom (Ire)......
CANNY LAD ................................
Jesmond Lass ................................. by Silly Season ...

(Dam)
Sir Tristram (Ire)............................. by Sir Gaylord ....
SASHED (NZ) ................................. by Round Table ........

1st Dam
SASHED (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m, $106,020, AJC San Domenico S., Gr 2, Young & Company 2YO H., 2d STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2, NSW Tatt’s RC Furious S., L, AJC Ruling Ways H. Sister to Yseult; half-sister to ASARKA, BRADSHAW, Sivensa, Intrigues (dam of MENTAL), Majestic (dam of TARZI), Ashajest (dam of DEBRIEF). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

FREEMASON (g by Grand Lodge (USA)). 7 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2400m, $3,492,540, STC BMW S., Gr 1, Queensland Derby, Gr 1, QTC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1, VATC Herbert Power S., Gr 2, AJC Frank Packer P., Gr 3, BTC Labour Day Cup, Gr 3, 2d AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1, Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, QTC Grand Prix S., Gr 2, PJ O’Shea S., Gr 2, 3d BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, STC Ranvet S., Gr 1-twice.

SANTISSIMA (f by Quest for Fame (GB)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $347,750, AJC Reginald Allen H., L, STC Blue Haven Pools & Spas H., 2d AJC Sires’ Produce Series H., 2d AJC Flight S., Gr 1. Dam of-

SERENISSIMA (f Lonhro) 4 wins 1100 to 1300m, $228,900, Hawkesbury RC Darley Crown, L, 3d AJC PJ Bell H., L, VRC Crown Promenade S., L, 4th AJC Strada S., L, STC Maurice McCarten S., L.

Valkyrian (g by Quest for Fame (GB)). Winner at 1600m, 3d VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1, Gosford Guineas, L, 4th AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1.

Fringed (g by Exceed and Excel). 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1300m to 2013-14, 2d ATC Australian Turf Club H., MRC Catanach’s Jewellers H.

Pennants (g by Grand Lodge (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1309m, STC Winning Edge Presentations H.

Grandissima (f by Grand Lodge (USA)). Placed at 3. Dam of 4 winners-Indiscretions. 3 wins 1200 to 1300m, AJC How Now H., NSW Tatt’s RC Royal Randwick TV on Youtube H., 3d STC Sydney Markets Foundation H. Rhetoric. 6 wins 1600 to 2200m, 3d BRC Glaceau Vitamin Water H., Madison Cleaning Services H., King & Co H.

Otimo. Winner at 900m in 2014-15, 3d ATC Fairfield 2YO P.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 living foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.

2009 Missed to Hard Spun (USA).

2010 Belted (c by Exceed and Excel). Winner at 900m in 2013-14.

2011 Cestos (g by Commands). Unraced.

2012 Ballast (g by Hard Spun (USA)). Unraced.

2013 (foal by Medaglia d’Oro (USA)). Dead.

2014 (c by Helmet). Destroyed.

Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 16 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 764

CINDERELASMOTABIKE

Bay mare

(Branded G nr sh. 41 7 off sh.)

Foaled 2007

(Sire)

AL MAHER

Danehill (USA) ................. 

Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer ......... 

Razayna........................ by His Majesty ............... 

AL MAHER

Show Dancing (NZ) .......... 

Don't Say Halo (USA) ...... by Halo........................ 

Dancing Show (USA)....... by Nijinsky ...................

(Dam)

LAYDOWN MISERE

Varick (USA) ................. 

Mr. Prospector .............. by Raise a Native .......... 

Fleeing Partner............... by Fleet Nasrullah ......... 

CINDERELASMOTABIKE

Bay mare

(branded nr sh. 41 7 off sh.)

Foaled 2007

AL MAHER (AUS) (2001). 5 wins–2 at 2, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 395 mrs, 242 wns, 25 SW, inc. Fat Al (ATC Epsom H., Gr.1), Almalad, Diamond Drille, Majestic Music, Budriguez, All Legal, Pheidon, Oasis Bloom, King Lionheart, Delicacy, Speedy Natalie, Madam Gangster, Marheta, Unchain My Heart, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Sweet and Speedy and of McConachy, Eyrre, Storming Pleasure, Pantheress, Burn Your Name, Easy Flyer, No Answer, etc.

1st Dam

LAYDOWN MISERE, by Varick (USA). Winner at 2 at 1000m. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

CINQUE CENTO (f by Nothin’ Leica Dane). 5 wins 1200 to 2020m, $773,530, BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr 2, BTC Doomben Roses S., Gr 3, MRC JRA WJ Adams S., L, 2d Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, 3d MVRC Dato’ Tan Chin Nam S., Gr 2. Dam of 2 winners-Dormello. 2 wins at 1600, 2000m in 2013-14.

Texas Flower. Winner at 1462m in 2014-15.

Dothis Dothat (g by Commands). 5 wins 1200 to 1800m, $142,290, STC Freeway’s Friday Lunch Show Welter H., NSW Tatt’s RC At Sea H., 2d STC Parramatta Cup, L, AJC Jim Beam H., CVD Life Members H.

Beat That (g by Desert Style (Ire)). 5 wins 1100 to 1600m, Grafton Guineas.

2nd Dam

Coral, by Sackford (USA). Started once. Half-sister to ATOLL (dam of SUNDAY PICNIC). Matchmaking (dam of DE VALMONT). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Coral Sunday. 3 wins at 2015, 2150m, QTC Ascot Bar H.

3rd Dam

SHIRLEY REEF (GB), by Shirley Heights. 3 wins at 2, Naples Criterium Partenopeo, L. Dam of 10 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

ATOLL (f Caerleon) 3 wins at 1400, 2000m, Oaks d’Italia, Gr 1, Rome Premio Regina Elena, Gr 2, 2d Irish Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of-

SUNDAY PICNIC (f Sunday Silence) 4 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2100m, Saint-Cloud Prix Cleopatre, Gr 3, Longchamp Prix de la Butte aux Caillies, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Penelope, Gr 3, Sapporo Queen S., Jpn-3. Dam of-

TOSEN CAPTAIN (c Jungle Pocket) 4 wins at 1600, 2000m, $1,619,780, Hakodate Hakodate Kinen, Jpn-3, Hanshin Arlington Cup, L.

Mary’s Garden. Started once. Dam of-

Chaosmos (c Meiner Love) 3 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $1,235,606, to 2014, 2d Hanshin Arlington Cup, Gr 3, Matchmaking. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

DE VALMONT (g Dehere (USA)) 8 wins 1000 to 1300m, $470,182, Hawkesbury Guineas, L, 2d Santa Anita Morvich H., Gr 3.

Coral Fan. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-

Acropora (f Rory’s Jester) 2 wins at 1206, 1313m, SAJC Ducatoo H., 2d SAJC HC Nitschke S., L, 4th SAJC Morphettville P.H., L. Producer.

Race Record: Started once.
First season at stud
Served by ILOVETHISCITY. Date of last service, 26 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row H 1-11
On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 765

CINQUANTE CINQ (IRE)

Bay mare

Foaled 2004

(Sire)

DANEHILL (USA) ....... 
Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic ...................... 
Pas de Nom ............... by Admiral’s Voyage....... 
Razyana ................ by Ribot ......................... 
Danzig ................ by Spring Adieu ............... 
Danehill (USA) ............ 

(Dam)

CASTILIAN QUEEN .... 1989 
Dieisya ................ by Sharpen Up .................... 
Doubly Sure ............ by Reliance ..................... 
Royal Heroine ........ by Lyphor ........................ 
Castilian Queen ......... 

CASTILIAN QUEEN, by Diesis. Winner at 2 in Great Britain. Three-quarter-sister to Regal Sabre, half-sister to Madame Pushy (dam of PUSHY DANCER). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

CARMINE LAKE (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 3 wins—2 at 2–at 5f, Prix de l'Abbaye de Longchamp, Gr 1, Goodwood Molecomb S., Gr 3, Newmarket Bartlow S., 3d Doncaster Scarborourch S., L, 4th York Lowther S., Gr 2. 

ARABIAN FALCON - KA YING KID (H.K.) (g by Dutch Art). Champion 3YO Sprinter in Germany in 2012. 5 wins—2 at 2–1200 to 1400m, £205,031, to 2013-14 in Germany and Hong Kong, Frankfurt Hessen Sprint, L, HKJC Clear Water Bay H., Moon Koon H., 2d Baden-Baden Mercedes-Benz Sprintpreis, L, Munich Dallmayr Prodomo Trophy, L. 

Three Secrets (f by Danehill (USA)). Winner at 7¼f, 2d Ascot Merchant 2YO S., 3d Sandown Atalanta S., L. Producer. 

ROYAL HEROINE, by Lyphor. Champion turf filly in USA in 1984. 10 wins—2 at 2–6f to 9¼f, Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr 1, Hollywood Derby, Gr 1, Hollywood Matriarch S., Gr 1, Beverly Hills H., Gr 2, Longchamp Prix de l'Opera, Gr 2, Hollywood Inglewood H., Gr 3, Newmarket Child S., Gr 3, Ascot Princess Margaret S., L, 2d Del Mar Ramona H., Gr 1, Arlington Million S., Gr 1, York Lowther S., Gr 2, Newbury Hungerford S., Gr 3, 3d Del Mar Palomar H., Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to LIP SERVICE (dam of SERVICE TERM), half-sister to FAHDI. Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Regal Sabre (c Sharpun Up) 3 wins—1 at 2–5½f to 7f in Great Britain and U.S.A, Newmarket Primula S., 3d Epsom Diomed S., Gr 3, Sire. 

Madame Pushy, Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

PUSHY DANCER (f Seattle Dancer (USA)) 3 wins—2 at 2–1200 to 1800m, VRC Hardy Brothers Jewellens S., L. Dam of 3 winners-

DIFFRACTION (c Spectrum (Ire)) 7 wins—3 at 2–1000 to 1700m, $349,835, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 2, 2d WATC Placid Ark S., L. 

Showplace. Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners-

TITSGITTIN (g Danske) 11 wins 1400 to 2000m, Timaru Cup, L. 

Race Record: Started once. 

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced. 

2009 Grand Paladino (f by Savabeel). Started 3 times. 

2010 Eight Mile Road (g by Lonhro). Started 3 times. 

2011 Missed to Tale of the Cat (USA). 

2012 (f by Charge Forward). 

2013 (c by Duporth). 

2014 (f by Charge Forward). 

Served by SEBRING. Date of last service, 1 September 2014. 

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row M 2-5
On Account of TURANGGA FARM, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 766

CLEAR VIEW
Bay mare
(Branded 59A nr sh. 3 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2000

(Sire)
Deputy Minister ................. by Northern Dancer .........
Vice Regent .................... by Gallo di Ferro (USA) ....
Mint Copy ........................ by Bunty’s Flight ............
In Reality ....................... by Intentionally ..............
Sunny Smile ..................... by Boldnesian ...............

(Dam)
Smiling Dee ..................... by Gallo di Ferro (USA) ...
Mr. Prospector .................. by Gallo di Ferro (USA) ...

RAISE YOUR VIEW ..... 1994
Batucada ........................ by Gallo di Ferro (USA) ...
Chem (USA) ..................... by Gallo di Ferro (USA) ...

GALLO DI FERRO (USA) (1994). Winner at 2, Hoosier Juvenile S., L. Sire of 165
mrs, 93 wns, inc. SW Stanzout (VRC Gilgai S., Gr.2), Road Worker, Pipkin,
Clear View, SP Texan Warney, Steel My Heart and of Katunga, St Fraser, etc.
Sire of the dams of 30 mrs, 13 wns, inc. SP Banner and of Host of the Party,
Premiere Glen, Ventic, Whalah, Off My Facebook, Blue Shore, Wicked Fraar, All
Krupt, Backstop, Cristal Cosmo, Deep Blue, Dr Zou, etc.

1st Dam
RAISE YOUR VIEW, by Damister (USA). Winner at 2100m. Dam of 2 named
foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
CLEAR VIEW (f by Gallo di Ferro (USA)). 9 wns. See below.

2nd Dam
RAISE YOUR GLASS (NZ), by Chem (USA). 5 wns--1 at 2--at 1200, 1632m, BATC
Peter Pan H., QTC Legal Tender H., Winters Dance H., STC Crewman H.
Sister to Swift Swallow (dam of ZOLA), three-quarter-sister to Fanny Black
(dam of KAAPTAN), half-sister to Stella Stargazer (dam of GRACE PARK).
Dam of 2 named foals, both wns--Rainbow Thai. 5 wns 1200 to 1600m, SAJC Just a Dash 3YO H.,
2d SAJC Jim Courtney 2YO H., Australian Furniture Removers H., 3d SAJC French Cotton H.

3rd Dam
LONG SWALLOW, by Long Row (GB). 2 wns at 1100, 1250m, 2d VATC Maroona H.,
3d VATC Katandra H., Parisienne H. Half-sister to MAGNIFICENT, SOME
REASON (dam of SO CASUAL). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 7 wns, inc:-
Stella Stargazer. Placed in NZ. Dam of 6 wns--
GRACE PARK (f Danske) 3 wns at 1200, 1600m, CJC New Zealand
Bloodstock Air Freight S., L. Dam of 2 wns--
PRINCE MAMBO (c Thewayyouare (USA)) 2 wns at 2 to 1200m in 2013-
14, Matamata RC Slipper S., L, 2d Manawatu Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1.
Black Beauty. Placed at 3 in NZ. Dam of 2 wns--
BEAUTY’S BEAST (g Guillotine) 6 wns 1200 to 1400m, $190,659, to
2014-15, ATC South Pacific Classic, L, AuRC The Edge H.
Swift Swallow. Unraced. Dam of 3 wns--
ZOLA (f Volksraad (GB)) 5 wns--4 at 2, AuRC Ellerslie Sires’ Produce S.,
Gr 1, Waikato RC Fairview Ford S., L, 2d STC Tea Rose S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 9 wns 1000 to 1466m, $190,250, SAJC Proud
Miss S., L, Vanelius Trophy H., Distinctive Homes H.-twice, Lucky Horseshoe
H., Legacy CA Haigh & WH Wylie Memorial H., Hilton Adelaide P., Normandy
H., 3d SAJC Morphettville Junction H., We’re Smoke-Free H., Carlton Draught H.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, both wns.
2009 Dr Zou (g by Zizou). Winner at 1200m.
2010 Missed to Zizou.
2011 Backstop (g by Snitzel). Winner at 1400m in 2014-15.
2012 (c by Nicconi). Destroyed.
2013 (c by Snitzel).
2014 Missed to Nicconi.

Served by NICCONI. Date of last service, 6 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 767

Clever Me

Bay mare (Branded ynr sh. 18 3 off sh.) Foaled 2003

(Sire)

Anabaa (USA)

Danzig........................................... Northern Dancer ....................... by Nearctic..............................
Pas de Nom.................................... by Admirals Voyage ..............
Gay Meccina ................................... by Vaguely Noble.....................
Bamieres ........................................ by Riverman.............................

(Dam)

Money Thinks (NZ).

Sound Reason (Can)............. One Pound Sterling (GB). by Sovereign Path..............
New Tune................................. by New Providence.............

1st Dam

Money Thinks (NZ), by Sound Reason (Can). 4 wins 1300 to 1600m, $141,120, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, AJC CCI Insurance H., STC Spaceship H., Delville Wood H., 2d AJC Emancipation S., Gr 3, QTC Eagle Farm S., L, 3d AJC Jack Bourke H., STC Baguette Welter H., Castrol GP50 H.

1st Dam

Money Thinks (NZ), by Sound Reason (Can). 4 wins 1300 to 1600m, $221,222, 1200m to 2014, U.S.A. and Aust, GCTC Silk Stocking H., L, AJC Raconteur H., STC Link Printing 2YO H., 2d AJC Surround S., Gr 2. Dam of 3 winners-

Green Byron (c Green Tune) 3 wins at 2400, 2600m to 2014, Longchamp Prix de l'Avre, L, Maisons-Laffitte Prix a Tempo, 2d Saint-Cloud Prix Caracalla, 3d Deauville Prix Michel Houyet, L.

Sailing to Rio (f by Woodman (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, 2d Kenilworth Paddock S., Gr 1, Clairwood POinsetta S., Gr 3-twice, 3d Kenilworth Victriss S., L, 4th Kenilworth Paddock S., Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-Krambambuli. 2 wins at 1800m in 2014-15, Kenilworth Club Mykonos Langebaan H., 4th Kenilworth Cape Derby, Gr 1.

Catmint (f by Catrail (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1300m, 3d AJC Becker Commercial Services H., STC Mancorp Quality Homes H. Dam of-Go Diva Go. 3 wins at 900, 1000m, AJC Longfield H.


2nd Dam

Solvent, by One Pound Sterling (GB). Unplaced. Half-sister to COLOGNE, SOUND GOLD (dam of STAR ATTACK), Creme Anglaise (dam of SWICK). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Money Thinks (f Sound Reason (Can)) 4 wins. See above.

Presage (f Sound Reason (Can)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1463 to 2000m, VRC Mark Whitty H., 2d SAJC St Leger, Gr 3, Hill-Smith S., L. Producer.

Race Record: Winner at 1400m.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race-

2009 Narooma (g by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire)). Unplaced.
2010 (c by Choisir).
2012 Clevfilly (f by Denman). Started once.
2013 (c by Nicconi).
2014 Not served previous season.

Served by POET'S VOICE (GB). Date of last service, 1 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row O 1,2,12,14,15
On Account of BYLONG PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Martindale

Lot 768 **COAST TO THE POST**
Brown mare (Branded ♂♂ nr sh. 2/3 off sh.) Foaled 2003

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Danzig</th>
<th>Northern Dancer</th>
<th>by Nearctic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ANABAA (USA)</td>
<td>Pas de Nom</td>
<td>by Admiral's Voyage</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gay Mecene</td>
<td>by Vaguely Noble</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barriere</td>
<td>by Riverman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Alquoz (USA)</th>
<th>Caerleon</th>
<th>by Nijinsky</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NANNY MAROON</td>
<td>I Understand</td>
<td>by Dr Fager</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Memento (USA)</td>
<td>by Roberto</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elboum Ace</td>
<td>by Hillside</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ANABAA (USA)** (1992). 8 wins to 1600m, Newmarket July Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1151 mrs, 824 wns, 88 SW, inc. Goldikova (Breeders’ Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Anabaa Blue, Headturner, Yell, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Treve, Harry’s Son, Dissident, Dalkala, Buffering, Rostova, Silver Frost, Lush Lashes, English, Queens Ring, Spiritjim, Tango’s Daughter, Caymans, Ameenah, Hartnell, Havana, Mobaco, Ballybacka Lady, Sandy’s Charm, Girottte, Dixie Belle, etc.

**1st Dam**
**NANNY MAROON**, by Alquoz (USA). 11 wins 900 to 1400m, $395,440, STC Sheraco S., L, Festival H., L, Millie Fox S., L, Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, STC Health Research Fund Series H., Travelfinders.com.au H., Sanyo Panthers H., 2d AJC Sapphire S., Gr 3, Bowen & Gerathy H., 3d STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, 4th Newcastle JC Cameron H., L. Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
**DE LIGHTNING RIDGE** (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). 6 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1150m, $248,070, AJC Challenge S., Gr 2, 1000m-in track record time, STC Gow-Gates H., AJC Michael O’Loughlin Gift H., STC Gold Edition H., 2d City Tatt’s RC Lightning H., L, A Friends Place H., 3d Canberra RC Black Opal S., L.
**Coast to the Post** (f by Anabaa (USA)). 2 wins. See below.
Jamaican Warrior (g by Lonhro). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, MVRC Phil Wagg Memorial H.
Ashanti Queen (f by Oratorio (Ire)). **Winner** at 1000m in 2013-14.

**2nd Dam**
**FYZABAD**, by Memento (USA). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m. Dam of 7 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-
**NANNY MAROON** (f Alquoz (USA)) 11 wins. See above.
Buzz Butler. 10 wins 1000 to 1630m, 2d BTC Salters of Morooka H.
Bustamante. 7 wins 1100 to 1300m, 2d STC Gladstones Women’s Bowling Club H.
Cipriani. 5 wins at 1600, 1850m, 3d STC Marsdens Solicitors H.
Lollipop Girl. Unraced. Dam of-
Bella Girl. 4 wins 1000 to 1900m to 2014-15.

**3rd Dam**
**ELBOURN ACE**, by Hillside. Unplaced. Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-
**Trench Town**. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m.
Music Bowl. 3 wins–2 at 2–900 to 1475m, 2d STC Bexley Auxillary H.

**Race Record:** Stakes-placed. 2 wins at 1400m, 2d STC Lions Supporting Cystic Fibrosis Clinic H., 3d AJC Canonbury S., L, Telstra Stadium Charity Shield 2YO H.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner.
2009 Diamond Costa (g by Encosta de Lago). **Winner** at 1300m.
2010 (foal by Testa Rossa). Dead.
2011 (foal by Testa Rossa). Dead.
2013 (c by Snitzel).
2014 (foal by Stratum). Dead.

**Served by EPAULETTE. Date of last service, 3 December 2014.**
Not in foal
Cobbley

Lot 769

Chestnut mare (Branded R nr sh. 26 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) ............... Northern Dancer ............... by Nearctic ............... (Dam) FALBRAV (IRE) .......... Gift of the Night ............... by Bold Reason ............... (Dam) GROOVES ........................ Marscay ........................ by Star Kingdom (Ire) .......

Cobbley, 6yo chestnut mare by the top Southern Hemisphere sire Falbrav 1998-Stud 2004), 13 wins 1 at 2, Japan Cup, Gr 1, Sire of 554 mares, 303 winners, 17 SW, inc. I'm Yours (Hanshin Hochi Hai Fillies' Revue, Gr 2), Fanunalter, Fravashi, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Harp Star, Charlie Boy, Aktabantay, Gold Force, Rebelson, SP Chaosmos, Kalapana Beach and of Blueberry Hill, Rebel Queen, Headwater Country, Rebel King, Red Refraction, Brasillian Sunset, Superniki, Henrytheaeroplane, Standout, Bergerac, etc.

1st Dam GROOVES, by Marscay. 3 wins 2 at 2–1000 to 1280m, STC Peter's Empire H., Wenona Girl 2YO H., 2d STC Itchy Feet H., Impulsive H., 3d AJC Red Jester H. Sister to Mariton. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-


2nd Dam HABITON, by Century. Unplaced. Half-sister to Fair Habit, Royal Acclaim, Booth. Dam of 15 foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Mariton (f Marscay) 9 wins 4 at 2–1100 to 1800m, $227,320, AJC Centennial Park H., Bourke & Wills H., NSW Tatt's RC Welter H., STC Nijinsky H., AJC Smirnoff Vodka 2YO H., 2d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Keith Mackay H., L, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, 4th VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2. Dam of 7 winners-

Arboreatum (f Woodman (USA)) 2 wins at 1500, 1600m, AJC Lawn H., 3d SAJC Australasian Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Tamarama H. Producer. Written Habit. 10 wins 1000 to 1600m, $140,290, SAJC Pope H.

3rd Dam Sweet Habit, by Habitat. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, AJC Sledmere H., Caringbah H., 2d VRC Bloodhorse Breeders' P., STC Darling Harbour H., VATC Mitcham H., 3d STC Golden Slipper S., AJC Sires' Produce S., NSW Tatt's RC Roman Consul S. Blood-sister to Environment (dam of KING'S ENVIRONMENT), half-sister to Summoned (dam of ZEDITAVE, ALANNON, PAMPAS FIRE, SQUARE DEAL, ZEDAGAL). Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Royal Acclaim (f Sovereign Edition (Ire)) 3 wins at 1100, 1400m, SAJC Office Equipment H., 3d South Australian Oaks, Gr 1. Grandam of Neeson (g Mossman) 8 wins 1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, ATC Premiere S., Gr 2.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1400, 1600m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2011 (c by Ready's Image (USA)).

2012 Get That Jive (c by Street Sense (USA)). Unraced.

2013 (c by More Than Ready (USA)).

2014 Missed to Sebring.

Served by SEBRING. Date of last service, 13 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
**Lot 770**

**COMPULSION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 770</th>
<th>Bay mare</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Sire)</td>
<td>DANHEILL (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dam)</td>
<td>Luskin Star</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Race Record:**
- **Stakes-winner. Winner** at 2 at 1000m, VATC Blue Diamond Preview, **Gr 3**, 2d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, **Gr 3**.

**Produce Record:**
- Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners.
  - **Gr 2**, 2d AJC Flight S., **Gr 1**.
  - **Gr 1**, AJC Sires' Produce S.
  - **Gr 1**.
  - **Gr 1**.
  - **Gr 1**.
  - **Gr 1**.
  - **Gr 1**.
  - **Gr 1**.

**Served by DUNDEEL (NZ). Date of last service, 20 December 2014.**

**Believed to be in foal**
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 771
CONFIDENTIAL QUEEN
Brown filly (Branded ♂ nr sh. 122 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Giant's Causeway (USA)....
SHAMARDAL (USA) ....

(Heli) Helsinki ................. by Mr. Prospector ..........

(Dam) ROYAL SNIPPETS .........
2004

Snippets' Lass .......... by Lunchtime (GB).........


1st Dam ROYAL SNIPPETS, by Royal Academy (USA). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m, MRC Anna Carlovna H., 2d VRC Sunday Herald Sun P., MRC Molly's Robe H., 3d MVRC Strathayr Turf Systems H. Half-sister to SNITZEL, HINCHINBROOK, VIENNESE, Wiener. Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.


VIENNESE (f Redoute's Choice) 3 wins–2 at 1000 to 1200m, $162,725, SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, MRC Quezette S., L, Midnight Fever 2YO P., 2d SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 3d SAJC Peswey Vale S., L. Producer.

HINCHINBROOK (c Fastnet Rock) 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $590,300, AJC Skyline S., Gr 3, Canonbury S., L, 2d ATC All Aged S., Gr 1, 3d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, MRC Oakland P., Gr 1, MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 4th STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Sire.

Wiener (f More Than Ready (USA)) Placed at 2, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L. Dam of 3 winners-

3rd Dam SNOW FINCH (IRE), by Storm Bird. 2 wins at 2 at 6¼f, 7f, Leopardstown Orby S., L, 2d Phoenix Park Oldtown Stud S., L, 4th Curragh Anglesey S., Gr 3. Half-sister to SICUTERAT. Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

CAPTAIN BAX (g Snippets) 10 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1300m, $593,700, STC Missile S., Gr 3, MRC Kevin Heffernan S., L, Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L.

Race Record: Started 3 times.
First season at stud
Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 27 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 772

COOGEE BEACH

Bay mare (Branded C nr sh. 137 off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire) FUSAICHI PEGASUS (USA)............................

Mr. Prospector .............................

Gold Digger ..............................

Danzig .................................

Rowdy Angel ............................

(Dam) SHORWON................................

Buena Shore (USA)........

Full View..........................

Newtown Wonder (GB)... by Fair Trial............

April Flower (NZ).............. by Pherozshah (Fr) .......

Race Record: Stakes-placed. Winner at 2 at 1365m, SAJC Schweppes 2YO H., 2d TRC One Thousand Guineas, L, SAJC Central District H., TRC Merry Christmas & Happy New Year H., TTC Incitec Pivot Cresswells Transport P., 3d Tasmanian Oaks, L, TRC Straitt S., L, Shoreline Hotel P.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 2 winners.

2007 Charing Cross (g by Fastnet Rock). 6 wins 1400 to 2100m, $221,880, ATC Grand Zulu H., Gosford Quarries H., Fratelli Fresh & Ross Hill Wines H., McGrath Mitsubishi Mile H., TAB Number 1 Club H.

2008 Coogee Rocks (g by Fastnet Rock). Unplaced.

2009 (c by Casino Prince).

2010 Flying Neko (g by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Placed at 3, 3d Singapore TC Brisbane Racing Club Trophy.

2011 Topless (f by Exceed and Excel). Started twice.

2012 Flying Sand (g by Flying Spur). Winner at 2 at 1200m in 2014-15.

2013 (c by Hinchinbrook).

2014 (f by Bullet Train (GB)).

Served by DELAGO DELUXE. Date of last service, 24 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 773

**COOGEE CURLS**

Chestnut mare (Branded 'n' nr sh. 37 5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) The Judge Showdown (GB) ............. by Infatuation ..............
ZEDITAVE Bellition (NZ) ................. by Bellborough (Ire) ......

(Dam) Summoned Crowned Prince (USA)..... by Raise a Native........
LAYDOWN MISERE..... Sweet Life (GB) ............. by Pardao ..................

1994 Varick (USA) ......... Mr. Prospector ............... by Raise a Native ...........

ZEDITAVE (AUS) (1985). 14 wins, VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr.1. Sire of 714 mares,
507 wns, 36 SW, inc. Assertive Lad (AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1), Ruffles, etc.
Sire of the dams of 1019 mares, 678 wns, 16 GW, inc. Set Square, Sacred
Kingdom, Reset, Go the Knuckle, Court, Delbrae, True Glo, Excites Zelady,
Mywayorthehighway, Screen, Sugar Babe, Patronyme, Stage Presence, So
Assertive, Marлина, Brorama Star, Angels Beach, Audacious Spirit, etc.

1st Dam

LAYDOWN MISERE, by Varick (USA). Winner at 2 at 1000m. Dam of 8 named
foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

**CINQUE CENTO** (f by Nothin’ Leica Dane). 5 wins 1200 to 2020m, $773,530,
BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, SAJC Queen of the South S., Gr 2, BTC
Doomben Roses S., Gr 3, MRC JRA WJ Adams S., L, 2d Queensland Oaks,
Gr 1, 3d MVRC Dato’ Tan Chin Nam S., Gr 2. Dam of 2 winners-
Dormello. 2 wins at 1600, 2000m in 2013-14.
Texas Flower. Winner at 1462m in 2014-15.

**Dothis Dothat** (g by Commands). 5 wins 1200 to 1800m, $142,290, STC
Freeway’s Friday Lunch Show Welter H., NSW Tatt’s RC At Sea H., 2d STC
Parramatta Cup, L, AJC Jim Beam H., CVD Life Members H.
Beat That (g by Desert Style (Ire)). 5 wins 1100 to 1600m, Grafton Guineas.

2nd Dam

CORAL, by Sackford (USA). Started once. Half-sister to **ATOLL** (dam of **SUNDAY
PICNIC**). Matchmaking (dam of **DE VALMONT**). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race,
3 winners, inc:-

Coral Sunday. 3 wins at 2015, 2150m, QTC Ascot Bar H.

3rd Dam

**SHIRLEY REEF (GB)**, by Shirley Heights. 3 wins at 2, Naples Criterium
Partenopeo, L. Dam of 10 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

**ATOLL** (f Caerleon) 3 wins at 1400, 2000m, Oaks d'Italia, Gr 1, Rome Premio
Regina Elena, Gr 2, 2d Irish Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of-

**SUNDAY PICNIC** (f Sunday Silence) 4 wins–1 at 2-1600 to 2100m, Saint-
Cloud Prix Cleopatre, Gr 3, 3d Saint-Cloud Prix Penelope, Gr 3. Dam of-

**TOSEN CAPTAIN** (c Jungle Pocket) 4 wins at 1600, 2000m, $1,619,780,
Hakodate Hakodate Kinen, Jpn-3, Hanshin Arlington Cup, L.

Mary’s Garden. Started once. Dam of-

**Chaomos** (c Meiner Love) 3 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1600m,
$1,235,606, to 2014, 2d Hanshin Arlington Cup, Gr 3.

Matchmaking. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

**DE VALMONT** (g Dehere (USA)) 8 wins to 1300m, Hawkesbury Guineas, L.

Race Record: Placed at 3.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.
2011 (f by Dane Shadow).
2012 (c by Von Costa de Hero).
2013 Missed to Northern Meteor.
2014 Not served previous season.

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 30 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 774
COUNTRY DRIVE
Bay mare
(Branded \[9\] nr sh. \[off sh.\] ) Foaled 2007

(Sire)
MOSSMAN
Success Express (USA)...
Hold Your Peace............ by Speak John .............
Au Printemps............. by Dancing Champ ........
Lichen Lady............... by Luther..............
Twig Moss (Fr)............ by Grundy..............
Off Shore (GB)............ by Grundy..............

(Dam)
SUBURBAN BLUES......
Bluebird (USA).......... by Northern Dancer........
Storm Bird.............. by Sir Ivor..............
Ivy Dawn................ by Sir Ivor..............
Habitate (Ire).......... by Habitat................
Romantic Gem........... by Romantic (GB).......

358 wrns, 31 SW, inc. Mossfun (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Buffering, etc.
Sire of the dams of 90 rnrs, 47 wrns, inc. SW Benny’s Buttons, Cailin Miss, Real
Surreal, Avaladyluck, SP Upshot and of Old Smokey, Trubia, Lingo, Gotta be
Lucky, Quarterly, Nordic Monarch, Imagery, Secsional, Tincanman, Al’s
Kitchen, Bossberg, More Than Words, Garland Girl, Amajill, etc.

1st Dam
SUBURBAN BLUES, by Bluebird (USA). 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1209m, MVRC Alister
H., SAJC Pierlite Lighting H., ABCOS Bonus H., Hand Painted Ornamental H., 2d
SAJC Courtza H., 3d SAJC Foreextra H. Half-sister to PRIME ADDRESS, Black
Magic. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:
Bluedanu (f by Danzero). 5 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, QTC Paravane 2YO
H., 2d QTCE McDougall S., L, Network Foods 2YO H., 5CTC Five Star
Quality 2YO H. Dam of 5 winners-
Jazz Heart (g Show a Heart) 8 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1615m, $463,525,
BRC Hotel Urban St Leonards Quality H., 2d BRC Bernborough H., L,
QTC JF Meynink S., L, 3d GCTC Magic Millions 3YO Trophy, RL.
Be Grand. 2 wins at 1100, 1250m, 3d BRC Corporate Membership P.
Motown Lady (f by Al Maher). 4 wins 1000 to 1650m, $229,042, BRC Mittys
H., Hardy Brothers H., 2d BRC Acadia Landscapes P., QTC Heinikenn 2YO
H., 3d GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic, RL.
Disguise (g by Redoute’s Choice). 6 wins 1400 to 1800m, $779,526, HKJC Chai
Wan H., Tianjin H., Chevalier Construction H., Queen’s Road Central H.
Noble Crusader (g by Danzero). 5 wins at 1000, 1200m, $676,461, HKJC Kwai
Hing H., San Domenico H., 4th HKJC Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1.
Enchanted (g by Danzero). 4 wins at 1400, 1600m, $453,379, HKJC Top
Grade H., High West H., Sha Lek H., Tai Po H., 2d HKJC Po Toi H., Daisy H.
Danhero (c by Danzero). 4 wins at 1000m, $553,693, HKJC So Kon Po H.,
Diamond H., Hawthorn H., Hau Tak H., 2d HKJC Zhongshan H.
Where’s the Bar (g by Strada). 4 wins 1200 to 1500m to 2013-14.

2nd Dam
RESIDENTIAL STATUS, by Habitate (Ire). Winner at 1400m, VATC Silver Star
Motors H., 2d VRC Rainbird H. Half-sister to DEMUS, Geminet (dam of BAY
REGENCY). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:
PRIME ADDRESS (g Alzao (USA)) 12 wins 1000 to 2128m, $481,890, VATC
Eclipse S., Gr 3, Werribee Cup, L, 2d VRC Blamey S., Gr 2, SAJC HIH
Insurance Classic H., L, John D Lee S., L, 3d MVRC JRA Cup, L.
Welcoming. 5 wins 1200 to 1300m, SAJC Legacy Widows H. Grandam of-
STATUS SYMBOL (f Hemingway (Ire)) 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, $268,807,

Race Record: Unplaced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (f by Tickets).
2014 (c by Nicconi).
Served by SHAMUS AWARD. Date of last service, 13 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Newmarket 5-7
On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 775

COUPE

Bay mare

(Branded K hemisphere, 3 quarters of off shoulder) Foaled 1999

(Sire)

SPINNING WORLD
(USA)

Nureyev ................................. Northern Dancer ................. by Nearctic

Imperfect Circle .................... Special ................................. by Forli


(Dam)

KINGSTON COUP
(USA) 1990

Seattle Slew ............................ Bold Reasoning ......................... by Boldnesian

Spirit of Kingston .................... Bletchingly ........................ by Biscay


From Monday 9am Stable 4 Newmarket 5-7
On Account of NEWGATE FARM, Aberdeen
(As Agent)

Lot 775

COUPE

Bay mare

(Branded K hemisphere, 3 quarters of off shoulder) Foaled 1999

(Sire)

SPINNING WORLD
(USA)

Nureyev ................................. Northern Dancer ................. by Nearctic

Imperfect Circle .................... Special ................................. by Forli


(Dam)

KINGSTON COUP
(USA) 1990

Seattle Slew ............................ Bold Reasoning ......................... by Boldnesian

Spirit of Kingston .................... Bletchingly ........................ by Biscay


SPINNING WORLD (USA) (1993). 8 wins-2 at 2, Breeders’ Cup Mile S., Gr.1. Sire of 890 mares, 588 winners, 43 SW, inc. Heavenly Glow (STC Arrowfield Stud S., Gr.1), Ancient World, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Nuovo Record, California Memory, Dakota Phone, Here Comes When, So Pristine, Silk Blossom, Thee Auld Floozie, Mashaora, Mouro, Miss Stella, Barry, Like a Carousel, Stellar Wind, etc.

1st Dam

KINGSTON COUP (USA), by Seattle Slew. Started twice. Three-quarter-sister to ROSE OF PORTLAND, half-sister to PORTLAND PLAYER, Tarheel Boy.

Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

COUP DE GRACE (g by Roi Danzig (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1415m, $414,170, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1, VATC Veuve Clicquot S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond Preview, Gr.3, 3d MVRC Qantas Club H.

COUPE (f by Spinning World (USA)) 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam

SPIRIT OF KINGSTON, by Bletchingly. Top filly on The 1984-85 Australasian 3YO Classification. 6 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2500m, $413,340, VRC Oaks, Gr.1, STC Canterbury Guineas, Gr.1, Rosehill Guineas, Gr.1, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr.2, ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr.3, 3d AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1, Australasian Oaks, Gr.1. Three-quarter-sister to Blithe Spirit, half-sister to ROSE OF KINGSTON (dam of KINGSTON RULE, ROSE OF PORTLAND, PRINCE OF KINGSTON, Mrs. Minerva (dam of EXTRACTS). Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

PORTLAND PLAYER (c Theatrical) 2 wins at 1403, 2500m, $761,870, Victoria Derby, Gr.1, 2d VATC Vain S., L, 3d MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr.3. Sire.

Tarheel Boy (c Alydar) 3 wins at 1400, 1600m, AJC Commodore H., 3d STC Ajax S., Gr.3, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr.3, VATC Schweppes Cup, L.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1620m, $269,050, VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr.2, MVRC Father Christmas 2YO H., 2d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr.3, VATC Bradmac 2YO P., 3d AJC Angst H., L, VRC Nivea Visage Girls Day Out H., 4th MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr.3.

Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 1 winner.

2004 Elle Driver (f by Westbridge (USA)). Unraced.
2005 You’re rejoicing me (g by Ice Point (ARG)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2040m, $103,428, MVRC Sportingbet H.
2006 Vette (f by Westbridge (USA)). Placed at 3, 3d BRC Mitty’s H. 2007 Not served previous season.
2011 Missed to Flying Spur.
2012 Wintonia (f by Domesday). Unraced.
2013 Missed to Street Cry (Ire).
2014 Missed to Smart Missile.

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 5 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Rows B 7-12 & G 1,2
On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 776

CREATRIX
Bay mare (Branded |O| nr sh. 40 9 off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire) Miswaki ...................... Mr. Prospector ...................... by Raise a Native ..............
UMATILLA (NZ) .................. Hopespringseternal .............. by Buckpasser ..............
Dancing Show (USA) .......... Nijinsky .............. by Northern Dancer ........
 ................................................ Show Lady .............. by Sir Ivor ..............
(Dam) REHEARSED .............. Better Boy (Ire) .............. by My Babu ..............
1986 Century ...................... Royal Suite .............. by Rego (Ire) ..............
Gaelic Dancer .................. Boysie Boy (GB) .............. by King’s Troop II ........
 ........................................ Delta Bronze .............. by Coronation Boy ........

UMATILLA (NZ) (1988). 7 wins-3 at 2 to 1200m, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr.1. Sire of 788 mrs, 462 wns, 33 SW, inc. Umrum (VATC Toorak H., Gr.1), Sincero, etc. Sire of the dams of 541 mrs, 332 wns, 21 SW, inc. Ihtsahymn, Final Touch, Willow Creek, Catapulted, Diplomatic Force, Idyllic Prince, Tan Tat de Lago, Accardo, Our Quivira, Lucky Street, Liberty Leader, City of Song, Tears to Diamonds, Tokamak, Tranquility, Fasline, Jestatune, Kishkat, etc.

1st Dam
REHEARSED, by Century. Placed at 3. Half-sister to Star Power, Rhum Dancer (dam of UMURUM). Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:- CREATRIX (f by Umatilla (NZ)). 2 wins. See below.

Supersteam (g by Alquoz (USA)). 7 wins 1200 to 2200m, $173,080, BTC Kilkenny H., Adrenalin Sports Bar H., Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's H., 2d AJC Century Batteries H., Steve Donogue H., Greendale H., Denis Rowe H., BTC Rotary Foundation H., Time and Tide H., 3d AJC Carbine Club S., L.

Micentilla (f by Umatilla (NZ)). Winner at 2300m.

Militant (c by Military Plume (NZ)). Winner at 2000m.

2nd Dam
GAELIC DANCER, by Boysie Boy (GB). Winner at 1300m. Sister to Flying By, three-quarter-sister to GALENA BOY, half-sister to Dixie Rag (dam of PARVO). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:- Star Power (g Kaoru Star) 2 wins at 1200, 1800m, 2d Gosford Classic, L.
Rhum Dancer. Winner at 1200m. Dam of 6 winners-

UMURUM (c Umatilla (NZ)) 14 wins—5 at 2–900 to 1600m, $1,563,280, VATC Toorak H., Gr 1-twice, VRC Craiglee S., Gr 2, WATC Lee Steere S., Gr 2, SJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Emirates S., Gr 1.
Tan Tat Star (f Umatilla (NZ)) 3 wins to 1600m, MRC Heathmont H. Dam of-

TAN TAT DE LAGO (f Encosta de Lago) 6 wins—4 at 2–1100 to 1610m, $447,900, VRC Danehill S., Gr 3, QTBC Brisbane P., L. Producer.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 2 wins at 1600, 2000m, WATC Belmont Guineas, L, 2d WATC Wild Side P., 3d WATC BMW 7 Series H., 4th WATC Belmont Oaks, L.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners.
2007 Creating Almah (c by Al Maher). Started 3 times.
2008 Noondie (f by Flying Spur). Winner at 1209m.
2010 Missed to Redoute’s Choice.
2013 (f by Al Maher).
2014 (c by Al Maher).

Served by ALL TOO HARD. Date of last service, 11 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 777

**CRIMSON LANE**

Bay mare (Branded ‘nr sh. 33 off sh.) Foaled 2000

**(Sire)***

DANEHILL (USA)..............

Razyana.....................

**(Dam)***

CRIMSON ROAD (USA)

1993

| 1st Dam | CRIMSON ROAD (USA), by Strawberry Road. 6 wins at 5½f, 6f, $225,027, Fair Grounds Victoria Lass H., L, 2d Fair Grounds Pan Zareta H., L, 3d Churchill Downs Mamzelle S., L, 4th Fair Grounds Pan Zareta H., L. Half-sister to GLICK. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
| 2nd Dam | BEJAT, by Mr. Prospect. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to WITHALLPROBABILITY (dam of WITH ABILITY), Crystal Shard (dam of GEMOLOGIST, CLEAR DESTINY), half-sister to ONE OF A KLEIN, SULEMEIF (dam of KADRMA), BARE MINIMUM, GOLDEN HIGHLIGHTS (dam of FARIEDAH). Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
| 3rd Dam | BARELY EVEN, by Creme Dela Creme. 17 wins–7 at 2, Churchill Downs Golden Rod S. Sister to BELLE OF DODGE ME (dam of GALLANT ARCHER), half-sister to POOL COURT, BARELY ONCE. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

**Race Record:** Winner at 1300m, 3d AJC Sydney Swans H.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 3 winners.

2006 Crimson Belle (*f* by Red Ransom (USA)). Started twice.

2007 (*c* by Encosta de Lago).

2008 Crimson Lake (*g* by Encosta de Lago). **Winner** at 1400m.

2009 My Favorite (*g* by Haradasun). 4 wins at 1200m, $345,146, to 2013-14, HKJC HKU Challenge Cup, Entrapment H., Ahnaw Rock H., Super Kid H., 2d HKJC Sandberg Gold Cup, Berlin H.

2010 Savannah Pearl (*f* by Statrum). Started once.

2011 Sebring Lane (*f* by Sebring). **Winner** at 2 at 1100m in 2013-14, 3d MRC Sportingbet William Hill H., 4th MVRC William Crockett S., L.

2012 (*foal by Choisir)*. Died.

2013 Not served previous season.

2014 (*c* by Denman). Died.

**Served by I AM INVINCIBLE. Date of last service, 15 November 2014.**

Believed to be in foal
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lot 778</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>CUBANA MOSS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chestnut mare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Branded V nr sh. 77 off sh.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foaled 2006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Sire)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOSSMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hold Your Peace by Speak John</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au Printemps by Dancing Champ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twig Moss (Fr) by Luther</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off Shore (GB) by Grundy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>(Dam)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAVANA MISS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Ransom (USA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberto by Hail to Reason</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arabia by Damascus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vain Display by Vain</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam
HAVANA MISS, by Red Ransom (USA). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m, AJC Kogarah H., 3d AJC Rajah Sahib H., STC City of Blacktown RSL Club H. Sister to RED DAZZLER, half-sister to Magnus Reign, Able Kane. Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 1 winner, inc:-

- Cubana Moss (by Mossman). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam
Vain Hill, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins at 1463m, SAJC Storm Queen H., Leg Trap Hotel H., 2d SAJC Oaklands P., L, Cinderella S., L, VATC Mona Nursery S., L, 3d SAJC Morphettville P.H., L. Half-sister to KELTRICE, Danzabelle (dam of BELLE GRISE). Dam of 12 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

- RED DAZZLER (c Red Ransom (USA)) 4 wins-1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $808,250, MRC Toorak H., Gr 1, MVRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2, MRC Vain S., L, Geoffrey Bellmaine 2YO H., 2d AJC George Main S., Gr 1, MRC Futurity S., Gr 1, JJ Liston S., Gr 2, Bletchingly S., Gr 3, Zeditave S., L, 4th MRC Futurity S., Gr 1, MVRC John F Ffehan S., Gr 2, MRC Manfred S., L. Sire.

- Magnus Reign (g Magnus) 8 wins 955 to 1300m, $404,145, to 2014-15, VRC Isca H., MVRC McMahons Dairy H., Essendon Mazda 55 Second Challenge H.-twice, 3d VRC Maribyrnong P., F, 2d AJC George Main S., Gr 1, MVRC John F Feehan S., Gr 2, MRC Manfred S., L. Sire.

- Able Kane (c Rory's Jester) 3 wins-1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, 2d VATC Merson Cooper S., L. sire.

3rd Dam
VAIN DISPLAY, by Vain. 5 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, VRC Dalgety Bloodstock S.H., L, Myer S., L, STC Sweet Embrace S., L, 2d MVR Leilani S., Gr 3. Half-sister to SELTRICE, ALMURTAJAZ, TOLHURST, LADY OF RENOWN. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

- KELTRICE (c Kenmare (Fr)) 5 wins-3 at 2–to 1100m, VRC Lightning S., Gr 1, 2d VRC Gadsden S., Gr 1, VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, 3d VRC Lightning S., Gr 1. Sire.

- Danzabelle (f Danzatore (Can)) Winner at 1300m, 2d Newcastle JC Penfolds Classic S., Gr 3. Dam of 8 winners-

- BELLE GRISE (f Kenmare (Fr)) 6 wins 1600 to 1900m, 2d VATC Merson Cooper S., L. Producer.

Race Record: Winner at 1280m.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.


2012 (c by Al Maher).

2013 (f by Pluck (USA)).

2014 (c by Pluck (USA)).

Served by CASINO PRINCE. Date of last service, 2 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 779  

**CULTURALREVOLUTION**  

Bay mare  
(Branded C nr sh. 163/2 off sh.)  
Foaled 2002  

**(Sire)**  
DANEHILL (USA)  
Danzig......................   Northern Dancer ............ by Nearctic......................   2002  
  Pas de Nom................ by Admiral’s Voyage  
  Razyana.................... by His Majesty................ by Ribot  
  Spring Adieu................ by Buckpasser.  

**(Dam)**  
CHINESE JUSTICE  
Chinese Justice (USA)  
Diesis ....................... by Sharpen Up .................... by Atan  
  Doubly Sure................ by Reliance  
  Taiwanese..................... by Giacometti  
  Miss Toshiba................. by Sir Ivor.  


1st Dam  
**CHINESE JUSTICE (USA), by Diesis. Winner at 2, Phoenix Park Cherry Blossom S., L, 4th Curragh Futurity S., Gr 3. Sister to Sharpatan (dam of SOLDA), three-quarter-blood-sister to Guilty Secret, Oriental Mystique (dam of XTRA), half-sister to Amerigo. Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-**  

**STRIKE HARD (f by Green Desert). 3 wins--1 at 2--at 6f, Curragh Greenlands S., Gr 3, PG Duffy & Sons 2YO S., Leopardstown Doyle Westbury H., 2d Leopardstown Ballyogan S., Gr 3. Dam of 4 winners--**  

**Red Alert Day (g Diktat) 6 wins--1 at 2--6½f to 1¼m, £185,877 in Great Britain and U.S.A, Newmarket July Course Series H., 2d Kempton Sirenia S., Gr 3, 3d Newbury Greenham S., Gr 3, Newmarket King Charles II S., L. Chorus Master. 5 wins--1 at 2--1000 to 1600m in Japan.**  

**DR MORE (g by Danehill (USA)). 7 wins--1 at 2--1200 to 2000m, $2,998,508, HKJC Centenary Vase, HK-3, Mercury H., 2d Hong Kong Gold Cup, HK-1, HKJC Stewards’ Cup, HK-1, International Cup Trial, HK-3, Chevalier Cup, HK-3, 3d HKJC Centenary Vase, HK-3, 4th HKJC International Cup Trial, HK-2, Queen’s Silver Jubilee Cup, HK-2, Sha Tin Trophy, HK-3.**  

**PRESUMED INNOCENT (f by Danehill (USA)). Winner at 2 at 900m, SAJC Dequetteville S., L, 2d SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, VRC Nivea Visage Girls Day Out H., 3d SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr 2, Dermody S., Gr 3. Dam of-Chinesis (c by Lycius (USA)). 4 wins 1408 to 2000m in Great Britain and U.A.E. Desert Lore (g by Green Desert). Winner at 2 at 5f, 2d Doncaster Ladies Day H. Bullish General (g by Danehill (USA)). Placed, 2d HKJC Po Toi H., Tai Po H. Hong Kong Lady (f by Lycius (USA)). Started twice. Dam of 2 winners--Eightfold Maze. 5 wins at 1200, 1800m, $261,326 in Macau, 2d Macau Lisboa Challenge, 3d Macau Counties H.**  

**Race Record:** Unplaced.  
**Produce Record:** Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.  
2007 (c by Lonhro). Died.  
2008 Slipped by General Nediym.  
2009 General Son (g by General Nediym). 2 wins at 1200, 1350m to 2013-14, 2d BRC Channel Seven H.  
2010 Rougeau (g by Northern Meteor). Winner at 1000m in 2013-14, WATC LJ Hooker H., 3d WATC Tabtouch.com.au H.  
2013 (f by Haradasun).  
2014 Missed to Denman.  

**Served by LOPE DE VEGA (IRE). Date of last service, 1 September 2014.**  
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row H 1-11
On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 780  CUPID SHUFFLE
Bay or Brown mare (Branded \n nr sh. 125 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) Southern Halo.......................... by Hail to Reason............... Northern Sea........................... by Northern Dancer..........
MORE THAN READY (USA) ................ Woodman (USA).............. by Mr. Prospector....
(Woodman's Girl).................. by Naskra........................
(Dam) Flying Spur........................... by Danzig........................
TREZEVANT 2001 Rolling (USA) ............... by Mr. Prospector....
Woodman (USA)............. by Mr. Prospector....
Northern Sea.................... by Northern Dancer........

MORE THAN READY (USA) (1997). 7 wins–5 at 2, Saratoga King’s Bishop S.,
Gr.1. Sire of 1766 mrs, 1302 wns, 139 SW, inc Sebring (STC Golden Slipper S.,
Gr.1), Phelan Ready, Benicio, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Atlante, Miracles of
Life, Rebel Dane, Ready for Rye, Serena Miss, Kauai Katie, Night Prowler, Race
Day, Unencumbered, Vinceremos, Winding Way, Machen, Executive Allure,
Louisiana Flyboy, Roheryn, Bold Kitten, Kinz Funky Monkey, etc.

1st Dam TREZEVANT, by Flying Spur. 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $208,950, AJC
Light Fingers S., Gr 2, STC Rotary Health Research 2YO H., 3d AJC Silver
Shadow S., Gr 2. Three-quarter-sister to Irruption, Rockford, half-sister to
Step Ahead. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:–
Passilente (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 4 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, Hawke’s
Bay Land Rover H., 3d VRC Murray Cox Y2O H., MRC Jim Conway 2YO H.

2nd Dam TENNESSEE MAGIC, by Bletchingly. 3 wins at 2 at 1000m, $129,690, VRC
Neat n’ Trim Uniform S., L, VATC Bounding Away H., L, MVRC Vobis 2YO H.,
2d VATC Merson Cooper S., Gr 3, MVRC William Crockett S., L, 3d VATC Blue
Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, 4th VATC Blue Diamond
S., Gr 1. Sister to TENNESSEE MORN (dam of TENNESSEE MIDNIGHT),
TENNESSEE MIST, Tennessee Spirit, three-quarter-sister to Academic.
Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:–
TREZEVANT (f Flying Spur) 3 wins. See above.
Step Ahead (f Entrepreneurs (GB)) 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1630m, $450,620,
BTC Leading Hotels of the World H., MRC Scobie Breasley H., 2d SAJC Liz
Davenport Manhi Classic, L, 3d MRC Rubiton S., Gr 3, Blue Diamond
Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, Autumn S., Gr 3, Zeditave S., L, Barton S., L.
Ready Magic (f More Than Ready (USA)) Unplaced. Dam of
Rockford (g Flying Spur) 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1700m, $141,610, to
2013-14, MRC Inglis Bonus 3YO H., 2d VRC Herald Sun Superracing S., L.
Tennessee Red. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners–
Tennessee Strategy (g Stratum) 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1300m to 2013-
14, 2d Scottsville Gold Medallion S., Gr 1, Turffontein Golden Loom H., L.

3rd Dam
TENNESSEE VAIN, by Whiskey Road (USA). 7 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2000m,
$415,300, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, STC Storm Queen S., Gr 2, 2d VRC
Oaks, Gr 1. Sister to TENNESSEE JACK, half-sister to Vain Rancher, Fair
Vanity (dam of MIRROR MIRROR). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:–
TENNESSEE MORN (f Bletchingly) 3 wins at 2 at 900, 1000m, $136,400,
VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2. Grandam of
ALOHA (f Encosta de Lago) 8 wins, $804,974, ATC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1.
TENNESSEE MIST (f Bletchingly) 4 wins–2 at 2, VATC Bounding Away H., L.
TENNESSEE MAGIC (f Bletchingly) 3 wins. See above.

Race Record: Started once.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (f by Snitzel).
Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 1 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 781

**CYCLONE ANNIE**

Bay mare (Branded A/V nr sh. 4/2 off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire)

**HURRICANE SKY**

Star Watch.......................... Bletchingly.......................... by Biscay
Light of Peace........................ by Light Wind (Fr)
Dancing Show (USA).............. Nijinsky.............................. by Northern Dancer
Show Lady............................. by Sir Ivor

(Dam)

**CURRABAHAH**

Northern Spring (Ire).......... My Swallow.............................. by Le Levantelli
Garrucha............................. by Prince Taj
Ponton River (GB)............... Forlorn River.......................... by Fighting Don


1st Dam

**CURRABAHAH, by Northern Spring (Ire).** 12 wins 1000 to 1228m, VRC Matron S., Furious H., SAJC Lindsay Park Stud H., VATC Lowland H., Swell Time H., Sister to NORTHERN COPY, half-sister to SHIPWRECK, Coaltar, Green Action. Dam of 15 named foals, 14 to race, all winners-

**PONTON FLYER (f by Flying Spur).** 4 wins–3 at 2–to 1000, 1600m, $803,700, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, VATIC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3, Swinburne Research 2YO P., 2d VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, VATC Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, Tranquil Star S., Gr 3, 3d VATC Angus Armanasco S., Gr 2, VRC Vanity S., Gr 3. Dam of-

**MINNESOTA SHARK (g Lonhro)** Winner at 1200m, $174,405, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L, 3d MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, 4th VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 2, MRC Bill Stutt S., Gr 2.

**Miss Octopussy (f Lonhro)** 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $379,590, 2d MRC Christmas S., L, 3d SAJC Royal Sanger S., Gr 1, VRC GH Mumm S., L.

**Peta's Potion (f by Noalcoholic (Fr)).** 3 wins at 1350, 1400m, VATC Moonga H., 2d VRC Av Kewney S., Gr 2, Vanity S., L, 3d SAJC National S., Gr 3. Dux of the Class (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, $103,400, VRC Toochees Extra Dry 2YO H., Atrim H. Dam of 6 winners-

**Top Dolly (f Choisir)** Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15, 2d VRC 7news P., Gr 3.

Saliah (f by Salieri (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m. Dam of 6 winners-

**BANK ROBBER (g Dash for Cash)** 5 wins 1150 to 1400m, $554,050, AJC Tamwray H., Gr 3, Show County H., L, 2d AJC Epsom H., Gr 1, BTC Cup, Gr 1, 3d VRC Patinack Classic, Gr 1, MVRC Schweppes S., Gr 2, 4th VRC Emirates S., Gr 1, Gilgai S., Gr 2, STC Canterbury Classic, L.

**Kwassa Kwassa (g Distant Music (USA))** 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, $209,525, VRC Inglis Series 2YO H., 2d VRC Moomba P., L, Cromwell H.

Race Record: Winner at 1170m.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 living foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.

2007 Ontrust (g by Choisir). 3 wins 1400 to 1700m to 2013-14, 2d WATC Twitter.com Perthracing H., 3d WATC Tabobet.com.au H.

2008 Buck Fifty (c by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Unraced.

2009 Not served previous season.

2010 Tropical Force (f by Stratum). Placed at 2 & 3 to 2013-14, 2d ATC Vili's Pies 2YO P.

2011 Slipped by Northern Meteor.

2012 Queen Tara (f by Northern Meteor). Unraced.

2013 (f by Tickets). Died.

2014 Slipped by Tickets.

Served by TICKETS. Date of last service, 1 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row M 9
On Account of AURORA LODGE THOROUGHBREDS,
Cobbitty

Lot 782

CYCLONIC MISS
Bay mare
(Branded K nr sh. 8 1 off sh.)
Foaled 2001

(Sire) Star Watch Star Watch by Biscay Light of Peace
Light of Peace by Light Wind (Fr) Nijinsky
Dancing Show (USA) Nijinsky by Northern Dancer

(Dam) Vain Vain by Wilkes (Fr) Bright Finish
Top Post Top Post by Noholme High Polish
1986
High Polish Persian Link


1st Dam
TOP POLISH, by Top Post. 2 wins at 1004, 1250m, SAJC Woodville Hotel S., 4th SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L. Half-sister to ANGEL ON HIGH, High Glow (dam of SILVER GLADE). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners-

RED LABELLE (f by Blevic). 4 wins 1 at 2–1000 to 1404m, $231,660, VRC Red Roses S., L, SAJC Easystone 2YO H., Devaraja H., Schweppes H., 2d MRC Twilight Glory S., L, 3d VRC Gilgai S., Gr 3, MRC Boronia S., L, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 4th SAJC Dequetteville S., L. Dam of 2 winners-

STRAWBERRY FIELD (f Encosta de Lago) 3 wins 1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $247,300, VRC Maybe Mahal S., L, 2d AJC Keith Mackay H., L, Nivison H., L, 3d AJC Emancipation S., Gr 2, VRC Rose of Kingston S., Gr 2, 4th STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, Millie Fox S., Gr 3.

PELLIZOTTI (c Stratum) 2 wins at 2 at 1030, 1200m, BRC Dalrello P., L, 3d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, MRC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g), L.

Sciatica (g by Blevic). 8 wins 2 at 2–1000 to 1650m, $168,370, SAJC Better Loosen Up 2YO H., Lakes Resort Hotel 2YO H., Honda H., Grant Burge Wines H., 3d SAJC WH Wylie H., L, Balaklava Cup, L.

Narrung Gem (f by Mustin Lake (USA)). 4 wins 1500 to 1800m, SAJC Colgate Wines H., 3d SAJC Easystone 2YO H., Balaklava Cup, L.

Grandway Champ (c by Heart Lake (GB)). 3 wins at 1200, 1350m, BTC Triple M Party Queen 3YO H.

New Testament (c by Amen Brother (USA)). 2 wins at 1050, 1600m, 2d SAJC Blue and White H., Mannix Air H., 3d SAJC Easystone 2YO H.

South Terrace (f by Blevic). Started once. Dam of 2 winners-

Greenedge. 4 wins at 1200, 1450m to 2013-14, 3d MRC BMW H.

She’s Belleistic. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m to 2014-15.

Race Record: Placed.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2007 Yoyo (g by Bradbury’s Luck). 5 wins at 1000, 1100m, $123,764, to 2014 in Malaysia and Singapore, Singapore TC Class 4 H.-3 times, 2d Singapore TC Class 3 H., 3d Singapore TC Class 4 H.

2008 Missed to Untouchable.

2009 Hidden Doubt (g by Not a Single Doubt). Winner at 1600m.

2010 Daehan Ganggun (c by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Placed to 2015 in Korea.

2011 Lucky Motion (g by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Unraced.

2012 Checkers (c by Stratum). Unraced.

2013 (c by Lucky Owners (NZ)).

2014 (f by Excelebration (Ire)).

Served by ZOFFANY (IRE). Date of last service, 21 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row O 1,2,12,14,15
On Account of BYLONG PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Martindale

Lot 783
DAHLEAH
Bay mare
(Branded nr sh. 6/2 off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Name)
FLYING SPUR
Danehill (USA)........................................... by Northern Dancer
Razanya................................................. by His Majesty

(Dam)
Rolls (USA)............................................... Mr. Prospector
Grand Luxe............................................ by Sir Ivor

(Sire)
SODA WATCH
Star Watch............................................... Light of Peace
Soda Springs (NZ)................................. Zephyr Bay

1990

1st Dam
SODA WATCH, by Star Watch. Winner at 1610m. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

CAMENA (f by Snippets). 7 wins at 1100, 1200m, $633,560, AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2, VATC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr 2, 1100m-in track record time, STC Star Kingdom S., Gr 3, BTC AWA Mode H., World Premier Cast Recording H., QTC Functions & Catering Welter H., 2d AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, 3d VRC Salinger S., Gr 1, AJC Surround S., Gr 2, Emancipation S., Gr 2, 4th AJC Sapphire S., L. Dam of-

Warhead (c Viscount) Placed, 2d AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, Captain Cook H., 4th STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2. Sire.

JAI’S JUMP (g by Rory’s Jester). 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, $109,110, STC Darby Munro S., L, Boot Party H., 2d Ilawarra 2YO Classic, Gr 3.

Northwood Bisc (f by Geiger Counter (USA)). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m. Dam of-

Every Dream. Winner at 2 at 1250m, STC Loan Enquiry Centre 2YO H., 3d STC Cathay Pacific H. Dam of 2 winners-

Dream Empress. 4 wins at 1100, 1200m, to 2013-14, ATC Kokoda H.

Sassy Soda (f by Flying Spur). Placed at 3. Dam of 3 winners-

Hard Liquor. 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $193,220, to 2013-14, ATC Sharp H.

Cyrano. 6 wins 1300 to 1400m to 2013-14.

Glamena (f by Johannesburg (USA)). Unraced. Dam of-


Arcetri (f by Galileo (Ire)). Unraced. Dam of-

ARCETRI PINK (f Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)) 6 wins—2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $156,297, to 2014-15, Turffontein Ipi Tombe Challenge, Gr 2, Gauteng Fillies Guineas, Gr 2, Pretty Polly S., Gr 3, 2d Turffontein Empress Club S., Gr 1, 3d Greyville Garden Province S., Gr 1, Turffontein Magnolia H., Gr 3, 4th South African Fillies Classic, Gr 1, Greyville Golden Slipper, Gr 1, Turffontein Swallow S., L.

Race Record: Winner at 1500m.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2007 Oldfield (g by Galileo (Ire)). Unraced.

2008 Show Me the Rock (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 2 wins at 1200, 1300m to 2013-14.

2009 Missed to Tale of the Cat (USA).

2010 La Grande Fille (f by Pentire (GB)). 2 wins at 2000, 2200m to 2014-15.

2011 Driven (g by Charge Forward). Started once.


2013 Missed to Mossman.

2014 (c by Foxwedge).

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 8 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 784  **DAL DAL**  Brown mare  (Branded C nr sh. 40 7 off sh.)  Foaled 2007

(Sire)  Fairy King (USA) ...........  by Nearctic...............
ENCOSTA DE LAGO.....  Fairy Bridge ..............  by Bold Reason........
Shoal Creek...............  Star Way (GB) ..........  by Star Appeal .........

(Dam)  Rolls (USA) ..............  by Mr. Prospector ........
BLAB ..................................  Ahonoora (GB) ..........  by Lorenzaccio (Ire)......
1997  Don't Stop Talking ...........  Who Can Say (NZ) ........  by Sovereign Edition......

**ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993).** 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 mrs, 1050 wns, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 mrs, 528 wns, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philippi, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listennin'tome, Killua Castle, Prorisk, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam  **BLAB**, by Flying Spur. 5 wins—2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $206,200, MVRC Silver Jubilee S., L, Travis Harrison Cup, Apprentice Jockey Final H., 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, VRC Shamrock Travel H., L, 3d VRC Australian Cup Carnival S., L. Half-sister to **YAMMER**. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

**WILD AND PROUD** (g by Snowland). 3 wins at 1350, 1400m, $297,230, ATC Hobartville S., Gr 2, Mercure Koonindah Waters Golf & Spa Resort H., McGrath H., 3d ATC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, Bill Ritchie H., Gr 3, AJC Breeders’ P., L, ATC Canonbury S., L, Styletread.com.au P., McGrath Mitsubishi H.

**SPEAK FONDLY** (f by Northern Meteor). Winner at 2 at 1200m, $151,700, in 2014-15, ATC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 2d ATC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 2, 3d ATC Gimcrack S., L.

**Autumn Ember** (f by Don Eduardo (NZ)). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, AJC Milperra H., Heat of the Moment H.

Dal Dal (f by Encosta de Lago). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam  **DON’T STOP TALKING**, by Ahonoora (GB). Placed at 3. Half-sister to **BOUNDING AWAY** (dam of **IN A BOUND**), GLASTONBURY, True Champion. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

**YAMMER** (g Bellotto (USA)) 12 wins 1100 to 2400m, $536,353, SAJC Rain Lover P., Gr 3, VRC Auckland Racing Club H., L, Bendigo Cup, L, SCTC Anniversary Cup, L, 2d VRC Paris Lane S., L, Cranbourne Cup, L, 3d VRC Saab H., Gr 2, 4th VATC Sandown Classic, Gr 2.

**BLAB** (f Flying Spur) 5 wins. See above.

3rd Dam  **WHO CAN SAY (NZ)**, by Sovereign Edition (Ire). Winner at 2, SAJC Sires’ Produce S. Sister to Arouse (dam of **PITTI PALACE**), half-sister to **ZAHEDI, IRELAND, Leilavale, Planet Boy.** Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

**BOUNDING AWAY** (f Biscay) Champion Australasian 2YO in 1985-86. Aust. Horse of the Year. 9 wins—6 at 2–1000 to 2400m, $1,461,260, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Flight S., Gr 1.

**GLASTONBURY** (g Sir Tristram (Ire)) 6 wins 2023 to 3000m, $478,640, AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, Moonee Valley Gold Cup, Gr 2.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 1100m, STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., 3d STC Theraces.com.au 2YO H., AJC Moore Park H., ATC One Club H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2013 (c by Statue of Liberty (USA)).
2014 (c by Swift Alliance).

Served by **SWIFT ALLIANCE**. Date of last service, 2 December 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 785

DANAUPAIR (NZ)
Bay mare
(Branded WS nr sh. 56 8 off sh.)
Foaled 1998

(Sire)
Danehill (USA) .................................
Razyma ...........................................
Princess Tracy (Ire) ..........................

(Dam)
CAUGHT KANUDLING
1994
Pre Empt ...........................


1st Dam
CAUGHT KANUDLING, by Grosvenor. Started twice. Half-sister to GOVERNOR'S BAY, HEAVENLY VIEW, ZEMINDAR. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 5 winners-
Double Luck (g by O'Reilly). 5 wins at 1000, 1200m, $679,893, Hong Kong Squash 50th Anniversary Cup, HKJC D'Aguilar Peak H., Sha Tin Heights H. Worth Every Cent (f by Centaire). 3 wins at 1200, 2100m, Avondale JC Waimauku Landscape Supplies H., 2d AuRC NB Holland Medal H. Fondie (f by O'Reilly). Winner at 1800m in NZ. Dam of 5 winners-
MITRAAD (c Northern Meteor) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m to 2014-15, Turffontein Secretariat S., L.
COMBAT KITTY (f General Nediym) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1400m, $445,380, VRC Lexus Hybrid P., L, 2d GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic, RL, ATC Brian Crowley S., L, Ashcroft H.

2nd Dam
PRE EMPT, by Battle-Waggon (GB). 2 wins at 1400, 2030m in NZ. Sister to Real Happy (dam of WHISTLING). Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
GOVERNOR'S BAY (c Zephyr Bay) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, Waikato Guineas, Gr 3, 2d New Zealand Two Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Sire.
ZEMINDAR (c Zephyr Bay) 8 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 2100m, WATC Belmont Park Cup, L, Fairetha S., L, 4th Pinjarra Guineas, L, Sire.
HEAVENLY VIEW (f Zephyr Bay) 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $170,335, VATC Richard Ellis S., L, Manawatu RC Juvenile S., L, 2d VRC Gadsden S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Placed. Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 5 winners. 2003 Dragonisi (g by Second Empire (Ire)). 7 wins 1000 to 1210m. 2004 Otto's Delight (g by Delago Brom). 9 wins 970 to 1810m. 2005 Missed to Delago Brom. 2006 DANAUPAIR STARLET (f by Delago Brom). 3 wins 1400 to 2400m, $140,036, SAJC South Australia Fillies Classic, Gr 3, 2d MRC Begonia Belle 2YO H., 3d Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, TRC Strutt S., L. 2007 Promise Act (f by Delago Brom). 3 wins 1200 to 1600m. 2008 Rain Storm (f by Delago Brom). 2 wins at 1400, 1650m to 2013-14, 2d TRC Garth Cobern H., Cooper Automotive H. 2009 Danaulad (g by Delago Brom). Unplaced. 2010 Beautiful Meg (f by Delago Brom). Unplaced. 2011 (c by Delago Brom). 2012 (c by High Chaparral (Ire)). 2013 (c by High Chaparral (Ire)). 2014 (c by So You Think (NZ)).

Served by CAMELOT (GB). Date of last service, 16 November 2014. Believed to be in foal.
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row O 1
On Account of OXLEY ISLAND THOROUGHBREDS,
Oxley Island

Lot 786 (With 30% GST)  **DANESIRI**
Bay or Brown mare  (Branded \( \frac{1}{8} \) nr sh. \( \frac{7}{8} \) off sh.)  Foaled 2008

**(Sire)**
HOME ON THE GRANGE  Danehill (USA) .......................... Danzig .......................... by Northern Dancer ........
Emporium (GB).......................... Easy Goer ......................... by Alydar..................................

**(Dam)**
LEA TONDE ................. Filante (NZ).......................... Star Way (GB) .................. by Star Appeal ..................
2002  Destiny.......................... Bureaucracy (NZ) .......... by Lord Ballina ..................

**HOME ON THE GRANGE (AUS) (1999).** 3 wins from 1200m to 1500m. Out of a sister to SW Fiji. Sire of 45 rnrs, 23 wnrs, inc. SW Danesiri (ATC Guy Walter S., Gr.3) and of Island Dane, Lester’s Home, Get on the Grange, Scotty be Gotti, Lotsa Lobban, Rodeo Playboy, Curley Mac, Deb’s Home, Queen of Thegrange, Gift Box, Uphill Battle, Baby Pig, Carrot, Come Home Michael, Arthurian Legend, My Piggy, Home on the River, Homenow, Oh I Know, Lady Lobban, etc.

1st Dam
LEA TONDE, by Filante (NZ). Unraced. Half-sister to Ajeeb. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, **both winners**, inc:-
DANESIRI (f by Home on the Grange). **7 wins**. See below.
Get on the Grange (g by Home on the Grange). **5 wins** 1450 to 1800m to 2013-14, 3d Ballina Cup.

2nd Dam
DESTINY, by Bureaucracy (NZ). Unraced. Sister to Jade Tiara (dam of SILENT WITNESS, SISTER MADLY). Dam of 9 foals, 4 to race, **3 winners**, inc:-
Ajeeb (c Al Maher) **4 wins** 1209 to 1500m, $153,140, MRC Cadell Food Service H., KS Environmental H., 2d MRC PB Lawrence S., Gr 2.
Beyonce Belle. **Winner** at 1400m, 3d AJC James White H.
Cheatin’ Charlie. **5 wins** 1300 to 1600m to 2014-15.

3rd Dam
JADE-AMANDA (NZ), by Grosvenor. **Winner** at 1350m, BATC Queensland Breeders H., 2d QTC Birdwood H. Half-sister to Off Side. Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, **4 winners**, inc:-
Jade Tiara. **4 wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, VATC Campbells Cash & Carry H., MVRC Snap 2YO H., 4th VATC Quezette S., L. Dam of 7 winners-
SILENT WITNESS (g El Moxie (USA)) **Horse of the Year in Hong Kong in 2003-04 & 2005-06. Champion Sprinter in Hong Kong in 2003-04 & 2005-06. 18 wins** 1000 to 1400m, $9,819,877, Hong Kong Sprint, Gr 1-twice, HKJC Bauhinia Sprint Trophy, HK-1-twice, Centenary Sprint Cup, HK-1-twice, Chairman’s Sprint Prize, HK-1-twice, Nakayama Sprinters S., Jpn-1, 2d Cathay Pacific Hong Kong Sprint, Gr 1.
SISTER MADLY (f Redoute’s Choice) **4 wins** at 1200m, $680,180, VRC Seppelt Salinger S., Gr 2, ATC Southern Cross S., Gr 3, MRC How Now S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, MRC Tristarc S., Gr 2.
Very Fit (g Woodman (USA)) **5 wins** at 1600, 1800m, $522,818, HKJC Cheung Chau H., 3d Mercedes-Benz Hong Kong Derby Trial, HK-2.
Empress Jade. **2 wins** at 1550, 1850m, STC Nivea Visage H. Dam of 2 winners-
EMPERESS ROCK (f Fastnet Rock) **3 wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $363,600, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2, Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2, ATC Resimac 2YO H., 2d MVRC Typhoon Tracy S., L.
Nicole. **2 wins** at 1200, 1500m, STC Toyota Motor Corporation H. Dam of 4 winners-
Hallside Rose (f Exceedingly Good) **2 wins** at 2 at 1200m, STC RCQ Bruce McLachlan 2YO Classic, 2d BRC Lancaster S., L.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. **7 wins** 1000 to 1700m, $270,260, to 2014-15, ATC Guy Walter S., Gr 3, 2d ATC Triscay S., Gr 3, Qld Tatt’s RC Tattersall’s Members’ Cup, L, 3d ATC Aspiration H., Gr 3, Angst S., Gr 3.

Has not been to stud
Lot 787 (With 88% GST)  

**DANISH MAGIC**

Chestnut mare  
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 15 0 off sh.)  
Foaled 2000

(Sire)  
Danehill (USA)  
Danzig .................... by Northern Dancer .........  
Razayana .................. by His Majesty ...............

DANEWIN ..................  
Cotehele House (GB)  
My Swanee ............... by Petition ............................  
Eight Carat .............. by Pieces of Eight  

(Dam)  
BELLE DESIRE .............  
Kenmare (Fr) ......................  
Belle of Ireland .......... by Milesian .......................  
Vain ........................ by Wilkes (Fr) ..................  
Lorne ........................ by Minor Portion (Ire) .......  

BELLE DESIRE, by Kenmare (Fr).  
2 wins –1 at 2 –at 1100m, WATC Cable Beach H., 2d WATC San Toy H., 3d WATC Azalia H., Budget 4 Wheel Drive H. Half-sister to LADY PURPOSE, Nawadder (dam of OASIS BLOOM, UNDERESTIMATION). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

HADAAL (g by Danewin). 15 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1800m, $750,233, STC Civic S., L, AJC Hayai Welter H., Tallumal Welter H., MVRC CFMU FFTS. H., STC Tharaces.com.au Welter H., Parramatta Leagues 2YO H., 2d STC Sky High S., L, 3d BRC Lord Mayor's Cup, Gr 3, STC Premier's Cup, L.

Danish Magic (f by Danewin). 2 wins. See below.

Savedbythebell (g by Secret Savings (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, 2d BTC Golden S., L, Universal McCann H.

White Fire (f by Danewin). Winner at 1000m, 2d SAJC Boulevard H. Dam of:

North Beach (g Footstepsinthesand (GB)) 5 wins 906 to 1050m, $162,160, SAJC Evright.com H., Clean SA H., 3d Oakbank S., L.

2nd Dam  
PURPOSE, by Vain. 8 wins–5 at 2–900 to 1200m, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, STC Reisling Slipper Trial S., Gr 3, Sweet Embrace S., L. Three-quarter-sister to Summer Retreat, half-sister to HEMISPHERE, Glory Days (dam of COCKADE). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

LADY PURPOSE (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 2 wins–1 at 2–1200, 2000m, $124,100, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, VATC Norman Robinson S., L.

Nawadder (f Marscy) 3 wins 1400 to 1600m, $100,945, VATC Cadbury's Time Out H., 2d VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2. Dam of 6 winners-

OASIS BLOOM (f Al Maher) 2 wins at 1600, 1700m, $326,900, MVRC WH Stocks S., Gr 2, 2d MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2.

UNDERESTIMATION (g Al Samer) 4 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1410m, $263,935, to 2013-14, VRC Anzac Day S., L, MVRC St Albans S., L.

Doojah (f Danewin) 3 wins at 1100, 1200m, 2d AJC PJ Bell H., L. Producer.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 2 wins at 2 at 1200, 1300m, $673,890, AJC Heroic 2YO Championship S., STC Wests Ashfield 2YO H., 2d AJC All Saints Boys Golden Jubilee P., City Tatt's RC Chairman's 2YO P, 3d AJC Widden S., L, Keith Mackay H., L, Sydney City Lexus H., STC Michael Hansell Signs H.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.

2009 Magic of Love (f by Lion Heart (USA)). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2014-15. 2010 Elder Wand (c by Sebring). Started 3 times.

2011 Not served previous season.

2012 Danish Express (f by Duporth). Unraced.

2013 (f by Duporth).

2014 (c by Duporth). Destroyed.

Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 15 November 2014.  
Not in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Rows B 7-12 & G 1,2
On Account of HOLBROOK THOROUGHBREDS, Scone
(As Agent)

Lot 788

DARK AMBER
Bay mare
(Branded R nr sh. 68 off sh.) Foaled 1997

(Sire)
Biscay.................. Star Kingdom (Ire).......... by Stardust ............
Marscay................. Magic Symbol.............. by Makapura (GB) ....
Heart of Market (USA).... To Market................... by Market Wise........

(Dam)
Strom Bird................ Northern Dancer .......... by Nearctic ...........
Best Dastilles (USA) ...... South Ocean............... by New Providence.....
1987
Paris Breeze.............. Majestic Prince .......... by Raise a Native....


1st Dam
Best Dastilles (USA), by Storm Bird. Unraced. Half-sister to well
Decorated, VICTORIOUS. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Western Scout (c by Gone West). 14 wins 4½f to 6½f, $217,730, Golden
Gate Doonesbury H., L.
Glossy (f by Centaine). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1000m, SAJC Adelaide Hilton H.,
WATC Hideyoshi H., HW Campbell H., 2d SAJC Booze Bros H. Dam of-
Grand Cavaliere (g Flying Spur) 5 wins–1 at 2–to 1300m, $137,085, WATC Ngawyni S., L, Genting Palace H., 3d WATC Lindsay
Rosenthal S., L, 4th WATC Roma Cup, Gr 3, Fair etha S., L.
Jay's Girl (f by Star Way (GB)). Winner at 1000m. Dam of-
Di's Angel (f Racer's Edge) 4 wins–1 at 2–to 165 to 1600m, $178,732,
Tasmanian Guineas, L, TRC Cadbury Dairy Milk H., TTC Sue's of
Invermay H., 2d TRC Hobart Cup, Gr 3, Cascade Classic, L.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 11 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners.
2001 Dark Review (f by Second Empire (Ire)). 2 wins at 1400m, WATC Special
Harmony H., 2d WATC Premium Range H., Even Row H. Dam of-
Churchill Dancer (g Churchill Downs) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m,
$442,280, to 2014-15, VRC Smithfield H., VOBIS Gold Ingot 2YO
S., Fiesta Star H., 3d MRC Catanch's Jewellers S., L.
2002 Hot Amber (f by Scenic (Ire)). Started twice.
2003 Radiant Amber (g by Second Empire (Ire)). 2 wins at 1190, 1300m, 2d
WATC WB (Bill) Colgan Memorial H.
2004 Cohort (g by Scenic (Ire)). 9 wins 1400 to 2200m, $419,930, WATC
Belmont Classic, L, Belmont Guineas, L, Dayana P.
2005 Amber Dream (f by Orientate (USA)). 3 wins 1100 to 1420m, 2d WATC
Westspeed 3YO H., Racingjobs.com.au H.
2006 Missed to Red Ransom (USA).
2007 Lavender Lane (f by Red Ransom (USA)). Unraced.
2008 Dark Miss (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, WATC
Imagesource Large Format H., 2d WATC Burgess Queen S., L, 4th
WATC Champion Fillies S., Gr 3, Matchmaker Classic, L.
2009 Dark Attack (f by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). Unplaced.
2010 Red Amber (f by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). 3 wins 1400 to 2000m,
$104,900, to 2014-15, WATC Westspeed Stayers' Bonus H., Tabtouch
Your Industry Your Tab H., 2d WATC Natasha S., L.
2011 Regal Gossip (f by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). Started once.
2012 Dark Love (f by More Than Ready (USA)). Unraced.
2013 (c by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)).
2014 (f by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)).

Not served
Lot 789

DARK STAR

Black mare (Bred nr sh. Tri off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire) Sadler's Wells Northern Dancer ........... by Nearctic............... 
Fairy Bridge .............. by Bold Reason........ 
Idyllic .................. Foolish Pleasure ............ by What a Pleasure........

(Dam) Rambunctious ............... by Rasper........................ 
Rollicking................ Martinetta.................. by Martins Rullah............ 
Salem Savior ............... Salem ........................ by Cyane............... 


1st Dam

DARK TZARINA (USA), by Rollicking. 7 wins 5f to 6f, $133,863, Laurel State of Maryland Distaff H., L. Three-quarter-sister to ROLLODKA, Chattin (dam of GIN TALKING). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

MOBILE LINK (g by Is it True (USA)). 9 wins 1100 to 1400m, $128,480 in Aust and Mauritius, WATC Sir Ernest Lee Steere Classic S., Gr 3, Placid Ark S., L, Raconteur S., L, Belmont Newmarket H., L, 3d WATC Beaufine S., L, 4th WATC Farnley S., L, Colonel Reeves S., L.

PAPILLION (c by Old Spice). 5 wins at 1200m, $144,280, WATC Roma Cup, Gr 3, HG Bolton Sprint H., L, Medicine Kid H., G Moore H., Powerade H., 2d WATC Belmont Sprint H., Gr 3, 3d WATC Lee Steere S., Gr 2.

SOCIETY MISS (f by Old Spice). 4 wins 1400 to 1500m, WATC Sheila Gwynne S., L, Winter Championship Heat Four H., 2d WATC RJ Peters S., Gr 3, 3d WATC Champion Fillies S., L, Rubbon Sprint H., L. Producer.

2nd Dam

SALEM SAVIOR, by Salem. 6 wins in U.S.A. Half-sister to SHORTLEY, Breathless Wind, Vodka Talking (dam of ROLLODKA), Whimsical Wind (dam of HALLEY'S WIND), Countess Shorwind (dam of ALGAR), Short Encounter (dam of ROMANO GUCCI). Dam of 4 foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

DARK TZARINA (f Rollicking) 7 wins. See above.

3rd Dam

SHORT WINDED, by Harvest Singing. 9 wins in U.S.A. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

SHORTLEY (f Hagley) 9 wins, Aqueduct First Flight H., Gr 3. Grandam of HENNY HUGHES (c Hennessy) 6 wins–3 at 2–5f to 7f, $1,124,820, Saratoga King's Bishop S., Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: Started once.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners.

2007 Green Eggs and Ham (f by Danzero). Winner at 1432m.
2008 Full of Surprises (f by Bel Esprit). Placed.
2009 Satan's Dancer (f by Dylan Thomas (Ire)). 4 wins 1530 to 1820m to 2014-15, WATC WA Farmers Federation H., Qantas Fifo H., 2d WATC Damnar Homes H., Tabtouch Supporting WA Racing H.
2010 Hey Mariane (f by Stratum). Winner at 1300m in 2013-14, 4th VRC Anzac Day S., L.
2011 Villoresi (g by Testa Rossa), Unraced.
2012 Solar Shadow (f by Dane Shadow), Unraced.
2013 (f by Duporth).
2014 Missed to Star Witness.

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 22 September 2014. Believed to be in foal.
Lot 790

DAWN SUN (USA)

Brown mare  (Branded \( \square \) nr sh. 28 \( \square \) off sh.)  

Foaled 2003

(Sire)  
Mr. Prospector  
Gone West  

(Dam)  
Nureyev  
England’s Rose

Race Record:  Placed.

Produce Record:  Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race.

2008 Slipped by Tiger Hill (Ire).
2010 (f by Authorized (Ire)).
2012 Rimutaka (g by Champions Gallery (GB)). Unraced.
2013 (f by Hard Spun (USA)).
2014 (f by Astronomer Royal (USA)).

Served by SHAMUS AWARD. Date of last service, 15 November 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 791

DAZZERDAME

Bay mare
(Branded 11
0 off sh.)
Foaled 2000

(Sire)
Danehill (USA)...............Danzig................................by Northern Dancer........
Razynya................................by His Majesty.....................

(Dam)
Confidentially...............Kaoru Star................................by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
Idesa (NZ)........................by Idometoc (GB)..............

LOGOGAL

1987

Vain................................Wilkes (Fr)..............................by Court Martial..........
Star Life (GB)......................Elated................................by Orgoglio (GB)..........

1st Dam
LOGOGAL, by Vain. 8 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $135,660, AJC Heart of St
Vincents Project H., Ballantines Scotch Whiskey H., Reveille H., STC Aintree
Series H., Castrol Oil Specialist H., AJC Peter Lawson H., Cecal H., 3d STC
Hamilton Island H. Dam of 11 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

ELLENDALE (f by Marscay). 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, WATC Champion
Fillies S., Gr 3, Rose of Summer Series H., Karri H., 2d WATC Rose of
Summer Series Final H., 4th WATC JC Roberts S., Gr 3. Grandam of-
Touch Win - Dining World (H.K.). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, $203,357, BOP

Padre Pio. 9 wins 1000 to 1115m to 2013-14.

(MIGHTY) MACARNO (g by Marscay). 10 wins 1150 to 3000m, $139,540,
SAJC OJ Smith Challenge S., L, Parvo H., Blue and White H., RAA Bay H.,
STC NSW Racing Industry H., 2d SAJC Go Racing Syndicate P.

Logo Lad (c by Kala Dancer (GB)). 2 wins at 1550, 1850m, 2d AJC Adam
Lindsay Gordon H., 3d STC Ranvet H.

Cats Galore (f by Catbird). Winner at 1400m.

Danapache (c by Danzero). Winner at 1000m.

Playact (f by Filante (NZ)). Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

Fatlamp. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m.

Milly de Vain. 2 wins at 1400, 1425m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

STAR LIFE (GB), by Star Appeal. Winner at 9¼f in Great Britain. Half-sister to

AREOLA (dam of CHALON, EXECUTIVE PERK, ELEGANCE IN DESIGN),
Sierra (dam of ELDORADO). Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-

Logogal. 8 wins. See above.

Race Record: Winner at 1280m.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners.

2005 Uncompromising (g by King’s Best (USA)). Started once.

2006 Villiers (g by Reset). 2 wins at 1350, 1400m, 2d AJC Heckenberg H.
2007 Not served previous season.

2008 (f by Reset). Died.

2009 Street Savvy (g by Street Sense (USA)). 2 wins at 1500, 1600m in 2013-
14, ATC Royal Randwick H., 3d MRC BMW H.


2011 Missed to Bernardini (USA).

2012 Nutcracker (f by Denman). Unraced.

2013 (f by Street Sense (USA)).

With a Bay colt foal at foot by DENMAN, foaled 19 October 2014.

Served by ALBRECHT. Date of last service, 11 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Rows K 11-14 & L 6-14
On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 792

DE KAAP VALLEY

Chestnut mare
(Branded \( J \) nr sh. \( \frac{32}{8} \) off sh.)

Foaled 2008

(Sire)
Nediyym (Ire)................... by Northern Dancer........
Shareef Dancer ................ by Right Royal................
Nilmeen........................ by Without Fear (Fr)........
Military Belle............... by Baldric ....................
Reticella (NZ).............. by In the Purple (Fr).....

(Dam)
Barberton..................... by Danehill (USA)........
Flying Spur .................. by Mr. Prospector........
2000
Gwalla........................ by Mr. Prospector........


1st Dam
Barberton, by Flying Spur. 5 wins 1300 to 1600m, $230,950, STC Kalymnos H., Hawkesbury RC Woodlands Crown, AJC Semaphore H., STC Berjani Jewellers H., Merrylands RSL H., 2d STC Zodiac Clearwater H., Moraltis Fresh Packaging 2YO H., AJC Liverpool Leader H., 3d STC AOG 2YO Fillies H., Winning Edge Presentations H. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

General PEEKAY (g by General Nediyym). 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $270,750, to 2013-14, SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L, HC Nitschke S., L, VRC All Victorian Sprint Series Heat H., MRC Robert Taranto H., 3d SAJC RA Lee S., Gr 3, 4th SAJC DC McKay S., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L.

De Kaap Valley (f by General Nediyym). Winner. See below.
Lady Frere (f by Johannesburg (USA)). Winner at 1375m.

2nd Dam
Gwalla, by Geiger Counter (USA). Winner at 1100m, 3d AJC Eschol Park H. Half-sister to Balmoral Beau. Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Flamenco Miss. 6 wins 1008 to 1600m in Aust and Philippines, 2d MRC Goleen H.

3rd Dam
Balmoral Gold, by Francis Bacon (Ire). 4 wins-2 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, WATC Bynsaab H., Windsor Nissan H., Brooklyn Graduation S., Florrie Graduation S. Half-sister to Royal Balladeer. Dam of 10 foals, all winners, inc:-

Balmoral Beau (c Don't Say Halo (USA)) 9 wins 1100 to 1619m, $173,555, VRC Winter Championship H., L, AFL Life Members’ H., Four’n Twenty H., SAJC Cabochon H., Mia Personal Care H., 3d VATC Victoria H., Gr 3, SAJC Lord Mayor’s Mile H., L, 4th SAJC Balcrest S., L.

Beau Curra. 6 wins 1050 to 1450m, $106,095, SAJC Channel 9 Racing SA H., 4th SAJC Robert A Lee S., L, Oakbank RC Clipsls S., L.

Lin o’ Dee. 4 wins at 1000m, VRC Champagne Bar H. Dam of 5 winners-

The Big Gee (g Strategic) 9 wins 1000 to 1400m, $336,867, SAJC Club Financial Services H., Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., Michael Enright H., Win a Trip to Ireland P., Singapore TC Kranji B S., Class 2 H., Kranji C S.-twice, 3d Singapore TC EW Barker Trophy, Sgp-2.

Go Lizzy (f Statue of Liberty (USA)) Winner at 1400m, 3d SAJC Oaklands P., L.

Race Record: Winner at 1400m.

Produce Record:
2013 (f by Nicconi). Died.
2014 Missed to Tickets.

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 14 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row H 1-11
On Account of KITCHWIN HILLS, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 793

DEE LILLY
Brown mare (Branded 39 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Danheld (USA) .................. by Northern Dancer ....
DANE SHADOW ............... Razyana................................ by His Majesty ........
(Slight Chance (NZ)) ............ Centaine........................... by Century ..............
(Dam) ... Lady Aloof .................... by Sir Godfrey (Fr) ....
LILINDEEANA................. Norhern Dancer ........ by Nearctic ..............
................. Night Shift (USA) ........ ciboulette ................... by Chop Chop ...........
................. Miss Marscay................ by Biscay ..........
1997 .......... Fancy Miss (NZ) ............ by Sir Tristram (Ire) .......

DANE SHADOW (AUS) (2001). Winner at 1400m, NSW Tatt's RC Ming Dynasty H., Gr.3. Sire of 359 rmrs, 221 wnrs, inc. SW Red Tracer (Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Tiara, Gr.1), Shellycrape, Hurtle Myrtle, Shadows in the Sun, Turnitup, One Bar, Fill the Page, SP Harrier Jet, Pharamac, Danish Spy, Shadow Assassin, Boomerang Deluxe, Silhouette Noire, Tikitour - The Sylph (H.K.), Kurtley, etc. Sire of the dams of Security Choice, Stick With Me, etc.

1st Dam
LILINDEEANA, by Night Shift (USA). 3 wins at 1900, 2200m, AJC Adam Lindsay Gordon H., STC Members Reserved Seating H., Transuper H., 2d STC Tooheys New Night Racing H., 3d VRC Ken Cox H., AJC Business Person of the Year H. Dam of 6 foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
I Like the Boy (g by Dane Shadow). Winner at 1600m.

2nd Dam
MISS MARSCAY, by Marscay. Placed at 3. Sister to MISS MARGARET (dam of CONTENT - AMBITIOUS LEADER (H.K.), CELEBRITY MISS), half-sister to Starret (dam of DANCES ON STARS), Legal Consent (dam of DREAMAWAY, NEW SPICE). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-
Polygogonal. Winner at 1900m, STC Rosemount Estate H. Dam of 2 winners-
Gogocanny. 4 wins – 1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $146,685, SAJC Gliderol Garage Doors H., AV Jennings 2YO H., Balfours H., 2d AJC Inglis 2YO Classic.

3rd Dam
FANCY MISS (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 5 wins to 1600m, Manawatu Challenge S., L. Three-quarter-sister to CHIMING KNIGHT, half-sister to BELLOTA (dam of ROCKET RACER, STARGAN), CAVALLO, Right On (dam of LORD REIMS, INCONSTANT POLICY). Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
MISS MARGARET (f Marscay) 7 wins – 2 at 2–1000 to 2500m, $587,210, VRC Chrysler S., Gr 1. Dam of 7 winners-
CONFRONT - AMBITIOUS LEADER (H.K.) (g Bluebird (USA)) 7 wins – 4 at 2–
1200, 1650m, in Aust and Hong Kong, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 2.
CELEBRITY MISS (f More Than Ready (USA)) 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, $259,025, to 2013-14, WATC HG Bolton Sprint H., L.
Starnet. 2 wins at 1000, 1600m, VATC Goldenway H. Dam of 6 winners-
DANCES ON STARS (g Snitzel) 4 wins – 1 at 2–1100 to 1350m, $516,300, to
2013-14, ATC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, 2d BRC Queensland Guineas, Gr 2.
Volcanic Star (c Fuji Kiseki (JPN)) 2 wins, 2d Queensland Derby, Gr 1.
Legal Consent. Placed at 3, 2d WATC Portini H. Dam of 4 winners-
DREAMAWAY (f More Than Ready (USA)) 6 wins 1203 to 2400m,
$804,100, Western Australian Derby, Gr 1.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, 2d AJC Bonnyrigg H., Little Bay H., 3d
AJC Canley Vale H., Panasonic Specialists Air Network H., STC
Theraces.com.au H., Hyland Race Colours H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 living foals.
2012 (f by Snapy Halo (ARG)).
2013 (c by Moshe). Destroyed.
2014 (f by Duporth).

Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 26 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 794

DEMOCRAT QUEEN
Bay or Brown filly  (Branded [B] nr sh.  29 [1] off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Encosta de Lago ............. Fairy King (USA)............. by Northern Dancer ..........
MANHATTAN RAIN .......
Shantha's Choice ............. Canny Lad ..................... by Bletchingly .............
Dancing Show (USA)............ by Nijinsky .....................

(Dam) King's Best (USA)............. Kingmambo..................... by Mr. Prospector ...........
ZODIAC QUEEN ............. Allegretta ..................... by Lombard .....................
2004 Euclase ..................... by Century .....................

MANHATTAN RAIN (AUS) (2006). 2 wins at 2, AJC Sires Produce S., Gr.1. Sire of 61 rnrs, 27 wnrs, inc. SW Moonovermanhattan (MVRC Dilmah Vase, Gr.2), Crafty, SP Manhattan Avenue, Manhattan Blues, Chengdu, Light Up Manhattan and of Diva Danny, Ondina, Wild Rain, Bergdorf, First Rain, Master of Money, Music Man, Platinum Dragon, Cloudburst, Democrat Queen, Downtown Manhattan, Manapine, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YO's.

1st Dam


2nd Dam

STAR HIT, by Euclase. 6 wins–1 at 2–to 1000, 1050m, $119,625, SAJC WH Wylie H., L, Nautilus Estate H., Boulevard H., Newcreo Fencing H., Gilded Time Flying H., 3d SAJC Spring S., Gr 3–twice, Dermody S., Gr 3, 4th SAJC WH Wylie H., L. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 5 winners- Zodiac Queen (f King’s Best (USA)) 6 wins. See above.


3rd Dam

CORONA, by Northern Adventure (USA). Winner at 1200m. Half-sister to Fava. Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

STAR HIT (f Euclase) 6 wins. See above.

Gundooee Hit. 4 wins 1000 to 1700m, 2d SAJC Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., HMAS Warramunga H., Hop Skip & Dump H., 3d SAJC Pewsey Vale H. Angelaq. Unplaced. Dam of-

Red Magnet. 3 wins 1000 to 1100m in 2013-14, SAJC Toll Express H., Express Colour Printing H., 2d SAJC Adelaide Casino 2YO H.

4th Dam

STAR FOR US, by Millionaire (Ire). 5 wins at 1200, 1400m, SAJC Zambari H., Lisa Martin H., Coral Sea H., Adelaide Casino H. Half-sister to STAARON, Scenic Belle. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Fava (g Staaraq) 6 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $141,190, SAJC Ultimate Racing Photographers H., PMP Print 2YO H., 2d SAJC Zacheline 2YO H., High Lane Farm H., Distinctive Homes H., 3d SAJC Fulham Park P., L.

Race Record: Winner at 1600m in 2014-15. Has not been to stud
Lot 795

DIAMOND MASQUE (NZ)

Chestnut mare
(Branded BM nr sh. 63/2 off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire) Night Shift (USA) ............... by Nearctic .................
ALIGN .........................................
Super Trend ................. by Chop Chop .................

(Dam) DIAMOND SNIP .........
1991

I Like Diamonds ............... by Dignitas (USA) ............


1st Dam DIAMOND SNIP, by Snippets. Unraced. Half-sister to Potent (dam of CHICKALOO, TARCOOLA DIAMOND). Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-

COUP ALIGN (g by Align). 14 wins 1000 to 1355m, $451,814, CJC Stewards S., Gr 3-twice, Pegasus S., L, Otago RC Eclipse S., L, Gore Guineas, L, CJC PGG Wrightson Seeds H., Singapore TC Open H., CJC Perfect Packaging H., Lamb & Hayward H., Cranbourne TC Apache Cat Classic, 3d WRC Telegraph H., Gr 1, 4th Waikato Draught Sprint, Gr 1, CJC Pegasus S., L.

Kashcrop (f by Kashani (USA)) 3 wins at 1000, 1050m, $114,350, SAJC Cheney Dutto Volvo H., VATC Whisked H., 3d VRC Moomba P., L, Dam of- Project Compassion. 5 wins 1280 to 1400m, $117,345, to 2013-14, ATC Big Brown First Crop H., 2d ATC Senior Newspaper H.

Cheap Thrills. 4 wins 1100 to 1300m, $191,830, ATC Fitzpatrick & Partners H. Beachcomber. 12 wins 800 to 1200m to 2013-14.

Subtle Difference (f by Senor Pete (USA)). Placed at 2 & 3, 3d CJC Welcome S., L, Flair 2YO S., Debut Juvenile S., 4th Otago RC Champagne S., L, Dam of- Brujita. 4 wins 3 at 2–1000 to 1100m, $111,100, BTC Albert & Logan News H.

Diamond Lady (f by Senor Pete (USA)). Unplaced. Dam of 5 winners- Huka Falls (g Align) 13 wins 1000 to 1200m, $683,514, to 2015, Singapore TC Kranji A S.-twice, Open H.-3 times, 2d Singapore TC Woodlands H., Sgp-3, 3d Singapore TC Garden City Trophy, Sgp-3. Diamond Jules. 8 wins 1 at 2–1000 to 1200m, 3d CJC New Zealand Bloodstock 2YO S., Otago RC Speight's 2YO H., Southland RC Speight's H.

Viscaya - Luminous Dragon (Sing.). 4 wins 1 at 2–1000 to 1150m, $129,262 in NZ and Singapore, Singapore TC TD Securities Cup H.

Race Record: 3 wins–2 at 2–1300 to 1440m, $100,100, VRC Cleandomain H., Better Draw 2YO H., MRC Cyril Beechey 2YO H., 3d MRC Springvale 2YO P., St Covet H., MVRC Winning Edge Presentations Cup, 4th MRC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3, VRC Desirable H., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 living foals, 3 to race, 1 winner. 2008 Stratigraphy (g by Stratum). 7 wins 1170 to 1590m, $236,493, to 2014-15, MRC Le Pine Funerals H., MVRC Drake International H., Wodonga Gold Cup, 2d MRC East Malvern Community Bank H., Patinack Farm H.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 living foals, 3 to race, 1 winner. 2008 Stratigraphy (g by Stratum). 7 wins 1170 to 1590m, $236,493, to 2014-15, MRC Le Pine Funerals H., MVRC Drake International H., Wodonga Gold Cup, 2d MRC East Malvern Community Bank H., Patinack Farm H.


Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 16 November 2014. Believed to be in foal
DIAMONDI
Bay mare (Branded MM nr sh. 2/6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Rahy ................................. Blushing Groom........................ by Red God........................
Glorious Song........................... by Halo.................................
Nijinsky................................. by Northern Dancer........
Kamar................................. by Key to the Mint........

(Dam) Marscay ........................... Biscay................................. by Star Kingdom (Ire)....
Heart of Market (USA).............. by To Market....................
Khairpour (Ire)........................ by Arctic Tern....................
Thornton Lady........................ by Sound Reason (Can)......


1st Dam GREYKOO, by Marscay. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, AJC Flag International H., STC Pacific Rim Race Day 2YO H. Half-sister to Betrille (dam of TURBAN). Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Geronimo Meadow (g by Esperero (USA)). 4 wins 1100 to 1500m, $357,651 in Aust and Macau, 2d Macau Guineas, L, Macau Derby, L.
Lady Marilyn (f by Xaar (GB)). 2 wins at 1000m, MRC Danzero P. Producer. Crushed Ice (c by Barryshnikov). 9 wins–1 at 2–to 1600m, 2d QTC Scomeld H. Speedy Clouds (f by Perugino (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1100m in Malaysia. Island Heart (f by Hennessy (USA)). 2 wins at 1200m. Startle (f by Flying Spur). Winner at 2 at 1100m. Dam of 4 winners-
ASTOUNDED (f Encosta de Lago) 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, QTC Sir Douglas Wadley H., L, AJC Ash 2YO H., 3d AJC San Domenico S., Gr 3, 4th AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3.

2nd Dam GREY FILLE (NZ), by Khairpour (Ire). 4 wins at 2 1000 to 1400m, $113,350, VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ P., Gr 2, QTC Love Bandit H., L, 3d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3, Reginald Allen H., L, NSW Tatt’s RC Furious S., L, 4th MVRC Crown Lager S.H., L. Dam of 12 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Betrille (f Don’t Say Halo (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1600m, $159,095, AJC Festival of Sydney Flying Welter H., Illawarra TC Eliza Park Classic, AJC Fairfield Fish Market H., QTC Rough Habit H., 2d QTC Sir Douglas Wadley H., L, 3d AJC Widden S., L. Dam of 3 winners-
TURBAN (g Desert Prince (Ire)) 3 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $147,160, BTC Golden S., L, City Tatt’s RC Marriott Hotel Australia 2YO P., 4th STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, AJC Kindergarten S., Gr 3.
Fly Higher (f Lonhro) 2 wins at 1213, 1509m, MVRC Veolia Environmental Services H., 3d MVRC Alexandra S., L, 4th SAJC Breeders’ S., Gr 3.

GREY FILLE (f Khairpour (Ire)) 4 wins. See above.

Race Record: Placed at 3.
Produce Record: Dam of 3 living foals.
2011 (c by Tale of the Cat (USA)).
2012 (c by Star Witness). Destroyed.
2013 (c by Helmet).
2014 (f by Helmet).

Served by HIGH CHAPARRAL (IRE). Date of last service, 13 December 2014. Not in foal
Lot 797
DIBELLA
Brown mare (Branded ✔ nr sh. 64 8 off sh.)
Foaled 2008

(Sire)
LONHRO

Zabeel (NZ) .................................. by Sir Tristram (Ire)........
Eight Carat (GB) ........................... by Pieces of Eight ..........
Shadea (NZ) ................................... by Mr. Prospector.......... 
Conca (NZ) ................................... by First Consul (USA)......

(Dam)
BISCOTTE

Biscay ........................................... by Star Kingdom (Ire)....
Marscay ........................................... by Heart of Market (Ire) ...
Strawberry Fair .............................. by Whiskey Road (USA) ... 
Avellino ......................................... by Todman ........................

LONHRO (AUS) (1998). 26 wins-2 at 2, VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 715 mrs, 509 wns, 50 SW, inc. Pierro (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Bounding, Mental, Denman, Beaded, Benfica, etc. Sire of the dams of Occitan, Davities, Duffieldorte, Berrichon, Lee’s Dynasty, State of Mind, Crotale, Cannonball Express, Leavested, Monochrome, Ostentatious, Restraint, Shufetish, Tommy Gun, Triple Jeopardy, Bella Latte, Hopewell, Son of a Warrior, Sorelle, etc.

1st Dam
BISCOTTE, by Marscay. Started 3 times. Half-sister to TAINEBERRY (dam of JALBERRY), GALAXY FAIR. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

BARKADA, (g by Spectrum (Ire)). 6 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $409,000, MRC CF Orr S., Gr 1, Zeditave S., L, GH Davey H., VATC Jayco Caravans H., MVRC 101.1 TTFM 2YO H., Freedman Brothers Lunch H., 2d MRC Autumn S., Gr 3, VATC Anonyme 2YO H., 3d MVRC Ozeform.com H.

Shelbey (f by Gilded Time (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m. Dam of 2 winners- Allbeit. 8 wins 1000 to 1425m, 3d AJC Convention Centre H., STC Group One Club Platinum H.

Shelby Apples. Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, 3d SAJC Roy Griffiths H., Mac Just Over Don’t Drive H.


2nd Dam
STRAWBERRY FAIR, by Whiskey Road (USA). 4 wins at 1200, 1500m, $210,450, STC Orlando Wines Classic, Gr 1, SAJC Out of Danger H., Tango Miss H., VATC Mistress Anne H., 2d SAJC Sweetchen Stud S., Gr 3, VATC Tranquil Star S., Gr 3. Half-sister to FIORITA, Glorify (dam of WEST DANCER).

STRAWBERRY FAIR. Winner at 2 at 1100, 1200m, $101,006, Turffontein Turffontein Pretty Polly S., Gr 3, Newmarket TC Goldfields Sprint H., L, 2d Turffontein South African Fillies Nursery, Gr 2. Dam of 7 winners-

JALBERRY (f Jallad) 4 wins–2 at–at 1100, 1200m, $101,006, Turffontein Pretty Polly S., Gr 3, Newmarket TC Goldfields Sprint H., L, 2d Turffontein South African Fillies Nursery, Gr 2. Dam of 5 winners-

ON THIS ROCK (c Trippi) 5 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15 in South Africa and Zimbabwe, Borrowdale Gold Cup Sprint, L.

Strawberry Lane. Winner at 1600m in South Africa. Dam of 5 winners-

SOLO TRAVELLER (g Western Winter) 6 wins–1 at–at 1400, 1600m, $236,518, Kenilworth Cape Guineas, Gr 1, Greyville KRA Guineas, Gr 2, Kenilworth Cape Classic, Gr 3, 3d Greyville Champions Cup, Gr 1.

GALAXY FAIR (c Bletchingly) 2 wins at 1400, 1800m, VRC Hardy Brothers Jewellers S., L, 2d VRC Murray Cox H., MVRC Hyperion H., VATC Radisson Hotels H., 3d MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2, 4th VATC Easter Cup, Gr 3. Sire.

Race Record: Winner at 900m.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2013 (c by Onemorenomore).
2014 Missed to Wanted.

Served by HELMET. Date of last service, 15 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Stable 2 Row S 1,2

On Account of KULANI PARK, Merricks North, Vic

Lot 798

Bay or Brown mare (Branded NCS nr sh. 139 off sh.) Foaled 2008

FEROCITY......................................................

(Sire) Lion Hunter ..............................................

Danehill (USA) ...................... by Danzig ....

Pure of Heart (Ire) ...................... by Godswalk (USA)........

Last Tycoon (Ire) ...................... by Try My Best........

Etoile d'Or (NZ) ...................... by Diplomatic Star........

(Fam) MISS KATY LOUISE ....

Chiara .................................................

Anabaa (USA) ......................

Danzig ............................... by Northern Dancer ......

Balbonella ........................ .... by Gay Mecene ........

Marscay ............................... by Biscay ........

Patricia (NZ) ...................... by Sir Tristram (Ire) ....

FEROCITY (AUS) (2002). 3 wins-2 at 2, VRC Ascot Vale S., Gr.2. Sire of 252

rnrs, 141 wnrs, inc. SW Divine City (BRC Just Now H., L), SP Greytfilly, Lucky

Morna, She’s a Stalker and of Silverene, Dansal, Zeroctic, Crazy Mamma, Dual

City, Flammable, Miss Safari, True Blitz, Freneticia, Gentle Giant, Sticksy,

Ferocity Fair, Incredible Fellow, Adorabubble, Dusty, Feroz, Piggy Bank,

Javelentia, etc. Sire of the dams of SP Pepperano and of All Troops, etc.

1st Dam

MISS KATY LOUISE, by Anabaa (USA). Started once. Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to

race, 2 winners, inc:-

DIVINE CITY (f by Ferocity). 6 wins. See below.

Fooling (g by Ferocity). Winner at 1300m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

DIVINE, by Marscay. Winner at 1250m, STC Ramsgate H., 2d STC Merrylands H.

Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Oviate. 12 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1410m, $146,180, to 2013-14, WATC Become

a Perth Racing Facebook Fan H., 3d SAJC Distinctive Lifestyle 2YO H.

Tokyo Express. 7 wins 1000 to 1200m, 2d STC Merrylands RSL Club H.

3rd Dam

Patricia (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 4 wins 1400 to 1600m, AuRC Bali Ha’i H.,

Apprentice H., 2d Waipa RC Galilee S., L. Sister to ADMIRAL LINCOLN,

PRIDE OF ROSEWOOD, half-sister to HELLO SAILOR - GOODBYE

SAILOR (AUST.), Gaiter. Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Beograd. 2 wins at 1600, 2038m, SAJC Schweppervesence Distance H.

4th Dam

CLANDARA, by Sobig. 3 wins at 6f, 7f, Manawatu RC Woodhey H. Half-sister to

HEFLU. Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

PRIDE OF ROSEWOOD (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 8 wins 1200 to 1710m,

$273,462, Hollywood Gamely H., Gr 1, BOP RC Japan-New Zealand

International Trophy, Gr 2, 2d AuRC Easter H., Gr 1, Santa Anita Santa

Ana H., Gr 1, Te Aroha JC New Zealand Thoroughbred Breeders’ S.,

Gr 2, Manawatu Breeders’ S., Gr 3, Bay Meadows California Jockey Club H., Gr 3.

ADMIRAL LINCOLN (c Sir Tristram (Ire)) 6 wins 1400 to 2000m, $172,440,

VRC Australian Cup, Gr 1, VATC TS Carlyon Cup, Gr 2, Stanley P., L, 2d

STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 3, 3d STC Rawson S., Gr 1.

HELLO SAILOR - GOODBYE SAILOR (Aust.) (c Wharf (USA)) 4 wins 2000

to 2800m, STC Winter Cup, L, AJC Seaside H.

Gaiter (c Gate Keeper (GB)) 7 wins 1200 to 1625m, Avondale JC TAA Flying


Race Record: Stakes-winner. 6 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $320,130, to

2013-14, BRC Just Now H., L, Fergies Print & Mail H., GCTC Gold Coast City

Council 3YO H, BRC St Margaret’s Anglican Girls School H., 2d Qld Tatt’s RC

Southbank Insurance Brokers H., BRC Grinders H., Harcourts Green Living

H., Broncos Members H., Ipswich TC Schweppes TL Cooney H., 3d BRC

Weareco P., Rockhampton JC Diplocks Collision Repairs QTIS 2YO P.

First season at stud

Served by WRITTEN TYCOON. Date of last service, 16 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 799

**DON'T STOP ME**

Bay filly
(Branded \( \overline{\wedge} \) \( \overline{\wedge} \) nr sh. 76 \( \overline{\wedge} \) 1 \( \overline{\wedge} \) off sh.)

Foaled 2011

**(Sire)**

Storm Cat
Storm Bird
Terlingua
Yarn

**(Dam)**

Dehere (USA)
Deputy Minister
Sister Dot
Zabeel (NZ)


**1st Dam**

ZABERE, by Dehere (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Freeroller, Limani, Zabore Loch (dam of MOTION PICTURES). Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Shadow Minister (f by Dane Shadow). **2 wins** at 2000, 2100m, $181,090, AJC Warwick Farm 100 Club H., 2d AJC Sharp H., Club Rivers H., ATC De Bortoli Wines H., STC Sydney Banana Wholesalers H., Fairfield RSL H., Theraces.com.au H., 3d ATC Aspiration H., L, 4th ATC Christmas Cup, L. Nediyem's Quest (g by General Nediyem). **5 wins** 1000 to 1400m to 2014-15, ATC De Bortoli P.

Lago Force (g by Encosta de Lago). **2 wins** at 1200m, 3d STC Golden Slipper Festival H.

Out of the Shadow (g by Dane Shadow). **Winner** at 1500m in 2013-14, 2d STC Rosehill Gardens Events Centre 2YO H.

Kirra Beach (f by Scenic (Ire)). Started twice. Dam of 3 winners-

Silhouette Noire (f by Dane Shadow) **2 wins** at 1200, 1400m to 2014-15, 2d CJC New Zealand Bloodstock Insurance S., L, Otago RC New Zealand Bloodstock Airfreight S., L, 3d CJC Canterbury Belle S., L, 4th ATC Christmas Cup, L.

Harbor Springs. **3 wins** 1400 to 1800m to 2014-15, 2d BRC Gap Handyman & ACRO Refrigeration H., 3d BRC Coke Zero H.

Operatic Rescue - Royal Spirit (H.K.). **Winner** at 1400m in 2014-15 in NZ.

**2nd Dam**

ZABORI (NZ), by Zabeel. Unraced. Half-sister to WEST DANCER. Dam of 11 named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Freeroller (f by Royal Academy (USA)) **4 wins** 900 to 1300m, $169,300, MRC Melbourne Racing Club Classic H., 2d QTC Dane Ripper H., Gr 3, STC Birthday Card H., Gr 3, 3d AJC Toy Show H., L. Dam of 2 winners-

Freerocker. **5 wins** 1010 to 1405m, $101,165, to 2014-15, BRC SITA Australia H., Ipswich TC Sky Racing World H., 2d BRC Oztronics H.

Limani (f by High Yield (USA)) **4 wins** 1300 to 1800m, $142,610, AJC Ticketek.com.au H., STC AHA (NSW) Foundation H., 2d Murrumbidgee TC Wagga Wagga Cup, L, 4th MRC Tranquil Star S., Gr 3.

Multi Millions. **5 wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 1650m, $529,236, HKJC Sinolink Number 8 H., Cherry H., Red Room H., Deep Water Bay H., Clague Cup.

Klubbitt. **2 wins** at 1400, 1470m to 2013-14.

Zabore Loch. Placed, 3d WATC Frank Martin H. Dam of 3 winners-

MOTION PICTURES (f Oratorio) **5 wins** at 2 1000 to 1400m, $572,800, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 2, Sires' Produce S., Gr 3.

**Race Record:** Started 3 times.

**First season at stud:**

Served by BULLET TRAIN (GB). Date of last service, 20 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 800

DORKY

Chestnut mare
(Branded ♂ nr sh. 180 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2000

(Sire)
Chief's Crown (USA) ........... Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer ........
Six Crowns .................. by Secretariat .....................
La Papagena ................. Habitual ....................... by Sir Gaylord ............
Magic Flute .................. by Tudor Melody .............

(Dam)
Procol Harum (NZ)............. Western Symphony (USA) by Nijinsky ...................
Blondie ..................... by Hasty Cloud (Ire) .......
Kaoru Star .................. by Star Kingdom (Ire) ..... Tango Rhythm ................ by Deep Diver (Ire)........


1st Dam
BOOGIE, by Procol Harum (NZ). Winner at 2 at 1200m, QTC Lucky Cloud 2YO H. Sister to Requests, half-sister to Screech (dam of COMTESSE LA GRAN). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
Dorky (f by Grand Lodge (USA)). 2 wins. See below.
Boogielicious (f by Dubawi (Ire)). 2 wins at 1200m to 2014-15, 3d MRC Schweppes H.
Bellydance (f by Desert Prince (Ire)). Winner at 1200m. Dam of- Lady Natesa. 4 wins 1190 to 1410m to 2014-15, WATC Tabtouch H.

2nd Dam
PLAY MY TUNE, by Kaoru Star. Started once. Half-sister to ELKABAYO, El Conquista, Rhythm is a Dancer. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Requests (f Procol Harum (NZ)) 4 wins to 1200m, 2d SAJC Cinderella S., L. Screech. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-
COMTESSE LA GRAN (f Saxon) 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, $113,410, to 2013-14, Bunbury TC Western Australian Breeders' Classic, L.


Served by EPAULETTE. Date of last service, 22 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 801

DREAM 'N' BELIEVE

Brow mare
(Branded C nr sh. 12 6 off sh.)

Foaled 2006

**(Sire)**

Giant's Causeway (USA). Storm Cat........................ by Storm Bird
Mariah's Storm ...................... by Rahy
Helsinki .............................. by Mr. Prospector

**SHAMARDAL (USA) ...**

Giant's Causeway (USA).

**DAM**

DONYA NENE ........................

Royal Academy (USA).

**1999**

Royalivor (USA) .................

On Account of WIDDEN STUD, Widden Valley
(As Agent)

Lot 801

DREAM 'N' BELIEVE

Brown mare
(Branded C nr sh. 12 6 off sh.)

Foaled 2006


1st Dam

DONYA NENE, by Royal Academy (USA). Started once. Half-sister to KING IVOR, LINNEY HEAD, SNAKE EYES, Call a Queen (dam of CALL ME HENRY). Dam of 8 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Romantic Jewel (f by Henny Hughes (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 1400m to 2014 in Philippines.

Onya Dusty (g by Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14.


Notable Legend (g by Don Eduardo (NZ)). Placed.

2nd Dam

ROYALIVOR (USA), by Sir Ivor. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to Martessana (dam of REASSERT), half-sister to HONORIA (dam of COMPOSER, COLONIAL POWER). DON HERNANDO, GDANSK'S HONOUR (dam of MINIMALIST), SESARO. Dam of 16 foals, 14 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

KING IVOR (c Fairy King (USA)) 6 wins-2 at 2–1200 to 1600m, $336,628, STC Premiere S., Gr 2, VATC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2, AJC Chantal H., 2d VATC Autumn S., Gr 3, VRC Carbine Club S., L, 3d STC Theo Marks H., Gr 2, VRC Mercedes-Benz S., L, 4th VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, MVRC Waterford Crystal Mile H., Gr 2, STC Heritage S., L. Sire.

SNAKE EYES (c Dixieland Band) 16 wins-1 at 2, $908,765, Hawthorne Derby, Gr 3, Arlington Park Stars and Stripes H., Gr 3, Round Table H., Gr 3, Fair Grounds Breeders' Cup H., L, Arlington Park Isaac Murphy H., L, Fair Grounds Explosive Bid S., L, Colonel ER Bradley H., L.

LINNEY HEAD (c Lyphard) 3 wins-1 at 2–7f to 1¼m, Sandown Classic Trial S., Gr 3, 3d Sandown Henry II S., Gr 3, Newbury Aston Park S., L, 4th Milan Gran Premio del Jockey Club, Gr 1, Chester Ormonde S., Gr 3. Sire.

Fool Ivor. 2 wins at 1000m in Italy. Dam of 2 winners-

Mr Love (c Love the Groom) 14 wins 1000 to 1600m, Rome Premio Ribocco, Premio Piazza Navona, 3d Rome Premio Capannelle, L.

Call a Queen. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

CALL ME HENRY (g Hennessy (USA)) 20 wins-1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $387,795, WATC Belmont Newmarket H., L, Amelia Park Racing Syndicate Welter H., 2d WATC Ruabon S., L, Goodwood Sprint H., L.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.

2011 Missed to Sebring.


2013 (f by Sebring).

2014 (c by Sebring).

Served by ZOUSTAR. Date of last service, 12 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
On Account of BELL VIEW PARK STUD,
Meroo Meadow

Lot 802  DREAM THE DREAM
Bay mare  (Branded DRE nr sh. 1/2 off sh.)  Foaled 2002
(Sire)  Fairy King (USA) .........  Northern Dancer ..........  by Neartic .................
ENCOSTA DE LAGO.....  Fairy Bridge ............  by Bold Reason ..........
Shoal Creek ............  Star Way (GB) ..........  by Star Appeal ..........
(Dam)  Rolls (USA) ............  by Mr. Prospector .........
DREAM OF THE DANCE  Islero (NZ) ............  Sir Tristram (Ire) ....  by Sir Ivor .................
1991  Renarc (NZ) ..........  by Arctic Explorer ........
Viva Nijinska ..........  Lord of the Dance (USA).  by Nijinsky .................

ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 mares, 1050 winners, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 mares, 528 winners, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philipp, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockhouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenin'tome, Killua, Castle, Proisir, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam  DREAM OF THE DANCE, by Islero (NZ).  Winner at 2000m, $122,155, VRC Wakeful S., Gr 2, 2d Geelong RC Oaks Trial S., L, 3d VRC Cadbury H., Four'n Twenty Pies H. Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Stumbling (f by Hurricane Sky). Unraced. Dam of-
Her Lyin' Eyes.  Winner at 1267m. Dam of-
Yellow Ribbon (f by Octagonal (NZ)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Blue Garter.  2 wins at 1300, 1600m in 2013-14.

2nd Dam  VIVA NIJINSKA, by Lord of the Dance (USA). Placed at 3. Dam of 13 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-

DREAM OF THE DANCE  (f Islero (NZ))  Winner.  See above.  Danviva.  4 wins–3 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $106,850, MVRC Business Network Lunch 2YO H., Stately Bay H., 2d VATC Rosanna Air H. Dam of 2 winners-
Don't Tell Kayla.  Winner at 1800m in 2014-15, TTC Sues of Invermay P.
Viva Sampras.  6 wins 1600 to 2935m.

3rd Dam  CABALETTE, by Proper Pride (GB).  2 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 2600m, MVRC Enfield Trial H., 3d MVRC Glenbervie H., Epping H., VATC Bentleigh H. Half-sister to SHOW PROMISE.  Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-
Dynamic Dancer.  6 wins 1600 to 2950m, VATC Lillimur H., Berwick H.

Race Record:  Stakes-winner.  5 wins 1300 to 2625m, $153,350, South Australian Oaks, Gr 2, VRC Patrobas H., 2d MRC Greater Dandenong Chamber of Commerce H.

Produce Record:  Dam of 5 live foals, 4 to race, 2 winners.
2008 Sacred Dream  (f by God's Own).  7 wins 1600 to 2400m, $156,870, to 2014-15, 2d MRC Le Pine Funerals H., Hyland Race Colours H.
2009 God's View  (g by God's Own).  Unplaced.
2010 Aztec Rose  (f by Sebring).  Winner at 1500m in 2013-14, 2d ATC Tab.com.au H., Pimm's H., 3d ATC Become an ATC Sponsor 2YO P., Champion Casino Prince P.
2011 Crafty Dreamer  (g by Starcraft (NZ)). Started 3 times.
2013 Missed to Duporth.
2014  (foal by Americain (USA)). Dead.

Served by POET’S VOICE (GB). Date of last service, 28 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Rows D 7-12 & E 6
On Account of VINERY STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 803 DREAMERINO (NZ)
Chestnut mare (Branded BF nr sh. 15 7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Northern Dancer by Nearctic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ST. PETERSBURG</td>
<td>Special by Forli</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Bold Appeal (USA)</td>
<td>Valid Appeal by In Reality</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Bid Gal by Bold Bidder</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COLMERINO (NZ)</td>
<td>Trictrac (Fr) by Le Haar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991</td>
<td>Dulcie by Duccio (It)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

DREAMERINO (NZ) Chestnut mare (Branded nr sh. 15 7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

ST. PETERSBURG (AUS) (1997). 2 wins to 1200m, VRC Chivas Regal S., Gr.3. Sire of 202 rnrs, 102 wnrs, inc. SW Solzhenisyn (MRC Toorak H., Gr.1), Chartreuse, St Peter's Gift, Barlinnie, Russian Conquest, SP Blushing Peter, Fantasticprivilege and of Powerful Tree, Balerune, Tapit, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Platinum Witness, SP Royal Dominance and of Hollywood Lad, Maid of Steel, Miss Mack, Elusive Emperor, Mr Wiz, etc.

1st Dam
COLMERINO, by Balmerino. 2 wins at 1550, 1900m, STC Audley H., Punchbowl H., 2d AJC Mooltan H., Liverpool H., STC Hotels Dollar for Kids Day P.H., 3d AJC Clibborn H., Birdcage H., STC Pyrmont H. Sister to Balmaria (dam of BALZEUS). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-


Jack Romanov (g by Ustinov). 4 wins 1800 to 4000m to 2014-15 in NZ. Russian Gold (g by Ustinov). Winner at 2100m in NZ.

2nd Dam
COLOMBE D'OR (NZ), by Amyntor (Fr). Unraced. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 9 winners, inc:-

Balmaria. 11 wins 1100 to 1600m, $187,178, AJC Edinburgh H., Claymore H., STC Yarramundi H., LV Lachal H., Strong Plea H., 2d NSW Tatt's RC Club Welter H., 4th AJC Nivison H., L, GCTC Silk Stocking H., L. Dam of-

BALZEUS (g God's Own) 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, SAJC HC Nitschke S., L. I Love Tobouggie. 4 wins 1400 to 2100m, 3d BRC Drumbeats at Lyndhurst H. Clemenger. 5 wins 1200 to 1600m, MRC Sir Dane H., 2d MRC Peshawar H. The Blues - Scan Lord (H.K.). 5 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1600m in NZ and Hong Kong, RHJJC Shing Mun H., Mediterranean H., Gloucester H. Prince Phoenix. 2 wins at 1400m, AUJC Schofields Holden New Years Day H. Vo'real. Winner at 1100m, 2d STC Wests Leagues Club Ashfield H.

3rd Dam
DOUBLE OCTAVE, by Serenader II (Ire). Winner at 1400m in NZ. Three-quarter-sister to My Conchita (dam of IMMUNIZE), half-sister to MER'CLER, San'cler (dam of KEN'S FORTUNE). Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Cresta. Winner at 1900m, STC Wilkes H., 4th AJC Oaks, Gr 1. Producer.

4th Dam
CHANTECLER, by The Cobbler (GB). Placed in NZ. Half-sister to Cleme (dam of REGAL GAUNTEL, LADY DIGNITAS), My Conchita (dam of IMMUNIZE). Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

MER'CLER (f Crest of the Wave (GB)) Top filly on The 1975-76 NZ 3YO Free H. 9 wins 1200 to 2400m, AuRC Royal S., Great Northern Oaks. Producer.

Race Record: Placed to 2013-14. First season at stud
Served by TESTA ROSSA. Date of last service, 9 October 2014. Believed to be in foal
DUBAWI DANCER
Chestnut mare
(Branded ♀ nr sh. 14
9 off sh.)
Foaled 2009

DUBAWI (IRE) ............
Seeking the Gold .......... by Mr. Prospector ..........
Colorado Dancer .......... by Shareef Dancer ..........
Deploy........................ by Shirley Heights .........
Jawaher..................... by Dancing Brave ..........

DANLASS ...................
Danehill (USA) ............ by Danzig .....................
Confidentially ............. by Kaoru Star ............... So Elated ..................... by Vain .................

DUBAWI (IRE) (2002). 5 wins-3 at 2-from 6f to 1m, Irish Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 697 rnrs, 504 wnrs, 85 SW, inc. Luck or Design - Lucky Nine (H.K.) (Hong Kong Sprint, Gr.1), Al Kazeem, Makfi, Monterosso, Hunter's Light, Dubawi Heights, Happy Archer, Secret Admirer, Prince Bishop, Tiger Tees, etc. Sire of the dams of Dullachy, Festive Fare, Sopran Sanson, Meaning of Life, Sopran Re Rosa, Dancing Zafeen, Plus Ca Change, etc.

1st Dam
DANLASS, by Danzero. 2 wins at 1200m, BTC City Pacific Finance H., 2d STC Winter Race Fest H., 3d QTC Hot to Race H. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Sta Monica One (f by Red Element). Winner at 1200m in 2015 in Philippines.

2nd Dam
BLAZING LASS, by Geiger Counter (USA). 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, AuRC Ellerslie Nursery H., Waikato RC Juvenile S. Half-sister to EXCITED ANGEL (dam of AQUIVER), TYphoon, PRAYERFUL, Glory Be, Narcisse, Paris Snob. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Red Diamonds. 3 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2014-15, Ipswich TC Dr Mervyn Fish Memorial H., 2d Ipswich TC West End Old Boys H.

3rd Dam
SO ELATED, by Vain. 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, WATC Avarna H., Forrest H., 2d WATC Printers Graduation S., 3d WATC Rhine Keller H., Hassell Graduation S. Dam of 14 named foals, 13 to race, 10 winners, inc:-
EXCITED ANGEL (f Don't Say Halo (USA)) 12 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 2000m, VRC Bloodhorse Breeders' P., Gr 2, 2d VRC Nissan S.H., Gr 1. Dam of-
AQUIVER (g Danehill (USA)) 8 wins 1200 to 2200m, $485,035, Ballarat Cup, L, 2d ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Futurity S., Gr 1.

Provokes (f Octagonal (NZ)) 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, 2d AJC Sapphire S., Gr 3, Nivison H., L, 3d Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L. Producer.

Glory Be (f Royal Academy (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2000m, $116,000, SAJC Cleanevent Karasi H., 2d SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, Cinderella S., L.

Race Record: Started once.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (c by Snippetson).
2014 (c by Bullet Train (GB)).

Served by WALKING OR DANCING (NZ). Date of last service, 26 Nov 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 805  EDAARA (IRE)

Chestnut mare  (Branded 🌈 nr sh. 161 2 off sh.)  Foaled 2003

(Sire)  Polar Falcon  Nureyev  Northern Dancer  ....
PIVOTAL (GB)  Marie d'Argonne  Jefferson  ....
Fearless Revival  Caro  ....

(Dam)  Green Desert  Danzig  Northern Dancer  ....
GREEN BONNET  Shirley Heights  Sir Ivor  ....


1st Dam  GREEN BONNET, by Green Desert. Started twice. Sister to MAURI MOON, half-sister to KIMBRIDGE KNIGHT - PEAK OF PERFECTION XI (MAL). All Glory (dam of ALL SHAMAR - EXQUISITE CHAMPION (H.K.), NOBLE PROTECTOR), Pacific Grove (dam of MOKABRA). Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-
  Miss Atomic Bomb (f by Intikhab). 2 wins at 2–at 6f, 1m to 2014 in Great Britain and U.S.A, 2d Sandown Sungard H.
  Prince's Passion (f by Brief Truce (USA)). Winner at 2 at 5¾f, 2d Ascot Triumphire Nursery H., Goodwood Mortarmill Organic Dairy H. Producer.

2nd Dam  DAZZLING HEIGHTS, by Shirley Heights. 4 wins at 2–1400 to 2200m, Toulouse Prix Panacée, L. Sister to Tree of Life (dam of L’ESPERANCE, MARTREE), three-quarter-sister to CATWALK, half-sister to Moogie, Tree of Heaven. Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-
  KIMBRIDGE KNIGHT - PEAK OF PERFECTION XI (Mal.) (c Night Shift (USA)) 12 wins 1900 to 2400m, $820,475, Singapore Derby, L, Selangor TC Tunku Gold Cup, L-twice, 3d VATC Sandown Cup, Gr 2.
  MAURI MOON (f Green Desert) 4 wins–2 at 2–to 8¼f, Goodwood Oak Tree S., L, 2d Kempton Masaka S., L, 3d Goodwood Oak Tree S., L. Producer.
  All Glory (f Alzao (USA)). Winner at 2000m, Longchamp Prix de Chaillot, 3d Longchamp Prix Vanteaux, Gr 3. Dam of 4 winners-
  NOBLE PROTECTOR (f Haafhd) 4 wins 1600 to 2414m, to 2014-15, VRC Schweppervescence Trophy, Gr 3, 2d MRC David Jones Cup, Gr 3.
  ALL SHAMAR - EXQUISITE CHAMPION (H.K.) (g Shamardal (USA)) 3 wins 1400 to 2000m, Dortmund Grosser Preis der Wirtschaft, Gr 3.
  Pacific Grove (f Persian Bold) 3 wins at 2 at 7f, 1m, Newmarket Jersey Lily Nursery H., 2d Newbury Radley S., L. Dam of 7 winners-
  MOKABRA (c Cape Cross) 3 wins at 2 at 1200m, Baden-Baden Maurice Lacroix Trophy, Gr 2, 3d Curragh Tetrarch S., Gr 3, Anglesey S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 7f, 2d Newmarket Houghton 2YO S.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner.
  2008 Missed to Singspiel (Ire).
  2009 Tanmeyya (f by Exceed and Excel). 2 wins at 1200m to 2013-14.
  2010 Mutazaayid (c by Nadeem). Started 3 times.
  2011 Missed to Commands.
  2012 (f by Reaan).
  2013 (f by Reaan).
  2014 Missed to Exceed and Excel.

Served by HELMET. Date of last service, 2 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 806
Bay mare

EL ASHB (IRE)

Foaled 2005

(Sire) Nureyev.......................... Northern Dancer .............. by Nearctic ..............
FASLIYEV (USA) ........... Special.......................... by Forli..........................
Mr. P's Princess.................. Mr. Prospector .............. by Raise a Native............

(Dam) ALMUROOJ.................. Mr. Prospector .............. by Raise a Native............
Zafonic (USA)………………… Gone West ................. by Mr. Prospector ..............
1995 Al Bahathri ................... Blushing Groom ............ by Red God.........................

FASLIYEV (USA) (1997). 5 wins at 2, Leopardstown Phoenix S., Gr.1. Sire of 1397 rnrs, 863 wnrs, 32 SW, inc. Carry on Katie (Newmarket Cheveley Park S., Gr.1), Amico Fritz, Chineur, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Meliora, Indian Ocean, Miss Rose de Lago, Victory Laurel, Alsindi, Trois Lunes, Topclas, Awesome Planet, My Year is a Day, America, Big Orange, Inspiriter, Orbec, Princess Bavaroise, Shamshon, Stay Tuned, Under the Radar, Marianne, etc.

1st Dam ALMUROOJ, by Zafonic (USA). Unplaced. Half-sister to HAAFHD, MUNIR, HASBAH, Za-Im, Goalwah. Alyakhk (dam of MUTAKARRIM, NAFIGAH), Almaasheh (dam of RAVE - MILITARY ATTACK (H.K.), ALMATY), Gmaasha (dam of GLADIATORUS, MY SWEET BABY). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Muzher (g by Indian Ridge). 2 wins at 7f, 1m, Newmarket 123Racing.com H.

2nd Dam AL BAHATHRI, by Blushing Groom. Champion 3YO Filly & Miler in Ireland in 1985. 6 wins–3 at 2–at 6f, 1m, Irish One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, Royal Ascot Coronation S., Gr 2, York Lowther S., Gr 2. Sister to Chain Fern (dam of SPANISH FERN), half-sister to GERALDINE'S STORE, PEPLUM, Bloudan (dam of RADEVORE). Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Artisia. Placed at 3, 2d Ascot Owen Brown S. Dam of 3 winners-
RED CADEAUX (g Cadeaux Genereux). 7 wins 2400 to 2817m, $7,302,272, Hong Kong Vase, Gr 1, Yorkshire Cup, Gr 2.
Gmaasha. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-
GLADIATORUS (c Silic). 10 wins–6 at 2–1400 to 1777m, Milan Premio Vittorio di Capua, Gr 1, Nad al Sheba Dubai Duty Free, Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race.
2010 Turaath (c by Hard Spun (USA)). Unraced.
2011 Rehanaat (f by Hard Spun (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.
2012 Tibyaan (f by Street Cry (Ire)). Unraced.
2013 (c by Stratum).
2014 Missed to Stratum.

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 14 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 807

ELL'S IMPACT

Bay mare
(Branded M/V nr sh. 10/8 off sh.)
Foaled 2008

(Sire)
Danehill Dancer (Ire)...... by Danzig

CHOISIR
Great Selection .............. by Silly Season

(Dam)
Fasliyev (USA).............. by Northern Dancer

SERIOUS IMPACT

2002
Off Balance (NZ).............. Veloso (NZ) by Zamazaan (Fr)

CHOISIR (AUS) (1999). 7 wins-3 at 2, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Sire of 1251 rnrs, 785 wnrs, 64 SW, inc. Olympic Glory (Longchamp Prix Jean-Luc Lagardere, Gr.1), Starspangledbanner, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Fontanelice, Pressing, Mr Utopia, SP Boom Box, Fast Cash, Choose a Saga, Brazuca, Old Trieste, Fairy Star and of Dalton, Royalsecuritypower, Kahouanne, Tachophobia, The Artiste, Cat Act, Country Melody, Chosen Lad, Collator, Saralago, etc.

1st Dam
SERIOUS IMPACT, by Fasliyev (USA). 3 wins at 1000m, 3d VRC FP Williams Carbine Club H., 4th SAJC Dequetteville S., L. Half-sister to BALCANNY (dam of BLUR, SHREWD RHYTHM). Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Extreme Impact (f by Snitzel). Winner at 1100m, 2d VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, SAJC Sportingbet 2YO P., MVRC K Line P.

Eventide (f by Dane Shadow). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1150, 1200m to 2014-15, 2d ATC TAB Rewards H.

Swerve (g by Dane Shadow). 2 wins at 900, 1000m to 2014-15, 2d Ipswich TC Schewpe H.

2nd Dam
OFF BALANCE (NZ), by Veloso. 5 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, VATC Glen Eira H., 4th MVRC Laurent Perrier S., Gr 2. Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

BALCANNY (f Canny Lad) Winner at 2 at 1000m, VATC Bonding Away H., L, 2d VATC Canonise 2YO H. Dam of 8 winners-

BLUR (c Flying Spur) 6 wins–2 at 2–to 1400m, $515,440, MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr 2, SAJC Smoke-Free SA S., Gr 3, 2d VRC Rory's Jester S., Gr 3, SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3, MRC Christmas S., L, 3d SAJC Manhi Classic, L, VATC Merson Cooper S., L, 4th QTC TJ Smith Classic, Gr 1.

SHREWD RHYTHM (c Danehill Dancer (Ire)) 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $442,113, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (c&g), Gr 3, Vain S., L, Doncaster BMW 2YO P., MVRC Simpson Construction Sprint Heat H., 3d MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr 3. Sire.

Dancescape (f Danehill Dancer (Ire)) Winner at 2 at 1000m, $112,285, MVRC Valleyevents.Net.Au P., 2d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, MRC Debutant S., L, 3d VRC Ottawa S., L, 4th VRC Festival of Racing S., L. Magical Tricks. 3 wins at 1009m, MVRC Suncorp H., Polyflor H. Producer. Emmaagh. 5 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m. Dam of 5 winners-

Hurrara (g Hussonet (USA)) 9 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1200m, $496,870, to 2013-14, ATC July Sprint H., ATC Alconex Fire H., N&A Fruit Group H., Rygate Surveyors H., 3d ATC Maurice McCarten S., L.

Calianco. 4 wins to 1111m to 2014-15, SAJC Pura Milk H., Dynamix Signs H. Assessor. 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, MRC Chiquita H., MVRC Iplex Pipelines P. Hilda. 2 wins at 1230, 1400m, 4th VRC Peters Drumstick S., L. Producer.

Race Record: Unplaced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2013 (f by Bel Esprit).
2014 (f by Bel Esprit).

Served by FIGHTING SUN. Date of last service, 12 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 808

ELUSIVE ZULU
Bay mare (Branded \( n \) nr sh. \( \frac{9}{7} \) off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire)
ELUSIVE QUALITY (USA) Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native
(Gone West) Secret美术馆 by Secretariat
(Touch of Greatness) Hero's Honor by Northern Dancer

(Dam)
BRAVO ZULU Military Plume (NZ) Sir Tristram (Ire) by Sir Ivor
1992 Outremer (Ire) Cure the Blues by Stop the Music

ELUSIVE QUALITY (USA) (1993). 9 wins from 6f to 8\( \frac{1}{4} \)f, Belmont Jaipur H.,
Sepoy (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Smarty Jones, etc. Sire of the dams of SW
Shonan Adela, No Nay Never, Shooting to Win, Guelph, Ghibellines, Deep Field,
Cotai Glory, Quality Rocks, Mustajeeb, It's Not Me, W.V. Jetsetter, Desire,
Elusive Blueboy, I Rock the Party, Matador, Our Caravan, Bond Vigilante, etc.

1st Dam
BRAVO ZULU, by Military Plume (NZ). 3 wins 1250 to 1600m, AJC Claymore H.,
STC Lakemba H., WATC Ascot Waters Sprint H., 2d STC Eveleigh H.,
Castlereagh H., Kogarah H., 4th STC Ansett Australia S., Gr 1, AJC Adrian
Knox S., Gr 3, STC Star Kingdom S., Gr 3, AJC Toy Show H., L. Half-sister to
SHALT NOT (dam of AMELIA'S DREAM), Wide Berth, Vainremer (dam of
CATION). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

GRAND ZULU (g by Grand Lodge (USA)). 4 wins 1200 to 2400m,
$1,862,787, STC BMW S., Gr 1, 2400m-in track record time, Canberra
Quality Guineas, 2d STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, Sky High S., L, 3d QTIC
O'Shea S., Gr 2, STC Hill S., Gr 2, Murrumbidgee TC Wagga Wagga Cup,
L, 4th AJC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1, GCTC AD
Hollindale S., Gr 2, VRC Saab H., Gr 3.

Field Commander (g by Regal Classic (Can)). 12 wins–1 at 2–1200 to
1650m, $357,151, WATC Fremantle Football Club Welter H., City of
Belmont Welter H., Bradson Welter H., Master Clan 2YO H., 2d WATC
Easter S., Gr 3, 3d WATC Hyperion S., Gr 3, 4th WATC Grandstand Cup,
L, Birthday S., L, Kalgoorlie Boulder RC Hannan's H., L.

Danzulu (g by Catbird). 6 wins 1200 to 1800m, $740,257, HKJC San Po Kong
H., River Verdon H., Chevalier Aluminium Engineering H., Edinburgh H.

2nd Dam
Outremer (Ire), by Cure the Blues. Winner at 1800m, Longchamp Prix de
Vivienne, 2d Evry Prix Melisande, L, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Northeast. Dam of
8 named foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-

SHALT NOT (f St Covet) 4 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1500m, $827,335, BTC
Doomben Slipper S., L, STC Honda 3YO Magic Millions S., 2d AJC Widden
S., L, 3d GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL. Dam of 8 winners-

AMELIA'S DREAM (f Redoute's Choice) 2 wins at 2 at 1100m, $161,450,
STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, De Bortoli Wines 2YO P. Producer.

Wide Berth (f Broad Reach (NZ)) 8 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 1300m, $176,175,
Vainremer. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-

ICATION (g Catrail (USA)) 7 wins 1000 to 1400m, $133,413, WATC RS
Crawford S., L, Wanneroo Times Community H., 2d WATC Raconteur S., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record:
2012 (c by Stratum). Died.
2013 (f by Duke of Marmalade (Ire)). Died.
2014 Missed to Choisir.
Served by MAGIC ALBERT. Date of last service, 30 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
EMAUROMIS
Bay mare (Branded $A nr sh. 27/2 off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ........................ Danzig................................. by Northern Dancer .........

REDOUTE’S CHOICE...
Shantha’s Choice .......................... Razyana...................................... by His Majesty ....................

(Dam) KATIMA .................................. Canny Lad......................... by Bletchingly.....................

1996 Zeditave.................................. Dancing Show (USA)......... by Nijinsky .........................

KIBITKA ........................................... The Judge.............................. by Showdown (GB)...........

1st Dam KATIMA, by Zeditave. 4 wins--2 at 2--at 1000, 1200m, $260,640, AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, Gimcrack S., L, Keith Mackay H., L, Brian Crowley S., L, 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Furious S., Gr 3, 4th STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3. Half-sister to Keeping Up, Talent Time (dam of DEFERENTIAL). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Island Speed (g by Flying Spur). 8 wins at 1000, 1200m, $755,352, HKJC Ventris H., Hong Kong Rugby Football Union Cup, Happy Valley Vase H.

Silent Predator (g by Redoute’s Choice). 6 wins 1200 to 1400m, 2d AJC Randwick 150th Anniversary H., 3d STC Grand Pavilion H.

Schuckmannsburg (f by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). Placed at 3. Dam of- Essayez. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1100m in 2014-15, WATC Caroma 2YO P., Westspeed 2YO P.

Our Little Miracle. Placed at 2 & 3 to 2014-15, 2d ATC Perfection Landscapes Walk 4 Nathan P., Cornucopia Committee Inc H.

2nd Dam KIBITKA, by Luskin Star. Unplaced. Half-sister to Twisted Heart (dam of SPEED BABY), Secret Desire (dam of SECRET LIAISON). Dam of 9 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

KATIMA (f Zeditave) 4 wins. See above. Keeping Up (f Quest for Fame (GB)) Winner at 2 at 1100m, STC Garden Island 2YO H., 2d STC Bravery 2YO H., 3d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2. Talent Time. 3 wins at 1400, 2000m. Dam of 3 winners-

DEFERENTIAL (g Royal Academy (USA)) 2 wins--1 at 2--at 1200m, $555,411, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 3.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, all winners.

2006 Lady Gazerra (f by Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1300m, 3d AJC Forbes H., ATC Become an ATC Sponsor H., STC Stoddart Group H., Grosvenor H.

2007 Venus’s Dream (f by Viscount). 2 wins at 1150, 1200m.

2008 Southern Girl (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 2 wins at 1000m to 2013-14, 2d ATC XXXX Gold H., Membership on Sale H., Lynne McLean H., 4th ATC Triscay S., Gr 3.

2009 Missed to Elusive Quality (USA).

2010 Happy Flying (f by Lonhro). 2 wins at 1100m to 2015 in Malaysia.

2011 (c by High Chaparral (Ire)). Destroyed.


2013 Missed to Sebring.

2014 (f by More Than Ready (USA)).

Served by DENMAN. Date of last service, 30 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row P 1-4
On Account of THINK BIG STUD, Burradoo
(As Agent)

Lot 810

EMPIRE EXPRESS
Bay mare

Bay mare (Branded nr sh. 17 8 off sh.) Foaled 2008

(Sire)
ROYAL ACADEMY
(NIJINSKY) Northern Dancer by Neartic
(USA) Flaming Page by Bull Page

(Dam)
BEAUTIFUL GEM

Peintre Celebre (USA) Nureyev by Northern Dancer

Lot 810


1st Dam
BEAUTIFUL GEM, by Peintre Celebre (USA). 9 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1500m, $710,750, MVRC Sunline Diamond Jubilee S., Gr.2, VRC Let’s Elope S., L, BTC Glenlogan Park S., L, MRC Geoffrey Bellmaine S., L, Regal Peace H., QTC Greenslopes Hospital Pharmacy Quality H., MRC Shankhill Lass H., Courthia, 2d QTC Cup, Gr.2, MRC TS Carlyn Cup, Gr.3, Quezette S., L, WW Cockram S., L, Ipswich TC Eye Liner S., L, 3d MRC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr.3, 4th MRC TS Carlyon Cup, Gr.3. Half-sister to It’s Spring Again (dam of MOTI). Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
The Omega Man (g by Northern Meteor). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2014, Singapore TC Kranji D S., Benchmark 53 H., 3d Singapore TC Kranji D S., Class 4 H.

2nd Dam
JUST BLOOMING, by Yeats (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, $302,800, ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr.1, AJC Governor MacQuarie H., 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, 3d STC Orlando Wines Classic, Gr.1, AJC Expressway S., Gr.2, Silver Shadow S., Gr.3. Half-sister to Beauty Pageant (dam of RICH AUNTY). Dam of 12 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
BEAUTIFUL GEM (f Peintre Celebre (USA)) 9 wins. See above.
La Salle. 8 wins 1000 to 1615m, $126,650, BTC Hardy Brothers Jewellers H., MVRc Crewman H., Ryan & McNulty Sawmillers H.
The Boss. 8 wins 1000 to 1350m, STC Central H., Jindabyne H., Hills District H., 2d AJC Kilshery H., Pall Mall H., Wiggle H., STC Concord H.
Springtime Show - Privilege (Mac.). 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, Macau Vijayawada H.
It’s Spring Again. 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, MVRc Grosby Footwear H., Strathayr H., 4th MVRc Champagne S., Gr.2. Dam of 8 winners-
Stay in Bloom. Winner at 2 at 1200m, STC Thredbo H., 2d AJC Blondies Hairdressers H, 4th MVRc Silver Shadow S., Gr.3. Grandam of-
DOYOU DARE (g Langfuhr (Can)) 8 wins 1400 to 2200m, $400,225, WATC Tattersall’s Cup, L, 2d WATC GA Townton Cup, L, 3d WATC Strickland S., Gr.3, York S., L, 4th WATC Belmont Guineas, L.

Just Marika (f Grandera (Ire)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $103,150, WATC Celestial Show Sprint H., 3d WATC Matchmaker Classic, L.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.
2013 (c by Swift Alliance).
2014 (f by Dreamscape).

Served by EUROZONE. Date of last service, 15 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row L 1-5
On Account of ROTHWELL PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Blandford (As Agent)

Lot 811

ENA’S TREASURE

Bay mare
(Branded R nr sh. 2 7 off sh.)
Foaled 1997

(Sire)
Great Nephew
Honeyway
Sybil's Niece
Sparkler
Scintillate
Set Free

(ALSHINFARAH (GB) ...)

(Dam)
ENA'S WAY

1987

Fact or Fantasy
Beau Brummel (USA)
Waya


1st Dam
Ena's Way, by Nijinsky's Way (USA). 2 wins at 1400, 2000m, 3d VRC St Leger, Gr 3. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 6 winners-
Karen's Way (f by Alshinfarah (GB)). 8 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1863m, $153,350, BTC Logan Insurance 3YO Fillies H., Black Toyota Australia Day P.S., 2d BTC Heritage Hotel H., 4th Toowoomba Cup, L. Producer.

2nd Dam

3rd Dam
STAMFORD, by Quarryknowe (GB). Winner at 1300m, 2d VRC True Course H., MVRC Sherwood H., VATC Dual Choice H., 3d VATC Cendrillon H. Half-sister to SCAMANDA, Moonabba. Dam of 13 foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

Isajak (c Karaman (NZ)) 9 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, VRC Casa Bella H., VATC Nursery S., 3d VRC Gallantic H., L, 4th VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, L.


Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 1 winner.
2004 Slipped by Easy Rocking.
2005 Slipped by Taimazov (ARG).
2006 (f by Taimazov (ARG)).
2007 (c by Taimazov (ARG)). Destroyed.
2008 (c by Get Square).
2009 Chezza’s Treasure (f by Street Sense (USA)). 2 wins at 1400, 1680m, 2d BRC Bundaberg Distilling Company H., 3d BRC Gallopers Sports Club H.
2010 Chalcocite (f by Lonhro). Unplaced.
2011 Black Label (g by Denman). Placed in 2015 in Singapore.

With a Bay filly foal at foot by POET’S VOICE (GB), foaled 28 September 2014.

Served by ALBRECHT. Date of last service, 22 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 812

ENDS MEET (NZ)

Bay mare

(Branded WS nr sh. 1 0 off sh.)

Foaled 2000

(Sire)

ANABAA (USA)


Balbonella

Gay Meceae. by Vaguely Noble.

(Dam)

LADY MADONNA

Kingdom Bay (NZ)

Donna's Habit

Otehi Bay. by Biscay.

LADY MADONNA (NZ), by Kingdom Bay. 6 wins–2 to 2–1000 to 1400m, $115,478, WRC Telegraph H., HR 1, HBJC Hawke's Bay Guineas, L, 2d Masterton RC Lowland S., Gr 3, Levin RC Ryder S., L, Egmont RC Evergreen S., L, 3d HBJC Gold Trail S., Gr 3. Sister to DONNA'S GOLD, Tudor Bay, half-sister to RECURRING. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, incl:-

Magic Pins (g by Pins). Placed, 3d Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's S., L.

Spatet Tingler (f by Keltrice). 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, 3d MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 3d VRC Bob Hoysted H., L. Dam of-:

SATIN ROBES (f Ne Couppe Pas (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000m, $331,000, VRC Kensington S., L, 2d VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, VRC Red Roses S., L, Ottawa S., L, MRC Twilight Glow S., L, 3d VRC Bob Hoysted H., L, Dam of-:


2nd Dam

DONNA'S HABIT, by Ashabit (GB). 6 wins 1360 to 1410m in NZ. Three-quarter-sister to CHANCE FOR GOLD, half-sister to Tip of the Iceberg, Miss Juliet. Dam of 13 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, incl:-

LADY MADONNA (f Kingdom Bay) 6 wins. See above.

RECURRING (f Pentire (GB)) 5 wins at 1200, 1300m, $639,832, AuRC Railway H., Gr 1, AJC Sapphire S., Gr 3, QTC Dane Ripper H., L, Producer.

DONNA'S GOLD (f Kingdom Bay) 6 wins–2 to 2–to 1360m, CJC Flying S.H., L, Woodville-Pahiatua RC WFA Sprint S., L, 3d CJC Stewards' S.H., Gr 3.

Race Record: Started once.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.


2007 Recession (g by Royal Academy (USA)). Started once.

2008 Dichotomy (f by Mossman). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m in 2013-14.

2009 Missed to General Nediym.

2010 Missed to Sebring.

2011 (f by Testa Rossa). Died.


2013 Missed to Snippetson.

2014 (c by Real Saga).

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 21 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
MINER’S MARK (USA) (1990). 6 wins, US$967,170, Belmont Jockey Club Gold Cup S., Gr.1. Half-brother to SW My Flag. Sire of 221 rnrs, 170 wnrs, inc. SW Medalha Milagrosa, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Wildcat Red, Sundance Kit, Jack Spratt, Leestown Gift, Casanova Killer, Run With The Lark, Marc’s Rainbow, SP Werther, Pure Lady Like, Reddish Thunder, Tactical Gift, Dessy, Calirose, Rebel Commander, Bee in a Bonnet, Ut Majeur, etc.

1st Dam
HEAVENLY MATCH, by Gallant Romeo. 4 wins. Aqueduct High Voltage S., L. Half-sister to AT EASE, Fabulous Fraud. Dam of 12 foals, 7 to race. 6 winners, inc:-

PERSONAL BUSINESS (f by Private Account). 5 wins 7f to 9f, $233,088, Saratoga John A Morris H., Gr 1, 2d Belmont Ruffian H., Gr 1, Aqueduct Mom’s Command S., L, 3d Aqueduct Affectionately H., Gr 3. Dam of 8 winners-

IN CONFERENCE (f Dayjur) 4 wins at 6½f, 7f, $179,014, Churchill Downs Humana Distaff H., Gr 3, 3d 3d Saratoga Honorable Miss H., Gr 3. Clandestinely. Winner at 9f in U.S.A. Dam of 3 winners-

ANY LIMIT (f Limit Out) 9 wins 6f to 1m, $659,768, Saratoga Honorable Miss H., Gr 2, Belmont First Flight H., Gr 2, Gulfstream First Lady H., Gr 3. Discerning. Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-

CLASSIC POINT (f Flatter) 8 wins 6f to 1m, $670,794, to 2015, Gulfstream Inside Information S., Gr 2, Aqueduct Go for Wand H., Gr 3, Belmont Puntin Pie S., L, 2d Saratoga Honorable Miss H., Gr 2. Treasure Mine. Placed at 3, 3d Longchamp Prix de Croissy. Dam of 3 winners-

INSOLITO (c Storm Boot) 9 wins, Panama Clásico Dia del Trabajador, L. Mismatch (f by Polish Navy). Winner at 6f in U.S.A. Dam of 9 winners-

Canuletmedowneasy (c With Distinction) 4 wins at 5f, 6f, $175,385, 3d Hollywood Tsunami Slew S., L, Canterbury Honor the Hero S., L.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners.

2001 Pure Silence (g by Sunday Silence). 10 wins 1200 to 2400m, $203,375, Moe Cup, MRC Hyerno H., Mara H., 2d MVRC Easingwold H., MRC Gippsland Sprint Series Heat 5, 3d VRC Riverdale H.

2002 Great Danehill (c by Danehill (USA)). Unraced.

2003 Left Handel (f by Carnegie (Ire)). Unplaced.

2004 Dolce Darling (f by Johannesburg (USA)). Unplaced.

2005 Burin (g by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 4 wins 1280 to 1800m, WATC PR Membership Packages H., 2d WATC Bundaberg Distilling Company H., Best of British Raceday H., Playeronline.com.au H., Think Pink H.

2006 No Spurs Needed (g by Flying Spur). Winner at 2100m, 3d Manawatu RC Go to the Beer Barrel H., WRC Sangster Cup.

2007 Missed to Anabaa (USA).

2008 Trusted Love (f by Dehere (USA)). Unplaced.

2009 Penny Red (g by Mossman). 2 wins at 900, 1000m.

2010 Missed to Lonhro.

2011 Follow Rivers (g by Octagonal (NZ)). Unraced.

2012 Not served previous season.

2013 (f by Octagonal (NZ)).

2014 Not served previous season.

Served by HIGH CHAPARRAL (IRE). Date of last service, 21 November 2014. Believed to be in foal
Lot 814

EQUESTRIENNE (NZ)

Bay or Brown mare (Branded 44 nr sh. 0 off sh.) Foaled 2010

(Sire) LONHRO ...................... Zabeel (NZ) ...................... by Sir Tristram (Ire)........

Octagonal (NZ) ...................... Eight Carat (GB) ...................... by Pieces of Eight ........

Shadea (NZ) ...................... Straight Strike (USA) ...................... by Mr. Prospector ...........

(Mare) MEDRANO ...................... Concia (NZ) ...................... by First Consul (USA)......

2004 General Nediyum ...................... Nediyum (Ire) ...................... by Shareef Dancer ...............

On the Rise (NZ) ...................... Military Belle ...................... by Without Fear (Fr).......

LONHRO (AUS) (1998). 26 wins-2 at 2, VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 715 mares, 509 winners, 50 SW, inc. Pierro (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Bounding, Mental, Denman, Beaded, Benfica, etc. Sire of the dams of Occitan, Davities, Dufellforte, Berrichon, Lee’s Dynasty, State of Mind, Crotale, Cannonball Express, Leavesden, Monochrome, Ostentatious, Restraint, Shufetish, Tommy Gun, Triple Jeopardy, Bella Latte, Hopewell, Son of a Warrior, Sorelle, etc.

1st Dam MEDRANO, by General Nediyum. Winner at 1116m. Half-sister to DOPFF, RIZON, READY TO LIFT, Whitford Hill, Hi Queen (dam of CURRIGEE), Ascendo (dam of SIR CLIVE, ASCENDING). Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner- Feroz (g by Ferocity). 2 wins at 1600m to 2014-15, Marton JC Southern Rangitikei Veterinary Services H.

2nd Dam ON THE RISE (NZ), by Crested Wave (USA). Winner at 1575m in NZ. Half-sister to KHAMACRUZ, SNOW CHIEF. Dam of 15 foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:- DOPFF (f Tights (USA)) 8 wins 1300 to 1900m, AuRC Bluebird Foods Trophy, Gr 2, Waikato RC Sprint H., L. Dam of 7 winners-

Octapussy (f Octagonal (NZ)) 6 wins 1400 to 2000m, $227,420, Waikato RC Hamilton Cup, 2d BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-

PUSSY WILLOW (f O’Reilly) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, WRC Wakefield Challenge S., Gr 2, 2d Whangarei RC 91.6 More FM H.

PUSSY O’REILLY (f O’Reilly) 5 wins–1 at 2–to 1400m, to 2013-14, Manawatu RC Flying H., L, 2d Hawke’s Bay Makfi Challenge S., Gr 1. Riesling, 4 wins 1500 to 2040m, VATC Savoir H. Dam of 2 winners-

VALPOLICELLA (f Red Ransom (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2100m, Manawatu Classic, Gr 3, AuRC Champagne S., L. Dam of 2 winners-


CATALONIA - VILANOVA (Aust.) (g Commands) 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2200m, $503,028, to 2013-14, MRC Autumn Classic, Gr 2, 2d BRC Champagne Classic, Gr 2, 3d Queensland Derby, Gr 1.

Pineau. Winner at 1600m in NZ. Dam of-

DANCER’S TALE (f Tale of the Cat (USA)) 3 wins–2 at 2–800 to 1300m to 2014-15, CJC Welcome S., L, 3d WRC Wellesley S., L.

RIZON (g Zabeel) 4 wins 1600 to 2400m, MRC Herbert Power S., Gr 2.

READY TO LIFT (f More Than Ready (USA)) 10 wins 1200 to 2400m, $598,480, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3.

Hi Queen. Winner at 2000m, 2d AJC Matador Towbars H. Dam of 2 winners-

CURRIGEE (g Danewin) 4 wins–1 at 2–1206 to 2200m, $223,235, Tasmanian Derby, Gr 3, 3d QTG Grand Prix S., Gr 3.

Ascendo. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

SIR CLIVE (g Bigstone (Ire)) 7 wins–3 at 2–900 to 1500m, $623,533, AJC Hobartville S., Gr 2, 2d Australian Derby, Gr 1, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1.

Race Record: Placed at 2.
First season at stud
Served by BERNARDINI (USA). Date of last service, 10 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 815  ESKIMO QUEEN (NZ)
Bay mare (Branded Δ nr sh. 12 3 off sh.) Foaled 2003

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) ............... Northern Dancer ............. by Nearctic .................
    Fairy Bridge ............... by Bold Reason ............
    Rose of Jericho ........... Alleged .................. by Hoist the Flag ........
    Rose Red .................. by Northern Dancer ....

(Dam) Icelandic (Ire) ............... Arctic Walk .............. by Arctic Slave ............
    Kylie Belle .................. Bolak (Ire) ............. by Bold Lad .................
    Bourbon Belle .............. by Bourbon Prince ....

SHINKO KING (IRE) (1991). 8 wins to 1800m, Chukyo Takamatsunomiya Cup, Jpn-1. Sire of 440 rnrs, 277 wnrs, 14 SW, inc. C’Est la Guerre (New Zealand Derby, Gr.1), Bramble Rose, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Shez Sinsational, Maules Creek, SP Thorn Prince, Acquisto, Outback Girl and of Shining Armour, Virago Tiara, Evening Rose, Crikey Cron, Baron Douro, Tigerland, Saint Pat, Mai Volks, Sir Sunny, Dance in the Park, Rockweiler, Moni Nui, etc.

1st Dam COLD TYPE, by Icelandic (Ire). 3 wins 1100 to 2100m, Wanganui JC Watkins Honda & Nissan H., 2d Waikato RC Tunaekte H. Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 5 winners-
    ESKIMO QUEEN (f by Shinko King (Ire)). 4 wins. See below.
    Code (g by Shinko King (Ire)). 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, 3d WATC Amelia Park H.
    Triple Wonder (g by Shinko King (Ire)). 2 wins at 1400m, $118,205, Singapore TC Class 5 H., 2d Singapore TC Benchmark 67 H., Class 5 H.-5 times, 3d Singapore TC Royal Bangkok Sports Club Trophy, Benchmark 62 H.
    Chillydip (f by Silver River). Winner at 1000m in NZ.
    Mr Sandals (g by Sandtrap (USA)). Winner at 1950m.
    Eskimo King (g by Shinko King (Ire)). Placed to 2014-15, 3d MRC Guinot Skincare P.

2nd Dam KYLIE BELLE, by Bolak (Ire). Started 3 times. Half-sister to Princess Belle (dam of KRYSPIN KLEAR). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 5 winners-
    Jay Ee Eight. 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m, $184,263, AuRC Zabeel Juvenile H.
    Ngatira Prince. 2 wins at 1000, 1200m in Korea.
    Cantenac. Winner at 1000m in NZ.

3rd Dam BOURBON BELLE, by Bourbon Prince (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 5f, 6f, 3d AuRC Papakura H. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
    Brigade Prince - Flash of Diamond (H.K.). 5 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1400m, VATC Heathmont H., RHKJC Wanchai Gap H., Shanghai H., Madras H.
    Princess Belle. 2 wins at 1600, 2000m in NZ. Dam of 5 winners-
    KRYSPIN KLEAR (g Kreisler (Ire)) 13 wins 1150 to 1360m, Waikato RC Sprint H., L-twice, 2d AuRC Railway H., Gr 1, Matamata Cup, L, 3d WRC Telegraph H., Gr 1, Avondale JC Concorde H., Gr 2, AuRC Great Northern Challenge S., Gr 3, 4th Avondale JC Concorde H., Gr 2-twice.
    Muted. 5 wins 1600 to 2100m, BATC Sibyl's H., QTQ Red Handed Graduation S., Industry Graduation S., Paddington Intermediate H.

Race Record: Stakes-winner. 4 wins 1200 to 2400m, $885,421, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, Avondale JC Lion Foundation H., 2d VRC Let's Elope S., Gr 3, AuRC Lindauer H., 3d BTC Doomben Roses P., Gr 3, 4th MRC Underwood S., Gr 1.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race.
    2010 Lady l’Orange (f by Dane Shadow). Unraced.
    2012 Dreamforce (c by Fastnet Rock). Unraced.
    2013 Dreamforce (c by Redoute’s Choice).
    2014 Dreamforce (c by Commands).

Not served
Lot 816  EXCLUSIVE BID  
Chestnut mare  
(Branded M br. 14
2 2-5

(Sire) Lunchtime (GB)……… Silly Season by Tom Fool…………
SNIPPETS ……………… Great Occasion by Hornbeam…………
(Dam) Pre Emptive Strike (Can) ………… Blushing Groom by Red God…………
OVERBID……………… Pre Emptive Strike (Can) ………………
1989 Binibini ……………………… Plastic Surgery (Ire)……… By Upper Case………

winnings, 57 SW, inc. Hasna (AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr.1), Spartacus, etc. Sire of
the dams of 1432 mares, 975 winners, 34 GW, inc. SW Overreach, Fiveandahalfstar,
Crystal Lily, Romantic Touch, Bel Sprinter, Red Tracer, Shellscape, Wanted,
Magnus, Marju Snip, Snitzel, Uneartly, San Nicasio, Scandiva, Jolie Bay, Do Ra Mi,
Dusty Star, Il Saggiatore, Shrapnel, Wilander, etc.

1st Dam
OVERBID, by Pre Emptive Strike (Can). Placed at 3. Half-sister to CLONMEL,
SARANGGANI. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-
Overfond (f by Integra). 9 wins 900 to 1200m, BTC Heinrich Constructions
Flying H., QTC Santa Claus H., BTC Bletchingly H., 2d BTC Quick Fit Tyres H.
Seafront (c by Sea Swell). 7 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1400m, AJC Chicola H., 2d
A JC Hancock & Associates H., BTC Moratis Fresh Produce H.
Avadance (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). 2 wins at 1100, 1460m, STC Vodka
Cruiser P., 2d STC Bigpond H., Schweppes P.
Flaming Prince (c by Humam (Ire)). 6 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1200m, 2d QTC
Eskimo Prince H., 3d BTC Castlemaine Perkins H.
Five Straight (f by King of Kings (Ire)). Placed at 3. Dam of 2 winners-
Sea World. 4 wins 1300 to 1700m in 2014 in Malaysia.
Too Many Lies. 3 wins 1000 to 1200m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam
BINIBINI, by Solitary Hail (USA). 3 wins 1600 to 2000m, AJC Nile H., Elizabeth
Bay H., 2d AJC Cuddle H., STC Ashbury RSL H., St George Leader H. Dam of
10 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
CLONMEL (g Thunder Gulch (USA)) 3 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 2130m, $254,120,
A JC Fernhill H., Gr 3, TL Baillieu H., L, Clibborn H., 2d AJC Champagne S.,
Gr 1, STC Eaglehawk by Wolf Blass H.
SARANGGANI (g Dazzling Account (USA)) 3 wins 1600 to 2000m, STC Quick
Eze H., L, AJC Poseidon H., STC Begonia Belle H., 2d AJC Baltic H.
Wintergarden. Winner at 1600m, AJC Tellers' H. Dam of-
Fiery Sunset (f Thunder Gulch (USA)) 3 wins at 1400, 1500m, $124,800,

Race Record: 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1010, 1200m.
Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner.
2007 Slipped by Minardi (USA).
2008 Bidard (g by Minardi (USA)). Unplaced.
2009 Zin Zan Eddie (g by Zizou). 4 wins 1250 to 1400m, $289,395, to 2014-15,
ATC John McGarr H., Eastern Creek Tavern H., Tab.com.au H.,
Bowermens Furniture H., 2d ATC Tab.com.au P., 3d ATC Australian Turf
Club 2YO P., Crown Castle H., Blackwoods Galmet H., The Action's
Calling at TAB H., Phillip Hughes Tribute H., 4th Canberra Guineas, L.
2010 (c by Zizou). Died.
2013 (f by Zizou).
2014 (f by Zizou).

Served by NOT A SINGLE DOUBT. Date of last service, 1 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 817

**EXPECTED**

Bay mare (Branded ON nr sh. 20 7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

- **(Sire)** Danehill (USA) ........................................ by Northern Dancer ....
- **EXCEED AND EXCEL**
  - Danzig ........................................ by His Majesty ...........
  - Razyana ....................................... by Northern Dancer ....
  - Patrona (USA) ...................................... by Watch Your Step ....

- **(Dam)**
- **BACCHETTO** ........................................ by Canny Lad
  - 1999
  - Bacchetto ....................................... by Canny Lad
  - Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
    - Bejewelled (f by Anabaa (USA)). 7 wins 1100 to 1400m, $288,840, AJC Black Shoes H., Prostate Cancer Institute H., McGrath Estate Agents H., Squatters Purse H., STC 3com Multimedia Solutions H., 2d AJC Wiggle H., L, 3d AJC June S., L, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L, 4th AJC Toy Show H., L. Austin’s Cane (g by Power of Destiny)
  - Gypsy Alert ................................... by Solitary Hail (USA) ....

- **EXCEED AND EXCEL (AUS) (2000)**. 7 wins-2 at 2, VRC Newmarket H., Gr.1. Sire of 1226 mnr, 830 wns, 95 SW, inc. Overreach (ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Guelph, Excelebration, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Bounding, Prompt Return, Buckinghamshammp, Haybah, Kenouska, Avisto, SP Cautious, Cormrow, Rosie’s Premiere, Diamond Glow and of Almargo, Cash Advance, Pilly’s Wish, Sugar Rush, Denzille Lane, Bergdorf, Deconstructed, Marrakesh, etc.

1st Dam

**BACCHETTO**, by Canny Lad. Started 3 times. Three-quarter-sister to

- **ACCOMPILICE, GIVEN** (dam of GREEN ROLLER), QUARANTE LOVE, YOU’RE CANNY, Amazing One, half-sister to ALERT ME, TECHNIQUES.
  - Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
    - Bejewelled (f by Anabaa (USA)). 7 wins 1100 to 1400m, $288,840, AJC Black Shoes H., Prostate Cancer Institute H., McGrath Estate Agents H., Squatters Purse H., STC 3com Multimedia Solutions H., 2d AJC Wiggle H., L, 3d AJC June S., L, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L, 4th AJC Toy Show H., L. Austin’s Cane (g by Power of Destiny)

2nd Dam

**Gypsy Alert**, by Solitary Hail (USA). 10 wins 1000 to 1290m, AJC Mary Gilmore H., VATC Florence H., AJC Tesio H., Institute S., 2d SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3, STC Festival H., L, 3d AJC Analie H., L, VATC Barton H., L. Half-sister to **WITH ME** (dam of ACCOMPLICE), Alerted by Me (dam of QUARANTE LOVE). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

- **ALERT ME** (c Genghiz (USA)) 9 wins to 1600m, $285,910, STC Frederick Clissold H., Gr 3, AJC NJ Barker H., 2d STC Canterbury S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Hall Mark S., L, 4th Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, STC Festival H., L.
- **TECHNIQUES** (f Palace Music (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–to 1400m, $221,810, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, AJC Razor Sharp H., L, 3d AJC Light Fingers S., Gr 2, STC Missile S., Gr 3, 4th AJC PJ Bell H., L. Dam of-
- **YOU’RE CANNY** (g Canny Lad) 4 wins–3 at 2–to 1200m, $221,785, Canberra RC Black Opal S., L.

Race Record: Unplaced.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal, 1 raced.

- 2012 Princeps (f by Roman Emperor (NZ)). Started once.
- 2013 Not served previous season.
- 2014 Slipped by Love Conquers All.

Served by NOT A SINGLE DOUBT. Date of last service, 25 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 3 Row C 4-10
On Account of VIEIRA GROUP PTY LTD, Sydney

Lot 818
EXTRA TERRESTIAL
Bay mare
(Branded □ nr sh. 1 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2000

(Sire)
Rainbow Quest ................. Blushing Groom.........
by Red God........................
I Will Follow.................... by Herbager........................
Aryenne .......................... Green Dancer........
by Nijinsky ........................ Americaine ........
by Cambremont......................

(Dam)
Star Watch ........................ Light of Peace........
by Light Wind (Fr)........
TERRESTIAL ........................ Persepolis ...........
by Kalamoun ....................
1991
Zabriskie Zest (Fr)..............
by Sword Dancer ........

wnrs, 43 SW, inc. Viscount (AJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.1), Dracula, Unworldly, De
Beers, Sarrera, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Complacent, Norzita, Erewon,
Skilled, African Rose, Tavistock, Rock Sturdy, Sidestep, Light Heavy, Text’n
Hurley, Ambidexter, Silver Pond, Torio’s Quest, Lamasery, Famous Name,
Deferential, Scissor Kick, Big Break, Helleborine, Skia, Maram, etc.

1st Dam
TERRESTIAL, by Star Watch. 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, AJC Mooltan H., STC
Hartshill H., 3d VRC Faith No More H., STC Monterrey H. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to
race, 5 winners, inc:-

OUTBACK PRINCE (c by Desert Prince (Ire)). 4 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1600m,
$841,350, QTJ TC Smith Classic, Gr 1, AJC Hobartville S., Gr 2, Ksar 2YO
H., STC Jack Daniel’s 2YO H., 2d AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, Leger
2YO H., STC Bondi Junction 2YO H., 3d AJC George Main S., Gr 1, STC
Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, Theo Marks S., Gr 2, Gloaming S., Gr 2, Sire.

HOTEL GRAND (c by Grand Lodge (USA)). 3 wins at 1600, 2000m,
$598,860, AJC Canterbury Guineas, Gr 1, Spring Champion S., Gr 1,
Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Dulcify H., L. Sire.

Star Search (g by Quest for Fame (GB)). Winner at 1300m, AJC Electro H.
Captain Daylight (g by Rory’s Jester). Winner at 1200m, 2d AJC Mounties H.,
STC Kogarah RSL Club H., 3d AJC Narwee H., STC Blondies Hair Stylists H.

Virgin Snow (f by Desert Prince (Ire)). Unraced. Dam of-

Miss Husson (f Husson (ARG)) 4 wins 1200 to 2000m, $126,550, to 2014-
15, BRC Andrew Bensley No 1 in News H., Yellowglen P., Ipswich TC Sky
Racing P., 2d Sunshine Coast Guineas, Gr 3.

2nd Dam
ZABRISKIE ZEST (FR), by Persepolis. 3 wins at 1600, 1800m, 2d Longchamp
Prix de la Lorie, 3d Evry Prix de Gournay, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Appollonia.
Half-sister to DRIVEN TO TEARS, Ocre Jaune (dam of SMART JAUNE).

Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Express Flyer. 4 wins 1200 to 1350m, STC Truscott’s Toyota H.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1200, 1550m, STC Rooty Hill RSL H.
Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, all raced, 5 winners.

2006 Home on a Wing (g by Hawk Wing (USA)). 2 wins at 1800, 2000m,
$169,770, ATC Stylecraft H., 2d Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 3, ATC Miller H.
2007 Extra Celestial (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Placed, 2d STC Asbestos
Disease Foundation of Australia 2YO H.
2008 Karosse (g by Flying Spur). 3 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14.
2009 Hard Marker (g by Fastnet Rock). 5 wins 1250 to 1500m to 2014-15, 4th
ATC Pago Pago S., Gr 2.
2010 Swiggin’ (g by Fastnet Rock). Winner at 1400m in 2014-15.
2011 Turbo Street (g by Encosta de Lago). Winner at 1700m in 2014-15, 3d
SAJC Mac Just Over? Don’t Drive 2YO H.
2012 Missed to Lonhro.
2013 (f by Lonhro).
2014 (f by Big Brown (USA)).

Served by EPAULETTE. Date of last service, 20 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 819

FLORAL BROOK
Bay mare (Branded S nr sh. 34 off sh.) Foaled 2004

(Sire) Miswaki by Raise a Native

UMATILLA (NZ) by Mr. Prospector

(Dam) Alleged by Hoist the Flag

FLORAL (USA) 1985

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.
2009 Pretty Gully (f by Spinning World (USA)). 7 wins at 1200, 1400m, $104,655, to 2014-15, ATC Styletread.com.au H., BRC Ormiston College H., 2d BRC Sirromet 5-Star Winery H., 3d Qld Tatt’s RC IPG Print H.
2010 Clarence View (f by Spinning World (USA)). 3 wins at 1200, 1625m in 2014-15, 2d ATC Warwick Farm H.
2012 Kilmacurragh (c by O’Reilly). Unraced.
2013 Missed to O’Reilly.
2014 (f by Manhattan Rain).

Served by MONEY OR THE GUN. Date of last service, 6 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal.

From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row M 2-5
On Account of TURANGGA FARM, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 819

FLORAL BROOK
Bay mare (Branded S nr sh. 34 off sh.) Foaled 2004

(Sire) Miswaki by Raise a Native

UMATILLA (NZ) by Mr. Prospector

(Dam) Alleged by Hoist the Flag

FLORAL (USA) 1985

1st Dam FLORAL (USA), by Alleged. Started once. Half-sister to GARTHORN. Dam of 9 named foals, 5 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

CHLOROPHYLL (f by Zeditave). 11 wins 1000 to 1500m, $555,390, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, VATC Tristarc S., Gr 3, AJC Angst H., L, VRC Hardy Brothers Prelude S., L, STC Millie Fox Quality P.H., AJC Jim Donohoe H., 2d MRC Diamond Jubilee S., Gr 2, VATC Mannerism S., Gr 3, AJC Show County H., L. Dam of 6 winners-

Innovation (g Xaar (GB)) 8 wins 1200 to 1300m, $325,990, WATC Avenida Madero H., Carlton Mid H., Centre Ford H., BMW 5 Series H., Westall H., 2d WATC Colonel Reeves S., Gr 3, Ruabon S., L, 4th WATC Colonel Reeves S., Gr 3, AJ Scallback S., Gr 3, Carbine Club of WA S., L, Cyril Flower S., L, Bunbury TC Pinjarra Classic, L.

Green Beret. 5 wins at 1100, 1250m, $219,835, to 2013-14, ATC Flinders Lane Perfect Fit Shirt H., Husson at Vinery H., Tynan Motors H.

Malachite. 4 wins at 900, 1010m to 2014-15.

Enhance Ardent (f by Marauding (NZ)). Unraced. Grandam of-

April Rose. 6 wins at 1000m, MRC Sportingbet’s Protest Pay Up H.

2nd Dam GARDEN VERSE, by Cyane. 8 wins–2 at 2–7f to 8½f, $182,127, Monmouth Molly Pitcher H., Gr 2, 2d Belmont Hempstead H., Gr 2, 3d Atlantic City Matchmaker S., Gr 1. Three-quarter-sister to OBEAH (dam of GO FOR WAND, DANCE SPELL, DISCORAMA, BLACK POWDER), half-sister to-

FUEGO SEGURO, Impervious (dam of OVERPEER, NOBLE TOWN). Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

GARTHORN (c Believe It) 10 wins 1m to 1½m, Belmont Metropolitan H., Gr 1, Aqueduct Stuyvesant H., Gr 2, Excelsior H., Gr 2, Hawthorne Gold Cup, Gr 2, Aqueduct Westchester H., Gr 3, Toulouse Prix Max Sicard, L. Sire.
Lot 820

FLY LIKE ANGELS
Bay mare (Branded B nr sh. 10 2 off sh.) Foaled 2002

(Sire) Nureyev ......................... Northern Dancer ........ by Nearctic
FASLIEV (USA) ........... Special .................................. by Forli ................
Mr. P's Princess ............... Mr. Prospector .......... by Raise a Native ..........

(Dam) PRINCESS TYCOON..... Last Tycoon (Ire) ........ Try My Best ................. by Northern Dancer ....
1993 Cumulus (II) ............... Zvornik ................ by Todman .................

FASLIEV (USA) (1997). 5 wins at 2, Leopardstown Phoenix S., Gr.1. Sire of 1397 rnrs, 863 wnrs, 32 SW, inc. Carry on Katie (Newmarket Cheveley Park S., Gr.1), Amico Fritz, Chineur, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Mellora, Indian Ocean, Miss Rose de Lago, Victory Laurel, Alsindi, Trois Lunes, Topclas, Awesome Planet, My Year is a Day, America, Big Orange, Inspiriter, Orbec, Princess Bavaroise, Shamshon, Stay Tuned, Under the Radar, Marianne, etc.

1st Dam PRINCESS TYCOON, by Last Tycoon (Ire). Winner at 800m. Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Asian Tycoon (f by Citidancer (Ire)). 2 wins at 1350, 1400m, QTC Sasha Bijou H.

2nd Dam CUMULUS (II), by Zvornik. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1150, 1200m, AuRC Chase Corporation H., Waikato RC Improvers' S., 2d AuRC Rakino P. Half-sister to Windy Morn, Byeela (dam of SNOW REASON), Best Percentage (dam of DANNI MARTINE). Dam of 9 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Dr Harry. 7 wins 1000 to 1200m, $121,436, STC Tumut H., AJC Scobie Breasley H., STC Leopardstown H., 2d STC Hollywood Park 2YO H.
Sky Road. 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1200m, AJC Ma Cheri H., 2d AJC Malta H.

3rd Dam SNOWMIST, by Showdown (GB). 4 wins at 1200, 1600m, VRC Edward Manifold S., MVRC Foundation H., 2d VRC Wakeful S., Frances Tressady S., VATC Tranquil Star S., 4th VRC AV Kewney S., Bloodhorse Breeders' P. Sister to SILVER SHARPE, half-sister to SNOWTOP (dam of LA NEIGE). Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
Windy Morn (c Sir Tristram (Ire)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 2000m, STC Cronulla H., Borehead P., 2d QTC Grand Prix S., Gr 2. Sire.
Byeela. Unplaced. Dam of 4 winners-
SNOW REASON (f Sound Reason (Can)) 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, CJC Canterbury Belle S., L, 2d Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2. Dam of 8 winners-
Realign (g Align) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, 3d Taranaki 2YO Classic, Gr 3. Best Percentage. Unraced. Dam of 5 winners-
DANNI MARTINE (f Danzero) 4 wins to 1500m, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, 3d AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1. Producer.
Rory's Ratio (c Rory's Jester) 3 wins 1000 to 1200m, 2d WATC Prince of Wales S., Gr 3, 3d WATC Winterbottom S., Gr 2, Placid Ark S., L.

Race Record: Placed.
Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, both winners.
2008 Destiny's Angel (f by Power of Destiny). 2 wins at 1000, 1300m to 2013-14.
2009 Winged Warrior (g by Strada). 6 wins 900 to 1200m to 2014-15.
2010 Missed to Kheleyf (USA).
2012 Boxcars (g by Nadeem). Unraced.
2013 (f by Husson (ARG)).
2014 (f by Husson (ARG)).

Served by LOVE CONQUERS ALL. Date of last service, 1 December 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row P 4-11
On Account of GOOREE PARK STUD, Mudgee

Lot 821

FREEDOM CALL

Brown filly (Branded C nr sh. 26 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Storm Cat..................... by Northern Dancer....

(STATURE OF LIBERTY
(USA)).......................... Terlingua ....................... by Secretariat.............

Charming Lassie .................. Seattle Slew .................. by Bold Reasoning........

(Dam) Niijinsky..................... by Northern Dancer....

(GLORIOUS CALLING ..
2005) Royal Academy (USA)...... Crimson Saint .............. by Crimson Satan........

Up the Hill ....................... Danehill (USA) ............. Danzig........................


1st Dam

GLORIOUS CALLING, by Royal Academy (USA). Started once. Half-sister to OLDER THAN TIME. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, inc:- Paradise Bound (f by War Pass (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

2nd Dam

UP THE HILL, by Danehill (USA). Unraced. Sister to Assafa, three-quarter-sister to LANGoustine, ONE WORLD (dam of ONE LAST DANCE). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:- OLDER THAN TIME (f by Don Eduardo (NZ)). 5 wins 1200 to 1900m, $316,405, ATC Sky High S., L, TJ's Champagne Bar H., 2d ATC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, Chairman's H., Gr 2, 3d ATC Millie Fox S., Gr 3, Aspiration H., L, NE Manion Cup, L, City Tattersall's Club Cup, L, 4th ATC Chairman's H., Gr 2. Najib. 2 wins at 2037, 2215m, 2d MRC Fleurie H., 4th VRC Express S., L.

3rd Dam

Marigot Bay (Ire), by Fairy King (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 5f, Leopardstown Burlington Air Express Nursery H., 3d Curragh Round Tower S., L, 4th Curragh Marble Hill S., L. Blood-sister to Achill Island - Sleep Well (H.K.), half-sister to LANGoustine, ONE WORLD (dam of ONE LAST DANCE). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Assafa (c Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, MRC Broadbridge H., Waikato RC Espresso Infusion H., 3d VRC Rory's Jester P., Gr 3. Sire. Nevis Peak. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners- Fly Silca Fly. 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, Newmarket Rotary Club H.

4th Dam

PRAWN COCKTAIL (USA), by Artichoke. Unraced. Half-sister to ROYAL ACADEMY, PANCHO VILLA, TERLINGUA (dam of STORM CAT, CHAPEL OF DREAMS), ALYDARIEL (dam of JEUNE HOMME), Border Run, Encino. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:- LANGoustine (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1050m, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, 3d VRC Red Roses S., L. Producer. ONE WORLD (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1200m, $145,450, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, SAJC Fulham Park P., L, 3d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3. Dam of 3 winners- ONE LAST DANCE (f Encosta de Lago). 3 wins at 2 955 to 1100m, $177,223, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, MVRC Essendon Mazda 55 Second Challenge 2YO H. Achill Island - Sleep Well (H.K.) (g Sadler's Wells). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1500, 1650m, £355,147, 2d Ascot Royal Lodge S., Gr 2, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Turf S., L, Tipperary Ad Valorem S., L, 3d Chester Dee S., Gr 3. Marigot Bay (f Fairy King (USA)). 2 wins. See above.

Race Record: Unraced.
GRAND BELLE
Bay mare
(Branded nr sh. 21 off sh.)
Foaled 2009

(Stk) Danehill (USA) by Northern Dancer
(Tr) Rolls (USA) by Mr. Prospector
(Gr) Dehere (USA) by Deputy Minister
(Gr) Twig Moss (Fr) by Sister Dot
(Gr) Calemoess by Caledonian Belle

GRAND BELLE is a Bay mare, Branded nr sh. 21 off sh., foaled in 2009. She is by Danehill (USA), out of MADAM DEHEREOS, by Dehere (USA). Her full siblings include HEAPS OF FUN and CALEDONIAN BOY. Her dam, MADAM DEHEREOS, is a daughter of MADAM DEHEREOS, by Dehere (USA), 4 wins 1200 to 1420m, $131,670, VRC Scomeld H., MRC What's the Verdict H., SAJC Young Members P., Marsh H., 2d MRC Canny Lass H., Oakbank RC Awana Resorts H. Half-sister to HEAPS OF FUN. MADAM DEHEREOS is the dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 1 winner, inc:- Gaelic Hero (g by Elusive Quality (USA)).

1st Dam
MADAM DEHEREOS, by Dehere (USA). 4 wins 1200 to 1420m, $131,670, VRC Scomeld H., MRC What's the Verdict H., SAJC Young Members P., Marsh H., 2d MRC Canny Lass H., Oakbank RC Awana Resorts H. Half-sister to HEAPS OF FUN. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 1 winner, inc:- Gaelic Hero (g by Elusive Quality (USA)).

2nd Dam
CALEMOSS, by Twig Moss (Fr). 2 wins at 1400, 1614m, MVRC Gadens Ridgeway H. Half-sister to CALEDONIAN BOY, Calemeo (dam of LADY OF THE PINES), Comely Lass (dam of VIGIL). Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:- HEAPS OF FUN (f Rory's Jester) 3 wins – 2 at 1000, 1200m, $186,710, VATC Sandown Park UK S., L, VRC Flemington in Autumn 2YO H., 3d SAJC Widden Stud S., L, 4th VRC Drumstick Gold P., Gr 3, Red Roses S., L. Dorer. 5 wins – 2 at 1000 to 1450m, AJC Petersham 2YO H., Mr Entertainment. 5 wins 1000 to 1250m, SAJC Collex H., Cornish Moss. Started 3 times. Dam of 4 winners-

Double Impact (g Mossman) 7 wins – 2 at 2 to 1000 to 2200m, $422,600, to 2014-15, BRC The Good Guys H., Sky International H., McInnes Wilson Lawyers 2YO P., Bundaberg Rum H., National Jockeys Celebration Day H., SCTC BMW 3 Series H., 2d Sunshine Coast Guineas, L, GCTC Ken Russell Memorial Classic, L, Toowoomba TC Weetwood H., L, 3d Gold Coast Guineas, Gr 3, BRC Phelan Ready S., L, Daybreak Lover S., L.

3rd Dam
CALEDONIAN BELLE, by Planet Kingdom. 3 wins – 1 at 2 to 1000, 1200m, MVRC Merri H., Ailsa H., 2d VATC Thoroughbred Club S. Sister to CALEDONIAN PLANET. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:- CALEDONIAN BOY (c Plush (NZ)) 9 wins – 3 at 2 to 1000 to 1600m, $252,115, VATC Elders Mile H., Gr 1, 3d MVRC William Reid S., Gr 1. Calemeo. 2 wins – 1 at 2 to 1100, 1200m, VATC William Pearson H. Dam of LADY OF THE PINES (f Bluebird (USA)) 2 wins – 1 at 2 to 1000, 1600m, $302,600, VATC One Thousand Guineas, Gr 1, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2. Danish Pastry. Winner at 1052m, 2d VRC November Rain H. Grandam of STORM APPROACH (g Purrealist) 2 wins – 1 at 2 to 1200, 1800m, $117,105, to 2013-14, SAJC Hill Smith S., L. Comely Lass. Unplaced. Dam of 6 winners-

VIGIL (f Danehill (USA)) 4 wins 1300 to 1600m, $287,980, VATC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3, MVRC Great Western S., L.

Race Record: Started once.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (f by Bryannbo’s Gift (NZ)).
Not served
Lot 823

GUNIINII

Bay mare  (Branded W nr sh. 247 off sh.)  Foaled 2004

(Sire) Sadler’s Wells.......................... Northern Dancer ............ by Neartic

GALILEO (IRE).......................... Fairy Bridge.......................... by Bold Reason

Urban Sea.............................. Miswaki............................. by Mr. Prospector

(Dam) Allegretta............................. by Lombard

NEWPORT BEACH ............ by Danzig.............................. by Northern Dancer...

1994 Danzil................................. by Northern Dancer

Hula Gold (Ire)...................... Rheingold............................. by His Majesty


1st Dam

NEWPORT BEACH, by Danehill (USA). Placed at 3, 2d STC Monterey H. Half-sister to SIR MIDAS, Sunset Beach (dam of MARDI’S MAGIC). Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:- Adorabubble (f by Ferocity). 5 wins at 1000, 1200m to 2014-15, BRC Uniform Management Services H., Landfill Logistics Pty Ltd H. Hexagon (g by Lonhro). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, HKJC So Uk H. Octa Lucky Star (g by Octagonal). Winner at 1000m, HKJC Deauville H.

2nd Dam

HULA GOLD (IRE), by Rheingold. Unraced. Half-sister to HULA CHIEF, HULA DRUM, HAWAIIAN SONG, Hula Dance (dam of LOVE DANCE, MORVEN WARRIOR). Dam of 13 named foals, 12 to race, 6 winners, inc:- SIR MIDS (c Sir Tristram (Ire)) 3 wins 1400 to 2200m, $276,320, Geelong RC Derby Trial S., L, AJC PH Osborne Welter H., Carbon Copy H., 2d Victoria Derby, Gr 1, 3d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1. Kailey Princess. 3 wins 1300 to 1500m, VATC Dorian’s Equitime P., 2d VRC Cornwall H., 4th SAJC Cinderella S., L. Grandam of- HERCULIAN PRINCE (g Yamanin Vital) 9 wins 1400 to 2400m, $604,414, AJC Metropolitan H., Gr 1, STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3, AJC Japan Racing Association P., L, STC Neville Sellwood S., L, 2d ATC Randwick City H., L, 3d NSW Tatt’s RC Tramway H., Gr 3. Sunset Beach. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

MARDI’S MAGIC (f Kenny’s Best Pal) 4 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $204,385, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 3d BTC Bernborough H., L.

Surrealist. Placed at 2 & 3. Dam of 8 winners-

RACING TO WIN (g Encosta de Lago) Champion 3YO in Australia in 2006. 13 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $3,762,285, AJC George Main S., Gr 1, Epsom H., Gr 1, All Aged S., Gr 1, Doncaster H., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, AJC Warwick S., Gr 2.

PURREALIST (c Tale of the Cat (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr 3, 2d SAJC Jansz S., Gr 3. Sire.

Race Record: Unplaced.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.

2009 Ever Hope (f by Domesday). 4 wins at 1300, 1400m in Philippines.

2010 Gun Trace (g by War Trace (USA)). Unraced.

2011 Richter’s Gift (f by Bryannbo’s Gift (NZ)). Unraced.

2012 (c by Bryannbo’s Gift (NZ)).

2013 Not served previous season.

2014 (c by Bryannbo’s Gift (NZ)).

Served by BRYANNBO’S GIFT (NZ). Date of last service, 22 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 824

**H ave Time**

Bay mare (Branded J nr sh. 1 off sh.) Foaled 2000

**(Sire)** Kris............................... Sharpen Up....................... by Atan .........................

SWITCH IN TIME (IRE)

Doubly Sure...................... by Reliance.........................

Match Bend........................ Never Bend......................... by Nasrullah..................

Match Game........................ by My Babu.........................

**(Dam)**

Raffindale (GB)................... Wharfedale...................... by Wilwyn.........................

TELEMARK.......................... Steel Pulse (GB).................. by Diatome.........................

1979

Altius.............................. by Wilkes (Fr)....................

SWITCH IN TIME (IRE) (1983). 6 wins. Sire of 509 mrs, 395 wns, inc SW Sword (SAJC Goodwood H., Gr.1), Border Time, King of Acapulco, Eastern Standard, etc. Sire of the dams of 347 mrs, 198 wns, inc. SW Teasing, SP Falontime, Aделaidee, Continuanu and of Haizum, Blue Jupiter, Patarchie, Bunkum, Gold Buckle, Greek Adonis, In a Wink, Cocktail Time, Bahen, Devils Melody, El Blazing Time, Justifier, Multire Music, Trevbar, Spartan Idol, etc.

1st Dam

TELEMARK, by Raffindale (GB). Placed at 2 & 3. Dam of 13 named foals, 12 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

Steelswitch (g by Switch in Time (Ire)). 34 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $234,675, STC ABAX Contracting H., Opera House H., Taren Point H., 2d AJC Campbelltown H., BATC Nescafe Blend 43 H., STC Central H., 3d STC Churchill Down Series H., Yaralla H., 4th Gosford RC Pacesetter S., L. Strathpark (f by Switch in Time (Ire)). 12 wins 1000 to 1207m, MVRC Beaconsfield H., VATC EC Moore Welter H., 2d VRC Champagne Bar H. Telargo (c by Tingo (GB)). 15 wins 1000 to 1400m. Strathkyle (g by Yussac (USA)). 5 wins 900 to 1400m. Cronin’s Mark (g by Old Crony (USA)). 4 wins 900 to 1170m. Western Blue (f by Steel Blade). 2 wins at 1100m. Producer. Switch to Telemark (g by Switch in Time (Ire)). **Winner** at 1000m. Braving Tempest (g by Switch in Time (Ire)). **Winner** at 1000m, 2d Singapore TC Benchmark 53 H., 3d Singapore TC Benchmark 55 H.

2nd Dam

STEEL DEAL, by Steel Pulse (GB). **Winner** at 1110m. Half-sister to Swift Contender. Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Shear Force. 10 wins 1000 to 1200m, BATC Letz Rent-a-Car Now H., Mark Down Sellers Novice H., QTC Governor Macquarie Graduation S., Corinda Graduation S., 4th BATC XXXS S., **Gr 3**. Princess Osmund. 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1350m, AJC Mildura H. Producer.

3rd Dam

ALTIUS, by Wilkes (Fr). **Winner** at 6f. Half-sister to THREDBO. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Swift Contender (c Denizen (USA)) 2 wins at 1300, 1700m, 2d VRC Flemington S., L.

**Race Record:** Unraced.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 1 winner.

2006 Classy Bundy (g by Vitrinite (NZ)). Unplaced.

2007 Rafezze (f by Freeze). Started twice.

2008 (c by Manner Hill). Destroyed.

2009 Missed to Zeditave.


2011 Floating Spirit (f by Freeze). Started twice.


2013 (f by Freeze).

2014 Missed to Mossman.

**Served by MOSSMAN.** Date of last service, 6 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Rows N 6-8 & T 9-12
On Account of EVERGREEN STUD FARM,
Heatherbrae (As Agent)

Lot 825  HEAVENLY NIGHT (USA)
Chestnut mare  Foaled 1999

(Sire)  WOODMAN (USA) . . . .
Mr. Prospector ...............  Raise a Native ...............  by Native Dancer ...............  Gold Digger ...............  by Nashua ...............  Buckpasser ...............  by Tom Fool ...............  Intriguing ...............  by Swaps ...............

(Dam)  OUT ON THE TOWN ....
1988
Spend a Buck ..................  Buckaroo ...............  by Buckpasser ...............  Belle de Jour ..................  by Speak John ...............  Playmate ..................  by Northern Dancer ...............  by Nearing ...............  Fanfreluche ...............  by Chop Chop ...............

WOODMAN (USA) (1983). 3 wins, Curragh Anglesey S., Gr.3. Sire of 1665 rnrs, 1099 wns, 100 SW, inc. Hector Protector (Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1), Bosra Sham, Hawk Wing, Timber Country, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Frozen Fire, Miss Finland, Birkin Bag, Amanee, Archarcharch, Europa Point, Tiz Miz Sue, Byword, Crowded House, Hurtle Myrtle, Redwood, Herculian Prince, Kinsale King, Proviso, Alexander Tango, Aston Machan, Mrs Lindsay, Sutra, Sudan, etc.

1st Dam
OUT ON THE TOWN (USA), by Spend a Buck. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to L'ENJOLEUR, LA VOYAGEUSE (dam of TIME BANDIT, INNOVATIVE), MEDAILLE D'OR, D'ACCORD, GRAND LUXE (dam of SMACKOVER CREEK), L'Extravagante (dam of MONTEILMAR, L'EXTRA HONOR), Slew and Easy (dam of CONSERVE), La Pepile (dam of SOLDERA), L'On Vite (dam of HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR, MILANOVA, BIG VIKING, HEART OF OAK). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Western Hour (f by Gone West). Winner, 3d Newbury Ballymacoll Stud S., L. Spinjive (f by Cure the Blues). 4 wins, 3d Ellis Wilma C Kennedy S., L. Grandam of-
Caught My Eye (f by Hansel). Unraced. Grandam of-
BEAR TOUCH TIGER (g Roar of the Tiger) 10 wins 5½f to 6½f, to 2014, Woodbine Kennedy Road S., Gr 3, 3d Woodbine Nearctic S., Gr 1.

Race Record: 2 wins–1 at 2–at 8½f in U.S.A.
Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners.
2004 Moonlight Music (f by Redoute's Choice). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Newbridge H., 2d AJC Bronte H., 3d STC Caravan Camping Supershow H., Rosehill Event Centre H., AAMI Golden Slipper Day 2YO H., Night of Champions H. Dam of-
MOMLIGHT HUSSLER (g Hussonet (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2013-14, MRC Debutant S., L, 2d SAJC Marsh H.
2005 Run Brony Run (f by Redoute's Choice). Unplaced. Dam of-
Dream Run. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1600m to 2014-15, 4th Hawke's Bay Lowland S., Gr 3.
Fionn's Kid. Winner at 1400m in 2014-15 in NZ.
2006 Miss Shamardal (f by Shamardal (USA)). 3 wins 1580 to 1800m, $163,130, ATC Bronte H., STC Rosehill Event Centre H., 2d AJC Canley Vale H., ATC Egroup Facilities H., Canterbury Park H., STC Lynch Flowers H., 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, Bacardi Lion H., ATC De Bortoli Wines H., TJ's Champagne Bar H.
2007 Pontoon Fender (g by Testa Rossa). 4 wins at 1400m.
2008 Testabolt (g by Testa Rossa). Winner at 1600m.
2009 Summer Evening (g by Casino Prince). Winner at 1600m.
2012 (c by Bernardini (USA)).
2013 Missed to Foxwedge.
2014 (c by Nicconi).

Served by LOPE DE VEGA (IRE). Date of last service, 15 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 826  
HELLUVA PARTY  
Bay mare  
(Branded C6J nr sh. 5/3 off sh.)  
Foaled 2003

(Is)  
DANTE’S FURY  
Danehill (USA)  
by Northern Dancer....  
Razynah by His Majesty .........  
Marscy by Biscay .........  
Red Rebecca by Showdown (GB).....

(Dam)  
FORMAL INVITATION  
(IRE)  
1979  
by Be My Guest  
What a Treat by Tudor Minstrel.....  
Best Turn by Turn-to.............  
Landside by Promised Land....

DANTE’S FURY (AUS) (1996). 3 wins at 1000m, VATC Time and Tide H. Sire of 137 rnrs, 88 wnrs, inc. SW El Presidente (WATC Railway S., Gr.1), Rebel Fury, Dante’s Dash, Dante’s Volonte, SP Tropical Fury, Bella Pia, Dante’s Banquet, Dante’s Diamond, Furociete, Trochee, Zeinab and of Son of Thunder, Hardwar, Wai Kor, etc. Sire of the dams of SP Kirov Boy, Australia Day and of Furious Dame, Little Shadow, Holy Sky, Our Royal Demon, Chanson de la Mer, etc.

1st Dam  
FORMAL INVITATION (IRE), by Be My Guest. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, L, Catanach’s H., L, 2d VRC AW Kentsey N., Gr 2, AJC Princess H., L, 3d VRC Edward Manifold S., Gr 2. Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

DON BELLOTTO (c by Bellotto (USA)). 14 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1666m, $142,750, TTC Newmarket H., L, 2d Tasmanian S., L, TRC Crown Lager S., L.

HYSTERICAL (f by Wolverton (Ire)). 8 wins 1100 to 1600m, $225,240, AJC Emanuclion S., L, 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3. Dam of 4 winners-

HY FUJI (f Fuji Kiseki (JPN)) 4 wins 1400 to 2400m, NSW Tatt’s RC Tattersalls P., L, 2d STC Gallagher Hotel Management H. Dam of-

KERMADEC (c Teofilo (Ire)) 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, $321,275, in 2014-15, VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, 3d ATC George Ryder S., Gr 1.

Mary Machree (f Quest for Fame (GB)) 2 wins at 1200m, AJC Ingham ‘em H., 2d AJC Emancipation S., L, Gr 2, Wiggle H., L. Dam of-

TRIPLE ELEGANCE (g Mossman) 8 wins 1200 to 1550m, ATC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, 3d ATC George Ryder S., Gr 1, George Main S., Gr 1.

The Quarewan. Placed at 2. Dam of 5 winners-

AT THE HEADS - HEAD START (Sing.) (c Hussonet (USA)) 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, VRC Chester Manifold S., L, 4th MVRC Alister Clark S., Gr 2.

Teneale Pearl. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

SHOREHAM (g Reset) 3 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2500m, to 2013-14, VRC Sofitel H., L, Gallilee Series Final H., L, 3d South Australian Derby, Gr 1.

Eliza Dane (f by Danehill (USA)). Started 3 times. Dam of 6 winners-

COOLDINI (g Bernardini (USA)) 6 wins 1600 to 2600m, $318,125, to 2013-14, VRC Roy Higgins H., L, Banjo Paterson Series Heat H.-twice.

CORRECT AMOONDO (c Snippets) 6 wins 1600 to 1980m, Seymour Cup, L.

Race Record: 3 wins 1100 to 1400m, $178,675, AJC Nashaw H., STC Schweppes Mineral Water H., 2d AJC Macau Jockey Club Trophy H., CPR H., Chartered Accountants H., Oxinium Sprint H., STC Summer Racing H., Cathay Pacific P., 3d AJC Darley Crown H., STC Lynch Flowers H., Boat & Trailer Show H., 4th AJC PJ Bell H., L.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 living foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.  
2010 Australia Day (f by Sebring). Winner at 2 at 1050m, SAJC One Solution Mobile Data 2YO P., 3d SAJC Sportingbet S., L.

2011 Star Fest (g by Starcraft (NZ)). Placed at 3 in 2014-15.

2012 Your Place or Mine (f by Duporth). Unraced.

2013 (f by Magic Albert). Destroyed.

2014 Missed to Star Witness.

Served by HINCHINBROOK. Date of last service, 2 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 827

HORSHOE
Bay or Brown mare (Branded ② nr sh. 6 7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................................. Danzig ........................................ by Northern Dancer ....
COMMANDS .......................... Razyana ........................................ by His Majesty ..............
Cotehele House (GB) ...... My Swanee ........................................ by Petition .................
........................................ Eight Carat ........................................ by Pieces of Eight ........

(Dam) ROMARE .......................... Marscay ........................................ Biscay .......................................... by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
2000 Rosy Clouds (NZ) ............... Sir Tristram (Ire) ................................ by Sir Ivor ..........................
........................................ Toujours Vert (Ire) ................................ by Northfield............

COMMANDS (AUS) (1996). 4 wins-3 at 2, STC Missile S., Gr.3. Sire of 1088 mrs,
767 wns, 66 SW, inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaulette, Purple,
etc. Sire of the dams of 279 mrs, 156 wns, inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta,
Politeness, Calcutta, Runway Star, SP Urrata Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate,
Platinum State, Sunset Boulevard and of Caveka, Herne’s Oak, Jungang
Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.

1st Dam
ROMARE, by Marscay. 3 wins 1000 to 1400m, $211,870, Scone RC Dark Jewel
Classic, L, AJC Tellers P., 2d Scone RC Dark Jewel Classic, L, 3d QTC Ascot
H., L, Ipswich TC Gai Waterhouse Classic, L, 4th AJC Nivison H., L, Toy Show
H., L, STC Darby Munro S., L. Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
ERAMOR (f by Stratum). Winner at 2 at 1000m, MRC Debutant S., L, 2d
MVC Essendon Hyundai I30 2YO H., SAJC Haigh’s Chocolates 2YO H.

2nd Dam
ROSY CLOUDS (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). Placed at 3, 3d AJC Lakemba H. Half-
sister to VERTINGLY - SOVEREIGN CREST (MAL.). Dam of 5 foals, 4 to
race, 3 winners, inc:-
ROMARE (f Marscay) 3 wins. See above.
Entrant. Placed at 2 & 3, 2d STC Nivea Visage H. Dam of 3 winners-
Why She Left (f Al Maher) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $172,400,
WATC Westspeed 3YO H., 2d Western Australia Oaks, Gr 3, 3d WATC
Natasha S., L, 4th WATC Ascot One Thousand Guineas, L.

3rd Dam
TOUJOURS VERT (IRE), by Northfields. 3 wins at 1m in Great Britain and U.S.A.
Three-quarter-sister to BISHOP’S RING, GREEDY OF GAIN (dam of
GREASE, GODOT), Country Charm (dam of RIVERINA CHARM), half-
sister to GODZILLA (dam of PHYDILLA, ROYAL SUZUKA), Sea Grey.
Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
VERTINGLY - SOVEREIGN CREST (Mal.) (c Bletchingly) 5 wins–2 at 2–900
to 1200m, $149,130 in Aust and Malaysia, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude,
Gr 3, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, 2d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, STC
Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2, Singapore TC Lion City Cup, L.
Verscay. Winner at 2 at 1200m. Dam of 6 winners-
Renega - Billion Delight (Sing.) (g Night Shift (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at
1313, 1400m, VATC Coal Pak H., 2d VRC Gibson Carmichael S., L.
Verdeuse. Winner at 1¼m in Great Britain. Granddam of-
Golden Glam (c T.H. Approval) 4 wins at 1500, 1600m to 2014-15, 2d
Cidade Jardim G.P. Presidente Jose Antonio Pampilona de Andrade, Gr 3.

Race Record: Unplaced.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.
2011 Dovana (f by Bryannbo’s Gift (NZ)). Started twice.
2012 (c by Bryannbo’s Gift (NZ)).
2013 Not served previous season.
2014 (c by Bryannbo’s Gift (NZ)).

Served by BRYANNBO’S GIFT (NZ). Date of last service, 20 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 828
HOSTILE WITNESS
Brown filly (Branded Gs nr sh. 35 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011
On Account of GOOREE PARK STUD, Mudgee
Lot 828
HOSTILE WITNESS
Brown filly (Branded Gs nr sh. 35 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011
On Account of GOOREE PARK STUD, Mudgee

Street Cry (Ire) Machiavellian by Mr. Prospector
Street Sense (USA) Helen Street by Troy
Bedazzle Dixieland Band by Northern Dancer
Hostile Witness Major Magist Cardinal Medici

Street Sense (USA) (Bay 2004 Stud 2008). 6 wins–2 at 2, Kentucky Derby, Gr.1. Sire of 454 bnrs, 287 wrns, 31 SW, inc. Sweet Reason (Saratoga Spinaway S., Gr.1), Hallowed Crown, Aubby K, Callback, Unlimited Budget, Ocho Ocho Ocho, Politeness, Street Babe, Wedding Toast, Castaway, Cigar Street, Fleet Street, Ice Cream Silence, Motor City, Sensible Lady, Street Prancer, Champagne Cath, Hard Stride, Self Sense, Prince Alzain, Silverette, etc.

1st Dam
BIRU LANG (USA) by Pine Bluff. Started 3 times. Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc.–

JOKU (g by Xaar (GB)). 12 wins 1200 to 1800m, $519,090, MRC John Dillon S., L, BRC Bernborough H., L, Kilmore Cup, L, AJC Blackwoods Welter H., STC Co-Ordinated Landscapes Welter H., AJC Convention Centre H., Hawke’s Bay Hastings Cup, 3d Manawatu Challenge S., Gr 3.

Palabiro (f by Timber Country (USA)). 5 wins 1300 to 1600m, $150,450, AJC Currans Hill H., Boxing Day at Royal Randwick H., 2d AJC Exeter H., 3d STC Parramatta Cup, L, 4th AJC Aspiration H., L, Producer.

Maliwanag - Nittan Express (Mac.) (g by Fantastic Light (USA)). 5 wins 1200 to 1800m, $351,042, 4th Macau Guineas, L, Macau Derby, L.

2nd Dam
Tandra Gee (Can), by Commemorate. 3 wins–1 at 2–4½f to 6½f, $121,226, Aqueduct Allowance, 2d Greenwood Lady Angela S., L, 3d Woodbine Ontario Damsel S., Can-3, Aqueduct Doll Ina S., L, 4th Aqueduct Dearly Precious S., L, Terlingua S., L. Dam of 9 foals, 5 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Spanish Padre. Winner at 900m.

3rd Dam
NORTHERN PRANCER, by Northern Dancer. Unraced. Sister to EL GRAN SENOR, TRY MY BEST, Compliance, Golden Oriole (dam of CASTLE GANDOLFO), Bella Senora (dam of D’ARROS, NAPOLI), three-quarter-sister to Danthonia (dam of ZANTE), Russian Ballet (dam of DR JOHNSON), Carillon Miss (dam of BLU AIR FORCE, BLU CARILLON, BLU AIR GUN, TRY MY SEGNO), Lotta Lace (dam of FUSAICHI PANDORA), half-sister to SOLAR. Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Tandra Gee (f Commemorate). 3 wins. See above.

Cartagena. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Grandam of-

ROMAN ROMANCE (f San Romano). 9 wins 6f to 7f, $576,468, Fort Erie Daryl Wells Sr Memorial S., L, Centre Stage Anne S., L. Dam of-

SENSATIONAL SLAM (c Grand Slam). 11 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 6½f, $554,398, to 2014, Aqueduct Fred Cappy Capossela S., L.

Chisme. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Grandam of-

ENTREPRENEUR (c Cure the Blues). 7 wins–4 at 2–at 6f, 1m, $414,332, Belmont Sleepy Hollow S., L, 2d Belmont True North H., Gr 2. Sire.

Tijuana Tango. Unplaced. Grandam of-

CHINCHÓN (c Marju). 7 wins–1 at 2–1800 to 2200m, Monmouth United Nations S., Gr 1, Singapore Airlines International Cup, Gr 1, Saint-Cloud Prix Ebury, Gr 3-twice, La Coupe de Maisons-Laffitte, Gr 3.

Race Record: 4 Starts 0-1-2. $12,385.
2nd ATC Pro-Ride H., 3rd Sale Eastcoast Home Timber & Hardware Maiden P., Wyong Total Travel Solutions Maiden P.
Lot 829

IMMORTALIZE (NZ)

Bay mare

(Ran 371

(Sire) Spinning World (USA).... Nureyev.......................... by Northern Dancer........

THORN PARK ................. Imperfect Circle.................. by Riverman..................

Joy .................................. Bluebird (USA)................ by Storm Bird.................

Christmas Spirit ............. by Bletchingly................

(Dam) PERPETUATE (NZ) ......

Lord Ballina .................. Bletchingly................ by Biscay.........................

2000 Centuria .................. Sunset Girl..................... by Star Affair..................

Winta (Fr)....................... by Ramsin.....................


rnrs, 249 wnr's, 21 SW, inc. Jimmy Choux (New Zealand Derby, Gr.1), Ocean

Park, Norzita, Veyron, Suavito, The Party Stand, Centennial Park, Sacred Park -

Joyful Park (H.K.), Te Akau Rose, La Etoile, etc. Sire of the dams of SW

Soubrettes and of Amazing Gift, Coup d’Etat, Pretty Picture, Heavenly Hand,

Bella Vika, Risque Business, Satellite Prince, Cee Tee Are, etc.

1st Dam PERPETUATE (NZ), by Lord Ballina. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, STC Korean Racing

H., 2d STC BD H., 3d STC Inghams Love Em H., 4th AJC James HB Carr S.,

L. Sister to CENT HOME, STUDEBAKER, half-sister to BALLET SOCIETY,

Conestoga. Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

Tallulah Bee (f by High Chaparral (Ire)). Winner at 1750m.

Immortalize (f by Thorn Park). See below.

2nd Dam CENTURIA, by Centaine. 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, 3d CJC Nationwide Horse

Transport Welter H., Noahs Hotel Welter H. Half-sister to WINTER PRINCE.

Dam of 10 foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

CENT HOME (g Lord Ballina) Champion Older Male Stayer in NZ in 2001-

02. 12 wins 1200 to 2040m, $605,182, Hawke’s Bay Kel C...
INDY ROSE (USA)

Bay mare

(Branded br nr sh. 5 8 off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire) Seattle Slew ......................... Bold Reasoning ......................... by Boldnesian

A.P. INDY .............................. My Charmer ............................. by Bold Ruler

Weekend Surprise ............................. Secretariat ......................... by Bold Ruler

(Dam) Ribot .................................. by Tenerani

CHELSEY FLOWER .......... 1991

His Majesty ............................. Flower Bowl ............................. by A.P. INDY (USA) (1989). 8 wins – 3 at 2, Breeders' Cup Classic S., Gr.1. Champion USA Sire – twice. Sire of 947 rnrs, 691 wnrs, 152 SW, inc. Mineshaft (Pimlico Special H., Gr.1), Rags to Riches, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Royal Delta, Super Saver, Artemis Agrotera, Crown Queen, Moreno, Centre Court, Imagining, Mr. Dany, Plum Pretty, Morning Line, Any Given Saturday, Mr Sidney, Bluegrass Cat, Wait a While, Tiz Windy, Calgary Cat, Cariñosa, etc.

1st Dam CHELSEY FLOWER, by His Majesty. 8 wins – 2 at 2–1m to 11f, $568,305, Belmont Flower Bowl H., Gr 1, Sheepshead Bay H., Gr 2, Miss Grillo S., Gr 3, Allowance–3 times, 3d Gr 2 New York H., Gr 2, Gulfstream The Very One H., Gr 3, Glens Falls S., L. Half-sister to KEY GUY, Lucky Chelsey (dam of CHELSEY'S IMAGE). Dam of 7 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners -


Wow (c by Storm Cat). 3 wins at 7f, 1m, 2d Remington Norman S., L, 3d Louisiana Prelude S., L. Sire.

Chelsey Cry (f by Street Cry (Ire)). Winner at 2 at 8½f in Canada. Dam of -

Gravitational (g Astronomer Royal (USA)) 3 wins at 1600, 1800m, $158,200, in 2013-14, SAJC CGU Insurance H., Darwin Guineas, 3d SAJC Chairman's S., Gr 3, 4th Geelong Classic, L.

Floral Beauty (f by Gone West). Unraced. Dam of 5 winners -

TAPIT GIRL (f Tapit) Champion 2YO Filly in Turkey in 2012. 6 wins – 3 at 2–1100 to 1600m in Turkey, Istanbul SIAY Ve Sah Der, L, I. İnönü, L, 2d Istanbul Kemal Sahir Kutuluoglu, L, 4th Istanbul Hagia Sophia S., L. Floral Park. 3 wins – 2 at 2–at 4½f, 6f, Churchill Downs Allowance. Dam of -

DOUGS BUDDY (c Badge of Silver) 6 wins – 4 at 2–5½f to 1m, Northlands Park Birdcatcher S., L, Canadian Juvenile S., L, Western Canada H., L, Edmonton Juvenile S., L, 2d Northlands Park Canadian Derby, Gr 3. Floral SKY (f Sky Mesa) 3 wins – 2 at 2–5f to 7f, $114,462, to 2014, Thistledown Scarlet & Gray H., L, Woodbine Allowance.

Race Record: 2 wins – 1 at 2–at 1410, 1609m in Great Britain and France.

Produce Record: Dam of 8 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners. -

2003 Remontant (f by Carnegie (Ire)). Unraced.
2004 Vesco (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1200m.
2005 Andretti (g by Exceed and Excel). 6 wins at 1300 to 1800m, 2d WATC Pago Escort H., 3d AJC Autumnracingcarnival.com.au 2YO H.
2006 Daytona Beach (g by Shamardal (USA)). 5 wins at 1400 to 1800m, $185,060, AJC Sharp H., Endeavour H., STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H.
2007 Missed to Elusive Quality (USA).
2008 Indigo Angel (f by Nadeem). Winner at 1200m.
2009 I Am in Command (g by Commands). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m in 2013-14.
2010 Rosamini (f by Street Cry (Ire)). Unraced.
2011 Missed to Street Sense (USA).
2012 Mighty Mo (g by Mosayter (USA)). Started 3 times.
2013 (f by Statue of Liberty (USA)).
2014 (f by Red Element).

Not served
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row T 3-8
On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

Lot 831

IRISH BLARNEY (GB)

Chestnut mare

(Branded 11 nr sh. 24 off sh.) Foaled 2003

(Sire)

DIESIS ........................................

Sharpen Up ......................... by Atan ......................

Doubly Sure ....................... by Reliance ......................

Dance Machine ......................

Green Dancer ....................... by Nijinsky ......................

Never a Lady ....................... by Pontifex ......................

HALLING (USA) ............

Diesis ..............................

Sharpen Up ....................... by Atan ......................

Doubly Sure ....................... by Reliance ......................

Dance Machine ......................

Green Dancer ....................... by Nijinsky ......................

Never a Lady ....................... by Pontifex ......................

(Dam)

SPINNING THE YARN

1996

Barathea (Ire) ............

Sadler's Wells ............... by Northern Dancer .........

Brocade ........................ by Habitat ........................

High Top ........................ by Derring-Do ......................

Reprocolor ....................... by Jimmy Reppin ......................

HALLING (USA) (1991). 12 wins from 1m to 10½f, York Juddmonte
International S., Gr.1-twice. Sire of 697 rnrs, 444 wnrs, 51 SW, inc.
Cavalryman, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Vale of York, Folk Opera, Bounce
Shasse, Dalvina, Kingfisher, Battalion, Zanetto, Old Pal, Rhagori, Very Nice
Name, Dealbata, Dubai Next, Neebras, Too Nice Name, Playfellow, Schiller
Danon, Soft Centre, SP Cocoon, Truth or Dare, etc.

1st Dam

SPINNING THE YARN, by Barathea (Ire). Started once. Three-quarter-sister to

OPERA HOUSE, KAYF TARA, half-sister to ZEE ZEE TOP (dam of IZZI
TOP), Highland Dress. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

NECKLACE (f by Darshaan). Champion 2YO Filly in Ireland in 2003. 2
wins at 2 at 7f, £210,148, Curragh Moyglare Stud S., Gr 1, Debutante S.,
Gr 3, 2d Curragh Newbridge Hire Fillies 2YO S., 3d Arlington Park Beverly
D S., Gr 1, 4th The Oaks, Gr 1, Belmont Garden City H., Gr 1. Dam of-
Purple. Winner at 8½f, 4th Naas Garnet S., L.

Cotton King (g by Dubawi (Ire)). 4 wins 12¼f to 16¾f, 3d Epsom May Family
Ladies’ Derby H.

Unreachable Star (f by Red Ransom (USA)). Winner at 2¾m in Great Britain.

Truth or Dare (g Invincible Spirit (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 at 7f, 1m, 3d
Newmarket Autumn S., Gr 3, Feilden S., L, Fairway S., L.

Remarkable Story (f by Mark of Esteem (Ire)). Started once. Dam of 3 winners-

GRENDISAR (c Invincible Spirit) 7 wins at 1¼m, 1½m, £161,387, to
2015, Lingfield Quebec S., L, Winter Derby Trial S., L, Kempton Floodlit
S., L, 2d Lingfield Winter Derby, Gr 3, Kempton Wild Flower S., L.

Alnoomaas. 6 wins at 6f to 2014, 2d Sandown Lammas Lane H.

Bobby Benton. 2 wins at 1m in 2014 in Great Britain.

Pivotting (f by Pivotal). Unraced. Dam of-

GOOD OLD BOY LUKEY - SELKIRK STAR (H.K.) (c Selkirk) 4 wins–3 at 2–
1010 to 1600m, £123,524, to 2014-15, Newmarket Superlative S., Gr 2.

2nd Dam

COLORSPIN, by High Top. 3 wins–2 at 2–6f to 1½m, £109,562, Irish Oaks,
Gr 1, Newbury S., L, 3d York Musidora S., Gr 3, 4th The Oaks, Gr 1,
Yorkshire Oaks, Gr 1. Three-quarter-sister to Pick of the Pops, half-sister to
CEZANNE, BELLA COLORA, RAPPA TAP TAP, Lafitte the Pirate.

Dam of 16 foals, 13 to race, 7 winners.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, 3 to race, 1 winner.

2007 Glory of God (g by Tiger Hill (Ire)). Winner at 2000m.


2009 Miss Ajtebi (f by Dubai Destination (USA)). Started 3 times.

2010 Slipped by Commands.

2011 Chupacabra (g by Commands). Started twice.

2012 (f by Al Maher).

2013 Missed to Dream Ahead (USA).

2014 Slipped by Eavesdropper (USA).

Served by EAVESDROPPER (USA). Date of last service, 4 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 832

LA RAMBLA
Chestnut mare
(Shaded nr. sh. 20 off sh.)
Foaled 2002

Sex: 
Spinning World (USA) (Branded nr. 20 off sh.)

Damsire: Nureyev
Northern Dancer by Nearctic

Damsire: Imperfect Circle
Riverman by Never Bend

Damsire: Stylish Century
Stylistic by Forex (GB)

1st Dam
Stylish Chanel (NZ), by Stylish Century. 3 wins at 1800, 2200m, 3d AJC Bondi Hotel & Cock & Bull Hotel H., BTC TAA Club H. Half-sister to YACQUINA BAY. Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-

Dehereafter (f by Dehere (USA)). 2 wins at 1200m.

Eccitar (g by Excites). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15.


2nd Dam
Buzz, by Dedicated Rullah (USA). Placed in NZ. Three-quarter-sister to Dedicated Angel (dam of BULL’S EYE), half-sister to JOLLY JAKE, SWEET GEM, Our Secret Weapon. Dam of 13 named foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-

Yacquina Bay (c Oregon (USA)) 8 wins 1100 to 2020m, $243,431, BTC Chairman’s H., Gr 3, AJC St Simon Welter H., STC Lingfield Park Welter H., Lakemba H., John Macarthur H., 2d STC Royal Parma S., L, AJC Country Cup, STC Glebe H., Valais H., 3d Hawkesbury RC Merrylands RSL Cup, 4th AJC Villiers S., Gr 2, Hawkesbury Cup, Gr 3.

3rd Dam
Honeypot, by Sucaryl (GB). Unraced. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-

Jolly Jake (c Three Legs (GB)) Head of The 1984-85 NZ 3YO Free H. 9 wins 1200 to 3620m in U.S.A. and NZ, New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, Avondale Guineas, Gr 2, AuRC Blandford H., Westminster H., 2d Counties RC Auckland Thoroughbred Breeders’ S., Gr 3, AuRC Guineas Trial, L. Sire.

Sweet Gem (f In the Purple (Fr)) 9 wins 1050 to 1450m, VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 2, SAJC Eagle Farm S., 4th VRC Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, Lady Beebee. 5 wins 1200 to 2130m, Timaru RC Gateway Rentals H. Grandam of-

Bull’s Eye (g Rivetous (USA)) 9 wins 1000 to 1800m, $1,565,743, HKJC Happy Valley Trophy, HK-3, 3d STC Darby Munro S., L.

Ecstatic - African Forest (H.K.) (c Sandtrap (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1200m, $139,881, Foxton RC Castletown S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1200, 1400m, 2d QTC Lyndhurst Stud H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race.

2010 Ethelred (g by Excites). Started once.

2011 (f by Excites). Died.

2012 Catalunya Girl (f by Myboycharlie (Ire)). Unraced.

2013 (f by Myboycharlie (Ire)).

2014 (c by Star Witness).

Served by SMART MISSILE. Date of last service, 5 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 833
LADY’S COUNSEL (NZ)
Bay mare
(Branded M nr sh. 64 3 off sh.)
Foaled 2003

(Sire) Green Desert ......................... Danzig .............................. by Northern Dancer ..............
VOLKSRAAD (GB) ........
Foreign Courier .......................... by Sir Ivor ..........................
Celtic Assembly ............................. Secretariat .......................... by Bold Ruler .................

(Dam) Marscay ............................... Biscay ............................... by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
GISELDA ................................. Sir Tristram (Ire) .......................... by To Market ..............
1997 Starline (NZ) ............................ Star Lot ............................. by Imperialist (USA)......


1st Dam GISELDA, by Marscay. Placed. Half-sister to STARRY WAY. Dam of 4 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-
Nagoya Goodbye (g by Volksraad (GB)). Winner at 1700m, 3d SAJC Distinctive Homes P.
Lady’s Counsel (f by Volksraad (GB)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam STARLINE (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). 5 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 2400m, $104,562, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1, 2d AuRC Alison S., L, 3d AJC Oaks, Gr 1, Manawatu Breeders’ S., Gr 3, AuRC Regency Duty Free H. Three-quarter-sister to Star Royal (dam of PENTATHON), half-sister to Acumen, Lottery Prize. Dam of 10 named foals, all raced, 4 winners, inc:-
STARRY WAY (f Danehill (USA)) 4 wins 1000 to 2000m, $273,015, AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Gosford Guineas, L, 2d AJC TL Baillieu H., L, 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, 4th Queensland Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 8 winners-
Butten Shaw (g Peintre Celebre (USA)) 8 wins 1300 to 1630m, $200,400, VRC Flemington Summer H., MRC Penny Edition H., Katandra H., MVRC VBA H., Bairnsdale Cup, 2d MRC Shannon H., 3d MRC Lord S., L. Claret. 2 wins at 1600, 1670m, AuRC Bluebird Foods Qualifier H. Dam of-
Karadan (c Danehill (USA)) 5 wins 1600 to 2562m, $120,689, VRC Gill Kane & Brophy H., SAJC Gallipoli Trophy H., 3d VRC Bagot H., L, 4th New Zealand Derby, Gr 1, AuRC New Zealand Derby Trial S., L.

3rd Dam STAR LOT, by Imperialist (USA). 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, Matamata Breeders’ S., Gr 2. Half-sister to Sky (dam of BEECHCRAFT), Moon Gold (dam of GOLD ZAMA). Dam of 14 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
STARLINE (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 5 wins. See above.
Star Royal. Placed, 3d Hawke’s Bay Be Happy Be Healthy H. Dam of 2 winners-
PENTATHON (g Pentire (GB)) Champion Stayer in NZ in 2006-07. 10 wins 1800 to 3200m, $809,441, QTC PJ O’Shea S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Winner at 1500m, 2d STC Caravan Camping & 4WD Supershow H.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, 1 winner.
2009 (f by Refuse to Bend (Ire)). Died.
2011 Special Silk (f by Henny Hughes (USA)). Started once.
2012 (foal by Ad Valorem (USA)). Dead.
2013 Missed to Myboycharlie (Ire).
2014 (c by Myboycharlie (Ire)).

Served by PLUCK (USA). Date of last service, 29 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Lot 834
LEBOMBO
Chestnut mare
(Branded \text{VFS} nr sh. 2 5 off sh.)
Foaled 2005

\text{(Sire)}
\begin{itemize}
  \item Hennessy (USA) by Storm Cat by Storm Bird
  \item JOHANNESBURG (USA) by Island Kitty by Ogygian by Damascus
  \item Myth by Yarm by Mr. Prospector
\end{itemize}

\text{(Dam)}
\begin{itemize}
  \item KENSINGTON ROSE (NZ) 1995 by Kenfair by Kalamoun
  \item JOHANNESBURG (USA) (1999). 7 wins at 2, Breeders’ Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1.
\end{itemize}

\text{Race Record: Winner at 2 at 1200m.}

\text{Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 winner.}

\begin{itemize}
  \item 2010 Missed to Sharkbite.
  \item 2011 Zindzela (f by Magic Albert). Winner at 1000m in 2014-15.
  \item 2012 (f by Duporth).
  \item 2013 (f by Artie Schiller (USA)).
  \item 2014 (c by Wanted).
\end{itemize}

\text{Served by EPAULETTE. Date of last service, 25 October 2014.}

\text{Not in foal}
LUANDA (USA)

Lot 835
Chestnut mare (Branded ♀ nr sh. 235 off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire) Raise a Native............... Native Dancer............... by Polynesian..............
MR. PROSPECTOR........
Raise You ......................... Raise You .................... by Case Ace ................
Gold Digger............... Nashua ....................... by Nasrullah ............... 
Sequence ......................... Sequence .................... by Count Fleet ..........
(Dam) VIA BORGHESE........
Seattle Dancer (USA)...... Nijinsky ..................... by Northern Dancer ....
1989
Angela Serra .................... My Charmer .................. by Poker ....................


1st Dam
VIA BORGHESE, by Seattle Dancer. 11 wins–1 at 2–6f to 9f, $679,657, Saratoga Diana H., Gr 2, Curragh Desmond S., Gr 3, Gulfstream Suwannee River H., Gr 3, Rockingham Spicy Living H., Gr 3, 2d Arlington Park Beverly D S., Gr 1. Half-sister to EL ANGELO, MISWAKI TERN, PORTO VARAS, AISLA (dam of AISLO), Heavenly Music (dam of HEAVEN’S COMMAND). Dam of 13 named foals, 11 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

Venetian Pride (f by Gone West). Winner, 3d Goodwood TC Nursery H. Dam of-
Solid Choice (c Redoute’s Choice) 3 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1450m, Clairwood Gatecrasher S., 3d Clairwood Premier’s Champion S., Gr 1.

Lady Esther (f by Seeking the Gold). Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of 8 winners-
Debbie Got Even (f Stephen Got Even) 3 wins–2 at 2–7f, 1m, $152,383, 2d Saratoga Halfmoon S., L, 3d Saratoga Lillian Russell S., L.

Esther’s Big Band. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Dam of 4 winners-

Twist of Faith (f by Storm Cat). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
TWIST OF SILVER (f Silver Train) 8 wins, Hawthorne Indian Maid H, L.

Race Record: Placed at 2 & 3, 3d Chantilly Prix de la Verrerie.

Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, 6 to race, all winners.

2003 Rumbler (c by Redoute’s Choice). Winner at 1200m.
2004 Josefina (f by Orientate (USA)). Unraced. Dam of-

Queen Sheon Dok. Winner at 1500m in Philippines.

2005 Soho Madame (f by Falbrav (Ire)). Winner at 1800m, BRC Childhood Cancer Support H., 3d STC Theraces.com.au H.

2006 ABEYANT (g by Exceed and Excel). 5 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1300m, $210,701 in Aust, Malaysia and Singapore, Penang TC Dr Lim Ah Soo Memorial Trophy, L, Singapore TC Class 3 H., Class 4 H., 2d MRC Inglis Premier Sale 2YO S., Singapore TC Kranji C S., Class 3 H.

2007 Benguela (f by Cape Cross (Ire)). Winner at 1200m.
2008 Like Jagger (g by Tiger Hill (Ire)). Winner at 1600m in NZ.
2009 Missed to Tiger Hill (Ire).

2010 Kalandula (f by Commands). 4 wins 1100 to 1300m to 2014-15, BRC Powerade H., 2d BRC Bundaberg Distilling Company H., Brisbane Produce Market H., 3d BRC Paynter Dixon H., Channel Seven H.

2011 Slipped by Holy Roman Emperor (Ire).
2012 Slipped by Dylan Thomas (Ire).
2013 (f by Poet’s Voice (GB)).
2014 Missed to Big Brown (USA).

Served by ALBRECHT. Date of last service, 11 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
MAKE BELIEVE (GB)

Lot 836

Chestnut mare

(Branded ♂ nr sh. 208 4 off sh.)

Foaled 1995

(Sire)

Nijinsky ..........................
Northern Dancer .................
by Neartic ........................

CAERLEON ..........................
Flaming Page .......................  
by Bull Page ........................

Foreseer ...........................
Round Table ........................
by Princequillo  ...................

(Ram)

Mill Reef ...........................
Never Bend .........................
by Nasrullah .......................  

SLEEPING BEAUTY .........
1985  
Joking Apart ........................
Strip the Willow ...................
by Native Dancer ..................


1st Dam

SLEEPING BEAUTY, by Mill Reef. Winner at 1m, Newbury Aldbourne S. Sister to Reflection (dam of EMPIRE POOL), blood-sister to RIVER SPEY (dam of JAHAFIL, MONDSCHEIN), three-quarter-sister to Jolies Eaux (dam of WATER JUMP), half-sister to DEADLY SERIOUS (dam of RUNYON, SAMSOVA), SANS BLAGUE (dam of SANS BLAGUE). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners.


Race Record: Winner at 1½m in Great Britain.

Produce Record: Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners.

2000 Make Me Oodles (f by Brocco (USA)). Unraced.

2001 GUMNUTS (g by Shinko Forest (Ire)). 11 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 1400m, $271,000, BTC Classic, Gr 3, Hawkesbury RC BTW Communications Motorola Flying H., BTC Call Care Oz H., Sunny Queen Eggs H., QTC Subfusco H., SAJC Perri Cutten Strathalbyn Cup Day H., 2d Qld Tatt’s RC Carlton Draught H., STC Dextra Welter H., BTC Ego Images & Signs H., MRC Tolerance H., SAJC Holdfast Insurance Brokers H., Oakbank RC MMM H., 3d QTC Maybe Lad 2YO H., SAJC Tattsbet Adelaide Cup Day H., City of Marion H., Marc Nicholson H., Pewsey Vale H., 4th AJC June S., L.

2002 A Sweet Treat (f by Shinko Forest (Ire)). 3 wins at 1000, 1100m, STC Hyland Race Colours H., Mt Lewis Bowling Club H., 2d MVC Happy & Safe Easter H., AJC Lansvale H., MVCRC Owners’ Gold Card Apply Now H., STC Jacob’s Creek H., 3d AJC Carlton H., STC Simplot Australia Foodservice H., De Bortoli Wines H., MTA Horsepower Race Day H., Star Hotel H.

2003 Make it Happen (g by Shinko Forest (Ire)). Winner at 1410m, SAJC Veolia P.

2004 Lets Fall in Love (g by Shinko Forest (Ire)). Placed.

2005 Not served previous season.

2006 Perfect Rouge (g by Belong to Me (USA)). 2 wins at 1000m, 3d ATC Vili’s Pies H.

2007 Perfect Gloss (f by Break the Vault). Placed.

2008 Missed to Break the Vault.

2009 Beckhampton (f by Honor in War (USA)). Started once.

2010 Heirro (g by Honor in War (USA)). Unraced.

2011 (c by Dubleo (USA)).

2012 Not served previous season.

2013 (c by Where’s That Tiger (USA)).

2014 Missed to Teofilo (Ire).

Served by CARLTON HOUSE (USA). Date of last service, 5 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 837  
MISS HOTTIE  
Brown mare  
(Branded nr sh. 39 7 off sh.)  
Foaled 2007  

(Sire)  
Danehill (USA) ......................................  
COMMANDS  
Danzig ..............................................  
Razyana ..............................................  
by His Majesty ..................................  
My Swaneee ......................................  
by Petition ......................................  
Eight Carat ......................................  
by Pieces of Eight ..............................  

(Dam)  
Cotehele House (GB) .....  
BON FIRE 1998  
Octagonal (NZ) ............  
Eight Carat (GB) ............  
by Pieces of Eight ..............................  
Prince True (USA) ..........  
by Majestic Light .......................  
Summoned ..............................  
by Crowned Prince ..........  

COMMANDS (AUS) (1996). 4 wins-3 at 2, STC Missile S., Gr.3. Sire of 1088 mrs, 767 wnrs, 66 SW, inc. Appearance (VRC Myer Classic, Gr.1), Epaulette, Purple, etc. Sire of the dams of 279 mrs, 156 wnrs, inc. SW Obsequious, Onemorezeta, Politeness, Calcutta, Runway Star, SP Urtalla Belle, Guardlock, Dansonate, Platinum State, Sunset Boulevard and of Caveka, Herne’s Oak, Jungang Gongju, Ms Mazetti, Capodecina, Mishani Gladiator, Synthetic, Broadcast, etc.  

1st Dam  
BON FIRE, by Octagonal (NZ). Winner at 1400m. Half-sister to CLOISTER (dam of MELITO), Our Webster, Summary (dam of SHIKOBA). Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-  
Heal of the Fire (f by Strategic). Winner at 2 at 1150m, AJC Ad Alta 2YO H., 2d AJC Keith Mackay H., L, 3d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 3. Dam of-  
Super Galileo (g by Galileo (Ire)). Winner at 1650m, HKJC Sutherland H.  
Red Roses Too (f by Not a Single Doubt). 2 wins at 1100, 1300m to 2013-14, 3d ATC Turf Club H.  
Auspicious Spirit (g by Henrhyenavigator (USA)). Placed in 2014-15.  

2nd Dam  
PAMPAS FIRE, by Prince True (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1000m, VATC Debutante S., Gr 3, Bounding Away H., L, 3d VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2. Half-sister to ZEDITAVE, ALANNON, SQUARE DEAL, ZEDAGAL (dam of UNISON), Druid’s Lodge, Great Verdici (dam of GREYS INN), True Verdici (dam of VEROCATIVE). Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 5 winners, inc:-  
CLOISTER (f Marauding (NZ)) Winner at 2, VATC Debutante S., L. Dam of-  
MELITO (f Redoute’s Choice) 5 wins-1 at 2-1100 to 1400m, $1,934,050, AJC TJ Smith S., Gr 1, Qld Tatt’s RC Winter S., Gr 1, AJC Furious S., Gr 2, ATC Apollo S., Gr 2, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2.  
Across the Moon (f Stratum) Winner at 1000m, 3d SAJC Dequetteville S., L.  
Sister Declan (f Quest for Fame (GB)) Winner at 1250m, SAJC Schweppes H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, 4th Gosford Slipper, L. Producer.  
Lightning Spur. Winner at 1000m. Dam of 4 winners-  
YOU’RE SO GOOD (f Savabeel) 2 wins at 1200, 1600m, $308,620, MVRC Alexandra S., L, 2d VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1.  
Our Webster (g Encounter) 10 wins-1 at 2, 2d VRC Talindert S., L.  
Summary. Started 3 times. Dam of 5 winners-  
SHIKOBA (f Chief Bearhart (Can)) Champion 3YO filly in NZ in 2005-06. 7 wins 1200 to 2000m, $283,333, AuRC Royal S., Gr 2.  

Race Record: Unraced.  
Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.  
2012  (c by Bramshaw).  
2013 Not served previous season.  
2014  (c by Dalakhani (Ire)).  
Served by RESET. Date of last service, 3 October 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Lot 838

MISSONET

Chestnut mare (Branded ⌂ nr sh. 76 6 off sh.) Foaled 2006

(Sire) Mr. Prospector Raise a Native by Native Dancer
      Gold Digger by Nashua
      Sacahuista Raja Baba by Bold Ruler
      Nalees Flying Flag by Hoist the Flag

(Dam) Miss Anna Louise

MISS ANNA LOUISE ...

Brocco (USA) .................. Kris S. by Roberto ..................
Sally Klaire Salieri (USA) by Accipiter ..................
Great Klaire (GB) by Great Nephew ..................


1st Dam MISS ANNA LOUISE, by Brocco (USA). 5 wins 1000 to 1600m, AJC Goose Boy H., QTC Austral Honda H., STC Mike Howlin Memorial H. Half-sister to Touched by God. Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

Louisiana Flyer (g by Flying Spur). 9 wins–2 at 2–1080 to 1460m, $123,600, STC Hyland Race Colours H., 2d STC Goodman Fielder Food Services H.
Del Lirio (f by Hussonet (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1250m, STC Rosehill Gardens Events Centre H., Bridal Show 2YO H., 2d STC Camden Hire H.
Smashing Doubt (g by Not a Single Doubt). 5 wins 1000 to 1700m to 2014-15, 3d MVRC Founder of 8 Hour Day James Galloway H.

Missonet (f by Hussonet (USA)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam SALLY KLAIRE, by Salieri (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to ST. KLAIRE (dam of BONANOVA, FRATERNITY, TELESTO), Eire. Dam of 4 foals, all winners, inc:-

Touched by God (f Sunday Silence) Winner at 2 at 1100m, AJC Reading 2YO H., 2d AJC Reginald Allen H., L, 3d Illawarra TC Keith F Nolan Classic, L, 4th AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Canberra RC Black Opal S., Gr 3. Dam of-

Oceania Boss (c Red Ransom (USA)) 6 wins at 1400, 1600m, $3,012,314, 2d Nakayama Lord Derby Challenge Trophy, Gr 3, Hanshin Yongo S., L, Niigata Tanigawadake S., L, 3d Kyoto Mainichi Broadcasting System Sho Swan S., Gr 2, 4th Hanshin Cup, Gr 2, Hanshin Hankyu Hai, Gr 3.

3rd Dam Great Klaire (GB), by Great Nephew. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, STC Questing H., 2d STC Rosemont Wines Classic. Half-sister to HABIBTI, KNESSET, Eight Carat (dam of OCTAGONAL, DIAMOND LOVER, KAAPSTAD, MARQUISE, MOUWAD). Dam of 12 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

ST. KLAIRE (f Bletchingly) 3 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $118,745, Gosford RC Belle of the Turf S., L, 3d VRC Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 7 winners-

BONANOVA (f Star Way (GB)) 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $1,048,335, VRC Emirates S., Gr 1. Producer.

FRATERNITY (c Star Way (GB)) 3 wins–1 at 2–1200, 2000m, $438,440, AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, 3d AJC Derby, Gr 1.

TELESTO (c Star Way (GB)) 3 wins 1500 to 2000m, $741,838, AJC Chipping Norton S., Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: Winner at 1350m, 2d STC Madura Earl Grey Tea H., IRSA Daily Living Show 2YO H.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 foals.

2012 Missed to Danewin.
2013 (c by Snippetson).
2014 (f by Snippetson).

Not served
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row O 2-6
On Account of WEXFORD FARM, Muswellbrook
(As Agent)

Lot 839 (With 50% GST)  MONTECATINI
Bay mare  (Branded □□ nr sh. 61 1 off sh.)  Foaled 2001

(Sire)  Sir Tristram (Ire)...................  Sir Ivor ...............................  by Sir Gaylord .................
MARAUDING (NZ)........  Isolt.................................  by Round Table..............................
Biscalowe.........................  Biscay...................................  by Star Kingdom (Ire)......
(Dam)  Last Tycoon (Ire)..................  Try My Best..........................  by Northern Dancer.............
STAR OF GROSVENOR  Castilian Queen...............  Diegis.................................  by Sharpen Up...................
(IRE)  1995  Royal Heroine..........................  by Lyphor.........................

401 wns, 32 SW, inc. Burst (STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1), Prowl, etc. Sire of
the dams of 1334 rnrs, 848 wns, 27 GW, inc. SW Earthquake, Historian,
Melito, Dealer Principal, Ambulance, Grand Armee, Juanno, Monton,
Retumtosender, Sharks Bay, Whitefriars, Mr Martini, Vocabulary, Quays, De
France, On Type, Chantski, Amorino, Shanzero, Mearas, Raheeb, Overclock, etc.

1st Dam
STAR OF GROSVENOR (IRE), by Last Tycoon. Winner at 2 at 6¾f in Great
Britain. Half-sister to CARMINE LAKE, ARABIAN FALCON - KA YING KID
(H.K.), Three Secrets. Dam of 11 named foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-
Royal Hero (c by Rory's Jester). 7 wins 900 to 1110m, $100,825, BTC City
Pacific Finance H., QRSE Acis Trusts & Super Funds H.
Starspect (f by Spectrum (Ire)). 4 wins 1235 to 1600m, MVRC Cathay Pacific
Airways H., 2d MVRC Maybe Rough H. Producer.
Supreme Royal (g by Val Royal (Fr)). 6 wins 1400 to 2200m, 2d WATC
Become a Perth Racing Member H.

2nd Dam
CASTILIAN QUEEN, by Diesis. Winner at 2 in Great Britain. Three-quarter-sister to
Regal Sabre, half-sister to Madame Pushy (dam of PUSHY DANCER).
Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
CARMINE LAKE (f Royal Academy (USA)) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 5f, Prix de
l'Abbaye de Longchamp, Gr 1, Goodwood Molecomb S., Gr 3, Newmarket
Bartlow S., 3d Doncaster Scarborough S., L, 4th York Lowther S., Gr 2.
ARABIAN FALCON - KA YING KID (H.K.) (g Dutch Art) Champion 3YO
Sprinter in Germany in 2012. 5 wins–2 at 2–to 1400m,
£205,031, to 2013-14, Frankfurt Hessen Sprint, L, 2d Baden-Baden
Mercedes-Benz Sprintpreis, L, Munich Dallmayr Prodomo Trophy, L.
Three Secrets (f Danehill (USA)) Winner at 7¼f, 2d Ascot Merchant 2YO S.,
3d Sandown Atalanta S., L. Producer.

Race Record: 3 wins 1100 to 1300m.
Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, 3 winners.
2007 Carmine King (g by Commands). 6 wins at 1200, 1300m, $151,110, to
2014-15, ATC Rosehill Gardens H., Tab.com.au H., BRC HLB Mann
Judd P, 2d ATC Pony Express Holdings H., Christmas Cheers H., 3d
ATC ADW Johnson H., Rosehill Garden Event Centre H.
2008  (f by Strada).
2009 Absolutely Sacred (g by Not a Single Doubt). 2 wins at 1200m to 2013-
14, Counties RC Touchwood Motor Lodge H., 2d Hawke's Bay
Manawatu Sound Service H., 3d AuRC Hirepool H., The New Zealand
Herald H., Blueriver Creative H.
2010 Bazza's Bid (g by Snippetson). 3 wins 950 to 1020m to 2014-15.
2013  (f by Snippetson).
2014 Not served previous season.

Served by STAR WITNESS. Date of last service, 26 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Rows N 6-8 & T 9-12
On Account of EVERGREEN STUD FARM,
Heatherbrae (As Agent)

Lot 840

**MONTEROSSO**

Chestnut mare

(Branded ♻ nr sh. 6 6 off sh.)

Foaled 1996

(Sire)

Deputy Minister

Vice Regent

by Northern Dancer

DEHERE (USA)

Mint Copy

by Bunya's Flight

(Dam)

Sister Dot

Secretariat

by Bold Ruler

(SPINNAKER BAY)

Sword Game

by Damascus

1984

Star Kingdom (Ire)

by Stardust


1st Dam


**Fluoro** (f by Rory's Jester). **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, VATC Bounding Away H., L, 3d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L. Producer.

**Sister Dot** (f by Rory's Jester). 3 wins 1050 to 1422m, VRC Sanderae H., Begonia Belle H., 3d VATC Bounding Away H., L. Producer.

**At the Bay** (f by At Talaq (USA)). Placed, 2d STC Darlington H. Grandam of-

**I'm Cool** (g Falvelon) 5 wins 1000 to 1200m, $165,225, BRC Power-Comm Electrical H., Gold Class Cleaning H., 3d BRC Lightning H., L.


Produce Record: Dam of 6 living foals, all winners.

2002 Molfetta (g by Agnes World (USA)). **Winner** at 1200m.

2003 Eckland (f by Spinning World (USA)). **Winner** at 1200m.

2004 La Montrachet (f by Encosta de Lago). **Winner** at 1200m.

2005 Lilian Evelyn (f by General Nediym). **Winner** at 2 at 1200m, MVRC Mee's Buses 2YO H., 2d VATC Iewing H.

2006 Missed to Tale of the Cat (USA).

2007 Slipped by Fastnet Rock.

2008 Monte Gambler (g by Stratum). **Winner** at 1200m.

2009 (c by Court Command). Destroyed.

2010 **Sunshine Blaze** (g by Court Command). **Winner** at 1200m, $109,051, in 2013-14 in Macau, 2d Macau Lisboa Prelude, L.

2011 Missed to Domesday.

2012 (c by Domesday). Died.

2013 Slipped by Where's That Tiger (USA).

2014 Slipped by Where's That Tiger (USA).

Served by HUSSON (ARG). Date of last service, 24 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
**Lot 841**

**NAFISAH**

Chestnut mare

(Branded \(R\) nr sh. \(\frac{1}{7}\) off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire) Machiavellian.......................... Mr. Prospector...................... by Raise a Native............

STREET CRY (IRE)......

Coup de Folie.......................... by Halo.....................................

Helen Street.......................... Troy................................. by Petingo......................

Waterway.......................... by Riverman............................

(Dam) EMERGED (IRE)............

Desert King (Ire)............... Danehill (USA).................. by Danzig........................

2000

My Lady’s Key (USA) ..... Sabaah.......................... by Nureyev.......................... Key to the Mint............. by Graustark..............

You’re My Lady................ by Roberto............................

**STREET CRY (IRE) (1998).** 5 wins-1 at 2. Dubai World Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1072 mrs, 713 wns, 89 SW, inc. Zenyatta (Breeders’ Cup Ladies Classic S., Gr.1), Street Sense, Shocking, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Lucida, Ultimo Sueno, Barbados, Are You Kidding Me, Kir Royal, Gautier, Bon Accord, Dry Summer, Goodman, Majestic Jasmine, Office Bearer, Pretension, SP Offering Plan, Gravitational, Travel Advisory, Quinnkat, El Buen Consejo, Pounamu, etc.

1st Dam

EMERGED (IRE), by Desert King. Winner at 1850m. Half-sister to AL SAMER, Ceol Na Sraide (dam of THE VOICE - MODERN TSAR (H.K.), ROYAL ZULU GUARD). Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:- Zederged (f by Zeditave). 3 wins at 900, 1000m.

Mr Hughes (g by Henny Hughes (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.


2nd Dam

MY LADY’S KEY (USA), by Key to the Mint. Unraced. Half-sister to LADY BROADHURST, ANNOUNCE, DAPHNE DONNELLY (dam of QUEEN’S BAY), LADY’S DELIGHT (dam of EXPRESS POWER), YOUTHFUL LEGS, Sarge, Chayim, Gabbing Gloria (dam of DIATRIBE). Dam of 13 named foals, 10 to race, 8 winners, inc:-

AL SAMER (c Redoute’s Choice) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1300m, $277,250, Canberra RC Black Opal S., Gr 3, STC Darby Munro S., L, 3d AJC South Pacific Classic, Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL. Sire.

Delightful Special. 5 wins 1150 to 1400m, $787,697, HKJC Plover Cove H., Cheug Sha H., Tung Wah Centenary Challenge Cup, Azalea H., Elm H. Ceol Na Sraide. Winner at 1¼m, 2d Curragh Woodies DIY H. Dam of THE VOICE - MODERN TSAR (H.K.) (g Northern Meteor) 2 wins at 2 at 1300, 1400m, $100,900, SAJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3.

ROYAL ZULU GUARD (g Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)) 4 wins 1400 to 1750m to 2014-15, Scottsville Michael Roberts H., L, 4th Greyville Kings Cup, Gr 3.

Rock Band (g Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)) 2 wins at 1600, 1950m, WATC Falcons H., 2d WATC Perth Ice Works H., 3d WATC JC Roberts S., L.

3rd Dam

YOU’RE MY LADY, by Roberto. 2 wins–1 at 2–in U.S.A. Half-sister to Razanya (dam of DANEHILL, EAGLE EYED, HARPIA, SHIBBOLETH, EUPHONIC). Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

LADY BROADHURST (f Golden Thatch) 5 wins at 1000, 1200m, Kenilworth Sceptre S., Gr 2.

Gabbing Gloria. 3 wins–1 at 2–in U.S.A. Dam of 8 winners-

DIATRIBE (c Brief Truce (USA)) 5 wins–1 at 2–1440 to 2400m, $2,325,230, VATC Caulfield Cup, Gr 1, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: Winner at 1200m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 living foal.

2012 (f by Al Maher).

2013 (c by Mutawaajid). Destroyed.

2014 Slipped by Harbour Watch (Ire).

Served by MULAAZEM. Date of last service, 9 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal.
Lot 842

ORPHAN

Bay mare
(Branded B S nr sh. 9 off sh.)
Foaled 2007

(Sire) Danehill (USA) .................. by Northern Dancer ....
TIGER HILL (IRE) ............
The Filly ....................... by His Majesty .............
Appiani ....................... by Herbager .................
Tigress Silver .................. by St Chad .................

(Dam) Family Ties (USA) .......... by Northern Dancer ....
NOT RELATED .................
1988
Kisaki ....................... by Shifnal ..................


1st Dam
NOT RELATED, by Family Ties (USA). 12 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $508,990, VRC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Frances Tressady S., Gr 3, MVRC Diamond Jubilee S., Gr 3, SAJC Christmas H., Gr 3, Malaysia Airlines S., L, 2d SAJC Christmas H., Gr 3, MVRC Crown Lager S., L, SAJC Dequetteville S., L, City S.H., L, 3d AJC Apollo S., Gr 2, VATC Fashion S., Gr 3, VRC Watzling Lily H., L, Louis Vuitton S., L, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 4th STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, VATC Thoroughbred Club S., Gr 3, Sandown S., Gr 3, SAJC Malaysia Airlines S., L. Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Secret Relations (f by Secret Savings (USA)). 4 wins 900 to 1200m, BTC Lyndhurst Stud H., STC Escape to the Races H., 3d Qld Tatt's RC IPG H. Campaignor (c by Danewin). 8 wins 1100 to 1600m, 2d STC De Bortoli Wines H. Just Friends (f by Snaadee (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Street Related. 7 wins 1100 to 1900m to 2013-14, 2d WATC Carlton Dry H. Friendwithbenefits. Winner at 1100m in 2013-14.

Adopted (f by Snaadee (USA)). Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

Adoptme Two. 7 wins 1350 to 1800m, $147,475, SAJC Boag's Draught H., MVRC Hacer Group National Apprentice Series H., SAJC Members Race Day H. Adoptme. Winner at 1360m, SAJC Pewsey Vale P., 3d SAJC Mick Dermody Memorial H.

2nd Dam
KISAKI, by Mikado. Unplaced. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
NOT RELATED (f Family Ties (USA)) 12 wins. See above.

Danzaki. Winner at 1000m, SAJC Wednesday H. Grandam of-

Dee'n'gee (g Consolidator (USA)) 7 wins 1100 to 1350m, $206,740, ATC Australian Turf Club H., TAB Sportsbet Sprint H., EF Cooke H., 3d ATC Carrington S., L, Hawkesbury RC Ladies Day Cup, L.

Toneya. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

Ashenti (f Ashkalani (Ire)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1300m, $238,950, VRC Allen Cleary H., MRC Brava Jeannie H., 2d VRC Edward Manifold S.,
Gr 2, MRC Tranquil Star S., Gr 3. Dam of 2 winners-

RIVA DE LAGO (g Encosta de Lago) 7 wins 1200 to 1400m, $545,930, to 2013-14, ATC Theo Marks S., Gr 2, 2d ATC Ajax S., Gr 2, Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, Scone RC Luskin Star S., L, 3d ATC Razor Sharp H., L, 4th ATC Maurice McCarten S., L.

Better (g Monde Bleu (GB)) Placed at 2, 2d WATC Supremacy S., L, Purified Ice H., Irish Knight 2YO H., 3d WATC Bill Barber 2YO H.

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by HUSSON (ARG). Date of last service, 28 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row P 4-11
On Account of GOOREE PARK STUD, Mudgee

Lot 843  PARADISE BOUND
Brown mare  (Branded GS nr sh. 3 off sh.)  Foaled 2010

(Sire) Cherokee Run ..................... Runaway Groom ............... by Blushing Groom ..........
WAR PASS (USA) ............. Cherokee Dame ................... by Silver Saber .................
(V Dam) Mr. Prospector ................... by Raise a Native ............
GLORIOUS CALLING .. 2005 Vue .................................. Harbor Flag ..................... by Hoist the Flag ........

WAR PASS (USA) (Bay or Brown 2005-Stud 2009). 5 wins-4 at 2, Breeders' Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1. Sire of 168 rnrs, 106 wnrs, inc. SW Java's War (Keeneland Blue Grass S., Gr.1), Revolutionary, Galaxy Pegasus, Never Can Tell, Ore Pass, Tulira Castle, SP Bondeiger, Laddie Boy, Lunarwarfare, Confrontation, Giftorn, Trichologist, Go Max, Sandbar, Cruzette, Dangerous Pass, Peace No War, Scooter Bird and of Mandalong Kiss, War Thunder, Amazon, Flask, etc.

1st Dam  GLORIOUS CALLING, by Royal Academy (USA). Started once. Half-sister to OLDER THAN TIME. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, inc:- Paradise Bound (f by War Pass (USA)). See below.

2nd Dam  UP THE HILL, by Danehill (USA). Unraced. Sister to Assafa, three-quarter-sister to LANGOUSTINE, ONE WORLD (dam of ONE LAST DANCE). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-
OLDER THAN TIME (f by Don Eduardo (NZ)). 5 wins 1200 to 1900m, $316,405, ATC Sky High S., L, TJ's Champagne Bar H., 2d ATC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, Chairman's H., Gr 2, 3d ATC Millie Fox S., Gr 3, Aspiration H., L, NE Manion Cup, L, City Tattersall's Club Cup, L, 4th ATC Chairman's H., Gr 2. Najib. 2 wins at 2037, 2215m, 2d MRC Fleurieu H., 4th VRC Express S., L.

3rd Dam  Marigot Bay (Ire), by Fairy King (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 5f, Leopardstown Burlington Air Express Nursery H., 3d Curragh Round Tower S., L, 4th Curragh Marble Hill S., L. Blood-sister to Achill Island - Sleep Well (H.K.), half-sister to LANGOUSTINE, ONE WORLD (dam of ONE LAST DANCE). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Assafa (c by Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, MRC Broadbridge H., Waikato RC Espresso Infusion H., 3d VRC Rory's Jester P., Gr 3. Sire.
Nevis Peak. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Fly Silca Fly. 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1400m, Newmarket Rotary Club H.

4th Dam  PRAWN COCKTAIL (USA), by Artichoke. Unraced. Half-sister to ROYAL ACADEMY, PANCHO VILLA, TERLINGUA (dam of STORM CAT, CHAPEL OF DREAMS), ALYDARIEL (dam of JEUNE HOMME), Border Run, Encino. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:-
LANGOUSTINE (f by Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1050m, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, 3d VRC Red Roses S., L. Producer.
ONE WORLD (f by Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1200m, $145,450, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, SAJC Fulham Park P., L. Dam of-
ONE LAST DANCE (f by Encosta de Lago). 3 wins at 2 955 to 1100m, $177,223, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, MVRC Essendon Mazda 55 Second Challenge 2YO H.
Achill Island - Sleep Well (H.K.) (g by Sadler's Wells). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1500, 1650m, £355,147, 2d Ascot Royal Lodge S., Gr 2, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Turf S., L, Tipperary Ad Valorem S., L, 3d Chester Dee S., Gr 3.
Marigot Bay (f by Fairy King (USA)). 2 wins. See above.

Race Record: 11 Starts 0-1-0. $10,100.
2nd Gosford Tab.com.au Maiden H.
Lot 844

PROUD HUSSEY

Brown mare (Branded \( \frac{\text{nr}}{5} \) off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) Mr. Prospector Raise a Native by Native Dancer
HUSSONET (USA) Gold Digger by Nashua
Sacahuista Raja Baba by Bold Ruler
Nalees Flying Flag by Hoist the Flag

(Dam) Danzero Danehill (USA) by Danzig
Tristram Lady (NZ) Sir Tristram (Ire)
Doldrum (Ire) by Whistling Wind


1st Dam
DANE VINTAGE, by Danzero. Unraced. Half-sister to TRISCAY (dam of LA BARAKA, TSUIMAI), Rosecay (dam of MAJESTICALLY), Timpani (dam of MR CHARLIE). Dam of 8 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-

VINTNER (f by Hennessy (USA)). 4 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1416m, $172,820, VRC Maybe Mahal P., L, SAJC Malaysia Airlines H., 2d SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3, CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L, Morphettville Guineas, L. Producer.

Perfect Drop (f by Quest for Fame (GB)). 3 wins 1400 to 1800m, $288,350, AJC Lawler Financial Services H., 2d AJC Australian Oaks, Gr 1, STC Queen of the Turf S., Gr 1, Morphettville Guineas, L. Producer.

1996

2nd Dam
TRISTRAM LADY (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). Winner at 2200m, 4th SAJC Morphettville P.H., L. Sister to Lady Doldrum (dam of PAINTED OCEAN), half-sister to Victory and Glory. Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

TRISCAY (f Marscay) Head of The 1990–91 Australasian 3YO Classification. 15 wins–7 at 2–1000 to 2400m, $1,925,040, AJC Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1. Dam of-

LA BARAKA (f Euclase) 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $641,780, AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, Endeavour S., Gr 3, SAJC National S., Gr 3. Dam of-

ALIZES (f Rory’s Jester) 3 wins at 2 1000 to 1200m, $226,250, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, VRC Waltzing Lily H., L, 2d MRC Schillaci S., Gr 2.

TSUIMAI (c Thunder Gulch (USA)) 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1800m, $354,410, STC Gloaming S., Gr 2, 3d AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1. Rosecay. Started once. Grandam of-

DEMERGER (f Saithor (USA)) 8 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 3200m, $997,250, SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 3. Producer.

Ladyler. Unraced. Grandam of-

DEFIER (g Dehere (USA)) 10 wins 1000 to 2200m, $2,976,450, AJC George Main S., Gr 1, Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1, BTC Doomben Cup, Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.

2010 Standard Bearer (g by Choisir). Winner at 1600m in 2013-14, 2d ATC Sydney Children’s Hospital’s Children’s Hospital 2YO P., 4th ATC Inglis Nursery S., RL.


2012 Proud Zoe (f by Hinchinbrook). Started twice.

2013 Missed to Harbour Watch (IRE).

Served by HARBOUR WATCH (IRE). Date of last service, 28 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal

1st Dam
SMOOTHIE, by Lacryma Cristi (Ire). Unplaced. Half-sister to WHO DID IT. Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Agueda (f by General Nediym). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1200m, $251,650, ATC Membership H., Royal Randwick at Gosford H., 2d ATC Kindergarten S., Gr 3, Widden S., L, VRC Cap d'Antibes S., L, MRC Quezette S., L, MVRC William Crockett S., ATC Warwick Farm 100 Club 2YO P., 3d ATC Heritage S., L, 4th ATC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, Keith Mackay H., L.

Sun Yatsen (g by Commands). 4 wins 1000 to 1200m, STC Nivea Visage H. Touch of Greatness (f by Don Eduardo (NZ)). Winner at 1200m, 3d STC Return to Racing 2YO H.

Chairmanship (g by Canny Lad). 2 wins at 970, 1100m.

Rahim (f by Rubiton). Winner. See below.

Brilliant Crystal (f by Bel Esprit). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.

2nd Dam
MISS CLEMENTINE, by Pre Emptive Strike (Can). Unraced. Dam of 9 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

WHO DID IT (g Mukaddamah (USA)) 16 wins 1000 to 2400m, $551,500, WATC Belmont Sprint, Gr 3, AJC Carbine Club S., L, WATC Detonator S., L, St. Leger, L, Danzig Beau Welter H., Westspeed Stayers' Bonus H.–twice, Carbine Club of WA Apprentices' Cup H., Auto Classic Welter H., Perth Icecrows Trophy Welter H., Wynns Coonawarra Estate Welter H., 3d WATC AJ Scahill S., Gr 3, Goodwood Sprint H., L, Farnley S., L.

3rd Dam
MUTTONTOWN MISS (USA), by Little Current. Unraced. Half-sister to INFURIATOR, Chateau Royale, Flavia Miss (dam of PLATINUM POSTER), Flaxen (dam of KINGPOST). Dam of 14 named foals, 13 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

Homebird. 11 wins–3 at 2–950 to 1250m.

4th Dam
FLAVIA, by Roman. 6 wins, Beulah Ohio Championship H. Half-sister to Princess Mbale (dam of SHIAH PRINCESS), Pudding Lane (dam of ABBA CAP, PUDIENTE). Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

INFURIATOR (c Chateaugay) 8 wins, $197,075, Liberty Bell Hobson H., Gr 2.

Race Record: Winner at 1000m.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.


2013 (c by Snippetson).

2014 (c by Smart Missile).

Served by DREAMSCAPE. Date of last service, 3 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 846
Bay mare

RED BERET (USA)

Foaled 2003

(Sire) Roberta ..................... Hail to Reason ..................... by Turn-to .....................

RED RANSOM (USA).................. Bramalea ..................... by Nashua .....................

Arabia ..................... by Sword Dancer .....................

(Dam) Damascus ..................... Christmas Wind ..................... by Nearctic .....................

SYRIAN SUMMER .............. Sword Dancer ..................... by Sunglow .....................

1984 Arabia ..................... by My Babu .....................

Special Warmth ............ Lucky Mike ..................... by Lucky Mel .....................

RED RANSOM (USA) (1987). 2 wins at 2 in USA. Sire of 1591 rnrs, 1078 wnrs,

inc. Typhoon Tracy (STC Coolmore Classic, Gr.1), Perfect Sting,

Electrocutionist, etc. Sire of the dams of SW War Command, Rollout the Carpet,

Temida, Devil May Care, Mahbooba, Red Ruler, Eyjur, Ivawood, Daring Dancer,

Vavasour, Vilanova, Vo Heart, Chance Bye, Runaway, Regal Ransom, Sherine,

Fashion Statement, Marchfield, Strut the Stage, Full Ransom, etc.

1st Dam

SYRIAN SUMMER, by Damascus. Started once. Half-sister to SO COZY (dam of

BRAARI, CONSENT, SPECIAL ALERT, SPECIAL MOVES), SPECIAL POWER

dam of SPECIAL REQUEST, Weezo, Seventeen Sins (dam of DOMINATRIX),

Jaramar Miss (dam of HARBOR MIST, JARAMAR RAIN), Thunder Warmth

dam of JAZZY JESSY).

MARLIN (c Sword Dance) 9 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 1¾m, $2,448,880, Santa

Anita San Juan Capistrano H., Gr 1, Hollywood Derby, Gr 1, Arlington

Million S., Gr 1, Arlington Park Secretariat S., Gr 1, Hollywood Sunset H.,

Gr 2, Santa Anita San Luis Rey S., Gr 2, 2d Hollywood Turf Cup, Gr 1, 3d

Hollywood Turf H., Gr 1, Belmont Man o’ War S., Gr 1. Sire.

LINDSEY LANE (f Jeblar) 4 wins–2 at 2–at 6f, 7f, Tampa Bay Gasparilla S., L,

Sandipper S., L. Producer.

Daybydaybyday (f by Shananie). 6 wins, $133,248 in U.S.A. Dam of-

JUST RUSHING (g Wild Rush) 16 wins 6f to 8¼f, $1,011,701, Woodbine

Play the King S., Gr 2, Vigil S., Gr 3, Mt Sassafras S., L, Labeeb S., L-

twice, Ontario Jockey Club S., L, 2d Woodbine Play the King S., Gr 2,

3d Woodbine Mile S., Gr 1, Woodbine Kennedy Road S., Gr 3.

Sunny Again. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-

MY SUNSHINE GAL (f West Acre) 5 wins–1 at 2–4½f to 1m, $296,665,

Tampa Bay Sophomore Fillies S., L, 2d Monmouth Boiling Springs S.,

Gr 3, Red Cross S., L, Blue Sparkler S., L, 3d Belmont Merta S., L.

Lori’s Plan (f by Ankara). 3 wins 7f to 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of-

CAPE KIDNAPPERS (g Commands) 9 wins 1000 to 1200m, $373,700, to

2013-14, BRC Lightning H., L, 2d Qld Tatt’s RC WJ Healy S., Gr 3.

Dance With Carol (f by Sword Dance). Unplaced. Dam of 5 winners-

DREAM ON DREAM ON (c Untuttable) 5 wins at 8½f, 9f, $248,925,

Calder Needles S., L, Simply Majestic S., L, Mel’s Hope S., L.

Race Record: Started twice.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all winners.

2008 Missed to Dansili.

2009 Military Hero (g by General Nediym). 4 wins 1200 to 1400m to 2014-15,

2d WATC Westspeed Nursery H., 3d WATC Westspeed Nursery H.

2010 Probationary (f by Northern Meteor). 3 wins 1000 to 1450m in 2013-14.

2011 Mad About You (f by Northern Meteor). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 900, 1500m to

2014-15, 3d ATC Membership on Sale H.

2012 (c by Mossman). Destroyed.

2013 (f by Star Witness).

2014 (c by Nicconi). Died.

Served by NICCONI. Date of last service, 23 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 847  
SAILING PAST (NZ)  
Brown filly (Branded 72 nr sh. 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Last Tycoon (Ire)........ Try My Best...................... by Northern Dancer  
O’REILLY (NZ) .......... Mill Princess...................... by Mill Reef  
Courtza (NZ) .............. Pompeii Court (USA) ......... by Tell  

(Dam) Hunza (NZ)............ by Pakistan II (GB)  
TROPICAL BEAT  
2005  
Midnight Rock............. Star Watch ...................... by Bletchingly  
Hurricane Sky ................ by Dancing Show (USA)......


1st Dam  
TROPICAL BEAT (NZ), by Hurricane Sky. Unraced. Half-sister to MY EMOTION.  
  Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 1 winner, inc:-  
  Ziggies Dance (f by Zizou). 4 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1200m to 2013-14, BRC Drumbeats at Lyndhurst H., 4th BRC Calaway Gal S., L.

2nd Dam  
MIDNIGHT ROCK, by Rory’s Jester. Started 3 times. Half-sister to ALOHA. Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-  
  MY EMOTION (f Savabeel) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1600m, $291,100, Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, MVRC Agar Cleaning P., 2d MRC Arborea H., 4th MRC Kevin Hayes S., L. Guitarist. 3 wins 1460 to 2400m to 2014-15.

3rd Dam  
TENNESSEE MIDNIGHT, by Danehill (USA). Winner at 2 at 1000m, VRC Ottawa S., L, 4th VATC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3. Three-quarter-sister to Don’t Get Excited. Dam of 8 named foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc:-  
  ALOHA (f Encosta de Lago) 8 wins 1200 to 1730m, $804,974, ATC Coolmore Classic, Gr 1, VRC PFD Food Services S., Gr 3, MRC Lord S., L, VRC Aktrapid Nursing Agency H., MVRC Nye at MVRC H., VRC Better Draw H., MRC Thomas Moule H., 2d VRC Henry Bucks S., L, MRC Kevin Hayes S., L, 3d Moonee Valley Fillies Classic, Gr 2, SAJC Adelaide Guineas, L. Altivo. 6 wins 900 to 1310m, SAJC Charge of Beersheba H., Irish Race Day H., Daycorp H., 2d SAJC Environment Friendly Fuel H. Steel. 3 wins at 1600, 2300m, AuRC First Crop One Cool Cat 3YO H.

4th Dam  
TENNESSEE MORN, by Bletchingly. 3 wins at 2 at 900, 1000m, $136,400, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, VATC Blue Diamond Prelude, Gr 3, VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L, 2d VATC Debutante S., L, 3d MVRC Seaview Champagne S., L, VATC Bounding Away H., L, Sister to TENNESSEE MAGIC (dam of TREZEVANT), TENNESSEE MIST, Tennessee Spirit, three-quarter-sister to Academic. Dam of 16 named foals, 12 to race, 9 winners, inc:-  
  TENNESSEE MIDNIGHT (f Danehill (USA)) Winner. See above. Don’t Get Excited (g Elvstroem) 8 wins 1000 to 1400m, $306,850, to 2013-14, 2d MRC (Mornington) Hareeba S., L, 4th VRC Kensington S., L. Nella Dane. Started twice. Dam of 5 winners-  
  Enzed Girl (f Stravinsky (USA)) 3 wins–2 at 2–at 1200m, $147,167, MVRC Tattsbet.com 2YO H., 2d BRC Lancaster S., L, 3d MRC Quezette S., L.

Race Record: Unplaced.  
First season at stud  
Served by TICKETS. Date of last service, 15 October 2014.  
Believed to be in foal
Lot 848
SEEK THE LUCK
Bay mare
(Branded $ nr sh.  4 0  off sh.)
Foaled 2010

(Sire)
LUCKY OWNERS (NZ)
Danehill (USA) .................. Danzig ............................. by Northern Dancer ....
Razyana................................ by His Majesty ...........
Miss Priority (NZ)............... Kaapstad (NZ) .................. by Sir Tristram (Ire) ...
Benediction (GB) ............... by Day is Done ................

(Dam)
STIMULATE .....................
1998
Rory's Jester .................. Crown Jester ................... by Baguette ..............
Rory's Rocket (GB) ........... by Roan Rocket ..........
Radium Springs (NZ) ....... Sir Tristram (Ire) .......
Lake Louise (Ire) ............. by Kings Lake ............

LUCKY OWNERS (NZ) (1999). 8 wins from 1400m to 2000m, Hong Kong Mile, Gr.1. Sire of 270 rnrs, 127 wns, inc. SW The Heckler (Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr.1), Thunder Fantasy, Masquerader, The Hombre, Alpha Miss, Lucky Tom, SP Lucky Lucky, King's Pact, Lucky Eighty Eight, etc. Sire of the dams of Vanbrugh, Lucky Black, Latchy's Girl, Soho Nights, Would be a Bonus, Sally's Mustang, Blu the Lot, Flick Pass, Lucky Nic, Diamond Flush, etc.

1st Dam
STIMULATE, by Rory's Jester. 2 wins at 1500, 1600m. Half-sister to BISHOPS ROCK. Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, inc:- Tromped (g by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Placed.

2nd Dam
RADIUM SPRINGS (NZ), by Sir Tristram (Ire). Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to RIVERINA CHARM (dam of PAOLINO, SARWATCH), GREAT VINTAGE (dam of GREAT ANNA), OUR YANGTZE RIVER, Phocion, Te Akau Jo (dam of PARTEE). Dam of 9 named foals, 8 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
BISHOPS ROCK (c Redoute's Choice) 7 wins–1 at 2–1000 to 2200m, $151,239, Greyville Astrapak H., GR 2, Turffontein Colorado King S., GR 2, Scottsville Michael Roberts H., L, 2d Turffontein South African Nursery P., GR 1, Protea S., GR 2, 3d Newmarket TC Sea Cottage S., L.
Ella's Cat. Winner at 1500m, STC Cathay Pacific H. Dam of 2 winners-Geographer. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, Waikato RC PGG Wrightson Grain H., Hawke's Bay Elbow Sports Bar H.

3rd Dam
LAKE LOUISE (IRE), by Kings Lake. 3 wins 1055 to 1410m, SAJC Cheong Sam H., 2d SAJC Pewsey Vale Vineyard S. Half-sister to Phocion, Country Charm (dam of RIVERINA CHARM), Great Care (dam of GREAT VINTAGE, LA GRANGE MUSIC). Dam of 8 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
OUR YANGTZE RIVER (f Zabeel) 5 wins 1600 to 2150m, $123,465, SAJC Birthday Cup, GR 3, Oakbank RC Onkaparinga Cup, L, SAJC Editorial Works H., Waikato RC CKL Surveys H. Producer.

4th Dam
BE GYRFUL (GB), by Gyr (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 5f, 3d Haydock Preston H. Three-quarter-sister to GODZILLA (dam of PHYDILLA, ROYAL SUZUKA), half-sister to GENTLY (dam of GREEDY OF GAIN), SOROCO, Regality, Be Noble (dam of DARINE). Dam of 13 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Phocion (c Sir Tristram (Ire)) 4 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 3000m, AJC Thirteen Squadron Association H., 3d Onkaparinga Cup, L.
Country Charm. 2 wins at 9f, Ayr Fairlie H. Dam of 5 winners-
RIVERINA CHARM (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) Top of The 1988-89 Australasian 3YO Classification (1300m - 2000m). 7 wins–1 at 2–880 to 2000m, $802,004, AuRC Air New Zealand S., GR 1, STC Canterbury Guineas, GR 1, Rosehill Guineas, GR 1. Producer.

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by BRYANNBO'S GIFT (NZ). Date of last service, 5 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 849  
**SHAKE THE WORLD**

Bay mare  
(Branded X nr sh. 9 off sh.)  
Foaled 2001

(Sire)  Sir Tristram (Ire).............. Sir Ivor ........................ by Sir Gaylord .................

ZABEEL (NZ)....................... Isolt................................ by Round Table ..................

Lady Giselle (Fr)............... Nureyev......................... by Northern Dancer ........

(Dam)  Valderna........................ by Val de Lóir ..................

WORLD PARTY ..................... Accipiter................. by Damascus .................

1985  Salieri (USA)............... Hogan's Sister .......... by Speak John ..........

Biscarina................. Biscay .................. by Star Kingdom (Ire).....


1st Dam  WORLD PARTY, by Salieri (USA). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, AJC Charles Sturt H., STC Kyle Bay H., 2d STC Carrington Bluish H., Swan Premium H. Sister to SCHILLACI, half-sister to BIALIA. Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 6 winners, inc.- Capitalism (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 6 wins 1000 to 1200m, $135,625, AJC Bell Securities H., STC Pony Express H., News Talk 2GB 873 Flying Welter H., National Seniors Association H., 3d STC Jackpot H. Dam of 2 winners-Siga la Vaca. Winner at 1400m in 2014-15. Jessphine (f by Octagonal (NZ)). Winner at 1200m, QTC Princess Teresina H., 2d BTC Powerhouse Boutique 2YO H. Dam of 3 winners-Just Hilda. 2 wins at 1350m, BTC 1923-2009 H., Hardy Brothers Jewellers P., 2d STC Freeway Hotel Bistro P., 3d AJC Convention Centre H. Romp (g by Palace Music (USA)). 4 wins at 1200, 1400m in Aust and Malaysia, 2d STC Cathy Freeman H., 3d STC Wong H.

Our Miss World (f by Danger's Hour (USA)). 4 wins 1060 to 1200m, 2d QTC Analie H. Dam of 4 winners-Cedar Chief. 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, BTC A-Mart All Sports H. World Harmony (f by Royal Academy (USA)). Unplaced. Dam of 2 winners-Heeza Torio. Winner at 1100m in 2013-14, 2d WATC CME H., 3d WATC Tabtouch Supporting the Industry H., Book Now Perthracing.com.au H.

2nd Dam  BISCARINA, by Biscay. Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Widden S., L, 2d AJC Burke and Wills H. Three-quarter-sister to Ravenstone. Dam of 5 named foals, all winners, inc:-

SCHILLACI (c Salieri (USA)) Head of The 1991-92 3YO & 1992-93 4YO+ Australasian Classifications. 16 wins 1000 to 1500m, $2,299,450, AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, VRC Lightning S., Gr 1-twice, Newmarket H., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, VATC Futurity S., Gr 1-twice.

BIALIA (c Bluebird (USA)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000m, VRC Flemington Rose S., L, MVRC Moonee Valley Tabaret H., 2d VATC Merson Cooper S., Gr 3. Sire.

Race Record: Placed.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, both raced.


2008 Don't Laugh (f by Lucky Unicorn). Unplaced.

2009 Missed to One Cool Cat (USA).

2010 Slipped by Pentire (GB).

2011 Missed to Keeper.

2012 (f by Keeper).

2013 (c by Hinchinbrook).

2014 Missed to Smart Missile.

Not served
Lot 850 (No GST)  

SHE'S IN DEMAND  
Bay mare  
(Braded nr sh. 14 off sh.)  
Foaled 2001  

(Sire)  
Danehill (USA)  
Razayana  
Cotehele House (GB)  

(COMMANDS)  
Danzig  
My Swane  
Eight Carat  

(Dam)  
Clay Hero  
Cameo Belle  
Pevero (Ire)  

LIVORNO (NZ)  
Pesaro  

1992  

1st Dam  
LIVORNO (NZ), by Clay Hero. 3 wins at 1200m, AJC George K Special Projects H., STC Camden Glass Services H., 3d STC Hong Kong Jockey Club Trophy.  
Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:-  
SHE'S IN DEMAND (f by Commands). 2 wins. See below.  
Capri (g by Vettori (Ire)). 10 wins 1100 to 1900m, $153,555, STC Golden Slipper Festival Welter H., AJC Grenoble H., Convention Centre H., STC MJ Seymour & Co Trophy H., 3d Gosford Gold Cup, Gr 3.  
Moet Me (g by Oratorio). 4 wins 1 at 2-1100 to 1400m, $211,150, to 2014-15, WATC Magic Millions Raceday H., 2d WATC Sir Ernest Lee-Steeere Classic, Gr 3.  
Special Edition (g by Due Sasso). 2 wins at 1209m to 2014-15, 2d SAJC Carrington Financial Services H., 3d MVRC Essendon Terrace H.  
Tiber (c by Vettori (Ire)). 2 wins at 1300, 1400m.  

2nd Dam  
Trajan - Happy Warrior (Mac.). 8 wins 1000 to 1400m, BTC Private Boxes H.  
Caiyaya. 9 wins 1000 to 1400m, Singapore TC Moonee Valley Racing Trophy.  


Produce Record: Dam of 4 named foals, all winners.  
2006 Roanne (f by Lonhro). Winner at 900m.  
2007 Vera Lee (f by Lonhro). 2 wins at 1200m, 3d ATC Prestons H.  
2008 Missed to Lonhro.  
2009 Balinese Boy (g by Lonhro). 3 wins at 1400m to 2014-15.  
2010 Missed to Snippetson.  
2012 (f by Snippetson).  
2013 Missed to Northern Meteor.  
2014 (f by Your Song).  

Served by YOUR SONG.  

Not in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row D 3-5
On Account of STONEHOUSE THOROUGHBREDS,
Eddington, Vic (As Agent)

Lot 851

**SINGING ADELAIDE**

Bay mare (Branded R n sh. 30 0 off sh.) Foaled 2010

**ENCOSTA DE LAGO.....**

Fairy King (USA) .......... Northern Dancer ............ by Nearctic
Fairy Bridge .............. by Bold Reason
Shoal Creek .............. Star Way (GB) .............. by Star Appeal

**VOLTE**

Sir Tristram (Ire) ......... by Sir Ivor
Marauding (NZ) ........... by Sir Tristram (Ire)
Biscalowe .................. by Biscay
Voltage ..................... by Electric Belle (NZ)

**1st Dam**

VOLTE, by Marauding (NZ). Placed at 2, 2d AJC Te Poi 2YO H., STC Ripa 2YO H., 3d STC Alfalfa 2YO H. Sister to DRUM, Tambour (dam of GRAND ARMEE), Eldarin (dam of MEARAS), three-quarter-sister to GENIUS AND EVIL - ABSOLUTE CHAMPION (H.K.), half-sister to ANAMATO, PORT WATCH. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

**DEALER PRINCIPAL** (g by Flying Spur). **4 wins** 1300 to 2000m, $596,100, STC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Members H., Silver Sharpe H., 2d STC Hill S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, AJC Craven P., Gr 3.

**Resistor** (c by Danehill (USA)). **4 wins** 1200 to 1300m, $198,530, STC Harvey Norman H., 2d AJC Show County H., L, 3d STC Skyline S., Gr 3. Optimizer (g by Danewin). **12 wins**–1 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $140,840, WATC Miss Italy WA H., 4th AJC Doncaster Mile Prelude, L.

Recoup de Fortune (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). **4 wins** 1200 to 1550m, $146,380, AJC Octagonal H., 4th AJC Doncaster Mile Prelude, L.

Voltdanze (f by Danzero). **Winner** at 1600m, 3d AJC Zephyr Bay H. Dam of-

**So Detached** (f One Cool Cat (USA)) **2 wins**–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, STC Schweppes Sparkling Water H., 3d AJC Gimcrack S., L, Widden S., L.

**2nd Dam**

Voltage, by Whiskey Road (USA). **6 wins** to 1600m, 2d SAJC John D Lee S., L, VATC Tristarc S., L, 3d SAJC Laelia S., L. Half-sister to ROANOKE BOY, Stalusk, Beauty Belle (dam of GENIUS AND EVIL - ABSOLUTE CHAMPION (H.K.), Wylie Hall). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

**DRUM** (c Marauding (NZ)) **6 wins**–2 at 2–1100 to 1350m, VATC Oakleigh P., Gr 1, VRC Scusa Mi Ristorante S., L, 3d QTC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1.

**ANAMATO** (f Redoute’s Choice) **4 wins**–1 at 2–1500 to 2000m, $975,728, SAJC Australasian Oaks, Gr 1, VRC AV Kewney S., Gr 2.

**PORT WATCH** (c Star Watch) **10 wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, $252,915, VATC JD MacDonald S., L, 2d VATC Caulfield Guineas, Gr 1.

**Tambour** (f Marauding (NZ)) **Winner** at 2 at 1550m, 2d QTC Queenslander Classic, Gr 1, VATC Norman Robinson S., L. Dam of 4 winners-

**GRAND ARMEE** (g Hennessy (USA)) **13 wins** 1200 to 2000m, $5,328,065, AJC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 1-twice, George Main S., Gr 1.

Eldarin. **3 wins** 1100 to 1300m, VATC Molly’s Robe H. Dam of 4 winners-

**MEARAS** (c Redoute’s Choice) **2 wins** at 1400, 1600m, $154,875, Newcastle JC Spring S., Gr 3, City Tatt’s RC Ming Dynasty H., L. Sire.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2014 **(f by Harbour Watch (Ire)).**

Served by HARBOUR WATCH (IRE). Date of last service, 21 September 2014. Believed to be in foal.
From Monday 9am Stable 1 Row E 3-5
On Account of KANANGRA, Scone

Lot 852

SNAFFLES

Grey mare
(Branded 7L nr sh. 10 9 off sh.)
Foaled 2009

(Sire)

Danzig.................... by Neartic........................
Northern Dancer .......... by Neartic......................
Pas de Nom............... by Admiral's Voyage......
Mysterial ............... by Hoist the Flag..........
Mysteries ............. by Seattle Slew...........

(Dam)

LEYENDA..................
Hurricane Sky .......... by Star Watch .................
Dancing Show (USA)..... by Nijinsky ....................
Curriavilla (Ire)........ by Legenda ..................
Simply Royal........... by Major Sport (USA)....

LIBRETTIST (USA) (2002). 7 wins-2 at 2, Prix du Moulin de Longchamp, Gr.1. Sire of 305 mrs, 143 wns, inc. SW Libranno (Newmarket July S., Gr.2), Emily of Tinsdal, Niki Piki Milo, Midnite Promise, Faust, SP Khaya, Marie d'o, Libetto, San Juan, Lady's Day and of Dramatist, Major Conquest, Tapis Libre, Liberge, Beryaska, Easy de Glenville, Ginger Lad, Leaflet, Mister Worldwide, Agence Belge, Free Walk, Goldamai, etc.

1st Dam

LEYENDA, by Hurricane Sky. 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, AJC Clive Caldwell Memorial 2YO H., 3d Scone RC 2YO Inglis Challenge. Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

Dublette (f by Dubleo (USA)). 7 wins 1000 to 1200m, AJC Ashcroft H. Costa del Sol (g by General Nediym). 5 wins at 1200, 1400m, $399,316, HKJC Boat Quay H., Heather H., Drake H., Audemars Piguet Jules H.

2nd Dam

Smurfette, by Curriavilla (Ire). 3 wins–1 at 2–950 to 1030m, MVRC St Vincent's Microsurgery P.H., 3d VATIC Debutante S., L. Dam of 3 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Hefty. 3 wins at 1400, 1600m.

3rd Dam

SIMPLY ROYAL, by Major Sport (USA). Unraced. Half-sister to Mill Rani (dam of MILLRICH). Dam of 11 named foals, 10 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Smurfette (f Curriavilla (Ire)) 3 wins. See above.

4th Dam

Sana Rani (NZ), by Pakistan II (GB). 4 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, Adelaide RC Terrace 2YO H., PARC Novice H., 3d Adelaide RC Dequettville S., 4th PARC Lightning S. Dam of 8 foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

Mill Rani. 3 wins at 1200m, SAJC Improvers' H. Dam of 8 winners-

MILLRICH (f Rubiton) 3 wins at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $340,350, STC Sweet Embrace S., Gr 3, 2d AJC Silver Shadow S., Gr 2, STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 3d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Dam of 6 winners-

DANERICH (c Danehill (USA)) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, $279,950, MRC HDF McNeil S., Gr 3, MVRC Mitchell McKenzie S., L.

Rubimill. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-

EL ROCA (c Fastnet Rock) 3 wins at 1000, 1200m, $414,466, in 2013-14, ATC Eskimo Prince S., L, 2d ATC Randwick Guineas, Gr 1.

Razichi. Winner at 1350m. Grandam of-

DILLY DALLY (f Rubiton) 6 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $1,145,340, AJC TJ Smith S., Gr 2, MVRC Champagne S., Gr 2, 2d MRC Caulfield Sprint H., Gr 2, 3d MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1. Producer.

LI LO LILL (f Umatilla (NZ)) 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1600m, $371,230, SAJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 3, 3d VRC Oaks, Gr 1. Producer.

LINGA LONGA LUCY (f Rubiton) Winner at 2 at 1100m, SAJC Walter Brown S.H., L, 4th SAJC Smoke-Free SA S., Gr 3, Cinderella S., L.

Race Record: 3 wins at 950, 1000m to 2013-14.
First season at stud

Served by ALBRECHT. Date of last service, 2 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 853 (With 25% GST)  
**SNIP 'N' CLIP**  
Chesnut mare (Branded ♂ ng. sh. 3 off sh.) Foaled 2010  
(Sire) Snippets.................. Lunchtime (GB)............... by Silly Season................
SNIPPETSON.................. Easy Date............... by Grand Chaudiere............
Snowdrift (Fr) .................. Polish Precedent......... by Danzig........................
(San) Snowtop.................. by Thatching....................
PAMARGO.....................
2001  
(Dam) Strategic.................. Zeditave .................. by The Judge............... 
Stars Above................. by Star of Heaven............

**SNIPPETSON (AUS) (2001).** 4 wins to 1400m, STC Eskimo Prince H., L. Sire of 399 mrs, 252 wns, inc. SW Fast Clip (ATC Tulloch S., Gr.2), That's the One, Rebelson, Nobby Snip - Fun Tapestry (H.K.), Snippets Land, Miss Upstart, Mister Milton, SP Fuerza, Snipzu, Hot Snippety, Admiral Rous, Dansonate, Kenjorwood, Anythingthatmoves, Kid Kobe, Right Time, Electronic Motion, Ideal Position, Snip 'n' Duck and of Pierrette, Diamond Fund, etc.

1st Dam PAMARGO, by Strategic. Started 3 times. Half-sister to PATEZZA. Dam of 4 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner, inc:-
Genghis (g by Host (CHI)). 4 wins 1170 to 2150m to 2013-14, 2d MVRC Sportbet Best Tote Plus H., 3d BRC Bundaberg Distilling Company H.

2nd Dam STARS ABOVE, by Star Shower. Started once. Sister to MAGIC SHOWER, half-sister to ALWAYS DAPPER, Bletinah (dam of SHE'S ACADEMIC). Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
PATEZZA (g Rubiton) 8 wins 1200 to 1600m, $1,771,860, AJC Doncaster H., Gr 1, Newcastle JC Newmarket H., Gr 3, 2d STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, Canterbury S., Gr 2, Première S., Gr 2, AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, STC Satellite S., L, 3d AJC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3-twice, BTC Sprint H., Gr 3, STC Frederick Clissold S., Gr 3, 4th QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1.

3rd Dam MEDINAH (GB), by Petingo. Winner at 2 at 7f in Great Britain. Dam of 7 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-
ALWAYS DAPPER (c Sir Dapper) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1500m, $139,790, Newcastle JC Penfolds Classic S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Breeders' P, Gr 3.  
MAGIC SHOWER (f Star Shower) 5 wins 1200 to 2400m, AJC Anniversary H., L, STC Frank Underwood Cup, L. Grandam of-
Crimson Gem (f Monde Bleu (GB)) 7 wins 1000 to 1200m, $167,670, MRC Sportsmart H., Murray H., John Ritchie H., 3d VRC Let's Elope S., L.  
Bletinah. Winner at 1280m, STC Endeavour H. Dam of 6 winners-
SHE'S ACADEMIC (f Royal Academy (USA)) 6 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $132,500, Qld Tatt's RC Tattersall's Mile, L. Dam of-
I'm a Smarty Pants (f Choisir) 3 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1400m, 2d VRC Ottawa S., L, 3d MRC Merson Cooper S., L.  
Let's Agree (g Clear Choice (USA)) 2 wins at 1200m, AJC Dean Lukin H., 2d AJC Exchange H., 3d STC Eskimo Prince H., L.  
Chica. Winner at 1028m. Grandam of-
PROCEEDWITHCAUTION (g Trade Fair (GB)) 6 wins 1200 to 2200m, $206,000, to 2014-15, WATC Belmont Classic, L, Dayana P.  
Obeliah. Unraced. Grandam of-
Jumbo Prince (c Outback Prince) 6 wins–4 at 2–1050 to 1800m, $270,100, to 2014-15, 3d Qld Tatt's RC Breakfast Creek Hotel S., L.  

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by AD VALOREM (USA). Date of last service, 1 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 854

SOLANA BEACH (NZ)

Chestnut mare (Branded \text{nr sh.} 4\text{ off sh.}) Foaled 2001

(Sire) Bslicky ........................................ by Star Kingdom (Ire)....
CANNY LAD ..............................
Jesmond Lass ..............................
Beautiful Dreamer ........................ by Coeur Volant II .........
(Dam) Zeditave .............................. by Showdown (GB).......
ZERLINA ..............................
1992

mtrs, 772 wins, 54 SW, inc. He's No Pie Eater, etc. Sire of the dams of 1284
mtrs, 845 wins, 32 GW, inc. SW Gimmethegreenlight, Laser Hawk, River Lad,
Manhattan Rain, Ofcourseican, Neroli, Mnemosyne, Desert War, Kusi, Platinum
Scissors, Redoute's Choice, Gregers, Sessions, Dances on Waves, Renaissance,
El Cambio, Fritz's Princess, Street Smart, etc.

1st Dam ZERLINA, by Zeditave. Unraced. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

MARLINA (f by Marauding (NZ)). 7 wins 1100 to 1350m, $195,440, BTC
Courier-Mail Classic S., Gr 3, AJC Nivison H., L, Liquorland H., STC PMI H.,
Ashfield Catholic & Community Club H., 3d AJC Sapphire S., Gr 3. Dam of-
Fasmar. 4 wins 1100 to 1400m, 3d SAJC Excel Rent a Car P.
Madam French (f by Royal Academy (USA)). 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, BTC Chief
de Beers H., Gianni Restaurant H., QTC Guineas Room H., Zeditave H.
Gun Eagle (g by Montjeu (Ire)). 2 wins at 1300, 2100m, 2d STC Suncorp
Business Banking H.
Passing By (f by Charge Forward). Winner at 1200m. Dam of-

2nd Dam RHINE WINE (IRE). by Home Guard. Winner at 1\frac{1}{4}m in Great Britain. Half-sister
to BLESSED EVENT (dam of SACRAMENT), Friedrichslust (dam of
FABERGER). Dam of 7 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
Sparkling Fun. 5 wins at 1400, 1614m, VATC Zonda H., Montech H., MVRC
Lady Cologne. Started 3 times. Dam of 2 winners-
Eubecha (g Euclase) 7 wins 1100 to 1463m, $124,730, SAJC Ericsson
Network H., Bellotto H., 3d SAJC CS Hayes Memorial Cup, L.

3rd Dam FRIEDRICHSRUH, by Dschingis Khan. 4 wins in Germany, Mülheim Preis der
Diana, Gr 2, 2d German One Thousand Guineas, Gr 3, 3d Hamburg
Stutenpreis der Dreijahrigen, L, 4th Neuss Grosser Preis der International
Harvester, Gr 3. Half-sister to FREDERICIA, FRIDERICUS REX,
FRIEDEMANN. Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners.

Race Record: Unplaced.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners.

2006 Laguna Grande (g by Iglesia). 5 wins 1200 to 1400m, 2d AJC Charing
Cross H.
2007 Slipped by Falvelon.
2008 Deceiful Don (g by Charge Forward). 5 wins 1000 to 1100m to 2014-15.
2009 Falvelon Beach (f by Falvelon). Unraced.
2010 Not served previous season.
2013  (c by Myboycharlie (Ire)).
2014 Slipped by Casino Prince.

Served by CASINO PRINCE. Date of last service, 25 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 855

**SPACE TRIP**

Bay or Brown mare

(Branded B. nr sh. 9 off sh.)

Foaled 2008

**(Sire)**

Redoute's Choice ........... by Danzig

STRATUM ......................

Bourgeois ........................ by Kaoru Star

**(Dam)**

MARY MACHREE ............ 1995

Hysterical (NZ) ............... by Green Dancer

**(1st Dam)**


HY FUJI (dam of KERMADEC), Supreme Echo, The Quarewan (dam of AT THE HEADS - HEAD START (SING.)), Teneales Pearl (dam of SHOREHAM). Dam of 9 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

TRIPLE ELEGANCE (g by Mossman). 8 wins 1200 to 1550m, $789,730, ATC Liverpool City Cup, Gr 3, GCTC Magic Millions Cup, RL, 2d Hawkesbury RC Ladies Day Cup, L, 3d ATC George Ryder S., Gr 1, George Main S., Gr 1.

Lion Blanc (f by Reset). Winner at 1800m.

Tessiebane (f by Danzero). Winner at 1150m. Dam of-

Black Burberry. 2 wins at 1300, 1400m to 2014-15, 3d WATC Playeronline.com.au H.

**(2nd Dam)**

HYSTERICAL (NZ). by Wolverton (Ire). 8 wins 1100 to 1600m, $225,240, AJC Emancipation S., L, Triton H., Lawn H., Sadlier H., 2d AJC Adrian Knox S., Gr 3, Emancipation S., L, BATC QBBS Breeders' S.H., L, 3d QTC Exhibition H., L. Half-sister to DON BELLOTTO, Eliza Dane (dam of COOLDINI, CORRECT AMOONDO). Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

HY FUJI (f Fuji Kiseki (JPN)) 4 wins 1400 to 2400m, NSW Tatt's RC Tattersalls P., L, 2d STC Gallagher Hotel Management H. Dam of-

KERMADEC (c Teofilo (Ire)) 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, $321,275, in 2014-15, VRC Carbine Club S., Gr 3, 3d ATC George Ryder S., Gr 1.

Mary Machree (f Quest for Fame (GB)) 2 wins. See above.

Supreme Echo (g Snippets) 10 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2000m, $500,706 in Aust, Malaysia and Singapore, 2d Perak Derby, L, 3d WATC Playeronline.com.au H. The Quarewan. Placed at 2. Dam of 5 winners-

AT THE HEADS - HEAD START (Sing.) (c Hussonet (USA)) 6 wins 1100 to 1600m, $351,144, VRC Chester Manifold S., L, Singapore TC Vigcon S.

Teneales Pearl. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

SHOREHAM (g Reset) 3 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 2500m, $447,935, to 2013-14, VRC Sofitel H., L, Galilee Series Final H., L, Ken Cox 2YO H., 2d MVRC Drake International Cup, Gr 2, 3d South Australian Derby, Gr 1.

**Race Record:** Unraced.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 foals.

2013 (f by Snippetson).

2014 (f by Mossman).

Served by EXCELEBRATION (IRE). Date of last service, 22 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 4 Row P 3
On Account of BEM BLOODSTOCK, Merewether
Lot 856
STROBOSCOPIC
Bay or Brown filly
(Branded nr sh. 8 1 off sh.)
Foaled 2011

(Sire) Perugino (USA)............. Danzig ....................... by Northern Dancer ........
FAIRY BRIDGE................. by Bold Reason .................
SIR DAPPER................... by Vain ..........................
BO DAPPER................... by Without Fear (Fr) ....

(Dam) Dazzle Light .............. by Danzello

Stroscopickay or Brown filly

1st Dam
(dam of Only a Lady, Lissongrove, Smoko).


Fulminate (f by Escorta de Lago). 5 wins 1200 to 1500m, $151,860, to 2013-14, ATC Sydney City Toyota H., Tab Ipad App H.

Earla Margaret (f by Grand Lodge (USA)). Winner at 1600m, QTC Grey Receiver P., 2d BTC Variety Qld 25th Year H., SAJC Schweppes H.

Sabutai (g by More Than Ready (USA)). 3 wins 1240 to 1500m to 2013-14.

Eclaircissement (f by Hussonet (USA)). Started 3 times. Dam of Staccato.

2nd Dam
Travel Light (NZ). 3 wins–1 at 2–1200m to 2014-15 in NZ.

STOWAY (g Geiger Counter (USA)) 12 wins 1350 to 2400m, $707,810, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, Hawkesbury Gold Cup, Gr 3, AJC Australia Day Cup, L, STC Lord Mayor’s Cup, L, 2d STC Christmas Cup, L-twice, 3d AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, STC Tattersall’s Club Cup, L, L.

London Lights. 3 wins–1 at 2–1200 to 1350m. Dam of 7 winners–

ONLY A LADY (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 3 wins 1400 to 2030m, $435,180, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, BTC Labour Day Cup, L, 2d VRC Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of

REDWOOD FALLS (c Woodman (USA)) 10 wins–1 at 2–1400 to 1800m, $1,160,547 in Aust and Macau, AJC TL Baillieu H., L, Macau Hong Kong Trophy, L, Macau Spring Trophy, L, 2d MRC Tupperware Cup, L.

SMOKO (g Snitzel) 6 wins at 1000, 1200m, $242,200, to 2014-15, WATC Belmont Newmarket H., L, 2d WATC Beaufine S., L, Goodwood Sprint H., L.

Lisson Groove (f Dehere (USA)) 2 wins at 2, SAJC Dermody S., L.

Race Record: Unraced.
First season at stud
Served by CONGRATS (USA). Date of last service, 18 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 857

SUDDENLY SARA

Black or Brown mare (Branded 16 nr sh. 8 off sh.)

Foaled 1998

(Sire) WOODMAN (USA) Mr. Prospector Raise a Native by Native Dancer
Gold Digger by Nashua
Buckpasser by Tom Fool
Intriguing by Swaps

(Dam) COLONIAL METEORITE (USA) Cherokee Colony Pleasant Colony by His Majesty
Seabiscuit by Nijinsky
Northern Meteor by Northern Dancer

WOODMAN (USA) (1983). 3 wins, Curragh Anglesey S., Gr.3. Sire of 1665 rnrs, 1099 wnrs, 100 SW, inc. Hector Protector (Deauville Prix Morny, Gr.1), Bosra Sham, Hawk Wing, Timber Country, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Frozen Fire, Miss Finland, Birkin Amanee, Archarcharch, Europa Point, Tiz Miz Sue, Byword, Crowded House, Hurtle Myrtle, Redwood, Herculan Prince, Kinsale King, Proviso, Alexander Tango, Aston Machan, Mrs Lindsay, Sutra, Sudan, etc.

1st Dam COLONIAL METEORITE (USA), by Cherokee Colony. 3 wins – 2 at 2 in U.S.A. Three-quarter-sister to Cherokee Assembly, half-sister to DEMETEOR. Dam of 10 foals, 6 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Make an Impact (f by El Moxie (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1212m.

2nd Dam SEATTLE METEOR, by Seattle Slew. 3 wins at 2 4½f to 6f, $379,053, Saratoga Spinaway S., Gr 1, Belmont Astoria S., Gr 3, 2d Belmont Matron S., Gr 1, Gulfstream Bonnie Miss S., Gr 2. Half-sister to A PHENOMENON, MÉTÉOR MIRACLE. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

DEMETEOR (g Dehere) 10 wins 5½f to 9½f, $386,570, Arlington Park Rossi Gold S., L, 2d Calder WL McKnight H., Gr 2, Tropical Turf H., Gr 3.

Seattle Encounter. Winner at 2 in U.S.A. Dam of 6 winners-

Capitano Uncino (c Central Park (Ire)) 8 wins – 1 at 2–1000 to 1600m, €131,389, Milan Premio Strone, 3d Rome Premio WWF, L.

Beaming Meteor. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

Moonquake (c Mr Greeley) 3 wins 2000 to 2100m in Great Britain and U.A.E, York Blue Square Casino H., 2d Royal Ascot Wolferton H., L.

Race Record: Unraced.

Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 4 winners.

2002 Without Warning (f by Grand Lodge (USA)). Placed at 3.

2003 Abrupt (c by Gilded Time (USA)). Started 3 times.


2005 Sea Hunter (g by Keeper). 3 wins 1606 to 2200m, MRC Lucknow H., MVRC Slater & Gordon Lawyers H., 2d MRC Mara H.

2006 (foal by Country Reel (USA)). Died.

2007 Purring Flyer (f by Catbird). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m, 2d ATC Fitzpatrick & Partners H.

2008 Not served previous season.

2009 Blazing Comet (g by General Nediym). 6 wins 1100 to 1600m to 2013-14, 3d SAJC James Scoop H.


2011 (c by Lonhro). Died.

2012 (f by Stratum).

2013 (f by Smart Missile).

2014 (f by Snippetson).

Served by DUPORTH. Date of last service, 10 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 858

**SWIFT RESPONSE**

Brown filly  
(Branded 'nr sh. \( 39 \) off sh.)  
Foaled 2012

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Sire)</th>
<th>Zabeel (NZ)</th>
<th>Don Eduardo (NZ)</th>
<th>Diamond Lover</th>
<th>Visual Emotion (USA)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by Sir Tristram (Ire)</td>
<td>by Sticks and Stones</td>
<td>by Deputy Minister</td>
<td>by Guich</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>Nijinsky</th>
<th>Royal Academy (USA)</th>
<th>Silver Deputy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by Northern Dancer</td>
<td>by Crimson Satan</td>
<td>by Danzig</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

GLORIOUS CALLING  
2005

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Up the Hill</th>
<th>Marigot Bay (Ire)</th>
<th>Glorious Calling, by Royal Academy (USA). Started once. Half-sister to OLDER THAN TIME. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, inc:- Paradise Bound (f by War Pass (USA)). Placed at 3 in 2013-14.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by Marigot Bay (Ire), by Fairy King (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 5f, Leopardstown Burlington Air Express Nursery H., 3d Curragh Round Tower S., L, 4th Curragh Marble Hill S., L. Blood-sister to Achill Island - Sleep Well (H.K.), half-sister to LANGOUSTINE, ONE WORLD (dam of ONE LAST DANCE). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWIFT ALLIANCE (AUS) (Bay 2005-Stud 2011). 9 wins at 1100m, 1200m, A$638,940, VRC Hong Kong Jockey Club S., Gr.3, STC Sebring S., Gr.3-twine, AJC Show County H., L, Razor Sharp H., L, Sydney City Toyota H., STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., Great Steaks at The Freeway H., 2d AJC Galaxy H., Gr.1, 4th AJC Challenge S., Gr.2. Half-brother to SP New Day Rising. Sire of the placegetters First Alliance, etc. His oldest progeny are 2YOs.

1st Dam  
GLORIOUS CALLING, by Royal Academy (USA). Started once. Half-sister to OLDER THAN TIME. Dam of 3 named foals, 1 to race, inc:-

2nd Dam  
UP THE HILL, by Danehill (USA). Unraced. Sister to Assafa, three-quarter-sister to LANGOUSTINE, ONE WORLD (dam of ONE LAST DANCE). Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

OLDER THAN TIME (f Don Eduardo (NZ)). 5 wins 1200 to 1900m, $316,405, ATC Sky High S., L, TJ's Champagne Bar H., 2d ATC Sydney Cup, Gr 1, Chairman's H., Gr 2, 3d ATC Millie Fox S., Gr 3, Aspiration H., L, NE Manion Cup, L, City Tattersall's Club Cup, L, 4th ATC Chairman's H., Gr 2. Najib. 2 wins at 2037, 2215m, 2d MRC Fleur H., 4th VRC Express S., L.

3rd Dam  
Marigot Bay (Ire), by Fairy King (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 5f, Leopardstown Burlington Air Express Nursery H., 3d Curragh Round Tower S., L, 4th Curragh Marble Hill S., L. Blood-sister to Achill Island - Sleep Well (H.K.), half-sister to LANGOUSTINE, ONE WORLD (dam of ONE LAST DANCE). Dam of 11 foals, 7 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Assafa (c Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m, MRC Broadbridge H., Waikato RC Espresso Infusion H., 3d VRC Rory's Jester P., Gr 3. Sire.

4th Dam  
PRAWN COCKTAIL (USA), by Artichoke. Unraced. Half-sister to ROYAL ACADEMY, PANCHO VILLA, TERLINGUA (dam of STORM CAT, CHAPEL OF DREAMS), ALYDARIEL (dam of JEUNE HOMME), Border Run, Encino. Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, all winners, inc:-

LANGOUSTINE (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1050m, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, 3d VRC Red Roses S., L. Producer.

ONE WORLD (f Danehill (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 900, 1200m, $145,450, VRC Thoroughbred Breeders S., Gr 3, SAJC Fulham Park P., L, 3d MRC Blue Diamond Preview (f), Gr 3. Dam of 3 winners-

ONE LAST DANCE (f Encosta de Lago). 3 wins at 2 955 to 1100m, $177,223, MRC Blue Diamond Prelude (f), Gr 3, Blue Diamond Preview (f), L, MVRC Essendon Mazda 55 Second Challenge 2YO H.

Achill Island - Sleep Well (H.K.) (g Sadler's Wells). 5 wins–1 at 2–at 1500, 1650m, £355,147, 2d Ascot Royal Lodge S., Gr 2, Breeders' Cup Juvenile Turf S., L, Tipperary Ad Valorem S., L, 3d Chester Dee S., Gr 3.

Marigot Bay (f Fairy King (USA)). 2 wins. See above.

Race Record: Unraced.
COLLATE (AUS) (2001). 6 wins-1 at 2 to 1400m. AJC Frederick Clissold S., Gr.3. Sire of 42 mrs, 21 wns, inc. SW Fantisha (BRC Princess S., L) and of Furbish, Callan Park, Collator, Road Train Rosie, Annie’s Bridge, Ivanhoe, Sunshine Charming, Sweet Chilli Rose, Systems, Mark Me Olee, Lynda’s Never Late, Bedey’s Mistake, Betty Rocks, Cards ‘n’ Owls, Little Boutique, Moochin, Offset Prince, Mario, Curiosity Miss, Fitting Finale, etc.

1st Dam
PAINT THE STAGE, by Perugino (USA). Winner at 2 at 1000m. Half-sister to MARWELL LADY, by Lord Seymour (Ire). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Acrylic (f by Lion Heart (USA)). 2 wins at 800, 900m. Painted Lass (f by Canny Lad). Winner at 900m.

2nd Dam
MORNMOOT LADY, by Century. Unraced. Sister to INDIAN RAJ, STAGE HIT (dam of ENCORES, IRRADIATE, SIR LAURENCE), Miami Vice, half-sister to Trading Post. Dam of 12 foals, 11 to race, 10 winners, inc:-
MARWELL LADY (f Lord Seymour (Ire)) 2 wins at 2 at 1100, 1200m, VATC Gwyn Nursery S., L, Rotary Club Caulfield Rosstown 2YO H. Dam of-
JESTARELLA BOY (g Rory’s Jester) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, VRC Peters Drumstick S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond Preview (c&g). Gr 3.
Jolly’s Folly (f Bluebird (USA)) 2 wins at 2, 3d VRC Maribyrnong Trial S., L. ILLUSIONIST (f Favorite Trick (USA)) 6 wins, 3d MRC Sir John Monash S., L. Wine and Roses. Winner at 2 at 1013m, MVRC Tackle Diabetes 2YO H. Dam of-
Saeta Rose (f Fraar (USA)) 6 wins–1 at 2–900 to 1812m, SAJC Owen Stanley Rangers H., Workers Union 2YO P., 2d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L.

3rd Dam
OH CALCUTTA, by Streetfighter (GB). 5 wins–4 at 2–at 5f, 6f, TRC 2YO H., TTC Thirkell S. Dam of 15 named foals, 12 to race, 10 winners, inc:-
STAGE HIT (f Century) 7 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1600m. $164,455, VRC Edward Manifold S., 2d VATC Blue Diamond S. Dam of 7 winners-
ENCORES (c Marscay) 4 wins–1 at 2–1200, 1500m, $531,076, STC Phar Lap S., Gr 2, 2d BATC Doomben Ten Thousand H., Gr 1. Sire.
IRRADIATE (f Rassendyll (USA)) 4 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m, VRC Bloodhorse Breeders’ P., Gr 2. Producer.
SIR LAURENCE (c Bletchingly) 3 wins at 1200m, STC Eskimo Prince H., L. PREVIEW (f Kenmare (Fr)) Winner at 1600m, 3d AJC Dulcify H., L. Dam of-(HELENE) PILLAGING (g Marauding (NZ)) 9 wins–4 at 2–900 to 1500m, $2,380,143 in Aust, Hong Kong and Macau, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 1.
INDIAN RAJ (c Century) 6 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $250,920, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 2, 2d AJC Spring Champion S., Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, 2d ATC Investment & Planning Services P., 3d ATC Patinack Farm P.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2014 (c by Onemorenomore).

Served by HUSSON (ARG). Date of last service, 28 October 2014.

Not in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 1 Row E 3-5
On Account of KANANGRA, Scone

Lot 860

TARTE TATIN

Bay or Brown mare
(Branded 7L nr sh. 7 9 off sh.)

Foaled 2009

(Sire)
Zabeel (NZ)...................... Sir Tristram (Ire) ............... by Sir Ivor .........................

OCTAGONAL (NZ)....... Eight Carat (GB) .................. Pieces of Eight .............. by Nureyev .........

(Dam)
Tate Gallery (USA)............ Fairy Bridge ..................... by Bold Reason ................

GALLIC FUN................. Gallic Waters ..................... by Star Kingdom (Ire)....
1990

mrs, 520 wns, 25 SW, inc. Lonhro (VRC Australian Cup, Gr.1), Laverock, Niello,
Suntagonal, Spinney, Hosannah, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Ottimo, Pussy
Willow, Altar, Rain Affair, Eight Street, Champillon, Albrecht, Esentepe,
Hiocdtane, Detours, Divorces, Flying Tristram, Amy Era, Late Charge, Written
Up, Mighty Lucky, Mr Gotham, Disputes, Instalment, Pussy O'Reilly, etc.

1st Dam
Gallic Fun, by Tate Gallery (USA). 5 wins 1000 to 1400m, QTC Queensland Day
H., Magic Flute H., 2d STC RJ Abrahams H., 3d AJC Analie H., L. Dam of 8
foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

Gallic Chief (g by Hula Chief (NZ)). 9 wins 1280 to 1600m, 3d AJC Grafter H.,
Regalic (g by Grandera (Ire)). 3 wins at 1400, 2000m, $104,785, 2d AJC
Autumn Carnival Hospitality Packages H., 3d AJC Yellowglen H.

2nd Dam
GALLIC WATERS, by Biscay. 9 wins 1000 to 1550m, STC Coca Cola H. Half-sister
to Zgorta Bint. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Gallic Storm. 11 wins 1200 to 1600m, $155,011, AJC Spring Country Cup,
Dick Hern H., NSW Breeders' Association H., STC Riverstone H.
Gallicus. 4 wins 1500 to 2050m, SAJC Hayman Island S., 2d MVRC Magic
Circle H., STC North Narrabeen H., 4th VRC Carbine Club S., L.

3rd Dam
CHANEL (NZ), by Chatsworth II (GB). 4 wins 7f to 1¼m, Murrumbidgee TC
Wagga Gold Cup, NSW Tatt's RC Furious S. Half-sister to BRAZIL (dam of
RIÓ DE JANEIRO), Redimere, Summer Smile. Dam of 9 foals, 7 to
race, 2 winners, inc:-

Zgorta Bint (f Boone's Cabin (USA)) Winner at 1200m, 3d Geelong RC Oaks
Trial S., L. Producer.

So Fragrant. Started twice. Grandam of-

EXCITED ANGEL (f Don't Say Halo (USA)) 12 wins-3 at 2–1100 to
2000m, $720,960, VRC Bloodhorse Breeders' P., Gr 2, 2d VRC Nissan
S.H., Gr 1, VATC Toorak H., Gr 1. Dam of 9 winners-

AQUIVER (g Danehill (USA)) 8 wins 1200 to 2200m, $485,035, Ballarat
Cup, L, 3d MRC Futurity S., Gr 1.

Angels. Unplaced. Dam of 3 winners-

TEXT'HURLEY (f Hard Spun (USA)) 5 wins 1400 to 2040m,
$371,905, to 2013-14, MVRC Sunline S., Gr 2.

TYPHOON (g Last Tycoon (Ire)) 10 wins 1300 to 2000m, $424,225, VATC
Coongy H., Gr 3, 3d MVRC Waterford Crystal Mile H., Gr 2.

PRAYERFUL (f Don't Say Halo (USA)) 2 wins at 1100, 1400m, VATC
Burgess Queen S., L, 2d WATC Belgravia S., L. Grandam of-

DELAGO'S SECRET (g Encosta de Lago) 5 wins 1600 to 2400m,

Race Record: Started 3 times.
First season at stud
Served by CARLTON HOUSE (USA). Date of last service, 14 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
Lot 861

TESTY

Chestnut mare
(Branded nr sh. 28 off sh.)
Foaled 2005

(Sire)

Perugino (USA) ........................ by Northern Dancer ....
Danzig ................................... by Bold Reason ....
Fairy Bridge ......................... by Vain ............
Sir Dapper ............................ by Without Fear (Fr) ....
Bodega .................................. by Testa Rossa (AUS) (1996). 13 wins-5 at 2, VRC Lightning S., Gr.1. Sire of 813 rnrs, 596 wns, 52 SW, inc. Ortensia (WATC Winterbottom S., Gr.1), Rostova, etc. Sire of the dams of 146 rnrs, 78 wns, inc. SW Marky Mark, Le Chef, Disposition, Snippets Land, SP Zvarov, Pistolier, Canny Franco, Final Destination, Lil Red Corvette, Reemah and of Veloci, Outback Saga, Pink Perfection, Airglow, Dayita, Espirit Rossa, Ganochy, Magic Sam, etc.

(Dam)

MUSICAL D'ACCORD (USA) 1992
D'Accord................................ by D'Accord ....
Fanfreluche ........................ by Northern Ruler ....
Shy Dame ............................ by Half-sister to CADILLAC WOMEN, Majestic Dame (dam of EMPOWER). Dam of 6 foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

Testy (f by Testa Rossa). 2 wins. See below.
Western Harmony (f by Marauding (NZ)). 2 wins–1 at 2–to 1400m. Dam of-
Believe in Harmony. Winner at 1300m in 2013-14.
Dr. Jack K. (c by Dr Blum). 2 wins at 6f in U.S.A.

1st Dam

MUSICAL D'ACCORD (USA), by D'Accord. Unraced. Half-sister to CADILLAC WOMEN, Majestic Dame (dam of EMPOWER). Dam of 6 foals, 3 to race, all winners, inc:-

2nd Dam

SHY DAME, by Damascus. Unraced. Half-sister to Stoned Crab. Dam of 11 foals, 8 to race, 5 winners, inc-

CADILLAC WOMEN (f Carr de Naskra) 4 wins–3 at 2–5½f to 7f, $319,270, Belmont Hyde Park H., L, Keeneland Indian Summer S., L, Arlington Park Palatine S., L, 2d Arlington-Washington Lassie S., Gr 2, 3d Breeders' Cup Juvenile Fillies S., Gr 1, Del Mar Sandy Blue S., L. Grandam of-

DAWN OF WAR (c Catienus) 3 wins at 2 5½f to 8½f, $409,489, Keeneland Breeder's Futurity, Gr 1, Canterbury Brian Bareschereau Juvenile S., L, 2d River Downs Cradle S., L, Prairie Meadows Prairie Gold Juvenile S., L, 4th Churchill Downs Derby Trial S., L.

SPEEDINTHRUTHECITY (f City Zip) 7 wins–1 at 2–5f to 7f, $402,751, to 2014, Oaklawn Carousel S., L, Churchill Downs Roxelana S., L, Dream Supreme S., L, 2d Del Mar Sorrento S., Gr 3, 4th Keeneland Thoroughbred Club of America S., Gr 2, Saratoga Honorable Miss H., Gr 2.

SOUTHWEST LADY (f Sightseeing) 3 wins at 2 4½f to 1m, Delaware Irish Sonnet S., L, 3d Delaware White Clay Creek S., L, Majestic Dame. Winner at 5½f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners-

EMPOWER (f Marauding (NZ)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1100m, AJC Widden S., L, STC Veilmond H., 2d STC Magic Night S., Gr 2, 4th BTC Coca-Cola Classic, Gr 3, VRC Red Roses S., L. Producer.

Fire in the Hole. 6 wins at 1400, 1600m, AJC Ashbury H.
Vital Asset. 6 wins 1000 to 1600m, QTC Young Members Cup.
Enchant. Winner at 2 at 1250m, STC New Canterbury Park 2YO H.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. 2 wins at 2 at 1000, 1050m, SAJC AV Jennings 2YO P., Excel Rent a Car 2YO P., 2d SAJC Breeders' S., Gr 3, Schweppes H., Allan Scott Park Morphettville H., 3d MRC Griffiths Coffee Cup, SAJC Parmalat H.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal, 1 raced.
2011 Harbour Beau (g by Flying Spur). Placed at 3 in 2014-15 in NZ.
2012 (f by Nicconi). Died.
2013 (c by Starcraft (NZ)).
2014 (f by Stratum).
Not served.
Lot 862

TRIANGULAR

Chestnut mare (Branded R nr sh. 17 9 off sh.) Foaled 1999

(Sire) Storm Bird......................... by Nearctic.........................
SAITHOR (USA)......................... Northern Dancer ......... by New Providence ............
Weekend Surprise...................... by Bold Ruler .....................

(Dam) Centaine........................ by Better Boy (Ire).........
TRIATTICA .......................... by Rainbeam........................
1994 Rosecay ........................ by Vain.............................

SAITHOR (USA) (1991). 5 wins from 2400m to 3100m in France. Half-brother to SW A.P. Indy. Sire of 118 rnrs, 60 wnrs, inc. SW Demerger (SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr.1), Pah and of Blind Offer, Sarefa, etc. Sire of the dams of 27 rnrs, 15 wnrs, inc. Pyjama Strikes, Remerged, I See Rockets, Rand Al Thor, Geometry, Perfect Pyjama, Really Vexing, Flatter Me Rose, Polka Dot Bikini, Dinagyang, Hobbs Hope, Lucky Deja Vu, My Sis Kris, Anadan, Somedobodiesbeenbad, etc.

1st Dam

TRIATTICA, by Centaine. 2 wins at 1000, 1450m. Half-sister to MAJESTICALLY, Darmala, Rose Beat. Dam of 8 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-

DEMERGER (f by Saithor (USA)). 8 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 3200m, $997,250, SAJC Adelaide Cup, Gr 1, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 3, Queen’s Cup, Gr 3, 2d Moonee Valley Oaks, Gr 2, SAJC Carlton Draught S., Gr 3. Dam of 3 winners-Remerged. Winner at 1300m in 2014-15, 2d MRC The Cove Hotel H. Lucky Deja Vu. Winner at 1300m in 2013-14.

Trader (c by Dehere (USA)). 3 wins 1100 to 1500m, $181,725, STC Top Cut Steaks H., 2d MVRC Crystal Mile H., Gr 2, STC Premiere S., Gr 2.

Rash Promise (f by More Than Ready (USA)). 5 wins 1100 to 1640m, $215,650, BTC Pure Blue Meats H., 2d Qld Tatt’s RC Recognition S., L, Tattersall’s Mile, L, 3d QTC Juanmo H., L, J Cadell Garrick H., L. Dam of-

IMPEUTOUS (f Fastnet Rock) 3 wins at 1350m, $124,950, to 2013-14, Wyong RC Mona Lisa S., L, 4th Scone RC Inglis Guineas, RL.

Tribunal - Happy Boy (H.K.) (g by Encosta de Lago). 3 wins 1413 to 1700m, $215,676, MRC New Litho H., Always There H., 2d HKJC Silver Lining Cup H., Fan Lau H., 3d VRC Super Impose S., L, HKJC Billion Win H. Royal Emeral (f by Flying Spur). Winner at 1600m. Dam of 2 winners-Sunshine Royale. 3 wins to 1400m to 2014-15, 2d ATC Australian Turf Club H. Royal Rada. 6 wins–1 at 2–1020 to 1300m, $105,135, to 2014-15.

2nd Dam

ROSECAY, by Marscay. Started once. Sister to TRISCAY (dam of LA BARAKA, TSUIMAI), half-sister to Dane Vintage (dam of VINTNER). Dam of 11 foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

MAJESTICALLY (g Maroof (USA)) 10 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 2400m, $677,593, AJC Summer Cup, Gr 3, STC Stayers’ Cup, L, Frank Underwood Cup, L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1600, 1700m, MVRC 3YO Fillies Super VOBIS H., 2d VRC Hay Group H., 3d VRC Ansis Dizgalvis H.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners.

2005 Slipped by More Than Ready (USA).
2006 Really Vexing (f by Charge Forward). 3 wins 1200 to 1400m.
2007 Trion (f by Starcraft (NZ)). Placed at 3.
2008 Geometry (g by Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)). 2 wins at 1750, 2000m in 2013-14.
2009 Tittle Tale (f by Tale of the Cat (USA)). Unplaced.
2010 Missed to Orationio (Ire).
2011 Only in Red (f by Testa Rossa). Unraced.
2012 Triantan (c by Bernardini (USA)). Unraced.
2013 (c by Duporth).
2014 Missed to Smart Missile.

Not served
**WEEKEND IN PARIS**

Bay mare (Branded \(\text{HH}\) nr sh. \(\text{1}\) 4 off sh.) *Foaled 2004*

**Chief's Crown (USA)**

Danzig ........................... by Northern Dancer
Six Crowns .......................... by Secretariat

**Pass the Glass**

by Buckpasser

**Beautiful Spirit**

by Bold Bidder

**Century**

by Better Boy (Ire)

**So Like Lae (NZ)**

1996

**Ease and Comfort**

by Vain

**Laelia (NZ)**

by Oncidium (GB)

---


**Top Swing (MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1)**, **Our Joan of Arc**, etc. Sire of the dams of SW **Hallowell Belle, Salade, Fuddle Dee Duddle, Haptic, Zoutenant, Monument, Whittington, SP Goldie’s Image, Bewhatyouwannabe, Heart’s Delight, Brooklyn and of **Tiarazou, Plumage, Vintage Moss, Cyclone, King Kazou, Sebrina, Vector Change, etc.**

**1st Dam**

LAEBEEL (f Zabeel)

7 wins 1300 to 2000m, $474,405, VRC Matriarch S., Gr 1, **MVRC Spicers Aquanita H., Novotel-Darling Harbour H.**, 2d VRC Caulfield Cup, **Gr 1**, VRC Craiglee S., **Gr 2**, 3d SAJC Stuart Crystal S., L, **Ballarat Cup, L**, 4th VATC Underwood S., **Gr 1**. Dam of 6 winners-

**LARRY’S NEVER LATE (g Pentire (GB)) 7 wins**–1 at 2–1000 to 2400m, $564,188, MRC Sandown S., **Gr 3**, TTC Launceston Cup, **Gr 3**, 2d BRC Chairman’s H., **Gr 3**, 3d Queensland Derby, **Gr 1**, BRC Premier’s Cup, **Gr 3**, BTC Rough Habit P., **Gr 3**, ATC Japan Racing Association P., L, VRC Super Impose S., L, 4th South Australian Derby, **Gr 1**.

**COLLAR (g O’Reilly) 4 wins**–1 at 2–1300 to 2100m, $218,763, to 2013-14, VRC Westfield Doncaster S., L, 2d MVRC Mitchelton Wines Vase, **Gr 2**. Censor. **3 wins** at 1200, 1400m, WRC Featherston Big Chill H., Hawke’s Bay Shooters Bar & Grill H.

**Sounds Like Me.** Placed in NZ. Dam of-

**Zatiger (f Zabeel) 3 wins** at 1600m, 2d Waikuku Cup, Wanganui JC Buckthought Engineering H., 3d Manawatu Cup, **Gr 3**, Marton Cup, L.

---

**Race Record:** **2 wins**–1 at 2–at 1100m, AJC Hyland Race Colours H., Eastern Carnival 2YO H., 2d AJC Rosebrook H., 4th AJC Gimcrack S., L.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 2 named foals, both raced, **1 winner**.

2009 **(foal by Husson (ARG)).** Dead.

2010 Jolie Madeleine **(f by Murtajill).** **Winner** at 1350m in 2013-14, BRC Glenlogan Park Stud P., 2d BRC Bollinger 2YO H.

2011 Claire Delores **(f by Wonderful World).** Started 3 times.

2012 **(f by Raheeb).**

2013 **(c by Trusting).**

**With a Bay filly foal at foot by TRUSTING, foaled 5 October 2014.**

**Served by CARLTON HOUSE (USA).** Date of last service, 5 November 2014.

**Believed to be in foal**
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row T 3-8
On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

Lot 864  WEJDAAN
Brown mare
(Branded nr sh. 95
7 off sh.) Foaled 2007

(Sire)
Dubai Millennium Seeking the Gold by Mr. Prospector
by Colorado Dancer by Shareef Dancer
(Zomaradah Deploy by Shirley Heights
by Jawaher by Dancing Brave

(Dam)
JUMP 'N' MOVE Catrail (USA)
by Show Dancing (NZ)
1998

Dubawi (IRE) (2002). 5 wins-3 at 2-from 6f to 1m, Irish Two Thousand Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 697 rnrs, 504 wns, 85 SW, inc. Luck or Design - Lucky Nine (H.K.) (Hong Kong Sprint, Gr.1), Al Kazeem, Makfi, Monterosso, Hunter's Light, Dubawi Heights, Happy Archer, Secret Admirer, Prince Bishop, Tiger Tees, etc. Sire of the dams of Dullachy, Festive Fare, Sopran Sanson, Meaning of Life, Sopran Re Rosa, Dancing Zafeen, Plus Ca Change, etc.

1st Dam
JUMP 'N' MOVE, by Catrail (USA). Unplaced. Half-sister to AL MAHER, SALAMEH (dam of BIG TIME). Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 4 winners, inc:-
Laiba (f by Danehill Dancer (Ire)). Winner at 1310m.
Al Madam (f by Wily Trader). Winner at 1400m.

2nd Dam
SHOW DANCING (NZ), by Don’t Say Halo (USA). 2 wins at 1550, 1600m, AJC Grand Fils H., De Bortoli Windy Peak H. Half-sister to HURRICANE SKY, UMATILLA, Makarova, Twyla (dam of MURJANA), Shantha's Choice (dam of MANHATTAN RAIN, PLATINUM SCISSORS, REDOUTE'S CHOICE, SLIDING CUBE, ECHOES OF HEAVEN). Dam of 7 named foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-
AL MAHER (c Danehill (USA)) 5 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $1,168,300, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, STC Gloaming S., Gr 2. Sire.
SALAMEH (f Secret Savings (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1600m, AJC Fernhill H., Gr 3, 2d AJC TL Baillieu H., L. Dam of 3 winners-
BIG TIME (g Danewin) 4 wins 1600 to 1900m, $149,625, to 2014-15, ATC Dulcify H., L, Trackside Markets H., 2d ATC Tab.com.au H. Hela Dubai. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, STC Penrith Subaru H., Panasonic at Work 2YO H., 4th BTC Doomben Slipper S., L. Producer.

3rd Dam
DANCING SHOW (USA), by Nijinsky. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to GREAT REGENT, Diamond Syl, Ladies' Day (dam of HE'S NO PIE EATER). Dam of 10 foals, 8 to race, 7 winners, inc:-
UMATILLA (c Miswaki) 7 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $683,305, WATC Karrakatta P., Gr 1. Sire.
HURRICANE SKY (c Star Watch) 6 wins–3 at 2–1100 to 1800m, $876,650, AJC All Aged S., Gr 1. Sire.
Shantha's Choice. Winner at 2 at 1200m, 2d VATC Kilshery H. Dam of REDOUTE'S CHOICE (c Danehill (USA)) Champion 3YO Miler in Australia in 1999-2000. 5 wins–2 at 2–1100 to 1600m, $1,567,850, MVRC Manikato S., Gr 1, VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1. Champion sire.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1000, 1150m.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 named foal.
2012 Fast 'n' Loud (c by Danewin). Unraced.
2013 (f by Dream Ahead (USA)).
2014 Missed to Artie Schiller (USA).

Served by HARBOUR WATCH (IRE). Date of last service, 16 September 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 1 Row G 1,11
On Account of FAIRVIEW PARK STUD, Grose Wold
(As Agent)

Lot 865

WESTPHALIA (USA)
Bay mare
(Branded 16
 nr sh. 11 off sh.) Foaled 2000

(Sire) Mr. Prospector ................. Raise a Native ................. by Native Dancer .................
GONE WEST .................. Gold Digger ................. by Nashua .................
Secrettame ................. Secretariat ................. by Bold Ruler .................

(Dam) Tamerett ................. by Tim Tam .................
INTREPIDITY ................. Northern Dancer ................. by Nearctic .................
1990 Fairy Bridge ................. by Bold Reason .................
Intrepid Lady ................. Bold Ruler ................. by Nasrullah .................

GONE WEST (USA) (1984), 6 wins–1 at 2, Belmont Dwyer S., Gr.1, Sire of 1035 mares, 708 wins, 95 SW, inc. Da Hoss (Breeders' Cup Mile S., Gr.1), Johar, Zafonic, Came Home, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Motivator, Leading Light, Violence, King David, Union Rags, Awesome Feather, Brilliant Speed, Que Fenômeno, African Story, Announce, Ocean Quest, Bonny and Clyde, Game Face, Frost Giant, Healthy Addiction, Kuroshio, Ocovango, Discreet Dancer, etc.

1st Dam
INTREPIDITY, by Sadler's Wells. Top filly on The 1993 European 3YO Classification. 5 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 2413m, The Oaks, Gr 1, Longchamp Prix Saint-Alary, Gr 1, Prix Vermeille, Gr 1, Evry Prix Finlande, L, 2d Longchamp Prix Ganay, Gr 1, Prix Foy, Gr 3, 4th Breeders' Cup Turf S., Gr 1, Longchamp Prix de l'Arc de Triomphe, Gr 1, Irish Oaks, Gr 1. Half-sister to CALANDRA (dam of GOLDEN TEMPLE), ACUSHLA, RIVER PRINCE, SQUADRON LEADER. Dam of 12 foals, 9 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
Westphalia (f by Gone West). Winner. See below.
Mughamerr (f by Mr. Prospector). Unplaced. Grandam of-
No Stir (g Zenno Rob Roy) 5 wins at 2300, 2400m, $1,228,765, Tokyo Ryokufu S., 3d Tokyo Metropolitan S., L-twice.

2nd Dam
INTREPID LADY, by Bold Ruler. Winner at 2400m, Maisons-Laffitte Prix Hermieres. Sister to BIG ADVANCE, Bold Monarch, three-quarter-sister to BOLD BIDDER, half-sister to HIGH BID (dam of TOP BID), PROGRESSING. Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
INTREPIDITY (f Sadler's Wells) 5 wins. See above.
CALANDRA (f Sir Ivor) 3 wins at 1m, 1¼m, Curragh Pretty Polly S., Gr 2.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 2011m in France.
Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 2 winners.
2004 Grandchildrenslove (f by Noverre (USA)). Started 3 times. Dam of Tiger's Cub. 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m to 2014-15, TTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic, 2d TTC Magic Millions 3YO Classic, 3d SAJC Dominant H.
2005 (c by Reset). Died.
2006 Savsenga (f by Reset). 3 wins at 1000, 1200m.
2007 Saxony (f by Consolidator (USA)). Started 3 times.
2008 Teutoberg (g by Untouchable). Unplaced.
2009 Slipped by Exceed and Excel.
2011 Avoirdupois (f by Starcraft (NZ)). Unraced.
2012 (f by Ad Valorem (USA)).
2013 (c by Northern Meteor).
2014 Missed to Your Song.
Served by EQUIANO (FR). Date of last service, 17 September 2014.
Not in foal
Lot 866  
A BIT OF BLING  
Bay or Brown mare  
(Branded 7L nr sh. 9/8 off sh.)  
Foaled 2008

(Sire)  
ELUSIVE QUALITY  
USA  
Gone West  Mr. Prospector  by Raise a Native
Touch of Greatness  Secrettame  by Secretariat

(Dam)  
ELEGANT ANGELA  
2001  
Perugino (USA)  Danzig  by Northern Dancer
St. Angela Fair  Fairy Bridge  by Bold Reason


1st Dam  
ELEGANT ANGELA, by Perugino (USA). 2 wins at 2 at 850, 1200m, 2d Qld Tatt's RC Colorado 2YO H. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 3 winners-Deadset (g by Not a Single Doubt). Winner at 1400m in 2014-15, ATC Testa Rossa at Vinery H.

2nd Dam  
ST. ANGELA FAIR, by Sir Tristram (Ire). Unplaced. Half-sister to KENFAIR. Dam of 5 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-

Classy Miss. Placed at 2 & 3, 2d VATC Gipsy Queen H. Dam of 5 winners-Ravishing Reward. 4 wins 1100 to 1400m, $129,863, MRC NSA Great Strides CF Cup, Molly's Robe H., 2d VRC Indian Summer H.

3rd Dam  
MARKET FAIR, by Biscay. Winner at 2 at 1000m, City Tatt's RC George Negus S. Sister to MARSCLAY, half-sister to MAKARA, Andynuto, Good Exchange (dam of TOP AVENGER, DEAL). Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

KENFAIR (c Kenmare (Fr)) 6 wins–4 at 2–1000 to 1350m, $379,510, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, VRC Hilton on the Park S., Gr 3, STC Skyline S., Gr 3, BATC Sprint H., L, City Tatt's RC Chairman's P., 4th STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, Pago Pago S., Gr 2, AJC Stan Fox S., Gr 3. Sire.

Persian Bazaar. Winner at 1000m, 2d STC Enfield H. Grandam of- WIND SHEAR (g Flying Spur) 6 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 1800m, $545,925, VRC Auckland Racing Club H., L, 2d GCTC Magic Millions 3YO Trophy, RL, MRC Lord S., L, John Dillon S., L, 3d MRC Sandown Guineas, Gr 2.

4th Dam  
HEART OF MARKET (USA), by To Market. Started twice. Half-sister to FREEDOM RING. Dam of 9 named foals, 5 to race, all winners, inc:-

MARSCLAY (c Biscay) 8 wins–6 at 2–900 to 1400m, $233,840, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1, AJC Hobartville S., Gr 2, Up and Coming S., L, 2d AJC Royal Sovereign S., Gr 3, 3d AJC Sires' Produce S., Gr 1. Champion sire.

MAKARA (c Sostenuto (Ity)) 8 wins–5 at 2–900 to 1400m, STC Premiere S. Good Exchange. Unraced. Dam of 8 winners-TOP AVENGER (c Kaoru Star) 3 wins–1 at 2–at 1200, 1400m, $106,400, Newcastle JC Penfolds Classic S., Gr 3. Sire.

Daybreak Express. Winner at 1300m. Dam of 9 winners-ALACRITY (f Grosvenor) Champion 3YO filly in Australasia in 1995-96. NZ Filly of the Year. 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2400m, $269,532, New Zealand Oaks, Gr 1. Producer.

Race Record: Placed at 3.
First season at stud
Served by ALBRECHT. Date of last service, 20 October 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 1 Row G 5  
On Account of A. VASILI, Sydney

Lot 867  
ALLAWARA  
Bay filly
(Branded a nr sh. 40 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire)  
Encosta de Lago ................. Fairy King (USA).............. by Northern Dancer .........
VON COSTA DE HERO.  
Shoal Creek.............................. by Star Way (GB)........
Scenic (Ire)......................... by Sadler's Wells............
Plavonic................................. by Plave Girl .................
VON COSTA DE HERO (AUS) (2005). Winner at 2, A$1,124,450, VRC Sires’ Produce S., Gr.2, 2d STC Golden Slipper S., Gr.1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1, 3d MRC Caulfield Guineas, Gr.1, MVRC Carlyn S., Gr.2, MRC Caulfield Guineas Prelude, Gr.3, 4th VRC Coolmore Stud S., Gr.1. Out of SW Piavonic (MVRC Manikato S., Gr.1). Sire of SP Sea Spray and of Jurassound, Von Classic Hero, Dubai Hero, Baron Manfred, Definia, etc. His oldest progeny are 3YOs.

(Dam)  
TERALANI, by Danhillel Dancer (Ire) .....  
2000  
Full Version (g by Dehere (USA)). Placed, 2d HKJC Lockhart H.

1st Dam  
TERALANI, by Danhillel Dancer (Ire). Placed at 3. Sister to PRIVATE STEER, half-sister to ALL SILENT. Dam of 5 named foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:- Sensing (g by Street Sense (USA)). 2 wins at 1400m to 2013-14, 2d ATC McGrath Estate Agents NSW Offices H., 3d ATC Schweppes H., Pro-Ride H. Dankeshane (g by Fusaichi Pegasus (USA)). Winner at 1400m, 3d ATC Mitavite Asia Malaysia P. Full Version (g by Dehere (USA)). Placed, 2d HKJC Lockhart H.

2nd Dam  
LISHEENOWEN, by Semipalatinsk (USA). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m. Half-sister to Hibernian Prince. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:- PRIVATE STEER (f Danhillel Dancer (Ire)) Champion 3YO Filly in Australia in 2002-03. 12 wins 1100 to 1600m, $3,407,290, AJC All Aged S., Gr 1, Doncaster H., Gr 1, QTC Stradbroke H., Gr 1, AJC Apollo S., Gr 2, Warwick S., Gr 2, STC Concorde S., Gr 3, AJC Breeders’ Classic, L, Reginald Allen H., L, PJ Bell H., L, James HB Carr S., L, 2d BTC Doomben Ten Thousand S., Gr 1, STC Coolmore Classic, Gr 3, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, STC George Ryder S., Gr 1, Theo Marks H., Gr 2. Dam of Second Bullet. 3 wins 1400 to 2040m, MRC Dilmah Exceptional Teas H. Major Major. 2 wins at 1600, 1900m, ATC De Bortoli Wines H.

3rd Dam  
Irish Quill, by Copper Kingdom (USA). 7 wins–2 at 2–1110 to 1600m, BATC Lady Miners Novice H., 3d GCTC Golden Nugget Sales S., L. Dam of 10 named foals, 8 to race, 6 winners, inc:- Hibernian Prince (c Victory Prince) 11 wins–1 at 2–1300 to 5500m, $357,440, VRC Piping Lane H., MVRC Qantas H., Sport 927 H., 2d VRC Spring Classics Preview H., L, 4th SAJC Sires’ Produce S., Gr 3.

4th Dam  
NOTRE HEART, by My Heart (Ire). 11 wins 1100 to 1600m, Toowoomba TC Weetwood H., BATC Open H., Flying H., NSW Tatt’s RC Furious S., Qld Tatt’s RC Welter H., QTC Holiday H. Dam of 3 named foals, all winners, inc:- Irish Quill (f Copper Kingdom (USA)) 7 wins. See above.

Race Record: Unraced. Has not been to stud
Lot 868 BLUSHING RAHY (USA)

Chestnut mare

Foaled 1998

**RAHY** (USA) (1985). 6 wins, Hollywood Bel Air H., Gr.2. Champion GB/Ire. Sire of Broodmares in 2000. Sire of 915 rnrs, 678 wns, 94 SW, inc. Fantastic Light, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Declaration of War, Malta’s, Courageous Cat, Furthest Land, Life at Ten, Rahy’s Attorney, Rutherienne, After Market, Alverta, Quick Gipsy, Osceola, Megahertz, Sophisticat, Giant’s Causeway, Tarquin, Spring Venture, Parranda, Contredanse, etc.

1st Dam SCRUNPTIOUS by Slew o’ Gold. Unraced. Half-sister to AL HAREB, RISING, DR SOMERVILLE, CERUSSITE, MERINGUE, Mahasin (dam of ELHAYQ, SHIBL (MUAELA)). Dam of 9 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:- Tamarind Point (g by Rahy), 3 wins at 1m, 8½f in U.S.A. Blushing Rahy (f by Rahy), 2 wins. See below.

2nd Dam ICING by Prince Tenderfoot. 4 wins at 2, Ascot Fillies Mile, Gr 3. Leopardstown Mullion S. L. Half-sister to Oatcake (dam of GINGER CAKE), Queen Cake (dam of BASHAAYEASH). Dam of 14 foals, 13 to race, 10 winners, inc:- AL HAREB (c El Gran Senor) 3 wins at 2 at 7f, 1m, Doncaster Futurity S., Gr 1, Ascot Hyperion Graduation S. Sire. DR SOMERVILLE (c Chief’s Crown) 4 wins – 1 at 2 – at 1800, 2000m, Longchamp Prix de Conde, Gr 3. La Coupe de Maisons-Laffitte, Gr 3. RISING (c Relkino) 5 wins – 2 at 2 – 1m to 1¾m, Curragh Moorsbridge S., L. SNOWTOP (f Thatching) 3 wins – 1 at 2 – at 6f, Leopardstown Joe McGrath Memorial H. L. Curragh Morny Wing Apprentices H. Grandam of SNOWLAND (c Snippets) 9 wins – 6 at 2 – to 1200m, $1,140,660, AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, Up and Coming S., Gr 2, STC Todman Slipper Trial S., Gr 2. Sire. MYBOYCHARLIE (c Danetime) Champion 2YO Colt in France in 2007. 4 wins – 3 at 2 – 1200 to 1600m, Deauville Prix Morny, Gr 1. Sire. PORTILLO (f Red Ransom (USA)) 3 wins – 2 at 2, AJC Surround S., Gr 2. Mahasin. 2 wins at 7f, 1m in Great Britain. Dam of 7 winners- ELHAYQ (c Nashwan) 5 wins 1¼m to 1½m, Belmont Bowling Green H., Gr 2. Tawaafur. Winner at 1m in Ireland. Dam of 3 winners- BAITHA ALGA (c Fast Company) 3 wins at 2 5f to 6f in 2014, Royal Ascot Norfolk S., Gr 2, Epsom Woodcote S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 6f, 8½f in U.S.A.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all winners.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Foal</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Record</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>(c by Hold That Tiger).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Candy Moon (f by Candy Ride).</td>
<td>2 wins</td>
<td>1400m in Japan.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>(g by Value Plus).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>(f by Myboycharlie (Ire)).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>Buckin the Blues (g by Husson (ARG)). Winner</td>
<td>1350m in 2014-15, Ipswich TC Life Without Barriers P.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>(f by Snippetson).</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>(c by Ready’s Image (USA)). Destroyed.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>Missed to Mossman.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Served by MOSSMAN. Date of last service, 5 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 869  

**DUEL AT DAYBREAK (USA)**  

Bay or Brown mare  

(Barred 6 off sh.)  

_Foaled 1997_  

_118_ by Nearctic.  

**DAYJUR**  

Danzig  

Northern Dancer  

Pas de Nom  

Mr. Prospector  

Stick to Beauty  

(Dam)  

CARDUEL  

Buckpasser  

Tom Fool  

1978  

Minstrelte  

Round Table  

Gay Violin  

_6_ by Raise a Native.  

**1st Dam**  

CARDUEL, by Buckpasser. **Winner** at 2 in U.S.A. Half-sister to PUNCTILIO, Lucky Lucaya (dam of CINQUE). Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, 7 winners, inc:-  

- **FAITHFUL SON** (c by Zilzal). _5 wins_, Royal Ascot Prince of Wales’s S., **Gr 2.**  
- **ALWAYS FAIR** (c by Danzig). _4 wins_—3 at 2, Royal Ascot Coventry S., **Gr 3.** Sire.  
- Lailati (f by Mr. Prospector). Placed at 3 in Great Britain. Dam of 5 winners—  
  - **LAILANI** (f Unfuwain) _7 wins_ 8¼f to 1½m, Belmont Flower Bowl S., **Gr 1.**  

**Race Record:** **Winner** at 1810m in France.  

**Produce Record:** Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, **3 winners.**  

2001 Our Geisha Girl (f by Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). Unraced. Dam of-  

- Spirit of Wyuna. **Winner** at 1200m, 2d Counties RC Touchwood Motor Lodge H., 3d AuRC Eggs Old Girls Challenge H., Waikato RC Ruby’s Nanny’s Birthday H.  
- Yankee Wharf. **Winner** at 1400m, 2d Waikato RC Newstalk ZB H.  
- Exotic Girl. **Winner** at 1400m, 3d Waikato RC Newstalk ZB H.  
- Caballo - Trend Setter (Sing.). **Winner** at 1400m, 3d Singapore TC Kranji C S.  
- Zaeimus. **2 wins** at 1400m, SAJC Centrebet H., MP (Sam) Barnett H., 2d SAJC Sportingbet H., Adelaide Galvanising Boxing Day H., Wash Cafe H., 3d SAJC Sportingbet H., Frank Keen H., Dominant H.  
- Beshayer. **Winner** at 1600m in South Africa.  
- Missed to Dehere (USA).  
- The Word (f by Fantastic Light (USA)). Started 3 times.  
- Glove (f by Elusive Quality (USA)). _5 wins_ 1000 to 1600m, $114,675, to 2013, 2d ATC Pages Events Equipment H., 2d ATC Charrigl Charlie's H., 3d BRC Evergreen Turf H., Queensland Hotels Associations H.  
- Sabres (g by Elusive Quality (USA)). _7 wins_ 1200 to 1600m, $182,390, to 2013, 14, SAJC Projection Graphics H., MVRC NYE at Moonee Valley Premium H., 2d MRC Women in Racing Magazines H., Frank Keen H., SAJC Christmas Twilight Races H.  
- Lacey Lonhbreak (f by Lonhro). Placed at 3.  
- Missed to Lucky Owners (NZ).  
- (c by Excellent Art (GB)). Died.  
- Sunshine Tiger (f by Where’s That Tiger (USA)). Unraced.  
- Missed to Poet’s Voice (GB).  
- (c by Dalakhani (IRE)).  

Served by LOPE DE VEGA (IRE). Date of last service, 29 September 2014.  

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Rows N 6-8 & T 9-12
On Account of EVERGREEN STUD FARM,
Heatherbrae (As Agent)

Lot 870

ELEGANT DAME
Bay mare
(Branded S nr sh. 38 0 off sh.)
Foaled 2010

(Sire) Danehill (USA) Danzig .................. by Northern Dancer ....
                  Razyana.................. by His Majesty ............
(Dam) Cotehele House (GB) My Swaneee........ by Petition ............
                  Eight Carat................ by Pieces of Eight ....
(ELEGY (USA) 1999)
                  Diesis .................. Sharpen Up .................. by Atan ............
                                  Doubly Sure................ by Reliance ............
                                  Affirmed................ by Exclusive Native ....
                                  Fainally Fable ........ by Never Bend ...........

rnrs, 265 wns, 29 SW, inc. Theseo (AJC Epsom H., Gr.1), County Tyrone, etc.
Sire of the dams of 256 rnrs, 156 wns, 10 SW, inc. Fawkner, Gold Trail, Afeet
Espirit, Tanby, Star Fashi
1on, Twilight Savings, Miss Tipsy Topsy, Acorns, Bundle
o’ Gold, About Face, SP Viking Star, I’m in the Money, Sunshine Champion,
Classy Fashion, Kid Kobe, North Beach, Moreton Bay, etc.

1st Dam
ELEGY (USA), by Diesis. Unraced. Half-sister to MAJMU (dam of MUHTATHIR).
Dam of 8 foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Summer Dash (g by Shamardal (USA)). 4 wins 1400 to 1800m, $270,441, STC
Angostura Bitters H., Freeway Hotel Texas Poker H., HKJC Centurion
Restaurant & Bar H., 2d HKJC Leighton H., Oriental Express H., Shek Uk
Shan H., 3d HKJC Neogence H.
Commengy (g by Commands). Winner at 1400m, 2d ATC Tab.com.au H. H.
Glorious Giant (g by Xaar (GB)). Placed, 3d HKJC Kai Lai H.

2nd Dam
AFFIRMATIVE FABLE, by Affirmed. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to NORTHERN
FABLE, Bright Balloon. Dam of 13 foals, 11 to race, 8 winners, inc:-
MAJMU (f Al Nasr) Winner at 2, Doncaster May Hill S., Gr 3, 3d Newbury
Fillies Trial S., L. Dam of 7 winners-
MUHTATHIR (c Elmaamul) Champion Older Male Miler in Italy in 1999 &
2000. 8 wins–2 at 2–1400 to 1609m, Milan Premio Vittorio di Capua,
Gr 1, Deauville Prix Jacques Le Marois, Gr 1. Sire.
Tafaani. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-
Reyaadah (f Tamayuz) Winner at 2, Newmarket Popetelecom.co.uk 2YO Fillies’
S., 2d Haydock Dick Hern S., L, 3d Newmarket Sweet Solera S., Gr 3.

3rd Dam
FAIRWAY FABLE, by Never Bend. 3 wins at 2, Churchill Downs Pocahontas S.,
L, 2d Keeneland Alcibiades S., Gr 3, Oaklawn Magnolia S., Gr 3. Sister to
TORSION, FUN FOREVER (dam of DEVIL’S CUP, SPEED LADY), half-
sister to FAIRWAY FLYER. Dam of 14 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:-
NORTHERN FABLE (f Northern Dancer) 5 wins, $176,000, Del Mar Palomar
H., Gr 3. Grandam of-
CARA RAFAELA (f Quiet American) 4 wins–3 at 2–6½f to 8½f, $884,452,
Hollywood Starlet S., Gr 1. Dam of 4 winners-
BERNARDINI (c A.P. Indy) Champion 3YO colt in USA in 2006. 6 wins
1m to 1¼m, $3,060,480, Belmont Jockey Club Gold Cup, Gr 1. Sire.
Ile de France (f Storm Cat) 2 wins–1 at 2 at 5f, 8½f, $125,300,
Hollywood Allowance, 3d Santa Anita Oaks, Gr 1. Dam of 3 winners-
LOVE AND PRIDE (f A.P. Indy) 7 wins 8¼f to 9f, $985,760, Santa
Anita Zenyatta S., Gr 1, Saratoga Personal Ensign H., Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (c by Snippetson).
Served by POET’S VOICE (GB). Date of last service, 13 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
Lot 871

DESIGNER'S CHOICE

Bay or Brown mare (Branded a nr sh. 37 off sh.) Foaled 2005

**Redouté's Choice**

Danehill (USA) ........................................ by Northern Dancer ..............

Razynana (by His Majesty) ........................................

Canny Lad (by Bletchingly) ........................................

Dancing Show (USA) ...... by Nijinsky ..............

Shantha's Choice ..........................

Double Century .............. by Century ..............

Stylish Century ...................... by Forex (GB) ..............

Danzig .............................

by Northern Dancer ..............

Razyana...........................

by His Majesty ..............

Dancing Show (USA) ...... by Nijinsky ..............

DESIGNER'S CHOICE

Bay or Brown mare (Branded a nr sh. 37 off sh.) Foaled 2005

**Redouté's Choice**

Danehill (USA) ........................................ by Northern Dancer ..............

Razynana (by His Majesty) ........................................

Canny Lad (by Bletchingly) ........................................

Dancing Show (USA) ...... by Nijinsky ..............

Shantha's Choice ..........................

Double Century .............. by Century ..............

Stylish Century ...................... by Forex (GB) ..............

Danzig .............................

by Northern Dancer ..............

Razyana...........................

by His Majesty ..............

Dancing Show (USA) ...... by Nijinsky ..............

DESIGNER'S CHOICE

Bay or Brown mare (Branded a nr sh. 37 off sh.) Foaled 2005

**Redouté's Choice**

Danehill (USA) ........................................ by Northern Dancer ..............

Razynana (by His Majesty) ........................................

Canny Lad (by Bletchingly) ........................................

Dancing Show (USA) ...... by Nijinsky ..............

Shantha's Choice ..........................

Double Century .............. by Century ..............

Stylish Century ...................... by Forex (GB) ..............

Danzig .............................

by Northern Dancer ..............

Razyana...........................

by His Majesty ..............

Dancing Show (USA) ...... by Nijinsky ..............

DESIGNER'S CHOICE

Bay or Brown mare (Branded a nr sh. 37 off sh.) Foaled 2005

**Redouté's Choice**

Danehill (USA) ........................................ by Northern Dancer ..............

Razynana (by His Majesty) ........................................

Canny Lad (by Bletchingly) ........................................

Dancing Show (USA) ...... by Nijinsky ..............

Shantha's Choice ..........................
Lot 872

**CONDESAAR**

Black or Brown mare  
(2\(\frac{1}{4}\) yr sh., 2\(\frac{3}{4}\) off sh.,)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sire</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Birth Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XAAR (GB)</td>
<td>Monroe</td>
<td>2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Race Record:**
- Started twice.

**Produce Record:** Dam of 3 named foals, 2 to race, 1 winner.
- 2009 Great Dansaar (**f** by Choisir). 3 wins at 2 – at 1000, 1200m, 3d ATC Flinders Lane Perfect Fit Shirt 2YO H.
- 2010 (**c** by Mutawaaajid). Died.
- 2011 College Girl (**f** by All American). Started twice.
- 2013 (**f** by All American).
- 2014 Slipped by Magic Albert.

**Served by MAGIC ALBERT.** Date of last service, 27 October 2014.

**Believed to be in foal**
From Monday 9am Stable 1 Rows H 1 & K 6-12
On Account of SHIPTON LODGE THOROUGHBREDS, Cobitty

Lot 873
BASKET PRESS
Bay mare (Branded 34 nr sh. 9 off sh.) Foaled 2009

(Sire) AL MAHER
Danehill (USA) .......................... Danzig ............................. by Northern Dancer ........
Razynaya..................................... by His Majesty .................
Show Dancing (NZ)...................... Don't Say Halo (USA) .......... by Halo..........................
........................................... Dancing Show (USA) ......... by Nijinsky..................

(Dam) SPARKLING SHIRAZ ...
Marscay .............................. Biscay .............................. by Star Kingdom (Ire).....
1997 ........................................ Heart of Market (USA) ....... by To Market...................
........................................... General Assembly............... by Secretariat..................
........................................... Picture Book ...................... by Silent Screen..............

AL MAHER (AUS) (2001). 5 wins-2 at 2, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr.1. Sire of 395 mrs, 242 wns, 25 SW, inc. Fat Al (ATC Epsom H., Gr.1), Almalad, Diamond Drille, Majestic Music, Budriguez, All Legal, Pheidon, Oasis Bloom, King Lionheart, Delicacy, Speedy Natalie, Madam Gangster, Unchain My Heart, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Sweet and speedy and of McConachy, Eyre, Storming Pleasure, Pantheress, Burn Your Name, Easy Flyer, No Answer, etc.

1st Dam
SPARKLING SHIRAZ, by Marscay. Unraced. Half-sister to STARSTRUCK, Colour Me Lucky. Dam of 7 foals, 4 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

Geyser Peak (g by Anabaa (USA)). 7 wins 1400 to 1800m, $193,875, WATC Slate Bourbon Welter H., F.com Members Lounge H., Winter Championship Heat H., 3d WATC Ascot Gold Cup, L.
Catalina Spark (f by Anabaa (USA)). Winner at 1300m.
Sparkling Tango (f by Octagonal (NZ)). Winner at 1100m.
Sparkling Black (f by Lucky Owners (NZ)). Unraced. Dam of-
Lucky Black. 4 wins 1000 to 1600m to 2014-15, Ipswich TC Enjoy Heineneken H., Active Body Conditioning H., 2d BRC Bert & Cip H.

2nd Dam
COLOUR ME RED (IRE), by General Assembly. Dam of 15 foals, 13 to race, 7 winners, inc:-

STARSTRUCK (f Haulpak) Top filly on The 1994-95 & 1995-96 (joint) Australasian 4YO+ Classifications. 13 wins 1100 to 2200m, $912,895, VRC ASCOT CARLTON CUP, Gr 2, Bunbury Cup, Gr 3, WATC Australia Day S., L, Pinjarra Cup, L, WATC Sleev. Anderson & Pidgeon, 2d VRC Crown H., Gr 2, Blamey S., Gr 2, Moonie Valley Cup, Gr 2, WATC Australia Day S., L, 3d VRC LKS Mackinnon S., Gr 1, WATC Fruit n’ Veg S., Gr 1, VRC Blamey S., Gr 2. Dam of-
Starry Eyed. 2 wins at 1012, 1200m, MVRC Murrindindi Shire Bushfire Recovery H., 2d MVRC Tatts Group H., 3d MRC Sandown Park (UK) H. Kaystar. Started twice. Dam of 3 winners-
Speed of Dark. 6 wins-1 at 2-1200 to 1400m, $115,683, to 2014-15, MRC Dextrous H., 4th MRC Thousand Guineas Prelude, Gr 3.

Colour Me Lucky (f Is it True (USA)) 4 wins 1250 to 2200m, WATC All Ashore H., 3d Western Australian Oaks, Gr 2. Producer.
Honey Amber. Winner at 1600m, WATC Cockram H. Producer.
Colour Me Kim. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m, 3d WATC Swans H. Dam of 6 winners-
Kim Coin. 5 wins 1200 to 1820m, $123,762, WATC Loxam Developments H. Kim Warning. 3 wins 1200 to 1400m, WATC Midweek Roast H.
Beautician. Unraced. Dam of 3 winners-
Super Lucky Colour (g Blevic) 5 wins at 1000, 1200m, $221,181, Singapore TC Celebrations S., 3d Singapore TC Steward’s Cup, Sgp-3. Chasseur. 6 wins 1200 to 1600m, $124,300, WATC Bold Conqueror H.
Grand Era. 3 wins at 1200, 1400m, WATC Tackle the Pak H.

Race Record: Placed in 2013-14.
Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.
2014 (c by Bryannbo’s Gift (NZ)).

Not served
From Monday 9am Stable 1 Rows G 12 & L 7-12
On Account of GLENFERRIE FARM, Roslyn

Lot 874  

**EVENING JOY**

Brown mare  
(Branded R&B nr sh. 2 0 off sh.)  
Foaled 2010

(Sire)  
A.P. Indy .................................................. by Bold Reasoning  .................

BERNARDINI (USA) ...  
Seattle Slew........................................... by Secretariat  ..................

Cara Rafaela ............................................ by Fappiano  ..................

(Dam)  
More Than Ready (USA).  
Southern Halo ......................................... by Halo  ..................

LADY DIANA  
Woodman's Girl ...................................... by Woodman (USA)  ...........

Gorgeous Guru ........................................ by Danzig  ..................

BERNARDINI (USA) (2003). 6 wins from 1m to 1¼m, Pimlico Preakness S., Gr.1. Sire of 652 rnrs, 347 wnrs, 36 SW, inc. Ruud Awakening (ARC Diamond S., Gr.1), Boban, To Honor and Serve, Alpha, Stay Thirsty, Go Indy Go, Angela Renee, A.Z. Warrior, Biondetti, Toydini, Gamilati, Wilburn, Cavorting, Imperative, Spellbound, Thyskens' Theory, Romansh, Dame Dorothy, Edison, Gala Award, Zanbagh, etc. Sire of the dams of Superior Quality, etc.

1st Dam  
LADY DIANA, by More Than Ready (USA). Winner at 1100m. Dam of 3 foals, 2 to race, both winners, inc:-

Casa Spirit (g by Danzero). 2 wins at 1780, 2400m. Evening Joy (f by Bernardini (USA)). Winner. See below.

2nd Dam  
GORGEOUS GURU, by Anabaa (USA). 2 wins at 1413, 1812m, SAJC Blackwell Funerals H., Lakewood Stud Bellotto H., 4th SAJC Auraria S., Gr 3. Half-sister to GOLD GURU, GALLANT GURU, Gazza Guru, Glitzy Guru, Glory Guru (dam of GAMBLIN' GURU). Dam of 5 foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:- Siren. Winner at 1100m, 3d STC Solo Strong H.

3rd Dam  
PROUD HALO, by Don't Say Halo (USA). 4 wins 1206 to 2200m, SAJC Dewar's H., Balthasar H., SA Hire Cars H., 2d SAJC Royal Shah H. Half-sister to FOLKESTONE HERO. Dam of 10 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

GOLD GURU (g Geiger Counter (USA)). Champion 3YO in Australia in 1997-98. Joint Head of The 1997-98 Australasian 3YO Classification. 8 wins–2 at 2–1200 to 2400m, $2,433,900, Australian Derby, Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, STC Ranvet S., Gr 1, MVRC AAMI Vase, Gr 2, SAJC Breeders' S., Gr 2, VATC Autumn Classic, Gr 2, 2d STC Mercedes Classic, Gr 1, 3d VATC Yalumba S., Gr 1.

GALLANT GURU (c Montjeu (Ire)). 8 wins 1600 to 2520m, $677,240, MRC Sandown Classic, Gr 2, VRC Queen Elizabeth S., Gr 3, SAJC Hill-Smith S., L, Geelong Classic, L, 2d SAJC Adelaide Guineas, Gr 3, Balcrest S., L.

Glitzy Guru (f Johann Quatz (Fr)). 5 wins 1200 to 2500m, $123,110, SAJC KPMG Tax Consulting H., Smoke Free H., Carlton Draught H., 2d SAJC Morphettville Guineas, L, St Leger, L, 3d SAJC Australasian Oaks, Gr 1.

Gazza Guru (g Street Cry (Ire)). 9 wins 1600 to 2000m, $506,690, to 2013-14, 2d VRC Express S., L, Wyong Gold Cup, L, 3d ATC Craven P., Gr 3, Newcastle Gold Cup, Gr 3-twice, ATC Randwick City S., L.

Glory Guru. Unraced. Dam of 2 winners-

GAMBLIN' GURU (g New Approach (Ire)). 5 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2200m, $363,135, to 2014-15, SAJC Chairman's S., Gr 3, Port Adelaide Guineas, L, Geelong Classic, L, 2d SAJC Hill Smith S., L.

Gossip Guru (f Reset). 5 wins 2050 to 2600m, $139,840, to 2013-14, SAJC Endeavour Homes Spring Stayers Series Final H., Blaze Magazine H., Toll Express H., 3d SAJC Lord Reims S., Gr 3.

Race Record: Winner at 2 at 1000m.
First season at stud
Served by CANFORD CLIFFS (IRE). Date of last service, 2 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
AR DAN
Bay mare
(Branded 'T' nr sh. 5/6 off sh.)
Foaled 2006

| (Sire) | Last Tycoon (Ire) | Try My Best                     by Northern Dancer |
|--------|-------------------|---------------------------------|----------------------------------|
| IGLESI A | Mill Princess     | by Mill Reef                    |
|         | Marscay           | by Biscay (USA)                 |
|         | Yodelling Lady    | by Paris Review (USA)           |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(Dam)</th>
<th>KESHIKI</th>
<th>Life at Last (Ire)</th>
<th>Royal News                     by Sovereign Path</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1991</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


1st Dam
KESHIKI, by Scenic (Ire). Placed at 3. Three-quarter-sister to Wyndam Tycoon, half-sister to FULL AT LAST, Clowning (dam of CHUCKLE), Live Comedy (dam of BLEVEEK A), Final Claus (dam of CATNIPPED), Imposing Life (dam of LIFE'S A BOUNT Y, MISS PROSPECT), Ultima Vita (dam of SISTER HAVANA). Dam of 9 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:- Dyna Myta (f by Keltrice). **5 wins** 1100 to 1400m, $252,290, VRC Murray Cox H., MRC Herald Sun Cup, Kids Clothing Company Classic H. Producer.

Keldaan (g by Keltrice). **5 wins** 1400 to 2000m, WATC Van Donton H.

Collodi (f by Testa Rossa). **2 wins** to 1700m, VRC Moet & Chandon H. Dam of:- Eroico. **4 wins** at 1200m, $447,973, in 2014-15, HKJC London H.

2nd Dam
LIFE AT LAST (IRE), by Northfields. **3 wins** at 1m, 1¼m, Newmarket Cardinal H.

Sister to Engagement (dam of IVORY'S IRISH, FRESNO CANYON), Betty Box (dam of ALYNDA), Field Day (dam of DARWEESH), half-sister to Less Ice, Barron Fey (dam of BIG BARRON). Dam of 10 foals, all raced, 8 winners, inc:-

FULL AT LAST (c Full on Aces) **7 wins**–1 at 2–1200 to 2800m, $150,819, VRC St Leger, Gr 2, Yarraville Welter H., 3d Werribee Cup.

Clowning. **Winner** at 2 at 950m, MVRC Victoria Park S. Grandam of:-

LADY ROYALE (f Captain Rio (GB)) **2 wins** at 2 at 1200m in 2013-14, Matamata Breeders' S., Gr 2, Waikato RC Brokerweb Insurance 2YO H. HOOFIT (g Mossman) **4 wins**–1 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $292,478, Keeneland Phoenix S., Gr 3, AuRC Bonecrusher S., L, 2d AuRC Champagne S., L.

Final Claus. **Winner** at 2 at 1000m, 2d VATC Elsternwick H. Dam of 5 winners:-

CATNIPPED (f Rory's Jester) **3 wins** at 2 at 1000, 1200m, $735,875, VRC Maribyrnong P., Gr 2, GCTC Magic Millions 2YO Classic S., RL. Producer.

Imposing Life. **Winner** at 1600m. Dam of 6 winners:-

MISS PROSPECT (f Rory's Jester) **6 wins**–4 at 2–1000 to 1209m, $183,040, AJC Keith Mackay H., L. Dam of 8 winners-

REWARD FOR EFFORT (c Exceed and Excel) **4 wins**–2 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $937,200, MRC Blue Diamond S., Gr 1, STC Concorde S., Gr 3.

Bahia. **4 wins**–2 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, STC Lennox 2YO H. Dam of:

OVERREACH (f Exceed and Excel) **Champion 2YO Filly in Australia in 2012-13. 3 wins** at 2, ATC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1.

Race Record: **2 wins** at 1770, 2400m.

Produce Record: Dam of 2 living foals.

2012 (f by Dane Shadow).
2013 (c by Choisir).
2014 (c by Denman). Died.

Served by CHOSIR. Date of last service, 27 September 2014.

Not in foal
Lot 876

DARCI DRAMA (NZ)

Bay mare

(Branded ♀ nr sh. 18 8 off sh.)

Foaled 2008

(Sire)

Danehill (USA) ................. Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer ....

RARZYANA (NZ) ................ by His Majesty ...................

Grand Echezeaux (NZ) ........ by Sir Tristram (Ire) ....

Richebourg (NZ)............... by Vice Regal (NZ) ...........

(Dam)

Machiavellian ................... Coup de Folie ..................... by Raise a Native ....

Nureyev ......................... by Halo.............................

Ice Ballet ....................... by Mill Reef ........................


1st Dam

MERLE PARK (USA) ....

2002

ICE BALLET, by Nureyev. 2 wins at 1600, 1800m, La Teste Prix Occitanie, L, Longchamp Prix de Villeneuve l'Etang. Sister to FADEYEV. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-


2nd Dam

ICE BALLET, by Nureyev. 2 wins at 1600, 1800m, La Teste Prix Occitanie, L, Longchamp Prix de Villeneuve l'Etang. Sister to FADEYEV. Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

CHAMPERY (g Bahri) 3 wins-2 at 2–1200 to 1600m, Rome Premio Tullio Righetti, L, 2d Lingfield International Trial S., L, 3d Cologne Mehl-Mulhens Rennen, Gr 2, Salisbury Stonehenge S., L, 3d Goodwood Gordon S., Gr 3.

3rd Dam

SKATING, by Mill Reef. 3 wins at 1m, 1½m, Phoenix Park Lapis S., L, Glengarry S., 2d Carragh Pretty Polly S., Gr 2, Deutscher Stutenpreis, Gr 3, 3d Carragh Meld S., Gr 3, Carragh Cup, L. Half-sister to DEFEATING DANCER, Twyla (dam of MEATH, TWIST AND TURN), Dancing Decoy (dam of CATCH TWENTY TWO). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 4 winners, inc:-

FADEYEV (c Nureyev) 3 wins-2 at 2–at 1600m, Longchamp Prix de Fontainebleau, Gr 3, Saint-Cloud Prix Thomas Bryon, Gr 3, 2d Maisons-Laffitte Prix Messidor, Gr 3, 3d Hollywood Derby, Gr 1. Sire.

ICE BALLET (f Nureyev) 2 wins. See above.

Ice Pool. Winner at 10¼f in Great Britain. Grandam of-

FLY LIKE THE WIND (f Win Legend) 6 wins 1400 to 2800m, $210,058, to 2015 in India, Calcutta St Leger, L, Calcutta One Thousand Guineas, L, 2d Calcutta Oaks, L, Calcutta Monsoon Derby, L.

SPECIALIZE (f Eagle Eyed (USA)) 2 wins at 1100, 1200m in India, Hyderabad Byerly Turk S., L.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1200, 1550m to 2013-14, ATC Bowermans.com.au H., 2d ATC Big Brown First Crop H., 3d ATC McGrath Estate Agents QLD Offices H. First season at stud

Served by ALL AMERICAN. Date of last service, 10 September 2014.

Believed to be in foal
Lot 877 (No GST) EBTISAM
Chestnut mare (Branded nr sh. 31 8 off sh.) Foaled 1998

(Sire) BAO LACK (USA)..........
Blushing Groom............. by Nasrullah
Red God .......................... by Wild Risk
Runaway Bride.................. by Turn-to
Hall to Reason .................. by Quaheri
Break Through................ by Olympia

(Dam) THATSALLSHEWROTE (USA) 1979
Graustark.......................... by Ribot
Flower Bowl........................ by Tenerani
Tom Fool.......................... by Menow
Break Through................ by Blue haze
Graustark........................ by Tenerani

BAO LACK (USA) (1988). Unraced. Half-brother to SW Ribbon. Sire of 120 rnrs, 46 wnrs, inc. SP The Rampager, Bao Cacao and of Almighty Alliance, etc. Sire of the dams of 81 rnrs, 41 wnrs, inc. SW Vitesse Dane and of Sh’bourne Spirit, Hide and Seek, Sh’bourne Kahlua, Strategic’s Jewel, Chiquitita, Costagem, Taispeann, San Theresa, Smiling Melang, Bullet Train, Creston King, Ground Power, Chikks to Chikks, Jaliette, Lucky Eighty Eight, etc.

1st Dam
THATSALLSHEWROTE (USA), by Graustark. Winner at 1m in U.S.A. Sister to JIM FRENCH, DON’T SULK (dam of GRACIOSO, CAESOUR, PROFESSIONAL GIRL), Appetite, Dance Partner (dam of DANCING SUNSET, TRULY), half-sister to NATIVE PARTNER (dam of ABDAL, FLYING PARTNER, FORMIDABLE, FABULEUX JANE), BILL BONRIGHT, TRIO MPE, Fleeing Partner (dam of VARICK). Dam of 9 named foals, 6 to race, 5 winners, inc:-

End of Discussion (f by Sharpen Up). Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Grandam of-
BHEKINKOSI (g Kahal) 10 wins 1200 to 2200m, $120,743, Turffontein J ava H., L, 3d Turffontein Jubilee H., Gr 3-twice, Wolf Power H., L, Emir. 7 wins at 1400, 1450m, Turffontein Computaform Express H. Sun Bay. 2 wins at 1200, 1400m to 2013-14, Scottsville Soccer 13 H.
Amwaj (f by Tejano). Unraced. Dam of 7 winners-
Reward Gain. 5 wins at 1800m, Niigata Shiroumadake Tokubetsu.

2nd Dam
DINNER PARTNER, by Tom Fool. 4 wins–2 at 2, Arlington Park Misty Isle S., Washington Cinderella S., 2d Churchill Downs Oaks Prep S., 3d Arlington Park Pucker Up S., Cleopatra H. Dam of 14 foals, 12 to race, all winners, inc:-
JIM FRENCH (c Graustark) 9 wins–5 at 2, $320,291, Santa Anita Derby. Sire.
NATIVE PARTNER (f Raise a Native) 20 wins–2 at 2, Belmont Maskette H., Aqueduct Woodhaven H., 3d Saratoga Diana H. Dam of 8 winners-
FORMIDABLE (c Forli) 8 wins at 6f, 1m, Newmarket Middle Park S., Gr 1. Sire.
AJDAL (c Northern Dancer) 7 wins–3 at 2, Newmarket July Cup, Gr 1. Sire.
FLYING PARTNER (f Hoist the Flag) 4 wins–1 at 2, Oaklawn Fantasy S., Gr 1.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 7 named foals, all raced, 4 winners.
2004 Million Pound Note (g by Reassure (USA)). 2 wins at 1912, 2200m.
2005 Dane’s Son (g by Danewin). Started twice.
2006 Mahsam (g by Al Maher). 2 wins at 1700, 2100m.
2008 Lucky Eighty Eight (g by Al Maher). 2 wins at 1100, 1200m in 2014, Singapore TC Class 5 H.-twice, 2d Singapore TC Class 5 H., 3d Singapore TC Arenti S., Class 5 H.
2009 Missed to Danewin.
2010 Embrace (f by Eavesdropper (USA)). Winner at 1400m in 2014-15.
2011 War Groom (g by War Pass (USA)). Started 3 times.
2012 (c by Mutawaajid).
2013 (f by Mutawaajid).

With a Chestnut colt foal at foot by MULAAZEM, foaled 28 October 2014.
Not served
Has been seen to windsuck
**Lot 878**

Chestnut mare

(Branded R nr sh. 6 7 off sh.)

Foaled 2007

ANTEUM

(Sire)

**FILANTE (NZ)**

Star Way (GB) Star Appeal........ Star Appeal........ by Appiani........

New Way........................ by Klarion...............

Eau d’Etoile (NZ).......... by Sir Ivor................

Sir Tristram (Ire).......... by Prince Bright (USA)....

(Fam)

**SUPAMUM**

Marscay................................ Biscay........................ by Star Kingdom (Ire)....

Eau d’Etoile .................... Fille d’Etoile ............... by Heart of Market (USA).....

1999

Another.......................... Success Express (USA).... by To Market.............

(RAM)

**SUPAMUM**

1999

Corn............................... by Hotfoot....................

1999

**ANTEMUM**

Chestnut mare

(Branded R nr sh. 6 7 off sh.)

Foaled 2007

(Sire)

**FILANTE (NZ)**

Star Way (GB)................. Star Appeal.......... Star Appeal........ by Appiani........

New Way........................ by Klarion...............

Eau d’Etoile (NZ).......... by Sir Ivor................

Sir Tristram (Ire).......... by Prince Bright (USA)....

(Dam)

**SUPAMUM**

Marscay................................ Biscay........................ by Star Kingdom (Ire)....

Eau d’Etoile .................... Fille d’Etoile ............... by Heart of Market (USA).....

1999

Another.......................... Success Express (USA).... by To Market.............

**FILANTE (NZ)**

(1992). 7 wins - 1 at 2, VATC Yalumba S., Gr.1. Sire of 355 rnrs, 194 wnrs, inc. SW Macedon Lady (MRC Thousand Guineas, Gr.1), Ariante, Bareena, etc. Sire of the dams of 167 rnrs, 92 wnrs, inc. SW Manawanui, Danesiri, Hollywoodboulevard, Streetcar Magic, SP Stella Lante, Meticulously, Streetcar Valour and of Lochlee, Miss Adele, Selante, Canon Diablo, Kwanza, Streetcar Isabelle, Lady Redoute, Oh Susannah, San Jose, Crown of Ascot, etc.

1st Dam

**SUPAMUM**, by Marscay. Unraced. Three-quarter-sister to MAIZCAY, MZILIKAZI, DONNA DIOR, FITTING (dam of CATBIRD, DANBIRD). Dam of 6 foals, all raced, 3 winners, inc:-

Mumslad (g by Lonhro). 8 wins 1000 to 1200m, $174,110, to 2014-15, AJC Start of Summer Raceday H., Grand Armee H., STC Rosehill Gardens Event Centre H., 2d AJC Mt Pritchard H., STC Soft as Soap H.

Supason (g by Fasliyev (USA)). 6 wins at 1000m.

2nd Dam

ANOTHER, by Success Express (USA). Winner at 1600m. Half-sister to MAIZCAY, MZILIKAZI, DONNA CARA (dam of DONNA DIOR, YESTERDAY), FITTING (dam of CATBIRD, DANBIRD). Dam of 7 named foals, 4 to race, 2 winners, inc:-

Vandermeer. 3 wins at 1100, 1200m to 2014-15, TTC Star Bar Cafe & Hotel H.

3rd Dam

CORN, by Hotfoot. 4 wins 1000 to 1400m. Half-sister to BEANS, COUNTY, DIEU D’OR, Fire Fighter, Singeing Lamp (dam of HALF HENNESSY), Mahenge (dam of BEAVER). Dam of 12 named foals, 10 to race, 9 winners, inc:-

MAIZCAY (c Marscay) 4 wins – 3 at 2–1000 to 1200m, $178,700, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2, ACT RC Black Opal S., Gr 2, AJC Breeders’ P., Gr 3. Sire.

MZILIKAZI (c Marscay) 7 wins 1600 to 2000m, $217,293 in South Africa and Zimbabwe, Borrowdale OK Grand Challenge, Gr 3, FSI Tinto Guineas, Gr 3.

FITTING (f Marscay) 4 wins – 2 at 1000 to 1400m, $264,118, AJC Gimcrack S., L, 3d AJC Flight S., Gr 1, STC Silver Slipper S., Gr 2. Dam of:

CATBIRD (c Danehill (USA)) Champion 2YO in Australia in 1998-99. 5 wins at 2 at 1200m, $1,755,670, STC Golden Slipper S., Gr 1. Sire.

DANBIRD (c Danehill (USA)) 6 wins – 2 at 2–1100 to 1400m, $369,059, STC Pago Pago S., Gr 2, 2d AJC Up and Coming S., Gr 2. Sire.

Coat. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-

PILLAR OF HERCULES (c Rock of Gibraltar (Ire)) 2 wins at 1509, 2000m, MRC Norman Robinson S., Gr 3, 3d MRC Toorak H., Gr 1.

DONNA CARA (f Sir Tristram (Ire)) 4 wins 1600 to 2100m, SAJC New Year's Gift, L, VATC Bramerton H., Out of Danger H. Dam of 4 winners-

YESTERDAY (f Red Ransom (USA)) 2 wins – 1 at 2, MRC Twilight Glow S., L.

DONNA DIOR (f Marscay) 2 wins – 1 at 2, MVRC Alexandra S., L.

Race Record: Started twice.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 foals.

2012 (c by California Dane).

2013 (f by Zoffany (Ire)).

2014 (f by Charge Forward).

Not served
Lot 879

**ACCADEMIA**

Bay mare  
(Branded  

5

nr sh.  

26

off sh.)  

Foaled 2005

**Sire**

ROYAL ACADEMY  
(USA)

Nijinsky ................. Northern Dancer  
by Nearctic................

Flaming Page............. by Bull Page..............

Crimson Saint............ by Spy Song..............

Bolero Rose............. by Bolero..................

**Dam**

INSPIRASI

Jackson Square.......... Biscay  
by Star Kingdom (Ire).....

Red Rebecca ............. by Showdown (GB)......

Irish River............. by Riverman..............

Close Comfort.......... by Far North..............

**1st Dam**

INSPIRASI,  by Jackson Square.  
Winner at 1000m.  
Half-sister to MUBTAKER,  
Crystal Downs  
(dam of PRUSSIAN).  
Dam of 8 named foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

Royal Imperium  
(g by Royal Academy (USA)).  5 wins at 1200, 1400m, CJC  
Skelton Brothers H., 2d CJC Millennium Hotels & Resorts H.

Aninspiration  
(f by Anabaa (USA)).  3 wins–1 at 2–at 1400, 1500m, 2d AJC  
Clovelly H., Lawler Partners Chartered Accountants H.

Goldshow-Man U (Mal.)  
(g by Made of Gold (USA)).  4 wins 1800 to 2000m in Malaysia, 3d Singapore TC Class 5 H.

**2nd Dam**

GAZAYIL (USA),  by Irish River.  2 wins–1 at 2–at 1605m in Great Britain and Aust,  
SAJC Vacuum H.  Three-quarter-sister to NATALIE TOO,  
half-sister to HUSYAN,  
Miss Waikiki, Thabit,  
Badrah (dam of DESERT SKY), Slew of Comfort  
(dam of SUJIMOTO).  
Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 6 winners, inc:-

MUBTAKER  
(c Silver Hawk)  
Top of The 2003 International 4YO+ Classification (long).  Champion Older Male in France & GB in 2003  
(Long).  13 wins 1¼m to 1¾m, Newbury Geoffrey Freer S.,  Gr 2-3 times,  
John Porter S.,  Gr 3, Newmarket Cumberland Lodge S.,  Gr 3, Kempton  
September S.,  Gr 3, Doncaster Troy S.,  L, Goodwood March S.,  L, Festival  
S.,  L, Newbury Steventon S.,  L, 2d Longchamp Prix de l’Arc de Triomphe,  
Gr 1, Newbury Geoffrey Freer S.,  Gr 2, Newmarket Princess of Wales’s S.,  
Gr 2, 3d Newmarket St Simon S.,  Gr 3, Sandown Brigadier Gerard S.,  Gr 3.

Crystal Downs  
(f Alleged)  
Winner at 2 at 7f, 2d Longchamp Prix Marcel Boussac,  Gr 1, Curragh Athasi S.,  L, Leopardstown Brownstown Stud S.,  
Dam of-  
PRUSSIAN  
(c Danzig)  3 wins–2 at 2–6½f to 8½f, Woodbine Summer S.,  Gr 3.

Tomoohat.  
Winner at 2 at 6f.  Dam of 2 winners-  
TABASSUM  
(f Nayef)  2 wins at 2 at 7f, Newmarket Oh So Sharp S.,  
Gr 3, German Thoroughbred 2YO S.,  3d Newmarket Rockfel S.,  Gr 2.

Prime Ville.  2 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1212m.  Grandam of-  
SUPER GOLD  
(g Golden Snake (USA))  6 wins 1200 to 1800m, $580,106,  
Singapore TC Moonbeam Vase,  Sgp-3, Committee’s Prize,  Sgp-3.

**Race Record:**  
Winner at 1400m.

**Produce Record:**  
Dam of 1 named foal.

2011 Dorsoduro Venice  
(g by Tobique).  Unraced.

2012 Slipped by Canny Lad.

2013 (f by Trotamondo (CHI)).

2014 (f by Teofilo (Ire)).

**Served by SNIPPETSON.**  **Date of last service, 2 October 2014.**

Believed to be in foal
Lot 880 AUTUMN WARRIOR
Brown filly (Branded C nr sh. 25 1 off sh.) Foaled 2011

(Sire) Cherokee Run Runaway Groom by Blushing Groom
WAR PASS (USA) Cherokee Dame Silver Saber
Vue Mr. Prospector by Raise a Native

(Dam) AUBURN HILLS Danehill (USA) Runaway Groom by Blushing Groom
2002 Vue Cherokee Run

WARR PASS (USA) (Bay or Brown 2005-Stud 2009). 5 wins-4 at 2, Breeders' Cup Juvenile S., Gr.1. Sire of 168 rnrs, 106 wnrs, inc. SW Java's War (Keeneland Blue Grass S., Gr.1). Revolutionary, Galaxy Pegasus, Never Can Tell, Ore Pass, Tulir Castle, SP Bondeiger, Laddie Boy, Lunarwarfare, Confrontation, Giftorn, Trichologist, Go Max, Sandbar, Cruzette, Dangerous Pass, Peace No War, Scooter Bird and of Mandalong Kiss, War Thunder, Amazon, Flash, etc.

1st Dam Auburn Hills, by Danehill (USA). Unraced. Dam of 4 named foals, all raced, 2 winners, inc:-
Gust of Power (f by War Pass (USA)). 3 wins at 1000, 1100m in 2013-14, 2d ATC TAB Number 1 Club H.
Essence of Time - Energetic Tango (Mac.) (g by Canny Lad). 2 wins at 1050, 1200m in Aust and Macau.

2nd Dam GEE O'CEE (USA), by Seattle Slew. Winner at 1450m. Half-sister to CHALEE (dam of NEVER CAN TELL), HIPPOMENES, Bedimpled (dam of SWISS ECHO). Dam of 5 foals, 3 to race, 2 winners, inc:-
Hot Rhythm. 7 wins 900 to 1200m to 2013-14.

3rd Dam BERIBBONED (USA), by Well Decorated. Winner at 8½f in U.S.A. Half-sister to PARADE GROUND, PARADE LEADER, SPEED DIALER (dam of HIGH SPEED ACCESS, STORM ALERT), TRICKY CREEK, WAVERING GIRL (dam of MILITARY, GLENCO KID), EVERHOPE, Matriarch (dam of STAR OF VALOR, FLEET WAHINE), Swiss Asset, Battle Hymn (dam of GOLD HISTORY, IZE IN TROUBLE), Will To (dam of YOU BET). Dam of 12 foals, 7 to race, 6 winners, inc:-
CHALEE (f Storm Bird). 2 wins at 1200m, VATC Inglis Premier Yearling Sales S., L, 3d VRC Moomba P., L. Dam of 4 winners-
NEVER CAN TELL (g War Pass (USA)). 2 wins at 2 at 1100m, $146,870, ATC Canonbury S., L, Sydney Markets Sprint 2YO S.
HIPPOMENES (c Leo Castelli). 7 wins–2 at 2–5½f to 6½f, $199,710, Churchill Downs Kentucky Breeders' Cup S., L, Allowance, Keeneland Allowance, 2d Laurel Primer S., L, 4th Monmouth Sapling S., Gr 2.
Tangina. Unraced. Grandam of-
BE POSITIVE (f Anabaa (USA)). 4 wins 1000 to 1400m, VRC National Jockey Celebration Day Victoria P., Gr 3, 3d MRC Mannerism S., Gr 3. Bediminded. Unraced. Dam of-
SWISS ECHO (g Don't Say Halo (USA)). 7 wins 1200 to 2000m, $261,865, STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3, AJC Fairfield Advance Welter H., 2d AJC Colin Stephen H., Gr 3, 3d AJC Bill Ritchie H., Gr 3.
Songfest. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-
BETTER THAN EVER (g French Deputy (USA)). Champion 2YO, 3YO & 4YO in Singapore. 17 wins 1200 to 2000m, $2,143,058, Manawatu RC Awapuni Gold Cup, Gr 2, Singapore Guineas, Sgp-1, Singapore TC Kranji Mile, Sgp-1-twice, 3d AuRC New Zealand S., Gr 1.
Boys Will Be Boys (c Hussonet (USA)). 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1300, 1400m, AJC Lawler Financial Services 2YO H., 2d VRC Fashion S., L.

Race Record: 4 Starts 0-0-0. $2,425.
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row O 1,2,12,14,15
On Account of BYLONG PARK THOROUGHBREDS,
Martindale

Lot 881 DECANTERED

Bay mare (Branded G, nr sh. 28/3 off sh.) Foaled 2003

(Sire) Danehill (USA) ......... Danzig ......................... by Northern Dancer ....
FLYING SPUR ............. Razyana ........................ by His Majesty ........
(Rolls (USA) .............. Mr. Prospector ................ by Raise a Native ........
(Dam) DE CANNY .......... Grand Luxe ....................... by Sir Ivor ................
1998 Miss Candy .............. Tree of Renown ................ by Twig Moss (Fr)........


1st Dam DE CANNY, by Dehere (USA). 4 wins-1 at 2–1200 to 1600m, QTC JM Kelly Project Builders H., STC B Dorto B Bottles Premium Cask H., Ashfield Catholic & Community Club H., 2d BTC Kjenoys 2YO H., Roz McRae H. Sister to DE LOLLIES, St Fevre. Dam of 6 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:- Desert Canny - Rainbow Canny (H.K.) (f by Desert King (Ire)). Winner at 1350m, BRC Turner Freeman Lawyers H.
Canny de Zero (f by Danzero). 4 wins at 1000, 1100m to 2014-15.

2nd Dam MISS CANDY, by Canny Lad. 4 wins 1000 to 1350m, BATC B Myers & P Clarke H., 2d BTC Northern Dancer H., QTC Te Rapa H., 3d VRC Spirit of Kingston H., BTC Doomben H. Dam of 8 foals, 7 to race, all winners, inc:- DE LOLLIES (f Dehere (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m, AJC Gimcrack S., L. St Fevre (g Dehere (USA)) 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1200m, $448,233, HKJC Cheung Sha H., Waikato RC Capica 2YO H., 2d Manawatu Sires' Produce S., Gr 1, Macau Hong Kong Trophy, L, 4th Hong Kong Macau Trophy, HK-3. Western Springs. 9 wins 1000 to 2054m, 3d QTC Money Hotline Pty Ltd Hopeful 2YO H.

3rd Dam TREE OF RENOWN, by Twig Moss (Fr). 2 wins at 1005, 1200m, SAJC Swettenham Stud S., Gr 3. Sister to MIGHTY AVENGER, Mighty Dear, Moss Magic (dam of BROANN), Wunderschoen (dam of VALEDICTUM), blood-sister to REMOUCHE, Majestic Moss, Don't Look Now, half-sister to Papa Kelly. Dam of 5 foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:- My Family Tree. Unraced. Dam of 6 winners-
Allanthus (g Street Cry (Ire)) 8 wins 1400 to 3200m, $211,733, MRC Red Fury H., Bairnsdale Cup, 2d MRC Autumn Classic, Gr 2, 3d Ballarat Cup, L.

Race Record: Winner at 1600m, 2d STC Stitches & Craft Show H., 3d STC Fonterra Brands (Australia) H.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 living foals, 2 to race, both winners.
2009 (f by Henny Hughes (USA)). Destroyed.
2010 Chastened (f by Choisir). 3 wins 1000 to 1500m to 2014-15, 2d ATC TAB Betting Season H., 3d ATC Hollywood Fashion Secrets H., Shop With the TAB App H.
2011 Louie the Lip (g by All American). Winner at 1200m in 2014-15.
2013 Not served previous season.
2014 (foal by Denman). Dead.

Served by CHARGE FORWARD. Date of last service, 1 December 2014.

Not in foal
CRYSTAL CLEAR (CHI)

Bay mare

Foaled 1999

(GSire) Mr. Prospector
Golden Voyager
La Voyageuse

(Dam) Northair
CRISTALLINE

(Sire) Gold Digger
Mr. Prospector
Tentam
Fanfreluche

(Dam) Bold Melody
CRISTALLINE

1987

GOLDEN VOYAGER (USA) (1987). 3 wins in U.S.A. Sire of 136 rnrs, 116 wnrs, 18 SW, inc. Ser O No Ser (Club Hipico Clasico Arturo Lyon Pena, Gr. 1), Crystal House, Guacate, Crystal Clear, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Top Casablanca, Divina Preciosa, Beto Boss, Maldivas, Casablanca Star, El Merito, Shapandaz, Paris de Troya, Detergente, Muratore, Pasi de Juna, Pasi Lindo, Reina Carioca, Cristobalito, Es Tu Dia, SP Kettel One, Glamorosa Es, Leon Rey, etc.

1st Dam


CRYSTAL CLEAR (f by Golden Voyager). 4 wins. See below.

CRYSTAL HOUSE (f by Golden Voyager). Horse of the Year & Champion 3YO Filly in Chile in 1998–99. 3 wins–1 at 2–1100 to 2400m in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico El Ensayo, Gr 1, Clasico Nacional Ricardo Lyon, Gr 1. Producer.

Costa Azul (f by Semenenko). 4 wins at 1300, 1400m in Chile. Dam of:

SANTIAGO MATIAS (c Golden Voyager). 4 wins–1 at 2–1600 to 1900m in Chile and Sweden, Gran Premio Polla de Potrillos, Gr 1.

Costa Norte (f by Pappavalley). 2 wins at 1000, 1200m in Chile. Dam of:

CANDY DOLL (f Dushyantor) 2 wins, Club Hipico G.P. Las Oaks, Gr 1.

Cristal (f by Semenenko). Winner at 1600m in Chile. Dam of 3 winners.

CRISANTEMO (c Pappavalley) Champion 2YO Grass Colt & 3YO Colt in Chile in 2000-01 & 2001-02. 9 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 2400m in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Club Hipico de Santiago, Gr 1.

CEFALU (g Dushyantor) 6 wins–1 at 2, Valparaiso G.P. El Derby, Gr 1.

Race Record: Joint Champion 3YO Filly in Chile in 2002-03. Stakes-winner. 4 wins–2 at 2–at 1600, 2400m in Chile, Grand Premio Las Oaks, Gr 1, Club Hipico Clasico Criadores Dorama, Gr 2, 2d Gran Premio Polla de Potrancas, Gr 1, 3d Club Hipico Clasico Nacional Ricardo Lyon, Gr 1, Clasico El Ensayo, Gr 1.

Produce Record: Dam of 6 named foals, 5 to race, 4 winners.

2004 Clear Water (f by Dushyantor). Winner at 1200m in Chile. Dam of:

CALIFAT (c Until Sundown) 4 wins–1 at 2–1500 to 2000m to 2014-15 in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Nacional Ricardo Lyon, Gr 1.


2006 Crystal City (f by Dushyantor). Winner at 1500m in Chile. Dam of:

Garaniftans. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 1000, 1300m to 2014-15 in Chile, Club Hipico Clasico Club de Polo y Equitación San Cristobal.


2008 Slipped by Dehere (USA).

2009 Charter Boy (g by Court Command). Winner at 1100m.

2010 Not served previous season.

2011 Another Al (g by Al Maher). Winner at 1600m in 2014-15, 2d ATC TAB Rewards H., 3d ATC TAB Early Quaddie 2YO H.

2012 Slipped by Mutawaajid.

2013 (f by Mutawaajid).

2014 (f by Artie Schiller (USA)).

Served by AL MAHER. Date of last service, 16 November 2014.

Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row T 3-8
On Account of EMIRATES PARK, Murrurundi

Lot 883 COPALAGO
Bay mare (Branded ♀ nr sh. 104
5 off sh.) Foaled 2005

(Sire) Fairy King (USA) .......... Northern Dancer ....... by Nearctic
ENCOSTA DE LAGO...... Fairy Bridge................ by Bold Reason
Shoal Creek.................. Star Way (GB)............. by Star Appeal

(Dam) Pleasant Colony ........... Rolls (USA)................ by Mr. Prospector
COPPELLUS (USA).............. His Majesty................ by Ribot
1998 Lilian Bayliss................ Godzillla.................. by Gyr (USA)

ENCOSTA DE LAGO (AUS) (1993). 3 wins to 1600m, VATC VicHealth Cup, Gr.1. Sire of 1521 rnrs, 1050 wnrs, 106 SW, inc. Princess Coup, etc. Sire of the dams of 957 rnrs, 528 wnrs, 19 GW, inc. SW Musir, Believe Yourself, Pheidon, Neo, Philiippi, Empress Rock, Merhee, Sertorius, Stockehouse, Choice, Clifton Red, Moofeed, Not Listenin'tome, Killua Castle, Prisoo, Sookie, Beneteau, Fillydelphia, Isibaeva, Burnstone, Mihalic, Another Coup, etc.

1st Dam COPPELLUS (USA), by Pleasant Colony. Started once. Half-sister to STRIKE A BLOW, Elmswood (dam of TIMELY REFLECTION). Dam of 5 named foals, 4 to race, all winners, inc:-
Nine Ten (f by Al Maher). 5 wins at 1200, 1400m in Malaysia, Selangor TC Sasa Fashion on the Turf Trophy, 2d Selangor TC Kenilworth Cup.

2nd Dam Lilian Bayliss, by Sadler’s Wells. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 7f, 9f, Newmarket Murless S., 3d Newmarket Nell Gwyn S., Gr 3. Sister to Ernani, half-sister to ROYAL SUZUKA, PHYDILLA, Observation Post, As Somman, Colchis. Dam of 11 foals, all raced, 7 winners, inc:-
STRIKE A BLOW (c Red Ransom) 5 wins–4 at 2–1200 to 2011m, Milan Premio del Dado, L, Premio Giuseppe de Montel, L. Elmswood. Placed at 2 in Great Britain. Dam of 4 winners-
TIMELY REFLECTION (f Yankee Victor) 3 wins–2 at 2–to 1m, Louisiana Donnie Wilhite Memorial H., L, Lone Star Richland Hills Farm S., L. River Alice. Placed at 3. Dam of 2 winners-
VERMEER (g Noverre (USA)) 10 wins 1200 to 1800m, $290,632, Pinjarra Classic, L, 2d WATC Asian Beau S., Gr 3, Birthday S., L.

3rd Dam GODZILLA, by Gyr (USA). 5 wins at 2 1000 to 1500m, Rome Premio delle Repubbliche Marinare, L, Naples Criterium Partenopeo, L. Half-sister to GREEDY OF GAIN, Sea Grey. Dam of 15 foals, all winners, inc:-
PHYDILLA (f Lyphard) 4 wins–3 at 2–1200 to 1600m, Saint-Cloud Prix Eclipse, Gr 3, Deauville Prix Quincey, Gr 3. Grandam of-
AGNES WORLD (c Danzig) 8 wins–3 at 2–1000 to 1600m in Great Britain, France and Japan, Newmarket July Cup, Gr 1. Sire.
HISHI AKEBONO (c Woodman) Champion Sprinter & Miler in Japan in 1995. 6 wins at 1200, 1400m, Nakayama Sprinters S., Jpn-1. Sire. Mysterial. Started twice. Dam of 7 winners-
DUBAI DESTINATION (c Kingmambo) 4 wins–2 at 2–7f to 8¼f, £235,630, Royal Ascot Queen Anne S., Gr 1. Sire.

Race Record: Unraced.
Produce Record: Dam of 2 named foals, 1 to race, 1 winner.
2010 Missed to Mutawaajid.
2011 Nayrouz (f by Eavesdropper (USA)). Unraced.
2012 Cospy (f by Eavesdropper (USA)). Winner at 2 at 1000m in 2014-15.
2013 (c by Dream Ahead (USA)).
2014 (f by Mulaazem). Died.

Served by AL MAHER. Date of last service, 12 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row F 2,3
On Account of LUSKIN PARK, Luskintyre (As Agent)

Lot 884

DANEHILL LASS
Bay mare
(Branded C nr sh.  49 1 off sh.)  
Foaled 2001

(Sire)  
DANEHILL (USA) ............
Danzig..........................
Northern Dancer ............
Pas de Nom.....................
by Neartic......................
by Admiral's Voyage .........
by Ribot ..........................
Hjs Majesty.....................
by His Majesty.................
by Ribot ..........................
Razyana ..........................
Spring Adieu...................
by Buckpasser .................
by Nearctic....................

(Dam)  
OUT ON THE TOWN (USA) 1994

Mr. Prospector.................
Secrettame .....................
by Raise a Native............
by Secretariat............... 
Spend a Buck ..................
by Buckaroo .................
Fanfreluche ...................
by Northern Dancer .......
by Northern Dancer .......

Sire of Broodmares 6 times. Sire of 2075 mrs, 1617 wns, 347 SW, inc. Dylan
Thomas, etc. Sire of the dams of SW Intello, Danedream, Sepoy, Shocking,
Tuesday Joy, Benicio, Belardo, Dick Whittington, Pride of Dubai, Chriselliam,
Hallowed Crown, Tapestry, Turn Me Loose, Cosmic Endeavour, Integral, Miss
Mossman, Ruud Awakening, Seek Again, Fenomeno, Maybe, etc.

1st Dam
Western Hour (USA), by Gone West. Winner at 1¼m, 3d Newbury Ballymacoll
Stud S., L. Half-sister to Spinjive. Dam of 9 named foals, all raced, 5
winners, inc:-
Danehill Lass (f by Danehill (USA)). 2 wins. See below.
Sonic de Lago (g by Encosta de Lago). 2 wins at 1500, 1900m, 2d STC
Bacardi Breezer & Beelgara H., 3d AJC Secret Savings H.

2nd Dam
OUT ON THE TOWN (USA), by Spend a Buck. Placed at 3 in U.S.A. Half-sister to
L'ENJOLEUR, LA VOYAGEUSE (dam of TIME BANDIT, INNOVATIVE),
MEDAILLE D'OR, D'ACCORD, GRAND LUXE (dam of SMACKOVER
CREEK), L'Extravagante (dam of MONTEILMAR, L'EXTRA HONOR),
Slew and Easy (dam of CONSERVE), La Pepite (dam of SOLDERA), L'On
Vite (dam of HOLY ROMAN EMPEROR, MILANOVA, BIG VIKING,
HEART OF OAK). Dam of 8 foals, 6 to race, 5 winners,-

Western Hour (f Gone West) Winner. See above.
Spinjive (f Cure the Blues) 4 wins–1 at 2, 3d Ellis Wilma C Kennedy S., L.
Heavenly Night. 2 wins–1 at 2–at 8½f in U.S.A. Dam of 5 winners–
Miss Shamardal (f Shamardal (USA)) 3 wins 1580 to 1800m, $163,130,
ATC Bronte H., STC Rosehill Event Centre H., 3d AJC Reginald Allen H., L.
Moonlight Music. 4 wins at 1200, 1400m, AJC Newbridge H. Dam of–
MOONLIGHT HUSSLER (g Hussonet (USA)) Winner at 2 at 1000m in
2013-14, MRC Debutant S., L.
Caught My Eye. Unraced. Dam of 7 winners–
Dazzling Deelite (f Afternoon Deelites) 3 wins–1 at 2–to 1m, 3d Calder
Cool Air S., L, 4th Calder Aspidistra H., L, Delta Love S., L. Dam of–
BEAR TOUGH TIGER (g Roar of the Tiger) 10 wins 5½f to 6½f,
$500,079, to 2014, Woodbine Kennedy Road S., Gr 3, Allowance, 2d
Woodbine Jacques Cartier S., L, 3d Woodbine Nearctic S., Gr 1.

Race Record: 2 wins at 1350, 1600m, AJC Abdul H., 2d AJC Safilo Eyewear H.,
Birmingham H., Princesses Approve H.

Produce Record: Dam of 5 named foals, all raced.
2007 Rough 'n' Ready (g by More Than Ready (USA)). Started 3 times.
2008 Raffles Ready (f by More Than Ready (USA)). Unplaced.
2009 Million Fortune (Sing.) (f by Red Ransom (USA)). Unplaced.
2010 Rise 'n' Conquer (g by Northern Meteor). Started twice.
2011 Buck Rogers (g by Northern Meteor). Unplaced.
2012 (f by Charge Forward).
2013 (f by Charge Forward).
2014 (f by Charge Forward).

Served by CHARGE FORWARD. Date of last service, 13 November 2014.
Believed to be in foal
YARRAMAN PARK STUD, Scone (As Agent)

Lot 885 (No GST)

BAY FILLY

(Branded ‘J’ nr sh. 71 4 off sh. off sh. Foaled 25th September 2014)

SIRE
Invincible Spirit (Ire) ...... Green Desert ............... by Danzig .................

I AM INVINCIBLE ....
Cannarelle .................. by Kris .........................

DAM
Reset ......................... by Sir Tristram (Ire) ....

SET TO UNLEASH....... 2007
Leash ........................ by Last Tycoon (Ire) ....


1st Dam
SET TO UNLEASH, by Reset. Winner at 1600m, 2d BRC The Good Guys P. This is her second foal. Her first foal is a 2YO.

2nd Dam
LEASH, by Redoute's Choice. Unraced. Half-sister to SUN CLASSIQUE. Dam of 2 named foals, both winners-
Free Thinking. Winner at 1200m.

3rd Dam
ELFENJER, by Last Tycoon (Ire). Started once. Half-sister to ROYAL VOYAGE, Loaheeb (dam of SHAMROCK SHORE). Dam of 10 foals, 7 to race, 1 winner, inc:-

SUN CLASSIQUE (f Fuji Kiseki (JPN)). Champion 3YO Filly in South Africa in 2006-07. Champion Older Mare in UAE in 2007-08. 9 wins-2 at 2-1200 to 2400m, $4,251,028 in South Africa and U.A.E, Greyville Woolavington S., Gr 1, Kenilworth Majorca S., Gr 1, Nad al Sheba Dubai Sheema Classic, Gr 1, Kenilworth Cape Fillies Guineas, Gr 1, Diana S., Gr 3, Nad al Sheba Cape Verdi S., L, Balanchine S., L, 2d Clairwood Thekwini S., Gr 1, Kenilworth Paddock S., Gr 1.

Cobra Gold. Started once. Dam of-
Sail for Gold. 2 wins at 1400, 1600m in 2014-15 in South Africa.

4th Dam
GAMINE (NZ), by Keen (GB). 9 wins-2 at 2-1200 to 2400m, $383,905, South Australian Oaks, Gr 1, SAJC Laelia S., L, VATC Eclipse S., L, 2d VATC One Thousand Guineaes, Gr 1, Dalgety S., Gr 3, VRC Metric Mile H., L, VATC Tristarc S., L, Eclipse S., L, 3d Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, MVRC Waterford Crystal Mile H., Gr 3, VATC Easter Cup, Gr 3, 4th STC Tea Rose S., L, MVRC Waterford Crystal Mile H., Gr 3, BATC Chairman's H., L. Half-sister to Remember Pru (dam of FOUARDEE, SOJUSTREMEMBERTHIS), Smyzter's Century (dam of MY VEGAS). Dam of 7 foals, 5 to race, 3 winners, inc:-

ROYAL VOYAGE (c Danehill (USA)). 6 wins 1000 to 1800m, $358,050, VATC St George S., Gr 2, VRC Paris Lane S., L, Flemington Rose H., MVRC Aeropost H., 2d VRC Blamey S., Gr 2, Carbine Club S., Gr 3, VATIC Sandown S., Gr 3, STC Sky High S., L, VATC Mercedes-Benz S., L, 3d VATC Schweppes Cup, L, 4th STC Tulloch S., Gr 2, VATIC Zeditave S., L.

Tarrayoukyan. 6 wins 1300 to 1640m, $123,467, BRC SITA Environmental H., Fashion Marquee on Melbourne Cup Day H., Carlton Draught H.

Loaheeb. Unraced. Dam of 4 winners-

SHAMROCK SHORE (g Song of Tara (Ire)). 4 wins 1900 to 2400m, $264,420, City Tattersall's Club Cup, L, AJC Rick Damenlia Honda Cup, STC Clubs NSW H., Sport & Tourism Youth Foundation H., 2d QTC Brisbane Cup, Gr 1, STC Lord Mayor's Cup, L, 3d AJC Arctic Symbol H., 4th STC Kingston Town S., Gr 3, Stayers' Cup, L, Christmas Cup, L.
From Monday 9am Stable 2 Row P 5
CRESSFIELD, Scone
Lot 886
FLOUZE
Bay mare
(Branded girt nr sh. 42 off sh.)
Foaled 2002

SIRE
Sir Tristram (Ire) ..............
Sir Ivor ................................ by Sir Gaylord ............
Nureyev ............................... by Northern Dancer ....
Valderna ............................... by Val de Looir ........
Century ............................... by Better Boy (Ire) .......

DAM
Euclase ...............................
Ruby ...................................... by Seventh Hussar ....
Marscay ............................... by Biscay ...............

1st Dam
LA BARAKA .........................
Triscay ...............................
Tristram Lady (NZ) ....... by Sir Tristram (Ire).


1st Dam
LA BARAKA, by Euclase. 6 wins–1 at 2–at 1100, 1200m, $641,780, AJC Galaxy H., Gr 1, Endeavour S., Gr 3, SAJC National S., Gr 3, RN Irwin S., Gr 3, VRC Moomba P., L, VATC HDF McNeil S., L, 2d MVRC Champagne S., Gr 2. Half-sister to TSUIMAI, Robrick, Satyric (dam of AGISTER, READYOR).

2nd Dam
TRISCAY, by Marscay. Head of The 1990-91 Australasian 3YO Classification. Top filly on The 1989-90 Australasian 2YO Classification. 15 wins–7 at 2–to 2400m, $1,925,040, AJC Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Flight S., Gr 1, VRC Australian Guineas, Gr 1, AJC Champagne S., Gr 1, Queensland Oaks, Gr 1, AJC Apollo S., Gr 2. Sister to Rosecay (dam of MAJESTICALLY), three-quarter-sister to Salimar, Lillande (dam of DEFIER), Timpani (dam of MR CHARLIE), half-sister to Dane Vintage (dam of VINTER). Dam of 10 named foals, 9 to race, 7 winners, inc:--

LA BARAKA (f Euclase) 6 wins. See above.

TSUIMAI (c Thunder Gulch (USA)) 4 wins–2 at 2–to 1800m, $354,410, STC Gloaming S., Gr 2, Gosford Classic, L, 3d AJC Epsom H., Gr 1. Sire.

ROBRICK (g Grand Lodge (USA)) 5 wins 1400 to 3000m, 2d VRC Bagot H., L. Satyric. 2 wins at 1000, 1100m. Dam of 5 winners-

AGISTER (g Mossman) 7 wins–2 at 2–1000 to 1300m, $428,935, to 2013-14, ATC Eskimo Prince S., L, City Tatt's RC Tattersalls 2YO P.

READYOR (f More Than Ready (USA)) 4 wins–2 at 2, AJC Keith Mackay H., L.

Race Record: Stakes-placed. Winner at 1200m, 3d SAJC Lelia S., L, Hop Skip Dump H., Marsh H.

Produce Record: Dam of 3 named foals, all raced, 2 winners.
2008 Miss Provocative (f by Flying Spur). Winner at 1208m.
2009 My Little Friend (f by Exceed and Excel). Winner at 2 at 1300m, SAJC Resourceco 2YO H., 4th SAJC Dequetteville S., L.
2011 Another Flouze (f by Stratum). Placed at 3 in 2014-15, 3d SAJC Darley H.
2012 Slipped by Not a Single Doubt.
2013 (f by Snitzel).
2014 (f by Exceed and Excel).

Served by FOXWEDGE. Date of last service, 4 December 2014.
Believed to be in foal.
LA FLUORESCENT (NZ)

Lot 887

Chestnut mare

(24/9 branded nr sh. of off sh.)

Foaled 2009


Sir Ferrari - Hostwin Challenge (Mac.) (g by Testa Rossa). 6 wins 1200 to 1500m, $221,567, to 2013-14 in NZ and Macau, Macau Race Horse Owners Association Cup, Manawatu RC Speight's Ale House H., Macau New Year Trophy H., 2d Macau 4YO Prelude, L, 3d Macau Race Horse Owners Association Cup, Manawatu RC Speight's Ale House H., Macau New Year Trophy H., 2d Macau 4YO Prelude, L.

2nd Dam

La Lagune, by Danehill (USA). 2 wins-1 at 2-at 1000, 1200m, $351,850, VATC Quezette S., L, SAJC Queen Adelaide S., L, 2d VATC Blue Diamond S., Gr 3, HKJC Indian Challenge Cup, 2d ATC Gloaming S., Gr 3, 3d ATC Spring Champion S., Gr 1, Hobartville S., Gr 2, 4th Australian Derby, Gr 1, ATC Rosehill Guineas, Gr 1.

3rd Dam

Commercial Choice (USA), by Knights Choice. 9 wins-3 at 2-at 6f, 8½f, $139,300, Golden Gate Blazing Skies H, L, Brazen H, L, 2d Bay Meadows Tanaka Family Farm H, L, Golden Gate A Kiss For Luck H, L, 3d Santa Rosa Elie Destrueil H, L. Half-sister to Our Game Plan, Teal Top, Commercial Run (dam of Danish Deal, Emily Ring), Gold Tunic (dam of Sober Suit, Titanic Jack). Dam of 9 foals, 7 to race, 5 winners, inc:- Make Me A Miracle (g Flying Spur) 7 wins-1 at 2-1100 to 2020m, $370,035, ACT RC National Sprint H, L, 2d GTC Prime Minister's Cup, Gr 2, STC Ajax S., Gr 3, 3d MVRC Bill Stutt S, Gr 2, QTC Brisbane H, L.

LA LAGUNE (f Danehill (USA)) 2 wins. See above.

Race Record: Started twice.

Produce Record: Dam of 1 foal.

2014 (c by Pierro).

Served by Medaglia D'Oro (USA). Date of last service, 28 October 2014.

Believed to be in foal